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6rn:m;;;,;;;iii! F all spoken tongues the English language is, 
perhaps, alone destined to occupy a predominant 
place among the peoples of the earth. Arguing 
from the past to the present, and from the present 
to the future, it seems certain that, in another 

hundred years, no less than one thousand millions of people 
will, at the present rate of increase, be speaking the English 
language-a number far in excess of any other nationality. 
Rich in metaphor, full of vitality and creative vigor-as it has 
proved itself-with untold possibilities of adaptation to the 
needs and genius of the age, it already stands unique in many 
respects, and forms a medium of communication to the like of 
which no other spoken tongue can show an analogy. 

Unquestionably its present strength and future potency lie 
in its adaptability and capacity for expansion. To take the 
last three hundred years alone, the tendency of our Mother 
tongue to reach out, under varying surroundings, to new and 
fresh combinations of form has been very marked. One fact 
stands out in bold relief, viz., that from the earliest times 
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een's E and A1 tsms. 

English age h n unde a kin er-
mentation. With new environments the speech of a people 
at once begins to change; and new needs, influences, and 

unding tribute y to nrichm a 
acular. m wor ome 0 new, re 
duced, n the 1and, ords co be 

employed in a different manner. A most striking illustration of 
this tendency in language to change its form is the fact that the 

nt Sca . an or 0 se, onc ommon of 
nd, De Swede N orwa exists m 
of thos tries. 

In England, with its tight grip upon the past, this process of 
enlargement has not attained the same dimensions as elsewhere. 

even 1 Mothe try th 110n sp as 
ged to an exte t, to q e exan ly, 

the English of Spencer, Shakespeare, and Marlowe, IS not the 
vernacular of to-day, and in the original these writers require a 
glossary to render them intelligible. 

ar mo ongly , howe the d ce 
h exist een the 's Eng d the of 

the New World-variations popularly known and described as 
" Americanisms." These, in the main, have long been a bug
bear to purists the despair of etymoloaists and an unfailing 

ce of w amusem d, in m pects, a to 
general To dent of rative gy, 

however, a large number of these words, phrases, and colloquial
isms which, at first sight, seem novel, uncouth, and obscure, 

when c scrutini d fund to a pare hat 
ot be ned, as standa ge and ity 
concer oreove h of remam so 

sanctioned, is discovered to be capable of reduction to some 
sort of law and orderly sequence. 



A mericaJtislItS Defined. vii 

Strictly speaking, an " Americanism" may be defined as a 
word or phrase, old or new, employed by general and respect
able usage in America in a way not sanctioned by the best 
standards of the English language. As a matter of fact, how
ever, the term has come to possess a wider meaning; and it is 
now applied not only to words and phrases which can be so 
described, but also to the new and legitimately born words 
adapted to the general needs and usages, to the survivals of an 
older form of English than that now current in the MGther 
Country, and to the racy, pungent vernacular of vVestern life. 

Hitherto, this divergence in speech has been of little 
moment, except to the curiously inclined in matters philological. 
Latterly, however, for good or ill, we have been brought face to 
face with what has been grandiloquently called "The Great 
American Language" oftentimes in its baldest form, and on its 
most repulsive side. The works, also, of the popular exponents 
of" American humor," itself an article as distinct in type as is 
the American character, have made the English people 
familiar with transatlantic words, phrases, turns of expression, 
and construction, most of which, strange of sound and quaint in 
form, are altogether incomprehensible. Their influence is daily 
gaining ground-books in shoals, journals by the score, and 
allusions without stint, are multiplying on every hand. American 
newspapers, too, humorous and otherwise, circulate in England 
by hundreds of thousands weekly-all this and a good deal else 
is doing its work in popularising American peculiarities of speech 
and diction to an extent which, a few years since, would have 
been deemed incredible. Even our own newspapers, hitherto 
regarded as models of correct literary style, are many of 
them following in their wake; and, both in matter and 
phraseology, are lending countenance to what at first sight 
appears a monstrously crude and almost imbecile jargon; while 
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others, fearful of a direct plunge, modestly introduce the 
uncouth bantlings with a saving clause. The phrase, "as the 
Americans say," might in some cases be ordered from the type
foundry as a logotype, so frequently does it do introduction 
duty. 

Such is the beginning; who can tell what the end will be; 
or how far American influence will modify the noble English 
language? Not that such modification and enlargement are to 
be feared per se. Already history records five periods-Early and 
Late Anglo-Saxon, and Old, Middle, and Modern English-and 
a careful study of the situation seems to indicate that we are 
on the threshold of a sixth period; that even our Mother tongue, 
like the rest of the social fabric, is again passing through a 
period of transition. 

Danger, however, does not lie in change, but rather in 
inanition. Purists may object, and cry out in alarm concerning 
sacrilegious innovation, but, on going to the root of the matter, 
this tendency is found to be not altogether void of satisfac
tion when regarded as indicative of the vitality and creative 
vigor still enshrined in our speech. Language, like every
thing else, is progressive; there is no spoken tongue a 
thousand years old. Five times has the external form of the 
language been changed; and, not to go very far back, the stately, 
rounded, yet pedantic periods of Addison, Steele, and Johnson, 
have been exchanged for a more pungent, racy, forcible style
one more in accord with the genius of the age. The component 
parts of the language may, therefore, again be expected to 

undergo a similar change and revision. 
This tendency to transition is doubtless at the root of the 

marvellously vigorous, and increasing growth of slang in our own 
midst of late years. Broadly viewing slang as a pOSSIble element 
of the grammar of the future, and grammar as accepted slang, this 
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fact is of itself significant; and the same process, under ifferen 
conditions, is going on in the future mighty Commonwealth of 
the S ern 

I IS, owe hen orne nside e inB e whi 
American speech and literature is likely to have increasingly 
upon Eng lang ,tha e are ught' cont 
with idera calc d to d ser food houg 

At the onset one fact above all others stares us in the face. 
It is aIm ertai erwh ng p nder whi I 
Arne s, as tion, of ne ty, h n th nsels 
the Anglo-Saxon race lil the very near future. At the close of 
the present century the will, in all probability, number close 
upon mdre Ilion again poss orty rty-fi 
millions of English subjects-at least two to one. \iVhat wIll 
be the result? Even under the most adverse circumstances 
one c t do that t ex on 0 eric Buen 
as a actor in t e ife an t 10ught 0 Anglo- axon peoples WI 

ensue. This will probably extend in every direction-to politics, 
to so que s, an all arts SCIe H 
far, tore, r he be in Engli nguab ikely 
be affected thereby? The subject is a large one, and, moreover, 
too lativ the ment rece' dir answ 
The sent . WI rnish me as ow 
American-English already differs from the vernacular of the 
Moth Count 

R Iy sing, erica s m be d d il 
several broad and distinct classes :-

1. W S AN HRAS F Pu Arv AN VATrO 

Embr gwo rigin 'lil-

n. Indian and Aboriginal Life. d. Politics. 
b. Pioneer and Frontier Life Trade of all kinds 
c. Chu ravel at and reo 

c 



x Influence of the Aborigines. 

2. WORDS BROUGHT BY COLONISTS, including-
a. The German Element. 
b. The French. 
c. The Spanish. 

I d. The Dutch. 
e. The Negro. 
f. The Chinese. 

3. NAMES OF AMERICAN THINGS, embracing-
a. Natural Products. I b. Manufactured Articles. 

4. PERVERTED ENGLISH WORDS. 

5· OBSOLETE ENGLISH WORDS still In general use In 

America. 

6. ENGLISH WORDS, American by Inflection and Modifi
cation. 

7. ODD AND QUAINT POPULAR PHRASES, PROVERBS, VUL
GARISMS, AND COLLOQUIALISMS, CANT AND SLANG. 

S. INDIVIDUALISMS. 

9. DOUBTFUL AND MISCELLANEOUS. 

Concerning some of these classes, a few words of explanation 
may not be unacceptable to the general reader. 

It would have been strange indeed had the Red Man 
failed to leave the most distinct impress upon the life and 
surroundings of the American nation. This expectation is 
fully borne out by facts. Not alone in the names of localities, 
of plants and animals indigenous to the soil, and of prepara
tions of food, but in metaphors and similes drawn from savage 
life and customs are found survivals, all replete with memories 
of the aborigines. These for the most part are sad and bitter, 
because born of the long and relentless struggle which has 
gone on between the two races ever since the white man first 
set foot on American soil. 

Within the memory of many living persons Indian tribes 
roamed over the greater part of the North American continent, 
virtually its masters. They hunted the buffalo, countless herds 



The Vigorous Vernacular of the West. xi 

of which swarmed on the prairies of the West, practically 
without restraint. Step by step, however, they and their main 
means of subsistence have been driven farther and farther 
afield, until now the buffalo is almost as extinct as the dodo; 
and the Red Man also seems doomed to as certain an extinction. 
Reduced in numbers well-nigh to vanishing point, deprived 
of the chase (their chief support), unable in the" reservations" 
to which they are relegated to adapt themselves to the new 
order of things, the remnants of the aboriginal tribes are, by 
contracting the white man's vices, fast hastening the day when 
they will only be remembered as a tradition of the past. Still, 
traces of their having once possessed the land will remain. 
Many of the most notable aboriginal names still hold, and will 
doubtless retain a place in the popular speech. Among these 
geographical expressions stand first, not a few of the names of 
states, rivers, and mountains bearing their ancient Indian 
appellations. The designations of plants, animals, and prepara
tions of food come next; but in all probability the influence of 
the Red Man on the vernacular will longest survive in the 
colloquialisms of everyday life. Some of these-as, for example, 
"burying the hatchet," "going on the warpath," "smoking 
the pipe of peace," and similarly expressive imagery-have 
established themselves wherever English is spoken. 

To the early colonist, however, such colloquialisms as these 
were fraught with a meaning the full import of which is little 
realised at the present day. Not less suggestively expressive, 
too, was and is the everyday speech of the pioneers, trappers, 
and plainsmen of the once" Wild" and always" Great West." 
These have impressed the stamp of their life in a remarkable 
degree, and no less distinctive a manner on what Mark Twain 
aptly calls" the vigorous vernacular." Vigorous it undoubtedly 
is; often coarse; sometimes cynically brutal too; yet always 
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entious, f pith oint-t ole ind of 
the unceasing activity of Me III the backwoods and on the 
prames. It is racy withal, and overflowing with wit and 
humor-of a kind. In the West, nature IS young and fresh; 

forme larger than s elsew All 
gs bein is it mg tha ch sho as 

unfettered, or that at times it should even, like nature itself, 
burst all ordinary bounds? The life is rough; the work is hard-

ntinual t Ie with th f es of na nd the v lar, 
reflects fe and Repul dunlo uch 
ch ma y is; y careful ts of t ect 

must freely concede that it is but a partial aspect of American 
life. Indeed, though colloquialisms of the kind not unnaturally, 

r the c' tances, . ute wh ngland pi-
known 

ty, the 
ericani 
but a v 

e presen 
all prop 

will sh 
of the, 

, In 
nd 

expressions properly so named. In respect to colloquialisms of 
purely American origin, it must be remembered that new needs, 

ences, rround ave co ed, an till 
ributino ly to t roducti fresh, 1es 

quamt, sometimes odd, an a ways forci e orms of expressIOn. 
This tendency has not been confined to any single department 
of life and thought; "all sorts and conditions of men," indeed, 

had th re in th rgemen spoken h-
besides oneer 1 ilds of est, the ian 

III the Senate, the spiritual pastors of the people, in pUlPIt and 
on platform, and the trader both afloat and ashore, have had 
their due share in these additions to "the written word." 

carcely arked terms rases i ed 
he hete ous mu s from Europ te, 

who have, during the past two hundred years, sought a new 
home in the" Land of the West." It is not a little curious 
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he Ang n race ay, itse mixed y 
of many different nationalities, should again become, 111 the 
West and in the Southern Hemisphere, subjected to the 

'on, an equent I 'l.mation with themselves of 
horde ople of han on stock. t 

sult wil is diffi say. y the A n 
type is a distinct one; it stands by itself unique in many 
respects, and is by no means wanting in the most desirable 

charac . s of t er type these Ie, 
er of G , Frenc nish, or 1 desce e 
and al heir m n the n spee d 

with these must be included the negro and the Chinaman. 
The rare ingenuity and versatility of the American mind, 

he en stride essed the Ie f-
y in t s, scie nd rna ures h 0 

t elr most na ura outlets 111 modification ,and a s 
to the vernacular. 

Another important group-perverted and obsolete English 
-is al ely resp for su iation ts 
e speec he two tries; , these y 

far the most fruItful source of turns of expression whIch we 
in England usually attribute to transatlantic origin. As a 
matter of fact, many so-called Americanisms are simply good 

nglish which dropp of us le 
er Cou Many es hav uced lr 

retention across the water. Let only a thought be given to 
the subject, and it can hardly be a matter for surprise that 
words and e'{ ressions once current, but now disused here, 

ill in here. , the I is not he 
ence reat, b er that arative is 

so small. Every factor in the case would seem to have made 
for diversity rather than uniformity; and yet, in spite of a 
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violent racial parturition, followed by decades of animosity 
and hate, a separation one from the other by thousands of 
leagues, the incursion of hordes of immigrants of every nation, 
and kindred, and tongue, all bringing their quota of new 
sounds, idioms, and idiosyncracies into the common language 
-yet, in spite of all this, the language of the Older England 
of the Seas and the Newer England of the \Vest is essentially 
the same. Such a fact is assuredly a marvel. 

This volume is the first on the subject ever published on 
this side of the Atlantic, and it will be found to contain many 
authentic examples not included in any other authority what
soever. I have taken every care to ensure accuracy, and 
have regarded it as essential to completeness to give the 
dates of references and quotations. The numerous illustrative 
extracts present a bird's eye view of American wit and 
humor and the multifarious aspects of transatlantic life, such 
as cannot fail, I think,)o interest the general reader. 

In compiling this Dictionary of Americanisms, I have 
followed, as closely as circumstances would permit, the lines of 
the scheme given on a previous page. I found, however, that 
certain modifications of my original plan were necessary, the 
most important of which is that each section of my subject is dealt 
with in its proper place in the body of the work. For example, 
the reader will find American dialects such as the Chinook 
J argon, the Pennsylvania Dutch, also Peculiarities of Pronun
ciation, Orthography, Names, Nicknames and Sobriquets, 
etc., so treated. 

In reference to what is throughout this work classified as 
" Cant," it is necessary to explain that by this is meant the 
language peculiar to thieves and their associates. A compara
tive study of American and Old English cant fully exemplifies 
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the fact of " survival" in this as in the more legitimate paths of 
philology. 

Finally, I claim no merit for originality. I have made 
use of whatever material came to my hands; and, though in 
some cases I have been able to acknowledge in the text the 
source of my information, frequently no such course was 
possible, for, besides personal knowledge, my sources of 
information have been manifold. Many examples given as 
Americanisms by previous writers I have rejected, upon what 
I considered sufficient grounds, as having no legitimate claim 
to insertion. I append a list of authorities, and to those 
marked with an asterisk I wish specially to acknowledge 
my indebtedness. 
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GIbb's Chinook largon. 
Gladstone's Eng ishmall in Texas. 
Glance at New York, A. 
Godey's Lady's Book. 
Gordon's History of the American Revolu

tion, I788. 
Grandmother's Story of Bunker's Hill 

Battle. 
Grass Valley (California) Tidings. 1'.1'., 18SS. 
Greenleafs (A. B.) Ten 'ears ill Texas. 

Selma Ala. 1881. 
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Gregory's Animal Magnetism. London, 
rb84. 

Grip, The (Toronto). P.P., 1888. 
Grose's Classical Dictionary of the Vulgar 

Tongue. London, 1878. 
Haberdasher, The. P.P., r888. 
Haldeman's (S. S.) Pennsylvania Dutch. 

London, 1872. 
Hallberger's Illustrated Magazine. 
Halliwell's Dictionary of Archaic and Pro

vincial Words. London, 1850. 
Hall's (B. H.) College Wurds and Customs, 

Cambridge, Mass., r8s6. 
Hammond's Wild Northern Scenes. 
Hampshire Gazette. 
Hardy's Between Two Oceans. London, 

r884. 
Harland's (John) Glossary of ,Vords used in 

Swaledale, Yorks. London, 1873. 
Harper's Bazaar, P,P., New York, r888. 
-- Magazine. P.P., New York, r888. 
-- \Veekly. P.P" New York, 18S8. 
Harte's (Francis Bret) Works. r86g-1888. 
Hartford Post. P.P., r888. 
Harvard H.egister, The. P.P" passim. 
Hawthorne's (N athaniel) House of the Seven 

Gables. r8S 1. 
Hay's (Col. John) Song of The Prairie Bell. 
Henderson's (P.) Handbook of Plants. New 

York, 18Sr. 
Hidden Path, The. 
I-Iill's (Staveley) From Home to Home. 
Hill's Yankee Stories. 
Hoffmann's Winter in lbe West. 
Holme's (Oliver Wendell) Autocrat of the 

Breakfast Table, r8S7. 
Hotel Gazette, The. 
-- Mai!, The. P.P., New York, r888. 
Hours at I-lome. 
Howell's (W. D.) Undiscovered Country. 

Loncion, 1880. 
Humpbrey's (D.) Yankee in England. 
Hunter and the Squatter, The. 
Hunter's(j.) Hallamshire Glossary. London, 

r829· 
Hyde Park Journal. p.p.,1888. 
Indianapolis Journal. P.P., r888. 
-- Sentinel. P.P., 1888. 
International Review, The. 
Irving's (Washington) Works, r807-1859. 
Irving's Tour on the Prairies. 
Irwin's (Russell) Poems. 
Jackson's (G. F.) Shropshire Word Book, a 

Glossary of Archaic and Provincial Words, 
London and Bungay, 1879. 

Jamieson's Etymological Dictionary of the 
Scottish Language. r808. 

Jenning's (j. A.) Readings from American 
Authors. Dublin, 188f. 

J ones's (Major) CourtshIp. 
jonson's (Ben) Works. 1574-r637. 
Journal of Agriculture. P.P., St. Louis, 

Mo., 1883. 
Journal of American Folk-Lore. 
Judge. p.p., New York, r888. 

i~~~~~TI ~ig'a~t~ v~~t~~r ·edf;r~;,:888. 
Kennedy's (j. P.) SlVaIfolV Barn. 

Kercheval's History of the Valby of Vir-
ginia. 

Kimball's Was He Successful? 
Kingston (Canada) Daily Whig. P.P., r888. 
Kington's New English. 
Kip's (Bishop) Life of Thomas Pickering. 
Knox's (J. S.) Devil of a Trip. London, 

r888. 
Kwang Ki Chaore's Dictionary of English 

Phrases. 
Lafayette Chronicle, The. P.P., r888. 
Lakeside Monthly, The. P.P. 
Lalor's Cyclopmdia of Political Science. 
Lanman's Summer in the Wilderness. 
Laws of the Eastern States. 
Legend of tbe American War. 
Leisure Hour, The. P.P., London, 1817. 
Leland's (C. G.) Hans Breitmann's Ballads, 

IS70 . 
Leslie's (Franl<) Budget of Wit and Humor. 

p.p. 

-- Illustrated Paper. P.P. 
Letters from Alabama. 
Letters from the South. 
Lewiston Journal, The. P.P. 
Library Journal, The. P.P., New York, 1888. 
Lincoln Journal. P.P., 1888. 
Lippincott's Magazine. p.p., Philadelphia,. 

r888. 
Littell's Living Age. P.P., Boston, 1870-r888. 
Little Rock (Ark.) Democrat, Tbe. P.P., r888. 
London (Ontario) Adventurer, The, p.p., 

r888. 
London Quarterly, The. P.P. 
Long Branch News. P.P., r888. 
Longfellow's Poetical Works. Born 1807; 

died r882. 
Long's Dictionary of the Isle of Wight, 

Newport, I. W., 1886. 
Longstreet's (judge) Georgia Scenes. 
Louisiana Press. P.P. 
Louisville Courier TournaI, The. P.P. 
Lowell's (J. Rusself) Works, 184r-1888. 
Lynch Law in the Sucker State. 
Mackay's (Dr. Chas.) Dictionary of Low

land Scotch. London r888. 
-- New Light on Obscure Phrases in 

Shakespeare. 
Magazine of American History. P.P., New 

York, 1888. 

~~h~~a?t~vn~tteJc"t~i~b Chronicle. P.P., 
1888. 

Massachusetts' Mercury, The. 
Mather's (W.) Literary Style. 
Mayo's (W. S.) Kaloolah. 
McCarthy's (Justin) History of Our Own 

Times. London, r878-1880. 
McClintocl<'s Tales. 
McClure's Rocky Mountains. 
Medbury's Men and Mysteries of Wall 

Street Boston, 1870. 
Melville1s (Hy.) Whaling Cruise. 
Memorial of George Bradburu. Boston, 

1883· 
Merchant Traveller, The. 1'.1'., Chicago, 

r888. 
Mill's (Henry) Dimes and Dollars, 
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Minneapolis Tribune. p,p" r888. 
Mississippi Valley Lumberman. P,P., Min-

neapolis, r888. 
Missouri Republican. p,p" r888. 
Mobile Register. P.P., 1888. 
Montreal (Canada) Gazette. P.P., 1888. 
Morris's Monuments of Ancient America. 
Murray's New English Dictionary. London 

(in progress). 
Murray's (C. A.) Prairie Rose. 
My Opinion and Betsy Bobbett's. 
Nantucket Inquirer. P,P., 1888. 
Nasby's (Petroleum V.) Works. 
Nashville American. p,p" r888. 
Nation. P,P., New York, passim. 
National Intelligencer, The. 
National Police Gazette. P.P., r888. 
Neal's 0. C.) Charcoal Sketches. 
Nebraska State J ourna!. P.P., r888. 
Negro Ballads. 
Negro Melodies. 
Nevada City Journal, The. P.P., 1888. 
-- Press, The. P,P., r888. 
Newark Advertiser, The. P.P., r888. 
New Orleans Picayune. p,p" r888. 
-- Times Democrat. P.P. 1888. 
Newport Journal. P.P" r8tl8. 
New Princetown Review. 
New York Clipper. p,p" r888. 
-- Commercial Advertiser. P.P., 1888. 
-- Courier and Enquirer. P.P., r838. 
-- Despatch. P.P., r~88. 
-- Evening Post. P.P., 1888. 
-- Evening Press. P.P., 1888. 
-- Examiner. P.P., 1888. 
-- Herald. P.P., 1888. 
-- Mail and Express. P.P., 1888. 
-- Mercury. P.P., 1888. 
-- Morning Journal. P.P., 1888. 
-- Slang Dictionary. New York, I886.* 
-- Spirit of the Times. P.P., 1888. 
-- Sun. P.P., 1888. 
-- Sunday Democrat. P.P., 1888. 
-- Sunday Times. P.P., 1888. 
-- Telegram. P.P I 1888. 
-- Times. P.P., 1888. 
-- Tribune. P.P., 1888. 
--Weekly. P.P., r888. 
-- Weekly Times. P.P., 1888. 
-- World. P,P., r888. 
Nordhoft's California. 
Norristown Herald. P.P., 1888. 
North American Review. P.P., New York, 

1888. 
North-Western Chronicle. P.P., St. Paul, 

Minn., r888. 
Norton's (Chas.) Political Americanisms 

in ftlagazil1e of Amcric(llt History. P.P., 
New York.'" 

Norwich (Connecticut) Bulletin. 
Nosdal's 0. I-I. and Milner) Glossary of tho 

Lancashire Dialect. London, r875. 
Notes and Queries. P.P., London, from 

commencement. '" 
Nye (Bill) in New York World. 
Oddities of Southern Life. 
O'Flannagan's Lives of the Lord Chan

cellors of Ireland, 

Olmsted's Texas. 
Omaha World. P.P., 1888. 
Orange J ourna!. P.P. . 
Overland Monthly. P.P., passtm. 
Owosso (Michigan) Press. P.P. 
Pall Mall Gazette. P.P., London, r888. 
Patterson's (W. H.) Glossary of Words in 

Use in Antrim auJ Down. London, 1830. 
Peabody Reporter, The. P.P. 
Peacock's (Ed.) Glossary of Words of the 

Wapentakes of Mauley and Corrinham, 
Lil1Colllshire. London, 1877. 

Pensacola Commercial. P.P. 
Philadelphia Enquirer. P.P., r388. 
-- Evening Bulletin. P.P., r888. 
-- Ledger. P.P., 1888. 
-- News. P.P., 1888. 
-- Press. P.P., 1888. 
-- Times. P.P., 1,s,8S. 
Phillips-Woolley's Trottings of a Tender

foot. 
Pickering's Vocabulary of Words and 

Phrases, Supposed Peculiar to U.S.A., 
Boston, 18r6. ~ 

Picket Guard, The. (Song.) 
Picldngs from the Picayune. 
Pierpont's (John) Works. 
Pinkerton's Molly !\Iaguires and Detectives. 

New York, 1882. 
Pittsburg Bulletin. P.P., r388. 
-- Commercial Advertizer. P.P., r888. 
-- Despatch. P.P., 1888. 
-- Times. P.P., IS88. 
Placer Herald. 
Pollard's (E. A.) Southern Scenery. 
Poor Richard's Almanac. 
Popular Science Monthly. P.P., New York, 

r8~8. 
Portland Ore&,onian, The. 
Portland (rvIamc) Transcript. P.P., r888. 
Proctor's (R. A.) Notes on Americanisms 

in K~lowltdgL'. P.P., London 1887-1088 .... 
Providence (RllOde Island) Journal, The. 

P.F., r888. 
-- Press. P.P., 1888. 
Puck. P.P" New York, 1883. 
Putnam's Magazine. P.P'! pass-in!. 
-- Record of the RebellIon. 
Rahway Advocate, The. 
Ray's (John) Collection of Ellglish Words 

not Generally Used; Second Edition, 
Augmented. London, Icg!' 

Reed's (Thurlow) Memoirs. 
Reid's (Captain Mayne) Novels. 1849-1877. 
Reports of the Pacitic Railroad. 
Rich Hill Review, The. P.P. 
Ride with Kit Carson, A. 
Rive's (Miss) TIle quick and the Dead. 
Robb's Squatter LIfe. 
Robert's (E.) With the Invaders. 
Robinson's (C. Clough) Glossary of Words of 

!\-fid-Shropshire. London, 1876. 
Robinson's (F. IC) Glossary of Whitby. 

London, 1876. 
Rocky Mountain News, P.P., Denver, ISSS. 
Roosevelt's Ranch Life and the Buntina' 

Trail. London, 1888. '" ~ 
Royal Masonic Cyclopredia. London, 1877. 
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Rural Register, The. 
Ruxton's Life in the Far West. London, 

1849. 
Sala's (G. A.) Gaslight and Daylight. 
Sam Slick's (Judge Halliburton) "Yorks, 

pass-tm. 
San Francisco Chronjcle. P.P" 188S. 
-- News Letter. p.p,,1888. 
-- Weekly Bulletin. P.P., 1888. 
-- Weekly Examiner. P.P., 1888. 
Santa Ana Blade, The. P.P., r887. 
Santa Fe Democrat, The. p,p,,1807. 
Savannah Morning News. p,p .. r888. 
Scribner's Magazine. P,P., passim. 
Shakespeare's Dramatic Works, 156+-1616. 
Silveri and. 
Simms' (W. C.) Last Wager. 
Simpson's (Sir Geo.) Overland Journey. 
SlangDictlOnary, The, Etymological, Histori-

cal, and Anecdotal. London, rSSB. 
Solid Muldoon, The (Ouray, Colo.). P.P., 

1888. 
Somcrvii1e Journal, The. P.P., r888. 
Songs of the Biennial Jubilee, Yale College. 
South Carolina Gazette, The. P.P. 
Southern Life. 
Southern Literary Messenger. P,P. 
Southern RevIew, The. P.P. 
Southern Sketches. 
Springfield RepUblican. P.P., 1888. 
St. Louis Globe Democrat. P,P., r888. 
-- Post Despatch. p,p,} r888. 
-- Times Democrat. p.p., 1888. 
S. Paul and Minneapolis Pioneer Press. 

P.P., 188t1. 
Stanley'S (Henry M.) How I Found Living-

stone. 
Stockton (Cal.) Mail. P.P., 1888. 
Stowe's (Mrs. Harriet Beecher) Dred. 
Stray Yankee in Texas, A. 
Sun, The. P.P., New York, r888. 
Superior Inter-Ocean. P.P., r838. 
Talmage's (De Witt) Sermons. 
Tenner's (Armin) Deulsch-Amerikanisches. 

Boston, It184. * 
Texas Siftings. P.P., London, r888. 
Thorpe's Mysteries of the Backwoods. 
Thorp's Big Bear of Arkansas. 
Tid Bits. l~.P., New York, r888. 
Toledo (Ohio) Blade. P.P., 1888. 
Traits of Amcrican Humor. 
Troy Daily Times. P.P., 1888. 
Tussaloosa News. P.P., r888. 
Twain's (Mark) Humorous Works, passim.' 

United States Exploring Expedition. Phila
delphia. 

Yirginia (Nevada) City Chronicle. P.P., 
1888. 

-- Enterprise. P.P., r888. 
Vulgarisms and Other Errors. 
Walker's (J. B.) Experiences of Pioneer 

Life. 
Walt Whitman's Diary. 
Ward's (Artemus) Humorous Writings, 

passirn. 
Washington Critic. P.P., r888. 
-- Daily Post. P.P., 1888. 
-- Patnot. P.P., 1888. 
-- Post. P.P., 1888. 
-- (Pa.) Review. P.P., 1888. 
Walterson's (H.) Oddities in Southern Life. 

Boston, 1883. 
Weaverville Weekly Trinity Journal. P.P" 

r888. 
Webster's Universal PronouIlcing and De

fining Dictionary of the English Lan 4 

guage. 
Weekly Trinity Journal. P.P., 1888. 
West Point Academy, Official Reports of, 

passinL 
\rVestern Cl,earings. 
-- Magazme. The. P.P. 
-- Monthly, The. P.P. 
-- Pulpit, The. P.P. 
-- Rural. P.P., Chicago, 1888. 
-- Sketches. 
-- Watchman, The. P.P. 
White's (Richard Grant) Every Day Eng

lish.* 
-- Words and Their Uses.' 
Whittier's (Jas. Greenleaf) Poetical Works. 

1881-88. 
Widow Bagley's Husband. 
Widow Bedolt Papers. 
Wilbraham's (R.) Glossary of the Cheshire 

Dialcct. London, r820. 
Williams (H. T.) Pacific Tourist. 
William's View of East Florida. 
Winter in Canada, A. 
Wood's (0. E.) West Point Scrap Book. 
Worcester's Universal and Critical Dic~ 

tionaryof the English Language. 
World. P.P., New York, 1888. 
Wright's (Tho.) Dictionary of Obsolete and 

Provincial English. 
Yale Literary Magazine, The. 
Yankee in a Planter's House, A. 



'~~m~a NO.1 AND NO MISTAKE. II -Though A r is not 
strictly an Ameri
canism, some of its 
variants come within 
the category; as, for 
example, A No. r, 
and its intensified 

form A No. r, alld I/O mistake. The 
origin of the phrase is well known 
-the use of the mark at Lloyd's 
to signify that a vessel is ranked in 
the first class as regards hull, 
fittings, and stores has led to the 
expression being employed to denote 
excellence in men and things gene
rally. 

In due time the answer came b:lck. The 
broker's standing in his native city was A 
NO. I AND NO MISTAKE, and all the horses, 
honses, and the rest were tangible, taxable 
properties. He proposed-she accepted 
him.-Texas SiftiTlgs, September IS, IS88. 

'You haven't got any firstwclass A NO. I 
good apples, have you? I asked a would~be 
customer of his grocer. 'No, 1 haven't. I 
make it a rule never to keep any first-class 
A NO. I goods of any kind.' I 'Nell, that's 
a queer way to Jo business.' I It isn't half 
so queer a way to do bus.ille~s as it is to tell 
a man what he hasn't got and then ask him 
all about it,' 'Send over a peck of the 
best apples you havc.'-Hartjord Post. 

AARON'S BAND.-A Masonic degree, 
fabricated by Joseph Cerneau at 
New York, and conferred by an 
independent body. It was censured 
and suppressed by the Eoyal Arch 
Chapter of New York State in 
r82s.-Sec CERNEAN RITE. 

ABBREVIATIONs.-Americans, as arule, 
employ ahhreviatiolls to an extent 

unknol\"n in Europe. Life, they 
say, is short and the pace is quick; 
brevity, therefore, is not only the 
soul of wi t, but the essence of 
business capacity as well. This 
trait of the American character is 
discernible in every department of 
the national life and thought-even 
slang being curtailed at times, as 
in B.T.I. (a big thing on ice) and 
P.D.Q., an injunction more forcible 
than polite, et mllllis aliis. The 
following are the principal abbre
viations in use in the United States, 
other than those common to both 
England and America. The list is 
given in alphabetical order, and 
the figure in parentheses after each 
example refer it to one or other of 
the following classes. 

r. THE GOVERNMENT, ARMY AND 
NAVY. 

2. STATUTORY AND LEGAL. 
3. GEOGRAPHICAL. 
4. SCIENTIFIC, LITERARY, AND 

MEDICAL. 
5. DUSINESS, VVEIGHTS AND MEA-

SURES, 

6. SOCIETIES AND TlIEIR OFFICERS. 

7. EELIGIOUS. 

Abb. (21 Abbott's U.S. Circllit and District 
Conrt Reports.-A.B.C.F.IvL (7) American 
l\o;}.rd of Commissioners for Forei~n Mis
siolls.-A.B.H.M.S. (7) American Baptist 
Home Missionary Society.-A.B.M.U. (7) 
American Baptist Missionary Union.
A.IlP.S. (7) American Baptist Publication 
Society.-A.B.S. (7) American Bible Society. 
-A,C.A. (7) AmerIcan Congregational Asso
ciation.-Acad. Nat. Sci. (4) Academy of 
Natural Scicnces.-A.C.U. 171<American Con
gregational Union.-A.F.A.M. (6) Ancient 
Fre" and Accepted Masons.-A.F.B.S. (7) 
Amcricrm and Foreign Bible Society.-

I 



Abbreviations 

A.F C,lT. (7) American arId Foreign 
Christian Ulliol1.--;\.H.11.S (7) Ameri
can I-lo:nc ivlis."JOnaJ y Sociel) ,-- Agl. 
Dept. (I) Department of Agriculture.-
A,;t. (5) Agent.-Ala. (3) Alabama. - Alb. 
(J) Albany.-A.M.A. (i) American Mis
sionary Association.-Amer. Acad. (4) Ameri
can Acaderny.-Amer. Ass. Adv. Sci. (4) 
A . Association for the 

e.-Amer. Phil. Soc. 
ical Society,-Ann. 

A.P. (i! Associate P 
American Protestan 
Ariz. (3) Arizona.-A 
M. (I) Assistant Qu 
(I) Assistant Qu"rte 
P. (7) Associate Refo 
A.S.S.U. (7) Amer 
ion.-A.T.S. (7) A er c n rac 

Society. - A.V. (7) Authorized Version.
A.Y.M. (6) Ancient York Masons.-Balt. or 
Balta. (3) Baltimore.-Bbl. orbbls. (5) barrel, 
barrels.-Bdls. (5) bundles.-Bds. (5) bonds. 
-Biss (2) Bissel's Circuit Court Reports.
Bk.(s)bark-a vessel.-Blatch.(z)Blatchford's 
Circuit Court Reports.-Bls. (5) bales.-Bost. 
(3) Boston.-Br. (5) brig.-Bus. (5) bushel, 
bushels.-Bx., bxs.(S) box, boxes.-C. or Cels. 
(4) Celsius' scale for the thermometer.-

cent, cents-money. 
ard. (7) Cardinal.-C 
hic. (3) Chicago.-C 
• (z) Chief Justice. 
erk.-Clk. (2) Cle 
io Missioml11l (Lazari 
Coadjutor.-C.O.D. ( 

Delivery.-Colo. (3 
Commodore.-Com 

c and Navigation.-
gress.-Conn. or Ct. (3) ConnecLicut.-C. P. 
ur C. Pass. (7) ConKrl!gatio Passiowis (Pas
sionist Father).-C.P.S. (7) Congre!;ational 
Publishing Society.-Cs.(S) Cases.-C.SS.R. 
(7) Congrcgatio Sanctissimi Redcmptoris 
(Redemptorist Fathers).-C.T.A. U.(6) Catho
lic Total Abstinence Union.-Ctl., ctls., (5) 
cental, centals, weight of one hundred 
pounds, llsed authoritatively in California 
for grain.-CllL (5) currency.-Curt. (2) 

" uprcme Court Repo 
Massachusetts Rep 

eight. (In tbe U 
-louses a hundred.\-
1 ordinary business 
1itcd States, it is I 

Dakota.-Dall. (2) D 
J(eports.-D.C. or. 
Colllrnbia.-D.D.S. 

Surgcr),.-Dcl. (31 
. . , . (7) Domestic and 0 L oj 15-

sionar), Society (oftbe P.E. churcb).-Dill. (2) 
Dillon's Reports.-Dio. (7) Dioccse.-Dis, 
(7) Discipliue.-Disl. (I) District.-Div. (I) 
Division.-Doc. (I) Documcnt.-E,L. (7) 
Evangelical Luthcran.-Ellg. Dept. (I) 
Department of Engineers.-Ex. Doc. (I) 
Executive Document.-F.B. (7) Free 

A bbrcvia 

Baptist. - Fla. (3) Florida. - F.M. (7) 
Foreign Missions. - F.W.B. (7) Freewill 
Baptist. - Ga. (3) Georgia. - Galv. (3) 
Calvesto~.-G.A.\{, (6) Grand Army of 
the H.epublic.-H.M. V) Home Mission.
How. (2) Howarrl's UnIted States Supreme 
Court RepOIts.-H.R. (I) House of l{eprc
sentatives.-H.Y.M.A. (7) Hebrew Young 

n's Association.-Ia 
ho.-Ill. (31 JIIinois. 
. Ter. (3) Indian T 
Department of the 

Internal Revenue,
nt Order of Odd F 
proved Onler of Red 
Judge.-Kan. or Ka 
ke~s.-K. of P. (6) K 
• (3) Kentucky.-La. 

(3 Long Island.-Mass. (3) assac lUSCttS.
M.C. (I) Member of Congrcss.-Md. (}I 
Maryland.-M.E. (7) Methodist Episcopa1.
Me. (,) Maine.-Mcx. (3) Mexico.-~lich. (3) 
Michigan.-IVlinn. (3) Minnesota.-J:Yliss. (3) 
rvIississippi.-Mo. (4) Missonri.-1Ion. or 
Mont. (3) Montana.-M.P. (7) Methodist 
Protcstant.-N.A. (3) North America.-N.B. 
(3) New Brunswick.-N.C. (3) North Caro
Iina.-N.E. (}) New England.-Neb. (3) 
Nebraska.-Nev. (}) Ncvada.-N.H. (3) 

W I-Iampshire.-N.J 
'11. or N. Mex. (3) Ne 
w Orleans.-n.o.p . 
vided for.-N.S. (3) 
Not specificd.-N.S 
w Side. - N.V. (7) 
V.E.C. (7) North
mmission.-N.Y. (3) 
io.-ol. (4) oleum, 0 

a?dicatorltm (Domini 
Oreg. (3) Oregon.-O.S. (7) Old School or 
Old Side.-O.S.13. (7) Ordinis Sandi IJC1Ie
diet; (Benedictine Friar).-O.S.F. (7) Ordinis 
Sa.ndi Fraltcisci (Franciscan Friar).
O.U.A.M. (6) Order of United American 
Mechanics.-Pa. or Penn. or l-'enna. (3) 
Pennsylvania,-P.B. (7) Primitive Baptist.
P.E. (7) Protestant Episcopa1.-P.E.I. (3) 
Prince Edward Island.-Pet. (2) Peter's 
Reports United States Circuit Court.-

. D. (4) Doctor of P . , . 
il. 13) Philadelphia. 
s. (7) Presbyterian. 

iscopal.-J{ev. Stal. ( 
U. (3) Rhode Island. 
sbyteriall.-R.K (5) 
Hhe1'n Baptist Co 
uth Carolina.-Scn 

~~~llc~ft.-;-;~I. ~i in?sltl 
.. R.L. (7) Society fa 

Religion and L(;;lrnlllg (P.E. Church).-S.S. 
(7) Suuday Schoo1.-SS. (7) Saints.- ST. 
(6) Sons ofTelllperance.-S.T.B. (7) Bachelor 
of Sacred Thcology.-S.T.D. (7) Doctor of 
Sacred Theolo~y.-Sum. (2) Sumner's Re
ports United States Circuit Court.-T.A,B. 
(6) Total Abstinence Brotherhood.-Tab. (4) 



Abergoins 

Table, tabular statemellt.-Ter:n. (3) Ten
nessee.-Tex. (3) Texas. - t.f. (5) till forbid; 
printer's mark on adverti~ements - Tp. (3) 
township.-U.B. (7) United Brethren.
U.S.A. (I) United States of America, United 
States Army.-U.S.N. (I) United States 
Navy.-U.S.S. (I) Ullited States Senate.
U.S.S. (I) United States Steamship (of war). 
-Va. (3) Virginia.-Vt. (3) Verll1ont.-\iVall. 
(2) Wallace's Supreme Court Reports.
Wash. (3) ·Washington. - W.B.M. (7) 
Women's Board of Missions.-W.B.M.1. (7) 
Women's Board of Missions of the Interior. 
-vV.C.A. (7) Women's Christian Association. 
W.C.T.U. (7) Women's Christian Tem
perance Union.-\Vheat. (2) Wheaton's 
Supreme Court Reports.-vV.H.M.A. (7) 
'Nomen's Home rV1i:='5ionary Association.
Wisc. (3) Wisconoin.-Wood. (2) Woodbury 
and Minot's United States Circuit Court 
Reports.-W.T. (3) Washington Tcrritory.
W. Va. (3) West Virginia.-Wy. Ter. (3) 
\Vyoming Tcrritory.-X. (7) X/)((J"T'/!,' Christ. 
- Y,M.C-.U. (7) Young Men's Chrislian 
UIlion. 

ABERGOINS, ABROGANS.- Illiteracies 
for" aborigines," sometimes heard 
in the Western States. Both forms 
are used interchangeably for the 
orthodox word.-See ABORIGINAL. 

AaoARD.-To GO or GET ABOARD. 
-The manner in which Ameri
cans everywhere apply purely 
nautical phraseology to the inci
dents of land-travel strikes the 
English ear as somewhat curious. 
To go aboal'd a ship or any 
floating craft is good enough 
English, but when railway-guards, 
stage-drivers, coachmen, and cab
men urge passengers ALL ABOARD! 
the perversion of language is 
apparent. Its use, however, is 
universal. 

About 9 o'clock last night, a Pacific 
steam1aundry delivery wagon was damaged 
abont fifty dollars by coming into forciole 
contact with Car No. It! of the Lindell 
Railway Blue line. Several windows in the 
car were broken t and one of the sides was 
shivered, ~iving the passengers on BOARD a 
fright. Nobody was Injurcd,-Th~' CClI/adiau 
A mericall, 1888. 

AeoLITloNlsT.-With this word widely 
divergent meanings are associated 

3 A bout East 

in different parts of t he country. 
In the North an Abnlitionist IS 

simply one who favors or favored 
the abolition of slavery, and the 
name is in itself honorable. In the 
South it is a synonym for all that 
is contemptible, meaD, and dis
honest; this in addition to its true 
derivative signification as under
stood at the North. Many an 
affray has arisen in consequence of 
this di"ergence of meaning and the 
su bseq uent misunderstandings. The 
history of aboli tion is co-extensive 
with that of the United States, the 
anti-slavery agitation having begun 
before the Revolution, while Ver
mont abolished slavery within her 
borders in 1777.--To ABOLI
TIONIZE had its rise at the time 
of the revolt of the Southern 
States, and simply indicates the 
process of conversion to the prin
ciples of the "lboiitioJlisis.-
ABOLITIONDOM was the term by 
which the Northern and Anti
Slavery States were known to, and 
spoken of by the Confederates. 

Honest Inl,lIn I I will. People would 
caU me a low down AB'LITIONJST and 
despise me for keeping mum-but that don't 
make no difference. I ain't agoing to tell. 
-Tht AdvCllflffCS oj Hucklcberry Fitllf.1 p. 67. 

ABORIGINAL.-A perverted meaning 
is sometimes attached to this 
word, as e.g., when used to signify 
II original. II 

That is an ABORfGINAL idea; 
I never heard it before. 

-Leiters from tlte South. 

It is also employed instead of 
.. Indian." 

Bolling RobcrtsoIl 1 equally a descendant 
of Pocahontas, had the Indi:lll eye and 
the whole cast of his countenance was 
ADORIGINAL.-Ibid. 

ABOUT EAsT.-To the frontier~man 
or pioneer, the Eastern or New 
England States are typical of 



A bsquatulate 

all that he cherishes most and 
loves best. The vicissitudes of his 
Tough 'Western life, the toil and 
hardsbips he has undergone while 
battling with nature and building 
up a new habitation far from the 
old homestead, all predispose 
him to turn with longing eyes 
and undyillg, though quaintly ex
aggerated love, to the East-the 
home of his fathers. A famous 
Yankee character (Major Jack 
Downing) makes use of the expres
sion that he would" Go EAST of 
sunrise anyday to see sich a place." 
Everybody and everything con
nected with the East, i.e., his 
native land, is commendable. To 
his mind tbey cannot be surpa.s£ed 
-hence the things he would hold 
up to admiration he says are about 
East, i.e., "about rigbt." Indeed, 
it is surprising what a strong hold 
this idea has upon the minds of 
men. Many a familiar phrase 
recalls the old times and the old 
folks to memory, which, in this 
respect, is evergreen. They talk of 
GOING DOWN EAST, that is, to 
New England, while the DOWN
EASTER is neither more nor less 
than the pure and veritable Yankee. 

In no part of Amcricrl (Iowa and ~finnc
sota) is a purer ElIglish spoken. The 
native of Indiana finds when settled besitle 
the Yankee, that he must drop some of his 

j Hoosierisms,' while the accent and idiom 
brought from DOWN EAST arc inscnsiGly 
modified till the eli i Idrcn of both COIll
promise on the written language. - J. II. 
Beadle's Westcm lVi/ds, 187~. 

ABSQUATULAT~, also ABSQUOTI LATE.
To run away; to decamp; with the 
more or less forcible idea of 
absconding in disgrace. A fac
titious word of American origin 
and jocular use, perhaps from 
Latin ab and American squat. It 
was first used by Mr. Hackett as 
Nimrod Wildfire, a Kentucky 
character in a play called "The 
Kentuckian," by Bernard, pro-

4 A cCMmnodate 

duced in r833. It is now less often 
heard than formerly, having been 
replaced in some degree by the 
word SKEDADDLE (q.v.). 

ACAD~MY.-A term grandiloquently 
applied even to the most insignifi
cant village school. A writer in 
Putllam's lI'l£1gazine sarcastically 
remarks that "schools no longer 
exist in the towns and villages; 
academies and colleges supplant 
them." 

ACADIAN.-Sometimes corrupted into 
"CA]EN," a native or inhabitant 
of ACADIA or N ova Scotia. ACADIA 
was the old French name for 
Nova Scotia, that province being 
caIIed after the river Shuben
acadie; the change of name to Nova 
Scotia, literaIIy, New Scotland, 
took place in r6zI. 

The native Louisianian, descendant of 
the early French settler, who called him~ 
self a ' Creole,' and the ACADIAN, more 
univcrsalty known, through a corruption of 
hi.s name, as the CAJEN. - Hat/berger's 
Illustrated Maga.oiue, 1878, p. 577. 

ACC~PTED.-The betrothed. Though 
gen<;rally reckoned an Ameri
camsm this word is of some
what doubtful classification. At 
all events it is as frequently heard 
in England as in the States. 

To cut the story short lhe whole matter 
was pleasantly settkd and Hiram estab~ 
lishcd the ACCEPTED of l\Jiss Tenant.
Kimball's TVas he Success/ul? 

ACCOMMODAT~, To. - Although the 
phrase "Accommodation for man 
and beast," is generally current 
in England as well as in the States, 
the verb 10 accoll1modate is used 
in America in a way that to 
English ears sounds novel; as, for 
example, when a traveller inquir
ing for an hotel is informed that 
there are none, but that "so and 
so (lCCOlllllloda(cs."--!\CCOMMODA-



Ac U1 

TI T IN. As w in op g 
at all stations. 

It 5 a d.u mel '/, d tl . ve or 
was delightful. The traIn was neIther an 
'{pr n an e.c roD ION ut 

whic 1 stepp d he inc 1 s ion n 
the route.-A mcrica.H YachtS1Hall, 1888. 

ACCOUNT. - To speak of men or 
th gs s 1 ac lilt's t 
unusual amongst Engltsh writers. 
In th So he a est n 
States, however, the e}..p es n 
is ed djecti".'el in a somewhat 
o a tm ive A eri n 
manner' as, for example, when 
a rm a I rse or J 0 na s 
said to be a 110 accoullt farm, a no 
ac lilt or e., e ean' g 
being that they are worthless or of 
lit v e. 

What surprises me too, more than ever, 
tb uy e uld ve yth g t 0 

with thIS fellow Balding. He IS a NO ACCOU},T 
fellow who scarcely ever is employed, and I 

n't lie co ea ten lla a w . 
-WccMy Exal1llllcr (Salt FJ'{l1Icisco), 11arch 
22, 1888, 

ACEQUIA,-An irrigating ditch, the 
saeld wr als y 
be seen in the central parts and 
el ate pI au of old Sp' , 
Brought by Spamsh Colomsts and 
us i Te s d w ex' 
The spelling of t e word IS some
ti s vied AZE UIA ZE UIA 

As to the canals and ACEQVIAS, he has 
rye do lis in mi of fIll d 
e e is ye 01 of t TIl i eve !-

nine miles long and thirty-eight feet wide 
rag . an fro 'ts ad. be s 

well the ser rs, e,pl es ( ba 5) 
and the granaries are all lined '\-vith a 

eyi wh c en res blil cl k, 
uoth III appeara a in ons ene.-
lrfissollri NcpubtlCflH, April 8, 1888. 

ACROSS LOTS,-To GO ACROSS LOTS is 
to ro d y t s rte rou , 
similarly to do anythrng rn the 
m ped' 'ou m ne e 
phrase had Its rise in the natural 
te den of ttl - in tbinl po 

Adam and Eve 

I ed 'str' ts sh te th dis 
tance from point to poin y a v 
i th r d nd striking across 
vacan lot q.v., 

idn ee osb 0 b did u I 
'He'd have had to foot It by the path 

'CROSS-LOTS,' replied Ezra, gravely, from 
he ors ,- 'ibJ 5 J\ r,lZ I8 

-Brigham Youn'" familiarized 
i idi )at us n e v to
riollsly historic saying attributed to 
t t' ai '- W I s d em 
(the Gentiles) to hell across lots," 

ACKRurrs,-An old slang expression 
f ri th ve 

AO A ab ev io of 'a er-
tisement. " This is another 

er ni rt w 'ch 
has been generally adopted on 
b h 'des f th Atl nt' Thus 
t co try di 's fe 

ead th AD vitI the 
e ItO, 

Just to find what each has paid. 
ut th co mn AD of he 

jeweller, there,' 
h ay , a th lar ss, nd 

human hair, 
M b ak ou n de 

She wears the corsets he gets for 
s.) 

And rattles his sewing machine; 
e es he utt , a ps, 

and thmgs, 
he un y bsc 'ber 0 f ' h-

u ly ring, 
'With a cheerfulness sp.ldom 

n, 

Ao AN Ev (A ttl' h llil 

The putty root; an orchis, Many 
p nts av be th rec ien of 
this popular name, and it is applied 
t A hy lie bec 5e ts WO 
tuberous roots co-exIst although of 
d'ere y r's 1'0 hs he ne 
DoUris rng the existmg p ant, the 
other, the Icceedin" ne C1 1'1, 



Addition 

Adam alld Eve in Britten and Hol
land's Ellglish Plallt Names, 

ADDITION, DIVISION, AND SILENCE. !-A 
Philadelphia expression, which, for 
a time, had a vogue as a catch phrase, 

SEE,-This new 
e," has b3en p 

post office depar 
office clerks hav 

fer to persons to \ 
rs, etc., are ad 
ing altogether to 

keep writing, "The person to 
whom the letter is addressed," 
" The person to whom the paper is 
addressed," and so on, they coined 
the word addressee, It is such a 
convenient word, that it is coming 
into general use, and even Dr. 
Murray has recognized it. DeQuin-

sed it as far back 

VE J ERKER,-A t 
applied, like INJo. 

who write for th 
al allusion in the 

oubtless to the 
nation which yo 

and reporters on low-class papers, 
often exhibit in the use of a plethora 
of adjectives to qualify a simple 
statement of fact. 

Genevieve spent four hours last nif{ht in 
constructing a three-line letter, which she 
sent to an ADJECTIVE JERI-am on a society 
weekly, and in which she said she would 

he summer months . 
ns,-St, LOllis Globe 

TION, SIGN or 
loyed in the M 
er's degree, the 
American nite. 
egend of the vis 

Queen of Sheba, to Solomon, 

ADMIRE, TO,-(I) Common in New 
England in the sense of to be 
affected by wonder or surprise; 
and also--(z) as expressive of 

Advance 

keen desire, e,g" " I should admire 
to be at the picnic next week," In 
the former sense it is used by 
Beaumont and Fletcher, Shake
speare, Milton, Pepys, and other 
old writers, but it is now rarely 
heard in England 

They were under 
ut they did not ca 
hey said they wo 

Gentile' force a jVJOl 
ontract in Utah 
ollghillg It, 

DOBIE, AOOBE,'OO 

quotation, Of 
origin, 

t. 
a 
l~ 
1.'5 

. y 
Mexican - Spanish 

The slation buildings were long, low 
huts, made of sun-dried, mud-coloured 
bricks, laid up without mortar (ADOBES, the 
Spaniards call these bricks, and Americans 
shorten it to 'nOBIES). - Mark Twaitt's 
ROllghing It. 

DULTERER,-This e 
States, not sol n 
England, to a e 
marriage vows; d, 
instead of adul fy 
the person wi or 
debas~s, In thi g 
been obsolete in England, 

ADVANCE BACKWARD, To,-A rather 
odd way of expressing retrogres
sion, 

The advice given to his company by a 
raw Yankee captain TO ADVANCE BACKWARD 

eems paralleled in t . r of 
he r8th inst.-ClEica 3 
888. 

DVANCEO FEMALE. U-
sion to the" wO as 
they are slangily k-
name was intra 
mencement of e agl a IOn in 
favour of woman suffrage, 

One of the oddest instances of the short
sit~htedncss of the ADVANCItj) FEMALE to 
the interest of her own cause was given in 
the petition reccntll offered to our Stato 
Lcgislaturc.-NclU 1 ork Trlblote, ItWt:L 



A£. e1 IS 

ADVENTISM and ADVENTIST or, more 
IL ER M n M c m nly, 

L'RI ( I.) 

DV E N 

VISEMENT 

Ii n. R 
b tc 

o A\ U D 

i.c· I under considera
ely h rd in Ella 
n' the States 

Chief Justice \Vaitc, on being informed 
at he na r an d ne 0 k p 

certain records and precedents, said the 
a1 w ld e t en ud VI ME 

-M1SSDlIY1 Rt!pHbllcan, }1eb. II, ID33. 

Ju e il n ch las un r VI 
MENT a demurrer in a most remarkable 

50 P ad hi E 1 ill B lei' F b, 
23, 1888, 

AFEARED,-Obsolete among people of 
e coin E la d, ts pI e 
havin been taken b the modern 
form afraid, is 5 ill cur n n 
t S ut r St es S far , 
and Old English "to fear', used 
t ns ve r to fri te " r 
" terrify "-hence AFEARED, fright
e d, 

ho h 'til 
world 

is 'ea h' ge of 

D' cr k, e 1 ould 5t nd u ri ht and 
UN LAR n. 

-SlwkisFC(lre. 
I What wuz you lookm' over the ell I fer. I 

C Z e Tuck r. He' w -kin' fer me, 'ln' 
10'S ec go e t1 II ni a r y 
claybank hoss. I'm AFEARD slIlllpin's hap-

n '- crj cr' Ia Ii It) 

AFFECTION, To,-To ave a lking or, 
A er 0 fo n, nd 1e ly 'f t 
qUlte obsolete in England. 

MlSSUS idn t AFFECTION Van ~eC5 mue).· 
d Cunnllcks shf> hated lih~ poi.:;on 'cau,,~ 
ey en ec 0 net) -oe . - J1l. Sli 's 

Hl/mlIlt Nat1fre. 

FF IT - c 1t er i fr u 
use amongst the so-called FREE

L E (v,) 0 e' ,ift ty' s _ 
posed to be a person of the opposite 
s , r ho a m 1t 0 

stron is felt that even if already 
marned, as more often t an no IS 

tl c e, e us n wi a nd n 

his legItimate wife, and vIce vcrs , 
n v r f e e\ a ra io 

or affinity as he or she is called, 
fh a u en is ge er ly n 
n eXCllse for unbridled sexual 

license, in ee ,it IS i co ei ab 
ha ito d he vis e' e t 

in a socIety of seraphs and arch-
ng s, 

AFORE, - Mo ermse to' e -e, 
fa i st' I rr nt 'n e Ne 

England States, but is now obsolete 
1 ng nd 1.S r I cr UT (e, 

cepting the Bible and Prayer Book) 
n c ti \ te see 0 

er d So Iso AFOPEIlAND 

A R I A Z 0 , In od ce b 
Southern political writers, in the 
sen _ f p ci nd g 

01 01" Sin e the e,tension of 
the franchIse to the blacks, the 

01 ed ot 'n m of e u er 
Stales completely dominates the 

h II, n th te m as 0 

sequently obtained a very wide 
andme anc oly u en y.- - FR 

AN ZA 0 t e ct of placin 
under negro domin:ltion, IS of 
im ar ri 'n, 

AFTERCLA?,-(I, ur nt n el sy 
an' d 1e V Ie S at t 

sigl1lfy an attempt to unjustly ex-
or m e i a rg' n a ee e 

than has been agreed upon, 

His blamed AFTER CLAPS r::lIscd my rile, 
a n le e ), w n' go - 1 t t:1' 
that rush anyhow, as I l~ld ahrec , .alL leo 
p, tift d Ila' fo' Ih' trade, - Ot/aillnd 
AI tlz.}, IL o. 

- (2) An n pe te aft -e ec 
the faa-end of anything Once 
CUllen I!1 I1g an ,bll ve y r< re y 

ea d w 'f al 

A N H A r u ct 
local expression, <;ays De Vere 
peculiar to ennsy vanta and some 

f 1e Bo e S te, 1 e 



Agaze 

localities" night" is very commonly 
used for the hours of the afternoon 
and hence" Court will open agai~ 
ajtey night," simply means after 
sunset, as it is elsewhere ex
pressed. This is probably a sur
vival, "inee it is provincial in some 
parts of England. 

AGAZE. - Astonished 
Thieves' slang. 

open - eyed. 

AGER.-A Southern corruption of 
" ague." 

He himself had been troubled wilh a 
nUMB - AGRR since last Conference.-Bl'ct 
Halle's Luck (If Roaring Camp, p. 166. 

In the North" ague" (pronounced 
as in plague) is corrupted into 
AGUY and AGY, while in the "Vest 
the expression is FEVERNAGY (fever 
and ague), also SHAKING AGUE. 

lVfy host was indeed 'stuck up/ 
doubled up, too, I should say. FRVRRNAGEl{, 
Arkans.J.s ~WJ.lllpSI and prairie sloughs had 
done their appointed "york on him, and he 
waS tlJat rerfect wreck, a 'thoroughly accli
mated wao,' He was, in local phrase, 
'yaller behind the gills.'-J. H. Beadle's 
IVt'.s:tall IVifds. 

'vVc had built our cabin on a high divide, 
far above the miasma of the swamps, but 
the local disease that the llatives call 
FEVER'N'AGER had moved in when we did. 
I, with the usual obstinacy of my sex, 
rerused to shake, bnt poor Torn I Every 
olher Jay he shook so that lhe mud I chinkin' 
all fell out from between the logs, and the 
loose puncheons of the iloor rattled as loudly 
as the one pane of glass tlJat formed our 
Willllow.-Tcxas Sijtillgs, June 30,1888. 

AGONv.-To PILE ON THE AGONY.
To intensify a statement or relation 
by exaggerated or bloodcurdling 
details. Newspapers pile 011 the 
agony when" writing up" murder, 
divorce, and other sensations. 
Common everywhere. 

A_GREENING.-Growing, or becoming 
green; tbe prefix A is an Anglo
Saxon survi val. 

8 A ir Line 

The grass will soon be A - GREENING.
Phifaddphid Bulll.;tiH, Feb. 27,1888. 

--Also used idiomatically, to 
impose upon one's credulity. 

I Baint Tom Grayson h-ycr?' says Jake. 
I No,' says Byfiel.' 'Somebody's been 

A-GREENIN' on you, Jake; Tom lIain't never 
been h-yer/ says he.-CcllflflJ' Magazille. 

AGUADI ENTE.-Spanish for brandy, 
and now applied to spirit distilled 
from the red wine of Mexico. A 
corruption of Aqua ardiente - the 
I ad iall fire-water. The term is 
applied to either ru;n, brandy, or 
whisl;ey. 

There are times in human affairs when 
AGUAIJlr;NTE is of value; and this was one 
of them. Under tbe stimulus Big Jim 
revived and looked afOtlnJ wilh wonder at 
the crowd.-Daily 11l!t..:r-Ocr.:alI, I8SI:L 

AGUR-FORTv.-The aquafortis of 
medicine. 

Your honour needn't say another word; 
I knock under; this man's wbiskey ain't 
Red Eye, it ain't Chain Lightnin' either; 
its regular AGUR-FORTY, and there isn't a 
man living can stand a glass and keep his 
senses.-New Orleans PicaYlIlte, June, 1888. 

AIR-HoLE.-A term applied to certain 
parts of the SI. Lawrence River, 
which, even in the hardest winter, 
do not freeze. 

AIR LlNE.-To TAKE THE AIR LINE. 
- To go direct, and by the 
shortest route; idiomatically, to 
avoid circumlocution. 

The obc~e style once admired is now 
disliked. Many old English authors had 
too much rhetoric for our -age. Of one thing 
we arc profoundly convicted, lhat we have 

~J~O;i1~~~lS\O t~k;r~h~o~I~:lI~le~·:l~~.i~~ ~ll ~~~ 
travel.-St. LOftis Globe DCllloaat, Jan. 24, 
1888. 

The origin of t his expression is 
to be found in the straight lines of 
railway, without expensive detours 
and grades, which, in the New 



A iJlly 

World, are rendered possible by 
the vast expanses of unbroken 
level. These lines of railway 
are called A ir Line Roads, or 
STRAIGHT SHOOTS (q.v.). De Vere 
remarks that since the number of 
such roads has increased in the 
more thickly settled parts of the 
Union, the advantages of direct 
lines between two great centres 
over others which meander from 
town to town have become very 
manifest, and for a few years a 
tendency to build such A iy Lines 
has agitated Legislatures, from 
whom help is asked, and financial 
circles in the States and abroad. 
These lines not unfrequently run 
for long distances by the side of 
older lines. 

Ask for tickets via Augusta or Atlanta and 
the Pieumont AIR LINE,-Advcrtisc1/Icnt in/he 
Florida Times UJlion, Feb. II, 1888. 

AIRLY.-A corruption of "early." 

ALA.-A contraction used in writing 
and printing for ALABAMA. The 
name of this State is derived 
from a tribe of Indians who were 
called "Alibamons" or "Aliba
mous," by the early French 
settlers; the popnlar etymology, 
therefore, which interprets it as 
meaning " Here we rest" is erro
neous. 

ALABAMA QUESTloN.-The political 
incident known as the Alabama 
Quesi£on has become part of the 
history both of this country and 
America. The" Alabama" was, 
during the American 'War, built at 
Birkenhead for the service of 
the Confederates, manned with 
English seamen, who were paid 
with English money, and sailed 
under the British flag. While 
yet building the American am
bassador entered a protest, and, 
after long delay, an order was 
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issued by the Government to 
detain the ship. In the meantime 
the "Alabama" had put to sea, 
and had commenced a course of 
depredation which resulted in the 
complete p::tralysis of the whole 
trade of the North. She was 
fi nally run aground near Cher
bourg by the United States man
of-war "Kearsage." The United 
States Government claimed an 
indemnity from the English on the 
ground of culpable negligence and 
violation of belligerent rights, and 
the matter being submitted to 
arbitration, a tribunal meeting at 
Geneva, England was declared 
entirely responsible for the dam
age inllicted upon Northern trade 
by the "Alabama," and partly 
responsible on similar grounds for 
that caused by two other ships the 
" Florida" and "Shenandoah." 
£3,250,000 were awarded as dam
ages, other cruisers being "excul
pated. " 

ALAMEDA (Spanish).-A public road 
bordered with trees; a boulevard. 
Common in the South and \Nest. 

A LA M 0 (Populus monili/cYil). - The 
name by which the COTTON-WOOD 
TREE (q.v.) is known in Texas amI 
other iormerly Spanish St:ltes. 

ALElANY BEEF.-The popular name of 
the flesh of the sturgeon. This, in 
colour and taste, has some resem
blance to beef, especially when cut 
in steaks and grilled. Albany is a 
town on the Hudson River as high 
as which the fish in q ueslion is or 
was to be caught in large numbers, 
and, as a matter of course, conse
quently formed a not inconsider
able factor in the food supply of 
the inhabitants-hence the term 
A Ibany beef. 

ALBANY HEMP (Ul'lim. canadcnSis).
The Canada nettle. The fibre of 

2 



A lbany Regency 

the bark of this plant was at one 
time largely used in Albany (N.Y.), 
in t118 manufacture of hemp
hence its name. 

ALBANY REGENCY.-SO called from the 
residence of its members at the 
State capital of New York. It 
was an association of Democratic 
politicians organised in r820, and 
including in its early membership 
Martin Van Buren, Silas 'Wright, 
John A. Dix, Dean Richmond, 
Peter Cagger and many others. 
It absolutely, though unofiicially, 
controlled the action of the Party 
until r8S4, when, its opponents 
having learnt its methods, its 
power was broken. 

ALCOHOLlSM.-Drunkenness, or the 
stale of being given to the excessive 
use of strong drinks. Of American 
origin, but included in Murray's 
New English Dietio,wry. 

A bartender died Monday afternoon at 
the City Hospital from injuries to his head. 
The permit contained the word I ALCO
HOLISM,' but this must have been an erro
neous diagnosis.-St. L01fis Globe Democrat, 
Feb. 2S, rBSS. 

A L 0 E R W 0 M A N.-The invasion of 
municipal and other public offices 
by women has naturally resulted in 
the fabrication of m:lny new words, 
of which alderwoman is one. Oska
loosa, in Kansas, has recently made 
a bold experiment and elected a 
Town Council composed entirely 
of women, its president being a 
Mayoress, in place of the usual 
Mayor. 

The Oskaloosa (Kan.) City Council 
Chamber now has signs hung upon its walls 
prohibiting the use of tobacco in any form. 
The new ALDERWOMr';N are now figuring on 
an appropriation for tidies to cover the 
backs of the be::nchcs.-Daily IHtt'r-Occalt, 
Feb. Lf. r88~. 

ALEWIFE (Pl. ALEwrvEs).-The com
mon term along the New England 

10 Alfilaria 

coast for two species of Clnpeids, 
of the genns or sub-genus Mesetta 
-the M. vernalis and the 1'.1. 
oestwalis - anadromus fish of the 
herring kind, the former being the 
most plentifnl, though, from various 
causes, their number is much less 
numerous than formerly. The Ale
wife is much esteemed as a food 
fish, and the United States' 
Fisheries' Commission have re
ported it as preferable for this 
and economical purposes to the 
herring, to which it is closely allied. 
The name Alewife is supposed to be 
a corruption of the Indian A loofe, 
though some derive it from the 
French A lose-a shad. Also called 
OLD-WIVES in Maryland and Vir
ginia, and ALE WHAP (Pl. Ale 
whaps) and DUCK-EYES in Connec
ticut. 

On Saturday last the ALEWIVES began 
running in the streams at the eastern end of 
Great South Bay, and great numbers were 
being taken for food in the little brooks 
where they go to spawn. Men and boys 
were dipping them up on most of the south 
side streams. - Forest a/ld Stream, May I 
r88S. 

ALFALFA.-A Spanish term for a plant 
of the clover family naturalised in 
the United States. It is otherwise 
known as lucerne, or (he English 
sanfoin. 

A. R. Earl, of Donglas City, has been on 
Indian Creek lately, plowing up the ground, 
and seeding it with ALFALFA. Everybody 
in that seclion has h.ad the ALFALFA FRVER. 
. . . As an instance of the great growth 
ot this spe.:ies of clover, Mr. Earl lold us 
that Earl and Stein muller have an orchard 
at Douglas City, which is also planted with 
ALFALFA. . . . The grass was cut every 
five weeks, etc, . . . (Our rallchrnen) 
will fwd it greatly to their advantage to 
plant it extensively, and use it as winlcr-feed 
for stock.-Weck!y Trillil)' Joul'lln! (lVeave}'
vilie), April 6, r872. 

ALFILARIA (EmiliJim ciculariulIl) Also 
known as STORKS BILL, PIN-GRASS, 
FILAREE, etc. A valuable forage 
plant of the dry regions from 



Alkali 

Colarado and New Mexico to 
Southern California, where it 
makes its growth during the moist 
winter season. It is not sown in 
the eastern portion of the United 
States, as there are better forage 
plants for that part of the 
country, and as when introduced 
there it became a somewhat trou
blesome weed. For the great 
South-west, however, it has much 
merit, and there is a large de
mand for seed upon ranches, where 
the grass supply has been di
mJIlished by stock. Prof. S. M. 
Tracy, who has investigated the 
forage plants of the arid regions of 
the South-west during the past 
season in the interest of the De
partment, reports that Alfili!ria is 
highly prized wherever he has 
been, and that people have made 
frequent requests for seed in new 
locali ties. 

ALKALI DESERT. ALKALI LAND, ALKALI 

FLATS. - Mark Twain, in Rough
ing It, says the concentrated 
hideousness of these tracts of 
country common in vVyoming, Ne
braska, and Montana shames the 
diffused and diluted horrors of Sa
hara. " For sixty-eight miles there 
was but one break in it. The alkali 
dust cut through our lips, it perse
cuted our eyes, it eat through the 
delicate membranes, and made our 
noses bleed, and kept them bleed
ing." Since that time the Union 
Pacific Railroad has crossed these 
arid plains, and although the dust 
is still a source of annoyance and 
inconvenience to the traveller, yet 
the face of the country is gradually 
being changed from a howling wil
derness into a fertile and blooming 
garden. A western paper, quoted 
by De Vere, says the alkali consists 
of gypsum and the chlorate of po
tassium and soda-a combination 
in the highest degree fertilising, 
when not in too great excess in the 

II Allapaca 

soiL Wherever irrigation is prac
ticable, the vegetable productions 
of this region attain a size and per
fection utterly unknown in the 
Eastern States. The organic ele
ments, moreover, are not capable of 
being exhausted, as they ascend by 
evaporation from the underlying 
deposits. It is more than probable 
that artesian wells may yet convert 
a large part of these arid wastes 
into fertile fields. 

ALL ABOARD 1-With characteristic 
smartness the railway guard or 
conductor in the States will warn 
passengers by' '/1 Il aboard!" in place 
of the English" Take your seats." 
In many respects nautical phrase
ology (with which Americans 
were well acquainted long before 
the introc1uction of railways), has 
been transferred and applied to all 
locomotion, whether by rail, omni
bus, or other means. A man even 
gets aboard his horse or mule. 

• ALL ABOARD! ' 
It was ill this peremptory manner that 

the dr:iver ronsed us ix: the, early ll,lOrning. 
DreSSIng and breakfastlDg, ll1 obedlence to 
the ALL AnOARD Stll1nnOnS, we lool<ed for the 
caller of lhcse words and found him playing 
with a little child. 

I Where are your horses?' we asked. 
. Durned if I know,' he smilingly re

plied.-l'ortltlnd Transcript, Feb. '5, 1888. 

ALL ANY MORE.-A piece of jargon 
signifying "all gone." Some
times simply" alL" The latter is 
probably derived from the German 
aile, which is familiarly used in the 
sense of gone. Die S1Ippe ist ails 
means "the soup is (all) gone." 
Thus the waiter at an hotel will 
say, "The pies are a II any 11101''', 

Sir," meaning that there are no 
more. 

ALLAPACA, ALPACA. - The corrupted 
name of a well known cloth' com-
mon with traders. ' 



-settl 

ALL-A-SETTING.-In good condition-
a t of ba d orig' West-
e usage 

On the first good grass which they (oxen) 
strike, they halt a few days, and allow the 
teams to graze undisturbed, which mal.;cs 
them ALL-A-SETTING again - Overland 
MOl 

ALL DAy.-Used to signify strength, 
steadiness, and capacity for work. 
Thus people speak of "an all day 

," i.e. ger (r found 
st be ssed) is un-

t g and v b t in h wo k; an 
all day horse, mule, or other beast 
of burden, meaning a strong and 

. ble be 

A L L-r IRE D, A L L-r IRE D Ly.-Bartlett 
quotes this as a Puritanical corrup
tion of "hell-fired," and, in that 

t, a ane mistic 
ive. rries it the 
ng of mens, exces 

sive, It or II inorcUnatc" in general, 
but, of course, the primary signifi-

. of thi uptiOl' rfec()y 
us. 

'DId you ever have any other close calls 
with grizzlies? ' we asked. 

'You bet, stranger. One morning I 
heard 1.n ALL-FIRFD crcamin d yellin 
do\ ow my n a de ow, an 
so dcdlb ghtso ginon 
of ps. S g along usly t 
see what was up, I discovered that a bear 
cub had accidently got into one of Illy traps 
and was making- a tcrribl~ fuss to get loose 
ag" illcinll' qUlrer, I 

AL R.-T neric codile. 
From the Spanish Ellagm'to, which 
by a series of corruptions has been 

. ised i . presen . Th 
alligat applie all th 
ns fou the World 

some only of which are true 
members of that genus. Now a 
dictionary wo 1 Se M rray' 

EngZi ietiolla l' ex 
ve et ogy. LLIGA 

TOR GAR.-A large pike-like fish 

AUo 

found in fresh waters. Adapted 
by na or pu s of a 
and d , bein ble of 
out a wate ell a 
Sir Charles Lyall describes him as 
"a happy fellow who beats all 
creation' he can h t ever th' 
and n g can him. 
distin name eri ved 
a resemblance to the alligator.-
ALLIGATOR PEAR or ApPLE (Lourus 
pe1'sea. gratissima).-A Negro corrup-
tion aCADO (q.v. 
edible -shap duct 
tropics, very much esteemed on 
account of its delicately-flavored 
buttery or marrow-like pulp, which, 
when ctly ri of th 
sisten butte he tas l' 

this f , gene y speaki g, 
acquired one. It is usually eaten 
as dessert, with pepper and salt. 
Also the L TER r 
the IIPMA UTTER 
ALLIG TORT Chely 
pelltina) .-A marsh tortoise found in 
Carolinian and other Southern 
water Another lar na f r 
it is SNAPP URTL 
ALLIG \VOOD rea sw 
-A West Indian Tree. 

LLOTTE ne wh ives a 
ment. s clas ords g 
late y has b incr 
ly numerous, the form of termin
ation being American in origin. 
Many f the 'd have v 
gaine erma lace e 
langu e,g., eel r 
allottee, payee. 

ALLOT U 
have 
land c 

To.-T d 
tentio 

uialis 

ide up 
New 

a 

SCTIntor W. seems to have ALLOTTED UPON 
a course that is hardly to be commeuded.
B "mer 0 L' 1 t (Dos to 

LLOW, (r) To 
'make a statement. 

t, decl r 
So used in the 



All sorts of 

Southern and Middle States, but 
rarely elsewhere. The expression 
seems to carry with it a force 
hardly attributable to "said," its 
nearest equivalent. It is obviously 
a corruption of that meaning of to 
allow, which is synonymous with 
I to admit,!! CI to acknowledge. I I 

MOlhcr is perfectly ridiculous; she 
ALLOWED she'd sllrtch me if I didn't go 
home, and she picked up a bit of brush. I 
ups with another, and told her to come on.
PJIfJtan~'s Magazine, June, 1868. 

--(2) Used also as the equivalent 
of the Eastern "guess" and the 
Southern" reckon." 
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I Mr. Rife 'LOWS ye'd better see if ye can't 
settle it outside'n the law, day,' his oldest 
son h.ad said to him before he brought his 
suit; 'he 'LOWS that mebbe the comp'ny'll 
give ye a place whar yo kin use yer ann 
that's soun', an' wbar ye won't be in no 
danger no mo'.'-ScribJlCl"s ilIagazine, 1887. 

ALL SORTS or.-First rate; excellent. 
A phrase very common in the 
South and West, and used in many 
different ways. It carries with it 
the idea of smartness and ellie, as, 
e.g" when applied to a woman, a 
horse, or a building, 

ALLSPICE (Eugenia pilllcnta) ,-The 
Jamaica pepper or pimenta, The 
dried peppercorn-like berries are 
supposed to possess a mixed flavor 
of cinnamon, cloves, and nutmeg
hence the popular name,--CARO
LINA ALLSPICE (Calycalltlwsjloridus) , 
A flowering shrub abundant in 
Carolina, the bark and wood of 
which have an aromatic flavor, 
from which is derived its distinctive 
name. 

ALL'S QUIET ON TH~ POTOMAC.-A 
period of undisturbed rest, quiet 
enjoyment, or peaceful possession; 
a phrase dating from the Civil War, 
when its freqent repetition in the 
bulletins of the War Secretary 
made it familiar to the public, who 

Almigldy 

quickly appropriated it in a meta
phorical sense. It has since formed 
the refrain of many a song. 

ALL QUIET ALONG THE POTOMAC, they say, 
Except now and then a stray picket 

Is shot on his beat as be walks to and fro, 
By a rifleman hid in a thicket. 

-Tile Pickel Guard. 

ALL TO PIEcEs.-(r) Complete failure 
or defeat--(2) utterly; thorough
ly, "He fell all to pieces in his 
running," i,e" he failed to do what 
was expected of him. An instance 
of a vulgarism falling into general 
disuse in England, being preserved 
as a colloquialism in America, and 
gradually making its way again into 
popular favor. 

ALL TO SMAsH,-An English provin
cialism now more common in the 
Stales than in the Mother Country, 
It signifies a state of utt~r dilapi
dation or complete discomfiture. 

ALL TWQ,-Both, A pleonastic negro 
corruption, 

ALMIGHTy.-The use of long, high
sounding words among the rough, 
untutored backwoodsmen and 
pioneers of the Great West, in 
speaking of and describing the 
simplest actions and most common
place obj ects of every day life has 
been very remarkable, This prac
tice has gradually made its way 
among the uneducated throughout 
the States, and it is by no means 
an uncommon occurrence to hear 
a speculation described as an 
almighty big venture or a keen 
disappointment characterized as an 
eternal shame and so forth. An 
intensified meaning is also given to 
the word, as e,g" when people talk 
of a man playing ai))lI/,hty smash 
with his prospects, or his driving 
another into almighty shivers, 
through ill treatment, or of a thing 



Along 

lasting till almightv crack, i.e., for 
an interminable period.-See EVER
LASTING. 

I This is a rum world,' said the driver 
with a chuckle, as he drove up the street: 
'And of all places in it New York is the 
rummest. And hack-drivin' is the rummest 

. leadin' one into 
nother passenger to t 

whether the other 
'jtomers to that p 
f they do it must be 

s.'-New Yorh Mer 

LMIGHTY DOLLAR 
of Mammon. 

speaks of "almighty gold" in the 
same sense. In its more modern 
American use the phrase is trace
able to Washington Irving. "The 
almighty dollar, that great object 
of universal devotion throughout 
our land, seems to have no genuine 
devotee in these peculiar (Creole) 

s."-W. hvillg 

P·4°· 

TO GET ALONG.
sed in place of th 
" as more comm 

gland. 

ALONSENEL (Cowallia stansburiaJta).
A medicinal herb, much esteemed 
for its astringent and other pro
perties, especially in cases of 
haemorrhage. The name is Mexican, 
and the plant is largely found in 
the neighbourhood of Salt Lake. 

(Cant).-(r) A 
Let's anchor a 
us come to a stop 
) The sum total 
--(3) An injunc 
rt." 

ALTER, To.-To geld. Specially used 
as regards animals in the Southern 
States. 

ALUMNI.-SOCIETY OF ALU~INI.-As
sociations of the graduates of a 

A1nbi 

particular college for the promo
tion of literature and good fellow
ship, literally ALUMNI-those who 
are being educated at a particular 
college. The Society of A lumni of 
"William's College was the first 
established (r82r) but most of the 
American Unive 
ciations formed 0 

UM ROOT (Hench 
An astringent her 
used on account 
properties. The 
seems, however, to be a popular 
one and other roots of an astrin
gent character bear the same name, 
as e.g., Geranium maClilaiuni. 

AMALGAMATE, To. - Primarily this 
verb is only correctly used in 
reference to the union of metals, 
other substances 
but in the State y 
used with regard e 
of the black wit 
the correspond in 
MATION being als 

MAZONS, ORDER 

system of Androgynous Masonry, 
which for a time excited some 
interest in South America during 
the last century. It was attempted 
to be introduced into the United 
States in r740, but did not answer. 

M B IA.- A eup 
tobacco juice pro 
Mainly used in 
West. Apparent 
II amber" (indee 
monly spelled 
am beer than 
sumably from 
similar to that 
saliva. 

e 

d 
f 

d 

g 
of expectorated 

AM BIT 10 N.- Ignorantly used in 
Virginia and N orlh Carolina for 
spite or grudge. Thus one man 



Ambitious 

would accuse another of having 
an ambition against him, i.e., a 
grudge or ill-feeling. 

AMBITIOUS.-(I) Used in Georgia and 
the West in the sense of full of 
anger and rage as regards persons, 
or untamed and unmanageable in 
the case of animals. Thus an 
ambitions man would signify one of 
ungovernable temper; an ambitious 
mule-a beast full of vice and 
generally refr:1ctory.--(z) In Mas
sachusetts and Connecticut a much 
milder meaning is conveyed by the 
word, although still quite different 
to its ordinary signification. In 
these States it is indicative of 
energy, industry, and moral worth 
as regards human beings, and is 
descriptive of good points where 
animals are concerned. 

AMBUSH (Cant).-Fraudulent weights 
and measures. A punning allusion 
to the accepted meaning of the 
word-to lie in wait (lying weight). 

AMERACE (Cant). - Jargon signifying 
ne:1r at hand; within calL 

AMERICAINE.-A small, light, four
wheeled carriage for two persons, 
with seat for servant. In use in 
Germany. 

At the door stands the AMERICAINE, so 
called because more 1Lltlike an AMEIUCAINE 
than any other conceivable vehicle,-Miss 
Rhoda BroughtoH's Good-bye, SWcl.'thcdrt. 
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AMERICAN. - The American party 
originated in New York in 1844, 
its avowed object being to oppose 
the usurp:1tion of the City govern
ment by foreigners. Owing to the 
extreme views of its leaders it fell 
into disfavor, but came to the front 
again in 1853, under the popular 
design3 tion of KNOW NOTHINGS 
(q.V.)--AMERICANESS.-A wom:1n 
of American birth. 

A lImesty Oath 

This lady is like most AMERICANESSES
she hates walking.-fI a/lberga's mustrated 
Magazil'J,c. 

--To AMERICANlsE.-The process 
of naturalizing people and things 
in America. 

Those at work are nearly all newcomers 
to the country, and are not yet AMERICAN

IZED. 

__ AMERICANIZATION.-The state 
of having become subject to the 
laws and customs of the United 
States.--AMERICAN E:NIGHTS.
Enights of the Golden Circle (q.tI.). 
__ AMERICAN MYSTERIES (Ma
sonic).-See MEXICAN MYSTERIES. 
--AMERICAN RITE (Masonic).
The usage or custom of Masonry in 
America. This rite, like most 
others now in use, is founded on 
the York Rite, and is subsequent to 
the revival of Masonry in 1717.-
AMERICAN CITIZEN OF AFRICAN 
DESCENT.-This euphemistic title 
for a ne"ro was very common in 
certain circles after the Emancipa
tion proclamation. 

AMERICAN TWEEZERS (Cant). - An 
ingenious instrument of American 
invention by means of which it is 
possible to turn a key in a door 
and unlock it from the outside. 

AMEAIGATE, To.-To go Of proceed to 
America. A punning componnd of 
Mark Lemon's. "Joe wants to 
amel'igate," that is, go to America. 
Probably an individualism. 

AMNESTY OATH. - Also derisively 
called the DATh!NASTY OATH. At 
the close of the Civil War, 
Southerners, as an outw:1rd sign of 
their loyalty to the Union, wefe 
required to subscribe to sundry 
oaths. One of these, the A mllesty 
Oath, carried with it a pardon on 
the terms set forth therein, but 
these were deemed so unpabtable, 



ole 

odious, and harsh by the conquered 
, that th wa . 'name 
resaid 

AMOL' (Phaial/gium p01nM·idiaml1l1).-
The soap plant, a native of the 

plain nding Arkan 
Calif Its ather 
nd is in the man 

ner as ordinary soap, to the brown 
variety of which it is not altogether 
d' . ilar i s ell. The fibre of 

lant Iso u y th 
ards f die cl 

Ar~PUTATE, To-Thieves 
ping ake fl' 

e san1 as II 

, in E siano 

slang for 
Use 

" "t 

AMUSERS (Cant).-A certain class 
hieve ccom wh 

snu pper, othe 
us su es in yes 0 

the person they intend to rob, a 
confederate then, while apparently 

. g to escue, pletin 
erati n this muc 
slang e cri classe 

there runs a vein of brutal 
cynicism. 

At ETA.- ture , sun 
or fir ed to rye it 

sweetness. Mixed with pease it 
is highly esteemed for puddings. 

iar to v Yor d New 

ANAN OR AN'ND.-How? What do 
you say? An interrogatory ejacu-

. who Bartle ys i 
on i ennsy an 
De V tates 0 lise 

in New Jersey. It is an archaism 
defined by Halliwell as used by 
I I wer cl hen addressing a 

or wh thea r com 
nding is sa them 

A corruption of "anent." 

lo-Sa GIlt 

ANCHOVY PEAR (Grias cauliflora.)-
A lara culent go-lik t e 
fruit i nous t aica. T e 
itself y om ai, be 11 
and unbranched, with leaves two or 
three feet long and large white 
flowers It is widely cultivated on 
this a t. 

ANCIENT DOMINloN.-More commonly 
called the OLD DOMINION (q.v.). 

NEND. 

tinuo 
HT A 

-See A 
i.c. 

ANGEUFEROUS.-A factitious word 
indie' of sup 
may mark 
II ang tion," 
" angelifi ed," were 
17th century, but 
great extent. 

cell en t 
weve t 
gelify d 

in use in the 
never to any 

NGLER A str rowle 
more often than not, belongs to a 
gapg of petty thieves, and who is 
alwa s on the look out for 0 or-
tuniti comm all lar 
by m f hoo ticks, g 
lines, etc. -- (2) Lapidus ameri
calltls .-A most curious fish peculiar 
to American waters, sometimes 
also larly wro y 
name DEVIL- rSEA-
l! den ves Its name 0 he anb er Y 
reason of its long feelers. These 
projecting from the mud in which 
it hi self, a the s r 
fish \ form d. 

ANGLOMANIACS.-A club in Boston is 
thus self-styled. Its members are 
oppas 0 any Brit n 
every e and 

ANGLO-SAXONDOM.-A comprehensive 
term for the English-s Jeaking race 
in ge inc1u alike 
cans, habit< f the r 
Country, and her vanous Colomes. 
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ANIMAL.-A name given to new 
arrivals at the United States 
Military Academy at West Point. 
--To GO THE WHOLE ANIMAL. 
-A variant of "to go the whole 
hog." In the West Indies it is 
varied by " to go the whole dog." 

ANIMULEs.-This expression is very 
generally used in the South-western 
territories and in California as a 
substitute for "mules." A witty 
play upon" animals" and" mules." 

I Ten miles to town I \Vaal, stranger, I 
guess I'll stake out here to-night. Them 
ANIMULES is too beat to do that. Where's 
yer water? t I It's all around you to-night; 
but you can turn your mules into the corral.' 
-Cel/trc-Pole Bill, ilt Overlalld illollthly. 

ANNATTO.-A well-known West Indian 
orange-red dye, and article of 
commerce. The name is supposed 
to be of native American origin. 

ANNUNCIATOR.-A word used in con
nection with electrical apparatus. 
A warning bell. 

When one person wishes to communicate 
with another by the telantagraph he pushes 
a buttoD, which rings an ANNUNCIATOR in 
the exchange, or in the office of the person 
with whom he wishes to converse.
A merica/I,. April II I 1888. 

ANOINTED (Cant).-Flogged. In Eng
lish cant the same word is used 
to signify great rascality. 

ANTE, To.-To bet or risk generally. 
A technical term at poker where a 
bet placed anle signil1es one placed 
in opposition to the dealer's bet. 
"What will you anle?" is now as 
common an expression as "what 
will you bet? "--To ANTE UP is 
to pay, as well as to wager. 

If you cannot be a marksman 
And like a champion shoot, 

You still can give him. polish 
By the blacking of his boot. 

17 A uti-Negro 

If you cannot be a Captain 
Of a famous base ball nine. 

You can ANTE up your fifty cents, 
And at the players whine. 

--New York Merclfry, July 21,1888. 

ANTE-HUMOUS.-An antithetical, fac
titious word to posthumous, and 
therefore signifying published be
fore the death of an author. 

ANTI-FEDERALIST. - Directly subse
quent to the War of Independence, 
the constitution of the United 
States was always described as the 
Federal Constitution. A ltti-Fedel'a/
isis, therefore, were the political 
party who opposed its adoption.
Sec FEDERALIST. 

ANTI-MASONRV.-A movement pre
cipitated by the alleged murder of 
Morgan by the Free Masons 
in 1826. Wm. H. Seward, Millard 
Fillmore, and Thurlow Weed were 
among the leaders of the ANTI
MASONS, and the party wielded 
power for several years.--So also 
its other compounds ANTI-MASO:-l, 
ANTI-MASONIC. 

ANTI- MONOPOLlsT.-One who is op
posed to the existence of monopo
lies in the commercial world, on 
the ground that their political in
fluence endangers the liberty of 
the people. Legislators are often 
classil1ed as MONOPOLISTS and 
al/Ii-illollopolisis. The term has a 
more far-reaching signil1cance in 
the States than elsewhere. 

ANTI-NEGRO.-Opposed to the negro. 
This worcl acquired special signill
cance at the period during which 
the extension of the suffrage to 
the negro was being agitated. The 
Anti-Negro party was a large and 
powerful one, on account of the 
inevitable swamping of the white 
by the colored vote in some of the 
States which was foreseen in the 
event of negro suffrage. 

3 
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ANTI-RENTERs.-The Anti-Rmt 
:novement bore a conspicuous part 
In the politics of New York during 
most of the decade prior to 1847. 
It resulted from the attempt of the 
heirs of General Stephen Van 
Rensselaer to collect rents. Laws 
had been passed abolishing feudal 
tenures in 1779 and 1785; but the 
tenants of Van Rensselaer-who 
by courtesy was styled the " Pat
roan" (a title never claimed) to the 
end of his long and useful life
still continued to enjoy the farms 
upon which they lived on leases 
for life tenures. or from year to 
year. Through the indulgence of 
the" Patroon" these tenants were 
all in debt. 'Wlien he died they 
resisted the steps taken in the 
settlement of his estate, to collect 
rents, and complained that these 
semi-feudal land tenures were 
totally inconsistent with the spirit 
and genius of Republican institu
tions. 'When the matter was 
pressed, they armed and disguised 
themselves as Indians, and offered 
such resistance to the civil officers 
that military interference became 
necessary. The Governor sent 
troops to quell the riotous pro
ceedings, and the disturbances 
attracted national attention. The 
newspapers were full of the subject, 
it was carried into politics, and 
then into the courts. In the end 
the State constitution of New York, 
in r846, abolished all feudal 
tenures. The leases were con
verted into freehold-that is the 
parties who had rented bought 
their farms, giving mortgages, and 
thus became freeholders instead of 
tenants. 

ANTI-SLAVERy.-Opposed to slavery. 
Roughly-speaking, the A uti-siavcry 
States were the Northern States; 
the Slave States being those in the 
South.-- ANTI-SLAVERYIST. - A 
person opposed to slavery. 

A nxious Bench 

ANTI-SOUTHERN.-Opposed to South
ern interests and principles. 

ANTI-UNION.-Opposed to the Union, 
as represented by the Constitution 
of the United States. 

ANTONY oVER.-A game of ball played 
by two parties of boys, on opposite 
SIdes 01 a school-house, over 
which the ball is thrown. 
Used in Pennsylvania. "Antony" 
is simply a proper name, here 
pressed into the service, simi
larly with Reynard, Robin, etc., 
for the same purpose. "Over" is 
too obvious to need explanation. 

ANXIOUS BENCH, MEETING, MOURNER. 

AND srAT.-AIl these are terms con
nected with" revivals" of religion. 
The A nxi01ls Benches are seats set 
apart for the _<nxious IIfourners, in 
other words those who, under the 
magnetic influence of the preaching 
or singing, or may be both combined, 
profess to be concerned for their 
souls' salvation. Similarly, the 
Anxious lIieeting is a service held 
after the ordinary one, at which 
spirit ual ad vice and comfort are 
administered to those who so de
clare themselves convinced of sin. 
A curious illustration of the use of 
these terms as well as of the 
strangely grotesque style affected 
by some American divines" ill be 
found in the following extract from 
a sermon by the Rev. De Witt 
Talmage, his subject being" Sects 
in Heaven "-

At this nlOlllC1H the Methodist bigot broke 
in UpOIl t11(; excitement and demanded how 
many of tbose at the t8.b1e had ever sat upon 
an ANXIOUS SEAT, dt-elaring that tllOse who 
had nol been converted in that way had no 
business ill Heaven, He brougllt all ANXIOUS 
SEAT witb hiul and sat on it himself very 
near the table, and rudely began to eat a 
cluster of g-rapes, throwing tltl:! skins into the 
face of a Scotch Presbyterian, who turued 
out to be Jobn KJlox, The bigot had hit the 
wrong man, [or John Knox, neither in earth 
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nor in heaven, was of a temperamellt to take 
any impudence, and he gave the bigot very 
much such a lookas he once did Queen Mary 
at Holyrood. The l\'Iethodist bigot moved 
that all those banqueters who had not come 
into the Church militant by the ANXIOUS 
SEAT be put out from the feast. 

ANv.-This, like SOME (q.v.), is 
very curiously used across the 
Atlantic. It is pretty generally 
employed in the sense of " at all." 
People speak of not being "angry 
ally" or II angry some," meaning 
they were angry or not, as the case 
may be. 

It was of a Wednesday in June of that 
year, if I remember aright, that I boarded a 
steamer at Memphis. [had just enough 
money to pay my passage to Natchez, but 
the fact did not worry me ANY.-Amcricnn 
Caltoeist, 1888. 

Wasn't he hurt ANY I A little. He fell 
fro III the top of a barn; a mule kicked out 
two of his teeth; the corn-sheller took off a 
thumb.nail, and the bees punctured his 
anatomy right lively. But It didn't abate 
his evil propensily; it scarcely disturbed his 
serenity.-Ddroit Fra Press, Aug. r888. 

ANVHOW.-ANYHOW YOU CAN FIX IT.
A slang expression of acquiescence 
as, e.g., "I don't know if you'll 
succeed, but anyhow you can fix it." 

I9 

ANYTHING ELSE.-NoT ANYTHING 
ELSE.-A turgescent afj'rmation. 
In reply to a question as to whether 
a person did such and such a thing, 
the reply would be, he didn't do any
thing else; in other words, he did 
"just that." These remarks also 
apply, mutatis //Iutandis, to NOT 
ANYBODY ELSE'S, a similar form of 
expression. 

APAREJo.-A pack-saddle; of Spanish 
extraction, and pronounced alt
pahr-a-ho. Western. 

While the final tightening of the 111ules' 
APAREjOS was being donc, our guide rode oft 
to see if the luck had turned.-Scribncr's 
M agaziltc, 1887. 

Apple 

APISHAMORE. - (I) All saddles for 
riding, as well as for carrying bur
dens, have an atishamon, or saddle
blanket, made of buffalo calf skins, 
with the object of protecting the 
animal's back from chafing.--(2) 
Anything to lie down on. A bed. 

APOSTLES.-It is hardly necessary to 
remark that at the University of 
Cambridge the name is given to 
the last twelve on the B.A. list, and 
the only reason why the word 
should be mentioned here is that 
at Columbian College, D.C., the 
members of the Faculty are ac
tually called after the personal 
names of the Apostles. 

APPETITlcAL.-Relating to the appe
tite. An obsolete English form is 
" appetitual." 

ApPETIZER.- Something to stimulate 
the appetite. A comparati\cly 
modern word, derived from the 
old English provincialism (North) 
"to appetize." Now as frequently 
heard in England as in America. 

A P P L E (West Indian). - The early 
settlers called all fruits apples. 
Thus we have the BEL - APPLE, 
CASHEW - APPLE, CUS1ARD - APPLE, 
CONCH-APPLE, GROUND-APPLE, MAM
MA-APPLE, MONKEY-APPLE, PINE
APPLE, SUGAR-APPLE WOOD-APPLE 
etc., all of which ~ee. -- API'L~ 
BRANDY.-A Virginian fruit brandy 
sometimes flavoured with peach 
kernels. In New England it is 
known as APPLE-JACK and APPLlc
JOHN, whilst in the South it is called 
JERSEY-LIGHTNING. Another name 
for it is CIDER-BRANDY, Procter 
says that "when good it is very 
good. "--ApPLE BUG (Collotmelle/IIS 
nelll/phat). - Also known as the 
:LUM-WE~VIL, a black-beetle shaped 
1I1sect which plays great havoc with 
fruit of all kinds, but more especially 
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with plums, peaches, cherries, and 
apples. It deposits its eggs by 
puncturing the fruit, causingprema
ture decay. This insect must not 
be confounded with the apple
worm or the larva of the Euro
pean coddling moth (Carpocapsa po
monetta) which, however, is quite 
as well known in the States as the 
applc-bug.--ApPLE-BUTTER, as it 
is called in Pennsy I vania and 
Virginia (APPLE SAUCE in the 
Yankee States) is a sauce made 
by stewing apples in cider, six 
gallons of fresh juice being boiled 
down into one in the process. It 
is made in bulk and stored for 
future use in tubs. The occasion 
of its manufacture, generally forms 
an excuse for a frolic. Introduced 
by the Germans. -- ApPLE-CUT. 
-A social gathering for the pur
pose of peeling apples for dry
ing. Also called APPLE-PEELING 
and APPLE-BEE (see BEE). This, 
like most gatherings of the kind, 
winds up with an innocent jollifi
cation in which dancing plays a 
prominent part. 

I3etsy Jane 'vere the high stepper 0' Sugar 
Swamp. She were put together to stay, 
Betsy were, an' could take in an APPLE CUT 
or huskin' bee six nights outen a week, 
dance till sun up an' never miss a set, an' 
then go hum an' eat salt pork an' 'lasses ani 
apple pie fer breakfast, an' turn in an' do 
the washin' fer forty men th't worked in the 
tan'ry, jest ez easy as most gals nowadays 
kin thump a poky or a camp- meetin' tune 
outen the pianny.-Chicago Herald. 

--ApPLE-)ACK.-A popnlar drink 
distilled from fermented apple 
juice. 

So vast is the apple harvest of North 
America in favourable years that there is 
enough and to spare of the golden 
fruit to make any aIllount of apple sass, 
APPLE JACK, cider, dried apples and biffins, 
and also to export millions of barrels 
annually to foreign lands.-lvliss(Juri Re
b1lbliean, March 5, 1888. 

--ApPLE)EES, or more correctly 
SPd, CIt Apcltjccs.-A German dish 

:20 Appreciate 

compounded of minced fat pork 
and apples.--ApPLE-LEATHER.
The sun - dried paste of partly
cooked apples. It is rolled into 
cakes, and, when dry, has the 
appearance, in thickness and tough
ness, of tanned leather. Common to 
Pennsylvania and Maryland.-
ApPLE OF PERu.-The Northern 
name for the THORN APPLE (Eng.) 
(Datura stramonium) or JAMESTOWN 
WEED (q. v.). It is also called the 
DEVIL'S TRUMPET. A coarse
growing troublesome weed; the 
seeds and stems are powerfnl nar
cotic poisons, sparingly used in 
medicine, in which the dried root 
is sometimes employed as a remedy 
for asthma.--AppLE - PEELI;;G.
See BEE.--AI'PLE·SLUMP.-A pie 
consisting of apples, molasses, and 
bread crumbs, baked in a tin pan. 
This dish is an old favorite with 
New Englanders, to whom it is 
also known as PANDOWDY.-
ApPLE-TODDY.-Whisky or brandy 
punch, roasted apples in this case 
being snbstituted for lemon-peel. 
--How WE APPLES SWIM! i.e., 
"what a good time we are having." 
This expression, a very old one, is 
synonymous with pleasureable 
experience coupled with brisk 
action. 

APPLICANT.-Quoted by Pickering as 
formerly current in New England; 
one who studies hard-an addi
tional meaning to the more general 
colloquial sense of a person who 
asks or applies for a thing. 

ApPRECIATE, To.-Besides its ordinary 
meaning, this word has also that of 
an enhancement of value; to rise 
in value. 

These improvements will APPRECIATII 
the farm immcnsoly.-Rl/-l'al Register. 

His Pennsylvania lands have not APPRE
CIATED as he had hoped. and when he left 
the Cabinet he was a poor Olan.-Baftimol'c 
;J lIIericaII, 1888. 
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--ApPRECIATION is also similarly 
used. 

ApPROBATE, To.-To approve of any
thing. This, though claimed by 
Dr. Webster as a modern word, is 
quoted by Pickering as much. in 
use in his time. Now a vulgansm 
in England but colloquial in the 
17th century. 

ARBOR DAy.-The observance of Ar
bor Day is a typical Western inno
vation, created in response to the 
exigencies presented in the treeless 
and arid West. The custom of 
setting aside a day for the planting 
of shade and ornamental trees was 
first inaugurated about a decade 
ago, in the State of Nebraska, 
during the administration of 
Governor John B. Thayer. It 
proved very popular from the be
ginning, and was soon imitated by 
other States, prominent among 
which was Colorado. Under an 
act of the Legislature a day was set 
aside each spring, to be announced 
by the Governor, which was to be 
observed as a holiday, and on which 
the planting of trees, accompanied 
with appropriate ceremonies and 
festivities, was to take place. The 
celebration of A rbor Day since its 
origination has annually grown in 
popularity, and is now looked for
ward to with a great deal of deligh t 
by young and old in the Cen
tennial State. The result of this 
wise and beautiful observance, 
although in vogue but a few years, 
is manifested in innumerable young 
groves and millions of growing 
trees scattered over plains that a 
few years ago were barren of any 
cool and shading vegetation. 

Governor O~l~sbl' ,has. designate~ April 
13 as ARBOR DAY 1Il l11nOl$, by offiCIal pro
clamation.-Daily I/tler-Ocean, March 1.\-, 
1888. 

21 Aristocratic 

ARCH OF ZERUBBABEL, ROYAL(Masonic). 
-The seventh degree of the Ameri
can rite. 

ARCTlcs.-Warm fur-lined foot gear, 
suitable for a rigorous climate. 

As in tobogganing the (ice) yachtsmall's 
costume is appropriate to the sport .. He 
wears a leather coat, or se-yeral cardtgan 
jackets under a heavy, pea J~cket, or seal
skin; his trousers are eIther tled around the 
ankles or tucked into the legs of woollen 
hose' he wears linen drawers over woollen 
ones" ARCTICS are on his feet, and a fur cap 
is dr~wn down over his ears. Whet: snow 
flies he wears v.'ire goggles over hIS eyes 
and a wire covering over his mouth. Even 
~vith all these precautions !le oc;:casionall,Y 
gets frost-bites, often forgcttUlg blS extrCll1l
ties in the excitement of the sport.-Molt
treat Gazctfl', 1888. 

ARD (Cant).-Hot; a corrupted form 
of ardent. 

A R G U FY, To.-A corruption of " to 
argue," i.e., H to debate," II to dis
cuss." It is regularly conjugated, 
and its participles ARGUFIED and 
ARGUFYING are also common. 

ARID BELT.-A tract of country which 
stretches from British America 
on the north, to Mexico on the 
south, through the middle of the 
United States. Save in the moun
tain districts stock raising is almost 
the sole industry. 

ARISTOCRATIC.-As might have been 
expected in a country whose insti
tutions are Republican, aristocratic 
is used in a sense different from 
that in vogue in monarchical coun
tries. In the United States it 
merely refers to those who live in 
better sty Ie than their neighbours; 
also to things of a superior quality, 
and does not carry with it any 
idea of hereclitary rank or qualifi
cations. For example, a steamboat 
is sometimes said, when compared 
with other vessels, to be aristocratic 
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because of its superiority in build, 
fittings, etc. 

ARK.-A flat boat now largely super
seded by steamers, used for the 
transportation of merchandize. 
Whole families live on board these 
craft. President Lincoln began 
life as a flatboatman, and those who 
follow this calling are, though 
rough in mien, as a rule, sturdy, 
sterling, good-natured folk enough. 
Roughly built of logs, about 15 ft. 
wide and 50 to 100 ft. long, a sligh t 
improvement on the raft, they are 
sold as lumber on arrival at their 
destination, after discharging the 
miscellaneous cargo which forms 
their freight. 

ARK AND DO V E (Masonic). - An 
American illustrative degree, pre
paratory to the Royal Arch degree, 
and, when conferred at all, given 
immediately before the ceremony 
of exaltation. The name of 
N oachite sometimes bestowed upon 
it is, however, incorrect, as this 
belongs to the ZISt degree of the 
Ancient and Accepted Rite, and 
the 35th of the Rite of Misraira. 
It is very probable that it was 
derived from an older rite, called 
the Royal Ark Mariner. 

ARKANSAS TOOTHPICK.-A grimly face
tious name for a folding bowie 
knife of large dimensions. 

All these (men) irrespective of age, size, 
or condition in life, could be seen with a 
Navy six-shooter and an ARKANSAS TOOTH
PICf( suspended to a raw hide-belt I.ucktd 
around Lheir waists. Supplement tl1e above 
equipment with a ~orc-backed mustang 
pony, an old anny saddle-tree and rope 
brldle and you have an Bxact picture and 
entire possession of the fifteenth constitu
tional amcndmenL-A. ]-i. Gru11leats Tea 
Years in Texas, rtlHl, p. 27. 

It is not good form to use a TOOTHPICK 

in ARKANSAS now. A big revolver is the 
thing in the best socie.ty.-Detroit Free 
Press, Aug. 1888. 

22 Arrow 

ARM-sHop.-A gun-smith's. 

I I want to know where I can find an 
ARM-SHOP,' replied McCracken, mildly.
/l<fark Twaht's Screamers. 

AROUND.-The misuse of arollnd for 
"near by" or "about" is some
times very glaring, even amongst 
fairly educated persons in England, 
but it would be difficult to find 
such an outrageous error as the 
following ;-

Presuming he was born AROUND three 
o'clock in the afternoon, he is under Leo and 
the Sun.-New York Alcl'ctfl'Y, 1881:5. 

There was great excitement among the 
people who hung AROUND the hall in which 
the committee was in session, and the Mis
sourians were as thick as blac1{berries on a 
bush.-ilfissouri Republican, February 24, 
1888. 

ARPENT (Fr.) OR ARPENs.-For ACRE, 
is in use among the descendants of 
the old French settlers in Louisiana. 

ARRASTRA (Spanish) from arms/rc, 
a mining term. The drag-stone 
mill for pulverizing or amalga
mating are. 

ARRIERO (Spanish).-The driver of a 
pack of mules. Texas and the 
West generally. 

ARRow.-The flower of the sugar
cane, previous to the appearance of 
which the sugar cane does not 
arrive at the maturity indispen
sable for grinding purposes. 
Planters never cut their canes 
until the arrow is well out.-
ARROWHEAD (Saglttaria vari'lbiiis). 
-I\. well-known handsome aquatic 
plant with white Howers. The 
name is derived from the shape 
of the leaves; it bears the same 
popular appellation in some parts 
of England. -- ARROW - ROOT 
(Zal/li,~ inlegrifolia) .-A native of 
the West Indies, and the 111'1'0'111-
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root of commerce. The tree is 
largely cultivated in Florida. The 
tubers also contain a deadly virus, 
formerly much used by Indian 
tribes for poisoning arrow heads. 
--ARROW-WOOD (Viburnum dm
fa/lint, pltbesccl/s, etc.).-A shrubby 
tree peculiar to the American 
continent, the long straight stems 
of which supplied the Indians with 
their arrows. 

ARROYO (Spanish).-In general use 
in New Mexico and California as 
the name for deep, rocky ravines 
or dry water-courses. COULEE, the 
French equivalent, has the same 
currency, and is met with quite as 
frequently in some States. 

ARTICHOKE (Cant).-An aged pros
titute of the lowest type. 

ARTICLES (Cant).-A suit of clothes. 

ASCOTCH.-A New York boy's term 
for gunpowder slightly damped and 
then worked up into pyramidal 
shape-the equivalent of the "fiz
gig" of English youth. 

As GOOD As.-Bartlett speaks of this 
as an illiteracy often heard in New 
York in place of the colloquial" as 
well," e.g., " I'd as good's go to New 
York" instead of " I might as well 
go to New York." 

ASH-CAKE.-A Southern name for an 
ash-baked corn cake. 

ASH-CART.-A scavenger's cart. 

ASH-HoPPER.-A lye cask used in 
outlying country districts by people 
who make their own soap. 

ASH LAN DERS.-A political club of row-
dies identified with Ashland 

A ssentatious 

Square, in Baltimore, which city 
has been exceptionally prolific in 
names of this character, as 
BABES, PLUG-UGLIES, DEAD-RAB
BITS, BLOOD-TUBS, etc. 

As I CAN.-A rural New England 
phrase, generally tacked on to the 
end of a promise or assertion as a 
kind of prudent reservation; it is 
akin to the Spanish QuiCll sabe. 

ASININITY.-A noun coined from the 
adjective "asinine"; a piece of 
egregious stupidity. 

As LONG As.-A grammatical perver
sion for II because," II since." 
"That house is a desirable resi
dence as IOllg as it is well situated." 

ASSAY (Cant).-Commence; try it. 
Obviously from the verb "to assay," 
and probably introduced by counter
feit coiners. 

ASSEMBLE To.-Assemble is still used 
in the sense-obsolete in England 
-of joining one thing to or with 
another. 

The steel forging-s have been made and 
turned over to our ordnance officers TO 
ASSEMBLE into guns, with great profil to the 
Pennsylvania cOlltractors.-Thc 51111, March 
2T, 1888. 

ASSEMBLYMEN. - Members of the 
House of Representatives in New 
York, and in some of the New 
England States. 

ALDANY, Jan _ 31. - Some ASSElIIBLYMEN, 
especially Mr. Shea of New York and cer
tajn of hIS collcngllcs, seem to be in mortal 
dread of sudden death in lhe discharge of 
their duties. - Troy Dally Times, January 
3r, rStl8. 

ASSENTATIOUS. - A factitious word 
meaning "read y " ; - willing to 
acquiesce in all that is said and 
done. 
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ASSIGN.-To sign. A corruption fre
quently heard in the Southern 
States, even among educated 
people. Used in the sense of "to 
sign" a document, cheque, or letter. 

ASSISTANT.-COURT OF ASSISTANTS.
Ajudicial tribunal formerly in exist
ence in New England. In 1848 
these courts were merged in the 
County Courts. They were pre
sided over by a Magistrate or 
Assistant who ranked next to the 
Chief Magistrate, and who was ex 
officio a member of the Governor's 
Council. 

ASSOCIATED PRESS.-A New York 
Agency somewhat similar to the 
Centra IN ews in London. It is com
posed of a number of newspapers 
who have combined for the purpose 
of collecting telegraphic acd other 
intelligence. 

ASTERN OF THE LIGHTER. - Failure; 
defeat. A phrase of nautical origin. 

AT.-A very noticeable divergence 
is apparent in Transatlantic usage 
as regards this word. It is in effect 
a preposition-of-all-work, and is 
employed (1) instead of ON or IN as 
in at hill or at wood. In this case 
there is ancient sanction for the 
form. One of the oldest streets in 
the City of London is named St. 
Mary-at-Hill, i.e., St. Mary on the 
Hill ; and proper names like 
Attwood are also similarly derived. 
--(2) Also used for BY as in .. I 
bought that line of goods at auction" 
--(3) for ABOUT or AFTER 
(action). In the South it rounds 
off almost every phrase in the 
vernacular of all classes except 
the most highly educated.--AT 
THAT. - An intensitive phrase 
tacked on to the end of an assertion 
or some statement already made. 
" I-Ie's a slick 'cute rascal, and a 

" A " Tent 

pretty demon at that," i.e., he is 
a rascal of rascals, an adept at 
villainy. It is a purely cant phrase, 
and has achieved a degree of popu-
1arity quite out of proportion to 
its merits-if any. Procter sug
gests that the expression is an 
abbreviation of "added to that." 

A miner from Wadesville, was spoken 
of as an ancient Mollie-Cooney being 
actllally what the detective assumed to be, 
and a sharI? one AT THAT. - PiltlurtoH's 
Alolhc lrlagllwcs aud Detectives. 

Kelly's the name I've always beard him 
called-Dan Kelly, AT THAT-an' sure I 
didn't take him for wan of those havin' 
occasion to dale in double names an' 
deceptions !-Ibid-. 

Worth a year's subscription, and cheap 
AT THAT. -Fortst and Strat1Jt, March IS, 
1888. 

Who would have supposed that the self
contained Mr. French, the icily n~gular 
T. Henry French, with a disposition as 
undemonstrative as the Alpine edelweiss, 
would suffer his temper to go away because 
of the loss of a hat-aye, and of an old hat, 
AT THAT.-Ncu) York Herald, July 2Z, 1888. 

ATAJO (Spanish).-This, with a num
ber of other words of Mexico
Spanish origin, is current in the 
States bordering on the old 
Spanish Dominions. Ataja signifies 
a drove of pack-mules. 

ATAMASCO LILY (A'IIlmyllis or Zephyl'
anthes atamasco).-A common wild 
lily with narrow grass-like leaves 
and profuse pink flowers, similar to 
a crocus. It flourishes in and is a 
native of Virginia and South Caro
lina, and in the cottage gardens of 
those States it is known by 
the name of the FAIRY LILY. There 
are several varieties of this plant 
which is the only representative in 
America of the natural order 
A lIla1yllidaccce. 

" A" TENT.-The simplest form of 
tent made. Also called WEDGE 
TENT (q.v.). Similar in shape to the 
teutc d' abl'i as used in the French 



army. Its name accurately dis
tinguishes it from the bell or wall 
tent. 

Three wall tents in a line indicated where 
the officers and the visitors slept, and twice 
as many H A," or CJ wedge," or common 
tents, twe h' d away. showed 
where th ered.-Ccllfury 
Alagazille 

AnR, A New Eng-
land all uncom-
mon. ee curiously 
mispl d even omits 
them where they ought to be 
heard. With him this letter is 
subjected to as many indignities as 
the letter" h " is among uneducated 
people in England. 

ATHENS OF AMERICA or ATHENS OF 
THE aston. Also 
called e CLASSIC 
CITY, rhaps more 
than the Union, 
has b of a variety 
of ni ubtedly the 
centre culture in 
Amer CLASSIC 
CITY has been awarded her in 
envious derision, although some 
sarcastically affirm that the cog
nomen is self - given, and with 
John Randolph assert that it is 
"an Athens without Athenians." 
Others have styled it the CITY OF 
N OTroN s, a reference alike to the 
comm al aptitude 
of its er Wendell 
Holm of the most 
gifted bed the city 
THE IVERSE, and 
this I ar the most 
popul ames. His-
torica pellation is 
that which still survives in the 
famous Tremont Street and Tre
mont House, Boston having for
merly been styled the TRI-MOUN
TAIN CITY, from the fact of its 
being built upon three hills. 

25 tgial1s 

ATLANTIC STATES.-The States imme
diately contiguous to the Atlantic. 

ATOLE (Spanish).-Gruel made from 
corn-meal; common in those dis
tricts once under Spanish rule. 

AT n empty-heade 
h cant a deforme 
ividual. 

A- old Anglo-Saxo 
AT, TO, IN, ON, i 

more genera y retained in the 
States than in the Mother Country. 
The meaning of the word is not 
affected. 

ATTACKTED.-Merely a colloquial vnl
garism for "attacked," but very 
common amongst the illiterate. 

AT 

g q 
stood. 

This is gi ven i 
rdinary dictional' 

other authority 
ation, meaning t 
, and, metaphori 

state, the idea a 
so being under 

ATTLEBOROUGH.-Sham jewelry; used 
in precisely the same manner as 
H Br,ummagenl," and as wide1y 
apphed to men and things. It has 
now passed from the classics of 

. eneral use, an 
ything of a sham 
cere, or doubtfu 
borough is a tow 
s manufacture a 

Au given to prosines 
is so called; a bore. 

AUNARUGIANS.-A local body of stu
dents at Centre College, Kentucky, 
was known by this name. A wild 
and boisterous band, who indulged 

4 



A $tnt 

in the roughest horseplay, emula
ting the CALLITHUMPIANS and 
CHARIVARI (q.v.) of other localities. 

AUNT.-A familiar name often given 
in the States and INest Indies to 
negresses advancing in age. 

AUNTV EXTENsloN.-The war ongl
nated a great many new phrases in 
the imaginative South-far more if 
they were all recorded than in the 
North. .. Cousin Sal" is pretty 
generally lamented throughout the 
South as the deceased and only 
daughter of our very worthy and 
revered Uncle Sam-the same 
having been begotten by him in 
the bonds of lawful wedlock with 
A ll11ly Extension. 

Au RESERVOIR.-A 11 1'evaiy. A mere 
play upon sounds. Common, and 
now often heard in England. 

AUTHOAEss.-Though first coined in 
America, this has now become a 
genuine language word; not, how
ever, without a struggle. The 
objections and prejudice to simi
lar words, such as poetess and 
brokeress, are still very numerous 
and strong. 

AVAIL, To.-To use this verb actively 
as now is frequently done instead 
of reflectively, borders upon jargon ; 
thus, people speak of availing of an 
offer or opportunity. 

AVAILS.-A New Englandism includ
ing the proceeds of a sale, the rents 
recei ved for property, or the profi ts 
of a speculation. Literally, that 
which is available for use after 
all expenses are defrayed. James 
Russell Lowell in one of his prefaces 
to the Biglow Paper's, affirms that 
the word is intimately rdated with 
the vails given to servants. 

26 Awful 

AVALANCHE.-A corruption of" ambu
lance," much used in Texas and the 
outlying territories. It is said to 
have caused no small merriment in 
the Confederate camp, when Prince 
Polignac was sent to hold an 
obscure command in the South
west, and once showed very great 
excitement upon being informed by 
a sergeant that the "avala.nche 
was just coming down the hill as 
fast as fury." 

AVOCADO PEAR (LaUYlts persea gratis
sima).-A buttryceous pear-shaped 
fruit, the pulp of which is much 
esteemed. Vulgarly termed the 
ALLIGATOR PEAR (q.v.). 

Avo I A DU PO I S.-SOLID A VOIRDUPOIS.
Thus, " She sat close by Mrs. Des
brough, a woman of solid avoir
dupois," i.c., of gross fleshly tissue; 
stout; inclined to embonpoint. 

AWFUL. - A hard-worked adjective 
which, in addition to its ordinary 
signification, is almost universally 
weighted with such meanings as 
--(I) Very, and--(z) Ugly, un
pleasant, and distasteful. Though 
inexcusable to ears polite, its use 
in this sense is very old, and was in 
past times a colloquialism often 
heard north of the Tweed. If 
people could now and then be 
placed where (themselves unseen) 
they were obliged to listen to 
a half-hour's conversation about 
nothing at all, and hear these poor 
adjectives forced into a conspicuous 
posi tion in every sentence and on 
every topic of conversation-their 
real meaning and legitimate use 
being entirely disregarded - it 
might result in their own reforma
tion, and they might feel, like the 
poet at Delmonico's, who listened 
to the conversation of a charming 
little lady and her dapper little 



Awful 

beau, where every other word was 
awjul. 

" I confess it sorely puzzled me to 
think what they could say, 

If something really awjul were to 
happen in their way; 

For I'm sure with simple English 
they could never be content, 

But their thoughts in foreign ex
pletives would have to find a 
vent. 

" While musing in this fashion (feel
ing rather cross and old), 

I forgot about my dinner, which 
was getting awjul cold; 

And the adjective kept dropping 
from the lips of either child, 

Till with awjul, awjul, awjul, I was 
driven fairly wild." 

Axe 

Ax, To.-To ask or make a request. 
This form of the verb has descended 
unmutilated from Anglo-Saxon 
times, and is still a provincialism 
in some parts of England. 

AXE.-AN AXE TO GRIND.-A much
used phrase of political origin. 
Men are said to have axes to grilld 
when suspected of selfish or in
terested motives. From politics 
the expression has passed into use 
among all classes of society. The 
Chicago Daily lnler-Ocean (Feb. 
1888) spoke of certain politicians 
as "men with axes to grilld." 
What we believe is right is more 
often so because it gl'illds our axe 
than otherwise. 



rn ABE.-(r) A term of 
. ,'little wit or point 

~,~ plied youn 
~ t mem f acla 

l'~' a the est Pain , ~,( I (United States) Mili-
'.-' tary College. In the 
-- nglish iamen 

t me is g to th 
I cted ber a Hous , 
just as the oldest member is called 
the" father" of the House.--(z)-
p Baltim erm f oisy s 
a dies. 

BACH. To.-To live as a bachelor. 

I Lonesome? 
h 'lays B 
11 was 

'Nell, not particularly.' He 
it. N iuter 1 
to liv 1 him. 

C Magaz 8. 

BACK. To.-From the Western use 
of this verb in the sense of "to 

ct," w lating cumen 
lette deri he fr 

quently-heard commercIal phrase of 
to bad;, in the sense of "to endorse," 
literally, to write on the back of a 

r, bil cheq To 
or A is a peculi 

a emer . The < ger of 
estate or sugar plantation usually 
goes aback once every day. This does 

xactl n that s astri 
rse 0 e, alth that, 
atter t, is rily 

means of locomotion. It refers to 
a daily inspection of the cane-

. es or sand r appl 
nces aIm variab 
a the f his nce, t 

houses in British Gldana being 

always built as near as possible to 
the coast in order to obtain the full 
bene the s eezes a 
BACK N.-T a ret to 
yield. uthontles differ as to 
whether the phrase originated in the 
stable or was taken from steam-boat 
phra cry. hold 1e 
latte w m n tha is 
simp e an s of ng 
a-head" Be that as it may, how
ever, this suggestive expression is 
of rn 0" A" ar 
mea s give he wo en 
used noun SQUA CK 
DOWN is, therefore, a severe rebuff, 
or, it may be, utter collapse. 
Thus in reference to alar e strike 
of r men aid th 

To-d velopn re 100 on 
as a SQUARK BACK DOWN for the men. Chair· 
man John L. Lee hurried home from 'Nash
ington, while John H. Davis and Hugh 
McGar trike , start a 
We!Ster To-cia oaded ars 
eft the 5, a Ja umber ny 

other y ince rike.- lid 
Leader, r888. 

--To BACK OUT is to abandon 
one ition, retrea a 
diffi So es t CK 
DOWN (q.v.). 1e expresslOn is 
also varied with TO TAKE TilE 
BACK TRACK, or TO BACK WATER. 

Mr. r's BA has 
surpns thougb bt not 
of the rca ers of the Cl l Y H eral 
much surprised indeed.- Boston 
Globe, March 28, 1888. 

uch 
me 

WI be 
Weekly 

BACK. 'T GE R BAC !-
The of c little is 
distinctively American in the idea 



Back and Forth 

of putting one's back up when 
inclined to be angry; but as a 
street catch phrase, at one time 
very popular, it claims a place. 
--To BREAK ONE'S BACK.-To 
be crushed; defeated; to become 
bankrupt. A Californianism which 
has spread over the whole Union 
and the Mother Country.--BACK! 
-A cowboy's equivalent for" gee!" 
-See CALLS OF ANIMALS. 

BACK AND 
forward. 
survival. 

FORTH. - Backward and 
A New England Puritan 

BACK AND HIDDEN.-That which is 
secret, or kept back. A common 
colloquialism. 
Mr. Clark had heard a great deal about 

something BACK AND HIDDEN. He didn't 
give a - fiddler's malediction for Jay 
Gould or any other man,-illissouri Republi
caft, Feb. 22, r888. 

BACKBONE.-To HAVE BACK-BONE is to 
possess weight of character, to be 
steady of purpose, and firm in 
carrying one's ideas into effect. 
The metaphor is now common 
wherever the English language is 
spoken, but in the first instance 
it is believed to have been intro
duced by the Abolitionists in the 
stormy days just "before the 
War." 

BACK CAP.-To GIVE A BACK-CAP is 
thieves' argot, meaning to expose 
one's past life. A pretended con
verted thief is made to say :-

i told him all about my being in prison 
and about you, and how i had almost done 
giving up looking for work and how the 
Lord got me tbe job wben i asked him . . 
. .. and then i felt better tban ever 
i had done in my life, for i had given Mr. 
Brown a fair start with me and now i didn't 
fear no one GIvING ME A BACK-CAP and 
rU!lning me off the job. - AI ark Twailt's 
Life 011 tlze Mississippi, p. 46z. 

BACK COUNTRY. - Thinly 
districts are so called. 

populated 
The ever 

29 Back Salary Grab 

advancing tide of emigration from 
east to west, has naturally caused 
this term to partake of a nomadic 
character as far as locality is con
cerned. The sparsely peopled 
back country of one decade, with its 
primitive, simple folk and cheap 
living, becomes the teeming centre 
of a busy, thriving population in 
the next. In a few years there will 
be no back country left between the 
two great oceans, so rapidly is all 
the available land being taken up 
and settled in the great Republic 
of the West. 

San Diego has a BACK COUNTRY, a fine, 
productive BACK COUNTRY, lying among 
rocks, on steep hillsides and in level 
valleys.-Dctrott Free Prcss, May, IBB8. 

BACK-EN D.-Lately ; towards the end. 
A q uain t manner of speech. 

Hanover (a borse) did not do very well 
the BACK-END, and was twice beaten by 
Lag&ard. Therefore tbe latter ought to be 
reqUIred to carry at least seven pounds 
more.-Ckicago luter-Ocean, 18S8. 

BACK HOUSE.-A privy. 

BACKING AND FILLlNG.-A backillg llnd 
fillillg policy is one that is 
trifling and irresolute. Thus the 
shilly-shally and backing and filling 
policy of the third George led to 
the War of Independence and the 
subsequent separation of the Ameri
can colonies from the Mother 
Country. 

BACK-LOG.-A large piece of wood 
forming the back-stay of a log fire. 
These are only seen in districts 
where wood is plentiful and largely 
used as fuel. 

BACK SALARY GRAB.-During the 
42nd Congress, 1871-73, a bill was 
passed to increase the salaries of 
the Executive, and of Senators and 
Representatives. The popularly 



Back Seat 

obnoxious' feature of this Act was, 
that it gave back-pay for the entire 
Session, to the very men who had 
the measure under consideration, 
and eventually voted upon it. 
Such a howl of indignation went 
up from the whole country, that 
the Act was repealed, save in the 
executive clauses, and many of the 
offending members paid back into 
the treasury the money which they 
had drawn. 

30 

BACK SEAT.-To TAKE A BACK SEAT 
is, figuratively, to retire into ob
scurity; it also sometimes implies 
a silent confession of failure; an 
inability to accomplish what one 
has attempted. The colloquialism 
has gained a world-wide currency; 
it received an immense send off, as 
the Americans say, from Andrew 
Johnson's famous "bach seat in 
Reconstruction. " 

Who will say the Britishers are not a 
forbearing and forgiving race, and the inp 

habitants of Stratford-an-Avon don't by any 
means take a BACK SEAT in that line? Igna~ 
tius Donnelly actually visited the birthplace 
of Shakespeare, and wasn't lynched I Far 
from it, he was hospitably recelved and eo
tertained.-Texas Siftings, 1888. 

We of Jeff City are noted for never 
knowing anything, Of, at any rate, for not 
saying anything atter we have secured what 
we consider our full share of political favors. 
Since Clay Ewing stepped out of the race 
for the supreme bench, Jefferson City has 
taken a DACK SEAT.-Speech of J. W. Bever
ley,o{ Jefferson City, in MissolJrt Repllblic(lH, 
Apri 1,lBS8. 

BACK TACK.-No BACK TALK !-A 
slang catch phrase indicating 
that the matter in question is 
closed to discussion; there's 
nothing more to be said. 

BACK TEETH.-To HAVE ONE'S BACK 
TEETH WELL AFLOAT.-A face
tiously brutal way of implying that 
the subject of such a remark is 
well primed with liquor-even to 
the verge of drunkenness. 

Backwoods 

When sober on the bench Judge Noonan 
h; a model of all the virtue-so On Friday 
night, however, in company with Dr. Mun M 

ford, of Kansas City, ex-Sreaker Wood, Mr. 
Charles Mead and severa other gentlemen, 
his honor once more drank until, as an on
looker put it, his BACK TEETH WERE WELL 
AFLOAT. - l.1issouri Rcp-ublicaH, Jan. 25, 
1888. 

BACKWARo.-Bashful, retiring, or dif
fident. The antithesis of what, in 
England, is called" forward," when 
applied to children. 

BACKWOOos.-The unsettled, un
cleared portion of a country. The 
backwoods of the United States are 
rapidly disappearing, even if, prac
tically, they have not already done 
so. Formerly, the whole country 
back of the Atlantic littoral was in
cluded in the term; now, however, 
the limit of civilization is no longer 
bounded by the sea-board States, 
and, in one sense of the word, at 
least, the term is now a misnomer. 
Used, however, as synonymous 
with a backward state of civiliza
tion, sparse population, and indiffe
rent means of transit, it still applies 
to a certain portion of the country. 
This will not long be the case, for 
nothing has been more remarkable 
than the rapidity with which, during 
the past twenty years, State after 
State and Territory after Territory 
have entered and become part of 
the all-absorbing Union. More 
especially has this been the case 
since the Grand Pacific formed 
a connecting link between the At
lantic and Pacific sea-boards. Many 
American writers have dealt with 
the life of the old backwoods' days, 
but no pictures of backwoods men 
are more graphically drawn than 
those of Mark Twain and BreI 
Harte.-- BACKWOODS PREACHER. 
-One whose clerical functions 
were exercised in the wild, unsettled 
portions of the conntry or BACK
WOODS. His temple was more 
often than not" one not made with 



Ba n 

h ds -a hu w se oof as 
the blue vault of Heaven-Its altar 
a re stu p, d s . les he 
forest groves. 

BACON.-To SAVE ONE'S BACON.-
Teet on' cap m 
danger. 

BAo.-Procter with some show of 
r on ra, at ti to e ry 
marked divergence whIch exists in 
o r ec bet en n . sh ld 
American usage as regards he 
word " ood" in the sense of well 
a h y. e, ho eve, utt ly 
wrong in putting bad for ill or 
b I Y tl sa c eg . e 
says "I feel bad is not, in America, 
a ad ssi a rna d ra' y, 
but means sImply I don't feel well." 
I hi ens bad 's a co rna to 
Englan as to America.- cc GOOD. 
--A BAD CROWD GENErALLY is, 
in e rn rla e, et pe Ie 
not thought much of-merely what 
in < n nd au b reg de as 
"no great shakes."--·BAD MAN. 

b J11 i th W ,i a 
somewhat mIxed character. The 
te g era 1 der 00 a 
mean a professlOna fig ter or 
m -klier, but ho des ite this 
d vb< (, sa by 00 vel n 
Rallch Life ill the Far West, to 
b so ti s, co ing to is 
light, perfectly honest. These are 
tl me wI do ost f tl kil g 
in frontler communitIes; yet it IS a 
n w hy ct at e n a 
are killed genclally desel ve their 
fat. Thes m· ar- of au e 
u t ra ng, nd re t y 
~ure shots, but what is equally 
III art t, Ie 'a, t ir 
weapons with marvellous quick
n ey inl all g \ at r 
of murder. and are the dread and 
te or th' a cia s; tty 
are vcry chary at talnng the life of 
a an f g c\ nc1' g, c\ '11 

Bad Lands 

ten w ken" an " b kd vn" 
at once If confronted ear essl} . 

ith a of them their courage 
arises ro co de i he ow 

owers and knowledae of the fear 
w ch ey re ld nd me 

of this type often show the white 
th w n t y g in a' gh 

place." Others, however, will face 
y ds vit ut in 'ng an 

when mortally wounded, have been 
ow to -gh with a 01, fero 

CIOUS despair hat va te ble. 
D rin the last two or three years 

ck en ha u te to pu 
down these dangerous characters, 

en y st m ry 'ler 
cise of lynch law; and, as a con-

ue e, rna ali . s nc 
infested by bad men are now per

tly aw id' g. 

BA EG - C 'for . ni 
worthless speculation. 

BADGER,-In the cant language of 
er n im' al las a 

a gel or PAI\EL THI is ne h 
robs a man after a woman accom-

ce as tic t v im nt 
her den. In old English cant 

gc 'we ri r ev a in 
modern English slang TO BADGER 

to eas t an y;' 1 \ ich 
sense It is also concurrently used 

th ta 

BA ER AT 

the State of 
lied bec"luse 
ich nc bo 

po lar an fo 
isconsin, an so 

of the BADGERS 
de the 

BA LAN. he fal ist' CI' 0 

the early French settlers in the 
tri w t 0 he lis uri ne 

applied by them generic:l.lly to the 
J ge st Ie, lk h s \ ich 
abound in that part of the country. 
'e ra is ow pp' ab to 

any stretch of specially rough 
I d. Th F nch n e till 



B sse 

answers in the corruption "Movey 
S of so calitie 

BAG , or, a he Wes ndies, 
MEGASSE; both of French deriva-
tion. The refuse of the sugar 
c vhich passi rough 
t II and xpres of the 
j ,oes t urnac use as 
fuel. Formerly, the bagasse was 
either burned in a furnace to get 
r it, own n the 
L s (q.v. elp fi ff the 
r from awa bank. 
Now every economically managed 
mill burns it to make steam, by 
the aid of the drau ht of an 

ous ney. best 
d is rn it grates 

under which air is forced by a 
blower. 

hey h ished llg the 
can y form efuse stalks 
(wi ey call SEI int t piles 
and e to th , ough i e sugar 
conntrie~ the BAGASSE is used for fuel in the 
furnaces of the sugar mills. Now the piles 
of damp BAGASSE burn slowly, and smoke 
like l'S ow hen.- Twain's 
Ll) c Missis 

BAGGAGE.-A railway term equivalent 
to the English" luggage." The van 
i 1 ich in d' enl,t of h' s kind 

ied is a BAG CAR in 
of, as ngland ggage 

goods, or guards van. The attend
ant in charge is called the BAGGAGE

MASTER, and by a most perfect sys-
f BAG CHECK ued a 
mmen nt of a ey, the 

traveller is relieved of all further 
anxiety or trouble concerning his 
belongings, whether the journey 
I six h r six On 

I at h stinatl e may 
el er claim IS baggage or hwith, 
or, giving instructions to the agent, 
the company will deliver it at his 

or res e, the terfoi 
e che ing g up 01 

ry. this i e the 
company assume all responsibility. 

Ba 

In this way the Americans manage 
very I to m e the -
venie nd an ces of 
and t stem ted, t g 
simple, is thoroughly effective. 
An approach to it has been recently 
introd on the on Br' n 
and Coa ailwa e 
main rence g tha e 
checks are of paper instead of 
brass labels with straps to attach 
them to the tr I· and h r 
packa a pia ich, i e 
rough dUng tran 
tinental travel in America, is 
preferable to pasted labels. The 
porter employed to handle and 
trans ass en bagga s 
faceti and c nly c a 
BAGGAGE-SMASHER, and it must be 
confessed that in many cases he fully 
justifies his right to the title by 
the r s and less m r 
in w he per his 
From speci pplicat f 
the term it has generally passed 
into everyday speech as signifying 
a coa d brut son. 

BAGGED ( ant). - term used to 
signify imprisonment and victimi
zation-probably only an extension 
of th of c as d d 
from t, thl the g 
" to b ·.e., to 

BAGGING.-Specially applied in the 
State e coa mpen s 
of wh tton p es are 
This rial' ielly 
factured in Kentucky. 

AG OF 

confu 
(Ca 

r tops 
A st 
eydo 

SAl L.-A pail or bucket handle. 
This is given in Furby'S Glossary 
as a olk p iali'm d 
its p use ew E d 
must, fore, sidere a 
survival of the olel Puritan days. 



Baile 

BAILE.-A Spanish term (corrupted 
into" bailee" among cow-boys) for 
a ball or dance, but it means also 
sheriff bailiff, which is significant. 
The connection between balls and 
bailiffs in New Mexico is, unfortu
nately, more intimate and frequent 
than would be thought desirable in 
Boston or New York. 

BAIT.-In New England a bait is the 
means by which a leverage is 
obtained; a fulcrum. 

BAITING.-Amongst haymakers this is 
the name given to a snack taken in 
the fields between breakfast and 
dinner. 

BAKE-OVEN.-This form for oven is of 
Dutch origin, and is mostly Llsed 
out West. 

BAKER (Cant).-A loafer. 

BAKES (Cant) .-A schoolboy. 

BAKE-SHOP.- A baker's shop. An 
example occurs in the foreign 
intelligence of a Maine paper. 

A large number of unemployed working 
men engaged in a riot in Rome, Thursday. 
BAKE-SHOPS were broken into and pillaged, 
and the police, who attempted to arrest the 
rioters, were driven away with stones. 
Finally the mob was dispersed by troops, 
and many of the rioters were arrested.
Portland Transcript, March 7, 1888. 

BALANCE.-In the sense of rest, re
mainder, or residue, b"iana, says 
R. G. White, is an abomination. 
The balance is the difference be
tween two sides of an account-the 
amount of which is necessary to 
make the one equal to the other. 
It is not the rest or the remainder, 
yet we continually hear of the 
balance of this or that thing. This 
vulgarism is also very common in 
England. 

33 Bald-faced Skirt 

In the trial of Dave Walker, the Bald 
Knobber chief, at Ozark, Moo, the St?-te 
closed its testimony to~day, after introducl:ng 
witnesses to re-affirm that Walker saId, 
I If I can get some one to take my son out of 
the country I will take some of the men and 
go back and kill the BALANCE and burn the 
house. Dead men tell no tales.' -Daily 
inter·Qccall, April I2, I888 

I recognize the sum of 30,000 dollars to 
belong to me individually, that amount 
having been received from the estate of my 
father and by donation from my mother. 
All the BALANCE, movable and immovable, 
real and personal, rights and credits, be~ 
longs to the community existing between 
my~elf and wire.-St. Louis Times Dcmo~ 
emf, Feb. 21, 1888. 

BALD-EAGLE.-De Vere says, "The 
oft - quoted bald - eagle (I-laliaetus 
icucoccphaius) or BALDHEADED EAGLE 

and WHITEHEADED EAGLE are only 
spurious book-names, and perhaps 
on this account the poor bird has 
so readily been adopted as the 
emblem of the United States. He 
does not seem to have always kept 
good company, for Richard Frame 
spoke already in r692 of 'The 
turkey-buzzard and the bald-cagle 
high, wild ducks, which in great 
companyes do fly'; and Benjamin 
Franklin wrote almost plaintively, 
, For my part, I wish the bald-eagle 
had not been chosen J.S the repre
sentative of our country.' " 

BALDFACE.-A vil1J.inous compound 
which only by courtesy can be 
recognised as whiskey. lVlany 
other slang names are given to 
bad and common spirit of this 
kind; e.g., "red eye," " pine top," 
(I lightning \vhiskey,ll or as the 
latter is more jocosely named 
"forty rod lightning," it being 
guaranteed to kill at forty rods. 

BALD-FACED SHIRT.-The name by 
which J. \Vestern cowboy knows a 
white shirt. It is thought to come 
from the fact of Hereford c~ ttle 
having white faces. 

5 



Baldheaded 

BALOH EAOEO.-To GO IT BALD HEADED. 

-vVith eager impetuosity or great 
haste; doing a thing with all one's 
might and main. A suggestion of 
action without stopping to cover 
one's head, i.e., on the spur of the 
moment. 

It ain't by princerples nor men 
My preudunt course is steadied,

I scent wich pays the best, an' then 
Go into it DALDHEADED. 

-The Big/ow Papers. 

The Cbicago Republicans, to use an 
Americanism, have gone DALDHEADED for 
protection. If shouting could 'win a Presi
dential contest, Blaine and Protection would 
be certain.-Pal/ Mall Gazette, June 22, ItlS8. 

--A somewhat different meaning 
is conveyed by SNATCHED BALD

I-IEADED, used of a person defeated 
in a street fight. 

BALD-HEAOEO Row.-The first row of 
stalls at theatres, especially those 
which make a feature of ballets. 
The term is a cynical allusion to 
the fact that these seats are 
generally occupied by men of 
mature age; the inuendo is obvious. 

BALOITUOE.-A state of baldness. 

Trouble has done it, 13ilgewater, trouble 
I1tls done it; trouble has brung these gray 
hairs and this premature BALDITUDIt.
The Adve1ltllres oj llucklcbcrJ'y FiHll, 
P· 187. 

BALO-KNOBBERS.-A lawless band of 
ruffians infesting Christian County, 
Missouri. They seem to hold 
regular meetings and to be well 
organized, for in a trial of one of 
their number for murder it was 
given in evidence that the ceremony 
of initiation comprised the admin
istration of various oaths. A rope 
round the neck and a pistol to the 
breast of the candidate added 
weight to the rubric of the order. 
The initiate is informed that there 
are but two ways out of the 
order; one at the end of a rope and 
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the other at the muzzle of a shot
gun. Death is the penalty for 
revealing any of the secrets of the 
order. 

BALOY.-A colloquial vulgarism for a 
bald-headed man. 

BALK, To.-Sometimes BAULK. In 
England to valh means to frustrate 
expectation; to disappoint; and has 
no reference to a jibbing horse or 
mule, the sense in which it is used 
in America. Spencer in his" Faerie 
Queen" (the legend of Sir Artegal, 
V.IO.) uses to balk in a somewhat 
similar sense. 

Gentleman (to Uncle Rustus, who is 
troubled witha BALKY mule)-' Uncle Rustus. 
do you think kicking that mule in the 
stomach will make him go ? I 

Uncle Rustus-' Da haint muffin wot'll 
m~ke d;).t TIlllle go when he 'elude not to, 
sah. 1'll1 only kickill' him fa' my own 
satisfactioll.-Tllc Brainerd (Min.) Tf1'btmc, 
18~3. 

--Hence also the adjective BALKY 

with a similar meaning. 

BALL FACE.-A contemptuous epithet 
applied by negroes to white persons. 
Salem, Mass., I~IO-I820. 

BALLOONING.-Inflating the price of 
stocks by fictitious means, such as 
newspaper articles, bogus sales, etc. 
A Wall Street phrase. 

BALLOT-BOX STUFFING. - Originally 
practised in New York, where 
boxes were constructed with false 
bottoms so that an unlimited 
number of spurious ballots could 
be introduced by the party having 
control of the polling place. By 
mutual consent of parties this is 
now almost impossible. 

As to the election having been stolen by 
DALLOT-IWX STUFFING and bribery in New 
York, the allegation shows silly iglJorance of 
the COIll..I11ct of elections in New York. 
BALLOT-1l0X ST1JFFING is an almost obsolete 
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form of knavery in New York under its elec
tion system.-Fostoria Democrat, March 8, 
r888. 

BALLS (Cant).-Prison rations; also 
a drink. 

BALL UP (College).-At Middlebury 
College. To fail at recitation or 
examination.-Hall's Collc(!& Words 
and Customs. 

BALLYHACK.-GO TO BALLYHACK,
Bartlett quotes this as common in 
New EnO'land, but confesses hIS 
ignoranceb as to its meaning ~nd 
origin, Of Irish bIrth It IS eqUlva
lent to our own "Go to Bath" 
" Go to Hull" (corrupted into" Go 
to Hell H)-all of them peremptory 
injunctions for" Begone! " 
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BALLY RAG, To.-To scold or accuse in 
scurrilous language. In use all 
over England. From A,S, beltlll 
evil, and wregan to accuse.. A 
milder signification is sometlmes 
given, viz. " to banter in a con temp
tuousway." 

BALM OF GILEAD (PoPltlus caudica.ns).
A well-lmown tree rarely met with 
wild, but largely cultivated in the 
Eastern States, more especially in 
New England. 

I Ezra,' says I, I if you git time, just run 
over to the edge 0' my pasture and get me a 
handful a' DALM 0' GILEAD buds. I want to 
put 'em in a half a pint 0' new rUI\1 for Mis' 
Crosby, and there ain't a soul to send.'
Scribner's iVlagaz~·lIe, 1887. 

BALSAM FIR (Abies balsamca).- This 
tree, which is of slender growth, 
delights in cold marshy spots, It 
produces the well-known CANADA 
BALSAM, the resinous matter being 
obtained from blisters beneath the 
bark. 

BALSAM POPLAR (PoPlIlus balslllllljera). 
-A common name derived from 

B ambsquabbled 

the fragrance exhaled by its unf?ld
ing leaves and expandmg catkms. 
It is a native ot New England 
and extends from Wisconsin north
wards. Its resinous buds do not, 
however, yield in sufficient quan
tities to render the product com
mercially valuable. 

BALTIMORE ORIOLE: (Icterus baltimore). 
-LarO'e numbers of these birds are 
found b near the City of Baltim.ore, 
hence the name, The Amencan 
species is deeper and richer in 
colour than the European, the pale 
yellow of the latter being replac.ed 
by a brilliant orange, . A pecuhar 
hanging nest has also given nse to 
its other popular name of the 
I1ANG-BWD. 

BAM.-Ajocular imposition; the same 
as a humbug. Old Cant, compare 
with the following. 

BAMBOO. To. - A corruption of 
"bamboozle," To cheat; to 
victimize, According to \Vright 
" to bam" with the same meaning 
is an English provincialism. 

BAM BOO B R I A R S otherwise BULL 
BRIARS.-A farinaceous root which 
the Indians of the South-west use 
largely for food. In rich alluvial 
soil it attains a vigorous growth and 
in size and appearance is not un
like the DAMDOO, hence its name. 

BAMBSQUABBLED.-This coined word, 
which is, however, rarely used 
except in humorous writings, first 
saw the light in Tile Legend of 
file A lIIerican TVar. It signifies 
discomfiture and defeat, or stupe
faction; sometimes written BUM
SQUADBLED. 

The judge said, 'He had got too much 
already, cut him off the other two
thirds, and make him pay all cost • .' If he 
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didn't look BUMSQUABBLED it's a pity.
Sam Slick's Clocktnaluy, Sermon ii., chap. xi. 

BANANA (MUS(1 sapimtum).-A well
known tropical fruit, largely grown 
in the West Indies, where it and 
its kinsman, the plantain (Musa 
paradisiacal are the chief staples of 
the food supply. The fruit is 
largely exported to the States. 

BAN o.-A prairie and Californian 
term for large numbers of sheep, 
cattle, buffaloes, etc. 

BANDANNA.-A special kind of red 
speckled handkerchief. The word 
bandamw comes from the Hindus
tani, and signifies a mode of dyeing 
in which hard knots are tied in the 
cloth before it is dipped. When 
these are opened the fabric has a 
speckled appearance, the dye hav
ing left the tied parts free from 
colour. 

BANDED DRuM(GenusPogolliasCuvier). 
-Also popularly called the GRUN
TER, GRUNTS, and YOUNG SHEEP

SKIN. A fish found in Atlantic 
waters south of New York. 

BANDED GARFISH (Belone truncala).
A slender spear-headed fish of a 
genus common to both hemis
pheres. This species frequents the 
coast, and is also popularly known 
as the BILL-FISH. 

BANOERO (Cant).-Widow's weeds. 

BANG,-A style adopted by women in 
dressing the hair upon the fore
head, generally curled and frizzed, 
the process being thus described. 
To make the bang, you must begin 
by dividing your front hair at 
half-inch distances from ear to 
ear combing the rest back. This 
is repeated until the whole front 
hair has been successfully BANGED, 

Banjo 

BANG, Sister, BANG with care; 
If your poker's too hot you'll lose your 

hair. 
-Detroit Free Prm, ,888, 

BANGER (College).-A club-like cane 
or stick; a bludgeon. This word 
is one of the Yale vocables.-JIall's 
College TVords allii Customs. 

The Freshman reluctantly turned the 
key, 

Expec Eng a Sophomore gang to see, 
Who, with faces masked and BANGERS 

stout, 
Had come resol ved to smoke him out. 

-Yale Lit. Mag., vol. xx., p. 75. 

BANGO !-A negro expletive, without 
any special meaning, except 
one of general pleasure. It is fre
quently heard, and is common to 
the black race throughout the 
States and the "Vest Indies. 

BANG UP, - First-rate. A b(wg tiP 
song. 

The trouble with almost all the ministers 
is that they don't hear other ministers preach 
often enough to know what a really first
class, BANG UP sermon is.-Somerville JOUt-
1(al, ,ess. 

BANJO.-A musical instrument almost 
exclusively associated with negro 
minstrelsy, and the name is doubt
less a negro corruption of "ban
dore," itself descended from the 
Greek, 7r(lJ',loupa supposed to have 
been invented by Pan. Thomas 
J efferson, in his Notes on Virginia, 
describes the instrument as peculiar 
to the Blacks, which they brought 
from Africa, and which is the 
original of the guitar, its chords 
being precisely the four lower 
chords of the guitar. 

Niggers go to Alabama with their BANjORS 
on their knees.-So1IfhcrtJ Life, p. 66. 

'Twas the finest place for miles around 
And ole galls wouldn't all come down, 

And they'd so light on every night 
To the old BANJO'S sweet sound, 
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The fiddle there, and den de bones, 
And de merry tambourine, 

Oh, wish dat I could see again 
De ole plantation green. 

-Negro Ale/ody. 

BANK-BILL.-This is the name by 
which Bank of England notes are 
generally known throughout the 
States. Here, by a ban/i-bill, a 
bill of exchange is usually 
understood. 

BANKER.-A vessel engaged in the 
Newfoundland cod-fisheries, hence 
its name. Those who man these 
boats are capable seamen and 
inured to hardship; and the indus
try is of high value commercially. 
Of a very different character are 
the balilicrs of North Carolina, 
men dwelling on banks and who 
once possessed an unenviable repu
tation as wreckers. Their descen
dants, mainly engaged in farming 
and fishing, are still open to the 
suspicion of similar practices when 
opportunity serves. 

BANKIT.-A corruption of the Frerlch 
BANQUETTE (q.v.). A footpath or 
sidewalk. Rarely heard. 

BANKRUPTED.-!\ perversion of lan
guage for BECOME BANKRUPT. 

!\Ianitoba bas been well-nig'h BANK
RUPTED by crooked ilnanciering. Her 
possessions consi\.;t of little more than a bad 
reputation and an over-stock of cold waves. 
-Philadl.:lphia Press, Jan. 29, lSSS. 

BANK SHAvING.-Before banks were 
regulated by Act of Congress, a 
practice prevailed among the least 
reputable of such institutions of 
purchasing notes of hand and 
similar documents at enormously 
usurious rates of discount. Many 
were the facilities for sharp prac
tice of every kind. Such banks 
were called s/Iavi/lg iJ<wlis, and the 
unfortunate wretch who thus 
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" raised the wind" was said to GET 
HIS PAPER SHAVED. The origin 
of the phrase may be looked for 
in maritime nomenclature, a shaver 
from a sailor's point of view 
beine' a man who is cute and 
unsc~upulous-possibly from the 
unpleasant operation of shaving on 
board ship when crossing the line. 

BANK sNEAK.-A bank thief. 

Buffalo officers to-day picked out from 
a batch of Erie cOIlvicts \Vatt N. Jones l the 
notorious BANK SNEAK and burglar so wldely 
known -professionally in every citr of the 
United States and Canada.-DaI!Y Illter
Gal/II, February 16, 1888. 

BANQUETTE.-A side-walk or foot
path; common in Louisiana and 
other parts originally settled by the 
French. 

BANTER.-In addition to the ordinary 
meaning of "raillery" and" friendly 
j oculari t y," this word, in the Sou th 
and vVest, conveys the idea of "to 
challenge. " 

BANTY.-Cant for saucy; impudent. 

B'AR.-The popular pronounciation 
in the South and VIest for" bear," 
and commonly written b'a/'. In 
BARSMEAT, the sign of elision is 
omitted. 

I went on, larning something every day, 
ulltil I was reckened a buster, "and allowed 
to be the best n'AH-HuNTER in my district.
Thorpe's Big Bm,. of A rkallsds. 

BAR (Cant).-BAR THAT TOSS, i.e., 
stop that game.--To BAR.-A 
spurious verb, the signification of 
which is derived from the drinking
bar. Thus a tippler is said to bar 
too much when given to inordinate 
drinking. 

BARBARY COAST.-The Chinese quar
ter of San Francisco. 
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BARBECUE (Spanish barbacoa, French 
b,~rbe-tl-qucue).-To cook a large 
animal whole, over an open fire. 
The French derivation suggests that 
the goat, from head to tail
barbe-d-queue-was the first victim 
of this species of cookery. The 
barbecue was formerly a conspicu
ous feature of political meetings, 
and is still common in the South 
and West (See BURGOO). Latterly 
it has re-appeared in New York 
State, a genuine barbecue having been 
held in Brooklyn. 

Tbere were killed in the corral 2 ,°00 and 
I,OOO kil1ed in the drive and Qutsicip. The 
drive was follov{co by a BAH13ECUE.-San 

Francisco TYcckly Examiner, l\-larch 22nd, 
1888. 

BARBER.-A Canadian backwoods 
term for a kind of blizzard, the 
precise nature of which may be ex
plained as follows. The cold wind 
from the far north comes down 
across the track of a warm wind, its 
motion fearfully accelerated; the 
moisture is instantly condensed 
to powdery snow, in some 
instances as sharp as fragments 
of steel, and in the blindin.g 
cloud the benumbed traveller IS 

hopelessly lost. When the vapour 
is so suddenly condensed as to 
form sharp spicules, the Canadian 
voyageurs call it the barber, as 
it cuts the face like a razor. 
Unfortunately this is about all 
that is known of the blizzard; to 
foretell its coming or forecast 
its course are alike impossible. 
There have not been observations 
enough. 

BARBERIZE, To.-To follow the occu
pation of a barber. 

BAREFOOTEO ON THE Top OF ONE'S 
HEAD.-Bald-headed. The appli
cation of the simile is obvious. 

Bark 

BARELY TOLERABLE. - This phrase, 
when used in reference to the 
health, signifies indifferent. 

BARFOOT.-A vVestern expression. To 
take tea or any kind of food baljoot 
(barefooted) is to take the former 
without sugar or milk, or the latter 
without condiments, or as would 
be said, " fixin's" of any kind. James 
Russell Lowell has observed that 
a similar phrase occurs in the old 
English Coventry plays. 

Avoid sugar as much as conveniently 
poss.ible, and drink sparingly. Never touch 
coffee unl~ss you like it BAREFOOT, that is, 
without sugar or milk.-Chicago Herald, 
ISSS. 

BARGE.-The barge of the Mississippi 
and other large rivers is a very 
different vessel, both as regards 
size and equipment, to that which 
bears the same name in England. 
From 50 to roo tons burden, it was 
as large as an Atlantic schooner, 
and was fitted with sails, masts, and 
rigging. Few, if any, now remain, 
steam having superseded this mode 
of transit. 

BARK.-A backwoods' term. By 
barking (the phrase now mainly 
applies to the past) the settler facili
tated the process of clearing the 
land of the primeval forest. It 
consisted in cutting a circular hole 
through the bark to the heart of a 
tree which then gradually withered 
and died. When dry it was set on 
fire to save trouble in felling. This 
policy was, as subsequent events 
have proved, very wasteful and 
short-sighted. The woods thus 
ruthlessly destroyed years ago 
have now in many places to be 
restored by young plantations. 
The same process is sometimes in 
the North-west called GIRDLING, 
whilst in the South the term used 
is BELTlNG.--THE WORD WITH 

THE DARK ON IT, i.e., without 
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mincing the matter; without cir
cumlocution. 

another n 
ine and I 
him highe 

j D WITH T 
TU.'am s ROl!glii1lg it. 

a whistle t 
d on him 

amanl T 
ON IT.-l>I 

Chap. >.v. 

--, To BARK A SQUIRREL.-Western 
huntsmen, from the very nature of 

. ccupatiOJ g practi 
ceedingl with t 
arely mis To b, 
'ci arose custom 

marksmen, instead of firing direct, 
aiming at a spot immediately 
underneath it, the aim being so 
true that the concussion killed 

Ie anim ut injuri 
. Hence orically t 

sion sig skill a 
j udgmen BARK 

THE WRONG TREE.-Also of trap
per and pioneer derivation, and 
idiomatically used to signify that a 
person is at fault as to his purpose, 

means h he is e 
ring to is obje 
pression this \Va 
estern hL found th 

his prey gradually became more 
and more wily and cunning in 
eluding pursuit, and frequently he 
and his dogs were at fault, sup-

they h ed" th 
v hen in r peciall y 
e of opos d squirr 
ch -like , it had 

caped by jumping from the boughs 
of one tree to another. The dogs 
consequently were left barkillg 1fp 
the wJ'01fg tree. 

Rose wh is town 1 
round call ugitive fr 

j asking \\ lice don't 
somethlng. Gently, I 10 L~~Ol. \Vhen \\0 

left Xenia, 0., the Sheriff patted us on the 
back and 1cnt us hn.\f-a-dollar. \Ve arc 1.he 
only man in this town \vho doesn't turn pale 
when the stago COUles in, and the only one 
\,1 d 't break fo tl "1.~y" brush when 

uneed th nitcd Sta 
here. W h or pret 

b 'e good, ' Professor 

zey 

BARKJNG UP THE WRONG TREE.-Dctro£t 
Free Press, October, 1888. 

--BARK OUGH TH 
-A takin tage of 
tac1e or r saying 
omethin h, but f 

protection, would not be saId or 
done; or which if done or said 
might entail unpleasant conse
quences upon the sayer or doer. 

R'L (BAR wealtl 
lidate fo is said 
emarked the boy 

that there's a bar'/ 0' money ready 
for 'em" or words to that effect. 
The us~ of the term in this sense 
became gen ral ,bout r876 

will be .( d that ~, 
the non idate of 

vel and me 1's ago, an 
aId of his BAR R£L t ley really di ac lIC\ e 
some show of sllccess.-Florida Timfs 
Union, Feloruary Ilth, r88S. 

BARN BURNER -A nickname given to 
ertain ive Ne\ 
emocra r835, \\ 

pposed e Con 
UNKERS q. The n 

derived from the legend of the 
Dutchman, who set his barn afire 
in order to kill the rats which 
infested it the inference beinD' that 
he Dem <]uestio 
ain destr isting ins 
n order t their ab 

Horace Greeley, and a train of real blue
light Clayites from your Sta,te, have arrived 
this morning. anu make then' head-quarters 
at the Franklin. Horace has fastened on his 
annar with rivets and hammer and the 

lor men \ lim a regu 
NER I-Nt 1'111£1. 

RNEy.-(r oax; so 
pre-arranged; 1I0t genuine. This 
slang word is current on both sides 
of the Atlantic, but it is commonly 
supposed to be of American oriain. 

r. Sheedy 
fight betw 

s his state' 
in and Sn 



B armt1ltese 

BARNEY, and everyone in London knows 
~~~J. it was.-Daily InlC/'-Ocean, Feb. 7, 

--(2) At Harvard College, 
about the year 1810, this word 
was used to designate a bad recita
tion. To barney was to recite 
badly.-Hall's College Words and 
Customs. 

BARNUMEsE.-Barnum, the proprie
tor of "the greatest show upon 
earth," has at any rate one claim 
to immortal fame in having, like 
Boycot, Burke, and Balfour, added 
a new word to the English tongue. 
The "high falutin," bombastic 
style of the great man's announce
ments are notorious; as much so, 
in fact, as is the diction of the 
great London newspaper which 
claims "the largest circulation in 
the world." From such circum
~tances we get words like bar
'1II1neSe and telegraphese, to signify 
exaggeration of style-what in 
slang parlance is known as the 
"putting on of sicle."--To BAR
N UMIZE is to talk or assert oneself 
in the style popularly attributed to 
Barnum. 

BARON.-It is, to say the least, curi
ous that in a Republican country 
so much value should be attached 
to the nomenclature of feudal and 
monarchical institutions, unless, 
indeed, it be regarded as one of 
the many indications constantly 
rising to the surface which show 
that m~nkind is, after all is said, 
essentially conservative in its 
habits and modes of thought. 
This tendency is very noticeable, 
and the title hunting of rich 
American women has been un
mercifully satirised; whilst whiskey, 
railroar.!, mining, and innumerable 
other kings, and coal, and pork 
barons, are as plen tiful as black
berries. Generals, judges, colonels, 

Barranca 

et ccicYa-, are also so numerous 
as to lead one to supro:e that 
the population of the United States 
has gathered unto itself the quin
tessence of the earth as far as 
martial valor and legal learning 
are concerned. 

I have observed in all the t steam rail 
BARON'S' reply to . fair trade I that he 
calls upon the 'iron ore BARONS,' the 
t coa1 and coke BARONS I and the I labor 
BARONS' to aid him in meeting European 
competition in steel rails on a free-trade 
basis.-Corrcspol1dent oj the Chicago Inter
Occrw. 

BARRACK.-This word is used some
what differently to the English 
banachs. It is common in both 
North and South to indicate a 
rough four post structure for the 
storage of hay and straw.-Fr. 
Baraque. 

BARRACLADE.-A term which has 
descended from the air.! knicker
bocker days and is now almost 
exclusively confined to the regions 
settled by the Dutch. Barrac/ade, 
from the Dutch bane kicdNnn is a 
home - spun blanket destitute of 
nap. 

BARRACOUOA (Sphymena barrocuda).
In the ·West Indies this is pro
nounced barracoota; a pike - like 
fish, the flesh of which is much 
esteemed for food; it abounds in 
the Gulf of Florida. 

BARRAcooN.-Bartlett gives this as 
from the Spanish bar1'CICa; Haitian, 
bajaraque. A slave-house or en
closure. 

BARRANcA.-In the South-western 
States applied to deep holes 
caused chiefly by torrential rains. 
The chasms thus formed, as also 
those produced by swollen water
courses, have steep precipitous 
banks. 



Barrel-boarder 

\Vhen pursued the elk takes instinctively 
to the very worst ground. He will go easily 
in and Qut of the almost perpendicular 
BARRANCAS of the bad lands, where no horse 
can possibly follow.-Dodge's Plaius of 
the Great TV est. 

BARREL-BOARDER.-A loafer in low 
drinking-saloons. 

BARREL- HOUSE.-A low groggery. 

The West-Side police are still arresting 
~ARHEL·HOUSE loafers in the hope of catch
mg an expert cracksman among them.
lIitssolll'i Republican, Feb. II, 1888. 

BAR A ENS I 8 A R R ENG R 0 UNO 5.

Elevated plateaus upon which 
dwarfed and stunted brushwood 
may be found, but on which there 
is not a vestige of timber. The 
soil is poor, and it is a matter 
of opinion whether its absence is 
to be attributed to this cause, 
or to the l1res which periodically 
devastate these waste lands. They 
have now, in most parts, been 
brought under cultivation. Tech
nically, the Barren Grollnds are a 
vast stretch of country in North-east 
America.-BARREN GROUND REIN
DEER (TarandlisarcticlIs). So called, 
from being largely found in the 
tract of country known as the 
Barren Grounds. 

BARRICK.-Pennsylvania Dutch for a 
hill. From the German berg. 

BARRING oFF.-In cane cultivation 
the removal, in the spring, of the 
earth from the roots of the cane 
with ploughs and hoes, to permit 
the light and air to hasten the ger
minating of the RATOONS (q.v.). By 
the middle of April there should 
be a good STAND (q.v.) of the young 
sprouts. Then the earth is worked 
~ack towards the rows, and there 
IS constant cultivation with the 
plough till abou~ the 1st of July, 
when the crop IS LAID BY (q.v.). 

Bartender 

No more work is done on it till the 
cutting begins in September. 

BARS. - To LET DOWN THE BARS.
To interfere; to put a stop to a 
thing. In the following quotation 
it refers to the winding-up of the 
business of Congress for the Ses
sion. 

The length of the Session will largely 
depend upon how much compassion is mani
fested for those foolish virgins.} who, when 
the festivities have got well unner way, come 
up and piteously ask the Legislature to LET 
DO\VN THE BARS. 

BARTEN DER.-The attendant in charge 
of a drinking saloon; and, almost 
invariably, a man, barmaids being 
a comparatively recent innovation. 
The fondness of Americans for 
concocted drinks-besides full of 
mystery their name is legion
necessitates the bartender being 
almost an " artist" in this particu
lar line. It will be remembered 
that Mark Twain, in his Innoccnts 
Abroad, complains bitterly of the 
cruel deception practised upon the 
" Innocents" by a Parisian hotel
keeper, who had prominently ad
vertised "ALL MANNER OF AMERI
CAN DRINKS ARTISTICALLY PRE
PARED HERE." Writing of the im
position, he says:-

We, procure,d the services of a gentleman 
expenenced 111 the nomenclature of the 
American bar, and moved upon the works 
of onc of these impostors. A bowing, aproned 
Frcnchm.an skipped forward and said: 

I Qnt VD1tIeZ les messit'urs? I V Well, now 
what do you W~tnt? 'J 

Our General said, I \Vc will take a 
whiskcy-straighL' 

(A stare from the Frenchman.) 
I \Vcll, if you don't know what that is, 

give us a champagne cock-tail.' 
(A stare and a shrug.) 
'\Vell, then, give us a sherry-cobbler.' 
The Frenchman was checkmated. 
I Give us a brandy smash.' 
Tl~e. Frenchman b~gan to .back away, 

SUSpICIOUS of the omtnous VIgour of the 
l~st order-began to back. aWd~'1 shrugging 
h,S shoulders :md spreadlllg hlS hands de
precatingly. 
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The General followed him up and gained 
a complete victory. The uneducatedforeiO'ner 
could not even furnish a Santa Cruz Pu~ch 

-Opener, Fence I 

lake. It that he w 
r. 

endefS or ERS as the 
ot~erwise called are exceedingly 
skIlful and experienced in com
pounding the thousand and one 
stra,:ge, but always palatable de-

lOns ge known 
RICAN D f which 
er once he forcib 
ar critic " they 

a fellow wish he had a throat a 
mile long, and a palate at every 
inch of it." The simile is, per
haps, the more appropriate inas-

h as th mpounds 
rail y tal leisurel 
g sucke h straw 

glass t . A good 
1e/IlIeY, like a good waiter, is a fortune 
to the house he represents, more 
especiall y if he is ingenious enough 
to introduce new drinks. Man 

ge hotel " made 
way. 

h has pia y trick on 
~own,1 says an Ariz(;ma paper, 'by sneaking 
111 upon us and beanng off the Duly BAR-TEN

DER ,:vho knew how to mix Tom and Jerry 
to cIrculate throughout the system. -St. 
Louis Globe Democrat, January, 1888. 

To CHA E.-A hu 
vay of ad defeat, 0 

, the nec y endeavo 
to accomplish one's purpose in a 
new and different way.--This 
catch phrase, during the Rebellion 
b me a b -d in the North 

the Sou g to the 
the repul red by al 

Feeler al when 
tempting to brw {through 1e 
lines of General Lee before Rich
mond were disguised as mere 
cha/lges of basco 

ALL.-Th 
• taking 

can nati 
m thepos 

-M eetin 

that cricket holds with us. Each 
team consists of nine players. The 
ball is h rd, and b t the 
size of et-bal!. me 
is not our rou Iy 
infinite e dang nd 
rough. The p,tcher who ee s the 
batsmen is wonderfully skilled, and 
by a peculiar twist makes the ball 
describe a very decided arc in the 
air, al hrown w· 'fic 
force. nct is th at 
a good will ah\ er-
take t object, a 
large tree may intervene m a d,rect 
line between him and the obiect 
aimed at. The "Iongstop" 'be
hind the striker remains at some 
distanc the wic he 
service first two ut 
to rece hird and he 
puts 0 ng wire ot 
unlike a single-stick mask, and 
stands immediately behind the 
striker. It is rare for a man to go 
through a season in this place with-
out sus orne ser ry 
to his The re of 
the fie py vari es 
near th stations s" 
to which the players have to run, or 
further afield. The throwing or 
catching of good base-ball players 
is marvellously accurate, but, as a 
game, ior to cr 

BAS' - Bu stove so ct-
ed that the fire within is fed from 
the top. 

BASIN.-A SCHOONER OF BEER (q.v.). 

BAS.K£1:-M -(I) A of 
plcmc, .ctive na ng 
~rom t.he fact of each person bnng
mg hIs own basket of contribu
tions to the general larder. \Vhen 
arranged by any Church, or other 
religioL isation, al 
exercis metimes in 
at thes gS.--(2 e-



Bass 

times occurs in sparsely populated 
districts, that a clergyman's stipend 
. ely paid' k' d, and the 

ns upon he oblig 
us incurr ed out, a 
III the W et-mectill6 

In the East they are DONATION
PARTIES (g.v.). 

BASS WOOD (Tilia americall~).-Inap-
e this tr liar to t 

B 

r linden ope. T 
bark is for m 

and k purposes 
hence called bass. Another name 
for it is WHITE-WOOD. The name 
bass-wood is now obsolete in 
England. 

A New 
thief. 

1t term f 

BASTILE.-To BE BASTILLED was the 
term which, during the Rebellion, 
was applied to the secret imprison-

B 

inflicted rriilitar 
ties upon hose sym 
were as 0 lie wit 
them ca this sen 

its use was a revival of the old and 
cruel memories of the famous 
French prison. 

re" in \. 
~ocess, a 
consists 

by beati g, 
rubbing as is usual 
laundresses, 

clothes), 
known i 

sing soile 
not b 

with English 

S'manthy, just now was 
o in front a 

BATTING clothes 
e, turning 

W It over wi 
ti e, and giv 
ti with a ba 
5 agazhu, I 

t hand fro 
most yindi 
her right. 

--To BAT WITH THE EYES (Sou
thern) means to wink, obviously 
from the weak and dazed-like vision 

nimal il n,--Of 
t meal1iI derivatio 

equally nt, is th 

we 

phrase, TO BAT (i.e" to strike) ON 
THE HEAD,--Also, a frolic or 

contraction of .. batter." spree; 
-BAT 
estern t 
y quat at 

YEs,-A 
ich is e 

The ox whip has both parts as long as 
they can be managed. I have seen a poor 
fellow from Ohio, totally unused to this enor
mous affair, swing it around his head in 
many an awlnvard twist, v .. ·hile the Texans 

d by and see him 
1at and BA ' at every 
d cutting t Overla1ld 

f. Italian 
of an eye. 

'oeehia, t\ 

BATTEAU (French) .-A flat-bottomed 
punt-like boat. These, once com-

an on W water-wa 
ostly dis d. 

arp flashe ning, the 
1under an llsts of , 

claim the advance of a heavy shower. 'rVe 
cover lhe I3ATTEAU with a heavy tarpaulin, 
fastening it securely al the gunwale; the 
canoes are hauled up on the bank and 
turned over, to keep the insides dry,-' A 

all the Upp ippi' ill tI/£ 
~script. M ti. 

TERCAKE, eparable 
to the early morning meal 111 the 
South, It is made of Indian meal 
and cream. 

TERY.-A name, S 
ere, give sapeake 
heavy b nlike a c 
1ape (ane Iso kno\ 

COFFIN-BOAT), used in duck-shoot
ing, Its peculiar build enables the 
hunter to float gently down upon 
his unsuspectina ame, lyin . below 

1e surfac water, W 

eavy cal his gun, 
ct that s from a 

miniature m lure, ha\ e, no 
cloubt, led to the use of the word 
battery. 

TURE,-L 
outh of 

ction of a 

'ch form 
hrown up 
rrent. 
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B K, BA Y.-

BAUM (College).-At Hamilton Col-
ge, awn on 0 fl r; 
urt fa of yon .-H al s 

College Words altd Customs. 

Pralne an sometimes 
strikes deeply into the borders of 

e f st th ind atio 
e, b nal to) de d fr sin 

lar arms of the sea opening into 
el ,c db A 

ppli in Tort Car la 
Florida they are called BAY-GALLS) 
010 wa di 'cts who 

stu d bb sh rs 
ingress, and where deer, bear, and 
other arne fi d ref e. P 'oba I 

am from 'Ie len ber 
BAY-LAUREL trees generally found 
in these marshes. 

BAY BERRY (Myrica cCl'ifera).-Also 
opularly kno n a the w . myr I 
s I es ng s lar, ld 

odour of its leaves resembling 
the bay-laurel Candles 'lre made 

am e fr ant x, gr 
color, produced by boilmg down 
its berries. 

BAyoo.-Negro-American for a man 
of whom <)uashie thinks ver 

ttle do me cus 

BAYOU (French) - A \ ate I ann I' 
not fr a I 

kept the banks of the DAYOU, :lnd Jclerw 

ed lark e tr vith laze. 
ry Y e ill as, I 

This vast tract of marsh and fen is full of 
IHe and interest. The river, as though 10th 

part n it ar 01 ills, g/ile 
awa rn i nfin ban nd I 

and there little J3AYOUS have found passage 
through the bottom land. After reaching the 

ffs til IIA Y 110\ th s ish 
tala thci c, b th -arcl 

branches of ellll and cottonwoud, Ilnd afler 
flowing a few mile:; find their sttaggJing way 

be p It s 11.- ilwd til/51. 
'c!l ti~. 

4 ad 

B ES. nab via ad db 
egra co nie r , lena 

Ayres." 

B STA .-M ach tts. rev 
ous to the War of Independence 

's St wa now th alan 
M chI ts ,h e th 

popular name. 

mocr of old Y S _, or 
c I":>c 111Ole, anc 1C war { is i: 10roughly 
done. 'Once more to the breach,' and you 
will hear the shouts of D eratO icto 
a he enta s of e V' ishe 
v lUst eve ctory. he pcop e must 
be frce,-coonery must fall with all its cor
ruptions and abominations never morc t 
r -Bos Post 

BAY WINDow.-Aslangphraseapplied 
\V 11 n nan or 

en W 0, in ngli5 slang, have 
" corporations," 

BAZAAA.- New York thieves term 
for a counter. 

BEACH-COMBERs.-The name given 
to the long deep swell of ocean 

ave llin to sho 

BEACH-PLUM (PrUlllis mari/illlal.-
Iso D-P L e f of 

tree whIch flourishes m s3.ndy soIl, 
generally by the sea-coast. 

BEAD.-To DRAW A BEAD ON ONE is to 
attack an opponent by speech or 

her e. e pi e h ass 
mto co oqUla use from backwoods 
parlance, where it signifies the 

roce of ing 1 a firil 
he t sig of a "Ull IS !1l ap-

pearance like a bead. 

ell I led d, fo d he to I 
face, ana DRAWIN A BEAD on the nearest, 
pulled the trigger.-Thc Tmppcr's SIOI)" 

was ctty sc to sh~ I an 
lhought I heard the old lIlan comiug' all lbc 
time j but l got iJer hid; aud then I Ollt and 
1 cd < nd lIncI f wi 5, a 

e wa e old 11 do Lhe I api 



Beans 

just DRAWING A BEAD on a bird with his gun. 
-A dvmtllres oj Huckleberry Fill", p. 48. 

--To RAISE A BEAD.-To bring 
to the point; to ensure success, etc. 

BEANS.-To KNOW BEANS, that is, to 
be well informed. The phrase is 
incorporated into many expressions 
in a very strange way. 

The pudding was pronounced a success 
by each ITlpmher of the assembled family, 
including a dainty Boston girl who, of course, 
J(NOWS BEANS.-Portlalld TranSC1'lpt, March 
7, r888. 

One has to KNOW BEANS to be sllccessful 
in the latest Washington novelty for enter
tainment at lUIlcheons.- Chicago I-Icrald, 
r888. 

BEAN TRAPs.-An American flash 
term for a swell mobsman, or 
stylish sharper. Beans are five
dollar gold pieces and the insinu
ation is obvious. In old English 
cant a bean meant a guinea, 
from the French biells, property. 

BEAR GRASS (Yucca filamcntosa).-Also 
SILK GRASS. 

BEAR MEAT.-The flesh of the bear. 

BEAR OFF, To.-To single out and 
separate from a body or mass. A 
cowboy's term. In taking cattle 
to market, or at ROUND-UPS (q.v.) 
it often happens that herdsmen 
are obliged to stop and stray the 
herel. While several herdsmen are 
stationed around it, to hold it fast, 
another rides in, selects a stray 
brand, and cuts it out, by chasing 
it out with his horse. At other 
times they bear off a single animal, 
by riding between it and the herd, 
when in motion. Sometimes, when 
they have made a march through a 
dense chaparral, they halt, go 
back, and clrive it, by riding s)'s
tematically throngh it in search of 
stragglers. 

45 Beat 

BEAR-SIGN.-The tracks left by bears. 
They reported allY amount o~ DEAR-SH:N 

on the slopes leading to the nver.-Scrlb~ 
Hcr's Magazille, Itl87· 

BE A R S TAT E (pronounced bar).
Arkansas. So named because of 
the vast numbers of bears which 
once abounded within its limits. 

BEAR WALLows.-vValiows of various 
kincls are frequently met with 
in the Western prairies, and 
in the Rockies, and are termed 
buffalo, hog, and bear wallows, the 
depressions having every appear
ance of being caused by the action 
of the animal life in question. 
They are, however, purely natural 
phenomena.-Sce BUFFALO WAL
LOWS. 

BEAST.-A name given to new cadets 
at the U.S. Military Academy at 
yVest Point. 

BEAT.-This word is used in many 
ways, its precise meaning often 
depending on its qualifying adjec
tive. It is used both of men and 
things; for example, a live betlt is 
anyboclyor anything that surpasses 
another, and the sense is not de
rogatory in the least. A dead 
beat, on the other hand, is the 
name given to a man who sponges 
on his fellows. 

As we pay big money for our special news, 
we can't afford to throw it away 011 account 
of a little mistake in the name. So we 
shove her in with the single remark that it 
is better to have a Carrot for a President 
than a DEAD HEAT for a son-in-law. In this 
way \ve again score a LIVE lll~AT on the 
~aloot • The H.ipsnorter.' Whoopee I Now 
15 the time to subscribe.-Nno York Tribulle, 
rH8S. 

Speaking of the means adopted 
by rival journfl1s to obtain news in 
advance of one another, the New 
York Mel'Clu) (1888), writes thus;-

But l~ot only stea.mboats and locomotives 
were used by reporters for ShATS, bUl oue 



Beaters 

newspaper man named l\'fonroe F. Gale 
made a trip across the Atlantic in a pilot
boat to get some peculiar news in his own 
fashion. All things taken into consideration, 
there never was a bo1der voyage over the 
Atlantic than this made by the Romer, all for 
the sake of a few' points r in news. 

--To GET A BEAT ON is to get the 
advantage of. The same idea is 
expressed in the phrase TO BEAT 
ONE'S WAY THROUGH THE WORLD, 
in other words, to push one's in
terests with vigor and pertinacity. 
As used by thieves and their asso
ciates, TO GET A BEAT ON ONE, be
sides conveying the idea of obtain
ing an advant<tge, also implies that 
the point has been scored by under
hand, secret, or unlawful means. 
A DAISY BEAT is the euphonious 
name applied to a swindle of the 
first water. 

Later he heard of her marriage to some 
lawyer or artist named Diss Debar. Pre
vious lo this she had been ill Montreal and 
telegraphed that sbe W"S dying. She nEAT 
the hole} out of a hundred dollars.-DailY 
Intcr~Oc"m, April 12, 11388. 

Two boys, Russell Kinsley and Harry 
Kinsley, were each fined twenty-five dollars 
and the execution was stayed provided they 
would go to their home in Carroll County, 
Missouri. They have been nEATING board
ing houses all over the West Side.-Daily 
iutcr·Ocean, March 23, 1888. 

BEATERS.-A slang term for boots: 
BEATER - CASES with the same 
meaning is a now almost obsolete 
phrase among the lower classes in 
England, TROTTER-CASES having 
supplanted it. 

BEATI N EST.-The best: surpassing all 
others. [Qy.-Is this word irregu
larly formed from "to beat," to 
surpass, with the superlative suffix, 
or is it a corruption of A.S. betcst of 
which best is a shortened form ?] 

Thongh George warn't the DEATINEST 
smart stlilor he ever sot C}'f'S all, he had 
plenty of facldIty 'n' was stiddy 'n' lib::ly as 
any yuung feller in the hull place.-Purtt",,<l 
1·Yallscript, 1888. 

Beaver 

BEAu.-Universally used for" sweet
heart," in fact, the latter term rarely 
if ever falls from a girl's lips when 
speaking of her lover. So general 
is this usage that we get the verb 
TO BEAU in a corresponding sense, 
as also in the less intimate one 
of simply" to escort." 

BEAUTIFUL. -Often, lik~ "elegant," 
misused in describing what is 
pleasing or good. This perversion 
of language is not unknown in 
England, but such extraordinary 
forms, e.g., "beautiful conduct," as 
fall from American lips are scarcely 
ever heard in England. When 
Yankees misuse a word, they do it 
thoroughly; generally, however, 
American-English, taking the peo
ple all round, is much purer than 
the vernacular of the Mother 
Country. 

BEAUTY (Cadet).-A term applied, on 
the rule of contrary, to the plainest 
or ugliest cadet in the class at the 
United St<ttes Military Academy 
at West Point. 

BEAVER.-To WORK LIKE A BEAVER.
Obviously a simile denoting indus
try and perseverance.--I3EAvER 
DAM.-The obstructions which 
the industrious beaver is in the 
habi t of throwing across a stream 
are too well-known to need further 
description.--BEAVER MEADOWS. 
-The haunts of the beaver. 

Three or four miles more-among old 
BEAVER-MgAUOWS, where every now- and 
then we heard, loud almost as a pistol-shot, 
the beaver smite the water witll his brorld 
tail, as he went down to his own quiet, clear 
pool.-ScribHer's Magazine, May, 1887' 

--I3EA VER TREE (Maglio iiagia1(CCt) . 
-The distinctive name of this tree 
is supposed to arise from the fact 
that its bark is much sought after 
by beavers as an article of food, 
while its wood is largely used by 
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them in the construction of their 
dams. The term is specially West
ern; in the East the same tree is 
called the CASTOR TREE, from 
Castor americalllts the scientific 
cognomen of the American beaver. 

B£CAISE: or CAYSE:. - Used in the 
South for .. because." De Vere 
points out that bemise, contrary to 
expectation, is confined to the 
whites; also that, if a mere corrup
tion, it isone which has been current 
since the settlement of Virginia. It 
was used by Pepys in his Diary. 
Cayse, on the other hand, seems 
more like a negro corruption, and 
finds a place in many a negro 
melody. 

Massa make de darkeys love him, 
CAYSE. he was so kind, 

Now. d~y sadly weep above him, 
Mourninl!; CAYSE he leave dem behind. 

I cannot work before to-morrow, 
CAYSE de teardrop flow, 

I try to drive away my sorrow, 
Pickiu' on de old banjo. 

-Negro Ballad. 

B£DRDCK.-A miner's term. It often 
happens that gold is not found 
until bedl'ock in reached. Meta
phorically "to reach bedrock" is to 
attain a solid basis or foundation; 
bedrock facts are the .. chiels that 
winna ding "-the incontestible 
and uncontrovertible truth. 

Street cleaning is going on famously-and 
a multitude of people will be glad when we 
dig down to BEDROCK once more. It is 
just the kind of work that cannot be pushed 
too rapidly. Discomfort and di,ease lie all 
along dirty thoroughfares.-Dally Jlttcr
Ocean, April, 18S8. 

Thomas J. Whiteman of Carrol county is 
a Republican candidate for governer of Mis
soun. You can bet } our BIi:DROCK dollar 
that the next governor of Missouri will be 
a white man, although his first name isn't 
apt to be Thomas.-Lollisialla Press, 81arch 
31, 1888. 

BED-SPREAD.-A coverlet or counter
pane; BED-QUILT is the con-es
ponding term in England. 
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The articles which were offered composed 
about as varied an assortment as ever an 
auctioneer cried-costumes of all sorts, 
kinds and descriptions, mattresses, pillows, 
BED-SPREADS, etc" etc.-Afissouri RepublicCltl, 
February 24, 1888_ 

en.-America is essentially the land 
of bees-gatherings of friends 
and neighbours for some special 
object. In the old days, when 
population was sparse, a new 
settler would, unaided, be totally 
unable to perform many neces
sary operations, such as clear
ing the land, erecting a log cabin, 
etc., within a reasonable time; his 
neighbours would, therefore, come 
to his assistance, and the many 
pairs of hands at a "chopping
bee," or a II raising-bee," or a 
" building-bee" would accomplish, 
in a few hours, what would have 
taken one man many weeks to per
form. The custom was general; 
indeed, the rendering of such as
sistance was regarded as almost a 
public duty. The practice was by 
no means confined to the rougher 
operations of the settler's life; as 
time went on, and his family grew 
up around him, they would feel a 
longing for, and the need of social 
intercourse. One great obstacle to 
this was the long distances separa
ting the various homesteads; so 
work was combined with pleasure, 
and, if one good dame had to beat 
the flax, to pare the apples for pre
serving,. or to husk the corn, or 
gather III the nuts, a bee was an
nounced, and the neighbours would 
gather from twenty or thirty miles 
distance like so many bees and do 
the work, after which they would 
betake themselves to social inter
course and merrymaking. So 
popular did these festive gather
ings become, that every excuse was 
seized upon as an occasion for such 
junketings. The term is now 
applied to almost any gathering of 
people for a useful, entertaining, 
or other purpose; as, for example, 
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in the case of "spelling" or 
ving b while' e vVe 
ching are n equen 
even ng bee e fam 

liar! For further details refer to 
special kinds of bees, e.g., QUILTING-

eRO -BEE, NE-BE 

We sometimes wonder if they still keep 
up the old·fashioned PARING-BEE in the 
country. or has it passed away with sewing 
b hand and the sinning-wheel f In our 
d y froU e with . The 
w e HUS E gat in so 
b husk t er's e the Ug 
of lanterns swung from the beams, and beam
ing on rosy-cheeked girls and laughing boys. 
Cider and pumpkin pie used to finish out the 
e 'nmcnt. 1 ARI"NG- drew be 
h r, and people for mi 
a The as per by han 
g Y. ami cat cIa tin pa 
and knives and tongues. Gathered around 
the yawning fire-place of a farmer's ample 
kitchen, faces all radiant with fun and fire-
Ii e PARI !. that all \Va 
s f mirtl dustry vc wou 
tl any rn see ag Vhen t 
w " to S over uickly uld cle 
the kitchen for a dance. Many was the life
match effected at the country PARING-IH':F., 
the long walk horne being specially calcll-
1 . snch usion, Sijtin 
o 1888. 

BEECH DROP.-A vegetable parasite of 
the beech. 

B Used he So d We 
he s r of ; thu 

a beef instead of "ox."--To 
BEEF. - To kill oxen, and convert 
th' flesh' t beef. BEEFING 

-An mbly ople f 
purpo slaugl g cattl 

-See BEE. 

, I'll bet all the 'taters I'll raise this year 
, 1 mean PI 'I Eyer's . ~ N' BEE I • 

e ed the ' Boy IS' tell 
'b at. W hocrd hi! By 
winter n teer 0' I 't had j.,. 

a leetle too rantankcrous to be handled fer 
work. Ez none on us hadn't ncver hE:f-'rd 0' 
sctch a thingez a BEET"IN' DTJ:J,~ we ruther cal-
c z 'twcr! t time one 11 I 

KoHel'{ 8. 

BEEF LE.- ef cat 
is understood animals fit for food 

Be ne 

in contradistinction to those used 
as s of den. EF 
DOD -A m scuit of 
bee Inch rn. EF 
STEERS.-See BEEF CATTLE, above. 

The re fatte d in best d'tion 
during I and i II that t of 
the BEl ~RS are cd and d-
four-yc as a rt ugh so ees 
and some fi yes go 
Afagazilte, ISH?, 

with them.-Ccl/.t~I1'Y 

BEEGU A nam ginally ied 
to beehIves made of the hollow 
trunks of gum trees (Liqnidamb!l1' 
siyrcrijllla) , which bees, in a wild 
stat ry 0 select en 
holl or bu thei es. 
The ees a atural y ry 
liable to rapid internal decay, 
leaving only a shell; the trunks are 
thel de int sks, b . es, 
etc. he w ceglln! Iso 
app 0 any of hi de 
of wood. 

But fme e wuz in oursaddles crack went 
'1. gun f in' the hOllse.. [he 
Perrys eople ike a UM 
hat's psot. caple ow 

a-runnin', some one wa}' un some t'othe1', un 
more guns wuz fired off fum some'crs,-we 
never stopped to eenqllire fum whar, tell 
we'd go erost tl ty line. C tillY 
Magazi 

BEE-LINE.-To TAKE or MAKE A BEE
LINE for any spot or place is to 
go d or " e cro, " . 
an n to abit es, 
who, n fully n wit n, 
make for the hive in a straight or 
bee-line. 

The l'e in g cad of cst 
the he and the t an an els 

olle it its tail ;Uf, a; sa 
DEE-LINE for the ne;lrest watcr.-Aldl'idgt"s 
Ranch Notes, I~841 p. 78, 

The Ii 
tric 

The fas 
All' Concol 

came, 

Lexi 

lors th 
Bridge, t 1e 

where nd 

vcr dy 
Davis, W len he 
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Found was the BEE-LINE track to heaven 
, fame, 
II road natur' r soul 
't snea shun so's to 
e toll. 

-Biglow Papers. 

One of the American railroads 
calle BEE- ROAD 

he dir oute i s bet 
Its termml. Also AIR-LlNE (q.v.). 

N TH OH, I'VE 
HERE ow w am a 

popu ang e ation 
usage. When it is said of a man 
that he has been there, shrewdness, 

ertinacity and experience are 
nplied varian be f 

the e y sIan got t 
all the same."-See GET THERE. 

The ~apancse s::\y: . A 

. ~i,~ dr~ :~n~,; 
apanes 
titlltiol, 

ve BEE 

man takes a 
drink 
Evid 

E.'-At 

BEER.-BEMUSING HIMSELF WITH 
EER, a ph hich, 
natin G. la (in 

lIght and Daylight), caught the 
popular fancy and ran a brief but 
riotous course throughout the 

nion 1ify 0 0 addi 
mself soak in lth be 

BEER-J ERKER.-A tippler. 

TREE. Westel Sout 
phrase. hollow lee in w IC 
bees have swarmed and made it 
hive. The gum-tree (Liqlfid<l1l1bar 

lJ'a'ijlll m the of \V 

obta a frag urn m 
sed f wing oses 

favorite haunt of these useful little 
insects; and as the tree, \V hen 

ounde the ,qui 
ecays beco hollo 
e-tlw realit n syn 

mous with a gum tree. 
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BErO' THE WAR, i.e., before the Rebel-
l' 86r-5. rk T\ . in his 
L n the ssissiP raphi-
c escrib e pur f this 
phrase :-" Mention of the war will 
wake up a dull company and set 
their tongues oing. when nearly 
a her to ould f In the 
S the is wh .D. is 
elsewhere; they date from It. All 
day long you hear things' placed' 
as having happened since the war; 
o n' the . or be war' 
o t aft ~ war 'bout 
two yeahs, 01 five yea s, or ten 
yeahs be/a' the !i'ar or aftah the war. 
It shows how intimately every 

ual w ited, sown 
p , by th mend isode. 
I g s the . perienc anger 
a better idea of what a vast and 
comprehensive calamity invasion is, 
t e can get ading 
b at the de." er on 
h lates " eve ng is 
changed since the war, for better or 
for worse; but you'll find people 
d here bumble ho see 
n nge e the e for 
t orse." ere v. n old 
negro woman of this sort. A 
young New Yorker said in her 
presence, " What a wonderful moon 
y ve dm re ! " ighed 
a id, bless heart, 
honey. you ought to seen dat moon 
be/v' de war! " 

BEG TICKS. BEGGA E and 
H ST LT n En cant, 
CHATS. 

BE ! B'G I-An eth'e, 
p Iy of 0 ori half 
v oath; rrupti " By 
Godl" 

Art dealer (descanting on the virtues of 
the ) t You bservc at the 
draw free, tl 

Ag ralist , if the 's free 
an' }OU on't tax me too much for the frame 
"'GOSH I'll take it.'-TheEpoch, May, ISB8. 

7 



Behead 

BEHEAD, To.-Used in political circles 
when an official's term of office has 
come to an end through change of 
Government, or supersession in 
other ways. Also TO DECAPITATE. 

BEHINDMENTS. - Outstanding liabili
ties; arrears; a deficit. 

BEING.-Used as an equivalent for 
"considering," II because," and, as 
such, a vulgarism; e.g., "Being as 
you are going to town I need not 
trouble myself." 

BELIKED.-Liked; beloved; formed 
on the model of the latter. 

BELITTLE.-To underrate; to depre
ciate, or to disparage. A man's 
character may be bl'litticd, i.e., 
disparaged, etc. Hence BELITTLING 
and BELITTLEMENT. All these 
words originated in the United 
States, belittle being first nsed 
about 1796. Now coIIoquial on 
both sides of the Atlantic. 

BELL.-To RING ONE'S OWN BELL.
A variation of" to blow one's trum
pet"; to sound one's praises per
sonaIIy. 

BELL-BOy.-In American hotels the 
bell-boy occupies very much the 
place of the English boots. 

BELLMARE.-A political leader. The 
term is a slang appropriation from 
the terminology of Western life, 
where it seems to be used in regard 
to mules much in the same way as 
bell-wether is employed in England 
in reference to sheep. Why the 
grey mare, says the author of A 
Ride with Kit Carson, should be 
the better horse in the estimation 
of mules I cannot say, but such is 
certainly the fact. Though very 
cautious animals when relying 
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solely on their own judgment, they 
would appear to have a conscious
ness of their own inferiority, which 
induces them to entertain a great 
regard for the sagacity of the horse, 
and especially for that of a white 
mare. The wily Californians tak
ing ad vantage of this amiable 
weakness, employ a steady, old, 
white mare of known gentleness 
and good character, to act as a 
kind of mother and guide to each 
drove of unruly mules. 

BELLOWSES.-This term, pure slang:in 
England, is colloquial in Pennsyl
vania and the New England States 
for the lungs. 

BELLOWS Top.-An egg flip; the name 
bellows lop is conferred on it 
because of the whitish froth which 
rises to the surface when beaten 
with a whisk or swizzle stick. 

BELLYACHE, To. - A coined word, 
meaning" to grumble without good 
cause." Employes bel/yache at 
being overworked, or when they 
fancy themselves underfed. A 
vulgarism. 

BELLY-BENDER. - A boy's term for 
weak and unsafe ice. 

BELLY BouND.-This is supposed to 
be a corruption of the French 
belle el bOlllle, and is the name in Con
necticut of a particular sort of 
apple. 

BELLY-BUMPER OR BELLY-BUSTER.
TO TAKE A BELLY-BUSTER; i.e., to 
ride down a hill in a sled lying on 
one's stomach, an amusement 
confined, it hardly needs saying, to 
Young America. The idea of 
toboganning was derived from this 
boyish rastime, and the oaken 
board has been succeeded by the 
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fleet-winged toboggan, made of 
seasoned maple with handsomely 
upholstered seats. ViTith the ad
vent of the improved ice vehicles 
the interest in these sports has 
increased, and instead of being 
confined to the vulgar boys who 
used to ride down hill belly-busic!' 
fashion, men and even the most 
fashionable women now partake 
of this pleasant and invigorating 
pastime. Also BELLY-BUMBO, BELLY
GUTS or GUTTER, BELLY-FLOUN
DERS, BELLY-FLUMPS and BELLY
PLUMPER. 

Barney has a sled, 011 which he hauls the 
fish in snowy weather. Barney had his 
sled out yesterdaYI BELLY-BUMPJNG on a 
little patch of ice and snow.-Chicago Inttl'
Ocean, 1888. 

BELLY-BUTTON.-A vulgar name for 
the navel. 

BELLy-GUTS. - (I) In Pennsylvania, 
molasses candy. -- (2) Equiva
lent to BELLY-BUMPER (q.v.). 

BELLY PLUMPER,-SCC BELLY-BUMPER. 

BELONGINGS.-Still current as a sy
nonyn:- ~or "pr?perty," in which 
sense It IS a survIval of old English 
usage. More often, however, it is 
employed as a euphemism for 
" ~rousers" by the prudishly in
chned. 

BELT, To.-A Southern phrase equiva
lent to the North-western BARK or 
the Western. GIRDLE (q.v.). A 
process by whIch land is speedily 
clea~ed of trees by means of a belt 
or gIrdle cut round the bark with 
a hatchet, causing the tree gra
dually to wither and die. 

BEN D.-ABOVE ONE'S BEND, i.e., 
above one's ability, power or 
capacity, 01' out of one's reach. 
Probably a corruption of "above 
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one's bent." Shakespeare puts the 
expression in the month of Hamlet, 
"to the top of my bent" (iii. 2.). 
In the Southern States its place is 
generally taken by ABOVE MY 
HUCKLEBERRY (q.v.). An English 
equivalent is "above one's hook." 

It would be ABOVE MY BEND to attempt 
telling you an we saw among the red skins. 
- J. F. Cooper's The Oak Openings. 

BENDER.-In Lowland Scotch a hard 
and persistent drinker is so called. 
In the States, however, the term is 
more usually applied to a drinking 
bout or a spree, in the course of 
which, to use another slang ex
pression, "the town is painted 
red," and the partici pan ts decided I y 
unbent. 

He was a character noted for going on 
frequent BENDERS until be came very near 
having the jimjams and then sobering up.
Ddrait Fret: Press, Aug .. h ItHH3. 

BENS.-A workman's slang term for 
his tools. 

BERMUDA GRASS (GnodoJt dttctylon).
A large leaved grass which has 
been acclimatized in the Southern 
States. 

BERMUDA vINE.-The cultivated Vitis 
rijari'l, grown for the sake of its 
highly scented flowers, and called. 
when found in a wild state, the 
RIVER GRAPE, CHICKEN GRAPE, 
FROST GRAPE. 

BEST, To.-To BEST ONE is to obtain 
an advantage, generally by mean 
and underhand methods. Like its 
antithesis "to worst" used in the 
sense of "to defeat," it is now a 
genuine vulgarism, though there is 
some reason for the contention that 
it formed at one time a legitimate 
component of the language, 
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BESTMosT.-The best. Used abso
lutely and not relatively as is the 
colloquial English "bettermost." 
Though not a dictionary word 
best1ll0st is regularly formed, and, 
except that it is in reality a double 
superlative, is equally as respect
able as" bettermost." 

All her word was, l Doctor, don' let 'er 
suffer! I but w'en she seen doctor war doin' 
his BESTMOST, she never said nary nutller 
word.-Leslic's IlIusirated Paper, June, 1888. 

BET.-You BET I A Californian phrase 
tacked on to an assertion to give it 
additional emphasis. So popular is 
the expression that it has been given 
as a name in the form of UBET to 
a town in the Canadian North
west. Oftentimes it is amplified 
into "you bet your boots," "life," 
or "bottom dollar," and so on. 
The two former were used in New 
Y orl{ and Boston as far back as 
1840 . 

Mr. Boutelle-That is the bravery to 
which you refer? (Applause on the Repub
lican side.) 

Mr. O'Ferrall-Well, sir, it is the right 
kind of bravery: you may BET YOUR BOTTOM 
DOLLAR on that.-CoIlKrcssional Report in 
Daily Inter-Ocean, March 7, 1888. 

--To BET ONE'S EYES is a gam
bler's term applied to an onlooker 
who neither takes part in nor bets 
upon the game. 

BETTER.-Used colloquially in the 
East for "more." Also provincial 
in England as a vulgarism, though 
dating back to Saxon times. 

BETTERMENTs.-A term equivalent to 
" improvements" (of property). 
Colloquial everywhere. Quoted 
by Murray. 

, And so Mr. Pinkerton is after sending me 
to England as he kindly says, for the BET
TERMENT of my health,' remarked McParlan, 
in his pleasant way, the next afternoon, to 
lny cashier as he received the advance of 
money for i,is expellses.-Pinkerto/t's Mollie 
MagI/ires and Detectives. 
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BETTy.-The straw-bound Florence
flask of commerce, in which salad 
oil is usually shipped. 

BETWEENITY.-A state of uncertainty; 
of trembling in the balance; or, to 
use another Americanism, SITTING 
UPON THE FENCE (q.v.). 

BEvEL.-Bartlett quotes this as cur
rent in Long Island for a slope or 
declivity; while Forby, in his 
Vocabulary of East AngUI!, defines a 
bevel as a road which is laid higher 
in the middle, hence BEVEL-EDGED. 

B'HOYs.-At one time a favorite 
appellation for the "rough" 
element in New York. With their 
G'HALS, they made themselves 
conspicuous on high days and 
holidays, and, at times, at the 
polling booth. They were often 
more distinctively called BOWERY 
BOYS, from the fact of their con
gregating mostly in that well
known thoroughfare. 

BIBIBLEs.-Food of a liquid kind. 
An innovation, formed on the model 
of "edibles," which has little to 
recommend it save its vulgarity. 

BIDDABLE.-This savours consider
ably of the Emerald Isle, and is prob
ably an importation into Western 
life therefrom. Biddable children 
or servants are those in whom obe
dience, compliance, and tractability 
are prominent qualities. 

BIDDY. -An Irish female servant. 
Bridget is a favorite name with 
the Irish, and Biddy is its familiar 
form. 

BIG.-Used not only as regards quan
tity, but quality also. Thus, what 
in England would be called fine 
old whiskey and brandy would, in 
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America, be designated "big whis
key," etc. 
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BIG-BONE LICK.-A locality in Ken
tucky where immense numbers of 
animal remains have been found, 
more especially those of deer, 
buffalo, wild cattle, and even mas
todons, whole skeletons of the 
latter having been unearthed. The 
theory is that the spot was a favorite 
resort of game in the far away 
past. A lick means a place 
w here rock-salt and saline springs 
abound, which, it is well-known, 
form an attraction for such animals. 

BIG BUGs.-HE'S A BIG BUG IN HIS 
WA Y, that is, a person of standing 
or consequence either self-esti
mated or in reality. A disre
spectful but common mode of 
allusion to persons of wealth or 
with other claims to distinction. 
Variants are BIG-DOG or BIG-TOAD, 
and in English slang "big wig" 
and" great gun." 

Don't appear unduly surprised or f1us
tratcd if, on answering the front door bell, 
you find Mr. Gladstone wiping his feet on 
the door mat. Invite him to \valk in in a 
cool, collected tone of voice. . . . Show 
him you have entertained B1G BvGS before. 
-Texas Siltings, Sept. 'S, 1888. 

BIG DOG OF THE TANVARD.- A conse
quential, pompous individual; one 
who will neither allow others a 
voice in any matter or permit dis
sent from his own views. The 
obvious derivation is from the 
customary guarding of tanyards by 
ferocious watch-dogs. 

BIG DOG WITH THE BRASS COLLAR.
The chief in any undertaking or 
enterprise; a leader. A simile 
evidently derived from the stable 
or kennel. The phrase is some
times shortened to big dog. 

I Yes,' said Dormer, I Lawler is the BIG DOG 
ill these parts now; besides he l<apes a good 

Biggity 

tavern, and \vill see no old-timer, ~r ,Young 
one either for that matthef, suffenn ffonl 
want whil~ he can relieve him! '-Pillkcrtoa's 
A/ollie JViagllirfS and Dctectivfs. 

BIG DRINK.-(I) When a Western 
plainsman tall{s of the hig drink, he 
is always understood to mean the 
Mississippi river.--(z) To TAKE A 
BIG or LONG DRINK is to partake of 
liquor from a large glass. It is 
very customary when calling for 
liquor to state whether a LONG or 
SHORT DRINK is required. 

BIG FIGURE -To GO THE BIG FIGURE. 
-Merely a variant of "to go the 
whole hog," or "to go the whole 
animal," and signifies embarking 
upon an 'enterprise of magnitUde. 
The phrase is mainly current in 
the South, and is derived from a 
term used in poker. 

BIGGEST.-A 5urperlative often used 
in the sense of "the best" or " the 
finest." 

The Pit/sblll'/{ Times is as breezy a journal 
as comes to this office. It is the nIGGEST 
little paper we are acquainted .with.-l.J.'a.,sh
ingfo/l (Pa.) Review, 1888. 

BIGGEST TOAD IN THE PUDDLE.-Oneof 
the many bold, if equivocal meta
phors to which the West has given 
rise. The biggest load in tlte 
puddle is the recognised leader or 
chief whether in politics, or in 
connection with the rongher avo
cations of pioneer life. Equivalent 
to THE BIG DOG WITH THE BRASS 
COLLAR (q.v.)-Scc also BIG BUGS. 

BIGGITv.-Consequential; giving one
self airs. A negro term. 

These railroads have made havoc with the 
steamboat commerce. The clerk of our 
boat was a steamboat clerk before these 
roads were built. In that day the influx of 
population was so great, and the freight 
business so heavy, that the boats were flot 
able to keep up with the demands made upon 
their carrying capacity; consequently the 
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captain was very independent and airy
pretty DIGGITY, as Uncle Remus would say. 

Twain Ie Ott iss iss ip 
p 

I9IGH~AD.-(I) A disease peculiar to 
cattle, so named from the swelling 

uced' e hea (2) T 
A BIG , or T E ONE 

D SWE , is a appli 
in cases where new ideas result in 
unbearable conceit, or a twisted 

n. 

IG HORN (OVIS /IIoIII<llla).-" species 
of sheep peculiar to the Rocky 
Mountains, from California north-

ds. desc it as 
ndid a , whi ong t 
ed b of the t We, 

ranks next in size to the elk. In 
appearance the big hom, or MOUN-

SHE s it' therw' 
vn, is UriOllS inatio 
body at of ry lar 

deer; his head that of a domestic 
sheep, except that no domestic 
sheep could ossibl carry th 

mous s wit ich 
ntain sin rovide 

These horns are often more than 
twenty inches in circumference at 
the base, and, starting out at the 

, mak re tha ample 
Ie, the ts pro g bel 

an in front of the eyes. Head 
and horns will often weigh sixty 
pounds. He sheds his winter 

ering late, st, aft 
dding, coat ck wi 
t grey ir. By , this h 

changed to a dun, almost the color 
of the elk. The outer hair has 

orne than ch 10 
er wil d, in w , he p 
n add 1 jack he sha 

of a coating of exceedingly fine 
wool, which, though sometimes 

e th 'nches I ,nev 
ws au the a air, b 

curle close he sk 
From about e middle of August 

Big s 

until the first of November, the 
flesh the M AIN s is 
the delici line bOI at 
ever led t alate he 
gourmand. It is impossible to 
describe it ; but if one can imagine 
a saddl f most d l'cious" S h-
dow avore h the est 
and gamey s of th k-
tail, he will form some idea of the 
treat in store for him when he 
shall sit down to a feast of MOUN-

TAl EP in and rly 
cool Excep n" in ," 
the MOUNTAIN SHloEP is thin, tough, 
and the poorest food that the 
plains furnish to man. His home 
is cra d" 
roel nerall an e on 
abo e-wat not 1 an 
5,000 feet, but the sportsman may 
also, in many portions of the plains, 
ver ely co n fm' big 
hOrl if he find h nd 
is cerna 
one herd. 
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BIG M G.-T ester rm 
for PROT ED (r us) 
MEE of new nd 
States. A preacher of note 
generally announces his advent in 
thinl opulat d d' strict e-
tim 'ore ctual al. 
One the he de nal 
exercises are spread over whole 
days and sometimes weeks, hence 
the distinctive name. Compare 
wit P MEE 

BIG MONEY.-To MAKE, GIVE, or 
SPEND BIG MONEY is, as the term 
implies simply t btain 0 nd 
ala m. A ker ad ng 
the s of Y.M.C 'lid 
that to accomplish certain objects 
"big mOlley must be subscribed." 

BIG TR 

gian 
(Sequoia 

The 
16 tr 

gig'l/ltea, 

ar nam he 
of C nia 

'Wtlshingtollia, 
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wellillgtonia). Only recently there 
was felled in Lonoma County, 
California, a tree which cut up as 
follows. The Petaluma Argus says 
that the details can be relied upon. 
The standing height of the tree was 
347 ft., and its diameter near the 
ground was 14ft. In falling, the 
top was broken off nearly 200 ft. 
distant from the stump, and up to 
the point of breaking the tree was 
perfectly sound. From the tree 
saw-logs were cut of the following 
lengths and diameters ;-1. 14 ft. 
long, 9 ft. dia.; 2. 12 ft. long, S ft. 
elia.; 3. 12 ft. long, 7 ft. 7 in. dia.; 
4· 14 ft. long, 7 ft. 6 in. dia.; 5· 
16 ft. long, 7 ft. dia. ; 6. 16 [t.long, 
6 ft. ro in. dia. ; 7. 16 ft. long, 6 ft. 
6 in. dia.; S. 16 ft. long, 6 ft. 4 in. 
dia. ; 9. 16 ft. long, 6 ft. 3 in. dia. ; 
ro. IS ft. long, 6 ft. dia.; II. 12 ft. 
long, 5 ft. 10 in. dia.; 12. IS ft. 
long,S ft. 6 in. dia. It will thus 
be seen that ISO ft. of this remark
able tree were converted into saw
logs. 

BILBERRV (VacciniuJ1!).- The wortle
berry. The same plant was for
merly known in England as the 
BILBERRY WHORTLE ; the term, how
ever, is now obsolete. 

BILK.-A strongly offensive term used 
in the West to signify a person who 
habitually sponges upon another, 
and who never by any chance makes 
a return or even ollers to do so. 
In English slang it means a down
right cheat or swindler; it will 
therefore be seen that Western 
usage has considerably softened its 
meaning. 

BILL.-To FOOT A BILL.-A phrase 
now common in both hemispheres, 
signifying to settle an account. 

BILL-BOAI'lD.~A notice-board. 
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BILL-F'ISH (Edom trlmcata).-A salt
water fish which, in the summer, 
ascends the rivers into fresh waters. 
At times it is found at a consider
able distance inland. 

BILLIARDIST.-A player at billiards. 
The form of this word like that of 
many of its congeners has little to re
commend it to purists and other ad
vocates of orthographical accuracy. 
vVords terminating in ist (an 
" agent ") are multiplying on every 
hand. One of the earliest intro
ductions was "scientist," about 
which a battle-royal was fought; 
and now we have" bicyclist," and, 
sa ve the gods! even "walkist" 
and "runnist." Except in very 
rare instances the combination is 
intolerable to educated ears, and 
little enough can be said in defence 
of the usage. 

Each competitor has put up fifty dollar. 
entrance money in BILLIARDIST Dalyfs 
hands, and the money will be divided iuto 
four prize purses for the winners.-St. L01//:5 
Globe Democrat, Jan. 24, 1888. 

BILL OF SALE (Cant).-vVidow's 
weeds. 

BILLV.-A weapon used by despera
does, and also by the police when 
apprehending violence or dangerous 
resistance on the part of the former 
when pursued. The construction 
of a billy varies, but usually it 
is composed of a piece of untanned 
cowhide, as hard as horn itself, 
some six inches in length, twisted 
or braided into a sort of handle, 
and covered from end to end with 
woollen cloth. One extremity is 
loaded with three quarters of a 
pound of lead; to the other is 
firmly attached a loop, large enough 
to admit a man's hand, formed of 
strong linen cord, and intended to 
allow the billy to hang loose from 
the wrist and at the same time 
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prevent it being lost or wrenched 
from the grasp of its owner. At 
close quarters, it proves a very 
savage and formidable arm of 
defence, resembling, but being 
much more dangerous than the 
ordinary slung-shot in daily use 
by policemen and others. Twelve 
ounces of solid lead and raw-hide, 
dashed against the thickest skull by 
a strong armed ruffian, would as 
effectually silence a man as an 
ounce of the same metal discharged 
from the bore of a Springfield rifle. 
It may be remarked that billy in 
English slang is a policeman's staff, 
a very different weapon. 

The condition of the man reported as 
having been shot twice in the head on 
Thursday afternoon, is not at all alarming. 
It transpires that his wounds arc not of the 
gun-shot sort, but were inflicted with a billy 
in the hands of a Pinkerton man.-Daily 
Infer-Occall, April 14, 1888. 

BILLY-BunON.-Mutton is so called 
in American slang. 

BILLY NODDLE. - This combination 
stands in American slang for a 
fellow whose self-conceit leads him 
to suppose himself specially attrac
tive to the other sex. 

BIMS, BIMsHIRE.-Nicknames given 
in the West Indies to Barbadians 
and Barbadoes. This island is 
likewise sometimes jeeringly called 
LITTLE ENGLAND, and Barbadian is 
contracted into 'BADIAN. 

BINDERy.-Quoted by Webster as an 
Americanism. Many new words 
have been introduced into the lan
guage by a simple extension of the 
recognised principles of word for
mation to new needs and req uire
ments. Thus, as a tannery is a 
pl8.ce where hides are tanned, so a 
bindCly is an establishment for the 
binding of books. 

Bison 

IVfany women of a certain age are fond of 
reading doctors' books, which, though not 
quite immoral, are none tbe less unpleasant. 
The applicant for an objectionable work is 
usually asked to fill out a sli1?, giving his 
age and occupation, together WIth his name, 
reference for character, and reason why he 
wants the book. This slip must receive the 
endorsement of the librarian before the re~ 
quest is complied with. At the BINDERY, 
is the ordinary formula enlployed in such 
cases, which, being translated, means that 
you canuot have what you waut.-New York 
/Vorld, July 22,1888. 

BIRCH.-A canoe. 

BIRO'S EYE LIMESTONE.-Thepopular 
name of a peculiar geological for
mation in the neighbourhood of 
New York. 

BIRD'S EYE MAPLE.-Wood much es
teemed for decorative purposes by 
cabinet makers. Picture frames 
are largely made of it, its distinc
tive name being derived from its 
peculiar markings. The maple, 
like the oak, is very abundant in 
the United States. 

BISCUIT.-vVhat English people call 
biscuits are in America called 
crackers; the former are very 
like the hot breakfast rolls of the 
English table. 

They drank their breakfast coffee and ate 
their warm DISCUIT and butter and fried ham 
and eggs with rueful faces.-Ce/ltllry Mag"
zwe, 

BISHop.-A bustle-part of feminine 
attire. 

B ISO N (Bison amCl'icall1fs) - More 
usually called the BUFFALO. The 
wild ox, a fierce and shaggy animal 
with one hump upon its back. At 
one time founel from the Atlantic 
to the Pacific coast, but few now 
remain, anel it has been ascert8.ined 
that of the millions which once 
roamed the prairies of the West 
scarcely a hundred survive. A 
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scheme has been originated (I888) 
by Mr. Clinton A. Snowden of the 
Chicago Times to save the bisolts 
still to be found on the plains. 
For this purpose an expedition is 
being organized to " corrall " those 
animals which are now located in 
the south-western portion of Texas. 
The leading idea is to perpetuate 
a species which is thoroughly 
typical of American animal life, 
care being taken that none may be 
killed before or after capture. 

The American BISON and the Egyptian 
mummy are fading away. The day will 
soon come when those who have slaughtered 
whole herds of buffalo for their tongues and 
fertilized their timothy sod with the dust of 
dynasties will go hungry.-Forest (Cnd Stream, 
May, 1888. 

BIT.-An old, cant word for money, 
and colloquially the name given to 
coins varying in value according to 
locality-usually, however, to the 
silver piece of the lowest deno
mination. Fourpenny pieces are 
still called bits in some parts of 
England, and in Demerara the 
term is in general use for the 
same coin. 

Blz.-A vulgar corruption for busi-
ness. "Good biz" is profitable 
business. 

BLACK ACT (Cant).- Picking locks 
-a black act indeed. 

BLACKBALLING.-Stealing or pilfering. 
A sailor's word. It originated 
amongst the employees of the old 
Black Ball line of steamers between 
New York and Liverpool. The 
cruelty and scandalous conduct of 
officers to men-and sailors to each 
other-became so proverbial, that 
the line of vessels in question became 
known all over the world for the 
cruelty of its officers, and the 
thieving propensities of its sailors. 
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BLACK BAss.-This name is given':in 
various parts of the Union, to two 
different kinds of fish, the Centro
pristes nigl'ic£llls or sea bass being 
known as black bass on the Jersey 
coast. The black bass of the lake 
and river districts of the North 
and vVest is a highly esteemed fresh
water fish. 

BLACK Box (Cant).-A limb of the 
law. The cnminal classes ap
parently have no very exalted 
idea of the profession, as indeed 
might be expected. 

BLACK CODE.-De Vere says," A word 
as hideous in sound as of import, 
connected with the negro, is the 
famous Blac1l Code, a collection of 
laws first made by Bienville in 
Louisiana, which was ever after 
the model for all legislation on the 
relations of master and slave." 
vVhen the colony was taken pos
session of by the Crown of Spain 
in the year I769, the provisions of 
the Black Code were retained with 
such modifications as the Siete Pay
tidas made on the subject of slavery. 
This system of laws has ever since 
been the "Blackstone" of Spain 
and her colonies, and is still the 
authority in the parts of America 
settled by Spaniards. Its power 
continued long in Louisiana, and 
largely controlled the rights of 
negroes, even after the colony be
came a State of the Union. 

BLACK - EYED susAN.-Texan for a 
revolver. Among other slang 
equivalents for this weapon current 
in the Lone Star State may be 
mentioned MEAT IN THE POT, BLUE 
LIGHTNING, THE PEACE-MAKER, 
MR. SPEAKER, A ONE-EVED SCRIBE, 
PILL BOX and MY UNCONVERTED 
FRIEND.--St'B MEAT IN THE POT. 

BLACKrELLOW.-A Southern name for 
a negro. 

8 



Black-Fish 

B LAC K - Labrus a1 
The c its bach des 
gives t al name fish 
which is caught in shoals off Rhode 
Island and its neighbourhood. It is 
sometimes called by its Indian name, 
the TAUTAUG 

BLACKrR 

tion of 
thieves 
look 0 

ma
re! 

BLACK GRASs.-A fine, short g-rass 
common on the salt, marshy lands 
of the New England coast. Rich 
and ab d in grow h . f rIDS 
capita or stocl, salt 
marsh which ws, 
like h bog may 
often be probed to a depth of 
twenty feet or more without touch
ing bottom, but in spite of this 
the hay crop is regularly reaped. 

BLACK-G 

longin 
flouris 

well kno 
genus 

e Middl 

be
ich 

BLACK- HEAD (Fulix 11larila).- The 
broad-bill; popularly known on the 

. Chesapeake Bay as a black-head, 
and in a as a RA 

BLACK-J I) (QUCl'C ).-
Also SCRUB and BARREN OAK. A 
small stunted species which thrives 
on the sea-shore and in other sandy 
localities. This species of the 
genus is so , in 
some to cover ou-
sands es, nota oth 
sides Cimma ver, 
Indian Territory. Oaks of all kmds 
are very abundant throughout 
the States in great variety. Walk
ing sticks are largely manufactured 
from jack kind 

Williar of Chest had 
been in t f beating I ith a 
DLACKJAC e time. A put 
to it this morning by Magistrate Smith hold
ing him in 600 dols. bail for court.-Philadel
phia Evening B1tllelill, Feb. Z3, 1888. 
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In the England 
larlijack 1 me give 
o which . has beel 

added to sweeten it.--(3) The 
name by which miners know ore 
of zinc, the snlphuret of zinc of 

h . t .--(4) A my nick 
the late John A 

given hi se of hi 
rk comp He die 

earl y m the current yeal (1888). 

BLACKLEG_-A disease to which cattle 
on the Western plains are subject. 

idly fatet! removin 
of the an r death, 
ation as f d stagna 
pparent, near th 

shoulder. 

BLACKLEG.-To BLACKLEG IT, i.e., 
amonast trades' union men to return 

before ses of 
ve been r or settled 
tisfactio leaders. 

Early this morning the mountain paths 
leading to the William Penn colliery were 
lined with men, dinr:er in hand, determinen 
to go to work. Some were non-union miners, 
while the remainder were Knights of Labor 
wI letennine CKLEG IT 
re r the jeer ats of thei 
co 

BLACKLIST, To.-To post as a defaul
ter. Blaclllists in mercantile par
lance are registers of bankrupts, 
insolvent persons, and others whose 

. as been s 

ity Organ ociety ha 
be r :25,000 d cs for libe 
by Hugh Fi owell. \Vh 
says he was at one ume a banker ill this 
city and failed in business. He charges 
that the society BLACKLISTED him.-Chicago 
JIera/d. 

B GER.-A reproac 
d by one 0 another 
ifficult t ain to 

n cc y he exac s a e of mean
ing, as the speaker is sometimes of 
more dusky hue than the person 



Black Ointment 

addre hat neg em-
selves se a diff may 
be inferre rom the sImI e w ich 
speaks of "a negro so black, that 
charcoal makes a chalk mark on 
him." 

BLACK 0 

uncoo 
.-A sla 
t. 

for 

BLACK REPUBLICANS. - The epithet 
BLACK was applied by Southerners 
to the Republican Party, on 
account of the antagonism shown 
by the a the intr of 
slaver ny Stat not 
alread ised. 

BLACK-RIDING (College).-At the Col
lege : of South Carolina, it has 
until within a few years been cus-
tomar student' 'sed 
and p lack, to oss 
the C ard at m on 
horse th vocife and 
the souud of horns. Black-rldillg 
is recognized by the laws of the 
College as a very high offence, 
punishable with expulsion.-Hall's 
Colleg ltd Custo 

BLACKSN 

a blac! 
-To cas 
ip. 

vith 

Now, don't ever let me catch you chewincr 
tobacco before breakfast again, or I lay I'il 
BLACKSNAKE you within an inch of your life I 
-]Wal'k Twain's Screamers. 

-B 
handl 
whip 

KE WHI 

very 10 
cowboys. 

ort
ged 

BLACK SpY.-A cant name foJ' the 
devil. 

BLACK 
ing, g 
freque 
of any 
molasses. 
cription 

(I) Pro ak-
with m but 

lied to < und 
a coholic liquor with 
Beverages of this des

were at one time the 
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est of d 
laborer 

thIck, sweet port 15 

blackstrap. 

ong agr 
Englan 

known as 

From the great Iron ketlie a savory 
incense arose: it came from an admixture of 
hi od comm es, in abo 
th on of on f the latt 
to he spirit The seetl 
in TRAP was need read 
fa It rapidl ared, an I 

as it diminished and was imbibed, the fun 
ann hilarity proportionately increased,
Pinkerton's JY!ollic .Magltires an.rt Detectives. 

? \.mongsu 
p is the t 
duum 0 

he prod 

ufacture 
term fo 

es suga 
a secon 

ollng. 

BLACK TAGGERs.-Common rough, un
wrought iron. 

hat the art estion ma 
be ally lmow K TAGGER 
ha ng on the of classih 
ca r the stat lerchandis 
containing in itself unmistakable proof that 
it is steel and not iroIl.-Philadclphia 
Blil/rti", February 27, 1888. 

B IL DEE LACKTAIL 

olltmbia1t species 0 

mon to -c Iittora 
siderabl than th 

red deer. in colour it is 
very dark, grey or mouse-colour 

. its tail, unlike the broad, 
white flag of the red deer, is rather 

haired, end i 
or two 01 ches wit 

tnft of lack hai 
gi yes th to th 

animal. Its ears are 
rather long and heavy, from which 
circumstance it is in some parts of 
the country called the MULE 

B D.-A co sive ter 
111 the Northern States for the 
timber of the hemlock, pine, spruce, 
and fir. 
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BLADDER-TREE.-Bigelow in his Flora 
bostolliensis, describes this as a 
handsome shrub from six to ten 
feet high, remarkable for its large, 
inflated capsules. 

BLAMED.-An expletive used to em
phasize a statement. It partakes 
slightly of the nature of an oath. 
Possibly English, but if so only 
slang; in the States it is colloquial. 

And so that pourin' dissentions in our 

AndC~t lhat BLAMED cow-critter was always 
coming up. 

-Carlton Farm Ballads, p. 18. 

'Why do you object to your daughter 
marrying ?' 

'Wouldn't object ef she wuster marry the 
right sorter man.' 

, Isn't Tom the right sort of man? I 

• Not by a BLAMED sight.'- Portland Tra'l
script, r88S. 
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BLANKET. - To HAVE WORN THE 
BLANKET is an imputation which, 
when applied to one's immediate 
progenitors, signifies that the person 
addressed is of Indian descent. 
The costume of the red - skin, 
whether composed of the typical 
blanllel alone or of more complex 
clothing, is generally referred to 
as a blallket, hence the significance 
of the expression. -- BLANKET 
COAT. - As red-skins gradually 
came in contact with, and under 
the influence more or less of civili
zation, they ared many of the c~s
toms and habits peculiar to white 
men. The blankets, therefore, which 
at one time largely formed a staple 
of trade and exchange, instead of 
being worn thrown loosely around 
the body, were cut and shaped into 
coats, the coloured stripes of the 
blankets being so arranged as to 
cross the garment in the most 
odd and fantastic fashion. Also 
worn by trappers and hunters. 

The fourth member of our party round the 
camp-fire that night was a powerfully-built 
trapper, partly French by blood, who wore 

Blankety 

a gaily-coloured capote, or BLANKET-COAT, a 
greasy fur cap, and moccasins.-CeIlJury 
JU aga::inc, Oct., 1888. 

--BLANKET INDIAN.-A Western 
term for an Indian who still re
mains in a savage state. Only 
about 250,000 red-skins are, at the 
present time, scattered about 
throughout the Union, chiefly in 
the tracts of country called Indian 
reservations. Of this number, 
120,000 are reckoned to have been 
brought under civilizing influences, 
the remainder being counted as 
savages. It must, however, be 
confessed that rarely, if ever, is the 
"noble red man" of Fenimore 
Cooper, Gustav Aimard, and other 
writers, to be met with; also that 
any attempt at civilization means, 
in the generality of cases, nothing 
more nor less than the improvement 
of the red man off the face of the 
earth altogether. This is owing 
largely to the facility with which 
this savage race, like all others, 
imitates the white man's vices 
without in any degree acquiring 
his virtues.--MACKINAW BLAN
KET.-A superior kind of blanket 
which derived its distinctive name 
from the island of Mackinaw, 
formerly one of the chief 
posts at which Indian tribes re
ceived their grants from the Go
vernment. A provision of one of 
the Indian Treaties was that part 
of the payment made to the red
skins should be in these superior 
blankets, and from that fact the 
name Mackilww blanke/s, or IJlac
kinaws simply was derived. 

BLANKETV. - A euphemistic oath, 
the derivation of which is clearly 
an outcome of the l?ractice of 
representing an oath III printing 
by a dash or blank space e.g., d-d. 
Blatlkety is used in many combina
tions, a person being told to be 
blankety blclllk blanllCll, or that a thing 
is not as good as another by a 
blmrket)' bhllr" blank sight. 
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The captain looked anxious, and an irate 
fellow-passenger, who had not ceased 
swearing since we left Tuxpan, declared by 
all that is sacred and profane th~t he had 
known vessels to be hmdered thIrty days; 
yes even three months, by that BLANKETY 
BL;NKETY bar J-Troy Daily Ti1Jtfs, Feb. 3, 
1888. 

'Doctor, I 
'Not righ 

dog out. 
j Just as g 

wouldn't ki 
safety. No 
sight.' 

INeedn't 
Starkhill,' 
April, 1888. 

kicked his 

he, 'or Y,ou 
t way with 
LANK BLANK 

fanlty, Mr. 
ich.) Press, 

BLARNEY, To (Cant).- Besides the 
English slang signification of .. to 
wheedle," it also bears the second
ary meaning of .. to pick locks" 
amongst the low and criminal 
classes of America. 

BLATANCY. 

This wo 
appeara 
mitted 

-assertion. 
orthodox 
been ad-

s. 

BLATHER, Factitious 
Wester r boastful, 
disputatious swagger; in some 
parts of England a somewhat simi
lar phrase, .. blatheration" is cur
rent. According to De Vere all 
are of Irish origin, and J. R. 
O'Flanigan's Lives of tlte Lord 
Chancel/Drs of Ircia,nd is quoted in 
support of this contention. Lord 
Redesd of people 
who Ie h bladders 
under t y them up 
if they a hole and 
risk b .. Ah, my 
Lord," at is what 
we'call n Ireland." 
This de , seems too 
fanciful a one, and probably the 
word" blatant," noisy vaporing, is 
the true source from which these 
words originate. 

Every BLATHERSKITE Republican spouter 
is filled to the brim and spouting high pro· 

tection while the Democrats are not pre
pared t'o meet tt em for want of documents. 
-New York Herald, July 29, 18~8. 

Dr. Brookes, of St. Louis, must be a nice 
man to live with. He refers to Dr. R. W. 
Da1e and Dr. Parker as I blatant BL .... THER
SKITES/ and evidently regar9-s Profc;ssor 
Drummond as beyond reformatlOn.-Chtcago 
W,,/c 

BLAT 

an 
de 

vith noisyassur
doubtless a 

ant." 

I t to rattle off the 
name emocratic I chiefs' 
as it was III 1 we 's day. But nowJ 
one of these insects of an hour rears up and. 
BLATTS, every monkey organ in the ~and 
needs put on its BLATTING-STOP and gnnds 
away in a frenzy.-San Fra.ncisco N,;ws Let
IeI', February +, 1883. 

BLAUSER (Vipem berlls).-Dutch 
bltlzer. The deaf adder. 

BLAZ ttlers in travers-
in forests which 
ab American conti-
ne ecessary to mark 
th they did by the 
si of blazing the 
tr ient distances. 
Blazing consists merely in chopping 
a piece of the bark off each tree 
selected in the desired line of 
march. The mark itself is called 
a bia,ze. In addition to this, 
blazing was also adopted as an 
indication that the land within the 
limits of the trees thus marked 
h ated by a settler 

formal, but, in 
e ughly well recog-
n ecuring a title to 
tl writers affect to 
d m the old French 
b rial bearing of 
t ,q uote the use of 
"blazen," by Shakspeare, in a sense 
not altogether dissimilar to the 
meaning conveyed by blazing, as 
proof to this effect. It is doubtful, 
therefore, whether the word is a 
genuine Americanism; at all events 
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it is in general use in nearly all 
English colonies, especially those, 
like Australia, where there have 
been, or are still, large tracts of 
primevalforest land. The w hi te blaze 
or spot in the forehead of a horse wiII 
also be familiar. Hence probably 
TO BLAZE and TO BLAZE OUT in the 
sense of marking out, etc. 

The direct ascent of the peak is no small 
task. There is very little trail just here. 
The trees have been marked or BLAZED, and 
that is about all.-New York Herald, July 29, 
1888. 

Adam was created first, and it does not 
seem unlikely that Eve, when she found that 
Adam had preceded her in the creation, felt 
piqued about it. Possibly, Adam may have 
tried to excuse himself by saying it was an 
unexplored region, and it was necessary for 
him to nLAZE the way. At all events, Eve 
and her daughters have headed the family 
procession ever since.-Texas Siftings, July 
7, 1888. 

--BLAZE (in Poker) .-A hand 
which consists of five court cards, 
and which, when played, beats two 
pairs. 

BLAZI NG STARS (A lelris farinosa).
A medicinal plant held in great 
esteem by the Indians, and still 
in request in the West, for 
its medicinal virtues. It is also 
known as the DEVIL'S BIT. The 
term bia,oing sial's is also popularly 
given to a plant belonging to the 
genus called colchicum. It may be 
remarked that its name of DEVIL'S 

BIT is probably derived from the 
well- known legend to the effect 
that the devil bit off a portion of 
the root in order to destroy its 
medicinal properties. The same 
story is applied to many other 
medicinal roots. 

BLEAK. - In 
American 
handsome. 

the phraseology of 
thie\'es, bleak means 

BLEEDING KANsAs.-During the bor
der troubles resulting from the 

Blind 

passage of the Kansas Nebraska 
Bill (I854), there was fighting of a 
more or less organized description, 
and many FREE SOIL advocates 
were killed. Bleeding Kansas be
came a popular phrase with the 
Northern orators of the day, and 
was used scoffingly by those on 
the other side. It is believed to 
have been originally coined as a 
newspaper headline by the New 
York Tribune, and representing the 
sympathies of large numbers of 
people it became a rallying cry, 
which has long survived the cir
cumstances which first gave it 
birth. 

. BLEEST.-Obliged; forced. 
'bleesl to come." 

BLENKER, To.-To plunder. 
phrase which originated 
the Civil War. 

II I \vas 

A cant 
during 

BCicKEV.-A tin pail. A Dutch sur
vival from blik, tin (German blech). 
New York and New Jersey. 

BLIND.-(I) (Inpoker).-The ante de
posited by the age previous to the 
deal. The blind may be doubled 
by the player to the left of the 
eldest hand, and the next player 
to the left may, at his option, 
straddle this bet; and so on, 
including the dealer, each player 
doubling. The player to the left 
of the age alone has the privilege 
of the first straddle, and, if he 
decline to straddle, it debars any 
other player coming after him from 
doing so. To make a blilld good 
costs double the amount of the 
ante, and to make a straddle good 
costs four times the amount of the 
blind. Each succeeding straddle 
costs double the preceding one.
See BLIND POKER. -- Slang for 
II object "; II intention." II You see 
my blilld," that is, the drift of 
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what I am saying. A curious 
illustration of the custom of some 
classes to use phraseology calculated 
to mislead all but those initiated 
into the mysteries of their jargon. 
In English slang blind means a pre
tence cor make-believe, but this 
signification by no means follows 
on the American usage. 

Now you talk J You see my BLIND and 
straddle it like a man.-Mark Twain's The 
111110elllis at lioJl/c, p. I9· 

--To GO IT BLIND.-A luminous 
figure of speech to convey the idea 
of entering upon an undertakmg 
without thought as to the result, 
or inquiry beforehand. This isone 
of the many slang expressIOns 
which owe their origin to the 
American game of poker, the 
special form of which known as 
BLIND POKER (q.v.), where the 
cards are betted upon before being 
looked at, is responsible for the 
phrase now in question. 

. And so you've married a jewel, have you, 
Tom?' I I have, for a fact, Dick.' I Lucky 
do"" I You're a man in a million. I\Hghty few 
GO~T BLl~D and fare as well as you've done,' 
I Ididn'tGo ITIILIND. Iemploycdadetectivc, 
and he manag;ed lo get board in the family / 
-Cl!ica;;o Ledge,-, l."lay 12, I883. 

BLIND EEL.-Among fishermen, "to 
catch a blind eel" is to bring to the 
surface a piece of seaweed or some 
other worthless object in place of 
the fish supposed to have been 
hooked; and metaphorically the 
expression signifies obtaining a re
sult of little worth compared with 
that sought; fruitless endeavour. 

BLIND POKER. - A form of poker 
largely patronised by those whose 
gambling propensities are keenly 
developed. Poker at its best is 
little else than a game of chance, 
but in /JIinli pokey the hazards are 
indefinitely increased by betting on 
the cards in one's hand prior to 
exal11ination.-Sc<' POKER. 

Blizzm'd 

BLiNKERS.-BLANK YOUR BLINKERS.
A euphemistic oath, equi"alent to 
the more common "D--n your 
eyes." 

. BLANK YOUR RLINRERS,' angrily retorted 
Brudet'., . your business was, not to fight, but 
show us the ellemy,'-A1Jul'lcaf} Humonst. 

BLlvvy.-A command. Used as in 
quotation. 

If the camp'ny was fer to come 'round an' 
say, 'Yer got tel" wear plug hats an' l.;:id 
gloves er quit warkin' on th' road,' why, 
tll<lt'd be a diff'rcnt matter altogether-set:? 
But, as I under~t;Lnd it, they don't make no 
such break as that. They don't give them 
no llLIV\'Y at all, but merely SilVS, 'Here, go 
on an' wear white shirts an' collars now an' 
be decent.'-The fl'orld (New York), May 13, 
1888. 

B LIZ Z A R D.-This word, recently 
brought into prominent notice as 
the name by which sudden and ex
ceptionally severe snowstorms are 
known in the VVestern States, is 
one the etymology of which is 
dubious. Some authorities derive 
it from the German blitz-light
ning, but a correspondent of N ales 
aud Queries claims it as of English 
nationality, asserting that the word 
has been known in the Midland 
counties in its present form, or 
nearly so, for over thirty years; 
further stating that "may I be 
bliz,rel'cd" is a common oath there. 
Assuming that the expression is a 
variation of the more generally 
familiar "May God strike me 
blind" (that is, presumably by 
lightning) there is nothing antago
nistic between the two theories of 
its genesis, and a further light is 
perhaps thrown upon the subject, 
tending to support its German 
origin, by the fact that, in Penn
sylvania, it has been familiar, 
according to a correspond en t of 
the N Cl" York Sun, [or marc than 
half-a-century, its use and meaning 
being akin to the instances abm'e 
mentioned. It appears that in the 
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central counties of the State in 
question, the word was always 
used to include the idea of a 
" poser," and even afforce, violence, 
spitefulness, or vindictiveness. If 
one dealt another a hostile blow he 
" gave him a blizzard on the nose," 
'Ion the jaw," "between theeyes," 
etc. If a magistrate lectured a 
litigant severely he" gave him a 
blizzard." If in debate one dealt 
mercilessly in ridicule he "gave his 
opponent a blizza/'d." If one man 
swore at or cursed another he" gave 
him a blizzard." If a man's wife 
scolded him she "gave him a bliz
zard." When it is remembered that 
Pennsylvania is the State in which 
the Dutch or German element most 
largely predominates it does not 
seem far fetched to attribute its 
origin to a Teutonic source, more 
especially as there is nothing in the 
English usage to preclude such a 
derivation. However this may be, 
the word invariably seems to imply 
suddenness combined with vio
lence; and, at any rate, it apparently 
disposes of the supposition that 
the word is of Western origin or a 
coinage of so recent a date as is 
frequently supposed. Like most 
words of its class, which have 
largely struck the popular taste, it 
has been generally adopted in an 
idiomatic sense to signify a stun
ning blow; an overwhelming argu
ment; or a cool reception. 

I should like to have seen the Colonel's 

r~ft~;,'hinb~~ n~~t tnaivri;~re Ch~~ b~!:~z~~e~~ 
him he would have slapped her real hard. 
-San Francisco News Letter, 188S. 

BLOAT (Cant).-A drowned body; 
also a drunkard. The simile which 
groups the two is, perhaps, not far 
wrong. 

BLOATED EELS.-A Connecticut term 
for eels prepared for cooking by 
being skinned and drawn. 

Blooded 

BLOCK,-Long usage has now sanc
tioned the employment of this word 
in England in its enlarged American 
sense.--(r) A set of houses en
closed between four streets.--(2) 
A long row or mass of buildings; 
or, indeed, a whole portion of a 
town. In some parts of the States 
SQU ARE is used instead of bloch in 
an identical sense. The employ
ment of block as an adjective is, 
however, only just creeping into 
use here, but suchacombinationhas 
long been current in Wall Street, 
as for example, a bloch loan, a bloch 
advance, a block of shares, etc. 

BLOCK HOUSE (Cant).-The house of 
detention, 

BLOCK ISLAND TURKEY.-Salted cod-
fish. Connecticut and Rhode 
Island. 

BLOOD.-At some of the Western 
colleges this word signifies excel
lent; as, "a blood recitation." A 
student who recites well is said 
" to make a blood." 

BLOOD AND THUNDER TALES.-Low
class fiction, the term being gene
rally applied to works dealing 
with the exploits of desperadoes, 
cut-throats, and other criminals. 
Also called PENNY DREADFULS, 
GUTTER LITERATURE, SHILLING 

SHOCKERS, etc. 

Here let me say one word to the T1'altscripl 
mothers. Look carcfullr to your child's 
reading matter. Beware 0 the cheap, trashy 
romances, the BLOOD AND THUNDER TALES, 

by Tom, Dick and Harry, which fill lhe 
coun tel'S of so many of our bookstores.
Portland Transcript. 

BLOODED.-An adjective used when 
speaking of thoroughbreds in horses 
or choice breeds in cattle. "Blood" 
similarly applied is, of course, 
quite well-known in England, but 
not the form blooded. 
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BLOODEE. e Fayme fly 
lJfllSettm ly printe al-
pole, N. ., ppeared 19U5 2I, 

I797, a poetic production, in which 
occurred these lines :-

Seniors about to take degrees, 
Not b its, but s. 

In a no ord bloode us 
describ 'ind of cu n, 
or rath , by the b a 
certain college in New England, 
two feet five inches in length, and 
one inch and seven-eighths in dia
meter, with a huge piece f I d at 
one end aticalof r; 
a prett r clumsy rs 
on Pan 

BLOOD ROO"r (Sanguinaria calladensis).
The pueeOON of the Indians, the 
blood-red juice of the root of which 
is largel d as a co' 'g-
ment. ldian na ns 
literal! he color 
It bear white bl nd 
is one 0 the earliest of w!ld 
flowers. 

BLOOD TUBS.-A cognomen applied to 
a band 'more ro 0, 

Bm·tlet were cl t-
chers. t their e m 
having lection d ed 
an obnoxlOus German's head 11l a 
tub of warm blood, and then 
driven him running through the 
town. Baltimore seems to have 
given many su s· 
among 0 PLUG-U 

BLOODY To BR HE 
BLOODY CHASM was a favorite 
expression with orators who, during 
the years immediately succeeding 
the Civil Vlar, sought to obliterate 
the me the strug he 
anti the rase is VE 
THE BL IRT (q.v.) 

BLOODY SHIR"r.-ToWAVETHEBLOODY 
SHIRT.-Aphrase which is only one 

Bloody Shirt 

o of a si haracter, 
v such as ave the 
cnmson anner, II I e ensanguined 
under garment," etc., being quite as 
frequently met with in American 
journalism. It is a political phrase 
u d' he Stat 'gnify the 
o new or alive of 
f trife on uestions. 
P it was mbol of 
those who, during the Reconstruc
tion period at the close of the 
rebellion of the Southern or Con
federate States, would not suffer 
t "Var to s· . oblivion 
o nsidera ti feelings 
o vanquish rhaps a 

ious te r crept 
into polltlcs than the bloody slllYt ; it 
is alike distasteful to the sense, 
brutal and vulgar, and capable of 
misuse. There are still those who, 

riean p in the 
and one of differ-

e h con tin d inevit-
a arise bet titutions 
so diverse in origin, tradition, and 
practice as those of the North and 
South, seek for party purposes to 
estran"e the one from the other by 
k "live the e emories 
o 1 bitter s When a 

id to hay he bloody 
s known 1as gone 
back in spirit and intent to the sor
rowful days of the Republic when 
the blue and the grey, each confident 
of battling for the riaht were slay-
i other in t 'S of the 
S Ie ignore ce which 
I ed over fields of 

, does n t to the 
hand clasp of Federal with Con
federate. He tries to open the 
strife anew, mocks the spirit of 
for".iveness, and ral'es the old ashes 
o le hunt f ing coal. 

s at th fought 
a he Unio because 
t y <, e come ac { 0 it, calls 
them insincere. He rebukes the 
veteran who forgave them when 

9 



Ela 'rt 

together they laid down their arms. 
This is called waving the bloody 

and to- en many 
now in life ca 

mber th when 
llion had and the 

were marching home, there are 
legislators and journalists who 
devote their efforts to stirring up a 
sectional hatred which without 

efforts ... bu t a tr 
Many rners ke 

t the s ch thus 
s the now outh, and 

clare it hypocritical. The BLOODY 

SHIRTERS, as they are called, rail at 
the decency which forgives and 
forgets, and with venomous tongues 

e alike t 0 fell in 
cause, th lived t 

and th would g 
on. So men los 

honor will do this the action must 
have a name-it will be called wav
ing the bloody shirt. From this 
special meaning it is now passing 

general u icate sim 
s in rega y cause. 
ecently roduced 
ish jour n connec 

with the Irish struggle, and the so
called Unionist Party has been 
accused of waving the bloody shirt
with how much truth or the re-

there no cone 
origin a pression 
ought in ican cu 
nearly, i q ite, obso 

In the days of the fierce vendette 
-the feuds which divided the Cor
sicans family from family-blooc1-
h d was a ommon occurrence 

e the b a murd 
the grid celebr 

word, wi ally mea 
crymg aloud, may e transla ec 
" a wake." The body of the victim 
was laid upon a plank; his useless 
firearms were placed near his hand, 

his bloo . shirt 
above hi Around 
bier sat of wo 

y Shirt 

wrapped in their black mantles, 
who rocked themselves to and fro 
with st ailings. n, 
relative iends of r-
dered 11 y arm d 
around , mad \ st 
for revenge. Then one of the 
women-the wife or mother or 
sister of the dead man-with a 
sharp scream would snatch the 
bloody s . d wavin ft 
begin th -the la n. 
This rh iscourse Ie 
up of a expressio 'e 
for the dead, and hatred of his 
enemies; and its startling images 
and tremendous curses were 
echoed in the hces and mutter-
ings of ed mour ts 
applica America cs 
is credit . Oliver n, 
who, el ited Stat or 
in r867, and again in r873, took a 
prominent part as a leader of the 
more radical Republic:l.l1s, favor
ing a stern policy of coercion in 
the rec on of the n 
States. one of i-
dential tes at th n-
nati co of r876, e 
standing second on the first ballot. 
Happily, however, his opinions 
were too pronounced to unite the 
factions of his party, and the 
ultimat e fell r. 
Hayes. 

The BLO T is grad g 
away. The wlute·winged dove of peace 
spreads her wings here and there, patriotism 
forgets and forgives old differences, section~ 
alism i~ gradually giving way to love of 
country-the whole country. In fact the ill 

eling betw orlh and S Id 
ave died rs ago e 
elcrans 0 tioDs, had n 
ft alone, politiciCl. as 

atriotic as oldwa/cr ( 11, 
r888, 

It is reprehensible to the last degree for the 
Bourbons of the South to continue to play 
on the colour lillc·-the Southern BLOODY 
SHIRT-and then denounce Republican 
xtremists f the same t 1C 
orth.-Nc filly Times I, 
88. 



Bloomer 

BLOOMER. - (I) A special costume 
introduced by a lady of the same 
name which is too well-known to 
need description. Dr. Mary 
Walker will be remembered as 
having introduced it into this 
country. It approaches very nearly 
to the costume of Turkish ladies. 
--(2) In the West Indies, 
especially Demerara, the term 
bloomer is applied to a chemical 
largely used to impart a brilliancy 
to vacuum pan sugar-hence its 
name. 

BLOOTWORscHT.-The BLUTWURST or 
BLOOD-SAUSAGE of the Pennsylvania 
Dutch; very similiar to the English 
black pudding. 

BLOTTER.- A newspaper term for 
the charge sheet kept at police 
stations. 

He had been entered on the BLOTTER as a 
vagrant, fifty-four years old, of German 
descent, and without a home. 

BLOW.-A single blossom. Compare 
with BLOWTH, provincial English for 
blossoming in general. Blow is, how
ever, rarely heard nowadays.-
To BLow.-The unorthodox mean
ings attached to this word partake 
more or less of slang, and most of 
them are as familiar in England as in 
America; e.g., "blow up," a severe 
scolding; a "blowout," a glut
tonous feast. One variant of 
"blow up," however, "to blow up 
sky high," may claim American 
birth, and is characteristic of the 
thorough energy which Americans 
infuse into all their actions. There 
are besides other meanings. (r) 
To talk boastfully or swaggeringly, 
varied in Tennessee by BLOWIN' III,; 

BAZOO. One who indulges in such 
gasconade and braggadocio is called 
a BLOWER.-- (2) Among thieves, 
in the sense of to inform or expose, 
a meaning also common to the 

Blue Bellies 

criminal classes of London and 
other large cities. -- (3) To 
blame; to cast a slur upon; or to 
stigmatize. 

BLowEN.-The mistress of a thief. 

BLOWER.-(r) This name, applied to 
the draught-producing sheet of 
iron attached to furnaces, is of 
American origin.--(2) A vain
glorious magniloquent braggart; 
one who indulges in self-glorifica
tion. 

BLOWHARo.-A 'Vestern term of revile
ment, the precise meaning of which 
it would be difficult to explain, 
since a newcomer may, in one and 
the same breath, be called a 
llLARSTED BRITISHER, a COYOTE, 
and a blowhard. If all these are 
synonymous, then indeed the 
Englishman in America is in a 
bad way. 

BLOW OF COTTON.-A Southern phrase 
employed when the pods of the 
cotton plant burst; from the Old 
English" blowth," a blossoming. 

BLOWTH.-A blossom.-Wright's Die
tioltary of Obsolete and Provincial 
English. The word is still pre
served in New England. 

BLUEBAcKs.-Thepaper money of the 
Confederates. A cant name, origi
nating, as in the case of United 
States paper currency GREENBACKS, 
in the color of the printing on the 
reverse. A more pronounced slang 
name, subsequently applied to 
bluebachs was SHUCKS, from their 
worthlessness after the war. 
" Shucks" is an old English term for 
the refuse of peas and similar 
products when shelled. 

BLUE BELLIEs.-A niclmamebestowed 
by Southerners, during the Civil 



Cat 

'War, upon their opponents of the 
h, wh nifor s blu 

we Iso BOY 
LUE , YANK, Th 

Southerners, on the other hand, 
received such names as THE 

SH, Rand J Y REB 
latter sam shor 

to NIES. e gre 
uniform of the Confederates like
wise caused them to be styled BOYS 

REY. 

B AT.- com n all t 
plains'streams, attaining sometimes 
a weight of fifteen to twenty-
fi pound he la fish a 

se, b e sma nes a 
eating 

BLUE CURLS (Tl'icllOstcllla 
Alsocal STARD 

abits s flow 
lor, r Ie tha 

dichoIOli1UIIl) . 
YROYA 

eep bl 
1t. 

BLUE-FISH. (TeIllJlo<iolt saltator).-A 
I water of t acker 

r, but r in si t is a 
he rna aciou s on t 

Atlantic coast. It bites readily at 
any object drawn rapidly through 
the water' e ,a bone squid or 

al spo inno\ hite r 
in fa y can ous ba 

On the Jersey coast, these fish are 
called HORSE-MACKEREL; and in 
Virginia SALT-WATER TAILORS. 

ther is t {IP-JAC 
the y coa e na 

Ut-fish i~ applied a e WEAK-
FISH, SQUETEAGUE, or CHlCKWIT. 

GRASS compi -A ri 
valua eado s whi 

ourishes on the limestone Ian s 
of Pennsylvania, Tennessee and 
Kentucky, especially the latter, 

ch th u ves it e of t 
E GRA ATE, i abitan 
g sim y desig B 

grass serves as foeleler fa!' cattle 

Blue s 

nearly all the year round, anel the 
blue s re is, th e, 
esse a gr count th 
many ous st c - arms an s ud-
stables. 

There is plenty of grass-at certain sea-
ons-i rica, b cpt wb ti-
cally ted, th 55 is n he 

'ight k he bes in Am he 
BLUE GRASS of Kentucky and Southern 
Indiana, would horrify the ground keepers 
at Lord's and Kennington Oval if it grew 
in any art f those f us crick t fi Ids. 
They as soo pebbl he 

trong of Ber grass.- lrg 
Dcspatc 29, 188 

--THE TEXAS BLUE GRASS (PO,i 
arachllifera) considerably resembles 
Ken blue bu ms 
bet! a pted lore S rn 
ran, ere it ef val for 
winter pasture. Like Bermuda 
grass it is grown from sets as well 
as s It th' best 0 vy 
soil. 

BLUE HEN'S CHICKENs.-The inhabi
tants of Delaware. This nick-
nan e thus tain C ll, 
an a of the Delaw gi-
men the A n Vva n-
dependence, was noted for his love 
of cock-fighting. Being personally 
popular and hi . ent b 'ng 
fam or th lor, t ere 
sao wn as e cock nd 
as Caldwell mamtained that no 
cock was truly game unless its 
motherwasa blue·hen,hisregiment, 
and seque Dela ns 
gen , beca nown lue 
hen's c111Ckcns, and Delaware as the 
BLUE HEN STATE for the same 
reason. A boaster is also often 
bra to bo the m, 
" Y other a blue no 
dOll 

BLUE LAws.-H,igicl enactments which 
fro e to were in 
forc the d Sta he 
har d un ,g impor of 
which is explained as follows ;-



lue 

Among the great questions that have 
'vided lOn, so ting fI 
ue bef elate \Nar e 
come 1 by spe meso y 
the e cia ys e Repu Ie, 1e 

BLUE LAWS of New England excited un
common interest at home and abroad. 
Connecticut is still often mentioned as the 

UE ST questi from i g 
e origi ngbold Presby 
ho wer known con tel 5 

name of BLUE SKINS. Even generatIOns 
afterwards, when the inhabitants of the 
land of steady habits were accused of 
having made signals alollD' the coast for 

e ben the I duri 
ar of I8 lights e coast 
ctieut alled B GI-ITS a a 

new word to the vocabulary of treason. 
The charge, it is said, was utterly unfounded, 
but the term has survived to this day, and is 
frequentl used in political controv rsies. 

le fam ws of Have 
rhaps t t strik stratio e 
nate t 'y of human t 

towards intolerance, are known as the 
BLUE LAWS, thus joining them to the BLlIE 
LA ws of all the colonies of New England, 

ong wI . '1 hey wcr I last to ' a 
d pre-e ceo T then tic 
ten be lied, a Peter 
OWll bo he sub s been d d 

a libel; as, for instance, by a well-informed 
correspondent of Notes ClJld Queries (vol. xi. 
p, 32r) writing from the State Library at 

artford ecticut. are, h 
peated cd by g tbori tie y 
dge Ha n (Eng 'Imcric " 

p 3I4), a confirn ond al y t 
by the reprint of the' Abstract of Laws of 
New England,' in Governor Hutchinson's 
Collcctiou of Papers, London, r655, where 

e iden' provisi ay be 
hey fu ustrate chara c 
ords of elanch giver 0 
ut, tha I ad left I J:.. and becau~e Ie 

did not like the Lord Bishops, but that he 
could not live under the Lord Brethren. 
The terIll BLUE was even more extensively 

ed in 'ira, tl th e r 
onntry, as mar ially C1 d 

char a the la brutal t 
and bloody. It must, however, not e COll
cluded that BLUE LAWS, in this sense of the 
word, were strictly confined to the New 
England States, The early settlements in 

ir!;{inia, all t bhorre f 
untani cted ve lar reg s. 
ere als ring w .rely pu : 

here also the Church reqll1red attendance on 
all its services, under heavy penalties, and 
here also domestic discipline was enforced 
by public hws, ani the Chur 1 s 

e esta Clllll' Engla d 
e fine all pai Laceo. t-
er ma ought 0 stern IS 

as lawgivers, their memory is dear and 
sacred to all New Englanders. 

69 Bl tock£1 

BLUE LIGHT.-At the University of 
ont t m is u 0 desi 

a boy sneak ut co 
lege, and reports to the Faculty 
the short-comings of his fellow
sturients. 

B GHTNI One griml 
ious n vith w Texan 

have christened revolvers. At 
times a dispute has literally been 

rd, a of b ightnil 
certa tho 

BLUE NosEs.-The natives of Nova 
Scotia. A nickname given them 
b the Y s in II ion, . 

aid, pota f th 
whic va Sc s clai 

to be the best in the world. Proctor, 
however, thinks differently, and 
says he would wager that the 

Sco were ed bl! 
befor potato h the 

rear was so named, and hazards 
the suggestion that the nickname 
refers to the blueness of nose 

ting fr tense 

BLUE PENCIL, To.-To mark with a 
pencil. 

A studio is located among the dull green 
d f the so wood, ere MI 
G aints, a editor Ccnt14 
111 C BLUE ILS ma artic1 
by the bushel dunng the heated tenn.-Ncw 
York Herald, July 2g, 1888. 

B ERCH. 
'IBBLE 

5h In also 
.). 

BLU E PI LL.- A bullet; also called 
BLUE PLUM. 

B KI NS. epithe lied 
I resbyterians because oj their 
stern and sturdy adherence to 
principles believed by them to be 

-See LAWS 

BLUE STOCKI.NG (RfC1I1'V1YOstra al1te1'i
C<!1I(1).-The avocet. One of the 



Bluets 

feathered tribe very common in 
the Northern States. 

BLUETS (Olden landria carulea).-A 
her):laceous plant which, in the 
spnng, produces a profusion of 
pale blue flowers fading to white 
with yellowish eyes. By som~ 
they are also called QUAKERS. 

BLUE .WEED (G.hicorium).-!he wild 
endIve, or chIcory plant, IS so called 
in New England from its large 
dark-blue flowers. 

BLUFF.-A variety of the card game 
of poker, in which each player has 
alternately the option of raisinO' 
the stake on his adversaries. Thes~ 
!llay either accept the same, show
mg theIr hands, or blllff with a yet 
higher, or retire at a sacrifice of all 
they have contributed.--To 
BLUFF.-To bluster; to carry 
things with a high hane!. "You 
?on't blllff me," that is, you don't 
Impose upon my credulity by big 
talk. The term thus used is 
without doubt, derived from th~ 
game of iJluff, and we also get the 
expr~ssion, TO BLUFF ON POKER, 
that IS, to lay odds on a worthless 
hand as if it were a good one, thus 
deceiving one's opponent. Hence 
BLUn"ER, a braggart. 

. The Ameri,can ll1~n-of-war sent to.Tangiers 
[ID connectIOn WIth a recent dIplomatic 
imbroglio] has four small gUllS, and could 
be blown out of the water in five mifmtes 
by the guns of the Moors. Is Uncle Sam a 
BLUFFER 7-DcLroit Free Press, May 5,1888. 

They did not know how many [men) he 
bad, and seeing him so bold in the face of 
them, tbought he could outnumber them. It 
was a BLUFF game and he won.-St. Louis 
Globe Democrat, April 29, 1888. 

BLUFF cITv.-Hannibal, in Missouri, 
from the fact of its being built on 
high bluffs or steep banks on the 
margin of the river. 

Bob 

BLUFFER.-In the patter of New York 
thieves, the landlord of an hotel. 

BLUMM1E, BLUMMACHEE, BLUMMECHIES. 

-A survival in New York State 
and on the Hudson River of the 
old Dutch days. Both blu1IlJ1tie 
and its diminutives are frequently 
heard when speaking of flowers. 
German blumen. 

BOARDING HOUSE (Cant).-In New 
York a nickname given to the 
Tombs, but it is equally applicable 
to any city prison. Sometimes 
called BOARDING SCHOOL. 

BOARD ROUND, To. - A term little 
heard now, but once very common. 
It IS to be traced back to the time 
when the settlers found it more 
convenient to pay in kind than in 
currency. In the rural districts of 
New England, a school-teacher 
instead of receiving tui tion fee~ 
from the paren ts of the children 
whom he taught, would be board~d 
1'OUlld in rotation among those thus 
indebted to him. Needless to say, 
the custom has entirely disappeared 
in the New England States and 
indeed, is little known anywh~re at 
the present time. 

BOA RD· W A L K.-A foot-path con
structed of planking. The" parade" 
of American watering-places . 
Perha~s tbe greatest attraction of Asbury 

Park is the BOARD-WALK. It runs along the 
beach . for over two miles. - A mericcm 
HlIlItonst, Sept. I, 1888. 

BOAT.-To BAIL ONE'S OWN BOAT.
To be self-reliant. 

BOAT, To (Cant).-To join as fart
ner; eviden tl y a corruption 0 "to 
be in the same boat." 

BOB (Cant).-A petty shop thief. 
-- BOB or BOB SLED or BOll 



Bob A 

SLEIGH.-A sleigh used in the West 
for conveying large timber, its special 

h teristic be' t opairs of bobs 
t runners 'fied form 
lIar use f ing parti 

of th oard bei 
supported by stralg wooden or 
iron standards, as is the case with 
the Western sled, the standard has 
a double ring joint, which works 

. . Iy to a tric. T 
of the ri is to sa 
er from when t 
trikes an cle in t 

roadway. Instead of the rider 
being jarred or thrown, which is 
often the case with the old sled 
the force of the shock is broke~ 

onfined er to t 
s. Chair e also ta 
place of n the lar 

s. On e ix or eig 
chairs are securely fastened to the 
long board, and the dri"er, as he 
may be called, has a seat imme
diatelyover the hindmost bob, where 

es the co he coast 
ns of a hich con 
tes with rods co 
with th st bob. 

headlight is placed in front to light 
the way for the driver, and also to 
warn all coasters coming up the hill 
to clear the track for the bob sled. 

pular is ng as 
ment, th village h 
BING CL embersh 
h, both admitte 

All ,the village ~OBBING CLUBS will partici
pate l!l the carl1l,val at Albany to-morrow 
and 1 hl1~sday nIghts, when the ice-yacht 
contest wIll be held. The BOB race will be 
b e evening are seven 

5 for the 'Hade, whi 

8. 
tIle rJ.ce Daily Tim 

BOB AROUND, To.-To go expeditious
ly from jJlace to place; to make a 
round of calls. Although known 

land in t sense th 
is so fav expre~si 

Car 

in America as to deserve special 
mention. 

n August one fine 
BOBBIN D AROUN 

VhenJoh vent to m 
fYe went G AROUN 

BOBOLINK - (Icle1'1ts agrifeJl 11 is) or? 
(Dol/chonyx oryzivom). - A bird 
which, in various parts of the Union, 
s called, b n t names 
s De marks, 

more per n any oth 
ry suffer a genera 

exact knowledge in natural history. 
This leads to profound ignorance of 
all that concerns animal, and espe
cially bird life except perhaps local 

abIts. e bird 
ften und a dozen 
ames i rent p. 
he Unio , again, 

varieties are considered one because 
they are all called by the same 
name. Thus the bobolillk a lively 
rttle creat called f . t 

eculiar n des bein 
s BOB 0 LN is ca 
EED-BIRD aware, tl 

BIRD and RICE-LU:-lTlNG art'ler 
south, and the MEADOW BIRD, MAY 
BIRD, BUTTER BIRD in the W. Indies. 
AMERICAN ORTOLAN and the SKUNK 

LACKBIR' er parts. 
merican have su 

obu/illk ; general 
like bec comes 

spring with the first gleams of 
sunshine, and for his inimitable 
song and busy acti"e flight. It is 
also highly esteemed as an article 

f food. 

rvlerrily s\ briar and 
Near to th lis liItle d 
Over the 1 ide and III 

Rouer~ of Lincoln ~s telling his name
Bon-o -LIN I..:. B0I3-0 -LIN K 
Spink, spank, spink. I 

STAlL CAR 

small 

-lJ'iifiam Clil/m nryaHt. 

popular 
horse 



Veal 

single animal, and on which the 
onl official is a dri ver whose 

it is coHee s an 
ally p m th ies 0 

conductor m addition to hIs own. 
These vehicles have met with 
great opposition in American cities 

count e gre nger t 
nd Ii esultin m th 

dnver's inabliJty to attend properly 
to his own especial duty. 

1 TI-BOB CAR W 1 ich has 
br ut in ark, h nded t 
th Nort Washit laS hel 
a IS, appo grieva nmitte 
and have pledged lhemselves not to deposit 
nor pass forward their own fare nor tbat of 
any other person on or after the 1St of Sep-
te 18~~, i one-hoi 5 of tl 
C a Rail It to to t to al 
at ed per _ 0 slmll 0 colle 
th .< c, Cano "."' whic.h ._ sWas 
ington as an experimental legislative garden, 
might try the experiment of abolishing BOB
TAIL CARs.-The C'lristian at IVork, r888. 

B AL.- 0 im e as t 
be unfit for ood. T e aw pr -
hibits the sale of prematurely born 
cal ves, and veal under a certain 

minent er, wh estione 
yesterday I said.- t is time lIS traffic 1 
shrimp and BOB-VEAL was stopped. If the 
public only knew how filthy some of the 
veal is that is sold, they would stop llsing 
it llcr.'- mtcisco I Exam 
l1e eh 22, I 

BOBWHITE.-The American ruffled 
grouse (Bonasa umbella). A popular 

deri om th d mmin 
d pr d by rapi 
ng of ings ( h som 

suppose it to be vocal). Owing 
to the unsatisfactory state of 
I ledge concerning bird life in 

rica, bird onfuse 
the pa e in N nglan 

and with the quail and the pheasant 
in the Middle and Southern States. 

a .-Fr he D bolla 
tes a el m from 

gourd. The use of thIs term IS 

Bog 

confined to New York city and its 
immediate neighbourhood. 

ODETT Of 
ongm (French 
name of a small 
stead. 

h-Ca n 
beal/dette).-The 

cot or crib bed-

ODEW The d dung t-
tie, W , on the reeles p s 
of New Mexico and Texas, is 
largely used for fuel. This is the 
BUFF HlP (q the W n 
hunt trad n man ts 
little other is obt e, 
and even when green brushwood is 
at hand dried dung is used in pre-
[eren 'nce i' capit I I at 
prod nd giv th less e. 
The bodew a cor n 
of the French be'is de vllcite. 

BODOK, BOWDARK (Madura aura1itiaca). 
-T ge or A b ul 
shru ich flo s in ]I. ri 
and Arkansas, the bright yellow, 
elastic wood of which is largely 
used by the Indians for their bows. 
In quenc receiv he 
nam d'arc the h 
settl , d gra y got co p ed 
into bowdarli, and finally into hodak, 
by which name it is now generally 
kno The t is 'Iy 
dwa and r ed bu y 
prun and i refore ch 
used for hedge-rows. 

BODY- (Cant 
is a temp 
this only 
the criminal classes. 

BODy-SNATCH EA.-A 
SNA' .-See 

A coat 
o ask 
ent 1m 

MEAN 
HARD 

Ole 
er 
to 

BODY-

BOGU E. -Making a sudden appearance. 
New England. De Vere thinks 
this comes from the same root as 
boge d quot as in f nt 
use c sen comi d-
denly upon men. 
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BOG - U eal; counterfeit; false. 
V ous cou are ven to 
the genesis of this word, which 
though undoubtedly of American 
? nh ow sed om ely 
mto the vernacular as "burke" 
and" boycott." Bartlett merely 
q es acc ts en the 
Boston COllrier in ISS7 to the e ect 
that the word is a vile corruption 
o he ian me rgh ,a 
notorious swin el, w h ,abo the 
year IS37, literally flooded the 
v tern d S h-w rn tes 
\ fic ous que, not nd 
bills of exchange and similar 
s ritie an orn s ant. 
Iss th the am vas 
gradually corrupted first to borges 
a the 0 b s, a th an 
B hes ein sso ed he 
popular mind with doubtful money 
tact' s, h' arne corru ted 
i bog eca ap d to au
dulent papers and practices, and 
latterly to any s nrions or counter
f obj as us 'ley, ir, 
dIamonds, accusatIOns, etc. James 
Russell Lowell, however, suggests 
a her y dent iva of 
the word. He thinks It has de
scended in a corrupted form from 
t Fr h sse, e use 
o the sugar cane af r the J .ice 
has been expressed. This worth-
I pro t h it sug ed, 
g n th arne oth wo ess 
things, having travelled from 
L 'sia p tl Mis' ipp' nd 
t ce rou ut eon, 
finally spreading itself over the 
Fish eak' wo nce 
a BO LY alar lse 
to the foregoing. 

80 TE Th alit' 'a 0 the 
States must not by any means be 
confounded with the well - known 
L lese and The 111 ply 
means a dark tea made of every 
other shrub and plant but the 
S on e. 

aile Shi 

BOHN.-A translation; a" pony." The 
vo es Boh Cia al L 1y 
are m such general use al ng 
undergraduates in American Col
le th 0111 as c e to a 
common name a tr lati 

'T plen f sk' itb 
OHN ougs entH Hbi/£ 

od of 
Ie C ge, 

1855. 

OlE Ac din 0 A rica n
dian mythology, these are priests 
of he sa es f Florida. Each 
pr ha is cial 1, \ ch 
must be invoked by the fumes of 
tobacco. 

BOILED SHIRT, otherwise BILED SHIRT. 
the est led 'f i he 

od name given 0 0 of te 
linen, and it is not diffIcult to see 
th ne rea ng 111 'ch 
th erm eriv its "nifle e. 
In the active stirring life of the 
W litt cou is t n 0 he 
(01 a1/t f ci ati and ly 
on Sundays and festive occasions 
w th voo u rgar nt 
be sca d f the ite en 
article. Indeed, in many cases, 
th form vould be \ 1 until it 
lit Ily ppe 0 p s w 
white shirts are facetiously known 
as biled shirts all over the States 
an only cen (M I8 ~ 
question 1t1 dispute between the 
employes of the ChicaO'o Tramway 
C ani nd rna ers he 
same was whether the former 
should wear, when on duty, 
co ed 0 'led ts. 

I Go wa.y~ Ab'm, you sho'ly is childish I 
it t '11(1, yer terp' 1 yo' ED 

HI~~ de 'ntll y, e~ ra ur 
chu ch. -Dal/J' IlIftT-Quall, Feb, 13, I:::'::'~. 

Is' ossil l' hat 1 Chi ) ans 'er 
ear wh shir erar is s g ? 
'lay e the stlLct-rai way pre:::'l ents never 

saw a starched shirt (l mnst deplore the use 
f. th rd"' ) as lied t hirt til 
Ins y .-N 'ol'k I'ld, 13, 

10 
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--This graceful appellation is 
sometimes varied by BILED RAG. 

If a man wanted a fight . . . . all he 
had to do was to appear in public in a white 
shirt and a stove-pipe hat . . . . ; for 
they had a particular animosity to what they 
called a OILED RAG.-Mark Twain's Innocents 
nt Jlo'me, chap. xii. 

BOIS D'ARC.-See BODOK. 

BOIS DE VACHE.-See BODEWASH. 

BOKE (Cant).-The nose; possibly 
only a corruption of "beak" used 
in English cant with a similar 
meaning. 

BOLtRO.-A favorite Spanish dance. 
In Spain /)0/1'1'0 is applied both to 
the dance and to the men who, on the 
stage, take part in it. 

BOLT.-Used as a verb to indicate 
the right of the independently 
minded to revolt against partisan 
rule, as " He bolted the party nomi
nations." Also pronominally, as 
" He has organized a bolt." The 
word derived this meaning from 
its sporting application to a horse 
when he becomes unmanageable 
on the race-course. It is rarely 
used with its dictionary meaning 
in political connections; and, when 
so used, is generally misunder
stood by the average reader. Also 
BOLTER, one who exercises the 
right of abstention. 

What the Register does object to are the 
fellows who BOLT the ticket and support the 
opposition candidate when they cannot 
cQutrol nominations,-Daily II/ier - Derail, 
Feb. 3, 1888. 

BOMBO.-A hedge-hog-like animal 
found in North Carolina, and by 
some called a BADGER. 

BOMBPROOFs,-An epithet applied 
to a band of men who came from 
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Cis-Mississippi States and claimed 
that each one of their number was 
an equal match for ten Yankees. 
-See TEN STRIKERS. 

BONANzA.-The name of a mine in 
Nevada, which once, quite unex
pectedly, turned out to be "a big 
thing," and of enormous value; 
now applied to any lucky hit or 
successful enterprise. The word is 
Spanish, meaning prosperity or 
success. 

The mines along the veins running north 
and south, of which N crth Belle Isle is the 
centre, are all stayers l and in the east and 
west ledge Grand PrizC:! has entered a body 
of ore which may develop into a BONANZA 
as big as the one which paid millions in 
dividends in years gone by.-San. Frallcisco 
Nt'wS Letta, Feb. 4, r888. 

BON E.-When a traveller, in passing 
his luggage through the Custom 
House, tips the officer in the ex
pectation that the latter's exami
nation of his impedimellta will be 
more or less superficial, the fee 
thus given is termed a bonc. The 
practice is, of course, contrary to 
all regulations; but, human nature 
being human nature all the world 
over, it is believed that similar 
expedients for evading the law are 
not altogether unknown in England. 
--BONE PITs.-Indian places of 
interment. These bOlle pits are found 
scattered throughout the United 
States and Canada, the practice 
among Indian tribes being to de
posit such remains in long trenches 
or pits. This ceremony of con
signing their dead to a final 
resting-place is called the" second 
burying," and occurs at intervals 
varying from eight to ten years. 
The custom was known to the early 
settlers as "the festival of the 
dead. "--BONES. - Castanet-like 
instruments; properties of" negro" 
or, as they are better known in 
England (from some famous per-
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formers in this lin e)-Christy Min
strels. Generally one of the" end 
men" performs with these instru
ments, and is, in consequence, digni
fied with the title of "Brudder 
Bones."--To FEEL A THING IN 
ONE'S BONES.-A simile signifying 
assurance; conviction. 

I ain't a-gain' to mention no names but I 
kin FEEL IT IN MY nONES that things ain't on 
the square here j there's a nigger on the fence. 
-Scribner's Magazine. 

Nat M. Shelton of Lancaster said: 'I 
am in the race for attorney-general, and I 
FEEL IT IN MY BONES that I will get the 
nomination.'-Missouri Republican, February 
22, 1888. 

--ONE END IS PRETTY SURE TO BE 
BONE.-An old time saying equiva
lent to an admission that" all is not 
gold that glitters"; that the realiza
tion of one's hopes never comes 
up to the ideal formed of them. 

People here (in the West) have to get up 
and get ill order to make both ends meet, 
and even then ON:!!: END IS PRETTY SURE TO 
BE BON E.-The World, May 13, 1888. 

BONESET (Eupatorium pCljoliatum).
In England this is known as the 
thorough-wort. A medicinal plant 
much esteemed for it sudorific and 
tonic qualities. It owes its popu
lar American name to the fact that 
it is generally regarded as a specific 
for the so - called BREAK BONE 
FEVER (q.v.). It is also reported to 
to be one of the chief ingredients 
in the well - known Shaker pre
parations. 

BONESETTER.-In thieves' cant a sur
geon; it has also the secondary 
meaning of a hard riding horse. 
The sarcastic, punning reference is 
of course to the dire effects 
which naturally follow the use of 
an animal of such a description. 
The odd way in which American 
slang is often derived strikes one 
at times as very curious. Not only 
are words freq uen tl y coined which 
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resemble genuine words, such as 
" solemncholy " for" melancholy," 
and "it don't much magnify" for 
"it don't much signify," but the 
meaning of such factitious words 
is, in many cases, either subtly 
reversed or endowed with an 
extremely cynical tinge of humor 
and sarcasm. The present instance 
is a case in point. The BONESHAKER 
of the English rough corresponds 
exactly to the American bonesetter, 
bu t the latter is certainly far more 
brutally cynical in its suggestive
ness than the former. 

BONEYARO.-A cemetery. 

When some roughs jumped the Catholic 
BONEYARD. 

And started to take out town-lots in it. 
-Mark Twain's ImWCc1lts at Home. 

BONING AOJUTANT.-Aping a military 
bearing. From" to bone," to 
study; to imitate. So also BONING 
MUSCLE is to go in largely for 
gymnastics. To BONE STANDING, 
to study hard. West Point Cadet 
slang. 

BONNY BLUE FLAG.-The BLUE FLAG, 
the standard of the Confederates 
was thus affectionately named. 
Round it gathered the whole 
sentiment and earnestness of the 
Southern cause. 

BONY FISH (Alusa JIIen/zaden).-A fish 
largely found in New England 
waters and down the coast to 
the 35th parallel. It has many 
names, amongst which are WHITli
FISH, HARD-HEAD (Maine), MOSS
BUNKER (New York), PANHAGEN, 
MENHADEN (Massachusetts and 
Rhode Island), and SKIPPAUGS 
(N~w ~ork). Like the herring, 
~vhlch It resembles, it is caught 
II! enormous quantities, and be
SIdes being used for food, is also 
employed as manure. 
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BOO-BOO, To,-The sounds made by 
a child when crying, as represented 
by boo-boo, have furnished our 
American cousins with a new verb, 
possessing a similar meaning, i.e., to 
cry aloud; to make a bellowing 
noise; and, idiomatically, to be in 
a state of whining supplication. 
It is said to have been coined by 
Judge Halliburton, who, though not 
a native, is stated to have been the 
originator of several Americanisms. 

BOOBY HACK, also BOOBY HUT.- A 
kind of sleigh, the body of the 
vehicle being framed like an or
dinary carriage. 

A serious coasting accident occurred at 
Fairmount late last nigbt. A party of 
young girls and boys were coming down 
the steep grade at that point on a double 
ripper, at a terrific speed, wben they col. 
lided witb Crowley'S BOOBY HACK, knocking 
tbe borse down and demolishing the front 
of the vehicle.-Bosloll Daily Globe, 1888. 

BOOBY HUTCH (Cant).-A police 
station, so called no doubt from 
the light in which the criminal 
classes regard those who are foolish 
enough or unfortunate enough to 
get landed in such places. 

BOODLE.-(I) This curious word seems 
to have come into prominent use 
in politics during the past five 
years. Some elections cannot be 
conducted without boodle first 
and last. Boodle does not mean 
the capital or stock - in - trade, 
except the business or trade be 
something secret, peculiar and 
illegal. Boodle al ways means money, 
but money is not always boodle. 
Money honestly received and spent, 
money that circulates in regular 
and honest channels, that appears 
in cash-book and ledger and ex
pense account, is never boodle,' but 
when a sum-a thousand dollars, 
more or less-is given to some one 
to use in influencing some third 

Boodle 

party, given perhaps in silence and 
certainly without requiring any 
writing of acknowledgment or obli
gation-that is boodle. Boodle is 
money used for purposes of bribery 
and corruption; and the same word 
is used to indicate the money that 
comes as spoils, the result of some 
secret deal, the profits of which 
are silently divided. The term is 
also used to cover the ill-gotten 
gains of the bank robber, or the 
absconding cashier. "He carried 
a way so much boodle. " In elections 
the primaries ha ve to be " fixed" ; a 
great many men have to be" seen "; 
in short, the amount of money 
that it seems necessary in some 
cases to use to elect a few honest 
public servants is a thing to won
der at. And when these men 
are elected it appears that they 
often lose the power of distinguish
ing between" straight money" and 
boodle. The word seems destined 
to take its permanent place in the 
language. 

The best man in the world cannot make 
an honest living by being a CHy Councilman. 
The offic.e is an unsalaried one, and any 
money that is made out of it is BOODLE. 
This 15 the Ilew term for plunder, fraud and 
every form of stealing that call be practised 
by office-holders, who, in the practice, add 
the crime of perjury. It is an easy business 
for men of easy virtue.-Philadelpliia Bltl
letill, Feb. 24, 1888. 

She presented a draft for 2000 dols., drawn 
upon a Detroit bank, and received the cash. 
Immediately after that she left for the East 
with the BOODLE, and there was no uneasy 
thought about her until the draft carne back 
from Detroit dishonoured and pronounced 
spurious.-St. L01-tiS Daily Globe Dcmocrut, 
188tl. 

Ike Hill, Esq., who has been so stronrrly, 
and on such high authority, represented as 
engaged in the distribution of DOODLE, is an 
officer of the National House and has 110 

opportunity there to "indicate himself with
out investigation. Perhaps tho Republican 
members will be able to accommodate him 
in that respect.-Cincinnati ~VceMy Gazcite, 
Feb. 22, 18B8. 

--(2) Its variants are almost 
numberless. Amongst the thieving 
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fraternity boodle is used to denote 
money that is actually spurious or 
counterfeit, and not merely money 
used for nefarious purposes, but 
which, as specie, is genuine enough. 
--To CARRY BOODLE is to utter 
base coinage, and BOODLERS and 
shovers are the men who issue 
it. Swindlers of this type generally 
hunt in couples; one carrying the 
bulk of the counterfeit money, and 
receiving the good change as 
obtained by his companion, who 
utters the boodle piece by piece. 
The game is generally worked 
so that, at the slightest alarm, 
the BOODLE CARRIER vanishes and 
leaves nothing to criminate his 
confederate. 

American-~As you are a native of Canada 
1 suppose yon think thR.t country is all right, 
but for my part I should hate most awfully 
to be a subject of a queen.' 

Canadian-' The queen is a mere figure
head; there is no difference at all between 
Canada and the United States,' 

. Come to think. I believe you do have 
elections there,' 

'I should say we did, We have elections 
and campaigns, and political parties and 
tosses, and ringsters, and BOODLEHS and-' 

I BOODLERS ? I 
'Plenty of 'em.' 
'Well, weIll Why, you are freemen just 

like us,'-Omaha World. 

--(3) Another artifice of the 
l<ind very common among mags
men is the FAKE BOODLE-a roll of 
paper over which, after folding, 
a dollar bill is pasted, and another 
bill being loosely wrapped round 
this it looks as if the whole roll 
is made up of a large sum of 
money in bills.--There is yet 
another meaning which, by an easy 
transition, this word has come to 
possess, one identical with the slang 
expressions dust; pieces; rhino; 
oof; etc., for money. Boodle is of 
Dutch origin from bocdcl pronounced 
boodle. In its primary sense it means 
"household stuff," and refers to 
property left by a testator. It is 
also curious to note that a BODLE 
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was a Scotch coin of the value of 
one-sixth of a penny.-See also 
CABOODLE. 

BOOK.-To BOOK.-To engage seats; 
obtain tickets, etc., i.c., for travel
ling by rail or for a public per
formance or meeting. Originally 
an Americanism, but now one of 
our most common colloquialisms. 
The engagement of seats, of course, 
necessitates a record or entry in a 
book, and the term boollillg came 
thus to mean the process referred 
to. It has besides given rise to 
other terms similar in character 
such as "booking office," "booking 
clerk," etc.--To BE BOOKED.
A thief's expression signifying to 
be arrested.--LIKE A BOOK.
To talk like a book is to talk pom
pously, or with a view to effect. 
"To know a thing like a book," i.e., 
thoroughly. 

BOOK CRANKs.-A genus with many 
subdivisions. The names describ
ing some of the idiosyncrasies of 
those who have to do with books 
can fairly claim American birth. 
Thus a bibliopegist is a bibliophile 
with a special regard for bookbind
ings. A bibliotaph is a book 
miser. A bibliopole is a bookseller 
for bibliophiles. A biblioklept is a 
stealer of valuable books. Mr. 
Lenox, who would not let Prescott 
see his Mexican manuscripts, was 
a bibliotaph, and Sam Pepys was 
a biblioklept. Bibliolarty is the 
worship of books. 

BOOKSTORE.-A bookseller's shop. 
-See STORE. 

BooM.-Variously used as a noun or 
a verb. Derived probably from 
the nautical phrase "boom-out," 
signifying a vessel running rapidly 
before the wind. Within a few 
years it has made its appearance 
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va y 0 om atio as, 
e \ Ie e is ooJltlJ1g for 

Smith," or " the boys have 
ope p t Stat o b for 
th,' r " S h I is 

ahead in this State, " etc., etc. 
cks d m y a sai be 
ling en ve, dan par 

ticular spot within a fl ourishing 
rict reg ed wit the 
M- T. su ssfu earn 

or party is said to be a BOOMING 

AD, dw en d of OM 

s to pre rogr of sse 
degree. The term originated in 
California 

The city of Paris IS said to be diminishing 
instead of increasing in population. They 
do' now v to Man ov here 

ago y I It eem 88. 

I Jim, they say thar is a big BUM up at 
Rome' 

at's t I ' s Jim. 
a k of fI radl usiness what 

swells and shrinks, and the sweller and 
shrinker stays down in a celler and york 
tb ehin The ade oek. 

scs ll1ul ' sai rn. 
j No, hit's all on paper, and nobody can 

see what he's buyin' You put your mane 
in wa or a ell. t co yo 
ar rig, but shri ome y u ar 
busted, and you feel so ashamed that you 
don't say anything about it and it Ilever 
ge to tl aper othi ut t well 
git to t ape lUis i R tical I 

Feb. I6, I8SB. 

he ~ en killg a v larK 
BO of 10 n Pa e R Ilea olfax 
WashIngton Terntory, yesterday, Moses 
Ebert was killed, an unknown man was 
dr ed, th othe en ous1 
inj d.- YOI vtlti Post, b. 24 
1888. 

After th Shedd rec ~ on of ours 
J 0 her mu olne Bast Th 
Oh tatc n k ws were all t e rea 
Jive BOOMS start. If Mr. Blaine is wise he 
also will come to the I Hnl I itho delay 

0/' D Glo 888. 

A BOOM in North Carolina is not the kind 
of phenomenon to which we are accustomed 
he Sa of I at f 2 d to I 
do 'In a ill OOM- T a at 0 
record hereabout.-Picil),WIC) 1888. 

B B u war I of 01' ,on f til 
III tays To She n's MIN 
SQU AD, has Just na t e tit e of boss Repub-

B lUte, YO d 

lica riff ter ferre pan by 
the ture Bo .-c go attl, 
1888. 

Bo (Sc IS SOlll -T is 
a North Carolina term (or the little 
r qui l,w ,in No ern 
S es, pop ly wn the 
CHICKAREE (q.v.). Booma is the 
I d'an e. 

BOON DER.-A Dutch term for a brush. 
S co onl sed' Ne\ ork 
a Ne erse 

Bo ,T To ist rai by 
pus ing rom be ow or behind. An 
Old English word. 

BOOT, To.-To lock; derivation ob
vious. 

BOOTE E.-A shoe of the blucher 
p tern. 

1300T-LICK.-A flunkey; hanger-on; or 
d of' ty k. 

BOOTS.-At the College of South 
olin is c om to ent 

t e most unpopular member of a 
class with a pair of handsome red-
t ed s, 0 hie in bed 
t wo CIlIl y. Th Y were for-
merly given to the ugliest person, 

nce in 'plio 

BORDER RurrIANs.-This came promi-
ly i use rin e I sas-

e ras ,a trou es of r8S4-S, and 
was originally applied to bands of 

rs 0 sed he der 
th la v tates In or er to 

carry the elections in the territories. 
e 13 DIN {AN 

BDRNING GRoUND.-The country of 
s bi ; th om pan lich 

one was born; one's native soIl. 
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Bo .- e n er y rg ia 
the dessert which the students, 
according to tat es of he 

11 e, ar allow d tv'" ce er 
week, are respectively called the 

ni a d j ni bo 

BOSAAL.-A halter of part1cu ar con-
ru io u d . n e re in in 

of horses. From the Spamsh 
za I a uz e. 

BOSHING (Cant).-A floggmg. 

BO s.-The political boss is the leader 
.whose wor is a' to is e h-

en B ss w d f \fe, York, 
IS belIeved to have been the rst to 

ea h itl in se i- fic' I \ Y 
The phrase BOSS RULE is said to 

v e i en d y r. Va ne 
MacVea h, and was employed by 
1m m po iticalspee es n ic. o. 

i no i c n n se' n this 
sense. Origmally the word \Dutch 

as; va u d'n e\ Y k nd 
vicinity in a semi-respectful way. 

ow n 0 mo u 0 bo s es 
of the Atlantic-as a noun a 
master; adjedi\ e, pas, t, n as 

ve ,t Ie 1, d mi e 

A er an an bell I 10 'e an amend
men to mak Ha Iii th ge ra ~ up in
tendent and chief DOSS of this whole gas 

us es 

, 'dn I nt ou e nd r hir of 
the crop?' Yes, BOSS/ sd.ld t 1C man; JUt 

au ee d re as a tl 'rd D "re was only 
wo )al 0 ot n dod. fen; 

all mine and nuffin' for you by the contract.' 
n th la \01 C ld ot al C ee 

b~~ieve any other way.-A mericaJl. Hlt}}lorist, 

T ke 't all together with scarcity of food 
nd itt sl P, e 1 d 1a bu a ss 

time,-Broohi),n Daily Eagle, March 18, 1888. 

When lovely woman hires a servant 
nd os sIr a un all ay 

What makes the girl pray half so fervent 
s r d ir 0 ray. 

- t!xas 51) gs, uly, 18 . 

Teo _:111 ali ot he cp lie 1 te 
Executive Committee the other evening de~ 
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10 d ou th hi 1 est handed bit of 
BOSSISM t wt as am to he ur ce 

ar -Cincinnati Euqu£rCl' 1888. 

os N. -A a g me of m ri an 
origin and datmg from the vvar of 
In ep nd c he L 'S f 
fhe Eastern States occurs the 
fo 0\\ I g ot g m of ca s 
w i en d' V rs ul and called 
in honor of the town Boston, e 
p 'nt of h ga e e lIu'v 
"Great Independence," "Little 
In ep dc' G at M er 
"Little Misery," etc. It was com
pooed par Iy f h < d al' y 
of n he ga e rt ki most of 
the former. A correspondent of 
th 11 g' 'IIL f /11 ica H' to , 
writing in 1879, reported that It 
w e h dl k ow i e 
States but that it miuht be useful 
to car players t -n v at ,....s 
a os in re in g eAt tl t 
time It was frequently played III 

F nc a d a al os t 
clusive game in every" circle" in 
th N th f ur pe 0 A st 
clam to St. Petersburg. It has 
been suggestec t at is gan \\ s 
in n d yD' r an in a 1 
there IS a traclitlOn that he was 
fo 1 ay g h B ST N 

CLUB of New Orleans, one of the 
01 st oc I ub in ha ci " s 
na 1e'l aft'r it and it is curious to 
note that there are is anc s III 

B to H rb r bo t Ie, a--d 
other places perhaps, bearing the 
na e 0 I de n n r t 
Misery and Little Misery. In this 
ga e (/ 1/l 1e ns ' t g r e 
tr' ks" 

S N E.- U d' 1 tl e s m m 
nel' as telegraphese, I.e., m a 
III 1il ec ia t e Da . y 
Telt'grrrNI. Bostonese, therefore, i, a 
m ho ee h r 111 11 S 

supposed to be specially affected 
b) he res en s t d y. 

Th ad wa in 11 y 00 pi s, d e 
bore the 110nors of her position with her 
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customary tact and savoir Jaire. There were 
a number of people present, principally 
BOST and th ed the . little 
visito great t and on.-
N etv c.·ald, J 1888. 

BOSTON NOTIONS.-This is a well
known expression and dates back 
m ears. as us ring 
th centu d eve that 
time ad become prover 1a. In 
the preface to an oration on the 
"Beauties of Liberty," delivered at 
B Dece 3, 17 "a 
B Basta (Mr. n), it 
say t "th tonia very 
notional." Again in the Massa
chusetts Mercury, May 3, 1793, is an 
ar . heade aston are 
fu noilOJ vhich ·s of 
th as a Lial s 

BOTHERsoME.-Annoying; vexatious. 

BOTT - Po\' of e nce ; 
stamma. Eng IS slang \V 1ch is 
thoroughly and respectably collo
quial in the States. 

A can ru abou birds 
as fas good h ut wba ks in 
speed, Ie wakes up 111 HO fTOM or el1 urancc, 
in tenacity of purpose, and in most extra
~·,~~:~ar~l'S~,itality.-Dodge's Plains of the 

ON , 

KNOC 
to ave 

BaTT 
; to d 

TOF 
, etc. 

The declination of Mr. Blaine has knock
ed Lhe BOTTOM out of Mugwumpery.-
Cleve eader, I 

TTOM LAR.- last 
dollar. The phrase" to bet one's 
bottom dollar" is frequently heard. 
--BOTTOM FACTS. - The exact 
tr out a tter. ' get 
to bottom "Call ng a 
Stl bJect IS to arnve at an tlnque5tion
able conclusion concerning it, or, 
as we should say in England, to 
ge e roo 1e que 

Yet a faml C to 01 and 
you've got a soft thillg. You can mention 

8 ough 

sixteen different ways to do it-though there 
aint only one or two ways when you come 

1 t·, t TTaM of it 
II t; ke ighest way 
, It's 1 nature an natu 
.-ial' n'sLih Missis 

P·393· 

--The phrase is also varied by 
OTTOM K. 

TOM R 
Conductor (OIl California train some years 

hcnce)-' All out for Pitholeville.' 
Real Estate Agent (entering car)-I Orange 

es and rehard for a p , 
/aha H 8S8. 

BOTTOM LANDS OR BOTToM.-Flat land 
in the valleys. 

vc Ke an iII( 5 old 
lives d the B s, is g 
yed b ember e chur 

A llIcricall litl1nOllst, r888. 

The bluffs of the Mississippi only follow 
the general course of the stream, and as Olle 

to the ard th arther 
the str ill the 1 LA:-1D 

thirty y mile , and 
n Rou I afar I the \ 

cOllIltry is BOTTOM. Above St. Louis these 
wide iowlands f\.rc rare j but the noted 
AmericiiIl DQTTOM is several miles wide 

~ite H . I, Mo" extend 
h of three ties 01 

ois sid lis tra tains 
200 square f the m 'tile 10. 
the worhL-A merican Humorist, Itlt!B. 

GE. To am t ld Fr 
llge, a ng. T uffed 

bulg r swe An 
provincialism now rarely heard in 
England, but still current in the 

mote arts of New England 

GHTEN 5t pa e of 
buy," in which the archaic termina
tion is still preserved; like gotten, 

utten, etc Used ad'ectivel it 
rves tingu i op bo 
oels hom nufact 

(New England and New York). 
The distinction will be readily un
derstood in connection with baker's 

-ead a pare h wha 
nown home e br 

Bough/en IS yet a provincia Ism 



Bounce 

in use in the North of England as 
regards the former. 

BOUNCE, To.-To expel by force: to 
eject with violence. 

To-day Mayor Armstrong, with the chief 
of police and sixty regular ,and speCIal 
policemen, went to Arsenal Htll, the scene 
of the land-jumping, and ordered all the tres
passers off, warning them that the land was 
claimed by the city. The jumpers did not 
go, whereupon the Mayor ordered his for<:e 
to BOUNCE them and tear down theIr 
shanties, tents a~1d fences, which was 
promptly done and a guard left to prevent 
the Jumpers" return.-Cincimwti IVcekly 
Gazette, February 22, 1888. 

--Also to swagger; hence a 
BOUNCER is a thief who commits 
his depredations with bravado and 
bullying. The term is also used 
to signify one who ejects, in Eng
lish slang a "chucker out." 

8r 

He settled in New Orleans, and was first 
employed as HOUNCER in a ball-room 
and cafe of old creole days.-A IIIcricclIJ 
Humorist, 1888. 

--To GET THE GRAND BOUNCE 
is equivalent, in political parlance, 
to dismissal, especially in reference 
to government appointments. 

BOUNCING CHEAT (Cant).-A bottle. 

BOUNG (Cant).-A purse. 

BOUNTY-JUMP<R.-The War of the 
Rebellion is responsible for this, as 
for many other colloquialisms. As 
the conflict lengthened out, men 
became in great request, and large 
bounties were offered by the North 
for volunteers. This bounty was 
found in many cases to be a direct 
incitement with unprincipled men 
to bad faith and unfair dealing. 
Such would enlist, receive their 
bounty, join their regiment, and 
then decamp, to re:lppear in an
other State to go through the same 
performance. Cases were known 
where this was done many times 

Bower 

over, and the practice was called 
bOlillty-jumpillg.-See JUMPING. 

BOURBON.-(I) A Democrat of the 
straitest sect; a FIRE-EATER (q.v.). 
Applied for the most part to 
Southern Democrats of the old 
school. This use of the word 
probably ante-dates the Civil War, 
but no instance of such use has 
been found in print. Bourbon 
County, Kentucky, is popularly 
associated with this kind of Demo
crat, but we must look to the old 
Bourbon party in France-uncom
promising adherents of political 
tradition-for its true paternIty. 
--(2) A superior kind of whiskey 
originally applied to that manLl
factured in Bourbon, J<entucky. 

BOWDARK or BODOK (q.v).-Also bois 
d'arc. 

BOWEL.-At Harvard, "To have no 
bowels" is to be poor, destitute, or 
without means. Of scriptural 
derivation, the word being used in 
a somewhat similar sense in the 
Bible. 

BOWER (RIGHT AND LEFT).-Terms 
at euchre, designating the two 
highest cards in the pack, the right 
bower being the knave of the suit 
turned up as trumps, and the left 
bower the corresponding card 
in the suit of the same colour, i.e., 
clubs if spades are trumps, or 
hearts if diamonds, and, of course, 
vice vcrsd. Some philologists, es
pecially those who favor the 
theory that all card games, in 
the l1t"st instance, were full of polit
ical allusions and import, regard 
euchre as a case in point, and de
rive bo'!£','y from the German bauer, a 
peasant or yeoman, who thus ap
propriates kingly place and power. 
This may be so, but the idea is 
somewhat fanclful, especially RS, if it 

II 



Bow'ry 

be true hat the of 
German the Teut he 
period rth were ly 
little enough affected with Demo
cratic ideas, and it would rather 
seem that our American cOllsins in 
their 10 "It to the Re ubli~an 
sentime in seeki -i-
vation erms use of 
their f games, al he 
wish to ecome father 0 he 
thought. Idiomatically, bowcr is 
now used in the slang sense of 
"excellent," "foremost," etc. For 
exampl n might a 
good a wife as hi 
bower.. one of w-
ing quo the collo se 
may be even more extended. 

Sandy Tipton .... rose for a moment 
superior to the fact that he had an ace and 
two BDWlIr{s in his sleeve.-J3rct Harte's 
"lIck of 1<0' p, P.76. 

'What h ot there? aid 
T. quietly. 

, Two Bo an ace I sa arr-
er, shawi .., volvers a vie 

kniCe.-ill'd /-{(/l'tc's Tl'!!l1essee's Partlfer, p. 
210. 

--(Cant).-A prison. 

BOW'RV NO GIR he 
'Arry's rriet's 0 ew 
York years he 
bowery IS a well-known thorough
fare in the American metropolis 
where such congregate. Formerly 
speJt bOIlWCl'ij and derived from 
UOIlW,' or bOllw ill, 
to cult ld is eq to 
the mo utch wo 'zj', 
a farm usiness g. 
The bowery was the farm of 
Governor Stuyvesant. 

BOWIE or NIF'E.-A for-
midabl n, some ·er 
a foot th and es 
broad, rn by h nd 
despera oes III the wildel and more 
unsettled parts of the Union. One 
kind is facetiously called an 

82 Box 

A TOOTI-lP 
t ie was 
n char act 
Bowie. 

.). The 
from a 
nel Jim 

A stalwart ruffian . , . . who carried 
two revolvers in his belt, alld a IWWIJo:-KNIFE 
proj m his bo TIN/in's 
Rou hap. 31. 

TO BOW I i"., to 
S a WI that weapon. 

. . . The same Mr. Softroe who would 
meet you at the liquor bar of a Mississippi 
steamer, inveigle you to play Poker, cheat 
you quickly ~E you if 
you d that it w cheating 
that ost your d 

BOWMAN.-An antiquated Virginian 
term among army men for a body
servant. The name itself dates 
back to a period prior to the intro-
d . of powc shot-
p ne of th relics of 
p y days n t in the 
N Id. 

BOWMAN'S BOOT (Gil/CIlia fri/aliata).
A medicinal plant with emetic 
qualities perhaps more enerally 
k INDIAN It is a 
s ipecacu 

BOWSPRIT (Cant). - The nose; 
clearly of nautical origin.--To 
HAVE ONE'S BOWSPRIT IN PAREN
THESIS is to have it pulled. "To 
h s head in y" will 
o mind as sh slang 
p ry simila racter. 

BoX.-(I) Also Imown as a BATTERY 
(q.v.) A kind of fiat boat used in 
duck shooting.--(2) A technical 
t . nif ying, iI - I arolina, 
a owl-like made in 
g iug or r trees for 
t pose of ing the 
eAuclmg sap. This operation is 
known as" boxing a tree," hence 
TO BOX in this sense. 



Box Car 

Box CAR.-A HOUSE-CAR SO called; a 
close car used to convey furniture 
and merchandize by rail. 

When your legs fail you at last, you lie 
down on a small BOX CAR • • . • and 
are dragged up to daylight.-AI ark Twai,,'s 
ImlOcents at Home, chap. vii. 

Box ELDER (Neglllldium a1llel'icanum). 
-Also known as the ASH-LEAVED 
MAPLE. 

Bob McCord had stopped in the darkness 
under the shade of a BOX ELDliR, a little 
beyond the forks of the road.-SC1'ibl/.ey's 
~Magazinc, 1888. 

BoX TURTLE.-A tortoise which, when 
alarmed, has the power of rolling 
itself up, appearing as if enclosed 
in a box. The under shell of this 
turtle is arranged in two or three 
sections (according to species), 
each being joined by a ligament
like skin. 

Bov.-(r) The general usage, as 
regards this and several other 
terms of a similar character, con
stitutes a distinct peculiarity 
amongst American authors and 
journalists. The offspring of 
Smith, Jones, or Robinson ap
pear in print as the Smith boy, 
the Jones girl, etc., and if thought 
desirable to state age the descrip
tion would run, the fifteen-year
old Robinson boy. The custom is 
almost indefinitely extended in 
other directions. Thus we hear 
of the widow Whangdoodle, Archi
tect Gribble, Butcher Thompson, 
etc. The practice is to describe 
~en by their tr<:de and profession 
III a manner whIch, III England, is 
now confined to doctors (Doctor 
Smith) and occasionally, amongst 
the illiterate, to lawyers (Lawyer 
Jones) and parsons (Parson Robin
son). 

The city scilools lack fourteen weeks of 
being out, and the Sldp!,er BOY could com-

Brace 

ply with the law, with two weeks to spare 
The defence set up this plea. The Court 
held decision until 10 o'clock to-day, at 
which time the prosecution took a non-suit. 
If the Skipper nay is not in school by that 
time the prosecution can make a valid ca=e. 
-Chicago Daily News, r888. 

--(2) A Southern term before 
the war for a colored servant, even 
when grey haired and infirm.-
(3) This word is also often used 
nowada ys to designate the poli t
ical hangers-on of a candidate or 
party; those who can be counted 
upon to cheer and be on hand, in 
season and ont of season, and who 
expect the small change of the 
campaign funds in the way of free 
drinb, and the minor offices as 
their remuneration. HEELERS 
(q.v.) has mnch the same meaning, 
but is rather derogatory by impli
cation. It is safe to call a boy a boy, 
but to call him a "heeler" might 
involve unpleasantness. B'HOY 
(q.v.) is a somewhat obsolete cor
ruption of boy, and has a rowdyish 
rather than a political signification. 
--Boys IN BLuE.-Thesoldiersof 
the North, from their blue uniforms ; 
also called YANKS and BLUE
BELLIES. Since the war the term 
boys in blue has become the offi
cial title of sundry half-military 
organizations, in many of which 
negroes predominate. Blue, it may 
be mentioned, was the color of the 
uniform worn by the Independent 
Company of Pennsylvania, in the 
War of Independence. 

(The Irish-American soldier) had the 
bright humorous countenance of the Celt 
with the reculiar litheness and military 
swagger 0, the American BOYS IN DLUE.
Justi" McCar/;y. 

BRACE, To (Cant).-To get credit 
by swagger. --To BRACE IT 
THROUGH.-To succeed by dint of 
sheer implldence.--To BRACE UP, 
which in English slang signifies to 
pledge stolen goods, is equivalent 
in America to taking a drink. 



hed 

I This is pretty tough on me/ sighed 
Colonel Snort. . I don't want to go back on 
my and, a same t don't 
want ocate the ne ies of 
life. go ave e salon BRACE 
UP with a snifter, and may'be I'll see my 
w~y out of this nauseating dllemma.'-TtXlU 
Sijting!, August 18, 1888. 

BRA D.-H ically d. 

After the settling the west entrance was 
not safe to worl< in, but timbers were put 
in and it was DR \DISHED, or hermetically 
seal is dang to seal ortion 
of a for g eels in d may 
fore way 0 issollyi blica", 
March 31, 1888. 

BRA (r) A geword 'ously 
d {ron legiti noun 
r A bra urnal at, as 
might be supposed, par excellence, 
a paper characterized by deep 
thou ht or research. Thou ht of 
a it is t simp n the 
t rainy, t is ra n the 
chrectlOn of the" imaginatlve and 
airy nothings" species of society 
gossip now so rife in many journals. 

t the g s arc g their 
trun d gettil r nam print 
already. I arn myself booked for a tnp to 
Europe among the DRAINY paragraphs 
thrown off by one society reporter.-St. 
Loft' GI be Dcmo ' t April 29, ~~8 

Also al res ess. 

\Ve are a BRAINY people. BRAINY men 
sllcceed in life. An active intellect \\'ith a 
weak nism to -}- throngl ,ill wear it 
out in life ee, in ollntry, 
the ll1mber se who down. 
-AI Repttb '"b. 12 

--(3) Brainy, in a more legitimate 
s indicates the possession of 
b ower each how-
e the is cI tively 
American. 

By May I ~t least 1,500 men will be under 
the act rc . - ns at ssional 
club nder th etion 0 ational 
agrc and to th g of a 
BRAI!'. Y oard 0 bitratio /ticn,o 
nfl·ald,I8H8. 

Bran 

BRANCH.-The fluvial phraseology of 
meric pres d in 
ases t rms curre 
he old try. h is a 

these words, and is colloquial in 
the South in the sense in which it 
was used b Sir Walter Raleio-h. 
ts pri mean s a b 
ther s for ing 

are RIVER and BAYOU. 

As they were going directly away from 
be Cit Sing' t hold b k 

follow e child he frin 
ber th dcred all ere 
NCH. 

BRAN D.-A mark of proprietorship 
laced catt the 
speci, v here ense 
ften from p e to 

over a large tract of country in 
search of food and water, or for 
helter n co ence, 
Effere cis fre y get 
ither accide r des 

hence the stress placed by ranch
men upon brands and branding. 
Indeed custo is it f a 
owbo inspe d not 
rands very of 

he meets with, that it becomes 
quite a second nature to do so. 
Very stringent precautions are 
aken attle- to pI 

any t ing w rands. 
attempt of this kmd is most 
severely punished; but, as a matter 
of fact, the chances of malpractice 
are fe far en; al 
additi the de 1t inll 
of pu ment disco , 
all brallds are registered, and 
BRAND-READERS are appointed as 
nspec All -mark 
ealoll 'amin the 

and t ad aJ s at 
shipping point, and Roosevelt, .a 
well-known authority, declares It 
's WOl I to ow q . kl 
hese will d signs 

brand g beel pered 
Now there is, in consequence, 



Brand 

very little of this kind of dishon
esty ; whereas formerly herds 
were occasionally stolen almost 
bodily. The law once was (and 
may yet be) that all cattle which 
were allowed to pass the age of 
one year unbranded became the 
property of him whose brand was 
first put upon them. One 
Maverick formerly owned such 
immense herds that many of his 
animals unavoidably escaped his 
rouanne in the spring, were taken 
up by his neighbors, branded and 
called Mavericks. The term even
tnally spread over the whole cattle 
country, and is in use now not only 
to denote a beast thus acquired, but 
any young unbranded animal. 
No great drove can sweep throu"h 
the mighty, unfenced ranch lands 
of the great vVest without draw
ing a wake of these Ml11,t'I'icks
these boves per dolulIl alllias-and 
the temptation to let them remain 
has ruined the herdsman's char
acter. The brallds and their 
descriptive names 'would i111 
all the books of the NuremberO" 
Cobbler. Indeed the VI est i~ 
one great tangle of bovine hiero
graphics which the cowboys read 
better than a book. Bra lids are 
place~ usually on the hip, shoulder 
and SIde, or on anyone of them 
and comprise letters, numbers: 
or figures, in every combination 
the outfit being known by its bralld: 
Some now actually in use are 
the Three Sevens, the Thistle, the 
Bellows, the OX, the VI., the 
Seventy-six Bar (1...0.), and the 
Quarter Circle Diamond (»). 
The dew-lap and the ears may also 
be cut, notched, or slit, or they 
may be marked with the vent, 
a bralld a~1110uncing sale; single
bob, a sht ear dropping down. 
Other mal~ks signifying ownership 
are over-bIt, over-hack, over-half
crop, over-slope, swallow-fork 
under-bit, under-hacl" etc. --' 

Brandy Smash 

BRAND_BOOK.-A register of the m ul
titudinous marks used in branding. 
--BRAND-BUNCH.-A small herd 
of cattle. . 

BRANDT GoosE.-Dodge, in his Plains 
of t~e G1-cat West, says a very 
conSIderable number of birds come 
to the plains in the early spring, 
rear broods, and return in the fall 
to a more congenial clime. Of 
these the bralldt goose is the 
largest. Along streams secure 
from freshets and prowling 
ammals the brandt makes a nest 
of small sticks, grass, leaves, 
and feathers on some secluded 
point only a few inches above 
the water. On streams liable to 
spring rises and otherwise unpro
tected, she builds a huge structure 
of sticks, some of them apparently 
too 1ari?e for her to carry, in some 
CO~1Ve1l1ent fork of a tree twenty, 
thIrty, or even more feet above the 
ground, and not unfrequently a 
hundred feet from the water. This 
outwardly rough affair is nicely 
lined with leaves, grass and 
feathers, making a superb bed for 
the eggs. The eggs are 
not quite so large as those of the 
DOMESTIC GOOSE, but when fresh 
are more delicate and of a richer 
flavor. 

BRANDY SMASH. - A well - known 
:' Ameri~an drink," of which brandy 
IS the chIef component, crushed ice 
bemg another important addition. 

\V~.~rocure? the services of a gentleman 
expet ~l!llced 111 the nomencLlture of the 
Amcncan bar .... A bowing, aproncd Freueh
ll~an ~t~pped forward and s~id I Qllr: vault:; 
hs lIIl.sS/.(f/rs? OU,I: gene~'~ ;saId (after naming 
~cvc:al. other d,llllJ.;S) G1ve U::) a BRANDY 
SMASI-t. ~h~ I~ renchman began to back 
away SUSpICiOUS of the ominous vi''''-or of 
~hbrO~d~t ordcr.-.~fl1rk Twai/l's Im7oct'uts 

Philologica1.-Gallic Tourisl-' I do not 
s~c 1.lOW any DnA ever learns the absurd 
English. I read on the menn of drink~ 



Brash 

U Sherree Cobblair/' I find in the dictionary 
-a mender of shoes of sherry wine; "Santa 
Cruz Sour," La Sainte Croix acide .. BRANDY 
SMASH, RaIl de vie (crase. ENe de IcmgJu! I 

-New l~ork Ev(uil'lg Post, February 24,1888. 
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BRASH.-Several meanings attach to 
this word, most of which, if not all, 
can be traced back to Old English 
usage. Brash is still provincial in 
some parts of England for 
broken boughs and twigs, such as 
are seen scattered about after a 
storm, hence (I) brittle, a meaning 
which in New England is employed 
when speaking of frangible timber 
or ice, e.g., BRASH rCE, i,e., ice which 
has become brittle and pulverized. 
In New York it is applied to vege
tables when fresh.--(2) Harsh. 
This also is an old friend with new 
surroundIngs, it once having been 
general to describe hastiness of 
temper and impetuosity. 

I You foolish boy,' said Barbara. I You've 
gone at your work too Bl~ASH. You ought to 
be ashamed of yourself. Here, take some 
of this pie; and don't you work so hard the 
rest of the day.'-ScribHll"S Magazine. 

--(3) Used adjectively of a per
son when indisposed, a meaning 
which is still colloquial in the 
North of England. 

BRASS MONKEY.-COLD ENOUGH TO 
FREEZE THE NOSE OFF A BRASS 
MONKEY is a simile for intense cold 
amongst some people. 

BRAVE.-A romantic term for an 
Indian warrior. Once common, 
but, like the" noble savage" him
self, fast disappearing, and only 
to be found in this sense in the 
works of writers of the Fenimore 
Cooper stamp. Now used collo
quially for" a man." 

BRAVELY, for well; excellently; finely. 
This, with its adjective brave, is 
nearly obsolete in England, but 

Break Back 

still current in the United States 
in the sense given. 

BREACHy.-Unruly; mainly applied 
to cattle. New England. Used 
in the same sense in our own 
Southern counties. 

BREAD KIND (West Indian).-Sub
stitutes for bread, as, for example, 
the fruit of the plantain and 
edible roots.-See BREAD STUFF. 

B REA 0 - Roo T (Psoralca csculcllta).
This edible, farinaceous root found 
in the Eocky Mountain region, 
where it grows profusely, is in 
form like the beet but larger in 
size, oftentimes attaining a cir
cumference of twenty inches or 
more. Its white pulp is sweet, 
very palatable, and highly nutri
tious. Its popular name is by no 
means ill-deserved. 

BREADSTUFF.-Wheat, flour, grain and 
all products usually made into 
bread. One of the most useful 
words in the language for which 
we have to thank our American 
cousins; its introduction goes back 
over a hundred years. 

BREAK.-To MAKE A BREAK, that is, 
to make a rush for, a meaning 
which is probably a mere modi
fication of the same word in 
billiard phraseology. 

A grizzly, you know, will .tay by the dogs 
and fight them, whenever they come in reach, 
till he can get a sniff of a m~n. They can 
smell a man a long way off, and as soon as 
they can do this lhey make a CREAK for him. 

BREAK BACK. - Technically applied 
to a roof, the angle of departure 
of which on one side varies from 
that of the other, the roof itself 
also being carried down much 
lower. 



Breakbonc Fcver 

BREAKBONE FEVER.-A fever pecu
liar to low-lying, swampy localities. 
This malady is intermittent, and is 
accompanied by very violent pains 
in all the bones and joints. Also 
called DE:-IGUE, in the South. 

The broacl, red SUll was just dipping i lto 
the prairie horizon, when a grey hrtze over
spread the landscape, creeping up from the 
sluggish stream. The old man waved his 
hand towards it, with the brief, but expres
sive phrase, BREAI{BONE FEVER, and we 
retired to the cabin and evening fire.
J. H. Beadle's Weslem Wilds. 

BREAKISH.-A colloquialism for frail, 
brittle, etc. Also BREAKY. 

BREAK-O·DAV DRUM (Cant).-A drink
ing saloon which keeps its doors 
open all night. 

BREAKUP.-A slang term for places 
where large numbers of people 
separate, as e.g., a railway station 
or pier.--To BREAK-up.-(r) In 
England to break new land is com
mon enough; in America the same 
operation is spoken of as brl'akiJlgllp, 
De Vere says, because of the much 
greater difficulty attending the 
process.--(2) To confuse; in 
theatrical parlance" to bring down 
the house." 

One of those indefatigable New York 
letter-writers has been poking in the ruins 
of the Union Square Theatre. I-Ie was in
terrupted in his explorations one morning 
by an old actor who rcmJ.rked: That house 
had a glorious history. Think how many 
reputations were chiefly made within its 
walls. . . . There Owen Fawcett and 
Thorne were always guying and in the I Two 
Orphans' when the Chevalier threatened to 
throw Picard out of the window, the latter 
interjected the ql1cstion: \Vhat's the matter 
with the door? and nROJ~E UP Thorne and 
the audiencc.-Ddroit F",'c Press, August 4, 
1888. 

BREAKv.-Ste BREAKISH. 

BREAM (Pomolis vulgaris).-A fresh 
water fish of showy colors, which 

Brick Mill 

bears several names; being known 
also as the SUN-FISH, and the 
PUMPKIN-SEED. 

BREATH.-CHANGE YOUR BREATH; 
i.f., an injunction to adopt a 
different manner or bearing. An 
offensive, slang expression which, 
originating in California, quickly 
ran its course through the Union. 

BREEzv.-Noisy and boisterous when 
used of persons; probably a sea 
term. Compare with" three sheets 
in the wind" i.e., drunk. 

BRETSELN.-German twisted bread is 
th us known. 

BRE:VET HELL.-A nickname for a 
battle, which originated during the 
Civil 'Var. The meaning is 
obvious enough. The carnage and 
bloodshed of a battle-field is only 
a degree short of the horrors 
of the theological" hell." Compare 
with BREVET-WIFE, BREVET-RANK. 

BRE:Wls.-A mess composed of crusts 
of rye and Indian bread steeped 
in milk, and eaten with molasses. 
New England. The same word 
in the North of England is used 
for a mixture of fat broth and 
bread. 

BRICK IN THE HAT.-A drunken man 
is said to have a brick in his itat, 
the allusion being to top-heaviness 
and inability to preserve a steady 
gait. 

BRICKLv.-Brittle; frail.-See also 
BREAKY and BREAKISH. A Georgian 
term from the Dutch bricklc. 

BRICK MILL.-At the University of 
Vermont, the students speak of 
the College as the brick mill or 
the old L1'ick mill. 
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BRIEF.-Common; prevalent; rife. 
Thought to be a corruption of 
the last-named. This peculiarity 
is rife, or as they would put it Micf, 
in the Southern States. and is also 
provincial in England in the same 
sense. "Disease is vrili" (preva
lent). "Cold winds have lately 
been very bri,j" (common). 

BRIGHT.-Often used for zealous; 
taking great interest in. 

Robert Morris was initiated into the craft 
on March 5, 1846. He became at once what 
is known as a BRIGHT mason, and his pro
gress in the order was steady until his 
election as grand master of Kentucky in 
18S8.-A11Icricall Iilll1lol'ist, September IS, 
18~8. 

BRITlsHER.-I3artlett disclaims this 
form as an Americanism, and says 
he never heard an American call an 
Englishman a Briti.,""r. Proctor 
rather strongly traverses this state
ment and relates that he had not 
been in America ten days before 
he heard many Americans speak of 
Englishmen as Britis/ICYS and 
generally as "blarsted Britislzers." 
De Vere is silent on the matter, 
but Mr. Proctor's contention is 
supported by the N ew York Herald 
of July 29, r888, in which head
lines appeared. "Byi!is""rs jubi
lant.-H.acing at Goodwood and 
Sandown interests fashion." Brit
isizer was probably introduced by 
IVlacaulay; it has not, however, yet 
received orthodox baptism. 

BROADBILL (Fullx [Alias] lIlarila).-A 
coast wild fowl, frequenting the 
Eastern shores in the fall of the 
year. Like many other birds this 
wild duck is known by different 
names elsewhere-as the RAFT

DUCK in Virginia, while at Chesa
peake Bay it is termed a BLACK

HEAD. 
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BROADHORN.-A flat river boat of 
very old fashioned rig. Now fallen 
into disuse.-Sce FLAT-BOAT. 

Well, daddy was a little onsettled; but he 
went off at last, and that was the how of my 
fresh trip. He went off on a BROADHORN.
]. J-J. 13tlldle's Jl'csttl'll Wilds, p. 27. 

B R 0 A 0 V (Cant) .-In English cant 
&roady, a corruption of "broad
cloth," is applied to cloth, but 
among American thieves it is the 
name given to material of any 
kind worth stealing. 

BROKEREss.-The admission of wo
men to trades and professions, 
formerly exclusively occupied by 
men, has given rise to many new 
terms describing the changed con
ditions. Most, if not all, of these 
words first saw the light across 
the water, America having been 
foremost in the so-called women's 
rights agitation. Bro/m'ess is a 
term coming within this category, 
and is applied to a woman acting 
as a broker or de;"ler in stocks, 
shares, and such -like securities, 
London at length (July, r888) 
can boast a bra/leress; but while 
doctoresses are as plentiful as 
blackberries in the States, the 
whole of England, the metropolis 
included, can only schedule about 
thirty fair lEsculapians. 

BRONCHO (Pronounce II ch" as in 
church).-The native horse of 
California, a somewhat tricky and 
uncertain quadruped. The term 
is familiarly applied to horses 
that buck and show other 
signs of vice. Of gentle deport
ment and modest mien, there is 
really not a safe place about him. 
There is nothing mean about the 
broncho, though; he is perfectly 
reasonable and acts on principle. 
All he asks is to be let alone, but 
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he does ask this and even insists on 
it. He is firm in this matter, and 
no kind of argument can shake 
his determination. A newspaper 
correspondent relates that one 
day a man roped a broncho and 
tried to put a saddle on him. The 
beast looked sadly, shook his head, 
and begged the fellow as plain as 
could be to go away and not try 
to interfere with a brollcho who 
was simply engaged in the pursuit 
of his own happiness; but the 
man came on with the saddle and 
continued to "egress." Then the 
broncho reached out with his hind 
foot and expostulated with him so 
that he died. When thoroughly 
aroused the brollcho is quite fatal, 
and if you can get close enough to 
him to examine his cranial structure 
you will find a cavity just above 
the eye where the bump of remorse 
should be. The brollcho is what 
the cowboys call "high strung." 
If you want to know just how high 
he is strung, climb up on his apex. 
The Spanish signification of the 
word is rough and crabbed little 
beast, and in truth he deserves this 
name. -- BRONCHO-BUSTER. - A 
breaker-in of brollcilOs; also called 
a FLASH-RIDER. These men make a 
profession of their business, and 
perform really marvellous feats, 
riding with ease the most vicious 
and unbroken beasts that no ordi
nary rider would clare tackle. A 
favorite feat is to sit out the 
antics of a bucking-horse with 
silver half - dollars under each 
knee or in the stirrups under 
each foot. Their method of 
breaking-in may be described as 
the exercise of main force, it 
being a tussle as to which can 
holdout the longest, man or brollclzo. 
The calling is a dangerous one and 
a first-class brollcho-bllstcr can 
always command high wages and 
constant employment on large 
ranches. 
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A good rider is a good rider all the world 
over; but an Eastern or English horse
breaker and Western BRONCHQ-BUSTER have 
so little in common with each other as re
gards style or surroundings, and are so 
totally out of place in doing each other's 
work, that it IS almost impossible to get 
either to admit that the other has any merits 
at all as a horseman, for neither could sit in 
the saddle of the other ,or could, without great 
difliculty, perform his task.-Cel/fury Mnga
:;il/c, 18B7. 

BRONZE JOHN.-A Texas name for 
yellow fever. 

BROOKLYN.-lt may be a matter of 
interest to know that the name of 
this favorite suburb of New York, 
and itself a city of no mean dimen
sions, is derived from the village of 
Breuckelen, near Amsterdam, in 
Holland. The Dutch colonists 
were very fond of calling their new 
homes after the old familiar names, 
and we thus find traces of their 
enterprise and colonizing instincts 
all over the globe. Some exam
ples are very curious and are some
times fantastic. This is especially 
the case in the IV' est Indies, par
ticularly Demerara, as seen in the 
appellation of not a few of the old 
plantations, e.g., Gocdvcrwagting or 
"Good expectation of hope"; 
Haagsbosch, after the park at the 
Hague; Hliis-t-Diercn, a famous 
country-seat near Amsterdam; and 
Noigtgcda.cht, "Never thought." 
'Whether the old Dutch planter 
who bestowed this name upon his 
patrimony, "never thought" it 
would turn out such a gold mine, 
or conversely productive of so much 
anxiety, can, at this time of day, 
hardly be decided, but in another 
case of Zorg, "Care" or" Anxiety," 
tradition says that its owner fully 
realized the uncertainty attending 
sugar cultivation. This, however, 
does not seem to have prevented 
him acquiring fresh land, upon 
which he named his new plantation 
l'ifeerJ:org, " More care." After this 
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it must posed th s 
went fai with hi e 
find he a t more t 
sessions, in Mel-ell-1I1ceJ'zorg, ""Vith 
more and more care," probably an 
allusion to the increased careful
ness with which it would be neces-
sary to m uch large s. 
-Ser D MES. 

BROOM-CORN (Torgl/llm saccharatlllJl).
A variety of maize, the dried 
heads of which are largely used for 
brooms in the United States. 

ROOM-SA 

grass, c 
fields of 
lina. 

tall, s 
on the 

a and N 

d 
ed 
0-

BROTHER JONATHAN. - This is the 
cognomen of a citize f the 
United f Ameri 1e 
same m John B he 
designa an E n. 
Derived rom Jonathan urn ull, 
a governor of Connecticut, to whom 
General Washington applied so 
often for advice and assistance that 
his nam tely pas a 
byewor 

ROTUS ronounc in 
fraught).-The thirteenth loaf in 
a baker's dozen; the heaping up 
of a measure; what is thrown in 
to make sure of good weight. 
Used i ston, So 0-

lina, an yequival he 
Gumbo word PE 

(q.v.) of rleans. 

BROUGHTENS up.-A humorous cor
ruption for BRINGING UP; education. 

ROWN, T ariant 0 do 
brown, do to pe or 
in slang the bette ot 
common; for though of trans
atlantic origin, it is now far more 

Brush 

co in En 1an in 
A The sim viously 
ta m the bl process 
which meat undergoes during 
roasting. To brown in the sense of 
to understand, is also occasionally 
hearcl 

B REA 0.- English 
br bran-br e com-
ponent parts of the American 
comestible of this name are two
thirds maize meal and one-thirJ 
rye meal; formerly confined to 
N ' and and conse-
q nown in arts of 
th as BOST D. 

BROWN STONE (Cant).-(I) Beer. 
--(2) A dark variety of red sand
stone, which, in spite of its inability 
to long withstand climatic iIl-
fl is very ble for 
b purposes v York 
a large ce 

BROWN THRASHER OR BROWN THRUSH 
(HarporhYi1cltllS longicauda or Turdus 
1'u/us).-" Thrasher" is probably a 
m rruption hrush." 
A popular is the 
G or MOU OCKING 
B e farther 1 Mary-
land It receives the name of the 
FRENCH MOCKING l3IRD. It is one 
of the best known American song 
birds. 

BRU A generi in large 
c a rowdy Some-
ti vever, th as been 
limited in its application to R. parti
cular band of ruffians. This was 
the case once in Baltimore. 

BRU 

P 
vulgar f 
of to br 

he past 
ught. 

BRUSH.- (I) A well - known Cali
fornian plowing implement. As 
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soon as the crop is harvested, the 
teams are hitched to a brush-six 
horses to a twenty foot bYllsh
which goes over the field at the 
rate of forty acres per day. This 
brush scatters the grain which has 
been fields; and 
samet are seed is 
added been byushed 
it is p three inches 
deep d; and from 
this c ed a "volun-
teer often better 
than is certainly 
counted on. In the heavier soil 
the "volunteer crop" is put in 
with the harrow instead of the 
bY1/sh.--(2) A contraction of 
" brushwood" comprising not only 
low bushes and underwood, but 
branches of trees. 

Howev duly cut and 
trimmed, . on of the fact 
that a 5 tecture would 
satisfy th eluded to build 
a BRUSH the next day 
to this \\ much sitting-
around by the middle 
of the a luevcd only a 
half-way one of us had 
to watch t bush, lest if 
both turned our backs we mIght not be able 
to find it again, it had such a strong family 
resemblance to the surrounding vegetation. 
But we were satisfied with it.-Mark Twain's 
Roughing it. 

--To BRUSH (Cant).-To hum
bug by flattery.--BRUSHlNG UP 
A FLAT.- Using mealy - mouthed 
word' t I nother slang 
equiv t on thiele" 

D. -To be 
cover ) (q.v.). 

v"hile et of a canon I 
liberally "lth \vild plums 
and rose of white-tailed 
deer jum he clump, from 
forty to d lcmained in 
fun view.-CclItliry Ma.gazine. 

--BRUSHER 
glass. 

(Cant) - A full 

B.T.I.-An abbreviation of A BIG 
THING ON ICE ('1.v.). These cur-

ck 

tailments of slang phrases are not 
infrequent in America, and among 
others may be mentioned P.D.Q.; 
O.K. ; N.G. and Q.K., etc. 

BUBB, To (Cant).-To drink. 

B ame for an 01 
large pendulou 
heard. 

B lar name for a 
and derived fro 

the pecul1ar bubbling noise made by 
it when caught. 

BUBBY.-A pet name for a baby. 
Compare with BABSY. 

vVhen she was ready to go home, she did 
so without carriage or baby. Shortly ,after 
DUBBY Idcked u high jinks, and the Joker 
c1 take him away.-Sa 
F }tincr, 1888. 

B long musket. 
lete, once applie 
y the early settle 
Id. 

Bucco (Cant).-A dandy. 
ruption of "buck." 

A cor-

BUCK.-(ll A frame into which a saw 
is fixed for sawing wood. Also 
called in New England SAW-HORSE 
and SAW-BUCK. The operation of 

with this instr 
BUCKING.--(Z) 
iven toanegro,e. 
. -See also BUL 

ethren, that the worn 
a better of us. If til 
c( I they will in anolh 
In them you behold the wild-cat, the lamb 
and the dove. They first let loose their lln
tamed feline propensities; next they give the 
juvenile sheep a trial; and, if that fail, they 
rely upon the loving pigeon.-Dow's Sermons. 

--(3) In the West Indies and 
South America, an Indian.--(4) 
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Cant). ver of 
ab; als sh swel 
UCK (W -(1) Th 

as applied to horses, consists in 
plunging forward and throwing the 
head to the ground in an effort to 
unseat the rider-a motion of which 

robably esticated 
apable, rom the 

miserable eacherou 
f horse. hand thu 

his experience ;-" vVhen I was told 
how hard he could buell, I only 
laughed, my impression being that 
no pony standing on f I 

ould th off. I 
my ne\ e, and 
my bran hat ab 
head, gal ope away in a Igm led 
style. Suddenly the horse stopped. 
His ears went back, and his hind 
legs went between his front. The 
motion w ious one 

id not ali zing 
man on h could rid 

it, the t right 
business. My stomach seemed to 
fly up into my mouth and millions 
of stars floated about my head. I 
am not prepared to state what kind 

f hold t got on 
ven t spra n the gr 
ose ma irrigatin 
t was all at more 

hundred yards from where my gIrl 
was standing. I stuck on well, 
however, as the saddle, blanket, 
gun and bridle came off with me. 
The wild t greete 
loit nea me mad 
spit the curses 0 

mouth, I thai if I 
pony back I'd break him in or 
break my head. It ran out on the 
prairie and joined the Government 
herd. When an old-timer tried to 
1X thing in fron 
irl by s It's no 
ardner, e can bl 
orous pI hanked h 

the bot lorn of my hearL"--(2) 
An equi valent of BUTT in the sense 
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oft 
EU 
the 

Bttck Ague 

vithhead 
TIGER.

faro.-

--To 
gainst 

R. 

A man may hunt the wildest game 
Along the Nile or tbe Niger, 

In woods or ranch; 
But he will .find the sport most tame 

.with BUC TIGER 
ar Long Br 

ii, 1888. 

nceton C ything 
which is of an intensive degree, 
good, excellent, pleasant or agree
able, is called bIlCk.--HEARTY 

AS A BUcK.-Synon mous with 
str d endur e deer 
or ing large ved by 
na h those s.--
Eu .-Racy, fe and 
vigor and originality. Used by 
Milton. 

BUCK or BUCK - The 
ve e of h pation 
ren hunter er ex-
tre servant, ely in-
deed IS It that any fact connected 
with his surroundings escapes him. 
Readily and naturally enough he 
draws the similes used in conver-
sar the sam e, and 
the s shynes er and 
ga similar Ipplies 
hi a term S5 the 
trepIdatIOn which at first seizes 
young and inexperienced sportsmen. 
This agitation or nervousness is 
called bucli ague. Somewhat to the 
sa writes R dge in 
his of the G s/-" I 
h80 seen a ardent 
spa howeve enced, 
who did not become more or less 
excited when in the actual pre
sence of game. This excitement 
is the culmination of the pleasure 
of it. With ceit is 
bile nd leads arts of 
abs tions. The 
bes game I v was 
so nervous in ils presence, that he 
could hardly hole! his rifle, bUl let 
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him get within range, and a rock 
could scarcely get steadier than his 
rifle barrel as it blazed out almost 
certain death." 

BUCK BEER.-The Bock of Bavaria; 
a strong, intoxicating German beer. 
The lager beer now well known in 
this country is one of the weakest 
of such decoctions. Bock, the Ger
man for "goat," is said to have 
been adopted for the name of this 
beverage in consequence of its 
extremely exhilarating qualities
the animal in question being con
sidered a type of strength and 
friskiness. Compare with" goatish " 
(adj.). 
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B U C K - BOA R D.-The hindmost seat, 
back to driver, of a vehicle of the 
dog-cart type. 

I Tbe BUCKBOARD'S pretty small for three 
of us,' !\Jaync went 011 half alouo, . but then 
Bessie is not very big and I can hold her on 
my lap.'-Ncw York llferclIry, ItlS8. 

BUCKER.-In political parlance one 
who refuses to follow the lead of 
his party; in other words, a BOL
TER (q.v.). The signiflcance of the 
term will be readily apprehended 
on reference to BUCK; the image of 
a quadruped which jumps side
ways, forwards, up and down at 
one and the same time is not alto
gether unlike the moral actions of 
a refractory voter. 

BUCKET SHDP.-A petty stock gam
bling den carried on in opposition to 
regular exchange business. Under 
the rigid Wall Street rules every 
transaction is an actual purchase 
and sale of actual stock. The 
broker who sells one hundred 
shares of Erie actually delivers to 
the purchaser the certificate of 
stock issued by the company. 
But the bl/cliet-sllOp transaction is 
nothing of the sort. The purchase 
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of Erie there means only that the 
purchaser bets that Erie will go 
up instead of down. He gets no 
certificate of actual stock, but 
simply a card saying that he has 
bought Erie. The actual sale on 
the Stock Exchange, however, 
governs the bl/chet-shop transaction, 
for the Stock Exchange transaction 
makes the price. The same rule 
serves in the petty gambling in oil, 
grain, and mining shares, which is 
constantly going on. It amounts 
only to a bet that the next quota
tion from the big Exchanges will be 
at a higher figure than was the 
last one. The magnitude of the 
gambling done in this way cannot 
be known. It is carried on in such 
a variety of ways, and in a 
manner leaving no record of the 
transaction, that it would be im
possible to collect even approxi
mate statistics on the subject. 
The facilities offered by these 
establishments act disastrously up
on legitimate operators, despite 
every endeavour to restrict and 
even crush these" outside" brokers. 
It does not cost a speculator so 
much to buy or sell ot the latter, 
and he may purchase one share of 
stock if he has one dollar to put 
up as a margin. The big Exchange 
will not deal in less than five 
shares, and on that number fifty 
dollars must be put up. The re
sult is the crowding of the UI/ckd
shops by boys and messengers and 
clerks, who bet every sum from one 
dollar to 1,000 dollars. The 
system admits of bigger returns tJlan 
from the same amount of money 
legitimately invested. With roo 
dollars a man can do very little in 
a regular Stock Exchange broker's 
office. It is margin for ten shares 
of stock only, and it would be a 
rare run of luck that enabled a 
man to double his money. To do 
so the market must advance ten 
points. In a !>ucl,ci-sh"p, however, 
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with the same sum of money he 
might buy one hundred shares of 
stock, which would double the 
money at an advance of one point 
only, and he might quadruple it 
did the price advance four points. 
All the elements of gambling enter 
into the bucket-shop transaction. It 
is a quick trade as a rule, and is 
popular for that reason. Thou
sands of men gamble in them daily 
for a living, and hundreds of boys 
and young men form gambling 
habits there that unfit them for 
real work and honest application 
for business. The demoralizing 
influences of these concerns can 
scarcely be estimated. Indeed, it 
is true of 'Wall Street speculation 
in general that the man who once 
gets a taste of it is ever afterwards 
good for nothing in legitimate busi
ness. The New York World recently 
investigated the whole question and 
gave some very interesting details as 
to the many tortuous ways of these 
crooked corners of the money 
world. The conclusion arrived at 
was that 'Nail Street and its vicinity 
did not contain a single" square 
and honest" bucket-shop; all their 
dealings were nothing but" a brace 
gambling game." By their schemes 
the customer had" not the ghost of 
a chance to win." Their quota
tions are obtained surreptiously, 
and, in handling them, the buc1uI
shop keepers in several ways take 
unfair advantage of their clients. 
One vantage alone is equal to fifty 
per cent. in their favor, namely, by 
holding prices back "As an ex
ample," says the World-and it 
quotes it as being" worked in nearly 
every shop in the street" - " a 
customer is ' long' of one hundred 
shares of 51. IJaul. The market 
takes a 'stump' during the day 
and SI. Paul starts to go against the 
customer II per cent. at a time. 
After it has gone i or ~ against him, 
and he is trading on I per cent. 
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margin, he will probably remargin 
it if it goes another ll, or if the 
whole market looks weak he will 
probably close the trade and save 
12.50 daIs. or 25 dais. out of roo 
daIs. But the buchet-shop man 
watches this. When the quota
tions come in for St. Paul he will 
hold them back or sing out a false 
quotation, making St. Paul look a 
little stronger. Finally, if the 
market is weak he wiII hold the 
St. Paul prices back until the figure 
to which the customer's margin is 
limited, comes in. Then he will 
call out the prices as if SI. Paul 
had suddenly 'broke,' or it is a 
'fUnning quotation '-thus, 'St. 
Paul, 89~-t-t-89,' which just 
, wipes' the customer's margin. It 
is done so that he has no time to 
save even an eighth of his money, 
and he loses the entire roo daIs., 
without even a chance to remargin 
his trade. A novice would say this 
could be obviated by trading on 2 

per cent. margin. Any old bucllct
shop trader would say this is non
sense. Holding back quotations is 
also practised when the market is 
going steadily one way. A cus
tomer is long of 100 shares of St. 
Paul and it shows him I per cent. 
profit, barring the t per cent. 
commission. He holds the stock 
for this extra ;J;, with the result 
that the buckel-shop holds the 
price on him, and as the market 
always reacts after an advance, the 
customer will be lucky if he draws 
au t even." The chances in favor of 
buchet-shop operations are higher 
than in any known gambling game. 
The percentage in faro, leaving 
out the question of chance, is the 
"splitters," or a turn that brings 
out two cards of like denomination 
at once, upon which the dealer 
takes half the bet. This does not 
amount to a dollar in a hundred 
during a deal. Roulette percentage 
is the eagle bird and the O's and is 
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, y s II. The bucket-shop per-
tag :r peen n th alia 

or 25 dollars in a 100 dollars. 
This 2 dollars is taken out of 

ry do·s a oon th 
deal is made. It 1S deducted 
before any action is taken on the 

ney ate Bam e th 
game stronger for the house this 
percentage is taken out of the face 

th ontr s, de 
posit lOa dol ars for roo s lares a 
SI. Paul, which you go "long" of. 

e I sha1 are ugh t 89 
t, w th ant is nde 

out, the purchase price reads 89~. 
wi be " t ,tl th 

ck t ri t p cent efor 
I per cent. profit is made, while it 

st de· e!/: er c fa 
bu -51/( man a \ th 

whole sum. There is not a surer 
me f the" I ous " n e· tenc 
n tIed ch, s a 

buckel-shop customers winning are 
so ver small that they amount 

aIm ni As at un 
faJr advantages that the [Jllckct·shofs 
take, they are very numerous. 

e sc ne t is ctis n th 
case of large traders 1S to conduct 
sales on the Stock Exchange to 

pe th ust rs' ade 
is is (one as fol ows: 1 e cus

tomer buys 1,000 dollars St. Paul 
I p en t arg t 8 Th 

ge b cl-s1 ha rot \Vh 
transact business for them on the 

cha W . e tl ,00 lJar 
y r Iy ers -ee- rte1 

of the I per cent. in the vile/ai-shop, 
pl· at ich ly a hm 

d ·es trae in th 
Exchange is suf11cient to wipe it 

'1'1 s, \·1 n th ,000 1 liar 
al is de the l!ct- th 

broker is notiiled, who conducts a 
one hunched share sale on the 

cha , an oes rt a hun 
dred St. Paul at SS:r, wh1ch is 
sufficient to wipe out the customer's 

00 ( ars. Vva II s, ar 

5 uc 5 

also made by brokers who are paid 
the kel - m the 

precautlOn that the bucl,et-shop men 
take to guard against loss is their 

sal d I he rke 
1S of a decidedly "ulJish ten-
dency and the whole list is going 

of rse e cu me ak 
as ampe e to uy. Th th 
vl/chel-shop man gets in his fine 

1<. wil t lik sta an 
se ake y b a fe mal 

deals, although the traders will 
plic or 1 an ema t hi 
cl f not king 1eir [ers 

Or he will get into a heated argu-
t \. so tr, r a pay 
tte n \I eve th ord 

of desperate gamblers who are 
f ing their y t his a nter 

h fr fiv alia to a 1an} 
hundreds of dollars in their out
stretched hands Final!, the 11 urr 
1 vcr th act is a t to 
take place, when he w111 accommo
date the traders and get their 

1ey out e e t th 
market begins to sag. The burkt'f
shop man watches the market 

y c1 y, wi efus eal. 
when t e houoe is a most sm e to 
lose. The quotations are all se-

ly eive beh th esk 
oft the) e c gee! for 

being given out. Another favorite 
cme the lac . s to ·ail ' 
n 'a hit rd th 

"crowd." This has been worked 
ost dea by era c/1I"1 
m R ess, re i one 

but notwithstanding m~,ny of these 
ces an orn s b ·1CSS 
ir ·ons e n Iy I-to 

do business men, such as contrac
t ,g. ers I the 1"ke, \ I ar 

eigl into )eCl ng th 
bucket-shop steerer" who recci\·c a 
percentage on all trade whieh they 

19 t e 5h ker. nl, 
anc! boys are also allowed to mvest, 
and the result is, that they take 

r fi les. s at aliI rom 



ey 

their employers' cash drawers, 
wends i isgrac rison. 
T rm bl lOP h n in-
t ed in s co ,but, 
fortunately for the community at 
large, no comparison can be drawn 
b n the lishm nown 
b nam nglan those 

fiouris meric er the 
same title, though in very truth 
the proceedings of some of the 
former are scandalous enOl h. 

N rk, F~b Specia pector 
Byr '15 selZ h anot asm of 
indignation against the BUCKET-SHOPS this 
morning, and, accompanied by detectives. 
and a squad of OffiCL!fS, he swooped down 
upo tl lairs of 1 nemie f Stock 
Ex that a on Lo\ adway 
and Street. 1I1'i Rep t, Fcb. 
12, 

--(2) A low groggery. 

Bu 
e 

-The 
nnect 

IFE ( West-

BUCKEYE: BUCKEYE: STATE: BUCK· 

EYES.-The State and inhabitants 
o io. erms erived 
f he vuel ee (A e glavra) 
01 /zoyse c/zestnut tree which is 
not merely a native of the West, 
but peculiar to it, being the only 
f tree doe grow 
e ere in Union leed it 

ceive Ame bota-
nists the specific name of OhioCllsis 
from its abundance in the beautiful 

s of t te of 

T io man nade I rk, and 
no\ hio gir TIlllg to ~ are. A 
BUCKEYE damsel, tired of hearing the 
farmers in her section growl about wheat
growing not paying, decided she'd sec about 
it.- Dnily T ebruar 8. 

es are proud e con-
nectIOn with their native State. 

BUCKEYES are IJot easily conquered, and 
could not easily 1)(> de<;troycd.- 11 (lzille of 
A In Histor) lry, I~H 

e is of eel ad ely to 
signify excellence of quality. 

Buck 

BUCK rEVER or BUCK AGUE (q.V.). 

CK rL inse t, whi 
certain seasons 0 e year, be-
comes very troublesome to e1eer, 
sometimes being sufficient to dri\'e 
hem one f grou 
mothe 

BUCKING.-A species of VOUDOOISM 
(q.v.), consisting of superstitious 
'mel b, us ri t 

he qu thing a e poo 
IS, that not one \vas ever known to ma]{e any 
kind of religious profession. There is, so 
far as I know, but one thing in which they 
believe, and that is \Vh t' termed f l 

Ith VOl 1, or, term 
eKING. Daily T Feb. 8, 

BUCKING,HORSE.-Sce To BUCK. 

eKING 

iron to 
lip ore 

(Mini 
din b 

Vebster. 

Asm 
or br 

BUCKLER (Cant).-A collar. 

CK NE -A st 
BUCK (sectIOn 2). 

negro 

BUCK PARTY -An assembly com-
poseel ely 0 male 
also s ARTY. 

BUCKRA.-A negro title for a white 
man. Also used acljectively in the 
sense super " first ' 
" excc ' T Rev. 
Wilson, familiar wIth the language 
of the Calabar coast, informed 
Mr. Bartlett that the natives of 
that r uncler by th 
bue/lra werful erior 
gcnce, e, pro], y, its emp oy-
ment by the negroes of the Ameri
can continent as a title for white 
men. s see ot u 
when reme eel th 
forme desce from s 
brought, in the first instance, 
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mainly from the West Coast of 
Africa. 

BUCKSHOT WAR. - The disturbances 
which occurred in Pennsylvania, in 
1838, were so designated when, 
owing to electoral disputes, the 
military had to be called out, orders 
being issued that they should be 
supplied with cartridges of the 
bucl/sllO! stamp. 

BUCKSKI NS. - The pre - revolutionary 
cognomen of the American troops. 
Opinions differ as to the derivation 
of the term. Some think it arose 
because of their dressed deer or 
uucilskin garments; others, that it 
was bestowed on account of the 
nucleus of Washington's troops 
being drawn from Virginia, a State 
settled by hunters, who traded in 
the skins of the animal in question. 
If we are to accept more recent 
instances as any criterion, the first
named derivation seems the most 
likely. Compare with BOYS IN 
BLUE, JOHNNY REBS, BLUE BELLIES, 
etc. 

BUCKTAILS.-A political faction orig
inating in New York iu 1818, which 
was opposed to the administration 
of Governor De ,Nitt Clinton. The 
members wore bllciltails in their 
hats, and belonged to the benevo
lent association known as the 
TAMMANY SOCIETY (q.t'.). 

BUCKWHeAT,CAKe.-Bllckwltcat is little 
known in England save as food for 
birds, but, in the United States, it 
enters largely into the popular 
food supply, buckwheat-callCS being 
especially esteemed as delicacies. 

There were no books, no newspapers, no 
wife of my own race and blood, no theatres, 
no hotels, no restaurants, no East River 
oysters, no mince-pies, neither BUCKWHEAT
CAK~S nor anything that was good for a 
cullivated palate to love.-S/a/l/'}"s How I 
fOHnd Livillgstone. 
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BUDGe (Cant).-An accomplice who 
gains access to a building d ur
ing the day for the purpose of 
being locked in. When night 
comes he is thus easily able to 
admit his fellow thieves. 

BUD OF PROMISE,-A facetious slang 
term for a young, unmarried wo
man. 

The young, unmarried girl, in sport, 
Is called a Bun OF PROMISE; 

She blooms each year at some resort, 
The weather when it warm is. 

And in the Fall a score of men, 
Whose hearts till now have hr;.rm 

missed, 
Compare sad notes, and find out then 

To each the BUD is promised. 
-Charlestown EJltcrprise, 1838. 

BUFE (Cant). - In the parlance of 
the criminal classes a /lufe is a dog. 
---BUFE-NAPPER.- A clog thief; 
also a mean rogue. 

BUFF.-To BUFF IT ROME.-To swear 
hard and fast to a statement. Prob
ably a corruption of " to bluff" as 
used in poker, i.e., to make a bold 
stand without a backing upon 
which to rely. 

BUFFALO (I) (Bison amcricautls).-The 
American BISON (q.v.).--(2) Often 
used instead of BUFFALO RODE, the 
skin of that animal, it being thus 
distinguished from the skins of all 
olher game. Generally speaking 
however, buffalo in this sense means 
a dressed skin used as a wrap or 
covering.--(3) An extraordinarily 
shaped f1sh (Trluriclitll)'s) found in 
the Mississippi and other Southern 
rivers. 

BUFFALO BERRY (Shephcrdia argC1/tca). 
-So called from its being mostly 
found on the plains once frequented 
by the buffalo, and especially in 
the valleys of the Rocky Mountains, 
The tree attains no gTeat height, 

13 
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but its scarlet berries form an 
article of food with Indian tribes. 

BUFFALO BUSH.-A native of the 
region round Humboldt River; a 
shrub, the fruit of which is called 
the bull-berry. 

BUHALO CHIPs.-The dung of the 
BUFFALO which, when dried, is 
used for fuel. Also called by the 
French bois de vache (q.v). 

The next day was spent looking for 
the buffalo supposed to be somewhere on 
the Ridge, which was followed up to the 
head of Chalcedony Creek. A great many 
elk were seen, a few sheep and much old 
buffalo sign. A camp was made on the 
Ridge by a large green pine, a fire was 
built of DUFFALO CHIPS, of which a great 
quantity was lying arouu(l.-Forcst and 
Stream, !vlarch IS, r888. 

BUFFALO CIDER.-A liquid found in 
the stomach of the buffalo, which 
has sometimes served the hunter 
in good stead, when far removed 
from water. 

BUFFALO CLOVER (Trifolium reflexum 
and stolollifemum).-This popular 
name is derived from the fact of 
the plant abounding in the West, 
once the haunt of the buffalo. 

BUFFALO GNAT.-A small, black insect 
pest, common on the prairies of the 
West. Very pertinaceous in habit, 
and with a poisonous bite. 

BUFFALO GRASS (Scsteria dactyloldes). 
-A short grass found in great abun
dance on the prairies of the 'Nest, 
and which, at one time, formed the 
favorite food of the BUFFALO. A pe
culiarity of this herbage is that, in 
winter, the blades wither, but do 
not fall or decay, and in the follow
ng spring they again become ver
dant-a process seemingly akin to 
the circulation of the sap in trees, 
with one important distinction, 
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namely, that whereas the tree is 
re-invested with leaves each sea
son, the self - same blades of the 
buffalo grass are again and again re
vivified.-Sec GRAMMA GRASS. 

BUFFALO NUT (pyrulia oleifera).-
The oil nut of the West. 

BUFFALO ROBE.-A rug or covering 
made of the buffalo skin. More 
commonly called a BUFFALO (q.v.). 

A furious storm of \-vind and snow with 
the IllOSt intense cold £oet in, and we, with all 
the protection of the thickets, with onr 
Sibley stoves rcd hot, were forced to remain 
under cover of piles of BUFFALO ROBES all 
next day.-Dodgc's Phrins of the Great rVfst. 

BUFFALO SOLDIERS. - Colored regi
ments in the United States Army. 
An Indian term applied to the men 
on duty at the military posts scat
tered about the Indian reservations, 
probably from their dark color and 
woolly heads. 

BUFFALO WALLOW.-CUrious depres
sions in the prairies are so called. 
These, says Dodge, are formed in 
the following manner. A heavy 
rainfall deluges the hard and level 
country. The water is soon ab
sorbed by the thirsty soil, or licked 
up by the hot sun-rays; a portion 
of the soil, a little more moist than 
that adjoining, opens in cracks, 
such as can be seen in any ordinary 
dried-up mud hole. Another hard 
rain comes: these cracks are filled 
up by earth washed from their 
edges, which, packed more tightly, 
and ret:lining moisture longer than 
before, cracks again wider in 
drying. This process is repeated 
again and again, until quite a de
pression is made in the soil, which 
is now so tightly packed as to 
retain water for a considerable 
time. ·When the buffalo is shed
ding his coat in the spring, he is 
constantly endeavouring to get rid 
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of the superfluous hair, and, in the 
absence of trees against which to 
rub, he is frequently rolling and 
rubbing himself on the ground. 
These small water-holes are his 
especial delight. The buffalo is in 
no way necessary to the formation 
of the buffalo wallow, it being found 
in parts of the country where there 
are no buffalo. The process of for
mation is exactly similar to that of 
the HOG WALLOW (q.v.) of Southern 
Texas. Given certain conditions 
of soil, position, and rainfall, and 
prolific nature does the rest. 

BUFFALO WOLF.-A lean, gaunt, and 
hungry looking animal, as tall as 
an ordinary greyhound. They are 
of an exceedingly cowardly disposi
tion, one alone not possessing 
courage to attack even a sheep. 

BUFFERs.-One of the names of the 
genus rough of American cities. 

BUG.-(I) The term bllg is, in the 
United States, not confmed merely, 
as in England, to the domestic pest. 
but is applied to all insects of the 
Coleoptera oreler, which includes 
what in this country are generally 
called beetles. The English bug 
(Cime,;: lcctularius) is, in the South, 
known as the CHINCH. 

Entomology, or bugolo~YI is now taught to 
some extent III our publIc schools, This is 
well, and is of use, The children ol1&ht to 
learn about the BUGS that are destructIve to 
useful vegetation, It is bottcr to karn much 
about BUGS than so much about how to 
solve those arithmetical problems that will 
never face anybody in the practical affairs of 
~il~i;:--F"OIll the Gmss Val/ey (Cal.) Tidings, 

.The ~nsane Asylul1: Board some time ago 
discontmued a bug-l<lllcr's employmenr, and 
the doctor avers that the old hospital 
building is swarming with cockroaches, and 
that these BUGS will soon be large and fat 
enough to carry out the inlllates and take 
their food and clolhes.-LJaily IlltL'Y·QCC(w, 
Marcb, 1888. 
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--(2) A cockade worn by servants 
on their hats when in livery; for 
instance, Mark Twain in his 
Roughing It, speaks of a turn-out of 
grey horses, landan, and" a coach
man with a bug on his hat."-
(3) (Cant) A breast - pin. --(4) 
Also used idiomatically; as BIG
BUG (q.v.). A jocose and vulgar 
name for a person of wealth or 
distinction. Thence also come 
CATTLE - BUGS, that is, wealthy 
stock - raisers; GOLD - BUGS, or 
monied men, etc. 

I Would Senator Allison's well-known 
views on silver coinage operate materially 
against him in New York?' . . 

'I think not; I do not thlllk the feehng 
against silver is anything like as strong as it 
was. Of course, a few GOLD·BUGS might 
ficrht him, but any of the men I have men
ti~ned are reasonably certain to carry New 
York.'-St. LOII£s Globe Democrat, March 5, 
1888. 

--THAT BEATS THE BUGS, i.e., 
that beats cock-fighting. 

BUGAROCH (Cant).-Prctly. 

BUGGING (Cant). - Policemen are 
bugged in criminal class phraseology 
when bribed by thieves. 

BUGGy.-The American buggy differs 
somewhat from its English proto
type. The latter runs on two 
wheels, while the former is a light, 
one - horse, four - wheeled vehicle, 
usually with one seat and with or 
without a hood. 

BUGGY (Adj.).-Eaten with worms. 

Why, from where every part of the vessel, 
except the sappy, BUGGY, dry-rotted wood 
she IS built with, comes from-England.
Sam Slick's Clockmakcr, sermon iii., chap. vi. 

BUG·JUlcE.-The Schlechter whiskey 
of the Pennsylvania Dutch-a very 
inferior spirit. Also called DUG
POISON. These terms are now 
applied to bad whiskey of all kinds. 

,', ;. '. 
".,' , 
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It is a singular fact, that nearly every 
c~aracter introduced by Charles Dickens into 
h15 numerous novels, was addicted to drink~ 
i~g each and every individual took 
h15 ON with regularit 
an t satisfact s Siftings 
Jul 

BUGLEWEED (Lycopus vl1'gl/ticlls).-A 
medicinal plant, also known as the 
VIRGINIA WATER HOREHOUND, 
which, taken as a tea, or manu-

into a eat, is 
remedy i ons of th 
It is nown 

BUG OUT, To.-To extend or expand; 
idiomatically to be filled with 

. hment. 

siderable bout kings 
an and earls, I and ho\ 
ga dressed, a 11uch styl 
the/, put on, and called each other I your 
maJcsty/ and' your grace/ and 'your lord~ 
ship/ and so on, 'stead of mister; and Jim's 
eyes DUGGED OUT, and he was interested. 
-The A dvclIturcs of [lucMe/xl'r), Filln, p. II9. 

Bu -A verb Ith mucl 
tude in t s than in 

where Fenimor 
Cooper puts it everything is built. 
The priest builds IIp a flock; the 
speculator a fortune; the lawyer a 
reputation; the landlord a town; 

the tail up a sui 
s. A fir t instead 
probabl he pilin 
gs one other fo 

that purpose in the backwoods. 
The expression is even extended 
to individuals, to be built being 
used with the meanin of formed 

not bl way" 
ce in a ore idio 
se to exp illingnes 

to a op a specifie cou or carry 
out any inconvenient plan. 

We Clll1not shut our eyes to the fact that 
mankind is passing throllgh a great era of 
eha womankil' ILT as she 
was brief yca A me llicall, 
/i" y 12, ISSZ. 

-- -. •• ·0 : .: . 
. ..... .: ~.: .. 

se 

, Why didn't you roll down 1 ' 
'I wasn't BUILT that way.' 

-M issa",.i Republican, Jan. 25, 1888, 

gress-men etimes hi d], 
grubs to eehes for 
Twain's G chap. xlii. 

DING BE . practi 
neighbors uniting with a new
comer, in any settlement, to clear 
his land and build him a house. A 
·oint effort which in a few hours 

nishes ler with 
uld othe <e him w 
ovide.-

BULDOSE, BULDOZE, BULLDOSE, BULL
DozE.-To intimidate; to bully. 
A term of Southern political origin, 

iginally . to an a . 
n of neg med to 
violent wful mea 

ccess of a n. The 
has now passed 1I1to general use, 
political and otherwise, to signify 
the adoption and use of coercive 
measures. The derivation is 

'lost lite til dose, 
g with of hid 

tion itsel represen 
e verb T OSE. T 

indifferently spelt both with single 
and double" 1" and with" s .. and 
"z," the correct version is bnlldosc. 
An office-seeker, after several vain 

empts t a defini 
se from a of the C 
s infor at his r 
uld be t consicle 

whereupon-

I That's no answer at all! I shouted the 
caller. I I know YOll J You are not fit for 

ul' place t I'll look 'lfter you t' and he 

~itht\~i~rKs d hamme 
e here!' s cretary; I 

DULLDOZF I I Imow n 
, and shall" t, and ho 

will attend to yours.'-SI. Lou;s Globe Demo
cl'at, March 7, ISS8. 

The Democrats complain of the amount 
of money they had to faco, but that was not 

source of lhe DULL 
ers by the sses. Tb 

to the pol lpelled to 
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Seymour.-D('froit EVe1Iillg JOlfr1lal, Feb, 20, 
1888. 

Democ 
self conc 

er thus 
1e negro 

Ie Rcpubl sought to 
oes throug lrches and 

If it were not for this system of intimidation 
and DULLDOZING by their preachers and 
ieaci<';fs, the Republican party would not 
have enough colored votes in the Sonlh to 
furnish pall-bcofPl"s at th~ approaching 

ral of tha n 1008. l 
laughter 0 oeratic sid 

GE.-To BULGE 
(Mining slang). - To obtam an 
advantage over; an equivalent is 
TO GET THE DROP ON ONE. 

op I arc yo ? ' 
l'S, Ill)' son 
saw be 11<1 GE on yon 

gun and rlf I' 
ighl, )lly 

playing [Or.'-,AlIICllu7!t 1 .t)' 12, 
1888. 

\Vc\}, you've rather g;ot the BULGE on me. 
Or maybe we've bO,th got the et:LGl':, SOlllC
how, - Mark T,l'(wl's ill II Ot't'll ls lit If 01l1C, 

--To GO 
rink to e. 

N a BUL( 

BULGER.-A blilger town, tree, 11sh
anything uncommonly large. A 
'Westcrn phrase, probably [rom 

ULG E to 11 Also 1m 
ngland. 

L (Cant) ocomotiv 
word is sometimes lengthened into 
BULLGINE.--At Dartmouth Col
lege to recite badly; to make a 
poor recitation. From the sub-

antive b lunder 
adiction the nse 
ord as a signify i n 
bberly, 19. 

BULL· BAT (r) (Ca/,rilllll!glls 1/1II(l'i('7IIIIS). 

-The night-hawk. The CllUCK 
WILL'S 'WIlJOW also known '1S 

1C WI!IP WILL h 
ccnliar c ,) DULL-

or ullhea 

A gang of rowdies in Washington 
City. 

BULL

nam 
n the ren 
n ox-hid 

com no ugh uS 

rivers, SImilar in slap 
ancient British coracle. 

st the 
once 

ossing 
o the 

BULl·BRIAR or BAMBOO.SRIAR.-This 
plan its form from 
the h it alta erich 
allu oms of tl -west, 
whe it is to b Its 
root is of a farinaceous character, 
and is much esteemed by the 
Indians for bread-making purposes. 
" Bull" is in America a general 
pref arge," 

BULL- pistol. 

BULL-DRAG, To.-To go from place 
to place hurriedly and without 
cessation. 

If he 
I'll res 
SIIJII 51 

DULLDRAG 
go right 0 

Ii/lid, Ch~lP 

ahout, 
agiu.-

BULL FROG (Raila pi/'iells).-A large 
species of frog with a deep harsh 
croak. These reptiles, in the 
trop' . 'llly make' 'deous 
witl 10rus, CS on the 
nea ch of rai 

BULLHEAD.-A popubr name, together 
with 1l0RNED-POllT, MUD-POUT and 
~IINISTER for several varieties of 
the aenus Pimciodlls, but which is, 
perl ore com 'nOWIl 
as FISH, Ct ATTY. 

Thi s a thick d long 
feel "' Isually c c color, 
prefers the mud, and in the IVlissis
sippi alt;Jins ;J considerable size, 
sOlnetin1CS c\'cn growinh to ::1.1ell,c:th 
of thre~' or remr fL·t bt:sides 
pos 'reat str From 
one '1' of til actcr-
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istics or habits are derived its 
popular names, hence.--BuLL
HEADED in the transatlantic senses 
of (I) clumsy; (2) strong. 

You see, old Mann used to own and 
command a pickaninnYl DULL - HEADED, 
mud turtle-shaped craft of a schooner that 
hailed from Pcrlh Amboy.-M ark TwaiH's 
Scn:aI1lCl's. 

Well, then, let it go, let it go, if you're so 
BULL-HEADED [headstrong] about it. We 
can get you some garter-snakes, and you 
can tic sorne 'buttons on their tails, and let 
on they're rattlesnakes, and I reclwn they'll 
have to do.-The Advcnturcs of Huckleberry 
Fil11"t, p. 391. 

BULL LION.-A punning play upon 
" Tohn Bull," the generic nickname 
of an Englishman, the "lion" as 
the national emblem of England, 
and "bullion" in reference to his 
wealth and love of money. A half
sarcastic, half-jocose name for an 
Englishman. 

BULLION STAT E.-The State of Mis
souri. One of its most distinguished 
sons, Colonel Thomas H. Benton, 
at the time when the question of 
paper versus gold and silver cur
H,ncy was to the front, strongly 
urged the adoption of the latter, 
and thereby earned for himself the 
nickname of "Old Bullion," and 
for the State from which he came, 
that of the Bullion State. 

BULL.NIGGER.-A large powerfully
built negro. 

If there was a thing on airth that Ahab 
hated like pisani I do believe it was a great 
BULL-NIGGER. - Smn Slic1~'s Cloc/wwkcr, 
sermon iiL, chap. iv. 

BULL NUT.-A large variety of hickory 
nut. 

BULL'S EVE.-A small, thick turnip
shapeu watch. 

Wilh sOllle trouble he dragged up an 
ancient looking', thicl{, silver BULL':; - EYE 

watch. He looked at it for a moment
hesitated - then opened the watch, and 
handed me the loose outside case without a 
word. - O. W. Holmes's A utocrat of the 
Bl'cakfast Table, p. 221. 

Sometimes called BRITISH BULL'S
EYE. 

BULL·TAILI NG.-A Mexican term in use 
in the Western prairies. Well
mounted horsemen chase the bulls, 
and when a favorable opportunity 
offers, seize them by the tails and 
turn them somersaults. This 
requires considerable skill, and is 
done to perfection by Texan cow
boys. 

BULL·TRAPS (Cant).-A name given to 
those personating a policeman. 

BULLWHACKER.-An ox-team driver. 
The derivation is doubtless from 
the drastic measures sometimes 
required to be put into practice 
when driving cattle for long 
distances. Many of these men 
were also expert buffalo hunters. 

To I~uo.rd against the numerous mishaps of 
prairie lravel, 1wo or three of these prairie 
schooners usually go together, Lhe brawny 
teamsters, known elther as IWLL-WHACKERS 
or as MULE-SKINNERS, stalking beside their 
slow-moving tCJ.ms.-Rattch Life iu the Far 
West. 

The largest contract for shooting buffalo 
was made by me with the Government in 
1872, I agreeing to kill 5,000 and deliver them 
at the Plum Creek statIOn on the Union Pac
ific in less than three months. I-laving made 
the contract, I hastily made preparations to 
carry it out. I employed old-time DULL
WHACKERS, who had done nothing but scare 
about buffaloes all their life, and in a short 
time I had eighteen bull-teams and drivers 
employed, besides extra men whom we 
termed butchers, whose duty it was to dress 
the animals and load them. When every
thing was in readiness, I gave instructions to 
the wagon boss, and lhe long bull-team moved 
away.-San FraNcisco ~Veekly Examiner, 
Feb. 23, 1888. 

BULLV.-A word used in an CI;tirely 
different sense to the pnmary 
colloquial English one of an ovcr-
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bearing rowdy or blusterer. To 
say h ne ha h d a bull; f or 
that person ing is , is 
to g e high ead a se. 
It is synonymous with our own 
slang use of the word "crack" in 
II a crack corps " .1 a crack shot," 
etc. nions on wh de 
of ater was ed, 
for in reality it is a good old Enghsh 
term, having been used by Shak-
speare and other writers. As a 
term pprec , Mar in 
in a his es sa a 
bad oy. "He a e that jam, and 
said it was bully, in his sinful vulgar 
way; and he put in the tar, and said 
that bully and I d, 
and rved ' he old an 
wou up a rt' w he 
found it out; and when she did 
find it out he denied knowing any-
thin ut it, she . ed 
him ely, an did th ng 
him 

Hope you have a pleasant nap. DULLY 
place for a nice quiet snooze-empty stage, 
ir.-BI c's L01l . c. 

Take 1 round there I 'as 
BULLI n in the .-lIlar /l'S 

Inlloants at Home, pp., 19. 20, 

--(Cant).-A weapon formed by 
tyin tone piece ad 
in a kerch This ed 
knu ster on. as 
gi yen rise to many catch phrases 
such as--TIIAT'S BULLY FOR 
YOU dar fi which ··nO' 
the 'Var a rem l~ 
pOpt run-- BUL OY 
WITH TilE GLASS EYE.-A good 
fellow. 

You 
-Ie was 
fa,.l, T 

BUMMER 

idle, 
Civi 
stra 
with 

o seen 
LY BO\ 
111110CC} 

ct star 
A GLA 

OIltC, P 

ceo 

also BUM.-Primarily an 
hless f II Du' he 
ar, a p-follo or 

espec as co ed 
General Sherman's march 

B quab 

from Atlanta to the sea. Now 
d in Ii tical as well as a 
eral s 

Coy is the chaIrman 0 t 1e emocra 1 

Central Committee in Marion County, and 
has wielded great power in politics as the 
boss of the BUMMERs.-Philadelpltia Press, 

, 1888. 

nds th cr cen e men 
patronise these places have a co egiate ~ u 
cation; forty per cen~, arc self-suppoytlllg, 
but prefer this precanous mode of itvmg to 
anything more respectable; ten per eent. 

xcellen 5, and per c 
·onie B ho beg 1 the p 
·lodgix droit F fSS, I&d 

Also used as a general term of 
reproach in the same way as rascal, 

ckleg, are us Engla 
s San cisco en cal 

Ely of }'s. 
where can a worthless fellow, too 
lazy to work, too cowardly to steal, 

on s l. T 'mate 
nds hi r he c ep ou 
rs fou s of ear. 

can gorge himself daily for a nomi
nal sum, and get a dinner that a 

• 0' migh vy fo fifty cent 
liner i t prob from 
man b '1'. E ents 

HEELER, STRIKER, STUFFER, PRAC
TICAL POLITICIAN.--Also BUM
MERISM to e, ress habits of loafing 

petty ing. 

BUMPER.-The buffer on a railway; 
perhaps the more appropriate 

m of t o. 

BUMPOLOGIZE, To.-A L I IOUS \VOl 

used in connection with phrenology. 
Literally to read the "bumps" or 

ressio . the c mation 
huma lium. 

T'othcr hand goes to the head, llU~.rl~Or...O
GIZlN', and I whisp(.'rs~wit, p,'lintin', judg
ment, fancy, ordtr.-Stlm Slick's Clock11la/~cr, 

iii" ch .. , 

QUA D.-M genera 
written EAMSQUABELED (q .v). 



Bumy Jztice 

BUMY J ulcE.-Malt liquor of any kind. 

BUN.-This corruption of the old 
English BUNN (a survival of which 
we see in BUNNY) for rabbit is in 
America often applied to the 
squirrel. 

BUN (Cant).-A sponger; one who 
cannot be shaken off. 

BUNCH.-(I) Used in mining to 
signify an irregular mass of are. 

There is no doubt that some ore will be 
founu, as rich BUNCHES exist all through this 
ground. That it will amount to much is 
another question, but the fC8.turc of specula
tion ought to make the shares active during 
tbe operation.-San Fra/lcisco NeHlS Ldlcy, 
Fobruary 4, 1888. 

--(2) A GROUP. 

The buITaloes which used to rO.1.nl these 
plains in great hcrJs arc gone. Occasionally 
a solitary animal is found, or perhClps a 
little BUNCH of half-a-dozen, lurking in a 
ravine among the bad lands.-CclItuI'Y 
Al agaziltc, 1887. 

--BUNCH, TO. To collect, to 
bring together. 

Two men often BUNCH on the march, i.e., 
unite their h<:!rds for convenience in driving. 
-Ov,yiauci MOllthiy, 1887. 

The speaker BU~CHED his thick lips 
together like the stem end of a tomato.
Jtfarh Twain's Gitda{ Age, chap. i. 

With an unbroken line worthy of the 
Cent-Gardcs, the swift irnpctus carried the 
sweeping crowd half-way from the ridge to 
the sleepy elk bdurc the lattl'r gained their 
feet, and by the timo the dumbfounded brute~ 
had IJUNCHED,-tlLc first act of an affrighted 
herel,-we were right in among thcm.
Centu"y lilaga.zt'nc. 

BUNCB-GRASS.-Bullc!t-grass grows on 
the bleak mountain-sides of Nevada, 
and neighbouring territories, and 
offers excellent feed for stock, even 
in the dead of winter, wherever 
the snow is blown aside and ex
poses it; notwithstanding its un
promising home, bunch-grass is a 
better and more nutritious diet for 

Bunco 

cattle and horses than almost any 
other hay or grass that is known
so stockmen say.-JJ1al'k Twain. 

BUNCO, BUNKO. To.-To rob, cheat or 
swindle by means allied to what is 
called in England the confidence 
trick. 

Detectives Kirby and Funk last night 
spotted J. P. Ramby, the person accused of 
having BUNKOED Ex-County Commissioner 
Stephens, of Greene Connty, out of 2,300 
dols. ill Xenia recently.-CiltciuHatiEHquircl', 
Aug. 20, 1887. 

John Brothers, a farmer living ncar Can
ton, Ohio, was nUNKOED out of 2,000 dols. to
day by hvo sharpers who escapcd.-Chicago 
Daily Inter-Oceal1) April14t IH88. 

From this we get such compounds 
as BUNCO-CASE, BUNCO-GAME, etc., 
to signify the action itself. 

Rouert 13. Barnett, a plumber doing busi· 
ness in Grant Street, this city, was arrested 
in Allegheny to-night, on the charge of being 
implicated in the recent BUNCO game in 
wliich \Villiam rvIurcloch, an old and promi
nent citil.CII, was robbed of 10,000 doIs.
Daily Illter-Oeam, Feb. 2, 1888. 

The men who thus swindle, are 
termed BUNCO-MEN or BUNCO
STEERERS, and the means they 
adopt to win confidence are always 
varied and sometimes unique. 
Mr. Walter Besant, in his Golden 
Butterfly, a novel which treats 
largely of some aspects of trans
atlantic life, pithily describes some 
of these practices. He says:
"The BUNCO-STEERER. . will 
find you out the morning" after 
you land in Chicago or 8t. LOllis. 
He will accost you-very friendly, 
wonderful friendl y-w hen you 
come out of your hotel, by your 
name, and he will remind you
which is most surprising, considerin' 
you never set eyes on his face 
before-how you have dined to
gether in Cincinnati, or it may be 
Orleans, or perhaps Francisco, 
because he finds out where you 
came from last; and he will shal<e 
hands with you; and he will pro-
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pose a drink; and he will pay for 
that drink; and presently he will 
take you somewhere else, among 
his pals, and he will strip you so 
clean, that there won't be left the 
price of a four-cent paper to throw 
around your face and hide your 
blushes, In London ,they do 

the confidence trick." These 
men are extremely wary, and 
it is oftentimes with considerable 
difficult y that the arm of the 
bw, long as it is assumed to be, 
can lay hold of them, A 13UNCO

STEERER may be well known to the 
police as a professional swindler, 
and he may be seen talking to his 
intended victim, but, unless caught 
in an overt act, they cannot be in
terfered with, People whom BUN

CO-STEERERS lay their snares for, 
are generally men who stand high 
in their communities; consequently 
it is almost impossible to get 
victims to become complainants, 
as they do not care to figure in the 
police courts, and the thieves get 
practicall y a free field for their 
operations, 

Andrew Carnegie fell into the hands of a 
BUNCO ~ STEERER" in Pittsburg, Satnrdny 
ni~ht, but was rescned by a detective before 
he lost anything.-Daily Illta-Oceall, Feb. 
I;, 1888, 

BUNCOME, BUNCOMBE, BUNKUM, etc.
Talking merely for talk's sake, 
The original employment of the 
word in this sense is ascribed to a 
Member of Congress, Felix 'Walker, 
from Buncombe County, North 
Carolina, who explained that he 
was merely talking for bill/combe, 
when his fellow members could 
not understand why he was 
making a speech, Now universal 
on both sides of the water, and, 
indeed, wherever English is spoken, 
So much is this the case that the 
expression may now fairly claim a 
permanent place in the language, 
The primary meaning has been 

!Os Bungjmlger 

somewhat enlarged, "That's all 
buncombe" is equivalent to "That's 
all nonsense, or an absurdity," 

This thing of trying to rule a husband is 
all BUNCOMBE; it can't be done. You can 
coax most men, bribe some, and govern a 
very few, but that vulgar rubbing of the ftlr 
the right way wins every time.-Daily JI/ta
Occal1., March 3, r888. 

You have no idea of the enthusiasm ·which 
has been aroused in our district by the intro
duction of Americanism into Ollr schools. 
There is no spread-eagleism or BUNCOMBE 
about it either, but the natnral response to 
touching a chord which is fonnd in (:v(~ry 
man's, woman's, and child's heart. At il':1st 
50 per cent. of the scholars in our puLlic 
schools have foreign-born parents, and arc 
brought up in the midst of ideas alien to the 
American idea.-Cllicago AI ail, r888. 

BUNDLE, Too-A custom now obsolete, 
but formerly in vogue where bed 
accommodation was scarce, of men 
and women sleeping on the same 
bed together without having re
moved their clothes, The practice 
is mentioned by vVright as having 
been customary in Wales, and it 
will be remembered that vVashing
ton Irving alludes to it in his 
J(nic!/Crbocher History of New YOI'll, 
Whatever may have been the case 
in former times, it does not appear 
to be a habit either in the Mother 
Country or the New vVorld at the 
present time, even in the districts 
most remote from civilization, No 
question of immodesty seems to 
have attached to the custom; in
deed, attempts were made to pro,oe 
that BUNDLING was very right and 
proper. On this point, however, 
opinions will vary considerably, 

BUNG (Cant),-A purse or pocket. 

BUNGAy,-GO TO BUNGA\,! A euphe
mistic objurgation equivalent to 
consignment to a region the climate 
of which is tropical in character. 

BUNGFUNGER, To,-To 
confuse, Compare 
SQUABBLED, 

startle' to 
with ~AMR-



B~tngo 

Well, father, I thought he'd a fainted too, 
he was so struck up all of a heap, he was 
completely BUNGFUNGERED. - Sam Slick's 
Clock111aker, chap. xx. 

BUNGO.-A Southern name for a 
species of small boat; from the 
Spanish bongo. 
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BUNGTOWN COPPERS. - Spurious cop
per coinage. Bungtowl! is from the 
slang term "to bung," meaning 
"to lie" or "deceive." A great 
many counterfeit English halfpence 
known as Birmingham coppers 
were in circulation in New York 
State in 1785-6. They were made 
in Birmingham by order of a New 
York merchant, and imported in 
casks under the name of hardware 
or wrought copper. This was the 
special origin of the word, but the 
same name was afterwards given to 
all spuriolls copper coins. 

BUNK.-A contrivance used on lum
bermen's sleds, by which heavy 
timber is supported.--To BUNK. 
-(I) To retire to rest - from 
" bunk," a berth or bed on board 
ship.--(2) A lumberman's term 
for a deceitful practice which 
consists in so arranging lumber for 
inspection that a false impression 
is conveyed as to the cubic con
tents of any given pile or stack. 

BUNKER (Alosa menlzaden).-See BONY 
FISH. 

BUNTY.-A tailless fowl. Pennsylvania. 

BUREAus.-There are no offices in 
America; bUl'caus have taken their 
place. The language of oflicialdom, 
it may be remarked, is mainly pure 
French, or of French derivation. 

BURGALL (Clenolabras ccerulflls).-This 
fish, like many other popuhr 
species, boasts of several names-

Burnt District 

BLUE PERCH, CONNER, and THE 
NIBBLER (in New England waters) ; 
it goes by the name of burgall in New 
York. It is small in size and very 
plentiful as a food fish, being found 
as far south as Delaware Bay. 

BURGALOO. -A corruption of the 
French vil'galiclI, a much esteemed 
species of pear.-New YOI'll. 

BURGLARIZE, To.-To COMMIT A BURG
LARY. 

I vVhat have yon been doing for a living 
lately? I asked a very tough looking cili7.en 
of a man who looked as if he might be a boon 
companion. Ih:RGLAI07.INC'r. -llferclUlllt 
Trat'c!t'I', 1888. 

A somewhat shorter form is TO 
BURGLE, with its past participle 
BURGLED. 

BURGOO.-A Southern and South
western term akin to BARBECUE 
(q.v.). The feast, however, was 
furnished by hunters and fishermen 
-everything, fish, flesh, and fowl 
being compounded into a vast stew. 
After this was disposed of, speeches 
were made, if the meeting was of 
a political character. 

BURIAL PERMITs.-Certificates alltho
!"ising the burial of the dead. 

YESTERDAY'S nURIAL PERMITS. Franz 
Mueller, 60 years, 3532, North Broadway
suicide. 

Clay Vorbeck, 3 months, 3228, Chouteau 
Avenue-bronchitis.-SI. LOllis Globe Demo
crat, 1888. 

BURLINGTON.-At MiddleburyCollege, 
a water-closet; a privy. So called 
on account of the good natured 
rivalry between tbat institution 
and the University of Vermont at 
Btlrlington, 

BURNT DISTRICT.-SO frequent and 
devastating have been large fires 
in many of the cities of the Union 
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that the term burnt district to 
signify the part destroyed by fire 
has become quite familiar. 

I think one would be able to tell the 
BURNT DISTRICT by the radical improve
ment in its architecture over the old forms. 
One can do this in Boston and Chicago,
Ml1r/~ T7.l'aill's Life 011 the lrfississiPPi, p. 379. 

BURRITES.-An independent political 
party organized and led by Aaron 
Burr in 1797. Its existence was 
short-lived, terminating with Burr's 
overwhelming defeat at the polls 
the same year. 

BURRO.-The Mexicanjackass. These 
animals are mainly used as pack
wood carriers. Also called CUDDY. 
Bllno means primitively stupid, 
an idea which has been enshrined 
in the well-known Spanish proverb 
"es lilt bllrro CIt eI tratago "-he 
drudges like an ass. The origin of 
" cuddy" is on the other hand 
obscure. 

Travellers use nURROS to climb mountains 
with. I have discovered that it is as easy to 
climb alone as to climb up with a BURRO 
between your legs and push him along in 
front. The BURRO is a condensed jackass. He 
is little all OV([ except his ears and voice. 
He has long hair all over his body, four legs, 
two ears and one tail. As a vocalist the 
BURRO stands without a rival.-A tIlerican 
HIIII/orist. 

BURR OAK (QuerC1ls macrocarpa).-Also 
OVER-CUP and WHITE OAK. One of 
the most useful and ornamental of 
the genus which abounds in the 
Middle and Western States. It 
grows to almost sixty feet in height, 
and is well clothed with dark green 
foliage. The wood is tough, close
grained, and durable. 

BURROWING OWL (Pholcoptynx clillicu
il1ria).-A bird of abnormal habits, 
on account of which it is also 
called the DAY OWL. It frequents 
the [or5"kel1 burruws or the 
II villages II of the Pl~AIRIE DOG, 
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BURST, BURSTER, -See BUST and 
BUSTER. 

BURT.-At Union College, a privy 
is called the burt, from a person 
of that name, who many years ago 
was employed as the architect and 
builder of the latrina"! of that 
institution. 

BURY. - Go BURY YOURSELF! - A 
Californianism which has more of 
the jortiter than the suavitcr in its 
composition. Equivalent to " Go ! 
hide your diminished head." 

BUSH (Dutch, bosch; German, busch). 
-This word which in England 
generally refers to a single shrub 
or thicket, is in America and all the 
English colonies applied to uncul
tivated land covered with trees and 
undergrowth-i.e., to the primeval 
or virgin forest lanel. The use of 
the word in this extended sense is 
thought to have originated among 
the New York German or Dutch 
element, and thence, having se
cured a foothold in America, to 
have travelled to Canada, Australia, 
and other countries as they were 
opened up to emigration. The 
word is convenient, and has now 
passed permanently into the 
language. -- THAT TAKES TilE 
RAG OFF TI-IE BUSH.-To out-do; to 
surpass. A term of Western origin, 
the allusion heing to the skill dis
played by hunters in handling 
their rifles. In friendly shooting 
matches any mark, a rag on a bush 
a chance squirrel, bird, or, even 
a moth on the wing would serve 
as a target, and the man who did 
not fail in the first named feat was 
said to have tallell the rag off the bllsh. 
--BUSH BEAN (Phast'oills vulgaris.) 
-An old favorite among-st vege-
tables, being the English kidney or 
French bean. Other American 
pupular n3.111e::i are STRING DEANS 
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(from the stringy orfibrousparings); 
SNAP BEANS; or simply SNAPS.-
BUSH MEETING.-A gathering in the 
woods for the purpose of open-air 
preaching, and other religious exer
cises. These, like camp meetings, are 
very popular during the hot weather· 

Ie the latter parta 
rmanent charact 
es for weeks 
at a stretch, t 
more usually ap 
g of a day's dur 
s are roughly pIa 

p eparation being rna e, e 
meetings, however, as a rule last 
from early morning till late at 
night, the occasion serving (especi
ally among the negroes where the 
custom still most largely survives) 
as an excuse for a frolic also.-
BUSH-WHACKER.-In politics, as in 

. ply a " free-lanc " 
Rebellion dese 

k5 of both armie 
untry, bands 

ers making raids 
s houses and even 
of sacking who 
lly the term was 

enough in meaning. At a tIme when 
water-communication was the chief 
means of locomotion and the 
rivers, streams, and creeks of 
densely wooded regions were alive 
with the advance guards of civiliza
tion, bush-whackillg was the name 
given to the means by which 

men propelled t 
down stream. 

lished by pulling 
by the water si 

y the cutting a 
in order to obtain 
an who did this 
ent-a kind of 

cutlass with which, in the latter 
case, he thus forced his way-were 
alike called a bush-whacker. The 
word has gone through yet another 
transition. Since the war it has 
also come to mean a "country 

Bust 

bumpkin" a "clod-pole" or any 
ot her person of a "verdant" 
character. 

BUSIEST FOUR CORNERS ON EARTH.

The corners of Broadway and 
Fulton Street, in N Y I Ct 

NAPPER (Cant).-

s.-Besides being 
sed in the Stat 
nglish provincial 
ss (Gaelic bus, a 

has in the West the meaning of" to 
punch," a popular threat being 
" I'll buss your head." Used both 
as a noun and verb. 

BUST (n. and v.).-More than one 
meaning attaches to this word. 

mODgst the vulg 
ous with a spree 
frolic, and is g 

anied by boistero 
u familiar usage, t 
pplied to a failur 
e man who h< 

ne who has com 
commercial affairs, or falled 111 hIS 
undertakings. The noun is some
times varied with BUSTER, which, 
generally, is taken to mean either 
anything large in size, a man of 
great strength, or a drinking bout, 
accompanied by free and easy 
practices of all kinds-d.,ncing, 

ambling and pro 
ngly or combine 
BUST.-To indul 

aid practices; als 
go a buster." 
ngland, but of C 
he word itself 
nly a corrupt p 

"burst," the figure of speech being 
the idea of excess. Those who 
seek the derivation of busier in 
bustard (an archaic form of buz
zarc!) do not seem to possess much 
ground for their contention, 
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He tackled some of them regular BUSTERS, 
[in this case crackjaw words. or tongue 
twister,;] and they throwed hml. - Mark 
Tu'ain's Literatllre ilL the Dry Diggillgs. 

St. Louis is on top to-night. The San 
Francisco boom is BUSTED, and the fight is 
now narrowed to Chicago and SL Louis.
JlfissOlfri Rl'publican, Feb. 22, 1688. 

BUST-HEAO.- A Western term for 
common whiskey. It is curious to 
note how rich and varied is the 
West in terms for neat liquor, 
which, to judge from the similes 
used, must more often than not be 
execrably bad in quality. In not a 
few cases the idea enshrined in 
these epithets seems to point to the 
rapidity with which they send a 
man to the end of life's journey. 
The vernacular of the West, how
eVer, is always brutal in its plain 
outspoken cynicism, as may be 
seen by comparing bust-head with 
STONE-FENCE, RAILROAD, FORTY
ROD - LIGHTNING, STAGGER - JUICE, 
TANGLE-FOOT, TURPENTINE, BALD
FACE, etc., all of which are syno
nyms for whiskey. 

BusY, To (University).-To attend to 
-a corruption of "to busy one
self about." 

The poor crook was almost annihilated by 
Lhis summons, and clinging to the bed
clothes in all the agony of despair, over
looked TO BUSY his midnight visitor.-Har
vard Registcr. 

BUTCHER BIRO (Lanius septelltriollalisl' 
-A bird of the shrike kind (Collyris , 
about nine inches long and thirteen 
inches broad from tip to tip of 
wing, and, in general appearance, of 
a dull slate color. Despite the fact 
of its mean appearance and song
lessness, this bird is in Canada and 
some of the Northern States con
founded with the true mocking
bird (Mimlls folyglul/lIs). An in
teresling' piece of folk-lore is COil

nected with its popular name of TilE 
NINE-KILLER, the superstition being 
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that the bu.tcher bird actually and 
exactly kills and impales nine 
grasshoppers a day as his store of 
tood, a notion which is quoted by 
Dr. de Kay in his Natural liistulY 
of New York. 

BUTT.-Common in the West as a 
contracted form of" buttock." The 
same abbreviation is in use in 
the West of England for a buttock 
of beef only.--To EUTT, in the 
South-west, to oppose. 

BUTTE (French, blltte).-No word in 
English exactly conveying the 
precise meaning of this French 
word, has led to its naturalization 
and incorporation into the common 
speech of Californian, and subse
quently, American life generally, 
the nearest approach being knob. 
A butte is a hill or ridge detached 
and rising abruptly from the level, 
but which, though not lofty enough 
to be designated a mountain, is yet 
too imposing to be called a mere 
hill. The buttes of the Rocky 
Mountains and Oregon are extreme
ly picturesque as landmarks, a 
notably conspicuous one being that 
known as the Butte an {him in the 
vicinity of the Red River, which, 
says Sir George Simpson, in his 
Ovcrlalld 'olll'uey, towers "with a 
height 0 about 400 feet over a 
boundless prairie as level and 
smooth as a pond." 

The two BUTTES . . . is a singlo 
hill of about 500 feet above the plain, the top 
of which is broken away in the middle, 
leaving two almost conical fiat-topped peaks, 
more than 300 feet apart at the summits, and 
each rising probably 200 feet above their 
common base. It is a very prominent and 
well-known landmark, and can be seen, 
under favorable conditions, for more than 
sixty miles. The country is an alternation 
of nearly level plain and very brol.;cn ground, 
and would be easy lo get lost in. but for these 
BUTTES.-Richard IJ'viJl,~ Dodgt"s Plains oj 
til" Great West. 

BUTTEKER (Callt).-A shop. 



Butterbird 

BUTTERBIRD (West Indies). - The 
BOBOLINK (q.v.). 

BUTTER-BuSH.-A corruption of BUT
TON-BUSH (q.v.). 

BUTTERED (Cant).-vVhipped; also, as 
in English slang usage, " flattered." 

BUTTER FISH (Mur,moidcs).-Acommon 
slimy fish; hence its popular name, 
the idea conveyed in which is akin 
to that in "butter fingers," i.e., 
it is difficult to handle. . 

BUTTERFLIES OF THE STAG£.- Ballet 
dancers. The name is derived 
from the always light and airy, and 
sometimes gorgeous dress worn by 
such in pursuit of their calling. 

• Go to the corner at say cleven o'clock at 
night,' he continued, I and see what a lot of 
stage struck dudes gather there. The stage 
(!ntrance to the Bijou is just above the cor
]H;!r, and the mashers gather there to meet 
BUTTERFLIES OF THE STAGE, and then ad
journ to the neighbouring restaurants to 
blow in the wealth they have succeeded 
in coaxing from a fond mother or an over
indulgent father in supper and wine or 
oysters and beer, according to the liberality 
of the parents aforcsaid.-Ncw York Herald, 
March 25, 1888. 

BUTTERFLV.-This word in the States 
is rather a misnomer when con
trasted with English usage. Night 
flying moths are popularly, but 
erroneously, called butterflies, the 
former being confined to the 
domestic pest. A similar confusion 
exists between "beetles" and 
" bugs." 

aUTTERINE.-Of American origin, but 
DOW eqllallyapplied in England, as 
in the States, to a spurious kind of 
bntter, composed of fatty sub
stances other than cream; also 
called OLEO-MARGARIN E, MARGARINE, 
ctc. The sale of these substitutes 
for butter is now prohibited by 

IIO Buy 

la w in England, except distinctly 
sold under their true names and 
character, while in America even 
restaurant keepers are required to 
make public announcement if they 
use the article in their business. 

BUTTER NUTs.-Equivalent in theNorth 
to COPPERHEADS (q.v.). His derived 
from the popular name of a coarse 
brown homespun cloth commonly 
worn by Confederate soldiers dur
the Civil War. 

BUTTON- Bus H (Cepltalant1l1ls occidentalis 
and canadensis).-A shrub which 
abounds on the American continent, 
growing in low-lying swampy dis
tricts, and the globular flowers of 
which resembling buttons, supply 
its distinctive name . 

BUTTONING-Up.-A Wall Street phrase 
referring to the action of brokers 
who, having speculated in stock, 
find it cast upon their hands at a 
loss, and who for any reason keep 
the fact of such speculation secret. 

BUTTON-WORD (Platanus occidelltalis).
A New England term for the 
Sycamore; also called BUTTON
BALL TREE. In winter these trees 
are covered with suspended ball
shaped seed vessels-hence the 
popular name. 

BUTTv.-Explained by quotation. 

The place of nUTTY, or helper, even, was 
not so very easy of acquirernent.-Piukuton's 
Mollie MaK1.tircs anei Delcctives. 

Buv.-To BUY INTO.-To acquire a 
share of anything-an idiom which 
Mark Twain is fond of using. 

vVhy three years ago if a man . . went 
over to Washoe ami nOUGHT INTO a g-ooJ 
silver IIlflll!, etc.-Mark TU'llill's 11;lIl/lliry 
{~bul/t /IIS/{/'(lIlC£'S. 



Buzzard III 1))1 

BUZZARD. - A name applied 
vulture instead of to a hawk. 

to a By CRACI\Y !-A meaningless exclama-

BUZZER.-A pickpocket. 
slang" buz-bloke." 

English 

BUZZING (Cant). - (r) Searching or 
looking for; as "What are you 
buzzing? "--:2) Confidential talk. 

BUZZ-sAw.-A circular saw. 

Paul Haster was given employment in the 
Shipman keg factory and had been at work 
bnt a few minutes when his left hand got 
caught by a BUZZ-SAW, mangling the thumb 
and two fingers of his hand. -Missouri 
Republican, Feb. I6, r888. 

BV AND AGAIN.-Now and then. 
A Southern adverbial phrase. 

BV AN D LARGE.-To take it by and large 
is a slang phrase, equivalent to 
"taking it all round," or "after 
due thought," or "all in all." 

Taking it BY AND LARGE, as the sailors say, 
we had a plc~sant ten days'run from New 
York to the Azores,-J.Ual'lt Twaiu's Illnoc~l/ts 
Abroad. 

You'll search one while [i.r., a long tiIne] 
. . . afore you'lll1nd a man that, take him 
BY AND LARGE, is equal to one of your free 
and enlightened citizens.-Sam Slick's 
Cloclwwker, chap. xvi. 

Bv-BIDDER.-An auctioneer's decoy 
who, by spurious bidding, runs up 
prices. 

tion. 

Say, haint Tubbs a Methodist I By 
CRACKY, here's where it is, and in we 
walked.- Superior luter-Ocean. 

BY GOllEV! or By GOllY !-A negro 
oath. 

By GUM! By GUMMv!-Both these 
expletives are extracts from the 
great American Dictionary oj Oatlts 
alld Cuss Words compiled by des
cendants of the Puritan Fathers.
Sec DADBINGED. 

By GORRAM !-An oath. I3artlett says 
it is "euphemistic," in which case 
what in the world would caco
phonous blasphemy be like? 

Bv JINGS!- A corruption of "by 
jingo," a phrase which, as used by 
most people, posseso;es no signi
ficance beyond that of a vulgar 
expletive. 

So we come home. And DY JINGS, I am 
getting' up one of them Whl'cls th:H will 
knock Pauly Bros. higher than Gilroy's kite. 
-S1Ipt:rior lllt(y-OC('(l11. 

BY sUN.-Before sunset. Georgia. 

Bv.-For "of," e.g., "a person by the 
name of." A vulgarism. 

/ 



ABALLADA.-A caravan, 
or company of horses 
or mules carrying 
merchandize. The 
vord, \Vh' Ire 
panish in 
exas, ed 
nto CA RD 

(pronounced cal'ayard). 

CA BBAGE, To.-To appropriate sUlTep-
titiousl In England, t bb a is 
confine ailor's nd 
means propriati or-
tions 0 h confid rk-
men f01 t e purpose 0 ma ,mg 
g-arments. Among American 
thieves, however, the word is used 
in a much more extended s~nse, 
::md is 0 theft 0 . d. 
-- C TREE or E-

PALM Ilissinza). ell-
known the pa es, 
found m Floncb and throug-hout 
the West Indies. The young shoots 
are edible, and are used either 
pickled or as a vegetable. The name 
is give! e than on of 
palm, to thos ear 
an esc ot. Fro ith 
of the issi1lla, sa u-
factured, and the long straight 
stems of this variety are nsec1 as 
water-pipes. 

CABEROS 

bsso 
RESTO.~ 

f hair. 
of 
he 

LARIAT is mac aw 
hide) an t 1e bsso, the ca m as is 
formed with a running noose, and 
is used on ranches anel Western 

phuns for catching horses anel cattle. 
The plainsmen and cowboys show 
marvellous dexterity in its manipu
lation. While riding full speed an 
a a herd w· . gled out, 
a cabcros tl ith such 
p that th legs, or 
o tions of will be 
entangled in the noose and the 
animal captured. From the Spanish 
cabeslro, a halter. Cabcrvs are also 
employed for fastening the animals, 

19ht, to pegs in 
ld. 

CABLE. - (I) A message by Atlantic 
or other sea cables; TO CABLE is 
the act of sending snch messages. 
Of comparatively modern Ameri-

. ge, to cab to \dl"e" 
ite of p position, 
assing i ral com-

use, and likely to 
obtam a permanent footmg in the 
language. Though not yet ad milted 
to a place in the dictionaries, it is 
frequently used by even the best 
j . tic autho . he mes-

If is also a CABLE-

Used bo 10Un and 
(2) A P abbrevia-

tion for caVle-tramway; thus, in an 
advertisement appearing in the St. 
LOllis Glove Democrat, it is stated 
that one of the at tractions of cer-

rtmenls vas (hat 
-e "con to both 

CABOODLE.-THE WIIOLE CABOODLE.

-A pleonastic expression for" the 



Caboose 

whole." Thought to be an en
larged form of BOODLE which is 
sometimes used in the same sense, 
and which is derived from the old 
English "bottel" a bundle (Fr. 
botel, boteau, Ger. beutel). Caboodle 
is general throughout the States, 
and has now almost completely 
supplanted BOODLE (q.v.), which is 
more usually applied in a totally 
different sense. 

Yo've gat ter have faith in GaddIe-mighty 
then, sure, a-swingin' up an' down them 
rnount'n-sides l dark nights or bright, when a 
rock on the track f'om a landslide 'u'd fling 
the whole CABOODLE down the mount'n an 
inter Idngdom came afa' you'd know it.
Scribner's Maf{a::;inc, 1887. 

CABOOSE or CABoosE-cAR.-OnAmeri
can railways the caboose-car is equiv
alent to the guards' van attached to 
goods trains in England. This, like 
much of the American terminology 
connected with various modes of 
land travel, has been borrowed 
from sea life; in this instance from 
a ship's caboose or galley. Some
times speJt "camboose" (Dutch 
kombuis). Also CAB. 

A CABOOSE drawn by two engines jumped 
the track at Great Barrington, Vt., and fifteen 
~~~~, were injured.-Chicago Inter-Ocean, 

A north-bound freight train on the Phila
delphia and Reading Railway while moving 
slowly near here this morning was over
taken by another freight, tho engine of 
which plowed through the CABOOSE and two 
cars of the first train.-N L'W York J-V ukly 
Timl.-'s, r888. 

CABREE (Alltilocapre americalla)-A 
French - Canadian name for the 
PRONG HORN (q.v.), the latter name 
from a prong which juts out from 
each horn. Its flesh is highly 
esteemed as food. 

CACAO (Theocroma caeao).-The cocoa 
of commerce. 

II3 Cachunk 

CACHE (French).-Sometimes corrup
ted into CASH. Used both as a noun 
and verb. A ca.che, among traders and 
hunters, is a cavity hollowed in the 
ground for the purpose of receiving 
provisions, stores, etc., required for 
future use, or which it is desirable to 
conceal. --To CACHE describes the 
action of secreting in this manner; 
but in many cases a much wider 
meaning is given to the word, ',-:hich 
then is synonymous with hiding, 
irrespective of the manner in which 
it is done. It is derived from the 
French cacher, to hide, and was the 
name given by the early French 
settlers to their secret depositories. 
The latter, however, were in use 
long prior to the advent of white 
men. 

In a CACHE among the rocks we found the 
provisions and the cooking utensils, and 
then, all fatigued as I was, I sat down on a 
boulder and superintended, while Johnny 
gathered wood and cooked sllpper.-Mark 
Twain's Roughing It. 

He stopped in some alarm, and his thoughts 
first naturally reverted to the whisk;X; wnich 

RI/l~~k)1~~~·~~11~~ ~:~~!.~. hi~ ca~ds wi~~t~l~~ 
whiskey I cannot say.-Brct Harte's Outcasts 
of Poker Flat, p. 26. 

CACHUNK! KERCHUNK! CASHUNK 1-
This word belongs to a class of 
exclamations which are intended 
to convey an imitation of the sound 
of a body falling hea viI y, that is, 
with a noise or thump. No special 
meaning attaches to them, and 
they seem to be equally uncertain 
as regards orthography, being met 
with in various guises, such as 
KESHONK, and KESHWASH in New 
England, and KERCHUG, KEWOSH 
and CASHWASH in the West. 
Cashullil extends over the entire 
Union, but the whole class of these 
fanciful onomatopoetic words are 
much affected in the South and 
West; they are mainlr of recent 
origin, though two a the class 
KESWOLLOP and KEWI-IOLLUX, which 

IS 



Cacique 

are rare in the States, are not 
unfamiliar to English ears. 

CACIQUE.-A West Indian term, 
v.:hich, through the Spanish, is de
rived from the cazie of Hayti.-
The title of a chief or head man 
among the aboriginal Indians of 
the vVest India Islands. Now 
very indiscriminately applied; 
genuine Indian chiefs, and even the 
head councilman of third and 
fourth rate towns, as well as any 
conceited and officiolls J ack-in
office, is dubbed with this once 
honorable title. 

cAcK.-In Massachusetts, the name 
of a child's shoe. 

CACOMIT£.-The bulbous root of a 
flollr-producing species of Tigritlia, 
common in Mexico. 

CAD.-A railway guard or conductor. 
In English slang, omnibus con
ductors are generically called cads, 
but its applica tion to railway 
officials is peculiarly American. 
Authorities differ concerning the 
ongm and application of this 
word, some regarding it as a con
tracti0n of " cadger"; whilst 
others_ profess to trace it to the 
Scotch "cadie," an errand boy; or 
to the slang University sense of 
the word - a non-member (Latin 
cadaver. a dead body). 

CADE.-A calf, a pet. 

CADY (Cant).-A hat. 

CJESARlsM.-Those are accused of 
Casarism, i.e., Imperialism, who, in 
American politics, favor the re
election, to the presidency for a 
third term, of one who has already 
held the office twice. 

9a Ira 

CAHOOT (French cohorte).-Though of 
foreign extraction this phrase has 
a more immediate origin in the old 
English word "cahoot" which, in 
a slang sense, is used in the South 
and West for companionship or 
" keeping company," whether legiti
mately or otherwise. As is usual 
with this class of words, the primary 
meaniDg is modified among various 
classes of the community. Men 
who live in the same house, those 
in plrtnership, or who act in con
cert, are said to be in cahoots; just 
as, politically, the same term is 
sometimes synonymous with a 
species of jobbery-in other words 
"in cahoots" then signifies an un
holy alliance. 
Seibert and Noland arc in CAHOOTS. No

land is now deputy state lreasurer, and is 
a candidate for the chief place. From pre
scnt appearances his ambition will be grati
fied. He is worthy of promotion, entirely 
competent to discharge the duties of trea
surer, and has his fences built to corral his 
anticipations. Seibert's friends will support 
Noland, and Noland's friends will support 
Seibert. But they are not leaning 011 each 
other. Seibert has his backbone against 
that of some candidate for every State office. 
This is politics.- Wash;"gfo" Daily I'osf, 
IS~S. 

--Also TO CAHOOT. 

CAIN.-To RAISE CAIN.-To proceed 
to extreme measures; to be dan
gerously quarrelsome; to make a 
disturbance. Of Western origin 
this ·expression was primarily 
applied to men who, drunk and 
quarrelsome, or who simply heated 
with passion, would have shown no 
hesitation in shooting or stabbing 
those who chanced to oppose them. 
While slillretaining this meaning, 
its more general signification is 
that of being merely disputatious 
or quarrelsome without any special 
homicidal mania. A variant is 
TO RAISE HATE. 

CA IRA I-This famous refrain from 
, Le Carillon National of the French 



Caje1t 

Revolution of I790, was adopted 
as a rallying cry by the Fede
ralists. It was likewise a favorite 
saying of Dr. Franklin in con
nection with the American War of 
Independence. It means, "it will 
speed," or " it will do." 

CAJEN.-A corruption of ACADIAN 
(q.v.), a native of Nova Scotia. 

CAKE.-To TAKE THE CAKE.-To 
rank the highest; to be the best of 
a kind. The origin of the phrase 
is said to be as follows :-

In certain sections of the country, CAKE 
WALKS are in vogue among the colored 
people. It is a walking contest, not in the 
matter of speed, but in style and elegance. 
The young bucks get themselves up in the 
most elaborate clothing, correct to a stitch, 
and walk from one cud of the hall to the 
other, under the admiring gaze of dusky 
beauties, and the critical eye of the judges. 
The marking is dOlle on a scale of numbers, 
and when the low down contestants have 
quitted the field, the ties are walked off. 
Then comes the real walking, elaborate and 
finished in every detail. The J?rize is a 
CAKE and the successful competItor TAKES 
it. 

Between you 'n me, red stockings ain't 
becomin' to an-ahcm-limbs, 'n for cool 
cheek 'n dash, 1 back some 0' em against any 
saleslady 't makes a livill' by it, the way 't 
some 0' those girls 'd pin on a bouto/'tn.iert 
TOOK THE GAKE.-Scm Francisco News 
Letter. 

CAKES.-HURRY UP THE CAKES!
Look sharp! be quick I Buck
wheat and other hot cakes form a 
staple dish at many American 
tables, and the phrase is one often 
heard in this connection. It has 
now become pure slang-an in
junction to expeditious movement. 

CAL.-An abbreviation for California, 
used in writing and prin ting. 

CALABASH.-(r) A drinking utensil; 
the shell of the fruit of the CIl(llY

bila 11lgcJ/ari,~, a vine of the gourd 
species, is generally mell for this 

!IS Calf-Kill 

purpose. From the Spanish cale
baza, a gourd. --(2) The head; 
only employed jeeringly to an 
empty-headed, weak-minded indi
vidual. 

CALABoosE.-The common gaol or 
prison. This word comes into 
popular use from the Spanish 
calabozo through the French cala
bouse.--To CALABOOSE.-To im
prison. 

Charley Read struck an old tramp in the 
CALABOOSE the other day who looh:cd dIS
gusted at his headquarters and remarked, 
, Well I've been in every jail from Portland 
to Santa Ana, but this IS d-n snide of a 
CALADOOSE I ever struck yet.-Santa Ana
Blade, r888. 

CALASH.-I. An open chaise with a 
hood. Canada.--z. A covered 
wire hood used by ladies to protect 
their head-dress. 

CALCULATE, To.-To think; expect; 
believe; intend; indeed, almost any 
sense save the legitimate meaning 
of the word. It belongs to the 
same class of colloquialisms as 
GUESS and RECKON; yet, although 
often heard to fall from the lips of 
all grades of society in America, 
the guessin', reckonin' ,'spectin', and 
calculatin' American of the English 
stage is as much a myth as the man 
in the moon. Still, the more 
frequent nse of these words by our 
cousins across the water, gives 
them the stamp of Americanisms. 
Calculate is sometimes, especially in 
New England, corrupted into 
cal'late. 

The Sarjullt he tlwut Hosea hcdn't gut 
his i teeth cut cos he looked a kindo's though 
he'd I'cst come down, so he GAL'LATED to 
hook lim in, but Bosy woodn't take none 0' 
his sarse.-Biglow Papers. 

CALF-KILL (Kalmill GlIgllstiflam).-A 
beautiful flowering shrub of the 
laurel species, the popular name of 



Calfskin Fiddle 

which is founded on the erroneous 
supposition that its leaves, if eaten 
by cattle, prove fatal. The same 
plant is, in the South, called IVY; 
it is not, however, a member of 
that family. 

CALFSKIN FIDDLE (Cant).-A drum. 

CALIBOGUs.-A very old name for a 
mixture of rum and spruce beer, 
being quoted by Grose in 1792 as 
"an American beverage." The 
last two syllables of the word are 
thought to be derived from the 
French bagasse, the refuse of the 
sugar cane. This view would seem 
to be sUfPorted by the fact that rum 
is itsel a product of the sugar 
cane. 

CALlco.-There is a slight variation in 
English and American usage as 
regards tbe application of this term 
to cotton goods. As is well known, 
the term was originally used to 
distinguish cotton goods from India 
(from Calicut on the Malabar 
coast), but, in England, all white 
and unprinted cotton goods are 
now c~lled calicoes. In the States, 
on the contrary, printed cotton 
goods alone would be understood 
by the term. A familiar illustra
tion of this will be called to mind 
in the popular CALICO-BALLS, now 
as well known here as across the 
water, whence they were introduced 
in tbe first instance. The term 
calico, so applied, bears the more 
extended meaning peculiar to the 
States, the dresses, though all of 
cotton materials, being mainly of 
the printed and fancy kinds. 

Fresh CALICO dresses, in which the domi
nant tint was either a bright pink or a posi
tive blue, were flaunted with more pride 
than a princess fecls in her lace and pearls. 
-Cmf"ry Magazine, 1888. 

CALIFORNIA WIDow.-Amarriec1 woman 
whose husband is away from her 

n6 Call 

for any extended period; a" grass 
widow" in the least offensive sense 
of that term. The expression 
dates from the period of the Cali
fornian gold fever, when so many 
men went West, leaving their wive~ 
and families behind them. 

CALL.-An invitation; a requisition; 
also fitness for a vocation. In the 
phraseology of Dissenters a call to 
any given office or pastorate is often 
looked upon as equivalent to a 
divine command, the allusion being 
to such calls as those of Abraham, 
Samuel, etc. However unquestion
able may be the sincerity of belief 
in many cases, in others it cannot 
be denied that the acuteness of the 
sense of hearing on the occasion of 
such calls is more regulated by the 
worldly inducements offered than 
by other considerations. In such 
cases the cant formula would be a 
" providential call." The word has 
now passed from church phrase
ology into general use. Also TO 
CALL. 
It is quite likely that the First Baptist 

Church in PiclTcpont Street will CALL a 
pastor within the next two months. Several 
names are just now under consideration.
Brooklyn Daily Eagle, 18BS. 

The morning papers will publish a CALL, 
signed by a number of the leading citizensl 
for a mass meeting of the citizens and 
business men to consider matters relating to 
the present railroad freight troubles.-D",v<r 
Republica", 1888. 

Perhaps no one has any right to expect to 
make a success of authorship unless he has 
a CALL-by which, I infeft those who use the 
word mean a capacity to produce work that, 
if not immortal, is imbued wilh the essence 
of a fresh-voiced and interesting personality. 
-Tlte Crific, April '4, 1888. 

--CALLS FOR DOMESTIC ANIMALS. 
-These, in America, differ con-
siderably from those used in Eng
land. Among the more important 
variations may be mentioned the 
following :- " gee" directs the 
animals away from the driver, hence 
to the right; but in England the 



all' htt b 

me rm has he po 'te ect 
because the drIver walks on the 
'ht an sid of is am I 

Vuglllla, mule rivers gee th 
im I ith the cry "he - ee-
-a. T dir t im t th 

left, another series of terms is used. 
c ing at in he el th 

following crics are used in the 
cal es ive bo s,' 

"sake, sake" (Connecticut); "coo, 
0' (V' ini , sao s k," 

also "sookey" (Maryland); soo-
w" (AI bam , d f callin 

10rses t II pel {OP " ar an 
and Alabama)' for calling sheep, 

wn ny (M yl ); r c in 
hogs, "chee-oo-oo." 

CA ITH P, o. a te au' t 
produce dlscOldant 'musIcal' 

und b me f instruments 
he nc gru 15 i he el a 

in conjunction-such as tin kettles, 
Ils rat s, tc. A ct au 

word, founded upon "Calliope," 
e th ni m es nd 'to 

thump."--CALLITHUMPIANS.- A 
me SSl ed v 'ou im by 

bands of rowdIes, especIally in 
lti are I da go b the 

elitl IPI S, r e lUi 1111 
pia." band were part and parcel 

n y sti 1 ew 
Year's Eve, when parties of men 

d am 1 era bul ed the 
streets, making the night hideous 

th dis rd t au s. A 
caliithumpwn band is also frequently 
. pr ise on he ca' n f an 
unpopular we c ng, un i th 
same fashion as, in EnO'land, a 

ttl r t po ban is rm to 
mark popular disapproval. Thus the 

leil lti ec G ctle n An 
swers to Correspondents," jokingly 

te ha the pro bl me ing 
of parties being qllletly married 

\~a ys's 'It he 1ar"ag 
eslIvlt18S are not ce ebra ed y a 
'llithUl11Pi til band. 

C LO ED. 

callOSIty. 
on t nt 

Camp 

H en d; 
T e skill is 

ressnre. 

st te of 
110. d 

rvranya young man, with hands CALLOUS~D 
b x·h e a pI ha e, r de t day III 
h Sun y b . w a b DIll gi by 
side, or behind him, and with the gay heart 
Daub ur h' br L- nit 
if gazz ,18 7, 

CALUMET.- 0 S OK TH CA M 

OF PEACE -Among the aboriginal 
nd s, e p e, cal et, ay 

an important part in the councils 
f e tio or rib he 

calumcis were of two kinds-one 
ein p du d ed vh 

trealles were made, or strangers 
ece' ed' fr' ndl co f bul tio . 

the at 1er, of I ferent s pe, vh 
ar 'as to be declared. The sym-

01 ok e p ul fa yah 
passed into general nse; there-

re to oli Ie c 1111 or pc 
pea.cc is equivalent to a profession 

f f nd ip. Th re se f t 
symbol-the pIpe of war-is rarely 

ea e \ rd' el vas' n tr 
duced by the old Frenc -Canadian 

010 'sts 

C AS PR IE CA S Roo -Sc' 
At R T. 

CAMFIR cor pt 1, th r 
gards writing and pronunciation 
f' am or 

C p, nest n e, en er 
halt on a journey is called, a camp 

fo ed he m er s pli 
even though the traveller is alone. 

. . . The cowmen along the Lilt L. 

:MissOllri have united in establishing a row 
~ \M lot ea~ f tl rival g t 
lme where the broken ~round Ine8ts the 
prairie. The CAMI'S are usually tor two men 
e. ,a S 0 een r t nly nil 
apart; then, 1n the mOl'mng lts l\vo men 
sl1.rt ont in opposite ways eacb riciil1'-'- till he 
m s h noi bor th ext MP arc 
on that side, when he returns. The CAMP 
it· "If is met' les reI te II pit hed . 



Camp 

a sheltered coulee, but ought to be either 
made of logs or else a dug-out in the ground. 
-Ranch Life in the Far West. 

--A HALF-FACED CAMP is the 
CORRAL (q.v.) of the South-west
a camp so formed that one side is open 
for the free passage of the beasts 
of burden comprised in the train. 

You catch your trout within sight of the 
CAMP, ,and they are bron~ht to your table 
baked In cream, broiled, fned in meal or in 
a chowder, till you once for all and at last 
have fairly had your fill of the most tooth
some and best of fish.-N cw York ]-f eratd, 
July 29, 1888. 

--To CAMP DOWN.-To form a 
camp. 

They travelled all night, and when day 
broke took to the bush, CAMPED DOWN a 
smart piece off the trail, stayed till about 
noon, catched IIp their fresh horses, took a 
bee-line through the timber, and, when night 
came, pushed for the trail again.-N. Y. 
Spirit oj the Times, Frontier Tale. 

--CAMP-MEETING.-A gathering 
which partakes largely of the 
character of a protracted picnic, 
religious exercises being quaintly 
mixed up with fun and frolic of all 
kinds. In the early days the 
practice of holding camp-meetings 
was mainly confined to the 
Methodists, but nowadays other 
denominations and associations 
also have their camp-meetings. 
Among the Mormons they are 
called WOOD-MEETINGS. As the 
name implies, those frequenting 
these gatherings, which often last 
for weeks together, camp out in 
tents, booths, and other improvised 
and temporary habitations. There 
are well-known holiday resorts in 
the States which are very popular 
for camp-meeting purposes, and some 
of these gatherings are largely 
attended, occasionally by thou
s:Jl1c1s of people, the railway com
panies alTering special transit 
inducements. In many respects 
they are neither more nor less than 
monster picnics; t IVa, three, or 
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more public meetings are held 
during the oay, the rest of the 
time being devoted to rambling, 
bathing, excursions, games, and 
other outdoor amusements. Tem
porary wooden huts are sometimes 
erected by the proprietors of the 
grounds, and these are let out by 
the day or week as occasion needs. 
N or are the usual conveniences of 
civilization wanting; so perfectly 
organised are these meetings that 
telegraph and post offices are 
established on the spot, and, at 
times, even a daily newspaper is 
published in which is detailed the 
reports of the meetings, and the 
doings of the campers. 'When the 
assembly breaks up, huts, tents, 
offices, platforms, newspaper, etc., 
disappear, and the grove, wood, or 
lake resumes its normal appear
ance. 

In the early days of August there came a 
time of comparatIve leisure. The summer 
harvests were over, and the fields of tall 
corn had been laid by after the last plow
ing. Then Illinois had a breathing spell 
. . . and in this time of relaxation came 
the season of Baptist Associations and 
Methodist CAMP-MEETINGS and two-days' 
basket meetings-jolly religious picnics, 
where you could attend to your salvation 
and eat 'raas'in' ears' with old friends in 
the thronged recesses of the forests, among 
a people who were perhaps as gregarious as 
any the world has ever produced. Children 
looked forward to this gypsying with eager
ness, and adults gave themselves over to it 
with the abandon of children. What night
scenes there were I Within the oval of tents 
at a CAMP-MEETING two great platforms were 
raised on :posts six or eight feet high and 
covered With earth; on these were built 
great blazing bonfires, illuminating all the 
space inclosed by the tents and occupied by 
the enthusiastic assembly, which, as one 
great chorus, made the wide forest vocal 
with a tide of joyous or pathetic song.
Scribner's JlI agazillc, 1887. 

CAMPAIGN.-A word of somewhat 
grandiloquent political import, 
being employed to signify a period 
of electoral contest, and applied 
alike to a presidential electIOn or 
to the canvass of the merest petty 
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official-a usage described by 
James Grant White in Words 
altd their Meanings, as "bloated 
army-bumming bombast." -- To 
CAMPAIGN.-To proceed upon a 
campaign; to exploit. 

The ne 
dollars to 
known r 
CAMl~ArGN 

of years, 
Bonner f 
Globe, Ma 

steed for 800 
"sly, the weIl
I who, after 
k for a couple 

I sold him to 
Bosloll Weekly 

CAMPBE r of the sect 
founde y a r. Alexander 
Campbell, in the South. 

CAMPHENE.-A well-known oil used 
for lighting purposes. It is the 
pure oil of turpentine, and its 
component parts are eight of 
hydrogen and ten of carbon. 

CAN (C ece. 

CAN, To G.-The pro-
cess a h fruit, vege-
!ables ood products 
III at Is is called 
c,mn':! has since 
its introductlOn, Illcreased year by 
year until it has now assumed enor
mous dimensions. Callncd goods, 
as they are called, are familiar to, 
and very popular with the English 
public, amongst whom thAY are 
more generally known as "tinned" 
goods. It is said that upwards of 
50,00 r alone are 
put iJ for export. 

A CANN n in opera lion 
at Lcxin s. Those who 
put out t tomatoes Blake 
from 800 dollars a year. 
Small fa r that there is 
more In ctables for the 
CANNING other crop at 
less cxpcnsc.-R1Ch lilll RCVl-t'1L', I888. ' 

--CAN-OPENER.-A bladedinstru
ment adapted for opening tinned 
goods. -- CANNERY.-An estab
lishment where canning or packing 
in tin \(esscls is carried on. 

\ 

A petition has been circulated and freely 
signed to-day requesting the J30ard of Edu
cation to extend the vacation from July' 30th 
to August 26th, to allow the school chIldren 
to assIst in the CANNERY at the most impor
tant time. Othen·vise large quantities of 
peaches and pears must go to waste, with 
great loss to fruit raisers and the CANNERY.
Salt Francisco JVcckly Chronicle, July 26, r888. 

C KANUCK, K'NUC 

colloquial sian 
native of Canad 

ently used bein 
. gin of the term 
and, moreover, 

seems to be limited in its appli
cation within the Canadian frontier. 
There a C"nucil is understood to be 
a Canadian of French descent, just 
as, within the limits of the Union, 
only New Englanders are termed 
Yankees, whereas elsewhere that 
appellation is given indiscriminately 

the States. It 
nuc/l is a corruptio 
he name given b 
ns to the Irish. 

view of the larg 
s of the Emera 
le suggestion is b 

no p obable; it woul 
follow that, by a proc«ssofinversion, 
a nickname given by one section of 
a nation to another has, in course of 
time, been applied to the nation as 
a whole. 

CANADA (pronounced Canyada).- A 
tive of CANON. 
hat is, a narro 

ge through mOll 

C bies balsamea).-
the well - kno\ 

balsam of commerce, which is 
extracted from blisters under the 
bark. The tree is of a spindly 
hab,t, and delights in the cold 
damp woods and swamps of New 
England, Pennsylvania, and other 
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States further north. Also called 
BALSAM FIR (q.v.). 

CANADA NETTLE (Urtica ca"adensis).
Also called ALBANY HEMP (q.v.). 

CANADA RICE (Zizania aquatica).-Also 
WILD RICE and WATER OATS. This 
plant abounds in the Northern 
States and Canada, and flourishes 
in deep pools and sluggish streams. 

CANADA THISTLE (Cirsiu"llt [carduJts] 
arvense) .-Introduced into Canada 
from France, where it is very com
mon, as also in England; this weed 
has spread itself over the whole of 
North America. 

Some portions of the earth are worth their 
weight in gold, while others are not lit to 
raise CANADA THISTLEson."-TexasSijtiJtgs, 
] une 30, IBBB. 

CANARY GRASS (PMlaris il1termedia.).
Also known as RED CANARY GRASS, 
STEWART'S CANARY GRASS, GIL
BERT'S RELIEF GRASS, and CALI
FORNIAN TIMOTHY. It is a native of 
the Southern and some of the 
Western States, and is highly re
commended as a winter and spring 
grass for the South, wherever a 
fair degree of moisture exists. 

CANCER RooT.-One of the Oroba.1tche 
of Linmeus. A yellowish plant 
which supplies a pretended remedy 
for cancer, prepared in the form of 
a powder-hence the popular name. 
The plant is common throughout 
the States. 

CANDIDATE, To.-To seek or be pro
posed for office, etc. A verb formed 
much in the same way as "to rail," 
i.e., to travel by railway. 

When one considers the many difterent 
tastes and preferences to be found in a large 
modern congregation, and remembers that 
these tastes have reference so much more 
largely than in former years to external and 
non-essential matters, it will be readily 

apprehended by those outside the ministry 
that the business of CANDIDATING is admir
ably adapted to strike terror to the heart of a 
minister of ordinarily sensitive nerves.
Cmttlry M agazi11e, October, IBBB. 

--CANDIDACY.-A vulgarism for 
candidature. 

CANDLE LIGHTING.-Anold time phrase 
which still lingers in New England, 
and by which is meant the time of 
the evening when artificial lig ht is 
necessary. The expression sounds 
quaint enough nowadays; but, of 
course, at one time it was literally 
correct, Sometimes varied by 
ea.rly candle lighting. 

They were late, for the meeting was alus 
appointed for EARLY CANDLE LIGHTING.
American Humorist, August, 1888. 

CANDY.-A name given to sweetmeats 
of all kinds. 

CANEBRAKE.- The name given in 
Louisiana and South Carolina to 
fields of sugar cane. 

They set out for an extensive CANRBRAKE 
about half a mile dis tan t, where they re
mained concealed while Seth returned on 
foot to reconnoitre.-New York },!ercury, r838. 

In Carolina such thickets are also 
called CANE MEADOWS, whilp. in the 
West Indies the distinctive name 
is CANE PIECES,--CANE TRASH.
The leaves of the sugar-cane when 
cut and stripped for grinding. The 
trash is left on the field and serves 
as manure for the soil.--CANEY. 
-Pertaining to the sugar-cane. 
A word of Western fabrication, 
where it is applied, for example, to 
land upon which canes have grown 
or are growing. 

CAN-HOOK, CANT-HooK.-Thehookofa 
lever with which timber, merchan
dize, and heavy casks are moved or 
raised. Obviously from" to cant," 
to move, or to incline to one side. 
This invention is American in 
name and desi[;n. 
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CANK (Cant).-HE IS CANK, i.e., dumb. 

CANKER RAsH.-A familiar term for 
scarlatina. 

CANOE. - The nati,'e boat of the 
Indian, made of bark, sldns, or of 
the trunk of a tree which has been 
hollowed out. In the last named 
case they are called DUG-OUTS (q.v), 
but the manner of building varies 
according to the exi"encies of 
!ocality and material. Sometimes, 
lllstead of the {alloe being thus 
hollowed out or constructed of 
skins or bark pieced together, and 
fastened to a framework, the bark 
itself is stripped bodily from the 
trunk in oue piece, being then 
moulded into shape; these are the 
BARK CANOES or WOOD-SKINS (q .v.) 
of the South as well as of the North 
American Indians. Among the 
former the tree most llsed for this 
purpose is the purple-heart (Copai
fera publif/om) , and the locust tree 
or simiri (HymcllCl'a couruarii). The 
CANOE or. PAPER BIRCH (Bduia papy
l·area) mamly serves the redskin of 
the Northern portion of the conti
nent, and these bark calloes are con
sequently sometimes called BIRCHES 
by hunters. The bark of the paper 
bi:ch, which is thick, glossy, and 
phant, also serves the Indians in 
the manufacture of bead and strmv
trimmed baskets, boxes, and other 
small curios. The word canoo is 
of Indian origin, (all aDa being the 
Carib word for a small boat of this 
description, which, in its present 
form, calloe, has come down through 
the French (allot.-~To PADDLE 
ONE'S OWN CANoE.-In the sense 
of to exhibit skill and energy: to 
succeed unaided: a slang phrase 
now universal. Extremely careful 
and clever manipulation is required 
in the management of canoes 
especially in shooting rapids: other: 
wise the surging body of water 
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might swamp the boat, or sunken 
rocks strike and seriously damage 
it. Hence the adoption of such an 
expression to signify skill, close 
attention, and energy. 

CANON (pronounced Canyon) CANYON, 

CANON. - A narrow precipitous 
channel between mountains, some
times with, and sometimes without 
a river running through it. In 
Colorado there is a river of the 
same name which, with its tribu
taries, has cut for itself passages 
through the mountaius. One of 
these canons is upwards of 217 
miles long: the sides are in many 
places vertical, and from 2,000 to 
3,500 feet high. Spanish, a tunnel. 

. Echo CANYON is hvcnty miles long. It was 
lLke a long, smooth, narrow street, with a 
gradual descending, grade, and shut in by 
enormOllS perpendlcular walls of coarse 
conglomerate, four hundred feet high in 
many places, and tnrretcd like mecii;:eyal 
castles.-l\Iar/~ Twaill's ROllghing It. 

CANT, To.-This verb occupies a col
loquial position in the States denied 
to it in England, taking very much 
the place of " to turn over." For 
example, a person restless in bed 
wnts over when shifting the posi
tion of the body: a log of wood 
instead of being rolled over is 
cant,'ct over - these and similar 
examples will serve to show how 
thoroughly and familiarly colloquial 
is this word, far beyond the general 
custom in England, where the sense 
is rather that of unequal balancing, 
or a leanmg to one side. 

CANTANKERATE, To.-To make or be
come cross-grained, ill-humored; 
to produce strife. Obviously from 
" cantankerous" which, curiously 
enough, was once regarded as 
purely American, but which now 
has been traced back to the Anglo
Norman colltek. 
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You may [by contentious writing] happify 
your inimies, [andJ CANTANKERATE your 
opponents.-Sam SlIck's Clockmaker. 

--CANTANKERSOME.-From can
tankerous. 

Plato Frisk, a jllmpin' Quake - a terr'bIe 
cd CANTANKER$OME 

kmaker. 

PE (French).-K 
as the MUSK-MEL 

ting CANTALOPES d 
"C o·nes for family u 

flavoured and sweetest varieties are the 
small kinds, and tbey are also the earliest. 
Vvater-melons, however, should be large, as 
the larger the melon the less waste, \vhile 
they are also fully equal in quality to the 
smaller kinds.-JUissollri Repllblicalt, March 2, 
1888. 

The flour-barrel has almost as many ages 
as man. First there is the flour age, bright, 

1 and sweet; secon . 
I a little grimy an 
the apple, CANTALO 
and then the last a 
venth age-is the 
riod.-Cineill/tali RlI 

OK.-See CAN-HOO 

CANTICO, CANTICA, CANTICOY. - A 
merry-making or social gathering; 
the term was derived by the early 
settlers from the Algonkin Indians, 
amongst whom it signified an act 
of worship in which dancing played 
a prominent part. 

-See CANACK. 

BACK.-A wild d 
r thinks is some 
1 in America. 

CANVASS, To.-To canvass in England, 
when used politicaUy, differs in its 
meaning from that current in 
America, where it is used to signify 
the oflicial counting of votes after 
an election; whereas in the Mother 

Cap 5 

Country it simply refers to the 
solicitation or beating up of voters 
prior to that event. 

CAP, To.-(Cant).-To stand by a 
friend; to take part in any under
aking; to lend a 

PE COD TURKEY.
slang term whic 
changeably wit 
TURKEY. Massac 

PE MAY Goooy.-T 
A popular name on the Jersey 
coast where Cape May is situated. 

CAPER-JUICE. - A slang term for 
whiskey. 
Say, fellers, let's take a leotle mo' uv the 

CAI'EH JUICE. [They drink again. Sam 
and the girl excha~gc aftcctionale glances.] 
-Port/and Tra1Jscnpt, F b 8 

pERs.-To CUT 
dulge in frolicsom 

PPER (Cant).-A 
cards one who, 
courage a genuil 
false bids with the object of 
deceiving. -- (2) (Trade). - In 
auctioneer's slang, a cappel' is a 
man or woman who acts as a 
dummy bidder, the object being 
either to start the bidding upon, 
or to enhance the price of articles 
put up for sale. Some of the less 
reputable firms 
men and women f 

P SHEAF.-THAT' 
-An idiom (draw 
known capping 
which used to de 
a stack) signifyi 
and superiority. Its figurative use 
is mainly confined to the States; 
where, however, it is one of the 
most familiar figures of speech to 
denote quantity or quality by 
comparison with a similar object. 



CAPTAIN.-The conductor or guard of 
a train. This official, on whom 
devol ves the chief responsibility for 
the safety and general management 
of a train, is, in America, often 
addressed as captain-an analogy 
being drawn from the phraseology 
of r' traffic. In 
Arne ology of the 
latte t universally 
adop many phases 
oEth 

CAPTAI uthern mili-
tary ,ting the resi-
dentia� limits of a company. The 
same boundaries are used for voting 
purposes. 

CAPTION. - An American journalist 
rarely gives a "heading," or 
" title" to his literary efforts; he 
prefe on a quasi-
legal erefore, pre-
faces liolt instead. 
The indifferently 
to th pter, section, 
or pa ss-titles with 
whic ditors are so 
fond heir articles 
being thus deSIgnated. 

T,lle projected edifice I am about to speak 
of IS, therefore, properly named in my 
CAPTION as a new Beecher Church.-lII a/'k 
'Twain's Sl~cfr.;hcs II., 25. 

The captiolls of most American 
newspapers are marvels of imagi
nativ ff t Th f Ilowing are a 
few t from a single 
issue I'll Mail alld 
Exp1'8 7 :-" Pretty 
Lillia She appears 
Befor nblushingly 
Tells iamonds are 
all P News Nug-
gets', Round about town"; 
"Saved by a woman with a sun
bonnet"; "Found on Staten Is
land " ; " News in small packages" ; 
"Delicacies in Market·,; "In a 
hurry to bury his wife"; "The 
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woman who died in the car"; 
" He would get drunk, so he died." 

cAR.-A railway coach. These ve
hicles are almost uni versall y built 
upon the Pullman system, and the 
long through trains, on which it is 

. ing from East 
a week or rna 

y palatial dini 
ng, and drawin 
mail, baggage a 
denominated ca 

ains are more Ii 
running on whe 

than anything else. A similar 
difference of phraseology is notice
able in the manner in which an 
Englishman and an American 
speak of their intention to adopt this 
method of travelling. The former 
"goes by train" or "travels by 
rail'" the latter "goes by" or 

S." It is singul 
though a divergen 
spect, the practi 
vay mrs is identic 
s. 

hcther there is a bet 
r than the Burlingto 
QUincy, and MIssouri Railroad with Its 
dining CARS, smoking CARS, and cOllversation 
CARS.-NC1IJ York Herald, I8;S8. 

C 

-- CAR-BRAKE. - The ordinary 
brake used to diminish speed.-
CAR-HOUSE.-A covered shed for 
protecting railway carriages from 
the weather when not in use. 

sugar manufactu 
" burn" the ca 

less application 

c temperature down 
13 'h sowe of the sucro 
W RAMEL into glueo I 

and lhe proportion of SlIgar 'NiH be lessened. 
-CeJ/.tury Ai aga;;illl', 1887. 

CARAvAN.-The carllvans of the New 
World differed little in point of 
comp05ition from those of the Old. 
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Those about to take a journey in 
the same direction placed them
selves for mutual safety under the 
direction of an experienced guide, 
who also undertook the general 
management of affairs whilst the 
association continued. In the early 
days it was only by means of 
caravans that communication was 
maintained between the old settle
ments and the new colonies which 
were continually being planted 
farther and farther afield. Now, 
however, the iron horse has sup
planted the pack mule and the 
PRAIRIE SCHOONER (q.v.), and it is 
only in the South-west and some 
portions of the Rockies that this 
institution now survives. In New 
Mexico it is also called by its Spanish 
name CONDUCTA (q.v.). Caravall has 
come down from the Persian !",rwall, 
through the French caravanc, hav
ing in its peregrinations nearly 
made the circuit of the globe. 

CARBONADO, To.-A Southern term, 
of Spanish descent, signifying to 
boil or to cook over a coal fire. 

CARCAJOU (Meles laiJradol'ica.) - The 
American badger. Its scientific 
name is a misnomer since it is not 
found in Labrador. 

CARDINAL (Cant).-A lobster; from 
its color when cooked.--CARDI
NAL HASH.-A lobster salad. 

CARDS.-ToGIVE ONE CARDs.-Aslang 
expression borrowed from the gam
ing table, signifying to give an 
advantage. The English equiva
lent "to give points" is derived 
from the billiard saloon. 

YOll know lhnt Artie is more or less of a 
masher, and can turn off a hundred Y;lfds 
in pretty quick time) but Ite found a China
man out in 'Frisco who could give him 
CAIU)S and spades and beat him out.-Grip 
(TOI'Olllo), Maj', 1888. 

Carolina Allspice 

--THAT'S A SURE CARD sounds 
uncommonly like modern slang, 
but as Lowell has pointed out it is 
to be- found in the old interlude of 
" Thursytes" (I537). The ex
pression signifies a certainty. 

CAR E.-I DON'T CARE IF I Do.-Aslang 
street phrase meaning nothing in 
particular, but which, like YOU BET, 
HOW IS THAT FOR HIGH, was, for a 
time, tacked on to almost evcry 
assertion in a most reckless fashion. 

Volapuk will never be popular ill Ken
tucky. It contains no sentence to lake the 
place of that classic phr8se, I DON'T CARE 
IF I DO.-NI.'1L! York Tribulle, ISB8. 

CAREER.-To MAKE A CAREER.-To 
become famous. 

Minnie Palmer has made the CAl\EER 
rapidly. She is now both rich and falllous, 
and not a line of her early beauty has been 
oblitcrated.-Ddroit Frct: PI'L'SS, I8S:::!. 

CARF.-A "blaze" or mark made on 
a tree destined to be felled. 

CARIBOU (Ra/lgi(er cariuolI).-The 
American reindeer, of which there 
arc supposed to be two varieties, 
the barren ground and the wood
land cariiJoll, though some authori
ties regard them as the same 
animal. 

CAR LICU ES, CUR LVCU Es.-A fancifully
formed word, from "curley" and 
"queue," and used to designate 
boyish tricks and capers, and fan
tastic ornamentation, whether of a 
person or thing.--To CUT CUR
LYCUES.-To cnt capers. 

CAROLINA ALLSPICE.-See ALLSPICE. 
--CAROLINA PINK (Spigelia mari
lalldica).-The PINK ROOT of Mary
land which, further South, is popu
larly known as the Carolilltt pillk 
This plant is much esteemed, 
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medicinally as a purgative and 
vermifuge. It also bears beauti
ful flowel's.--CAROLIN A POT A TO 
(Convolvulus bala.ta.). - The sweet 
potato of the tropical portions of 
America. 

CAAoM.·-The "cannon" of billiards, 
the latter being a mere corruption. 
Hoyle describes it as the act of 
hitting two balls at once with the 
ball struck by the cue. 

The balls had a fashion of always stopping 
under the cushions, and we accomplished 
very little in the way of Ct\TwMs.~M(lrk 
T'1l!ain's //I1IOCCllt5 A broad. 

Cushion CAROMS is the only game that they 
could COIlle near us OIl, and the proposition is 
that we play 1,000 points, 500 a night.
Missouri Rt'Pltbhc(lIl, February 16, 1888. 

CAAPET-BAGGEA.-Aftel' the Civil 
vVar, numbers of Northerners went 
South, some with honest intent, 
others with the hope of profit from 
irregular means. They were for 
the most part looked upon with 
suspicion by Southerners, and as 
they were generally Republican 
in politics and affiliated with the 
freedmen at the polls, a Cill'fd 
bagger came to have, and still 
retains a political significance. 
It was unjustly applied in an 
opprobrious sense to many well
meaning men, but at the same 
time it admirably fitted the great 
horde of corrupt adventurers 
who at that time infested the 
South. Originally, however, a 
C<1l'Pct - bagger was a "wild - cat 
banker" in the vVest. A banker, 
that is, who had no local abiding 
place, and could not be found when 
wanted, his worldly possessions 
being literally comprised within a 
carpet bag. 

The head of the ticket is 0110 of the most 
vulnerable men who tIgnred in Southern 
politics in the CAHPI·:T·13 .. \U t'l'a. No man of 
that period left a !Jlacl\cr record.-ChiCClhU 
llltcr-OCtrllll 1088. 
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--CARPET SWEEPER.-An Ameri
can invention for sweeping carpets. 
It is a kind of revolving brush and 
is enclosed in a case, thus prevent
ing the flying about of the dust.-
CARPET WEED (Mollugo).-A quick 
growing and compact weed which 
rapidly covers the gronnd as with 
a carpet. 

CAAAY.-An equivalent of the French 
portage-the space over which, to 
avoid rapids, canoes are carried. 
The term is well understoodthrough
out the States, and is applied cor
rectly to any strip of land between 
two navigable rivers or their head 
waters; in fact, any break in a 
chain of water navigation over 
which canoes and stores have to be 
carried on men's backs. -- To 
CARRY.-In Virginia and the South, 
cat tIe are carried instead of led to 
the water. A curious inversion 
of this usage is quoted by Sir 
Richard Phillips as provincial in 
England. For example, in Shef
field they lead hay, corn, coals, 
and almost everything which 
elsewhere is calTiecl or carted.-
CARRY ALL.-i\. family coach run
ning on four wheels. So applied 
in the Northern States, but, in 
Canada, where the term is sup
posed to have had its origin, a 
sledge is also thus named. 
Thought to be a corruption of the 
French carriole.--CARRY LOG.
A rough contrivance on wheels 
used in timber transport.-
CARRY ME BACK !-A catch-phrase 
borrowed from an old negro song. 

" Oh carl)' me baek to ole Virginny, 
To ole Virginny's shore." 

It is used idiomatieally as a 
request to be excnsed from 
accepting as true any marvel
lous or incredulous statement. 
--To CARRY STOCK.-To hold 
stock for a client's account. A 
Wall Street phrase. 
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CARTMAN.-A carter; the driver of a 
~art. A New York term; the" t " 
IS not sounded. 
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CASA.-A country house; its use 
in this sense is geueral. The 
Spaniards, from whom it was bor
rowed, thus distinctively employed 
the word, which originally signified 
a house of any kind. 

CASH.-EQUAL TO CASH.-Of un
doubted merit. An idiom, no 
doubt allusive to the fact that 
paper currency is largely the 
medium of exchange. 

Though I say it, that shouldn't say it, lhey 
[the U. S. Americans] fairly take the shine 
off creation-they are actilly EQUAL TO CASH. 
-Sam Slick's Cloekmaker. 

CAsHAw.-The Algonkin Indian name 
for a pumpkin. In the vVest it 
takes the form of KERSHAW. 

CASSAREEP.-A sauce made from the 
poisonous juice of the cassava 
root boiled down to the consistence 
of treacle. The process of boiling 
deprives it of its noxious qualities, 
and it thBn forms a very highly
flavored but pleasant relish. 
Cassareep is the foundation of 
most manufactured sauces, and 
for this purpose is largely exported 
to England. 

The Indian woman who heads a house
hold has charge of the earthenware pepper
pot, lhe contents of which consist of red 
peppers boiled with CASSAREEP and waler 
Jnto a sort of fiery soup. Into this they 
dip their cassava bread before eating it, 
and thus obtain a highly-flavored relish.
Brown's Canoe and Cam} Lile. 

CASSAVA (Jathropha manihol).-The 
root of this plant serves a variety of 
purposes. From it the tapioca and 
mandioca of commerce are ob
tained; whilst CASSAREEP (q.v.) is a 
product of the poisonous Juices of 
the root. It is, however, mainly 
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used for making cass,w(~ bread, one 
of the chief food-staples of tropical 
America. The process of manu
facture is, according to Brown, a 
recent traveller in British Guiana, 
rather a slow one. 

The roots, after being peeled, are grated 
on boards into which small sharp angular 
pieces of stone have been inserted. TIw 
grated mass is then placed in a long cylin~ 
drical basket-work tube by which all the 
poisonous juice of the CASSAVA is got rid of, 
leaving a white coarse meal behind. This 
meal is sifted through a basket-work sieve, 
then spread upon a large flat stone or iron 
pan placed over a fire, and baked. Only 
half-a-minute is taken to bake a cal.:c two 
feet in diarneler and a quarter of an inch 
thick-the usual size of CASSAVA bread of 
Indian manufacture. The heat has the 
power of making each grain adhere to those 
around it, thus forming a firm and exceed~ 
ingly nutritious cake. Eaten just after it is 
cooked-when still warm-it is palatable, 
but if l.;:ept to the following day, it becomes 
tough and almost tasteless. On the contrary, 
if dried for a few hours in the sun, upon lhe 
same day that it is cooked, it becomes hard 
and crisp, and has a sweet nutty flavor, and 
will keep for mon ths. 

CASTANAS (prononnced Castanyas).
This, the Spanish name for chest
nuts, is applied, alike in Texas and 
the South-west, to the JACK-FRUIT 
(A l'tocal'pus integl'ifolia) and to the 
edible fruit of the SCREW PINE 
(Pandanus). 

CASTEN.-An old form for "cast." 
The old English past participle 
termination en has survived in 
many words until quite recently 
in the New England States, and 
such forms as "gotten," "bough
ten," " putten," etc., are even now 
not infrequently heard. 

CASTLE GARDEN. - The well-known 
depot at New York, through which 
all emigrants, landing at that city, 
pass before being distributed to 
various parts of the country. 

Castle Garden, New Yorl{, was originally 
laid oul as a rOllgh furtiJicatioll1 at the lllust 
southern part of Manhattan Is and, in 1616. 
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It was subsequently known as Fort Nassau; 
then, under the Dutch, as Fort William. It 
was surrendered by the Dutch to the Eng
lish, and then christened Fort James. It 
took the name of Castle Garden soon after 
the breaking out of the Revolution. It was 
built for and used as a fortification. In 1847 
it was opened as a place of amusement, and 
for a number of years was occupied as such. 
lenny Lind made her first appearance in 
America there, under the management of 
P. T. Barnum, Sept. II, 1850. The cele
brated Julien concerts were also given there. 
During the summers of I8S!, 1852, and 1853 
several noted operatic artists appeared there 
under the management of Max Maretzek. It 
has been occupied as an emigrant landing 
depot since August, r855.-Tlte Colonist 
(Victoria B.C.), 1888. 

CASTORIA.-A preparation of castor 
oil, inoffensive to the taste and 
smell. 

CASTOR TREE (MagI/alia glallca).-Also 
called, in the West, the BEAVER 
TREE, its alternative appellation 
being derived from the scientific 
name of the bea ver (CastoI' amcl'i
canns), which feeds upon the bark, 
and uses the wood of this tree in 
constructing its dams. 

CASWASH.-Sce CACI-IUNK. 

CAT or CATFISH (Pimelodlls).-Perhaps 
the most common fish in the States, 
and certainly the one which enjoys 
the greatest number of aliases. The 
negroes, especially in the South, 
call it the catty, but its most popu
lar ~ame is simply cat. Amongst 
other names may be mentioned 
BULL-HEAD and HORNED POUT, 
from its thick head and long 
antennae; MUD POUT, from its 
being found in the mud; and 
MINISTER, from its black color. In 
the large rivers they grow to an 
immense size. 

About the first thing we done was to bait 
one of the big hooks with a skinned rabbit, 
and set it and catch :1 CAT~FISH that was as 
bi~ as a man, bcin~ six foot two inches long, 
and w('il~lwd over two hundred pounds.
Tht'.1 d,':'ulllrn, of IJllcklfherl'Y Fill!!, p. 8.J, 
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[Dodge says that] In the purer streams of 
the plains is found a beautiful species of 
CAT~FISH, called in some parts the lady 
cat, and in others the channel cat. Its 
maximum weight is about three pounds. 
The spines on the pectoral fins are un
usually developed and inflict a most 
painful wound. The body is long and taper
ing, covered at irregular intervals with 
small black spots, like trout; its head is 
narrow, and mouth very small for a CAT
FISH; it has few bones and is most delicate 
and delicious food. The best bait is a small 
piece of the white fish. .. Unlike 
other cATs,.it is very dilatory in its biting, 
nibbling a long time before taking a good 
hold. It is very strong and active, and, 
when hooked, makes almost as good a fight 
as a bass or lrout of equal weight. It is the 
trout of CAT~FISH. 

--To CAT.-To fish for CATFISH. 
--CATFISH WITH LEGS.-The 
siredon, a species of lizard. A 
plainsman's term.--As SICK AS A 

cAT.-The usual English simile AS 
SICK AS A DOG, for excessive 
vomiting or qualmishness is not 
often heard across the Atlantic; 
as sick as a cat replaces it. --CAT-
0' -NINE-1AILS.-A kind of bullrush. 

It swayed back and forwards like a stalk 
of rye or a CAT~O'-NINE-TAILS with a 
bobolinl< on it.-Oliz,t1' rVfluldl I-Jo/mcs' 
A IIlocl'al of Ihe Breakfast Table. 

--CAT'S FOOT !-A New England 
ejaculation equivalent to the 
English colloquial "stuff and 
n"nsense! "--CAT-NAP.-This is 
given by Lowell as a short doze. 
--CAT-STICK.-A small stick; or 
in Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, 
Maryland, and further South the 
term is applied to Ilrewood. 

CATALPA (The Bigl/ollia catalpa of 
Linnaeus) .-Callr1p,/ is the Indian 
name of an extremely ornamental 
tree possessing broad, large lea \-es 
and gorgeous clusters of Howers, 
white and red in colour. It attains 
no great age, and its timber is of 
little account. A native of the 
Middle and Southern States, it was 
discovered in South Carolina in 
1726 by Catesby. 
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CATAMOUNT (Felis concolor). - The 
popular name of animals of the 
feline species, as, for example the 
cougar, the puma, and the panther. 
Authorities differ as to whether 
catamount is derived from the 
Spanish gala, a cat, and mOllte, a 
mountain; or whether its true 
origin is to be found in the" cat-a
mountain" of Beaumont and 
Fletcher, Pope, and Arbuthnot; in 
which latter case catamount is 
simply a contraction. The animal 
itself, under whatever name it is 
known, has a range from the sub
tropical States to Cape Horn. 

At that, the boys took arter them full 
chisel, and the galls run off as if a CATAMOUNT 
had been arter them.-Downillg's AI ny Day ia 
Nt'w l'ork, p. 46. 

CATAWAMPTIOUSLV. - With avidity; 
fierce eagerness. A negro deriva
tive from CATAMOUNT, and founded 
on the ferocity exhibited by animals 
of that species in attacking their 
prey. In the South-west the 
simile "like a catamount attack
ing a coon" is part of the popular 
speech, and from this is obtained 
TO BE CALAWAMPTIQUSLY CHAWED 

UP, an idiom signifying complete 
annihilation. 

CATAWBA GRAPE (Vilis labl'usca).-The 
indigenous grape of North America, 
its name being derived from the 
Indians in whose haunts this 
variety was first discovered. It 
has since been hybridized with 
European varieties. No grape is 
so luscious when well ripened and 
free from rot. It ripens somewhat 
too late, unless it is placed in a 
southern exposure, and when in 
perfection it leads in prices. 

CATCH.-To CATCH ON to a thing is 
to understand it; to grasp its 
meaning. A literal translation, in 
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fact, into the language of slang of 
the Latin word "apprehend "-a 
rendering which shows a keen 
appreciation in off-hand fashion of 
the real gist of the idea thus con
veyed. The idiom, vulgar though 
it be, is very popularly colloquial, 
aud occurs in many different con
nections. 

• Sah ?' responded the woolly-headed dar
key, rubbing his heavy eyes. 

, I'm going through to Denver with Bill to
morrow,' (Bill was one of the drivers on the 
stage line; the other was Si-abbreviated 
from Silas.) The postmaster continued: 
'You an' Francis Murphy keep awake part 
0' the time, an' sorter watch things while 
I'm gone. Do yer KETCH ON ' ? 

I Yes, in course, sah, '-Portland TranscrIpt, 
March q, 1888. 

I That was an awful blizzard YOll had 
there' (in Dakota). 

I It wo.s that.' 
, Were you in it? ' 
I I started to go out, but went back, and a 

little ring of us played billiards nearly all the 
time for three days. It was al,yful, sir-jnst 
awful. I hope never to see another while I 
live.' 

I I-I don't exactly CATCH ON,' stammered 
the clerk. 

I \i\!hy, three extra days was twelve dollars, 
wasn't it, saying Flothing of cigars, drinl{s 
and billiards? No, sir. The reports have 
not been exaggerated in the slightest. It was 
simply awful-awful. Give me a second 
floor front, plcase.-lVestcm [Iural, 1888. 

Like most slang expressions, the 
original meaning is frequently en
larged. To catclt on has likewise 
come to signify a capacity to 
quickly grasp an opportunity and 
turn it to advantage. 

No one will deny that the managers of The 
Dostol/. Globe arc enterprising; they have a 
faculty of CATCHING ON, as the boys say, and 
when there is no opportunity open to theru 
they make an opportunity.-Pcabody Reporter, 
1888. 

--To CATCH up.-In prairie par
lance to prepare for a start. .. Lave! " 
(Fr., Icvez-volls) is also employed 
with the same meaning. 

CATERCORNERED. - De Vere quotes 
this as a very common term in Vir-
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g ia an e 0 h, even y 
derived from the French qualre, as 
in caier, t e four of ce, tc.; d 
in ca -c sit h w d cc s 
in Carr's Craven Glossary, and 
Gsa s il w rd ale C1' s. 
" You must go cater-cross the field, 
K nt. \ lIU vc., 

CATTLE.-In America the term cattle 
is ev, i so et e th c e 
in England, applied to horses or 
a m he t n ho e 
b in s ecies.--CATTLE MARK. 
-A propnetor s ran p ace upon 
cae.· 5c B N a U D 

--CATTLE PEN, or simply PEN, 
is th n me gi en in ] a ai 
to land used for grazing purposes, 
b g tl u er rt 0 t e 
W st'n n h and the Kentucky 
cattle range.--CATTLE RAISER.
A ra' er on a rg sc e a 0 

called, when very nch, a CATTLE 
KI G. 

Of e "{tyee es au tel ly n 
Matamoras, three-fourths are stolen from 

xa I co tl T as T E- SF S 
339,500 dols. per annum to feed that one 

exi n To .-Salt FI' ci 0 IVakl! 
1· lIe I, I B. 

An lit 111 c f lis ha th Cl go' c 
outcry agamst CATTLI .. KINGS It would e 
crffic I ~ 'm 'ne Indeed there are very 

v 5,1 • -se so bs ute,/ 1 __ tin te ::; 
stock-ralsmg, and so beneficIal to the nation 

lar .- an L iJ Ie cst 

- -C TT E AN E. .p ks ev 
those attached to country resi
de ce ,ar so al d I nl ck . 
thO St te is famous for its pastur~ 
and grazing lauds. 

CATTY.-The CAT (q.v.). 

U s. ·A m ti f ar' a 
congressional or otherwise to de: 
ci 01 th a io to be ak 1 

by the party. The word is said to 
ha e ee u d e rly as 17 4 
(G rdo 's Hi I 1y nj Am 'iea R
volnlioll) , and Dr. Trumbull, of 
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Ha fo , de 've i f m 
Indian cau-cau-as-ic, one who ad vises. 

h in ie of's d Ib d an 
atlantic origin seems a far more 
ike y eri\atio t n a iv n b 
ot B tl t d De V re land Dr 

Brewer in Phrase and Fable has 
011 ve t m t th e ct h 

its derivation may be sought in the 
e in h d Y ip ca ke 

dis uss grievances and suggest 
remedies w en on st (e. I ce 
ai y pp rs ve lik 1 y th t 

such trade combinations were 
no n t at m e ec' all in 

new country like America. The 
o asmbo rtan 
ar f olitical cant wherever 

English IS spoken. In Engla d 
. en al ',so 'at d wi 
private assembly of polItiCians, but 
n me ca hi is no n es ri 

the case but, says Procter, as it is 
ben al y t P P ra s me ra 

ali th t m has an un leasant 
sound in American ears.--Hence 

NT CA CU t s· ni t os 0 

posed to the control of elections by 
e p va c m tte s. 

dt v ck n, e y ay. b 
came candtdates for presIdent III defiance 
of 1e uc S. r. Ca u fin ly it! 
drew, and received the votes of nearly an 
th AN -c cu ~ In f - v' ~ -p .. sid, It.-
Ne1L \'01 k me I 188 . 

CAUSALTY. - A 
c la y.' 

corruption of 

CAUTION.-A CAUTION TO SNAKES, i.e., 
ar ng he e. re io i 

purely slang, and anything that 
au s ur is, w nd r, ea, 0 

indeed any unnsnal sensation or 
anyt ing out of the common, 

e s,' t v ga t gl t b 
" a cautIOn" to thIS, that, and the 
hoe clio t SI he 

however, bears the palm. Major 
o in, i 1L yd '1 N w rh 
y . "Th e' a la y igl t of 

folks in America, and the way they 

7 
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swallow down the cheap books is' a 
cautioll to old rags and paper-malleI's.' " 
Another writer (Thorpe's Mysteries 
oj tile Backwoods), describing the 
piano, winds up with the assertion 
that the way some dear creatures 
could pull music out of it was" a 
caution to iloarse owls" ; and in yet 
another place we read that the 
way the old bear caved around 
and roared was"" ClTution to sl/al,cs." 
-- CAUTIONARY. - Phenomenal. 
From the slang expression, "a 
caution." 

Well, the way the cow cut dirt was 
CAUTIONARY; she: cleared stllWPS, ditches, 
windfalls, and everything.-Sa/n Slick ilt 
Engla/ld. 

CAVALIERESS.-A horsewoman. Prob
ably one of l'vIark Twain's in
dividualisms. In the IIII/ocents 
at Home, he speaks of the white 
folks at Honolulu having" to stay 
in doors, for every street was ... , 
packed with charging cavaliers 
and CAVALIERESSES." (From 
Latin cabal1lls). 

CAVALLARO otherwise CABALLADA(q.V.). 

CAVE.-To CAVE IN.-This term, 
derived from a practice of navvies 
in digging earthworks, when the 
lower part is undermined until it 
can no longer sustain the over
hanging mass, has become, in 
America, a phrase to indicate 
giving way, when opposition can no 
longer be maintained; to break 
down; to give up. A bank caves in 
when it stops payment; fortunes 
cave in when riches take wings; and 
when a man threatens to cave in his 
opponent's head, he simply means 
that hewill break it. Thesf' and other 
playfully idiomatic shades of 
meaning have gathered round the 
primary signification. 

I kin CAVE IN crrny man's head that, etc.
Artelnus Ward, His Booli. 
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In the rneantime the tropical sun was 
beating down and threatening to CAVE the 
top of my head in.-Af ark Twain's innocents 
at Home. 

CAVENolsH.-A well-known brand of 
tobacco; also called NEGRO-HEAD. 

CAVERN LIME-SToNE.-Acarboniferous 
deposit of lime-stone in Kentucky, 
popular! y so called from the large 
number of caves and holes with 
which it abounds. 

CAVESON.-Of French extraction 
(cavewn); this is the name given, 
in New England, to the muzzle of 
a horse. 

CAVORT, To.-To prance; to move 
about quickly. Probably derived 
from the Lingua Franca cavoita, a 
prancing about on horseback. Some, 
however, derive it from "curvet
ting," a capering about to show off; 
but whichever derivation is the 
true one, or whether it comes from 
the Spanish caval', the proud paw
ing of a spirited horse; or from 
the French cOllrbetter-in any case 
it has come to mean colloquially a 
running or riding around in a heed
less, purposeless manner. 

He lunged and plunged, and wheezed and 
squeezed, and snorted and CAVORTED-till 
he was wedged, jammed in so lightly, that to 
move an inch backward or forward was 
simply impossiblc.-A 'merican Humorist, May 
26, 1888. 

A sailor named J onesjumpedover aftcr him, 
ann after CAVORTING around about an hour 
or so succeeded in getting the miserable 
little scion of a worthless sire on board 
again.-Jl1ark Twa-in's Screamers. 

CAWHALUX i-Supposed to be an imi
tation of the sound produced in 
boxin g the ears. 

CAYMAN.-The Indian name of the 
American alligator. 
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CAYOTE or COVOTE (Canis lactralls).
The prairie wolf, which, in Mexico, 
is called by its Aztek name coyotl. 
This animal is of the size of a 
pointer; like the wolf they hunt 
in packs and are much less 
fearless; and like the fox they 
live in burrows. Mark Twain 
describes this animal somewhat 
humorously. 

The CA VOTE is a long, slim, sick- and 
sorry-looking skeleton, with a gray wolf-skin 
stretched over it, a tolerably bushy tail that 
for ever sags down with a despairing ex
pression of forsakeness and misery, a 
furtive and evil eye, and a long, sharp face, 
with slightly lifted lip and exposed teeth. 
He has a general slinking expression all 
over. The CAYOTE is a living, breathing 
alleJ3:ory of want. He is always hungry. 
He IS always poor, out of luck, and friendless, 

[Dodge, ill his Plain, of the Great West (1" 
209), says]:-The COYOTE proper I have 
never seen except in Texas and Mexico. It 
is a miserable little Cllr of an animal, 
scarcely larger than a fox, 

-- To CAYOTE or COYOTE.
From the habit of the coyote living 
in burrows has been derived the 
verb to coyote, used in California 
in the sense of to sink a shaft; 
these shafts are sometimes called 
coyote diggings. 

CAVUSE.-A common Indian pony; 
called also THE YACHT OF THE 
PRAIRIE on the same principle as 
the camel is the ship of the de
sert. These horses, thought to be 
the degenerate of English, as the 
mustang is of Spanish horses, are 
largely used by Indians. Their 
powers of endurance are remark
able, as also are some of their other 
qualities. 

I How far will he carry me in a clay, I ask?' 
I As far as you can ride him,' answers the 

owner, 
I Does he bud\:?! I Every CAYUSE bucks!' 

I Does he bite?' 'Of course he bites I' 
I Kick?' I Kicks I' I had learned enough 
to start on.-A Cruise on a Cayuse, in Over
land MOllthly, 1886. 

Cay lise has now come to be used in 
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a depreciative sense, being applied 
to any poor, broken-down jade. 

'cAZE.-The same as BECAISE (q.v.). 

CEDAR.-This name is erroneously 
given to trees other than the 
genuine species, and more partiCll
larly, under the name of WHITE 
CEDAR, to a cypress (Cyfressus 
thyoides) .--The RED CEDAR is a 
juniper (Juniperus virgillialla).-
The CEDAR SWAMPS of the South, 
nnlike the mere swampy marshes 
of the North, are low-lying grounds 
mainly under water; these are 
also called CEDAR BRAKES. 

CELESTIAL.-A Chinaman, or, when 
used adjectively, pert::lining to the 
Celestial-i.e., Chinese Empire. 

CENT.-A small copper coin worth 
the hundredth part of a dollar, and 
almost equivalent in value to a 
halfpenny. In some parts, notably 
the West of New England, this 
coin is called a penny; but 
whether this practice is a survival, 
or a mere vulgarism, is not quite 
clear; in any case it is an 
inaccuracy.-- CENT sHop.-A 
small shop, in which articles may 
be bought to the value of a cent. 
Hawthorne, in The House of the 
Seven Gables, speaks of the mistress 
of the Pyncheon house being" re
duced now in that very house to 
be the hucksteress of a cent shof," 
--NOT TO CARE A CENT, or NOT 
WORTH A CENT; to care very little 
or not at all, to be worth little or 
nothing. 

Boarder-' I don't know what's the matter 
with lne, but I haven't been able to eat 
WORTH A CENT since I came to this house.' 

Landlady-' Were you a museum freak 
before you lost your appetite? '-l'.hbraska 
State JOUI'I'IClI, fiL-ty, 1883, 

I Don't fire,' soz Toe, I it ain't no use, 
Thet's Deacon Peleg's tame wil'-gOOSl: : ' 
Seys breI, 'I DON'T CARE h CENT, 
I've sighted an' I'lllel her wcuL ' 

-J]ig{o',~, t'apC/'5, 
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The Providence liquor-dealers sent an 
emissary to this city to see if they could 
not work up some enthusiasrn for Barnaby j 
but the dealers here would not enthuse 
WORTH A CENT.-Providar.ce JourNal. 

CENTRALIZATloN_-The political creed 
which favors large powers for the 
general government, as opposed to 
the limitation of State rights. 

C EN T R E - BOA R D. - This invention 
claims an American birth; it consists 
of an arrangement by which the keel 
of a small craft can be let up and 
down, thereby affecting the speed, 
and permitting a vessel to ply in 
waters otherwise too shallow. The 
device is now largely adopted by 
English shipwrights. 

CENTRICAL.-A synonym of "cen
tral," which, in some districts, es
pecially Virginia, is preferred to 
the more common expression. 
Scott seems to have used it largely, 
but otherwise the word is in little 
vogue in England; its use, collo
quially, savoring somewhat of 
pedantry. 

CERNEAU MASONRV.-From Joseph 
Cerneau, who, born at Villeblerin, 
in France, in 1763, emigrated to 
America, and, in 1812, established 
a body called the" Sovereign Grand 
Consistory of the United States of 
America." For this Cerneau was 
expelled by the Supreme Grand 
Council, Ancient and Accepted 
Scottish Rite, sitting at Charles
town, South Carolina, in 1813. 
There are still many Cerneau 
maSORS, in Ohio, where, quite 
recently (r888), there has been 
considerable agitation on the ques
tion of the legitimacy of the 
so-called Cernean Scottish Rite, 
the result being that the Grand 
Commandery and the Grand Lodge 
have issued their edicts that mem
bers who affiliate with the Cerneau 
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Scottish Rite Masons shall not be 
allowed to hold office. 

CERTIFIED.-Certain.-In Sam Slick's 
Clockma!ICY occurs the phrase, "I 
ain't quite certified we shan't have 
a tower [tour] in Europe yet." 

CHAINED LIGHTNING.--(r) Whiskey of 
the vilest description-a spirit that, 
with a horrible cynicism, a 'Western 
man says is warranted to kill at 
forty rods. Hence a synonym 
FORTY ROD LIGHTNING. The brutal 
irony enshrined in the slang names 
of the wretchedly bad and fiery 
spirit which, in the West, does duty 
for whiskey, is very suggestive. 
Amongst others may be named 
STONE-FENCE, RAILROAD and ROT
GUT. -- (2) The '''!estern man 
never speaks of " forked" lightnillg; 
he calls it chailled lightnillg. 

CHAIRWOMAN.-A title similar in for
mation to ALDER-WOMAN, CLERGY
WOMAN, etc. (q.v.)-all products of 
an advanced civilization. 

CHALK TALK.-A new name for a 
variation of an old amusement. 
This consists in illustrating a sub
ject by means of a black-board and 
chalk. A skilful artist will produce 
his drawings with extraordinary 
rapidity - "lightning sketches," 
usually of an amusing, comic, 
or satirical character.--So also 
CHALK-TALKER. 

Rolo Byron, the celebrated CI-IALK-TALJ":lm, 
entertained a fair-sized audience this eVE-11-
ing on prohibition.-St. PClU./ and MillllCapol£s 
Pioncer Press, July 22, 1888. 

CHANCE, To.-(r) A shade of mean
ing other than the legitimate ones 
of "to happen" or "come unex
pectedly" has been applied, first 
in the States, and then in England, 
to this word, in the sense of to 
risk, e.g., "I'll chance that." Now 
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very commonly colloquial.--(2) 
A chance in the South signifies a 
quantity; a supply; or portion. 

CHANGE.~To MEET WITH A CHANGE, 
i.e., in the cant of certain sections 
of religionists, to be "convicted of 
sin"; "struck under conviction" ; 
" to get religion "-all phrases in
tended to signify a new state of 
mind, and a change as regards the 
motive power regulating one's life 
conduct. 

CHAPARAJOS or CHAPARRo.-Trousers 
made of stout leather, and stitched 
with leather cording. Worn by 
cowboys, and other plainsmen. 
The term is often curtailed to 
CHAPS. 

On a board plac~d on two chairs, lay all 
that was mortal of Brooklyn Jim. Clad in 
the woollen shirt and blue overalls over 
which were the leather CHAPERAjOS of the 
cowpuncher, the long fringe hung down on 
each side of the board like fringe on a bicL 
-Dl..'troit Free Press, July 21, 1888. 

CHAPARRAL.- A compound word, 
from the Spanish chaparra, a 
dwarf evergreen oak, and ai, a ter
mination equivalent to "a place 
of " ; thus, chajarral means 
primarily a tract of land covered 
with oak thickets or bushes. 
Introduced into general use from 
Texas and New Mexico, and 
applied to any thick tangle of 
bramble bushes or thorny shrubs 
in clumps. 

He talked about delishis froots, but then it 
wuz a wop per all, 

The hall on 't's mud an' prickly pears, with 
here an' there a CI-IAPPARAL. 

-Biglow Papers. 

CHAPs.-See CHAPARA]OS. 

CHARIVARI.-Sce CHlRAVARl. 

CH.ARLEY (Cant).-This word, which 
III old English slang stood for a 
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watchman, or beadle, and latterly 
for a policeman, does duty among 
American thieves for a gold watch. 

CHARM (Cant). - A pick lock.-
CHARMS.-A slang term for money; 
not much used now, but like" John 
Davis,"" Ready ]ohn" [or simply 
"]ohn" or "Ready"] "Spondu
lics," "Dooteroomus" [or" doot "] 
"tow," "wad," "hanl stuff" [or 
" hard "] "dirt," "shin-plasters" 
[or "plasters "] "wherewith," 
"shadscales" [or" scales "J "dye 
stuffs," " stamps" etc., has had a 
vogue. 

CHARTER-OAK CITy.-Hartford, Con
necticut. This singular cognomen 
is supposed to have been derived 
from a large oak, in the cavity of 
which the Charter of the colony of 
Connecticut was concealed by the 
Legislature when King James II., in 
1698, sent Sir Edmund Andros to 
demand its restitution, when that 
king determined to withdraw the 
privileges conferred by such a 
document. 

CHATES (Cant).-The gallows. 

CHATTY FEEDER (Cant).-A spoon. 

CHAW, To.-An old English wore! 
~till in popular nse, for " to chew,': 
III many parts of the States; 
except as a provincialism, or as 
slang, c!taw has, in England, been 
supplanted by its more modern 
form. Tobacco is chawed by the 
quid, or mouthful.--To CHAW 
UP has a slang sense in America
"to demolish"; or "discomfit." 
--To CHAW UP ONE'S WORDS.
To retract an assertion' or as 
English people would put it, "t~ eat 
one's words."--CHAWING GUM.
Gum prepared for mastication. 

You oughl never la tal,c your little brother's 
CHAWING GUM away from him by main force; 
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it is vetter to [0 e him in with a promise.-
11 al'it lain' dch 

GHEAT.-The popular name of the 
B liS S IlIlS CHE (q.v 

GHESACCO BOAT.-A craft used in the 
c 'she Noun nd, 
w h enves I s specific name 
from the fact that this class of 
v 1 w at ne e, I ely 
b an tte ut Che co, 
Ipswich, Mass. The name is 
s tim corr ed TO co-
B ,a ansi 1 r lly er-
stood. Also called PINK-STERN. 

GH .-( A nsy nian rm 
for an inpromptu cold meal.--
( A ti t. 

The pdest was engaged in disposing of 
admission CHECT';:S to a church fair, to tran-
spir e fol ng S rday d ho the 
soo to g id Ill, des the 
utter JIljpossibility that he would be present 
at the diversion, McKenna purchased a 
tick Fi tal/'s (lllic agut Clnd 
Ddt L'S. 

--To CHECK, equivalent to the 
L lish to ok,' .g., ark 
T in i is C ItS sure cltr-
sion, speaks of baggage being 

'ed oug 0 a part the 
r e. 0 t "ve t es 0 her 
receipts for personal impedimenta 
\ h n I in loa oom and 
s lar ces. 

One of the excursionists from Northern 

~~ o~·:~ ~~ge ~d :IT who ECKS 

j What is that great stone affair? '-A mcri
cau Humorist, July 21,1888. 

,CH . c K.- e C {in 
charge of a cloak-room, or one em-

ed' the ffice ho ,to 
a ro to itor nd ook 
their names in the hotel register. 

-CH s.-Mone· cash A 
d ed m {er ere 

counters or checks bought, as one 
enters, at certain fixed rates are 
e val to ren oin.· -To 

eck err 

PA IN CAS NE' HEG is 
a rase so ive rom he 
same source and signifies death. 
T' eup mist" simi is d n 
fr the log etw se ng 
one's earthly accounts, and the 
pa . g in the nke the es 
at e en f t am De re 
makes a sad mistake in defining 
th ean' of thO ex . ssio 

vV O\\'ll he I for eral YLars 
after that, and when he finally PASSED IN HIS 
CHECKS I gave him as decent a burial as any 
)ion ver -N e ork rB88 

Do you and each of you solemnly sw'ar 
that you will marry each other in the pres-
ence ' his c ; tIl all w' 0 the aI" 
hin ea ther hat wi i VI:! 

everybody else the go-by, an chng to each 
other through life ti.ll death calls upon you 
to ca 'n yo arth HECI' n' tIl Oll 
will 0 ea othel sba l' w ac-
cordm to the aw an the prophets, an the 
rules an' regulations 0' this honor'ble court, 
in si h ases de a' rvid d so 1 ye 
God lIle! H 11 ist, A 5t II 81:1. 

I have heard many stories of hair-breadth 
'scapes from buffalo; I have seen railroad 
and gon ins ped w his 
plea ; an s c1 a sh as ver 
Ulaae to PASSING IN l\'IY CHECKS was from a 
buffalo stampede,-Richard Irvine Dodge's 
Plai the at W 

--CHE K G RILLA.-A gam
bling house sponger, who loafs 
a t f he e 0 ch aJl 
c or lis a he f uen of 
such places may think fit to bestow 
u h' PU A C GK-
S P 0 ONE apse wn 
from the training of horses; tbe 
c k st ,in w-b par ce, 
e rols e in e he's 
mouth. Hence to Pllt a check strap 

n 0 nent is t adopt ch 
m ure wi nfo the ng 
of what is desired. 

GHE RS v, GH ER RV, 
also GHICKSERRV (Gaultheria pro
c1l12bens)-A nih!, red-colored 
a ati erry Chic 1'2]1 he 
New England name for it. Also 
caJled PARTRIDGE-DERRY (q.v.) and 
T BE 
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The sea air was mingled with the 
fragrance of pines, wild flowers, and the 
spicy CHECKERBERRY.-Portland Tra1lscript, 
1888. 

CHEEK.-A door-post. Little heard 
now, but for a long period this 
English provincialism survived in 
the States. It is used in the same 
sense in the Craven dialect. 

CHEESE.-THAT'S THE CHEEsE.-An 
expression signifying "excellent 
performance "-" quite the thing." 
--CHEESE IT !-An exclamatory 
injunction to stop. The phrase 
" Now cheese it ! " is often heard. 
It is doubtful whether this can 
be classed as an Americanism. 
Authorities, however, differ as to 
its birthplace. In the Nation (1876), 
it was recorded as a recently intro
duced Americanism. 

CH EESE Box.-A nickname applied by 
Confederates to gunboats of the 
MONITOR TYPE (q.v.). 

CH EESE PAR I N G.-Tomfoolery. 

CHEMILOON.-A feminine article of 
underwear, nsually known in 
England as" combinations," i.c., the 
chemise and drawers united in one 
garment. 

CHERRY (Cant).-A young girl; a 
full grown woman is similiarly 
called a CHERRY RIPE. 

CHESS (Bl'oJnIlS scaUnns).-A weed, 
similar to oats in appearance. 
Growing up amongst wheat and 
other grain crops, it proves very 
troublesome to the farmer. Vul
garly but erroneously supposed to 
be degenerate wheat. It is nar
cotic in its effects. Also called 
CHEAT. 
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CHEST.-CHUCK OUT YOUR CHEST, i.c., 
pull yourself together; stand firm; 
keep a stiff upper lip. 

CHESTNuT.-An old story; something 
that has been frequently selid or 
done before. As to the variants of 
this phrase-their name is legion. 
The old songs are cheslllllt songs; he 
who would foist a stale joke upon a 
company is implored to " spare the 
chestnut tree," "not to rustle the 
chestllut leaves," or "set the cilest1l1l1 
bell a-ringing." Similarly, any
thing old or out of date is said to 
have a chestJlutty flavor. According 
to the Philadelphia Prcss. the intro
duction of the word in its slang 
sense is to be attributed to Mr. 
'Villiam Warren, a veteran Boston 
comedian. 

It seems that in a melodrama, but little 
known to the present generation, written 
by Willi::l.m Dillon, and called' The BrolwIl 
Sword,' there were two characters, one 
a Capt. Xavier, and the other the comedy 
part of Pablo. The captain is a sort of 
Baron Munchallscn, and in telling of his 
exploits says: I I entered the woods of 
Calloway ,,,,hen suddenly from the thicl< 
boughs ala cork tree '-Pablo interrupts him 
with the words: I A CHESTNUT, captain, a 
CHESTNUT.' I Bah!' replies the captain, 
'Booby, I say a cork tree.' 'A CHESTNUT/ 
reiterates Pablo, 'I should know as well as 
you, haviIlg beard you tell the tale these 
twenty-seven times.' \Villiam Vlarrcn, who 
had often played the part of Pablo, \\'as at a 
stag dinner, when one of the gentlelnen 
present told a story of doubtful age and 
originality. I A CHgSTNUT,' murmured 1\'11'. 
Warren, ql10ting from the play, 'I have 
heard you tell the tale these twenty-seven 
times.' The application of the lines pleased 
the rest of the table, and when the party 
broke up each helped to spread the story 
and Mr. \Varren's commentary. 

I May I venture to ten the old, old story, 
Miss Maud,' he said, tremulously; , the old, 
old, yet ever ne,,,,, story of-' 

I Pardon me, Mr. Sampson, if I cause you 
pain/ interrnpted the girl, gently, ' but to me 
the story you wish to tell is a CHESTNUT,' 

I A CHESTNUT? ' 

I Yes, Mr. Sampson, I'm already engaged i 
but I will be a sister-' 
, It isn't as wormy as that one,' murmured 

Mr. Sampson, feeling for his hat.-New York 
51111,I88S. 



The large audience, which filled the church 
to its utmost capacity, evidently greeted 
the question I Who will tal{e care of the 
baby when women vote? I as an old joke, for 
they all smiled, some blandly, except one 
young gentleman, who looked around in
quiringlyand said in a whisper loud. enough 
to be overheard: 'Who rings that CHEST
NUT bell to-night?' But Mrs. Harbert, 
with undisturbed gravity, replied: 'Why, 
friends, that question was ask and answered 
forty years ago.-Chicago Inlc1'-Oeeall, ,888. 

His favorite song, which he tries to sing 
frequently, is I Sweet Violets,' and the boys 
all yell CHESTNUTS when he begins that tune. 
-CiJtci1l1tati E1-tquirC1', 1888. 

CHETOWAIK.-An Indian name for the 
plover. The term is used by 
Longfellow in his introduction to 
Hiawatha. 

CHEWALLOP i-Objects falling heavily 
to the ground are said to fall che
wallop. Sam Slick used the ex
pression. 
I felt .... only one step more [and IJ 

was over head and ears CHEWALLOP in the 
water.-Sam Slick's Clockma/u1'. 

CHEWI NG Gu M.- See GUM. 

CH EWI N K (PiPilo erythl'ophthalmlts).
The ground robin or tow he-bunting 
described by P. H, Gosse as a 
prettily marked bird, black above, 
with white bands on the wings; 
the sides are chestnut red, and the 
under parts white. Its note is 
supposed to resemble the word 
.. towhee," but its name chcwillk is 
also supposed to be derived from 
this peculiarity. On Long Island it is 
called the TOWHEE GOLDFINCH, and 
in Louisiana the GRASSET from its 
plump appearance. 

CHICHA.-A fermented concoction, of 
which the ingredients are maize, 
pine-apple, banana, and other fruits. 
It is sweet to the taste, and is a 
favorite drink of West Indian 
negroes. 

CHICKADEE (Pants a/l'icaPillus) ,-The 
blackcap tit. Like many another 

Chicken-Grape 

of its feathered companions it 
derives its popular name from its 
peculiar note or cry. Elsewhere 
it is known as the HOARY TIT
MOUSE. 

Far distant sounds the hidden CHICADEE, 
Close at my side; far distant sound the 

leaves. . . . 
-J. R. Lowell's Indian Smnmer Reverie. 

CH ICKAREE (Sciuyus hudsonius).-The 
red squirrel, its cry having sug
gested the popular name. The 
little animal is common in all the 
Northern States. 

CHICKASAW PLUM (PrUllllS chicasa).
The bush bearing this plum abounds 
in the neighbourhood of Red River, 
Arkansas .. a favorite hunting-ground 
of the Chickasaw Indians-hence 
its name. The fruit itself is large, 
pleasant to the taste, and of a color 
varying from a palish pink to dark 
crimson. 

CHICK-BERRv.-Sec CHECKER-BERRY. 

CHICKEN-FIXINGs.-Formerly a hash, 
stew, or fricassee of chicken, but 
the term is now applied to any fare 
out of the common, and also to 
show of any kind. Compare with 
COMMON DOINGS. 

An extraordinary sight were the countless 
waiters, held up to the car-windows at Gor
donsville by turbaned negro-women, filled 
with coffee-cups, e~gs, and the inevitable 
CHICKEN-FIXINGS, which it was hencdorth 
our fate to meet at every railroad depot, till 
we reached Ncw Or10an5.-.1 Trip to Ihe 
Soulh. 

These preachers dress like big bugs, and 
go ridin' about on hundred-dollar horses, 8,.

spun gin' poor priest-ridden folks, and a-eaten 
CHfCKEN - FIXENS so powerful fast that 
chickens has got scarce in these diggins.
Carlton's New Purchase, vol. iL, p. 140. 

CHICKEN-GRAPE (Vitis ripm'ia).
Otherwise called the BERMUDA 
VINE, RIVER GRAPE and FROST GRAPE. 
CltirkCII grate is its Southern name. 
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blossoms. 
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Hie -Gu 0.- dnd ch n 
soup, in which the GUMBO or GOMBO 
(q. ente as a mpo t p 

\Ve .... felt staggered rather at a 
lTIenU at the vVindsor Hotel, including such 

ithel unhe of uries CHI N-
UMB eep' ad (a ), stl beal ld 

mush; gazed in terror at the pretty jeweHed 
fingers and white teeth opposite making 
hort 'k a ver utter orn- -
hilli Follc Tro gs 0 felld ot, 

P·5· 

Hie T.- e B 

nectlcut (q.v.). 
,-F!. of n-

HIG (PI pel liS). A 11 
flea that burrows under the toe
nails, where it forms an egg-bag 
all t th ze 0 sma ea. is 
has to be extracted with a needle 
for if neglected painful sores ar~ 
en der It fo in e 
VV IndIes and a ong t le MexIcan 
coast. The name chigoe has many 
va ts GGE NIG CH 0, 
CH ,C RE, UNG , PIQUE. 
The seed-tick of Kentucky is sup-
po by le t e t sam 1-

se ut is btf1, s it s 
not cause the same torment by the 
gr hoe e une the . 1. 

Go stc of se ick at 
they alOe so numerous and per-
pet Ily ent' the uth to 
be nifi by lane no 1-

clature according to age; "the first 
season the are c Hed ed-' ks, 
th xt y the eco yea! g-
ticks, and the third, old-ticks." 
Only in the tropics, however can 
th ull onv enc f e 
pests be experienced. 

HIL TH CHI i.e., e's 
a mock modest j£1\OIl de parler. 

THI HILD S fo 
lany ontl eing 

<0 g We 
f fro for b 

f; 

or 
10 

Cl a r ddi 

eat mo in . IS._ t01>' ar 
cst. 

HILI HILL Th Am an d 
pep he ral efe a 
the pods or fruit of the capsicum. 
In ts f he mtr form ly 
und Spa h r it now 
the CHILI COLORADO. 

HILL nd rvrR.- ever and abue. 

I MI. oca am n i
fomia, Texas, and Mexico, for the 
grease-wood From the Spanish, 
m ch c liza nifi kin f 
wild reed or cane. Bret Harte 
describes a man, in an inundation, 
row on vas pal of w r 
and saying: "vVlth my hands 
dipped listlessly over the thwarts I 
det d tops chill I, \V 1 

showe the tIde to have somewhat 
fallen."-Lllck oj Roaring Call1p, 
p. 2 

C IN C nt) A ch·ld.- 0 C 
-T talk ramp ntl r 
with brazen effrontery. -- Also 
CHIN MUSIC In English Ian e 
get IN \ 

Whereupon a young sprig. .. uegan 
sass ICC] can or w his 
SIC. ark iII's cd-i 

And at last, when I stood before the Re-
b! iea ffice ld I d II tit II 
sym etic nt, i eme arcH e 

that could have CHINNED its towers ten 
minutes before, and ,"vas now so :-ohrunk up 

d pi' -ill Tlt!( So'( 'j'S. 

CHINATowN.-The Chinese quarter of 
San ran 0 ; te is w 
app led to such localities all over 
the Union. 

CHI NA WEDDING.-The twentieth anni-
ver of ved' g is ca 
-S "lED GIVE RIEc. 

IS 



Chincapin 

The occasion was the twentieth anniver
sary, or CHINA WEDDING of Mr. and 1tlrs. 
Pope.-St. Lo"is Globe Democrat, March 30, 
1888. 

CHINCAPIN, CHINQUAPIN. - A Pow
hattan Indian name for the Cast<l1tea 
p1l1l1ila. 
De Vere quotes a story told of 1\11'. 

Jefferson by his detractors, that in his 
desire to import valuable trees and plants 
into his native State, he ordered from 
abroad, aluong other shrubs, a number of 
dwarf <;hestnnts, quoted as Casta/un. pllmila 
in botanical catalogues. They came, they 
grew, and turned out to be the CHINQUAPIN 
of Virginia, a native tree, than which few 
are more common in the South. 

CHINCE.-A marble. 

CHINCHE or CHINCH-BuG.-A name 
applied not only to the common 
domestic nuisance (Cimex ledltlm·ius) 
but also to an insect, equally offen
sive, which creates great havoc 
among grain crops. The name it
self is of Spanish derivation. An 
Arkansas paper details, among other 
inducements to emigrants to settle 
in that State, that :-

The grasshopper i.:; unknown; likewise 
the CHINCH-HUG. From pests that devonr 
Ollr crops, from th~ cold that destroys in 
winter and the heat that kil1s in s\1mmr~r, we 
are exempt.-Little Rock Democr(/t, 1888. 

CHINESE.-THE CHINESE MUST GO.

An expression which has recently 
acquired new significance in that 
the prejudice against the Chinese 
has come to a head, and has re
sulted in the passing of a law to 
prevent further immigration into 
the States on the part of Celestials. 

CHINESE SUGAR CANE.- The Sorg
hum. 

CHINK, CHINCE, CHINSE, To.-To fill 
up the long narrow openings or 
interstices between the roughly 
hewn timber of log cabins. The 
material used for this purpose is 
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chiefly mud or clay formed into a 
kind of plaster or cement. Daub
ing sometimes follows the last
named operation, consisting in 
making a smooth surface over the 
whole by means of the same 
material; the complete process is 
what is known in the North of 
England as filling and daubing. 

CHINKERS (Cant).-When handcuffs 
are united by a chain they are 
called chillliers. The derivation 
is obvious. 

CHINOOK or CHINOOK JARGON.- A 
trade language of Oregon and the 
North-west coast-a kind of con
ventional language like the Lingua. 
Franca of the Mediterranean, and 
the Pidgin English of the East. An 
exhaustive report concerning this 
philological phenomenon was issued 
by the United States Exploring 
Expedition during the years 1838-
42. A well-known philologist, Dr. 
Horatio Hale, accompanied the 
survey, and the following par
ticulars are obtained from that 
source, vol. iii., p. 635, which 
indeed is authoritative and com
plete. The circumstances to which 
Chinooli owes its origin are probably 
as follows :-When the British and 
American trading ships first ap
peared on the coast, about 1760, 
they found there many tribes 
speaking distinct languages. Had 
it chanced that anyone of these 
had been of easy acquisition, and 
very generally diffused, it would no 
doubt have been adopted as the 
medium of communication between 
the whites and the natives. Un
fortunately all were alike harsh in 
pronunciation, complex in structure, 
and spoken over a very limited 
space. The foreigners, therefore, 
took no pains to become acquainted 
with any of them. But the exi
gencies of trade, the headquarters 
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of which were at Nootka, neces
sarily involved some dialect words 
becoming known to the traders; 
and, vice versa, some English words 
being adopted by the Indians. 
These, with signs, sufficed for the 
time. Trade soon extended to 
the Columbia river, and the traders 
attempted to hold communication 
with the C"inoolls by means of 
the Nootka words. The former, 
quick to catch sounds, soon 
acquired these words, and in 1804 
the Jargon was in pretty general 
use III the region specified. The 
next development occurred when 
the whites established themselves 
in Oregon and the store of words 
was found quite inadequate for 
the more general and constant 
intercourse. An enlargement of 
the language took place by incor
porating from the native Tshinuk 
or Chillook such words as were 
requisite, the chief additions being 
the numerals, the pronouns, and 
about twenty adverbs and prepo
sitions. The Jargon, or trade 
language, then began to assume a 
regular shape, and as time went 
on received additions from several 
other sources. Chief among these 
were the Canadian vOJlageurs, or free 
traders of French stock. These 
people, more than any others, lived 
on terms of the closest familiarity 
with the Indians, and, in conse
quence, they have left a permanent 
mark on the slender stock of Jal'golt 
words. What grammarians call 
onomatopceia, or the formation of 
words in imitation of sounds, is 
also responsible for a few additions 
to this strange speech, as e.g., lipllP 
is intended to express the sound 
of boiling water, and means to 
boil; tiktik is for a watch; tll111tum 
stands for heart and is sup
posed to represent its beating and 
so on. In the phonology of the 
language one point is peculiarly 
interesting as illustrating (he usual 
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result of the fusion of two or 
more languages-as the Jargon was 
spoken by Indians, English and 
French, we find no sound not easy 
and common to all. The grammati
cal rules are simple, and of inflec
tions there are none, but on the other 
hand compounds are frequen t, as for 
example: shzp-mall, a sailor; stilt
sione, petri6ed wood, and so on. 
A full vocabulary, entitled A Dic
tionary a/the Chinook Jargon,was pub
lished by George Gibbs, in 1863, 
on behalf of the Smithsonian Insti
tution. He estimated the total num
ber of words at that time at about 
500, of which about 160 are French 
and English, eighteen of unknown 
derivation, and all the others be
longing to the Chinook and kindred 
dialects. These elements have been 
slightly modified in the Jargon: the 
Indian gutturals are softened or 
dropped, and the / and r of the 
English and French, unpronounce
able to the Indians, are modified 
into p and I. Grammatical forms 
are reduced to their simplest ex
pression, and variations in mood 
and tense are only conveyed by 
ad verbs or by the context. 

Chief Toseph understood a little English 
and O'Hara a little CHINOOK. CHINOOK is 
the name given to a species of Volapuk that 
all Indian tribes in the N crth-west under
stand. The CHINOOK language is composed 
of 158 (sic) words, and by using it the Huclson 
Bay Company could converse with any 
Indian tribe from Lake Superior to the Pacific 
coast.-J.!issolll'i Rt..'plIblh:an, April 8, r888. 

--CHINOOK WIND.-The Chinook 
le'ind is so called by the Indians 
of the Columbia River, because it 
comes to them from the direction 
of the country of the Chinooks. 
An interesting bit of tradition and 
information concerning this wind 
has been supplied in a report of 
Governor Temple, of 'Washington 
Territory, to the Secretary of the 
Interior. 
[In this report it is described as] A ballllY 

wind , coming froUl the Kuro Siwo, or great 
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Japanese current, of the Pacific Ocean. In 
the summer it is a cool wind, and tempers 
the 1 . 1 the w' 't is war moist, 
and ctimes odor if Snow 
and appear it with y, and 
it se blow f b dista twecn 
walls of colder air without parting with its 
heat. Sometimes it constitutes an upper 
current, in which case the remarkable spec-
tacle nessed w melt m the 
mOll cps wh thermo ill the 
vall ister be e freez nt. At 
other l111e5 it is a sur ace current, and fol
lows the valleys and gorges as a flood might 
follow them. It seems to bear healing upon 
its wings, like Sandalphon, the angel of 
pray d it is n cult to e why 
the 5 have itied i der to 
fix t thei tions. wind 
sometlQ).cs penetrates as far as the upper 
stretches of the Missouri, and even tempers 
the air on the I?lains of Dakota beyond 
the Rock fi.'!ountams Wherever it oes the 
eha' win tcr loosed le iee-
bou rs are 5 The C K is the 
natu emyof iOllS ea el, and 
while, Oldinarily, it yields its influence as 
gently as the zephyrs that waft the thistle 
downs in autumn, still there arc times when 
the t ·'nds en 'giant fI' ts and 
figb prema in the j then 
in t ar stra the m sand 

~~~L and f~~tl~,lt But d~edr~~~ bat is l~~~~~ 
long, and the victory is always with the 
CHINOOK. The inhabitants east of the Cas· 
cad ltains, wintc seized 
thel the e ld das ow in 
thei 1 pray -, CHIN come. 
Sue 1C CHI VIND, by the 
natives the blessed wind of the far North
west.-Rr:port oj Goverl/or Tcmplc. 

Since writing the hst notes from the 
Yell le Nati rk the er here 
has nusual nand p t, with 
Dce light s s, but 1 ugh to 
add to the depth. The frequent CHINOOKS 
hav!:! settled the snow faster than it fell, 
clearing all the streams of ice and uncover· 
ing at amo f count - ere the 
sno th in.- spoIlde Forest 
""d I, Marc 8~8. 

CHIP IN, To.-To contribute money 
or kind; to join in an undertaking. 

H alway cacc, a would 
hav -heeo stand ances. 
Pard, he was a great Joss to this town. It 
would plc:lsC the boys if you could CUfP IN 
something like that, and do him justice.-
Mar/ T ;n's 7·/t· wls at p.22. 

A who W i!P IN" 
al\'I''' objcc ISPICLO 
Magtl:.;illf, Septcwbl:J", rt)t1t1. 

rity is 
lC/'lCt17t 

Chi 

CHIPMUNK,' CHIPMUNCK, CHIPMONK, 

CHITMUNK (Sciurus striatus).-The 
triped irrel. e na 
hougl e of I deriv 

but phIlologists do not lose SIght 
of the fact that the popular name 
may have a much less foreign 

rigin. s litt mal i 
eedin lively a 

chatterer, on thIS accoun t some 
authorities think the colloquial 
appellation may come from chip, 
an old ish pr ialism 

Offim n A me 
merry, y, etc. 

CHIPPER.-Active; merry; cheerful; 
brisk; y." irp," 
merry 1 old nciali 
Engla 

Over the hiJl to the poor-house I'm trudgin I 

\~~l~~~arl walr~y, a a trifle 
ho am an' CHI or all th 
I've to 
many 
old. 

Ip·YAR 

woma s only 

-Will Carleton's Far//! Ballads. 

wooe ng ya 

CHIRAVARI.-A noisy serenade, to 
which the victims of popular dislike 
are sub' ed; a om u . 
sally I , but ng clif 
names ding ality. 
cordant sound-producing instru
ments, such as tin-pots, kettles, 
drums etc, are employed. The 
custo nown r the 
of clti (pron d che 
m all parts of Canada and the 
States originally colonized by the 
French. 

IRIMO JUI/ona ri11loya 
well-known fruit, otherwise called 
the CUSTARD APPLE. 

IRK, T 0 put ood sp 
o bec vely, ul. I 

survives only in New Ic.ngland but 



Chirpy 

there chMI is still used both as a 
verb and adjective. 

, Cajer/ sez she, ' I'm that burnt that I'm 
blind, and can't see the sunshine n'r the 
flowers, n'r the children no more.' An' then 
she bust out cryin' like she'd die. Aftt-'f that 
it seemed like she 'uz sort 0' stupid, an' 
nothin' Cajer n'[ any 0' the neighbors could 
do 'ud make her CHIRK up. She jes sot there 
quiet, an' never said nothin' hardly.
A mcr{can H twwrist, ltiBS. 

CHIRPY.-Cheerful, contented. 
Straightway his horror softens down to a 

sort of CHIRPY contentment with the con
dition of things,-lIIal'k Twain's Screamers. 

CHISEL, To.-To cheat; defraud; 
swindle. Said to be a 'Western 
phrase.--To GO FULL CHISEL.
An expression variously used ac
cording to context, in the sense of 
with earnestness, force, high-speed, 
great eclat, etc. It is difficult to 
connect either the verb to chisel or 
the phrase to go full chisel with the 
explanations ordinarily given; for 
example, with a supposed analogy 
to the quick glancing-off motion 
resulting from an ill - delivered 
chisel stroke. It certainly seems 
that the true derivation must be 
sought elsewhere. 

CHITUNS.-ALL TO CHITLINS, i.e., all 
to pieces, as when Sam Slick, in his 
Human Nature, says, "They did all 
they could to tear my reputation to 
chitlius. 

CHITTER, To.-To call in question 
one's right to a thing; as "If any 
man in these hills considers to chittcr 
him, etc.," i.e., stops to question 
his right. 

CHIVALRY.-TuE SOUTHERN CHIVALRY 
was a common phrase before 
and during the Civil ·War. It 
was claimed as a proud title by 
Southerners and their friends, but 
has always been heard and used 
at the North with a shade of con-

Cltogset 

tempt. In California the word is 
shortened into CHIV, to signify a 
Southerner. 

CHOCK, To.-To crowd to overflowing, 
in which sense it is used by a writer 
in Putnam's Magazine, r888. 

What made the trunk so awful heavy, I 
couldn't see; but I found afterward she had 
all her clothes and mine, and then she'd 
CHOCKED in all 'round with maple-sugar, and 
that's as heavy as the ten commandments to 
a horse-thief. 

The word is still largely colloquial. 
--Hence CHOCK-UP, to fit closely; 
also used in the sense of to 
collapse; or to " go to pieces." 

Only four ran in the m.ile and a half
Belvidere, Rupert, Aretina and Ten Booker. 
The owner declared to win with Rupert, but 
that duffer CHOCKED UP after going six fur· 
longs, and Belvidere was compelled to go on 
and win.-St. Paul and llfiltllcapolis Pio1lcer 
Press, July 22, I888. 

--Also the more frequently heard 
CHOCK-FULL, about which, however, 
there is considerable divergence of 
opinion. Some think it comes from 
the old English "chekkefulle," quite 
full; others derive it from the verb 
to choke, while there are yet those 
who incline to the view that it is 
an onomatopoetic expression con
sequent upon the" shock," with 
which scales would be sent down 
when overweighted. In any case 
chocklull can hardly be called an 
Americanism, but these theories as 
to the origin of the word bear 
somewhat on the popular usage of 
c!tock. 

CHOGSET (Ctmolabrus ceyuleus).-The 
Indian name of a fish which, under 
a variety of designations, is com
mon along the coasts of New 
England and other sea-board States. 
In New York it is known as the 
BURGALL or BLUE FISH (q.v.), also 
as the SALT WATER PIlRCH. 



Choke 

CHOKE.-A New World term for the 
alluvial deposit which silts up at 
the mouths of rivers and other 
spots favorable, by their conforma
tion, to the process. 

That 'ere place [New Orleans] is built in 
a bar in the harbor, made of snags, drift-

~v;d~l:e~ld fill~dK~~d hce:;e~~du~vi~h ~~: ~~'di~ 
ment.-Sam Slick's Clockmaker. 

--CHOKE OFF, To.-To forcibly 
obstruct; interrupt; repulse; frus
trate. A slang Americanism which 
in this idiomatic sense has almost, 
if not altogether, passed into ortho
dox speech. 

As lisna], the call for the previous question 
was heard on the other side, and the mem
bers who had hoped to be heard on the 
momentous question were CHOKED OFF by 
Republican courtesy.-Baltimore SUit, r888. 

CHOKEBERRY (Pyl'lts 
somewhat stunted 
fruit of which is 
astringent qualities. 

arblllifolia) .-A 
appletree, the 
possessed of 

CHOKE-CHERRY (PYUIlUS borcalis).-A 
plant with astringent properties. 

Our host refused Lo tak"e money, invited us 
to come again, and following us to our boat, 
as a last act of hospitality, he gathered for us 
some CHOKE-CHERRIES in a thicket near the 
river.-CeHtul'j' Magazine, 1887. 

CHOMPINS, CHAMPINs.-The masti
cated refuse of fruit after the juice 
resulting therefrom has been swal
lowed. " Champ," to chew or 
masticate, from the Icelandic 
!lampa. 

cHop.-FIRST-Cl-Iop-first-rate. The 
Chinaman has not come in con
tact with Western civilization 
without making an impress upon 
it. Chop means quality, and is 
frequently used in that sense by 
Americans. 

CHOPPING-BEE.-In the old pioneer 
days a new settler would frequently 

Chore 

receive neighborly assistance in 
operations which, unaided, it would 
be out of his power to carry 
through in anything like reasonable 
time. 

I You see, sir' [says a squatter in Ruxton's 
Life in the Far West, in explanation of the 
term] I I when you wants to get anything done 
right away in a hurry, aU at cncel like, 
whether its flax beatin' or apple parin', or 
corn husldn', and the neighbors all around 
come and help work, that's a BEE,' 

A chopping-bee is thus described in 
the Western Magazille, the occasion 
being one when a clearing on a 
large scale was required to provide 
a site for a public institution. 

The inhabitants within a radius of ten 
miles wcre invited. Each one brought his 
axe and day's provisions. No spirituous 
liquors were allowed. The work was 
ordered by an elected marshal of, the ,day. 
The front rank of trees, ten rods 111 wldth, 
were chopped partially ~hrough on, eitl,ler 
side j then the succeedmg ones ll1 lIke 
manner, for a space of perhaps twenty rods. 
Then the last rank were felled simultaneously 
by the united force, when with a crash 
increasing to a thundering volume, it bore 
down on the next, till all lay prostrate. And 
thus for three 'days did this volunteer war 
against the forest progress, 

CHORE.-A small job; or work of 
a domestic character; an odd job; 
" char" in England is used both 
as a noun and verb in much the 
same sense ; and, l;lresumably, both 
have a common ongin in the Anglo
Saxon eyre. Chore is mainly used 
in the plural, as "The old darkey 
who did the chores." Ben Jonson 
seems to have used the American 
form of chores, and r. Russell Lowell 
affects to trace the word to the 
French jOllY in the sense of a day's 
work; but, as the Anglo-Saxon root 
cyre has also the secondary mean
ing of a space of time, the latter, 
assuming Mr. Lowell's line of 
argument to be sound, would thus 
appear to have a double claim 
to recognition over the French 
derivation. 



Chouse 

'James, dear, will you bring me up a hod 
of coal from the cellar?' said a busy wife. 

'That's just the way with you. As soon 
as you see me enjoying myself you have 
some CHOlUO: or another for me to do.'
Bosloll Gou";er, 1888. 

--Hence also TO CHORE, and, in 
Connecticut, TO CHORE ABOUT, i.e., 
to do chores or small odd jobs. 

He needed somebody to do CHORES at his 
house i the wood had to be sawed, the cow 
had to be milked, the horse must be fed, and 
the garden attended to.-Gmtlll')' Magazine, 
1887. 

--CHORE-BOY.-An errand or 
page boy. 

CHOUSE, To.-To cheat; to defraud. 
Similar in origin to such words as 
burke, boycot, and bogus. In 
1607, a notorious swindle was per
petrated in London on some 
Turkish and Persian merchants by 
a chiaous or official attached to the 
Turkish Embassy, sent to announce 
the advancement of Sultan Solyman 
to the throne. So gigantic was 
the fraud, and so notorious did it 
become, that to chiaous or chal/sf or 
chollse became synonymous with 
chicanery and swindling practices. 
It is now classed as slang in Eng
land, but fora long period was much 
used by standard English writers. 
In America, however, the word 
is still looked upon as orthodox, 
and is applied to all kinds of frau
dulent dealing and deceit. Also 
CHOWZLE. 
'I wudden give it to 110 Heyer, J 1m. The 

lieyers'll CHOWZLE yeo Yeld better go down 
ter the headquarters, an' see ef yeJ" can It get 
'em tcr compermise it.-Sn·ibller's .~laga~il/(.', 
1888. 

CHOWCER.-A popular dish composed 
of fresh fish boiled with biscuits, 
pork, and onions. Sometimes wine 
is added. Chowder is probably a 
Canadian corruption of Chaudicre. 

'rhe man took the woman into Hadfield 
Crowther'S saloon near by. ordered a CHOW~ 
DRR forhor and left her.-Galt'esto1/ Nm's, 1888. 

Clwomo-Civilizatio1t 

--CHOWDER EXCURSION.-No pic
nic by the sea would b~ comp!ete 
without this almost natIOnal dlsh, 
indeed it has given a distincti ve 
name to some of these jaunts, in 
that a chowder forms the piece de 
l'esisiallce. On such occasions it is 
cooked gypsy-fashion on the spo.t, 
with the usual fun and frolIc 
generally accompanying such im
provised culinary arrangements. 
--It is difficult to say upon what 
principle of analogy CHOWDER-HEAD 
is used as synonymous with a fool, 
dunce, or numskull; in Anglo
Chinese slang, however, chowdal' 
stands for a fool, and (Ttowtiel'-heati 
may be derived therefrom, and not 
have any connection with the tooth
some dish of a similar name. 

The showman.... grabbed the or
chestra [a single performer) and shook 

~~:~\\~rf~R~:~~A~~~~'o;dT~l~~~~~la~~ ~~~~:ar,~,~ 
Lalll/ch oj the StfamCI' Gapital. 

CHRISTIAN SCIENTISTS.- A new sect, 
whose distinctive doctrine is that 
disease is all a matter of imagina
tion. "You think you are not ill, 
and you get well," or in other 
words they claim to "heal by 
faith." 

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE [as expounded by one 
of their leaders) is a metaphysical method of 
healing all diseases, both mental and physi· 
cal, withont the use of drugs. electricity, baths, 
braces, belts, or any other material lneans. 
It is not spiritualism, mind-cure. clair\,oy. 
anee, manipulation. rnassagc. or any fOfm 
of animal magnetism. The healing power 
is God, as understood and demonstrated by 
Christ and the Apostles. It is not neces~ 
sary that the sick understand its didne 

rh~:trl~c~lk ~~dk~l~~V b~ol~~a~fd't~1[~l1l~'i~~ 
power when they feel its beneficial effects. 
]"he spiritual unden;tanding of God being 
lost for centuries, healing uy the God~power, 
was also lost until at this age i it is again 
discovered and explained on a scientific 
basis. 

CHROMO-CIVILIZATION.-An invention 
of the late J. R. Dennett, which, 
says the Natioll, " confessedly 



b 

supplies a gap in our terms of 
p .. on." Cl' mo-civ r on is 
a appli the a ate of 
w s fal pin k in 
" latter-day" society-to the gilt 
and tinsel, the surface polish, 
which in man respects charac-
t the cation last 
d s of t eteent tury. 
It IS notorious that in America 
chromo-lithographic prints are 
sent out in shoals, all displaying a 
r ·able f taste gards 
s , dra \ nd co alike 
-a sorry wou d-be substitute for 
the genuine article. 

CH 1) A I arne s) for 
t UTAU BLACI, (q.v.). 
--(2) In Connecticut a SQUASH 
(q. v.) .--CHUB-SUCKER (Catost011l1lS 
storer). -Otherwise the HORNED 
S R. A ainly h. 

C H U C K. - Refreshments. 
argot. 

i . 1 was nc· 
CHU holid 
wea om her 

so i co 
woul 

will 5 
nex ksgivin way.-
LIfe all tlze MississiPPi, p. 463. 

CH 
P 

LUCK. A gambl" 
in th t with 

Thieves' 

nd you 
n this 
I a box 
wain's 

game 

CHUCK! CHUCK !-A call used in the 
summoning of pigs to the feeding 
t h. It· ious th hough 
e tly action a "sug! 
s used rfolk imilar 
purpose, this expression differs 
from the ordinary cry, and yet is 
identical with the call employed in 
g ing po -See S FOR 
D TIC AN s. 

CHUCK FULL.-Full to repletion; a 
colla uial variant of CHOCK-FULL. 

CH HEAD. idiot block-
head. 

ChUI 

\VelI, now, his case is curious I There 
wasn't a human being in this town but knew 

the b s a per UCKLE 
ect du just a ass, 

say. body k , and 
bo y said It.-AI ark Twa.tn's Life on. the 
MississiPPi, p. 473. 

UCK-W 
OOR-\ 

WIDOW ee 

CHUNK.-A short thick piece or por-
tion. This word provincial in 
Engla thor coli 
hroug he Sta he N e 

World once made Itself (February 
14th, r888) responsible for "a 
chunk of geographical knowledge "; 
n yVes iearinb large 

of sad ' falls a w 
and in her q r, "a 
of sentiment" is spoken of as 
"pitchforked into the midst of a 
play." OCHU "I'll 
lim" row s issile, 
rail; dy sho ce of 
stone, or clod of earth.--CHUNKY. 
-A derivative of chullk, which is 
probabl nuinel erican· 
equiva of py," 
meani art an k. S 
have been used first by Doctor 
Kane, the Arctic explorer.-
CI-IUNKED -South Western. Said 
of a n po ed of 
tin ace effron --C 
HEAD (T1'lgollocePhalus contortnx).
The red snake or COPPER-HEAD. 
--CHUNK-YARD, CHUNKEE-YARD. 
-Bot tlett a Vere 
ng B TIS'S in F 

define e e as names given y 
white traders to oblong four-square 
yards adjoining the high mounds 
and ro scorn ·n the 
of Flo and s ed to 
been b y the ole In 
In the centre stands a mysterious 
obelisk, and at each of the more 
remot ners t or 
stake, ich th ptives 
bound ious t ng to 
and burnt. In another place Bart-



c 
ram states that the pyramidal hills 
or artificial mounds, and highways 
or avenues, leadin from them to 

al ponds s, vast t 
terraces yards, a 

's or pill od, are ~ 
on y monuments 0 a or, ingenm y, 
and magnificence that he had seen, 
worthy of notice. Dupratz, in his 
History of Louisiana, has established 

t that ell s the na 
Indian diversi 

ed by two at 
It was with a p 

about eight feet long, resembling 
a Roman f; and the game consisted 
in rolling a flat, round stone, about 
three inches in diameter, and one 

ick, and the pole' 
manner n the sto 
the pole e at or n 
oth the nists thr 

theIr poles at the same time, and he 
whose pole was the nearest counted 
one, and had the right of rolling 
the stone.--KERCI-IUNK !-An ex-

ion car lith it 
al meanil upposed 
ent the f a fall 

body; also 
CACHUNK (q.v.). 

I looked up, and there I saw a young cata-

mOllnf' scrhh~~1~11! ~p the litlle, b~-~n~i;~; h~ 
wn upon m of impud 

I'd take a him; I rai 
and down I KE RCHU 
he edge 0 cipice.-W 

aJa S (Iloolah, p. 27. 

CHURCH.-THE LITTLE CHURCH 
AROUND TIlE CORNER. - An ex-

on taken he popu 
bearing e title, a 
n speaki ces of w 

, vhich, th b t "fashi 
able," are centres of really 
genuine spiritual activity.-
CHURCH EXCURSION.-As implied 
b the term, an excursion or-

d in n with 
h. 

de 

The Rev. Dr. Talmage recently got off the 
the largest CHURCH EXCURSION to Europe 
ever undertaken. Over 200 members of 

.~ congregaf 'j e included in this 
nster pic e pastor h' 
e idea of sian origi 
. Talmage has ave 
ally all i nvolving 

o thought aI 'vvhich n e 
practically initiated can form even an idea.
NC'1J York ll1c}'clIl'Y, July 2I, 188S. 

--CHURCH-MAUL.-A New Eng-
land vul quivalen r 
own sIan " calling e 
coals," w 'urisdicti e 
of an ecc al charac 

CHUTE.-(r) An inclined shaft or plane 
through or down which timber and 
general h dize are n 'e ed 
to a lowe 

n the roc coast the a 
t for mil iles .... vhcr 5 

possible to build a wharf or to load freIght 
and passengers. The hardy coasters OVCf

corne the forbidding breakers, however, by 
bridging them with CHUTES, which are 
@ngineering and architectural triumphs. 

ere is littl . f location s 
~1tered noD cerned, fo e 
ne, but a elected w p 
ter is neal lOre. Gcc a 
ky mound elp and a 

for a tower of scantlmg. The CHUTE, a 
massive structure of timber, supported by 
,,,ire cables on the suspension-brIdge plan, 
runs [rom the edge of the bluff down to the 
tower on the little islet in one dizzy span, 

en oyer 30 ng. From f 
tower rm les that s e 

ntinuation HUTE out 1-
ratively S ater. V e 
ppcrs run oners in u e 

CH UTES, and rm y moored to uoy~, 1e 
craft receives and discharges cargo with as 
much facility as would be cxperienced 
alongside the finest dock in the world. The 
cargo, mainly lumber, is rolled into the 
CHUTE at the to and down the o1iqhed 

-race of t1 the CHU 
th }"ailroa( until lle~ 
ere a so ?dgate a It 

ecks the TIl .lust suffic d 
on the d. )oint Are I S 

a CHUTE with 490 feet of slidc, and light 
planks al e landed on a vessel in thirteen 
seconds, heavy pieces,like scantling, occupy
ing less time in proportion to their weight. 

The wo 
literally 

ench, an 
oot." 

s 
f 



varia 
know 

Clmte 

and can 
r the Un 

are 

The corpse of a Chinaman, sewed up in 
a canvas sack, was one consignment while 
OUf party was studying the operations of 
the CHUTE, and the proprietor charged the 
estate of the deceased 1 dol., something in 
excess 0 Iar rate, b s he 
said, the was Habl s up 
the CHU friends of arted 
kicked, b ict of no d slide, 
brought time, and was 
paid. - San Francisco H'ccldy Examiner, 
March 22, 1838. 

--(2) A hasty confused migra
tion, r d to men ad' Is in 
a bod iousl y bo from 
the p eaning a ench 
chute, h "shoo t as 
one of the stations on the London 
Chatham and Dover Railway has 
been nicknamed "The shoot," on 
account of the steep, narrow ap-
proa the la mber 
of pa using t n in 
quest (3) Alan ssis-
sippi ouisiana side 
channel, the river in low-lymg parts 
of the country oftentimes dividing 
into numerous forks, which unite 
their waters again lower down the 
cours his sens often 
used ark Tw in 
the ge, he of a 
steam proachin solid 
wall of tall trees as if she meant 
to break through it, but all of a 
sudden a little crack would open, 
just enough to admit her, and 
away auld go hing 
throuhute wit rely 
room bet wee land 
on a and the d on 
the other. "--(4) A rapid; or 
cascade. Down these rapids tim
ber and small vessels are floated. 
The river men are exceedingly deft 
in th ement a craft 
when ng the r as it 
is ca e slight t of 
dang og an ting 
spice of excitement.--Hence to 
TAKE A SHOOT, signifying ardent 

146 Cinch 

of any earnes 
or thoro usiasm 

p r ormance a any action. 

CIDER.-ALL TALK AND NO CIDER.-
Purposeless loquacity; or, to use 

lish syn Much cr 
e wool" conveye 
he insi'gn of resul 
ed with s adopte 

to obtain them. Literally, much 
ado about nothing. 

According to De 'lere this phrase origi-
nated at a arty in Bucks C ty, Pennsyl 
v l11ad asser rink a barr 
o cider' bu being intr 
d ches \\:cre d discllssi 

some mal viLhdrew 
t it was a which th y 

had been lured, politics and not pleasure 
being the purpose of the meeting, or, as they 
called it, ALL TALK AND NO CIDER. 

This slang phrase is still largel 
particula politic 

pensive ldl r that, bei 
Governor Great cry and little wool; 
ALL TALK AND NO CIDER.-Sam Slick's 
Clockmakcl'. 

What we want is more CIDER and less 
TALK-.Attem1fs IFard II is Eook. 

DER-BRAN is is ide 
th APPLE (q.v.)--
OIL.-A rated d 

coction of cider and honey. 
Another name for it is CIDER-ROYAL, 
under which name it seems first to 
have been known. 

C -A mat Spanis 

C 

nd curre ew Mexic 
and Texas. When of small 
dimensions a marsh is called a 
CIENEGUITA. 

YMBLING. 

A nam 
and Sou 

ariety 
car to th 
tes. 

cINcH.-Used by plainsmen both as 
a noun and verb. In saddling his 



("n 'nnati Oysters 

o e wi 1e hu e \'Ie ic 
addle 't has to be cinched To 

cinch a horse IS y ,no mea t 
a ' th' g I he h 

ends of the tough cordage which 
o tit e he ci" rn na 

Ion" narrow strips of leather called 
LATIGO (q, ,)- h gs -w ic 0 

e th cil he witI the saddle and 
are run through an Iron ring an 
he t' d Y s ie of co pI' 

cated turns and Imots known only 
o he ra, Fr m he Sp nis 

cincha, a belt or girdle' cinc!/aY, to 
gir e,-- 0 E IN HE IS als 

C lif ni I al' m ig 'fying to 
come out on the wrong si e in 

i ng p ul io ,- - NC 
also means idiomatically to have or 

et a ip on to co e t pI 
the screw on, 

Black and Blue thmks the Dwyers bave a 
CI CH b h t g at en - if) ile 
Ocean, Feb. 2, r888. 

he tt 0 h 1 t P l-r m bool 
maker stands in drca I however, i the ac 
hen . who has a CINCH bottled up for 
a p rti la ac I an dr s i 0 t . ro a 
hour or two before the races begm.-N cw 
Y k rl Ju 22 888 

CINCINNATI OYSTERS, gs ro er, 
ri IS 'nt ch ng of n me 

seems, not infrequently, to occur 
et ee ti , es a wi I 

CINCINNATI OYSTERS we have flesh 
re n d th g se f h an 

the reverse is the case when the 
sturgeon is spo {el 0 as AL AN 

E ' ,v \ m ng 0 he e' 
amples may be quoted MARBLE-
IE T RK Y, r c tis. 0 

may it be remarked, is the practice 
on ne t A er a, In En lis 
la ", a Billin sgate pheasant is a 

fresh herrin,,; whl st a \arm ut 
10 er' s m im s 11 a w 

eyed steak; indeed many examples 
ui t g en f is tr ge e 
version of terms, 

C HE, ' 0 po de ' in' 
out; the transItion from the pn-

14 CIrcle 

ar m an g 0 Ie at to h 
idiomatic usage is obviously an 

sy n, 
I ad at en 11. -tin ye [a 5 'ri~ 

rappmg seance] that I could by any POSSI
ili eI E ut M 'k T~'lai' 's A molt.,. the 

Spints, 

CI PHER DISPATCHEs,-After the closely 
c nt te P si nt I m ig 0 

1876 the New York Tribune secured 
n b tc gr h d /,a IfS 

i ('''he' "hicl eman'lted from 
the Democratic heac1quaI lers in 

w Y k. T Y va s 
ingeniously discovered, and the 
d pa he ra sic cl n pu is d 
implicating the senders 111 corrupt 

eall1 gs f t st a" an na re 
i co ne io \v' h the briber of 
State - returl11ng boards whose 
d ci 'n a -ec d h v e or 
president. 

IR LE -A sp' -it lis's t r a 
gathering of people assembled for 
t rp se f 01 'ng co m ni
cation with spirits, Among the 
n re el 1e ar p en mare 
table tip in" and rapping, and as 
for convenience sake, a roUl t Ie 
"s, t e -I y a 0 th m e
menl, frequently used, those pre
s t at ra t ou d ' i a 
circle, Later on, the term circle was 
e a "ed n 1 ea ng 0 nc de all 
11- ctings at which s irit com
mUl1l0n was practised_-- IRCLE 
R I ,- -\ 0 bo 's e -\t 
ROUND-UPS (q_l',), or when cattle 
ate ar , he la s re 
scoured for stray beasts sometimes 
f 1 te t en Ie b k. 
This 's ffe tually done b (ir-le 
rlilil/g_ The herdsmen scattel in 
( 'Ye nt dil cf ns re m 'ng on 
lines that tend to the common 
c tJ Ii , v E 5e elt 'a if 
the Jines of a~ fan were curved," 
Two r hr e al tc ,e 
s r r a d 1 rg" c' -cl th 11 he 
rest; each man engaged 111 the 
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circle ridi1lg driving in any strays 
he may have come across. 

CIRCULATE, To.-To move, or cause to 
move about; to travel. A vulgarism 
which probably arose from want of 
knowledge as to the correct use of 
the word. To cimtiatc specie is 
good English, but for a man to cil'cu
lale instead of to move amongst his 
fellows is, to say the least, question
able; at any rate it is illiterate. 

CIRCUMSTANCE. - NOT A CIRCUM
STANCE. -Not to be compared 
with; a trifle; of no account-un
favorable comparison.--Another 
very similar phrase is TO WHIP [some
thing] INTO A CIRCUMSTANCE, which, 
being interpreted, means that the 
thing whipped is thrown into the 
shade; or compares unfavorably 
with the object of comparison. 
Thus a newspaper correspondent 
writes, that the streets of George
town, Demerara, "are broad, 
smooth, and well laid out. George
town could give points to New 
York in its roads and WHIP IT INTO 
A CIRCUMSTANCE." 

I took a broadhorn to Noo Orlecns, and 
when I was paid off on the levee, I was the 
worst lost man you ever did see. In the 
middle of the thickest woods in the world 
WASN'T A CIRCUMSTANCE TO IT. Such 
crowds and crowds of people-why they 
warn't more'n one man in four understood a 
word I said.-J, H, Beadle's Western Wilds, 
p. 2~. 
Onr system would hal cainl us thru in any 

Bible ccnt·l'Y. 
'Fore this oIlscripterl plan conIC up 0' bool<.s 

by double entry; 
We go the patriarlde here out 0' all sight an' 

F~~ej~~~'b warn't a SUCKEMSTANCE to Jeff at 
fi nancierin I ; 

He never'd thought of bon-yin' from Esau 
liI,e all nater 

An' then cornfiscalin' all debts to scch a 
small pertatcr. 

-BiglOW Pape,.s. 

CISCO. CISCOV£T (Salmo amefhys{/ls).
The popular name of this fish is 

City 

derived from the Indian siskiwit. 
Some authorities class it with the 
herring, but Lanman in his Summer 
itt the WildcrII8sS takes a contrary 
view, and pronounces it a trout. 
Like the herring it is very prolific, 
rarely exceeds the weight of 12Ibs., 
and, when salted, is considered 
delicate eating. It abounds in 
Lake Ontario, where it is largely 
fished and pickled. 

CITIFIED.-A New England expres
sion for pertaining to city life. 

CITIZENIZE, To.-To invest with the 
privileges and responsibilities of a 
citizen. This, though given by 
Webster, is not common. 

CITRON.-A species of candied fruit 
made from the melon. The re
semblance between this and the 
genuine article is very close.-
CITRON-MELON. - This is the dis
tinctive popular name of the variety 
of melon used in the manufacture 
of the crystallized fruit above
mentioned. 

cITv.-Even in England considerable 
difference of opinion exists as to 
what constitutes a city. Ecclesias
tical usage, which agrees mainly 
with the commonly accepted dic
tum, at least from the time of 
Henry VIII., decrees (hat a city 
becomes such when a Bishop's see 
is attached to it. This, however, 
is not the legal view, for Manchester 
was denied the right to the rank 
when its claims were based on this 
ground alone, and a Royal Procla
mation was necessary to invest it 
with the dignity and privileges of a 
city. Be this as it may, a much 
lower standard of rank seems to 
hold good in America. Just as 
village schools have been sup
planted by ACADEMIES, so the term 
city has been grandiloquently ap-
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plied in many parts of the Union 
to the smallest collection of rude 
cabins, tents, and shanties, which 
in England would hardly be digni
fied with the name of hamlet. 
Webster defines a city as a town 
or collective body of inhabitants, 
incorporated and governed by a 
mayor and alderman, and the 
smallest are theoretically assumed 
to contain upwards of 10,000 

inhabitants. This, however, is by 
no means the case, and many so
called cities contain less than a 
twentieth part of that number. 
The settlers and miners in the 
Western States are no doubt the 
greatest sinners in this respect, 
as all their mining camps are 
called cities; but New England 
is far from being free from 
such an abuse of terms. 
CITY COLLEGE (Cant).-In New 
York this is the grandiose name by 
which the Tombs are known.-
CITY OF BRICK.-The town of 
Pullman, in Illinois. 

Yesterday morning a party of guests left 
in Mr. Depew's private car, and were run as 
a special to Pullman, ""here a couple of bours 
were to be devoted to an inspection of the 
various features of the CITY OF BRICK. 

--CITY OF BROTHERLY LOVE.
Philadelphia in Pennsylvania. 
This nickname is clearly derived 
from the literal meaning of the 
two Greek roots from which its 
name of Philadelphia is formed, i.e., 
PIllios, love, and A delphos, a brother. 
Philadelphia is, however, quite as 
often called the Quaker City, and 
this cognomen is due to associa
tion with its founder, \Villiam 
Penn, a Quaker, and the settlement 
there oC large numbers of that 
persuasion.--CITY OF CHURCHES. 
-Brooklyn has long been dis
tinguished by this [iLle; though in 
the first instance a mere suburb of 
New York, from which it is sepa
rated by the East River, Brooklyn 
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has so enormously increased in 
size and importance, that it now 
possesses upwarcs of half-a-million 
of inhabitants. As may be in
ferred, its title City of Churches 
has been bestowed upon it in 
consequence of the number and 
beauty of its ecclesiastical edifices. 
--CITY OF COLLEGEs.-Toronto 
in Canada.--CITY OF THE GOL
DEN GATE.-San Francisco; also 
very commonly known as FRtSCO, 
GOLDEN CITY, and CITY OF THE 
HUNDRED HILLS. -- CITY OF 
MAGNIFICENT DISTANCES.-\Vash
ington; also known as the FEDERAL 
CITY (q.v.). Washington is the 
seat of Government, and conse
quently possesses many public 
buildings. These being built on 
carefully selected sites, and being 
isolated one from another, have 
given rise to its especial appella
tion.--CITY OF THE MOUNTAIN 
AND THE RAPIDS. - Montreal. 
--CITY OF NOTlONS.-Boston, 
Massachusetts. A somewhat sar
castic nickname, the allusion being 
partly to the thousand and one 
articles of utility, forming one of 
its staples of trade, and partly to 
the assumption of intellectual 
superiority, which rightly or 
wrongly is placed to its credit. 
Perhaps no city in the Union has a 
grea.ter variety of nicknames. 
Amongst others are the CLASSIC 
CITY; TRI-MoUNTAIN CITY; and 
HUB OF THE UNIVERSE (q.v.).-
CITY OFVVITCHEs.-Salem, so called 
from episodes in connection with 
the belief in witchcraft, which are 
matters of history.--CITY OF 
SOLES. - Lynn. -- CITY OF 
SPINDLEs.-Lowell,Massachusetts. 
One of the largest centres of 
cotton manufacture in the States. 
--CITY OF ELMs.-Newhaven· 
also called ELM ClTY, from th~ 
trees of that name which beautify 
its public places.--CITY OF 
RocKs.-Nashville, in Tennessee. 



it Serv orm 

This city is built on a considerable 
elevation, and derives its title from 
the character of its foundations; it 

erally b 0 be bu 
a rock. OF TI 
s.-Detr Michiga 
ty is situ p n a narro 

neck of land, connecting Lake 
Erie with Lake St. Clair. The 
popular name is a somewhat rough 

I tion of D . arne whi h 
ved from nal Fren 
rs. 

c was sc:iz strong des 
to try his fortune in Lhe CITY OF THE STRAITS 
and accordingly bade his wife an affectionate 
Rdieu, and left for Detroit.-St. Louis Globe 
Democrat, March 30, 1888. 

TY OF 
ous sabri 

BEANS.
Boston. 

CIVIL SERVICE REroRM.-The correc
tion of abuses in the public service, 
or more specifically, the adoption 
of a system which shall not permit 

moval of nd faith 
for par asons, a 

shall pr ppointme 
e as a r r part is 

serVIces. 

CLABBEK.-Thick milk. Pennsylvania 
and South. Ordinarily called 

CLABBER term is 
I of old usage. 

ranger 1001 it at old Pc 
and as the latter bad a wart about as big as 
a thimble on his chin, the remark savored of 
personality. However, old Pete did not 
resent it. He was as quiet as a bowl of 
CLABBER.-1'cxa, Siftings, June 23, r888. 

C Primarily ce of u 
and un iated la 
out by for his a 

use, and generally with the expecta
tion that when the Government, as 
the custodian of all national pro-

crt so requires some sort of 
t shall and a leg 

tablished e a piece 

lit 

land allotted to one, and colloqui
ally a dwelling or resting place. 

ou are c 
ne lives?' 

You bet yo 
w his CL 
cury, 1888. 

know w 
sked prese 
mean eer 

a book'-

. She filled a seat,' I have said. I Well, 
she did'nt exactly fill it, but she spread hEr 
skirts over it-STAKED OFF HER CLAIM, so to 
speal{-and there is not a Dian in St.Louis 

if ted with comlllon sense and an ordinary 
w1cdgc of nature w 
e had the ask her to 

share th ith him.'-
be Dc11tocra 1 1888. 

--CLAIM-JUMPER.-In the early 
days of a new country, little 
regularity of procedure is, of 
course, possible in land tenure' 

ut, now he squa 
ettler ha l1rough a 
outine \V eating hi 

Miners a y out thei , 
and, as the search for the precious 
metals is carried out in regions 
where few of the restraints of 
ivilization are ossible, this has 
iven rise jumping. 
umper is ho lays 
ands up her man 

111 plain ng IS robs 1m a 
it, ousting him by sheer brute 
force. This practice has, of 
course, compelled many a man to 

ght for rf and h If 
trong el withst 
ough b of the 
umper a end his 

successfully he IS said TO HOLD 
DOWN HIS CLAIM. Hcnce a 
secondary meaning of the phrase 
where the squatter takes, say, a 

ozen h ds with 
ccompan re-empti 
peculatio ting to g 
hing for hts," ful 

few as may be of the government 
requirements. Here he simply 
holds down kis claims till a 
purchaser can be found. 

came to 
lkef as be 

10 git,' s 
are !:ii. 
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j But I own this CLAIM,' protested Si. I I 
staked it out fust, and I'm a-gain' to hold it 
down, you hyear me J ' 

Hunker laughed roughly, and turned to his 
associates. 'Say, boys,' he cried,' he says 
he haint a-gain' to git, and wants to know ef 
I hear him. Haw, haw, haw I' and the 
CLAIM-JUMPER lau~hed as though he enjoyed 
it hugely.-The el'ltie, April 14, 1888. 

There is one woman in this county, White 
Oaks, New Mexico, who has taken, I think, a 
dozen ranches. At one time she heard that 
a man was about to move on to a CLAIM on 
which he had discovered a spring, but upon 
which he had made no improvements. She 
started for the place early in the morning, and 
arrived there a few honrs in advance of him, 
and he found her with her dogs, children I 
and other goods and chattels, in possession. 
She pointed a shot gun at his head and 
invited him to leave, which, it is needless to 
say, he did.-Port/and TraJlscript, rvlarch 7, 
1888. 

--To CLAIM.-In the sense of to 
assert or profess. This is not found 
in the dictionaries, but it was so 
used long ago. It is, however, as 
likely to be an Anglicism as an 
Americanism. 

CLAM.-A popular name for a bivalve 
shell-fish, largely found in American 
waters. Clams are of several 
varieties, and are of great im
portance as an article of food, 
by reason of their abundance. 
They are also sometimes specified 
as HARD-CLAMS (Venus 11lcrccllaria) 
and SOFT-CLAMS (l\f)'<l armaria), 
--CLAMIsH.-Happy, contented. 
-See HAPPY AS A CLAM.--HEN-
CLAM is the New England name for 
the Mactra gigantca.--OLD CLAM. 
-A term of abuse and reproach, 
equivalent to CHOWDER-HEAD 
(q.v.). In this connection it may 
be compared with the English 
saying" as stupid as an oyster." 

. No meddling old CLAM of a justice dropped 
In to make trouble, and so the model boy 
George got thrashed, and Tim was glad of it, 
because, you know, Jim hated moral boys. 
-1I1(Jyk TU1ailt's SCI't'ruIlCI'S. 

--As HAPPY AS A CLAM AT HIGH 
WATER.-A New England proverb 

Clankel's 

of widely extended usage, but it is 
difficult to sayan what grounds the 
simile is based, except it be that 
these molluscs are, when covered 
by the tide, more in ('leir element 
than at low water. Anyhow the 
figure of speech is universally 
adopted as representative of con
tentment and h;:)ppiness. "Are you 
happy?" says Howell, in A Modem 
fllstallce. "Perfect clam," replies 
the person addressed. -- SHUT 
YOUR CLAM-SHELL is a simile more 
readily understood. Clam-shell here 
is equivalent to the mouth, the 
sense being, hold your tongue; 
keep your counsel. The phrase is 
a common vulgarism in New Eng
land. 

You don't feel much like spcakin' 
\Vhen, cf you let your CLAM-SHELLS gape, a 

quart of tar will leak in. 
-Biglow Papers, ii., 19. 

--CLAM-SHELL PADLOCK.-A 
name given to the fastenings used 
to secure the bags employed in 
conveying the United States mails. 
--CLAM-BAKE.-A picnic at which 
tbe main dish is one of clams baked 
in the primitive Indian fashion. 
The bivalves are placed in a cavity 
in the ground, which is lined with 
hot stones, the whole being then 
covered with sea-weed. The result 
is one of the most popular dishes 
in the American cuisine. 

, Is that the way people talk in New York? ' 
'\Vhy, yes; it's lhe common languacrc of 

the City Hall and the Mayor's office." All 
our judl~cs talk that way when they go on a 
CLAM-BAKE or a \Villiam O'I3rien chowder 
excursion.'-Ncw York Herald,March 25,1888. 

-- CLAM-BAIT. - As the name 
implies, a bait formed of the flesh 
of the clam. -- CLAM - BANKS.
Becls or banks where clams abound. 

CLANKERS (Cant).-Silver vessels, 
pitchers, and the like. 
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CLAPBOA hin, nar ard 
with edges, the 
constructIOn of frame - houses. 
These boards are from three to four 
feet long, and are so laid upon the 
roof or sides that they overlap one 
anothe siderabl' nce 
of opi ts as to va-
tion of m. Bart ves 
it fro e-board, ard 
made by cleaving; but Elwyn 
inclines to the opinion that the 
term may be originally derived 
from the thin, smooth boards called 
a clarb which, i rth 
of E a kind is 
clapp , hence, n as 
clapb lapcake, ich, 
Kennett says, is so called from 
clapping or beating the oatmeal 
dough till it is very lhin.--Hence 
TO CLAPBOARD.-To cover with 
daJbo 

These 
cheaply c 
slabs.-K 

not mad 
, and CLAP 
as he Suee 

but 
with 

CLAP~.-(Picus amatlls).-A bird of 
the woodpecker tribe, with bright 
golde Like mo can 
birds, e posses an 
alias, s univer o\vn 
by its name of ich 
is said to have been introduced by 
English colonists. Other names 
are YELLOW-HAMMER, FLICKER, 
HIGH-HOLE, YUCKER, WAKE-UP, 
PIGEO ECKER, a uis-
i:l11a, IS JAUNE 

CLAPMATCH. - (1) See CLOCKMUTCI-I. 
--(2) A kind of sealsldn. 

CLAPPER 
nishe 
clude 

Rs.-Mil 
winging c 

fur
ex-

CLASSIC cITv.-Boston, i'vbss.-Sec 
also ATHENS OF AMERICA. 

CL ACKING.- ous com 
f to " and to 

whack," the formel of which, 
under ordinary circumstances, 
means just as much as its more 
grandiose compound. 

CL Dishevell 
meaning 
Lowland 

tidy. A 
s to th 

CLAW-HAMM~R.-American :for the 
coat worn in " evening dress." A 
few variants are iven in the fol

uotation 

ago an a d trouble 
se truih inqu wallow-tai 
coat should be worD at an lllformal recep
tion. To this the editor [of aNew York 
paper] vouchsafed a curt affirmative and 
then proceeded to flay alive the audacious 
truthseeker. 'Don't,' he thunders, 'call a 
dr swallow- . CLA W-HAM 
M pade coat, tits prope 
na s too dig article 0 
cl be spoken ntly.' Thi 
wi buke ShOll a warn in 
to persons w al 0 appreciate 
the dignity of the steel-pen coat. - N e'/O 
York 5UII, September 29, r888. 

CLAVBANK (Texas).-Claybank color 
llowish rom th 
a bank a 

foot Zeke Hough th 
stream, whIch was knee-deep, and set him
self to beguile Britton's CLAY-BANK horse 
into standing still and forfeiting his liberty. 
-Scribner's Magazine, 1888. 

C R.-The custom 0 
ting app ave faun 
s in som Souther 
A sam p s strang 

food, as found in Java, proved on 
analysis to be very rich in iron, 
combined with a small quantity of 

otassa and soda it bein also soft 
oth to th 

little dark ay, in fran 
of , delibem handful a 
fresh mud from the street and eat it with as 
much gusto as though it were candy. He 
came originally from the CLAY-EATING and 
turpentine district of South Carolina, and 
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~~~~ I;~S~S~~:S ~1~ii;So{~S~~~'oYi~oa~' a~o~~ 
Smi th beats the world in natural resources, 
and can even furnish food to those who like 
it, from the very mud in her streets.-F01't 
Smith Trib"ne, Feb. 1888. 

CLEAN.-To CLEAN UP A HERD is, 
in cowboy parlance, to separate 
from a mixed lot of cattle all the 
animals under his own care. This 
work requires skill, judgment, and 
practice, as well as considerable 
experience in reading BRANDS (q.1'.). 
-Sec ROUND UP. 

CLEAN-CUT.-Sharp; crisp; to the 
point. The sermons of an Ameri
can divine have been spoken of as 
rare specimens of clear, clean-wi 
gospel preaching of a refreshing, 
sel£-applying character.-See also 
CLEAR-CUT. 

CLEAN THING, THE.-To do the clean 
thing is to do the thing that is 
morally right-a simile borrowed 
from that meaning of "clean "which 
denotes purity and freedom from 
moral guilt. 

It would have been the CLEAN THING to 
say at once that no debate would be al
lowed, instead of professing a reaciin€ss to 
go into debate, and th.en to refuse discussion. 
-JVashillgtoll Patriot, 1808. 

CLEAN TICKET.-See TICKET. 

CLEAR cUT.-Real ; sterling; honest. 
Compare with CLEAN-CUT. 

CLEAR GRIT.-(I) The right thing; 
honest courage; that about which 
no question can be raised. 

I used, to think champagne no 'better nor 
mean CIder • • . . but if you 'Tct tho 
CLEAR-GRIT there is no mistakin'T it -Sam 
Slick's Clocklllakcr. I:) • 

--(2) In Canadian political slang 
a cll',l1'-grit is a Liberal. 

CLEARING.-A tract of land cleared of 
wood for cultivation. 

CLEAR OUT, To.-To make an exit; to 
get away. Clear out! i.e., Be off! 
is an exclamation perhaps more 
forcible than polite. Whether 
derived from backwoods phrase
ology or from the Custom-house, 
the phrase is now a common collo
quialism wherever English is 
spoken. 

CLEAR SWING. - To GET A CLEAR 
SWING is (0 get ample scope, or a 
good opportunity. 

CLEARWEED (Pilca pumila).-A species 
of nettle, so-called from its semi
transparent stems. 

CLERGYWOMAN.-A woman who, as 
the ancient phrase Ins it, adminis
ters " ghostly consolation "-a 
product of latter-day civilization, 
St. Paul notwithstanding. 

CLERK, To (pronounced as spelt, 
never "clark" as in England).
To act as cieri!. The St. Louis 
Globe Democrat of January 21, r888, 
spoke of one who clerked in a 
store. Western in origin, but, 
owing to rapid means of inter
communication, it has like most 
" Americanisms" become collo
quial throughout the States. 

Old Lady (to saleswoman)-' You don't 
seem to possess the patience of Job, young 
woman!' 

Scdesw\lman-' No, ma'am; but Job never 
~'sL~11~KED ll1 a dry goods store. i_Tilt: Epoch, 

CLEVER.-A word which has dis
tinctive and differina meaninrrs on 
either side of the "Atlantic.'" So 
much is this the case, that on 
?ccasion it is necessary to indicate 
111 what sense, English or American 
the word is used. Even in Eng~ 

20 
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land, the word has run through a 
h gam signifi' ns, th 

s rang rom d us an 
l,thr ust,fit er,an 

commodious, down to well-shaped 
and handsome. In America, 
" smart" is more generall used i 

sense d cl fl'e eserve 
dicate natu onest 

or amiabilIty of disposition. A 
clever man is a well - disposed 
man, whose disposition is kind, and 

on tha y acco ave th 
mark, neral! 01.--

Also CLEVERNE~S in a sImIlar sense. 
New England.--CLEVERLY.
Right; well; e.g., "long life and as 

h happ as y clever 
t." 

CL~VIS or CL~VY (French clef, clavette). 
-An iron, bent to the form of an 

ow, w e two perfor 
to rec a pin, on t 

end of a cart-neap, to hold the 
chain of the forward horse or oxen; 
or, a draft iron on a plough.-

tel'. 

CLIMAT~.-FINEST CLIMATE IN THE 
WORLD.-A Californian expression 
in reference to the climate of that 

e whic m its ency, 
hard ave t vel of 

calch phrase. NotwIthstanding 
this circumstance in no way de
tracts from the salubrious character 

he cli n ques 

CLIMB-DOWN, To.-A perversion of 
words to signify downward motion; 
to descend; comedown. Commonly 

quial. 

CLING, CLINGSTON~.-A popular name 
in Virginia for those varieties of 

hinw hepu hefru' 
s or res to stone 

se of \ the r . can 
said are called FREE-STONES. 

elo 

CLINGJOHN. - A rye cake lightly 
bake 

LlNK~ LT. - orrupt of 
"clincher-built." Also used idio
matically to convey the idea of 
abso rtaint oroug s, 
J udg liburt eaks a Id 
clinil t villa d, co ng 
French and American girls, asks 
whether the former can show such 
lips d heeks d campI s, 
or s clin/wr (wel!- d) 
mod 

CLIP.-A blow delivered with the fist 
or a aIm. I 
nece to poi 
still incial 
England, as, for 
(i.e., to box) the 
clop. 

erhap ly 
t that is 
me p of 

example, to clip 
ear. Sometimes 

CLIPP~ LT SHI term a 
ship expressly built for speed, from 
to clip, i.e., to fly-cutting the air 
or waves Though American in 
orig term cease be 
excl 

CLOCKMUTCH.-Literally a night-cap, 
from the Dutch ciajmlllts. A form of 
head s whic ugh st rn 
in nd, is rely in 
Amenca, even 111 the most remote 
parts of the Dutch settlement, as is 
the old, curtained, coal-scuttle 
bon Engl This as 
bee e fam a Engl es 
thro g painter he old l ch 
School. 

CLOMB epret fclim ow 
obso n Eng The st 
partIcIple, clombm, IS also stIll heard 
in New England. 

Th . ur bow eath hi 
C p the d Iill, 

Wh n the a g wrea 
R, "yacri. -ill. 

-Til, Aillericall, 1838. 
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CLOSE.-Money is said to be clase, or 
as En r omme' I phrase I a 

has it, t,"wh sscar 
difficu obta To 
oUT.-To clear out; to dispose of 
without reserve. A piece of trad
ing cant 

We are NG ou of our 
es of la Id g~nt shoes. 

pay you to call and examine them. as we. 
are bound to CLOSE THEM OUT regardless ot 
cost.-A dvcrtiscmeut in Troy Daily Times, 

luary 3 

--C HERD -A P 
man's term for the dIfficult art of 
keeping cattle together in a close 
bod y. - By a novel transference 
of me , a sh will t 
close II sever oncrs 
charge. 

CLOTHIER -A designation of the man 
who m acture h as w 
he wh Is and erts i 
garments. 

C oUD.-A I rge wo 11 or silk f-
like w or th d. A I 
know nglan the 
--CLOUDBURsT.-The climax of 
a storm. 

The i cance Ian a 
lievem 1 the \ progr 
cibly h ed upo mind \ 

contemplatlOl1 of these unllvallcd freak~ of 
nature. While in the valley [the Yosemite] 
a thunderstorm and CLOUDBURST occurred 
as if especially arranged to impress ono 

til the lificenc natur 
ncricau· crlist. 

--To 
overcast; 
when it 
Not 
indivi 

CLOUD up.-To become 
the sky i$ clouded up 

has become overcast. 
on a robab 
m. 

CLUB-TAIL.-The SHAD-a Carolinan 
cognomen derived from the s ol1e 1 

aspec h the of th h 
prese certai tions e 
year, when fattened up. 

I55 ast 

CLUTTER.-To make a bustle; to be 
This word is still bus with. 

cial i y pa Eng 

I Can you make room for a stunhunter? 
Lucy Aun surveyed the professor, W!10 
smiled at the scrutiny, and then saId 
I T plenty 11; but gen~le 
ma untin Cf Is, the a 111C 
pa LUTT~ (Basta dy Oak 
May, I~3g. 

Co E.-Th 
; a 
h. 

d -iver 
man. 

stage 
m th 

COACHWHIP.-The name given in Vir
. . to a s I· 

Co See I- COAL SOF 

stl 
tal 

COAL.--COAL BARONS. -AI/g/iee 
coal merchants.-Sce BARON. 

AL IL\P 
auld b 
~oston 

ho ima 
d so e 
lobe, rb 

that th 
are wi 

COAST.-To coast is to slide down a 
n or cover . I on 

Froc escri b is as 
od of aking s ver 

popular in America. The word is 
thought to be a corruption of the 
French ((ile The fact f the tern 

mai confin N e 
and an w Yor rged i 

support of its Canadian-French 
origin. 

. Char Tenney 'cr O. 
M and otller Is \VI.:' 

co G down ut Stre evenin 
in tl Ylllg to aVOld a collision WIth a passing 
team, the sled was overtuTned, and Lawyer 
rvlarden had one shoulder dislocated besides 
being otherwiso severely bruised -Boston 
D abe, 188 

ON T COAST ar 
hand; hard by. Said by De Vere 
to be peculiar to Nantucket fisher-

who h way f 'ng th 
s on £lsi, e hen 0 

, in t ten \' dicro 
meaning of " near at hand," and a 
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gallan t lover will assure his lady 
love that if she will only fix the 
day, "he'll be sure to be all the coast 
with the parson." 

COAT.-Southern for petticoat. Ob
viously a contraction, a similar 
abridgment being provincially col
loquial in some parts of England; 
in other localities in the Mother 
Country ladies, when speaking of 
their coats, refer to an outer jacket 
or wrap. 

Co B.-The stalk of maize or Indian 
corn. Before the kernels are 
stripped from the cob it is often called 
an EAR. In some localities the 
cob is ground and mixed with other 
food for cattle. These stalks are 
also manufactured into pipes, much 
esteemed by smokers for their 
lightness, durability, and sweet
ness. 

We . . . gazed in terror at the pretty 
jewelled fingers and white teeth opposite 
making short worl{ of a very buttery CORN· 
cOB.-Chicago Timt:s, r888. 

COBBLER.-Cobblers are of two kinds. 
(r) A drink concocted of wine, 
sugar, lemon, and pounded ice, 
and imbibed leisurely through 
straws or slender glass tubes. 
CobUlers of all kinds, especially 
those yclept sherry-cobblers, have 
of course long been lmown in Eng
land, but the method of drinking 
them is decidedly American.-See 
DRINKS. 

j Liquor up, gentlemen,' \Vo bowed. 
I Let 1110 introduce you to some of the most 
highly esteemed of our citizens,' Vve bowed 
again. 4 Now then, mister/ turning to the 
man at the bar, I drinks ronnd, and COBBLERS 
at that.'-Noles on the North~wcster1t States, 
Blackwood, Septemher, ,855. 

--(2) Akind of open fruit pie. The 
fruit is stewed or baked in a dish, 
lined on the bottom and sides with 
a rather thick layer of dough. A 
·Western dish. 

Cock of the Plains 

COCASH (EI'igeron canadellse). - Also 
called SQUAW-WEED. A plant used 
by the Indians for medicinal pur
poses. These names are also given 
to Senecis atereus. 

COCHRANtTES.-A rather notorious 
sect, who for some time scandal
ized the communities of the New 
England States by their public 
exhibitions. Claiming to have 
arrived at that state of perfection 
and purity usually only associated 
with seraphs and archangels, they 
proceeded to put their faith into 
practice before a sceptical gener
ation, by appearing in the tra
ditional garb of our first parents. 
The authorities finally stepped in 
on behalf of public order and 
decency, and put a stop to their 
proceedings. 

COCKLOFT (Cadet).-The name by 
which the upper story in the West 
Point Barracks is known among 
the cadets. 

COCK OF THE PLAINS (Tclras (centro
ccrctts) ul"oplILls'-allus).-Dodge, in his 
FlaiM oj the Great West (p. 224), 
says-

This noble bird has been dOll bly unfortu
nate in its name. Audubon, in giving it the 
above name, intended doubtless, to signify 
!lis appreciation of the size and beauty of 
the bird. It was, however, a mosl unfortu
nate selection of title in that it did not catch 
the popular taste (which no sportsman can 
wonder at). Had he called it the GREY COCK 
or SAGE COCJ{ or even the PLAINS COCK, his 
name would probably have been adopted; 
but the frontiersman is too economical of 
speech to adopt any such nomenclature as 
that bestowed, and the consequence is that 
the finest grouse in America ]s commonly, 
almost universally, lmo\.-vn as the SAGE HEN. 
As the Pacific railroad has put these grouse 
within reach of sportsmen, I propose to do a 
favor to them by changing the name. SAGE 
G!I.OUSE is most appropriate. While in no 
sense a mountain bird, this gronse is a lover 
of high altitudes. '.' . . He varies very 
greatly ill size in difiercilt localities, the best 
COCKS of some sections, bt:!ing but three or 
four pound birds, whila in other sections 



they will weigh eight, ten, or even more 
pounds. The habits of this grouse are 
almost identical with those of the common 
barn-yard fowl. They go in packs at all 
seasons of the year. 

COCKTA,L.-A drink of a very seduc
tive character, and very popular 
with "here. First 
is tal I of brandy, 
whisl er spirit, to 
whic aspoonful of 
bitter tura); this, 
with and crushed 
ice, te, is then 
whisl, d, until the 
mixture, sparkling and foaming, 
nearly overruns the vessel in which 
it is made. It should be served 
"hot," as the Yankees say, i.e., 
while still frothing and fwming. 
Tradition has not handed down the 
prescription for the" nectar of the 
gods," but the tical American 
claim overed it in 
the coe , well made, 
and n rmuch, it is 
very was once 
remar a feller wish 
he ha long, and a 
palat 1 of it" a 
saywg W IC 1, I not original. to 
say the least, is expressive. 

I nevpr heefed nothin' bad on hilO let 
alone his lIavin' what Parson Wilbur cals a 
pOllg shong for COCKTALES.-Biglo'W l'apers. 

Coco GRASS.-A weedy plague of 
the Southern States, which, when 
once almost in
eradi 

COCO-p 
A Bar 

(s hiC<lco).-

Cocos .-A tuber-
ous root, largely used as a food
stuff in the yVest Indies. 

C. O. D.-Collect or Cash on Dc
livery. Manufacturers and trades
men in America ha \'e organized 
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a system by which payment for 
goods may be made upon delivery. 
So convenient has the practice 
proved, that it has become all but 
universal, and the visits of the 
Express men, as the employes of 
the Parcels Delivery companies 

s frequent as tho 
tman. Hence th 
the initials C. O. 

rity and freq uenc 

had gone by witho 
th appearance of Bin 
[on a \ lSI 0 ll~ e rothed] I and it began 
to look as though he really meant it, she 
looked up the book and found the explana
tion in the inscription.-Chicago Alail, IS88. 

COD. To.-To play the fool, or to 
use another slang equivalent TU 

MONKEY (q.v.). 

C eans.--GREAsE 
nd beans. 

C .ocladus canadensis 
the KENTUCK 

(ENTUCKY LOCUS 

, bo th on accoun 
of its ornamental character and its 
valuable wood. Its seeds are used 
at times in lieu of coffee (this was 
especially the case during the Civil 
~Var), being roa~ted and prepared 
III the. same fashIOn as the genuine 
berry, hence the name given to it 
b th a I I nist3. 

C somewhat sugge 
oat used at duc 
a box sufficientl 
a man, with a dec 
ide surrounding i 
are attached, b 

hinges, floating wings, which, ris
ing and falling with whatever 
little sea may be on in the shallow 
waters of the fl;)ts, prevents the 
water from washing in. There is 
also a rim of lead around the 
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edges of the box to fend off the 
ripple from its occupant. When 
the gunner is in his craft, it is so 
arranged that it is nearly on a level 
with the water, being ballasted 
down, sometimes with iron decoys 
placed on the deck. An old hand, 
on a good day for the work, which 
is not a good day in the conven
tional acceptation of the term, 
when the ducks are plentiful, 
may by this mode practically 
slaughter them by the hundred.
See BATTERY. 

COGE IT, To.-To drink heavily and 
habitually. Sometimes to COAG. 

COHEES.-A nickname given to cer
tain communities in Western Penn
sylvania, from their use of the 
archaic form quo' he--" Quoth 
he," at least so says Lowell. 

COHoG.-An Indian substitute for 
specie, strings of shells being 
used for this purpose. WAMPUM 
(q. v.) is an inferior currency; and a 
more costly one is obtained from 
the largest shells of the quahaug or 
cohog, a welk, lmown in the 
Middle and Southern States as the 
round clam, and belonging to the 
genus Venus mercenaria, so called 
on account of their being used as 
currency. The inner surface of 
these shells is beautifully polished, 
the centre of the valves pure white, 
and part of the outside mantle of 
a rich violet. 

COHOSH (Actaea racc11Iosa).-An Indian 
name for a well-known medicinal 
herb, of which there are several 
varieties, the best known being the 
blue, white and black colzosll. Also 
called BLACK-SNAKE ROOT. 

COLD.-Used in the sense of stale; 
e.g., cold bread is stale bread.--

Collar 

COLD DECK.-A good hand; cold or 
a cold deck in poker phraseology is 
to get a good hand at first, without 
the necessity of drawing fresh 
cards. In thieves' slang it means 
a prepared pack of cards. 

I never have gambled from that day to 
this-never once-without a COLD DECK in 
my pocket. I cannot even tell who is going 
to lose in games that are being played unless 
I deal myself.-Mark Twai"'s Screamers. 

--COLD FLOUR. - Backwoods
man's fare-simple, modest, and 
rough, but withal a delicacy and 
nourishing. It consists of maize 
meal (the corn itself having been 
parched before grinding) mixed 
with sugar, and stirred into a paste 
with water, spice being sometimes 
added according to taste, to render 
it even more palatable. This latter 
is known in the Spanish districts 
as PINOLE.--A COLD SCALD.
A periphrastic term for double 
misfortune or trouble. The idea 
conveyed is that of being frozen 
and scalded at one and the same 
time.--CoLD-SHUT. - Explained 
by quotation. 
Out West the same trap is used [for 

bearsL but instead of pinning it to the 
ground a long chain is attached, and the 
end of this chain is made fast around a log, 
with a COLD-SHUT or split-ring, such as you 
put your pocket-keys on, and which can be 
fastened by hammering.-Scrib"er's M aga
zine, 1887. 

--COLD SLAW.-CoJd cabbage.
See KOOL SLAA.--COLD SNAP.
See SNAP. 

COLLAPSITY.-A state of COLLAPSE; 
prostration; exhaustion. Probably 
little more than an individualism. 

Many emigrants, arriving in that state of 
COLLAPSITY termed flat-broke, staid at Los 
Angeles because they couldll't go on,
Boston Post, 1888. 

COLLAR.-To WEAR THE COLLAR.-To 
be subject to authority; such 
control not being altogether to 
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one's taste. The meaning con
veyed, as regards people and 
things generally, is the antithesis 
of that contained in " to have the 
whip hand"; "to wear the 
breeches " ; etc. 

COLLECT. - A depression in which 
rain water forms a temporary 
ponel; a large puddle. A portion 
of New York-the neighborhood 
of the Tombs and Five Points
was formerly known as "The 
Collect" on this account. -- To 
COLLE CT.-A contraction for "TO 
COLLECT payments."--COLLEC
TOR.-One of the three principal 
officers attached to the U.S. 
Customs. Equh'alent to the 
superintendent of the English 
service. 

COLLIDE, To.-To come in collision 
with. Formerly confined to railway 
phraseology, but now anything that 
comes into violent contact with 
another object is said to collide with 
it. In spite of the objections raised 
to the use of this word, it has 
forced its way afresh into the 
dictionaries, for in reality collide is 
an instance of a word falling into 
disuse, ::md after the lapse of time 
again making its way into popular 
favor. Used both ilS a noun ilncl 
verb. 

COLONEL.-A courtesy title of all work. 
In the South and West especially, 
and also in New England a most 
amiable weakness seems' to exist 
for the appropriation (whether one 
has served with the colors or not) 
of military titles, colonel being one 
of the most popular. It is said 
that ofllcers of this and other 
ranks are so numerous that the 
wonder is there are any privates. 
A similar laxity is observable as 
regards professional titles, such as 
judge, etc. 
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COLORADO BEETLE.-An insect pest, 
the name of which has, of late, 
become, unhappily, too familiar to 
English ears; it is also called the 
POTATO BUG, and is about half-an
inch long, and, in color, yellow 
striped with black. 

COLORED.-COLORED MAN, COLORED 
PEOPLE.-Euphemisms employed 
to designate those in whose veins 
runs negro blood. The terms were 
most rife during the period imme
diately succeeding the Civil 'War, 
the result of which was to secure 
to the negro race the righ ts of 
citizenship, and which, conse
quently, enhanced the importance 
of the black man, especially when 
his influence began to be felt at the 
polling booth. Other terms of 
contempt, sickly philanthropy, or 
humor, as the case may be, are 
NIGGERS, FREEDMEN, CONTRABAND, 
FIFTEENTH AMENDMEl\T PERSUA
SION, and UNBLEACHED AMERICANS 
(q.l') 

There was a suppression of votes of COL

ORED citizens at the recent municipal 
clc~tion of Jackson, Miss ..... The report 
recites the story of the suppression of 
the COLORED vote, and finds that the resolu
tion of COLORED MEN to abstain from voting 
was due to terrorism inspired by the actions 
of the White League.-S(J11 Frill/cisco lVeekly 
ChroJlicle, July 26, r888. 

COM B.-To HAVE ONE'S COMIl CUT.
To be humbled or snubbed; to be 
taken down a peg after tal kinO' 
big; overweening pride, followed 
by mortification. A simile drawn 
from cock-fighting, and probably 
an American survival of a good old 
English phrase. 

COME. - This verb is used in a 
variety of slang ways outside 
orthodox usage. Many of these 
turns of expression are, without 
doubt of English origin, and had 
their rise in the prize-ring and 
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cock-pit; others, however, are 
employed in a distinctively Ameri
can fashion, but it is difficult 
to draw the line with any degree 
of precision. Among them are 
--To MAKE COME, which, in the 
parlance of Western hunters and 
plainsmen, signifies to bring down 
game with the rifle; to make a 
dead shot. --To MAKE DRUNK 
COME. - To produce intoxication. 
--To COME AROUND, or " to get 
around," to persuade; lure; 
wheedle; or prevail upon.--To 
COME OFF.-Tooccur.--To COME 
IT OVER.-Toconvince by argument. 
--To COME IT STRONG.-To work 
vigorously; to act or speak with 
force. Who does not remember 
the Heathen Chinee of Bret Harte, 
the wily euchre player, "who (ante 
it strong with his aces and bowers? " 
--To COME DOWN.-To abate 
prices.--To COME OUT.-To make 
a profession of one's belief or of 
religion.-See also COME-OUTERS. 
--COME OUT.-" How did it come 
out?" i.e., What was the result? 
--To COME OUT OF THE LITTLE 
END OF THE HORN.-To fare badly; 
an obvious allusion to the thin end 
of the horn of plenty, the cornu
copia or emblem of plenty.-
--To COME UP TO THE CHALK. 
-An equivalent of COMING UP TO 
THE SCRATCH; performing what is 
expected of one.--To COME UPON 
THE TOWN.-A New England 
phrase, signifying to go upon the 
rates, or into the union.--To 
COME DOWN FROM THE WALLS.
To abandon one's position; to 
retire.--To COME IN WITH.-To 
bring; bear forth; have. A 
Connecticut phrase.--To COME 
TO STAY.-When a thing is said 
to come to stay, the expression 
signifies permanence and stability; 
thus the New York Momillg Journal 
announces that" earth fuel, a won
derful new discovery for cooking 
and heating purposes, has come to 

Come 

stay," i.e., its commercial success 
is assured. 

Year after year has since rolled by, 
And now her hair is gray; 

Yet I love her still, because I know 
.My love has COME TO STAY. 

-Clamtee Slclsolt. 

In the realm of advertising, the illuslration 
has evidently COME TO STAY, It attracts ann 
retains the eye, and so serves a double pur
pose. A high degree of artistic ability find~ 
employment in producing the advertisemenls 
seen in the better magazines of to-day. 
The pictures, in fact, compare favorably 
with any in the body of the magazine itself. 
It evidently pays to spend time and money 
in the employment of this illustrative art.
Pittsburg Bullctitt, 1888. 

--To COME UP SMILING.-To be 
impervious to rebuff or disaster; to 
meet defeat without flinching.-
To COME THE GUM GAME.-See GUM 
GAME.--To COME DOWN.-To 
furnish money; another slang 
equivalent being to stump up.-
A COME DOWN.-A fall, whether 
of pride or worldly prospects.-
You CAN'T COME IT, i.e., cannot 
succeed-the phrase being a some
what defiant eXfression of disbelief 
in the ability a another to obtain 
an advantage over one. A doubtful 
Americanism, and probably a sur
vival of old English usage.-
COME OUT.-" There is some come 
out in those people after all"; i.e., 
something to admire, praise, or com
mend. -- CO~!E - OUTERS. - This 
term is generally applied to those 
who for some reason or another 
have sep3rated themselves, or C0111e 

out, from the religious organi
zations with which they were 
previously connected. The move
ment, which is large and influential 
both in point of numbers and the 
wealth of its members, is an out
come of a wave of independent 
thought concerning matters of faith. 
The creeds have been found" too 
narrow," men's thoughts have been 
"cramped by human authority," 
and without organizing themselves 



to an h t, ey profess to 
beli e th t " h' sti nit i 
existed In ChrIst IS a life rather 

a a lie" 

COMBINE.-Assoclated effort for pro-
ct" e ur as , m ric n 111 

bmes are synonymous with English 
ad s' 1i s. 

COMICAL.-Used In the South for 
ra e e" a di ry 

. v it wh di ov d e DC eo 
Run Falls, saId to a mountaineer that they 
were a eat nf' it ' 10' 5e no in 
{e us bo 'en I rep ie the man disdain
fully, 'when the water comes over the t ,i 
. s un to n wn 0 t b on, an de 
ain't nothin' kewrus or COMICAL in that. 
No I di n dit ve I t te 
was to run up, you see, then I'd allow it 
to a' wit} '- A. all d' 011 en 
SCi cry. 

COMMANDER.-In New York a heavy 
00 en an e go by th s name. 

COMMITTEE or ONE.- AN INVESTI
\T G o~ IT EE OF ON ,i .. , a 

holding the reins of offic by ne If 
'0 ing no Intelference. 

lie C m ~sjOllcr uboft was very, 
very obliging in some res ect. To u at 
An ric pr io he wa al in esti
gating COi\I!lHTTEE OF ONE, that had to be 
COl 'nu ly Ibl at. c d, ow cr, 
one other weaknes~. He was very much 
giv 1 t ay' g l' a ro es th 'ai ex 
&n e ,\as not pletty to look at.-Exc!w1/ge. 

COM MON.-As OFTEN Aq COM! N 
., s tel as sual; as well as 

COlnmon "i, \V 1 a 11S aI.· 
OiVIMON-DOINGs.-Plain everyday 
re tl I . 1d fool in ily 

served. Anything out of the COli/-

au s ci y pr al ai ie 
for a festive or other gala ca 'on 

e, n 1e ther an, spoken of 
as CHJC"N FJ NG (v.' III 

man-doings origmated in the West, 
ein a lr re ri cl i m an 

mg, but tllC term now includes an 

6r ron ei 

ordinary transactIOn in contrast 
w' h as t t e er la ge r 
peculiarly profitable, being ap
pI den, ac on, d hi gs 
in general of n i fe . or ki d. 

hat s all we do ? says a poor 
fr lti sm n' wi ,\ en h he s 
of a Federal ofi1cer who is to take 
u hi ql rte h bi fa a 
day; "I can't give him common
do gs. d a Ji s g n away 
and I can't se d h'm e a ill's 
WI e, or I might get up some 
ch' k -fi'n fa hi " 

g ss 'n rd su pel vV at al it 
e? COIn-bread and COMMON DOINS, or 

wheat-bread d hi ken fix' s? S" 
ck, rd 'f . 

COMPANERO (Spanish).-In the bucolic 
di ec of he pI ns 111 n n 
or partner; eqnivalent to the 
m in sl gR. 

COM PASSIVE. - ExercisIng pity or 
sy p hy c mp ssi na 

MPASS PLANT lSi P liuJlI lacillwtzl'lll). 
-Thi p nt de 've it p pu r 
name from the fact of its leaves 
b . g up as t po t or a d 
south. 

M LE EO 

plexion. 
be ba Sll 

fe in to h co -
A new-fangled \Vestern 

COMPLIMENT.-A word which, in the 
S th ve ,s ni es p se 

CANCAGEER.-A general name applied 
to op 'Ie of he liz rei n sa -
mander species. 

N IT 0 -E ui Ie tt re {Q " 

" guess," "calculate"; to have in 
vi v: a or a ic a: 0 hin·. 
In the sense of to think (c nc 
ti al va tion) this word was 
fo me ly 11 u' i E la d, lt 

21 
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is now quite obsolete, although the 
noun "conceit "-" a pretty con-

. -still Ii d is used' 
what sim e. To co 
be rega a New 

sm. 

CONCERNED (pronounced consarned). 
-- D--D CONCERNED. - An 
ejaculalory expression of great 

asis. 

a CONCE 
r get out 0 
rn Litem]') 

fix, and 
e than I k 
1', 18B8, 

CONCESSION .-In Canada, a subdivi
sion of a township bordered by a 
public road. 

s.-Silv ents atta 
e spurs \ cowboys 
plainsm gh days 

holiday occasions. These men are 
extremely lavish in personal adorn
ment, and the embellishment of the 
trappings of their steeds when 

ng the to recent \V 

ibl/er's M ouchingu 
ce and of this k 
rks that t oy's life 

rough, rude, and brutal, that a sort 
of internal reaction occurs at 
intervals, out of which there 
fl hes a coarse but enuine need 

easure, g d color. 
they reo ass the 

tious c ns of 
1110 ern Beau 1 mel in 
matter of leather and prunella. 
Then the cowboy sets himself out, 
like the jay in the fable, with as 

1 and nar d high-he I d 
t as ev avafiers 
ed Rup d boast 
and tig ching th 

IS only donned and endured on 
certain solemn occasions-when 
he enters town after a long absence 
on the trail. Nothing then can be 

ed to int ith the c 
of bo ey must 

, display exulted 

ga Hoy 

together with their parti-colored 
laces in front, and the silver conchas 
outside , jingling . g-
ing to t hos trea is 
indeed us mom is 
experie once 01 Ii1 

and far from admiring eyes, off 
come these terrible tormentors, to 
be transferred to the saddle, where 
he can survey them with a defiant 
satisfac 

ONCK, C CK.-A v. 

CONcoA.-The butter-nut. Bartlett 
thinks the name of Indian origin. 

ONDERIP 

meanin 
Kentuck 
n into fi 

se 

ONDUCTA ravan; n 
so-called in the States; of Spanish 
origin. 

CON DUCTO -The guard on Fn lish 
railway position, 1', 

is far ponsible at 
of his confrere, h 
as he is no only respon 1 e or 
the safety, punctuality, and general 
management of the entire train 
under his charge, but he also col-
lects th f 1d in oth ts 
assume ior positi 

Onr new OR (just 5 as 
cell wi tho or twenty .~. 

Such a thing was very frequent. 

He is generally addressed as "Cap
tain," a sobriquet drawn by analogy 
from W • [fic.-See E D 

TERMIN 

ONEPATE. outhern of 
the skunk (MePhitis mephilica). 
COl/epale is a corruption of the 
Mexican cOJ/fPatt. 

ONEST 

horses s 
R S E.-I\. 
from the 



C o1tjectioltery 

River. Heavily built, of large 
size and great power, being a cross 
between the Flemish cart-horse 
and an English breed, these animals 
are still much esteemed in Penn
sylvania and New York State for 
draught purposes; formerly, before 
the introduction of railways des
troyed :heavy wagon traffic, they 
were much more common than 
now.-- CONESTOGA WAGON.- A 
covered wagon of large capacity, 
specially built for the powerful 
horses of the above breed. 

CONFECTIONERY.-A bar-room. South
west and West. Also called a 
GROCERY. 

CONFEDERATE.-This name was as
sumed by those States which, in 
the crisis that arose on the ques
tion of slavery, seceded from the 
Union, forming themselves into 
the Confederate States, electing a 
rival President, and for seven 
years engaging in the most bitter 
Civil War the world has ever 
known. In Texas the word COII

federate is singularly used. There 
it is synonymous with the Yankee's 
A~OUT EAST (q.t'.). 'When a Texan 
wlsh.es to express the strongest 
possible approval of some senti
ment he will exclaim" it's mighty 
cOltjederate !" 

CONFEREE.-One conferred with; a 
new form, based on the same model 
as referee. vVhile, however, the 
latter is a standard dictionary 
word, cOltjcree has yet to establish 
itself.. It is difficult to say where 
the lme should be drawn in such 
word-making, but confcyt'c seems 
to supply a want, and is certainly 
not so objectionable as some 
creations, such for example as TO 
IlURGLE, or TO EXCURT. 

Conjectuve 

CONFIDENCE, To.-A factitious verb, 
derived from "confidence" as a 
curtailment of CONFIDENCE-TRICK. 
This consists in obtaining one's 
trust with the deliberate intention 
of subsequently betraying it. 

The missing Hindsboro' merchant has at 
last turned up alive and well. He had 
been on the trail of two sharpers who had 
COl':FJDENCED him, and did not leave it until 
one of them was landed behind the bars at 
Terre Baute.-Daily lllta-Ocean, February 
'ZO,ISSt), 

Detectives Fitzgerald and. Conners arrested 
Lawrence Stanley on Eighth and Market 
Slreets, between 7 and 8 o'clock yesterday 
morning, on a charge of CONFIDENCING 
Henry Mueller, a coal dealer and contractor. 
-,}[issollri Republical/, February 'S, 1888. 

CONFIRMATE, To.-To confirm. 
He wheeled upon the planter-' Sir, do I 

exaggerate? I 

, Forty miles,' replied the planter; I some· 
times fifty,' 

I Friends,- CONFIRMATED I more than 
hyice-fold CONFIRMATED.'- Ccntury 1Ilaga4 

Ztlle, 188S. 

CONGREss.-The Legislature of the 
United States. This is constituted 
of three divisions-the PRESIDE:'IT 
(q.v.), the SENATE (q.v.), and the 
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES (q.v.). 
The history of Congress may be 
roughly divided as follows: (I) 
The Continental Congress, the 
pre-revolutionary governing body; 
(2) the Federal Congress, which 
lasted fol' a period of eight years 
only; and (3) the Congress of the 
United States as now constituted, 
and which met for the lirst time 
on March 4, 178g.--CONGRES
SIONAL.-The labors, powers, and 
practices of Congress are so 
distinguished. -- M.C.-Member 
of Congress. 

CON I A eKE R.-A counterfeit. Evi
dently a play upon words. 

CONJECTURE, To.-Like to "reckon" 
"guess," and" calculate," to CO;I-



er 

jecture is always used with a kind of 
mental reservatiou. It· an in 

d cha istic N e, 
nder he rar fever 

ventures upon a direct statement 
when there is the slightest possi
bility of mistake. This trait has 

nded f uritan whel 
even nin ten false 

hood was regarded as hemous in the 
extreme. It is not to be wondered 
at, therefore, that direct asseveration 

us es d a uarde 
st ; in respec wever 
kee ta , ull revenge for the 

straight-laced and restricted notions 
handed down to him-his diction-

of h iled hemie 
singu compl 

CONNER.-The BURGALL (q.v.). 

C TION 0 NNUPT FITS. 
meric onym ysteria 

A word common iu New England 
and among the descendants of New 
Englanders in the State of New 

Als ate of pse. 

::. xed up a pu y fair SOl 0 organiza
tion in Dearborn, although it can't last long, 
simply h. ccausc it's aU built up on money, 
'n' I don't go a cent on that kind of organiz-
in II il's g ongh i ay, B 
h his nl in lett idea ru 
a th him e coul . me in 
a ('ONr-.IPTlON FIT with IllS lllusharoon 
organization. I-Ie didn't knaow 1l1c.-Scrib
Ittl"S !If agazillc, 1ti87. 

C BIATE, 

; to U 
To a 
ith. 

conce 

The last Presidential election illustrated 
these truths. \Vhcn the machine had 1l0111-
in lainc a NUBIA "th Tal 
til nd wav c shirt ' goph 
p 1 in th actual! ved th 
ev ctor in e had ccount 
faL-S(/1l Francisco News LeltL'I', February 
4lh, 188H. 

C UENTI Said 
and or but as 

CONSEQUENTIAL it has 

of Ne 
nym 

now passed 

onti! 

into general colloquial usage, 
though . luded f the d· . 
aries. ence CONSh 

TIOUS 

CONSIDERABLE. - Used colloquially 
for en h izing 1" es anc 
tities plied nand 
Thus uch v sms a e 
is considerable of an artist," and 
"he is considerable of an author," 
as indicative of superior talent or 
popn are ommo 
(z) C 'able i in a 
analogous to SOME, or ANY (q.v.), 
in the sense of very, a good deal; 
as exemplified in the following 
quota 

A wet CON SID ' lireso 
way you can fix it.-Sam Slick in England. 

CONSUMPTED -To BE CONSUMPTED 
nsum 

TlJat l' y nighty p mplectL. III 

afcard she's CONSUMPTED; she's always 
cOlllplailling of some misC!fY. - JVt'stCI'H 
Skdc:hcs. 

ONTES A norm e 
mode 0 essee, legatee, etc. 

Washington. Feb .. ~.-The House reSllJllnl 
the consideration of the Lower . vYhile 

lee lion Messrs e of T ld 
'Ferra '~inia S 1 suppa lG 

lajority tIOn, a tended 10 
CONTESTEE, Tames B. \Vhitc, hild failed 
utterly to make proof of his naturalization. 
-Troy Daily Times, Feb. 4, I88S. 

ONTIN .-An ession h, 
at th e of t volution, was 
much used to designate all that 
concerned the colonies as a whole, 
even re the e unit to 
a co racy, e "(0' at 
cong " CO ta l n , 
" colttillCiltal troops," and (he people 
themselves were generally spolcen 
of a ·'/clital r (0111· Is. 

DAM 
TAL 

WORT 
OT w 

is a curious 

CONTI L 
A COL N-

slang phrase 



o 11 tal I6 

ha ed ow fr t es 
whIch allusion has just been made. 
Co 'nclI n, t m 1m 
ulllversally applied to the utterly 
valles C01 . ,en p er on 
of ho d ys IS, never eless, 
traced back to a ver different 
ori n b Ja s ant hI ,W 

thinks the phrase a counterpart, if 
no m e difi tio 0 th 
of the same sort-a tinker's damn, 
atop s, ., d a the ro 
of the col0111es were called COIt

tin all or IIti da du' g 
wa ,an or many years afterwards, 
it is probable that the phr se . 1 

q u io w at rst a ,til
tal's dall/1I, from which the sign 
of e ss iv w g ua y 
dropped. Passing to the general 
ph se w It a alii M Vh e 
th111ks that the damll represents 
wa rcr s, S., St. Y t ns 
m IOn 0 the 'e' -a very common 
occurrence, as e.g bird forb 'd, d 
bu fo ru it ca CI , t 
for a long time it retained its oriai
na or a a an h me t 
to say that anything was of very 
lit v e, id me me ha t 
was not worth a rush, and others 
th it as ot VOl" a rse I" 

1m ,e. he hansltlOn from this, by 
reason of identit of und an a 
10 0 va ty, 0 t V rth a 
damn is easy. 

I Arc you thinking of wriLing a letter ot 
d "eli 101 en r ? ' 

'N not all. aI ot IT) g a It 
the nomination, thongh. I don't care a CON-

NE AL' I l't cei it. lis ri 
eptt can, (;!br 'y 1 I ISS . 
He didn't o"ive aCDNTI"{ENT'\L fo' I)'L dy. 
eg 11' 1 dOl 'iCI for mil so 1.r 

saying a cuss-word. - Jl!ark Twain's The 
imtoccnts at Home p.2 

--CONTINENTALS.-The uniform 
o he 011 -'lit tr ps f e 
American Colonies during the 
W r tl r '01 on U d 
exactly as the term" regimentals" 
is ow 'mp 'cc 

C tV tel 

Th kno edg of au 11C s n er 
homogenous. The Eng]lshman,. whose 
helmeted ancestors hang In portraIt upon 

is \ 5, \ In W 0 th ,th Ya e, 
who contemplates his grandfather In CONTI
NENTALS above the ehimney- ieee will know 

not ,t1 stre ure n 11 le ler ill 
know neither.-Scribllcr's lUagaziltc, 1887. 

CONTINUANCE.-A 
a ou ha thi 
easy transitIOn, 
wh'ch 'gnifi s d 

remand. It is 
enhaban 

come from that 
at' 

Boylan and Needham insisted they were 
no lt a as fo a C TIN NC It 
as g nt . A th y bot un cd ail. 

-Daily Inter-Ocean, March 14, 1888, 

CONTRABAND.-A term applied to 
n roe at e e th VV of 
Independence, from the fact of 
t '1' 'ng hel re d co 'a
band of war. The word fell 111tO 
g er dis tu b wa re\' ed 
\VI h a sImi ar meaning dunng the 
late Civil VVar' indeed th n e, 
a lie to 1eg es s ve or 
chattels seems at times, as is only 
11 ur to av bee in om on 
use. 

CONTRAPTIONs.-A genuine American 
v gal m pp d w
fangled, peculiar thing or idea; 
C ,a xt vag t m f d ss, 
a queer and unusual manner of 
s ec or 'Iny in els th is 
new an to which the public taste 
is not 'ICC us tom d w ld b sp -en 
o as tra £011. 

CONTRIVE.- 0 per orm, to do. An 
Amerie'll1ism which is, er ps, 
a oge er so e. 

Co EN, To. T be gr ble to; 
convenient; suitable for. Obsolete 

CONVENIENT. - Close by; 
es a \ rd hie ha 

a new meaning in the 
te p ab 0 ng 

eas of 
ss ed 
United 
o isl 
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influence. It is used to denote 
what is near at hand, within easy 
reach: a farm will thus be adver
tised as having" wood and water 
convenimt to the house." 

CO.NVENTloN.s.-The different parties 
m countIes, states, and in the 
nation at large usually hold con
ventions prior to important elections. 
Delegates are selected in the 
various local political subdivisions. 
National conventions are held for 
the purpose of nominating candi
dates for the Presidency. The 
delegates number many hundreds, 
and the votes are recorded as the 
roll of States is called from the 
presiding officer's desk. National 
cOllventions date back about sixty 
year;;. Prior to that time, general 
nommatIOns were made in 
'Washington, the Congressmen 
representing the two great parties 
meeting in caucus for the purpose. 
Increased facilities for travel made 
really national cOllventions possible, 
but it was many years before they 
attained their present perfection 
of organization. The following 
interesting details concerning COIl

ventions recently appeared in an 
American paper :-

The evolution and growth ot party CON· 

VENTIONS demonstrate two very gratifying 
facts; That the American people are far morc 
acr.:-ustomed to acting together) as a great 
unlt , than they once were; and that there is 
none of that infatuated personal devotion 
and blind reliance upon party leaders that 
was so marked in Clay and Jackson times. 
Exactly the opposite of what our faLhers 
feared is what has happened; tile larger the 
country grows the eaSIer it is for its repre· 
scntative meJ1 Lo come together, and the 
people must initiate a politk:al movement Of 
they will not support it. George \Vashington 
was elected by unanimous consent, without 
resolution or nomination; and while the 
electors W(:l'C not at all bound by instructions 
as to vice-president, they cbose John Adams 
wilhout serious division; the opposition to 
Washington's second election was so slight 
t'l<1t it held nogener.1.1 consultation, and before 
11is second term expired the people had by 
common COll6eut fixed upon John Adams 

Co)ttJclttions 

and Thomas Jefferson as the natural leaders 
of the Federal and Republican parties re
spectively. They had politics then-not so 
heated as in 1800, but the first real contest 
was very animated. Four years later, by 
common consent, the same contest was 
renewed as before, hut not so informally; 
for a regular caucus of the Republican
Democratic congressmen met in Philadel
phia and nominated Thomas Jefferson and 
Aaron Burr for first and second place. If 
the Federal party held any fu!1 caucus that 
year, it left no record of it; but by common 
consent John Adams and Charlcs C. Pinc!{
ney were accepted as the candidates. Not 
till 1844 was there so hot and personal a con
test as in 1800. In 1804 the tendency was all 
one way; the election all the part of the 
FederalIsts was a Ulerc form, and Jefferson 
was triumphantly re-elected. In 1808 the 
caucus was regularly established by both 
parties, and in 1812 it was worked for all 
It was worth quite as skilfully as allY 
CONVENTION ever was. Not only did the 
congressional caucus of each party make a 
regular nomination, but the Legislature ot 
New York repeated or confirmed the norrli
nation of De Witt Clinton; yet Madison 
was re-elected. For sixteen years this pecu
liar practice of nominating by congressional 
caucus continued, but in Monroe's second 
administration the old Federal party expired. 
Then the Republican party split into factions 
-on 111cn rather more than on principles. 
The congressional caucus was regularly 
called in I82-/-, but only 66 members were 
present out of 216; they nominated Wil
liam H. Crawford, one of the first to be 
spoken of as a Democratic candidate; but 
three other candidates, Henry Clay, General 
Jac1(SOIl, and Tohn Quincy Adams, were 
soon in lhe Bold by ca1ts from their friends, 
resolutions of minor caucuses, and nomina
tion.s by State Legislatures. The result of this 
singular contest, tbe election of Adallls by 
the House of Representatives, ended KiIlg 
Caucus fOf ever; it was by COlIllUOIl 

consent recognized that a better method 
must be adopted. At the next meet
ing of the Tennessee Legislature, Jacksoll 
was renominated by that body; tIlL: 
Democrats everywhere accepted it without 
protest, and in IB2t:1 he received 178 electoral 
votes to 83 for Adaills. J ol1n C. Calhoun, 
as candidate for vice-presIdent, brought all 
the Crawford strength to the support of the 
ticket, aided not a little by Martin Van 
Buren and Churchill C. Cambreling, of New 
York, who made a long southern tour for 
that purpose. For the next sixteen years, 
no matter who were candidates, Jackson 
and Clay WOfe the real leaders of their 
respective parties, and the CONVENTION 
system was soon established much as we 
find it now. The first regularly called national 
political CONVENTION was that of the Auti
Masonic party at Philadelphia in Ie30· 
there they adopted a platform, but convened 
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again in Baltimore, September 26, r83!, 
and nominated William Wirt for president, 
and Amos Ellmaker, of Pennsylvania, for 
vice-president. The strildng fact about all 
the early CONVENTION s was that they were 
held so long before the election. The first 
Whig or National Republican CONVENTION 
met at Baltimore Dec. 12, r83!, and nomi· 
nated Henry Clay and John Sergeant. The 
Democrats met in the same city in May, 1832, 
and confirmed the nomination of Jackson, 
already made by State Legislatures, naming 
Van Buren for vice-president. Their next 
CONVENTION was as early as May, 1835, and 
nominated Van Buren and Richard 1Ljohn
son. Oddly enough the Whigs did not hold 
a national CONVENTION for that campaign, 
but accepted the action of their Pennsylvania 
state CONVENTION, which nominated Gen. \V. 
H. Harrison and Francis Granger. There
after the party CONVENTIONS met regularly. 
On the 13th of November, 1839, the first 
Abolition CONVENTION meL at Warsaw, N .y" 
and nominated James G. Birney and Fran
cis J. Lemoyne. In I8_~4, August 30, they 
convened again, calling themselves the 
Liberty party, at Buffalo, N.Y" and nomi
nated James G. Birney and Thomas Morris. 
In 18.~~ they fused with the Barnburners of 
New York, and at Utica, on the zzndof June, 
nominated Martin Van Buren and Henry 
Dodge, of Wisconsin. The latter declined; 
and they put Charles Francis Adams in his 
place. In r852, calling themselves the Free 
Soil Democracy, they convened August II 
and nominated John P. Hale, of New 
Hampshire, and George W. Julian, of 
Indiana. It is a curious fact in political 
evolution that the latter is now a Demo
crat and an official of New Mexico by 
appointment of President Cleveland. The 
old party CONVENTION S need not be 
detailed; but in r856 a new one came into 
the field, absorbing the Abolitionists and 
nearly all the old Wiligs in the north. This 
was the Republiean party~ which held its 
first CONVENTION at Pittsburg, Fcbru:1ry 22, 
1856. It was informal, called by the chair
men of state committees in nine Slates, and 
only provided a plan for the regular CON\'EN
TION which met at Philadelphia in June, 
1856. For that and the following eight years 
every CONVENTION was memorable; but 
their history is too recent to need repetition 
here. The one Republican CONVENTION, 
however, which stands out in history be
yond all others, was that of May, 18:jo, at 
Chicago, which nominated Abraham Lincoln. 
Not one clement of dramatic interest was 
lacking; almost every man was there whom 
the next few years were to make eminent in 
statesmanship. 

CONVERSATIONALIST.-One who con
verses. Colloquial on both sides 

C ook-H ottse 

of the water, but as yet shut out 
from the dictionaries. 

CONVICTION.-STRUCK UNDER CONVIC
TION.-To be "convinced of sin." 
This and many similar phrases are 
the outcome of the plain and 
simple phraseology which at first, 
in America, characterized all re
ligious life. 

COODIEs.-The name of a political 
party which originated, in 1814, in 
the State of New York. A full 
account will be found in Ham
mond's Political History of New 
York. 

COO KEY, COOKERY. - A small cake; 
popularly esteemed a tit-bit. Like 
the English pancake on Shrove 
Tuesday, and the hot cross bun 
on Good Friday, cookies form, 
among old fashioned folk, a special 
dainty at Christmastide, and on 
New Year's Day; in the latter case 
they are called New Year's cookies. 
The custom of preparing these 
cakes was so much part and parcel 
of the national life that people 
swore by cookies, and for the matter 
of that, still do so; for Bret Harte 
makes one of his reckless Cali
fornia characters say: "Don't 
know whar he is! He lost every 
hoof and hide, I'll bet a cookey! "
Ltlck of Roaring Camp, p. 227. 
Probably a Dutch survival from 
hockyc. New York and New Eng
land States. 

A book has just been published to instruct 
reporters in the use of proper phrases. \Vc 
bet a COO KEY no reporter will ever read it. 
It's an insult to the profession to intimate that 
a rC~lorl('r doesn't alrc~dy know everything 
U111le,~: the sun.-Dttrolt Fl'fC rrfSS, l\-Jarcb 
3°,10,-,3. 

COOK- HousE.-Anout-doorkitchen or 
on board ship, the cook's gall~y. 
In the ,,vest Indies and Southern 
States where houses are built 
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without fire-places, the cooking 
arrangements are generally rele
gated to a small detached building. 

COOLER.-A prison; c.g., "the judge 
gave me five months in the cooler! " 

COOLEY or COULEE.-A gully or 
rocky valley. A term introduced 
by French settlers. Every ravine 
short of an inhabitable valley 
is called a cooley.-See COULEE. 

COOLING-BOARD. - A ghastly name 
given in Pennsylvania and Mary
land to the slab upon which a dead 
body is laid out. 

COOLWORT (Tiarella cordifoZia).-A well
known herb, celebrated for its 
diuretic and tonic qualities. It 
forms one of the far-famed Shaker 
remedies. 

COON.-(r) A curtailment of raccoon 
(Procyoll IotaI') ; one of the Opossum 
tribe. The name is thought to 
be of Indian origin (Algonquin, 
aro IIglt CUll , the scratcher), though 
some trace it to the French raton. 
The contraction COOII dates from 
about r840 when this animal was 
used by a political party as a kind 
of badge. Hence--(z) COONS as 
a nickname for the \Vhigs, who, 
during Henry Clay's time, had thus 
appropriated the emblem. In the 
campaigns of that day raccoons 
were painted on banners, and live 
specimens were frequently borne in 
processions. The \Vhig policy was 
denounced as COONERY, which, 
said a writer in the Bos/oll Post, 
"must fall with all its corruptions 
and abominations, never more to 
rise." The epithet was thought by 
opponents to ybe all the more 
forcible, no doubt, because so 
suggestive of the known character 
of the animal, which moves in a 

Coot 

somewhat oblique and sidelong 
manner, and is up to all sorts of 
shifts in self-defence.--Hence, 
also, the ludrcious corruption of 
SHE-COONERY, for chicanery, not 
uncommon in the South, and 
expressive of a kind of mild and 
feminine whiggery. -- A GONE 
COON represents a man in a serious 
or hopeless difficulty. This Western 
phrase is, of course, drawn from 
the idea of a COOl! which has been 
treed.--CoON'S AGE.-A long 
period, as, "he's been gone away 
this COOll'S age." The origin and 
application of the simile is by no 
means self-evident.--To GO THE 
WHOLE cooN.-Equivalent to the 
English slang phrase," to go the 
whole hog." 

COONER.-Southern for" canoe." 

COONERY.-See COON. 

COONTIE. (Coon tie adlla. or Coon/ie 
chatta).-A preparation of arrow
root (Zamia iutegrifolia). Florida. 
The mode of manufacture em
ployed by the Indians is similar 
to that observed in the case of 
CASSAVA (q.v.). 

coop.-To cooP VOTERS is to col
lect them as it were in a coop or 
cage, so as to be sure of their 
services on election day. Liquor 
dealers are the usual "coopers" 
for obvious reasons. 

COO T .-A small water-fowl. The 
American variety differs consider
ably from its European namesake. 
--POOR cooT.-A weak-minded, 
stupid person; a simpleton. In 
this connection "as stupid as a 
coot," is provincially proverbial in 
England. 

I-Ie was debarred the rude heraldry of a 
nLcJ~ll(lrne of achievement, <'.nrl in a camp 



made up of Euchre Bills, Poker Dicks, 
Profane Pete, and Snap-shot Harry, was 
known vaguely as I him/ Skeesicks, or that 
cooT,-Scrib1tcY's Magazine, I887. 

CO PPE R H EAO(T1'IgoJlocePhalus contortrix). 
-A deadly snake, the venom and 
noisom have more 
than on temptuous 
sobriqu n history. 
The re own under 
differen ious parts 
of the R BEL L Y, 
CHUNK R, ADDER, 
DEAF A 1 RED EYE, 
and DUMB RATTLESNAKE, the last 
name, probably because, unlike the 
rattlesnake proper, it does not give 
warning before it strikes.--As a 
nickname copperhead was first ap
plied to the Indian; it subsequently 
descended to the Dutch colonists, 
Irving having frequently used it in 
his His Its la test 
applica vas when, 
during he epithet 
was bes ·n anti-war 
Democ who sym-
pathize se of the 
South. the name 
is apparen \V en e ature and 
habits of the copperhead proper are 
borne in mind-its deadly character 
and the absence of warning before 
discharging its venom. The term 
is still often met with in the press. 

Gay was executed, I think, in November, 
1862, at Indianapolis. He was twenty-nine 
years old, a 01 teacher in 
Southern I enlistment, 
and was a ights of the 
Golden Cir OPPERHEAD. 
. . . Whir Richmond, 
Ky., he too iancc to the 
Confcderac eral soldiers 
there did because it 
,vas in harn which then 
prevailed it COPPERHEAD 
stricken portlOn of Indlana.-Daily IlIfL'i'~ 
Ocealt, March 2, 1888. 

April ro, 1864.-Unusual agitation all 
around concentrated here, Exciting times 
in Congress. The COPPERHEADS are getting 
furious, and want to recognize the Southern 
Confederacy.-rVa!t IV/litma/l's Diary ilt
Cmflll')1 l)/aga.';il1c, October, 18138. 
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--Hence COPPERHEADISM, to 
represent secret sympathy with 
the opponents of the party to 
which a person ostensibly belongs. 

CORAL- BERRY (SY111Pho)'iwrpus vulgaris). 
. rant, a native of 

1 

COR re of wood for 
d as "a cod of 
\ ~s sold is called 
C ) In the West " a 
I nd not merely a 
cord. The enlargement of the term 
is probably due to the plentiful 
supply once so common in those 
regions. 

\Voodcraft is the art of selling an ex
urbanite half a CDI'd of chestnut for a cord 
of hickory, when he is new to the rural 
districls.-PUCR, August, r888. 

COR 

F 

m 

estern name of 
a tow-line. Also 

to propel by 
e. 

COR rough kind of 
roael conslstmg of logs laid sine by 
side; usually found in swamps and 
low-lying marshy ground. 

I had to cross bayous an' criks (wal, it did 
beat all natur'), 

Upon a kin' 0' CORDERO'..", rust log, then 
allir,ator; 

Luck ly, the critters warn't sbarpsot ; I guess 
'twuz over-ruled " 

The ing's marketin' and 
gu d. 

Tl 
art 
writ 
a wo 
ROY 

-Bib/Ole! Papas. 

I to note the subtle 
and intensifies the 
e \vord CI diddle IJ_ 

ride over a CORDU
's Screamers. 

--To cORDUROy.-To construct 
roads of the above mentioned 
description. 

cORN.-Maize; Indian corn. Ameri
cans never employ this word corn 

22 
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in the sense in which it is used in 
England. English com stuffs are, 
in America, called grain. It is 
curious to note that, though it 
sometimes inc! udes other varieties, 
the word com is primarily and 
principally applied, in the idiom of 
any given country, to the staple 
cereal, as for example, wheat in 
England, rye in Germany, oats in 
Sweden, and MAIZE(q.V.) in America. 
--CORN-BALLS. -A sweetmeat 
made of POP-CORN (q.v.), and 
molasses, very similar to English 
hard bake and almond rock-
CORN-BASKET.-A large basket for 
carrying maize.--CoRN-BLADE.
The leaf of the maize plant. In some 
pJ.rts of the country the leaves 
are dried and stacked for use as 
fodder. -- CORN-BREAD. - Maize 
meal bread which is unfermented 
with yeast. -- CORN-BROOMS.
Brooms made of the tops and dried 
seed stalks of the maize plant.-
CORN AND COB MILL.--A mill for 
grinding together the kernel and 
spike of Indian corn.--CoRN-COB. 
-See COB.--CORN-COB SHELL.
J\. weapon of offence which 
CClmc into vogue during the Civil 
\Var. These shells were made 
by taking the pith out of the 
co b of a fu 11 ear of corn and re
placing it with powder. A short 
fnse was inserted and the hole 
plugged. It will be seen at a 
glance that this was a weapon of 
offence not to be despised. It 
exploded with a report equal to 
that of a musket, and the grains 
flew in all directions with stinging 
force. 

Soon ~fter that disgrace a party of the 
boys prepared a lot of grcnades-coRN
con ~HELLS they called them-and deter
mined to storm head quarters,-A IJ/crican 
Paper, I8B8. 

--CORN-COB PIPE.-A pipe manu
factured from the mClize cob-sweet, 
light, and durable, and a favorite 
with smokers. 

Lazar returned to the house, knocked the 
ashes out of his pipe and refilled it. Then 
with some difficulty be succeeded in taking 
a live coal from the ashes: holding it in the 
leathery palm of his shaking left hand, he 
got it deposited at last on the CORN~COB 
BOWL OF HIS PIPE.-Scribn-er's AI agazine, 
1887. 

--CORN-CRIB.-A structure in 
which the dried ears of maize are 
stored. It is built so that the air can 
circulate round and through it, 
being raised from the ground, and 
having open sides of lattice work. 
--CORN-CUTTER. - A machine 
similar to a chaff-cutter, and used 
for chopping up stalks of maize. 
--CORN-DODGER.-A hard-baked 
cake made from Indian corn, so 
named from a tendency to burst 
when subjected to heat, very similar 
to POP-CORN (q.v.). 

He opened a pouch which he wore on 
his side, and took from thence one or two 
CORN-DODGERS and half a boiled rabbit, 
which his wife had put up for hunting 
provisions.-.Mrs, Stowe's Draf, vol. iL, 
p. '70 . 

--CORN-FED.-A woman is popu
larly said to be com-jed when stout 
and plump-an allusion to the 
nourishing qualities of this kind of 
food. -- CORN-FIELD SCHOOL.
The old-time school-house of the 
South, in which the education re
ceived was of a very primitive type, 
and very different from the public 
school system now prevailing 
throughout the Union. Thus a self
made man will boast of his old C01'1/

field school training.--FLINT-CORN. 
-One of the many varieties of maize 
which, says Beverley, in his HistDlY 
oj Virginia, looks smooth and as 
full as the early ripe corn; the 
other has a larger grain and looks 
shrivelled, with a dent on the back 
of the grain, as if it had never 
come to perfection; this they call 
she-corn. This is esteemed by the 
planters as the best for increase. 
--CORN-FODDER.-Maize sown 
broadcast and left to take care of 
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itself. Used as fodder for cattle, 
both in the dried and undried state. 
--CORN-FRITTER.-A dish com
posed of batter and grated green 
maize.--CORN-HUSK, or CORN
CHUCK or CORN-SHUCK.--The 
outer leaves surrounding the ear of 
maize.--CoRN-HUSKING or CORN
SHUCKING.-Sce HUSKING BEE.-
CORN-HOUSE.-Sce CORN-CRIB. 

No one would suspect that a well-timbered 
COI<.N·HOU~E had been the cause of much 
litigatioll, and even now looked, when you 
come to k~lOW its star).', as if it stc.ad on its 
long, straIght legs, lIke an ungal1l1y top
heavy beast, already to stalk away when 
his position became too dangerous.
Scribner's illagaziltc, ItH:!7. 

--CORN-JUICE.-A Western term 
for whiskey. 

Don't nm to dress-of all the arlS with 
which the airth is strewed 

The most cOIlcarned useless thing is what 
they call a dood, 

An' don't be for ever loafing whar the CORN 
JUICE flows. 

-Detroit Free Press, May, 1888. 

--CORN-MEAL.-Maize meal.-
CORN-MILL.-A mill for grinding 
Indian corn; compare with CORN 
AND COB MILL.--CORN-OYSTER.
similar to corn-fritter; the taste 
of this dish is supposed to be like 
that of the oyster---CORN-PONE. 
-A tin-baked maize-meal bread, 
enriched with milk and eggs.·-
POP-CORN.-A very popular dainty, 
for the manufacture of which 
a special, small, dark variety 
of maize is used. The grains 
are placed on a heated shovel 
or held in a wire-gauze over 
a brisk fire, till they pop open, 
swelling to great size, and in the 
act of bursting, expose the snowy 
white inside, thus presenting a 
pleasing appearance in harmony 
with their attractive odor. Popcorn 
is eaten with salt or sugar.--CORN 
POPPER.-A sieve-like utensil for 
making POP-CORN (q.v.).-- CORN 
J(jGI!Ts.-The title WILler which 
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land was acquired in the early days 
of settlement. He who planted an 
acre of com acquired a title to 
roo acres of land.--CoRN-STALK. 
-The stalk of the maize plant.-
CORN STALK FlDDLE.-A toy made 
by loosening the external fibre of a 
com stalk and placing a fiddle bridge 
under each extremity. This is 
capable of producing a few dull 
sounds by each vibration. 

Ole Nashville d(~y say is a very nice town, 
Dar dl...! niggers pick de cotton till de su [} 

goes down; 
Dey dance all night to de ole banjo, 
Wid a COU.N-STALI( FIDDLE and a shoC;!

string bow. 
-Negro Melodies. 

--CORN TRASH.-Sce CORN HUSK. 
--CORN TAssELs.-The graceful 
feathery flower of the maize plant, 
the ornamental effect of which, in 
conjunction with the long leafy 
blades, has supplied the basis for 
what has been called the American 
style of architecture. 

I heard the bob-white whistle in the dewy 
breath of morn, 

The bloom was on the alder and the 
TASSEL on the CORN. 

I stood with beating heart beside the 
babbling Mac-o-chee, 

To see my love come do\vn the glen to 
keep her tryst with nle. 

-Texas 5l/fings, 1888. 

--Numerous as are the special 
terms to which this valuable plant 
has given rise, the slang phrases also 
derived from it are hardly fewer in 
number; one very curious is-
To ACKNOWLEDGE THE CORN.
To confess to a mistake; or, in 
other words, to " own to the soft 
impeachment." It also implies an 
acknowledgment of having been 
outwitted. Several versions are 
given as to the origin of the phrase, 
of which two will suffice. The 
first, as related by thePittsbnrg COIll

lIIercial Advertiser, is as follows;-

Some years ago, a raw customer from 
the upper country determined to try his 
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fortune at New Orleans. Aceo! dingly he 
provided himself with two flett-boats-one 
laden with CORN and the other with po
tatoes-and down the river he went. The 
night after his arrival he went up town 
to a gambling-house. Of course he com
menced betting, and his luck proving un
fortunate, he lost. \Vhen his money was 
gone he bet his truck; and the CORN antl 
potatoes followed the money. At last, 
when completely cleaned Qut, he returned 
to his boats at the wharf; when the evi
dences of a new misfortune presented them
selves. Through SOllle accident or other, 
the fiat-boat containing the CORN was sun],::, 
and a total loss. Consoling himself as \vell 
as he CQuld, he went to sleep, dreaming of 
gamblers, potatoes, and CORN. It was scarcely 
sunrise, however, when he was disturbed 
by the child of chance, who had arrived 
to Lake possession of the two boats as his 
winnings. Slowly awakening from his sleep, 
our hero, rubbing his eyes and looking the 
man in the face, replied: 'Stranger, I 
ACKNOWLEDGE THE. CORN-take 'em; but 
the potatoes you can't have, by thunder I' 

The other version, as given by De 
Vere, is that the Hon. Andrew 
Stewart claims to have caused its 
first appearance in this wise :-
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In rIbS, he was in Congress discussing the 
principle of Protection, and said in the 
course of his rernarks, that Ohio, Indiana, 
and Kentucky sent their hay-stacks, corn
fields, and fodder (0 New York and Philadel
phia for sale. The Hon. Charles A. Wickliffe, 
Kentucky, jUlllped up and said, I Why, that 
is absurd; Mr. Speaker, I call the gentle
man to order. He is stating an absurdity. 
We never send haystacl\s or cornfields to 
New York or Philadelphia.' I Well,' said I, 
, what do you send? ' f Why horses, mules, 
cattle, hogs.' 'Well, what makes your 
horses, Inules, caltle, hogs? You feed 
a hundred dollars' worth of hay to a horse, 
YOll just animate and ~et livon the top 
of your haystack, and nde oU to market. 
How is il with your caltle. You make one 
uf them carry .fifty dollars' worth of bay awl 
grass to the Eastern market i how much 
CORN does it take at thirty~three cents per 
bushel to fatten it?' I vVhy, thirty bushds.' 
I Then you put that thirty bushels of COHN 
into the shape of a hog, and make it walk oft 
to the Eastern markeL' Mr. Wickliffe 
jumped up and said: I Mr. Speaker, I 
ACKNOWLEDGE THE CORN.' 

Just as he p:1.ssed in front 01 me I cau~ht 
his eyn, <l.IlU he stopped the whole processIon 
and said, 'God bless my soul, isn't lhat Dan 
Linahan? ' 

I ACKNOWLEDGED THE CORN, anJ he 
calk-'d uw IIp to biLl1 and shoal, hands.
~lI£ssoltl'i Repllblican, January 25,100:). 
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--ALL FOR CORN.-A synonym 
for sincerity; honesty; and good 
intention; "he took it all fur 
corn," i.e., equivalent to ",he took it 
all for gospel." 

CORN-CRACKER.-A sobriquet for a 
Eentuckian. Also the name in 
North and South Carolina, 
Georgia, Florida, and other 
Southern States for a poor white. 
--CORN-CRACKER STATE, Ken
tucky; another name is the BEAR 
STATE. an epithd which is also 
applied to Arkansas. 

CORNEL-TREE (Comus flurida).-The 
common dog-wood. A useful 
timber tree, which, in the early 
spring, flowers profusely, its snow
white blossom being replaced in 
the autumn with brilliant scarlet 
berries. Tbis is not to be con
founded with the POISON SUMAC 
(Rhus Vellel1ata) , which also is 
popularly designated DOG-WOOD. 

CORNEA.-A commercial phrase now 
pretty generally used by all English
speaking people. Properly" to 
have a (oYller," is to purchase a 
larger quantity of stock or other 
commodities than is really on the 
market; colloquially, it appears to 
be used in the sense of having the 
command of, or taking first place 
in, as for instance, when the Daily 
Illtcr-Oeean (March 13, 1888), 
speaking of Mr. Donnelly the 
Shakspeare-Bacon controversialist, 
says that :-

In appearance, he is a trifle odd. He 
doesn't use hair restoralive to any noticeable 
extent. Homeliness of feature he has a 
CORNER on~ and ho has ceased growing at 
five feet two inches. 

Men in the sugar trade were excited 
yesterday over a report tbat the mcmlwrs of 
the Sugar Trust had decided to ship l<l.rgc 
quantifies of lhc best relIned sugar to LondcJll, 
in order to keep up the prices of the refilled 
article in this country by rclif.;!villg the 
lllart.cl here of any 5urplus, and creating a 
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shortage, or what would practically be a 
CORNER in sugar.-New York World, Feb. 
'4, 1888. 

--To CORNER.-To operate as 
described above.-- CORNER-LOT. 
-Most building plots, especially 
of late years, are laid out in squares; 
the corner-lots are naturally much 
sought after. 

CORNER-TREEs.-Trees which mark 
the boundary lines of homesteads, 
claims, etc. In the early days it 
was frequently the practice to mark 
off tracks of land by blazing certain 
trees at the corners, such landmarks 
being termed comer-trees or comers. 
Also WITNESS TREES (q.v.). 

CORN-SNAKE (Coluber gutta/us). - A 
snake which frequents the corn
fields of the South. 

CORP.-A Pennsylvanian corruption 
of " corpse." 

CORPOROsITv.-The human body. A 
Pennsylvanian idiom. 

His CQRPORQSITY touches the ground with 
his hands in a vain attempt to reach it.
J. C. Ncars Charcoal Sketches. 

CORRAL.-Literally a circular en
closure into which horses and 
cattle are driven for safety or 
other purposes. On the plains 
to corral means the difficult art 
of keeping cattle in a compact 
body, for the purpose of fending 
and feeding them; and from this 
primitive usage its multitudinous 
senses are derived. From the 
Spanish corro a circle. Collo
quially extended in meaning in 
many ways, with its' corresponding 
verb to corral, it partakes largely of 
the nature of slang; thus a society 
belle at a ball, when asked to 
dance, will rep I y that she has been 
corralh'd by so-and-so [or the dance 
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in question; or a Western parson 
performing the marriage ceremony, 
when asking if any cause is known 
why the couple before him 
"shouldn't make the play," will 
bid the bystanders" squeal right at 
that stage of the game, or corral 
their jaws for evermore." When 
personal sympathy has been enlist
ed upon any subject, the person 
extending it is said to have been 
corralled, or if the plainsman is 
overtaken by a blizzard, he speaks 
of himself as having been corralled, 
and so on. 

It was evident that they [the Indians] 
could not understand what such a lar~e 
party was doing on the prairie1 and we dId 
not take the trouble to inform them. When 
we camped we took extra precaution to 
CORRAL the wagons and hobble the steel.;:. 
As soon as it grew dark the red~-skins began 
to light signal-fires, and by this means we 
could see that the country swarmed with 
them.-San Francisco vVeckly Examiner, 
February 23, 1888. 

Cosous£ !-An onomatopoetic word 
represen ting the fall of a heavy 
body into water. 

After a fashion I got to my dug-out, with 
no weapon along but the paddle. Snags 
were plenty. I felt strong as a hoss too; 
and the dug-out hadn't leaped more'n six 
lengths afore-eo-sousE I went I-lhe front 
eend jest lifted itself agin a sawyer and 
emptied me into the element.-Robb's 
Squatter Life. 

COTBETTv.-A mollycoddle. Cotbctty 
is thus applied in the North and 
East. Authorities unite in thinking 
the word of English origin. It is 
probably a compound of "cot," 
an effeminate, troublesome man, 
and "betty" with the same 
meaning. 

COTTON.-EING COTTON; COTTON IS 
KING I-Both phrases were signifi
cantly used by Southerners before 
and during the Civil War, their 
belief being that the cause of the 
South would finally triumph by 
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reason of the vast stake at issue, as 
represented by the staple of the 
South. Among other special 
terms to which the cultivation 
of cotiOIt has given rise may be 
mentioned--CoTTON-BAGGING, or 
BAGGING, a material used as an out
side wrapping for cotton bales.-
COTTONDOM.-The region in which 
cotiOIt is grown; also COTTONIA.-
COTTONOCRACY.-A term applied 
to Boston {OtiOIl merchants.-
SEA-ISLAND COTTON .-A variety of 
the plant which has now gone out 
of cultivation, having been re
placed by what is known as UPLAND
COTTON. --COTTON-MOUTH. - A 
deadly snake found in Arkansas, and 
thought to be the same as the 
Moccasin snake.-- COTTON-WOOD 
TREE (Populus monilifera). - The 
ALAMO of New Mexico and Texas. 

Placid as a Minnesota lalw in sumIller time, 
lhe Missouri glides along between hanks 
~hadC!d by COTTON-WOODS.-Ccllfury Maga
:.:illC, 1887. 

--To HAVE THE COTTON-WOOD 
ON ONE.-To have an advantage 
over. 

Shoo! Say, you jess l\eep quiel 'bout 
twenty llllnits I I'll E;O horne an' bounce de 
!lew wife au' take de old one back, an' 
make all up wid her I I jess reclwned she 
was blowin around, all' yerc she's HAD DE 
COTTONWOOD or-; MI! all de lime I Shoo! 
Gin me twenty minits an' look out fur 
splinlcrs J-Vd/'oit Free Press, Nov. 3, 18t18. 

--COTTON ROCK.-A variety of 
lime-stone, so-called probably be
cause its light gray or buff color, 
when first bared to the light, some
what resembles fresh gathered 
cotton-wool; it is a Magnesian lime
stone, abounding in Missouri, and 
is valuahle as a building m;;,terial, 
because of its softness when first 
qllarried.--CoTTON-SEED OIL.
The oil of the cotton-seed, a pro
duct mainly used for adulteration 
purposes. A large proportion of 
the so-called ali ve oil is said to be 

nothing more than cotiolt-seed oil. 
The industry is a large one. 

The cornmittec arranged to iovesligate 
the COTTON·SEED OIL trust this mornill~1 
and at the hour for beginning the proceed
ings SOlUe of the members of that trust were 
in attendance.-New Yor'~ EvenillK Past, Feb. 
".[, 1888. 

COUGAR (Felis concalar).-This animal 
is the same as the CATAMOUNT (q.v.) 
and panther. 

Abo called [says DodgeJ lllU l\IEXIC.\N 
LION,CALTlfORNIAN LION and 110UNTMN LION. 
He is an habitual resident of many rough 
anu broken parts of tbe plains. He is shy, 
spending his days in thick cover, and 
pro\vling like a huge cat at night. His 
senses arc very acute, and it is exceedingly 
rare that OIle is SOL'n; and the hunter might 
easily be forgi von for disbelieving the t:xis
tence of such an animal, weH~ it not that the 
prints of his footsteps in the vicinity of the 
calnp show plainly when and where II(! has 
been prowling. 

COULEE or COULl E.-A term applied 
in many of the states to any dried 
up creek or narrow rocky valley. 

They (bears) will creep along beneath the 
underbrush in the sides of the canyons and 
COULEES, and when a cow or an ox, or any
thing else comes along, spring upon it alltl 
dash it to the ground with terrific force, aud 
then with one blow of their paw or bite 
crush its skull to pieces. I have st:el1 BUIlI
bers of cattle killed thal way along the sidc.:t; 
of the mountains.-Naslzvitlc .1 mericall, I:::l!)~. 

COUNCIL-F'IRE.-Among the Indians 
questions which concern the tribe 
at large are discussed around the 
coullcil-fire, lit in the middle of the 
encampment. Now becoming, if 
not quite, a thing of the past, the 
white man's whiskey and vices 
rendering the few red-men still 
remaining on the American conti
nent quite incapable, as a rule, of 
taking care of themselves, much 
less advising and directing others. 
The U.S. Government exercises a 
"paternal cont 1'01" ovor the rod
man in the Indian l'oservationo. 
Now colloljuial. 
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A thousand warriors bore in war 
The token of my sires: 

On all the hills wefe seen afar 
Their blazing COUNCIL-FIRES I 

-Bryaut's Last o/th, Red Mau. 
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Democrats, freemen! keep your COUNCIL
FIRES brightly burning. Let no one remain 
listless, or in doubt, or hesitate; push on 
your columns, rout the coons, beat them, 
overwhelm them, and let the welkin ring 
with the soul-stirring tidings that Massachu
setts is safe-free from the cnrse of whig
gery.-BosfoH Post, r888. 

COUNCILMANIC. - Pertaining to the 
affairs of a council. 

There is less interest taken in the COUNCIL
MAN Ie elections, perhaps, than has been 
known for some years past.-Philadelphia 
Press, J anllary 29, ISb8. 

COUNT, To.-A verb synonymous with 
.. to guess," "to reckon," "to cal
culate." The idea conveyed is that 
of expectation wilh power to 
perform. 

COUNTERBRAND.-A verb and noun 
used' by cattle men. The [oll11lel'
brand is a duplicate mark placed 
upon cattle when sold; this des
troys the force of the original 
mark. The operation is called 
coullierbralldillg.-See BRAND. 

Co U NT R Y - J A K E S.- Country - folk; 
equivalent to the English" country
joskins" or "country-bumpkins." 

COUNTRY-MERCHANT-TRICK.-A varia
tion of the confidence game. 

When the police learned that he hac! at
tempted to raise fifty daIs. on a checl{ at 
Shapleigh's, the conclusion was rcachec.l that 
he was working the old-lime COUNTH\'-MER
CHANT-TIUCK, but whether he succeeded in 
~etting allY of the checks cashed is not yet 
;~108~tn,-MiSsOlll'i RepublicaN, February 2.ft 

COUNTY HOUSE. -The poor - house; 
the Ulllon. 

An excecdin~ly singular character has just 
died in the I'lI11sdale COUNTY HOUSE. For 
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many years fair Aunt Abbie Munson, a 
spinster, has tramped over the county, 
having no definite habitation and unwilling 
to conform to the restriction of relatives and 
refusing all proffered assistance from the 
authorities. At the age of eighty, she was 
forced to go to the COUNTY HouSE.-Phila
dciphia Press, January 29, r888. 

Co U p.-GIVING THE COUP.- This, 
says Dodge in his Plains of the Great 
West,' 

Is a very curious and unexplained custom 
among the Northern plains tribes. How it 
originated is not known, but the term indi
cates that it was, at least, named by the old 
French trappers, predecessors of the Hud
son Day Company. When a foe has been 
struck down in a fight, the scalp belongs to 
him who shall first strike the body with 
knife or tomahawk, This is the cOUP. If in 
a melee or running fight a warrior kills an 
enemy, he, in order to secure his proper 
recognition and reward, must rush at ollce 
on the prostrate body, and strike his coup, 
regardless of other enemies that may be at 
hand. This, of course, renders the Indian 
less formidable. The enemy being in full 
flight, a brave and skilful wan-jar who would 
press on and on, adding victim after victim 
to his list, would return at last to find the 
scalps of all the enemies killed by his hand 
at the girdles of laggards in the race, to each 
of whom would be accorded all the honors 
due to one who had killed his rnan. \;Vhik 
he who took all the risks and did all the 
l\illing, and who, in his eagerness to kill, 
may have passed even the last of bi5 vil:tims, 
has nothing whatever to show for his gal
lantry, and is consequently without honor or 
credit, the cowardly shirk, far in the rear, 
gained all the glory and applause. The con
sequence is thilt, when a foe falls, the slayer, 
even in the hottest race, and though other 
victims are at his hand, must, to obtain the 
proper recognition of his act, at once give 
up all thought of further l(illing, make his 
COUP, and lake the scalp. 

COUPLE.-In Pennsylvania [ollple is 
equivalent to "a few." 

COURCE.-A term, supposed to be 01 
Indian origin, for the leather cover 
which, in the \,Vest, is used to 
protect the saddle in wet weather, 
A ranchman's word. 

CouRT.-In New England a legisla
tive body composed of a House of 
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Representatives and a Senate.-
COURT-HOUSE. - A curious usage 
prevails in Virginia, and partially 
in South Carolina and Maryland, 
of designating the county-town as 
the Court-house of the county in 

fon; as, for exam I 'f th 
ce prevailed in 
ord, the count 
, would be call 

lOuse," and not 
custom applies 
I documents; th 
lOuse (Providence 

peper COll1't-house became famous m 
the late Civil War, while the real 
names of the towns are utterly 
unknown to history.-- COURT OF 
ASSISTANTS.-A court formerly in 
existence in New England, where a 
magistrate or an assistant presided. 
These courts were subsequently 

d in the County 

AL.-See AUNTIE 

A term taken 
ology to indic 
of pasture land, r 

forest. Also, in the a s 1 

Mountains, a narrow passage or 
pass. 

COVERCLlP.-A New York name for 
the sole. An equally curious 
appellation for this fish is CALICO. 

INTO THE TREASU 

I phrase, expres 
er of an unexpect 
appropriation b 

ury, and the fin 
ancelling of th 

hrase was origina 
mg he item in a bal 
by a transfer of the amount into 
the Treasury." The words "by a 
transfer of the amount" were 
gradually eliminated, leaving the 
phrase as it stands-a puzzle 
to many. When introduced, 

Co 

"to cover in" was seized 
upon and used in many parallel 
ways-very few, however, being 
aware of the real meaning of the 
phrase. 

o V E R LID. - A 
counterpane. F 
collvrC/il. 

a 
h 

ow.-As a prefix t y 
iuto peculiarly 
--COWBERRY ( 
-A small insipid y 1 
CERISES by the French-Canadians. 
--COW-BIRD or COWPEN-BIRD or 
COW-BLACKBIRD.-A species of BOB
OLINK. SO called from its habit 
of searching for food among the 
droppings of cattle.--COWBOY. 
-Now applied exclusively to 
Western herdsm b .. lly 
to the Tory p 
chester County, g 
the Revolution; 0 

semi-secessionists 
In the latter sens s 
used as indicativ 1 
practices of thes e 
treatment of opponents was bar
barous and ruffianly. It is prob
able the term was perpetuated as a 
name for cattle-herders in Texas 
and thefarWest because descriptive 
of their real or alleged rough man
ners and customs; the fraternity 
more generally term themselves 
COW-PUNCHERS (q 

hen the branding s 
are fussing, 

d the cows are takin 

d when Circle Bar 
S usual is a-cussing, 

Then the COWBOYS' lot is not a happy onc, 
Happy one. 

Notwithstanding his bad reputa
tion, the cowboy as he is, to judge 
from the descriptions of friends, is 
a not altogether unworthy member 
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of society; and, to tell the truth, 
the popular estimate much maligns 
a body of men who, save under 
exceptional circumstances, are 
quiet, self-reliant, frank, and hos
pitable. The many suffer for the 
sins of omission and commission 
of the few. Rough, they undoubt
edly are; but, for this, their 
occupation is mainly responsible; 
which, though healthy, is varied 
by a good deal of hardship 
and anxiety. The following ex
tracts from an article, written by 
W. Lynn Wilson in one of the 
American papers, presents a bird's
eye view of a cowboy's life:-

OUf ranch, which is considered one of 
the finest in Northern Wyoming, is situated 
on the south fork of Powder River, which 
runs through it in a winding course. The 
house, stables, and other outbuildin~s are 
situated in a valley, inclosed on one SIde by 
a high ridge covered with small pines, and on 
the other sides by gently rising hills. The 
house is built oflogs,the interstices being filled 
in with plaster. The roof is made of boards 
covered over with tar paper, over which is 
laid a layer of earth eight inches thick, and, 
although there have been a great many 
heavy storms lately, it has not leaked 
a drop. The floor is made of boards 
painted brown. There are five rooms
a sitting-room, two bed-rooms, dining-room 
and kitchen, and the work hands have a 
separate house to sleep in. The stables, 
blacksmith's shop, chicken h011se and store
house, are likewise built of logs with a dirt 
roof. Behind the stable is the horse corral 
[sce CORRAL], a circular plat of ground sur
rounded by a fence with a snubbing post in 
the centre, into which the horses are driven 
when we wish to rope or lasso them for use. 
Behind the house is a large patch of garden 
ground, in which we grow all kinds of vege
.ables, and on another part of the ranch we 
grow several fields of oats. COWDOY s must be 
strong, able-bodied men, capable of enduring 
all kinds of hardship and privation, and 
should also be patient, shrewd, and enter
prising. The fare is plain and substantial, 
and where a ranchman keep'> pigs and chick
ens and has a vcgt:table garden he can have it 
sufficiently varied. Many of them, how
ever, live on salt pork, canned goods, and 
bread, and do wilhout both milk and buttcr; 
but ihis is inexcusable, as out of a herd at 
cattle they can easily get a few cows for 
milking. Breakfast is generally tal<cn at 
5.30 a.m., and as soon as this is finished, or 
sometimes bcfore it is commenced, one or 
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two of the men hunt the band of saddle 
horses and drive them to corral, when each 
man, whose work will necessitate his riding, 
ropes his horse, saddles him and rides oft to 
his task, whatever it may be, perhaps hunt
in~ lost horses, seeing to the fences, or 
dnving back any stock that may have got 
beyond the fences, and which it is highly 
desirable should be kept inside, such, for 
instance, as thoroughbred bulls. In the 
spring it is often necessary to get cows 
and cattle out of bog holes, where they get 
in searching for water, and are too weak, 
after a severe winter, to get themselves ant. 
All the men, however, are not riding, as somo 
are irrigating, and others are at work attend
ing to the farm crops. The dinner hour is 
usually twelve o'clock, and is the principal 
meal of the day_ The afternoon tasks are 
much the same as the morning's. Supper is 
taken at seven o'clock, and the men usually 
retire to bed soon after. It is customary in 
the East to speak of all ranchmen as cow
BOYS. This is not correct, however, as the 
term is restricted to those men who are 
employed on the ROUND-UPS (q.v.). 

See also BRAND and RANCH. 

--Cow - CATCHER.-In America, 
where the lines of railway run 
across open country quite un
guarded, the reverse of which is 
the case with English and Euro
pean tracks, cattle and other ob
stacles are liable to stray and get 
ufon the line, to the great danger 
o traffic, to say nothing about 
their own. As a safeguard, a con
trivance, triangular in shape, is 
fixed low down in front of the 
locomotive, by which means serious 
accidents are often prevented. 
The animals are caught in the 
basket-like cow-calcher, saving them 
from destruction and the coaches 
from being thrown off the track. 

The COW-CATCHER and headlight of the 
\Vest End locomotive were broken into 
small pieces [ill a collision between the train 
and some standing trucks], and the engine 
itself was badly damaged, but it was able to 
continue the journey to Brooklyn with its 
freight of badly frightened passcngers.
Ncul York Evenillg Post, February 24,1888. 

The train continued for some distance 
with a man and a horse on the COW-CATCHER, 
and when it was stopped, both were found 
to be uninjured; the sleigh was entirely 
demolished.-PhiladelphU, Ledg"', 1888. 
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--COW-CRITTER.-In New 
England and the Western States 
a cow is thus popularly spoken of. 

s of Carl 1'111 Balla 
member amed co 
which] \ ys comi 
-COWG A we 

which constitutes one of the 
plagues of farming in the Southern 
States. -- COW-HIDE or cow
SKIN.-A whip in use amongst 

en and ys. It 
of twist s of ra 
y which it is al 

. --To HIDE.-
castigate with the weapon afore
said.--CowLIcK.-A slang term 
for a peculiar smooth arrangement 
of the hair. 

comes dis pparent t 
sts of the ent will 

s by our m om bing th 
1 nd their ,usling it 
picturesque dishevelment about the temples, 
or indulging the vain ostentation of a cow
LICK, we shall then ponder the matter with 
deliberation.-New York TribuTte, r888. 

OW - PA R (Heraclc! 
).-One tar - fam 
pular Sh edies, wi 
alive and properti 

COW-PEASE. - A bean which 
abounds in a wild state in Texas, 
forming food for man and beast. 
--COW-PONY.-A mustang before 

oken in. V-PUNCH 
rdsman Y (q.v.). 

silk han notted ab 
his neck and with the light bucl{skin gloves 
on his hands there was no mistaking his 
occupadon, he was a cowboy or in 
Western parlance a COW-PUNCHER,-Dctroit 
Fnc Pl'ess, July 21, 1888. 

W TOWN e West t 
entres 0 ock·raisi 
yare so Theodo 

Roosevelt, in Ranch Life 111 the Fay 
TYest, says, "a true cow town is 
worth seeing, such a one as Miles 
City, for instance, especially at the 

the ann ting of t 
ontana iser's Ass 

c Doner 

ciation. Then the whole place is 
full to overflowing, the importance 
of the meeting and the fun of the 

ttendant especi 
orse-rac ng from 
ounding country 
undreds of every 

from the rich stock-owner, worth 
his millions, to the ordinary cowboy 
who works for forty dollars a 
month. It would be impossible to 
magine a pically A 
ssemblab though t 
Iwctys in num 
oreigners y Englis 

or German, yet they have become 
completely Americanized; and on 
the whole it would be difficult to 
gather a finer body of men, in spite 

f their us shorL 
--Cow The cow-
'ery Ion ith a ve 
tock, an only in 

the herd, which is often called THE 
cows.-See ROUND-UP. 

VOTE (Ca s).-See 

As-GRASS ria). -
which fl in Lhe 
sometimes much to the detnment 
of the growing crops. It, however, 
forms, when dry, an excellent 
fodder. 

As-LANTE 'y a sm 
or turnov d, in th 
be called lantern 
appear upon the surface, and depo
nent, knowing nothing, says so. 

A B-SCHO boat of 
build. T ems som 

s to wh b should 
'enclered ; in any 
term is not common. Bartlett 
quotes it in connection wilh an 
extract from the New York TI'ibunc 
in which, during the war, the 
, Relianc ssel belo 
he Poto illJ. was 
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as having captured a crab's schooner 
named the" Monitor." 

CRACK, To.-To utter worthless paper 
money; to forge bank-notes, 
cheques, etc. Possibly an idio-
matic extension of the slang phrase 
to crack, i.e., "to force," and 
"cracksman," a burglar. 

CRACKER.-(I) Crackers in America 
are. what in England usually 
receIve the name of biscuits, 
although in the Northern counties 
the American usage ill part pre
vails. When biscuits are spoken 
of. hot rolls are meant. 

I gave the latter (a professional tramp) 
a piece of tobacco and some CRACKERS and 
S0111e cheese, and he soon went away.
New York SU1l, 1888. 

--(z) In the same way that, in 
firewe,rk displays, the squib of 
English pyrotechnists is replaced 
by a cracker made of a kind of 
fulminating powder, so jC1lX d'esprit, 
or lampoons, instead of being 
spoken of as squibs. are called 
crackeys.--(3) In Carolina and 
Georgia, a poor white; and, in other 
localities, generally a vagabond or 
tramp. 

Black Joe's bear was not really savage, 
nor was he exactly tame either - sorter 
betwixt and between, as a CRACKER once 
expressed it.-DI.'Hver Rep'IIbl£caJt., April, loBS. 

--CRACKER STATE. - Georgia. 
This, one of the most thriving 
States of the Union, and be
yond comparison the most enter
prising and energetic Southern 
State, little deserves the name of 
Cracker State, by which it is 
occasionally designated, from the 
crackers, the lowest and most 
ignorant of its citizens before the 
abolition of slavery. Some have 
thought the nickname arose from 
the peculiar dialect of these people, 
which is almost incomprehensible 
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to report or describe.--CRACKER
BOY.-A boy attendant on machines 
called cyacl~ers, used for pulverizing 
anthracite coal. 

CRACKLINGS.-(I) Also known as 
GOODY BREAD; this is a favorite 
dish with negroes in the Southern 
States. It consists of crackling, 
i.e., the rind of roasted pork, mixed 
with corn-bread.--(z) Pork fat 
roasted or baked until quite crisp. 
This, in New England, is known as 
PORK SCRAPS.--(3) The cinders 
of a wood fire. Southern. 

CRACKLOO. - A tap-room game. A 
crack in the floor is selected, and 
the game consists in pitching coins 
so that, after touching the ceiling, 
they shall descend on or near the 
line selected. 

CRACK ON, To.-A verb synonymous 
with energetic performance; 
promptness; persistence. " To 
crach on all hands," i.e., to employ 
all one's resources. 

CRADLE.-A cradle-shaped machine, 
which is also known as a rocker, 
used in mining for washing out 
gold dust.--To CRADLE.-To per
form the operation of washing out 
gold dUSt.--CRADLE SCYTHE.
An agricultural instrument which 
takes its place as the forerunner 
of the modern reaping-machine. 
By its aid the work of reaping is 
largely expedited. Little used now 
except on small properties.--To 
CRADLE.-To cut grain as afore
said.--CRADLE OF LIBERTY.
Faneuil Hall, in Boston, Mass., one 
of the show places of that city, on 
accou n t of its having been the 
scene of meetings, the purpose of 
which was to rouse the American 
people to throw off the English 
yol,e. 
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CRAMP BARK (Viburnum oPullls).-The 
tree cranberry of the North. The 
fruit is very acid, and is mainly 
used in medicine. 

CRANBERRV-TREE.-See CRAMP BARK. 

C RAN K. - Various meanings are 
associated with this word; but 
generall y it is used to signify an 
unsteady, capricious, eccentric, 
or crotchetty individual. Latterly, 
however, its meaning has been 
enlarged so as to include one who 
manifests a deep enthusiasm in 
any subject or thing; like many other 
expressions which have hi t the popu-
1ar taste it is worked to death. A 
writer in the Florida Times Union 
speaking of the new forcing system 
in the public schools remarks: I 
know perfectly well that I shall 
probably be called an old fogy, if 
not a crank, for persuming to think 
that anything in the past can be 
better than in the present. While 
in speaking of base-ball the New 
York Tribune thinks a good deal 
of ridicule, mostly good-natured, 
is showered upon the base-ball 
crank, as everybody persists in 
calling the man or woman who 
manifests any deep interest in the 
great American game, or who per
sists in interlarding all his converse 
with the peculiar phraseology of 
the sport. The Daily Inter-Ocean 
(February 2, r888), was clearly 
right in dubbing a man "as evi
dently a crank [who] said that 4,000 
dollars was due him by the Govern
ment [that] the president had 
retained for his own use, and 
[that] he intended going to the 
White House with a big bull-dog 
and demanding of the president 
that he settle up accounts." 

CRAPB.-A game of chance played 
with dice, and a great favorite with 
negroes, who carry their supersti-

Crazy 

tions into this as into other matters 
of their everyday life. 

A party of colored deck hands were play
ing CRAPS. One of the party had a bat's 
Ii ver, and he laid it on the deck floor every 
time he picked up the ivories to throw. As 
a result, he won all the money his com
panions had.- St. Louis Globe Democrat, 
r888. 

--CRAP-HOUSE.-A negro gam
bling den, where the game of craps 
is played. 

When arrested he was in the negro 
CRAPHOUSE kept hy Alex. Wells in the alley 
between Sixth and Seventh and Poplar 
and Spruce Streets,- Missouri Republican, 
Feb., r888. ' 

CRAWFlSH.-A turncoat; a backer
out. --Hence TO CRAWFISH, 
equivalent to what is known in 
English politics as "ratting."-
CRAWFISHY.-An adjective used in 
a similar sense. 

After a hard session we landed at 8,30 l?,1l1., 
when I offered to bet Cartmell the dnnks 
that I was dead. He was afraid to bet and 
CRAWFISHED out of the issue by claiming 
that he didn't drink.-San Francisco WeeMy 
Examiacr, March 22, 1888. 

Mrs. Breezy, of Chicago (to daughter)-It 
has occurred to me of late, dear, that 
George is not quite so attentive and devoted 
to you as he was when you first became 
engaged. 

Miss Breezy (nervously)-Oh, mamma, 
you don't thinl{ he intends to CRAWFISH, do 
you I-The Epoch, r8~~. 

The simile is suggestively drawn 
from the mode of locomotion 
peculiar to the shell-fish. To 
crawfish is as general as "to rat"; 
it originated in the West. 

CRAWL THROUGH, To.-To CRAWL 
THROUGH A KNOT HOLE.-To escape 
from a difficult position by "ways 
that are dark and tricks that are 
vain." 

CRAzv.-Synonymous with "mad," 
and never used as in England; 
simply to mean shaky. It must be 
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noticed, however, that even in the 
Old Country, of late years, crazy is 
more often than not used with the 
more serious meaning. 

eRAZY BON E.-The "funny bone" of 
English children. 

CREAM-CITY.-Milwaukee; from the 
color of its bricks. 

CREAMERY.-In the same way that 
Yankee grandiloquence writes up a 
village as a city, or a school as an 
academy, so the old-fashioned 
dairies have been replaced by 
creameries. 
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Madam might have another idea on the 
subject if she but knew that most of these 
flowery-named CREAMERIES had an existence 
only in dark and dingy cellers down town,
New York Herald, July 29. 18t18. 

Desfite the oleo-margarine law the produc
tion 0 choice gilt-edged butter is far below 
the demand, as a larger proportion of 
inferior butter finds its way to market. The 
CRElI.MEH.IES send butter of the most uni
form quality to market, but that from private 
dairies difft)rs greatly.-M is50'/.1l'i R,;pllbiicaJt., 
February 2'h ISBS. 

CREAM SODA.-A favorite drink of 
American women. It is composed 
of ice cream mixed with soda 
water. 

CREASE, To (Transitive verb).-To 
temporarily stun a horse or steer by 
a blow or shot in the neck in order 
to catch him. This practice, which 
is sufficient for the purpose in 
view, is said not to hurt the 
animal much.-See MUSTANG. 

In the early days of the cattle business in 
Texas, from 1857 to 1860, the ranges were 
overrun by bands of wild horses. As a rule 
they were a rough ill-shaped set of beasts, 
and almost un tamable, so lhat few attempts 
were ever made to catch them, it being con
sidered best to shoot them on sight and thus 
get rid of a disturbing influenc.e in onr horse 
het'ds. SOlllctiuws, however, a really tino 
aniwaI would be SCUll, and the ranehmell 
would lry hard lo secure it. Bul the 01'-
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dinary mode of capture, lassoing, could 
seldom be used against wild horses, as 
these beasts were very shy, and even a ~oor 
horse carrying no weight, could outstnp a 
very fine animal with a man on his back. 
In this extremity the Texans used to re
sort to a means of capturing the horses, 
which is, I believe, exclusively American. 
It was discovered, I do not know how, that 
a blow upon a particular sinew in a hors.e's 
neck, located Just above where the spme 
joins the skull, would paralyze the anlmal 
temporarily without doing it any permanent 
injury. In those days the Texans were 
nearly without except lOll fine shots l and at 
short range could send a rifle ball with 
phenomenal accuracy. The horses coul.d 
not be approached except on foot, and It 
was impossible to catch them on horseback. 
But, not to be overcome by any such difficul
ties, the cowboys discovered a way to 
capture them. Taking his rifle a hunter 
would crawl through the thick chaparral until 
within fifty or sixty yards. Then, taking 
careful aim, he would send a bullet through 
the top of the neck so as to strike the sinew. 
When this was prop~rly d~:me the horse :vo~ld 
fall as if struck by hghtnmg and remaln In
sensible for ten or fifteen minutes, recovering 
completely in an hour or two, with no worse 
injury than a slight wound in the back of 
the neck that soon healed. Of course many 
bullets went astray and hundreds of 
horses were killed, but a good shot would 
secure about one horse in three that he 
attempted to CREASE, as this mode of capture 
was called. The large calibre rifles COIU

manly in use were not adapted to this pecu
liar mode of hunting, as if they touched the 
sinew they were sure to break it, and the 
wounds the 44 or 52 calibre balls inflicted 
werc too severe. The weapon universally 
employed in CREASING mustangs was the old 
Hawkins rifle, which carried a bullet not 
much larger than a pea, had a set trigger, and 
required but a small charge of powder. 
These weapons were wonderfully accurate 
up to roo yards, but inflicted a triflmg wound, 
and the bullet was likely to take a course 
through soft flesh around any hard object, 
instead of tearing through it, as a larger ball 
propelled by a heavier charge of powder would 
do. Hundreds of mustangs used to be CREASED 
every year, and this practice was kept up 
until the herds had entirely disappeared.-
J. T. Hill ill St. Louis Post Dispatch. 

They approached within about two 
hundred yards of a dozen buffaloes, and 
all hands stopped l with the exception of 
Vic, who crawled on hands and knees 
within one hundred yards, and, selecting 
a fine fat cow, took careful aim and accom
plished what was intended-that is shot 
her through the muscles of the neck and 
lmocked her down, a feat that is called 
CREASING .-lJ illillgs (M. T.) Gazelle, February, 
1888. 
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CREATION.-BEATS ALL CREATION.
Overpowering; incomparable. A 
general idiom used throughout the 
States, but probably in the first 
instance of 'Western origin. 

'Nayburs,' said Joe after a painful pause, 
I if I've mistook then I've mistook. I 
reckon you know better nor me, an' I'm 
willin' to take advice. BEATS ALL CREA
TION how I mistook, but I shan't go agin 
yer words.'-Detroit Free Press, August, 1888. 

CREATURE and CRITTER are used collo
quially with very finely-drawn 
shades of meaning. 

[De Vcre says] This word is frequently 
used in the South for an animal, especially a 
horse. Its more common form is CRITTER, 
w!th a nice distinction between the two, when 
appJied to men, as explained by General 
Squash of Connecticut, in the Gouty 
Philosopher: The word CREATURE, said the 
General, implies a certain amount of good
ness, beauty; and respect, and love, as when 
we talk 01 God's CREATUR.ES i whereas 
CRITTER is always associated with some 
idea of inferiority in the person so desig
nated, and of good or even ill-natured con
tempt on the part of tbe speaker. Thus 
when 1 tell you that Mrs. or Miss A-- is 
a CREATURr;;, you'll learn, if you do not inter
rupt me, that I consider her lovely either in 
mll1d or person or both. But were I to call her 
a CRITTER, and no more, you'd bejustified in 
believing that, in my opinion, she was either 
a slut, a scold, a scandalmonger, a foolh or 
a flirt, and that I had no respect for er. 
If I said to you in the street: 'Look at that 
lovely CREATURE I' it would probably be to 

~~r:~t\lulu:hi~1t.en~~Itli/~ s~i~7~ r~:a~t ~ha~ 
pretty CRITTER I ' the words might apply to a 
pet-poodle or a 12rancing horse. Ours 
IS a great country, Slf, a very great country, 
but it swarms with CRITTERS, as you'll 
see if you tULVcl much among us and open 
your eyes as you go. They are the unwhole
some growth of our over-ripe civilization 
and of our too much liberty. 

P. H. Gosse gives a ludicrous 
account of the nice distinction 
which Americans, with all their 
apparent looseness of language, 
know how to apply, when it 
seems necessary. 

I inadvertently spolw of it(a 'possum) as a 
singular CREATURE, but CIU.;ATURE or rather 
CRITTER is much too honorable a term for 
such an anilllal, being appropriated to cattle. 

Creole 

A 'possum, sir, is not a CRITTER but a vaf
mint.-Lelters from Alabama, p. 234. 

CRE'OIT MOBILIER. - The name by 
which "The Pennsylvania Fiscal 
Agency" was popularly known. 
This corporation was, in brief, a 
construction company for the 
Union Pacific Railroad. Banks 
of Credit M obilier in France are 
designed to aid all industrial enter
prises, hence the adoption of the 
phrase in the present case. The 
scandal with which it is connected 
occurred d uri n g the forty-second 
Congress, and several members of 
the House were charged with 
having been improperly influenced 
by representatives of the company. 
Except in the cases of two (both of 
whom died within three months 
after the vote of censure was passed 
upon them), the charges were not 
sustained by the House. 

CREEK.-Throughout the American 
continent and the 'West Indies, a 
small stream. In New England, a 
creek is a brook; and elsewhere a 
run or branch are used synony
mously.--CREEK - BOTTOM. -Sec 
BOTTOM LANDS. 

CREEP.-In Pennsylvania a stool. 
" Creepie" or "creepy" is quoted 
by Jamieson, in his Scottish 
Dictionary, as a low stool. 

CREEPER.-In New England, a shallow 
frying-pan. 

CREEPV.-A Pennsylvanian name for 
a speckled kind of fowl. 

CREOLE.-This word, both as a noun 
and adjective is, in England, 
generally applied to one in whose 
veins flows, wholly or partially, 
negro blood. This is an error. 
In the Southern States and the 
West Indies it simply m8ans of 
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native birth; thus, in Demerara, 
a child born in the colony, 
whether of white or black parents, 
would be a creole, the term being 
also applied to horses, cattle, and 
sheep. A marked exception pre
vails, however, in the Southern 
States, in that creole is never 
applied by residents to negroes, or 
to any person who has, in the 
least degree, a touch of the "tar 
brush." In Louisiana, and more 
particularly New Orleans, a c1'cole 
is a na ti ve of French descent. 
Creole is from the Spanish criollo 
which originally meant nothing 
more than a child born in the 
West Indies, or on American soil. 
--Hence CREOLE FRENCH, a dia
lect or patois now rapidly passing 
into disuse. 

In the City of the Crescent, by red Missis
sippi's waves, 

Walk's the haughty CREOLE lady with her 
daughters and her slaves.-Ballad of 
Crescent City, Harper's TVeekly. 

--CREOLE STATE. - Louisiana. 
So called from the greater 
number of the inhabitants being 
descended from French and 
Spanish settlers. 

CREOSOTE PLANT (Larrea mexicana).
This plant, which is noxious to 
animals, on account of its highly 
odorous and resinous exhalation, 
covers vast districts in the sandy 
parts of California, and extends 
eastwards as far as Arkansas. 

CRESCENT cITv.-New Orleans. Origi
nally so called because built in the 
form of a crescent on a bend of the 
Mississippi River. This descrip
tion no longer applies on account 
of large extensions. New Orleans 
is the metropolis of the South. 

New Orleans has laid back, satisfied that 
with its unequalled advantages, trade and 
business would naturally come here with
out any bidding. They have not come, and 

Crook 

we have seen business diverted to other 
places, with not one-half the advantag~s of 
the CRESCENT CITY.-New Orleans T'J,l1'tes 
Democrat, Feb. 7, r8S8. 

--CRESCENT CITY OF THE WEST. 
-Galena in Illinois has perhaps a 
better title to the sobriquet of the 
Crescent City from its shape, than now 
has New Orleans, its older rival in 
that respect. 

CREVASSE.-From the French ctever, 
to burst. Specially used along the 
Mississippi to denote a breach in 
its embankments. When the great 
river thus breaks its bounds, the 
swift-flowing current causes great 
destruction for miles round. 

CRIMSON.-To MAKE THINGS LOOK 
CRIMSON.-This is a variant of 
PAINTING THE TOWN RED (q.v.), i.e., 
indulging in a drunken frolic. 

CRISPSE and CRI psv.-Crisp; crispy. 
A vulgarism formed on the same 
lines as " wopse" for wasp. 

CRITTER.-See CREATURE. 

CROAKER.-A fish found principally 
in the waters of the Gulf of Mexico. 
So named from the peculiar sound 
emitted by it when taken from its 
element. 

CROKER.-A species of water-fowl 
found in Virginia. 

CRONKER.-A wild goose. 

After a half-hour's wait, a flock of the 
wild CRONKERS, numbering several thousand, 
flew down near the spot and began de
VOUrillg the corn. Jimmy got his knife and 
club ready and rose up with loud cries. 
The geese rose tOQ,-Portland Tral1script, 
I8~~. 

C ROO K.-A thief; swindler; one 
whose ways society regards as " not 
straight. " 



roo -s k 

Strange as the statement may seem, the 
f th pu kno othi rk 0 real 

cl CR , an e p e t selv 
know very little more. The explanation of 
this ignorance is a very simple one. A 
CR w m ds a exp is 
se dora Roor Oran our , Apr 
16, 1887. 

-C OKE 
every md. 

ss. as y 

I What . you t 'ng t et 0 f me ~ , 
I I go to that nigh u a 
b . lodg to b n WI I may deci e 
to do more, but that will depend pI etty 
much on ourself' I Nothing CR 0 'ED, . 
it sked oth susp usly ecan 
I an pp rtun y to g to th wdus 
game with a most accomplished swindler/
Detroit Fl'U Press November 3. 1888 

CR T EL V 
LITTLE FINGER.-A slang term for 

ink" 

CROOKED - STICK. - A cantankerous, 
oss- ine nd p ers rso 

So as I amt a CROOKED-STICK, Just like, 
like old-(I swow, 
n't k as now nam I'll 
ack y pI 

-Big/ow Papers. 

COKE HIS itly still 
whiskey upon which no eXCIse has 
been paid. 

e U d SsM lall, 0 w 
lookIng for CROOKED WHISKEY I was on hiS 
way to arrest the whole bilin' of [them) 
f reas Ie eedi -Pe 11m, 

y. 

CROOK - NECK. - A New Engla d 
,UA 

p.-A nou and rb. In th 
uco dia of e ns 

ear mark, or to make a mark by 
cuttin the ear -See BRAND 

CROPPER.-A farmer on commission, 
the co ider f n b . g P ·d eith 

m ey kin ofte t t 
latter, and calculated by the 
proprietor on the basis of the cr 

rod d. 

ss 

CR PIE. 10 na for spe 
s 0 een ss d i ak 

Minnetonka, near which are the 
Minneh ha, Lau ng ater 

s, i art a d b on low 

C PI N In glan the res 
roa ~ e s~ an 

Southern meaning of this word is 
" 0 so "; or Ian and· th 

alit 1am hO\ er, i use 
to signify giving special attention to 

ki cl f e 

CROSS.- To SHAKE THE CROSS.-
iev rgo To t st ng. 

The day my time was up, you told me ifi 
would SHAKE THE CROSS and live on the 
sq e fo ree Ibs, woul e th 
b ob ver e in y Ii Mal 
Twai,,'s Llfe Olt the MississiPPi, p. 459. 

-C s
Istie sang. 

counter. 

Toe D. Pug 
Defeated in an en-

n L ulliv de wa allin 
enough to our national pride, but we of 
St. Louis have a deeper humiliation to bear 
in e in iOils corn "e 0 apti 
R by lodis itzie The g wa 
formed at Kennett, in this State, and it was 
a fight to a finish. They say Ditzier CROSS-
n OCR Ray atev at m mea 
o e th rou and dec d th 
wmner. The Chnsiw./t A dvocaic says the 
result was a great victory for the Gospel. 
I as a ppi 1atcl etwE.. Eol 
a N ep ,or wee etbo win 
and Baptist water, and crwss-BuTTOCKSING, 
we suppose, meant torning the old Baptist 
t otto pwa - rv 'Il v ltma 
A 8, I 

--CROSS-FOX (Vltlpes flllvlIs).-A 
eed fa etw th ilve 
ay 1"e hob n \ etie, 

usually with a black cross marked 
on ba T skin hie 
e e edin ra, com nd 

high} price. -- CROSS-TIMBER.-
e' e tw re <ab 
ets bou wen mil wid 

and several hundred miles long, 
hich xte d in ther 
·eel be en I;R . an 



Crotchical 

Trinity River, and are covered 
with lofty trees in such singularly 
regular lines and cross lines, that 
they suggest irresistibly the idea 
of having been planted at some 
remote time by the hand of man. 
TIMBER (q.v.) is a Western phrase 
for forest. The wood of the CI'OSS

timbers is mainly POST-OAK and 
BLACK-] ACK, and the whole tract of 
country covered by it is passable 
for wagons. --CROSS-VINES.-A 
trailing plant, the stem of which, 
when stripped of its bark, divides, 
as if split cross-wise into quarters. 

CROTCHICAL. - A New Englandism 
equivalent to whimsical; having 
peculiar fancies; CROTCHETY. 

CRow.-To EAT BOILED CRoW.-A 
newspaper editor who is obliged 
by his "party" or other outside 
influences, to advocate "prin
ciples" different from those which 
he supported a short time before 
is said to "eat boiled crow." 
Originally the phrase was simply 
TO EAT CROW, and the following 
account is that currently accepted 
as to its derivation. 

During the unpleasantness between the 
States and England there were located on 
the opposite sides of the Niagara river a 
British and an American fort, and during an 
armi.stice the soldiers of both garrisons were 
accustomed to go hunting. Among the 
American troops was one long, lank, stutter
ing specimen of the genus Yankee, who 
would persist, in spite of orders to the con
trary, in going across the river Oil his hunting 
expeditions. One day when on the Canada 
side he had had poor luck and got nothing, 
but resolved not to go back entirely empty 
handed, While passing through the grounds 
of an English gentleman, he spied a CROW, 
and, blazing away, brought it down. The 
Englishman had witnessed the shot and 
resolved to punish the offender for poaching 
on his private grounds. As the Yankee was 
loading his gun he approached, and, com
plimenting him on his good shot, asked 
to look at his gun. The unsuspecting 
Yankee handed it to him, and the Briton, 
bringing the gnn to bis shoulder and cover~ 
ing the Yankee abused him for trespassing 

Cro'wd 

on his grounds, and ordered him, on pain of 
death, to take a bite out of the CROW. The 
soldier begged and pleaded, but to no avail. 
The Englishman had the drop on him, so he 
finally bit a piece from the breast of the 
CROW, The Englishman, after warning him 
to keep off his premises in the future, handed 
him back his gun and bade him clear out. 
No sooner was his rifle returned than he 
covered the Briton and ordered him to finish 
the CROW. Then it was the Englishman's turn 
to beg off, but the Yankee was firm, and the 
Englishman, with manr a wry face, did suc
ceed in downing severa bites of the unsavory 
bird. His wounded honor being appeased, the 
Yanl<ee betook himself back to the fort. 
The Englishman the next day went to the 
American commander and told his version 
of the affair, and demanded that the culprit 

~:e ~~~~~~~~ o~~~~ k~~~ ~h~~r~h~o~ff~~d~~ 
mllst have been the stuttering soldier, and 
ordered him to be brought before them. 
\\'hen he came in the captain asked him if 
he had ever seen the gentleman before. 
The Yankee shifted uneasily from one foot 
to the other, and, after several attempts, 
finally answered that he had. 'When and 
under what circumstances? I asked the 
officer. 'I d--dined with him y-y-yesterday, 
captin,' stuttered the soldier. The story 
goes that his wit saved the soldier from 
punishment.-Af/anta COl/stitution, 1888. 

CROWD.-I DON'T BELONG TO THAT 
CROWD, -i.e., I don't belong to that 
set. Colloquially crowd is used in 
America to denote a company or 
even a single person; e.g., "he's a 
bad crowd generally." Originating 
in the South and ,Nest, its use has 
spread all over the Union, and is 
now frequently heard in England. 
--Also TO CROWD, to squeeze in ; 
to push; or even simply to pass in 
without abnormal exertion. The 
New York Mercwy of July 21, 1888, 
gives rather an amusing instance of 
the peculiar use of this word. It 
seems that a colored Baptist congre
gation in Minnesota was out on the 
border of a conveniently located 
lake, attcnding the immersion of 
young converts gathcred in at a 
recent revival. Among the candi
dates for the rite was a strapping 
great mulatto woman, whose ample 
proportions were enhanced by a 
bustle, itself of no mean dim en-

24 



we 

sions. When he nt' th 
ter mi er f d t ust 

a stumbling block to his holy work. 
It acted as a buoy for the cand' 

te, atin her w th 
mmister attempted to put her 
under the water. After he had 

peri nted va thr tim 
wIth the candIdate, each tIme be
ing defeated in his purpose by the 

stle e a he ky thre 
on the shore yelle out: Crowd 
dat ar bustle under the water, 

rso e1'O it er. 's 
cke t th g you ve got a dea 

with." 

llips I it i id, b in t abit 
getting very heavy with liquor and then 
CROWDING in to his wife's room at unreason-
a Ollr he n .-j} Iffi Mica 
F uary ,888 

C WER A P ish he m f 
ocl T is t t on y 

instance in which certain sections 
Am can II f th yin 

n a uea hne into e fi 
of indelicate suggestiveness. 

CRUEL.-Very, exceedmgly. An old 
friend with a new face, and not an 

mer nism ve surv I. 
\ as u d by epys m hIS Diary 
-"cruel angry," "cruel mad." It 
. to fea th hes ten 

yes ag cre p ng i fay 
in England. 

CRUISE.-To GO ON A CRUISE.-To 
go on an expedition, whether im-

rta rot wis yen aki 
a walk own e nex s reet. New 
Englandism, and obviously derived 

am -far life 

CRULLER.-A twisted cake made of 
ur su an ried lar 

From the Dutch krulier, a curler; 
the term has, in New York, been 

nde dow s c r. rth 

6 lly 

th,' Mar nd, 
T an FOSS CK 

ler, 
syn 

GH 
ms 

C M M A ica sla fa 
ely, pre y, a pump, full

figured girl is, in England, also 
crib as nmy 

CRUSH HAT.-Whereasin England the 
laps a ha are y s 

ca led, m Amenca any soft head
gear receives this name. 

CRY, To.-To be cried in church is a 
New Englandism which corres-

ds he lie n of nns 
or the English provmcial "ask
ings" or "callings." Now almost 

ole but rme qu offi. 
clal, since the laws of Connecticut 
provided that persons "shall be 

d t e ti in urch for 
y c be m rried. 

C MaE REE agn acu ata) 
-So called from the resemblance 
of its fruit in its early stages to 

all mbel Th ken doe 
not contmue, the frUIt turmng to a 
bright red. 

CUDDv.-See BURRO. 

C EED A sics eve stin 
plant (Gnaphalium). 

C v or UFFEY.-A generic name 
for a negro; akin to "Sambo," 

Qua ." T ght be 
ru p n a he glis lang 

'I cove." 

CULLV.-A companion. In Old 
English slang" cull" had the same 

nifi on- man wo n ; 
partner. 

Wat's h eu I-N YOI' 

M I'Y,' 



CUlmer 

CUNNER.-A univalve found in New 
England waters. Genus Patella, 

CUNNING.-A feminine Americanism, 
used when speaking of anything 
that is interesting or pretty. One's 
hand may have cunning, but a 
Cltnning foot would, in some cases, 
awaken stirring memories. Ameri
can ladies, however, would simply 
mean that the pedal extremity was 
small, shapely, pretty, or taking. 
Mr. R. A. Proctor amusingly 
comments upon this word, that, on 
hearing in America that twins had 
been born to him in England, a 
lady" comforted him" by saying 
that twins are always so CUll II ing. 

As a child, she had been called CUNNING 
in the popular American use of the word 
when applied to children; that is to say, 
piquantly interesting; and this character
Istic of quaint piquancy of appearance she 
retained, now that she was a young woman 
of eighteen.-Centuyy Ai agazine, r888. 

CUNNUCK.-See CANACK. 

cURlous.-Particularly fine; excel
lent; nice. Only an Americanism 
by survival, a fact which both 
Bartlett and Proctor omit. It was 
once in very frequent use by old 
English writers. 

CURLED MAPLE.-A species of maple, 
the wood of which is peculiarly 
adapted for cabinet work. 

CURLEYCUES.-Sec CARLICUES. 

CURTISANS (Cant).- Broken down 
lawyers; the SHYSTERS (q.v.) of the 
Tombs. 

CURTITUDE.-" Skirts of convenient 
curtittuie," i.e., shortness, from 
"curt," short. A vulgarism. 

CUSPIDOR.-A spittoon. From the 
Spanish escufidor. 

Cuss 

Cuss. CUSSED. CUSSEDN Ess.-Author
ities differ as to whether cuss is 
derived from a mis-pronunciation 
of "curse," or whether it is an 
abbreviation of "customer." At 
any rate it is used in both ways, 
the latter primarily involving the 
idea of meanness and worthlessness. 
It is, however, by no means con
fined to a shade or two of meaning. 
Mischievousness seems implied in 
the following :-

A more mischievous boy never came 
under my observation. Pure CUSSEDNESS 
was spread out all over him. I was a bad 
boy myself; my son was worse than I was i but 
that boyof his beat all creation. rm a dea
coo, and never believed in total depravity 
but I believe in it now. He must hav~ 
been beyond redemption before he was born. 
-Detro,t Free Press, August, r886. 

In Hay's Song of the Prairie Bell 
it conveys the idea of resolution 
and courage. 

Through the hot, black breath of the bumin' 
boat 

Jim Bludsoe's voice was heard, 
And they all had trust in his CUSSEDNESS 

And knowed he would keep his word. ' 
-Colonel Jolm Hay. 

It is to be noted that the Coventry 
Plays employ cursydnesse in the 
sense of sheer wickedness and 
malignity. -~ CUSS-WORDS. -
Oaths. A story is told of a lady 
who, too squeamish to give utter
ance to her thoughts, compounded 
with her conscience by keeping 
what she called a CUSS-BOOI(. 

Wl~enever anything, particularly exas
pcratmg occurs she seIzes her CUSS-BOOK 
sits down and scribbles all the darns and 
other imprecations she can remember, to the 
extent of several pages, After that she feels 
better.-Ch£cago Da£ly hl.tcy·Ocean, 1888. 

We had a call the other day from Major 
George Devine, a latc arrival from the East 
who is here to look after his mining 
interests. The Major had on the first reaL 
hUed shirt we have seen in six months. 
His boots were also blacl<cd. He sat for 
two hours and never asked us for a chew of 
tobac~o, ,a drink of whiskey, or a free puff. 
He dldn t have a gun strapped to his back 
and he didn't use cU~S·WORDS,-Detl'oa Fn:; 
Press, Sep, IS, It)tit\. 



Cztstard Apple 

--Cuss HIS (YOUR, etc.) PICTURE! 
-A Western oath. 

I Would you have the least mite of an idf'a, 
boys/ said Hoss, I that this creature of a 
faction wants to have every man's rifle 
stamped with the State arms, and then made 
pay a license to the State before he can get 
a bonus for wolf scalps? I want to know 
what in yearth this Mississippi country's 
comin' to when such fellars finds favor With 
the people-what do you think of him, 
boys? ' 

'Why, cuss HIS PICTURE l' was the 
general response from the bar hun ters.
Slick's A merica"s at Home, p. 18. 
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CUSTARD ApPLE (Annona sql'amosa).
A \Vest Indian fruit; also called the 
SWEET-SOP and SUGAR APPLE. 

CUSTODIZE, To.-A new form. A 
thief is clls/adized when captured by 
the police authorities. 

CUSTOM - MADE CLOTHING. - Clothing 
made to measure. 

lYIr. Bond abominated CUSTOM-MADE 
CLOTHING, and hence, although his suits 
were good enough in material, they fitted 
him as leaves fit a cabbage. He put com
fort before style, and independence before 
tailors' plates. In fact, Mr. Bond was a trifle 
eccentric without being in the least Qutre.
Chicago [nter~Oc(.'{m, 1888. 

CUT.-To CUT enters into many com
binations, in some of which frolic
someness runs down the gamut 
from simple mirth to thorough
going rowdyism. "To cut capers" ; 
" to cut shines" ; .. to cut didoes" ; 
and other similarly characteristic 
phrases, each and all convey the 
idea of boisterous fun with or with
out wine and women. In TO CUT 
DIRT (see DIRT) we get a slight 
variation, but it still enshrines the 
same idea of energy, which, how
ever, is not misapplied to such an 
extreme degree. Another shade 
of meaning is expressed in TO 
CUT A SWATHE (see SWATHE), TO 
CUT A SPLURGE (see SPLURGE), 
both being used to indicate swagger-

Cttt 

ing pomposity in gait or dress, 
while to CUT ONE'S STICK (q.v.) 
has been very materially en
larged in the scope of its meaning. 
--CUT, a reduction, e.g., a cut in 
freight rates for grain. 

The Burlington and Quincy Road has 
made a five cent CUT to Des Moines and 
other equally distant Iowa points on first
class freights, and a corresponding reduc
tion on second and third-class.-N ew York 
Evming Post, Feb. 24, 1888. 

Or, as when speaking of the com
petition in providing popular enter
tainment, the Boslon Journal says :-

Three hours of solid fun that anybody can 
understand, together with thirty or forty 
songs and a play, are very rarely offered in 
this city for twenty-five cents, and it cer
tainly seems to me to usher in an era of 
prosperity and &"ood feeling among the plain 
people who enJoy a spectacular, musical, 
and dramatic season at CUT rates. 

--To CUT oUT.-A Western 
plainsman's term for separating a 
particular animal from the rest of 
the herd. 

When looking through the herd, it is 
necessary to move slowly; and when any 
animal is found it is taken to the outskirts at 
a walk, so as not to alarm the olhers. Once 
at the outside, however, the cowboy has to 
ride like lightning; for as soon as the beast 
he is after finds itself separated from its 
companions it endeavors to break back 
among them, and a young) range-raised steer 
or heifer runs like a deer. In CUTTING OUT 
a cow and a calf two men have to work 
together. As the animals of a brand are CUT 
OUT they are received and held apart by 
some rider detailed for the purpose, who is 
said to be HOLDING THE cUT.-Cenfury 
11'[ agazinc, 1888. 

--To CUT ROUND.-To make a 
display.--To CUT UNDER.-To 
undersell in price.--To CUT UP. 
-To rudely break in upon con
versation; to act in a boisterous 
manner. To be Cltt up about 
anything in the sense of being 
put to mental pain or anguish is 
well known as an English collo
quialism.--CUT IT FAT I-Over
done flattery is called" Cutting it 



Cute 

fat."--CuT OFF.-A new chan
nel formed by swift-flowing rivers, 
especially in the case of the Mis
sissippi.--CuT-THROAT GAMES.
Games of chance which readily 
lend themselves to dishonest play, 
the distinctive name arising from 
the frequency with which fatal 
quarrels result amongst the wild 
and lawless characters who largely 
participate in them. 

Promontory [ancea tent-town on the Union 
al)d Central Paci.fic Railway] was for that 
season the transfer pain t between the Union 
and Central Pacific; and was composed 
about equally of hotels, saloons, and gam
bling tents, with a few stores and shops. 
There flourished every form of CUT-THROAT 

gambling known-three-card monte, ten-die, 
the strap game, chuckaluck, and the patent 
lock game. Occasionally legitimate gambling
like faro or keno was established, but CUT
THROAT GA~JES were the fule.-J. H. Beadle's 
Western Wllds, p. I04. 

--JUMPING THE CUT.-SO to ma
nipulate cards when cutting that 
the result is to give the one cutting 
an unfair advantage-in short, 
jumping the cut is to cheat at cards. 

If he lets the light of day strike his opera-
tions he is 110 more a first rate crook than a 
card sharper, who is detected, can really be 
called a good hand at JUMPING THE GUT.
Orasegc Journal, April 16, I887. 

--CUT GRASS (Lee1'Sia OIyzoidcs).
A name given in tribute to the 
sharp edges of the leaves of this 
plant. 

CUTE. - An abbreviated form of 
" acute"; sharp; keen. This is a 
much debated word. Though pro
vincial in England, it has attained 
a special prominence by reason of 
its application in describing the 
typical Yankee. Hawthorne's par
ticularly 'cute Yankee child, who 
left his home and native parish at 
the age of fifteen months, because 
he was gi ven to umlcrstand that 
his parents intended to call him 
Caleb! will readily occur to mind 
in this connection. 

r8g Cypress 

Ain't it CUTE to see a Yankee 
Take secb everlastin' pains, 

All to get the Devil's thankee 
Helpin' on 'em weld their chains? 

-Biglow Papers. 

There is little doubt that the more 
frequent use of cu te in England is 
mainly attributable to this associa
tion and not to an extension of native 
provincial usage. The word is 
largely colloquial in the States. 
Cute is also employed with the 
same meaning as CUNNING, in the 
sense of pleasing, quaintly pretty, 
or amusingly odd.--So also 
CUTENESS; keenness. 

CUTTER.-A sleigh, very lightly built, 
and drawn by one horse. 

CUTTOES_-A corruption of couteaux
knives. A word which still sur
vh-es in the New England States 
for a large knife. 

CVMBLIN.-A variety of SQUASH. 

CYPRESS (TaxodiulII disticha).-A tree 
found in the Southern States which, 
however, is quite distinct from the 
European variety. It is described 
by C. H. Gosse as a tree of noble 
stature, being occasionally seen 120 

feet in height. It is very valuable 
for the durability of its timber, 
and hence is much in request for 
building. Its root generally swells 
in a great cone or beehive-shaped 
protuberance, several yards in cir
cumference, from the summit of 
which the tree springs.--CYPRESS 
BRAKE, or SWAMP. - Low -lying 
swampy ground in which fallen 
cypresses abound. 

Before him, as he turned away from the 
water, a small gray railway platform and 
~rame station h011se, drowsing on long legs 
tn the mud and \vater, were still veiled in 
the translucent shade of the deep CYPRESS 
SW AMP whose long moss drapings almost 
overhung them on the side next the brightcn~ 
ing dawn.-CmIIlYY Magazille, 1~8t'. 



t11 ADBINGEO.-ThIS, with 
- ~ ;: other expressions I very similar in type, 
~ belongs to a class 
r. of half-v . as-

phemies m-
~. " mon thr the 

Union, b by 
those who, fearful of commlttmg an 
open profanity, sugar-coat their 
oaths and thus think to cheat the 
devil. Some one has said that 
such s ms are b ip-
ping t round t p," 
by per 0 desire the 
sweets kedness to 
escape the penalty. The prefix 
" dad" is probably a variation of 
" dod" (Query a corruption of 
"God "), both of which with 
" dog nto comb ith 
"blam fetched,' d," 
" gone ," etc., AD-
BLAM GASTED, ED, 
(q.v.). 

'Why, Mars Torn, I doan want no rats. 
Dey's de DAD~BLAMEDEST cretufS to 'sturb 
a body, en rustIc roun' over lim en bite his 
feet, whc n' to slee sce. 
No, sah. ventures 0 erry 
Filtlt, p. 3 

--DADFETCH, DADFETCHED.-An 
oath akin to DADBINGED (q.v.). 

He as soon chop a chile in two as a cat. 
DJ.y's plenty mo. A chile cr two mo 'er 
less, warn ckcns to S DAD~ 
FETCH hil dVClltllJ'CS crry 
FiltH, p. I 

I vVhat juan?' as Jor. 
'What jury?' 'Yes what jury? Gran or 
traverse jury?' j Grand or travis jury? 
DADFJ:.:TCHEO if I know,' 

--So also DADGUM. 

He was crawling along, two-thirds of the 
way home, when his mule shied, with a great 
splash, and nearly reared off the roadway. 
, D I' cried J .. y,' whut-
by s a human -Scribner' 
Ma 87. 

SN ATCHE adsnatche 
If you c:tn." A clrcumlocutory 
oath, akin to DADBINGED. 

I doan k'yer what the widder says, he 
warn't no wise man, neither. He had some 
er ATCHEDES ever see.-
Th 'es of H"c~ "", p. IZr. 

DA A fallen tree. A 

o 

rarely heard provincialism in Eng
land, but colloquial in the States 
especially New England. 

- Collo 
. Grund 
from sl 

nd birth. 

quivalen 
so far a 

ulation 0 

An Eastern man commending the services 
of a young Philadelphian to a Chicago 
tradesman, said: . He comes of a very good 
~~mill; his ~~a1~:~t,h~r was a di~tin~~~h~d 
CI That's of Ilt with u 
T DADDY ISM n any par 
of d States. e himself? 

d, in, 11 a1' aI', Augus 

DAGOS.-A name first given to people 
of Spanish parentage born in 

a, but 11 ied, with 
nction, t h, Italian 
ese, and of Sout 
n nation 

The shrimps .... are caught by DAGOS 
with their seines, who frequently will, with 
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one haul, bring in enough to fill their lugger, 
a flat-bottomed boat with a square sail.-The 
A 111erican, July 18, 1888. 

DAISV.-When a man or thing is 
called a daisy, the meaning is that 
he or it is first-rate of the kind. 
Thus, a dog, drunkard, or divine 
may each be called a daisy if only 
they come up to the required stan
dard of excellence. Also equiva
lent to DANDY. 

When fistic exhibitions have these char
acteristics they are highly manly and 
intensely interesting. While John L. is 
unquestIOnably the peerless, lack Dempsey 
is beyond compare a pugi istic DAISY.
Denver Republican, 1888. 

Our patent spring bed bas been remodelled. 
The one for two in a bed is so arranged that 
the part the wife lies on can be set by the 
husband unknown to the former, and it 
springs her out of bed and stands her up on 
the floor at any hour for which it is set. It 
then remains turned up on one edge so she 
can't get back again, at least on her side of 
the bed, and she won't come back on his side, 
for she's too allfired mad to come near him. 
So the result is that she is compelled to dress 
and go downstairs to see to breakfast, and 
the old man will get a rest. Oh, it's a DAISY I 
·-Hyde Park Journal, Mass., 1888. 

DAMAGE. - WHAT'S THE DAMAGE?
What is there to pay? Quite as 
common now in England as in the 
States. Also WHAT'S THE SWINDLE? 
--DAMAGED.-A man when in
toxicated may well be said to be 
damaged. A simile of little wit 
but much point. 

DAMNASTV OATH.-An irreverent cor
ruption of AMNESTY OATH (q.!!.), or 
IRONCLAD OATH, as it was otherwise 
called, exacted from Southerners 
after the Civil War. 

DAMSON PlUM.-Also called the STAR
APPLE (q.v.). West Indian. 

DANCE HOUSE.- A dancing saloon. 
The" public buildings" of Western 
towns consist mainly of dance ilouses 
drinking saloons, and faro banks: 

Dandy 

with their inseparable adjuncts of 
gun shops and a shooting gallery. 

DAN DE R.-To GET ONE'S DANDER 
UP; TO GET ONE'S DANDER RAISED. 
-To work oneself into a passion; 
to get augry. Possibly an English 
provincialism. It may be re
marked in this connection that 
Brewer in Phrase and Fable quotes 
dander as a corruption of "damned 
anger," the" damned" being em
ployed as an oath. He further 
remarks that Halliwell gives, in his 
Arcilaic Dictionary, both dalldcJ' 
(anger) and dandy (distracted) the 
former common to several English 
counties, and the latter peculiar to 
Somersetshire. 

Wut'll make ye act like freemen? 
Wut'll GIT YOUR DANDER RIZ? 
-J. Russell Low(I/'s Biglow Papers. 

He was as spunky as thunder, and when 
a Quaker GETS HIS DANDER UP, it's like a 
North-wester. - AI ajor Jack Downing's 
Ltftfl's, p. 75. 

DAN DIFI ED.-Dandyish; foppish. 

DANDv.-Something out of the com
mon; first-class. 

Dr. H. Conner has invested in a fine piece 
of horseflesh. The animal was purchased in 
Oshkosh, and has a record of 2'37. It is 
said to be a DANDY.-Sllper£or Inle1'-Ocean, 
1888. 

A shoeblack suggested to me that my 
boots were badly in need of a shine. In 
fact he hinted that the condition of my 
footgear was in a state of dimness and 
dinginess unbefitting a gentleman of my 
standing, so I bade him go to work and 
shine 'em up. As I placed my boot on the box, 
I noticed the end. was inh-ud \vith coppers 
and I picked it up to examine it. j .My bo~ 
ain't no good mister, but I know a feller 
over dere d .. H's got de DANDY one. It's got 
a \yholc lot of five dollar gold pieces in it,' 
saId the arab. I bribed him to guide me to 
the haunt of de feller what's got de DANDY. 
-St. Louis Glob" Democrat,] alluary 21, 1888. 

j I'm a terror from Philadelphia and I can 
lick any man in the world. I'm a DANDY 
from away bad<; the further back they 
come the DANDIER they are, and I come 
from the furthest back,' spoke a rough-
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looldng specimen of humanity as he threw 
of1 his coat and vest and danced a can-can 
on Exchange Place in Jersey City last night. 
-lvl issolty-j Republica-tt, February 2, r888. 

Ollicer Finley, who had wielded the club, 
stepped modestly forward and was IOust 
about to inform the specimen that he 1ad 
done the work, when he was caught under 

1888. 

th a DANDY from th 
ggered him.-.'IissG1II 

1888. 

shing in, again s 
n Jimmy's neck, a 
ade a right~hand s 
he latter's lower rib 
remark that it was 
DANDY, what followe 
than that.-Bostol1 

DANDY TRAP.-A loose stone, which 
tilts when trodden on, and, in wet 
weather, throws up the mud under 
it, to the great detriment of the 
clothes of the victim. 

us.-Used colloqu 
to signify being in 
g which is also 
in his Vocabulm 

ERRY.-A species 
berry.-See BILE 

DANGNATION !-A comforting exclama
tion for those whose consciences 
will not allow them to say 
" damnation!" Dallgnation! is often 
contracted to DANG IT! 
Dakota lady (impaticntlyJ-' Aren't you 

y for church, my de b 

llsband- I DANG IT 
plug of tobaccer I ' 
8. 

-A band of Mor 
hose work con 
ing" those who 

themselves obnoxious to the Mor
mon leaders. The" Saints" deny 
the existence of these men, but there 
seems little doubt of the truth of 
the serious allegations laid to their 
charge. 

... : ". ...... <):. • . .... 

Dark and Bta 

DAN S Y.- A Pennsylvanian Dutch 
term used in describing those whose 
faculties are failing them through 
old age. Similar in meaning and 
application to the English" dotty." 

RDANELLES OF TH 

ract of country \ 
he Orinoco on ei 
arne way that th 

Europe command 
o Constantinopl 

Orinoco is bounde 
he island of Tr 

claim recently made by the British 
Government to the country lying 
eastward, if established, would, it 
is averred, give England absolute 
possession of the Dardanelles of the 
Orinoco, recognized for a century as 
the key to South America. 

RK AND BLOODY 

tate of Ken tuc 
han once in its 
he scene of frigh 
nhappy memorie 

s said to be a lite 
ts Indian name, 
borigines, in co q e 0 a 

death struggle which once took 
place within its confines, between 
rival tribes of Indians. The cog
nomen has been still further 
perpetuated through its having 
been the battle ground, in early 
colony days, of the long and 
elentless struggle 
nd white races. 

he McCoy' and Hatfi 
tucky WIll not will 
gnation of the D 
UND.-St. Louis Da 

n the area th1 
included part of the Upper Ohio. 
Senator West in a speech upon the 
compulsory education of Indian 
children, thus delivered himself 
concerning this historically blood
stained region ;--
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I am a Western man; I come from a State 
which was called the DARK AND BLOODY 
GROUND on account of the terrible wars 
between the red and the white races, and 
my forefathers were engaged in them, and I 
lost relatives in them. I was raised with the 
prejudices of the men that fought against 
these Indians; but with advancing years, I 
trust with more charity and more enlarge-
ment of dgment, I say 
to-day tha t these people 
must be is the most 
horrible t plated by any 
intelligen lobe Democrat I 
March B, 

DARKlE, 
tion f 

lar appella-

Way down upon the Swanee Ribber, 
Far, far away. 

Dere's wha my heart is turning eber, 
Dere's wha de old folks stay. 

All up and down de whole creation, 
Sadly I roam, 

Still longing for de old plantation, 
And for the old folks at home. 

All de world am sad and dreary, 
here I roam. 

Oh I DA t grows weary, 
Far f ome. 

DARK M 
The 
chang 
Also provmcla I 

cgro Bnllad. 

HE MOON.

the moon's 
to II new." 

gland. 

DARK MOUNTAIN CITv.-Greenville. 

Greenville, the DARK MOUNTAIN CITY, is 
literally in semi-darkness to-night from the 
Eartial burning of the gas works last night. 
No street lights are burning.-Thc Ne1/)S and 
Courier (Charlestowrt). February 2I, 1888. 

DARN, T tic form of 
swea h other ex-
press as apparen tl y 
been ose who, as 
Brot! ts it, do not 
care " Hypocriti-
cal aJ sguise is too 
thin to deceive. Of Southern 
manufacture. Compare with DAD
BINGED, etc.--Also DARNATION, 
DANGNATION and DARN BURN IT I 
(a Texan form), with which also 
may be compared DODROTTED. 

My friend I don't doubt your story in the 
least. On the contrary. I believe it fully and 
implicity. I will only remark that my ex
perience has taught me that III Colorado the 
man who tells the first story has a DARNED 
poor show.-Hnrper's Magazine, 18BB. 

DARSN·T.- Dares not; probably a 
and of Souther 

y colloquia!. 

(C 

M 

I D 

ou land-crab there, 
toe I 
orpion thet's took 
t, 
nal thing fer fear he' 

-Biglow Pap,,'s. 

DAUBER.-A species of sand-wasp, so 
called from the manner in which it 
builds its nest. 

DEACON, To.-In packing frnit, vege-
bl d 'aeon is to place the 

, a phrase w hic 
through a proce 

s the same idea a 
in the popula 

-" All deacons ar 
s odds in deacons. 
it is curious th 

the name of an lmportant office, in 
which men exercise great authority, 
shonld have become synonymous 
with mean deceit, grasping, petty 
pilfering, and other forms of im
position. -- To DEACON A CALF 
is to kill it; a Connecticut 
phrase. -- To DEACON LAND. 

by gradually e 
nces or bounda 
highway or oth 
ty.--To DEACO 
ell Lowell, in h 
Biglow Papers, e 
o give the cue to 
cnstom once un 

versal, but now almost extinct, in 
the New England Congregational 
Churches. An important part of 
the office of deacon was to read 
aloud the hymns given out by the 
minister one line at a time, the 

25 
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congrega tion singing each line as 
s s re This alled 
d Ig off· 

To funk right out 0' p'lit'cal stnfe ain't 
thought to be the thlllg, 

Without you DEACON OFF, the tune you 
tour fo 11· h Id sing 

-Big pers. 

T P actice ,'cept 'Iying 
parts of the country, rapidly pass
ing away, owing to the multiplica-
t' f boo DEA SEAT. 

mber mp tHaw 
a y so c s diffi a say, 
as it has no more to do with dea
cons than with the pope; unless, 

, it is usion seats 
r a pul cing ngre-
g ,rese for d s. In 
log cabins the sleeping apartment 
is separated from the other interior 
arran ements b poles laid on the 
g d. T is m earth, 
r or the being ed of 
logs, and a footboard is a long pole 
placed six feet from the fire and in 
the centre of the cabin. The 
d seat is nk of fixed 
a his po runn arallel 
WIt it, thus arming a md of 
settee in front of the fire.-
DEACON'S HIDING-PLACES. - Pri-
v camp nts oyster 
s s; th nets p :ers of 
t ench. ton sl 

DE A 0.- With a subtle sense of 
a y, so es inc rabIe, 
t ue Am dray n his 
surroundings an expe es for 
words and phrases wherewith to 
express his emotions and feelings. 
r olemn erienc death 
h not urally pplied 

a sent s exp nand 
dramatic metaphor. In a slang 
sense, the meaning conveyed is that 
a' ainty, xtremi n all-
r super W r this 
u can b ced t exclu-
sively American origin is not quite 

Dea 

clear; at all events many of the 
'nnum vari may r' 

e cl as A anism 
DEAD- -(I) ick-m 
compounded of ginger, soda, and 
whiskey.-- (2) A sponger, one 
who Ii pan a h Co 
with DEAD. 

These uncles of yaur'n aiD t no uncles at 
all; they're a couple of frauds-regular DEAD
BEATS. - The Adve1Iturcs of Huckleberry 
Finl1, p. 28-\-. 

--T 
a live 

AD-BE 
other 

a sp 

, My little boy wouldn't like his color.' 
'Well, then, you'd better tell your little 

to pIa his toe he con 
ard th I No an DEA 
way these mes.'-

JOIIYllal, 1888. 

--DEAD-BROKE.-UtterIy ruined. 
--D UCK. hing' h 
has d iated lue t 
verge art hIe ;" p 
out. II 

Long Branch is said to be a DEAD DUCK. 
t for t estmen e at E 
Brane r waul bly hav 
ndone ago, I ing bea 

angerous one, anu its 0 have n g 
to recommend them. There is absolutely 
nothing to see and nothing to do.-New 
York Clipper, 1888. 

--I DEAR - In 
truth; hout 
FALL. - A huntsman's trap; so 
called because the quarry is killed 
as weI aught . --A 
GIVE 
signifi 

or TO 
rayal 

DEAD 
ying s 

With this infernal thing [the phonograph], 
let loose 

d put t 
" shall 
r it wil 

kind 0 
ful wh 
US DEA 
'oit FJ'c 

ay, 
Y. 
,Augus 1 

-- DEAD GONE.-UtterIy col-
apsed DEAD· -On h 
i ves bonging others 
arne D-BEA d as g 

pest to society as were the old 
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highwaymen, though probably the 
latt uld not have felt com-
plim by com on. 
Sur oweve tlett I his 
countrymen in saymg that dead
heads "consist of engineers, con
ductors and laborers on rail-roads, 
kee f hot nd th ors 
of apers e th it 
may, the typical dead-head travels 
free of charge, gets his :drinks 
ditto, and, it is said, even lives at 
the rate, ch it be 
assn is n ow ceo 
Dea s in tr e con to 
no particular class or country; 
they swarm everywhere. 

world coun 
And breth II man 

The machine has gone round and round 
and the music has ground and ground for full 
ten minutes now without a break, and no one 
has pa nt. T rs are AD~ 
HEADS Y ride ke busi oak 
ivcly. onder 5 1001" !-

American Huntorist, July 28,1888. 

--To DEAD - HEAD.-A verb de-
rive its pondi un 
whi s been larly e ed 
in m g to in anyth hat 
passes free. The practice itself is 
similarly called DEAD-HEADISM. 

The ble-b ememb hat 
Mr. Gr s a Gov nt offic ugh 
no pas busin ad ev sed 
through his hands, not even a letter frolll or 
to himself, unless we count those which had 
to do with the stage business and went DEAD-
HEAD.-P 11 I1d T/'a •. t March 888. 

Eldet p, tbe n vivalis cit· 
ng a th cal feve e tOWI as-

sachusetts. In Pittsfield, recently, he is 
reported to have advertised that he would 
furnish a free pass to glory, but very few of 
the unri hteo115 population seemed an"dous 
1e be HEADE this tr ew 
Yor'~ T March, 

--DEAD RABBITs.-An extremely 
rowdy section of the dangerous 
classes of New York These niek-
nam e, Iii her f 1S, 
eont y ch g. th d-

ead 

called Whyos. "Shortboys" was 
the name in former days, and 

ther uet we" So 
ks" m wh has I 

smce been forgotten. 

When I first came to this city the dan-
class \ SOAP- One of tl 

y papel contai icture 
OCK, a s was ginnin 
rniciou am of i ing cri 

which is one of the worst features of the 
day.-Troy DaUy Times, February 3, 1888. 

DEA 
m; th 

-Re 
idea 

EAD- AGAIN 

ant a 
conve 

To 
DEAD or DEATH, on anything, indi
cates complete mastery over it ; to be 

ure ha it ; or ve a gr 
ng fo matt thing 
stion Arne are s 

to be DEATH ON cocktails, while 
the fairer half of Transatlantic 
h manity ar likewise reported 

be DE ON c or-s 
mark 1ewin 

DRESS TO DEATH conveys the same 
idea in a round-about slangy way, 
i.e. dressed to ldll; overdressed. 

DEA RIGH Certa 
hout 

Hill claims he has the thing down DEAD TO 
RIGHTS, and that he will make the farmers 
sweat who have been asserting that his 

was I , _ CI ti lVe 
c, Febr , 1888. 

--DEAD UNIT.-A dead unit for, 
or against, denotes collective 
advocacy of or opposition to a 

ject, ple, or of acti 

Easter s is aD. NIT aga 
the passage of the post~l teleg-raph blll.
The Solid MuldooIL (Ouray), Colorado, 1888. 

DEA RIC - {C 

need nfinis s said 
dead-1 In r 1ce t 

strike it was reported that 

To-night tho 'oint committee issued '1 

r comn g the n quit ev 
but DE RK, an uncinlo, 

rabbtls of the last decade belDg now II men 19 ~t R colliei 
-Chicago Illter-OCL'alt., 1888. 



Deaden 

DEADEN, TO,-(I) A Western back
woods term. To deaden is to pre
pare the way for the actual clear
ing of land of trees by GIRDLING 
(q.v.) them, i.e., by cutting off a 
ring of bark round the trunk. This 
wounds the tree to death; and a 
CLAIM (q.v.) or piece of forest land 
thus treated is called a DEADENING; 
subsequently it is a CLEARING.-
(2) Politicians in the West draw 
from this practice an expressive 
simile. In the course of a political 
campaign it is often found neces
sary to DEADEN the chances of an 
opponent by circumventing the 
peculiar dodges and tactics which 
play so prominent a part in elec
tions. 

DEAL-This is said of nuts when 
decayed or empty. Compare with 
the Lowland Scotch" deaf," sterile, 
Pennsylvania.-- DEAF ADDER.
The BLAUSER (q.v.). 

DEAL.-A transaction of any kind. 
A term borrowed from the card
table. 

A big timber DEAL.-The largest timber 
transaction ever made in Appleton was com
pleted Thursday by the purchase of 46,000 
acres of Florida timber land by an Appleton 
syndicate. The consideration was 80,000 
dollars cash.-Bl'ttillcrd (M ill.) Tribune, 1888. 

DEARBORN.-A Mr. Dearborn was the 
inventor of a light four-wheeled 
carriage which received his name, 

At Jast the stage was ready-a three-seated 
DEARBORN with one white and one brown 
horse.-Lippincott's M agazille. 

DEATH.-See DEAD. 

DEATH HORsEs.-The death watch. 

DECAPITATE, To.-Used in political 
circles. An office-holder is said 
to be decapitated when his term of 
office has come to an end. Official 
positions depend for their tenure 

Ig6 'Deed 

on the result of Presidential elec
tions, which take place every four 
years. 

DECEDENT.-Equivalent in speaking 
of persons to "the deceased." 

DECK.-A pack (of cards). An old 
English survival. Shakspeare uses 
it and Hoyle has it in his book of 
games. Rarely if ever heard in 
England, but general in the States. 
In twenty deck poker, deck does not 
literally mean a pack as it is 
played with twenty cards. 

A preacher in Fleming county! Ky" bor
rowed a suit of clothes to wear while 
baptizing a convert. Somewhere in the 
SUlt there was a DECK of cards which the 
owner of the clothes forgot to take out, and 
while the parson and his convert were in 
the water the cards began to float around 
them, to the great amazement of the 
spectators.-Norristown Herald, 1888. 

DECLENSION.-An archaic form; a 
refusal. 

He asked me to drive with him to-day, but 
I was forced to send him a DECLENSION. 
-Sou/hem Literary Messenger. 

DECLINATION.-A refusal. 

I have no doubt that Blaine's DECLI
NATION is entirely sincere.-New York 
World, Feh. '4, 1888 

DECORATION DAV.-A public holiday, 
set apart for the decoration of the 
graves of those who fell in the Civil 
War; very similar to the jour des morts 
of the French. Also called MEMORIAL 
DAY. It occurs generally towards 
the end of May, and is observed 
by North and South alike. 

We DECK their graves alike Lo-day 
With blossoms fresh and fair, 

And on the grassy mounds of clay 
We lay the flow'rs with care. 

-T. N. Mitchell's We Deck Their Graves 
A like To-day. 

'DEED.-Indeed. A negro corruption. 
--To DEED.-To convey by deed. 



Deer-Meat 197 Demnitio1t 

Mrs. Holibaugh, of Aspen, Col., is taking 
steps to secure possession of eighteen acres 
of land located in the heart of Kansas City, 
valued 'at 2,500,000 dols. She claims to have 
been DEEDED the property by her mother
in-law a French lady, who then held a title 
to it. 'Mrs. Holibaugh was born in France, 
and her first husband was a count.-Phila
delphia Eve1ting Bulletin, February 23, 1888. 

DEER-MEAT. - Venison. A cnrions 
simplicity, quite out of all compari
son with the nsual American love 
of big names, seems to characterize 
the terms for flesh food; thus we 
get BEAR-MEAT, deer-me(lt, BUFFALO
MEAT, SHEEP-MEAT, etc. 

DEHOR N I NG.-The practice of dehorning 
cattle is rapidly increasing, not 
only in the West, but in some parts 
of the Middle and Eastern States. 
The chief objection urged against 
dehorning has been the cruelty of 
the operation; a lesser one is that 
it detracts from the appearance of 
the animal. The second objection 
remains, but the great majority of 
those who have practised deilorlling 
contend that it is no more painful, 
if as painful, as other operations 
generally practised. However this 
may be, it is fairly safe to conclude 
tha t dehorning, careful! y performed, 
is not a dangerous operation. The 
arguments advanced in favor of 
dehorning are ; First, the prevention 
of terrible accidents in handling 
vicious cattle, especially bulls; 
second, that the DEHORNED cattle 
can be turned loose in sheds and 
stalls without fear of their injuring 
each other, even if they are more 
or less crowded. The preferred 
age at which TO DEHORN is in the 
second year of the animal's life, 
and spring is the season favored. 
The operation, it is averred, is more 
successful in moderate weather 
than in either extremes of heat or 
cold. Preparatory to the operation, 
the animal's head is made fast; 
then the horns are sawn off with 

a suitable saw close to the hair, 
where a soft place occurs in the 
horns. 

S. VV. H., McLeansboro, Ill.-DEHORNING 
is performed when the calfis yOUl1f:j. and the 
tips of horns movable. They are sImply cut 
out with a sharp knife.-A nswer to C01TCS
pO/f,dellt -in Miss01lri Republican, February 15, 
18BB. 

DEHORT, To.-To exhort; to beg; to 
entreat. Judge Sewall in his diary 
(Ap. 1. 1718) <lehorted Sam Hirst to 
eschew idle tricks. Now obsolete. 

DELTA.-A piece of land at Cambridge 
in the shape of a t. belonging to 
Harvard, and used for recreation 
purposes. 

DEMI-MEAMELOuc.-A grade of color 
(like mulatto which is the first 
remove), in a person with negro 
blood in his or her veins. These 
distinctions are drawn very fine. 
Demi-meamelouc is a French term. 
See MULATTO. 

DEMNITION.-This, written plainly, is 
"damnation." Some people think 
it "looks" nicer.--DEMNITION 
Bow-wows.-A superlative species 
of the" dogs" which spell" ruin." 
" Going to the demnition bow-wows." 

There are SOlne men who, if they don't 
Ina}.;:e twice as much as they expect to make, 
will cry hard times, and say that general 
business is going to the DEMNITION BOW
WOWS, but these men would say the same 
thing in any event.-Netv York Hera!d, 
March 25, 188B. 

--DEMNITION HOT.-Exceedingly 
warm; a heat which is supposed to 
be akin to that of "the place 
where they don't rake out the fires 
nights." 

It vms a steady, winding climb, and the 
sun came out. Overcoats were dispensed 
'with. Then our other coats were peeled, 
and finally we stripped to shirts and trousers. 
It was DEMNITION HOT, and I commenced to 
hunt for soft spots iUll1Y saddle.-San Frau
cisco 'Vn1~{J' Examill-r.:r, l\Tan::h 22, r888. 



D m rat 

D E OCT S D oc tic ep li
can is the full official deSIgnatIon 
of thi gre p y. It s a 
s gge ve in ence, on gina Iy, 
and until 1828-30, known as the 

pu ca ar ,b affi ati at 
that time with the Democratic 
f tio it su dec p nd 
title which it still claims. The 
p ty er e, he ed lis in 
1800, electmg Jefferson to the 
P si cy a rna' ed in 
power untl 1848, w en they were 
defeated b the Whias d F e
Tier. e EP LIC s.) It 
appears, however, that "Citizen 

et fir s ges d e me 
(in 1793) as that of a political 
p ty At ha im so P la
delphIa poilticians WIshed to take 
t gn en of ' F . nd of 
LIberty and Equality," but Gluet 
o pos d 't a d gge ed he 
n me De era S iety, , w ch 
they adopted.-(Magazinc of A 11leri-

H ory 01. 5, 61 

DE UE A al al eve of he 
South; it is also called BREAK-BONE 

VE q.v 

DE RT NT. A ov m 0 ce 
thus, instead of Home Office, War 

ce Tr su Con' 0 -ce, 
etc., the correspondmg terms in 
A er' a e Stat D ar nl 

eas y pa len, In rio Dc-
partn:ent, etc. Most American 

CI ter s 0 Fre h ri 
vation. -- Also DEPARTMENTAL, 
t t ich ela t he rin pa 
offices or departments of State. 

DEPOT.-A railway station. A French 
rd p ed to he me an 

vocabulary without the smallest 
r so or cu ; si w 'ch, 
when a good word eXIsted for the 
s 1e hin it as bl nd to 
employ a name whie the French 
a ply to a storehouse militar and 

8 e ra 

he ise nd ev to r wa 
station. Depot is altogether inde-

nd t re rd ro nco ion 
It bemg called " deepo, or 
"da 0/' r ride 0," r "dee 
p t.' 

is t he t pre tio ab dit 
to gIve the name of DEPOT to a httle lonely 
shanty, which looks like a lodge outside a 
ga n eu mb a agi of fe 
planl.;:s upon which two or three people 
stand like criminals on the scaffold.-R. G 
W c's ord lId it S, P 49. 

DEPOT in the United States is a bastard 
fo lin D OT st 1- !fal COli 
Nt 'al vel' tl', 1 

DERAIL, To.-To canse a tram or any 
ortion of it to I ve the ail 
ike ET IN, is a rb ic 

the exigencies of railway-traffic 
ave cal i 0 e. i em 

ployed both transitively and in
an ive . 

A heavily -loaded passenger tra' w 
sl din n m tr d ctly Ih 
way of the runaway train. A SWitchman 
quickly turned the swit I jus 'n . e t 
sa m y Ii s, a th Oll- hin trai 
was DEHA1LED and piled up in a huge mass, 
c ing 5Po dol da age Ne Ym 
E dng ost, br y 2 ti8 

D ER M mo na th 
territory of Utah. It is said to 

e 'h eye.' 

D K. W ng nd rm or 
pulpIt. The severe simpliCIty of 
he uri ns 'll co t f th 
iffe nee of nomenclature. SimI-

larly when a man intends h' so 
r e C nrc ,he pea 0 en 

ing him to the desk. 

DES PEA ATE.- Very; exceedingly 
se in nsi ely in he am 

manner as AWFUL and CRUEL (q.v.). 
esp ate ill q e i ell ble 

not so, however, desperately well, 
xee as pe ers' 0 an ag 
he corruption does nol stop short 

at the meanin of th vo d fo 
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liberties are also taken with its 
pronunciation - " desprat " and 
" desput." 
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DESPISEMENT.- Contempt; disdain; 
contumely. A new form" built," 
says an American writer, "on a 
well-known model." 

One evening, I may own to, spent in the 
weird company of the Pharaohs, when he 
of the Oppression stretched from the tomb 
of ages a grisly hand, to hold me spell-bound 
and leave me with an uncomfortable sen
sation of over - familiarity bordering on 
DESPISEMENT, for the illustrious Ran?e:;es 
and his intricate problems of domestICity. 
But nothing less than a tac-a.-tde with an 
excavated sovereign could have long de
tained me from the rival magnet that just 
at present claims my literary hornage.-The 
Critic, May 27, 1887. 

DESSERT.-Pronounced wrongly, (it 
being called des 'sert,) and often 
misapplied by Americans. Pro
perl y speaking, it is the service of 
fruits and sweetmeats which follow 
the regular courses. In America, 
it is very generally understood to 
mean the course of "sweets,"
pastry, puddings, etc.-following 
meats. 

The pastry-cook [in Paris) is very useful. 
He supplies delicious meat and fish pies, and 
such DESSERT (I use the word in the 
American sense) as an ordinary cook could 
not be expected to nlake i for instance, 
Charlotte Russe, St. Honore, Frangipane, 
and the like.- ~Scribncr's Alagazinr, IBt)7. 

DESTROYING ANGEL.-Mark Twain 
th us relates an encounter with 
one :-

Half an hour or an hour later, we changed 
horses, and took supper with a Mormon 
DESTROYING ANGEL. DESTROYING ANGELS, 
as I understand it, arc Latter-Day Saints, 
who arc set apart by the Churc.h to conduct 
permanent disappearances of obnoxious 
citizens. I had heard a deal about these 
Mormon DESTROYING ANGELS and the dark 
and bloody deeds they had done, and when 
I entered this one's house I had my shudder 
all ready. But alas for all our romances, he 
was nothing but a land, profane, offensive, 
old blacl(guard I He was murderous enough, 

Devil 

possibly, to fill the bill of a destroyer, b~t 
would you have any kind of an Angel d~v01d 
of digmty? Could you abIde an Angel III an 
unclean shirt and no suspenders? Could 
you respect an Angel with a horse-laugh an~ 
a swagger like a buccaneer ?-1){ ark Twatn s 
Roughing It. 

DETAIL, also To DETAIL_ - Detail is 
pretty generally employed to sig
nify a marking or telling off tor 
any given purpose, the verb bemg 
similarly used. 

I have seen big crowds gather upon Mrs. 
Cleveland's leaVIng the church, but I never 
saw so many people as were there this 
morning. Some time ago the church people 
asked for a loliceman to stand inside the 
vestibule an keep the way clear on these 
occasions, but it did not seem necessary, 
and no DETAIL was ever made for the pur
pose.-Daily Inter-Ocean, February 6, 1888. 

An extra DETAIL of police is always made 
on this account, and the crowd is not 
allowed to block the exit.-TI"oy Daily 
Times, February 6, 1888. 

DETRAIN, To.-To empty a train of 
its passengers; generally nsed in 
connection with large bodies of 
people, e.g., "the volunteers de
trained quickly on arrival at their 
destination. " 

DEVIL.-To WHIP THE DEVIL AROUND 
THE STUMP.-To enjoy the sweets 
of wickedness and yet escape the 
penalty.--DEVIL-FISH.-A popu
lar name for the AMERICAN ANGLER 
a fish of hideous appearance. The 
true devil-fish is the Southern STING
RA Y. Amongst other names for the 
spurious devil-fish, are SEA-DEVIL, 
FISHING - FROG, BELLOWS - FISH, 
GOOSE-FISH and MONK-FISH.-
DEVIL'S BIT (A ielris farinasa) .-A 
popular medicinal plant. -
DEVIL'S DARNING NEEDLE.-A 
species of dragon-fly. Probably 
derived from the English provin
cial popular name-the Devil's 
needle. -- DEVIL WOOD (Olea 
am<'l'icana) .-A species of olive 
found in the Southern States. It 
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is said to derive its name from 
t possib' . f split' ·t. 

DEVILlSM.-THE SECT OF DEVILISM.
The \¥higs of the Revolution. 
The "Christian" element was 
r nted e Tori 

DEWlAP.-A brand used in marking 
cattle, being a cut in the lower 
p f the k A hman's 
t -See B 

DIAMOND STATE.-Delaware 
this sobriquet as well as 

bears 
that of 

BLUE HEN TE.-
CHIC 

DICKER, To.-To barter; and, when 
used as a noun the thin a bartered. 

uine A anism estern 
Ge y appl trade 

in small articles, and thought to 
be derived through the Dutch. 

T orcd m s his I le from 
the lern d ops. \ Senata 
log r Sen handle Scn:J.tOl 
Sh ld.ll digs up e past and SCI earns over 
the anClent relics, the colored man of the 
South begins to think that he has been 
ner:lectful of his duty. He had perhaps 
be iderin dvisabi makin 
a l) with h olitica lCuts i 
the of bel his co n.-N ew 
YOlk Weekly Times, March 28,1888. 

A young n1rll1 walked into the establish
ment of a prominent undertaker in Detroit 
a oks ag a~ter . g care 
les 'r the p qUlred 

much fo -in?' 
dcrtak over a f prices, 

and asked the sex of the person for whom it 
was needed. 

j It is for a man-a man abollt my SilC,' 
fO' e custo 

ame D 
'wa ted an 
DC1thY epllblicalt, 

NO a 
ricc cIe 

pIiI 7, IS 

DICKEY -A shirt collar. 
Thi e diffe 

nt in nd, wi 
a false shirt front. 

f colli 
upon.-

New Eng
m tha 
mean 

Dz 

DIDDES.-To CUT DIDOES.-To play 
pranks cut ca 

lad the States manly e 
true enough, to enact the WIlmot PrOVISO as 
to all present or future territodes of the Union, 
we should have had just the same DIDOES 
CUT UP by the chivalry that we have wit-

sed, al h no amage 
ion.-N rk Trib pril 10, 

DIFFlCUlTED.-To BE DIFFICULTED.
To be perplexed. "To difficult" 
appea . Lowla otch. 

G.-A nt st As 
lastie America has invented a 
special word to describe the genus, 
it mn assum 1at th 
not ra S.-- IG A M 
THE R S to im a 
or blow in the side. Generally 
used in a jocular sense, and some
times id' maticall -- T 
OUT.- lope; part. 

Then I J ped in the canoe and DUG OUT 
for our place a mile and a half below, as 
hard as I could go.-The Adventures of 
Iilfcklcberry Fi1t11. 

Well, do yo k? T d 
man h peel.' 
Your WIfe 1 

1 Yes, she DUG OUT last night with a 
teamster.'-Deiro# Free Press, July 2I, 1888. 

--T SNUF outhe r 
to di a bo tainin s 
old - tIme irritan. -- D IGGE R 
INDIANS.-A tribe of Indians who 
get their name from digging for 
roots ood. e wr d 
peopl e mas en im d 
out a tence DIGGE E 
(Pinus sabinialla). - A species of 
pine found mainly upon the foot-
hills. sinou datio 
slobb he t whi s 
rare I aig h t ertica s 
foliage is bluish green in color.-
DIGGING.-Primarily a mining 
term si nifying the lace wI a 
man , but most 
less I whic erican w 
themselves in matters philologICal 
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has long since brought about its 
adoption, in a more familiar sense, 
as a place of abode. After all, 
the transition is not unnatural; 
and, in any case, the sturdy, if 
rough phraseology by no means 
detracts from the dignity of labor; 
only amongst a Democratic people 
could the terms for home and work 
be synonymous. "vVere you ever 
before in these diggings?" is a 
phrase very often heard in the 
West upon first introduction; and, 
in J. C. Neal's Cha1"coal Sketches, 
we read: "Look here, Ned, I 
reckon it's about time we should 
go to Ollr diggings; I am dead beat, 
and you don't look as if you could 
keep out of bed much longer." 

The village boys would raise a party of 
gals, and start off early in the morning for 
Toad Hill, \yhere the blackberries was e'en 
a'most as plentiful as mosquitoes in these 
DIGGINGs.-La/aydte Chronicle. 

--WET-DIGGINGS and DRY-DIG
GINGS are terms in gold districts, for 
mines near rivers or on the higher 
lands, as the case may be.--DIG
GING as an adjective, signifies dear 
or costly. A horse fetches a digging 
price; or a man's habits are said to 
be very digging, i.c., expensive. 
This application of the word is 
peculiarly Southern. -- To DIG 
UP THE HATCHET.-A phrase de
cidedly Indian in origin. Amongst 
the aborigines the making of 
peace or the declaration of war 
was accompanied by symboli
cal ceremonies, in which the 
hatchet or tomahawk played an 
important part. This, their chief 
weapon, was buried to signify the 
putting away of strife; and, con
versely, d.'gr;illg up the hat(hct me::tnt 
a renew;:d of warfare. These cus
toms soon became painfully familiar 
to the early colonists, who appro
priated the picturesquely symboli
cal phraseology of their Indian 
foes, to signify the amicable settle-

ment of differences, or the opening 
up of hostilities. 

DIKE.-To BE OUT ON A DIKE is to be 
carefully attired for social pur
poses, such as making calls, or 
attending festivities. De Vere 
thinks the word is a corruption of 
" dight" (now obsolete), to be 
decked out. It is used both as a 
noun and a verb; in the former 
case it is applied alike to a man 
and to his dress. 

Dill, To.-To soothe. Thought to 
be a corruption of "to dull." A 
North of England provincialism. 

01 ME.-A silver coin, worth ten cents 
or (about) fivepence.--To HAVE 
THE DIMES or THE DOLLARS AND 
DIMES, i.c., to possess wealth, or, as 
English slang expresses it, " to have 
the pieces." 

A sOllnd on the gong, and the miser rosc, 
And his bden coffer did quicldy close, 
And lock secure. These are the times 
For a man to look after his DOLLARS AND 

DIMEs.-He-nry Mill's Dillies and Dollars. 

--DIME NOVELS.-The "penny 
dreadfuls" of America. These are 
of the usual trashy, wishy-washy 
description. 

The story of his crime, escape, and capture, 
is a strange one, and smacks somcwl1at of 
the DIME NOVEL.-j\1-isso'uri Rcpu.blicalJ., Fcb. 
2i, 1808. 

DING, DINGED.-A Southern equiva
lent of the Northern DARN or 
DARNED (q.v.). The word enters 
into various combination~. 

DING-BAT.-This word seems to be 
applied to anything that can be 
thrown with force or dashed vio
lently at another object, from a 
cannon-baH to the rough's tradi
tional 'arf brick, and from a piece 
of money to a log of wood. From 
the Icelandic dengi<" to beat. 

26 
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DINGEE, DINKv.-The tub-like boat 
which, in England, is known as the 
DINGY. 

DINGLlNG.-Between two stools; in
secure. 

DIN ING ROOM SERVANT. -The butler 
of English households. This title 
is peculiar to the South. 

DIP.-American cant for a pick
pocket, as well as for a stolen kiss, 
on the principle, it must be 
inferred, tha t the receivers of 
.. illicit kisses" are often tempted to 
pick other people's pockets in 
order to pay for the same. 

Long Point, on the Canadian side of Lake 
Erie, ,vas the scene of these fights, as a land
ing could be casily effected from tugs and 
steamers, which were also available for 
flight. At one affair, a DIP touched the 
Canadian Sheriff for his watch and massive 
chain while he was reading the riot act.-St. 
Louis Globe DaJtocrat, 1888. 

--To DIP.-In thieves' slang, to 
pawn.--To DIP or RUB SNUFF.-Of 
all the forms of taking tobacco, this 
is perhaps the most offensive and 
disgusting. It is practised-tell it 
not in Gath i-by women chiefly in 
the South, and the habit is said to 
have originated in the use of the 
narcotic as a powder for cleansing 
the teeth. The effect of dipping or 
rubbing the gums, which is 
performed by a split, brush-like 
stick, the end of which is wetted 
and dipped in snuff, is said to be 
similar to that which follows 
inhalation through the nostrils. 
At times the snuff is put into a 
small bag, which then forms a 
substitute for chewing gum. 
Altogether a delightful piece of 
feminine dissipation I The stick 
alluded to is called the RUBBING· 
STICK or SNUFF-SWAB, and the 
person who indulges in the practice 
is called a dippel'. 

Dirt 

This neat, orderly sin-exterminating 
woman RUBBED SNUFF. She kept a snuff-box 
in her right pocl.;et, filled with the strongest 
and most pungent Scotch snuff, and she 
went about all day, brandishing a dangerous
looking, hickory stick, with a mop at the end 
of it, which she was constantly DIPPING into 
this huge, black, horn snuff-box. Then she 
would fill her mouth with load after load. 
At times, she would invite her few friends 
to come over and take a DIP.-Pu.inam's 
Magazine. 

DIPE.-To GO ON THE DIPE (Cant).
To pick pockets. The pickpocket 
himself is called a DIP (q.v.). 

i felt very rough and was thinking i would 
have TO GO ON THE DIPE again, when i 
thought of what you once said about a 
fellow's calling on the Lord when he was in 
hard luck, and i thou&ht i would try it once 
anyhow.-Mal'k Twam's Life on the Missis
sippi, p. 460. 

DIPPER.-(r) A ladle -like utensil. 
--(2) The constellation of UJ'sa 
major. In both these senses dzpper 
is a true Americanism.--(3) See 
under DIP. 

DIPsv.-A sinker used in sea 
A Pennsylvanian localism. 
ruption of " deep sea." 

fishing. 
A cor-

DIRT.-In employing dirt to signify 
earth, rag for linen, and rocks for 
stones, American usage varies very 
considerably from that of England. 
An unfloored cabin is spoken of as 
having a dirt floor; while DIRT, or 
LAND - HUNGER, merely signifies 
that which is popularly regarded 
as an unfailing antidote to radical 
ideas. The DIRT-CART is the dust
cart of London and other English 
cities, while an unmetalled road is 
designated a DIRT-ROAD. The gar
dener fills his flower-pots with dirt, 
and in the West the word means 
that which is dug, whether earth, 
clay, gravel, or other substances; 
thus miners talk of RICH DIRT, 
POOR DIRT, TOP DIRT, PAY DIRT, 
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the last named being simply earth 
that it pays him to work. 

The inundashun carried the sile off my 
farm clean down to the rocks. Ther wasn't 
'nuff DIRT left on I20 acres to put in your 
eye. -A me1'ican I-lumorist, September 15, 
r888. 

Ohl Ii 
Gear 

But ye' 
falls; 

Youm 
as sa 

Ten fo 
splin 

-Gra 

and earn King 

der afore a rebel 

welcome, they're 

stone that you've 
I 

tinker-Hill Battle. 

--Hence ON TOP OF DIRT in the 
idiomatic sense of "this side the 
grave"; BELOW DIRT being the 
last resting place of all that is 
mortal in man. 

It's no use argufyin' the matter,-I'm the 
ugliest man now ON TOP OF DIRT. Thar's 
nary tl l'k Widow Bag/y's 
Husban 

A slang phrase 
whi e of running 
awa dentIy an out-
com penchant for 
fast the dirt or 
eart ections under 
the action of the horse's feet. 

Now, I say, old hoss, if you don't hurry 
up and CUT DIRT like streak·lightnin', this 
child goes arter you, and you look out for a 
windin' sheet, you heru- ?-13orda A d'Vcll
tures, p. 231. 

--To EAT DIRT is to retract, or 
"eat humble ie " - the Yankee 
equi 

DISCAR 
your 
inte 
the 
upw 

one's \vords.' I 

o take from 
r of cards you 
lace them on 

.« dealer, face 
'an Hoyle. 

DISCIPLES OF CHRIST.-This denomi
nation, though known by a variety 
of names, such as Baptists, Re
formed Baptists, Reformers, or 
Campbellites, have themselves 

chosen the name of Disciples of 
Christ. The originator of the sect 
was a Mr. Thomas Campbell. A 
full account of the doctrines of this 
body will be found in Fullerton's 
Faiths of the World. 

o.-To debar fr 
fellowship or co 

quial on both side 
religious circles, 
igin. 

isconcerted; to h 
a spoke put in one's wheel; to be 
disappointed. The Philadelphia 
Press of January 29, 1888, in its 
"Old vVorld" news, speaks of 
Bismarck as being disgruntled at his 
reverse in the Reichstag. So 
also in a contrary sense, UNDIS
GRUNTLED 

.-To fail to reme 
te English vulgari 
ly colloquial in 
ly in the South a 

MIstoo Claude, I see a gen'leman dis day 
noon what I ain't see' befo' since 'bout six 
year' au' rr.o', I DlSREMEMBER his name, 
but--' 

I Tarbox? I asked Claude with sudden 
interest.-G. W. Cab/,'s A" Large. 

DISRESPECTABLE. - For "disreput
able." Despite its seeming ortho

Iy spurious word. 

ks to be divorced f1 
1C alleges he associ a 
ESl'ECTABLE charac 
Republican St. Lo 

erm of commise 
tion; wretched; miserable. "Look 
at that distressed woman," i.e.," poor 
thing," or if a man "poor devil." 

DISTRICT, To. - (Pronounced c1ees
trick). To apportion a state into 
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electoral districts or counties. In 
connection with this, see To GERRY
MANDER. --DISTRICT COURTS.
Courts for the administration of the 
Civil Law; also for Admiralty 
cases. One judge presides over 
each Court. --DISTRICT SCHOOL 
and DISTRICT SCHOOL - MASTER.
The school and master, under the 
American free public school system. 

DITCH.-To DIE IN THE LAST DITCH. 
-This saying, which was much 
used by Confederates during the 
Civil War, is attributed to William, 
Prince of Orange. 

DITE.-I DON'T CARE A DITE, i.e., 
"not at all," or "not a little bit." 
ANew England survival; from 
II doit." 

DITTANY (Cul1iia mariana).-A plant, 
the leaves of which are used for 
herb tea. A curious popular fancy 
is that its leaves always point to 
other plants of dittany near it. 

DITTY BAG.-A sailor's "housewife" 
is so called. 

DIVE.-A brothel. 

A plot to entrap young women for the 
DIVES of Northern Wisconsin has been 
discovered at Eau Claire, Wis. Arrests are 
expectcd.-Troy Daily Times, February 7, 
18~8. 

Worse than that even, and the man who 
robbed her of her money and cast her out to 
live a life of shame, was her lmsband's best 
friend. Even fallen women, when the rosc 
is gone from their checks, arc pushed aside, 
and from a gilded house to the lowest DIVE 
is the last and quickest step of all.-St. 
Louis Globe Democrat, February 27, 1888. 

DIVI DE.-A water shed; that portion 
of a ridge which separates one 
ravine from another, and acts as a 
watershed, sending the waters from 
the slopes in different directions. 
Dodge says that all land which is 

Dixie 

not level is divide, though this term 
is specially and technically applied 
to the summit or junction of the 
slopes arising from two contiguous 
ravines. Levelland is either MESA 
(q.v.) or BOTTOM (see BOTTOM LANDS). 
1. he term mesa is applied to a level 
upland; bottom, to the level land 
bordering a stream and enclosed 
between the sides of the r;wine. The 
line or ridge separating the waters of 
two streams not uniting with each 
other is called a principal divide. 
This is an undoubted Americanism, 
and one of genuine Western birth. 

We began the long winding ascent of the 
canyon toward the DIVIDE. As day broke 
we journeyed down into the valley of the 
Lake, and, feeling secure, halted to cook 
breakfast, for we were tired and sleepy and 
hungry. Three hours later the rest of the 
population hIed over the DIVIDE in a long 
procession.-JUark Twain's Roughing It. 

The bacl<bone of the DIVIDE separates 
Spring Garden from the well-known Owl 
creek and its tributaries, from which thou
sands of dollars were taken in the early days 
of mining.-Placer Herald, 1888. 

DIVORT.-A watershed. An indi
vidualism of Dr. Antisell's of the 
Pacific Railroad Survey, who used 
it as specially implying elevation 
as the cause of separation, which 
DIVIDE (q.v.), he maintained, did 
not. 

DIXIE.-DIXIE'S LAND.--DIXIANIC. 
-I WISH I WAS IN DIxIE.-The last 
named phrase is the refrain of 
many a song in which the popular 
fallacy, that Dixie relates to 
Southern institntions is per
petuated. The upsetting of old idols 
is always an ungracious task, but 
the real truth (as given in Putnam's 
Record of the Rebellion, i. II3), is 
that Dixie is an indigenous 
Northern negro refrain common 
upwards of eighty years ago. It 
was one of the every-day allusions 
of boys in New York at that 
time, when Dixie's Land was 
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associated with Manhattan Island. 
Only recen tl y has it been errone
ously supposed to refer to the 
South, from its connection with 
pathetic negro allegory. Its deriva
tion was as follows :-

\Vhen slavery existed in New York, one 
DIXIE owned a large tract of land on 
Manhattan Island, and a large number of 
slaves. The increase of the slaves and 
the increase of the abolition sentiment, 
caused an emigration of the slaves to more 
thorough and secure slave sections, and the 
negroes who were thus sent off (many being 
born there), naturally looked back to their 
old houses, where they had lived in clover, 
with feelings of regret, as they could not 
imagine any place like DIXIE'S. Hence it 
became synonymous with an ideal locality 
combining ease, comfort, and material 
happiness of every descnption. In those 
days negro singing and negro minstrelsy 
were in their infancy, and any subject that 
could be \\ rought into a ballad was eagerly 
picked up; this was the case with DIXIE. 
It originated in New York, and assumed the 
proportions of a song there. In its travels 
It has been enlarged, and has gathered 
more; it has picked up a note here and 
there; a chorus has been added to it, and 
from an indistinct chant of two or three 
notes, its has become an elaborate melody.
Charlcstow/~ Courier, June II, 1H8S. 

See this new king who comes apace, 
And treats us like a conquered race: 
He comes from DIXIE'S LAND by rail, 
His throne a ragged cotton bale. 

On to the White House straight 
He's marching,-rather latc; 

~l~:~t;~~kl~~fnt~is lh~~d. 
Hats off, hats off, 

Ye slaves, of curs begotton, 
Hats off to great King Cotton. 

-R. H. Stoddard. 

Dar's a mighty famous Hunter in de part. 
ment of the Souf,-

An' he gubbcrns all ob DIXIE, as you 
know, 

An' he talks to de darl<ies by de words of his 
mouf,-

Sayin': C Niggcrs, yOll'S at liberty to 
gol' 

You may lay down de sllobel an' de 
hoe·o~o I 

You may dance with de fiddle an' de 
bow; 

Dar is no more cotton for de contraband to 
pick, 

Dar is no 1'nore cotton for to mow. 
Chorns.-Dell lay down, &c. 

-New York Suuday Times. 1862. 
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Dlzzv.-Used as in quotation. 

There seems little likelihood of any pro· 
fessional beauties or maidens, commonly 
called DIZZY blondes, attempting the harc:l
ships of a stage life this winter. The l'ubltc 
can congratulate themselves; it was thell' own 
doing. For my own part, I never thought 
that a bath and a few Parisian toilets 
rendered a soiled society queen a fit subject 
for serious consideration. - Texas Siftings t 

September 29, 1888. 

Do.-Inslead of "do for," as "this 
pen does me," i.e., will suit my 
purpose. 

Do AS I Do !-A whilom invitation to 
drink. 

DOB, To.-A corruption of "to dab." 

The corpse saId, whitewash his old canoe 
and DaB his address and general destination 
on to it with a blacking brush and a stencil 
plate.-illark Twain's Screamers. 

DOBBLER.-The float attached to a 
fishing-line. New York. 

DOClous.-For "docile." A Southern 
survival of an English pro
vincia !ism. 

DOCITV (Pronounced dos3ity).-Apt
ness; quickness of wit. Usednega
tively, c.g., "he has no docity." 
Like DOCIOUS it is a survival in the 
South of a usage still provincial in 
some parts of England. 

DOCKMACKIE (VibI/YIluII! accl'ifolium).
This plant was used medicinally by 
the Dutch for external application. 
Its properties were well known to 
the Indians long prior to the settle
ment of the country. 

DOCK WALLOPER.-A New York term 
for an idle loiterer about the 
docks. 

DOCToR.-Jack's name for the cook 
on board-ship; hence probably 
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--To in its nse 
of to c change; fy. 
It is open to question whether 
either term can be classed among 
Americ:misms.--ConcerningDoc
TORESS, however, there is no doubt, 
it bein ion resul . m a 
new ne 

DOD BUR euphem th, 
formed on the same model as DAD
BINGEp (q.v.). 

t No, I can't forget her;' and, with an audi-
ble sob, h as if in nd, 
swinging yelled out ules 
with ungo ury, C You URN 

YOU I Wh and flopp ars 
for? Git I 'res in tlte un-
try, p. 50. 

DODrETcHED.-This is also a thinly
veiled oath, the "Dod" being a 
corrup God. 

Then th s sore gri he 
said unto 1 'm a DODI 001. 
The Sulta oney in th and 
verily I lacked sense to know it. I'll go 
down to Flynn's first, and then to my attic 
and kick myself.-Texas Siftings, July 7,1888. 

--Of the same stamp is DOD
GASTE 

Dick lea htfully bac air. 
It's a DOD nny thing ::l<e, 

but it's a fue I nt..v<:..r }"new it to at 1 silalght 
as a string, too.'-Ddroit Free Press, I888. 

It is curious that these euphemisms, 
whose name in truth is legion, 
have iginated ew 
Engla , where 8n-
dants Puritans the 
largest of the p 

DODGER.-(r) A hard-baked cake or 
biscuit, more usually termed CORN-
DODGE nder COR en 
mixed ef they led 
BEEF-D -See B (2) 
Handb ributcd nce 
of Barnum's great moral show, 
otherwise yclept tbe Greatest Show 
upon Earth.-See BARNUMESE. 

Dog 

auld have uantity 0 
litt RS printe w around 
eve Kate Ba e greates 
living dramatic genius, is coming 1 or some
thing like that. I would put out ten thousand 
at least.' 

j Great Cresar! Sir, two hundred thousand 
DODGERS are now--.'-Texas Siftings, Sept. 
'S, 

Do -A negro 
I in the S 

generally 
" don't.' 

DODROTTED.-A euphemistic oath.
See DADBINGED, DODFETCHED, etc. 

h us wi 
faa he' I we 
faa kno~v wh 
we do. We 
tuc wyers ur n 
~Magazinc, 18R7. 

ODROTTED 
kind to b 
bout afore 
sort to be 
.'-Ccntflry 

DOE-BIRD. (NttntCilitts borealis).-The 
New England name for the 

ux curle 

Do h many s "dog' 
rgel y in olloquia 

language of the American people. 
--(r) An iron instrument used 
by burglars. 

as rifled, a ppearanc 
of as manife is case th 
mu s discovc eans of ' 
DO as deserib lewspaper 
as +tain peeul os on i 1.-
AmerIcan Humorist, March 3l, l88S. 

--(2) DOGS for andirons is still 
current in New England. Lowell ill 

t , ys that in VV It de Bibles 
(liiens is in th 
by andi To DOG 
to fall ely, anc 

c enve rom the custom once pre
valent in England of tracking fugi
tives by means of bloodhounds, is 
of course good old English, as also 

w other in which 
d appear ile, how 
ag in En now only 
its meta sense, i 

was, until the abolitIOn of slavery, 
employed in America as literally 
meaning to hunt with c1ogs.--



Dog 

I'LL BE DOGGED IF, etc.-This may 
be derived either from the practice 
of hunting down men with dogs, 
thus affording a simile expressive 
of determination; or it may be 
a corruption of a form of oath 
in which the name of God is 
simply transposed. Hence also 
-- DOGGAUNED or DOGGONED, 
which, in the South, is undoubt
edly used as a substitute for 
strong language of a blasphemous 
character. 

Bnt when that choir got up to sing, 
I couldn't catch a word; 

They sung the most DOGGONDEST thing 
A body ever heard I 

-Will Carlelolt's Farm Ballads. 

--In Texas and the \'Vest gene
rally the expression is DOG MY CATS! 
A mere expletive, supposed to give 
force to a statement. 

Why, DOG MY CATS I there must have been 
a house~full 0' niggers in there every night 
for four weeks to have done all that work, 
Sister Phelps. Look at that shirt - every 
last inch of it rivered over with secret 
African writ'n done with blood !-The Ad
'1)cnt1lrcs oj Huckleberry Fin.H. 

-- A DOGGONED FIXEMENT is 
another Texan phrase applied to 
anything that is praiseworthy or 
acceptable.--To GO THE WHOLE 
DOG-a West Indian variant of 
"to go the whole hog."--DoG
FIsH.-The mud fish of Western 
waters; also called the LAKE LAW
YER. A voracious and ferocious
looking fish.--DoGGERY.-A grog 
shop, generally of a very low kind. 
Originally confined to the West 
and South, but now prevalent 
throughout the Union. 

There was a crowd from the floating popu
lation of the river, and loose-footed, DOGGER\'
haunting, dissipated renegades of the towns 
and villages all around. (A utobiography, 
P·376.) 

--DOG-POWER.-Used in the 
same manner as horse-power, 
steam-power; i.p., "force" exerted 

207 Dog 

or produced by dogs. A relic of 
the old Dutch times, dogs being 
then used, as even now in the Low 
Countries, as beasts of burden. 
--DOG'S AGE.-To be gone a 
DOG'S AGE is to be gone a long time. 
--DoG SOLD IERS.-Dodge, in 
Plains of the Great West, p. 266 
(speaking of the Indian tribal 
government), says, "Whatever the 
power or influence of chief and 
council, there is another power to 
which both have to yield on all 
matters on which it assumes the 
right of deciding. The first two 
may be said to represent the brains 
of the tribe or band; the latter 
represents its stomach. As brains 
are only occasionally called into 
requisition, while the demands of 
the stomach are incessant, the 
tribe is habitually under the con
trol of this "third estate." This 
power is composed of all the hun
ters of the tribe, who form a sort 
of guild, from the decisions of 
which, in its own peculiar province, 
there is no appeal. Among the 
Cheyennes these men are called 
dog soldiers. The younger and 
more active chiefs are always en
rolled among these dog soldiers, but 
do not necessarily command. The 
soldiers themselves command by 
vivd voce determination on general 
matters, the details being leIt to 
the most renowned and sagacious 
hunters selected by them. Among 
these dog soldiers are many boys 
who have not yet passed the 
initiatory ordeal as warriors. In 
short, this guild comprises the 
whole working force of the band. 
It is the power which protects and 
supplies the women and children. 
--DOG TOWNS or DOG VILLAGES. 
-The communities formed by the 
little marmot (CYIlOJllllS ludovicianus) , 
miscalled the PRAIRIE-DOG, prob
ably on account of its crisp, 
short, 'warning barlc Their dwell
ings, which are burrows thrown 



Doings 

up like little conical huts, are 
sometimes congregated in im
mense numbers, and seen, says 
C. A. Murray, in his Prairie 
Rose, in the dim light of a misty 
morning air, the little conical huts 

tesque dark figur 
ook from a dis 
a village crow 
si tting idle at t 
GwooD.-Thepo 
o the CORNEL-TR 
(q.v.) and to t 

(Rhus vcnCllata). T 
a beautiful though ~mall tree, covers 
American woods in early spring 
with a profusion of large, snowy
white flowers, and adorns them in 
autumn with scarlet herries, while 
its wood is useful for many pur
poses. The latter, an inmate of 
swamps, and well known by the 

of its semi-tropi 
violent poison in 

en affects suscepti 
proach it too nea 

DOIN'S (the g is n 
er form).-Brothe 
mense II in his b' Y 

this pl'!JfuIly non-committal term, 
he wisely, perhaps, designates all 
kinds of prepared food; preferring 
to say his grace" after" instead of 
"before meat." Sometimes he 
speaks of his daily fare as COM
MON DOIN'S, to distinguish it from 
what with some grandilo uence 

lis CHICKEN-FIX I 
again, he has GR 
ARD DOIN's, the 0 

ng of high days a 
ich feasting pia 
part, and the 0 

ays of adversity 
Ruxton puts it, "the horses tmls 
are eaten up by the mules." 
If thar wasn't COLD DOIN'S about tbat 

time (in the mountains), this child wouldn't 
say so. Thar was no buffalo and no meat, 
and we had been livin' on our moccasins 
for weeks; and POOR DorN's that feedin' is. 
-Ruxto1l'S Lilc iJ1 the Far lVest. 

Doll 

--In New England the ques
tion, How are the doin's? is an 
inquiry as to the state of the roads. 
It takes the form, How are the 
roads? in Virginia and the 
Southern States generally; while 
·n New York . . 
ravelling? and i 
nd Connecticut, 

LEss.-Probably 
'dole-less," used 
nefficien t ; lackin 
ties. 

DOLLAR.-The principal silver coin of 
the United States, of the approxi
mate value, in English money, of 
4s. zd. Dollar is a contraction of 
thaler (Low German daltler ; Danish 
daler) , and means" a valley "-Eng
ish" dale." Bre 
is derivation: 

Schlick, at the clo 
entury, extracted 
t JoacMm' s thai (J 
ilver, which th 
unce-pieces. Th 

joachim's thallers, 
repute that they became a standard 
coin. Other coins being made like 
them were called thallers only.-
THE DOLLAR MARK, thus $, has 
been the subject of considerable 
discussion. Its derivation is 
variously put as follows. (1) It is 
supposed to be a combination of 
he sign of U.S., tl 

United States; 
modification of t 

ollar being form 
iece of eight," an 
he character 8-8 
ombination of H 

the Roman unit; (4) that It IS a 
combination of P and S, from the 
Spanish peso duro, which signifies 
"hard dollar." In Spanish ac
counts, peso is contracted by writing 
the S over the P, and placing it 
after the sum; (5) and last! y, that 



r of athe 

it is taken from the Spanish dollar. 
At a . e, on verse e 
coin a rep ation e 
Pilla ercul d rou h 
pillar a scroll with the inscription 
Pius ultra. This device, it is 
thou as, i rse a e, 
dege dint sign h 
stand resent Ameri s 
well as Spanish dollars-$. The 
scroll around the pillars represents 
the two serpents sent by Juno to 
destr rCllle s crad 

DOLLAR OF THE FATHERS.-A catch cry, 
turned by opponents into the 
DOLL THE D s, whi s 
used ng th monet n 
agitatIOn of 1877. The PMladelphla 
Times, of Nov. IO and 17, I887, re
marks that" of all the unreason-
ing a ons of nt yea e 
dema the of the 
has b e mas easoni g d 
absurd. There are people 
who mnst have" cheap money" of 
some . ,and n the 
not g eap gr cks tl 
upon as a c r thin" d 
the dollar of the fathers is to be put 
through [Congress] with a shout. 

I . com 1 assUl 'n 
the di on of ver q n 
that t d silve ar, th r 
of the fathers, was a very popular 
coin: that the people have been 
unjustl deprived of its use' and 
that i t to b red to 
The t is tha re nev 
any real demand for silver dollars 
as currency: and it is not possible 
that there ever can be, except in 
semi- rous ries, e 
the v f man estima y 
its bu 

OMEST Cotto 
can n acture 
from rted 
nsed in the plural. 

ds of 
isting 
s. 

d 
s 

20g nate 

DOMINIE.-A . minister of the Dutch 
rmed ch is ailed . 
plac he S domil 

schoo er, th st" a 
being short; in the American word 
the" a " is long. 

D , To. arbar nplea 
In" word, formed from olla Ion. 
Grant Allen sharply criticises this 
monstrosity hy saying that, instead 

e sim d nob glish 
h the paten e Giv 
very g and ct gi 

-has been described, there are 
some people who would like to call 

. the Don becau 
olla tt's good perfe 
tion. use in ense 

to give, present, grant, confer, etc., 
is at once indefensible and unneces-

eeting ci tize N ewto 
he ast evening un er a cal 0 t 1e mayor I 
tIte city council was asked to DONATE 100 

dols. to the Mt. Vernon sufferers.-llhssollri 
RcpulJiiean, Feb. 24, 1888. 

oney tl NATED bride 
an part cercm 1ight 
cont.m~ec1 for some days-\vas employed In 
furnlshing the house of the wedded p::lir.
Piukerton's Afollie Maguircs and Detectives. 

DONAT PARTY rocto 
cha istic q ueri 

defines this as a party collected to 
make presents to a clergyman 
where the parishioners are not 

'ous h to him 
ient y. part 

generally appear suddenly with 
their loads of presents,-edibles, 
bibibles and other good things,-

5 t t h porar ence 
ooel m t his fill h 
r, anc g erally "e them-

selves pleasantly oflicious. Some
times, however, the clergyman is 

. . 1ized n the 1ber 
hsout esup rougb 
lion P howe, re n 

confined to clergymen; others, 

27 
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not" so near to grace," are some
times participants in them. 

DON E.-In addition to the misuse of 
done for" did," a vulgarism which 
is common on both sides of the 
Atlantic, done is specially used 
adverbially in America, as an inten
silive, in a fashion which is quite 
unique. Though a corruption of 
negro origin, it is pretty general 
amongst all classes of society. 
The emphasis enshrined in "he's 
done gone and done it," could 
hardly be excelled. The word is 
met with in all kir.ds of odd com
binations. "It's done" gone away, 
i.e., disappeared altogether; if a 
person is done got anything, it may 
be taken for granted he has entered 
in to possession beyond recall ; while 
a done dead man would be looked 
upon as dead indeed. The word 
is constantly added to all verbs used 
in the past tense. 

Tige was using me powerful rough, and 
had DONE whipped me; but pshaw I I never 
did holler.-N Y. Spirit of the Times. 

\Vhen 1 awoke in the morning, refreshed 
and rc~invigorated, 1 asked [or my friend. 'I-Ie 
DONE corne down early,' was the laughing 
reply of Tupiter, who had burnished my 
boots till they shone as bright as his ebony 
facc.-Lettas from tlte South. 

Aunt Chloe gives her ideas on politics as 
foUO\vs: Dc publicans hain't DONE used de 
colored folks right, nohow. Dey promis'd 
cb'ry ting and done nuffin. De Dem'crats 
promised nuffin' an)~dey keep def word 1-
Texas Siftings, October '3, r888. 

I What's c1at gotter do wid payin' me dat 
sebenty-five cents? I 

j YOll is de most ignorant niggar eber I 
seed. Hit means dat de property hab DONE 
GO~E inter de hands ob a rcceibcr for de 
benefit of de preferred creditors, and I don't 
pay no moah old debts.'-Texas 51jtiltgs, 
October 6, 1888. 

DONKEY PARTY.-An amusing parlor 
pastime. Black-board and chalk 
are provided, members of the 
party are blindfolded, and each in 
turn draws upon the board a re
presentation of a portion of a don-

key's anatomy. The general effect 
is ludicrous in the extreme. The 
poor donkey often gets beheaded 
altogether, and by mischance he 
may appear to be making a meal 
off his own tail. 

Recent announcement in the society 
column of a Baltimore paper: Mr. Matthews 
gave a DONKEY PAl{TY to the choir of the 
Lutheran Church on Saturday evening.
Detroit Free Press, 1888. 

DONOCH, also DONNOCK. -A stone. 
Thought to be a humorous corrup
tion of "dough nut," although 
some authorities point out that the 
word may be derived from the 
Gaelic doimeag, a stone of con
venient size for throwing. Heard 
throughout the South-west; in the 
vVest It is DORNICK. 

DON'T KNOW AS I KNOW. - A collo
quialism heavily worked in some 
quarters. Said to be the nearest 
confession of ignorance to be got 
out of a Yankee. 

DOODLE.-A contraction of YANKEE 
DOODLE (q.v.).--DOODLE BUGS.

A species of ground beetle. Bart
lett confidingly volunteers the in
formation, that by calling doodle 
several times the bugs make their 
appearance. It is an open question 
as to which is most worthy of 
admiration- Mr. Bartlett, or the 
bugs. 

DOOM, To.-An old-time New Eng
landism, signifying to tax at dis
cretion. A man was doomed when 
he neglected to make a return of 
taxable property. 

DOOMAGE.-This, under the laws of 
New Hampshire, is a penalty or 
fine for neglect. 

DOOR ROCK.-All stones in America 
are rocks; to Western ears a door-



Door Tender 

step may sound better if called a 
door rock. 

DOOR TENDER.-A door-keeper or 
haIl-porter. Doors, the bars of 
drinking saloons, etc., are, in 
America, tended, not kept, as in 
England. 

The DOOR TENDER, James Lathrop, hurried 
into the lobby to find it filled with smoke.
Philadelphia Press, 1888. 

DOOTEROOMUS. - A slang term for 
money; the word is often shortened 
into DOOT. 

DORIAN HlvE.-New England. Like 
the Dorians of ancient Greece the 
New Englanders are chiefly a 
pastoral people-plain, cheerful, 
chaste, and solid in character. 

There was the Yankee, moving on with 
that resistless energy which distinguishes 
the emigrant from our DORIAN HIVE.-J. H. 
Beadle's Western Wilds, 1878. 

DORY.-A fisherman's boat. 

DOTE D.-This term, in the South and 
West, is applied alike to objects 
animate and inanimate. Cloth 
that is doted is rotten and unser
viceable-spoiled. 

Do TELL I-A senseless catch-phrase, 
lugged in everywhere, in season 
and out of season. The DOWN 
EASTER'S dew tell is supposed to be 
expressive of surprise and wonder; 
as a matter of fact, it forms a very 
useful non-committal interjection 
for listeners who feel that some re
mark is expected of them; it is thus 
equivalent to the "realIy?" "in
deed?" of English people. A similar 
phrase in the South is the Old 
English, "You don't say so?" 
which a Yankee will vary by, 
"I wan't to know I " Do tell is 
also used as a decoy, with in ex-

2II Dough-Paces 

perienced narrators of the Mun
chausen type, who, if "green" 
enough, will be lured to repeat the 
story over and over again, by the 
blandly suave do tell! 

DOUBLE ENDER.-A special build of 
gun-boat was so called, during the 
Civil War, on account of its being 
rounded both fore and aft. 

Do U B LE H 0 RS E.-DOING DOUBLE 
HORSE is doing or being two things 
at a time; double-facedness. 

DOUBLE RIPPER.-Two sleds fastened 
by a plank. A more effective way 
of endangering one's neck could 
hardly have been designed. 

DOUGH-FACES.-A political nickname, 
which seems generally to mean a 
politician who is open to influence 
personal or otherwise--mostly 
"otherwise." Primarily, how
ever, by doughjaces are under
stood those who, in the North, 
were favorable to slavery, and at 
the same time, in the South, those 
who favored the North were 
equally honored with the epithet. 
J. Russell Lowell speaks of the 
dough-face as "a contented lick
spittle, a common variety of 
Northern politicians." 

They think they're a kind 0' fulfillin' the 
prophecies, 

Wen' they're on'y jest changiu' the holders 
of offices; 

Ware A sot afore, B is comftably scated 
One humbug's victor'ous, an' t'othcr 

defeated. 
Each honnablc DOUGH-FACE gets jest what 

he axes, 
An' the peoplc,-thcir annooal soft-sadder 

ani taxes. 
-Biglow Papers, I. 4. 

Thurlow R:cd's Memoir (vol. ii., p. 
427) contams the foliowmg note in 
el ncidation of the origin of the 
term. 
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In 1838 the Democratic Congressmen 
from the Northern States decided in caucus 
in favor of a resolution requiring all petitions 
relating to slavery to he laid upon the table 
without debate. This identified the party 
as it then existed with the slave-holding 
interest, and its Northern representatives 
were stigmatized as DOUGH~FACES. 

John Randolph, a senator from 
Virginia, appears to have been the 
first to use the term. Speaking 
from his seat in Congress, he 
branded this baser sort of Northern 
demagogues as DOE-FACES in allu
sion to the timid startled look of 
that animal, which is said to shrink 
from the reflection of its own face 
in the water. 

When that scornful Roanoke artist placed 
his branding-iron on the base brows of this 
whole race of demagogues, he exclaimed, in 
slow, sharp, quaint intonations of voice, so 
peculiarly his own-I It is not in our own 
strength that we of the South have always 
conquered you of the North. We have done 
it by using your own DOUGH-FACES (sic) 
your DOUGH-FACES I (sic). They are dirty 
dogs. They will eat dirty pudding.'
M .moria! of George Bradbum, Boston, r883, 
P·I38. 

--Hence DOUGH-FACISM, to sig
nify a truckling policy. 

DOUGH HEAD.-An idiot; fool; soft
pate. 

DOUGHIEs.-Explained by quotation. 

At first our conversation touched only the 
usual monotonous round of subjecls worn 
threadbare in every cow-camp. A bunch of 
steers had been seen travelling over the 
scoria buttes to the head of Elk Creek; they 
were mostly Texan DOUGHIES -a name I 
have never seen written, it applies to young 
immigrant cattJe-but there were some of 
the Hash-Knife four-year-olds among them. 
-Ce,..t"ry Magazine, October, 1888. 

DOUGHNUT.-A popular delicacy
flour, eggs, sugar and milk, rolled 
into balls and fried in lard. 

The table was always sure to boast of an 
enormous dish of balls of sweetened dough, 
fried in hog's fat, and ca.lled DOUGHNUTS or 
olyka:ks.-K"ickerbocker's Nc<. York. 

DOVE for dived. This is the old form 
for the past tense. 

Straight into the river Kwasind 
Plunged as if he were an otter, 
DOVE as if he were a beaver. 

-H. W. Long/ellow's Hiawatha, calao VII. 
I stood on the extreme end of Howard's 

ocean pier at Atlantic City, when three 
strong swimmers DOVE under the outer 
roller, and began to disport themselves out
side the surf.-Detroit Free Press, Septem
ber, 1888. 

DOWN.-A peculiar usage of dOWII, 
unaccompanied by a preposition, 
prevails in New England, as, for 
example, down cellar, for" down in 
the cellar," so also up garret for 
"upin the garret. "--To BE DOWN 
UPON. - To seize with avidity; 
also, in reference to persons, to be 
influenced by dislike or enmity. 
--To DowN.-To humble, to re
duce to submission. In this sense 
it was used by Sidney-" To down 
proud hearts." Quite obsolete in 
England, but occasionally heard 
in America. 

I drew my horsewhip and told the negro if 
he attempted to close the gate, I would 
DOWN him.-Rev. P. Cartw,ight's A .. tobio
graphy, p. 206. 

We had a run of very nearly two hours 
before we DOWNED the fox, as the dogs 
lost the scent at one time and led us a chase 
over many useless miles. My cousin and 
I were in at the death, and drew straws for 
the brush.-American H .. morisl, Oct. 27, 
1888. 

--DOWN COUNTRy.-The region 
round and about the mouth of a 
river or near the sea. Compare 
with UP COUNTRy.--DoWN EAST. 
-The Yankee's Mecca. Down East 
is the place in all the States where 
alone a man can be born, live, 
or die with any degree of credit to 
himself. The true Down East is a 
shifting locality, but taking the 
Union as a whole the Eastern or 
New England States are generally 
understood by the term. -
DOWN-EASTER. - From the fore
going it will be seen that the only 
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true believers are those who can 
lay claim to this title in its most 
restricted sense.-See ABOUT EAST. 

The people of Calais never saw a genuine 
living and moving millionaire till Uncle 
Russell Sage went down there the other day 
to buy the Grand Southern Railroad. With 
true DOWN EAST hospitality a son of the 
hotel landlord hitched up a span of horses 
and gave Millionaire Sage a delightful ride 
about town.-Lewisto" Journal, July, 1888. 

Hiram rvlason was .... the SOD of a 
minister .... whose vigorous and rather 
boisterous youth was ever a source of 
bewilderment, and even a cause of grief, to 
the minds of regular DOWN-EASTERS.-Ed. 
Egglestonc's The GJ'ayso1i's. 

--DOWN ON STYLE.-Out of the 
common. 

He was the most DOWN ON STYLE of any 
remains ever struck.-1I1ark Twain's 
Scremners. 

-- DOWNTOWN. - The business 
portion of a city. 

Washington, February 7. - Speaker 
Carlisle has ordered that the wires used 
exclusively for stock purposes be taken out 
of the corridors of the house. The under
standing is that there are two of these. 
There is besides a telephone connection with 
a DOWNTOWN brol<er's office, which is als a 
lil<ely to be removed.-Troy Daily Times, 
February 7, 1888. 

Mr. George D. Baremore, a well-known 
DOWNTOWN merchant, was found dead with 
his legs sticking out of a drift in Fifty-fourth 
street, within three blocks of his home.
Daily Inter-Ocean, March '4, 1888. 

-- DOWN - TOWNY. - Not good 
" form," or a la mode--what in 
the miserable puny fashionable 
cant of the day is dubbed as 
" vulgar," by men and women who 
have yet to learn the ABC of the 
ethics of the new Democracy. 

DOXOLOGIS£, To. - Webster quotes 
this as: " to give glory to God as 
in doxology; to praise by singing 
doxologies. " 

Dozv.-Timber, ill Pennsylvania, is 
said to be dozy when decay has set 
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in. Like a sleepy pear, it may, to 
outward appearance, be perfectly 
sound, and yet quite unfit for use. 

D. Q.-On the dead quiet-a phrase 
of the strict Q. T. order, which is 
often met with in newspapers and 
in conversation. 

D RAG.-The Eastern harrow is a drag 
in the West, while the Northern 
New England farmer's drag be
comes a STONE-BOAT (q.v.) further 
West.--DRAG-DRIVERS.-A cow
boy's name for a herdsman who 
follows in the rear of a herd of 
cattle to drive up the stragglers. 

Two men travel along with the leaders, 
one on each side, to point them in the right 
direction; one or two others keep by the 
flanks, and the fest are in the rear to act as 
DRAG-DRIVERS and hurry up the phalanx of 
reluctant weaklings. If the foremost of the 
string travels too fast, one rider will go along 
on the trail a few rods ahead, and thus keep 
them back so that those in the rear will not 
be left behind.-Cmtll1·y M agazi"', 1887. 

--DRAG OUT.-(I) In pugilistic 
parlance, a knock down and drag out 
is a fight carried to extremities.-
(2) Southern for a bully. 

DRAGGEO-OUT.-Exhausted; fatigued. 
U sed colloquially, like fagged out 
or fagged. 

DR~INs.-The tributaries.of the larger 
n vers are so called. 

[W. Irving thus spoke of them:J About 
noon, the travellers reached the DRAINS and 
brooks that formed the head-waters of the 
river.-Astoria, II., p. 254. 

DRATTEo.-Proctor rightly excludes 
"drat it ! " from his list of Ameri
canisms, and takes exception to 
Bartlett's treating it as such, for, 
says he, while ~ully admitting that 
many expressIOns often used in 
England are properly classed as 
Americanisms, if much oftener 
heard on the other side of the 
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Atlantic, he draws the line at 
drat it, for there is no part of 
England, scarcely a house in 
England, where this singularly 
elegant expression of feminine 
wrath is not occasionally heard. 
This objection, however, does not 
apply to dratted, a word which 
Americans derive from drat. Drat
ted is but a silver-coated oath. 

This is a DRATTED piece of business, and I 
wish we were well out of it.-J"dge Long
street's Georgia Scc1les. 

DRAW, To (In poker).-After discard
ing one or more cards, to receive a 
corresponding number from the 
dealer.-The American Hoyle. 

DRAW IT MILD !-An objugation to 
exercise care and caution. Prob
ably as frequently used in 
England as in the States. 

DREADFUL.-As hardly - worked an 
adjective as AWFUL (q.v.). Applied 
to things by no means dreadful in 
themselves, and in truth, the 
epithet might more properly be 
applied to this manner of speech. 
It is used in the sense of very; 
exceedingly-whenever a state
ment requires an extra amount of 
bolstering. 

DRESs.-An American lady never 
speaks of her gown; with her it is 
always a dress. In England 
a society lady of to-day would 
shudder at calling this article of 
attire anything but " a gown," or it 
may be "a frock" It is simply, 
however, a matter of fashion.-
DRESSING.-A term applied to the 
sauces, gravies, stufiings, and other 
condiments which accompany fish, 
flesh, and fowl. 

DRINK.-Primarily, a river. People 
in the South-western States call 
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the river Mississippi "the big 
drink." It has also latterly been 
applied to the Atlantic. Shakspeare 
uses the word in a somewhat 
similar sense when speaking of 
Ophelia :-

Till that her garments, heavy with her 
DRINKE, 

Pul'd the poor wretch .... 
To muddy death. 

DRINKS.-AMERICAN DRINKS. If there 
is one thing above another upon 
which Uncle Sam prides himself 
it i3 the variety and seductiveness 
of the national beverages. Bartlett 
gives a list which, indeed, contains 
rather more than one variety for 
every day in the year, and quotes 
as his authority an advertisement 
and a book on mixed liqnors. An 
American friend assures the writer 
that the advertisement in question 
must have appeared in a special 
edition of the Noah's Ark Chronicle, 
so incomplete is the list at the present 
day. As for the book, it may have 
suited the requirements of such pro
vincial and countrified places as 
New York, Boston, or the Hole in 
the Sky at Washington, but it by 
no means exhausted the resources 
of civilization in the West. ApPLE
JACK and APPLE-TODDY, indeed! 
why, their simplicity and hoary 
antiquity are only equalled by that 
of the modest BRANDY FLIP or 
SHANDY-GAFF. The vigorous ver
nacular of the West has changed 
all that, and nothing short of a 
DEACON'S PALAVER, a PHLEGM
CUTTER, or a DEAD-AND-GONE will 
now satisfy the national thirst. 
These may be varied by draughts 
of MORAL SUASION, STAGGER JUICE, 
or TURPENTINE WHISKEY, to say 
nothing of THE QUICK AND THE 
DEAD. Even Pousse Cafe is out of 
date, and the nearest to CATS! is a 
decoction compounded of PAN
THER'S BREATH with SOUR MASH 
SAP and 'LASSES TRIMMIN'S. In 
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very truth the list is interminable. 
Appended will be found a few-the 
word is written advisedly-of the 
thousand and one forcible, if not 
always seductive, aliases under 
which the demon drink manages 
to enthral its votaries. 

Agent, Apple Jack, Apple Toddy, Baldface, 
Dlack Jack, Brandy Champerelle, Brandy 
Fix, Brandy Flip, Brandy Smash, Brandy 
Straight, Brandy Toddy, I3ust Head, Bug 
Juice, Corn Juice, Ching Ching, Chain Light
ning, Citronella Jam. COBBLERS, VIZ,
Arrack, Brandy, Claret, Champagne, Ca~ 
tawba, Hock, Rochelle, Peach, Sherry, Sau
terne. COCKTAILS, viz.-Brandy, Cham
pagne, Gin, ] apanesc, Tersey, Soda, V\"hisk~y; 
Deadbeat, Deacon, Exchange, Egg Fhp, 
Egg Neg, Egg Sour, Floater, Fiscaf Agent, 
Fusil Oil, Gin Straight, Gin Fix, Gin Punch, 
Gin Sling, Gin Sonr, Gin Smash, Gin Flip, 
Gin Rooster-Tail. JULEPS, viz.-Arrack, 
Brandy, Capped, Claret, Fancy, Gin, IvIixed, 
Pcachb Pine Apple, Mint, Racehorse, 
Straw erry, Whiskey. Iou -Jewett's 
Fancy, Knickerbocker, Lemonade, Mead, 
Moral Suasion, Ne Plus Ultra, Orgeat 
Lemonade, Pine Top, Porteree, Phlegm 
Cutter, Port-Wine Sangaree, Port-\Vine 
Negus, Polk and Dallas, Pousse Cafe. 
PUNCHES, viz. :-Arrack, Gin, Claret, 
Dranciy, Epicure'S, Iced, Milk, Pig and 
vVhistle, Poor Man's, Roman, Rum, Soda, 
Spiced, Sherry, Sauterne, Vanilla, Seventh 
Regiment, St. Charles, Whiskey, Ropee, 
Santa Cruz Sour, Sargent, Sherry and Egg, 
Sherry and Bitters, Shandy Gaff, Shambro, 
Silver Top, Sling Flip, Snap Neck, Snifter, 
Smashor, Split Ticket, Slone \lVall, Stagger 
Juice, Switchel Flip, Tangle Leg, Tip and 
Ty, Tippee na Peeco, Toddy, Tog, Tom. and 
Terry, Turpentine vVhiskey, Vox Populi, 
Veto, Virginia Fancy, Whiskey Flip, 
Whiskey Toddy, Whiskey Julep, Whiskey 
Fix, Whisl{ey Punch, Wf1iskcy Smash, 
Whiskey Skm, Whiskey Sour, Whiskey 
Straight, Eye-opener, Appetizer, Digester, 
Big Reposer, Refresher, Stimulant, Ante
Lunch, Settler, A la Smythe, Cobbler, 
Social Drink, Invigorator, Solid Straight, 
Chit Chat, Fancy Smile, Entire Act, 
Sparlder, Rouser, Night Cap. 

DRIVE.-(r) A ROUND-UP (q.v.).--(2) 
In Maine and Canada a collection of 
logs brought together near a stream 
ready for floating. --DRIVER.
(r) A drivcr is the foreman of a 
gang of laborers on a plantation. 
On some estates the title of fore
man is coming into use, the negroes 
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objecting to the old word.--(2) 
A lumberman's term for one who 
directs the passage of logs to 
navigable waters. This process is 
called DRIVING THE RIVER.-
DRIVEWAy.-(r) A road set apart for 
wheeled trafhc as distinguished 
from the side walk or footpath. 

These vaults. . . . [in the cemetery at 
New Orleans] are architecturally graceful 
and shapely; they face the walks and DRIVE
WA YS of the cemetery; and when one moves 
through the midst of a thousand or so of 
them, and sees their white roofs and gables 
stretc.hing into the distance on every hand, 
the phrJ.se city of the dead has, all at once, 
a meaning to him.-.Mark Twain's Life on the 
M isslssippi, p. 384-

--(2) A covered approach to 
churches, public buildings, and 
mansions. 

The outside appearance of the house, with 
arched entrances and DRIVEWAYS, turned 
gables and antique battlements, presented a 
graceful and stril{ing appearance.-Phila
delphia Press, 10:)8. 

--DRIVING THE NAIL.-A favor
ite amusement amongst cowboys 
and plainsmen, and one which 
serves, not only as an opportunity 
for showing skill with the rifle, 
but also as an excuse for betting. 
A stout nail is driven into a post, 
about half-way up to the head; 
the riflemen then stand at a great 
distance, and fire at the nail, the 
object being to hit the nail so truly 
on the head wi th the ball as to 
drive it home. At another time, it 
is threading the needle; an allger
hole is pierced through the centre 
of an upright board, just large 
enough to allow the ball to pass, 
and the best marksman is he who 
drives his ball through without 
enlarging the orifice !--DRIVING 
PARK.-A race-course. One would 
think Americans are not in the 
habit of calling spades spades, so 
frequently do half-and-half phrases 
of this kind occur. Bartlett calls it 
a euphemism, he most likely meant 
an absurdity. 
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D ER GHE Fr 
tch aagc. Th ngl for 

is drugger. It is a vessel, with or 
. tho ails th rge pe. 

DROP.--To GET THE DROP ON.-

ner s kin to in 
siti wh in h s t 

life of another in hand; literally 
ta on t isa nta 

fore ca e h wn apo. 
Like most phrases of the kind, the 
. 'om' bei oft d a the 

se ifie nd i ten d f 
" to get an advantage over." 

eph ogni the lure dre 
a SWQ e \ d 5h me sigl, 
although up to that time we had been the 
best of friends. I also kept my revolver 
b yan d n fOpO hat ShOll 
G he P ON W he d th 
I was prepared for him, he did not try to 
shoot me.-Troy Daily Times, February 8 
I 

las b cur en Iy charged that uggan 
has Idlled a number of men during his 
tw"'nty years' rc",'cience' Col do, b 
t is true lea so f as h 
renee Le, ille ~ concel ned, t 1e 
only person who lost his life at his hands 
being a man who fonowed him u with 
p I in I and 0, it i d, a By h 
t ROP Dug , Lut latt as t 
quick a shot.-DcllVL'I' Republican, April 9, 
IBB8. 

any , we 11 no t Ar us G 
the DROP ON the readIng publIc.-Texas 
Siftings, August, 1888. 

-D P G E.- var on 
the confidence trick, which is 
worked as follows '-The thief 

vin has his c ti wal 
before hIm, and when sure that hIS 
action will be noticed pretends to 

ck po t-bo can ing 
roll a notes. This opens up the 
line of communication, and the 

jec f th hief the und 
some pretence or at er, to mduce 
the greenhorn to part with ready 

one 1 e. ang r tl note 
hich cou are purious. T e 

trick is varied with rings and other 
ppo lab RO 
TT .-L ers ddr d 

6 D mk 

ide of to in hic 
ey are pos e T e practIce of 

renting boxes at the post-offices, 
gely eva in t Sta an 
pis e ply be 

placed in the box of the person for 
am ey int ed, hou 
ess y ing rou th 

mails at all. 

t. L ex ge ts D LET 
TERS reduce to I cent. People up this 
way would prefer to pay 2 cents and have 
tb . lette dropp d t th . desti . on 0 

ti The art is t of p an 
fun 5 now. lli.cago ail)' Il cr-OccnIt, r888. 

D GE. aw isk T term 
ollginated in the New England 
States. 

DRUG STORE.-A chemist's shop is, in 
America alwa s called a d1'lw store 

DRUMMER.-A commercial traveller. 
The old time edla and hea 

ks re the bit an 
nouncing their arrival in the town 
by the beating of drums, hence the 

m. SO MM ,th olici 
tations of orders by commercial 
tra vellers. 

nd- an't ha gr man 
DRUMMERS coming in and boring you with 
their samples and their talk?' 

cha A go nan UMM com 
in e, b oy d bor 

j Don't they ask YOll to look at their 
sample~? I 

~It t ask to gi hem ers? 
I No, they go right Qut without saying a 

word.' 
w duma e to rid 0 em? 

th mple hing tbe [d. 
put a plug hat and an open grip sack on the 
counter every morning. When a DRUMMER 
se lese' s of ther UMM bein 
on e pI SCS, goe f. E y te 
mmutes in the day a DRUMMER comes to the 
dOOf, looks at the gripsack, and goes away, 
an am I 'n pe '-T Sift' 188 

DRUNK.-A spree; a debauch. 

foot Hed pret ig, a 0 di 
his cg; but y-an - y the DRUNK begun to 
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come, and 
druth 

iskey. 
nn, p. 8 

so I judged he was all right; but 
bit wi ake th 's 

Advmt f Htle y 

A policeman must be careful in dealing 
with loose women, and instantly discern the 
difference between a noble lord on a frolic, a 

dical in his and a r 
a DRU illcil1Ha 

DAy.-(I) A town is said to go dry 
when, on the question of local 
optio eclare the sh g 
up of and ing s 
Comp ith WE (2) T y. 
So used in Middleton's plays, and 
also in Skelton, and in the World 
(I754) 

Lenaw Dty vo local n 
to-morrow, and will probably give a DRY 
majority of from r,500 to 2,ooo.-Chicago 
Herald, 1888. 

If a cou r insta yne) h d 
local 0 and ha DRY, e 

y auth grant se to 0 a 
saloon insIde of the CIty hmits? [No.]
A ttS1.CJcr to COr1'espondcnt in Detroit Evening 
Journal, February 20, 1888. 

(q.v.). 
quiet! 

CREE 
RY UP 

A c 
) Hus 

E 

e 

'It's all d--d nonsense. We might work 
re a w not hi 
I But I u to br tools u 
ouldn't stcd an 
t Oh, DRY UP,' put in a t lrd voice.-l\ etc! 

Yo,·k Stili, 1888. 

Also Tob e chee f 

DUBERSOME.-Doubtful, vacillatmg; 
applied to uncertainty of mind. 

He wa 
cant w 
a opin 

BERSO 

~l~;~i{ 
11, who 
tated 
'{lYe. 

n 

DUDE.-If not American by origin it 
is cer so bye. PI" y 
deriv III th land h 
"dud .,clot eDUD g 
a very convenient tailor's block. 

As illustrating its possible origin 
"dud "du see th 
ing e 

Think of her? I think she is dressed like 
a DUD' can't say how she would look in the 
costurr~e of the present century.-P1ftnam's 
M " Febr 870. 

DE an ub can g passe 
into letlrcment, lel ew York as begu 
to war on the policeman who chews a tooth
pick. The cm)osities a~1d t~e liberties of 
the age are beIng curtaIled III Gotham.-
D cr-Ocea ruary 3 

Du Dii-Clothes. This Scotticism for 
old clothes is largely used in the 

cular of the Union for wear-
pparel y kind indee 
1 mov roper 

The three [railway] Commissioners, in 
whose appointment you had no choice, de-
ci you ill out, Ie lr halls 
bu ut your and be Tew Y01 
T, Januar 7'" 

--Hence DUD-CHEST, a box in 
which clothes are kept. 

D T.-(I abin by di 
ging into a hill or other elevated 
ground. The front is faced with 
1 and th fl e is r not at one 

e side 

The hunter is the arch· type of freedom. 
His well-being rests in BO man's hands save 
his own. I-Ie chops down and hews out the 
10 fa his hut, haps kes merely 
ru G-OUT side a I, with 
sh f, or sk for the -Cen-fll 
AI e, Octo 88. 

--(2) A canoe hewn out of a log. 
-5'e CANOE 

from 1~ ~l~~~fel ~~~I:; r w s~iIFi s 
length out upon the oozy bank of a pretty 
bayoll.-Century Alagazille, 1887. 

UG-OU n't lea 
Ie from t 1k, afo 
k I wen eend li 
y, emptic nto the 
A mC1'fcans at H omt I vol. i. 

orcIn s' 
-chug 
in a sa 
ntl-T It 
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DUK 0' DARBy.-The BOBOLINK (q.v.). 

DULL MUBlc.-Anything tedious is 
said to be dull music. 

DULLV.-Stupidly. An uncouth and 
needless form. 

DUMB-BETTV.-A washing machine. 

DUMB CHILL or AGER (q.v.).-A form 
of intermittent fever. 

DUMFOUNDERED.-The English form 
is dumbfounded. The Yankees 
prefer the Scotch dllmjoundcred. 

DUMMERHEAD.-A blockhead; from 
the German dummkopj. Common 
in Pennsylvania, and other local
ities where the German element 
prevails. 

DUMP, To.-To cast or shoot down 
in a heap; a good old English 
word, which can only be reckoned 
an Americanism from its much 
more frequent use by Americans 
than by English people. Hardly a 
paper can be taken up, in which 
the word does not occur over and 
over again. 

So also IN THE DUMPS or DUMPY. 
--DUMP CART.-A vehicle which 
tilts from the front.--DuMPING 
G RO U N D. - Land upon which 
rubbish may be shot.--DuMPAGE. 
-The fee paid for shooting rubbish 
upon vacant spaces. 

DUNFISH.-A superior kind of dried 
cod-fish, so called from its co!our. 

In curing, the fish are first salted, 
and then laid in piles in a dark 
room, covered with salt hay or 
other similar substances. After two 
or three months the piles are 
opened and the fish examined, after 
which they are piled up once more 
in a compact mass, and left to ripen 
for another two or three months. 
In July or August they are ready 
for use, and command a high price, 
being far superior to ordinary cod
fish. J. G. Whittier describes an 
old puritan'S outfit thus: 

They had loaded his shallop with DUNFISH 
and ball, 

Wilh stOf<S for his larder and steel for his 
wall. 

__ The process is called DUN
NING. 

DUNGARH.-In New York and Con
necticut waters a vessel used for 
the transportation of dung, 
whence its name. 

DUNKv.-Excessively thick; badly-
proportioned; and clumsily -
shaped. 

DUNNOW'Z I KNOW. - Du1t1tow'Z (do 
not know as) I know, says J. R. 
Lowell, "is the nearest your true 
Yankee ever comes to acknowledg
ing ignorance." 

DURHAM BOAT.-A flat-bottomed boat 
formerly in use; it was propelled 
by punting. 

DURN, DURNED.-Relief words. 

You know that clay-bed over back of the 
East Lot? I'll bet I could make as good· 
lookin' a bUf!"t as any 0' these,-an' mcbbe a 
DURN sight better.-Portlalld Transcript, 1888. 

DUB K V GROUS E.-This bird has a 
variety of names, being called in 
different parts of the country the 
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BLUE GROUSE, the BLACK GROUSE, 
and the MOUNTAIN GROUSE. He 
is found almost everywhere in the 
mountainous regions of the great 
West, between an altitude of 
about 6,000 feet and the snow line. 
Though a fine large bird, second 
only to the SAGE GROUSE, and 
most delicious as food, he affords 
less sport to the hunter than any 
other of the grollse family. In his 
habits he differs entirely from other 
grouse. He is solitary, never being 
found in packs after the brood has 
been weaned by the mother bird. 
He frequents jungles and pine or 
quaking-asp thickets; will not lie 
to the dog, nor fly from the hunter. 
He is usually found on the ground, 
but when disturbed takes refuge on 
a branch of the nearest tree, and 
will sit still, thongh the hunter 
approach within a few feet. He 
gives no opportunity forwing-shoot
ing, for if driven from his perch, 
he seeks another a few feet off, or 
darts off among the thick branches 
of the pine in a rapid and tor
tuous flight, sufTIcient to baffle the 
quickest aim.-Dodge's Plaills of the 
Great West, p. 227. 

DUST.-To GET UP AND DUST.-To 
move about quickly; also to casti
gate. Texas. 

The following marriage licenses were 
granted yesterday, but do not include the 
names of three more young, quito young 
couples, who were refused a license by Re
corder Hobbs. Two boys who applied for 
licenses with young girls were not backward 
in giving their ages as 19 and 18, respectively. 
In fact, they became angry when told they 
could not marry their sweethearts. Recorder 
Hobbs said yesterday (hat he was getting 
tired of these young people bothering him
puppy love couples, he calls them-and 
thrc8.tens to take the next pair home to their 
parents and see the DUST fiy.-Missouri Re
pu.blicaJ1., March 27, 1838. 

DUTCH. - A corruption of Dmtsc1l, 
German. Throughout the Union 
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the Dutchman is thus confounded 
with the German. There is, how
ever, excuse for the confusion. Arch
bishop Trench tells us that, " Till 
late in the seventeenth century, 
Dutch meant (in England) gener
ally German, and a Dutchman a 
native of Germany, while what we 
now term a Dutchman would have 
been named a Hollander." Quaint 
old Fuller said accordingly, "At 
the same time began the Teutonic 
order, consisting only of Dutch
men, well descended." (The Holy 
WilY, II., c. 16.) It can, moreover, 
be pleaded in excuse that the 
German immigrants themselves 
but too readily acquiesced in the 
designation, and adopted it them
selves. Thus, ex., the first English 
almanac ever printed in the 
German form was published by 
John Gruber, a native of Stras
burg, under the title of 
"Dutch - English Almanac."-
DUTCH CURSE. - The field daisy, 
but why called a CIIrse is hardly 
conceivable - surely not be
cause, as Bartlett says, of its 
annoyance to farmers.--THAT 
BEATS THE DUTCH is an exclama
tion still common in all parts of 
the Union to indicate surprise. It 
has been traced back for more than 
a century, and is either a reference 
to the sturdy hardihood displayed 
by people of that nationality, at 
a time when their naval superiority 
had not altogether disappeared; 
or its derivation must be looked 
for in the English slang usage 
in which the word Dlltch is 
synonymous with ludicrous sounds, 
undesirable relations, and false 
valor. (Double Dutch, Dutch 
concert, Dutch consolation, Dutch 
courage, Dutch feast, Dutch 
uncle). In the latter case thai btats 
the Dllteh may mean, by a species 
of transition very common with 
colloquialisms of the kind, a mode 
of bestowing praise on objects not 
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altogether unworthy; thus Dutch 
courage-false courage; ergo, that 
beats the Dutch signifies that the 
matter under discussion is, to say 
the least, genuine of its kind; or, 
assuming the reference to be sar
castic, that even the mockery of 
Dutch valour is surpassed. The 
whole subject is, however, con
fessedly obscure. 

Dutiable 

DUTIABLE.-Liable to duty; a term 
which, in the United States, never 
represents the tax levied on real 
estate or farmers' stock. The 
word, which came into use with 
the first tariff, has proved eminently 
useful, and is universally adopted. 

The following articles shall be DUTIABLE 
hereafter at the fixed rates.-A ct of Congress, 
I865· 
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eat is an old friend with a new 
face indeed. It is a Western 
barbarism, "to sleep" being used 
in much the same way; e.g., a 
steamer is alleged to be able 10 
eat 400 passengers and sleep about 
half that number. This certainly 
is pretty good going for verbal 
gymnastics. 

Hoosier-' Squire, what pay do you give? I 

Contractor-' Ten bits a day.' 
Hoosier-' Why, Squire, I was told you'd 

give us two dollars a-day and EAT uS,I-Pick
ings jrom the Picayune, p. 47. 

--Proctor remarks that some
times a host may eat his guests in 
another sense. He once, when 
staying at an hotel, found a finely
colored motto rather unfortunately 
spell; it ran, "Watch and Prey." 
Its owner, he says, carried out the 
idea. 

EBENEZER.-To RAISE ONE'S EBE
NEZER.-To put oneself en evidence 
-in Biblical parlance, to set one's 
light on the top of a hill, and not 
hide it under a bushel. To raise 
one's Ebenezer is of Puritan origin. 

EBONY.-An ebony is a negro in com
mon parlance. 

EccENTRlc.-Probably only an indi
vidualism. This word, says De 
Vere (as this deponent knows 
nothing thereof, he says as much 
concerning the expression), has, in 
Western, parlance, obtained a 
curious meaning, which threatens 
to spread in spite of its absurdity. 
"I want my land down to the 
eccelltric," said an illiterate man in 
Illinois, objecting to the reserva
tion of mining rights under his 
purchase. 

EDDOES (Arum escuZenlum).-A tuber 
which enters largely into the food 
supply of the West Indies. Also 
called cocos. 
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EDI BLEs.-See BIBIBLES. 

EDITORIAL.-If ever tbis word was a 
genuine Americanism, it has long 
since passed into the common 
speech of the old country. The 
same remark applies to-

EDUCATIONAL and EDUCATION, both of 
which are classed as Americanisms 
by Bartlett and De Vere. 

EEL GRASS (Zostera lJwri/la).-A grass 
which is not a grass but a sea-weed, 
and which is said to derive its name 
from its inhabitants! SEA-WRACK 
is another name for it. 

EEL-sKIN.-Adevicewhich the author 
of the National Anthem must have 
had in view when he wrote the 
couplet associating "tricks" with 
" politics" :-

Confound their politics, 
Frustrate their knavish_ tricks. 

Of all the dark and devious 
ways of the ballot this was (for 
the practice is hardly possible 
now) perhaps the darkest and most 
"vain." An eel-sliin was a thin 
slip of gummed paper, on one side 
of which was printed a candidate's 
name, and employed to falsify the 
ballot, being secretly used to ob
literate the name of an opponent. 
Bartlett cites New Englanders and 
New Yorkers as the chief sinners 
at this merry little game; possibly 
he knew. 

EEL-SPEAR.-The eel-shear of Eng
lish fishermen. 

E·ENAMOST.-A New England dia
lecticism for" almost." 

The dandy run, and the gals snickered 
out, and the fellers haw hawed till they was 
E'ENAMOST dead, to see him marvell down 
the road.-Hill's Yalll«, Stories. 
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EGG, TO.-(1) A playful method of 
signifying disapprobation; to pelt 
with eggs. 

The man, a black abolitionist of the deep
est dye was EGGED out of town last mght I 
and will find it safer, we venture to say, not to 
show himself again.-Ka1tsas Paper, r860. 

-- (2) Sec PECULIARITIES OF 
PRONUNCIA TION. 

EGG-NOG.-Eggs, cream, and brandy 
mixed together.-Sce DRINKS. 

This is the first time in my life that I e,:er 
heard of people warrnin' themselves up :vlth 
hens' eggs and spirits, except wh~n mIxed 
up into EGG-NOG.-CCllt1-1ry ,Maga:;111c, r888. 

EGYPT. - A sobriquet given to 
Southern Illinois. The origin of 
the nickname is appropriately 
somewhat obscure. The inhabi
tants themselves derive it from the 
fertility of the land in which they 
live, whilst enemies rather unkindly 
aver that the allusion is to the 
crass ignorance and mental dark
ness there prevalent. Criticizing 
these theories, Proctor remarks 
he should imagine that anyone 
who had seen the region around 
Cairo in the good old times 
(remember that Cairo was the 
Eden of "Martin Chuzzlewit ") 
would need no explanation. Prob
ably Cairo was so called because 
the region around Cairo in Egypt, 
after an inundation of the NIle, 
looked abou t as forbidding as the 
region around Cairo in Illinois 
looked all the time. 

The lumber we get from Illinois is fom 
the central portion of the State, along the 
Indianapolis and St. Louis Rai,lr?.:1d. Tl,le 
northern part of the State is pr.:UrlC, dark ll1 
soil and low until ono rcaches the extreme 
northern lim'it where hills and pine begin to 
appear. The 'southern part of the State) 
popUlarly known as EGYl)T, ,is full of sand 
hills and jack oak, neither ,bemg very profit .. 
able to anybody.-SI. LOII!s Globe Democrat, 
January 20, IoHtt 
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EIGHTEEN w CARAT DESPERADO. A 
ruffian of the deepest dye. 

ELDENT HAND or ACE (In Poker).
The player immediately at the 
left of the dealer.-The Amerwltl 
Hoyle. 

ELECT, To.-The Yankee not only 
elects his officers of State, but also 
any given course which seems right 
and proper for him to purs~e. 
For example, given a chOIce 
between two roads a person may 
elect to take either. This use of 
the word is gradually creeping into 
English literature. 

ELECTORAL COMMISSloN.-In order to 
decide between disputed election 
returns sent from Florida, Louisi
ana, Oregon and South Carol!na 
during the Presidential campaIgn 
of 1876, a special tribunal was 
created by Congress, January 29, 
1877, under the above. title.. As 
appointed by Congress, It conslsted 
of four Justices of the Supreme 
Court (two Republicans and two 
Democrats), five Senators (three 
Republicans and two Democrats), 
and five Representatives (two 
Repu blicans and three Democrats). 
The four Justices were directed 
to select a fifth, whose district 
was specified, though he was not 
named. The I-Ion. David Davis, of 
Illinois, would, in the natural order, 
have been chosen, and upon his vote 
in the Commission, the Democrats 
confidently counted. Just as the 
Commission was organized how
ever, January 25th, r877, Judge 
Davis was elected to the UnIted 
States Senate, and thereby dis
qualified from serving on the 
Commission. The eligible Justices 
were all Republicans, and the 
Hon. Joseph P. Bradley was 
chosen. Upon him, therefore, fell 
the weighty responsibility of the 
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casting-vote, on matters which the 
national Congress had confessed 
itself unable to decide, and which 
threatened to precipitate a civil 
war. It is impracticable here to 
give a detailed account of what 
followed. A good summary will 
be found in Lalor's Cyclopcedia of 
Political Science, and the proceed
ings are published in full in the 
Congressional Record, part iv., vol. 
v., 1877. In brief, the Com
mission decided that it could not 
go behind the Governor's certifi
cate in the cases submitted. This 
rule of procedure was so worded, 
however, that a majority (Re
publican) of the Commissioners 
held that in the case of Oregon, 
where the Governor had certified 
incorrrctly, it (the Commission) 
was competent to correct the 
certificate in accordance with the 
laws of the States. This ruling 
gave 11r. Hayes, the Republican 
candidate for the Presidency, a 
majority of one vote in the 
Electoral College (sec ELECTORS), 
he receiving 185, while 11r. Tilden, 
the Democratic candidate, received 
184 votes. 

ELECTORs.-The President is not 
chosen by a direct vote of the 
people. The voters of each State 
choose as many electors as the 
State has representatives in both 
Houses of Congress. These meet 
and vote for President and Vice
President, under certain constitu
tional restrictions. Collecti vel y, 
these eleclors are known as "the 
Electoral College," the,ugh this 
term is not recognized as an offi
cial designation in the Coustitution, 
and was not used, even informally, 
until about 18zI. Many of the 
clearest-headed statesmen now 
li ving believe that a direct vote 
would more fairly represent the 
popular will. 

ELEGANT.-This adjective is much 
affected by Americans in describ
ing what, in England, would be 
characterised as "substantial" Of 
of first-rate quality. Everything 
is elegant from a mountain down to 
one's stockings. 

ELEPHANT.-To SEE THE ELEPHANT. 
-To see the world; to gain l<11ow
ledge by experience. The cost is 
oftentimes understood to be more 
than the thing is worth. The ex
pression conveying the idea of just 
a dash of "wild oats" and the 
" prodigal son." 

Strange, isn't it, that so many countrymen 
who come to New York TO SEE THE ELEPHANT 
will go and fight the tiger.-New York C0111,~ 
mercial A dvertiscr. 

It was in a Hanover Street dispensary, 
where the tillers of the soil love to congre
gate, when they are down to Basting, in
specting' the Athenian white ELEPHANT.

Boston Globe, lVIarch 4, 11)88 .. 

ELEVATOR.-A lift, either for passen
gers or goods. Lifts are much 
more largely used in America than 
in England. A characteristic ex
ample of this divergence of speech, 
as well as of the rage for every
thing English, which is just now a 
craze in the States, is given in the 
following from the Chicago Tribune: 
-" 'Beg pardon, mum, but you 
dropped your veil in the-tbe lift,' 
said the bell-boy to the departing 
guest, narrowly watching the effect 
of his words. ' James,' said the 
pleased New York lady to her hus
band, 'give the boy two shillings. 
He takes us for English people.' " 

ELM CITy.-Newhaven, Connecticut. 
A sobriquet derived, as is obvious, 
from the magnificent trees of the 
same name which adorn it. 

EMPIRE CITY, EMPIRE STATE. - The 
city and state of New York; so 
called by reason of their position 
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on the sea-hoard, their wealth, and 
population. New York City, to
gether with Brooklyn and Jersey 
City, which, though separated from 
it by East River and the Hudson, 
are really suburbs of it (just as, in 
popular parlance, Westminster is 
now included in London), is the 
first city in the Union, possessing 
an admirable harbor, and a unique 
water way by the Hudson to 
the Lake system. The motto 
" Excelsior" upon its coat of arms, 
has also supplied another nickname 
in EXCELSIOR STATE. The term 
EMPIRE STATE OF THE SOUTH has 
been applied to Georgia. 

EMPT.-A word, says Bartlett, coined 
by old ladies of New England for 
empty, as "go and empt out the 
water." It is an ungracious thing 
to deprive ladies, especially" old" 
ones, of the fruit of their men tal 
labors, but there is hardly a house 
in some quarters of England where 
t his old provincialism is not still 
current. 

EMPTYINGs.-Pronounced and written 
in New England emptills. Yeast; 
the lees of beer, cider, etc. 

A betch 0' bread that hain't riz once ain't 
gain' to rise agin, 

An' it's jest money throwed away to put the 
EMPTINS in: 

But thet's wut folks wun't never larn; they 
dunno how to go, 

Artebuli~~h~~~d te~~~.room, no more'n a 

-Biglow Papers. 

ENo.-To BE AT A LOOSE END.-To 
have nothing to do; to loaf about. 

Jsm Phillips is AT what he calls A LOOSE 
END, and from his appearance onc would 
imagine that his want of occupation is not 
troubling him very much. - .t1 mer/can 
Humorist, September 15, 1888. 

ENOWAYS,-For ENDWISE. 

He stole as many apples as he wanted, and 
came down all right; and he was all 
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ready for the dog too, and knocked him 
ENDWAYS with a rock when he came to tear 
him.-111 ark Twain.'s Screamers. 

ENGIN££R.-An engine-driver. 

If I was an ENGINEER, rd clap on steam, 
-I'd fire up, I tell you; you wouldn't get me 
to stop the engine, no way you could fix it.
Picki1lgs (rom the Picayune. 

I suppose I might have jumped, boys, 
In hope to save sinew and bone, 
And left those women and children 
To take their ride alone; 
But I thought of a day of reckoning, 
And whenever old John's done here 
The Lord won't say to him, then, 
You went back as an ENGINEER. 

-Denver Republican, March I, 1888. 

As a verb it is often used instead 
of to plan, or to work out. 

Scott, with a good deal of shrewdness, 
ENGINEERED the fight against Gorman, and 
when St. Louis was selected as the conven-

}~~~~~tlt:I~~£~_~}~~~~n~i~~~n\~}?~lcS~~~~i~~e~~~ 
the convention at an early date.-J~lissOU1'i 
Republical/, Feb. 24, 1888. 

Suddenly a notion entered into her head. 
Adela was only eighteen, it is true, and the 
general was forty-two, as she had heard him 
say. But he hadn't a wrinkle and looked 
SOUle years younger. He was a most excel· 
lent man, even-tempered, and exceedingly 
rich. Why couldn't she ENGINEER a match 
between these two ?-New York !I[t''1'Cury, 
July 21, 1888. 

ENG LIS H M £ N T.-Something Angli
cized. 

The torrent that rushes through Maniton 
just under Pilw's Peak (Colorado), was called 
by him (the French explorer, St. Vrain) 
poetically enough In Fontaine qui bouille. 
The hard-headed Anglo-Saxons, reckoning 
this altogether too poetical abridged it to 
fountain, by which ENGLISHMENT it is com
monly known.- ScribJlu's Magazine', Oct. 
1887. 

ENS A N G U I N £ 0 UND£RGARM£NT.-A 
variant of the BLOODY SHIRT (q.v.). 

The moment any honorable Senator on 
the Republican side, or any editor of any 
Northern paper, or any organ of the grand 
army talked about the Union armies the 
grandeur of tht:: achievements, the obliga~ 
t10118 of the natIon, they were taunted with 
waving the ENSANGUINED UNDERGARMENT-

29 
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raking up the ashes of sectional strife, ap
pealing to partisan hatred and malice.
St. Louis Daily Globe Democrat, March 7, 
1888. 

ENSILAGE, To.-With the introduc
tion of silos and ensilage, the verb 
to CIlsilage, signifying the act of 
preparing the silos naturally takes 
its place. 

ENSMALL, To.-To condense. A facti
tious word modelled on .. enlarge." 

Be sure you have nothing to say [in 
writing for the press] I and then sit down 
and say it. Don't bother about ideas; or 
about sense, if you haven't any. rvIakc up 
for the absence of both by ~randiloquent 
words, and many of them, especially if you are 
writing for space. Enlarge upon your topic 
-it shows fertility; to ENSMALL upon it 
indicates paucity.- F. W. Stauffer in The 
Epoch, July 20, 1888. 

ENTHUSE, To.-Filling or being filled 
with enthusiasm. 

Kilrain came here to startle the people, 
but they ffliled to ENTHUSE. Sully carne 
here and captured the people by storm In 
110 instance bas he gone to any town without 
receiving a hearty welcome from the local 
sporting fraternity. - Chicago Infer-Oceall, 
1888. 

ENWEAVE, To.-To intertwine or inter
mix by weaving; another form for 
1J1U'cave. 

E PLURIBUS uNuM.-The anglO of 
this motto is shrouded in some 
degree of mystery. Virgil uses 
e pluribus 1111115, and also Horace, de 
pluriuus Ulla, but the generally 
received view is that it was taken 
from the Gentleman's Mar;azille, that 
periodical hwing used it for more 
than one hundred years. It is 
claimed that its adoption on United 
States coins was suggested by Mr. 
W. Barton, of Philadelphia, in 
1782. On the New York" doub
loon," and one of the New York 
coppers of 1787, and one of the 
Washington cents of 1791, the 

Eternal 

legend occurs as uJlum e pluribus; 
while on the" Immunis Columbia" 
of 1787, the New Jersey cent of 
1786, and the Kentucky cent of 
1791, it is e pluribus unum. It 
a ppeared for the first time on the 
national coinage in 1796. 

ERUPT, To.-From "eruption." Anew 
and utterly violent form. 

This person had, at the peak and tip of a 
gigantic volca~o of infuriated scol?-ing 
against cverythmg whatever, ERUPTED In a 
final blaze offury.-Pufnam's .Magazine. 

ESCROD.-A fisherman's term applied 
to any kind of small fish fit for 
boiling. Sometimes shortened into 
" scrod," and then applied to a 
small broiled cod. 

ESQUIPOMGOLE.-See KINNIKINNICK. 

ESSENCE-PEDDLER. - The skunk. A 
peddler, which everyone fights shy 
of. This nickname is said to have 
been introduced by J. Russell 
Lowell. 

ESTUFA, - A stove. Of Spanish 
origin, and part of the common 
speech of the Rocky Mountain 
States in which the Spanish ele
ment prevails. 

ETERNAL.-An intensitive of the same 
type as ALMIGHTY, CRUEL, AWFUL, 
etc. (q.v.), thus a week is spoken 
of as an eternal time.--ETERNAL 
CAMPING GROUND.-A simile for a 
future state of existence borrowed 
from the phraseology of backwoods
men. 

Uncle Larry enjoyed his jolly life so well 
that he wanted to keep on enjoyrng it. About 
June I he went into the Adirondacks with a 
party of congeni:ll spirits. Unmindful of 
his seventy years he undertook to tramp lil{o 
a youth of twenty. It was too much for him; 
be was found by a companion lying in tho 
wood. After that he failed rapidly, and they 
say that he will soon go to the ETERNAL 
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CAMPING GROUND to join the many jolly 
campers who have gone before.-The Ex~ 

lUy (N. gust, I 

UCHR£. rna y ther 
games or chess, euchre has lent its 
phraseology to everyday speech. 

uchre . he ter . ogy 0 

arne s to I wO po 
ence Izre in ense 

defeat; to foil; to overcome. The 
game itself is one which, though 
ess dif than . perm' f 

uch splay. 

The Controller could scarcely believe Ius 
senses, but the fact finally dawned upon 
him that he had been EUCHRED by Hall, 
who had succeeded in getting control of the 

nee of t 10,00 rs appr 
despi Contl" object 

ing it t red to tar's ac 
-San Francisco vVeekly Examiner, March 
22, I888. 
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York. 

olida 

VENER. 

y.-T d of a 
-Nov 25, 

ay w he B 
evacua.ted the city of New 
Once kept as a public 

swing p nter-b 
a carriage. 

NING. the S and 
zlcu£ng mence oon, 

being no afternoon as that term 1S 

understood in England. At sun
set night commences. 

ERG LA In the hern S 
this,; term 1S apphed to swampy 
grass-land. These, in Florida, are 
generally found near the coast and 
ie just e the vel. 

EVERLASTING.-One of those strangely 
perverted words which go to make 
up the A ericm lic B'bl 

iction Take onjun 
vith " aI,'" ghty,' 
the innumerable combinations in 
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which the name of the" Divine," 
" damnation" "hell-fire" and 
s r expr s are stil1gly 

d up the veiled 
blasphemies so painfully prevalent 
throughout the Union, and more 
especially in the New England 
c nnities Purit scent, 
i Id ap that t 19rim 
l<athers secure ample ree om for 
their descendants to "whip the 
devil round the stump." These 
eves ar £fect, otest, 
g que an gar it be, of 
t verage man i ct in 
America, against the hard and fast 
theology of the men who, though 
s 'ngout . ntsa ttheir 
f in th again ann y , 
b and g, ye soon 
forgot to accord the same liberty 
of conscience to others which 
t laimed f hems I In a 
t gical s hey", ar too 
r to co those ven-
tured to question the all-round 
perfection and i1nality of the new 
standard which they set up. All 
h to th n wh h the 

breat reedo their 
hps, laid the foundatIOns of a 
mighty Republic which, despite its 
acknowledged shortcomings, may 
e et rest the h mind, 

s to co ome 0 peace 
an contentmen of the ar- amed 
fabulous golden age of the past. 
Truly may it be said of them that 
t in m espec ilded 

than t new. from 
t rown d bigo their 
character, a recoil was natural, and 
soon the gibes of the profane 
d d fres . ii1can n the 
e vocab of Ne gland 
t gy. T nsitio rapid 
indeed, when helped ont by the 
terse and vigorous vernacular of 
t! Wester . 1eer a d lains-
m Fon f hig nding 
\ bold tapho with 
a country spread out before him, 
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the natural features of which are 
stupendous in their magnitude
mountains whose snow-capped 
peaks reach up to heaven, and 
where-

.... The rivers that flow 
Run thousands of miles, spreading out as 

they go, 
Prairies like seas; where the billows have 

rolled, 
As broad as the kingdoms and empires of 

old, 
A~d the lakes are like oceans, in storm or 

tn rest-

it is little wonder that the language 
of the latter shonld reflect, in a 
measure, the influence born of new 
surf0undings, and modify the speech 
of early youth. The admixture 
is, to say the least, always curious 
and sometimes grotesque, if not 
profane. Said Maj. Downing, in 
May Day, "New York is an ever
lasting great concern." And if 
anything goes wrong it goes to 
"almighty," or" everlasting smash," 
and so on ad infinitum. 

An EVERLASTING good shot. Jo Brown, 
one of the Georgia senators, used to be the 
best shot with a squirrel rifle in the South. 
His father would give him twelve bullets 
and tell him to bnng in twelve squirrels. 
I And mind ye,' the old man would add, 'let 
the boles be through their 'tarnal heads.' 

'Why,' said tbe peddler to the Widow 
Bedott, who had selected an article for her 
wedding dress) I a body 'd lhink 'twas some 
EVERLASTIN' old maid, instead of a hand
some young widder tt~at had chosen such a 
distressed thing for a wcddin' dress.'
Widow I3cdott Papers, p. II3. 

EVERYTHING IS LOVELY, AND THE GOOSE 
HAN G S HI G H !-A slang phrase, 
equivalent to what 'Arry would 
call "ter rights"; all is going 
swimmingly; all is serene. 

EVERY WHICH WAY. - Everyway; in 
all directions. A common col
loquialism. 

He put on the pack saddle (a thing like a 
saw-buck), piled the property on it, and then 

wound a rope all over and about it and 
under it, EVERY WHICH WAY, taking a hitch 
in it every now and thell.-Mark Twailt's 
Roughillg It. 

EVIDENCE, To.-To bear witness; to 
give evidence. A verb formed from 
evidence in the sense of testimony. 

Flandroe said: I I hadn' 'a' thought ye'd 'a 
EVIDENCED agin me that-a-way.' 

The man winced, and answered in a low 
voice, without looking up: 

'I didn' want fur ter do ye no harm, Jim; 
but the cornp'ny summonsed me, an' I was 
'bleest fur ter come.'-Scribncr's Magazitte, 
1887. 

EXCELLENCY.-This title is, in America, 
given, by courtesy, to Governors 
of States, and to representatives 
at foreign Courts. 

EXCELSIOR STATE.-The State of New 
York, from the motto Excelsior upon 
its armorial bearings. 

EXCURSH, EXCURT, To.-To visit; to 
go upon an excursion. Forms for 
which, Brother Jonathan! we do 
not thank thee. 

EXECUTIVE CITY. -Washington; from 
its being the official capital of the 
Union, and the seat of Govern
ment. 

EXERCISED, To BE.-To be perturbed 
in mind. A novel usage which, 
however, is not altogether un
known in England. 

Chicago shippers are considerably EXER
CISED over a new deal. The Iowa roads 
with the exception of the Burlington exact 
20 cent::=; a hundred on grain from th'e Mis
sonri river to Chicago. The Eastern lines 
insist upon 271 cents, Chicago to the sea
board, but these same roads have agreed 
upon a through rate on grain billed from the 
Missouri river to the seaboard of 36* cents, 
the Western lines accepting as their pro
portion rGi cents, and the Eastern lines 20 
cents, a total cut of II~ cents.-AIissouri 
Republican, February 2" 1~88. 



Exercises 

EXERCISES.-The proceedings at a 
public meeting; no doubt from the 
vigor displayed these are in many 
cases exercises indeed. 

A few minutes later General Draper 
opened the EXERCISES. He said: Fellow 
Citizens,- This is the first time in my life 
that I have had the honor, etc., etc. 

EXPECT, To.-Equivalent to "to 
" guess"; "to reckon"; "to cal' 
late," etc.-See CALCULATE. 

EXPERIENCE.-In a religious sense, 
what one has passed through in 
"getting religion." The visits 
of American revivalists to this 
country have made the term quite 
familiar to English ears.--To 
EXPERIENCE or GET RELIGION is to 
become converted. 

I Do YOll mean to insinuate that ye've met 
with a change?' said the Widow Bedott to 
Jim Clarke, the peddler. 

I I think I may confidently say I hev,' said 
Jim. 

I How long since? ' 
I Wall, about a year and a half. I EX

PERIENCED RELIGION over in Varmont, at 
a protracted meetin', I tell ye , widow, 
them special efforts is great things; ever 
since I've come Qut, I've felt like another 
critter.'-vVidow Bcdott Papers, p. I08. 

EXPOSE.-A corruption of "exposure," 
which has become colloquial. 

The EXPOSE of the Coall-lill convict camp 
horror, with its attendant letters of criticism, 
have caused a great commotion from one 
end of Arkansas to the othor,- St. Louis 
Globe Democrat, March 30, r888. 

EXPOSITION.-An exhibition; to put 
on exposition, to exhibit; Ameri
cans here follow the French usage. 

~Ir. and Mrs. NelEon, who were married 
at the EXPOSITION building last year, have a 
teo-pound kid, \Villiam Palmer Nelson, 
which they propose to put on EXPOSITION 
this year. What's the matter with making 
him general m;lnager when the present 
incum1)ent quits, as it is expected he will 
do after tlll!; y(:!ar's show.-St. Paul awl 
Mil/neapolis Piolleer Press, July 22, 1888, 

229 Express 

EXPREss.-An institution similar to 
the English Parcel Delivery Com
panies, only much more expeditious. 
The word express is never used 
in any other connection. The busi
ness has attained such enormous 
dimensions that the great Express 
companies have special cars 
running on all the great lines of 
railway. These are called Express 
cars or Express waggons; the Express 
office is where the business is trans
acted and Express-men are the 
employes. 

Detroit detectives made a thorough search 
of O'Rourke's room yesterday morning, and 
found a lot of massive silver-plate which he 
had stored thore. Later a lot of EXPRESS 
receipts, showing that he had shipped large 
quantities of goods stolen from the f?rm to 
his wife and mothor-in-Iaw.-Sf. LOllIS Globe 
Democrat, March 30, 18::;8. 

An American paper recently liave 
the following account of the rise 
and progress of the system :-

William F. Harnden was the first EXPRESS· 
man, and he began his business in 1837-
just fifty years ago. Before the time of 
Harnden, goods were always sent by freight. 
The transmission of valuable parcels-bank 
notes, gold and silver, ctc.-in that way, was 
not to be thought of, and people who could 
not afford the time or the money to carry 
such precious things themselves used to 
depend upon the courtesy of some friend or 
chance acquaintance who was going tllat 
way. In those days, of course, there was 
far less of that sort of business required 
than now, but it had become a serious 
matter by IS37 to the business men of 
New York and Boston. At that time, 
Tames W. Hale k.:;pt the Tontine coffee 
house at the corner of Pearl and Wan 
streets, in Now York. Connected with 
the coffee house was a news room-an 
institution long since rendered super
flous by the daily press-where New 
York merchanls daily congregated and a 
famous stopping place for travellers to 
Boston and other New England point~. 
Harnden's health had somewhat failed him, 
and he went to Hale for advice as to his 
future occupation. Hale told his applicant 
that every day some one dropped in at the 
news room anxiously inquiring for a traveller 
to Boston or Provirlence by whom a parcel 
could be sent. Harnden finally decided to 
make the venture, and, prOVided with a 
carpet bag, set ant 011 illS first trip. By 
Hale's advice, the novel enterprise was 



E ress 

called the EXPRESS a new name at that 
tim Id 0 hie auld e th ea 0 
spe nd ity. clefs the, RESS 
were taken on a slate hung up in the news 
room and trips were at first made but three 
tin we But was e tin efor 
the ntur ave sue _. I cern 
stran~e now to think that business men of 
that tune could not easily be made to under· 
sta that h rvic 5 H den' 
sh be p for, they d be ceus 
tamed for so long to the free carriage of 
their parcels by their friends and others that 
Ha en ived all port first 
an hen 1t w s ha lied ha 
sunl< all his ready money. Some fri'ends, 
who dimly saw the future of the enterprise, 
be nded I her, urin r hin 
fre assa n a ppos n bo Thi 
reduced his expenses i he continued, and 
soon began to make a little money. Then 
he cd a sista nad tri wee 
in d of c, an e ni vas joye 
to find that his receipts for the day were 
20 dols. vVhen the Cunard line of steamers 
w tab!' d tv! arnd unde k th 
de ryof able cels frOI eric 
to .h urope, and was soon on a sound finan
cial basis. His friends advised him to go 
\V with' EXP s, bu e be!' d th 
w nco yw en t pars ettle 
to support an EXPRESS. Perhaps he was 
right. At about this time he became irIl-
bu with idea conl 'ng t imm' 
gr n of Uni Stat nd i +1 th 
Eng Ish and Continental EXPHESS was estab
lished, with offices in London, Liverpool, 
and Pari 'hip efe -tere l.I1d 
SIl flee bo on t Erie al t 
carry the Immigrants westward was pressed 
into service, and in three years Harnden 
controlled very I ge artia f th 
im rati 0 Am a, it di t pa 
an n It:!4S larn Ll die 0 consumptioIl, 
a poor man, Closely following Harnden came 
Alvin Adams whose name will be Pfpet 
at s 101 s the re EX S5 C anic 
a lenry ells. ells mo y in th 
West, and the firm of Livingston, Wells & 
Co. was formed to prosecute the business in 
th ew hat e th nite 
S s po rate ere 1-t y-fi 
cents being charged for the carriage of a 
letter from Buffalo to New York. Wells 
d nstr tha ters ld barrie 
b en e ! fOJ x c eae 
at a profit, an opposition to the United 
States' mail was at once set up, This 
w agai tll w the d, 
co e, a ivin II, S & me 
sengers, mounted on Beet horses, were 
often hotly pnrsued by Government riders' 
w freq\ ly a ted, to baile 
o OIle sym betl 'nds we 
rarely punished. At last the postal rates 
were put down, and Livingston, Wells & 
C tire 111 tl usin of 1e carr 
in avil slm y, bu ined eput 

o yes ilt1 

tion 1 ich' red h m c lete cess 
afle rds i e 1 mat PRE us i-
ness. bey were t e forerunners the 
American EXPRESS company. The Central 
Ove la de l'f rnia dPlke'sPeakExPREss 
(tbe lebr Po EXP ) w pro-
jecte In 1859. II a and alif a 111 
thirteen days" was its promise, and t,he 
enter rise was watched with the keenest lfl-

tere. Its ssen rod eet-e ring 
pan ,and ere fre 1t re sta-
tions where fresh messengers on fresh horses 
were' always in waiting to take the package 
on out dela a se ,T dan-
ger tbis ice e so at, th ,200 
dols, a month in gold was the salary paid 
messengers, Many men and horses were 
kill and Iy I we VOll by 
bos Ind . T ate five llars 
a quarter ounce, which was little enough, 
for the concern lost money, The route was 
fro t. Jo ,M Sa and and 
me gers re s out 1 cit side 
once a week. The St. Joseph Gazette was 
the first paper to send a copy of its publica-
tic ross pIa alan ith first 
me ger sta out il3,1 In 
1862 a telegraph line was built across the 
plains, and the Pony EXPRESS died. a loser 
of 000 ,T Over Ma om-
pal arne 1858, ryin onth nails 
from St.]oseph tothePacific,and at ast the 
PacifIC railroad. 

-To XPR se by 
special messenger or conveyance. 

eth his' del" fr the 
edit wh cha teri the 

express service of America, or from 
exp' tr' s of Engl d, is 

ert 

EX (A ric cad -A xtra 
IS a PUDlS lmen Imp on tur 
day and Sunday, when general 

ve i ant 0 a xcep hose 
o a hus om 0 d xt-ra 

sentinel duty. 

EVE-OPENER. - Something which 
arouses one's surprise' a startler. 

s a the me a ning 
pIck-me-up, whIch, Imbibed often 
enough, would certainly prove a 

no 

EVES SKI 

:iNJo 

D.-To KEFI' ONE'S EYES 
Pa of v rou 



Eyes Skinned 

Western speech; to be on the 
alert; to have one's wits about 
one. Thus the paternal advice 
is:-

My son, afore you leave yer home, I want 
ter say ter you, 

Thar's lots of pitfalls in the world tel' let 
young roosters through; 

So keep a padlock on yer mouth and SInN 
YER WEATHER EYE, 

But never ad"ertise yerself as being mons
trous fly. 

--The huntsman, trapper, and 
pioneer had to depend largely for 
the success of their operations 
and for their very safety upon keen
ness of sight and untiring watchful
ness, especially where the often 
almost imperceptible Indian SIGN 
(q.v.) had to be lool<ed for. The 
phrase is sometimes varied, "Keep 

Eyes Skinned 

your eyes peeled." The expression 
is generally colloquial. 

KEEP YOUR EYES SKINNED and your rifles 
clean, and the minit yer git item that I'm 
back, set off for the cross roads, etc.-New 
York Spirit of the Times. 

I don't know nothin' about takin' keer of 
stock in New York, but it's a migbty risky 
business out here. Have to KEEP YOUR EYE 
SKINNED, or some darned rascal will get 
away with all you've got.-Texas Siftings, 
August 18, r888. 

American love making and courting is a 
curious thing to the Corean legation. The 
minister cannot understand it, and he 
hardly knows how to take care of his eyes 
at one of these bare necl{cd and bare 
backed receptions. He has asked some of 
the Americans here as to whether it was 
really right for him to look at the ladies, but 
at the last receptions I have noted that he 
mClkesno bones of KEEPING HIS EYES SKINNED, 
and that he admires many of the pretty 
gir1s exceedingly. - American Humorist, 
May 26, 1888. 
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. ACb~~:c~oedo~.~~n~ 

ods m t hom 
... contr a thos 

'; .. ~~ I which are Imported. 

, " .. FACULATE, To -A Ne 
--- ngland ism fa 
range ut in a 

FAIR MAID.-A popular name on the 
V· /nia c ·or the p (q.v. 

all fi 1ich a s als 
ew nd w Th 

flesh is much prized by most per
sons, as it is firm and flaky and 
usually sweet When a ear old 

measu 
ree y 

ten mches and 
half a pound. 

out si es, an 
Id th ngth 
they weIgh about 

F F, FAIR o.-P whic 

F 

e So estern es ar 
used in connection with theweather. 
They denote gradual improvement. 

AKE. ir bar 

FAITH - CURISTS.- A new sect; they 
hold that all disease can be cured 

f ith a ayer -tene 
h "th ers tl .. 100 

with ertain unt 
suspicion. 

There is also a doctor of mystic philo-
so om Bos ho adv a COUL 
of ction 0 Ii CUR er cur 
an power mind ill ov 
matter of the human or ammal body.
PitisbuI"g Dispalch, July 29, r888. 

Great preparations are being made by 
the FAITH-CURISTS, at Mount Zion Sanc-

ary, 0 orders v York n 
reenvi w ] er r their al 

onferen camp g, whi 
mences on August 10, and lasts one week. 
This annual session is looked forward to 
with considerable expectancy. At this time 
reports are made by delegates from all 

arts 0 countr he wo e 
llring t r, and onderf es 
at hay effect ough L d 

prayer.-New York Herald, July 29, r888. 

--Sec also CHRISTIAN SCIENTIST. 

AKE.- indle ethin er 
than it app to be. s, 
with its corresponding term, FAKER 
(the agent). and to falle (the action), 
is e" ive a mpreh· e. 
Faile word iental n, 
more monl y led w n 
"i" than an "e," and applied to an 
adept at sleight of hand. It came 
into to ch terize t-
corn ddlers drew n-
tion eir w y perf g 
tricks. A Chicago merchant once 
sued a Chicago newspaper for libel 
for asserting that he began his 
busi areer aker. se 
who fied t mea of 
the word construed It as carrywg 
the implication of swindling. 
Since then, a faker, in newspaper 
parla has to m a 
repo ho dr on hi. i-
nation 01 his fac s. and a fa.e is 
the spurious result of his labors. 
Others think, however, that the term 
wand into nks a s-
pape n dire m the e, 
as, a boar 1en a r 
failed to memorize his lines, and 
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sup lied the deficiency by wo ds 
of 0 im diat rea , 
be was dubbed by his fellows a 
fake. FaIle in fact has come to mean 
fal or ndli of a kin 

Both ladies then came to the conclusion 
at t fartu elle as ARE, d 
ey ded noti he ce.-

1 ark AI e1 wry, 1888. 

The men fought according to Queensberry 
lest as Joe S8 s wh e 
ught ce tl rst , I S of 1 

'ere reporters counted the misses.' Neither 
man used his right hand, and they made as 

any 5CS " the eft 11 s as y 
uld. was oro FAR New k 

lVorld, February 14, 18S8. 
The tcIegra h man, ho ha d'ted M J-
tton Tarn fore d k s a E 

om arn~d ,by da lne a onc, 
carefully avoided this specimen, and de
posited it tenderly in the waste-basket-

iSSOl l'pub 1, r,,1 24, 

FALL.-(I) The Autumn. A good old 
En h w er eous tho t 
by some wnters to be Amencan 
by origin. It is not so; and yet, 
as ter as me fam r 
to glis rs, ay COUD ed 
such by usage. Literally meaning 
the Ii 0 he I th vord 
cor wit ts the SPI g; 
and it seems a pity that it should 
ha fall int uch sus n 
En nd re, eve t is 11 
sometimes heard in provincial dis-
tri t B lett W ster y 
it us by den t fa s 
older, for it is in Drayton, and 
Bishop Hall h'lS at t I/! II. 
Mi eton ays pon e \\ , 
etc.--(2) A fail of rain or 
snow. "There will be afall soon'" 
we rizz yea r in e S s 
is uDlversally spoken of as falllllg 
weather, probably in allusion to a 
filII ba ete -( Ace 
or c errick IS so called-hence fall
way, the line in which the fill/ or 
de (' {S.- To LL. \. 

cor ptio f" fell [a tree]. 
Heard on both sides of the Allantic; 
bl1 ost uen in eric 

2 nd go 

F LLS C, y.-Louisville in Kentuck , 
fro he s of e sen e 
on the Ohio river. Americans 
seem to be very sensi ti ve concern
the mes th cit ra r 
inconSIstently so, seeing that, 1il 

many cases the names have been 
far m ppi ch . e 
CITY, et pamln.) LouiSVIlle, how
ever, seems destined to forfeit 
he clu u of so 

que, or e people a LIt! e 
Falls, one of the suburbs of St. 
Pau Mi apo are sgu 
with he d ittl in e 
name of their town since the great 
15,0 hoI'S ow am s b . , 
and ey goi to nge e 
name to Falls City. A good many 
Lou' ille, 'ntu ,p e h e 
gon here liv and is 
account for the proposed new 
nam 

FAN.-To FAN OUT-To ass 
exa alio ith edit Said 
have originated among the cadets 
of the United States Militar 
Aca y, We Poi P 
ably from fait rn the sense of 
winnow. 

FANc'Es.-Gambling stocks. The less 
is k vn a ut t e " riti ' 
the re y seem to e fallcud 
by the sharks of the Stock Ex-
cha , as ey ab a f1 e 
gre orn ho < bbl n t em 
five times as much as would be 
pos e \V goo ock 

FANDANGo.-In the old Spa' h St s 
a ba or d ce 0 ny d; 
in the East, it rather denotes a 
jollil1cation in which the danc' a, 

tho q at rst, ner y 
becomes very pronounced in cha
racter, the presidin cr genius being 
not rpsi re Ba us. 

30 
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Here's how it wuz: I started out to go to a 
FANDANGO, 

The senti nul he ups an' 
, 'ou can go.' 

your sar 
I' 'Ain't 

SCZ, 'Thet's furder 

sez he, I 

ter? 1 

igiow Pape 

FARALLON.-ASpanish-American term 
for an isolated island or promon
tory, The term is applied to 
islands off the coast of California, 

-A s 
ten flour 

quality 

FAR WEsT,-In the past, the immense 
sweep of country to the west of 

Mississip . r was 
n, This s still ca 
Vest, but n horse 
d it of it appellat 

It was also called the \Vild West, 
but this, too, is now much of a 
misnomer. 

NNER (Ta 
species 
y; its 

sWiftness of motion, 

,s sexlinca 
d of g 
escribes 

FAT. - FAT PINE KNOTS, - A term 
applied to wood very rich in resinous 

r, Dod Plains 0 

West, p peaks 0 

drum me ho had b 
in capt y he Apac 

and who, after torturing him in 
other ways, "procured some fat 
pine knots, and, splitting them into 

11 splinters stuck them into the 
until t rtunate 

ed like pine, T 
set fire plinters, 

danced and ye e with dehg1 
when the poor boy cried and 
screamed with anguish," 

K TREE. 
e coco p 

mshire 

tired 

FAVORED. - Well-favored, and ill
favored, as relating to the coun
tenance are legitimate English 
terms ( y, Bartle 
ously sa are obso t 
such co ns as 10 d, 
square-f ,ound-fav , 
to describe the type of face, are 
unknown in England, though ap
parently current in America-
apparentl because thou h both 
Bartlett octor me is 
usage, ive exam r 
have I b to find a 

FAVORITE sON.-This phrase became 
so common, used in reference to local 
or State politicians, that the N alion 
at last 't the te n 
editoria 0 severel al 
that filV have no 0 

numero ts public 

FAY, To.-To fit, "Your coat fays 
well," Thi, obsolete form, a cur
tailment of fadge, and in use 
during t tan Age h 
Literatu ill curre W 
England 

FEARFUL,-Used by Pennsylvanians 
in the same fearfully fcmjul manner 
as are AWFUL, EVERLASTING, etc, 
(q,v,), reat; str I 'n 
fact, all uperlativ 

EAST.-F " I'm f 
it." From the Dutch vies, An 
old Americanism now obsolete, 

EATHER, 

it rises 
England 

am feat! 
es in tea 

hn 
W 

FEATURED, To BE.-To be displayed; 
to be set out to the best advantage, 
literally to be made a feature, 

I was to a 
tcrnoon. 
,Ie and lha 

Ie weddin 
rssaid itw 
'lllolethe e 
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biggest thing I saw at the wedding was a lot 
of glassware and block tin knives and forks 
which were FEATURED in one of the rooms: 
There was much blowing about them under 
the disappoin ting name of bridal presen ts and 
~f I am not mistaken one newspaper rema;ked 
111 a half·ashamed, halfapologetic \vay that 
they were elegant and costly. - St. Louis 
Globe Democrat, April 29, 1888. 

FEAZE, FEEZE and PHEEZE, To.-To 
vex; TO BE IN A FEAZE is to be 
In a state of excitement; used 
both as a noun and a verb. A 
good old English word which is 
still commonly colloquial in the 
States, especially Virginia and 
the. So~th. Bartlett erroneously 
derives It from the Frenchfacher, to 
vex.; o.thers on the contrary 
believe It to have no connection 
whatever with fdc!zer, and say it 
was used formerly in the same 
sense as II tease, 1\ as in teasing \vool, 
but more particularly applied to 
curry-combing. "I'll pheese you 
in faith," says Christophero Sly, 
meaning that he will vex the 
worthy hostess by staying like 
teasel in wool. Yet another autho
rity regards it as derived from the 
Anglo-Saxon fysan, used to denote 
the rapid and noisy movement of 
water, and from which we get the 
modern II fizz.'1 

FEDERALIST, FEDERALs.-The Fcdcr<ll
isis grew out of a wing of the Colonial 
Whig party, which advocated a 
concentration of power in a general 
government. Alexander Hamilton 
James Mad!son and John Jay; 
were among Its leaders, and jointly 
wn?te a once fam?us series of essa ys, 
which were published in the Federal
ist under the common 110m de piu/lle 
of "Publius." 'V"ashington was 
the acknowledged head of the 
party, and its power was not broken 
until the PresIdential election of 
1800, when Thomas Jefferson and 
Aaron Burr were elected by the 
then Hepublicans, defeating the 

235 Feel 

Federalist candidates, John Adams 
and C. C. Pinckney. By 1820 the 
party may be said to have been 
practically out of the political race, 
though its traditions were proudly 
cherished for many years after
wards. Its membership mostly fell 
back upon the name of WHIG 
(q. v.) for a party designation. 
During the Civil "Var the Union 
troops were sometimes called 
Federals. -- FEDERAL CITY.
Washington, the seat of Govern
ment, is so called.--FEDERAL 
CURRENCY. - The legal currency 
in the United States. This 
comprises, in gold, the eagle (ten 
dollars), donble eagle (twenty 
(dollars), half-eagle (five dollars). 
and quarter-eagle (two dollars, 
fifty cents). There is also a gold 
dollar, but this is rarely met with 
except when especially asked for 
at banks. The silver coins are the 
dollar (one hundred cents), half
dollar (fifty cents), quarter-dol
lar or the quarter (twenty-five 
cents), the dime (ten cents), and 
the half-dime (five cents). There 
is also a nickel cent. Pennies are 
again coming into nse; these are 
of the value of two cents.--To 
FEDERALlZE.-To nnite for politi
wI purposes. 

FEED.-Used for grass without any 
necessarily special reference to it, 
as obtains in this country, as food 
for sheep, cattle, etc.-in the sense 
of pasture. An American wishing 
to describe grass as long would 
call it tall feed. 

FEEL, To.-A verb which is used 
colloquially in the sense of to feel 
disposed-" he doesn't feel to walk," 
i.c., inclined to walk, or familiarly, 
he doesn't feel like walking. 
--To FEEL MEAN.-When a 
"Vesterner, or indeed (so common is 
the phrase everywhere), any Ameri-



ay 

can citizen says he would feel mean 
if restrained or prevented from 

ing a ne of on, h 
y mea this propr 

"au be more or less wounded, 
and scarcely a shade of the legiti
mate signification of "mean" is 

tin h nd wh mploy 
e ph As tter 0 

, to feel I is u as fre-
quently and with the same license 
and meaning as is "sat upon" in 
, nd.-- FEEL .-T 

ience , or su shock 
iarly uial. 

FEELAv.-The leaves of the sassafras 
red b g drie d pow 

A anian 

FEEZE, To.-To BE IN A FEEZE.-See 
FEAZE. 

FE HI P.- word d sub 
vely a a aver ,IS regarde 

by many lexicographers as a part 
of the stock-in-trade of religious 

using ord i roade 
inoffe mean Reli 

news s hav, wever, 
so popularized the phrase that it is 
no longer confined to matters theo-
I . 1.-- ELLOW' sig-ni 

to h omm wit 
shar den tic ws a 

to religious or other doctrine and 
discipline. Used passively, a man 
would be s'lid to refuse to fdlowshi 

other lively, I01Vshi 
Als FELLO P. 

The early comers of this Sunday morning 
procession arc, in the main, .!\Tcthodists 
going to eal bread and water with the brethren 
in o'clock ast as. f to sin 
tOh he tau ongs 0 OW$HIP 
an -H, and r told, aries a 
pc trials naws, stc the 
pleasure or being one of a great company 
wrought to ecstacy by a common religious 
passion.-Ccntuyy Magazine, rBB7. 

FE -The e give 
o the U ill ted States 

cadet 
Military 

Fe; 

Academy to women generally, 
whether oung or old, just as 
" pett "is rly u n 
Engl Evide cont n 
of femmme. 

EMALE -A name 11 
kinds domes ervan d 
femin ssista AmeI t 
is an amiable weakness of Uncle 
Sam's women-kind towalkall round 
the sl' ht t susp' of th -d 
servi nsequ there a 
serva Am only s, 
whereat one is constrained to in
quire whether after all there is not 
something in a name 

ENeE. BE 0 E FE n 
politics is to be neutral as regards 
the opposing parties - men who 
prefe Lowell 't-

kind 0 in' rOll scttin' 
FENC , 

Till Providence pinted how to jump an' save 
the most expense. 

-Biglow Pape,.s II., p. 97. 

The is ob y draw m 
the p ology ar to s 
in a new and uncleared country. 

While Democratic pa ers wlll claim that 
dge T n is as y and d.t 
venty- he was y-five, Is 

N THE de of t CE wi e-
sent him to e a Wea <, eeble 0 man, 
much beuer fitted for the invalid than 
the vice-presidential chair.-Tcxas Siftings, 
July 7, 1888. 

Politic 
emselv 

ho are 
posted 

-IE FEN p 

Wen every fool l<nows that a man repro
sents, ' 

Not the fellers that sellt him, but them ON 
THE F' 
1partia 
n'mak 

dy to j 
ust usc 

ither si 
urn 0' 
iglow P 

e. 

The possessors of highly devel
oped bumps of caution are called 
FENG N; tl un w e 
hare unt w e hou n 
operatIOn which receives the 
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equally descriptive name of FENCE
RIDING, and which sometimes 
qualifies them for RAIL-RIDING (q.v.). 
--SNAKE-FENCE.-A serpentine 
wood-rail fence, which is also called 
a VIRGINIA FENCE; another name 
for it is a WORM-FENCE.-
THERE'S A NIGGER IN THE FENCE. 
-This colloquialism, an allusion 
to the thieving propensities of the 
negro, furnishes a slang phrase 
for crooked dealing of all kinds. It 
means that things are not square 
and above-board. Cuffee is very 
fond of poultry, and, in his efforts 
f a gratify his tastes, he steal thil y 
breaks through fB1lccS and other 
barriers without compunction
hence the origin of the phrase in 
question. 

FERRy-FLAT. - A FLAT-BOAT (g.!!.), 
mainly used for ferrying purposes. 

FETCH, To.-The idiomatic usages of 
this verb are by no means few in 
number or wanting in quaint odd
ness. To FETCH UP, ie., to stop 
suddenly, a phrase of nautical 
origin, is of course common in 
England; perhaps more so than in 
America, where "brought up "
"he brought up "-is more current. 

I I like slcigh·ridin', said Mrs. Alcshine 
C if you're well wrapped up, with good 
horses, an' a hot brick for your feet, but I 
must .say I don't kn.ow but what I'm gain' to 
be a httle skccry gom' down these long hill!;, 
If we git fairly sliclin', hoses, sleigh, an' all 
together, there's no knowin' where we'll 
FETCH up.'-Century Ma.gazil!e. 

--To fetch in the sense of 
"to perform" is common in the 
South. " I fetched a howl that 
you might have heard two miles," 
and blows are fetched with quick 
and unerring aim.--To fetch has 
also the sense of " to bring up," or 
"to educate" ; thus, children are 
fetc~zed I.'P .or RAISED (g.v.), with 
which It IS synonymous.--Still 
another meaning is conveyed when 
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some potent argument is said to 
have influenced strongly, or fetched 
a man, "that fetched him" or 
that convinced him. This meaning 
is largely colloquial in America, 
and Mr. Proctor relates how, even 
in educated society, it is frequently 
heard. A college professor once 
told that gentleman how unwilling 
he was to write a certain treatise 
till informed that failing him 
another person, known by the 
professor to be incompetent, would 
be invited to write the volume. 
"That fetched me " was the emphatic 
criticism; meaning that that was 
an argument he could not resist. 
This meaning of fetch is also 
widened out to signify" attractive," 
as a fetching bonnet or even a fetch
ing woman.--To FETCH AWAY is 
to part, as "a fool and his money 
are soon fetched away," i.e., sepa
rated.--And not the least curious 
is that sense in which TO FETCH 
means to agree with. 

rlllen, take a good look at him I You'll all 
I"~TCH with m,? that if any man .in these yE're 
htl15 ever cons1ders to chitter hIm [stops to 
question his right] that ere man has got 
to Jie !-Detroit Free Press, September IS, 
1888, 

FETTER LOCK - DEEP, for fetlock - deep, 
is a variation peculiar to New 
England. 

FETTICUS, VETTIKOST, or FATTIKOWS,

All New York terms for corn-salad. 

FEVER BUSH (LallJ'IlS bClizoin).- The 
spice-bush, or wild allspice. Its 
bark is valued as a febrifuge. Mass, 

FEVER' N'AGEA. - A corruption of 
"fever and ague. "-See AGER. 

The FEVE.R'N'AGER got fastened to me, and 
stuck Jest .hk.c a Comanche on a mustang: 
~he worse It Jumps, the tighter he sticks, as 
If he was ~ll1ed to tbe saddle, or lil.:::c he was 
on" of them rale half-horse and half
~i:,~~t,or fcllows,-New York Spirit oj the 
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F. F. vs.-Satirical abbreviation of 
"First Families of Virginia," and 
applied generally to what was 
known as the Southern aristocracy. 
The abbreviation was of Northern 
origin. 

FICE. FYSE.-An obsolete English 
word still used in Kentucky and 
the South for a small dog or cur. 
Sometimes spelt plzyce. This word 
is perhaps one of the most inter
esting cases of survival now pre
sented by American philology. It 
is evidently the last small remnant 
of the old English" foisting cur," 
quoted as "foisting hound" in 
Wright's Provincial Dialects. Nares 
gives nearly the whole process of 
gradual corruption: " foisting
foisty-foist - fyst- fyce," and 
Grose has it "fyst." Halliwell 
describes the foisting dog as a 
kind of lap-dog, so-called from its 
bad habits, which often have to 
serve as an excuse for the sins of 
the owner. A fisting hound, also, 
is mentioned as a kind of spaniel, 
in Harrison's England, p. 230. 

De debbil's in that 'ar FleE, Jefferson 
would say a dozen times a day, and shake 
bis gray head doubtfully.-p"tltam's Mag
azine. 

FID.-A small portion of tobacco; a 
plug or a quid. 

FIDDLE.-To HANG UP ONE'S FIDDLE. 
-To retire; to give up or aban
don an undertaking; or simply to 
break the continuity [of action]. 

FIDDLER.-A small lively one-clawed 
crab. 

The drainage-ditches were everywhere 
alive with little crabS-FIDDLERS. One saw 
them !icarnpering sidewise in every direction 
whenever lhey heard a disturbing noise. 
Expensive pests, these crabs i for they bore 
into the levees and ruin them. - Mark 
Tll'Clill's Life Oil tile l!JississiPPi, p. 429. 

Figure 

FIDE ON THE JECK (Texas).-Confi
dent on the subject. A mere 
corruption of words. 

FIELD-DRIVER. - An office which, in 
New England, is equivalent to that 
of pound-keeper in the Mother 
Country; the duties of both are 
identical. 

FIELD - MARTIN (Tyralllllts carolinensis). 
-This is the Southern name for a 
bird which, in other localities, is 
also known as the SCISSOR-TAIL, the 
KING BIRD, and among the aborigines 
as the SACHEM. This brave and 
plucky bird of passage is one of the 
best known of the feathered tribes 
of America. 

FIENDISHMENT. - Fortunately, this 
barbarous derivative is rarely met 
with. A fiendish act or spirit. 

FIFTY-FOUR-FORTY OR FIGHT.-An al
literative rallying cry, which had a 
great run in r824, when the loca
tion of the North-western boun
dary was in dispute with Great 
Britain. On the strength of a 
former treaty with Russia, it was 
held that our North-western terri
tory should extend to the parallel 
of 54° 40', but a compromise was 
effected in r846, by the extension 
of the 49th parallel to Paget Sound. 
-Political Americanisms. 

FIGURE, To.-Like "to fetch" this 
comes in for a good deal of hard 
work.--(I)-To count upon, as 
"you may figure upon getting a 
reply by return mail." -- (2) 
FIGURE ON THAT.-A common col
loquialism for think it over.-
(3) To single out, or in English 
billiard slang, to spot. 

The next evening we came to a drove of 
small pigs and began TO FIGURE for one. 
Finally I stood behind a tree with a club; 
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when the pig followed up I shot him with 
my stick.-Burling/on Free Press. 

--To CUT A FIGURE.-To display; 
to do well. 

The black walnut-tree will CUT A FIGURF. 
on our farms in the future. It can be made 
as profitable as the apple-tree ~n localities 
where it will thrive at all.-Detro1.t Free Press, 
March 30, 1888. 

--To GO THE WHOLE FIGURE, 
is synonymous with thoroughness; 
completeness; entirely; altogether. 

Women, I believe, are born with certain 
natural tastes. Sally was death on lace, and 
old Aunt Thankful GOES THE WHOLE FIGURE 
for furso-Sam Slick's Human Nature, p. 225. 

--To GO THE BIG FIGURE.-To 
launch out. 

Don't know what a foo-foo is? Well, as 
you're a greenhorn, I'll enlighten you. A 
foo-foo, or -an outsider, is a chap that can't 
come THE BIG FIGURE.-A Glance at New 
York. 

--To MISS A FIGURE-TO make 
a vital mistake; to so act that 
unchangeable results accrue there
from. 

FIGURE FOUR.- A hunter's trap for 
large game. Also called a DEAD
FALL. 

FILE.-What is known to English 
servants as a house-flannel, and 
a house-maid's pail, goes by the 
name of FILE-PAIL, or FILING-PAIL. 

F'I LI BUSTER, To.-To obstruct legisla
tive action by delivering long 
purposeless speeches, calling for 
divisions, and the like, in order to 
gain time. The original is the 
Spanish word filiboti, a pirate, and 
the parliamentary meaning implies 
a disposition to override regular 
rules. Filibustering is usually prac
tised by the minority in order to 
tire out the majority. 

Mr. Illaod did not oppose these measures 
to-day in a FILIBUSTERTNG spiritl but was 
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actuated only by a sense of public duty.
Missouri Republican, Feb. 22, 1888. 

Apart from political usage, the 
word is equivalent to the English 
freebooter or lawless adventurer, 
although according to General 
Henningsen, such characters form 
the advance guard of civilization. 
Writing to a brother legislator, he 
says, ,,'What was Moses but a 
filibuster, whose mission was to 
dispossess tribes retrograding (or 
whose civilization was corrupting 
before matured), and to plant in 
their stead another people, whose 
subsequent annals show them to 
have been, at least, in nowise su
perior to our own? \Vhat were 
the Normans from whom the 
sovereigns of Great Britain afi"ected 
to derive their descent, and a por
tion of their title to the crown, but 
filibusters? What the Pilgrim 
Fathers but filibusters? 'What 
State, what territory in this Union, 
has not been fiiibllst,Ted from the 
Indians, or purchased from those 
who had filibustered it? Have ever 
five years elapsed down to the 
present time, since the landing of 
the Pilgrim Fathers, that some of 
the monarchies of Europe have 
not, somewhere, been filibustl'1'illg 
something? "--A variant for fili
bustel'ing is FILIBUSTERISM, which 
Proctor calls an "elegant deriva
tive," presumably" writ sarcastic," 
as Artemus Ward would ha,-e 
said. 

F'ILL. - To FILL TlIE BIN. - To 
acknowledge the accuracy of a 
descri ption. A slang expression 
evidently derived from the stable. 
Thus: An inquiry as to whether 
such and such a piece of news is 
reliable, the anS\\'er might be, 
"Yes, it fills the bin" ; i.e., it is 
to be depended upon. Compare 
with TO ACKNOWLEDGE THE 
CORN. 
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FILLING (In Poker).-To match, or 
strengthen the cards to which you 
draw.-The American Hoyle. 

FILLIPEEN PHILLIPINA.-The name of 
a pleasing custom. Both are of 
German derivation; and, in all 
likelihood, have been made familiar 
to English people through the 
German element in the States.
From Vielliebchen. 

FIND.-Equivalent to "discovery." 
A slang expression abcut as com
mon in England as in America, but 
transatlantic in origin. 

To sum up the day's developments is 
simply to deny the senseless fak(;!s and the 
sensational FINDS of Tascott [a fugitive mur
derer] all over the c.ountry.-Chicago Ii craId, 
1888. 

FINDING STORE.-Otherwise a" grind
ery"; a store where shoemaker's 
tools and fittings are sold. 

FINE AND CLOSE.-To GET ONE DOWN 
FINE AND CLOSE.-To find out all 
about a man; to deliver a stinging 
blow, etc. 

FINE As SILK.-A simile of compari
son. As sunlight is to moonlight, 
and as water is to wine, so is silk to 
cotton-the metaphor is popularly 
colloquial. 

FINEFIED.-Bastard American English 
for" made fine" ; dandified. 

FINGER.-A" nip"; a small quantity; 
usually applied to spiritous liquors. 
Thus, in drinking saloon slang, 
" three jingel's of clear juice" would 
be equivalent to our English three 
"goes" of whiskey. 

'Which is correct, spoonfuls or spoons-ful, 
uncle?' Denver uncle-' Um-er-the fact 
is I don't know, my boy. In Denver, we 
don't use either, we say FINGEHS,'-Neu,port 
J01l1'1lal, February 25, 1888. 

Fire-Hunt 

FINIKIN.-De Vere erroneously quotes 
this, with "finniking" and "fin
nicky," all of them mere corruptions 
of finical, as Americanisms; as a 
matter of fact, they are, probably, 
more common in England than 
across the water. 

FIP.-Short for fippence, or fippenny 
bit. A local name for the old 
Spanish half-real, of the value of 
six-and-a-half cents. 

FIRE-BUG.-An incendiary. 

Henry Vollmer, the last of the trio of FIRE
BUGS, arrested last fall for igniting the many 
fires in the lumLer yard district in North St. 
Lonis, was yesterday feDloved to the Insane 
asylum, there being no doubt of his insanity. 
-~1ltssouJ'i Republican, February 22, 1888. 

FIRE-COPPER.-A group of brands of 
whiskey are known in America 
under this strange title, given, it is 
said, "because of their uniformity 
and cleanliness." Another large 
group is the" sour mash" family. 
Concerning the origin of these 
terms there is nothing to be said. 

FIRE-EATER. - A bitter Southern 
partisan. It came into use during 
the early anti-slavery days, and is 
of frequent occurrence in the 
journals of that time. It is equi
valent to BOURBON (q.v.), but pro
bably of earlier origin.-Political 
Americanisms. 

FIRE-HUNT.-A night hunt for game, 
in which torches of various kinds 
playa prominent part. 

FIRE HUNTING at night is the best plan, 
and the one most followed when hides are 
the object. The fire in tbe bow of the 
canoe lights up the shores and blinds the 
eyes of the 'galors so that we can paddle 
close to them and put a ball into one eye 
without tronblc. The big beast always 
throws himself ashore and slashes about 
among the reeds with his tail, after an eyo 
shot, dying in about five minutes. We 
never stop to pick them up, but keep on 
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down the bayou until we have killed half a 
dozen or more, and the next day we hunt 
them up strip off the skins, cut out the jaw 
bones a~d sometimes a part of the tail, 
which is as good eating as pork. After 
being buried a week or so the teeth drop out 
of the jaws, and are ready for market.-The 
Ralllbler (Chicago), 1888. 

FI REMAN. - A stoker on American 
railways. 

FI REWATER. - The name by which 
Indians know whiskey, brandy, 
and other spirits. 

FIREWORKS.- Matches. New Eng
land. Rarely heard nowadays, 
and probably at no time anything 
more than a perversion of language. 

FIRE ZouAvEs.-The New York fire
men, at the time of the Civil War, 
formed themselves into companies 
of zouaves, hence the distinctive 
title as applied to them. 

FIRSTLY. - Hasty. The transition 
from the legitimate meaning of the 
word to this colloquial usage is 
easy and apparent. 

'I took down the gnn and peppered Dill 
Bibbs. Then one of his brothers peppered 
my son Enos, and so we've been pepperin' 
ever since. I 

'And all about an old mule I' 
I Well, mewls was skace then, and it was 

the principle 0 :,the thing, re sec, Mcbbe 

Bf~b~ ~~i~lt t~~v:;·I~~~~Yto( ~~~ylt ~~~/,l~ 
Detroit Free Press, September 29, 1888. 

FIRST-RATE AND A HALF.-An intensi
fied form of first-rate, and an un
doubted Americanism. Both Bart
lett and De Vere, however, quote 
first-chop (Anglo-Chinese jargon) 
first-class and first-rate as Ameri
canisms. They might as well have 
included all idiomatic English. 
There is no doubt that the sig
nification of these expressions, as 
now used colloquially, has been 
considerably enlarged; usage, how-

Fish Story 

ever, has confirn\ed such extension 
of meaning, and at no time could 
they have been rightly included in 
a dictionary of Americanisms, even 
in the widest acceptation of the 
term. A variant forfirst-rateisFIRST
SWATHE, of Western origin. 

FISH.-To MAKE FISH.-To prepare 
fish for market. ANew England 
expression. 

FISH CRow.-(Corvusossifyagus).-The 
name of this bird is self-explana
tory. A denizen of the Southern 
States, and confined to the mari
time districts. 

The FISH-CROWS alight on large mud fiats, 
bordering the salt-water marshes, for the 
purpose of catching the small crabs called 
fiddlers.-And1lboll, Omith. Biog., vol. ii., 
P·269· 

FISHERMAN - FARMER. - A Massachu
setts term for one who combines 
farming with fishing at different 
periods of the year. 

FISH-FLAKE.-A kind of faggot-hurdle 
used for drying fish. New Eng
land. 

FISHING FROG. - The American 
Angler; one of the spurious DEVIL. 
FISH (q.v.). 

FISH-SKIN.-Used in New England, 
says J. R. Russell, in his Glossary 
to the Biglow Papers, to clarify 
coffee. The effect on the coffee is 
the same as that produced by 
isinglass. But the practice is by 
no means confined to New Eng
land. In country districts in 
England, dried fish - skin, newly 
broken egg-shells, etc., are still 
used for this purpose. 

FISH STORY.-A marvellous narration' 
the equivalent of what in English 
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newspaper slang would be called a 
.. big gooseberry" or a 'I sea
serpent yarn." Narratives con
taining the wonderful exploits and 
characteristics of animals, etc., 
were at one time so frequently 
met with in American literature, 
that they became synonymous 
with an incredible relation. Fashion 
changed from time to time as 
regards the creature thus dealt 
with-at one time it was SNAKE 
STORIES (q.v.), at another MULE 
STORIES, and so on-but one and 
all are of th~ same type. Fish 
stories are to be met with as early 
as I767. 

F'ISH. - A small dog or cur.- See 
FICE. 

F'ISTICATE, To. - To quarrel; to 
meddle; to fight. Compare with 
" fisticuff." Fisticate was at one 
time the subject of considerable 
discussion. 

F'I TS.-" The man ran after the 
thievish Indian, and the corporal 
cried out to him to give him fits if 
he caught him," i.e., "to make it 
hot or uncomfortable. If it should 
be desired to produce a state of 
discomfort more akin to hell than 
purgatory, the phrase would run to 
give him PARTICULAR FITS.-
Another variant is TO GIVE ONE 
JESSE or PARTICULAR JESSE. 

F'IVE CORNERED STUMP. - To TALK 
ROUND A FIVE CORNERED STUMP 
is a simile for loquacious talk, 
more or less of an exaggerated 
character. "To talk the hind leg 
off a cow" is a som(;what similar 
expression. 

Chief Sargent, of the Brotherhood of 
Locomotive Firemen, was interviewed by a 
reporter for the Inter-Ocean last night. Mr 
Sargent can talk around a FIVE CORNERED 
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STUMP when he wishes, and considerable 
winnowing was necessary to separate the 
grains of wheat from 11r. Sargent's chaff.
Daily Illter-Ocean, March 8, 1888. 

F'IVE POINTERs.-The name given at 
one time to a band of New York 
rowdies. 

F'IVE-SHOOTER.-A 'five-barrelled re
\·olver. A We~tern term; the 
plainsman, quick and unerring in 
aim, scorns in naming his weapon 
to admit the remotest possibility 
of any shot failing to take deadly 
effect. Five barrels-five corpses. 
So also six-shooler. 

F'lx.-The hardest worked word in 
the "American language," and 
which, De Vere says, may be 
safely called the American word of 
words, since there is probably no 
action whatever, performed by 
mind or body, which is not repre
sented at some time or other by 
this catholic word. It has well 
been called the strongest evidence 
of that national indolence which 
avoids the trouble of careful 
though t at all hazards, and of 
that restless hurry which ever 
makes the word welcome that 
comes up first and saves time. 
Whatever is to be made, whatever 
needs repair, whatever requires 
arrangement-all is fixed except 
the exact meaning of this verb 
universal. The farmer fixes his 
gates, the mechanic his work
bench, the seamstress her sewing
machine, the fine lady her hair, 
and the schoolboy his books. 
The minister has to fix his 
sermon in time, the doclor to fix 
his medicines, and the lawyer to 
fix his brief. A t public meetings 
it is fixed who are to be the 
candidates for office; rules are fixed 
to govern an institution, and when 
the arrangements are made the 
people contentedly say, "Now 
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everyth xed nice is 
use of rd is t by 
Proctor to have arisen from 
some confusion between" fingency" 
and" fixation" -as if the word had 
the meaning of the Latin fingo, 
fingere, . of tha of 
the L , figere. st 
there i e of th x 
in Am which w ot 
fairly represent the meanmg of 
one or other of the two verbs 
fingo and figo. 

I do hop 
rst time w 

o FIX thing 

·ke everytl . 
k boarder 
ribl1C1"s 111 

--Me are read 
emergency are fixed. 

he 
ry 

88. 

y 

My grandfather knew him well, and he 
says Franklin was always FIxED-always 
ready.-1I1ark Twain's Screamer 

Those 
slang I 
similar 

cording 
n I'squ 
ated. 

sh 
re 

His friends on the grand jury, of whom 
he had several, acted precisely as FIXED 
jurors had been known to act. They bull
dozed witnesses and insulted them. They 
allowed th to become ex-
cited and p ld labored ce 
everything truth.-S seo 
News Lcftc 

Very much akin is the fixing of 
"primaries" in political contests; 
while in commercial circles, to fix 
a thing for the market comes 
perilou fiagran is-
honest A rep ve 
of the Herald, of 
oleo-m which b sy 
alone can be called butter, thus 
describes some of the tricl<s of the 
trade, or, as it is termed, fixing the 
tubs. On coming into the middle-
man's n-

All the the tubs lly 
scraped off utter weigl the 
first tub W 19 SIX y-five poun s net-that 
is with due allowance made for the weight 
of the tuh, ele. 

The top is then knocked oft and lhe buller 

trie what sort nd it will 
stan as much s ne as the 
~ ~~d~ ~cl~ 
butter. ThIS 15 the first step.. b 

A new top is then nailed on, thIS cover" Y 
the way having been soaked, and bemg 
therefor~ much heavier than the fir~t one. 
and the tub is now ready for markIng or 
bran· 

R means fits in-
c though, Brother 
J justice, . be re-
marked that human nature IS human 
nature all the world over.--Pass
ina from these general significations, 
w" a t particula· ed in the slang 
p NYHOW FIX IT, 
o rsely, N OU CAN 
F he prec ning of 
whIch IS obvious In t e ollowing 
example: 

A man may be the straight thing, that is, 
right up and down like a cow's tail; but hang 
me i the clean' YHOW YOU 
CAM S. Slick·s H tllre, P·53. 

E IN A F be in a 
d to ben d. This 
is slang in England, but probably 
derived from the universally col
loquial American usage. -- In 
FIXINGS is seen another variation, 
t itself b all y pro-
n xiII's. T nge from 
t ment of soldiers 
o road, do he most 
ordinary etceteras which garnish 
or accompany dressed food, as in 
CHICKEN FIXIN'S (q.v.).--To FIX 
o " NT is a ph· t ken from 
b s' life, an valent to 
t sh slang " or " to 
d while TO is, when 
use 0 the person, to adorn; or 
a table is fixfd out when arranged 
for a meal. The thing itself when 
so displayed is a fix out, the ex-
p . being v· th sub-
s and ve FIX UP. 

cd fact i inty, or, 
a ometime BOTTOM 
FACT.--From all thIS, and but a 
tithe of the multifarious usages 
has been instanced, it \I'ill be 
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seen that the weakness of Americans 
for this word is not easily gauged. 
Its universality is only equalled by 
its antiquity, for, as J. R. Lowell 
points out, as early as 1675, the 
Commissioners of the United 
Colonies ordered" their arms well 
fixed and fit for service." 

FIZZLE.-A failure. "I'm afraid my 
reception will be a fizzle "-hence 
TO FIZZLE OUT, to prove a failure. 
--Both these expressions have 
long been in use in England, but 
are used colloquially in America far 
more frequently than here. 

Way down in Hoosic valley 
Minds put forth their shoots, 

And many weary hours were passed 
In grubbing lingual roots. 

There I FIZZLED and there I flunked, 
So mournful all the day; 

Till the welcome pony came at last, 
And bore my toil away. 

(Carmilta, Collegmsia, Songs of Williams.) 

FLAG, To.-To signal trains by means 
of flags. 

The trains were to be FLAGGED from the 
tank instead of the bridge, and at night the 
white light, indicating All right I was left 
permanently at the post, seventy rods from 
the nearest watchman J-N cw York EVeHi1tg 
Post, 1888. 

F"LAKE.-A frame for drying. - See 
FISH FLAKE. The word is a survival 
of English provincial usage. 

FLAMBUSTIOUS.-Showy; gaudy; or 
applied to enjoyment, good; as" we 
will have a flambusttous time." If, 
as is asserted, this word is derived 
from "flam," a lie or cheat, a 
certain transition of meaning has 
occurred. 

F"LAMDOODLE.-Nonsense; vain-boast
ing. Probably only a variation of 
FLAP-DOODLE (q.v.). 

And that's the way we took that job out of 
tbe bands of a regular-built divine, and 
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planted Uncle George in ship-shape and 
proper manner. We wasn't goin' to have 
any highfalutin' FLAM DOODLE business over 
him. He wouldn't have laid quiet in his 
grave.-N ew York S,m, 18S8. 

FLAN K. - To FLANK THE WHOLE 
BOTTLE.-A slang expression signi
fying superlative cunning and 
brilliant success. This term is 
borrowed from the phraseology of 
military strategy, in which to flank 
has a comparatively honorable 
meaning; that is to say, if matters 
pertaining to legalized murder can 
in any wise be so described. "Like 
master, like man," however, and 
the term has descended much 
lower in the scale of soldier 
morality, ultimately coming, gener
ally, to signify cunning; dis
honesty; and avoidance of duty by 
trick or other mean artifice. 

F"LAP-DoODLE.-" To talk flap-doodle" 
is to talk boastingly; to utter non
sense. Varied by FLAM-DOODLE. 

Possibly rich men will turn from sharp 
dealing, from debauchery, from FLAP-DOODLE 
fashion to a common-sense recognition of 
a situation, which shows clearly that wealth 
is no longer what it used to be-autocratic, 
absolute, the ruler of all clse.-Daily [1Itcr
Ocean, March 2, 1888. 

FLAP-JACK.-A griddle - cooked pan
cake, sometimes called SLAP-JACK. 
The word is old English. 

Reaching the camp, Bill instructs Hole-in
her-Stocking in the mystic art of making 
gin-slings and oatmeal FLAP-JACKS, in which, 
contrary to all precedent, Bill takes the cake, 
and Hole-in-hcr-Stocking doesn't get any.
Texas Siftings, July 7, 18tl8. 

FLASH DISPENSARY. - A 
house is so called. 

boarding 

FLASHY.-In Virginia, used of any
thing that is unproductive, acid 
or sour. Thus, crab-apples, sloes, 
etc., would be called flashy. 



Flat 

FLAT.-(I) Low alluvial land ; a river 
shoal equivalent to bottom land. 
--(2) A hat worn by women 
similar to the large leghorn, broad
brimmed and low crowned.--(3) 
Short for FLAT-BOAT (q.v.).--(4) 
A dismissal at the hands of a lover; 
a jilting, from which usage is 
derived--To FLAT.-To jilt or to 
reject a lover. This is a Western 
colloquialism.--To FEEL FLAT. 
-To be low-spirited, dejected.-
To L .. AT oUT.-This also is a 
'Western phrase, which, used both 
as a noun and a verb, first saw the 
light in politics; now, however, it 
is generally colloquial.--FLAT
BROKE.-Equivalent to dead-broke; 
that is, utterly ruined.--FLAT.
Used adjectively, this carries with it 
the idea of thoroughness, e.g., afiat 
lie, and approaches very closely 
to the meaning of the word as 
expressed in a fiat contradiction. 

The statement that any person has lost 
money in the leading properties is a flat lie. 
The mines have sold repeatedly up to high 
figures; if they have declined a reaction 
has invariably taken place.-5alt Francisco 
N ,ws Letter, February 4, 1888. 

Compare this last signification 
with FLAT-FOOTED. 

FLAT-BoAT.-A rude kind of river 
craft, now largely superseded on 
the Mississippi by steam, but once 
the principal means of travel and 
transport for produce on the Great 
Western rivers. These craft, a 
slight improvement on the more 
primitive raft, were arl(-like in 
shape, being slightly roofed in for 
protection against the weather. 
Their length varied from 50 to 
100 feet, with a width of IS feet or 
more. Strongly built of massive 
logs, they were used for carrying 
immense quantities of produce and 
live-stock to market, the boat itself 
being broken up, and the logs of 
which it was composed sold on 
arrival at its destination. 

Flat Side oj Earth 

This house is now owned and lived in by 
Mrs. Martin Connelly. The Sheridans lived 
there but a short time and went by FLAT
BOAT - the usual method of travel in the 
West in those carly days-to Ohio l and were 
not heard of again until the infant had 
grown to manhood and becorne one of the 
most celebrated heroE's of the day.-Pittsbul'g 
Times, February 25th, 1888. 

Flat-boats still linger on some of 
the remote water-ways of the West, 
where they still retain the name, 
KENTUCKY - FLATS, BROAD HORNS 
and ARKS.-- To FLAT - BOAT.
This word is derived from the 
craft of the same name, as also 
is--FLAT-BOATMAN, amongst the 
most notable of whom was once 
numbered Abraham Lincoln, who 
was actually nicknamed the flat
boatman after he became president. 

FLAT-FOOTED.-A synonym for 
honesty; earnestness; and resolu
tion. A man who is thorough, 
whose heart and soul are devoted 
to the interests of his party, is said 
to be fiat-footed; and, politically, 
no higher praise can be bestowed 
upon a man. From politics the 
phrase has become colloquial, and 
in Harper's Magazille, a brawny, 
stalwart son of Vulcan, described 
as a man of strong will and a 
zealous disciple of Tom Paine, is 
said to have had a " bold fiat-footed 
way of saying things," which con
siderably impressed his neighbors. 
The term is Western in origin, and 
the simile, of course, is that of 
a man standing firmly, with back 
to wall, resolved to accomplish his 
purpose, and, if driven to extremity, 
to lay down his life in the attempt. 
Compare with the French plat
pied, a mean, contemptible fellow. 

FLAT SIDE OF EARTH.-This side the 
grave.-Compare with TOP OF DIRT. 

.The district schoolmaster hain't got a 
fnend all the FLAT SIDE OF EARTH. The 
boys snowball him durin~ recess' tbe girls 
put bot water iu his hair-dye; and the school-



Flat Top 

committee ma!{e him work for half the money 
a bar-tender gets, and board him around the 
neighborhood, where they give him rye 
coffee, sweetened with molasses) to drink, 
and codfish balls three times a day for 
victuals.-Josh Billing's Works, p. 325. 

F'LAT To p (Vernonia noveborocensis).
The Northern name for the iron
weed of Kentucky. 

F'LAX ROUND, To.-In New England 
this signifies energetic movement; 
to beat. 

FL£A· SA N E (Erigeron canadense).-This 
is not the English plant of the 
same name, but is a medicinal 
herb, largely used in the well-known 
Shaker preparations, as an astrin
gent and diuretic. 

FL£A SITTEN.-A Texas term to des
cribe the color of a horse or other 
animal dotted with minute specks 
of black and white, like pepper 
and salt. 

A spirited FLEA-BITTEN gray mare fell to 
my lot when the straws were drawn, and 
Kelly and the doctor patronized the wagon. 
-San Fralldsco Weekly Examiner, March 22, 
1888. 

F'LESHV.-This word, which had fallen 
into disuse in the Mother Country, 
has been retained in America. It 
is now making its way into popular 
English speech again, though still 
regarded as "vulgar" by" society." 
In the sense of "stout" it was used 
by Ben Jonson. 

F'LICK£R (Picus amafus).-The golden
winged woodpecker, or yellow-ham
mer. By the early settlers this 
bird was called the CLAPE, while in 
Western New York it is known as 
the HIGH-HOLE. Further South, 
in Louisiana, it is called PIQUE BOIS 
JAUNE. 

Flip 

FLI ES.-I'VE NO FLIES ON ME, or 
THERE AIN'T NO FLIES ON HIM, 
are slang phrases which, like most 
expressions of the kind, convey an 
insinuated rather than a direct 
meaning. There ain't 110 flies on him, 
signifies that he is a man of quick 
parts; one not quiet long enough 
for moss to grow on his heels; 
one who is wide awake, and knows 
a thing without its being kicked 
into him by a mule. 

Adam and Ebe was turned outen dar pro
perty on account ob dar sinfulness ob eaten 
ob de :forbidden fruit, so we am tole in holy 
writ, but hit's de 'pinyon ob yer belubbed 
pasture, who reads de papers and AIN'T GOT 
NO FLIES ON HIM, dat dey would hah been 
turned out, anyhow. Jay Goul\ or sam' 
udder mernopolis, would hab come aroun' 
and claimed de graun' some time; and dey 
would bab got hit, too. - Texas Siftings, 
August, r888. 

Persons who are capable of descending to 
New York and Boston English are fully JUS
tified in saying that there are no FLIES on 
St. Louis or the S1. Louis delegation either. 
-Missouri Republicart, February 24, 1888. 

--Sometimes the expression is 
more vulgarly put as " no fleas." 

FLINT-CORN.-A variety of maize. 

FLINT IN, To.-To perform or act 
with energy, and without standing 
on ceremony. Applied to all kinds 
of actions, even to eating. Also 
merely employed as a variant of 
TO CHIP IN (q.v.). 

FLIP.-A beverage of brandy, beer 
and sugar, made hot and foaming 
by means of a red-hot poker. De 
Vere somewhat mixes cause and 
effect, however, when he says that 
it was considered as productive of 
sore ankles and shins, so that old 
gentlemen in knee-breeches and 
long stockings would frequently 
wear handkerchiefs tied around 
their legs. - From the Swedish 
flepp. 



Flip 247 Flume 

FLIP, To.-To put or place down. 
Probably a corruption of" flop," to 
fall suddenly. 

I stepped into Blank's just now for a little 
purchase, and you know what a stunning 
little creature there is in one of the depart
ments. No? Well, she's there, anyhow, 
and a half-dollar was coming to me in change. 
Maybe you think she FLIPPED it carelessly 
on to the counter I Not much I She held It 
out to me in one of her little white bands.
Detroit Free Press, May 5, 1888. 

FLiP-FLOPUSSED.-Played out; in a 
state of collapse. A variation of 
the American usage of "to flum
mox" and" to flop." Said to be 
common in Arkansas. 

FLITTER.-A corruption of " fritter." 

FLOATER.-A local political term in 
Texas for a candidate representing 
several constituencies. 

FLOATING BATTERIES.-A slang term 
sarcastically applied to the bread 
rations served out to Confederate 
soldiers during the Rebellion. 

FLOCK.-To FIRE INTO THE WRONG 
FLOCK.-To make a mistake; to 
blunder. A variant is TO BARK UP 
THE WRONG TREE. Both terms are 
of pioneer origin. 

FLOOR.-To HAVE or HOLD THE 
FLOOR.-A Congress phrase equi
valent to the English Parlia
mentary expression "to be in 
possession of the House." A 
common though vulgar mode of 
expression, is, "Now dry up, for 
I've the floor," i.e., " Cease talking, 
for I am going to do so." 

After a half hour's recess Mr. Glover took 
the FLOOR. He said he hadn't intended to 
say anything, but certain assertions of the 
contestant's counsel called for a personal 
~~~~:.-St. LOtlis Globe Dcmocvai, March ll, 

FLOOR-WALKER.-A shop-walker. 

A tall old lady dressed in black, with a 
business-like air and water-wave curls, saIled 
into onc of the large dry goods, s.tares in 
Twenty-third Street, and declllllll,g the 
service of a FLOOR-WALKER, made dIrectly 
for the crape counter.-Ametican Humorist, 
1888. 

FLOP-up.-A day's tramp; a SOT
DOWN being equivalent to half a 
day's travel. FLOP-UP TIME is bed
time. 

• Stranger, did ye lope it? ' (come on foot). 
'Yes.' 
'A mile or a sot-down? I 

I More'n that. About a dozen FLOP-UPS." 
-Detroit Free Prt:ss, September IS, 1888. 

FLOUR, To.-To convert grain into 
flour. So also flouring-mill. 

FLOUR cITy.-Rochester, also FLOWER 
CITY. It is to be noted that Spring
field likewise bears the latter name. 
Rochester derives its double nick
name respectively from its nursery 
trade, and on account of its being 
the centre of flour mills. 

FLOUR DOIN's.-vVheaten bread; fare 
of a superior kind. 
It was a nice weddin'; sich raisins and 

oranges and hams, FLOUR DOIN'S and chicken 
fhins, and four sich on common big gobblers 
roasted, I never seed.-Nnv York Spirit of 
the Timfs. 

FLUB-DUB AND GUFF.-Rhetorical em
bellishment; what a Yankee also 
calls HIGH-FALUTIN'. 
Rev. Mr. Selah (to desk editor of the Daily 

Roarcr)-' Mr. Scczars, are you goinO' to 
publish my prayer in fnll?' b 

Desk Editor-' III fuJI? Well I guess not. 
(Changing his ton8)-1 Howc~er, we'll do 
what \ve can for you. By swiping out the 
FLUD-DUD AND GUFF, I guess we'll have room 
to put in the points.'-Ddroif Free Press, 
AUgllst, 1888. 

FLUME.-A narrow passage confintng 
water for the purpose of turnincr a 
mill-wheel. From Anglo _ Sax"on 
ji II 111 , a stream; or Latin J711mm, a 



Flumma-Dad 

river. The term is of course 
thoroughly good English, but is 
far more largely colloquial in 
America, and in some idiomatic 
senses is used in a manner quite 
unknown in England. 

1888. 

-here, you needn't 
n-jumoer as Mrs. 

toward them with 
terror-stricken, to 
the kids has got to 

? You've got to s10 
UME, get out of thi 
throng,' and he an 
oisterously.-The C 

A solitary ranch was passed the first day 
of the voyage, and for many rniles there 
was a vestige of former human occupancy 
in the shape of a long-abandoned FLUME, 
that once furnished water for placer-mining. 
-Celttury Jl1agazine, 1887. 

I Now we're all right, pard. Let's start 
fresh. Don't you mind my snuffiin,.; a 

cuz we're in a PO\ 
o~c of the boys has 

where? I 

e FLU!'vI E-throwed u 
lerst::ll1d.' - Ai ark 
at II ome, p. '9. 

~DADDLE.-" This 
Vere, "is a holiday mess of New 
England fishermen, who lick their 
chops at the very mention of this 
oddly named delicacy." It is a 
" mess" indeed. It consists of a 
number of ingredients, the most 
important of which are stale bread, 
pork-fat, molasses, cinnamon, all-

and cloves; b 
materials a kind 

, which is baked 
rought to the ta 

n. 

x.-A college 
fmlure or poor recitatlOn.--To 
FLUMMUX.-A common provincial
ism in England, which, according 
to Halliwell, is used in the sense of 
to overcome, frighten, bewilder, 
foil, disappoint, etc., but which in 
America indicates the abandon-

4 Fly A 

ment of a purpose; to give in; to 
die. 

Fl.UNK.-A backing out; the idea of 
fear being conveyed as the cause 
of such action. 

Announcement is rna 
ecutive session, post 

nglish extradition tre 
f, which can only m 
reed the presidentia 
nate to a comple 
publicalt, February I 

n 
e 

r 
e 
'i 

In college phrase bY s 
a failure.--So also in both senses 
TO FLUNK, or TO FLUNK OUT. 

A keerless man in his talk was Jim, 
And an awkward man in a row i 

But he never FLUNKED, and he never lied, 
I reckon he never know'd how. 

-]oJm IIay.-];mBllldsoc oj the Prairie 
Belle. 

The word was n 
England, where, y 
survival is FLUN s 
by no means the n 
in America as in s 
the college usa d 
above, it is empl n 
Wall Street to nOVIces who seek 
ruin by dabbling in stocks of 
which they have no knowledge. 

FLUTTER WHEEL. - A small water
wheel. 

LV AROUND, To.

quickly.--Fro 
its still more sla 
FLY ROUND AND 
--Hence the d 
FL Y in the sense 
etc., a slang vari 

t 
d 
o 

e 

fect! y familiar A 
correspondent of the San P"al/CISCO 

News Letter illustrates still another 
meaning whenhesays(Feb.4,I888), 
.. I'm just gettin' sick 'n tired 0' the 
way 't them fly dames go on, 'n the 
way 't the fellahs hang round 'em 
'n dance with 'em 'n so forth." 



Flyers 

The fly-dames here referred to be
longed to the frail sisterhood class. 

The frequency of recent conviction and 
punishment of semi-political criminals is 
evidence of the working of the quickened 
conscience of the American people. Each 
conviction is a lesson to the youthful poli
tician that FLYNESS and smartness can
not be pleaded in mitigation of contempt of 
hanar.-Daily Inta-Ocea ", March 8, r8S8. 

FLYERs.-In the slang of railway men, 
fast trains. 

In spite of the strike, passenger trains, ex
cepting what are known as the FLYERS, are 
running with reasonable regularity, although 
generally behind time. The mails are getting 
through, too.-Sf. Louis Globe Democrat, 
March, 2, r888. 

FLYING AXE-HANDLES.-See HANDLE. 
(To FLY OFF THE HANDLE.) 

FLYING BRAND.-A brand used for 
cattle by the ranch men of the 
Western plains.-See BRAND. 

FLYING FISH.-Otherwise called the 
SEA-ROBIN and the PIG-FISH. This 
is not the true flying fish of the 
tropics, the name in this case being 
an allusion to its general ap
pearance in the water when sup
ported by its long outstretched fin. 

FLY LIGHT, To.-To take things easily; 
to make oneself comfortable. 

When we see a monk sitting on a rock, 
looking tranquilly up to heaven, with a 
human skull beside bim, and without other 
baggage, we know that that is St. Jerome, 
because we know that he always went 
FLYING LIGHT in the matter of baggage.
ltfark Twaiu's Screamers. 

FOLKS.-SO generally used in America 
for "people" or .. folk," that it 
may be included among colloquial 
Americanisms. In the South white 
people are called WHITE FOLKS, 
where also the derivative adjective 
FOLKSY is current. 

Footy 

FOLLES AROINES. - Wild rice. So 
called by the early French settlers. 

FoO-Foo.-A contemptuous term for 
an insignificant person. New York. 

FOOL AROUND, To.-To hang about; 
an idea of resentment to the 
presence of the person addressed 
or spoken of is generally implied. 
When applied to a man given to 
dangling about a woman's skirts, 
the meaning is more akin to the 
original signification of " to flirt." 

Mase-Now look a-here, Liz,-I go in for 
Bill Sykes, 'cause he runs wid our machine; 
but he mustn't come FOQLIN' ROUND my gal, or 
I'll give him fits.-A Glance at New York. 

FOOL-FISH.-The file-fish; said to 
derive its uncomplimentary name 
from its manner of locomotion. 

FOOL'S GOLD.-Ore which, from its 
appearance, misleads the novice in 
mining, so true is it that "all is 
not gold that glitters." The genuine 
article by no means looks its value. 

To the man who desires to engage and 
invest in mining matters, I say: come out to 
the mining regions, look around, take off 
your coat and go to work, learn how to mine, 
learn how to distinguish between FOOL'S 
GOLD and the genuine article; learn how to 
recognise the precious metal-bearing ores 
when you sec thClll.-St. Louis Globe Demo~ 
erat, April 29, 1888. 

FOOT.-To PULL FOOT.-To go for
ward; to advance; not to let the 
grass grow under one's feet. 
Variants are" to take one's foot in 
one's hand," .. to make tracks," etc. 

FOOT.STovE.-An old-time con
trivance used as a foot-warmer. 

FOOTY, FouTy.-Thishas the meaning 
of either a mistake, a blunderer 
who commits the same, or one who 
for any reason is held in light 
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Forbidden Frztit 

esteem. Bartlett quotes it as local 
in Massachusetts. 

FORBIDDEN FRUIT (Citrus pa.radisi).
A fruit which in size, shape, and 
other particulars is very like the 
shaddock. West Indies. 

FORCE.-A gang of laborers. 

FOREFATHERS' DAY.-A holiday kept 
in New England, in commemo
ration of the landing of the Pilgrim 
Fathers at Plymouth, Mass., on 
December 22nd, 1620. 

At an early period, the people of Plymouth 
began to celebrate the arrival of the Leyden 
colonists at that place, and the particular day 
selected, was that which they supposed to 
correspond with December lIth, old style. 
Their astronomy being at fault. they observed 
the 22nd, new style, instead of 21St as re
quired. Some time ago the Pilgrim Society 
of Plymouth appointed a committee to inquire 
into the facts, and, while they admit the 
astronomical error, they recommend the 
continuance of the observance of the 2znd. 
An attempt, however has been made to show 
that the 22nd, old style, was the daycommem~ 
orated, but of this no proof has been given, 
while it is sufficiently clear that the Ilth of 
December, old style, was the day held in 
mind. 

FORE-HANDED.-In English diction
aries the meaning of this word is 
given as early; timely; with a sup
plementary signification of easy 
circumstances. This last mean
ing is rarely heard in England, but 
is perfectly colloquial in America. 

k;~~ ~,o:r~ i~n~o ~oe':{f fo;Viitr l~:her i! 
FOREHANDED j he says I can go to school, but 
1 ain't going to try it.-Putllam's Jlrfagazine. 

FOREIGN. -American usage in re
spect to this word does not run on 
the same lines as that current in 
England. An Englishman is as 
much a foreigner to an American 
as are the French and Italians, 
whereas in England no such dis
tinction is ever made. The MUNROE 
DOCTRINE (q.v.) is largely respon-

Forget It 

sible for the antipathy, which year 
by year grows in intensity, to any
thing not American. The fruits of 
this have latterly been most 
marked in the action taken in 
regard to emigration generally, and 
Chinese emigration in particular. 

Fo R ELA DY. -A forewoman. - See 
LADY, for comparison between 
English and American usage of 
II woman" and "lady." 

FORE-PAy.-Payment beforehand, as 
in the 'Western variation of the 
old proverb, there are two bad 
payments-" no pay and fore 
pay." 

FOREST CITy.-No less than three 
ClUes in the Union claim this 
sobriquet on account of the lavish 
manner in which trees adorn 
their thoroughfares-Savannah, in 
Georgia; Portland, in Maine; and 
Cleveland, in Ohio. 

FORGE AHEAD, To.-To advance with 
alacrity; rapid progression. 

Long Island is FORGING AHEAD in the 
animal sagacity line.-New York Telegram, 
r888. 

FORGET IT !-AND DON'T YOU FORGET 
IT.-One of the senseless catch
phrases which every now and then 
seem to seize hold of the popular 
taste (or want of taste) and run 
their course like wildfire through 
all the large centres of popUlation. 
They convey no especial idea, 
rational or irrational, and can only 
be described as utterly senseless 
and vulgar. 

There can be no two opposing opinions 
in that respect. Great capital demands divi~ 
deuds. Dividends can be had only from a 
prosperous business. A prosperous business 
nmst recognize the law of supply and de
mand, and if the public demand dirt the 
newspapers will furnish dirt-AND DON'T 



For God's Sake 

YOU FORGET IT.-Basta!> Weekly Globe, 
Feb. 29, IS38. 

'Did you see any Quakers i~ Phila
delphia?' was asked of a Detrolter who 
lately returned from that city. 

I Only one that I was sure of.' 
, Did he thee and thou you? ' 
, He did. He got down off his hack and 

said: "If thee don't pay me 2 daIs. I'll 
knock thy blamed head off," and I paid, 
although I knew the regular fare was 
twelve shillings. You don't want to fool 
with those Quakers any, AND DON'T YOU FOR
GET IT,'-Detroit Free P,'CSS, Oct. 6, 1888. 

FOR GOD'S SAKE.-A curious mode of 
stating that a thing is thoroughly 
or well done, and probably of 
Puritan derivation; thus, such 
quaint phrases are sometimes heard 
as, "that orchard was planted for 
God's sake"; or, similarly," a build
i ng is erected for God's sake"," the 
meaning in each case being simply 
that the work was effectively done. 

FORNENT.-This old word, from the 
Lowland Scotch, still lives on in 
America; it is pronounced, how
ever, as fernent or fernetlst. Chiefly 
heard in Pennsylvania. 

Banker-' What's the matter, Pat?) 
Patrick-' Sure there's three moor ov thim 

hathen Chinymin started a laundry right 
FORNENT the other two. Bad luck to 'em; 
they'll ruin this foine country I ' 

Banker-' In what way?' 
Patrick-' Takin' the money out OV it.'

Puck,IS88. 

FORTV-'LEVEN.-A slang phrase indi
cative of indefinitiveness to the 
last degree. The first part of the 
word is thought to be, in all proba
bility, the familiar number used, 
like other round numbers in 
Hebrew, as an indefinite expression. 
Boys say, "You have scared me 
like forty," and teamsters boast of a 
powerful horse, that will pull like 
forty. The addition of eleven is the 
element of incongruity added to 
the humorous exaggeration already 
expressed, and thus a f01'ty-cleventh 
cousin, for instance, expresses an 

F otch, F otched 

infinitesimal degree of relationship, 
one too small to be stated accu
rately, and hence given in fictitious 
numbers. Forty-'Ievm sounds like a 
negroism. 

[Hel rid me roun' to see the place, entirely 
free 'f expense, 

With FORTy-1LEVEN new kines 0' sarse 
without no charge acquainted me, 

Gi' me three cheers, an' vowed thet I wuz an 
their fahncy painted me. 

-Biglow Papers. 

FORTV-NINER, 49-ER. - 1849 was the 
year of the great gold fever and 
general exodus to California. 

In the characters appear the same old con
trasts between the California FORTY-NlNER 
and the more refined (characters] I a con
trast which is certainly amusing but a trifle 
monotonous even to the warmest admirers 
of Mr. Harte's genius. - Review of Bret 
Harte's 'Drift from Redwood Camp I in 
CIII'istiail Illteltigcllcer (N.Y.), February 22, 
1888. 

FORTV ROD LIGHTNING.-vVhiskey of 
the most villainous description; so 
called because humorously war
ranted to kill at forty rods. 

FORWARDLv.-Already. Compare with 
firstly. 

'Hip I And you'un don't want to marry 
me I ' shouted Deb. 

I I-I can't, my child.' 
'Mebbe you'un is FORWARDLV (already) 

jined? ' queried the mother. 
'Yes.' 
, Hip I And I sot sich store by he'uu J 

wailed Deb as she sat down and began to 
cry,-Dct,'oit Fr,·c Press, September 15,1888. 

FOTC:", FOTCHED.-Negro corruptions 
for " fetch" and " fetched." 

I do believe me and Nancy was beliked 
by the Indians; and many's the venison 
and turkey they FOTCH'D us as a sort of 
present, and maybe a kind of pay for bread
stuffs and salt N arrcy used to gIVe them.
Carlton's The New Purchase. 

r was soon FOTCH'D up in the victualling 
line-and r busted for the beuefit of my 
creditors,-J, C, Neal, Dolly JOII"S, 
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F Ul H 0 'In P {e ,- A a 
composed of more or less than five 

a S,- TI A ertn Dye, 

FOUND.- A corruption for "find" 
vh h s me m h r, 

FOUNDATION.- A foundation in 
VI ta a me ns fo gs 1m 

across each othe s as to for 
a square, and IS a legal notification 
of 'n nt 0 ui c in a 
take up a claim, In other localities 
su t Ie r al d OT E ,et 

11 W FO ND IO S ne t etl r 
were evidences of a dispute about the title 
t th itt st' 0- Ie ow an on h 1 
t 0 cupants perhaps expected to find gold, 
-Century !vi agaziu 188 

UA EE HMO N PE SU 10. 

-Negroes; From the number of 
th c us a en n th C ns -
tution of the United States vh 
sl ery a abo Ishe - See 
COD. 

To take the J w on of J e ea t 
eg In 1C tim~ tic of 1C colored fa k 

that the FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT conferred, 
d, he er fte er r ~fe al I tl y 

tal{c a pride in summonses beyond de~ 
ib" g. he Tin D 110 at, eb ar I 

1888, 

Fox, To.-(Il A shoemaker's term. To 
re air 00" d- -, ) I Cana a, 
to la tr ant fro s ho I. 

ox FIE, - he n e gi n 0 

rotten wood fo nd in s m y 
places, an WhiCh, at llIght, presents 
a 0 h es nt p ar nc 

ox G I R lS, T H E.- Three sisters
L h, 'lla ga tt a at ri , 
the last named being more familiarly 
1m w as (a e- 0 h e st 
mentality the strange and mar
ve ou m ve el C Ie M DERN 

SPIRITVALI-M 'q. '0 es s Ig 
A tough the two elder sisters 

r:;'r ti na 7 C rr nc' 

er I ge y concerned, ye to 
Kat' , he ou ge 0 th th ee 
belongs the special honor of bemg 

e' 5t m t i i ro c n 
Briefly, the £tory runs as follows;-

T m f av ox, a 
Hydesville, N.Y, were disturbed 

y e in ine>.pltcab e knoc {mg 
th b in in 0 h ye r I 48 

The little girl, Kate, aroused from 
r ve 'ng sl b t n is 

and the alarm of the family, asked 
e k w ca se t s n t 

give a certain number of raps It 
do; an ' h, mother!' the 

I'ttl gi ex ai ed 'i le s a 
I say; It knows what I tell it; for 
'hrp t nmr te 
I asked it !' Here was a discovery: 

e h 0 n ha a in Iii en 
cause! " From this small be
g.nn ng It IS Ifficult to say, in 

e of u eq n de elo m ts 
what the end will be, The three 

'r! i q est n so n e m 
famous, the little frame-house ,at 

y sv Ie, n la r he pu IC 
hall at Rochester became th 

en re 0 an enthusiastic spint of 
q 'ry u h en se 0 

known. Leah, 111 after hfe, married 
rUe ill t ell 1m w 

banker of New York; Margaretta 
ec me th wi 0 D, K ne, th 

Arctic explorer; while Katie Fo 
marrie Mr. , J encken, a 

a 0 ba ist r, II hr si er 
are stilllivl11g, 

F G AP ( 'lis ab sc 0 in th 
South Vttis vltlpina) , - A large 

er ed gr e, I m is ai 
to arise from its rank, fox-like 
as s, we, th JUI ,when 

f r en d, ~ ry nt xi tin, 
IS more probable that its distmc-
'v a e i d iv f m h 01 

English" fox," to intoxicate, 

F CT N C RR NC - T g 
term by which the nickel and cop-
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per coins issued since the war m'e 
known. These are all of small 
denomination, being fractional 
parts of silver coins already in use, 
hence the name. 

FRAGGlE, To.-In Texas, people are 
not robbed, they are only fraggled, 
which, however, amounts to much 
the same thing. 

FRAM E HOUSE. - A house made of 
timber. In all new districts the 
houses are of this character, and 
in many instances the mushroom
cities which here and there have 
sprung up in an incredibly short 
space of time have been composed 
entirely of frame houses. The transi
tion to frame shells with stucco 
fronts, and thence to brick and 
stone houses is gradual. 

FRAU D.-In addition to the English 
slang sense of trickery and 
cheating, another meaning is col
loquially current in the States, 
whence it has made its way to 
this country. Proctor thus ex
plains it. A person is called a 
fraud, not, as Bartlett says, when 
he is a cheat, or at least not 
necessarily to signify that he is a 
cheat, but when he disappoints 
expectations. Thus an actor, of 
whom great things had been heard, 
but who should 'be judged not so 
clever as had been anticipated, 
would be described as afmud, but 
certainly not with the idea of 
attributing actual dishonesty to 
him. So a picture, or a book, or 
play, which proved disappointing, is 
called a fraud, without attri bu ting 
(necessarily) any trickery to the 
painter or author. In fact, the 
word is often applied to a land
scape or other natural object or 
phenomenon, For instance, the 
constellation of the Southern 

Free Lunch Fiend 

Cross has before now been called 
a fraud by those Americans who 
see it for the first time under 
unfavorable conditions, i.e., unless 
it is nearly upright on the southern 
horizon. The nearest English 
equivalent is the slang use of the 
word" sell." 

FREE.-A term, the significance of 
which, in one sense, has long since 
passed away. Before the abolition 
of slavery, the adjective free was 
used as the antithesis of that insti
tution. Thus, FREE-LABOR was 
that performed by fNe-men and not 
slaves. The term free-labor has, 
however, again become the question 
of the day, in so far as it concerns 
the impending conflict between 
capital and labor, the point at 
issue being whether the employer 
shall monopolize by far the lion's 
share of the wealth created by 
others. It is also doubtless well 
within the memory of people still 
living, that products snch as cotton, 
sugar, etc., were described in this 
coun try as slave-grown sugar, frce
cotton, etc. So with the term 
free-nigger and free-soil, etc. 

FREE- FIGHTER.-A free lance; so used 
during the Civil War. 

FREE- LOVE.-A theory and practice 
which, during one decade, spread 
like wild-fire throughout the States. 
It advocated promiscuity in sexual 
intercourse, and the grain of truth 
enshrined in the idea was swamped 
by this terribly fatal defect. Com
pare with AFFINITY.--From this 
word come the derivatives FREE
LOVERS and FREE-LOVEISM. 

FREE LUNCH FIEND.-In American 
drinking saloons, morsels of food are 
pretty generally provided gratis for 
those who care to partake of them 
when drinking. Thef,.ec lUllchjimd, 



Free Sailers 

there ne who meal 
off w reall y pr as a 
snack ays for , but 
shamefacedly manages in this way 
to get something more than his 
money's worth. 

FREE s This pa n to 
show h in 18 the 
avow pose of ting 
slavery to Its then eXlstmg hmits. 
It was preceded by and grew out 
of the "Liberty Party," which 
never developed much strenglh, 
and . was me . the 
Repu Party.-- REE 
SOIL! imilar se 

FREE STATEs.-A term formerly ap
plied to those States in which 
negro slavery did not exist. 

FREE-S 
pead 
detac 
fruit. 

ACH.-A 
h the st 
m the 

of 
asily 

the 

FREE STONE STATE. - Connecticut, 
which is also known as the Blue 
Law d the Nu teo 

FREE T 
Toac 

FREE TO 
gewitho 

S.-

ion. 

FREEZE, To.-To FREEZE ON TO, is, 
generall y speaking, to adhere 
close! t thing. 

Thet I FR ight where rried 
the v ennon, 

(Her thir rt in coLl rt in 
the CUI se 0 Canaan), 

An' here I be ez livelyez a chipmunk on a 
wall, 

With nothin' to feel riled about much later'n 
Eddam's fall. 

The co of a juror d by 
Lawyer a man's cws-
paper art essionabil vely 
Maud's b cr history, y to 
shal .. c rea opinions {" EON 
TO new ones as they should be manufactured 
by real live facts In the evidence about to 
come, hh; desire to give a fair trial to a 
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\V d his und ed to 5ta 
n sentime Daily Inte 
o eh 2, 1888. 

--Another meaning is to become 
possessed of an intense longing for 
anything; as I freeze to go back, 
would be the expression of one 

hly ho . -- T 
OUT, ap 

pel them 
a conve 

unfair pressure. 

persons, 
one's wil 
g that 

FREEZE oUT.-In freeze-out poker, 
h layer e an equ 

at the g of th 
which be adde 

any s ther tha 
wmnmgs from other players. No 
player can retire with any of this 
stake until the close of the game, 
or the hour fixed for its close; no 

an be de f a call, . 
up all h '; and n 
when ey is ex 

, can bo continu 
In the game on credit under 
any circumstances.-The A mericalt 
Hoyle. 

F A refrig 

F AR.-A van, an 

F 

y, a frelg 1 lam is the 
goods train of English railways.
See RAILROAD TERMINOLOGY. 

reslt. 

Southe 
; and ap 

'vidence " 
be descri 

for bold 
tting him 
required 
little to 

FRESHET.-This word has changed its 
meaning in American usage, where 

a flood. ell Lowe 
Our Ne nel cros 
Ancient d Dugal 
y; Capt rhill use 

the word (1638) to mean a 
"current," and I do not recollect 
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it elsewhere in that sense. 
therefore, leave it with a ? 
future explorers." 

I, 
for 

Just in front of the ranch verandah is a 
line of old cottonwoods that shade it during 
the fierce heat of summer, rendering it always 

~h~!e a~~eJsle~~~~et~ t~u~uat_~ft ::~~ boe?~h~ 
river, through whose broad, sandy bed, the 
shallow stream winds as if lost, except 
when a FRESHET fills it from brim to brim 
with foaming yellow water.-Ranch Lije 
iT> the Far IV cst. 

The worst FRESHET in the annals of this 
section of vVestern Massachusetts occurred 
last night, resulting in much damage to 
property. - New York TVakly Times, 
February 22, 1838. 

FRIENDS.-This word is used where 
in England we employ relatiolls. 

FRIJOLES. - The Spanish name for 
kidney beans. 

FRILLS.-To PUT ON FRILLS is gene
rally synonymous with an assump
tion of style in which conceit and 
bumptiousness playa considerable 
part. In English slang it would 
be called, "Putting on side," or as 
'Arry would put it, being "All 
there." 

'You think you're a good deal of a big-bug, 
don't you I' 

I Maybe I am, maybe I ain't/ I says. 
I Don't you give me none a' your lip/ says 

he. . You've PUT ON considerable many 
FRILLS siIlce I been away. I'll take you 
down a peg before 1 get done with YOl1.'
Aclvtltt1fI't'S of Hucklcberry Filln. 

At the same time a somewhat less 
offensive me:llling is conveyed in 
other instances, when accomplish
ments such as music, French, 
German, etc., are called frills. The 
use of frills in this sense must 
have arisen from the teachin a of 
philosophy, that "Manners f~rm 
the outer garment of the man's 
indi vic1uality." 

Ain't you a sweet-scented dandy, though? 
A bed i and bedclothes i and a look'n-glass' 
and a piece of carpet on the ft.oor-and ),OlU: 
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own father got to sleep with the hogs in the 
tan yard. I never see such a son. I bet I'll 
take some of these FRILLS Qutof you before I'm 
done with you.-A dvmtuns oj H uckicber,.y 
Fill-H, p. 33. 

FRlsco.-An abbreviation of San 
Francisco. 

FROE.-A chopper or cleaver. 

FROG.-In railway parlance the rail 
at the point where two lines 
intersect. 

Express train No.8, on the New York, 
Penllsylvaniaancl Ohio Railroau, was thrown 
from the track by a broken FROG while 
passinO' Steamburg Station, New York, 
early tllis morning. The engine and first 
two cars passed over safely, but the third 
coach left the rails and dashed into the 
caboose of a freight train lying on a side 
tradi:.-Daily Inter-Ocel/tt, February 6, 1888. 

FROLlc.-An American equivalent of 
the English "junketing." The 
merriment of some of these frolics 
is harmless enough; with others 
it is otherwise-very much so. 

FRONT-NAME.-The Christian name. 

FROST-FISH (Morrhua pruinosa).-A 
small fish which earns its dis
tinctive title from its appearance 
off the coast in cold weather. It is 
also familiarly called the TOM-COD. 

FROST-GRAPE. - The CHICKEN-GRAPE 
(q.v.). 

FROST-WORT (Cist1ts canadensis). - A 
herb largely used in the" Shaker 
preparations.' , 

FROUGHTv.-Spongy, brittle, or, in 
fact, applied to anything that is of 
inferior quality. A Nonh of Eng
land provincialism, and colloquial 
in New England. 
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FROWCHY.-In New York a furbe
lowed old woman is so called. 
From the Dutch vroltwtje. 

FRUITISH.-A cultivator of fruit trees. 
One of a class of words in 1ST, 
some few of which are useful, 
but which in the main are hideous 
monstrosities. What in the world 
can be said for such forms as 
1/ walkist 11 II shootist!l II sing.ist " 
"landsc;pist," and, ~h Minerv~! 
II obituarist.1I 

FRUMP, To.-As primarily used by 
Beaumont and Fletcher in the sense 
of " to insult" it is still current 
in New England. It survives in 
England, however, in "an old 
frump," a cross ill-tempered person. 

FULL, FULLED.-The old participles 
for "filled," and which in the 
South are still used. 

FULL FEATHER. - To BE IN FULL 
FEATHER; that is, in good trim, 
condition; or, as athletes would 
say, in good" form." 

FULL TEAM.-A man is a full team in 
himself when of consequence in 
the community. The Western 
man's love of horses, both for their 
own sake, and also on account of 
their forming part of his wealth, 
has caused him to draw many a 
simile from tbem. His best friend he 
dubs OLD HOSS! and no higher credit 
can be paid a man tban to have it 
said that he is a full team, a whole 
team, or, as it is sometimes put, a 
whole team and a horse to spare. 
On the other hand, anything mean, 
insignificant, or strikingly small, 
is dubbed as ONE-HORSED. - See 
HORSE. 

Fusty 

FUNDUM.-A derisive term for the bed 
of the sea. 

FUNERAL.-THIS IS NOT MY FUNERAL, 
i.e., it is no business of mine. 
Funerals in America partake largely 
of the nature of a show with set 
pieces, etc.; hence the simile. 
Meddlers are liable to be rebuked 
by being told that it is "none of 
their funeral." 

After a lot of slides had been exhibited the 
audience howled for Miss Debar. It got 
so noisy that Mr. Marsh reluctlantly ex
claimed-I vVell, is this your FUNERAL or 
mine? '-~l1issot{ri Republican, April 8, 1888. 

FUNERALlZE, To. - A minister f1l1le
mlizes when officiating at a burial 
service. 

FUR.-To MAKE THE FUR FLY.-To 
make a display of temper; to create 
a commotion; or even to proceed 
to extreme measures-to blows and 
actual fighting. 

It has been an open secret at the National 
Capital for some two or three months that 
a big revolt against President Cleveland's 
renomination was in process of organiza~ 
tion. I Wait until the National Committee 
assembles on February 22,' said the 
organizer, I and. you will see the FUR FLY from 
the Cleveland hide,' - Denver RctJ1lblica1J, 
February 29, 1888. 

FURMETy.-This old English delicacy 
is still known in Maryland. In the 
Hallamshire Glossary, fromcty is de
scribed as wheat boiled with milk, 
to which sugar and spice are 
added. 

FUST·ouT, To.-To prove abortive; 
to end in smoke; to come to 
nothing. 

FusTY.-In California a raw hide and 
wood saddle· tree. 



~a~~ABBEY (Cant).-A fool
JII ish talker; one who 

has "the gift of the 
gab."--Of a simi
lar type is GABBLE
MENT.-Idlechatter; 
prating. Both are 
spurious Southern 

words, formed from gab. (Compare 
Danish gab. "mouth"; Icelandic 
gabb, "mocking.") 

GAGE (Cant).-Whereas in English 
slang this signifies a small quantity 
of tobacco, wine, spirits, etc., in 
America it stands for "a man." 
--GAGERs.-Eyes. 

GAIT (Cant) .-In the patter of the 
criminal classes, one's ga it does 
not so much refer to style or pace 
in walking, as, by a curious transi
tion, to one's "walk in life"; 
calling; trade; profession-in short, 
the manner of making a living is 
one's gait. 

GAL-BOY.-In New England equiva
lent to tom-boy. The pronuncia
tion " gal" IS also universal; 
custom on this point varies in the 
Old Country considerably, though 
at present gal is the only one It 
la mode. 

GALE.-" The children among their 
toys and pets were in a regular 
gale," i.e., in a state of pleasant 
excitement. Obviously of nautical 
origin. 

GALENA.-Salt pork, and so named 
after Galena, Ill., one of the chief 
hog-raising and pork-packing 
centres of the country. 

GALL.-(I) Treacherous boggy low
land, barely cultivable. In Florida 
called BAY-GALLS; or, where 
Cypress grows on them, CYPRESS
GALLS. -- (2) GALL, as defined 
in the dictionaries to mean 
rancour, bitterness of spirit, etc., 
is, in America, used in a somewhat 
milder fashion, and on occasions 
when an Englishman would never 
dream of employing it. The 
nearest approach in this sense is 
the slang word "cheek" or "ef
frontery"; e.g., where we should 
say a man has" plenty of brass," 
a Yankee would employ the word 
gall. 
Mr. Blaine's GALL in congratu1ating the 

Republican party upon the cheerful pros
pects which distU1guish the opening of the 
national con lest of '08, reminds liS of a 
veterinary surgeon in Ohio who attempted 
the Cresarian operation upon a valuable 
blooded cow, and after eXl(laining to the 
badly rattled granger why It \vas that both 
the cow and tile calf had to die, added, by 
way of condolence and congratulation, that 
Cincinnati was a h-l of a good market for 
hides and bob veal.-The Solid Muldoon 
(Ouray), Colorado, 1888. 

GALLANTIZE, To.-To show attention 
to, and wait upon ladies; adecided 
Americanism, which, however, can
not be said of the word" gallivant," 
induded by both Bartlett and De 
Vere in their lists. The latter is a 
good Old English word, which has 
never lost currency. 
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Gallinipper 

One day I took a solitary ride there, while 
Oltver was GALLANTIZING the ladies a voca
tion for \~1?kh hJs i?vincible good-humor 
and unfaIlmg VIvacIty eminently qualify 
him.-(Lelters from the SOllth, II., p. 147.) 

GALLINIPPER.-A West Indian insect 
t of large size, ak' 

; they are popula 
y called the" gr 
, grandmothers" 
m their voracity a 

Authorities var 
to the deri vati 

y refer it to ga 
but It seems more probable that 
the English provincialism" gallier," 
to fight (galliment, a great fight), is 
the true source of the first syllable. 

In solitude the lover of nature finds in the 
smallest insect·a subject of admiration. 

Then be must have struck a different 
breed of insects from what I did when I 

c hermit act out . 
when the last grand 
me. I thought the 

awa.y with me befor 
ked all my blood 
, 1888. 

- Considerable 
as to the exact 

this word. All that seems clear is 
that it is applied to human beings; 
but whether to bipeds in trousers 
or petticoats, singly or both; old or 
young; of good standing, morally 
or physically, or the reverse-all 
these factors must be represented 
by;1:'. Each example of its use, 

by previous 
d allow of these 

jointly and sev 
merely says galoo 
rn ex pression 
tage, and quot 
g its use-

I'll hold her nozzle agin the bank, 
Till the last GALOOT'S ashore. 

-John Hay's Jill< Billdsoe of the Prairie 
Belle. 

Which presumably included men, 
women, and children. Bartlett, 

Galval1ise 

~m the other hand, is inconsistent; 
Inasmuch a~, while quoting this 
self-same passage of a deEcription 
of a burning boat, he defines 
galoot as " a worthless fellow," "a 
rowdy"; and in the same breath 
quotes another instance in which 
galoot clearly re d 
men as such. H y 
speaking, the 0 

signify what in s 
" a cad." Frocto g 
it as a decided A s 
to think that i e 
in the Old Coun ry 1 wou e III 

Scotland or on the border; for it 
seems to be of French origin, like 
the Scottish" galopin," an errand
boy, a common lad, and" gamin," 
a street-boy, a young blackguard. 
And he further suggests that pos
sibly some light might be thrown 
upon it in conne" h 
argot. In the fo n 
from Mark Twa m 
to mean simply 

He was the best rna 
ou would have dote 
uld lam any GALO 

merica. - Mark Twa 
Home, p. 22. 

n 
t 

GALUMPH, To.-Anonomatopoeticism, 
~ignifying" to go bumping along," 
In the manner that tram-cars are 
apt to do when driven at a high 
rate of speed on uneven metals. 
In further explanation of the quo-
tation, it may t 
the furious drivin e 
cars in the str n 
cities has bec s 
scandal. 

The young man to a 
eell bobtaH car that h 
ewis-street at a hi 

Worlel (New York), May '3, r888. 

GALVANISED VANKEES.-Southerners 
who, having been taken prisoners 
during the Civil War, got weary 
of the confinement and privation, 



Gam 

dese the C erate e, 
and, g the of all ce 
to th on, se in the es 
of the North against their former 
companions in arms. 

AM.- Scot n wou 11 
" a long clack" ; generally applied 
to occasions when meeting friends 
or countrymen in a strange land, 
or w few tunitie st 
for s nterc 

The GAM was long, but sober and serious; 
the two sea~dogs knew nothing of each other, 
and hence were cautious not to let out 
ny of th rcts ; t mpared n-
g, hop whale discu he 
cather 0 com ary m 
• ,AI clvt e s haling Crutse. 

--To GAM (Cant).-To steal. 

AN (C -The h or li 

GANDER-PARTV.-A vulgarism for a 
party of men. Variants are GA < R-

GANG G-PAR he te y 
be c ed wi e phr a 
go into the buck-hutch," and con
versely with" hen-party," " grass
widow," etc. 

ANDER LING. rutal e, 
peculiar to Texas fancy. 

Two posts are set firmly in the ground some 
fteen f art, an t ten 0 ve 
ot bigl a eros on top 19 
om on 0 the 0 Under 10 

entre a 15 cross ar IS suspended, by 
means of straps around the body, an old 
long-necked gander. The neck of the poor 
doomed bird is denuded of every feather, 

nd sm over v 10 sieL of 

~a[;. ~~ ~l~n iT r~d1~; ; ;~ 
rules and regulations are almost as follows. 
A committee of arrangements, numbering 
more or less, are appointed, whose duty is to 
see the game fairly and equitably conducted. 

n empt box is ed, lid d 
nd a dr e made top of d: 
waugh the ent fee of fi ts 

must be deposited by each one that partici~ 
pates in the game, and this en trance fee 
must be repeated at each successive entrance, 
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the sai mittee s out thi 
m the r ne on side, W 
en lash in han se dut 

is, w en the n er passes t rough, to gIve 
his horse a git-up. Another committeeman 
stands near the victim, mop in hand, ready 
to keep the neck slippery. The procession 
a e form gle file eighty 
a ed yar nt. T s throu 
a a tim e winn rd of 
game IS to grab the head of the gander. and 
pull it off while passing through. As a 
general thing they all make a clear miss 
in their grab for several rounds. The 
o der, no tandin bound-
g eyed, a mingly ard c 
d uses hi wiry n the dod 
with a great deal of dexterity, and it is not 

b~~~m~iSso%~~11~Ye:h~usr:JSt\~:: th~i~~~~ 
·t grabber ize his I 0 d' and tl 

far 51 at it 51 'ough 
g s quicl ade. way 
g conti until s e with 
strong nerve succeeds in wresting the head 
from the body. Then the box of money is 
all his. A great many pay their entrance fee 
o bits fa ral ro . st for 
s the thi ile oth e an e 
t leSS. the fun t of t 
t failed e wher hen t 
part of the drama came in, unless it \'\'as 
when a fellow managed to get a good grip 
on the head, his horse slipping out from 
u and th der he m abo 

ng; hin thwise bout t 
of bloc 11y mu is occ 

rence was not In requent. S to the bUSI-
ness point, there was some inducement. I 
learned that in this instance, when the head 
was pulled off, the box contained over one 
h d dollar 

tIett s is de sport 
practised in England. Had he not 
joined "the greater number," he 

ht cert' to ha n ask 
chap nd v for, 
tor r surm it mu 

have been derived from the more 
barbarous of the Indian races. He 
(Proctor) declines to call thO 

usting rt br ng, b 
e "n e co by a 

possibility be made more brutal 
than he must already be to engage' 
in it." 

G ,To.- Spani <..rivative 
(Gancho; a hook or crook). To 
attach a hook to a line. 
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GAR.-See ALLIGATOR GAR. 

GARDEN.-This is another instance in 
which English and American usage 
varies. In England the term is 
applied to any place set apart for the 
cultivation of plants, fruits, flowers, 
and vegetables; but, in America, by 
garden, a market-garden only would 
be understood; while the flower 
or kitchen-gardCIIs attached to 
English houses are called" yards," 
a word which, in England, is usu
ally applied to a paved enclosed 
space.--GARDEN CITY.
Chicago in Illinois, and Sa vannah in 
Georgia. Both claim the sobriquet 
on account of their numerous 
gardens and trees. Savannah is, 
however, also called the FOREST 
CITY.-See NAMEs.--GARDEN OF 
THE WEST.-Kansas.--GARDEN 
OF THE WORLD.-The region of 
the Mississippi.-See N AMES.-
GARDEN sPoT.-The extreme ferti
lity and agricultural wealth of a 
district in Kentucky and Tennessee, 
have led to the bestowal of this 
sobriquet.-See NAMES. -- GAR
DEN STATE.-Kansas. Also called 
SQUATTER STATE (q.v.). The former 
epithet comes from its fertile soil, 
and well cultivated lands.-
GARDEN TRUCK. - Market-garden 
produce.-See TRUCK. 

GARMENTURE.-A generic name for 
dress. 

GASH DING. - Half-veiled American 
Billingsgate; a conscience-tickling 
oath. 

Farmer's wife (limping into the housel
I That brindle cow kicked me, J olm, an' I'm 
afraid my leg is broken.' Farmer-' GASH
DIKG that critter I Is the milk spilled 1 ' 
Texas Siltings, June 30,1888. 

GASPERAu.-One of the many names 
for the ALE WIFE (q.v.). 

High up in the open fire-place were two 
dozen hard-wood rods, that severally sup
ported about a dozen GASPERAUX, or ale
wives, that were undergoing the process of 
smoking.-Sam Slick's Wise Saws, p. 128. 

GAT, GATE.-A gap; narrow passage; 
or strait. An old Dutch term 
which has survived in Barne-gat 
and Helle-gat or Hell-gate, the 
latter a narrow passage at the 
entrance of New York Harbour, 
which was recently removed by 
dynamite. 

GATE CITv.-Keokuk, in Iowa, from 
its being the point at which the 
Mississippi becomes navigable. 

'GATOR.-A negro corruption of ALLI
GATOR. 

Fewpeople pass the alligator pond without 
stopping, and the boys when opportunity 
presents, take special delight in punching 
the 'GATORS with sticl<s or pieces of boards in 
order to see them dodge around from one 
place to another.-Florida Times Ulliott, 
February 8, 1888. 

GAUM, To.-To smear. Still provin
cial in England, and colloquial in 
the States, this word may be re
garded as a survival of Elizabethan 
English. 

GAUNTED or GA' NTED.-Thin. It may 
be worth noticing that "puny" 
always means sickly; "peart," 
lively, or well. 

'Iz ler dat,' said Uncle Nate, judicially, 
'I ain't no jedge. Looks right puny an 
GA'NTED. but I lay it git over dat at we uns'. 
I wisht ye well, sah I '-Scribner's Magazitle, 
1888. 

GAWNlcus.-A dolt; in all likelihood 
a fictitious enlargement of " gawk." 

GAzoN.-The carpet grass of dry 
uplands. 



Gear-Up 

EAR-U -A F lvania 
for ' arness right 
" gears as horse- rappings. 

m 
5 

26r 

ing h 
on of 

or point. 

German 

ne. A 
uage 

tic pe 
ut pi 

GEE.- To GEE WITH - To a ree GENTLEMAN. - In England, gentleman 

with; ton w he phr s 
been ted f " gee 
(It ali an glO-get on), addressed to a 
horse. 

Mr. Co s bette n as a an 
anager as a st gh he 
e latte e he w forme a 
anager, owcver, e 1 ought LudwIg 

Barnay to this country and started him out 
on an American slarring season. But he 
and Mr. Barnay did not GEE.-.Missou-l'i 

epublic il 8, 188 

GEEWHILIKENS !-An exclamatIOn of 
surprise equivalent to, and used in 
the same manner as Whew! Great 
C<esa 1d ot objurg s. 
'\II,! est also J LIKEN 

Anxious Traveller-' What time is the 
West bound express due? J 

Agent-I At two o'clock.' 
Anxiou eller-' n time 
Agent three h te,' 
Anxiou veller- W Ii I L 
hrec h What will she come tn, 

now? '-Detroit Free Pr,ss, 1888. 

ELT.
Germ 

y. A 
ld. 

ption e 

GENTILE. -Amongst Mormons, a 
contemptuous epithet for all per-
sons e the mon C h, 
regar of " or p 5 

cond f ser 

GENTLE, To.-To ease; soften; or 
sooth survi Eliza n 
Engl Youn his' 1t 
Thoug , 'has 1e me, "To gentle 
life's descent." Also applied to the 
taming of horses by kind treat
ment 

ENTLE ANSAS zEPHYR.-This 1S m
deed a wolf in a sheep's skin, the 
gentle zeypltr being 110 less than a 

disti if res d mean 
vhich irely overte 

y popular be in A a. S r 
Charles Lyell relates that on ask
ing the landlord of the inn at 

ing, a very tive 
uests, the c an wh 
driven mine mmed 

ately called out in the bar-room 
" where is the gentleman that 
b ght t' an he ' " As 

er of the nce 
ds th of b '1111,m, 

and "lady" in America is most 
marked; so much so is this the 
case that to a Iy them in gener I 

ty to te ma worn 
d be d upo y mu 

m the light of an insult, as they 
are usually monopolized by colored 
"ladies" and "gentlemen." A 

ectabl olore use t 
in th erica se) pe 

son is invanably spoken of as a 
white man. However, this abuse 
of language is slightly modified as 

s the LADY is co 
ed; b 'enera peakin 
tor i g t in c ng tha 

whenever anyone says "let me 
introduce this man to you," the 

ces a intro on to 
fe110 u t w h Idress 

he om word , ere is 
gentleman I should like to introduce 
to you," one may conclude that 
tl acqua' ce of son e 

d in form vindli 
be TLEM, 

TURKEY.-A turkey cock-a mock
modest and absurd circumlocu tion. 

G N.-A 
an, W 

cotillion. 

a dan 
pplied 

ormer 
y to 

The flower GERMAN given last Friday 
evening by Mr. and Mrs. Louis Bite to Mi ' 



Gerrymander 

Ma pkins Louis e most 
ele RMAN ven in t . The 
fav e all flo After ure the 
lady would be presented witb a bunch of 
rare flowers. - Louisville Co'Urier-Jo'Url'z,al, 
Feb. 16, r888. 

T sses C x gave arkably 
han and d ul GER f thirty 
COll Thur errmg. house 
was taste ully decOlated with palms and rare 
plants and flowers. The favors were exceed
ingly novel and pretty.-Times Democrat, 
Feb. 5, rS88. 

GE ANDER Aspe fpoli 
tical" cooking of accounts"; so to 
divide and redistribute electoral 
d' t . ts, th though i ate, a 

ole, ty m ave 
ity of s, re tatio 

in the Legislature, nevertheless, 
goes to its opponents. A curious 
example of this occurred at the last 

al El in E d upo 
uestio Hom Ie fa 

Ireland. As a matter of fact, the 
number of individual votes cast in 
favor of this measure exceeded 

f the ntient y; bu 
te of ct, re tatio 

wen to t e atter, t 1e ibera 
votes being so massed together in 
some localities, that they were in 

part \ Th gin a 
erm g andcril trace 
to t h r 18 , hen 

certain Mr. Ellridge Gerry was 
Governor of the State of Massa-

tts. officia i vide 
ectora ricts a ensur 
ority sown y, not 

withstanding that the State voted 
two-thirds against them. Two of 
these counties Essex d War 

, divi ithou appa 
egard n veni r pro 

priety, and in spite of protest and 
argument, presented on tho map a 
most absurd outline. The story 

hat R , the of the 
I Sent pape h had 

strenuously opposed the scheme, 
marked the result in colors on a 
map, and placed it on the wall of 

Get Around 

the e al san On 
Gilbe art, th nent p , 
looked at the map, and said that the 
towns which Russell had thus dis
tinguished resembled some mon-
strou mal. ok a 
and w few to , adde 
mightrepresenta ea ,wings,c aws, 
and tail. "Thore," said Stuart, 
" tha t will do for a salamander." 
Russ owas withh , 
looke t the s figu d 
excla , "Sal er J t 
Gerrymander...!" The word was im
mediately adopted in the political 
vocab as a of re h 
to th ocratl islatu 

The Boston Herald takes occasion, apropos 
of the protest made by the Democrats of 
Iowa against the election of James F. Wilson 
to the Senate to remark that the politicians 

tbe W vo a \ nearly 0 
tales of ran.del'i 1e arran t 
the Ie e distri ew YO'I S, 

February 2, 1888. 

GET.-In stable slang, get is equiyalent 
to off ; a f 

The H t, of th k, cont e 
winnings of the GET of G1engarry. Glen
garry is a brown horse, foaled in 1866, by 
Thormanby, dam Carbine.-SI. LOlds Globe 
Democrat F ~b uary 27 888 

ETAWA hievos er for 
motive or train. Both are doubtless 
most convenient at times as a means 
of fli ht· hence, one may su ose, 
the d tion 0 term. 0 

calle WAY. 

GET AROUND. To.-To overcome; e.g., 
to get around an op anent, is t e 
an ad ge ave , etc. 

Aldcrm cfontai ~ lained e 
had given his consent to the closing of Bis
son·strcet at the meeting of the Road Com
mittee, because he thought the proprietors 

ere will Now th new th e 
posed ( would 0 withd 
nscnt. d not with Al n 

aurcnt 1<:1t It was a tabU ler impossl e. 
He thought some means could be devised of 
GETTING AROUND the difficulty.-Molllreal 
Herald, Feb. 2r, r888. 



Get Back At 

GET BACK AT, To.- To satirize; to 
call to account. Figaro had much 
the same idea in his mind when he 
said, "Now step I forth to whip 
hypocrisy." 

Sam Jones has been coming down rough 
~hod on Kansas City femininity for wearing 
bustles and bunions. As the open letter 
writers in the newspapers are GETTING 
BACK AT Sam for his fondness for tobacco 
it is surmised that English grammar will 
be the chief sufferer in the controversy.
Chicago Inter·Ocean, 1888. 

GET RELIGION, To.-To experience a 
change of heart and life for the 
bel ter. Proctor, in defining this 
phrase, though severe on its mis
use, strikes a true key note when 
he says that there is all the differ
ence in the world between a man 
getting I'cligion and religion getting 
a man. 

Now, brethren and sisters, rm going to 
give my experiencc,-to tell how I GOT RE
LIGION.-Westem PulPit. 

GET TH ER E,To.-To attain one's object; 
to be successfnl. The catch-phrase, 
"he gets there just the same," has 
been and is still very popular. 

Ben De Lemos is a shrewd politician of 
the Hebrew persuasion, and aI-ways goes to 
national Republican conventions as a patron 
saint to the colored delegates and a wet 
nurs@ to the deliberative body. Allhough 
not a delegate, HE GOT THERE ALL TI-IE SAtllE. 
He bought off one delegate whose alternate 
he was, and rumor says paid yet another to 
~;~ll. at home.-New York IIerald, July 29, 

Americans commonly have a mistal~cn idea 
as to English business methods. The typical 
American, alert, enterprizing, full of snap 
and go, is apt to try all things by his own 
standard; and that test leads him to con
sider the average Englishman slow, unpro
gressive, and sluggish. The difference, how
ever, is one ofmcthoJs and not of results. The 
Engl.ishman aims at the same point that tho 
American does, and, to liSC a slang expres
sion HE GETS THERE JUST THE SAME-in
deed, he GETS THERE in better form.-Tlu: 
Ilaberdashcr, rtl88. 

--GET THERE.-The quality of 
attaining one's object. The Boslon 

Ghoulest 

Herald once related a story showing 
how much of what it called" the 
much esteemed get there quality 
there is in the genuine Englishman," 
whose methods are sometimes 
crude, but who "sticks to it and 
gets there." A gentleman, whose 
name now stands at the head of the 
largest wire manufacturing estab
lishment in the world,-it was a 
very modest concern then,-came 
to England and bought some steel 
rods to be shipped to America and 
drawn into wire. A workman saw 
them, and made up his mind that 
wherever they were going there was 
work for him. He asked no ques
tions, but made up his mind to 
follow the rods. He saw them 
loaded on freight cars in Birming
ham, made friends with the train 
hands, and accompanied them to 
Liverpool. He saw them unloaded 
at the dock there and kept his eyes 
on them. He saw them put aboard 
ship, and took passage for America 
in that vessel. He saw them landed 
in Boston, and again kept his eye 
on them until they were again put 
on freight cars. Again he followed 
them till they reached their destina
tion, presented himself to those 
who received them, told his story, 
got a job, and kept it until he died, 
leaving sons behind him who are 
employed in the same establish
ment. He knew enol1gh to follow 
the rods and ask no questions, and 
he got there. 

G'HALs.-The counterpart of B'HOYS 
(q.v.). A female rough, and when 
bad, very bad. 

GHOULEST.-A factitious superlative 
of " ghoulish." 

I Whoop up the romping spooks out east 
of Barstow,' said John Carson an Atlantic 
and Paciilc railroad man, to ~ reporter re
cently.. t I saw you had something in the 
Examu-rcr s~v('ral weeks ago about elC ,mirage 
on the MOjave desert and the mYrIads of 
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people that were seen in boats about there. 
Well, they're thickening up. In winter time, 
you know, they always get thicker. For 
eight months now I have been running the 
hundred~mile division out east of Barstow. 
The spooks:used to loom up about every otber 
day. Now we see them nearly all tbe time. 
They're the GHOULEST lot of things, too, I 
ever did see. They appear in all sorts of 
shapes.-Troy Daily Times, Feb. 4, 1888. 

GIBE, To.-A thing gibes well when 
pleasing and acceptable; or when 
it goes well with what it is com
pared. This sense is thus abso
lutely antagonistic to the ordinary 
acceptation of the word. 

GIBRALTAR OF AMERICA.-Quebec on 
the St. Lawrence, from its strongly 
fortified position and situation on 
a rock. 

GIG (Cant).-A door is so named; 
the lock is called a GIGGER ; and 
the turnkey, a GIGGER DUBBER. 

GIGG (Cant).-The nose. 

GIGGIT, To.-To catch fish in a gig, 
i.e., a light boat; a New England 
corruption. Idiomatically, to move 
about with briskness; from" gig," a 
lively, playful person. 

GILDED ROOSTER.-THE GILDED 
ROOSTER ON THE TOP OF THE 
STEEPLE is a person or thing of im
portance; or tip-top. Compare with 
BIG BUG, BIG DOG OF THE TANYARD, 
etc. 

We admit tha t as a metropolis Chicago is 
the GILDED ROOSTER ON TOP OF THE STEEPLE, 
but even GILDED ROOSTERS have no right to 
the whole corn bin.-New York Herald, 1888. 

GILEAO FIR.-The BALSAM FIR (q.v.). 

GILLY (Cant).-An idiot; a soft pate. 

GI LLY FLOWER. - In New England a 
variety of apple. 

Ginger 

GILT (Cant). -A crowbar; possibly 
on the principle that such gentry 
make these instruments a means to 
an end, that end being what is also 
known to them as gilt.--GILT
DUBBER.-A thief who prowls 
about hotels for the purpose of 
robbery. 

GILYORE (Cant).-Plenty; obviously 
a corruption of " galore." 

GIMBAL-JAWED or GIMBER-JAWED.-A 
person the joints of whose jaws 
are loose, causing them to move 
with more freedom than is cus
tomary, is said to be gimbal·/awed. 
Gimbals are a combination of 
rings for suspending anything 
freely, as the compass, etc. Idio
matically, to talk with loquacity; 
or, in slang parlance, "nineteen to 
the dozen." 

GIMPY.-As used colloquially for 
sprightly or active, this word, 
which is provincial in England, 
and occurs as "gimp" in Burns, 
may be classed among Ameri
canisms. 

GIN AND TIDY.-Persons when decked 
out in "best bib and tucker" are 
occasionally, on the other side of 
the Atlantic, said to be gil! and tidy. 
Query. Is this merely a punning 
reference to " neat spirit" ? 

GINGER. - Backbone; or stayin~
power. Transatlantic usage, III 
respect to this word, is probably 
only a variation of English slang. 

The first symptom you will observe in 
yourself [when sea-sick] is a desire to 
suspend all animated conversation, and to 
listen to an inward voice informing you that 
your attention is specially called to the fact 
that the vessel is beginning to be lopsided 
in her movements. Simultaneously with 
this you will rcmarl< that your spinal column 
is requiring a hinge, and that considerable 
GINGER is departing from your resolution 
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to bear up aud enjoy yourself.-The World, 
May '3, 1888. 

GIN MILL.- A drinking saloon. Eng
lish rendezvous of this kind are 
called" palaces." Gilt mill origi
nated in Boston some forty or fifty 
years ago. -- GIN SLINGER.-A 
tippler whose favorite beverage is 
gin. 

GI N -SI NG.-See SANG. 

GIP (Cant).-If translated into the 
jargon of the criminal classes the 
old proverb would run "set a gip 
to catch a gip." A variation of the 
Cantab "gyp," an undergraduate's 
servant; the derivation of the 
word in the latter case being 
from YVo/ a vulture, an allusion to 
the general rapacity and dis
honesty of this class of men. 

GIRD.-To TAKE A GIRD, to make an 
effort; to take a shot. One girds 
oneself to special endeavor, and 
hence this factitious use of the 
word. 

I'd just like TO TAKE ONE GIRD at Globe 
City, and if I couldn't fetch settlers, I'd cry 
co-peevi (peccavi). Will you let me try it? 
-Putnam's 11<1 agazine. 

GIRDLE, To.-To cut a strip of bark off 
a tree round its whole circum
ference, the result of which is 
decay and death. A common 
method in newly-settled countries 
of clearing forest land. Also called 
BELTING (see TO BELT). 

In all our woods (Ohio) there is not a tree 
so hard to kill as the prickly horse chestnut. 
The deepest GIRDLING docs not deaden it.
A/tel' di1tner speech by Dr. Dalliel Drake, a 
celebrated botanist oj the Ohio Valley. 

--A GIRDLING is a place where 
trees have been so dealt with. 

GISM.-A synonym for energy, spirit. 
Probably from the Dutch geest. 

Give Away 

GIT! YoU GIT !-An exclamatory in
junction at once laconic, insi~ua
tingly forcible, and full of meanmg ; 
equivalent to " there's the do?r .. and 
your name is Walker" ; an mJunc
tion to depart in peace while there 
is yet time; your room is more 
desirable than your company. 

With a great effort the sick man raised 
himself on one elbow. 

GIT I he gasped hoarsely; GIT while 
ye kin I small-pox. 

Then be fell back exhausted. Small-pox I 
HOI? Sing gave a great gasp, dropped the 
baSIn of broth, and almost tumbled from the 
wagon.-Tid Bits. 

It was only a word 
That the silence stirred, 

But an import sad had it
A knell of despair 
To a loving pair-

'Twas her father's one word, GIT I 
-Boston Bur/get. 

--GIT UP AND GIT.-Used in 
various ways. For a thing to have 
no git up and git about it is equivalent 
to saying that it is weak, vain, mean, 
slow, etc.--To GIT UP AND DUST, 
i.e., to use the utmost expedition in 
departing.-See DUST.--To GIT 
TO.-To obtain leave. A niggerism. 

GITCHE MANITO. -Among North 
American Indians the name by 
which the Great Spirit is known. 

GIVE AWAY.-A phrase which is noun, 
adjective, verb, adverb, and inter
jection all rolled into one. To 
give away is to expose, surrender, 
or, in slang, to blow upon.--An 
intensitive form is TO GIVE DEAD 
AWAY; thus, as a result of the 
Bertillon system of identifying 
criminals, it is said that a large 
nnmber of professional thieves have 
discontinued the use of assumed 
names, finding it useless, as their 
measurement, previously taken, 
invariably gives them dead away. 
Again, when interviewed, an actress 
descanting on padding, excused 
herself from mentioning the names 

34 



Given Name 

of those whom she knew adopted 
the practice, on the ground that it 
would be unkind to give them away. 

266 

Father-' So the teacher kept you in after 
school for being late this morning, did he I ' 
Tommy~j Yes, sir.' 
I But I wrote you an excuse.' 
, I know it, but I didn't want to GIVE YOU 

AWAY to the teacher, so I kept it in my 
pockeL' 

I How GIVE ME AWAY?' 
I It was full of mis-spelled words.' 

-Texas Siftings, June ~3, 1888. 

Exposures of this kind are called 
GIVE-AWAYS; a mean underhand 
revelation of secrets or stabbing in 
the back is known as the GIVE 
AWAY CUE; and GIVE AWAY! used 
interjectionally, is akin in meaning. 

GIVEN NAME.-In America one ac
quires, at birth, a given instead of a 
Christian name, a similar practice 
obtaining in a slight degree in Scot
land. A relic of Puritan dislike to 
the sacerdotalism of Saints' names. 

GIVE OUT, To.-To become exhausted. 

GIvy.-Pliable; easy to work; i.e., 
ready to " give." 

GIZZARD-SHAD.-The CaroJinan name 
for the ALEWIFE (q.v.). 

G.K. (Masonic).-Grand King, an ab
breviation peculiar to the Royal 
Arch in the U.S.A. and Irish rite. 

GLADE.-This purely English word is 
used in the States in a manner 
differing somewhat from the ortho
dox meaning. Primarily, of course, 
it means a bright open spot in a 
wood (Old English glade = bright, 
Nor. gle/tic, a break in clouds, L. 
gladius, a sword), and hence the 
poetic Americanism MOON-GLADE 
to signify a track of moonlight on 
water. In New England glade is 
is applied to a tract of smooth ice; 

Glims 

while the same word, which in this 
case is a curtailment of EVER
GLADE, is in the Southern States 
used to designate tracks of land 
covered with water and grass. The 
history of the word is full of interest, 
as showing the gradual though 
constant transitions of meaning 
to which words are subject by 
environment. 

GLAKID.-Glaikit, in Lowland Scotch, 
is given by Jamieson as unsteady; 
giddy; stupid; and with the last of 
these meanings glahid is used in 
Pennsylvania. 

GLARE-teE.-Smooth ice. 

GLASS (Cant).-An hour; evidently 
a contraction of hour-glass.--To 
GLAss.-An old English equivalent 
of "to glaze," which is still em
ployed in the South and West. 

The windows were sashed and GLASSED, 
and hung with the whitest curtains of 
cotton with fringes fully a foot deep.-W. 
G. Simms, I'he Last Wager. 

GLAzED.-The ground, when rimed by 
hoar-frost, is in the East said to be 
glazed. 

GLEET.-A large wooden wedge; a 
survival of Old English usage; 
Halliwell giving the same word and 
meaning. 

GLIBE (Cant).-A term applied to 
writing generally, but more parti
cularly (0 a written agreement. 

GUMS (Cant).-Among the fraternity 
in England, a glim is respectively a 
light, a lamp, or a pair of spectacles. 
Among their American confreres, 
however, the name is especially 
given to the eyes. The involntion 
of meaning existing between each 
of these significations is curious; as 



Glutton 

also is the slight variation from 
English usage of GLIM-STICK for 
candle -stick.--GLIM - FLASHY.

In a passion; savage.--GLIMMER. 
-The fire. 

GLUTTON (Cant).-A culprit who, if 
not exactly ravenous for castigation, 
is yet able to stand an enormous 
amount of it. One of the most 
curious perversions of language to 
be met with in the vocabulary of 
thiefdom. 

GNARLER (Cant).-The generic name 
among burglars for a watch-dog; 
obviously from gnarl, to murmur, 
or snarl. 

GNOSTICS (Cant).-I-Iere Mr. Thief 
displays his catholicity. It is well 
known that, no matter what his 
mother tongue or nationality may 
be, the man who understands the 
" patter" is quite at home in all 
quarters of the globe. There is 
always a corner in every city he 
strikes where he can not only make 
himself understood, but can con
verse fluently with those with 
whom he comes in contact. The 
language of thieves has been drawn 
from almost every philological 
source, and, in the use of gllostic, to 
signify a knowing one, a sharp, 
one who knows what is "fiy," we 
have a case in point. The name is 
actually the same (from Greek 
gliosis, knowledge) as that applied 
to an ancient school of philosophy, 
renowned for its culture and learn
ing. It would be interesting to 
trace the steps by which the word 
has descended in to the j argon of 
criminals. 

Go.-One of the verbs universal of 
the "great American language." 
--To GO, in a political sense, 
is sometimes the equivalent of 
"to vote"; c.g., when a Stale is 

Go 

said to go II wet,'1 or I' dry " 
[on local option J ; or to go 
Republican or Democrat.-
To GO-AHEAD. - To advance; to 
go forward. An English expres
sion which, used adjectively, is 
an undoubted Americanism. The 
American people, by virtue of 
their restless, untiring activity, and 
the facility with which they adapt 
themselves to new surroundings 
and conditions, are said to be a 
go-ahead nation-a type of bold and 
fearless progress. In the great 
Republic of the West, says one 
writer, one breathes a go-ahead 
atmosphere, which" tastes good in 
the nostrils." Mr. Proctor has 
drawn a most interesting compari
son between the :Mother Country 
and her children of the Far West 
and the still farther South, which 
I cannot refrain, with all due ac
knowledgments from quoting en
tire :-" It is perhaps characteristic 
of the three great divisions of 
English-speaking races that our 
favorite expression in the Old 
Country is "all right," while the 
favorite American expression is 
" go-ahead," and in Australasia 
men say "no fear." This triple 
set of sayings is better than the 
French aspiration (rather more 
than satisfied now perhaps) for 
la gioire, or the general submission 
of Continental nalions to military 
discipline. \Ve English-speaking 
races find fault with each other, for
getting our kinship; we laud this, 
that, and the other distinction, often 
mere tinselling, of other races; but 
where now, or in the past of the 
world, has any race, regarded col
lectively, made a deeper mark in 
the history of the world? What 
other race, or set of races, has 
ever so definitely acted on the 
triple principle, or h:J.s so thorough
ly justified it.-See that all is right, 
then go-ahead and fear not. De
spite the savagery shown too often 
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by British buncombe, by American 
spread-eagleism, and by Australian 
assertion of "Australia for the 
Australians," the English-speaking 
races have always shown (on the 
whole) the sense of duty expressed 
in our British "all right," the 
aspiration for progress expressed 
in the American go-ahead, and 
the confident but unboasting 
courage expressed by the Austral
asian "no fear."--There are 
several offshoots of go-ahead, e.g., 
GO-AHEADATIVE and GO-AHEADA
TIVENESS and GO - AHEADIFYING. 
Go-ahead bids fair, in consequence of 
this enlarged usage, to become 
international in character; for it is 
related that a Parisian candidate 
for the National Assembly, once 
addressed the electors in the 
following terms, Ciloyen5, je 51tis Ie 
Representant du go-ahead.--To GO 
BACK ON ONE.-To turn tail; to 
abandon one's cause; to disappoint 
expectation; also equivalent to GIVE 
AWAY in the sense of exposure. 

I don't want no better friend than Buck 
Fanshaw ..... Take him all round, pard, 
there never was a bullier man in the mines. 
... . No maneverknow'dBuck TO GO BACK 
ON a friend.-.i"f ark Twain's Roughing It, 
P·333· 

This phrase is of Western origin. 
--To GO BETTER (in Poker).
When any player makes a bet, it is 
the privilege of the next player to 
the left to raise him; that is, after 
making good the amount already 
bet by his adversary, to make a 
still higher bet. In such a case it 
is usual to say, "I see you and go 
(so much) better," naming the extra 
sum bet. 

I I goes you five dal1ars, this time/ says 
Jim, posting at the same time the tin. 

I I sees dat, and I GOES you ten DETTER,' 
said Bill; I you ain't a·goin' to bluff dis child, 
nohow you can fix it. ' 

I I sees you again,' said Jim, 'and GOES you 
forty DETTER' dis Orleans nigger won't stay 
slumped, dat I tells you, sartin.'-New York 
Spirit of tile Tim,s. 

Go 

-- Hence idiomatically to do 
better than, or to excel others. Thus 
the Ovel'landM onthly speaks of a lady 
in California who, threatened by 
her husband, furious at having 
been betrayed by her, and aiming 
a rifle at her head, suddenly pre
sen ted two small revolvers and 
cried out, "I can play a hand at 
that game, and go Ol1e belter."-
To GO BY.-This sometimes puzzles 
strangers, for, if an Englishman 
were asked to go by and partake of 
hospitality, he would certainly be 
unable to reconcile the seeming 
contradiction. To go by in the 
South really means to stop; to call 
at. Its origin, as explained by 
Pickering, is very simple. In old 
times, when one was riding a great 
distance through the country, 
where there were few roads, and 
the houses often two or three miles 
distant therefrom, a planter would 
naturally ask friends to go by [way 
of] his house and dine or lodge with 
him.--To GO FOR.-To tackle; 
to start doing anything. The 
phrase "he went for so and so" is 
a very frequently heard collo
quialism, as also is TO MAKE FOR 
with the same signification. 

He weren't no saint-but at jedgmcnt 
I'd run my chance with Jim, 

'Longside of some pious gentleman 
That wouldn't shook hands with him. 

He'd seen his duty, a dead-sure thing
And WENT FOR it thar and then; 

And Christ ain't a going to be too hard 
On a man that died for men. 

-Colonel John liay, ii, Jim Blndsoe of the 
Prairie Belle. 

Shades of meaning are frequent 
and varied; thus, it is said in 
connection v.ith the theological 
character of the early literature of 
America that the men of the" May
flower" were religious men, and 
those who joined them in the early 
settlement were men like-minded 
with themselves. To use this Ame
rican term they" !I.'ent for" truth, 
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and left beauty to follow as she 
could. In yet another sense to go 
for is akin to personal castigation. 
Coster mongers are supposed to go 
for their mothers'-in-Iaw; i.e., 
stamp on, and otherwise ill-use 
them. This (the meaning not the 
practice) is of Southern origin. 
To go for also means "to be in 
favor of," a variant being to GO 
IN FOR.--GOING. - "The going 
is bad," i.e., the travelling.-
GOING IN. (In Poker.)-Making 
good the ante of the age and 
the straddles (if any) for the privi
lege of drawing cards and playing 
for the pool.--To GO IT ALONE. 
-In euchre where a player elects 
to play independent of his partner. 
Scores are thereby doubled, whether 
successful or the reverse. Idio
matically the phrase to go it alone 
is used of any undertaking in which 
a man engages without outside 
assistance.--To GO IT BALD
HEADED. - See BALDHEADED.-
To GO IT BLIND. - To run all 
risks; to engage in an under
taking without forethought - an 
expression derived from poker.
See BLIND.--To GO IT STRONG.
A phrase applied to vigorous action, 
energetic advocacy, free living, 
indeed anything accentuated in 
character. Mark Twain's Hea
then Chinee, who, with his packs 
of cards, aces, and bowers, was 
thought to be "coming it strong," 
will at once occur to mind.--To 
GO ONE'S DEATH.-Equivalent to 
"to lay one's life." -- To GO 
ONE'S PILE.-To expend one's for
tune to the last penny ; and idio
matically to throw one's heart and 
soul into an undertaking. This 
expression is an allnsion to the 
" pile" [of money] obtained in 
mining or trade, which, in many 
cases when made was, especially 
during the gold fever, dissipated in 
rio tons living. It was frequently 
"lightly come; lightly go. "-See 

Go 

PILE. -- Go OFF. - The com
mencement; beginning. 

He is a sailor by tracie, and we now have 
him out in the country learning the differ
ence between a coyote and a Hubbard 
squash. He may make a few blunders on 
the GO-OFF, as he sticks to it that potatoes 
ought to grow on trees, and that wheat grows 
wrong end to, but he is a bummer, and will 
get tliere by and by. Remember, this de
partment does not incrc.ase the s~lbscription 
price at all. \Ne are SImply trymg to pub
lish a paper worth IDa doHars per year for 
2 dollars.-,--Detl'oit Free Press, Oct. I3, 1838. 

--To GO THROUGH. - A phrase 
which, when applied to a man, seems 
to be equivalent to "turning him 
inside ont," either by robbing him 
of all be possesses, holding him up 
to ridicnle, or otherwise making it 
generally unpleasant for him. 

Be was garrotted, and the two robbers 
WENT THROUGH him before the police could 
reach the spot.-Baltimore S1tIl, 1888. 

It was a grand sight to see Farnsworth 
go through him; he did not leave him a 
single leg to stand upon.-Baltimore Sun, 
r888. 

--To GO uNDER.-To die; the 
visible disposal of the body fur
nishing a simile for the process of 
death. Compare with the German 
untergeJtcn, to perish. 

I It's his darter's claim, boys I' 
Then like an inspiration their leader said: 
I Men, let's make it so.' And, standing 

~v~~~lcl~ssea:th~;~~e ~i~e asl1~ui~ b~o\~cO~l~~X 
solely for the benefit of the girl whether Jim 
lived or had GONE UNDER.-Daily Intcy
OCL'an, March, 1888. 

Also to fail in business; to sink in 
the Maelstrom of financial diffi
cuIty.--To GO up.-Like TO GO 
UNDER; this is a simile for death, 
and is based very much on the 
same lines. When the victim of 
lynch law is enquired after, the 
questioner will simply be told that 
hehas" gOllcup,"i.e., hanged.--Go 
TO GRASS [ Be off [--Go WEST, 
YOUNG MAN I-At first meaning ex
actly what it says, the expression 
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at length became a mere catch
phrase, and was used in season and 
out of season. The West naturally 
offt'rs far more opportunities for 
advancement in life than the more 
thickly populated Eastern States. 
Go West,yollllg mall! at last became 
synonymous with" quit!" It was 
a favorite expression of Horace 
Greely. 

GOAD (Cant).-A PETER FUNK (q.v.). 

GOAT. - The PRONG HORN ANTE
LOPE (q.v.) is so-called by the fllr 
traders. 

GOATEE.-A tuft of hair worn on the 
chin, similar to a goats'-beard,
hence its name, - the rest of the 
chin being clean shaved. A fashion 
of wearing the beard, once very 
common, but now rarely seen. 

April 19.-This morning struck into the 
region of full GOATEEs-somctimes accom
panied by a mustache, but only occasionally, 
I t was odd to come upon this thick crop 
of an obsolete and uncomely fashion; it was 
like running suddenly across a forgotten ac
quaintance whom you had supposed dead 
for a generation.-M ark Twain's Life 011. the 
Mississippi, p. 213. 

GOATER.-A thief's term for dress. 

GOBSTICKS (Cant).-Under 'this curi
ous name silver forks and spoons 
are known. " Gob" in English 
slang signifies the mouth.--A 
very similar derivative is gobstrings 
for a bridle. 

GO-CART.-A hand-cart. 

GODFATHERS (Cant).-A flash name 
for "gentlemen of the jury," be
cause in giving their verdict they 
name the degree of crime, first, 
second, third, etc., with which the 
accused is charged.-See MURDER 
IN FIRST DEGREE. 

Golly 

GO-OoWN.-Of squatter ongm. A 
go-down is a cutting in the hilly bank 
of a stream for enabling animals 
to cross it or to get to the water. 

GOLDAM.-By GOLDAM! - A Yankee 
form of swearing, as also are 

GOLDARNED and GOLDASTED. 
, Bill, are you hurt? ' 
'Yes, by gum; I've broke my GOLDARNED 

neck.'-America.n Humorist, 1888. 
'. Finally Deacon Spalding brol<e out with: 
'That GOLDASTED St. Louis r!:1ugwump has 
made suckers of us again with his cracks 
about coming into the league. I move we 
adjourn.-Cincifwati Enquirer, 1888. 

GOLDEN CIRCLE.-KNIGI-ITS OF THE 
GOLDEN CIRcLE.-An organization 
formed among COPPERHEADS (q.v.) 
at the North during the Civil 
'War, to aid in the rescue of 
Confederate prisoners held by the 
United States. Also one of the 
alleged names of the KU - KLUX
KLAN. 

GOLDEN CITv.-San Francisco, other
wise 'Frisco. Gold having been 
found in California in large quan
tities, the sobriquet is not, as 
sometimes is the case, altogether 
inappropriate. 

GOLDEN EVE (Bucepltala amcl'icana).
A wild grey duck, which is more 
popularly known as the WHISTLER 
or WHISTLE-WING. 

GOLDEN STAT E.-California, from the 
large quantities of precious metal 
which have been found within its 
borders. 

GOLDURN IT !-A euphemistic oath. 

GOLLATION.-Sec GOLLY. 

GOLLV. - By GOLLY!- A common 
colloquial negroism, being a sub-



stitute for an oath. Of these haJf
veiled blasphemies there seems to 
be no end; indeed, the penal laws 
of the Puritans, which made 
swearing an offence against the 
State, certainly caused men success-
full y . iderable in-
genui vade them; 
and f repression 
only ountiful har-
vest ofanity.-See 
DADB LATION. - A 
word from golly, 
litera ts exuberant 
verboslty-" By golia/ion!" "0 
goliation !" "golialion large," "gol
lation mean," etc., etc., etc. 

GOMBOOr GUMBO (HibisCltscsculcntus).
The pod of this plant, which, in the 
North, is called OKRA, is, in the 
South, called gombo. These pods 
also chief ingre-
dient same name. 

GONE COON, GONE 
GAND GONER, and 
GONE for what, in 
Engl led "a gone 
case,' -a man or event past hoping 
for. 
Before I could even get under cover the 

old mother bear charged right by me with 
open mouth, fairly taking my breath and 
strength all away at my narrow escape. 
Fortunately she did not sec me, or else I 
would have been a GONER.-Cincillllafi 
Enquirer, rSSS. 

I will 
ners I lo 
flock thi 
agaill.-S 

caution to sin
into the wrong 
im not to do it 

Nature, p. !O7. 

GOOBER ,<a). -Other-
wise TH NUTS, the 
trade derable. An 
amus of a witness 
who was being examined in an im
portant case, and whose testimony 
was conclusive. So the lawyer for 
the other side undertook to make 
him an object for ridicule. "You 
are a business man, I believe?" 

ods 

"Yes, sir." "What is yonr busi
ness?" "I deal in pea nuts." The 
lawyer smiled knowingly at the 
jury. "A pea nut vendor, eh! How 
many pints did you sell last 
month? " "I hardly know. A 

" II What?" 
f a million bushe 
wholesale dealer 
down. He ha 

e pea nut crop 
riches to man 

rs, and that th 
the humble goob 

foots up IO,OOO,OOO dols. !--Goo
BER GRABBER.-A Georgian is thus 
known in the Southern States. 
The name comes from the GOOBER 
or pea nut, which is very common 
in the State of Georgia. 

GOOD.-To FEEL GOOD, i.e., jolly 
is a distinctivel 

er of speech, whic 
o sound rather od 
Mr. Proctorrelat 
on was once invi 
riend of his, whic 
nvolved no virtuou 

g, ,and he was urge 
to accept it by the plea that" it 
would make him feel good." 

I I think the beer has something to do with 
making men generous.' , \Vill you explain 
how? I 'The saloons are going Saturday 
afternoon, and the men feel pretty GOOD 
before they come abroad. They don't be
grudge a little money to the band then.'-
T nber 15, I88~. 

G term is applied 
izc in just the sam 
h people apply 
lry goods." 

. loon supplies are gc 
tIIlg s lOr~, and It the embargo continues 
plam whIskey and other wet GOODS \\'id 
advance in pricc.-DniLy luter-Oecel1l, March 
Lh 1888. 

-(2) 
MAGUIRES 
pass-words 

Among the MOLLY 
(q.t'.), the signs and 
constituted the goods 



Good-Wooled 

of the society. The same usage 
applies in the case of other secret 
organizations. 

Without this action it would he impossible 
for the division to secure the GOODS for the 
current quarter; and Mike eloquently urged 
that it was always desirable to keep the body 
in fair standing with the State and National 
officials. - Pinkerton's M o/ly M aguires and 
Detectives. 

GOOD-WOOLED (Cant).-A man whose 
courage can be depended upon 
never to fail him is said to be good
'Wooled; from which it would appear 
that light-fingered gentry can ap
preciate a good simile. 

GOODY 8READ.-Breadin which pieces 
of roast rind of pork have been 
baked. A negro delicacy. 

GOoK.-(Cant).-A low class prosti
tute. 

GooSE.-To BE SOUND ON THE GOOSE 
was, during the exciting times im
mediately prior to the Civil War, 
a synonym for soundness on the 
pro-slavery question. It is now 
used politically of a man who is 
staunch upon party questions, what
ever these at the moment may be; 
to be orthodox in one's political 
creed. 

Northern religion works wal North, but its 
cz suft ez spruce, compar'd to our'n for keep~ 
in' SOUND, sez she, UI'ON THE GOOSE.-Big
low Papers, II. 

One of the boys, I reclwn 1 ALL RIGHT 
ON THE GOOSE, eh? No highfaluten airs 
here, you know.-Gladstolte, Englishman in. 
Ka1~sas, p. 43. 

--EVERYTHING IS LOVELY AND 
THE GOOSE HANGS HIGH. - See 
EVERYTHING, etc. 

GOOSEBERRY. - (Cant). -A woman. 
--GOOSING-SLUM, a brothel.-
GOOSEBERRY-LAYS, stealing clothes 
that have been hung Ollt to dry. 

Gospel-Sharp 

GOOSE FISH.-See DEVIL FISH. 

G o. p.-Grand Old Party; a sobri
quet of the RepUblicans. Applied 
contemptuollsly by the Democrats, 
and as a tribute of praise by its own 
members. The expression is very 
similar to G. O. M. in England for 
Mr. Gladstone; indeed it is almost 
certain that G. O. P. was suggested 
by the latter. 

Where was the Republican Party born 1 
There arc persons in Kane County, Illinois, 
who claim that the Party was born there in 
1854, and some Bloommgton people assert 
that their city was the birth-place of the 
G.O.P. This important question ought to be 
settled before all the people who assisted at 
the accouchement have passed away.-Chic
ago Times, 1888. 

GOPHER.-Seemingly a generic name 
for any animal of mining or bur
rowing habits. Besides those men
tioned in the following quota tion, 
the term is applied in the Middle 
States to a species of mole, and in 
the South to a land turtle. 

Wherever sand streams are covered with 
grass, the surface is undermined by a beauti
ful little animal called the:: GOPHER (on the 
high plains a small striped squirrel; on the 
Southern plains, a pouched rat). This 
animal feeds on the roots of the grass, on 
seeds, etc., which he stores in cavities, dugout 
of the softsancJ. His labors not only render 
travel more difficult, but exceedingly dan
gerous, especially to a rapidly-moving horse. 
It is this animal that gives the danger to 
buffalo-hunting. - Richard Irvi1le Dodge's 
Plains oj the Great West. 

GOREE (Cant.)-Gold dust. 

GOSH.-See BEGOSH. 

GOSHDANG.-By GOSHDANG !-A form 
of oath. 

GOSPEL-SHARP.-A Western term for 
a clergyman. 

I I've got it now, so's you can savvy,' he 
said. I V\'hat we want is a GOSPEL~SHARP, 
Sec l' 
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'Awhat?' 
I GOSPEL-SHARP-parson,' 
, Oh I Why did you not say so he fore ? I 

am a clergyman-a parson.'-.Mark Twaiu's 
The InnoceJtts at H Gnu, p. 19. 

GOSSAMER.-In the Eastern States 
a waterproof cloak. In the West 
the same article of attire is called 
a RAIN CLOAK. 

GOT' EM BAD.-An emphatic superla
tive. When anything is being 
thoroughly done, if a politician is 
very earnest and enthusiastic in 
the advocacy of his views, or if a 
sick person is very ill, the saying 
goes that" he's got 'em bad." 

GOTHAM.-New York, the inhabitants 
of that city being nicknamed GOT
HAMITES. First used of New York 
by Washington Irving. The story 
of the wise men of Gotham is well
known, and the application of the 
term to the American metropolis 
was in sarcastic allusion to self
assumed superiority. 

GOTTEN.-This old form of the past 
participle of the verb" to get" is 
colloquial everywhere, more so 
than the modern" got." 

She has now GOTTEN past the use of her 
crib, and the wicker-work basket cradle.
Denvl'r Repu-blican, April 15. 1888. 

Last night detectives arrested Martha 
Bonman,who at once acknowledged her guilt. 
The girl said she had GOTTEN iIlto the pantry 
by means of a duplicate key.-Daily IntcJ'
Ocea,}/', Feb. 4, r8tW. 

The decorations and illuminations were 
GOTTEN up by Mr. J. H. Dressing, plumber, 
of 2I2, Chestnut-street, and were of an un
usually attractive character. - New YOl'k 
Weekly. 

GOVERNOR'S STIFF (Cant).-A pardon. 

GRAB GAM E.-Used colloquially for 
any form of stealing; and, there
fore, as much English as Ameri-

can. What, however, is specifi
cally known as the grab game is 
" played" somewhat as follows, 
though, of course, local circum
stances are the cause of variation. 
Sharpers who practice this mode 
of swindling, start by betting 
amongst themselves (anything 
is good enough for the purpose); 
induce bystanders to join in, 
whereupon the stakes are de
posited. One of the confederates 
then purposely causes a dispute, 
upon which another of the gang 
grabs the stakes, and decamps 
with them. 

GRADE, To.-(I) Ou vVestern ranches, 
to grade, in connection with cattle, is 
to improve them by mixing the 
breeds -- (2) To grade is also 
colloquially common in America 
in the sense in which in England 
it is only used technically by sur
veyors, i.e., to change the level of 
a road. 

GRAFT, TO.-(I) To repair boots by 
soleing and heeling.--(z) (Cant). 
To work, but the work in this case 
is stealing, i.e., picking pockets. 
GRAFTING is also nsed in the sense 
of helping another to steal. 

GRAHAM BREAD.-Whole meal bread. 
So named from Dr. Silvester 
Graham, who introduced it. 

GRAIN.-(r) In the sense of a little, 
this word is curiously misapplied 
to distance; and where English 
people would say" move a littie," 
Americans frequently ask one 
"to move a grain."--(2) What 
we call corn is, in the States, 
universally termed grain, i.e., 
wheat, rye, oats, barley, etc. By 
corn is always understood INDIAN 
CORN or MAIZE. 

35 
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GRAMA, or GRAMMA GRASS (Chandra
sium).-A Spanish name for a fine 
grass which, in Texas, grows to 
the height of two, and under very 
good conditions, of three feet. 
Dodge considers that the BUFFALO 
GRASS (q.v.) of the high plains, 
and gra1l1ma grass, though entirely 
different in growth and appearance, 
are really identical. This he 
discovered accidently. At Fort 
Dodge he had a small piece of 
ground covered with sods of BUF
FALO GRASS taken from the high 
prairie. It was watered daily, and 
otherwise well cared for. To his 
great astonishment it appeared to 
change its whole nature, grew tall 
and rank, and in due time developed 
the seed heads of the trne gramma 
grass. The BUFFALO GRASS is un
inviting to the eye, being so very 
short that an inexperienced man 
in search of pasture for animals, 
would pass it without consider
ation. It makes up in thickness 
what it lacks in length, and horses 
and cattle not only eat it greedily, 
but fill themselves much quicker 
than would seem possible. The 
Arl<ansas Valley at Fort Lyon, is 
covered with tall, fine - looking 
grass, which the large herds of 
domestic cattle will scarcely touch, 
preferring to go eight or ten miles 
away from the river, to feed upon 
the BUFFALO GRASS of the high 
plain. Another curious fact in 
this connection is, that the cattle 
under such circumstances return 
to the river for water only on 
alternate days, 

GRANDACIOUS: GRANDIFEROUS. - Ab
surd factitious superlatives of 
II grand." 

GRANDMOTHER. - To SHOOT ONE'S 
GRANDIvlOTHERisaNew Englander's 
way of saying that he has dis-

Grasset 

covered a "mare's nest." It is, 
therefore, synonymous with the 
equally vulgar English expression, 
"go teach your grannie how to 
suck eggs." Man, as an animal 
that must shoot something, to 
judge from the simile, is in a high 
state of development across the 
Atlantic. 

GRANGERS.-" The Patrons of Hus
bandry." A secret society, nomi
nally non-political, but really taking 
a hand in politics when occasion 
offers to favor agricultural in
terests. It is numerically strong, 
and extends throughout the United 
States. 

GRANITE STAT E.-The State of New 
Hampshire. From the same cause 
which might lead an English
man to apply the same title to 
Aberdeenshire, i.e., from the im
mense quantities of granite found 
there. 

GRAPE-VINE.-See BLUE GRASS.-
GRAPE-VINE TELEGRAPH.-During 
the Civil War exciting news of 
battles not fought and victories not 
won were said to be received by 
grape-vine telegraph. 

GRASS.-To HUNT GRASS, to decamp. 
Equivalent also colloquially to the 
English football slang "to hunt 
leather. " 

You're most too many for mc, you know. 
When you get in with your left I HUNT 
GRASS every time.-Mark T'LClaia's The Iu
nocents at J-1ome, p. 21. 

GRASS CATTLE.-A plainsman's term 
for cattle fed on g1'ass. In England 
we also speak of "grass lamb." 

GRASSET.-See_:CHEWINK. 
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GRAVEL, To.-A Western equivalent 
of .. to go against the grain"; 
"to be unwilling"; Shakspeare 
uses it in the sense of a quandary in 
" As you like it." 

By long habit, pilots came to put all their 
wishes in the form of commands. It 
GRAVELS me, to this day, to put my will in 
the weak shape of a request, instead of 
launching it in the crisp language of an 
order.-Mark Twai"'s MississiPPi Pilot. 

GRAVEN IMAGE. - HUNGRY AS A 
GRAVEN IMAGE is a New England 
metaphor, the meaning of which is 
obvious, but not so its derivation. 

GRAVESTONE.-COLD AS THE NORTH 
SIDE OF A ]ENOOARY GRAVESTONE 
BY STARLIGHT.-A New England 
simile, signifying extremity. 

GRAVEYARD ISSUES.-A bold and grue
some metaphor to describe what 
can only be carried by extreme 
measures, and to obtain which 
one would have to fight to the 
death. 

Sherman .... is not up to the demands 
of the period. His campaign would be one 
of GRAVEYARD ISSUES. The war, the South 
and tissue ballots are dead.-New York 
World, February 14, IBBB. 

GRAY.-HE WORE THE GRAY, i.e., 
served in the Confederate armies 
during the Civil War. Gray was the 
color of the uniform. 

. One of our most popular preachers tells a 
nch one of some of lhe boys who WORE THE 
GRAy.-J,fissollri Rcpu.blicalt, March 3, 1888. 

A man who is at the head of one of the 
big houses on Wabash Avenue, and who 
used TO WEAR THE GRAY when there was 
thunder in Shenandoah valley, told me this 
story yesterday, etc., etc.-Chicago Mail, 
IBBS. 

GRAYSLICK.-A state of the sea when 
it has assumed a glassy appear
ance. The" doldrums" would thus 

Great Plenty 

be called a grayslick. Peculiar to 
the Maine coast. 

GREASED LIGHTN ING. - An express 
train. 

GREASERS. - The lower class of 
Mexicans are so called by Western 
men from their greasy appearance. 
The term originated during the 
Mexican War. 

To avenge the murdo,' of one of their 
number, the cowboys gathered from the 
country round about, and fairly stormed the 
GREASER-that is, Mexican-village where 
the murder had been committed, killing 
four of the inhabitallts.-Cmtury Magazille, 
October, IBRB. 

GREASE-WOO D.-See CHIMISAL. 

GREAT.-An adjective more frequently 
wrested from its orthodox meaning 
in America than in England. As 
regards its signification, circum
stances alter cases, or rather 
applications. Thus a great field is 
not necessarily one of large extent, 
but simply one in which the land is 
of good quality; a great cow, one of 
good breed and points. A glimmer
ing of this mis-application of the 
word is seen in the phrase, equally 
common on both sides the Atlantic, 
"he is great on so-and-so," e.g., on 
books; i.e., he can be considered an 
authority. The usage is a survival 
of Elizabethan English, and in II. 
Kings iv. 8, we read that Elisha 
passed to Shunem, where was a 
great woman. 

GREATLE.-A" great while," of which 
it is evidently a corruption. 

GREAT PLENTY.-A pleonastic expres
sion for enough; sufficiency; 
abundance. The English boys' 
" lots." 



Great Scott 

GREAT scon!-A common exclama
tion of surprise. 

Brown - 'Hello, Smith I Heard about 
J ones' wife catching him kissing another 
woman in a dark alley?' Smith-' GREAT 
SCOTT I You don't say so. What did she 
do?' Brown-c Sued him for alley-money.'
N . Y 1 Mercury, 1888. 

PIRIT.-The India 

wEsT.-The Wes 
merica, from the 

extent. The term is well applied. 

GREED (Cant).-A flash phrase for 
money. 

GREENBACK.-The term was at first 
applied to the issues of United 

s notes, which 
e side a device 
ink to prevent co 
otography. The 
R PARTY is one 
es a currency base 

upon the Nat 
uthority without 

of a specie reserve. Greenbacks 
are now issued of the value of one 
dol., two daIs., five daIs., ten daIs., 
twentydols., one hundred daIs., and 
higher amounts. Previous to r878 
greenbacks for smaller amounts 
down to ten cents were current. 
-- GREENBACKERS were those 

previous to the re 
payment for 

nt just named, a 
e. 

0005. - Counter 
and those who ut 

money of this kind, are called 
GREEN-GOODSMEN. The ways and 
methods of conducting their ne
farious business resemble those 
adopted by such craftsmen else
where. 

Green MOtt 

Driscoll was hung, but the GREEN-GOODS
MAN escaped, for the only proof against him 
was that be sold a quantity of paper cut in 
the shape of bills and done up in packages 
of that size. True, he got four hundred 
dols. for what was only worth three ccnts a 
pound,. but any man had a right to set his 
own prIce on his goods.-Troy Daily Times, 
February 3, 1888. 

If recent revel e 
credi ted a regu ~-
goods is carried e 
issued, quotati d 
packages of cou t 
through the post. 
ever, the green-go s n n 
genuine of their kind. Only recent
ly a greenhorn wishing to make 
haste to be rich, and not over 
particular as to the means of 
acquiring his wealth, travelled 
three hundred miles to Troy, to 
buy four thousand daIs. worth of 
green-goods, for w . . d 
four hundred dol e 
green-goods sho n 
counterfeit man 
nately they only 
ages of paper cu 
bank notes. An 
would-be million f 
the victim of the old fraud, whIch 
has been exposed year after year. 
Generally the loss is, for very 
shame's sake, kept secret, and thus 
swindlers of this type make money 
rapidly. 

REEN GOODS GRO 
greengrocer. 

Get a good melon, an 
urself by that intuit 
ide in such matters 
EEN GOODS GROCER 

'anscript, 1888. 

a 

r 
/I 

GREEN MOUNTAIN CITV. - Montpelier, 
the capital of Vermont, taking its 
title from the popular name of 
that State, the GREEN MOUN
TAIN STATE-French Vert Mont. 
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GREEN RIVER.-To send a man up 
Grem River is, in the expressive 
parla f the -west, 11 
him. phra its a II 

a on mous ryan It 

River, where a superior kind of 
large knife was made, very popu-
Jar a hun nd tr s. 
On t de the " Gre er 
War ere en d, an e 
mountaineers, using the knife to 
despatch an adversary, literally 
sent h' blood u G It Rive' 

REEN E. - bles. is 
form is found in Gayton, Beaumont 
and Fletcher, and elsewhere. 

RIOIR Anick orthe rs 
and Stnpes," the United States' 
flag; the British sailor's slang term 
for the same is GRIDIRON AND 
DOUG S. 

GRIFFE. also GRIFFIN. is among the 
descendants of the French settlers 
in L .. na ap l' to mu s, 
more cially omen e 
term s pre nerall n 
to anything that is half-and-half. 
The fabulous griffin is represented 
as half cagle and half lion; and a 
cade fInd nd ha g-
lish, calle Griffi n 
England IS applIed to the reSIdue 
of a contract feast taken away by 
the contractor, half the buyer'S 
and he sell 

GRIG. To.-To vex; to irritate. To 
grig means to nip or pinch in 
provo . I EngJi h 

GRIM ( an ).-A gnm enough name, 
indeed, for a skeleton, Death itself 
being known under the name of 
OLD A is, in i-
lar! y hic fas descr as 
a ST 

GRIP or GRIPSACK.-A handbag or 
satchel. 

!. ed his nd joyf tout 
ay! to "TIe gre ds in t 

city; 
He's back again two hundred dollars out, 

And no one has for him a spark of pity. 
-B COllric'Y 

(Cant. The I was 
gnp," i.e., the pocket-book was easy 
to get or steal. 

i saw ather GRIP. 
ase to h d when ot out 

t J at a \ eel I sa am, ha 
you lost anything. and she tumbled her 
leather was ofr.-Mark Twain's Life 01' the 
Missi.sippi, p. 459. 

G FIST .) - ser 
er; e t I y a tion 

GRIP-FIST, i.e., a hand that squeezes 
over-much. 

G -A la umber nantit 
s, a Ie hall w , if fill 

to its utmost capacity. be said to 
contain a whole grist of people. 

G Beca is wo used 
eAactiy e same manner III 

America as in England, Bartlett 
gives it as an Americanism. In his 

ledge nglish e, he 
ughou ssivel k. 

GRIZZLY. - Short for grizzly-bear. 
Gl'izzly meat = bear's flesh. 

G ERS ( . - T in 
lleving fraternity who carry out 

their depredations against society 
at funerals and other church 

erings 

GROCERY.- Though sometimes ap
plied to a grocery store, the term 
is too often, in the South-west 

cially, anot arne f 
nking n, and cerie 

en take the form of ardent spirits. 



Groggery 

GROGGERv.-Literally, a place where 
grog is sold. A low drinking 
saloon; also corrupted into DOG
GERY. 

GROGHAM (Cant).- A horse. The 
derivation of this term is lost in 
mystery, unless it be from" groggy" 
as applied to horses that are over
worked and unsteady. Even here, 
however, it is difficult to under
stand why thieves should have 
applied the term to all horses, 
though it is quite possible, by a 
process of inversion, that the man 
and not the horse is the groggy one, 
and that t he twisted vision con
sequent on imbibing too much 
liquor causes him to see all horses 
unsteady in their gait, he, of course, 
good soul, being the only one able 
to .. walk the chalk." This, how
ever, is admittedly a trifle far
fetched. 

GROPER (I) (Serran1ts erytltrogastey).
A fish covered with olive colored 
irregular spots, and with gills and 
gullet of bright red; found in the 
waters of Florida.--(2) (Cant). 
A blind man; a term the meaning 
of which is obvious. 

GRouND.-In Virginia always used 
instead of "land," e.g., tobacco 
grounds, etc.--To RUN INTO THE 
GROUND, i.e., to overdo a thing; to 
go t6 excess. From running a fox 
or other game to earth.--To WIPE 
UP THE GROUND WITH ONE is a 
ruffian's way of saying he will 
knock a person down. 

The Scroggin boy was as tough as a dog
wood knot; he was a fighter from way back; 
he would give that frail-looking city boy, 
that dudish grandson of mine, a terrific 
trouncing. He'd WIPE UP THE GROUND 
WITH HIM; he'd walk all over him.-Ddroit 
Free Press, Augusl, I8B8. 

--GROUND BRIDGE.-When logs 
are laid in the water at the bottom 

Ground 

of a ford, the improved crossing so 
obtained is called a ground-bridge. 
This is often done in the South. 
--GROUND CHERRY.-Otherwise 
the WINTER CHERRY (q.v.). It 
grows wild, but the fruit is edible. 
--GROUND HOG (Arctomys 1Jlonax). 
-Folk-lore in the States centres 
round the ground hog, the Southern 
name for the woodchuck of the 
North. Looked upon with sus
picion by farmers, on account of 
its destructiveness to grass and 
growing crops, this little marmot
like animal, like others of its 
species, lies hidden in its burrow 
dormant during the winter. Tra
dition has it that on February 
2nd of each year (Candlemas Day), 
the {[round hog comes from its 
subterranean abode for a breath 
of fresh air, and if, while upon 
his stroll, he sees his shadow, he 
immediately returns to his nest, 
not to appear again for six weeks, 
the supposition being that cold 
weather may be expected. If 
he does not see his shadow, he 
is supposed to remain out for the 
entire season, the theory being that 
there will be no more cold weather 
until the next winter shall have set 
in. The negroes of the South are 
keen hunters of the poor creature, 
who, in winter, a mere ball of fur, 
during the summer grows into a 
perfec t ball of fat, and is considered 
a great luxury at the "quarters." 
The latter part of woodchuck, 
i.e., 1/ chuck," is used as hog is 
in ground hog, for pigs are almost 
universally summoned to the feed
ing-trough by the word "chuck I 
chuck!" repeated several times, 
evidently the descendant of the Old 
English" sug ! sug !" which Grose 
says is a word used in Nor folk to 
" call pigs to eat their wash."-
GROUND NUT,-See EARTH NUT and 
PEA NUT. It is also called the 
GROUND PEA.--GROUND PLUM 
(Astragalus caryocarpus).-So called 



Grouty 

from its plum-shaped pod.-
GROUND SLUICING.-The process, 
amongst miners, of washing down 
the sides of banks by means of 
water. A substitute for shovelling. 
--GRoUND SQUIRREL (Spermo
philus tridecemlineatus). - A name 
erroneously given to the striped 
prairie squirrel, which is also 
known as the GOPHER. The ground 
squirrel is really the CHIPMUNK 
(q.v.).--GROUND SWEAT (Cant). 
-A grave. 

GROUTy.-A grouty woman is, in 
the Northern States, a cross, iIl
natured one. 

GRUBBY also GRUBLEY and GRUMPY.
Massachusetts names for the TOAD 
FISH (q.v.). 

GRUNTER.-(r) The BANDED DRUM 
(q.V.).-(2) (Cant).-A country 
constable. 

G. T. T.-Gone to Texas. Moon-
shining gentry in the States used 
to leave on the doors of their aban
doned dwellings the legend G.T.T., 
as a cold consolation for inquiring 
creditors. 

GUAVA.-A West Indian fruit, much 
esteemed for dessert and preserving 
purposes. GUAVA JELLY is well 
known in England as a vVest 
Indian preserve. 

GUBERNATORIAL.-Relatingto Govern
ment, e.g., the Gubernatorial man
sion, i.e., Government House-an 
uncouth, outlandish, and pedantic 
piece of word-making. Used also 
in the States for pertaining to 
the powers of the "Governor of 
a State." Governmental, an adjec
tive employed in England in a 
similar sense, is never used in 
America. 

279 Guess 

I was not equal to the requirements of a 
GUBERNATORIAL campai~n in the State of 
New York, and so I sent In my withdra'Y",;l 
from the candidacy. - Mark Twa", s 
Screamers. 

GUEss.-This word has been, per
haps, more than any other, the 
subject of animated discus.sion. 
English purists have unceasmgly 
twitted Americans upon its use, 
who have retaliated by endeavour
ing to show its orthodoxy. In this 
they have without doubt succeeded; 
for, in point of fact, guess has be~n 
used in England in every sense 111 

which it is used in America, where, 
however, special applications have 
lived on while they have died 
out in the Mother Country; only 
on this ground, therefore, can it be 
counted an Americanism. Shak
speare, Milton, Selden, and Locke 
all use it. Perhaps the only 
difference between the English and 
the American use of the word is, 
that the former denotes a fair, 
candid guess, while the Yankee who 
guesses is apt to be quite sure of 
what he professes to doubt. As he 
only "calculates" when he has 
already solved his problem, so he 
also gllcsses when he has made sure 
of his fact. "I guess I do," is with 
him an expression of confident 
certainty. He is, however, quite 
as prone to go to the other extreme, 
and to use the word without any 
other meaning than mere "think
ing," as when he says: "I guess he 
is well" or, "I guess I won't go 
to-day." 

, What is your age?' asked Colonel James 
(that dreadful question to a lady). 

I I GUESS I am about forty.' 
'You GUESS? Don't you know?' 
'Well, forty next June.' 

-New York Hera!d, March 27th, 1888. 
She walked into the dry goods store 

vVith stately step and proud, 
She turn'd the frills and laces o'er, 

And pushed aside the crowd. 
She asked to sec some rich brocade, 

Mohairs and grenadines, 



Cuff 

She looked at silk of every shade
And then at velveteens. 

She sampled jackets blue and red, 
She tried on nine or ten, 

And then she toss'd her head, and said 
She GUESS'n she'd call again. 

-TexasSijtillgs, June 23rd, 1888. 

280 

GUFF.-Nonsense; balderdash. "Don't 
tell me such guff." 

GUINtA CORN (Holcus sorghum).-The 
millet of the Egyptians. 

GUINEA GRASS (Panic1t11l maXim1l11l).
A \Nest Indian grass, largely used 
for fodder, and only of late years 
introduced into the States. 

GUINEA KEET.-Theg-uinea-fowl. Also 
KEET; so called from its peculiar 
cry. 

GUIN EA N EGRO.-A full-blooded negro. 

'Tain't quite hendy to pass off one 0' your 
six-foot GUINEAS, 

An' git your halves an' quarters back in gals 
and pickaninnies. 

-Biglow Papers, II. 

GULCH.-A ravine. This Old English 
word is one which, having once 
fallen into disuse, has again made 
its way into favor.--GuLcH MIN
ING, mining in gulches. The method 
adopted is akin to that of PLACER 
MINING (q.v.). 

GULF cITY.-New Orleans. 

GULF sTATEs.-The States bordering 
on the Gulf of Mexico. These are 
Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, 
Louisiana, and Texas. 

GULLY, To.-From "gully," a hollow 
channel. To gully, to wear a 
hollow channel in the earth. 

GULLY PLUM.-A Barbadian name for 
the fruit of the Spondia lu/ea. 

Cum 

GUM.-(r) A name given to various 
trees throughout the Union. The 
BLACK-GUM of the North and SOUR
GUM of the South, both belong to 
the Nyassa species. The SWEET
GUM is Liquidumbar styracljlua. The 
last-named is a favorite resort of 
tbe racoon, and has furnished many 
figures of speech. -- (2) India
rubber; gums being india-rubber 
shoes or goloshes. Everyone 
has heard the story, told with many 
variations, and which, if not true, 
ought to be, of the clergyman 
who, having just arrived and taken 
possession of a little country parish, 
had been invited to take charge 
of the funeral of a prominent 
resident. As he knew nothing 
about the career and accomplish
ments of the deceased, he was to 
be assisted by a farmer of the 
neighborhood who was some
thing of an exhorter. The rela
tives expected that the services 
would not begin until Mr. J., the 
farmer exhorter, had arrived. He 
was long in coming for some rea
son, and the clergyman began to 
grow weary. He called one of the 
family, and asked him if he knew 
where Mr. J. was. "He's come 
now," said this person. "Where 
is he?" asked t he clergyman. 
" Downstairs," came the response, 
"wiping his gums on the door-mat." 
The thought of the reverend agri
culturist " wiping him gums on the 
door-mat" filled the young clergy
man first with horror, and then 
with almost uncontrollable amuse
ment. It did not occur to him at 
first that gums in that part of the 
country meant india-rubber over
shoes. This confusion of language 
has also led to gum trees being called 
rubber trees.--(3)A bee-hive; also 
called BEE-GUM. - Sre BEE-GUMS. 
--GUM-GAME.-"You can't come 
the gum-game over me," a trick or 
dodge. The simile is drawn from 
the preference shown by opossums 



Gumbo French 

and racoons for gum trees as places 
of refuge when hotly pursued. Up 
there, in his leafy retreat, the animal 
is well hid from dog and hunter 
alike, and frequently defies all 
their efforts. This is what the 
Western man calls "coming the 
gum-game," and he applies the 
phrase with great shrewdness and 
force to any case in daily li fe in 
which he thinks he sees a desire 
to over-reach him by conceal
ment. 

You can't come that GUM-GAME over me 
any more [says a Kansas man to a squatter, 
whose farm he wished to purchase, when the 
latter claims to have some fictitious title], 
I've been to the land-office, and know all 
about the place.-Kansas City A <ivertfscr. 

The word is not unknown to the 
Eastern States, for J. R. Lowell 
uses it in the same sense: "You 
can't gum me, I tell ye now, and so 
you needn't try. "-Big/ow Papers, I. 
--GuMBo.-See GOMBO.--GUM
LOG. - A log of a gum-tree.
GUMMO LIMBER (EIl1'sea gummljcm). 
-A large Florida gum - tree. -
SUCKING GUM or CHEWING GUM.
A preparation of the SWEET GUM, 
used for chewing purposes. This 
practice is one of the most marked 
idiosyncracies of the great Ameri
can people. 

GUMBO FRENCH, or CREOLE FRENCH.
A dialect or patois, consisting in 
the main of strangely disguised and 
disfigured French words, with an 
admixture of English and a few 
genuine African terms. A stanza 
of a popular coonjai (conge) or 
minuet, well known to Louisiana 
planters, runs as follows:-

Mo deja roule tout la cote, 
Pancor (pas encore) ouar (voir) pareil belle 

Layote, 
Mo roule tout la cOte. 
Mo roule tout la colonie, 
Mo pamor ouar grifforme la, 
Qua mo gout comme la belle Layotte. 

z8r Gunter 

GUMMER.-To GUM is to punch out 
the teethof it saw, the machine used 
being called a gummer. 

GUMMEY (Cant).-A flash term for 
medicine. 

GUMMy!-A New England exclama
tion of surprise. 

GUM PTI 0 US.- A derivative from 
" gumption," on the same model 
as bumptious. A gumptious fellow 
is one who has understanding and 
discernment. 

GUN.-In the West a revolver is 
generally called a gun.--To GO 
GUNNING is to go out shooting. This 
form of gunning for "shooting" 
occurs in Drayton. 

The Supreme Court has decided that there 
is no close season for editors. Persons who 
\:,ish TO GO GUNNING for journalists at any 
tIme of the year have only to induce their 
game to mal{e som~ un7omplimepta~y re
marks about them In pnnt, and 10 effect a 
license to shoot is issucd.-SaJt Francisco 
N t:ws Letter, 1888. 

--To GUN A STOCK, is, in Wall
street phrase, to use every art to 
produce a "break," when it is 
known that a certain house is 
heavily supplied, and would be un
able to resist an attack. -- To 
GUN (Cant).-To watch; to look 
for. -- GUNNED, examined.-
GUN-SHOP.-A gun-smith's shop. 

GUNBOATS.-A term used, during the 
Civil 'War, for the heavy, clumsy 
footgear served out to the men. 

GUNTER, ACCORDING To.-A variant of 
the English "According to Cocker." 
Both Gunter and Cocker were 
distinguished mathematicians; the 
former, however, being a Puritan, 
has naturally taken the lead in 
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Gurry 

the United States in preference 
to the latter. In Canada, also, 
the phrase, according to Gunter, 
holds its own almost exclusively. 
The expression, which was English 
before it became naturalized in 
America, signifies carefully and 
correctly done. 

GURRV.-A fisherman's term for the 
slime and blood resulting from 
handling and curing fish. 

GUSH.-A large quantity; abundance; 
e.g., a gush of cattle, fruit, etc. 

Guy 

GUTTER (Cant).-A highly descrip
tive term for porter. In English 
slang, " gutter - lane" is the 
throat. 

GUTTE:RSNIPES.-A recent Wall Street 
name for" outside brokers." 

GUTS. - NOT FIT TO CARRY GUTS 
TO A BEAR. - An opprobrious 
epithet implying unequalled worth
lessness. 

GUY (Cant).-A dark lantern. 



l~~B~i1 ABITA N. - A small II landed proprietor. 
The term is French, 
but is little heard 
nowadays either in 
Louisiana or Canada. 

HACIANDA.-A Spanish name for a 
large plantation upon which the 
owner resides. This word, with 
rancho (shortened into ranch), has 
become thoroughly acclimatized in 
the States, especially on the Pacific 
slope. 

HACK.-Cabs are invariably called 
hacks. This term is, of course, only 
a survival of Old English usage. 

HACKAMORE.-A plaited bridle in use 
on the plains, made of horse-hair, 
and used for breaking-in purposes. 
Hackamore is held to be derived 
from the Spanish jaquima , a halter. 

HACKBERRY (Celtis occidCllialis). - A 
small but useful tree, another 
popular name for which is the 
SUGAR-BERRY. Its fruit is edible, 
and its dried wood is very desir
able as fuel. 

HACI<EE.-The lively little CHIPMUNK 
(q.v.) is thus named in some of the 
Eastern States. 

HACKMATACK (Larix a1llcricana).-The 
American larch or tamarack. The 
popular name is that by which 
the Indians knew this very useful 

tree. Its wood is hard, strong, and 
durable, and it is large! y found 
throughout British America and 
the North Eastern States. 

HAIL.-To RAISE HAIL.-To cause a 
disturbance; to kick up a row. A 
similar expression is TO RAISE CAIN; 
the latter, however, indicating more 
heat and passion than the former. 

Bucl..;skin Joe says he was largely instru
mental in getting some five thousand settlers 
into Greer couiity, and he is determined 
that they shall have a clear deed to one 
hundred and sixty acres of land when the 
question is settled, or he will RAISE HAIL.
Portland Transcript, March 7, IS88. 

HAIR.-A SUIT OF HAIR, equivalent to 
what in England would be called a 
head of hair. A Southern phrase. 
--To RAISE or LIFT THE HAIR is, 
when translated from the rude ver
nacular of trappers and frontiers
men, the process of scalping. The 
North American Indians, of all 
savage races, alone appear to have 
practised this form of violation of 
the bodies of dead foes; with them, 
however, the possession of human 
hair is regarded as a kind of charm, 
and it is called GOOD or BIG MEDI
CINE from the supposed lucky 
qualities inherent to it. Idiomati
cally, to l'aisc an opponent's hair is 
to defeat him.--A HAIR OF BLACK 
B'AR.-A spice of the deviL A 
hunter's expression. 

HAIR-PIN.-THAT'S THE KIND OF HAIR
PIN I AM !-An inane exclamation, 



Hal g 

used in season and out of season a 
short time ago. Fortunately, catch-

hrases of the utter are never 
lived, edily g 
o others if equ 
ngless, vents g 

vane y. That's lC m of hair-pm 
am originated in New York. 

The license procured, the young prospec-
tive bridegroom, with a glowing face, turned 

lded his t in his a 
her a reso ack. 
the kind 0 s we are,' 

usiastic s e marry 
do,' and h her again 

left the office.-Detroit Free Press, Octoher 6, 
1888. 

HALF-A-HOG (Cant).-This flash term, 
among h thieve 

ed to a y-bit, is 
ica given e-cent-pi 
ALF-A-H five-dol 

gold-piece. 

HALF-BREEDs.-Originally, in its poli-
sense, e nickn 

ed to ce publican 
York, w red in t 
allegian ng the fi 

over the United States' Senator
ship in 1881. 

Co eKE 0 0 OFF H, 
ED. - He does th 
ly witho prepara 
who, the ails to at 

what is otherwise within his reach, is 
said to go off half-cocked. The meta
phor is borrowed from sporting 
phraseology. 

nIt GO OF CK; folks 1 

I brains. 
derstand. 

-Biglow Papers. 

HALF-SAVED.-A half-saved person is a 
k-minded, h llow-brained 

idual. A gland ph 
h is prov England 

atter 

HALF-WIDow.-This term is, in New 
England and New York, applied to 
a woman whose husband is shiftless, 
and fail duty to y 
provide ecessities 

HALVES.-To THE HALVEs.-Lowell 
says, concerning this New England 
colloquialism, that it still survives 
in America though it is obsolete in 
England ans eithe r 
to hire a f land, e 
and less ing half t 
in mone If in kin 
locarc). 

HALL.-GO! HIRE A HALL !-A some
what peremptory slang injunction 
-" Beg enerally d 
to loqua res, bein a 
roundab of infor h 
persons r room is 
to their company. 

HAM.-Sporting slang for a loafer. 

Connellyi 
very comi 
a good fig 

AM to whi 
c made 

March 27,1888. 

y, has but 
e-up and a 

will allow 
tere is an 
1I1isso:tri 

e 

d 

a 
It. 

--HAMS (Cant).-Trousers.-
No HAM AND ALL HOMINY.-Equiva-
lent to" 11 k and no a " 

You see tl Squire (sa 0-
ier), they ghty deal in 
ur parts a ans, and b ed 
asy it IS to ney in it; 0 

HAM AND ALL HOMINY, I rcckon.-Pickings 
from the Picayune, p. 67. 

HAMFATTER. -A recent name, in 
some q f New Y a 
secolld- e or rna d 
more e applie e 
habitues Rialto in y. 

I'll warrant that these ladies who com· 
plain have, if the trulh were known, strolled 
after many a matinee up and down Broad
way by the Fifth Avenue Hotel and the 

loffman, a hey so for to 
eceive an glance fro 11· 
ressed an 'asporous al 
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brother of the HAM FATTER, they were not 
offended, forsooth. - New York Herald, 
July 29, r888. 

HAMLET (Cant).-In New York a 
term given to a sergeant of police. 

HAMMOCK.-This word, applied to 
land, must not be confounded 
with hummock, a rounded hillock 
or floating piece of ice. The ham
mock land of the South is undula
ting country, thickly wooded with 
oak, hickory, and magnolia. The 
soil, when cleared, is preferred to 
any other kind. 
Mr. Christopher owns a farm one mile 

south·west of the hotel. Within the past 
six months he has had cleared about six 
acres of the richest HAMMOCK land, which 
is now planted in vegetables.-Florida 
Times Unton, February 8, r888. 

The word hammock, thus applied, is 
probably the same in derivation to 
the swinging bed known by that 
name, and comes from the Carib 
amaca, to undulate. 

HAND.-To HAVE A HAND LIKE A FOOT 
OUTFIT, is a vulgar way of stating 
that the hands are large.--HANDS 
UP I or THROW UP YOUR HANDS! is 
an expression used by highwaymen 
and desperadoes, the meaning being 
that those thus accosted shall hold 
up their hands to show that they 
have no weapons, or, if they have, 
to prevent their being used. The 
request is invariably backed up 
with a full-cocked revol ver or other 
deadly weapon, and resistance 
means instant death, unless the one 
assailed is quick enough to turn the 
tables upon his assailant. 
, Drop the knife? ' thundered the stranger, 

at the same time laying his hand upon his 
pistol pocket. 

The bully noticed the last action, and letting 
go the boy, yelled, with added oaths, 'Curse 
you, shut upl Who are you anyhow?' The 
large man was evidently very angry. He 
held the lmife in his left hand, and wilh his 
right drew a heavy revolver, which he pro· 
ceeded to level at the stranger. 

Handle 

'THROW UP YOUR HANns '1uick I' shoutcod 
the latter. But the fellow did not heal' tlus 
warning. Click 1 went the hammers of the 
pistols. r t was a question of q narter·seconds 
now. Bang I went one revolver-the stran~ 
!\er's-and the big man fell-dead.-Porlland 
Tra1lSc,.ipt, M ","ch 14th, r888. 

HAND.DOGS.-In New England the 
term used instead of fire·dogs. 

HAND.GLASSES. -Eye-glasses and 
spectacles are 50 called in New 
York. 

HANDLE, To.-A peculiar meaning 
attaches to this verb in Connecti
cut. There, it is an equivalent of 
" to trouble" or "to distress," and 
a troublesome cough would be said 
to handle the person so afflicted. 
--To FLY OFF THE HANDLE.-To 
lose all patience; to become ex
cited; to fail to fulfil a promise. 
A phrase borrowed from pioneer 
life in which a sound and service
able axe is of equal importance with 
a trusty rifle. Thus, for an axe to 
part company with its handle, as 
badly made tools are apt to do, is 
a serious trouble and trial to the 
temper and patience-synonymous 
with the keenest disappointment. 
Like most idioms of its kind, its 
meaning is occasionally extended 
to signify death. Usually, how
ever, in the last named sense the 
phrase runs to SLIP OFF THE 
HANDLE. 

There are men who, under the most aggra· 
vating circumstances, are as cool as a cu
cumber on ice. There are other men who FLY 
OFF THE HANDJ ... E for the most trivial causes, 
and become furious if their integrity is iUl
peached.-Texas SijUltgs, r888. 

You never see such a crotchical old critter 
as he is. He FLIES right OFV THE HANDLE 
for nothing.-5am Slick ill England. 

I I can't say that I'm stuck 011 Sue Fitz
percy,' remarked Amy. 'She is liable TO 
FLY OFF THE HANDLE.' 

I Yes,' replied Mildred, mildly correcting 
her friends slang. I I too have observed her 
tendency to disassociate herself from the hilt 
~8~~~ winged celerity.'-Pitfsburg Chronicle, 
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HAND- ME - DOWNS. - Second - hand 
clothes; from being handed down 
from one person to another; also 
ready-made clothing. 

Independence in the matter of personal 
decoration is one of the advantages of being 
rich. Russell Sage, it is said, walked into 
a Broadway clothing store the other day and 
tried on and purchased a twelve-dollar suit 
of HAND- ME-DOwNs,-New York Y,Vorld, 
March 5, 1888. 

This phrase, which is slang in Eng
land, is colloquial in the States. 

HAND-RoUND.- A social gathering, 
whether for tea, dancing, or other 
amusements, where the refresh
ments are handed round. 

We do dance, of course, but a HAND-ROUND, 
out here, is where we don't sit at table, but 
band round the vittels. The table can't be 
set, you know, on 'count of its c1utterin' up 
thedancin' room.-Putnam's JUagaziJ1e. 

HAND RUNNING.-So many times hand 
running, i.e. ,"consecutively"-an ex
pression which is not infrequently 
heard in the North of England,
is colloquial in the States. 

HAND-SHAKE.-A compound noun of 
obvious meaning. Colloquial every
where. 

HANDSOME THING.-To DO TI-lE HAND
SOME THING is a Yankee's effusive 
way of saying that he will be gene
rous, or very polite. Perhaps the 
English nearest equivalent is being 
" civil." -- HAN D S 0 MEL Y.
Among American sailors handsomely 
is used in the sense of carefully 
or steadily, so had the sailors in 
the "Little Midshipmite" song 
been Yankee salts their chorus 
would have run, "Handsomely my 
lads, yo ho," etc. 

HANDWRITE.-A Southern corruption 
for handwriting ; thus, an indifferent 
writer would be said to have a bad 

handwrite, or, as in English slang, 
a bad" fist." 

HANDY.-HANDY AS A POCKET IN A 
SHIRT.-A New England simile for 
convenient. 

HANG.-To GET THE HANG of.-To 
understand; to enter into the idea 
of; to see the drift of an argument, 
or the result of an action. 

I passed through an open door leading 
into a back rOOID, where were a small party 
of men and women betting at monte. I 
lost a couple of dollars, just TO GET THE 
HANG OF the game, as the facetious Sam 
Slie}.;: would say, and then retired to my 
lodgings. -Kendall, Santa Fe Expedition, 
vol. i., p. 46. 

HANG BIRD (Icterus baltimore).-The 
Baltimore oriole; the popular name 
being taken from its hanging nest_ 

The six old willows at the causey's end, 
Striped here and there with many a long

dra wn thread. 
Where streamed, through leafy chinks, the 

tremblin~ red, 
Past which, In one bright trail, the HANG~ 

BIRD'S flashes blend. 
-J. R. Lowell itt an Indian, SlIlIwtcr Reverie. 

HANGING BEE.-A gathering of people 
to execute lynch law by hanging 
(see BEE). An event of this l<ind is 
always a most exciting event in a 
frontier settlement. When it be
comes known that Tudge Lynch 
is holding court, an the people 
take to the streets in order to 
follow the subsequent proceedings. 
Mines, saloons, mills, gambling
rooms, law offices, and mercantile 
establishments are emptied, and 
business of all kinds, save what 
is in the hands of Judge Lynch, 
is for the time suspended. The 
gamblers and roughs of a Western 
community can kill each other 
at will, and the decent people 
never interfere, but whenever a 
rough kills a working man, a busi
ness man, or any man known to 
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be respectable in his mode· of 
life, Judge Lynch is called in to 
adjudicate. 

HANG IT UP (Cant).-An injunction 
not to forget; "bear it in mind! " 

HANGMAN'S DAY (Cant).-Friday be
ing t he day usually chosen in 
America for carrying out the ex
treme penalty of the law, it has, 
amongst the criminal classes, 
come to be thus known. In Eng
land, Monday is the usual day. 

HANK, To.-To hank a man is to 
know something of him to his 
detriment. 

HAN N A H. - THAT's WHAT'S THE 
MATTER WITH HANNAH.-A street 
catch-phrase with no especial 
meaning. For a time it rounded 
off every statement of fact or 
expression of opinion amongst the 
vulgar. 

HANNAHILL (Centropristes nigl·icans).
The black sea-bass; black harry 
is another popular name for this 
fish. Large quantities are sent to 
market from May to July; it is 
much esteemed, its flesh being very 
delicate. 

HAPPEN IN, To.-Used colloquially 
in the sense of to make an unin
tentional call. 

I HAPPENED IN one fine day, and found 
them all fast asleep before ten o'clock.
J. P. Kel1nl1cdy, Swallow Baril, 

HAPPENINGS.-Occurrences; events; 
circumstances. Newspapers often 
have the head-line, "Happenings 
of Interest." 

People since then have got a clearer 
insight into the situation, and see now that 
Germany's course, wedged in as it is 
between hostile Powers, must be mapped 

Happy H U1tti11g Grott1tds 

out for her by external HAPPENINGS .and not 
by her own initiative.-St. LOlliS Globe 
Democrat, 1888. 

HAPPIFY, To. - A factitious form 
derived from happy. Also in a 
similar sense HAPPYFYING. 

HAPPYGRAM. - A spurious word, 
partially moulded on a much-dis
cussed pattern, i.e.," telegram," and 
signifying a witticism or happy 
saying; a ball mot. 

Whoever wrote this will kindly accept our 
congratulations on bis HAPPYGRAM: 

The bells are all ringing for parsons to 
preach-

How delightful to Christians the fact is! 
Oh I when will the peals my sad tympanum 

reach l 

Of bells for the parson to practice? 
-American Humorist, August II, 1888. 

HAPPY HUNTING GRouNDs.-Thefuture 
state, according to the belief of the 
Indian, whose chief business in 
life, apart from the war-path, is 
hunting. In it he found (the past 
tense must be used, because the 
buffalo, his chief game, is almost 
extinct) his greatest pleasure and 
means of subsistence-hence his 
idea of heaven naturally pictured 
a place where these necessities of 
his existence would be perpetuated 
without stint. The phrase has 
passed into popular language. 

Jackson Craw is a desperado who has 
sent more than one man to the HAPry HUNT
ING GROUNDS during his life in the \\'ilds 
of the Indian Territory.-St. LOllis Daily 
Globe Democrat, rSSS. 

Dodge says that the Indian's idea 
of the future life in the happy 
hunting grollnds is as vague, con
fused, indefinite, and inconsistent, 
as can well be imagined. He 
believes that he will be happy, 
perfectly happy; but of the how, 
why, or wherefore, he pretends to 
know nothing. His creed is a 
wide one; for all persons, of all 
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ages, sexes, colors, or beliefs, who 
die unscalped or unstrangled, will 
meet in that final haven of bliss. 
He goes there just as he was here, 
with the same passions, feelings, 
wishes, and needs. His favorite 
pony is killed at his burying-place, 
to enjoy an eternity of beautiful 
pasture, and to bear his master in 
war or in the chase. He will need 
arms to defend himself against 
enemies (man or beast) : his rifle, 
pistol, bow, and quiver, are buried 
with him. He will need fire: so 
flint and steel, or a box of matches 
go towards the outfit for his final 
journey. There is no death in 
that life, but wounds and pain, 
hunger and thirst, love, revenge, 
ambition, all the passions or incen
tives to action are there. The 
Indian knows no happiness in this 
life, except in the gratification of 
his natural appetites. His future 
life will develop greater capacity 
and wider opportunities for the 
enjoyment of such appetites. He 
will meet enemies, whom, however, 
he strives to make as few as possi
ble in that world, by scalping as 
many as possible in this. He will 
encounter dangerous beasts, for 
the spirits or phantoms of all ani
mals, reptiles, birds, insects, and 
fishes, go also to the happy hunting 
grounds. In short the next world 
is to be simply an intensified 
continuation of this-death alone 
overcome. 

HAPPY LAND.-To CHECK A FELLOW 
CITIZEN THROUGH TO THE HAPPY 
LAND.-This operation is in the 
West generally performed with a 
common derringer or a Georgia 
bowie. 

HARD (Cant).-A term applied to all 
metals. When it is wished to 
distinguish silver and gold money, 
they are called HARD COLE. On the 

Hard Pan 

other hand, counterfeit money is 
called HARDWARE. 

HARD CIDER CAMPAIGN. - See TIPPE
CANOE. 

HARD COAL, SOFT cOAL.-Anthracite 
and bituminous coal are respec
tively so called. 

If you live in the East and strike Chicago 
on a SundaYI you find the atmosphere and 
sky like those familiar to you; when you 
go out upon the street on a Monday mormng, 

~~~l:~n~~~ s~~odu~~e~~ dthr;:rc~~~ l~~e~r; r~d 
close the vistas at half a mile or a mile. Of 
course, you know they burn more SOFT 
COAL than HARD COAL in Chicago,!. as they do 
in all the West, but still the eIfcct seems 
new to you. In bright, clear weather, the 
effect is much less marked, but it didn't 
strike me as unpleasant any way. Seen 
from the lalw front on a cloudy day the city 
seemed like a great fire.-Daily Inter-Ocean, 
March 9, 1888. 

HARDHACK (Spil'cea tomelltosa). - A 
small unassuming plant found in 
New England. 

Our narrow New England lanes, shut in 
by bleak stone walls on either hand, and 
where no better flowers are to be gathered 
than golden rod and HARDIIACI{'-]. Russell 
Lowe/I. 

HARD HEAD.-The popular name in 
Maine for the MENHADEN or BONY
FISH (q.v.). 

HARD MONEY. - Bullion as distin
guished from greenbacks or paper
money. 

HARD PAN.-When prices are at hal'd 
pall, it means that they are at the 
lowest point. The simile in this 
case is drawn from a term used in 
geology, to designate the lowest 
stratum of earth. 

Another [telegram] received yesterday, 
reported that Liverpool cables noted a good 
business in Manchester with prospects that 
it would continue; that futures were being 
absorbed, and I?rices were at HARD PAN.
!vI isso1ll'i Repllbhcall, March 2, 1888. 
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HARD Row.-A HARD ROW TO HOE.
This simile is drawn from the 
cutivation of Indian corn-and is 
synonymous with what is difficult 
of accomplishment. 

You'll find courting Sallie a pretty HARD 
ROW TO HOE, and when you have got her, 
it's likely you'll wish you had never taken 
the job.-Tlte Hunter "nd the Squatter. 

--To HOE ONE'S OWN ROW is to 
attend to one's own business. 

Now that I have HOED MY OWN Rowand 
rumor gives me a false condition, they 
deluge me with congratulations.-Prcntice 
JrfulJorti, Sa" Fran.cisco Chronicle, 1871. 

HARD RUN.-To BE HARD RUN or 
HARD PUSHED, is an American's 
way of translating" hard up," or 
of stating that difficulties are 
crowding upon him, which may 
arise either from trouble or poverty. 
-Compare with RUN. 

HARDS.-HARDS and SOFTS, or HARD
SHELLS and SOFT - SHELLS, are 
terms which are freely used in 
a variety of political connections, 
but the earliest conspicuous in
stance was in 1854, when the 
Hunkers took the name of" Hards," 
and their opponents, the Barn
burners, that of Softs. Origi
nally sects of the Baptist denomi
nation were termed Hard-shells 
and Soft-shells, by their unre
generate critics, the simile being 
drawn from the crab in its different 
states of existence. The views of 
the Hard-shell Baptists were of 
a very strict and rigid character, 
the Soft-shell Baptists being of a 
more liberal turn of mind as 
regards worldly practices. - See 
SHELL. 

He is, said Mr. E., a regular member of 
the HAI'W~SHELL Baptist church, a very 
pious man, Ilot of very eminent ability, but 
Just the man to pray for such a crowd as 
this.-Baltimore SUIt, 1888. 
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HARD WooD.-This term is used of 
woods which, though of solid 
texture, are not durable. Among 
these may be mentioned beech, 
birch, maple, ash, etc. 

HARE IT! (Cant).-To hare it is to 
return; to come back. This ex
pression is obviously borrowed 
from the doubling of a hare when 
hotly pursued. 

HARM.-In Georgia harm is used in 
the sense of unkind; thus unkind 
words would be harm words, and 
in speaking well of a person it 
might be said that" he never did a 
harm thing to anyone." This 
adjective is probably but a con
traction of " harmful." 

HARMAN (Cant).-This old term for 
a policeman still retains its hold on 
the criminal classes in America, 
though in England it has long since 
given way to other appellations. 
Lord Lytton, in speaking of gipsey 
thieves in The Disowned, said that 

"The worst have an awe of the 
harman's claw, 

And the best will avoid the trap." 

-- It is also curious to note that 
the same class of the community 
designate a sheriff as a HARMAN
BEAK. 

HARP (Cant).-A woman. 

HARVEST LICE is a misnomer; the 
term is applied to the adhesive 
seeds of plants of the Bidens 
species. 

HASH.-To GO BACK ON ONE'S HASH, 
i.e., having put one's hand to the 
plough to turn back; or, as the same 
racy vernacular of I he \N est some
times puts it, TO WEAKEN in face of 
unexpected difficulties and hard-

37 
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ships.--HASH HOUSE is an old 
piece of Boston slang for what in 
England would be called a refresh
ment room. It originated some 
forty years ago.--To HASH is, in 
thieves' parlance, "to vomit," and 
is probably a variant ofthe English 
slang" to hash up." 

HAT.-In the Northern States ladies 
wear hats and not bonnets; or 
rather they give the name of hat 
to both kinds of headgear. Only 
in sun-bonnet is any distinction 
made.--WELL, YOU CAN TAKE 
MY HAT! - A slang expression 
equivalent to " well that beat's 
me! "-" that's past belief." 

I What's yer name? I j Name Grief, mans
sa.' I N arne what? I IN arne Grief.' 'Get 
outl Yew're jokin I I What's yef name, 
anyhow? I I Name GRIEF, manssa,' WAL, 
YEW KIN TAKE MY HAT. - A Yankee in a 
Planters' H o1fse, 1873. 

--SHOOT THAT HAT! is a street 
catch-phrase current some short 
time since-about as pregnant with 
meaning as " who's your hatter? " 
--To TALK THROUGH ONE'S HAT. 
-To bluff; to bluster. 

Dis is only a bluff dey're makin'-see? 
Dey're TALKIN' TRU DElR I-TATS. Did y'ever 
see a kid when his old woman wanted to 
make him wear gloves fer de fust time? 
He'll beef an' kick like a steer an' let on he 
won't never wear 'em, an' all de time he's 
dod stuck on 'em. Dat's def way wit' dem 
blokies.-New York World, May 13, 1888. 

HATCHEs.-When in trouble or dis
tress thieves report themselves as 
being under hatches. The simile is 
drawn from sea-faring life. 

HATCHET. - Amongst Indian tribes 
certain symbolic ceremonies are 
connected with the war-hatchet or 
tomahawk, which are equivalent 
to a declaration of war, or to a 
compact of peace.--To BURY THE 
HATCHET is the emblem of the put
ting away of strife and enmity; on 

Havey Cavey 

the other hand, before he com
mences hostilities the red skin 
digs up afresh the fateful symbol. 

Buried was the BLOODY HATCHET i 
Buried was the dreadful war-club; 
Buried were all warlike weapons, 
And the war-cry was forgotten; 
Then was peace among the nations. 

-Longfellow, Hiawatha, xiii. 

This picturesque imagery has 
passed into the colloquial inheri
tance of the American people, and 
the expressions of burying or digging 
up the hatchet are frequently applied 
to the affairs of everyday life. 

I don't know what you'll think, sir-I didn't 
come to inquire-

But I picked up that agreement and stuffed 
it in the fire j 

And I told her we'd BURY THE HATCHET 
alongside of the cow; 

And we struck an agreement never to have 
another row. 

-Will Carlrlon's Fm'm Ballads. 

--A HATCHET is likewise the 
name of the "grease" used in 
lubricating the palms of dishonest 
Customs officials. 

HATE.-A bit, the" haet" of Low
land Scotch. "There was not a 
hate of truth about the news."-
To HATE OUT is the signifi
cant term given by the Western 
man to a practice very much akin 
to boycotting. Is a member of the 
community objectionable to his 
neighbors, he has either to acquiesce 
in gently persuasive hints concern
ing the error of his ways, or he 
has to make himself scarce. If so 
dense as to fail to discern "the 
signs of the times," things are 
made a little warm, and influences 
brought to bear upon him which, 
in the long run, rarely fail in bring
ing about his banishment. This 
is called hating out a man. 

HAVEY CAVEY (Cant).-That which 
is unc('rtain; doubtful; or wavering; 
probably of mongrel descent from 
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English" have" and Latin" cave" 
take care! th~ idea conveyed by 
this admonition being one of sus
pense and doubt. 

HAVIL (Cant).-A sheep. 

HAVVERs.-In Pennsylvania, "going 
halves" is corrupted into going 
havvers. 

HAWK (Cant).-A not inappropriate 
name for a swindler, more especially 
one who works the confidence 
trick. 

HAWK-EYE STATE. - Iowa. Hawkeye 
was the name of a notorious Indian 
chief, whose depredations were 
once the terror of the inhabitants 
of this State. 

HAWKIN'S WHETSTONE.-Inferior rum. 
Mr. Hawkins, a one time zealous 
temperance advocate, having 
roused the ire of some vVestern 
men,-thirstysouls, who loved their 
liquor, if not wisely, but too well, 
-they, in retaliation, sought to 
turn the tables on the temperance 
reformer, by branding a low-class 
rum with his name. This cheap 
retort served for a time amongst 
these boon companions, but the 
expression is rarely used nowadays. 

HAY, To.-To make hay. 

The men who have been out amOI1r.r lhe 
!lC~rses and c~tt1e come riding iu, t~ be 
lamed by their fellows-if any there be
who have been hunting, or HAYING, or 
chopping wood.-RiHlch Life in the Far 
West. 

HAY BARRAcK.-In the State of New 
York, a kind of adjustable hayrick 
is so named. From the Dutch 
hooi-bel'g, hay-mountain. 
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HAY,PITCHER.-A countryman; one 
not accustomed to the wiles of city 
life. Puck, the chief American 
comic paper, has personified such 
a character under the title of 
"Uncle Hayseed." 

'I'll be consarned if I l{in see whar thet 
business is wutb any six dois., and I 
wouldn't hey come into his shop if I had 
known it.' protested the imitation HAY· 
PITCHER. 

The museum man said the countryman 
ought to know what he was about before be 
had people go to great trouble on his 
account.-New York ~Vorld, r8S8. 

Al (to H.\YSEED)-' Ever read Ouida? I 

H.-' No, but by golly I must get his 
books. The weeds in my garden are raisin' 
eternal tarnation.' 

(Exit Al.) 
-Detroit Free Press, September 29, t888. 

HAY,WARD or HAY-WARDEN.-A town
ship officer, whose duty it is to 
impound stray cattle and feed 
them until they are redeemed by 
their owners. The word undoubt
edly went over with the early 
colonists, since it is found in 
old English records, and is allied 
to "hedge-ward," "fence-ward," 
etc. It sometimes occurs as "ha
ward." An absurd derivation has 
obtained some currency to the 
effect, that this official gets his 
title from driving the cattle 
hay-ward, i.e., in the direction of 
hay. 

HAZE, To. - (r) To frolic; to play 
practical Jokes. The term IS 

applied either to the harmless fun 
and nonsense of school girls, or 
euphemistically in describing a 
drunken spree. 

The deeply-rooted custom of HAZING the 
new cadets has been successfully suppressed, 
and no instance of ill-treatment has been 
brought to the knowledge of the superinten
dent.-O flic;,,' Report of West Poillt Academy. 

So woman is completing her conquest of 
the planet. She rows. She smokes. She 
preaches. She HAZES. She shoots. She 
rides. And now she has lassoed the iron 
grasshopper [the bicycle] that man bas 
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hitherto exclusively bestridden, and has 
fearlessly mounted It. For myself, I can only 

~h~~tbt~\~t~Ct~~r el~~~~m~xt:.~~~itieilo.~~h;~ 
adelPhia Bulletin, February 27, 1888. 

--(2) Amongst sailors to haze is 
used when work is being carried 
out at high pressure. 

HEAD.-To PUT A HEAD ON an adver
sary is a slang phrase of nearly 
twenty years' standing. By it is 
conveyed a purpose to annihilate; 
to get quite the better of an 
opponent. 

But all his jargon was sm-passed, in wild 
absurdity, 

By threats, profanely emphasized, to PUT A 
HEAD on me! 

No son of Belial, said I, that miracle can do I 
Whereat he fell upon me with blows and 

curses, too; 
But failed to work that miracle-if such was 

his design-
Instead of PUTTING ON A HEAD, he strove to 

smite off mine. 
-Words and Their Uses. Galveston News. 

--To SWELL THE HEAD.-Young 
people are said to get their head 
swelled by imbibing strange ideas. 

Anna Kelly, the pretty-eighteen-year old 
daughter of Squire P. J. Kelly, is missing 
from her home in Newport. . . . She did 
not return home yesterday, and her parents 
are very anxious as to her whereabouts. 
So'mebody has been SWELLING HER HEAD. 
and it is sincerely trus ted that she will 
regret her unwise, rash act, and return home. 
-Cincinnati Enquirer, 1888. 

HEAD-CHEESE. - The flesh of pig's 
head and feet minced, and when 
cooked, pressed-very similar to 
brawn. This compound is also 
known as SOUSE, and in Maryland, 
as HOG'S-HEAD CHEESE. 

HEADER.-A New York term for a 
joint. 

HEAD OFF, To.-Used idiomatically in 
the sense of to t urn from a pur
pose; or, "to put off,"-to distract 
attention. 

Heater Piece 

He was always HEADED OFF in this way. 
He never could see one of those good little 
boys on account of his always dying in the 
last chapter.-l\1ark Twailt's Screamers. 

HEADQUARTERS.-My HEADQUARTERS 
ARE IN THE SADDLE.-This saying 
is attributed to General Pope. 
Appealing to the public taste, it 
soon became synonymous with 
close attention to duty and un
wearying vigilance. 

HEAD-RIGHTS.-A title to certain of 
the public lands, which every citi
zen of the United States, being the 
head of a family, can claim if he 
desires so to do. These rights 
are also enjoyed by women within 
certain limits. 

HEAR.-YOU HEAR ME !-A pleonas
tic ejaculation of Californian origin. 
Usee! to emphasize a statement 
already made, and to which assent 
has been given. "Will you go 
to-night? " " Yes I that's so." 
"Wa'al! YOll hear me!" -- To 
HEAR To.-Colloquially perverted in 
some locali ties, especially Connec
ticut, to signify consent-a corrup
tion of " to hear of." "The judge 
would not hear to anything of the 
kind." 

HEARN.-The old participle form of 
"heard," and which, like most Old 
English survivals, is more current 
in New England than elsewhere. 

I It's thinkin' every thin' you ever knew, 
Or ever HEARN to make your fcelin's blue." 

-J. R.Lowcll's Biglow Pap,rs. 

HEATER PIEcE.-As applied to land, a 
triangular or wedge-shaped piece 
of ground. This New England 
phrase is thought to be derived 
from the similarity of shape to the 
" heaters" of box irons used by 
housewives. 
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HEATHEN CHINEE.-Bret Harte's in
imitable poem of Truthful James 
is the source from which this so
briquet for a Chinaman is derived. 
The picture there drawn of the 
Heathen Chinee, " with his ways that 
are dark and tricks that are vain," 
took and still retains the public 
fancy to such a degree that, without 
doubt, the nickname is now as 
permanent a one as Brother J ona
than or John Bull. 

H EAVE, To (Cant).-To steal, to rob. 
--HEAVER (I) The bosom or 
breast, a slang term, obvious in its 
derivation. (2) A person in love. 

HE-BIDDY.-A male fowl. A product 
of prudery and squeamishness. 

HEEL, To.-(I) In cowboy vernacular 
TO HEEL is to lariat or secure an 
animal by the hind leg.--(2) In 
the West, TO BE or GO HEELED is to 
be armed with deadly weapons, and 
hence, metaphorically, a man well 
heeled is regarded as secure from 
attack. 

HEELERs.-The followers or hench
men of a politician or party. The 
term always carries a contemptuous 
significance.-See Boy. 

~o.me poE tical wiseacres express the 
opmlOn that Gorman and Barnum only 
desired to bring to the undivided attention 
of the president that the HEELERS and 
strikers, bummers and stuffers, otherwise 
known as practical politicians, who do the 
work at the Democratic polls and manipu
late the primaries and local conventions, 
and a&ainst whose calling and claims the 
Admimstration professes to set its face, are 
very important factors and of paramount 
necessity in the ensuing Democratic cau
vass.-Dellver Republican, February 29, r888. 

--Colloquially the expression is 
also applied to loafers and idlers of 
every description, and especially 
to those frequenting drinking 
saloons, and who are on the look 
out for shady work of any kind. 

Hell 

I Where'd yer say dis rat of yours was? I 
asked Jimmy, coming close up to the 
stranter's chair. 

lo~~d Yd:~~~\~a~~~h;-;~~ hJge v~~i~h~~~ 
The &ang gathered about bim. 

I Dld he think he seen rats, Jimmy? ' con~ 
fidentially asked tbe head HEELER. 

I Yes; de poor devil's got 'em bad, I 
reckon. He oughter see a doctor and get 
some medicine. If be gits de jams dey'll 
hustle him up to de hospital and kill urn. 
Dey kills urn all at de hospital, for dey 
shuts off de booze too sudden.'-DcHver 
Republican, March 4, 1888. 

--Among thieves the heeler gets 
his name from a practice when 
acting as an accomplice in what is 
called the "pocket-book racket." 
This consists in drawing attention, 
by touching the victim's heels, to 
a pocket-book, containing counter
feit money, dropped by his com
panion. The object then is to 
induce the finder to part with 
genuine coin in dividing the spoils. 

HEEL FLy.-An insect pest which in
fests cattle on Western ranches. 

HEIFER.-A term which, in the West, 
does the same duty as the kindly, if 
rough, " old woman" of the English 
lower classes. Old heifer, like" old 
woman," is in point of fact a pet 
name amongst those who use it. 

HEIR, To.-To inherit. This strange 
corruption is common to New 
Jersey and Pennsylvania. 

A little boy is now the sale survivor, and 
HEIRS an estate which, a gentleman informs 
us, is worth some five or six thousand 
dollars.-N ew York Times, rt)8S. 

HELL. - Many are the expressive 
similes which the Yankee draws 
from the place where, as he says, 
"they don't rake out their fires 
nights." Perhaps among the most 
forcible are those by which he 
expresses rapidity of motion and 
extreme heat,-" quicker than Itdl 
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a beatin' tan bark'" and" hot as 
the Devil's kitchen. ,: 

H DER (I) oma all 
is.) - Tl ican sal 

and s from i 
uglines 2) A pr 

tracted and intensified drunken 
frolic-the superlative of BENDER 
(q.v.). 

H -Ameri ters' sian 
-box bein ounterpa 
" batter of the 

fellow craftsmen III England. Also 
BAALAM Box.--HELL-MATTER.
Broken and battered type, the 
destination of which is the heU-bo,r. 

out his 0 cked up h 
ttY under his d, if he w 
1 , 1 put the in his ca 

a roken on the HEL 
MATTER, and if he wasn t t 1ere to see, 
dumped it all with the pi on the imposing 
stone-for that was the furtive fashion of the 
cub, and I was a cub.-Mark Twain as a 
Printer in the New York Sun. 

H R.-The q.v.). 

H NDS.-A which th 
Confederates spoke of the Northern 
gun-boats. 

H LO SONNY! HELLO SIS '-In Ameri-
ies ever nd girl 

miliarlya 

HELP.-A domestic servant is so called 
in America. The term itself is an 
outcome of New England social 
equality, and has recently found 

otingin 

two Engli ts and som 
ot iean HC:LP y called tl 
A by their las which Ang 
tied them to some extent. They had a 
servants' hall, and a butlers' pantry, and a 
page in buttons, and thC:!y Wltfe unreasonably 
proud of the fact that one of their Tory 
ancestors had been obliged to leave New 
Y alifax, in ng only tl 
al of a more residence. 
p 

ophs 

HEMP, To (Cant).-To choke; in this 
manner, gentlemen of the craft 
manage to keep in lively remem-

rance th Ie future 
ent of n necks 
hempen 

HEN.-A cant term for a woman. In 
use amongst thieves and their 
associates. 

-BIOOY. 
en. 

liar term 

HEN-CLAM (Madra gigantea).-A name 
given in New England to a species 
of clam. 

FRUIT.- rism for 

e don't p know mu 
1 and a ma ys his eggs 

1511 t supposed to know anything about egg:::. I 

but we do know that after eating an egg that 
was born some time during the war I a man 
is apt to lay down and dream somethin& like 
Dr. lekyll and Henry Hyde, whereas If be 

nnes his H to the v' t e of 
le has a cl iOff con sci 
ts to sit a wlndow 
ns.-Basta 87. 

HEN-HAWK (Falco lineaties).-The red
shouldered hawk. 

HEN PARTY.-A gathering consisting 
nly of Campa 
VCK-PART PARTY. 

e bride al om meet :fi 
marriage platform. After they are marned 
the woman associates chiefly with women 
and the man with men, and the parties of 
Corea are, I judge, all HEN PARTIES or all 
STAG PARTIES.-A mericaJt 1IlI1JlO1'ist, May 

888. 

TASOPHS. sonic 0 

ouisiana having 
founded before the Civil War. It 
was chartered and attained con
siderable property, owning some 
valuable real estate. The vicissi-

des of wever, d 
any of t aves, unti 
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only one remained. Within the 
past year it has revived and now 
numbers several hundred members. 

HERMIT THRUSH (Turdus palassi).
A bird of passage with sweetly 
plaintive notes. It is called the 
hermit-thrush because of its shy and 
mysterious habits. 

HERRING (Cant).-'Vhen anything is 
described as herring it means that 
it is all bad; or, if in bulk that all 
are alike. 

HERRING POND, THE.-The Atlantic. 
This expression is of Yankee ori
gin. The Atlantic is also some
times called the BIG DRINK. 

HERRING SALMON (Coregonus clupei
formis).-A namelocal to Lake Erie 
and Lewistown for the SHAD 
SALMON or WHITE FISH. 

HESSIAN.-Primarily, a name given 
to soldiers, from the principality of 
that name, who were engaged as 
mercenaries on the side of the 
British, in the War of the Revo
lution. These men were so disliked 
on that account that their very 
name became synonymous with all 
that is detestable in partizanship. 
Generally speaking, a Hessian is a 
mercenary politician; one who will 
sell his principles for gold; but, 
during the Civil War, the title 
was given contemptuously by 
the Southerners to the Federal 
soldiers. 

"iESSIAN FLY (Cccido111yia destructor).
An insect pest, whose ravages on 
wheat are notorious. It is sup
posed to have been introduced into 
America in the straw beds used by 
Hessian soldiers engaged in the 
War of Independence, hence its 
popular name. Authorities differ 

Hickory 

very much concerning this insect; 
some entomologists assert that it is 
indigenous to America, while 
others profess to trace its existence 
in Europe over a very extended 
period. 

HETCH, To.-To wonder. Thus in 
reply to-" What are you doing? .. 
might come, "Hetchin' some." 

Dawson took me to the main trail by a 
short cut, and as we sat down on a rock to 
have a last smoke together, he said: . I've 
been HETCHIN',' 'What about?' I Wall, 
we saw you camin' up the trail that day 
behind us an' took you tur a sl?Y. I ~ YO? ?i<;l.? I 

'Did you hev any pecoohar feehn Jist 
then? I • No.' . No tremblin' or shakin ? I 
I No.'-Detroit Free Press, September IS, 
r888. 

HICKEY (Cant).-Adegree or two 
short of being drunk, the good
tempered roseate stage. 

HICKJOP (Cant).-A fool, as also is 
--HICKSAM which, in addition, is 
also the term for a countryman, on 
the principle, it would appear, that 
all such are, from a thief's point 
of view, simpletons. 

HICKORy.-Carya of several species 
have received this name, all of 
which are indigenous to the New 
vVorid. Hic/lOry timber is exceed
ingly tough and slrong, besides 
being flexible to an unusual degree. 
Its name is of Indian origin; by 
them it was called the Pawcohic
cora. Colloquially hickory has been 
employed as a nickname for per
sons and objects partaking of the 
qualities of the wood of this tree. 
Hence a Catholic, free from bigotry 
and of yielding theology, would be 
called a HICKORY CATHOLIC; and 
the HICKORY UNIONIST of the Bor
der States, who deprecated but 
consented to the imprisonment of 
Confederate prisoners, will readily 
occur to mind. So also HICKORY 
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SHIRTS for their strength.--Poli
tically, the hickory was adopted 
as the emblematic tree of the 
Democratic Party during the Jack
son Campaign of r828. Jackson's 
military and political nickname 
was "Old Hickory," from his 
toughness and tenacity at the 
Battle of New Orleans, and for 
many years no flagpole was recog
nized as truly Democratic unless it 
was of hickory.--HICKORY NUT.
The fruit of the hickory. These 
nuts are also erroneonsly called 
walnuts in the North, especially in 
New York. 

HICKSITES.-A sect of Quakers; from 
Mr. Hicks, their founder. 

HIrER, To.-In Northern Pennsyl
vania, to loiter. 

HIGH.-How IS THAT FOR HIGH.-A 
modern slang expression, which 
has to a large extent taken the 
place of BULLY. HolV is thai for 
high? is borrowed from a low game, 
known as Old Sledge, where the 
high depends, not on the card itself, 
but on the adversary's hand. 
Hence the phrase means, "What 
kind of an attempt is that at a 
great achievement? What do you 
think of it?" It is of Western 
origin, having made its appearance 
in some of the North-western 
journals, but has spread, as weeds 
do, rapidly all over the Union, and 
has found its way to England also. 
A familiar nursery-rhyme is thus 
altered to "suit the times" :-

" Mary had a little lamb, 
It jumped up to the sky, 

And when it landed on its feet, 
Cried, 'HolV is that for high?' " 

while an editor, overcome with 
difficulties, made this touching 
though indirect appeal to his sub
scribers :-

High C alaring 

" I had a dream the other night, 
When everything was still ; 

I dreamed that each advertiser 
Came up and paid his bill ; 

Each wore a look of honesty, 
And smiles were round each eye, 

And as they handed over the stamps, 
They yelled, 'How's that for 

high?' " 

--HIGH OLD TIME.-This is a 
Westerner's equivalent for what his 
Eastern compatriot would designate 
"a GOOD TIME" (See GOOD), such, 
for instance, as had the Prodigal 
Son, "way down Judee." 

H IGHBELIA.-See LOWilELIA. 

HIGHBINDER.-This word has two 
meanings :-(r) A rowdy or roysterer 
--(2) It is the name given to men 
employed as spies upon the Chinese. 
This is specially the case in Cali
fornia where the Chinese trouble 
has been most acute. 

Wong Chin Foo, the young Chinese 
interpreter and writer, has secured a warrant 
for the arrest of a countryman who had tried 
to assassinate him on Monday. The man 
has not yet been arrested. Wong says that 
he suddenly stumbled upon a club of HIGH
BINDERS who were evidently in secret 
session in the room where J ass reigns 
supreme. With hardly a warning several 
of them fell upon him. The grudge held 
against Wong by the HIGH BINDERS is said to 
be of long standing, having sprung up in 
St. Louis, where in certain HIGHBINDERS' 
murder trials Wong FOD acted as State's 
interpreter.-Kiltgston (Ca1lada) Daily VVhig, 
March g, 1888. 

HIGH BLACK8ERRY.-The American 
name for the fruit of the Rubus 
villostts. 

HIGH BLOKE (Cant).-By this elegant 
term, a judge is known amongst 
the American criminals. 

HIGH COLORING.-Apugilistic phrase, 
synonymous with the free drawing 
of blood. 
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HIGH DUTCHERs.-Skates, the blades 
of which are ornamentally curled 
in front; those without this orna
mentation are called DUMPS. The 
Dutch are well known as the best 
skaters in the world-hence the 
name as given to a superior kind 
of skate. 

HIGHFALUTIN.- An American word, 
which fitly describes the exagge
rated bombastic speech of a certain 
class of Americans. These are 
they who, being good, unfortunately 
know it; who, living admittedly in 
a fine country, think to enhance 
its greatness by somewhat ques
tionable and certainly extravagant 
praise; who, in short, are ready to 
go anywhere, meet anybody, and 
are prepared, as they put it, "to 
whip all creation." Heavy public 
dinners are apt to generate high 
falutin'-sometimes to a very re
markable degree. At one such 
gathering, Daniel Webster is re
ported to have delivered himself of 
the following remarkable effusion: 
-" Men of Rochester, I am glad to 
see you, and I am glad to see your 
noble city. Gentlemen, I saw your 
falls, which, I am told, are a hundred 
and fifty feet high. Gentlemen, 
Romehad her Cresar, her Scipio, her 
Brutus; but Rome, in her proudest 
day, had never a waterfall a hun
dred and fifty feet high! Gentle
men, Greece had her Demostbenes, 
her Pericles, her Socrates, but 
Greece, in her palmiest days, had 
never a waterfall a hundred and 
fifty feet higb! Men of Rochester, 
go on! No people ever lost their 
liberties, who had a waterfall a 
hundred and fifty feet high." It 
would not be difficult to quote many 
such passages redolent with the 
most outrageous high - sounding 
nonsense, which, whether known as 
American SPREAD - EAGLEISM or 
British bunkum, merits only the 
severest deprecation. The deriva-
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tion of the word itself has been 
variously derived - from "high 
flighting," "high floating," and, by 
Hotten from vcrlooten, to flay 
by whipping. The first source, 
however, is the most probable. 
The term has now become natnral
ised in England. 

In your travels through the country, you 
are constantly running across two classes of 
people the HIFALUTIN' boasters, who think 
they c~n whip all creation, and the apis.h 
imitators of European ways, who spend theIr 
time in apologising for their country. But it 
is only fair to say that the vast majority of 
the people belong to neither of these classes. 
-New York Tribune, r888. 

HIGH GAG (Cant).-To TELL HIGH 
GAG is to reveal that which is 
secret. 

HIGH HOLE (Picus anzatus).-The New 
York popular name for the YELLOW 

HAMMER or FLICKER (q.v.). 

HIGH JINKS is a thief's term for a 
petty gambler. 

HIGH LIVER.-A thief who lives in a 
garret-a literal translation into 
the cant of this class of a common 
fact. 

HIGH-MINDED FEDERALISTS.-A deri
sive term applied in r820 to a few 
Federalists who supported Go
vernor Clinton, and were laughed 
at for their frequent use of the 
phrase" high-minded." 

HIGH-MUCK-A-MuCK.-Overbearing in 
presence; possessed of inordinate 
self-esteem. 

It isn1t every day that a great HIGH-MUCK
A-MUCK United States senator, with lisle
thread socks and Io-dollar underclothes, goes 
calling on a little 10 by 12 \Vl~stern printing 
office i and it isn't every country editor who 
could have retained 111s usual equilibrium 
under such trying circumstances; and we 
would have been somewhat rattled ourself 
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if the senator had not adapted himself to our 
circumstances instead of forcing us to adapt 
ourselves to his.-Troy Daily Times, Feb. 8, 
r888. 

H I G H STU ODE O. - To be high 
studded is to assume dignity or an 
airiness of manner. 

HIGH TIDE (Cant).-It is high tide with 
thieves when money is plentiful; 
rarely, however, does it carry them 
on to fortune. 

HIGH TOBER (Cant).-A member of 
the aristocracy of thiefdom - the 
counterpart of the English swell 
mobsman. 

HIGH-TONED SOUTHERN GENTLEMAN.
A cant phrase of Southern origin. 

HIKE, To (Cant).-To run away; to 
decamp. 

HIND LEGS.-To SIT UP ON ONE'S 
HIND LEGS AND HOWL.-A back
woodsman's picturesque phrase 
synonymous with" to raise a hulla
baloo"; to create a disturbance. 

.... :: 
HINOOos.-A nickname given in 1856 

to the KNOW NOTHINGS (q.v.). The 
president of the party in that year, 
Daniel Ulman by name, was rightly 
or wrongly supposed to have been 
born in Calcutta-hence the al
lusive sobriquet. 

HINOSIGHT.-In its much restricted 
meaning the "backsight" of a 
gun; but colloquially hindsight is 
the popular antithesis of "fore
sight." The Americans have 
a shrewd and pithy saying, that 
"an ounce of foresight is worth 
a pound of hindsight." 

HIP INSIDE (Cant).-Theinsidepocket 
of a coat.--HIP OUTSIDE,-The 
ou tside pocket. 

HIRED MAN.-A man servant. 

• Who first found the body I ' 
I His HIRED MAN, who was in the habit of 

coming in the morning to make the fire and 
do chores.'-Police News, r888. 

HIST.-A corruption of "hoist." 

HISTORY OF THE FOUR KINGS (Cant).
A pack of cards 

HIT-EM-HARDS. - Valentines of the 
scurrilous order. 

Anyone having a spite to wreck can give a 
neat little pinch to his supposed enemy by 
sending him Oile of the elite comics, as they 
are called. They are of general application, 
are free from vulgarity, but are warranted 
to hit hard. There are changeable comics, 
long jokers, fault finders, I-lIT-'EM-HARDS 

and sharp darts.-Florida Times Union, 
February ro, 1888. 

HITHER AND YON.-A quaint New 
Englandism for" here and there," 
which is also provincial in the 
North of England. 

HITY-TITY, To.-Americans, with their 
verb-making propensities, have not 
even left the familiar" hoity-toity ! " 
alone. De Vere humorously re
marks that this verb transitive im
plies the doing of that which calls 
forth the exclamation, as the Greek 
I)",y'l meant i )..'YHV, to say E, 

alas I It may be here remarked 
that there is an obsolete Old English 
verb" to hoist," to leap or caper. 

Ho.-THERE'SNO HO TOTHE MATTER, 
i.e., it exceeds all bounds. This 
curious word is given by Webster, 
and is said to be also current in 
Ireland for stop; moderation; 
bounds. It is thought to be a 
contraction of "whoa," used by 
teamsters. 

HOARSE up.-To BE HOARSED UP is 
to suffer from hoarseness produced 
by a severe cold. 
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HOARY TITMOUSE (Parus atricapillns).
Otherwise the CHICKADEE (q.v.). 

HOB AND HOBNAIL (Cant).-Country 
joskins. --HOBINOL. A country 
clown. 

HOBBLE ranches, it 
is fou ecure horses 
or ca nner short of 
absol stake or post, 
they is done by 
faste feet together 
by a e in snch a 
manner that the animal cannot take 
steps of more than six or ten inches 
at a time. Crafty mules, however, 
find means of overcoming this im
pediment to swift locomotion, so, 
for greater safety, they are SIDE 
LINED (q.v.). 

HOBBLE 
A Ion 
Nort 
name 
FARIN 

Ho-Boy 

alltanoides).
found in the 
ther popular 
GS and WAY-

New York 
night scavenger. 

HOCK.-To BEl CAUGHT IN HOCK is 
a fate which befalls simpletons 
who venture into the toils of card 
sharpers; i.e., they are fleeced. The 
odds are invariably largely in favor 
of the operator, and the victim has 
heart ratulation if 
he e mongst the 
frate tack signifies 
that ry is provid-
ing fr ging. 

HOE-CA 
of I 
before the fire, or 
the name. 

repared cake 
ther baked 

on a hoe-hence 

Snake baked a HOE-CAKE, 
Left a frog to walch it; 
Frog went to sleep, 
Lizard come and catch it. 

-Vil"gilli" Negl"O Song. 

HOE-DOWN.-A noisy, riotous dance, 
peculiar to negro entertainments 
and gatherings. 

HOG is invariably used in the States 
in preference to C C pig! I or ,j sw~ne, I' 

--To HOG IS 
dil y and selfishl 
r in which swi 

and an excessive 
is said to 

however, if the era 
is obstuwte enoug TO HOG it all, Of, 
sometimes happens, he goes on a bender 
and blows in all the money, gets drunk and 
loses it, or is in turn robbed of it, as, by the 
irony of fate has sometimes happened, or 
lets the object of his affections coax it ~ll 
out of him, the agent will pounce on h1111 
and turn him over to the police.-Orallge 
Journal, April ,6, ,S87. 

N a quantity is left in Illinois but Senator 
C . c has not taken fa vo 
ab since his railroad b 
tu ther selfish scheme 
th whatever there was 
th lllselves.-Daily 1111, 
o 

t).-A ten ce 
); in Old Englis 

cant a hog IS a shilling.-- HOG
AGE.-The period between boy
hood and manhood. -- HOG 
BACKS.-The use of this term for 
long, flat-ridged hills is not un
known in England, as, e.g., the Hag's 
Back which extends from Guildford 
to Farnham, in Surrey; in the 

however, the ter 
nericall y to su 

in that respe 
culiarly America 
.-In North Car 

of flounder.-
eostoma caprodes). 
waters o[Weste 

rivers.--HoG GUESSING.-Guess
ing the weight of a selected hog, 
the nearest gnesser taking the 
animal as a prize. The sport is 
conducted like a raffle. Peculiar 
to Long Island. -- HOG AND 



HOMINY.-A dish of pork and Indian 
corn. (See HOMINY.) Hog and 
h is an erativ hern-
i -Ho RMOU nt).-
A J ack-in-ofhce; one who blusters. 
--HoG IN TOGs.-A well-dressed 
10afer.--HoG MINDER.-A swine-

--H P L U imenia 
a na).- 11 gr bush 
fou in Sou Florida, t 1e fruit 
of which is in size and shape like a 
plum, and pleasant to the palate. 

OG RA -A r where 
I atte is gi 0 the 
g of sw -H EVE.-

This is the title given in New 
England to the local officer, whose 

it is t . pound pigs 
raisin wine more 
lent in rica a smal 

holders than is the case among 
English agricultural laborers.--
Ho TIGHT ORSE -Thi 

e, app fenci plain 
It is uther ession 

and IS generally used as printed, 
in the same way that in England a 
thing would be said to be sound 

, stoc barr nd no 
and ," or k an 

barrel" alone.--HoG WALLOW.
Very similar to BUFFALO WALLOW 
(q.v.). These depressions of the 

ern a uth-, n prai 
have y ap ce 0 
g bee ed by wallow-

ing of swine. In reality they are 
caused by the heavy torrential 

. fallin lapd ed an 
ed b ng d t, an 

h form apid s sion 0 

little hillocks and valleys about a 
foot high and deep. 

la Fran nnere, ble Sen 
M on tain and of oth 
beautiful cities, we swept, always noting 
the absence of HOG - WALLOWS, broken 
fences, CQwlots, unpainted houses, and 
mud' and alwa s noting, as ell, th 
pr of c ess, g taste i 
ad and ying, ev the di 
po of a tr he turn a hedg 
-lI[ark Twain's I11/tOCCUtS A brond. 

Hold 

--HOG WASH.-A New Orleans 
term fo bad who I and 
gener 

HOISTING (Cant).-Holding a man up 
by his heels, so that his money, 
watch d valu bl fall 
groun n wh e ope s 
" take t do ' steal 
at least so these gentry aver. 

OLDEN. e old 'ciple 
for " like en" f 
is stil quial State 
To HOLD FOR.-" To hold for trial," 
i.e., to detain in custody while 
await" ial. 

The c arne u heard n 
plicati writ 0 5 corpus, e 

Judge Kline, one of the Associates of 
Schuylkill County; and all the defendants 
were HELD FOR and sent to Columbia 

ounty j wait tri nkertoa 'e 
agmres 

--HOLD OVER.-A place of de
ten tion for prisoners a wai ting trial. 
This is also sometimes called the 
HOLD CELL 

The b the te y sho; at 
Irwin had fired first, and that Wilson was 
on the defence when he mortally wounded 
his assailant. When Mr. Dierkes reached 
this con l' Wils releas d f- TIl 

e HOL R, whe has be d 
nee Ir death. lwi Re H, 
eb.24, 

--To HOLD OVER ONE is to have 
an advantage in some way or other. 
This icular ge p y 
come m pok aseolo 

You ruther HOLD OVER mc, pard. I reck~ 
on I can't call that hand. Ante and pass 
the huck.-M art, Twa;n's The /1I1IOCC1Its at 

ome, p 

OLD A m r 
train is held up when stopped and 
robbed. The term is new, and is 
probabl derived from the "Hold 
up y ands' Weste -i-
gand ho b e kno as 
HOLD-UPS, the transition to the 



zn th all 30 ! me 

verb 10 hold up to signify violent 
obber b' g eas gh. 

. R. S 1, form ell kno 
ay, and mber of dge her '. 

mortally shot by HOLD·UPS, Tuesday mght. 
The following dispatch to Rev. O. E. Osten
soo, secretary of LO.O.F., of Ouray, explains 

If w:' It 'eTte~~s aff'/;!;o 
obbers ht. Ca give us 

hIS relatives ad ress. e IS In the han 
I.O.O.F. Wire me if any information.-Z. F. 
Terrell, N.G.'-The Solid Muldoon (Ol/ray), 
Colorado. 

then upon ssengcl 
train en HE One 
men \ d boar e bagga 

appeared on the tender of the engine when 
three miles out of Stein's Pass.-lI-fissouri 
Republican, February 24, 1888. 

artin was h the Cr 
rt, by e C. J e, yes 

rning fo fY. 1v1u ELD UP 
J ones, on the corner of Harrison and De~
plaines streets, two weel{s ago, and got hIs 
watch.-Daily Inter-Ocean, March 23, 1888. 

L~ IN VVALL. reso 
Washi g of bi sly in 
M.C.'s (Members of Congress). At 
one time it became necessary to 
prohib' uzzlin the Ca . 
and tl Ie in all ne 
urnis hirsty Is wi 

convenient trysting place. Later, 
however, the favorite appellation 
was T LE IN KY. 

LIBUT. e Ha Am 
usage is more correct than the 
English, the real name being Holy 
But.- r to P .. s' TV 
Words 

HOLLOO, To.-A perverted significa
tion attaches to this verb in Western 
distric here i mploy s 
the eq ent of band 
leave quit. exam 
man hollers on vice, when he aban
dons its practice. The term has 
been trac d to the rize-ring, here 
a fall versar ing 0 

so d yields ves u e 
fight. 

HOLP, HOLP~D, HOLPEN.- The last
Damed is the old participle of 

T 'lowev les 
ntly than othe 

archaIC forms. Amongst Southern 
negroes the corruption holped, itself 
the preterite of the mongrel" !IOIP," 
i uent. 

HOME. - (r) In the West Indies, 
British America, and indeed all 

. h-spe Colon' 011lC i 
amilia refe to th 
r Cou Wh lonist 

speak of going home, they invariably 
mean taking a trip to England. 
Th' of cou does not a ply so 

to the Ie of Unite 
, save hose wher 

the change of residence from ODe 
country to another has been com

aratively recent The expression 
very ne, an obabl 

back the e t day 
of English colonizatlOn. -- (2) 
In such expressions as "at home," 
the preposition is often omitted, 

ne wo y in g afte 
s, all" 

Slml ar cUlioSl y is the way "to' 
is used for" at;" e.g., "How's all 
to home." 

b recal v, that she sai 
sh TO H re was a vcr 
pleasant sparkle in her eye. -Scribuer's 
M aga.zil1c, r887. 

I know wy scntinuls air sot; you ain't again' 
s· 

Ca ain't n opoly urt th 
etas; 

My folks TO I-IUM aIr full ez good ez hisn be, 
by golly I 

-Biglow Papcl'S. 

ersely ropos s ofte 
ed w no ne y exist 

for its presence. A very good 
example of this occurs in Irwin 
Russell's inimitable poem Chrisl-

ight i Qual·t medle 
1 laug ts wa 05S th 

contment. 



Home aw 

Cit yo' pardners) fust kwattillion ! 
Stomp yo' feet, an' raise. 'em high; 

Tune is: ' Oh, dat water-million! I 

ine to git 'me-by. 

e ;ro' pardn e pcrlitely 
n t be bum e res'; 
lee all! no t rightly; 
us dunce y e.s', 

HOMESTEAD LAw.-The Homestead 
Act of 1862 was, perhaps, the most 
beneficial and far-reaching in its 

m ever y Congr 
every cit ti ve or n 
d, is a acquire 

orne farm of 1 a a res, the a e 
condition being five years' residence 
upon the property, subject, of 
course, to something being done in 

ay of im nt, i.e., c I . 
n. The portant 

of this wever, is 
ute exem f the ho 

stead from forced sale for debt save 
the purchase-money. As the latter 
merely consists of certain moderate 
registration and other fees, the ex-

'on is p . y absol 
fter five esidence 

ral Land Washing 
ran t a ti perience 

shown that in the majority of cases 
-always, of course, ruling out of 
court speculative holders-so rapid 
is the advance in value of land, 

once se , that f 
to fifty nt. of t 
nter und rovision 

-{ ontestear expectin 
receive a gratuitous deed, prefer 
to pay for the land, rather than 
wait the five years necessary for the 
consummation of their titles. By 

easure, particul 
emption he peopl 
nited St recogni 

, s far as given ef 
to, what have been called the three 
fundamental rights of every man, 
woman, and child born into this 
world, viz. : good food good cloth-

ood hom their ho 
said, t ican pea 

mock 

have for ever put behind their backs 
the possible recurrence, in the New 
World, of the evils of landlordism 
as exem the Old. 
ciple of ustead L 
the fam the unit 
the bas a CIvilization e 
foundation of the Republic, it 
becomes necessary as a matter of 
policy, and for the good order of 
society, 11 s a matte f bl' c 
econom e as far a e 
the hom e people 
coming up and , 
either by debt or by taxatlOn. It 
is further held that the obligation 
resulting from the contract of mar
riage, wherein the man agrees to 
support . . and his . 
and to fu them a s 
not only point a a 
the debt itors, bu n 
obligation more sacred than any 
other which a man can assume; 
and, therefore, the law, as well as 
the courts who administer it, should 
always the pri' d 
the supe ity and s s 
of the co marriag d 
above a contrac h 
may be entered into. The limit of 
exemption varies in different States. 
By the laws of Illinois a homestead 
is exempted from forced sale for 
debt to ue of 1, 

while in sin, by t 
tution a of that e 
homeste mpted to e 
of 5,000 dais. In connection with 
this subject, sec PRE-EMPTION. 

HOMINV.-A sta Ie preparation of 
Indian e grains h 
are coa ound an 
though es they a d 
whole. olllzny seems a e of 
Indian derivation from ahumillca. 

HOM MocK.-In the everlades or fresh 
water s Florida k 
is the n en to sm 



Hondou 

tions or islands. This word must 
not be confounded with HAMMOCK 
(q.v.). 

HONDOU.-The slip-knot of a lariat. 
This is probably from the Spanish 
honda, the eye of a needle. 

HONEST INJUN I-An exclamation of 
address, employed very much as 
"old man" is familiarly used in 
England when the person addressed 
is by no means of mature age. 
Though the reference to Indian 
honesty was at first a sarcastic 
allusion to the red man's thievish 
propensities, now, when used as 
a form of address, nothing deroga
tory is implied. 

HONEY.-A good fellow; one who 
commands admiration and respect. 
--(Cant). A generic name for 
money. 

I It's a great day for Dave/ said one en
thusiastic Democrat, I and I've got money 
that no one can name the man that will beat 
him in the race for the governorship. He 
has driven a long spike in his political oppo. 
nent's coffin, whoever he may be. Dave is a 
HONEy.'-M,:ssouri Republican, Febnlary 24, 
IBBB. 

--To HONEy.-To cajole with 
soft words or promises. 

Notice I Persons indebted to the Tusca
loosa bookstore are respectfully solicited to 
pay their last year's account forthwith. It 
15 of no use TO HONEY; payments must be 
made at least once a year, or I shall run 
down at tile heels. I have not spare change 
enough to buy myself a shirt or a pair of 
breeches. My wife is now actually engaged 
in turning an old pair wrongsidc-out, and 
trying to make a new shirt out of two old 
ones. Come, come, pay up, my friends! 
keep peace in the family, and enable me to 
wear my breeches right-side-out.-TlIscaloosa 
News,I8BB. 

--To HONEY-FUGGLE 
FOGLE.-To swindle; 
or to humbug. 

or HONEY
to cheat; 

Just as the hilarity was at its best, an 
admirer of Judge Noonan, also somewhat 

30 3 Hoople 

under the domination of the rosy, caught 
sight of that eminent jurist, and coming ~o 
him wreathed himself lovingly ahout his 
honor. Noonan's companion objec.ted to 
this public HONEY-FUGLING by knockmg th~ 
demonstrative stranger down. - MiSSOUri 
Republican, January 26, IBBB. 

--HONEY LOCUST (Gleditschia tria
canthus).-The THORNY LOCUST of 
the West and South, the latter 
name being given on account of 
its numerous and large thorns. 
--HONEYSUCKLE. -This plant 
(the Azalea viscosa) is far removed 
from kinship with the English 
honeysuckle. 

HONORABLE.-This title in America 
is given to Members of Congress, 
and American representatives at 
foreign courts, and a few other 
Government officials. 

HOODLUM.-A young rough. The 
term originated in San Francisco, 
but is now general throughout the 
Union. 

They were met by three young HOODLUMS 
who jostled against the yonng lady, and 
made the most disgusting remarks CanCel"O
ing hcr.·-Alissollri Rcpublic{/.11., April I. 1888. 

John Mulroy was arrested yesterday on a 
warrant charging him with assault to kin his 
father, Patrick Mulroy. The boy is a HOOD
LUM, who had often threatened tilat he 
would kill his father should that parent ever 
attempt to punish him.-St. LOII':s Globe 
DI.;mocrat, February 15. 1888. 

--Hence also HOODLUM ISM. 

An exhibition of HOODLUMISM of the most 

~~~r~vo~t~~ tzr~h,:;a~!~~k~~ ~~~.~eCtVi:~~~~ 
LOll;s Globe Democr'It, April 2, 18S8. 

HOODV-DoODV (Cant). - A 
stumpy person. 

short 

HOOK JACK, To.-A New England 
boy's term for playing truant. 

HOOPLE.-A hoop as used by children. 
This name is of Dutch descent, and 
is still used in New York. 



Hoosier 

HOOSIER R STATE. sier 
is a na he State na. 
The onglO of this, as of many Olck
names, is lost in mystery. One 
account is that the citizens of this 
State are proverbially inquisitive, 
and gr . eech, an eir 
nickna bestow em 
becau never co a 
house pulling ch-
string, and crying out, "Who's 
here?" This fanciful derivation, 
however, may probably be dis
missed with scant consideration, 
althou uckians i t it 
is a tr Another t is 
that a corre of 
the P Journal, 
"Throughout all the Western 
settlements were men who rejoiced 
in their physical strength, and on 
numerous occasions, at log-railings 
and h sings, de ted 
this t entire on. 
They led by t ow-
citizen ,from th ary 
capacity to still their opponents. 
It was a common term for a bully 
throughout the West. The boat
men of Indiana were formerly 
as nid s primiti as 
could long to zed 
countr they ten 
in the of displ y eir 
pugilistic accomplishments upon 
the levee at New Orleans. 
Upon a certain occasion there, 
one of these rustic rofessors 
of the art' ve itly 
and s lly pra the 
'fancy several als 
at one lme. Not being a native 
of the Western world, in the 
exuberance of his exultation he 
sprang up, exclaiming, in foreign 
accent I' toosicY, I' 'er.' 
Some cw Orle ers 
report ase, and rds 
transfe e corrup he 
epithet 'husher' (hoosier) to all 
the boatmen from Indiana, and 
from thence to all citizens." This 

Hoosier 

ion, it ble, may 
arded a y more 

satIsfactory. When, however, we 
come to deal with the hoosier's 
manner of speech we pitch upon 
less debatable ground. J. H. 

in his Wilds 
data in to wha 

he hoosie ge, which 
.e spoke hildhood 

and of which no grammar has ever 
been published. Before it becomes 
extinct, therefore, it may be as well 
to fix a few of its idioms. It 

in ne held to 
en the s " Don't 
thing" is n." See 
ays a na king for 

work, to the farmer, "You don't 
know 0' nobody what don't want to 
hire nobody to do nothin' around 
here don't you." But it is in the 

o that th tongue is 
ective. the ordi-
njugation Itt tense. 

b as in En mpClfect . 
I, you, he done it; we, you, they 
uns done it. Pelfect.' I, you, he 
gone done it; we, you, they uns 
gone done it. Piliperfect.' I, you, 

bin go it, etc. 
we.' I, yo c., gwine 

Second I gwine 
g one it, ra.l.' We, 

you, they uns gwine to gone done 
it, etc. Philologically this langu
age is the resul t of a union between 
the ude translations of " Pennsyl-

utch," oisms of 
y and Vir d certain 
native to a valley. 

OOSIER CAKE.- coarse kind 
of gingerbread, so called, say the 
Kentuckians (between whom and 
H oosicps a friendly rivalry has 

isted), b e i nhabi-
Indiana- sicy Staie 
y partial herefore, 
, if you catch a 

HOOSier give the biped hoosier-cake. 
--I-IoosIERDoM.-The State of 
Indiana. 



Hooter 

HOOTER.-When a thing is "not 
worth a hooter," the meaning is that 
it is of no account; not worth an 
iota. Hooter is probably a corrup
tion of " iota." 

Hop IN E.-A name given to malt
liquor, which, for all practical pur
poses, is genuine beer, but which 
is so called to evade the provisions 
of the Prohibition Act. Iowa 
is one of the so-called Prohibition 
States, a fact which will explain 
the following quotation :-

We don't get beer, precisely, but they sell 
a drink out there called HOPINE, which ex
perts can't tell from beer, but the sale of 
which is not a vjolation of the liquor law, 
so the jury of which I was foreman de
cided one day last month, so you needn't 
waste any sympathy on us Iowa teetotalers. 
-Texas Siftings, rs88. 

HOPKINS.-DoN'T HURRY, HOPKINS! 
-Used ironically in the West in 
speaking to persons who are very 
slow in their work, or tardy in 
meeting an obligation. It is said 
to have originated from the case of 
one Hopkins, who, having given one 
of his creditors a promissory note 
in regular form, added to it this ex
traordinary memorandum :-It is 
expressly agreed, that the said 
Hopkins is not to be hurried in 
paying the above note. 

HOPPER.-(I) A railway coach of par
ticular shape.--(z) A contracted 
form of " grasshopper." 

HOPPING JOHN.-A South Carolinan 
dish of bacon and peas stewed with 
red pepper. 

HOPPING-MAD.-Very angry. 

Hop TREE (Ptelia tnfoliala).-A name 
given in the Eastern States to a 
shrub, the seed clusters of which 
are used as a bitter. 

Horse 

HORK, To (Cant).-To listen; to hear. 
Evidently a corruption of "to 
hearken." 

HORN.-A measure for spirits, as "a 
hom of whiskey," i.e., a "dram" 
or II nip.1I 

I don't know whether Mark took a drop or 
not; but they generally keep a barrel of old 
rye in the lumber shanties, and my opinion 
is that he was invited to take a HORN.

IIammond's rVitd Northent Scenes) p. I98. 

--HORN BUG.-The stag beetle. 
--IN A HORN.-A slang phrase 
equi valent to the English "over 
the left shoulder"; both are sotle 
voce saving clauses to false asser
tions. Plain folk caIl such mis
statements by a severe name
lies.--THE LITTLE END OF THE 
HORN. - The mountain bringing 
forth a mouse is the prototype 
of those who come out at the 
little fIId of the horn: who make 
much ado about nothing, and 
whose vast endeavors end in 
failure. The allusion is to the 
"Horn of Plenty," one end of 
which tapers to a point. 

HORNED GREBE.-A species of dipper. 

HORNED pouT.-The CATFISH (q.v.). 

HORNED SUCKER (Gatostomus stonr).
A fish which is also called the 
CHUB SUCKER. 

HORNESS (Cant).-A watchman. 

HORNSWOGGLE.-A Western creation, 
signifying nonsense, foolery, or 
chaffing deception. Variants are 
SKULDUGGERY and SHENANIGAN. 

HORsE.-That, of all the dumb crea
tion, the horse is par excellence the 
friend of man, no one recognizes 
more fuIly than the Western back
woodsman. Some of the boldest 
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Horse 

of his metaphors, and the most 
touching tributes of praise, are 
drawn from this source. These 
expressions, originating for the 
most part in frontier life, have 
quickly spread throughout the 
Union, and become part and parcel 
of the every -day speech of all 
classes, more especially as there 
exists, among Americans as a 
people, a passionate love of horses. 
A near and dear friend, an old 
companion, or men and women, 
whose traits of character command 
respect and homage, are familiarly 
horses. It is related that a distin
guished Kentuckian on one occa
sion, when carried away by enthu
siasm at Miss Kemble's acting, 
started abruptly to his feet, 
and with tremendous energy roared 
out, "By heaven she's a horse." 
Far from this being considered a 
rude thing to say of a lady, it is 
the highest compliment that can be 
paid her; inasmuch as, a fine horse 
being one of the grandest and most 
beautiful objects on earth, so, in 
comparison, more genuine praise or 
a higher appreciation of personal 
qualities cannot be expressed. 
Amongst the ruder sort, the phrase 
affectionately becomes OLD HOSS, 
and a man is apt to speak of him
self as THIS HORSE. 

Here, boys, drink. Liquors, captain, for 
the crowd. Step up this way, OLD HOSS, and 
Equar.-Gladstone's Euglis/tman in Kansas, 
P·43· 

Thar was old Sam Owins,-him as got 
rubbed out by the Spaniards at Sacramento 
or Chihuahua, THIS HOSS doesn't l{now 
which, but he went under any how.-R1fx
tOil'S Life in the Fa·, West. 

In the same connection of meta
phor we get HORSE-SENSE, and he 
who possesses it is regarded by his 
fellows as sound in judgment and 
practical in method. 

He wasn't loony on a bargain, sir, no in
deed; and he had plenty of hard HORSE
~ENSE, and took good care of his property.
PlItnmn's M agazh~e. 

Horse 

--Combined with this love of 
horses is another prominent quality 
of the American. He regards 
driving a single horse as poor fun 
indeed; on the contrary, he likes 
to drive a whole team. Hence 
anything strikingly small or mean 
he characterizes as ONE HORSE, and 
so dubs anything and anybody from 
a church to a bank, and from a 
governor to a bailiff, of which or 
of whom he has but a poor opinion. 
Thus we get one-horse towns, Ol1e
horse lawyers, and one-horse oaths 
-the" euphemistic" blasphemies, 
which do duty for really genuine 
and honest outbursts. 

Ah, it was a great loss-it was a powerful 
loss to this poor little ONE-HORSE town.
fr[ a!"~ Twain's Screamers. 

--HORSE is also current in the 
Old English sense of a plank 
support or trestle. 

A long table was now spread, eked out by 
boards laid upon carpenter's HORSES, and 
this was covered by a variety of table cloths, 
all shining clean, however, and carefully 
dispose d.-A . Quilting, ,873. 

--HORSE AND HORSE, a variant 
of" neck and neck," i.e., even.-
HORSE-BARN.-A stable.-HoRsE
BOAT.-A kind of ferry-boat some
times met with in Western waters, 
the propelling power of which is 
a horse; sometimes also called a 
HORSE-FERRY. -- HORSE-CARS.
Tram-cars. -- HORSE-FOOT (Li
mutus potyphemus).-The king crab 
of England; the popular name 
is derived from its supposed re
semblance to a horse-shoe. This 
crustacean is very plentiful in 
American waters.--HoLD YOUR 
HORSES? is a slang phrase signifying 
willingness to undertake a task or 
commission for another.---HoRSE
MACKEREL.-This is the popular 
name in Massachusetts for the 
BLUE-FISH (q.v.).--HORSE - MIL
LINER. - A saddler and harness 
maker. This odd name can, in 



H orse-C appers 

reality, claim ancient usage, dating 
back as far as the sixteenth century. 
Sir W. Scott also, inhis Heart of Mid
lothian (ch. xii.), makes Bartoline 
Saddletree say: "Whereas, in my 
'wretched occupation of a saddler, 
horse-milliner and harness maker." 
--HORSE-MINT (Monal'da plilte
tata).-This is given by Webster as 
a large species of mint found from 
New York southward.--HoRSE
NETTLE (Solanum carolinense) .-A 
poisonous weed with orange-yel
low berries.--HoRSE-RAILROAD, a 
tramway. -- HORSE-SHOE. - See 
HORSE-FOOT. for which this is but 
another name. 

HORSE-CAPPERS. - Horse s'''indlers, 
whose trick is generally to dispose of 
a worthless animal at a price far 
above its value. 

HOSTILES. - A Western term for 
enemies. 

HOT (Cant).-'when a thief gets) too 
well known in any locality, he 
says it is getting hot for him. An 
English equivalent is "high
rented." 

HOT-SLAW.-Minced cabbage, pickled 
in vinegar and made hol.-See 
l{OOL-SLAA. 

HOUNDs.-(r) In the old slavery days, 
men who hunted for and caught 
runaway negroes. -- (2) A gang 
of San Franciscan ruffians. Also 
called REGULATORS. 

HOURLv.-An old obsolete Boston 
term for an omnibus-probably 
fro.m the vehicles making a journey 
at mtervals of an hour. 

HOUSE.-In the sense of a store 
place, h01lse is more frequently 
compounded with other words than 

How 

in England. Thus a larder 
becomes a MEAT-HOUSE, a laundry 
a WASH-HOUSE, and a dairy a 
MILK-HOUSE, etc.--HOUSE-CAR. 
-A closed car; a BOX-CAR (q.v.). 
--To HOUSE-KEEP. - To keep 
house, a form of comparatively 
recent introduction. --HaUSEN 
STUFF, i.e., household furniture. 
--THE HOUSE.-A shortened 
form for The House of Repre
sentatives, just as "The House" 
in England always means the 
House of Commons.--HoUSE
HOLDRy.-Household employment. 
A new form. -- HOUsEN.-An old 
form for the plural of "house." 
This is still heard in some parts, 
notably the Southern States.-
HOUSE TO LET.-A slang expression 
for a widow's weeds.--HouSE 
RAISING.-A BEE (q.v.), or gather
ing of people in a thinly settled 
part, to enable new comers to 
build a house. These working 
parties, when the task was finished, 
usually wound up with feasting 
and merrymaking. 

Drunkenness has greatly decreased in this 
country during the last fifty years. Any of 
my hearers who are as old as I, will remem
ber that time when almost everyone drank 
from Maine to Louisiana. Church members: 
deacons, and even preachers drank; that no 
business or social gathering took place at 
which the bottle was not passed round. 
That HOUSE-RAISINGS, log-rollmgs, and corn
huskings usually ended in drunken frolics 
an~ militi.a musters were nearly alway~ 
finIshed In the same way. -1I1issollri 
Republican, March 8, 1888. 

--HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. 
- Generally shortened to THE 
HOuSE.-See under HOUSE. 

HOVE. - The old preterite of "to 
heave." Like most of these old 
forms, it is mainly heard in New 
England and the South. 

How?-A New Englander'S equiva
lentfor vVhat? and used very much 
as a Frenchman wonld employ 
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comment? when asking for a repeti
tion of what he has failed to under-

or i be at he 
to h nce m before 

he glVes an answer. -- How 
COME ?- A negroism for "How 
did it occur?" "How came that 

?"-- w IS T FOR 
-See H.--

TALh.-A New England 
tion which may mean 
approbation, or, indeed, 

v YOU 
exclama
surprise, 
anyemo-

hatso --H 
IE?- miliar 

ss, firs by sol 

EYOU 
de 0 

during 
the Civil War. 

H A h n a or a 
tion 0 ounta n this 
hub i cially rican 

--THE HUB or THE HUB OF THE 
UNIVERSE is the grandiloquent title 

. by 0)" Wend I olmes 
Cit Bosto ee also 

IC CI Bos s are 
called HUBBITES. 

The Boston Girl is the subject of yet 
ano pecial f of The y Globe 
to- v. The al girl " HUB 
has much v. about i ovels 0 
the I and t daub s worth 
all the attention bestowed upon her.-Bastort. 
Daily Globe, 1008. 

HU (Can 
ch. 

A P n the 

HUCKLEBERRV.-A kind of blackberry. 
Formerly the popular name for 
t' uit W' ortleb --To 

HUCK RY A ONE'S 
\lMON quain thern 

phrase, meaning that something 
apparently simple and easy, is far 
a the a . . of erson 

g the pt. 

HuE.-" Hue him," i.e., lash him! A 
thief's term. 

Hun Am pugi slang 
I eprese e N a Police 
Gazette published in New York. 

Hut 

HUG, To (Cant}.-To choke.--HuG-
GING HOOK ·.e., ch k' g 
the th 

HUGGER-·MUGGER, To.-(r) To hush 
up ; to smother. 

Come, levelan or you 
"y of S 0 make c that h 
traditio y whic nd the e 

have so carefully HUGGER-MUGGERED for 
more than eighteen months. !fit is all right, 
publicity can do no harm. If it is wronO'", 

blicity . essary. icit{ is 1:1 

atic. S about pIe 5 b 
aristo This cmoer 

nistrat . ive the p pea sigh 0 e 
British trcaty.-New York Herald, INd., 1888. 

--(2) To take secret counsels; 
to ac andes ,se 
Hugge ger w d by 
speare III this sense. 

HULLED Co -Indian corn, who h 's 
husl<e being ed. I 
enters he co tion of 
palatable dIshes. 

HULV.-A New En land term f a 
noise roar. 

HUM.-To MAKE THINGS HUM is to be 
expert in one's affairs; "to look 
alive." The meta hor is fro th 
bee, t sect b regard 
the e m of ing a 
and restless industry. 

Young Mr. Heatst studied at Harvard and 
gifled' reat d ~bility. '5 
l, fair a 11 form d exce 
ntle an est in anners. 
ce he h en the )aper r 

San Francisco he has MADE THINGS HUM.
-San Francisco Weekly Examiner, February 
23, 1888. 

-I ther TO 
AROUN to ove 
coals"; "to bring to account."-
HUMMER. - A lively, industrious 
worke . 0 e who d not I t tl 
grass unde eet. 
slang alents RUS 
LALA; ONE WHO HAS NO FLIES ON 



Human 

HIM. (See FLIES.) In thieves' par
lance a hummer is a big lie. 

HUMAN.-A human for a human being, 
and its plural humans are forms 
over which many battles philolo
gical have been waged. Though 
colloquial in America they have 
not made much headway in Eng
land, and, it is to be hoped, never 
will. It must be remarked, how
ever, that Chapman and other 
writers of his period (xvi and xvii 
centuries) use them. 

A familiar figure is gone from the streets 
of Glenwood Springs. The fi(;ure walked 
on four legs and didn't talk politICS. He was 
only a dog, but he knew more than some 
men and was much more useful to society tban 
many HUMANs.-Denver Republica1l, 1888. 

HUM BIRD or HUMMER. - Popular 
names of the humming bird, 
chiefly the Trochilus col2lbris. 

HUM Box.-This term, which in 
England has for a very long time 
stood for a pulpit amongst thieves 
and their associates, is, in America, 
applied by the same class of people 
to an auctioneer's desk 

HUMILITY.-The marbled godwit-a 
frequenter of the fens and river 
banks of New England. 

HUMMoCK.-See HOMMOCK. 

HUMPHREY (Cant).-A coat with false 
pockets; the better to facilitate 
thieving operations. 

HUMP ONESELF, To.-To bestir one. 
self; to be expeditious. 

It was curious to sec the stenographer be
gin to HUMP himself as the flood of Senator 
J ones' wild, un trammelled oratory came 
thicker and faster, and tumbled over itself 
until the writer's body was out of his chair. 
At last Senator J ones closed his verbal gat. 
ling-gun practice with a last word, like a last 
bullet, and two seconds latcr the shorthand 

Httrra's Nest 

man sank back in his chair exhausted but 
triumphant. He had got there. It will 
take something worse even than Jones, If that 
is possible. to beat a CongressIOnal steno
grapher.-Dctl'o-it Fret Press, May, 1888. 

Society is HUMPING. itself in anticipatiC?I1 
of Lent. It is to be slllcerely hoped It wdl 
not be laid out by the effort.-Omaha JOIIYllal, 
1888. 

--HUMP YOURSELF is a frequently 
heard inj unction to "be sharp!" 
"look alive!" In England, "got 
the hump" bears an entirely differ
ent meaning. 

HUNG BEEF.-Dried beef; so named 
from its being cured by hanging. 
Also called CHIP BEEF. 

HUNK.-To BE HUNK, i.e., all safe. 
From the Dutch honk, a home, a 
place.--HuNKERS or OLD HUN
KERS.-Also derived from the Dutch 
hOllk. A local political term, 
originating in New York in 1844, 
to designate the Conservative 
Democrats as opposed to the 
YOUNG DEMOCRACY or BARN BUR
NERS (q.v.). The HUlI.kcrs them
selves clung to the homestead or 
old principles, but unkind critics 
insisted that it rather meant a 
clinging to a large hUllk of the spoils 
of office.-Hence HUNKERISM. 

HUNKEY, HUNKIDORI. - Both these 
strange words stand in " The Great 
American Language" for" super
la ti vel y good." 

, I am truly glad to hear from my young 
friend. I suppose Robert has entIrely re
gained his health? I 

, Robert is all HUNKY, but he had a mighty 
close call the week before last.'- Texas 
Siftings, October 20, 1888. 

HUNTING SHIRT.-A deerskin, blouse
like garment, in use amongst 
trappers and frontiersmen. It is 
very durable, and is sometimes 
very ornamental. 

HURRA'S NEST.-A stale of confusion. 



Hurrygraph 

HURRYGRAPH. - A hastily written 
letter. From" to hurry," and 
grapho, I write. 

HURRYMENT.-A Southern phrase for 
hurry or confusion. 

HUSBANDHOOD.-The state of being a 
husband. Compare with wifehood. 

HUSH (Cant).-A murder. 
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HUSKING BEE, or HUSKING.-Farmers 
in New England, when the harvest 
had been gathered, were in the 
habit of inviting neighbors and 
friends to help in husking the corn. 
The work was quickly executed by 
the many willing hands, and was 
followed by merry-making, dancing, 
etc. 
I have seen enough boldness used by a 

parcel of girls at one HUSKIN' or apple-cut, 
to supply fOllr presidential elections.-Betsy 
Bobbet, p. 290. 

To this 'ere time, to put it nice, 
There was nothin' wuth declarin', 

'Cept I'd kissed her onct or twice, 
At a HUSKIN' or a parin', 

-C."tury Magazi1le, r888. 

--In the South and West the 
same process is called" shucking." 

HUSS-BRAN.-An Indiana name for a 
COB. 

HUSTLE, To.-Used actively and pas
sively. To be active in movement, 
quick in speech, and generally alive 
at all points. A Snapping Shoals 
(Ga.) colored preacher, is reported 
to have once said from the pulpit: 
" I was once young; I is now old. 
I hab neber seen the righteous 
forsaken, nor his seed begging ob 
bread. But," he said, laying the 
book down, and raising his specs, 
"I've seen them hustle like the 
debbie for meat." -- As illus
trating the meaning of hustle, the 
following graphic picture of the 

Hustle 

"Hustling Shopper" may, perhaps, 
bequoted:-

Tramp, tramp, tramp! 
With the morning clocks at ten, 

She skimmed the street, with foot
steps fleet, 

And hustled the timid men; 
Tramp, tramp, tramp! 

She entered the dry-goods' 
store, 

And with echoing tread the dance 
she led 

All over the crowded floor. 

She charged the throng where the 
bargains were, 

And everybody made way for her; 
Wherever she saw a painted sign 
She made for that spot a prompt 

bee line; 
Whatever was old, or whatever was 

new, 
She had it down, and she looked it 

through; 
Whatever it was that caught her 

eye, 
She'd stop and price, and pretend 

to buy. 
But 'twas either too bad, too com

mon, or good, 
So she did, and she wouldn't, and 

didn't, and would, 
And round the counters and up the 

stairs, 
In attic and basement and every

wheres; 
The salesmen fainted, and cash 

boys dropped, 
But still she shopped, and shopped, 

and shopped, 
And round, and round, and round, 

and round, 
Like a winding toy, with a key that's 

wound, 
She'd weave and wriggle, and twist 

about, 
One way in and the other way 

out, 
Till men grew giddy to see her 

go, 
And by-and-bye, when the sun was 

low, 



Homeward weary 
way, 

And had sent home the spoils of 
the day-

A spool of silk and a hank of 
thread-

Eight hours-ten cents-and a 
dame half dead. 

--From t d the 
noun RUST busy 
individual; riean 
slang, "ha him." 
Among the i nyms 
may be me " or, 
to make it ' still 
further inte ," or 
to use other language, a "hummer," 
or "just about as smart as they 
make 'em." 
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HVPANTO int of the 
ma/ads imaginaire. 

HYPER, To.-To bustle. 

Hypo.-A 
driac ; 
suffed 
Engla 

t' f hypochron
HYPOEY, 

choly. In 
tis hypped. 

HVST.- fall. Said 
to co ," in which 
case an inversion of meaning has 
taken place, and the elevation is 
" downwards." 



CE.-A BIG THING ON 
ICE.-This frequently 
heard catch-phrase is 
synonymous with 
magnitude of size 
combined, in cases 
where human voli
tion forms a factor, 

with calm coolness of action. It 
is generally curtailed in writing 
and speaking to B.T.!. (q.v.). 

ICE-BOAT.-Icc-boating is an exhila
rating winter pastime, which, of 
necessity, can only be enjoyed by 
thos", who live in Northern regions, 
and upon stretches of water such 
as are furnished by the St. Law
rence and other large rivers. 

The ICE-BOAT is a kind of yacht on skates. 
In construction it is a mere skeleton, weigh
ing pounds where an ordinary yacht would 
weigh tons. The main timbers in an ICE
BOAT are arranged in the form of the letter 
T, the perp(;ndicular line of the letter repre
senting the centre timber, which runs from 
the foot of the mast to the stern of the boat. 
The horizontal line of the Jelter may stand 
for tIte runner plank, on each end of which 
is a large skate, called a runner. At the 
junction of the centre timber and the runner 
plank is the mast bench, which acts as a 
socket for the mast. From the aftermost 
end of the centre timber side~rails run dia~ 
gonally to points about half-way between the 
masts and the ends of the runner plank. 
One or two braces cross the centre timber 
from one side-rail to the other. Mortised 
into the forward end of the centre timber is 
the heel of the bowsprit. The outlines of 
the boat when completed are diamond 
shaped. The correct proportions of a typical 
ICE-BOAT are as follows :-Ccntrc timber, 
26 feet 9 inches; length over all, includi.ng 
bowsprit, 50 feet IO inches; runner planks, 
I9 feet 3 1-2 inches; sail area, 538 I-2 square 
feet j cost, slightly less than {lOa. Ice sail~ 
ing has becn known in Europe for several 

centuries, but on the inland lakes and streams 
of the Northern United States and Canada, 
Maine, Vermont, New York, Ohio, Michigan 
and Illinois, the pastime has become so 
popular, and has attained such dimensions, as 
to substantiate its claim to rank as a dis
tinctively Atnerican sport. On the Hudson 
the speed attained is marvellous. In 18 / 9 
the 'Lucile' sailed from Poughkeepsie 1.0 
New Hamburg, a distance of nine miles, in 
s~ven minutes and ten seconds. The C Snow 
Flake' has made the same distance in seven 
minutes. In 1882 the I Haze' accomplished 
the same feat, and at one time in her flight 
made two miles in one minute. In 1879 the 
I Comet/ 'Phantom,' I Zephyr,' and I rVIagic' 
sailed together ten miles in ten minutes, and 
most of the time with their windward 
runners elevated at an angle of 45 degrees, 
on account of the brisk wind. It is said 
that a gentleman residing at Poughkeepsie 
wished to speak to his brother who had 
started on a train for New York. He sprang 
into his ICE-BOAT'fassed the train, and was 
on the platform 0 the station at Newburg 
when it drew up. 

ICKEN.-In the patter of low life in 
New York icken means oak, the tree 
itself being called ICKEN BAUM. 
This is evidently a corruption of 
the German eiche, an oak, ickett 
balllll being pleonastic. 

DAD.-An exclamation of Western 
birth and common usage. A variant 
of" begad." 

IDEA-POT (Cant).-An odd word for 
a man's head. 

ILE.-" To STRIKE ILE," is to make 
a hit; to be successful. The meta
phor has passed into general speech 
from the vast wealth which sudden
ly and unexpectedly became the 
inheritance of the owners of sterile 
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land nsylvani the 
disco he oil re that 
State industry ined 
enormous proportions and the 
capacity of some of the wells 
appears well nigh inexhaustible. 
Oil wells have since then been 
disco many at 

Mr. Ha RUCK ILE i At 
a dinner his bono uest 
brought five thousand dollars as IllS contri
bution to Bret Harte's new magazine.
Philadelphia Ledger. 

ILL.-T inct pe of 
mean r in Am con-
necti this w In 
some the Sou it is 
used as synonymous with" VICIOUS" 

or "immoral," and if a man were 
said to be ill, the idea, not of sick
ness, but of immorality or other 
vice e convey ibly 
on th -hat evil s if 
persis ead mar s to 
siclm 2) In cer ts of 
Arkansas til bears the meaning of 
cross or ill-tempered. 

Bulah war mighty long-sufferin' with him, 
tendin' on him night'n day, an' runnin' the 
boat, too ourse, the b orne 
in the t I An't n mad, 
seein' h L with I lte1"S 
Magazin 

I LLv.-Randomlyused by some writers 
who forget that "ill" is itself an 
adverb. One might with equal 
reaso ' veil y " ; i' e re-
mark ver, that the 
older writers t. 

Should member ILLY spo ,en of, I 
will espouse his cause, and convey the infor
mation to him as soon as possible for me so 
to do. I will obey my superior officers in 
everything lawful, and not otherwise. All 
this I do solemnly swear.-Pinkerloll's Mollie 
JtrI aguire dives. 

Low 
rema 

has sam 
t this wo 

ting 

The objection to ILLY is not an etymo
logical one, but simply that it is contrary to 
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g -a very su ason. III 
a as at firs t m, precise 
Ii ie's when was treat 
b. Y not the this exce 
tional form be looked for in that tendency 
to dodge what is hard to pronounce I If the 
letters were distinctly uttered, as they should 
be it would take too much time to say ILL-LY, 
well-II and it is to be observed that we have 
a ally and t same wa 
th add ish to e same w 
w itation in and taltis 
W be sure, ully, but f 
th prefer sl ,d th~ oth 
(though this may have come from ehdmg the 
y before as) is giving way to full. The un
educated, whose utterance is slower, still 
make adverbs when they will by adding like 
to all manner of adjectives.-Blg1ow Papers. 

is 
M 
al 

-A thing ense whe 
ad, whi hardly b 

sal a the form a speech itsel . 
A vulgar perversion of language, 
which has gained some acceptance 
in England also. 

ieee is sai 
Scenes in 
obeyed/ a 
a good h 

MENSE, an 
r She-wh 
ails to sen 
orida Tim 

U 10 I e ruary 8, 188 

IMPORT-TAKER (Cant).-A gambler's 
and black-leg's money lender. A 

of Shyl this ter 
most tau classic a 
rate it s d for me 

class t any thin 
about tax-paying. 

IMPUOENT (Cant),-With some show 
of grace the professional appro-

of other s proper 
it to be dmt thin 
ff the tai man's co 

to posse If of the 
contents; at least this is a thief's 
translation of the word. 

I N -FOR ALL TI-I 
ost cap a 

N IT.-T 
person 

Ie watch p without in 
dent, but on rareoccasiolls the cattle become 
restless and prone to stampede. Anything 
may then start them-the plunge of a horse, 

40 



Inca 

the sudden approach of a coyote, or the 
arrival of some outside steers or cows that 
havesmelt them and come up. Every animal 
in the herd will he on its feet in an instant, 
as if by an electric shock, and off with a rush, 
borns and tail up. Then, no matter how 
rough the ground, nor how pitchy black the 
night, the cowboys must ride FOR ALL THERE 
IS IN THElYI, and spare neither their own nor 
their horses' necks.-Roosevelt's Rallch Life 
ilt the Far West. 

INcA.-The chief ruler of Peru prior 
to the Spanish conquest. 

I NCREASED.-Explained by quotation. 

, He'un had no call (business) to be jined!' 
sobbed Deb. 

, Pore chile!' sighed the mother. 'Deb's 
INCREASED (very smart) fur her aigc, stran-

ii~1~'ba~3~'Ss~~~~~~,il~(~~~w~O~~r~f~le~fu~ 
nobody 'round yere.'-Dctroit Free Press, 
September IS, 1888. 

INDEPENDENCE DAy.-"The glorious 
4th of July," as Americans are 
fond of calling it. On this date 
(1776) Congress declared the Ameri
can colonies independent of king
craft, and laid the foundations of 
what in the future (if it is not 
exactly now) may prove the true 
form of human Government. 

IND1AN.-A brief account of the in
fluence of the aborigines on the 
language will be found in the" His
torical and Critical Introduction." 
--INDIAN BED.-Sce CLAM-BAKE. 
--INDIAN BREAD.-Bread com-
posed of Indian corn and rye meal. 
Also known as BOSTON BREAD. 
-- INDIAN CORN. - Maize; a 
cereal with a large ear. The first 
colonist so named it because culti
vated by the aborigines.--INDIAN 
CURRANT (Symph01'1'calPus vulgaris). 
-A native of Missouri, and also 
called thecoRALBERRy.--INDIAN
DAB. - A Pennsylvanian batter
cake.--INDIAN FIG.-By this is 
generally understood the prickly 
pear, although the name is also 

Indian 

given to the barberry fig, and to a 
large cactus (Cereus giganteus) , the 
fruit of which in taste is not 
unlike the fig.--INDIAN FILE.
Cautious and wary in warfare and 
when in chase of game, the Indian 
in the first case effectually pre
vents any estimate being formed 
of the number comprising his 
band by creeping along in single 
file, thus leaving behind only a 
single trail. So characteristic is 
t his of the aborigines that the 
practice has come to be known as 
Indian file.--INDIAN FORTs.-In
closures, found in large numbers in 
New York and Pennsylvania, and 
less frequently in New England, 
Canada, and Virginia, occupying 
high bluff points or headlands, 
scarped on two or more sideo and 
naturally easy of defence. When 
found on lower ground, they are 
generall y raised on some dry knoll 
or little hill in the midst of a 
swamp, or where a bend in the 
river lends security to the position, 
but they stand invariably near an 
unfailing supply of water. The 
embankments are seldom over four 
feet high, pierced by one or more 
gateways, and surrounded by a 
ditch of some depth. It has been 
questioned, however, whether these 
fortifications belong to the present 
race of Indians.--INDIAN GIFT.
The cupidity and want of generosity 
of the white man when dealing 
with savage races have, in the 
case of the Indian, given rise to 
this term to express a gift, a 
return for which is expected. 
The so-called presents made to 
red-skins have involved a return, 
in some cases, a hundredfold in 
value. Il1dian gifts and INDIAN 
GIVERS have hence passed into 
the proverbial sayings of the 
American people.--INDIAN HEMP. 
-This is quoted by Bartlett and 
De Vere as a medicinal plant, 
the botanical name of which is 
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Apocynum callnab£num. -- INDIAN
LADDER.-In the South a tree, the 
branches of which are trimmed to 
a few inches of the main stem, 
which thus form projecting sub
stitutes for the rungs of a ladder. 
--INDIAN-LIQUOR.-Colloquially, 
whiskey of the vilest description. 
The spirit supplied to Indians by 
traders and Government agents 
was, and is, invariably adulterated 
to the last degree, not alone with 
water, but with red-pepper, tobacco, 
and other noxious condiments. 
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[A correspondent of the National 
Iatclligcncer , once stated that] A barrel of 
the pure Cincinnati, even after it has fun 
the gauntlet of railroad and lake travel, 
is a sufficient basis upon which to manu
facture one hundred barrels of good 
INDIAN LIQUOR! He says a small bucketful 
of the Cincinnati article is poured into a 
wash-tub almost full of rain water; a large 
quantity of dog-leg tobacco and red-pepper 
is thrown into the tub; a bitter species of 
root, common in the land of the Dakota, is 
then cut up and added; burnt sugar or some 
article is used to restore something like the 
original color of whiskey. The compound 
has to be kept on hand a few days before it 
is fit for use. It is then administered to the 
aborigines ad libitum. 

--INDIAN MEAL.-Ground maize. 
--INDIAN MILLET (Oryzopsis cllspi-
data).-This is a perennial BUNCH
GRASS (q.v.), growing from one to two 
feet high, or higher in moist situa
tions. It is found through the Rocky 
Mountain region, where it thrives 
on soil too sandy for other valuable 
grasses. It is one of the most 
prominent of the native grasses 
in the arid parts of the country, 
but no efforts of importance 
have yet been made for its culti
vation. The seeds are abun
dant, and as they do not readily 
shell out when ripe, they can 
be easily gathered.--I N D I AN 
MOUNDS.-These are mainly the 
burial-places of the red man, but 
in some parts the name is given to 
any unusual contour of rising 
ground. -- INDIAN ORCHARDS.
Plantations of wild trees are 

Indialt 

erroneously so named in New York 
and Massachusetts, the popular 
idea being that such spaces were 
originally planted by Indians.-
INDIAN PEACH.-A wild peach.-
INDIAN PHYSIC (Gillenia tYi/oliata) , 
otherwise called BOWMAN'S ROOT 
(q.v.).--INDIAN PIPE (Mollrtyopa 
IllliJ/ora) .-A wax-like plant, the 
head of which bends over before 
maturity.--INDIAN PUDDING.
This is made of maize-meal and 
molasses.--INDIAN RESERVATION. 
- Gradually the aboriginal races 
of America have, by the advance of 
the white man's civilization, been 
pushed farther and farther afield. 
This in reality has been the main 
cause of the many Indian wars 
with which the United States 
Government have had to deal from 
time to time. To obviate the conflict 
of races as far as possible, Congress 
set apart certain tracts of country 
throughout the Union for the 
special benefit and use of red 
men, and these are called Indian 
Reservations. "Vith the extinction 
of the buffalo, however, the 
Indian's chief means of subsistence 
has disappeared, and to prevent 
absolute starvation, the Govern
ment have been compelled in many 
cases to issue rations of food and 
other supplies. In consequence, 
there is now some talk of abolish
ing the Reservations, opening them 
up to white enterprize, and, in 
return, planting such of the 
aborigines as still survive, and are 
capable, on small homesteads, 
starting them in a manner warran
ted by circumstances. Even a 
protective measure of this kind, 
however, will, it is feared by those 
who know, only prove a stop-gap 
on the road to an extinction which 
is inevitable. -- INDIAN RICE 
(ZizaJlia. aqua/iea). - The "folies 
avoines" of the early settlers, 
but which derives its popular name 
from the fact of certain Indian 



Indorser 

tribes ng upon I of 
theirf ly.--I GN. 
-Tra ces ofth p ge of 
red men; a trail.--INDIAN SUM
MER.-The St. Martin's Summer 
of Europe, and, like it, a short spell 
of fine ' th which II ets 
in at t of autum ian 
tradili hat this ter-

3I6 

val is I gift 0 eat 
Spirit. WIth regard to the specific 
origin of its popular name among 
the early settlers, Kercheval, in his 
History of the Valley of Virginia, re-
lates . ometime ned 
that appare of 
winte ather be m; 
the" s me" com and 
lasted for a considerable number 
of days. This was the Indian sum
mer, because it afforded the Indians 
-who, during the severe winter, 
never y incursi the 
settle nother nity 
of visi m with t uc-
tive w The m the 
snow saddened every countenance, 
and the genial warmth of the sun 
chilled every heart with horror. 
The apprehension of another visit 
from dians, a ing 
drive 0 the de ort, 
were n the hig ree. 
--I l3ACCO (L ala). 
-A plant, the leaves of which were 
sometimes used by the aborigines 
as a substitute for tobacco.--IN
DIAN TURNIP (Arum triphyllulIl).-
A po acrid Also 
called OBIN in N and, 
and J HE-PULPI ode 
Islan . name is lied 
to the PsoraZea eseuZenla, known 
popularly as POMME-BLANCHE and 
POMME DE PRAIRIE, a root which, 
in the West serves as food for the 
Sioux s.--IN ED. 
-Tob 

I N DO RSER (Cant) .-A quasi-legal flash 
term for one who flogs another on 

Innocent 

; this is 
ce! 

g with 

I N F A I R or I N FAR E. - A wedding 
festival. 

IN Ry.-Thi 
ginform 
ntly hea 

odoxform 
nformin 

INGLER (Cant). - A horse cheat or 
swindler. 

IN T.-For 
m of th 
e, becau 

y, or bre 

d in II is 
npardon 

ut object 

Some Western freight rates are still high 
enough to an ow them to be still further re
duced, and the several roads IN INTEREST 
are making the most of this.-Daily [uter-
O uarY'4th, 

IN o.-To d; fro 
tion." one of 

numerous class of new forms, 
which, however much may be 
justly said against them, both as 
regards formation and purity, are 

. n colloq . and to a 
nce are orne of 
y to brev eech. 

INKLE !-A thief's term for" let him 
know II ; II warn him I " 

INK S I GER.-A professional write 
press; y applie 
tuously ands. 

INLAID (Cant).-A man IS said to be 
inlaid when he has been able to 
save and invest his ill-gotten gains. 

IN (Cant). '/loce/lt i 
corpse idiot. 

dy is al d a STlF 
q . .. -- INNOC N .-Convicte 

criminals. The suggested deriva
tion of this term is, that convicts, 



while guiltless, according to their 
own account, of wrong doing in 
the past, are certainly innocent of 
power to commit fresh crimes 
whilst in durance vile. 

INS.
thos 

Civil 5 
any pub 
the adv 
civil ser 
puts in t 

ns in office; 
are the OUTS. 

ed no aid from 
o anything until 
. But it is the 
all the IN sand 
ly Globe, 1888. 

INSIDE.-When used for "reliable," 
as, e.g., inside facts, the usage is 
particularly American. Inside, in 
this connection, is a variant of 
BOTTOM (q.v.). 

A secret service officer, who has just ar
rived from Washington on important busi
ness, claims to have INSIDE information as to 
the fact ·ly Inter-Ocean, 
Februar 

quial 
time 

mmon coUo
I); iC in less 

I now e murderer. He 
is very E of thirty days 
shot at four men. - ~1is5olf,ri Republican, 
February 22, 1888. 

-- INSIDE TRACK. -" To be on 
the inside track" of a scheme or 
undertaking is to be on the safe 
side; to be in a position to derive 
advantage therefrom.-- INSIDER 
(Cant One h knows. 

INSURR 
tion; 

INTERIO 
of t 
Valle 

in insurrec
o INJUNCT. 

om to speak 
Mississippi 

I NTERMENT.-American for funeral or 
burying, both of them much too 
simple words for everyday use. In 
like manner, a coffin is always a 
"casket." Even the slang phrase, 

rdness 

"That's not my funeral," under
goes transformation in this respect. 

We are sorry to learn that some of the 
newsdealers did not order enough copies to 
meet the increased demand. But that is, 
after all, rather THEIR INTERMENT THAN 
OURS The entire edition of the Chnstmas 
P hin three days, and 
C opies.-Puck, ,887. 

old New Engla 
I land on the marg 
e BOTTOM. Bo 
eadow, which a 

gh in New Englan , 
pass out of use altogether in the 
'Vest except in books and news
papers. 

INTIMATE (Cant).-A shirt. 

With the exception of; short 
g contraction us 
of number or qua 
given distance m 
as six miles into 
might be willing 
tto ten cents for 
Ie. A publishe 

paper dealer also assures the pub
lic that his stock has only rags 
inlo it. 

IN-Tv.-An obsolete corruption (of 
the French tidier), meaning cel'
tainly; indeed. Professor Allen, 
i 51 5 oj the United States 

of enty ? in the S 
ike our ,. Is th 
o a statement th 
The same auth 

guenot origin f 
ro corruptions, b 
e ellticY for this. 

INWARDNEss.-The true inwardness of 
a thing is its true purpose; the 
real object aimed at; its exact 
drift. This is one of the canting 
fashionable phrases of the day. 



Iris teric 

The committee has nothing to occupy its 
time during the legislative adjournment, and 
COll every tably e ed this 
we ctting <1. true IN ESS at 
the tive In busin Does it 
nee S oring up as well as t 1e assembly 
ceiling? An inquiring public thinl{s 50.
Troy Daily Times, Feb. 20, 1888. 

IRI ERICA he In urican 
in t ni ted s is a 

very powerful one, in some parts 
dominating the elections. The 
t . s give turali ·tizen 

ally f Irelan to a 
born e Un Irish 

parents. 

IR OTATO Illtlll t llm).-

popula me se to dis 
sh th nary o-the 

tuber which is alone known in 
England-from the SWEET POTATO 

f tropic Convol alalas 

IR ITY.- urg, f ts nu-
merous iron works. 

IR ADOAT ee AM OATH 

IRONED {Cant).-Handcuffed. 

I RON WEED (Verltonia l1ovebomceIlsis).-
vVeste me fo FLAT 
f the th-eas States 

A tall weed. 

IRRIGATE, To.-To take a 
phra he eq 
is, i glish 

liquor up." 

drink; a 
ent 0 

" t 

IRRUPT To.-To ut in an appear-
to co om. form 
sam mp JUNCT 

EXCURT, etc.-See EXCURSH. 

Mr. Pulizer IRRUPTED from the West, 
fou NeUJ World ta and 
sel I and perh ten 0 
tw housan ulation ay th 
TV lIlts cv many 'cds 0 
thousands, and has the revenUE: of a ldnguom. 

s Th 

The man who has achieved this miracle, in 
a field to which he was a stranger, is not yet 

ty.-Sa cisco H xamin 

SLAND.- grove or custer 0 trees 
surrounded by prairie on every side. 
In Illinois, the Prairie State, the 
early rs we eful t t 
thems not -om 
As a seque any e 
towns and villages in that State 
contain open spaces amply sh~ded 
by no d fore es, sur s 
of th e tha e form e 
island whic rude 
of the old pioneers were built. 

The village had been planted in what is 
lled an D. . • • stands 
e ~rett is an a bout e 
bhc sq eatIy f and w g 

lltching ralls on all four SIdes of it.-Century 
A1agazinc, 1887. 

The same remarks a ply to most 
town vill situat n 
what nce p land. 

It is not necessary that prairies should be 
entirely destitute of trees; for there are tim
ber prairies where trees grow in mottes or 

oves, s nes te ISLAND m 
eir res ce to W ISLAND e 
a.-Ma ·d's The ""/ers. 

ISSUANCE.-The act of publication, 
send in t, or d 1" ing. 

The P t shall uthoriz d 
rectcd e procl n direct t 

such products of the foreign state, as he may 
deem proper, shall be excluded from impor
tation to the United States; this proclama-
. on to effect' days a s 

SUANC Louis lobe D t, 
arch 30 

ISSUEs.-To POOL ONE'S ISSUES.
To come to an understandin for 
mutu antag 

Is THAT So ?-This expression, the 
use of which almost borders on 
slang s the born 
can pend 0 wh r 
obser s ma add res 0 
him. It is both afiirmative and 



Item 

negative, according to the tone of 
the speaker's voice; in the former 
case it takes the place of " indeed! " 
or " really I" in the latter, it does 
duty for "not really!" "surely 
not! " 

IT£M.-Intelligence; news. The term is 
singularly employed, as, "I got item 
of," etc., i.e., "I got intimation of." 
--GIVING ITEMs.-Among gam
blers, confederates give items or hints 
by looking at the players' hands, and 
signalling their value. A complete 
code of secret signs is employed 
for the purpose.--To ITEMIZE.
To make a list of; to prepare; to 
collect ; to wri te an account of a 
transaction. 

The prisoner's clothes were all pockets. 
Every time Officer Barry put his hand into 
these pockets he drew forth a bandful of 

Ivy Bush 

jewellery. After Meyer bad been thoroughly 
searched, the articles were ITEMIZE D.
h-lisSOUl'i Republicau, February 22, 1888. 

--ITEMIZER.-One who makes 
an abstract; a precis writer. 

IVORY NUT (Phytelephas macrocarpa).
The Corosso nut of commerce. 
From the ripe fruit exudes a fluid 
largely used in the manufacture of 
vegetable ivory-hence its name. 

IvY.-A name erroneously given in 
the South to the laurel.-
AMERICAN IVY . -The Virginian 
creeper; this is equally a mis
nomer. 

Ivy BUSH (Cant).-Ahairy-faced man, 
one with thick hair, long and 
bushy beard and moustache. 



AB, To,
stab; 0 

to hand 
AWes 
which, populanzed 
by pugilists, has 
now passed into 
familiar usage. 

I tried hard to JAB her in the eye, but you 
might as well try to poke a fencing-master in 
the eye with a stick as a bear, even if it only 
has one paw at liberty,-A merican 111lffwrist, 

8~8. 

erry doesn't take go 
e twists it into a rou 
when it don't twist 

B at it with her scisso 
as trust it to anybo 

l1VeY Repllbl"ican, Ma 

A rough hut bu 
driven into the ground, and made 
weather-tight by the chinks being 
filled in with clay. Jacal (pro
nounced lzah-cal) is from the Mexi
can xacalli, a straw hat. These 
dwellings are common in Texas and 
States once Mexican. 

pposition is that the 
ile asleep in one of 
~S and his body carri 
ollnd.-St. Louis G 
, r888. 

An abbreviated f 
RABBIT (q.v.).-
gst ranchmen, 

unmarked yearling or maverick. 
-See BRAND and MAVERICK. -
MADE HIS JACK.-A term borrowed 
from poker, and used collo
quially as an affirmation of 
success; of having carried one's 

point. -- JACK 
mean fellow, and 
-An impertine 
sides is short i 
--JACK GAGGER IS a man whose 
wife or companion supports him 
by prostitution.--J ACK IN THE 
PULPIT (Al·isama triphyllttm).-The 
Indian turnip. In Connecticut it 
is called the ONE-BERRY. New 
England house-wives regard this 
root as medicinally valuable, when 
boiled in milk, f 
coughs.--J ACK 
is eq ui valen t to a 
jack-leg, a la wye d 
would not be re 
able light. 

It seems that the S n 
15 disposed to draw I n 
attorneys and JACK-LEG LAWYERS, and be
tween justices and jackasses of the peace. 
These incs should be very closely drawn.
Florida Timt's Union.-February II, r888. 

--JACK OAK (Qllercusnig1'a), other
wise the black-j ack, the barren 
oak of botanists. 

The Southern part 
nown as Egypt, is f 

CK OAK, neither be 
nybody.-St. Louis G 
, r888. 

--J ACK-OF-LEG 
--J ACK POTS.-
fication, introdu 
of poker, admitting 
play.-Sce JACK POTS 
can Hoylc. 

a 
o 
y 

e 
of very high 
in The A mcri-

In all my experience on the sea I never 
saw such a big game as that was. It proved 
too heavy for the mate, who soon drew out 
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a d ft he tw c pt ns to play against 
each other. 

h y pia) d emen ous JACK-POTS, and 
I wond c:d wh r in th rl a t 
money came [rom.-St. Louis Globe Demo· 
c t, eb a 2 18 

- -; C A BI - >e J:'-C A 
RABBIT, __ T A K U - IC C 
--JACK SToNEs,-The old Eng
Ii ga __ Ie _ jL;)s, -- JACK 
ViT I T - f r- an 

JACKASS RABBIT (Lepus callotis) ~ 'Vb 
t1-. aniula. is calleu a raoblt IS 
01 n C nj ct re as t 1 s '_ ot t 
apnearance and b bit f tt 
English hare, Its ears being long 
a i I gs 10 g nL sl nd r, I 
ra g 's" 0- Y an as 0 e a ifi 
it oemg known also as the TEXAS 
H RE n~ t ~ ULE RABBIT, InarK 
T ai, h c ir s 0 Je k 0 

knowledge of the animal sa s 't 
is we I naillea, and as Americans 
so ~e' 0\ I a g t t 0 .1 
deal of fun 0 t th 'tt 
"ueastie," the famous humorist's 
d c pt n f t I .. ay n l:.e out oi 
pI c pia' y as h f t a 
there, though the lights ann shades 
II_ y b Ii tIe l.ei!;uteneu or 
5 "Jd ec' 

[H s sJ h JA A R BB i ju Ii e 
any other rabbit except that he is f'o a 
t r to wei -g ,h I nger legs III 
proportion to his size at d h S 10 m t 

ep te DU ea that ever were mounted on 
any creatur but a j k s, W en he , , 

ar s fm home, he now and then makes a 
ar II s ri g itt hi I g gs hi 1 

over the stunted sage~brush, and scores a 
1 ap ha w ul m e h se n on . . 
One must shoot at this creature once if he 

. sh s se h t fa h h '1.[ in s 
heels, and do the best he knows how He 

al It S li e1 0 'e ar st ck 
every spring he makes and scatters mil s 

hi dIm it a1. a yin ifi rence t lat IS 
enchanting, 

C ET, - R P oc ec. d umde >.ly a 
ja ke w y," is r c ia u gal 
essentially American the "1eanin-g 
1:. 'n" tl.at ,1e road IS rounu-aoout, 
I is iif' cu't t il laL n w __ at co -

nection tnere is m this case between 
h '" rc. anJ t e Je c nv y J Ly 

't, ex er ' t L 1a a 'a et su -
rounds or goes about the body, 
h ransitlOn bemE> t!len llttle 
n e h h " te, d j m,' 
--To JACKET--In- C:ov n"'1e t 
ofhces, to jacket a document IS, after 
c: ee Ii g. 0 ncos it wi _1 h 

')a~er ef rr' g t he n-
sUbject, 

When it reached the Postmaster Gen ral' 
act as efe re by he Tll1rd s",stant 
Postmaster Gen al t th F'na ce iv' io . 
A other record was made III the book of 
th office fl te r ei d nd AC E D,' 
The A merlC'''', May 16th, 1888, 

C S N C A K R ,- A S ul'
western term for firework crackers, 

J co IT - \. hi C 1l 

JADE (~ant\,-ln tJ-.e "'atter Of tr 
cnalinal classes. a lOng term of 
'IT ri on le t. n E. g. n~ a 
" si:retcr " roe d ty fo tl- n 
Idea, 

G.' -1 -Te "':no_a j a ,la..ce,; 
bundle; or 10 d, 'd ~n Ii 'I 
provincialism which has held its 
gr u 1 0 •. 0';, i ly across the 
A 'an ic 

I el d ,'a f ce u~ 7~ e s y t e 
persistent bidding of 0110 l'lroker buy' g n 
a 1e y rd r. H a a na ly caught a 
JAG of 2000 or ,000 shar , but ke t n 
t d g < S i CI veland were the only thing 
dear to him 01 e th T c cf n f t e 
d ec or!:> III eel ding to continue work also 
h d sf lU ti ec - is UI' R U '4 

cau, 1888. 

Jag IS also a slanf" term for an 
Ul .. bl II ,p sSluly from that article 
b 'n" so co sl It Lt ee 

efl~~ ~o uGn10cvke t~~ f:ont~o~n i~~u~c:es~ u: 
b ell t -0 h n nfaslened coal hole m 
the sidewalk Can 'n to hi Se t w d 
d yl ght, e oun uu:::.elf-spnng overcoat, 
s'lk I at, A a 1- tr eh t n e 
bath tub,-Albany '.tol/mal, 1888, 
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JAIL, To.-To put in prison. A new 
form, bad from every point of 
view, but coined no doubt for 
brevity's sake, though the gain 
on "to imprison" is hardly worth 
consideration. 

Maryland has JAILED a seven-wife 
man. He says anI' man who would live a 
bachelor life IS an Idiot.-Detroit Free Press, 
August, 1888. 

-- J A I L -D ELI VE R Y.- When 
prisoners are rescued from con
finement the j ail is said to have been 
delivered-hence, jail-delivery. In 
thinly-settled regions the arm of 
the law is neither long nor strong 
enough to prevent jail-breaking. 

News has just been received by the 
authorities in Nueva Laredo, Mexico, that a 
JAIL-DELIVERY occurred at the town of Hi
dalgo.-SI. LOllis Globe Democrat, March 30, 
1888. 

JAM (Cant).-A gold ring. Also JEM. 
--JAMMED (Cant). - (I) One 
who meets with a violent death 
either by accident, murder, or 
hanging, is said to be jammed. The 
expression certainly lacks nothing 
in coarseness or brutality.-
(2) Potatoes, fruit, and such-like 
are jammed when mashed.--JAM 
up.-The pink of perfection; be
yond comparison. Equivalents in 
English slang are "slap up" and 
"bang up." 

JAMAICA PEPPER (Eugenia pimenta).
ALLSPICE (q.v.). 

JAMBOAEE.-A noisy frolic; a merry
making bordering upon a disturb
ance of the peace. 

Us folies in the country sees 
Lots 0' fun-take spellin'-school; 
Er ole hoe-down JAMDOREES. 

-Scribner's Magazine, r888. 

JAMESTOWN WEED.-Also APPLE OF 
PERU (q.v.), and bearing other 
popular names, that of Jamestown 

Jargon 

(pronounced Jimson) weed being 
traceable to the fact that it was first 
noticed in Jamestown, in Virginia. 

JAMS.-A contraction of JIM-JAMS 
(q.v.); delirium tremens. 

, Well, now I lookit here, I said Patsey I as he 
pushed up toward the trembling man and 
took his hand with a professional air, I my 
fader's de best doctorin Boston, an' bas lots 
of dese cases. He keeps de medicine to 
stave off de JAMS already mixed. It fetches 
de snakes or de rats every time.' 

I Dal's S0, Palsey; I've seen many a bloke 
saved by dat stuff,' put in ] immy.-Bosto" 
Daily Globe, March, 4, 1888. 

JANAZAAIES (Cant).-This title of a 
celebrated Turkish militia corps, 
is, in the lingo of American thieves, 
applied to a gang of pickpockets. 
In the sense of thieves being 
soldiers who war against society, 
the term is not altogether inapplic
able. 

JANUSMUG (Cant).-An intermediary 
between the thief and the receiver; 
like the two-faced mythical deity 
" Janus," the Janus1nug turns first to 
the one side, and then to the other. 

JAPANNED (Cant).-In the patter of 
his class, a thief is said to be 
japanned, when a prison chaplain re
ports him as converted, a phrase full 
of subtle cynicism. Compare with 
"whitewashed." In English Uni
versity slang, "to japan" is to 
ordain, the allusion in this case 
being to the black garb usually 
worn by the clergy. 

JAQUIMA.-The head-stall of a halter. 
From the Spanish, and pronounced 
hali-lie-ma. The jaquima is used in 
Texas and California for breaking 
in wild horses. Also HACKAMORE 
(q.v.). 

JARGON.-A trade language in use on 
the North-west coast and in Ore
gon. Also called CHINOOK (q.v.). 



Jarkman 

JARKMAN.-A begging letter writer, 
whose accomplishments in this 
respect are varied by the produc
tion of false characters for servants, 
and other documents of a kindred 
nature. This is a case, like many 
others, in which old English cant 
terms have, across the Atlantic, 
been invested with a new meaning. 
Formerly ajarkman was equivalent 
to an" Abram-man," i.e., a licensed 
beggar. " Jark" means a seal, 
and in Oxford slang a" safe-con
duct pass" ; in the former sense it 
is retained in the patter of modern 
American thieves, a synonym 
being lASKER. 

JASKER.-See JARKMAN. 

JAY.-A New York synonym for the 
genus dude or masher; also HAM
FATTER. Jay is obviously allusive 
to the plumage of the biped. 

For fully a half dozen years my occupation 
required me to pass through Fourteenth~ 
street twice a day between Broadway and 
the third avenue L station. Never during 
that period, nor since, have I been annoyed 
in the slightest way by any of the so-called 
JAYS.-New York Herald, September, 1888. 

JAYHAWKERs.-During the trouble
some times of the FREE SOIL AGITA
TION, itself an avant couye/tY of the 
stiIl more deadly strife which was 
looming in the future, the Jay
hawkers, taking advantage thereof, 
waged war against both parties 
alike. They were little else than 
lawless bands of murderous ma
rauders. Their name is identified 
with I{ansas, that State having 
been the scene of the thickest of 
the strife. (See BLEEDING KANSAS.) 
Two derivations are given for Jay
hawllCY; one, that it is a corruption 
of Gay Yorker, which is rather un
likely; the other, that it came from 
Australia by way of California, 
and was a coinage of the convicts 
of the Southern Continent. 

Jerks 

Swinney has had a most eventful ca~eer ~f 
crime as he has from boyhood been ldenh
fied c~ntinuously with some kind of lawless
ness. When only a youth he was connected 
with what is known as the J A YHA WKER war 
that raged on the borders of Kansas. about 
twenty-five years since. From that tIme to 
the present he has been associat~d with 
the bandits and outlaws.-St. LoUts Globe 
Democrat, ] anuary 20, I888. 

JEFF.-To gamble with quads, these 
beina used like dice. A printer's 
termb of uncertain derivation. 

No, he is possessed of the spirit o~ Tab, 
and will JEFF with quads for hours, l( the 
editor does not happen to awaken from the 
profound editorial on which he is engaged 
with a view of saving the nation.-Mark 
Twain,. 

JEFF DAVIS BoxEs.-Also called MUSI
CAL BOXES, both being facetious 
names given by the Confederates to 
creaking, ill-built army-wagons. 

JEFFy.-A slang term amongst thieves 
for lightning. It is probable that 
"in a jiffy," i.e., in a moment, may 
have originated in this connection, 
or vice versa. 

JERKED.-This term applied to meat 
refers to that which has been cut in 
thin strips and dried over a fire 
or in the sun. ·Whether derived 
from the English "to j er k," or 
from charqm: a native word is an 
open question. 

The hobbled horses were turned loose for 
the night, and a fire was made, around 
which the men stretched themselves, 
D1unching some JERKED beef and some cold 
tortillas.-The America" Cultivator, 1888. 

JERKS and JERKY EXERCISE. - Con
vulsive paroxysms, into which per
sons and sometimes whole meetings 
are thrown at seasons of so-called 
religious revival. Regarded with 
suspicious incredulity by the 
curiously sceptical, or as "the 
working ofthe Holy Spirit" by the 
religious enthusiast, the true expla
nation of these phenomena must in 



Jerky 

all probability be sought in the 
direction of unconscious mesmeric 
volition.- See on this subject 
Gregory's Animal 111 agnetism. This 
phenomenon has been noticeably 
apparent in America at many mon
ster gatherings of religionists, a fact 
partly explainable no doubt by the 
more nervous temperament of the 
people. 

JERKY.-A roughly made vehicle; as 
its name implies, a "bone-shaker." 

The appearance of the two skiffs on wheels, 
loaded with provisions and camp equipage, 
with the conlpany following, some on foot 
and some in a JERKY, was by no means heroic. 
Nevertheless, the people of the town, accus
tomed to seeing all sorts of queer outfits, 
witnessed our de1?arture without any voci
ferous demonstratlOns of hilarity.-CcHt-ury 
M agazi1<e, r887. 

JERSEY LIGHTNING.-A fruit brandy, 
otherwise known as APPLE JOHN in 
New England, and APPLE BRANDY 
(q.v.) in Virginia. 

Dr. Hawley says that Perpente was over
come by the use of too much chloral and 
JERSEY LIGHTNING, and, between them and 
the exposure he underwent lying out all 
night, he was so much prostrated that he 
became paralysed. -New York Herald, 
July 29, r888. 

JERSEY TEA (Ceanotltus americana).
A herbal decoction, known, as im
plied by the name, in New Jersey. 

JERUSALEM !-An exclamation of sur
prise current in New England, 
whence have come many of the 
perversions of language which now 
do swearing duty in the Union. 

JESSANY (Cant).-A well-dressed man. 

JESSE, JESSIE.-To GIVE ONE JESSE. 
-To administer a physical or moral 
castigation. The intensified forms 
-particular jessie, or d-- parti
cular jessie-are also American. 

Jigamaree 

I As I don't know this feHar, and never seed 
him afore in my life, it's the best proof that he 
ain't Judge Eddards [the speaker, a rival 
candidate for office, was pretending not to 
know him] i so you'll oblige me by taking him 
off the ground, and keeping from disturbing 
the meeting,' Expostulation was useless; 
without any ceremony he was carried into 
the hotel boiling with indignation. There, 
however, he had to stay, at a convenient 
distance, to hear that Allen was GIVING HIM 
PARTICULAR JESSE.-Sam Slick's A mcrical1·s 
at l-/ome, p. 19. 

It appears certain that this pbrase is a 
remnant of the days when the language of 
falconry was as familiar among the youths as 
that of horse racing now is. The JESS was a 
thong by which tbe bird was attached to the 
wrist, and when it retrieved badly it appears 
to have been the custom to punish it 
by the application of the thong. It is not 
unlikely that this convenient bit of leather 
may also have been used from time to time 
in arguments with boys.-JO'Urltal oj A l1teri
Cal> Folk Lo]'e, r888. 

JEWHILLIKENS !-An exclamation in 
the West which does fatigue duty 
in the literal sense of the word; a 
kind of safety-valve expression. 

JIB.-LET'S UP JIB.-A signal of 
departure; or more familiarly, to 
cease talking. A phrase derived 
from the hoisting of the jib sail 
of a vessel when about to make a 
start. 

JIBE, To.-To agree with; to har
monise; to go well with. 

Don't you notice that sometimes last night 
the piece you bappened to be playing was a 
little rough on the proprietors, so to spcak
didn't seem to JIBE with the general gait 
of the picture that was :passing at the time, 
as it were.-M ark Twaiu s Screamers. 

JIG.-(I) In New England this is the 
name of a kind of spoon-bait.-
(2) (Cant). A trick, possibly a 
contraction of 

JIGAMAREE, which has the same 
meamng primarily. Colloquially 
the word is applied to any triviality 
or piece of nonsense. 



Jigger 

JIGGER.- (r) A local name in New 
England for a small fishing-vessel, 
which is also applied to the sail with 
which it is rigged, and the fisher
man who mans it. 

The owner of the JIGGER said that his 
name was Catlin, an that he lived in St. 
Louis several years, working at his trade of 
a machinist. He was bound for Jupiter 
Inlet.-5t. Louis Globe Democrat, March ro, 
1888. 

A small boat with a JIGGER sail put into 
the river on Monday.-Ibid. 

Herman Zenk was reported to have a 
large sum of money hidden in the house. 
Zenk was a queer JIGGER, and caught lots 
of fish.-Ibid. 

--(2) A corrupted form of CHIGOE 
(q.v.).--To JIGGER. - To move 
uneasil y; to fidget; so used in the 
South-west. 

After an incredible amount of pulling and 
JIGGERING about, they [cows] are gotten 
mto the team.-Overla1/d MOllthly, 1888. 

Here to jigger is obviously an 
amplified form of "to jig," to 
dance in a lively manner.-
JIGGLING-BOARD.-A spring-board, 
such as is used for diving and 
athletics; jiggling from "jig" in 
the sense of quick motion. 

JIGLETS.-HIS ]IGLETS !-A derisively 
contemptuous form of address. 

Ain't his JIGLETS pretty near ready to see 
de rat, Jimmy I-Boston Globe, March 4, 
1888. 

JIG-WATER.-Bad whiskey. 

A middle-aged countryman had just tot
tered away from the counter, over which 
fusil oil (JIG-WATER) is dispensed.-Bostolt 
Globe, March 4, 1888. 

JILT (Cant).-A woman accomplice 
of a thief who entices the victim 
and occupies his attention whilst 
he is being robbed. In English 
slang a jilt is a crowbar. 

J I MBERJAW.-A protruding lower jaw. 

Joe 

JIM-DANDv.-Superfine; flashy. 

George C. Ball came upon the floor yester
day arrayed in a jiM-DAND';' suit of clothes, 
silk hat, English walking-stlcls:, and button
hole bouquet. This was too much for the 
crowd, and George was hu~tled. aboll,t until 
he had to retire to save hIS nIce thIngs.
Daily Inter-Ocealt, Feb. 14, 1888. 

JIM-JAMs.-Delirium tremens. This 
term, said to have originated in 
Kentucky, is now common every
where. 

Burbridge came to the city on Saturday, 
and began to drink very excessively. He 
was a witness in a case in the Mayor's 
Court yesterday morning, but he was too 
drunk to testify, and was locked up for 
contempt. He had the JIM-JAMS yesterday 
evening, and last night he raved like a 
madman.-St. Louis Globe Democrat, Feb. 
16, 1888. 

Also applied idiomatically to dis
torted views of men and things. 

We are glad to see Harper's Weekly 
suffering the JIM-JAMS of distortion on the 
envenomed pencil of an extraordinary artist. 
Such art has never before been exhibited in 
this country. The immense artist draws, 
we should think, with his thumb.-Tlu: 
Cill-ciHHati Commercial Gazette, July 22, 1888. 

JIMPSON or JIMSDN WEED. - The 
popular pronunciation of J AMES
TOWN WEED (q.v.). 

JINGLE-BRAINS.-A wild, harum
scarum kind of fellow_ 

JOBBER-NUT (Cant).-A talI ungainly 
fellow. 

JOB'S DDCK (Cant).-A hospital. Here 
a~ai.n Bill Sykes shows his appre
CIatIOn of dry humor. The juxta
posi tion of the prophet of patience 
with the bete 'lOiy of the criminal 
is very curious. 

JOCK, To (Cant).-To enjoy oneself. 

JOE or JDSEPH.-NOT FOR JOSEPH!
An exclamation of dissent; equi-



Joe- Wee 

valent to "not if I know myself." 
Both phrases are American notfor 
J ving its rance 
si e \Va e oth much 
older and may be traced to 
Chicago. 

JOE EED ( oriuJit 
Indian 

cllm). 
used ye wa 

thIS herb largely 
of typhus fever. 

m treatmg cases 
Maine. 

JOG contra orm 0 gle," 
a e of p ting s intro-
duced into a joint. In the States, 
jog is used to signify any deviation 
from a straight line or even surface. 

JOH Is,oth etheR JOHN. 
-A sample of the thousand-and
one nicknames for money. 

JOH AKE. aize- cake. 
elicacy ch es d in 

past years. 

If I don't make a HNNY-CAK y day, 
Kie 'Ma, n't yo some 
Indi ad?'- Bedolt , P·70 . 

JOH N NY-J UM p-U P-AN 0- Klss- M E.-The 
heart's-ease. Also called J OHNNY-
J p and NY-JU 

S heap by flo 00, an' 
when the JOHNNY-jUMP-UPS an' dandylions 
begun to come out an' the weather 'uz a 
gitiin' warm, she'd go up in the woods an' 
geth I she co I rry.-B SUllday 
Bu 88. 

JOHNS, JOHNNIES. or JOHN CHINAMAN, 

are all generic Californian names 
for the Chinese; now common 
e here; in E 
J IES.- ies, or fully, 
the JOHNNY REBS, was one of the 
names by which the soldiers of the 
Confederacy were Imown to those 
o North 

JOHN THE BAPTIST,-A one cent piece. 

Jos 

I Ef a gentleman says: Come hyar, you 
black scamp, en' black mer boots, en' do hit 

. ck, too, w's da s frum 
f, en' h e to sompe 

I likel artah.' a darl 
a Miss::, Ippl steam oa was explallllDg 

his position as to sectional proclivitles. He 
went on further to say: j Ef anuther gentle
man say to me, My dear young cullud 

n', wi} e so k to bla 
ts? d n's fro eenlan' 
untains ommer dat dir 

En mebbe he gwine ter gtmme a JOHN DE 
BAPTIST'-dat's one cent-but mos' likely he 
gwineter jis' give thanks.' - Arkansaw 
Traveler, October, 1888, 

RDAIN ).-A 

ROAN ( .-A t' 's said 
ordan difficu accom 

men!. EngJis ng a J 
stands for what Max O'Rell wittily 
characterizes as " It." 

RNADA Spani me giv 
dreary wastes !l1 the West. 
Literally, jornada (pronounced hor
nah-da) means a day's journey, 
but, n s to s any of 
arid t of co are 
greate nt. 

All the so-called mesa formations and 
JORNADAS of this district belong to a dis-

ct syst basin ts, tcrt 
!it-tertia age.. The m 
le-Iand acter, hibited 

along the hne of river valleys, as hig 
bluffs, the result of denuding forces, 
subsequent to the original basin depositions. 
-Reports oj II ' Pacific R 'I'd, vol. . 8 

JOSEPH ( an ).-(r) patched coat. 
From Joseph's coat of many colors, 
--(2) A sheepish, bashful fellow; 
also a cal al of a 
sarcas type. To 
JOSEP COAT. be p 
against temptation, as Joseph is 
recorded to have withstood the 
wiles iphar 

JOSEy,-A light wrap used by women. 



Josh 

JosH.-An inhabitant of Arkansas 
was thus known in the rebel army 
during the Civil War. 

JOUR. or JUR.-Short for journeyman. 

JUDAS TREE (Gercis canadensis). - A 
small tree with peach-like flowers; 
also called RED BUD. 

JUDGES OFTHE PLAINs.-Men appoint
ed by law in cattle raising dis
tricts, who are armed with full 
power to settle ali disputes which 
may crop up at ROUND-UPS, or 
other gatherings of cattlemen and 
stock. 

JUDy.-A fool; simpleton; or, more 
forcibly, an ass. 

JUG (Cant).-This word, which, in 
England, stands for a prison of any 
kind, in America represents a 
bank; while to jug money is to 
hide it, possibly the nearest ap
proach to banking known to the 
majority of thieves.--JUG-BREAK
ING.-To commit a burglary at a 
bank. 

JUGFUL.-NoT BY AJUGFUL.-Aphrase 
limiting application and action; by 
no means; an equivalent in English 
slang is " not by a long shot." 

JULEP.-An American drink. Brandy 
or whiskey, sugar, pounded ice, and 
a sprig of mint are its components. 
Bartlett erroneously states that the 
word itself is of transatlantic origin. 
It in reality comes from the Arabic 
gul, rose; ab, water. 

Did we spare our brandy cocktails, stint thee 
of our whiskey.grogs ? 

Half the JULEPS that we gave thee would 
have floored a Newman N oggs. 

-Book oj Ballads. 

J UM M IXE D.-A factitious word signify
ing jumbled up or mixed together. 

32 7 Jump 
JUMP (Cant). - A widow. -- T? 

JUMP. - (I) To decamp surreptI
tiously, as when a prisoner jumps 
his bail, i.e., absconds; or when 
a dishonest person jumps his bill 
at an hotel by leaving without 
payment. 

Slumbering lightly, he arose at early dawn, 
and JUMPED his bill like a true American.
Chicago Ii erald, 1888. 

--(2) To take forcible possession; 
to defraud. In this sense to jump is 
very common in new districts 
where by right the first occupant 
is, in squatter law and custom, 
entitled to a first claim on the land. 
When wrongfully deprived of snch 
rights the settler is said to have had 
his claim jumped, the perpetrator of 
the wrong being called a CLAIM
JUMPER (q.v.). Such action often 
leads to terrible feuds. 

It is remarkable the swift and terrific 
retribution which ha.q followed every man 
closely connected with the JUMPING of the 
Cottonwoods ranch and lhe murder of Ike 
Ellinger.-Cincillttati Enqu£rer, 1888. 

--FROM THE JUMP.-From the 
commencement; of athletic origin. 

There is not the slightest doubt that a 
meeting between the English and American 
champions will be arranged as soon as the 
former arrives here, and- should Wannop 
consent to wrestle in Chicago he can depend 
upon a big crowd and fair play FROM THE 
JUMP.-Daily Intcr-Ocean, February 3, 1888. 

-- JUMPING-OFF PLACE. - For
merly the confines of civilization; 
the temporary and ever shifting 
termini of the trunk lines of railway 
across the continent being thus typi
cally known; now, a jump off has 
simply come to mean a destination. 

It is a sort of JUMPING-OFF place. None 
of the park guides, I think I am correct in 
saying, know how to get out of it unIt-55 by 
returning as they came, at least they did not 
two or tbree years ago.-Scrib1tcr's Magazine, 
1887. 

They were both born in Bedford County, 
Va., came to Indiana about 1820, and to 
Missouri in 1839. So in following the Star 



Jt~mper 

Df Empire they kept ahead of the iron horse 
until he overtoDk them at the JUMPING-OF}' 
place.-Portl,md Oregol,ian. 1888. 

--To BE ESSENTIALLY JUMPED 
up.-An intensitive calculated to 
convey an idea of extreme pertur
bation 

A rude kind of sl 
merely of a bo 

poles. 

voyageurs were w 
jumpers, and, uninv 
res looked at first si 

found that lucy were quite comfortable. and 
admirably adapted to Ihe mode of travelling 
in this howling wilderness.-A Winter in 
Canada. p. '37' 

JUNE, To (Texas).-To gO. Probably 
from the German gehen. 

LEo -The com 
sed for beer and m 
y-hence JUNK-D 

Just Par 

JUNK-STORR. for what in England 
are known as marine stores and 
marine store dealers; the terms 
are also applied to any second-hand 
dealer and his place of business. 

e seco~lh:~d S!t~~~ RIFLED. 

tz, 13, North Levee, 
f goods early yeste 

is Globe Democrat. M 

se morning bells I 
bells I 

many a tale their ja 
missing clothes and t 
en sleep's destroye 
chime.-A merican P 

JUST PARALYSED.-Overcome; a slang 
synonym for intense surprise. 

Mr. Claus Spreckels is the great sugar 
king of the Pacific coast. and may be much 
more correctly spoken of as made of shekels 
than of sugar. He deposited a check in a hank 
there the otber day, that UST PARALYSED 

officials oUhe bank I 
onage. It was for 4 
riean H "mOl'ist, AUgu 



T (Ca71lassia 
-A variety 
N TURNIP; 
led PO~H1E 
lRlES, and 

POMME BLANCHE by 
French Canadians. 
This root is a food

staple of the DIGGER INDIANS (q.v.). 

KANACKA.-A Sandwich Island term 
for a man; introduced into Cali
fornia from the 
Pacifi 

KANTICO 

KANUCK. variant of 
CANAC 

One was a short, square - built, good
hUHlored KANUCK, always laughing and 
talking, who interlarded his conversation 
with a singularly original mixture of the 
most villainous French and English pro
fanity.-Century Magazine, Oct. 1888. 

KARIMPTION.-Western for a body of 
people' a crowd. 

KARPLUN 
invent 
a falJin 
philolo 
numer 

oetic word, 
e sound of 
ter. These 

are very 
NK. 

The bar' it got to the 
bridge at the bottom 0' the hill, an' then it 
squecjecd to the right an' dropped KAR

PLUNK! ill the creek, ten fect below.-Chicagn 
Herald, 1888. 

KATE (Cant).-A generic name for a 
bold, brazen-faced woman; what 

y understood 
ussy." 

KA burglar's tool fo 
picking locks. Cracksmen's imple
ments are mainly known under the 
guise of male and female Christian 
nan1es, e.g., II jemmy," U billy/' etc. 

KATOOSE, KATOWSE.-A New England 
corruption, it is said, of the Ger

'gnifying a din 0 

KA DIDN'T (Cyrtophyl 
he popular nam 
er is derived from 
ildren to vocalis 

the sound made by its wings. 

KAY, CAY, KEY. - A low, fiat, rocky 
island, or ridge of rock, is 50-

called throughout the West Indies. 
From the Spanish cayo; Key 'West 
in Florida, however, is a corruption 
f Bone Island. 

K ollowers of one 
Communist, wh 

commanded quit 
among discon 

en. Foratimeh 
rters in what wer 

known as the" Sand Lots," near 
San Francisco. 

KECHUG 1 or KERCHUG !-An onomato
poetic word, similar in type and 
application to CACHUNK (q.v.). 

42 



Kedge 

KE.OGE.-This old English provincial
Ism for brisk or lively, in relation 
to the health and spirits, long 
survived in New England. It 
is, however, rarely heard now. 

KEEL-BoAT.-A type of boat of shallow 
draught, which has now practi
cally disappeared from Mississippi 
waters, on which it was once a 
familiar object. 

KEELER TUB.-A pan or tub for culi
nary purposes. New England. 

KEn OVER, To.-Colloquially, to col
lapse. Of nautical origin; as also 
is TO KEj':L up.-To succumb to 
sickness or old age. 

KEENER.-A \Vestern synonym for a 
shrewd, sharp man. "He's a 
keener," i.e., oneof whom no advan
tage can be taken. 

KEEP, To, for to live, to subsist, with its 
variants (such as KEEPING ROOM, 
for living room; HOUSEKEEP, for 
keeping house; and ROOM-KEEP), 
still retains a great hold on popular 
speech in America, especially in 
the New England States. In the 
Mother Country, these forms are 
regarded as provincial. 

KEET.-The domestic guinea-fowl; 
also GUINEA-KEET. 

KEFFEL (Cant).-A horse. 

KE-KEYA (Cant).-A nickname {or the 
devil; Satan. 

KELLOCK, KELLlCK, KILLOCK.-A small 
anchor in use on fishing smacks. 
Provincial in England, but collo
quial in the Eastern States. 

KELTER, KILTER.-To be in or out of 
kelter is to be in or out of con-

330 Ke1'Chunk! 

dition, good trim, or order. The 
same term in English slang signi
fies gold, or money generally, 
probably because a thief only 
regards himself as in good con
dition when money is plentiful 
with him. The word kilter is pro
vincial in England, from the 
Danish kilter, order, though Hatten 
affects to trace it, in its slang usage, 
to gelt = money. New England 
and Pennsylvania. 

KELUMPUS !-An onomatopoeticism. 
Kelumpus is supposed to be an 
imitation of the sound made by 
the falling of one heavy body upon 
auother.-See CACHUNK. 

KEN I PTI 0 N FI T.-See CONNIPTION 
FIT. 

KENTUCKY COFEEE (Gymnocladus ca.na
densis).-Also KENTUCKY LOCUST. 
The berries serve as a substitute 
for coffee, and the wood has a 
marketable value for cabinet
making. 

KENTUCKY FLAT.-See FLAT-BOAT. 

KERBOOOLE.-A variant of CABOODLE 
(q.v.). 

KERCHUNK! -The sonnd made by 
anything falling heavily. Kerchunk, 
or CACHUNK (q.v.), belongs to a class 
which grammanans call onomato
poetic; i.e., vocables formed in 
imitation of sounds. These words 
are very popular, and of almost 
infinite variety. 

I w~s leaning on the rail looking at the 
moon when the fence broke down, and 
I{ERCHUNK! I went right through the ice 
all under. I made a jump, you'd better 
believe, and started for the house on the 
dog-lrot.-Fosloria Democrat, March 8, 1888. 

The same remarks apply to 



KERPLUNK !-An exclamation of the 
same order as CACHUNK-the noise 
made by the falling of a body. 

Kind old lady (to little boy, who has just 
fallen down)-' Where did you hurt yourself, 
little boy 1 ' 

Little boy (crying)-' Wh-where d'ye 
s'pose a f when he sets 
down KE 

KERTHU 
class 

f the same 

He's aI bad crowd, an' 
try in' so er; out uv one 
scrape a ' I h keerless like; 
head up an' never ketchin' sight 'v a stump 
tell he's fell over it, KERTHUMP! head over 
heels.-Cel1t1fry Ai agazillc, 1888. 

KESHAW. - A pumpkin-like fruit.
See CASHAW. 

KESLOSH I KESWOSH! 
mato 
to im 
fallin 
See C 

KESOUS 
the s 

KEWOSH !-Ono
ns intended 
of a body 

the water.
CHUNK. 

-See KESLOSH.--To 
To souse in water. 

represen ting 
in water. 

KESOUSE.-

K ESWO LLO p! - See CACHUNK and 
KESLOSH. 

KETTLE.-(I) In New 
pail.--(z) In the 
distri 
open 

England, a tin 
sugar-growing 

antiquated, 

A great made in Loui-
siana by process, waste-
ful as it eason that the 
planters lew apparatus. 
This old ly the same as 
was in us f the centnry. 
Five or six blg cast tron RETTLES of gradu
ated size are arranged in line over a brick 
furnace. At one end is the fire of cypress 
wood; at the other the tall chimney. The 
cane-juice runs into the largest KETTLE, 
called the grand, which is farthest from the 
lire, and in the course of the boiling is ladled 
successively into the others, called, in order, 

33 I ick 

the prop or proy, the flambeau, the sirop, 
and the battery. Often there are six 
KETTLES, a first and a second grand. I have 
not been able to learn the derivation of the 
prop. The grand is so called because of its 
size, the flambeau because the flames of the 
furnace strike it with most force; sirop is 
French for syrup, and battery is the French 
word for bdtir to build, the syrup being 
gr p into sugar in th 
K attery the thick suga 
m tanks to cool. M u 
of ere drained off. T 
re gsileads placed abo 
tr r is packed.-CeHtu 
M 

K Pennsylvania-

K 

tribute to its importance, its wealth, 
and its industries. The sobriquet 
dates back to the time of the Revo
lution, and was suggested by the 
position of the name, when, with 
those of the other States, they were 
arranged according to geographi
cal order It was then found that 

centre or keys tal 

fish, used for bai 

K , jilt or discard 

lis 
tll 
ac 
H 

lover. A Southern elegancy! In 
the North, TO GIVE THE MITTEN is 
at all events a more graceful 
synonym.--(z) To object to, to 
find fault with. Colloquial every
where, and employed in numerous 
combinations. 

dy KICI{JNG at the ne 
obably safe to assUI 
d in this matter he 
'rcreditably.-Chica 

not a producer, but 
la s of no good to bin 
Bl he rOCKS about. H 
fe the party with whic 
he has always been Identified, the Democrats 
may give hlIn better treatment.-New 1'01'k 
Herald, July 29,1888. 

--KICKER. - One who revolts 
against party discipline - kicks 
over the traces, as it were. 



Kid 332 King 

with a plaintive note, which has 
gi ven rise to its popular name. 

The chronic KICKER is always on hand 
when any improvement is proposed. Men 
experienced in public atTairs learn to expect 
and disregard these grumblers and obstruc
tionists. A great objector is invariably a 
great bore.-Rochester Herald, 1888. 

KILL-DEVIL.·-New rum. 

KICKER in America is one who objects to 
anything. You will see in the American 
press such items as these: j Citizen Jones 
KICKS against being assessed so high for his 
Fourth Street property;' I Anson raised a 
double-jointed gilt-ed~ed KICK when the 
umpire gave him out III the second innings 
yesterday;' 'The High School girls KICK 
against long study hours,' etC.-Detroit Free 
Press, August 4, 1888. 

KID. - The receptacle on fishing 
smacks, into which the "catches" 
are thrown. A New England 
localism. 

KILL, TO.-(I) A political term, sig
nifying to neutralize votes, or to 
defeat a measure through counter
votes or opposition. Also, in 
colloquial use, with the meaning 
of to defeat; to nullify; to obstruct. 

Reports reached Denver yesterday of 
trouble at McCook. It was stated that strik
ing engineers had taken a non-brotherhood 
man off a locomotive and had assaulted him, 
after which they had run the engine away 
from the train to which it was attached and 
had KILLED it i that subsequently some men 
had been arrested and fined by a magistrate. 
-Denver Republican, February 29, 1888. 

--(2) To do a thing thoroughly; 
c.g., .' to dress to kill," etc.-
J\:ILL (from Dutch kil).-A piece of 
water, river, stream, or arm of the 
sea. Preserved in names of locali
ties, as, e.g., Catskill. 

The new Baltimore and Ohio bridge 
across the KILLS, below Elizabethpoot, com
mences to assume imposing proportions. 
The Jersey pier is finished and the Staten 
Island pier is completed to the surface of 
the water; the big centre pier in the middle 
of the stream is nearly built. Over one 
hundred men arc employed on the bridge.
Newark Advertiser, 1888. 

KILLDEER or KILLDEE (Oxicchus voci
(,·rus).-A bird of the plover species 

KILL-HAG.-The Indian name of a 
trap for game. 

KILLING TIME.-A Southern term for 
the early winter; literally the 
killing-time for swine. 

KILL-LAMB.-See CALF-KILL. 

KILLOCK-KILLICK.-See KELLOCK. 

KILLY-FISH or KILLY.-A small bait 
fish, found in the Kills between 
Staten Island and Bergen, from 
which it derives its name. In 
appearance the killy-fish is very 
similar to whitebait. 

KINDER SORTER.-A corrupted form 
of a pleonastic vulgarism-" a kind 
of sort of," i.e., somehow; rather. 
Bartlett erroneously quotes /linde1', 
or kind 0', as American, in spite of 
an authoritative quotation to the 
contrary from Forby. Kinder sorter, 
however, is a combination that 
possibly comes within the category. 
People who like to be singular 
reverse the order, and say sorter 
kinder. 

KINDLERS, KINDLINGS. - Sticks and 
small wood for lighting fires. New 
England. Resinous pine chips are 
technically known as liindlings. 

This morning I watched a man chopping 
wood; I give it up i there is a science even 
in wood chopping, and that man certainly 
had not found it out. I have seen a Yankee 
woman hold the axe in just about that way 
when she had KINDLINGS to split. But for a 
man to be so awkward! Why, I verily 
believe I could do beller IIlyself. Labour is 
cheap, and no wonder.-New York World, 
1888. 

KING.-A large-employer of capital 
(his own), and labor (other 
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people's). Here the relation of one 
to the other often ends. 

They heard of CATTLE KINGS and WHEAT 
KINGS, and IRON lUNGS and COTTON KINGS, 
and RAILROAD KINGS.-Tl'oy Daily Times, 
February 7, 1888. 

KING-BIRO (Tyrannus carolin8llsis).
Also called the SCISSOR TAIL. This 
bird is found at times throughout 
the Union, and is well named, being 
exceedingly courageous and in
trepid, not even hesitating to attack 
hawks and eagles in defence of its 
young. In the South it is known as 
the FIELD-MARTIN, whilst amongst 
the Indians it receives the name 
of SACHEM, in acknowledgment of 
its prowess. 

KING CAKE DAY.-A Mexican equiva
lent for the English Twelfth Cake 
Day, the 6th of January. It is 
customary then to invite one's 
friends to dinner, and for dessert 
a large cake resembling a crown is 
served. It is cut into as many 
slices as there are persons at the 
table. In the cake, before baking, 
a large bean is placed, and who
ever gets the slice containing the 
bean has to give a party within a 
few weeks. There is always much 
merriment at the cutting of the 
king cake. 

KINK.-From the legitimate meaning 
of kink, a twist in a rope, etc., 
Americans have derived an idio
matic usage in the sense of moral 
obliq ui ty, perverseness, etc. A plan 
or undertaking that does not run 
smoothly, or work out as expected, 
is said to have a kink in it. 

A KINK arose in the non-payment of rent 
by Samuels1 and Strauss wished to compel 
hm1 to pay It.-lvlissoul'i Republican, Feb. II, 
1888. 

This word is mostly written Mulde. 
-- KINKY. - Queer; eccentric; 
crotchetty ; thus views of an uncer-

Ki-Yi 

tain nature would be said to be 
kinky, while another shade of.mean
ing is conveyed in the followmg :-

Cows' hair, which hitherto has been ?f 
little use except in mortar for walls an~ ce~l
ina'S is now made into a heavy felt, whIch IS 
us~d for the soles of slippers, farmers' snow 
boots, wrapping for steam pip~s, etc., but it 
has to be mixed with somethlng KINKY to 
bold it together.-Springfielci Republica", 
1888. 

KIN N I KIN N I C K. - Indian tobacco. 
This Algonkin word signifies "a 
mixture," the article itself being 
a compound of sumac, willow, and 
genuine tobacco leaves. 

KINy.-A New Hampshire corruption 
for about; perhaps. 

KIP (Cant).-(r) A bed.--(2) "He's a 
kip," i.e., half a fool; dull witted. 

KISKITOMAS NUT.-The Indian name 
of the hickory nut. 

KISS-ME.-See THANK-YOU-MA'AM. 

KITCHEN PHYSIC (Cant). - Victuals; 
food of any kind. 

KITE (Cant).-Chief of a gang of 
thieves.--KITE-FLYING.-Tolead 
a mob or party. 

KIUSE.-See CAYUSE. 

KI-YL-A negro expletive; chiefly 
amongst children. 

It is the chief work of the pickaninnies 
(children) of the plantation to IH,!cp the 
plants free from worms. Two or three 
times a week they go u:p one row and down 
another, carefully lookmg under every leaf 
in the hunt. Now and then you will hear a 
joyous KI~YI come from the ducction of some 
woolly-headed worker, and you may know 
that it sounds the death knell of an un
usually large pest.-Dctroit Free Press, Aug. 
4, 1888. 



e Higlt to a M 

KNEE HIGH TO A MOSQuITo.-Insigni
ficant; of little account. Generally 
applied in relation to stature. The 
phrase varies in different parts of 
the country; in New England it 
runs knee high to a toad, while in 
Maryland, the standard of measure-

is a grasshopp 
ts have been 
as, lmee ldgh to 
r. 

BOCKER F'AM I LI ES 

of the old Dutch 
New York state and city. 

When the Bowling Green, as it is still 
called, was the only park New York possessed 
except the Battery, there lived in the town a 
pretty girl of one of the oldest KNICKER
BOCKER FAMILIES (all families were old 
KNICt(ERBOCKER FAMILIES then-there were 
no others) called Katrina Van Worst.
New Yorl~ Mercu1'Y, r888. 

CKERV. - Knickn 
n of in bulk. 

0.- To stab; 
ally, to conduc 
igor. 

This threat to KNIFE any other candidate 
is based on the highest authority! for it was, 
with characteristic audacity, pllt by Blaine 
bimself.-N ew York Evening Post, February 
Z4, 1888. 

--KNIFING PROcEss.-The cut
ting down of rates; economization. 

moralization which 
rates has extended to 
rts to maintain pric 
ROCESS in the South 

o sllch extreme lcng 
nent of Texas sche 
ion, and the Texas I 

mpelled to work w 
ns for a settlement 

questlon.-.Missou1"i Republican, 
22, 1888. 

G 1 uary 

KNIGHTS OF LABOR.-A most power
ful organization of working-men, 
similar to an English Trades' Union, 

Knock 

but infinitely stronger, both as 
regards membership and finance. 
It possesses branches connected 
with every known trade, and is 
affiliated with kindred societies in 
England and on the Continent, 
besides having sections comprised 
of female membe 

t is reported that th R 
II do their utmost to d d 
Locomotive Enginee d 
ike on the Chicago, B d' 
e company's manag 
on using every man 0 
n manage a locomoti d 
at at least two hu e 

secured from among the KNIGHTS OF LABOR 
at Philadelphia and at ReadinF;.-Philadel
phia Bulleti", February 27, 1888. 

--Another large organization of 
the kind is the KNIGHTS OF 
PYTHIAS. 

NOB.-Primarilya 
for the rounded 
quently met with s 
of that State, and 
pheric influences e 
formation. Now h 
mounds or hill e 
U nion--hence r 
hilly. (2) In New York KNOBBY is 
synonymous with bully; capital; 
first-rate-a perversion of nobby. 
--KNOBlTE.-An inhabitant of 
the kllob region of Kentucky. It 
is said that these people exhibit 
peculiar characteristics, and are 
easily discernible from the other 
denizens of the 
LlcKs.-Salt for b 
district, which c e 
resorts for dome t 
times, for wil 
LICK. 

KNOCK DOWN, To.-To embezzle; to 
appropriate surreptitiously. This 
is in addition to its ordinary 
English slang significations. -
KNOCK-DOWN AND DRAG oUT.-In 
pugilistic circles, a fight carried to 



I eke 

rem s- on rna . s s 
rou y e ust tha e ha 

to be carried out.--To KNOCK 
T T WE S,- lea n a 
bar sed di t ; to ser 

An expression probably borrowed 
m h ph ala of bu'ldinO' 
erat s. hen he dge 

are knocked out scaffolding loses 
11 its stren th,--1{NOCKED-UP 
Ence Ver ays is 

charactenstic mode of speech on 
the part of his countrymen and 

me nd, mi al hav 
added, a coarse one, An amusing 
story is told of an English traveller 

0, e irin ter dy' alth 
was told by her sister that s e was 
knocked-up. He insisted upon 

owi vha d b ght th 
excessIVe fatig -fo 0 h der 
stood the term-and was only more 

bar ed n t ady hom 
fair y ut fiig, by nino 

afterwards that the phrase was used 
. spe . g adie he . a 

eres g co tion 

K KER 

the 
to the 

thin 
hes 

Pro ly th curt 'Imen 
gli sIan hra " u 

knocker"; when a person 
. said to be a kuoe!' 'Y the 

aise inte d. 

~Irs. - was lool\:ing just too scrumptious 
fa ythin Nea can- eJJe' 'e and 
pI I an grac ly fO ed,l figur 
was a KNOChER, an t e Wlll cate lIng hel 
veil blew it aside from her pretty features, 
an ade 1 coye nd t WlI1 . g pic 
tu lat eve aw. Lo Glob 
De.mocrat, pdl 29, 1 8. 

K No NGS A se dar esig 
na ion th AM CAN RT 

organized in New York in 1853 by 
Z, nds be kn n a 
dB ine, emb oft art 

answered all questions concerning 
. witl he pon .. on' 

w,' en he ula me 
The secret name is said to have been 

he s of e c ina 
ncip of soc W tha 

5 ne 

mer' ns st r Ie America." 
er e n ble cce s a 

the polls, the society went to pieces, 
'ng to the extreme measures 
pos by lea s, hes 

declared war to the hilt against 
Roman Catholics, advocated the 

eal all tur atio aws 
and reserved all offices for native
born Americans. It did not alto-

er app f ona 
politics until 1860. A curious oca 
meaning is found in Massachusetts, 

re t cro g of a road 
at grade IS termed allow 11 ling, 
The name is applied in consequence 

a lro ac nt hie 
oc urre Just for he tio 
of Governor Gardner in 1854 He 

th kilO otlz' ea ate 
hi rst lcia ct t 

secure the passage of a law requiring 
tra' to b e r hin 

h a ssin 

Shakespeare Caldwell, Miss Caldwell's 
fatl \,\-'as 0 of Pr 'teri 'aith 
and ring e d of W HIN 
excitement "vas an active sympathizer with 
that party. Mrs, Caldwell was also of the 
san aith, t lat . 1 lif r. a Mrs 
Cal 11 e ced Ca IC re on.-
New York lVorld, l\day, 1888. 

, I suppose you know be was a KNOW NOTH-
ING ' H 5, eh Tha tIcs has 
wit le 11an tlen in osh 
Creek, and Pat I'vlalloy, who is going to start 
a saloon, will be down on him. I suppose Har-
ris ill p sin one the ctee 
Iris oles lis c y. the olic 
will vote against him on his KNOW NOTHING 
record. I reckon I can manage to throw a 
litt e in e ca ign, raIl. exa 
SIj , 18 

A derivative is klloW no/Mugism, 
1 si r m ling 

KNUCK (Cant) ,-(I) A thief.--(2) 
can tio f UGh. See 
AGK. 

Ko rec 

KONE.-Spurious money, either paper 
o sp', - Ko' GKE - A 
c er oun eit ney 



]{ool Slaa 

KOOl SlAA.-A cabbage salad; from 
the Dutch hool salade. Vulgarly 
called COLD SLAW. 

KOOTOO, To.-To bow; to make 
courteous obeisance. K 00100 or 
hetow is the exact Chinese synonym 
of the Hindoo " Salaam." 

KOOYAH RooT.-(Valerialla officinalis or 
edulis). A poisonous root, which, 
however, prepared like the CASSAVA 

(q.v.), is made into bread by Indians 
in Oregon and elsewhere. 

KU-KLUX-KlAN.-A secret association 
of Sou therners formed shortly after 
the war. It was otherwise known 
as" The Invisible Empire," "The 
Knights of the White Camellia," 
"The Knights of the Golden 
Circle," and by a score of 
other names. It is said on good 
authority (see Cell tilly ll1 agazille, 
July, 1884) to have been origin
ally organized by a few young 
men for amusement during the 
period of stagnation after the close 
of hostilities. It soon, however, 
outgrew the design of its founders, 
branches being established all over 
the South, and its political influence 
becoming almost absolute. That it 
was directly and indirectly charge
able with outrages against settlers 
from the North, and against negroes, 

]{ u-]{!ux-]{lan 

is not to be denied, but it is also 
believed that it was largely instru
mental in preserving order during 
a period when lawlessness was rife 
at the South. The name was an 
alliterative corruption of the Greek 
KVICAO!: (a circle), the Klan being 
added to enhance the strange jingle 
of consonants. The Southern 
negroes, who lived in mortal terror 
of the JOan, believed that the name 
was associated with certain audible 
"clucks," by means of which signals 
were supposed to be interchanged 
during midnight raids. The Ku
Klux-Klan was founded in June 
1866, and it was nominally dis
banded by its presiding "Grand 
Wizard" in February, 1869. Ku
Klux raids were common, however, 
for several years after that date. 

With the police departments and the 
courts of justice managed in the interests of 
the whites , to have opened a race war would 
have been to expose the negroes to the old 
misrepresentations, impositions and perso~ 
nal insecurity with wIuch the Ku-KLUX era 
made the country so sadly familiar.-Phil~ 
adelphia Bulletin, February 27, 1888. 

The Republicans of this State denounce 
and condemn such acts on the part of the 
Northern Republican leaders. They have 
no patience with the men who deserted the 
Republicans of the South in 1876 and 1871 
and turned them over to the tender mercies 
of the Ku-KLUX, the Red Shirts, the Mag
nolia Clubs, and other organizations of like 
nature, and left them to work out their own 
salvation amid fear and trembling, or perish 
from off the face of the eartb.-Ncw York 
W"kly Times, March 21, r888. 



mA DOR EA dun 
.... palustre and lati-

, '. folium). - A substi-
. e i the rth 

west for tea, other 
. ~.~) make-shifts are also 
~ own the ates 

LACEHORsE.-(Texas.) A trig, smirk 
eh 

LADv.-The misuse of this word in 
eric . not . us; ha lOW 

r, nerve no ngu ha 
been so scathingly satirized. As 

R. ell mit e a e of 
wo is lain ,a Ih 

causes are laid deep down in the 
ts of Dem acy But how-
r e abl nd eed aise 

worthy, may be the underlying 
rinciple for" when Adam delved 

E pan vho s t th 
gentleman," the results are none 
the less deplorable. Americans, 

seel to aid S a a 
anstocratlc snobbery, have by 
undue emphasis, floundered into 

C bdi f re blic san 
cu ottism. e au or 0 the 
Biglow Papers further points out 

t t Ita do ha been 
ted tbe _ e \ ,y by hoI 

nation, and not as hldy, among the 
eric ,b the ncu' aled 
y. se to tig. the 

enormity by pointing out that 
. ilar . s w co . tte . the 

ther unt n tl eve nth 
century, and cites examples. Two 

ngs we do t m kane 
t ; it Id difb It to 

fi in nces hic urp in 
glaring atrociousness and magni
tude the colloquial perversion in 
q tio It i nly e t var 

owever, hat is a use 0 rms 
has become so marked. Shortly 
a r th ose the bell' the 

goes gan ca ach ther 
"/,ldy" and "gentleman," but in 
skin th hite hey ner 
a refe d to m a at an' 
and that "woman." An instance 
a rre few ars 0 in icll 

. vV . Sl man yed art. 
The general was sitting in front of 
I' 'leu ne I san eni vith 
s e fr s, skin nd t ing, 
when a fellow as black as the ace 
of spades sidled up, and, address
i he era id : s d lady 
here named Johuson?" " No," 
said the general "Well," said the 
d 'y, thi the mus e a 
lady of that name lIVing here, 
because she is my wife, and she is 

king r a man me her 
man." Now, lady is either deri
sively applied to, or (and here lies 
t gist tbe ole atte ain-
g orious y insl:, ed upon by ose 
acting in a menial or dependent 
c cit Ei ulo as the 
p ure p sen by fa ving 
quotation, it is gratifying to think 
t it s it eve sid and 
t til ono Ie ( of wo-
m8n" has a better chance of taking 
i rue ce' he Ie' lish 
t ne. 0 su eng is p ery 
of this stamp carried, that accord-
i to e (1 we at men 

sta ar d t cra bu 

43 



Ladies' Tresses 

ladies, e tender 
in " what h 
with gives pace 
emasculated "Lady! what 
to do with thee? " 

title 
do 

o the 
have I 

All Ladies-' Ah, Mrs. Genteel, how do you 
do to-da an age sin seen 
you. Ho aughter K ven't 
seen her time. I 

'She's 11, thank he is 
SALES-LA Plush and res.' 

'Indeed I And lour daughter Mamie? ' 
'Oh, 'Mamie 15 FORE-LADY ill the new 

tomato canning establishment.' 
'I hadn't heard that. Is Lulu at home 

now?' 
, No, seta Hartf TING-

LADY to wealthy a ratic 
woman 1 e,' 

'Oh, h hen you Lena 
at home, e? I 

'Oh, no; Lena has just accepted a sItuation 
as a NURSE-LADY in the family of Judge K. 
She has an elegant place.' 

I So you are living alone? I 

I No, we have given up our house for the 
winter, now coo Mrs. 
Blank's ouse.'-Ti 8. 

(Scene ) Servant mis-
sus! the ADY is dow nd I 
hare the man knoe gate. 
-Philadelphia Times, 1888. 

--A sarcastic comment may be 
fitly introduced here in the thief's 
defin' . ady. In . n of 
his c eans a back 
wom e find the 
femi nch of ghts 
of Labor, style themselves LADY 
KNIGHTS OF LABOR. 

An assembly of LADY KNIGHTS OF LABOR 
was organized as NO.3, or Sunfield Lodge, 
last nigh obert Linn of the 
Nationa Assembly, fficiat-
ing in nizatiofl, vards 
installin ers for th year. 
Some t twenty-fiv were 
organized as charler rnembers.-St. Lom's 
Globe Democrat, February 16, 1888. 

LADIES' 

Sout 
the 
rese 

TRESSES (Neotti atorlillis).-A 
e for th from 
bearing osed 

to curls. 

LAFAYETTE FISH (Leistormlls obliquus). 
-So named in New York, it is sa.id, 

Lagniappe 

or of G Lafayett 
1e fact deliciou 

sca-1S one summer arnved in the 
waters of New York harbor pre
cisely at the same time when 
General Lafayette paid his last 
.. 0 Ameri abound 

on the c ew J erse 
people th eciate th 
y fully, it alled CAP 

MAY GOODY. 

LAGER BEER.-To THINK 
BEER OF ONESELF, i.e., 

ated--a 
slang, ' 

c," 

NO LAGER 
to be self
iant of th 
k no sma 

lohn Ruskin thinks no LAGER BEER of him
self. He knows something about pictures 
and Venice stones. He is boss on these 
points; but when he breaks out in bursts of 
opinion on railroads and other modern in-
v' at make Ii' ag end of t 
n cen tury S differen t 
t ancient Sr {nowledge 
t f the prese ns out to 
m all pump xas Siflilt 
June 23, Ib80. 

LAGNIAPPE.-Something thrown in; 
over and above; good measure. 

S (q,v.) is ym. 

d up one e ord-a wo 
w cUing to ns to get, 
n cr, expre ndy word 
LAGNIAPPE. They pronounce it lanny-yap. 
It is Spanish-so they said. We discovered 
it at the head of a column of odds and ends 
in the Picayune the first day; heard twenty 
people use it the second; inquired what it 
n third; ado . d got faci!, 

g it the fou s a restrict 
ut I thinl Ie spread 

o e when tl . It is t 
e of the thir in a bake 
dozen. is somethmg t )fown in, gratIS, 
for good measure. The custom originated 
in tIle Spanish quarter of the cily. When a 
child Of a servant buys something in a shop 
-or even the mayor or the governof, for 
au ht I lmow-hc finishe~ the operation b 
s vo me som LAGNIAPP 

T tan alway s; gives t 
c of liqllOric s the serva 
a ar or a spa d, gives t 
g I don't 1m he gives t 
governor; support, likely. When you are 
invited to drinl<, and this does occur now 
and then in New Orleans-and you say, 
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I vVhat again ?-no j I've had enough,' the 
other party says, ! But just this OTIe time 
more-this is for LAGNIAPPE.' When the 
beau perceives that he is stacking his 
complIments a trifle too high, and sees 
by the young lady's countenance that ~he 
edifice would have been better wIth 
the top compliment left off, he puts his I I 
beg pardon-no harm intended,' into the 
briefer form of 'Ob, that's for LAGNIAPPE.' 
If the waiter in the restaurant stumbles and 
spills a gill of coffee down the back of your 
neck) he says, I For LA~NIAPPE, sab' and 
gets you another c,up wIthout ~xt.ra. ch,arge. 
-Mark Twaill's Life all the lthSHSSlPP', pp. 
40 +,40 5. 

LAGRANGED.-To BE LAGRANGED.-To 
experience chagrin. A Southern 
general, more conspicuous for 
courage than culture, wishing to 
reprimand his "old regiment" 
for riotous conduct in a town in 
Tennessee, commenced by saying 
that he "felt deeply lagranged. The 
word thus accidentally coined has 
become a common expression for 
chagrined. 

LAKE LAWYER.-The DOG-FISH (q.v.), 

LAKE STATE.-Michigan. From its 
being surrounded by four of the 
large Northern lakes-Michigan, 
Huron, Superior, and Erie. This 
State is also called the WOL
VERINE STATE (q.v.), 

LAM, To.-To beat; to thrash; to 
drub. This word, partially collo
quial in America, is provincial in 
Yorkshire. Few words have been 
the subject of more dispute. 
Bartlett quotes it as derived from 
the Belg. (sic.) lamen; but both this 
and Scott's derivation from a 
Dr. Lamb, are equally faulty. 
Lam is probably a direct descen
dant of the old Norse and Gaelic 
lam, a hane!. The term lamming 
for a beating is quoted in the 
Slang Dictionary; these expres
sions, however, as far as America 
is concerned, are colloquial, and 
may be regarded as survivals of 

Old English usage.--A derivative 
is LAMBASTING, a beating; also TO 
LAMBAST. These also are slang in 
the Mother Country, Hotten de
riving the word from "lumb
basting" from the lumber regions, 
More likely, however, it is a 
pleonasm formed by uniting to lam, 
and" to baste," 

LAMANTIN.-The SEA coworMANATEE, 
This cetacean is regarded as fur
nishing the small basis of fact for 
the mermaid myth. In this case 
the original is "a long way after" 
the ideal. 

LAMAS.-In the slang of the gaming
table lamas are chips or tokens 
representing in value about £5, £ID, 
and £25 each. 

LAMB-KILL.-See CALF-KILL. 

LAMB'S QUARTER (ChCilopodium album). 
-A popular Southern name for a 
well-known herbage, 

LAN D.-In the United States terms 
connected with the land vary but 
slightly from English usage. The 
principles, however, upon which it 
is dealt with cause a slight varia
tion in meaning, the chief of which 
are appended.--LAND.-A road 
fenced on both sides. A Carolina 
usage.--LAND BROKER (Cant).
An undertaker.-LAND GRABBERS, 
-These gentry are not peculiar to 
the States, though Uncle Sam has 
had to keep his weather eye open 
to check the impudence and perti
nacity with which men, under the 
pretence of carrying out works of 
national importance, sought in a 
measure to create in the New 
World a new monopoly, of the hmd, 
and thus perpetrate one of the 
crying evils of the English social 
system. In other directions, too, 
checks have been applied to pre-
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vent English capitalists from 
acquiring an undue proportion 
of what, coming down to first 
principles, is the very life-source 
of national existence,--L AND 
G RAN T s.-Grants of public land, 
usually made to companies and 
corporate bodies, ostensibly for 
the carrying out of important 
improvements, such as building 
railways, constructing telegraphs, 
etc. Commendable enough in 
theory, in practice this course 
has opened the door for all 
kinds of public jobbery,--LAND 
OFFICE,-The disposal and con
trol of public lands is vested in a 
General Land Office at Washington, 
branch ofiices having been estab
lished in other places,--LAND 
SCRIP.-A receipt for monies paid 
on account of land,--LAND WAR
RANTS,-Authorizations issued by 
the General Land OfiiceatWashing
ton, entitling the possessor (0 take 
up new and uncultivated land,-
LAND CRAB,-A variant of land
lubber, both being sea terms for a 
landsman.-- LANn' ]UMPER,- See 
JUMP, --LAND YARD (Cant),-A 
cemetery, 

LANDLADY.-To HANG THE LANDLADY 
is to decamp without payment; 
applied to " moonshining" practices 
of all descriptions. An equivalent 
is " to stand off the tailor." 

LAND OF STEADY HABITS.- Connec
ticut; a tribute, it cannot be 
doubted, to the personal qualities 
of its inhabitants. 

LAN D-SA KES I-An exclamation of sur
prise. Probably a corruption of 
"for the Lord's sake "-LAUD'S 
SAKE, and then by erroneous writ
ing or printing the substitution of 
" n " for" u " in the first-word, 

'Well, poor Smith J He is rid of that 
talkative wife of his.' 

Lariat 

, LAND SAKES! Did she drown? '-A scola 
Democrat, 1888. 

I LAND SAKES [ Ben Dixon I' came in con
temptuous tones from Aunt Ann's secluded 
corner. I That poor cretur never had the 
spunk to kill himself. I knew 'twa'n't so 
when I saw it in the paper, and Almiry 
Freeman heard that 'twas an accident, and 
he was doin' well.' - Harper's Weekly, 
January 21, 1888. 

LANDSCAPIST.-An artist, whose forte 
is to depict landscapes. A hybrid 
form, 

LAP. TO.-(I) The boy who" throws" 
candy, papers, etc" to passengers in 
the cars is said to lap them,--(z) 
In sport, to pass; to get ahead,-
LAP-TEA,-An informal afternoon 
meal, where sitting at table is dis
pensed with, Although the meaning 
of lap-tea is obviously literal, it 
proved a sad stumbling block to De 
Vere, who defined it as " the quaint 
name given in New England to tea
parties, where the guests sit in each 
other's laps for want of room." 
Bartlett, too, seemed disinclined to 
risk committing himself, for he is 
contented with quoting Lowell, who 
had called attention to its omission 
from the first edition-" where the 
guests are too many to sit at table," 

LARIAT,-A twisted or braided raw hide 
or horse-hair rope, used for catching 
and tethering cattle and horses. 
Also called a LASSO (q,v,), Lariat 
is from the Spanish la reiita,--To 
LARIAT oUT,-To stake out or tether 
with a lariat. 

You see a feller peekin' out, an fust you know, 
a LARIAT 

Is round your throat an' you a copse 'fore you 
can say, j Wut air ye at ?' 

-Biglow Papers, 
Tracks seen early in the evening, just 

before camping, had shown that wild horses 
were in the vicinity, and this made us keep 
our own horses close to the picket-line; 
otherwise they would be LARIATED OUT.
Century !vI agazi/le, 18~8. 
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Frequently used idiomatically; 
thus, land lariatted out is that bought 
from the Government, but not yet 
occupied. 

LARIGO.-A ring forming part of the 
huge Mexican saddle of the South
west. Through it are passed the 
latigos or thongs which connect the 
cinches with the saddle. 

LARREY (Cant).-Cunning. This is 
probably a corruption of "leary." 

LASSO.-A long rope with a running 
noose, made either of plaited raw
hide, twisted horsehair, or other 
equally suitable substance. On 
the Western plains the lasso forms 
the chief means by which horses, 
mules, and cattle are caught, and 
plainsmen exhibit considerable 
skill in the art of using it. From 
the Spanish lazo, a noose. Hence 
TO LAsso.-See LARIAT. 

The earliest suggestion of rope-making is 
to be found pictured in some of the tombs of 
the ancient Egyptians. It was flax, and not 
hemp, that these people used for making 
twines and the smaller ropes or cordage, by 
twisting th(. fibres continuously together. 
For what we l{now as rope, they used the 
fibres of the date-tree, which are applied even 
at the present day to the same purpose. They 
also took narrow strings ofleathcf, produced 
in an elongated form by the circular cut 
and twined or twisted these into ropes. In 
like manner, the hunters on the Pampas 
plains and in Mexico thus make the LASSO 
with which they so adroitly catch wild horses 
and other animals.-Troy Daily Tim,s, Feb. 
4, 1888. 

LATE UNPLEASANTNEss.-Aeuphemism 
for the late Civil War. 

It is reported that he was a Colonel in Jeff 
Davis' recruits, and is suspected of being the 
same redoubtable Colonel Liddell who 
fi~ured prominently in the Louisiana 
TIgers, a corps of Confederate sharp
shooters during the LATE UNPLEASANTNESS. 
-Daily Inlel'-Oceall, March 7, 1888. 

LATHv.-Thin; slim; lath-like. 

Laws 

LA TIT A T (Cant). - A lawyer; an 
attorney. 

LATTER DAY SAINTs.-The Mormons. 
A self-applied appellation: saints 
in name, but far from saints in 
practice. 

LAURELISTlc.-Worthy of being 
crowned with laurel. 

LAVE !-A corruption of the French 
!eve (imperative), i.e., Get up !-
A morning summons amongst 
plainsmen. In the early morning 
a camp will be aroused by cries of 
lave! lave! and, in a twinkling, 
all will be bustle and preparation 
for a start. 

How I hated the slow, steady LAVE! LAVE I 
of our old trapper, when his moccasined 
foot touched my side, and I had to rouse 
myself for another day's tramp through the 
endless wilderness !-Scclles in the Far ~Vfst. 

LAW, To.-To go to law; a Western 
colloquialism. -- LAW- DAY, the 
day on which, in thinly-populated 
districts, an itinerant magistrate 
administers the law.--STABBING 
THE LAW.-A slang phrase mean
ing to rail against any duly author
ised authority, or the" powers that 
be." 

The Anarchists of Chicago are once more 
at large. The 18th inst. was the anniver
sary of. th~ Paris COTIl!l1Une, and the rag-tag 
of SOCialIsm, anarchIsm, and communism 
turned out in large numbers with red flags, 
and marched to a chosen spot to hear their 
f<l;vorite orators. These speakers were as 
VIOlent as ever, and gave no evidence of 
having relinquished their favorite plan of 
STABBING THE LAw.-Nevada City Journal 
February, 1888. ' 

LAWS I LAWS-A-ME! LAW-SAKES I LAW 

SAKES ALIVE I LAW SUDS! - All 
corruptions of "For the Lord's 
sake," or "The Lord save us." In 
England the equivalent phrase is 
"Lawk's a mercy," i.e., "The Lord 
have mercy." 
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!.AWVER.-(r) (Himantopus nigricolus). 
-A small bird which bears other 
popular names - tilt and long 
shanks. It is said that the people 
of New Jersey have facetiously 
called it the lawyer, "on account of 
its long bill."--(2) In Canada a 
fish, of the genus Lota is also so
called.--(3) In the States no dis
tinction is made, as in England, 
between a solicitor and a barrister; 
all legal advisers are lawyers. 

!.Av.-To LAY ON THICK, to flatter. 
This usage has extended to and 
become colloquial in England.-
To LAY ONE oUT.-To get the better 
of one; to secure an ad vantage; to 
defeat-a simile derived from the 
" laying out" of a corpse. 

How they came to be his antagonists is 
neither here nor there for the present pur~ 
pose, but they had staked a good deal on 
LAYING HIM OUT, and were moving heaven 
and earth, as the phrase goes, to accomplish 
their purpose. 

--LAY oUT.-A party; company; 
an OUTFIT (q.v.). 

Several persons in our LAY OUT in New 
Mexico swapped good American horses for 
mustangs, for some little boot of onions or 
8ech like truck, and made about as good 
bargains as Moses Primrose, when he 
exchanged a horse for a lot of old green 
spectacJes.-Overland MOllthly. 

LAZE, TO.-This, in the sense of to act 
lazily, to idle about, is not com
mon; indeed, it is doubtful whether 
it is more than an individualism. 

LEAOER.-The length of fine hair or 
gut connecting a fishing line with 
the hook. Another name for it is 
a SNELL. 

LEAF (Cant).-Autumn. In this, as 
in many cant terms, there seems 
to exist a certain kind of perverted 
correspondence. 

Leather 

LEAGUE OF THE ROSE. - The League 
of tlte Rose, which is yet in 
its infancy, is a national society, 
modelled after the Primrose League 
of England, and was started at 
Ottawa, Canada, last summer. Its 
object is "to maintain religion, 
liberty, and the British Empire," 
so the prospectus says. It includes 
men and women of every class in 
its ranks. 

LEAP THE BOOK (Cant).- A bogus 
marriage; 

LEATHER (Cant).--A pocket book
TO PULL OFF LEATHER is, there
fore, to steal pocket-books or purses. 

When we got to Chicago on the cars from 
there to here, i PULLED OF"F an old woman's 
leather: i hadn't no more than got it off when 
i wished i hadn't donn it, for awhile before 
that i made up my mind to be a square bloke. 
-Mark Twain's Life on the MississiPPi, 
P·459· 

-- LEATHERHEADS. - The nick
name given of old to policemen or 
watchmen. 

Here the old police or LEATHERHEADS tried 
to restrain them, but in vain. Hostilities 
took place, several of the police were killed 
and several mortally wounded.-N ew York 
Merc"ry, July 21, r888. 

Garsight, who had keen ears and eyes, was 
to keep watch for the terrible LEATHER HEADS 
or watchmen.-Ibid. 

--To GO TO LEATHER.-A ranch
man's term used when, in riding a 
plunging horse, a man grasps the 
saddle to avoid being thrown. 

Up rises the broncho's back into an arch i 
his head, the ears laid straight back, goes 
down between his fore feet, and, squealing 
savagely, he makes a succession of rapid, 
stift-legged, jarring bounds ..... After a few 
jumps, however, the average man grasps 
hold of the horn of the saddle-the delight
ful onlookers meanwhile earnestly advising 
him not TO GO TO LEATHER-and is contented 
to get through the affair in any shape, pro
vided he can escape without being thrown 
off.-Rallch Life in the Far IVest. 
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--LEATHER WOOD (Dircapalustris). 
-Also called MOOSE WOOD; and, in 
New England, WICOPY (q.v.). 

LEFT BOwER.-See BOWER. 

LEGADEROS. - A Spanish - Mexican 
term for stirrup straps. Legaderos 
is probably not Castilian; it looks 
as if it might have been derived 
from the root of the noun iegaduJ'a, 
ligature, but it is not. It seems to 
be the solitary instance of an Eng
lish word passing into the Spanish 
or Mexican, and coming back to us, 
disguised as a fine Spanish change
ling. The straps which hold the 
stirrups on many of the large 
Mexican saddles are, in fact, 
leg-guards, and this seems to be 
the homely Cinderella whom the 
Spanish tongue, like a true prince, 
transformed into its legadcros. 

LEGAL SKULL AND CRoss8oNEs.-To 
provide against misadventure, the 
law regulating the sale of poisons 
in America, enacts that a label, 
bearing the device of a death's 
head and crossbones, shall be at
tached to each bottle or packet. 
In England, a similar label with the 
word "Poison" printed in red 
letters is used. 

In the centre of the flag-bottomed chair 
was a clot of congealed blood. The razor, 
although more off the chair than on it, was 
held fast by the dried blood. Upon the 
bottle was a label Laudanum, and, as if in 
glee at tbe stern corollary of its deadly mis
sion, there were tlJe LEGAL SKULL AND 
CROSSBONES, printed in red ink.-Ncw York 
IIfoming Journal, I888. 

LEG DRAMA.-A ballet. Theatres, 
where stage dancing forms a pro
minent feature of the entertain
ment, are similarly called LEG
SHOPS. 

I Nothing, sir/ was the reply; j only they're 
playing' Undine' at the Opera House, and 
some folks call it the LEG SHOP, and I didn't 
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know but what, being a stranger here, you 
didn't like to ask right Qut for it.'-Mark 
Twain's Screamers. 

LEG STRETCHER.-To TAKE A LEG 
STRETCHER is to take a drink. Ob
viously from the fact that "to 
stretch one's legs" more often 
than not, is synonymous with walk
ing to the refreshment bar and 
back again. Somewhat akin is the 
excuse of "going out to see a 
man" when leaving one's seat 
between the acts at a theatre. 
Both these, and many other phrases, 
are now regarded as " an excuse for 
a glass." 

LENGTHY, LENGTHILY, LENGTHINESS.

These words, now quite orthodox, 
were of American origin. J. Russell 
Lowell says America has given 
back to England the excellent ad
jective lel/gtlty, formed honestly like 
eartity, droughty, and others, thus 
enabling journalists to characterize 
the President's messages by a 
word civilly compromising between 
II long" and II tedious," so as not 
to endanger the peace of the two 
countries by wounding national 
sensitiveness to British criticism. 

LENTEN.-To BE LENTEN, i.e., starv
ing; to have nothing to eat. The 
allusion is obviously to the fasting 
observed during Lent. 

LET. To.-This verb has entered into 
many slang combinations on both 
sides of the Atlantic. Among 
American colloquialisms of the 
kind are --To LET DOWN, and A 
LET DOWN-the former to express 
the giving of a rebuff, the htter 
the rebuff itself. This idiom, 
however, is indefinitely extended. 

As ~t seems pretty evident that the 
sovereIE;ns of Europe, Instead of. occupying 
or shanng thrones, are predestllled to the 
walks of priv:ate li,fe, it would. b.c highly 
proper to cultIvate III thern a splnt of self-



abnegation and humility. If tbe royal 
par ish to heir 0 . gs LE 
DO Y from high e ley wil 
ad COUfS lover llst, an 
a g careen be mu ter tha 
a sudden capsize. Now that the people are 
assuming the rights and privileges of 
sovereignty, we trust that they will have 
son siderat prince tress.-
N e 5unda ate II. 

-- LET HER RIP is vaned by 
LET HER WENT, which Bartlett 
erroneousl y thinks "had its origin 

am-bo "In ty thi 
vulga vulgar doubt 
rigin n the pression 

of a tender desire for the repose 
of some departed loved one. It 

most bly b dopte 
a mental riptio 

ently found nglis 
and Continental cemeteries by 
some one not an active member of 
h "Acad of I tions." 

uld b tten R (Reqll! 
11 pace y he r peace) 

Its present signification has, of 
course, undergone that curious 
transi tion of meanin so often 

in s The it no 
ys is inten actio 

or of extreme emphasis 01 language, 
borrowed, no doubt, in part from 
the quasi-orthodox signification of 

st set and w him RI 
and tear around till he drowncd.-JJark 
Twain's flucktcbul'Y Finn. 

To LE -To P d. Th 
ican var littl 
h slig rom h sian 

and the Scotch colloquialism. In 
the last two instances it denotes 
the iving an intimation of hav-

ome I edge u bj ec 
n this was yed b 

Ramsay in The Gentle Shepherd. In 
America, however, it is a mere 
pretence. 

Cf to g ance t 
Sl he use g a key 
and LET ON to be fishing for 
Mark Twai,,', Bad Boy, 

s kite 0 
estrin 

lightning.-

Le 

With a malevolence, which is without 
ralIel i . ory, he work y, 
d then night LET 0 e 

udving a hy th of a s r-
g fire, all oth ys might a 

do that also, or else have Benjamin Franklin 
thrown up to them.-Ibid. 

--T T OUT com 
to be r to a sta 
or exp tion. LET E 
is, of course, a very old English 
expression, which, however, has 
obtai new' rom G I 
N. P. s' fam emar e 
at th nning he lat il 
War, "Let the Union slide."-
LETTING THE FINGER RIDE THE 
THUM 0 OF 's a d l' e 
all usi the fi i ve la e 
of th howes temp e, 
the result being, as it is truly 
though vulgarly said, that the 
"eyesight weakens on it."--To 
LET 0 rele nd si y, 
A LE s a rei brea h 
expressIOns are taken from puglhs
tic slang. 

It was 
lion 0 
rived 

~!e~e~~hed 
Times, 1888. 

y day 0 • h the t . t-
First 1\1 1llsetts ry 
rrentOI It ra or 
ost wi LET, a er 

our destination.-Troy Daily 

The i d' fans ar t1 t the ra . ill 
wrou ~Wu bmn il 
16 clos e regu cting i1. 
here w LET U ew day e 

a week, between the close of the Winter 
Meeting and the opening of the Spring 
Meeting.-The Spirit oj the Times, 1888. 

When rabbit i I the co it 
own on aunch cry coo Ie 
anquet ever L until t} ve 

taken aboard so much rabbit-meat that they 
can hardly stir.-San Fra11c1:scO TV cekly 
l!,:xamincr, March 22, 1888. 

ETCH Cant). en a e-
brea progr bar y 
unexpected fastenings, he says 
the door or window is letciled. 

EVEE. mban t. Fr e 
Frenc evf:e; thIS term is common 
throughout Louisiana, especially in 



Level 

the lower part of that State, which 
has been gradually reclaimed from 
the sea. So also TO LEVEE. The 
lower reaches of the Mississippi 
are leveed for hundreds of miles. 

We go ashore at Belair, a plantation cele· 
brated for its careful and systematic field 
work. The planter is waiting upon the 
LEVEE for his guests.-Scl'ibner's Alagazlne) 
1887. 

A group of steam-boats lie with their 
noses against th~ bank. These are the 
sugar-boats, and this particular portion of 
the city's protecting embankment is called 
the sugar LEVEE.-Ibid. 

LEVEL.-To DO ONE'S LEVEL BEST, 
i.e., to perform to the full extent of 
one's ability.--LEVEL HEADED is 
applied to men with well-balanced 
minds-practical, shrewd, and pos
sessing common sense.--To DO 
THINGS ON A BROAD LEVEL implies 
stability and fixedness; thus, a 
broad level price is the fixed price 
-one that will neither be raised 
nor lowered. The common origin 
of all these phrases is to be found 
in mining phraseology. "Now, 
pardner, I feel that I can't drift no 
further on this level, and I guess 
I've got to go down lower." 

LEVY.-A local name in some States 
for a Spanish silver coin of the 
value of twelve and a half cents
a contraction of "elevenpence." 
Both term and coin are now 
obsolete in America. According 
to Hotten, a levy is a Liverpool 
word for a shilling, and among 
labourers a levy is a sum obtained 
before it is due; something to keep 
a man going till Saturday night 
comes, or his task is finished. 

LEWISITES.-A local New York term 
applied to the supporters of 
Morgan Lewis, who was Governor 
in 1804. It was the" swell" party 
of the day. 
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LIB (Cant).-Sleep is so named.-
LIBBEGE.-A bed.--LIBBEN.
A private house.--LIBKEN.-A 
lodging house. It is curious to 
note that a house, whether private 
or semi-public, is here regarded as 
merely a sleeping-place-a forcible 
commentary on the habits of the 
class in question. 

LIBERAL. - This term acquired a 
renewed significance from a move
ment headed by Carl Schurz in 
Missouri, in 1870, which resulted in 
a division of the local Republi
cans into Liberals and "Radicals," 
the latter being equivalent to 
STALWART as more recently used. 
It is also used in combination with 
other party names. 

LIBERTY POLE.-A flagstaff surmoun
ted by a Cap of Liberty-an 
emblem of American institutions 
frequently found in the cities of 
the Republic of the West. 

LICK.-The fondness of both wild and 
domesticated animals for salt has 
resulted in saline deposits, and 
springs, being called licks. A famous 
resort of this kind in Kentucky is 
called the BIG BONE LICK (q.v.), 
from the immense quantities of 
bones found there.--To LICK 
(Cant).-To coax. 

LICKETY SPLlT.-To GO LICKETY SPLIT, 
i.e., w.it~ violent exertion-probably 
a vanatlOn formed on the ancient 
cant lycke, to excel, to overcome. 

LIE, To.-To bear examination; or 
" to hold water." 

The court held also that there was no 
proof that the girl was convinced that s.he 
was abo.llt to die when she made a dy"ing 
declaratIOn, and expressed belief that no 
conviction of murder in the first degree 
would LIE .. A new trial was granted.-N Ctu 
Y01'k Evenlltg Post, February 24, 1888. 
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Life Everlasting 

--To LIE AROUND LOOSE.-A 
man of loafing habits is said to lie 
aroulld loose. -- ANOTHER LIE 
NAILED TO THE COUNTER !-A col
loquialism, the meaning of which 
is obvious-a detected slander. 

'Who employed you last I' 'A Republican 
speaker l who had me back up his declara
tion that Cleveland was in the habit of 
beating his wife. I But that LIE was nailed 
a good while ago,' 'I know it l ' chuckled 
the C. L., 'but it is easy enough to pull out 
the nail.'-Texas Siftings, October 20, 1888. 

The La Junta Tribune has scooped all the 
papers in the State by nailing the first 
campaign LIE this season.-Denver Repub
lican, May 6, 1888. 

--A LIE MADE OUT OF WHOLE 
CLOTH, i.e., an out-and-out false
hood. 

LIFE EVERLASTING.-A plant, the blos
som of which, when dried, is like 
the French "Immortelle," very 
durable. 

LIFT.-To LIFT HAIR.-To scalp. A 
frequent colloquialism in the West. 
This, like to scalp, is often lIsed 
idiomatically in the sense of to 
annihilate.--ON THE LIFT.-On 
the move. 

I can conceh'e but of one extenuation; 
Bolus was ON THE LIFT for Texas, and the 
desire was natural to qualify himself for 
citizenship.-Flush Times of Alabama. 

LIFTERS (Cant).-Crutches. 

LIGHT-HOUSE (Cant).-A man with a 
very red nose-a warning signal in 
every sense of the word. 

LIGHTNING EXPRESS.-A sobriquet ap
plied on many railways to a quick 
travelling train. The American 
is nothing if not graphic in his 
phraseology; to wit, a Western 
variant for the same, GREASED 
LIGHTNING. 

Ye're 'bleest ter keep a steady han' an' a 
keen eye j but mo'n .that, ye're 'bleesten ter 

Limb 

b'lieve thar's somebody bigger'n the presi. 
dent 0' the road or the gen'al supe'intendent 
a~backin' of ye up. Ef ye don't, ye ain't no 
fittin' man fur ter run a LIGHTNIN' EXPRESS 
on that division.-Scribner's Magazine, 1887. 

When the locomotive was introduced into 
this coun try it was soon pressed into the 
service of the newspapers. The New York 
journals make a great fuss about their 
special trains, and their LIGHTNING TRAINS, 
and all that, but the truth is that years and 
years ago old Horace Greely ran a faster 
special than has ever been run since, and 
on a poor railroad at that.-N ew York M el'
cury, 1888. 

LIGHT OUT, To.-To decamp hastily. 

Her successor [one of Chip's nurses by 
John Happy], secured after a long and pain
ful search, only remained with us a couple 
of hours. Remarking, incidentally, to another 
of the domestic retainers of the undersigned, 
as she was building a fire, I Ef this warn't a 
d--d lonely ole hole.' It was considered 
that such a familiarity with the choicest 
expletives of our chaste language fitted her, 
perhaps, for a livelier sphere. She was, 
therefore, assisted TO LIGHT OUT, or else 
she would be thrown out of a two-storey 
window by the scruff of the neck or the 
seat of her pantaloons-if she had any.
Oddities of Southern Life, 1883. 

LIKELv.-In addition to the ordinary 
English signification, lillely in 
America is used for estimable, 
sensible, etc. Webster, in his 
Unabridged, says :-" Such as may 
be liked; of hOl1orable or excellent 
qualities or character; as a likely 
man or woman, that is, of good 
character or accomplishments that 
render him pleasing or respectable. 
It also has the general sense of 
promising. J , 

LILYWHITE (Cant).-By a strar;ge, 
though not unusual perversIOn, 
this term is applied to a negro and 
a chimney-sweep-both, one would 
think, of anything but a lily-white 
complexion. 

LI MB.-Some Americans, especially 
women, with a mock-modesty, 
which is notorious, decline to call a 
leg a leg; they call it a limb 



Limekill 

instead. This tendency is the 
more remarkable when the greater 
freedom extended to American 
girls and women is borne in mind, 
unless, indeed, it arises from guilty 
knowledge. White, who, perhaps, 
was rather given to excessive 
inclsl veness of speech, rem ar ked 
that perhaps such persons think 
that it is indelicate for women 
to have legs, and that there
fore they are concealed by 
garments and should be con
cealed in speech. Professor Geikie, 
during one of his Canadian tours, 
also found out that both sexes had 
limbs of some sort; the difficulty 
was to discover whether they were 
used to stand on or to hold by. 
Sensible people everywhere, how
ever, have little part in such 
prudery. 

LIMEKILL.-A New Englandism for 
limekiln. So used by Gayton, 
and therefore, a survival. 

LIMIT (in Poker).-A condition made 
at the beginning of a game, limit
ing the amount of any single bet 
or raise. 

LIMSY.- This is current in New 
England for weak or flexible. 

LINCOLN SKINs.-In South Carolina, 
a term signifying fractional cur
rency. 

LINE, To. - See SIDE-LINE. -- To 
LINE BEES.-To track these insects 
to their haunts. 

The Ind.ian, be could circurnvent and out
manceuvrc at his own games, and at killing 
every kind of animal known in the woods or 
on the prairies; at fishing and at LINING BEES, 
the oldest and best hunters acl{nowledged 
Tom's supremacy.-Santa Fe Expedition, 1 .. 
P·53· 

--LINEMEN.-An American rail
way tel'ln for plate-layers. 
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A force of LINEMEN, which arrived here 
from Philadelphia to-day, removed 700 poles 
from the track between Philadelphia and 
Washington.-Daily luter-Ocean) MardI 14, 
1888. 

--To HANDLE THE LINEs.-An 
equivalent of to handle the ribbons 
or reins.--FIGHT IT OUT ON THIS 
LINE, is a phrase which, originating 
with General Grant during the 
Civil War, became proverbial. 

--LINE RlDING.-A plainsman's 
term for patrolling. In the winter 
the tract of conntry on which cattle 
are stationed is apportioned into 
lines or beats, to watch which men 
are set apart and made responsible. 

In riding over the beat each man drives 
any cattle that have come near it back into 
the Bad Lands, and if he sees by the hoof
marks that a few have strayed out over the 
line very recently, he will follow and fetch 
them home. They must be shoved well back 
into the Bad Lands before a great storm 
strikes them; for if they once begin to drift 
in masses before an icy gale it is imposslble 
for a small number of men to hold them, and 
the only thing is to let them go, and then to 
organize an expedition to follow them as 
soon as possible. LINE RIDING is very cold 
work, and dangerous too, when the men have 
to be out in a blinding snowstorm, or in a 
savage blizzard that takes the spirit in the 
thermometer far down below zero. In the 
worst storms it is impossible for any man to 
be out.-Rallch Lift ill tlte Far West. 

LINGUISTER (pronounced littkiltster).
A talkative busybody. This New 
England phrase is doubtless deri ved 
from sailor usage; amongst this 
class a lillguistey is an interpreter. 

LINTER.-A Massachusetts term for a 
cattle feeding-trough. 

LIQUOR, To, or To LIQUOR UP. - To 
partClke of drink. Although un
doubtedly coming within the cate
gory of Americanisms by reason of 
more extended usage, this phrase 
was yet well known to the English 
people two hundred years ago. 
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LIST, To, LISTING. - Terms used in 
cotton cultivation, and signifying 
to make ready plots of land.-
LISTER.-One who schedules or 
makes out lists. Not common, 
Bartlett affirming that he had 
heard it nowhere but in Connec
ticut. 

LITTLE.-As a sobriquet little has been 
applied to many famous Americans; 
also to one State at least in the 
Union. Among tbose specially so 
known may be mentioned-
LITTLE GIANT.-A nickname for 
Stephen A. Douglas, who was 
small of stature. but of great 
intellect. 'When he was nomina
ted for the Presidency in 1859, 
campaign clubs, calling them
selves "Little Giants," were or
ganized and uniformed after the 
manner of the WIDtAWAKES (q.v.). 
--LITTLE 1\1 AC.-The army nick
name of General George B. 
McClelland. It became conspicu
ous, politically, when he was the 
Democratic candidate for the Presi
dency in 1864.--LITTLE VAN.
Martin Van Buren, eighth Presi
dent of the United Stdtes.-
LITTLE RHODY. - Rhode Island, 
from its diminutive size as com
par~d "ith other States in the 
Union, it being the smallest. Its 
acreage is only 1,306 square miles, 
whilst Texas contains 274,356 
square miles, and is larger than 
Sweden and Norway together. 

LIVE.-Quick, active.-An all-round 
commendatory adjective. Thus a 
live business man is one whose 
qualities in that respect are of the 
keenest description.-Sce BEAT.-
LIVE OAK (Quercus virms).- The 
evergreen oak. 

LIVE OUT, To.-In New England this 
is applied to those in service, and 
who reside with their employers. 

Lobby 

LIVER.-To CURL ONE'S LIVER.-To 
experience intensity of feeling, 
enjoyable or otherwise. 

I think that much the most enjoyable of all 
races is a steamboat race; but, next to that, 
I prefer the gay and joyous mule~rush. Two 
red~hot steamboats raging along, neck-and
neck, straining every nerve-that is to say, 
every rivet in the boilers-quaking and 
shaking and groaning from stem to stern, 
spouting white steam from the pipes, pouring 
black smoke from the chimneys, raining 
down sparks, parting the river into long 
breaks of hissing foam-this is sport that 
MAKES A BODY'S VERY LIVER CURL with en· 
joyment. A horse-race is pretty tame and 
colorless in comparison.-Mark T'WClift's 
Life Oil the 1v1 ississiPP" pp. 4'4-4'5. 

LLANO.-A Spanish-Mexican term for 
a plain or prairie, and still current 
in the South-western States. 

LOAN, To.-Loan, says R. G. White, 
is a noun and not a verb; it is the 
thing lent; but it may sound larger 
to sume people to say they have 
loaned a thousand dollars when they 
mean that they have lent that 
amount. Lowell, always anxious to 
defend the" American Language," 
points out that it was used long 
ago in Albion's" England." Never
theless, it must still continue to be 
classed as an Americanism if wide, 
exclusive, and almost universal 
usage can make it so. 

I That five dollar I LOANED yOll some time 
ago, Fledgely,' observed Robinson, I sets a 
good example to Christians,' I Er-yes,' rc~ 
plied Flcdgel y\ with an embarrassed laugh. 
I How-how's t 1at?' I It keeps lent so well.' 
-New York Sun, 1888. 

In order to facilitate a more careful 
study ofthe spectra of the brighcst slars Mrs. 
Draper has LOANED to the Observatory the 
II inch plJOlographic telescope employed by 
her husband.-Niltioll, April 7, 1887. 

LOBBY, LOBBYIST.-Lobbyisls are per
sons who frequent the approaches 
to legislative halls, and seek to in
fluence legislation by lobbying, which 
may mean argument or absolute 
bribery. The lobby is also called 
the" Third Hoese." 
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His enemies-and what man has no 
enemies ?-say that he doesn't want the bill 
to pass, and that he talks it to death on pur
pose to keep his job of professional pro
moter of legislation. This title is sometimes 
pronounced LOBBYIST for shorL-Troy DC/.ity 
Times, January 31,1888. 

LOBLOLLY BAY (Gordollia lasyallthus).
A maritime tree flourishing in the 
Southern States; it also bears the 
name of the HOLLY-BAY. Its foli
age is very ornamental, and the 
tree is consequently esteemed on 
this account. 

LOBLOLLY PINE.-This pine in the 
South is named the OLD FIELD 
PINE, and in Virginia the WHITE 
PINE. 

LOCALS. - A newspaper term for 
items of local interest.--The 
preparation of such news for press 
is called LOCALIZING. 

LOCATE, To.-To place; to settle in 
a particular spot or position. After 
long discussion this verb (which is 
still more frequently used in America 
than in England, and with much 
greater latitude of meaning) has 
forced its way into general use. 

tIrs. Blanche Woods, of 200, Broad\vay, 
Quincy, Ill., has written to Chief Huebler 
with the hope of LOCATING her husband, 
Nathan Woods, a railroad man, whom she 
has not heard from for a year or more.
,Missouri Republican, February 24, 1888. 

--Hence LOCATOR, one who 
selects places or settles in a partic
ular spot.--Also LOCATION, a 
particular place. 

By the laws of the district, the LOCATORS 
or claimants of a ledge were obliged to do a 
fair and reasonable amount of worl{ on their 
new property within ten days after the date 
of the LOCATION, or the property was forfeited, 
and any body could go a~d seize it that 
chose.-Afark Twain's RO/lg/o/tg It. 

The scttlclTwnt was one of the prettiest 
places on the Mississippi, - a perfect 
LOCATION; it had some defects until the river 
made the cut-off at Shirt Tad Bend, whkll 
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remedied the evil.-Thorpe's Big Bear of 
A rkatiSas. 

LOCKRUMS.-A factitious word for 
oddities of manner; or eccentri
cities. 

I'd say to the members, don't come down 
here to Halifax with your LOCKRUMS about 
politics I-Sam Slick's Clock maker. 

Loco.-The history of this word is 
rather singular. In the Spanish it 
is an adjective, meaning mad, 
crack-brained. There is a plant 
on the plains which poisons cattle, 
and produces all the ordinary 
symptoms of insanity; and some
one observing this called it loco
weed. From the substantive a 
verb sprang into use; cattle show
ing signs of madness were said to be 
locoed, and so finally the word ex
tended to human beings. Some have 
derived these meanings from the 
plant itself, as if it had originally 
borne the name loco; but this is 
incorrect, the real process having 
been just the reverse. 

LocO-FOCo.-Thirty years ago the 
Democrats were quite generally 
nicknamed loco-Jocos. Originally 
the term was invented as an adver
tising "catch" by a New York 
dealer in matches and cigars. Its 
political application came about in 
this wise. In 1835 there was a 
split in Tammany Hall over the 
nomination of a candidate for Con
gress. The friends of each at
tempted to pack a meeting, and in 
the scene of confusion which 
ensueci, the gas was turned off by 
connivance of one faction. The 
other faction, however, had, in 
anticipation of such a crisis, come 
provided with loco-foco matches and 
candles, and the room was at once 
relighted. The Courier a.nd Enquirer 
dubbed the anti-monopolists who 
had used the matches loco-Jocos, 



Log 

and the name was shortly affixed 
to the whole party. 

When the LOCO-Facos take you round a 
corner, and try to hOlJey-fogJe yOll, as they 
say in Kentucky, ask them what are Cass's 
civil qualiti(:s,~Spcech oj F. Smith (It a 
Taylor Alcding, ~VashillgtoJt, 

LOG, To.-Literally to fell trees and 
convert them into logs. The lum
ber industry, as woodcutting is 
called in America, has been, and 
perhaps is still, one of the most 
important on the continent.-
LOG CABIN .-As the word implies, 
a cabin made of logs, generally un
hewn.--LoG CABIN AND HARD 
CIDER !-A catch - phrase of the 
Presidential Campaign of 1839, in 
al1usion to the antecedents of the 
caodidates. Minial ure log cabins 
and cider barrels were drawn in 
procession through the streets.-
LOG CANOE.-A canoe hol1owed 
out of the trunk of a tree; also 
cal1ed DUG OUT (q.v.).--LOGGER. 
-A lumberman or woodcutter.-
LOGGING BEE.-See To LOG and 
BEE. -- LOGGING CAMP. - The 
place where trees are cut; also 
applied to the cabin or hut occu
pied by those engaged in LOGGING 
operations.--LoGGING SWAMP.
The spot where trees are being cut 
down for lumber; the word is often 
a misnomer, but, as the finest trees 
grow in swampy places, the term 
has passed into general use to 
designate any spot where trees are 
being felled.--LoG ROLLING.-In 
addition to the primary meaning 
of this term in connection with the 
operations of lumbermen, it also 
possesses a widely spread political 
signtfication. The hardest part 
of the woodcutter's task com
mences when the trees have been 
felled and prepared for market. 
He then has to draw, drag, or 
otherwise convey them to the 
water's edge. As the time for transit 
approaches, the lumbermen of the 
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different camps, within a certain 
radius, join their forces, and by 
this means overcome every diffi
culty. This is cal1ed log-rolling. 
The process in politics is very 
similar. For example, two mem
bers of Congress, A and B, each 
have Bills which they wish to pass. 
A may have no real Interest in B's 
measure, nor vice versd, but, as a 
matter of self interest, they both 
agree to support and vote for each 
other. It need hardly be said that 
thereby a door is opened for mal
practice of all kinds. 

LOGIC CHOPPER.-One given to meta
physical reasoning; or, as Brother 
Jonathan's vigorous vernacular 
expresses it, "one who wonld talk 
the hind leg off a cow." 

LOGICISE, To.-To reason. A spurious 
word. 

LOGIE.-(r) In the West Indies, and 
more especially in Demarara, the 
name for an open shed, in which 
the refuse of the sugar-cane is 
stored, previous to consumption as 
fuel.--(z) Inferior fish are called 
logies among cod-fishermen. 

LOGy.-Dull; slow; prosy. Applied 
mainly to persons of Dutch de
scent, from log, with much the 
same meaning. 

LOMA.-A Spanish-Mexican term for 
a flat-topped hill or ridge. The 
diminutive LOMITA is also met with 
in the regions once under Spanish 
rule. 

LONE STAR STATE. - The State of 
Texas. The fact of the standard 
of this State bearing a single star 
in its centre is the origin of the 
nickname LOlle Star State. 
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LONG BIT.- A defaced twenty-cent 
piece was once so called.--LoNG 
KNIvEs.-An Indian term for white 
men, in allusion to their swords. 
The origin of the term was as fol
lows :-In the year 1764, a Colonel 
Gibson, of Fort Pitt, came acci
dentally upon a party of Mingoes, 
encamped on Cross Creek, a tribu
tary of the Ohio. Little Eagle, a 
distinguished chief, commanded 
the party, and upon discovering the 
whites, gave a fearful whoop and at 
the same time discharged his gun 
at the colonel. The ball passed 
through Gibson's coat without 
injuring him. With the quickness 
of a tiger he sprang upon his foe, 
and with one sweep of his sword, 
severed the head of Little Eagle 
from his body. Two other Indians 
were killed by the whites, but the 
others escaped and reported that 
the white captain had cut off the 
head of their chief with his long 
!lUife. This was the origin of the 
celebrated and fearfully significant 
term long knives. It was applied 
throughout the war to Virginians, 
and even to this day has not been 
forgotten by some of the Western 
tribes.--LoNG MOSS (Tillandsia 
usncoidcs).-A vegetable paraSite, 
which is erroneously called a moss; 
it grows like the mistletoe on cer
tain trees, but derives no sus
tenance from them. It specially 
favors the cypress and the acacia. 
--LONG SAUcE.-The vernacular 
of the New England States has 
preserved the old English usage in 
speaking of vegetables as " sauce." 
Long sauce is the name applied to 
beets, parsnips, carrots, alid such 
shaped vegetables; whilst roots, like 
turnips, onions, etc., are called 
SHORT SAUCE (q.v.). -- LONG 
SHANKs.-One of the popular names 
of the black-necked slilt, otherwise 
called the LAWYER (q.v ) ,--LONG 
SUGAR.-A North Carolinan term 
for molasses; in New England, the 
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same product was formerly named 
LONG SWEETENING.--LoNG TOM. 
-An apparatus used by miners in 
the washing of gold. 

'LONG ON. -A colloquialism fre
quently met with in New England, 
and meaning "occasioned by." 
This is a survival of Old English 
usage, as it has been traced back 
to Middleton. 

LOOED.-To BE LOOED, i.c., to be 
defeated or "worsted" in an 
undertaking, a simile derived from 
the card table. The same meaning 
applies to EUCHRE (q.v.). 

LOOK-OuT.-An attendant who, at the 
gaming-table, is supposed to see 
that matters are conducted fairly; 
that no mistakes are made; and 
that money won goes to the right 
person. 

Inspector Steer arraigned thirty-three 
gamblers, whom he arrested at No. 208, \Vest 
Thirtieth Street last evening, before Justice 
WeIde, at Jefferson Market Police Court 
this morning. The LOOK-OUTS were held in 
700 dols. bail each for examination to-mor
row. The other I?risoners were discharged. 
-New York Evcmng Post, February 24-,1888. 

LOON (Colymbus torquatus). - Also 
called the BLACK SWIMMER and 
the NORTHERN DIVER. -- As 
STRAIGHT AS A LOON'S LEG is a 
frequently heard figure of speech, 
derived from the bird in question. 

LOOSEN ESS.-Without restraint; \\ ith 
perfect freedom. To GO IT WITH 
A LOOSENESS, i.e., without check, 
is often heard, In English slang 
we get" on the loose," which, how
ever, is more restricted in meaning. 

LOPE.-To leap, orto rnn, Authorities 
differ concerning the derivation of 
lope, and but little pre-eminence 
seems possible to any of the con
flicting theories, which are (I) that 
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. is a n tr on a gal 
at D 10 t, t un 

leap, is responsible for the modern 
f rm' nd tha' is sa 

10 to a\ an ngli 
provincialism. 

e m quic ork 0 ddli nd 
s nd e man rea y, away LOP 
through the dusk, splashing and slipping in 
the pools of water that studded the mudd 
p .-R ,,,It' aile I !e i he 

T C L- 'th rnf ath 
e S he ref to cau 

for which he fought and was 
efea as he ca T 
rinc in ved as on 

the existence of slavery within the 
bard of tUn' ,bu so t 

r m w y-r ing ctri 
of States' Rights. 

Ma 86, i lant enr Gr 
ere lat Tv nga hara "izes 

a eulogy, corning near to the frontier of sac
rilege and the lineofblasphemy,on efferson 

is, t uncr cd of e L 

E.- ly II Ocea J arc ,1888. 

-A lied la lot eq 
alen the nglis plot, t e term 

is applied to any piece, portion, or 
ivis of nd ; us y-Io 
wn s, c tery ts, w r-Io, 

house-lots, etc., etc. The term 
eem ha bee sed m 
arli ime nd bste gge 

that its origin may be sought in a 
rac of asti lots r 
hoic par s- ce col 

quialism, TO GO ACROSS LOTS.-
See A oss s, 

LOUISIANA TIGERs,-A corps of Con-
I der s psh rs as 
aBe th te C I W 

BEL HI ELlA T fir 
arne a upt of lia 

jlata,' and a similar plant of vigorous 
aili gro w by pec' 

f co pan ce, me ghbe 

52 mb 

th qua me ne ndo 
a t e p ts the 

decoctions. 

Lo BL C BER ,-T EWBERRY. 

L Do R.- No Ca na, 
wrecker. 

L ER SE. he se a epr 
sentatIves as 
the Senate. 

distinguished from 

Low GROUND.-A Virginian term for 
BOTTOM LANDS (q.v ) 

LUCIVEE (Lynx canadensis).-Lucivee is 
cor tion th Fre lOI 

'vier 

L Gro 
hen p par 

Airs; style. 

Ie of acc 
for rke .--(2) 

"To put on lugs." 

tty ets fur re c fro 
Denver, and the boys began to think that the 
parson was putting on LUGS. But they ex-
c a g deal' the on, real 
v with an r in ing age 
theIr rough way to the parson s ward.-Port
land Transcript, March '4, 1888. 

LUMBER,-Sawn timber. The lumber 
industry, as may be imagined, is a 

ry i art one d give 
e t any erms, most a which 

are self-explanatory; such are 
MB R a LU RMA tho 

ho pure d b g d tim-
ber from the backwoods to the 

ntr of ula . BE 
RC T, MBE G, BE 

YARD. 

inoi ay b Pr Sta ut 
go lerc fOl walnut ogs and LUMBER, said a 
representative of M. J. Osgood, the LUMBER-
MAN in d' ssin -[ e 10 . tuati with 
J al r ter. {iall 'Jo 1,188 

-- LUMBER STATE. - Maine is 
us 
nsiv 

wn 
pine 

acc t 0 

ores , fa 
s e 
hic 
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reason it is also known as the PINE 
TREE STATE.--LuMBER WAGON. 
-A farmer's produce cart. 

LUMMox.-This English provincial
ism is colloquial in America for a 
heavy, stupid fellow; so also is 
LUNK-HEAD, with the same mean
ing. 

LYCEUM.-Where Academy, Associa
tion, or Society would be used in 
England Lyceum is frequentlyem
ployed in America. The word may 
signify either the building in which 
the society meets or the society 
itself. 

LYNCH, To. LYNCHER. LYNCH LAW. 
-To IYllch is defined as to inflict 
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punishment without the form of 
law; a IYllcher is one who per
forms such punishment; and IYllch 
law is the practice of punishing 
men for crime by private un
authorized persons without legal 
trial; mob law. Though, of 
course, IYllch law might lend itself 
to wrong-doing, it yet, in lawless, 
wild communities, furnishes a 
certain kind of rough-and-ready 
justice. The origin of the term 
is wrapped in mystery; many ex
planations have been put forward, 
none, however, are conclusive. 

LYNCH LAW is an outbreak of the reforma
tory 5piI-it among people of low or recent 
civilization. Like other movements for re
form, it is often carried by its own momen
tum into unforeseen excesses. -Scribner's 
M "gaoi1le, 1887. 
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A'AM.-A f 
England 
of "M 
which, f 
pronunciation pecu
liar to that part of the 
Union, commonly 
appears both in 

speaking and writing as Mann. It 
is (I) A contraction for MADAM (q.v.), 
and (2) An allernative for "mother." 
In some parts of the country it was 

customary to sp 
ts as " Sir" and 

oj SCHOoL.-For 
gland and also in 
mown as a "da 
! however, \vome 
rly, in the pu 

m of America, 
large a share of the duties connected 
with the education of the young, 
the title of NI arm School has been 
perpet uated in cases where the idea 
of inefficiency, usually connected 
in popular opinion with dame 
schools, no longer applies. The 
colloquial designation of the 

ers is SCHOOL-MA 

ant).-A harlot. 

E.-(I) A fire-eng 
and other large 

erm is especially affe j 
n'IlOYS (q.v.), who make themselves 
conspicuous at fires, and who, like 
t heir English congeners, revel in 
the excitement caused thereby.-
(2) A synonym [or any undertal<ing 
or enterprize; thus a man frl:tting 

at interfurence w e 
or the person me g 
this or t hat mach 
nection Mr. Lin a 
busybody, who offered a liberal 
amount of advice and admonition 
about his administration, will occur 
to mind. "Now look here! If I 
have to run this machine I shall run 
it my own way, and be accountable 
to God, my conscience, and the 
people, but not to you! "--(3) A 
railway officia a 
locomotive.-- [-
TICIAN is one w it 
obedience to the 
In this sense the n 
generally colloq f 
half a century, i-
ficance attached n 
with the Republican party when 
owning allegiance to Mr. Conkling, 
a leader who chafed under any 
indication of independent voting. 

MACKINAW BLANKET.-See BLANKET. 

ADAM.-(I)-In e 
Union, especiall e 
South, a moth g-
nated as "Mad 0 

distinguish her r-
in-law- of the sa e 
latter then ta f 
"Mrs." Thus, wo 
Mrs. Jones, instead of speaking 
of them as Mrs. Jones, and 
Mrs. Jones, senior, or even old 
Mn. Jones, tbe latter is called 
Madam Jones, and the former Mrs. 
Junes. -- (2) Among negroes a 
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common name, in slavery days, for 
a master's wife; the term is still 
in use, though slightly changed in 
meaning since the abolition of 
slavery. -- (3) In parts of the 
New England States Madam is used 
instead of "mother," in which 
case the term is very respect ful. 

MAO DOG (Scutellaria latm)lora).
This weed was once thought to be 
a specific cure for hydrophobia. 
It is also known as SKULLCAP, 

from the shape of its flowers. 

MAOSTONE.-A round stone of dark 
color, to which is attached a 
superstition that, if applied to the 
part bitten, it is a specific cure for 
hydrophobia. This belief obtains 
mainly in the South. 

Dr. Walker, who is lhe owner of two MAD~ 
STONES, is now at Walker. He says that 
one was taken from the stomach of an elk, 
and the other from a white deer.-Nevada 
Press, 1888. 

A genuine case of hydrophobia has de
veloped in the village of Mastersville, a few 
miles south of this city. On Fl.:!oruary 9 a 
dog of Dr. McAuley bit IVlr. Martin Robinson, 
his nephew, and Miss McAuley, his daughter. 
A MADSTONE, which was kept in the vicinity, 
and which had a legendary indorsement, 
was applied, and adhered so well that no 
fear of any subsequent result was held.
St. LOll'is Daily Globe Democrat, March 30, 
1888. 

MAG G (Cant). - This term, which 
in England is now applied to a 
halfpenny (formerly megs were 
guineas), is in the States the name 
of a half-cent. 

MAGUEY (Agave a.1Itcrical1a).-A species 
of aloe, and otherwise called CEN

TURY PLANT. These abound in the 
South-western States, and, accord
ing to species, furnish sisal, hemp, 
bagging, and in one or two cases an 
intoxicating drink called PULQUE 
(q.v.) 
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MAHAlA.-A term in use in California 
for an Indian squaw, and thought 
to be a corruption of the Spanish 
lIIugcr(pronounced !lilt-iter), a woman. 

MAHOGANY (Sf1.Iietenia maltogani).-The 
mahogany of commerce; no further 
reference is requisite here.--To 
MAHOGANIZE.-To paint wood in 
imitation of mahogany. 

MAHONIST.-In 1878, a General 
Mahone of ,,vest Virginia, once an 
officer in the service of the Con
federate States, seceded from the 
ranks of the Bourbon democrats. 
His followers were thereupon called 
J'vlllh011 ists . 

MAIDEN lAND -vVhen the dower of a 
wife take~ the form of land, the 
right to which reverts to her family 
at death, it receives the name of 
maiden/and. A Virginian usage. 

MAIL, To. - As a noun, mail is 
applied to postal matter generally, 
and is now quite common in Eng
land. Where, however, in Eng
land we post letters, it is common 
in America to speak of mailing 
them.--Hence variants like MAIL

ABLE, MAIL-RIDER (post-boy), and 
MAIL-STAGE. The MAIL-CAR on 
American railways is equivalent to 
the English Post Office travelling 
van. 

IVIAIL comes here from all foreign countries 
and Europe also, It is dislributed at oncc, 
and one is permitted TO MAIL a IL!tter at any 
time, day or night. In tall buildings now 
there is an arrangement by \vhich one 111;1Y 
shoot his Jclters into a runway or Hume, and 
they will be carried into a United States 
MAIL box on the ground fioor.-/lmcricaa 
fI1I1Ilorist, Aug. II, 1888. 

MAINE LAw.-An enG.ctment, pG.ssed 
about the year ISH in the State of 
Maine, which provided that no 
one, save an officially licensed 
agent, should engage in the sale of 
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intoxicating liquors. This was per
haps the first attempt made in 
America in the direction of regu
lating the drink traffic.--Hence 
MAINE LAWITE.- An advocate of 
the principle of the Maine law. 

-The original na 
which, like whea 
staple of Ameri 

This product, 
generally know 

Maize is of 
g come down fr 
, through the p 

the French mats. 

MAKE.-WE MAKE 'EM OURSELVES.
A street catch-phrase, which quickly 
spread throughout the Union, and 
was quickly supplanted in public 
favor by other slang expressions. 

lake' em ourselves i' . 
to follow anothe 
ity to perform 
done. 

GOOD (in Poker). 
e pool an amount 
reviously made. 

previous to raising or calling a 
player, and is sometimes called 
seeing a bet.-TTle American Hoyle. 

MALAHACK.-To cut up hastily or 
awkwardly. This is an English 
provincialism, which, however, is 
colloquial in America. 

or MAMMEE Ap 
calla). -A well-k 
n fruit. --MAM 
lila l71ammosa).-S 

XED.-A doubtfu 
rent in the South and West. It 
seems to bear a meaning of serious 
persClnal injury, and may, perhaps, 
be compared with" flummuxed " 
in the sense of great mental per
turbation. 

Ai 

MAMMy.-An affectionate name given 
by children to negro nurses, and 
old servants.. In the extreme 
South it is pronounced as if written 
mau.nter. In Old English usage 
the word was synonymous with 
grandmother, and the same signi
cation also atta y 
manzi. 

AN.-This word s 
into combinatio g 
and other phrase R. 
-The man-eafer a 
and the Eastern g 
more formidable than the so-called 
salamander, or as they are popu
larly called in other localities 
water-dogs, spring-keepers, water
puppies, and ground-puppies.-
MAN OF THE EARTH (Col/volvulus 
panduratus).-This is also known as 
the Mechoacan and wild otato-
vine. The root 0 h 
grows in sand d 
medicinally.-- A 
long established g-
nifying after th n. 
--ANOTHER M ] 

GONE WRONG.- h-
phrase has had as WI e a vobue In 

England as in America; indeed, 
slang nowadays is thoroughly cos
mopolitan, and once started, gene
rally makes a tour of the globe. At 
first another good man gone wrong was 
applied to cases where disgrace of 
any kind had fallen upon an indi-
dividual; latterl e 
serious meaning n 
that of followin 
GOING OUT TO a 
New York phra a 
drink." It arose h 
the excuse given e 
of entertainment Ie 
for the purpose of refreshment.-
TI-IE MAN ATTHE OTHER END OFTHE 
AVENUE.-This phrase originated 
with Thaddeus Stevens, and had 
reference to President Johnson. 
Another famous political expression 



Manada 

was--THE ulAN ON HORSEEACK
of Caleb Cushing. 

MAN ADA. - This term, which, in 
California is specially applied to 
breeding mares, is elsewhere more 
generally used of a herd of cattle 
or drove of horses. It comes from 
the Spanish. 

MANANOSAy.-The Indian name of the 
SOFT CLAM (q.v.). 

MANATEE.-The sea-cow or lamantin. 

MANDERER (Cant).- A cadger; a 
beggar. 

MANGO.-A musk-melon, stuffed with 
various condiments and then 
pickled.--MANGo HUMMING BIRD 
(Tl'ochittls colubl'is) , also called the 
HUM-BIRD or HUMMER (q.v.). 

MANGOSTEEN.-A variety of the East 
Indian mango, which flourishes in 
the West Indies. 

MANIFEST DESTINy.-Like "the right 
divine of kings to govern wrong," 
the manifest destiny of a nation is too 
often a mere cloak for violence and 
oppression; or, as J. R. Lowell 
puts it, " a national recklessness as 
to right or wrong." The phrase 
moltifest d~stiny, as specially applied 
to Amencan politics, originated 
with Mr. Webster, who asserted 
that God intended America should 
be a Republic. 

MANIOC. - The plant from which 
TAPIOCA (q.v.) is derived. 

MAN!TOU.-;\~ Algoukin word signi
fymg sp.lr!t. It.!s applied by 
IndIan tnbes to spmts of all kinds, 
whether of the woods, of the wind, 
or any natural object, and these 
may be either good or bad. 

Maple 

MANNERs.-To MAKE ONE S MANNERS. 
-Children were formerly said to 
make their manners when bowing 
or curtseying to visitors or elders. 
This mode of speech is in reality 
a very old English usage. The 
motto of Winchester school, "man
ners makyth man," is of somewhat 
similar import, manners in both 
cases being synonymous with cour
t esy and good breeding. 

MANSARD ROOF.-A roof with a double 
set of rafters, the upper sloping at a 
greater angle than the under. From 
the French architect, Mansard. 

I've worked up a business here that would 
satisfy any man, don't care who he is. 
Five years ago lodf?cd in an attic; live in a 
swell house now, WIth a MANSARD ROOF, and 
all the modern inconveniences.-Llfe Oft the 
AI ississippi by AI ark Twain. 

One also hears the phrase "to put 
a mansard roof on him," or "to 
put a mansard over his eyes." 

MANTLE-PLACE.-A Southern corrup
tion for" mantelpiece" or mantel
board. 

You have a very singular ornament for 
your I\IANTEL-PLACE.-lV. G. Simms' The 
Last Wager. 

MAN-TRAP (Cant).-A widow. 

MAPLE,-A variety of tree which, 
though not peculiar to the Ameri
can continent, is yet a distinct 
feature of it. Among the more 
prominent of the species may 
be mentioned the SUGAR-MAPLE. 
--!\1APLE-HONEY.-A product of 
the sugar-maple tree, being the 
molasse~-like resi~uum of the sap 
after bOllmg. ThIS is also called 
MAPLE - MOLASSES. -- MAPLE
SUGAR.-i\ sugar obtainec1from the 
SUGAR-MAPLE TREE. -- l\1APLE
SYRUP. - The same as maple
honey. 
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RAB -A ro ss b vee 
ula an g ,i. in 

proportion of five-eights black 
blood d tl e-ei h wI' 

erts ofe 0 b ble dist 
guish the various grades 
resulting from the dmixt 
\\'0 s.- M TT 

of color 
of h 

RBL r M VEL, Pe 
ylv nt, ifyi to 

part, or move away with alacrity-
he ult ers 've urn 

or r p ical 

RBL EAD RKE A ssac 
etts erm r a cod-hs A so 

called CAPE-COD TURKEY. There 
re ny tan of be 
pok of me, e.g., e s 

geon is known in America as 
ALB B ; \ e i ngl 

err s a nie arne " di 
chicks" when dried, or "Billings-

ate eas "w n fr ; a 
Yar th ate eJOi in 
euphonious name of "two-eyed 
teal" M y oth exa les . 

occ 0 m as oqu on b 
sides of the Atlantic. 

RK ant) To 0 in e 
mark is to deliver a blow in the pit 
of th sto h. 

MARKET TRUCK, also GARDEN TRUCK.-
Veg ble own r m et.- e 
TR 

ARM See 'AM. 

MAROON.-It is extremely doubtful 
whe r t ter or una y 
neg ca be asse as n 
Americanism. This remark also 
app to ARO ER.- To 0 

MAl NIN ow , i,e , icni g 
for several days at a stretch, 
gen ely ds plac n t e 
pag 11 Olli! is ulia 0 

sit 

e S her tat an ve 
mil to \ t is ow Elg 

land as camping out. 
bvio y a . dir 

This sense is 
der' tive 

ev " t aro 

RIA INT ION A oth 
is customary in merica to pub

licly announce betrothals as well 
s bi s, d s, a rna ges 

MARRIAGE INTENTION S. 
Daniel G. Denehy 22, Honora V. Twomey 

Tam hela 7, H ah an~ 
Wal -1. 0 rne, ,Mar . Kel I 

26; Daniel Coleman, 30, Catherine M. 
Thomas, 30; Thomas Dee 25, Mary Doyle 

J oh McD olld nnie Don 
Bos Dail obc, 

RRI LIC E.- arri be 
civ ont in eri , det 

of all licenses issued are periodi-
ally adv sed t d' 
ape 

NfARRIAGE LrcFNsEs 
he win th st 0 ARRI 
ENSIi sued to tw .m. ay, 

the name, residence (when outside the city), 
and age of the licensees:-

I9H rry ells rten Dall 2. 
12.f,I99-John A. Peterson, Frida Oliv 

23-22 
200 lhel lick, ann hrel 

2Z 
etc., etc., etc. 

-Chicago Mail, 1888. 

Mal e lses, 10W r, 
not required in Arizona, Dakota, 
Ida Mi gan ont ,N 
Jers N Me ,N Y , 
South Carolina, Utah and Wis
con 

MARRIED.-To BE MARRIED.-Said of 
two en en and ed 
geth 

ARS EN llus pita and 
gini 5).- is p pula am 
borne both by the Virgi nia-rail 
and so the app ail. 
vari is II I· 



Marvel 

MA~VEL, To.-To move away expedi
ttously.-See To MARBLE. 

MARYLAND END. -A curious name 
given to the hock end of a ham, 
the thick part being cal1ed the 
VIRGINIA END. ThesecolloquiaIisms 
are current in both the States con
cerned, and are thought by some 
to al1ude to a supposed rough 
resemblance between the contour 
line of these States and a ham; 
ordinary people, however, will 
scarcely be able thus to impose 
upon their imagination. 

MARY WALKERs.-Trousers; derived 
from Dr. Mary 'Walker adopting 
as part of her dress a modified 
form of this article of male attire. 
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MASH, To.-English slang is indebted 
to America (California to be exact) 
for mash, MASHER, and other 
variants. It is difficult to say 
whether the word, or the idea en
shrined in it, is the more con temp
ti~le and odious. Primarily, to mash 
mIght have been translated to ogle in 
a mistaken belief that one's charms 
are irresistible; or .. to be spoons 
on" where the object of such 
attention is an unwilling victim. 
Since, however, the word has be
come. so generally colloquial, its 
meamng has been considerably 
softened, and now signifies merely 
to make oneself agreeable.-
MASHER.-This word, like MASH, 
h.as ~een purified in meaning, 
SIDce Its advent on this side of the 
water; but even now little enough 
can be said in its favor. A mas/Il'r 
may be either a noxious animal of 
the genus Catuills who rudely ogles 
women on public thoroughfares; 
or he may be a comparatively 
harmless, if vacuous biped in 
trousers. The last named variety 
wears: a collar and eyeglass, and 
his mission in life is-well, prob-

Mason and Dixon's Line 

ably not even he himself could 
name it. The masher or dude (a 
later name) is the successor of the 
fops, swells, beaux, bloods, and 
bllcks of former times.--MASH 
TEA.-A herbal decoction of the 
North-west, very similar to LABRA
DOR TEA (q.v.).--MASH TRAP.
As the name indicates, a trap that 
kills by crushing the victim 
entangled in it. 

MASON AND DIXON'S LINE. - The 
boundary line between Pennsyl
vania on the south and the ad
joining states of Maryland and 
West Virginia. This boundary, 
which follows the 40th parallel 
of N. latitude, was surveyed in 
1763-6 by two Englishmen of the 
names.of Mason and Dixon, in 
order to settle a dispute between 
the states in queslion. III ason 
aud Dixon's LillO was ongID
ally marked by mile-stones; on 
the Pennsylvania side these land 
marks were inscribed with the 
armorial bearings of Penn, and on 
the other with those of Lord Balti
more. The phrase, however, de
rives its chief importance from the 
fact, that for a long period it was 
looked upon as representing 
roughly the dividing line between 
the Free and Slave Slates. Even 
as far back as r820, when Congress 
was the scene of fierce debate as 
to the exclusion of slavery from 
Missouri, the expression was popu
larized through its frequent use by 
John Randolph, and during the 
recent rebellion it again figured in 
newspapers and dispatches. " Har.g 
your clothes to dry on Mason alld 
Dixon's Line," was one of the 
numerous sayings curnmt in the 
early days of the anti-slavery 
agitation. 

Living in the Middle State", I h""e had 
occasion to ob5erve how \'igorou~~y a luan 
on either sid" of MASON AND DIXON'S LINK 



Masoncss 

resents being mistaken for a man living on 
the other sicle.-A merica1t H 1t11Jorist, 1888. 

MASON Ess.-Androgynous masonry, 
finding little acceptance in England, 
has met with scarcely more favor 
in America. There are, however, a 
number of spurious degrees to 
which women have been admitted, 
and to describe these the word 
rnaSOl1ess has been invented. 

MASSA.-A negro term for master, 
and a com man mode of address to 
white men on all occasions. 

MASS MEETING.-This term, for a 
large meeting of citizens for any 
purpose whatsoever, was first used 
in the electoral contest of 1840-
the HARD CIDE~ CAMPAIGN as it 
was called, when General Harrison 
and Mr. Tyler were candidates for 
the Presidency. Mass 111 eetillg has 
now passed into general use not only 
in England and America, but also 
in France and Germany. 

MATCH. To.-To light a fire, candle, 
etc., by the application of a match. 
" M ateh that fire," i.e., light it. 

MATERIALIZE, To, MATERIALIZATION.

(I) To become visible; an ap
pearance. Among spiritualists, the 
act by which a spirit is supposed to 
mal,e itself visible to mortal sight, 
is called maimalizatioll. Little 
is known concerning the modus 
operandi; all that is certain is, that 
under certain condi tions "forms" 
independent of any person visibly 
present are evolved, sometimes in 
full view, through the instrumen
tality of certain individuals called 
psychics. Authorities in psychical, 
research admit that the terms to 
materialize and materialization are 
unsatisfactory and misleading, and 
for the latter, pending further know
ledge, "form manifestation" has 

Matter 

been suggested.--(2) So wonder
ful were the records of phenomena 
of the kind just mentioned, that a 
sceptical, unbelieving generation, 
jumped to a conclusion that the 
whole thing was fraudulent. The 
" wise and learned," as usual, pitted 
their want of knowledge of a mys
terious and abstruse subject against 
the matter-of-fact statements of 
hundreds of witnesses who, in many 
cases, had made the question a scien
tific life-study. Thus ridiculed, to 
materialize became associated in the 
public mind with putting in an 
appearance of any kind, and a 
person failing to keep an appoint
ment, or so on, would be said not 
to have materialized. Materialize is 
perhaps the most popularly collo
quial of recent Americanisms-an 
indirect tribute, may-be, to the 
extent to which the teachings of 
spiritualism have unconscionsly 
permeated the popular mind. The 
following extracts will illustrate the 
various shades of meaning which 
attach to the popnlar use of the 
word. 

The branch line to connect Pensacola with 
the main stem of the Birmingham and Navy 
Cove Railway at, or near, Mobile, is rapidlr. 
MATERIALIZING.-Tltc Pensaco/a Commercia I 

,~88. 

One day last week I spent three-quartero 
of an hour on an East River pier wailing for 
an excursion boat to MATERIALlzE.-Texas 
Sijtilll:s, September 8, ,888. 

An invitation to President Cleveland was 
sent to Fire Island this afternoon, aI~d the 
ladies were in a flutter of excitement, but IIp 
to a late honrhe had not MATERIALIZED. The 
probability is that Mr. Cleveland has not got 
his dress suit on board the yacht, and would 
not like to wear his fishing clothes on this 
occasion.-Netv York Herala, July 29,1888. 

But Barbara was averse to building any 
enstles in the air which she had small chance 
of being able to MATERIALIZE, - Century 
Magazine, ,888. 

MATT£R.-AND THAT'S WHAT'S THE 
MATTER WITH HANNA~I.-A slang 
catch phrase, generally tailed on to 
a statement or remark without the 
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slightest sense of congruity. It 
means nothing in particular; and 
as much may be said of it here. 

MAUL, To.-Bartlett gives this as, to 
prepare; to make; - current in the 
Southern States. If this be so it 
is probably derived from the maul, 
a woodcutter's tool or mallet for 
preparing wood. -- MAUL AND 
WEDGES. - These tools of the 
woodman are used in popular 
speech very much as their equi
valent "bag and baggage" is 
employed in England. 

He went across lots, MAUL AND WEDGES, 
and we never seen nor hearn of him 
sence.-lVestern Scenes. 

MAULD (Cant).-A man is said to be 
maltld when very drunk; probably 
in more senses than one. 

MAUMER.-See MAMMY. 

MAUVAISES TERREs.-The name given 
by the early French settlers to the 
BAD LANDS (q.v.). 

MAVERICK. - Unbranded cattle are 
called mavericks. The derivation 
of the term is given under BRAND 
(q.v.). 

MAWKS (Cant).-A slatternly woman. 

MAX, To.-JV[ax is an abbreviation of 
"maximum" ; hence at the United 
States Military Academy at West 
Point, to max signifies to do well. 

MAYBE is invariably used for "per
haps." 

MAY BIRD.-One of the numerous 
names for the BOBOLINK (q.v.). 

MAY BLoB.-In New England the cow
sli p is so called. 

Mean 

MAY pop.-A Southern name for the 
passion flower. 

MAZZARD (Cant).-The face. 

M. c.-An abbreviation for Member 
of Congress. 

Mc FLIMSY.-MrssFLoRAMcFLIMSY, 
OF MADISON SQUARE.-A facetious 
nickname given to the reigning 
American belle. It was taken from 
a very popular poem entitled 
"Nothing to ·Wear." Madison 
Square is in the fashionable quarter 
of New York. 

11rss FLORA Me FLIMSY, OF r."fADISON 
SQUARE, must have had a hard time getting 
along in swell society with so few clothes, 
but they say she always managed to Jceep 
well supplied with Dr. Bull's Cough Syrup. 
-Troy Daily Times, February 20, 1888. 

MEADOW. - A distinction is made 
between the coarse grass of swampy 
lands and the finer sorts which 
grow elsewhere. The former is 
called MEADOW-HAY, whilst the 
latter is distinguished as ENGLISH
HAY. -- MEADOW BIRD. - The 
BOBOLINK (q.v.). 

MEAN.-(r) This is often used as the 
singular of "means "-" the mean 
by which he undertook to circum
vent the enemy was unique of its 
kind."--(2} As an adjective mean 
is commonly used where an English
man would employ "poor" with 
the meaning of little value, or 
worthless. 

There nlO be no greater provocation than 
is ~ivcn by a MEAN horse or a refractory 
stecr.-Ct:lIluI'Y Magazille, October, 1888. 

-- Hence MEAN CROWD. - An 
opprobrious term for people of 
whom not much is thought, 
whether morally or physically. 
The expression is so met imes varied 
by LOW MOB or LOW CROWD; and 
it is applied to a single individual 
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as well as to gatherings of people. 
--MEAN ENOUGH TO STEAL 

NS FROI\ ND HOG 
ee's id consum 
ness. L t phrase 
ind, the s rough 

racy.--MEAN WHITES or POOR 
WHITES or WHITE TRAsH.-Under 
the slavery 1'cgime of the Southern 
States, these were contemptuous 

s applie e negroe 
ndigent opulatio 
South, i. who la 
landed and slav 

work for them, who eschewed 
labor of all kinds, were intemperate 
and improvident, and are to-day 
more or less a stumbling block in 

arduous Recons 
or the up agai 
ody poli r the cha 
itions b bout by 

collapse of the Southern or pro
slavery cause. A similar state 
of affairs exists to a certain extent 
in the West Indies and, indeed 

y tropic te where 
onment e precJ 

uallabor of Euro 
nt. y., ave no 

standi side by side with other 
races, unless possessed of property 
or mental aptitude, which is often 

nymous with wealth, because 
wealth i d. 

RE.--To E'S MEAS 
-To reckon one up; to form an 
estimate of one's character, ability, 
or the length of one's purse, i.e" 
one's social position. A variant is 

ZE ONE U 

pronounc .-A gen 
term for animal food of all kin s. 
For instance, BAR-MEAT, or GRIZZLY
MEAT as it is more often called, 
BUFFALO-MEAT, DEER-MEAT, and 

MEAT, ar ntly he 
even SH T for mu 
t unco MEAT-

dicine 

CUITs.-These, as the name implies, 
are compounds of animal food 
(genera and flou in 
the fa biscuit. T-
CHAMB refrigera m 
on bo an-going rs, 
used to convey carcases from port 
to port.--To CHEW ONE'S OWN 
MEAT, i.e., to do a thing oneself. 
--To HUNT FOR MEAT.-A hun-
ter's p sed wh ts 
forth t ish his 
To MA , is the by 
which ntiersma es 
the process of drying thin slices 
of animal flesh for future use. 
--MEAT IN THE POT. -A Texan 
term for a revolver. The phrase 
is not her ina e, 
because e plain he 
Great ar State 's 
rifle or r is ofte I y 
means by which he can provide 
and literally put meat in the pot. 
Texas, perhaps, more than any 
other State in the Union, stands 
pre-emi unique 0-

duction terms. re 
often st nough in ty 
and se sness; n he 
moral ingenuity revealed by the 
vernacular less striking, as, e.g., in 
such phrases as "revolvers make 
all men equal" and " if a mau can't 
curse h ds who he 
curse? 

MECATE.-MeXican for a rope, made 
either of hair or the fibre of the 
agave or MAGUEY. 

ECHOA 

VINE (q. 
name fo 

HE WIL 
,·oacan is 
ant. 

a 
n 

M ED I C I N E.-GooD MEDICINE; BAD 
MEDlCINE.-The word1l1cdicine is of 
universal application among the 
Indians rything d 
lucky, hful, or e 
in any the pr 



Medit 

pleasure of the good God, is 
"good medicine." Everything the 

verse ad me " 

me spe rtue 01 seems 
attached to halr-covered skm. The Indian 
has no hair on his face or person) and con
sequently scalps only the heads of other 
I d·ans. Th f II-beard d h'te man II 

liar at ns to t per, 
on of which is aUa 
to the bit u he an 

scalped off. I once saw in an Indian camp 
a scalp consisting of almost the entire skin 
of the head, face, breast, and belly to the 

ch, in 0 . e. It en car 
d, and r value et upon 
MEDICI odge's 0/ tlte 
,P·399 

MEDIUM.-A person who, by organi
zation, is ca able of acting as an 

terme or cting 
etwee spir force 

nature and the world of matter. 
This word, like much of the 
terminology of spiritualism, is 

onfess obscu d bo 
pon ja A metter 

IS "psyc IC.' 

MEDLAR (Cant).-One whose personal 
roma sts th ction 
eanlin omes er b 

nor after odliness. 

MEECHING or MICHING - This word 
bsolet Engla ill sur 
1 New and nglan 

skulking or mean, III which sense 
it was used by Shakspeare, "To 
meech" was employed by Beau-

ont a etcher he sen 
o pilf nd als lay in 
or; to ur 

But I ain't of the MEECHIN' kind, that sets 
and thinl{s for weeks, 

batto 0' th S6, 'cos 
n gillp s, 

R. Lor 

MEET.-To MEET UP WITII.-A 
Georgian synonym for to overtake. 
--To T WI CHAN 

o be ck u convic 
See C CTION. 

Me Check 

MEETING. MEETING.HOUSE.-An as
sembly, and also the building in 
w it mee divin ship. 
T ritans argel y essed 
tI mp 0 ir in e on 
matters connected with religion in 
America, held that a church was a 
b f Chri' ,and uild-
in enee t efused name 
o reh to latter, ng it 
instead a meeting-house. 

W t's the u 
ery Sa 
's right 
lIer-me 

EETIN'
wet or 
mowin 

oats an 
-Big/ow Papers. 

The young people were all gibberin' and 
talkin' and laugbin' as if they had been to a 
corn in'mol a MEET USE.-
Maj s. 

In the OLD COLONY (q.v.), meeting 
house is frequently contracted into 
M '-us. MEET!' ED.-
C ay s that 'ment 
bused uppos ecific 
against drowsiness during church 
service-a startling comment upon 
b th iDiste d congr . D. 

MELON FRUIT (Canca papaya).- The 
papaw; a West Indian fruit which 
is also called the TREE MELON. 

ME, (Can 0 sp loney 
-an axiom literatim et verbatim. 

ME ECK 0 ORAN HECK. 
n a d ears u s face 

either of these terms it is under
stood that it shall not be preseuted 
for payment before the date marked 
u t, alth the c of the 
U Stat ve d that 
the holders of these documents are 
legally entitled to negotiate such a 
draft for immediate payment. In 

nd the 'alent ' post-
chequ e oper being 

ca e "dating forward. 



Memorial Day 

MEMORIAL DAv.-See DECORATION 
DAY. 

MENHADEN (Alosa menhaden). - The 
BONY FISH (q.v.). This fish has 
many other aliases. 

MEN OFTHE BLUE and THE GRAv.-The 
soldiers of the Federal and Con
federate armies respectively.-See 
BLUE BELLIES. 

If designing Democratic politicians had 
kept their hands off, and let the MEN OF THE 

BLUE and THE GRAY settle things, there 
would not be to-day one-half the bad blood 
that exists.-Chicago Inter-Ocean, 1888. 

MERCHANDISE, To. - To engage in 
trade; to transact business. It 
matters little whether the trade is 
carried on in a Broadway store, 
or whether the goods for sale are 
contained in a pedlar's pack; both 
the storekeeper and the pedlar 
devote themselves to merchandising. 

MERCHANT.-Any trader from a whole
sale dealer to a petty shopl,eeper 
or hawker. Everyonewho engages 
in trade in America is a merchant. 

MERKIN (Cant).-This term, which in 
English cant possesses an extremely 
esoteric meaning, is in America 
applied to hair-dye. There is, 
however, a slight connection be
tween the two usages, which the 
curious will, no doubt, discover for 
themsel ves. 

MERRY CAIN.-To RAISE MERRY CAIN. 
-A sarcastic variant of TO RAISE 
CAIN (see CAIN); to anger; to 
enrage. 

But in OUf spirit of imitation do we not go 
too far when we talk of uniforming the 
shop girls in the big dry goods store? The 
suggeslion of such all innovation has RAISED 
MERJ{Y CAIN ill tile bOSOrtlS of the indignant 
saleswornenof Maey's, Stern's, Altman's, and 
other large bazaars of this city.-Long 
Braltch News, April 7, 1888. 

Mexican Mysteries 

M ESA.-A table-land. Spanish in 
descent, and in use in the Mexican
Spanish States. The diminutive 
is MESILLA. 

MESQUIT or MUSKEET (Algarobia gltm
duiosa).-A tree of the locust family 
which abounds in the South and 
South-west. The pods are much 
liked by cattle and horses; and 
Ind ians use the beans as an article 
of food.--MESQUIT GRASS (Stipa 
spata).-A nutritious grass found on 
the Western plains. Also called 
LEWIS GRASS. Mashekt is the 
Indian word for grass. Other 
varieties are BARBED MESQUIT and 
HOG WALLOW MESQUIT. 

MESSAGE.-An official communication 
from the President to Congress; 
equivalent to the Queen's Speech 
of English politics. 

MESTEE, METIS or METIF.-The pro
geny of quadroon and white 
parents, the proportion being one
eighth black.-See MULATTO. 

METATE (from Mexican mctal). - A 
hollow oblong stone, used for 
grinding purposes. 

METHEGLIN.-A spiritous beverage. 

The friends of the new-married couple did 
nothing for a whole month but smoke and 
drink METHEGLIN during the bender they 
called the honeymoon.-Sam Slick's Hllman 
Nature, p, 276. 

METHV (Lota maculosa)-.The burbot. 
This fish is called LA ROCHE by the 
Canadians. 

METls.-See MULATTO. 

MEXICAN MYSTrRltS (Masonic).-The 
Mexicans (Aztecs) had religious 
orders and secret ceremonies like 
other nations. Dedicating them-



sel ves to the worshi p of some special 
deity, such as QuetzaIcoatl (the 
Mexican Saviour), they secluded 
themselves in monasteries, and 
practised secret rites. This order 
was called Tlamacazcajotl, and the 
members Tlamacazque. Another 
order was called Tel ochtliztli, or 
.. the yo posed of 
youths d atlipoca. 
There w men over 
sixty tal, stity, de-
voted to CentcotI. 
They we me learn-
ing, and by them 
was deeme oracu ar. e number 
was limited, and they passed their 
time maldng historical paintings for 
the instruction of the people. The 
North American Indians had similar 
societies. Among the Algonkins 
there were three degrees ;-1. \Vau
ben a ; 2. Meda; and 3. Jossakeed. 
Rumbol Order of 
the Bot Trumpet, 
among th ns. The 
Collahua practised 
secret ce 

MICKY. -
sobrique 
for a rowdy; a rough. 

umerable 
eStates 

Here once, when the MICKS got to throw
ing stones through the Methodie's Sunday 
School windows, Bucl, Fanshaw, an of his 
own notion, shut up his saloon and tool, a 
couple of six-shooters, and mounted guard 
over the Sunday School.-Mark T'1.Clalu's The 
imlOcents at Ii omc, p. 22. 

MIDDLE ST 
Tersey, 
Marylan 

MIDDLING 
classes in 

rk, New 
Delaware, 
District. 

middle 
f society. 

MIDOLINGS.-A technical term in the 
pork-packing trade for that portion 
of the animal between the hams 
and shoulders. 

e 

MIOGET.-The sand-fly is so-called in 
Canada and the North-west. 

MIO-WESURN STATES.-\V. Virginia, 
Kentucky, Tennessee, Missouri, 
Kansas, and Arkansas. 

MILE ent allowance 
to ress and others. 
W s members re-
cei regular salary, 
?nil at extrav8gant 
co heir travelling 
ex to \Vasbington 
an g CONSTRUCTIVE 
MILEAGE is paid when the members 
are only supposed to have gone 
home, and to have returned to the 
seat of Government without haviDg 
actually been absent. This is the 
case, for instance, when one Con
gress, as it is called, expires on the 
3rd f h e next Congress 
be the 4th of that 
mo bers who hold 
ov cted for a new 
Co heir full mileage 
as to their home 
an 0 Washington. 
Th ing as far as 
the maJonty IS concerned, but in 
the cases of members from distant 
States, as from the Pacific coast or 
New Mexico, the sum assumes 
gigantic proportions. One member, 
who only sat four days in Congress, 
was once allowed 14,000 dollars 
back pay on this account. Many 
ho a ve refused to 
ta the allowance, 
re mposition upon 
th LEAGE TICKETS. 

needful reforms 
in introduced by 
An s the most con-
sp ich provides for 
payment according to the distance 
travelled. These tickets can be 
bought to cover as much as 2 000 

miles at a time, the compa'rlies 
giving facilities for transfer from 



Military Lands 

one line of railway to another. If, 
from any cause, the holder of such a 
ticket finds himself unable to avail 
himself to the full extent of his 
purchase, he is at liberty to dispose 
of the unused portion, or the com
panies will refund a proportional 
amount of the sum paid. For 
example, if a 2,000 mile ticket has 
been purchased, and less than 1,000 
miles have been used, it is custom
ary to charge three cents per mile 
for the portion used, and to refund 
the difference between the amount 
so charged, and the original price 
of the ticket to the original pur
chaser; or the unused portion may 
be applied, mile for mile, in part pay
ment of a new mileage ticket. \Vhen 
1,000 miles and upwards have been 
used, the charge is at the rate of 
2k cents per mile. It may also be 
remembered that ordinary return 
tickets are available till used ,another 
concession which marks a difference 
between the American and English 
usage. These privileges have given 
rise to a new" industry" in TICKET
SCALPING, a suggestive name for 
speculation in unused railway 
tickets. 

MILITARY LANDs.-Government lands 
set apart for use as rewards to 
soldiers or other military sen·ants. 

MILK RANCH.-A dairy farm. Loose
ness of speech, and, perhaps, an 
idea that milk 1'anch sounds better 
than the proper term, is responsi
ble for this perversion of the 
original word. Even a two-acre 
lot has been called a RANCH (q.v.). 

MILK SICKNESS.-A disease peculiar to 
the saline districts of the West, 
and thought to arise from the detri
mental effects of the soil and water 
of these regions. It attacks both 
men and cat tie, is spasmodic in 
action, and rapidly fatal in result. 

M illerisllt 

M I LL.-An American coin,which, how
ever, has no real existence, of the 
value of one thousandth-part of a 
dollar.--To MILL.-A weaver's 
term. 'When cloth cockles it is 
said to mill.--MILL PRIVILEGE.
Webster defines this as a waterfall 
sufficient, when a dam is raised, to 
furnish power to work a mill. 

MILLER.-A large white moth infest
ing tobacco plantations. It is ex
ceedingl y prolific, and sometimes 
deposits as many as a hundred eggs 
in a single night. So destructive 
is the tobacco worm, as the pro
geny of this insect is called, that 
planters frequently offer a reward 
of five cents for every miller cap
tured; and on bright moonlight 
nights, when they are most nume
rous, the young darkies move 
stealthily about the fields on a still 
hunt for scalps. 

MILLER Boy OFTHE SLASHES.-A nick
name of Henry Clay, who, in his 
youth, tended a mill in a region 
known as "the Slashes," near his 
birth-place. 

MILLERISM.-Dr:William Miller, or, 
familiarly, Father Miller, the 
founder of this sect, was the 
American counterpart of Dr. Cum
ming in England. At one time 
the doings of the MILLERlTES 
excited a good deal of public 
attention. Their chief tenet was a 
belief in the physical second advent 
of r esus Christ. This, Miller 
predicted would take place on the 
23rd of October, 1844, whereupon 
numbers of his followers settled 
their earthly accounts, bade fare
well to their friends, assumed their 
white ascension-robes, and pre
pared for the sounding of the last 
trumpet. The highways and bye
ways were thronged with anxious 
crowds of men and women, while 



Milling 

the trees in the orchards and the 
roofs of houses were filled with 
the more impatient MILLERITES, 
who thus hoped to be nearer to 
their new home in heaven. 

I Do you remember old J abe Green's wife 
up to Wiggletown?' said the widow Bedott. 
'She was always carried away with every 
new thing. Two or three years ago, when 
MILLERISM was makin' such a noise, she 
was clear killed up with it. Again, she was 
wide awake against Sabbath-breakin'-then 
'twas moral reform.'-IYidow Bedott Papers, 
p.123· 

MILLlNG.-A ranch term explained by 
quotation. 

The cattle may begin to run, and then get 
MILLING-that is, all crowd together into a 
mass like a ball, wherein they move round 
and round, tryi ng to keep their heads to
wards the centre, and refusing to leave it.
ROOSC'{H/t's Ranch Life ilt the Far TVest. 

MILLION or MILVuN.-Corruptions for 
"melon," very common in the 
South, where almost every black 
has his water-melon patch. 

Yu mer tall< 'bout yo' spar-rib, an' yo' back
bone an' yo' harn, 

An' yo' COaTI, an' yo' 'possum, an' yo' fattas' 
yaller yam, 

But de vo'y bes' an' sweetes' meat wa'tev' 
cross yo' monf, 

Am de WAT'MILYUN, growin' en de patch 
down Souf. 

0, de·wAT'MILYUN time! 0, de WAT'MILYUN 
fine! 

Nllffin [un ter sweetness lal,' de WAT'MILYUN 
vine. 

-Detroit Free Press, Aug. rf\8S. 

MILLlSH.-A Southern corruption of 
" militia. lI 

MIN ISTER,-A species of cat-fish, from 
its dark and sombre colour.-See 
CAT. 

MINK or MINX (Putorills visoll).-A 
l<ind of water weasel, the fur of 
which is much esteemed. 

MINT DROPS or BENTON'S MINT DROPS. 
-Gold coins. A Missouri Con-

M iscegenati01t 

gressman named Benton, one of 
the foremost advocates of a gold 
currency, chanced on one occasion 
to let fall the expression millt drops, 
which at once became popular, 
and for many years gold coins 
were thus nicknamed. 

MI NT JULEP.-A concoction of brandy, 
sugar, and pounded ice, flavored 
with mint. 

M I NT STICK.-A peppermint sweet
meat. 

MISCEGENATION. - This barbarous 
worc! was introduced in the 
South shortly after the Civil 
War to signify the mingling of 
the black and white races, and 
there were not wanting those 
who advocated the expcdiency of 
furthering such admixture by every 
means, lawful and unlawful. It 
was thought that the negro in 
America would De absorbed by the 
white race, and history was cited 
as furnishing precedents for such a 
result. This expectation has been 
altogether falsified; for, not only 
has miscegena.tion steadily decreased 
since the war, but the color line is 
more sharply drmvn in society, 
church, and politics, between the 
black and his lighter-color-race 
brother, or miscegene, than it is 
between black and white. Indeed, 
this has gone so far, that it is the 
deepest disgrace of the race, and 
marks a jealollsy that keeps them 
divided, and therefore resists their 
advaucement. The only absorbing 
that these facts prove is, that the 
darker miscegenes will be reab
sorbed into the dark race, while 
the lighter will fadeaway into dark 
whites, or be lost altogetber.-_ 
I-Ience, based upon the same idea 
such derivatives as MlSCEGENE and 
MISCEGENATION 1ST. 



Misery 

MISERY.-A favorite negro synonym 
for pain. If a black feels at all 
qualmish, he expresses himself as 
possessed of a misery in the head, 
chest, foot, etc. 

MISH TOPPER (Cant). - A coat or 
petticoat. Mish, in English cant, 
stands for shirt or chemise, and is 
a corrupted form of the French 
chemise, Italian camicia. 

MISRECOLLECT, To. - To forget. A 
factitious word of common use, as 
also are its equivalents MIS-REMEM
BER and DIS-REMEMBER. 

MISREMEMBER, To.-Seethe foregoing, 
MIS-RECOLLECT. 

MISREPRESENTATIVE.-A representa
tive who fails to be the mouth-piece 
of the views of his constituents. 

MISSING. - AMONG THE MISSING.
Absent; (and sometimes) killed. A 
q Llain t perversion of language 
characterizes a variant of this 
phrase-to tum up missing. 

, I tell you what, J akc, if this goes on I'll 
be AMONG THE. MISSING before sundown; it 
ain't human nature to stand beln' fired at by 
them varrnin, and not to have a crack at tlleln 
in return,'-A cross the Great Dcsat,1869. 

Antonio was not only lazy but he was 
vicious, jealous, and in some of his mad 
moments he had often threatened to kill 
Marie. Finally IYJaric TUHNED UP MfSSING, 
and she was no longer seen about the cabin 
of the half-breed. - Missouri Repllblican, 
February 24, 1888. 

MISSION SCHOOL.-A ragged school. 
--MISSIONARYING. - Performing 
missionary work.--To MISSION
ATE.-To act as a missionary. 

MISS LICK.-A Western backwoods' 
term for a false blow of the axe; a 
stroke wide of the mark. 

Misunderstanding 

MISSOURI COMPROMIsE.-Long before 
the slavery question came to a head 
in the Civil War, it had been a bone 
of contention among the component 
States of the Union. What is 
popularly known as the Missouri 
Compromise was a sort of anti
climax in the agitation. At the 
time when Missouri was seeking 
adnJission to the Union, two great 
sections were struggling-one to 
promote, the other to hinder, the 
extension of slavery. The pro
sia very party was the stronger in 
Missouri; and, as a compromise 
between the conflicting parties, an 
Act of Congress was passed ad
milling Missouri into the Union as 
a slave-holding State, but which 
laid down the principle in pro
spective, that slavery should be 
prohibited in any State thenceforth 
to be admitted lying north of lat. 
36n 30 I the northern boundary of 
Missouri. 

MISSTEP.-A false step. 

In the crush last night at the Everest
Hubbard wedding, Miss Sarah Bartram, of 
Black Rock, made a MISSTEP in alighting 
from her carriage, but was saved from a fall. 
-Bas/OIl Daily Globe, February 2, 1888. 

MISTAKE. - AND NO MISTAKE!-A 
common colloquialism to express 
certainty. At one time it rounded 
off almost every phrase, but its 
place was soon taken by SURE! and 
a sti1l later catch-word is WHY 
CERTAINLY! 

MISTREss.-In the South this mode 
of address is rarely shortened into 
Mrs. In mistress the old English 
usage is followed. 

MISUNDERSTANDING.-A LITTLE MIS
UNDERSTANDING ABOUT A MULE.-A 
brutalJy facetious explanation in 
the West of the sudden disappear
ance of a citizen from his dail 



Mitten 

walks and haunts. The writer of 
an article entitled "The Great 
American Language," in the ComMIl 
Magazine, remarks that a misun
derstanding about a mule often 
leads to a little difference of opin
ion with six-shooters, which results 
at last in a coroner's inquest, with 
the modest verdict, " Died from the 
effects of having called 'Washing
ton Wesley Smithers a liar." 

MITTEN.-To GIVE or GET THE 
MITTEN.-A euphemism very com
monly colloquial throughout the 
English-speaking portion of North 
America, to signify that a proposal 
by marriage is rejected, or that the 
attentions of an admirer are dis
tasteful. The phrase should be 
to give the mittel1s, as both it and the 
custom are of French origin, it hav
ing been usual to present lIlitailles 
to an unsuccessful lover, instead 
of the hand to which he aspired. 

Once, when I was young as YOll, and not so 
smart perhaps, 

For me she MITTENED a lawyer, and several 
other chaps; 

And all of them was fiustered, and fairly 
taken dowll, 

And I for a time was counted the luckiest 
man in town.-Will CarletoH's Farm 
Ballads. 

I May I see you safe home? ' he asked, as 
he had often asked her before, but never 
before witll trepidation. 'No,' said Rachel 
with an evident effort, and without looldng 
at Tom's face. Such an answer is techni
cally known as the sack and THE MITTEN, 
though it would tal{e a more inventive anti
quary than I to tell how it got lhesc epithets. 
But It was aIle of the points on which the 
rural etiquette of that day was rigorous and 
inflexible, lbat snch a refusal closed the con
versation and annihilated the beau without 
allowing him to demand any explanations or 
to make any further advances at the time.
Century Maga,';inc, rt)B7. 

--Also shortened into TO MITTEN. 

MIXED TICKET.-See TICKET, 

M IZZY.-A Louisianian negro expres
sion for the stomach-ache, 

Moccason 

MOASITES (Cant).-A term given to 
police constables. 

MOBEE or MOBBy,-A drink similar 
to punch. Southern, 

MOSOCRAcy,-Themob; equivalent to 
what in England is called "the 
great unwashed."--Hence MOBO
CRAT, similarly used. 

After skimming hastily over the Irish news 
and some telegraphic intelligence, he came 
to an article headed, the MOBOCRATS of 
Pennsylvania. This he read carefully aloud 
to the old man. It was a scathing blow at 
the Mollie Maguires, giving them deserved 
condemnation.-P£1Jkerton's Mollie 1I1aguires 
and Detectives. 

MOBTowN,-The city of Baltimore. 
This place has always been, and 
still is, notorious for the gangs of 
roughs and rowdies which infest its 
streets. 

Ballimore used to be called MOD-TOWN; but 
they are a heap better now, and arc more 
orderly than some of their ncighbors.
CrnJ.;ett's '.1'0111'. 

MOCCASON or MOCASsIN.-An Indian 
shoe, made of soft leather without 
a stiff sole. They are usually 
more or kss ornamented, and are 
very comfortable wearing in win
ter, giving the feet more freedom 
than ordinary foot gear; besides 
which frost-bites are less frequent 
amongst those who wear them. 
This kind of covering for the feet 
has, in consequence, been widely 
adapted by \Vestern hunters and 
\\"oodomen. -- l'vIOCCASONED. -
A Carolinian term for intoxicated, 
A variant of "to be bitten by the 
snake." - (Sec MOCASSON SNAKE 
which follows) .--]'dOCASSON FISH. 

-In Maryland, the name gl\'en to 
a species of sun-fish. -- :tvloc
CASSON SNAKE (To.¥icoj>1iis j>iscivo1'Jls). 
-A brown coloured poisonous 
snake, the skin of which is marked 
with black bars. 
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Mocker Nut 

MOCKER NUT (Juglam tomentosa).-The 
white heart hickory. 

MOCKING BIRD (Mimus polyglottus).
A native bird deriving its popular 
name from the inimitable mimic 
qualities with which it is endowed. 
Combined with its own notes of 
considerable sweetness, it is able 
to imitate any sound it may hear. 
In some parts the BUTTER-BIRD or 
NINE-KILLER is confounded with 
the true mocking bird. 

MOCK ORANGE. - In England the 
syringa is so called, but in the 
States by mock orange is understood 
the Pru/Zus caroliniana, a small ever
green which bears a resemblance 
to the cherry-laurel of Europe. 

MOLASSES. - What in England is 
called treacle or golden syrup; 
terms which are probably utterly 
strange to most Americans. Mo
lasses, as is well known, is a 
product of the sugar-cane. In the 
W es t the word is used in the 
plural; e.g., those molasses. 

370 

MOLLus.-The name of an association 
who held commissions during the 
war, called the Military Order of 
the Loyal Legion. Molius, as will 
be seen, is a word composed of the 
initial letters of the words forming 
the name of the order, with the 
addition of U.S., i.e., United States. 
The order itself is an hereditary 
institution. 

MOLLY COTTON TAIL.-A rabbit. 

MOLLYGASHER.-A Madagascar negro. 
M ollygasher is obviously a corrup
tion of "Malagasy." 

MOLLY MAGUIRES.-A secret society 
which, for a long period, prior to 
1877, terrorized the coal regions of 

Monkey 

Pennsy I vania. These men exercised 
well nigh unlimited power, ruling 
the districts involved with a rod 
of iron. Even the political senti
ments of the commonwealth were 
in part moulded by them, and they 
controlled, in a measure, the 
finances of the State, and for many 
years spilt human blood without 
stint, converting the richest section 
of one of the most wealthy and 
refined of all the sisterhood of 
States into a very Golgotha. The 
Pinkerton Agency of Chicago was 
ultimately set upon their trail, 
with the result that in June, 1877. 
the ringleaders were executed. 
Since that time little or nothing 
has been heard of the order. Its 
name of Mollie ]yl aguires arose from 
the circumstance that in the accom
plishment of their designs they 
dressed as women. 

MOMICKs.-In Pennsylvania, a bad 
carver. II To mommick," i.e., to 
cut or handle anything awkwardly, 
is provincial in various parts of 
England; and, in all probability, 
momicks is derived therefrom. 

MONITOR.-This name, as applied to 
war vessels with a revolving turret, 
is unquestionably of American 
origin, as was also the first vessel 
of the type. 

MONKEY, To.--To play tricks, from 
the tricky antics of the animal in 
question. If one may judge from 
the many variants of similar deri
vation, our American cousins may, 
without offence, be said to look 
with some degree of favor on the 
Darwinian theory concerning the 
descent of man. For example, 
MONKEYING AROUND, MONKEY-BUSI
NESS, and MONKEY - SHINES. -
MONKEY-SPOON.-This is an old 
Americanism, which, from an old 
paper quoted by De Vere, appears 
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be t nam f a on, rin 
fig 0 n a or nkey 

carved in solid silver on the ex-
mit f th h ndl nd· n at 
fun Is 0 reat ople th 

State of New York to the pall
b rers At the death of Philip 

ing in bru ,I we 
are told "a pipe of wine was 
s iced for the occasion, and to 

1 0 e e t b rs, h a 
pair of gloves, a mourning ring, 
scarf, and handkerchief, and a 

key- II g." ith 
thiS it is mterestmg to compare the 
old custom of presenting apostle 

ons ch eni ,a the 
modern prac Ice 0 pre ting 
ordinary gold or silver spoons, 

,on W 0 sio 

This wasn't the only lesson I ever had that 
taught me to be wary about MONKEYING with 
cub Eve er i s tho t the ther 
ha en k our I? w row to a 
fine commotion one mght over a woolly 
little cuss about three montlls ald.-A 11Icricau, 
Hu isf,1\ 19, I 

Around these po es has cen deposited 
immense piles of ice, for the double pur-
pos f pr ntinO' tl e contin~al fr' ction 
cau by ra ,re l~g ere, 
and a so 0 preven 1111":> Inq tlve tors 
from MONKEYING with the machinery, and 
eith pinch'n their meddlesome finacrs, 
or ttlin hun from e p for 
souvenirs.- t.. as 5 ,gs, J 3D, I 

Mo F"IS See EVI SR. 

Mo NGA A.- gen _. na for 
eric whi y, j as ue-

baugh and Inishowen are given to 
ch d I . I b ds res ec-

t y. onOl Icla a r in 
Pennsylvania. 

MONTE.- Spa hoM can ard 
game of pure chance, comparing 
f rab nth spe ith (er. 

MONUMENTAL CHEEK -Brazen effron-
t mil ven to i ate 

on 

ude t bold ss of an irre res-
s pe aci cha ter. 

Mo EN CIT Bal· ore the 
S e of aryl sci one 
of the oldest in the Union, was 
I a dist" guish d fo ·ts su erior 
m urn 1 t hies hen its 
sobriquet. 

Mo (Ca -A rge un ea-
biscuit. 

Tl tern of tI lird I s my 
last cent r tw OON d c e.-
J'd ark Tw,""'s Llje on the MisS1SStPpi, p. +60. 

Mo BLl aged 
m dy, wb a sl ing 
exposed to the full rays of the 
m n is affe t d as t be ble 
tea ght Man tori are 
current in the tropics as to the 
in ·urious effects of slee ing in the 
Ii of m newer 
is always cautioned agalOst doing 
so the warning sometimes taking 
ather dic s fo I ce 
heard a new arrival III Bntish 
Guiana, who had to travel at night 
u he era rive at a me 
when the moon was fu and very 
brilliant, cautioned that if, during 
sl , th oon ms lone 
si e of fac, is th uld 
be so drawn to that side that 
th onl mea of tori it 
to ts rna tat vou be 
to turn over and let the moon-
b s d1 it b ag·! T gh 
so wh of rave's .ry, 
it is evident that a general 1111-

pion ·eva· as the· ·u-
ri eff of pin th ht 
of the moon, which in the tropics 
sh· ·tb brill· ncy ly 
It n in rth lati es. 

There is said to be [a] plains malady, 
whic owe I ca t vo for. IS 
alle ON- D. ide that full 

rays of the moon affect the eyes ot a man 
sleeping exposed to them, so that he cannot 
ee a 'ght. 'CllllY 'Ville igc's) filS 
J/ tll 'cal t, 



Moon 

--THE DARK MooN.-Theperiod 
between the last phase of the 
" old" and the first of the "new" 
moon. A similar colloquialism is 
current in some parts of England. 
--MOONDOwN.-The time of set
ting of the moon-a word formed 
in the same way as sundown, itself 
an Americanism, both terms being 
in ven ted as antitheses to sunrise 
and moonrise.--MooNEYE (Hyo
don tCl'gisus).-A fish of the herring 
kind, being called in some parts the 
lake and river herring. - MOON
GLADE.-A track of moonlight. 
This Americanism, to which even 
the most rigid purist could hardly 
take exception, originated in New 
England, and was at first poetically 
used to describe the silvery line of 
light cast by the moon's rays on 
water. It has since been extended 
in usage to the same phenomenon 
on land.--MooNRIsE.-The time 
of rising of the moon. 
Ey the time it was night I was pretty hun

gry. So when it was good and dark, I slid 
out from shore about MOONRISE, and paddled 
over to the Illinois bank-about a quarter of 
a mile.-A dvcnturcs oj 1-1 'ucklcbcryy Finn. 

--MOONSHINERS.-Distillers of 
illicit whiskey. Theterm is probably 
Irish or Scotch in origin. In some 
districts the United States revenue 
ofncers have considerable trouble 
with moonshiners, especially in the 
mountainous regions. 

This is a small place of perhaps three or 
four hundred inhabitants, and was made a 
city as a matter of self-protection. Only a 
short time ago, the MOON SHINERS and moun
taineers, of the MOONSHINER clique, were 
akin to what is said of the cow-boys. Hogs 
and cattle run wild, while settlers who bad 
taken great pride and pleasure in the thrift 
of their gardens and orchards almost ran 
wild too, when they beheld the devastation 
of a nigh t; so they in corpora ted a city, with 
all the proper officials, a lock-up, stock laws, 
etc.-Portland Transcript, r888. 

--MOON-SHOWER.-A fall of rain 
while the moon continues to shine. 
A similar phenomenon is often 
observable during sunshine. 
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MOOSE (A Ice americanus) .-A large 
deer, lound in northern forests, 
especially those of Canada and 
New England. It attains a great 
size, some carcases having been 
found to weigh upwards of twelve 
hundred pounds. They have been 
hunted so hard for their skins and 
for food, that yearly they are be
coming scarcer.--MooSE BIRD 
(Ganttlus canadensis).-The Canada 
jay; also called the WHISKEY-JACK. 
A native of Maine. -- MOOSE
FLY.-A venomous fly of a rusty 
brown color.--MooSE-WOOD(Dil'
ca palltstris).-A favorite shrub upon 
which the moose-deer feeds; also 
called LEATHER-WOOD from its 
tough, leathern bark.--MoosE
YARD.-The moose-deer congregate 
in families of from fifteen to twenty 
members, and the encampment 
thus formed is called a moose-yard. 

Mop-eoARD.-A New England term 
for the skirting-board used in house 
interiors. 

MOREY LETTER.-During the candida
ture of Garfield for the Presidency 
in 1880, a letter, purporting to 
have been written by Mr. Garfield 
to Mr. H. S. Morey, Employer's 
Union, Linn., Mass. (subsequently 
proved (0 be a forgery), was pub
lished by the New York morning 
papers. In it Garfield sided with 
capital rather than with labor. It 
turned out to be nothing more than 
an electioneering dodge, the object 
of which was, if possible, to jeopar
dize Garfield's chances of election. 
Needless to say no such person 
as H. S. Morey was ever dis
covered. Forged letters and such 
like tricks unfortunately appear 
to form part of the stock - in -
trade of electoral campaigns in 
America, for at the very moment of 
writing tbis, what is known as the 
Sackville imbroglio has arisen out 
of very similar tactics. 
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MOAGAN.-THAT'S A GOOD ENOUGH 
MORGAN. - A phrase once much 
used in political contests, signifying 
a bare-faced imposture. It arose 
in this wise :-In 1826 American 
masons were accused of having 
murdered a man named Morgan, a 
renegade mason, in consequence 
of his having revealed the secrets 
of the order. Popular feeling ran 
high, and a violent anti-masonry 
crusade resulted. So much was 
this the case that national politics 
were considerably influenced there
by. Mr. Thurlow Weed, one of 
the chief figures of the episod.e, 
gives in his autobiography (vol. 1., 

p. 319) what is probably th~ .only 
authentic version of the ongm of 
the famous saying. Mr. Weed 
says: - "The election of 1827 
elicited an accusation against me, 
which assumed proportions not 
dreamed of by those with whom it 
originated. . .. Ebenezer Griffin, 
Esq., one of the council .of the 
'kidnappers,' who was go mg. to 
Batavia to conduct the exanuna
tion, observed laughingly to me, 
'After we have proven that the 
body found at Oak orchard .is 
that of Timothy Monroe, what WIll 
you do for a M ~r~all ?' I replied 
in the same spInt, 'That 25 a good 
enough MOJ~gan for us until ~ou 
brin" back the one you carned 
off.' \" On the following day the 
Rochester Daily Advertiser gave \vhat 
became the popular version of the 
story, namely, that Mr. Weed had 
declared that, whatever might be 
proven, the body "was a good 
enough Morgan until after the 
election." 

MORGAN HORsE.-One Justin Morgan 
of Randolph, Vermont, a famous 
breeder of horses, gave his name 
to a " strain" still of great renown 
in sporting circles. 
Presently a couple of colts, six weeks old, 

were,brought out for our inspection by one 

},{ormon 

of the stable boys. 'Those arc. MORGAN 
COLTS/ said the clergyman. 'Wl~y,' I ex
claimed in surfrise and overjoyed at 
finding a man 0 the cloth who seemed to 
know something about horses, . d? Yc:;m ~now 
a MORGAN COLT when you see It? Cer
tainly/ said the clergy!nan prompt~y. 
I \rVell' continued Beck, I It was the filst 
time i had ever met with a minister .who 
knew a MORGAN HORSE or any other at s.lght, 
and we have been fast friends ever smce. 
'Why, sir,' added Bec:k, in a. bu~st ?f 
enthusiasm and admiratton for hIS frIend 5 
knowledge of horse flesh; I that man could 
have a call to any church in Kentucky.'
Detroit Free Press, October 13, 1888. 

MORMON: MORMONDOM: MORMONISM: 

MOAMoNITEs.-All these are terms 
connected with one of the most 
remarkable politico-religious sys
tems which has appeared in modern 
times. The Mormon people term 
themselves LATTER-DAY SAINTS, 
and derive the word Mormon from 
the name of the pretended author 
of the " Book of 111 ormon " from the 
Gaelic and Egyptian languages, 
alleging it to be compounded of 
moY, great; and mon, good, or 
great good. A correspondent of 
Notes and Queries, however (J anuary, 
1858), affirms that, in poetical 
justice, they owe it to an imposi
tion practised some two hundred 
years ago. 

A very clever French writer, the Abbe de 
la Mothe de Vayer, engaged, in ,650, in a 
spirited controversy with a famous scholar 
and wit, M. de Montmor. In a series of 
brilliant but whimsical attacks the Abbe 
plays countless variations on the name of 
bis adversary, and repeatedly pretends to 
derive Montmor from MORMON, which he 
declares to be the Greek word Il-0PJ.L;;'ltl, a 
scarecrow! Nor does the curious coinci
dence stop here; fOf the fictitious MORMON 
of 164]-a book pretending to have been 
written by M. de Montmof, but in reality 
a scurrilous parody-argued in favor of 
polygamy I I-Ienee argues the well-known 
Thomas Boys (the correspondent in ques
tion), this early French work most probably 
furnished the author of the new book of 
r-.10RMON, whoever he may have been, with 
the leading idea and many prominent 
features. 

Their most characteristic tenet in 
the eyes of Gentiles (as they call 
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outsiders) is doubtless that of 
polygamy, concerning which the 
Government of the Union has 
enacted drastic laws with a view 
to stamping it out. The moral 
condition engendered by such 
teaching has become a veritable 

spot in the Ii 
-For complete h 
t of the sect, see 
f the World. 

o.-To depart su 
tadl y; to sneak a 

WI some degree of plausl 1 lty, IS 
supposed to be a corruption of 
the Spanish VAMOSE (q.v.), an 
elision of the first syllable having 
occurred and the final vowel being 
sounded. To mosey is also often 
used in the primary simple sense 
of to go, and to mosey along with 

e is also employe . . 
n the sense of 

bullets and their 0 

-n pretty soon, even 
lled over and stretc 
t down on his ha 

s head and finally s 
a t llf MOSEYED off some distance to 51 
down and lick his wounds.-Daily 11ttcr~ 
Ocean, February 6, r888. 

Well, well, well, I hain't got time to be 
palavering along here-got to nail on the lid 
and MO~E'{ ALONG with him; and if you'll just 
give me a lift we'll skeet him into the 
hearse and meander along.-.Mark Twaiu's 
Screanuys. 

UGAR.-In Penns 
eat much liked b 

-A Florida term f 
dhounds. 

(Culex mosquito) 
known insect pest with an insatiable 
appetite for blood. -- MOSQUITO 
liAR or MOSQUITO NET.-As the latter 
name infers, a net, placed round a 
bed, etc., to protect a sleeper from 
the attacks of mosquitoes. Without 

Mother of P 

some such guard, life in Southern 
latitudes, at times, would be un
bearable.--MosQulTo HAWK.
The dragon -fly is so called in 
Louisiana. 

Moss (Cant) .-A generic name for 
oney. This m 

lay upon the pro 
tone gathers no 
raction of " mop 
an t eq ui valen t fo 
n question. 

MOSSBACKS.-A local term 1D OhIO 
for a section of the Democratic 
party. 

MOSSBUNKER (Alosa lIlenhaden).-A 
herring-like fish, also known as the 
BONY-FISH (q.v.). 

SSYBANK.-(r) A v 
UNKER.--(2) T 
ime of the Civil 
en, who, to av 

ed to the woo 
he connection b 

ng places thus c 
ban/IS is obvious. 

MOT or MOTTE.-A Texan term for a 
clump of trees on a prairie. These 
oases are also called ISLANDS. 

MOTH.-Sce BUTTERFLY. -- MOTH 
MILLER. -The domestic est and 
he only variet 
alled a moth in t 
ight flying kinds 
alled butterflies. 

THEA OF PRESIDE 

f Pennsylvania. 

This officer was visited by a cousin of his, 
a young gentleman of good presence and 
manners, who was not only a graduate of an 
institution of learning in the MOTHER OF 
PRESIDENTS, but had received his diploma 
as an M.D. from a medical college in 
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Philadelphia.-Ricltard Irvine Dodge's Plains 
of the Great West. 

MOTHER OF STATES.-Virginia. A more 
frequent term is the Old Dominion. 

MOUGHT. eterite of 
"may,' England, 
has be he South; 
and, in mon in all 
parts 0 ntil of late 
years it y confined 
to negr he interior 
of the N s; latterly, 
however, a spirit of change appears 
to have revived the popularity of 
this form. In North Carolina 
" perhaps" is almost invariably 
rendered" it mOllgitt be." 

You know ole Tom Grayson, his father's 
brother, seein' 's Tom wuz named for him, 
an' WilZ pro .. J • , the gift ofthe 
gab, he tho OUGHT make 
In all-fired ctOf, ur the 
like.-Cenft 

Mrs. Jolm Henry Clay, 
Jr., wat's d 

Henry C gro as black 
as ever was 11 scared haf 
to def.' 

I MOUGH chile; yon's 
white as a sheet.'-Texas Siftings, 1888. 

lYIought is sometimes corrupted into 
MOWT. 

'HoI' on I HoI' on! I interrupted the old 
Settler, WllO could stand it no longer. I That 
beefin' bee MOWT ha' happened an' it 
MOWTN'T ha', for all I know, but wuther it did 
or wuther' . I h . uthin' to do 
with w'at I h! '-Chicago 
Herald,188 

MOUND. tumulus. 
Suppos sed mainly 
for sep y the early 
inhabit untry.--
MOUND BUILDERS. - The name 
given to the race who built the 
mounds found in large numbers in 
the valleys of the Mississippi and 
Ohio rivers, Mexico, Yucutan, etc. 
These people were evidently well 
acquainted with some of the minor 

arts of civilization. -- MOUND 
CITY.-St. Louis; the sobriquet 
is in allusion to the numerous 
mounds found in its vicinity. 

MOURNER.-See ANXIOUS BENCH. 

Mo 
m 
v 

ss or fruitless 
here implied; a 

SEY (q.v.). 
T MOUSES among the 

subl Old Masters, trying 
to a proficien<;y in art-
kno s a groping sort of 
comprehensIOn 15 a proper thing for the 
travelled man to be able to display.-M ark 
Twain's SC1'Camers. 

MOVING DAY.-The First of May.-A 
visitor on May-day to New York 
and other large centres mig-ht well 
imagine that some monster pil-
g . f ot, so general is 
t ng all but the 
w f changing their 
h matter of course, 
a of the year. 
T s been satirized 
u m the time of 

g downwards. 
The memorable emigration [of the l'eople 

of Communipaw to New Amsterdam] took 
place on the 1St of May, and was long cited 
111 tradition as the grand MOVING. The anni
versary of it was piously observed among 
their sons, by turn ina thC11" houses topsy
turvy, and carrying an their furniture into 
the streets, etc. And this is the real ori~in 
of the universal agitation and MOVING by 
which this most restless of cities is literally 
tun every May-day.
Kni 

Mo o kiss. 

Mo ion of MOUGHT 
( 

MOYA MENSINGS.-A band of Phila-
delphia rowdies. At another 
time they were called SHIFFl.ERS. 

MR. SPEAKER.-In the parliamentary 
language of Texas, a revolver-a 
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speaker, against whose rulings 
there is usually no appeal.-See 
MEAT IN THE POT. 

MUCH.-This word, in New England, 
. nymous with goo .. 

or physical, and 

case. 

to men or things 
famule" is an an 
oints are of a ne 
; while "very 
"woman " or II 

high meed of pra 

MUCKRAKES.-A slang political epi
thet for those who seek the" small 
change" of office-place-mongers, 
as they are otherwise called. 

. - A species 
ding in the wat 
si ppi R.i ver. Th 
ous size, and spe 
aught weighing 
ur pounds. The 
eating, and hav 
-- MUD-CAT 

Mississippi, its inhabitants being 
sometimes humorously designated 
MUD-CATS. -- MUD-DABBLER.-A 
small freshwater fish. -- MUD
DEVIL.-A species of salamander 
is so called in the West; it possesses 
many other aliases.--MuD-FISH 
(MclanIlYr' pygmcea).-A mud-bur-

g fish of small 
e Atlantic coast 
-A native of th 
ssee.-- MUD-HE 
itans).-The Vir 
is also called , 

n BUCKET-SHOP (q 
o ogy, a woman who dbbles m 
stock gambling.-- MUD-HOOK.
An anchor.--MuD-LUMPs.-The 
mud-banks which form at the mouth 
of the Mississippi are thus desig
nated.--MuD-poKE (Crus Cinerea). 
-A crane has received this name 
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from its habit of resting on the 
mud at the sides of streams whilst 
engaged in catching fish.--MuD
pouT.-A species of CAT (q.v.)-
MUD-SCOOP. - A water-dredging 
machine. -- Mu D-SILL. - The 
lower classes 0 

phrase was de 
name given to th 
which form the 
which the rails 
being that labor 
society. This e 
applied con temp 
erners by Northerners at the period 
of the Civil War.--MuD- SILL 
CLuBs.-In 1858 associations of 
miners and working-men in Cali
fornia received this name.--MuD
TURTLE (StCYlIothucrus odorata).
Other names for this reptile, which 
is common throughout the States, 
are MARSH-TORT 
TERRAPIN. 

UGWUMP.-ARepu 
a right at times 
dently of his par 
F. Norton, the a 
Americans, defines a mugwump as 
" one who sets himself up as better 
than his fellows; a Pharisee," the 
political bias of which is clear. 
Mr. Norton gives the following 
interesting account of the origin, 
probable derivation, and application 
of the term. 

On the nomination 0 
aine for the Prcsidc:n a 
ong opposition devc1 

H.cpublicans, callil 
ndcnts. Tlle movel 
cting ill Boston (june 
takell up in New Yor 
pportcrs of Lhe regula 
bdicve that these In 

selves up as the superIOrs of thelf former 
associates. They were called Dudes, 
Pharisees and hypocrites, and on June 15th, 
1884, The New Yor/~ Sun called thern MUG
WUMPS. The word was forthwith adopted 
by the public as curiously appropriate, though 
for a time its meaning was problematical. It 
appeared that the term had been in nse col· 
loquially in some parts of New England, 
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notably on the Massachusetts coast. Thence 
it had been carried inhnd, and was used in 
large type as a head-line in The Indianapolis 
Sentinel as early as 1872. This, on the 
authority ot rvlr. H. F. Keenan, who was at 
the time editor of that journal, and had 
picked up the word in New England. In 

~~~e \~~t~ni~~u:.t 'Xf~er tl~~dth~O weo~d~!~~~ 
to have lain perdu until resuscitated by 
The Sun, on March 23rd, 1884, when it 
applied it in a local issue at Dobb's 
Ferry, New York, printing MUGWUMP D. 
0. Bradley, in large type, at the top of one of 
its prominent columns. After the Indepen
dent movement was started, the word 
was launched on its career of popularity; 
but not until September 6th, 1884. was it 
authoritatively defined. The Critic of that 
date contained a note from Dr. 1. Hammond 
Trumbull, of Hartford, to the effect that the 
word was of Algonquin origin, and occurred 
in Elliotts' Indian Bible, being used to trans
late such titles as lord, high-captain, chief, 
great man, leader, or duke. In Matthew vi. 
21, it occurs as MUKQUOMP i and again in 
Genesis xxxvi. 40-43, and several times in 
II. Samuel xxiii. The word aroused wide· 
spread philogical discussion, which con· 
tinued long after the campaign had ended. 
As is frequently the case in American poli. 
tics, the word was used as a term of derision 
and reproach by one section, and accepted 
with a half-humorous sense of its aptness by 
the other. 

Blaine's letter hurts the MUGWUMPS. They 
have no excuse for being Democrats now 
save pure cussedness.-Toledo Blade, 1888. 

The phrase is often used collo
quially in a similar sense. 

Here Cassius and Brutus meet, and Cas
sius tries to mal{e a MUGWUMP of Brutus, so 
that they can organize a new movement. 
Mr. Edwin Booth takes the character of 
Brutus, and Mr. Lawrence Barrett takes 
that of Cassius.-American Humorist, 1888. 

MULADA.-A drove of mules. Spanish. 

MULATTD.-A name given to the off
spring of a white and a negro. The 
word is Spanish, lImlalo from 111ulo 
a mule, or, as in this case, a mixed 
breed. Generally speaking, all 
persons with a " touch of the tar 
brush" are, in the States, called 
mulattoes, although experts draw 
very fine distinctions in the amount 
of mixedness displayed by any 
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given example. 
as follows :-

The grades are 

MULATTO, ~ black, white and negro; 
Quarteron [quadroon], t black, white 
and MULATTO; Metis or metif, ~ black, 
white and quarteron; Meamelouc, black, 
white and metis; Demi - meame OUC, ~ 
black, white and meamelouc; Sang-mere~ 
lTc black, white and demi - meamelouc; 
Griffe, ~ black, negro and MULATTO i 
Marabou, ~ black, MULATTO and griffe j 
Sacatra, l black, griffe and negro. 

MULE.-It was hardly to be expected, 
nor perhaps as far as humor goes 
to be desired, that the mule would 
escape the biting wit of transatlan
tic writers. The tricky nature and 
stubborn will of this Heathen 
Chinee among quadrupeds, have 
quite out-Heroded Herod" in ways 
that are dark and tricks that are 
vain"; hence the thousand-and
one MULE STORIES scattered here, 
there, and everywhere in the ephe
meral literature of the day. To 
deal with the mass of matter of 
this description, which a fun-loving 
chief of staff assures a confiding 
(too confiding would often be more 
accurate) public is daily pouring 
in from North, East, South and 
·West-a Sub is engaged whose 
distinctive name of MULE EDITOR 
is supposed accurately to describe 
his duties. The fun itself passes 
current under many names-MULE
JOKE will serve as a sample, and 
MULEBRIETY is supposed to mean
"the exuberance" not of "ver
bosity" but of nonsense. 

A philosol?her has just discovered that 
large cars llldicate mental activity. We 
always SuP\)osed that thoy indicated activity 
in the bee s. (This is the fIrst MULE-JOKE 
that we have gotten off in four years, but it 
is well disguIscd.)-Ev(lIlsvil/c Argus, 1888. 

In his btest book, Mr. I3rct Harte fre
quently uses such words as MULEBRlliTY. 
He has a well-earned reputation as a good 
writer. It would be a pity if he degenerated 
into a fine writer. -M~SSOHri Rep1lblican, 
1888. 

--MULE DEER (Ce1'VUS columbia-
1I1IS or macrotis).-The black-tailed 
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deer is so called in some parts of 
the country from its long, heavy 
ears. --MTJLE RABBIT, the JACK
ASS RABBIT (q.v.). --MULE SKIN
NER.-A plain's term for a driver 
of mules, in very truth the cogno
men in some cases would bear 
literal translation. 

MULEY or MULLEY.-In Texas muley 
always means hornless. In New 
England muley simply means a cow, 
and in Connecticut distinctly a 
hornless cow. 

He was evidently in search of strays for 
he asked me if I had seen a red MULLEY ~ow 
with a crop and underbit in the right, and a 
marked crop in the left.-Overlalld AI ollthiy. 

Muley is provincial in England.-
MULEY sAw.-A mill saw, from the 
German 11Ziihlsage. 

MULL, To.-To stir; to bustle; or to 
fume. Lowell adds" sometimes in 
an underhand, sneaking or sotte 
voce manner." It is a metaphor 
derived probably from mulling wine, 
and the word itself must be a cor
ruption of mell from Old French 
mesler. 

MULLIGAN LETTERS. - These letters 
formed the subject of a public dis
pute about the year 1876, when a 
Mr. James Mulligan, giving evidence 
before an investigating committee 
appointed by Congress, produced 
them against Mr. J. G. Blaine, a 
well-known politician, who has 
since (1888) stood for the Presi
dencyof the United States. The 
point at issue was whether these 
letters were creditable or the 
reverse to Mr. Blaine. 

MULTIPLICATION, DIVISION, AND 

SILENCE I-William M. Tweed, or, 
as he is more familiarly known, 
"Boss" Tweed, is generally credited 
with this expression. Being asked 

Munroe Doctri1te 

what in his view was the proper 
qualification for a member of a RING 
or TRUST (q.v.), in which all play 
into each other's hands for mutual 
advantages, hereplied, 1I1ultiplication, 
division, and silence! The incident 
is reported to have taken place in 
Philadelphia, and it is sometimes 
given as ADDITION, DIVISION, AND 
SILENCE! meaning very much the 
same thing. 

MUMMACHOG (Fundulus).-A local term 
in Long Island for the BARRED 
KILLY. Mummachog is the Indian 
name for the fish in question. 

MUMMICK, To.-See MUMICKS. "Now 
you've 1IIummicked that pie pretty 
well "-an old saying. 

M UNG.-From Old English" to ming" 
(the modern form is mingle); 1l1ung 
signifies confused; contradictory; 
false; or even fictitious. The word 
is mostly associated with news; 
as "mung" news, i.e., intelligence 
of an unreliable and contradictory 
character. 

MUNROE DOCTRINE.-Briefly, this may 
be described as a theory that the 
American continent is no longer 
open to any attempt on the part of 
European powers farther to extend 
their jurisdiction, whether by 
colonization or political inter
ference. Also, on the same prin
ciple, the United States decline 
to meddle with the political affairs 
of the Eastern Hemisphere. This 
doctrine, as the name imp:ies, was 
originated by Mr. Munroe, the 
fifth President of the Republic of 
the West, who, in 1820, was elected 
without opposition for a second 
term of office. In 1823 a discussion 
arose between the United States 
Government and those of Russia and 
Great Brit<lin in regard to the proper 
limits of the North-western terri-
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tory. In view of possible develop
ments whicb, in tbe eyes of Ameri
cans, bave since fully justified tbe 
action of their Cbief Magistrate, 
Mr. Munroe, at tbe instance of 
Jobn Quincy Adams, tbereal autbor 
of tbe principle, asserted as an axiom 
in wbich tbe rights and interests of 
tbe United States were involved, 
tbat tbe American continents, by 
tbe free and independent condi
tion wbich they bad assumed and 
maintained, were bencefortb not to 
be considered as subjects for future 
colonization by any European 
power. The line of argument stated 
that the proprietary rigb ts of Spain 
bad passed over to the South 
American States and Mexico, and 
that since Great Britain and the 
United States claimed to extend 
their jurisdiction to the Pacific, 
and thus over the whole of the 
Nortb-western territories, it bence 
resulted that both the Northern and 
Southern Continents of America 
had passed under the ci vii dominion 
of the several States, among which 
they were parcelled, and were thus 
open to Europeans and each other 
only on the footing of so many 
independent sovereignties, claiming 
and asserting a jurisdiction which 
shielded the whole continent from 
encroachments under the old and 
long-recognized rights of discovery 
and settlement. Subsequently, by 
a second message, Mr. Munroe 
declared, acting in concert with 
Great Britain, tbat the United 
States would consider any attempt 
on the part of European Powers to 
extend their system to any portion 
of the Western Hemispbere as 
dangerous to the public peace and 
safety. The successful effort in 
late years to relieve Mexico from a 
foreign ruler and French armies 
was a practical illustration of the 
Munroe doctrille, and on the same 
grounds considerable excitement 
prevailed in the States as to the 
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action Great Britain would take in 
the dispute, still unsettled, between 
British Guiana and Venezuela con
cerning the frontier line of those 
two countries. The same principle 
was involved, though, of course, 
quite distinct from American 
politics, in the request recently 
made by the Government of Vic
toria to the Home Office for such 
action as would prevent a foreign 
power (Germany) establishing itself 
at the very doors of the future 
Republic of the Southern Seas. 

MURDER IN THE FIRST DEGREE, SECOND 

DEGREE, ETC.- A distinction is 
made in American law between 
degrees of crime, both in offences 
against the person and against 
property. 

The l'ury in the case of Antonio D'Andrea, 
on tria for MURDER IN THE FIRST DEGREE, 
for having advised Chiara Cignarale to kill 
her husband, retired at 3.30 p.m., and re
turned at 4.30 with a verdict of not guilty. 

J~~~~iro~al~hl: ~ri~I~~~l iSD';X~~~e~e~~~~ceh~~ 
alleged paramour, and it is charged that he 
agreed to marry her if she would shoot her 
husband.-Daily Iltter-OaaJl, Feb. 2, 1883. 

District Attorney Hamilton said he under
stood that the defendant wished to with
draw his plea of not guilty of l\lURDER IN 
THE FIRST DEGH.EE, and to enter the plea of 
guilty of MURDER IN THE SECOND DEGREE. 
- Charlestown, News and Couder, ] an. 30, 
1888. 

To BURGLARY IN THE THIRD DEGREE, 
John B. Michael pleaded guilty. He was 
sentenced to Dannemora for two years. 
Hosea W. Knowlton, for ASSAULT IN THE 
FIRST DEGREE, on his father, vVilliam Knowl
ton, pleaded guilty, and he was sent to Dan
nemora for two years.-Troy Daily Tinus, 
Jan. 31, r886. 

MURPHIES.-A New York term for a 
gang of rowdies, mainly composed 
of Irishmen-hence the distinc
tively national patronym. 

MUSH.-A kind of hasty-pudding or 
porridge (being often so called), 
made of Indian meal boiled in 
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water. It is eaten either with 
milk or treacle.--A MUSH OF 
CONCESSION .-A woman is said to 
be a mush of concession when yield
ing and clinging in nature. 

Muslc.-Fun; frolic; amusement. 
Oliver 'Wendell Holmes uses the 
phrase, " I can't say it's musical," 
meaning amusing. This rendering 
is most frequently heard in New 
England, but is by no means con
fined to that part of the country. 

My lawful sakesl What be they goin' to 
do about it? inquired Lyddy Bangs, flushing 
with excitemeut. Thet be too MU5ICAL.
ScribHCY's Magazinf, 1887. 

--(Cant).-The verdict of a jury 
when they find Not Guilty-music, 
indeed, no doubt.--MuSICAL 
Dox.-A Confederate's term, half
jocose, half-satirical, for a creak
ing army-waggon in use during the 
Civil War. Also called Jeff Davis' 
box.--To FACE THE MUSIC.
To show one's hand; to meet an 
emergency; or, " to come up to the 
scratch." This phrase is sometimes 
erroneously quoted as English 
slang, but there can be little ques
(ion as to its American origin, 
although considerable doubt exists 
as to its true derivation. J. Feni
more Cooper thought it derived 
from the stage, and used by actors 
in the green-room, when they are 
nervously preparing to go on the 
boards and literally face the music. 
Another explanation traces it back 
to militia musters, where every 
man is expected to appear fully 
equipped and armed, when in rank 
and file, facing the music. 

I am snre Fred can explain everything 
satisfactorily. As soon as I see him I will 
go with bim to the Chief of Police and have 
him make a statement. I hope he hasn't 
read 1he newspaper stories about him, for it 
might scare lJim, and hc/cl very foolishly 
skip out. That would be the worst thing he 
could do. He must FACE THE MUSIC,
Daily lllter-Ocea", Feb. 20, 1888. 

Muslin 

--MUSICIANER.-A New England 
colloquialism, which is, or was 
provincial in Norfolk for musician. 

MUSKEET, MUSKETO GRAss.-See 
MESQUIT. 

MUSKEG. -An Indian name for a 
bog. 

The whole IvIUSKEG, when a train is pass
ing, shows a series of short waves five to 
six inches dcep.-St. Paul alld Minneapolis 
Pioneer Press, July 22, 1888. 

MUSKELUNGE or MUSKALOUrlGE (Esox 
estar) .-An Indian name for a large 
pike, found in all Northern lakes 
and rivers. At times it attains a 
weight of upwards of eighty 
pounds. 

MUSK MELON.-See CANTALOUPE. 

MUSK ox.-An animal found in the 
Northern latitudes of the American 
continent. It receives its name 
from the peculiar odour emitted by 
it at times. 

Mus K RAT (Fiber zibetMetts).- This 
animal, which is elsewhere known 
as the 1nusqwash (its Indian name), 
is in form and habits something 
like the beaver. It is only in sum
mer that the animal is distinguished 
by a particular odour. 

MusLlN.-In some States 11Iuslin is 
synonymous with longeloth or 
CALICO (q.v.) shirting. This di
vergence of usage, in different parts 
of the Union, leadsat times to some 
curiously amusing mistakes. De 
Vere quotes the following :-" A 
gentleman in Philadelphia ordered 
muslin shirts in Boston, and al
though reminded of the unsuitable
ness of that material for the climate 
in which he lived, insisted upon 
his order, as he had always worn 
muslin, meaning cotton - shirting. 



1lSQ1 

When his shirts arrived, they were 
made wiss The 
nuslin t the , onl 
for thi ar fab 

MUSQUASH -See MUSK RAT.--Mus-
QUASH T (eic aculat 
deadly nous grow 
swamps. 

SS.- word' loquia 
s used man y es of 
ng, th tral i eing t 

confusion and disorder. Amongst 
other significations, it bears that of 
noisy bbling I all p b 
bility a me rupti 
'mess To ~ or M 

To disarrange; cast into disorder; 
crumple. There is also the adjec
tive MUSSY with a similar meaning 
nd a tical i.e., 
rom t tch 111 is use 

dirty; smeary; smudgy. 

Your reporter visited the fooms and saw 
m as ere fo d The bed 
tly ID( a wo hand, 
ead wr not at USSED 
p of w wash-b bucket 

bedrooom where they were supposed to have 
slept and to have vacated so ~arly Tuesday 
marning.-A mel'ictllt Paper, rt:tl8. 

ountry 1 (to wa I Raw 
two,m 
Vaiter- sir-ha in the 

Groom (to bnde)-' That SUlt you, lovey? ' 
Bride (clubiously)-' Why-cr-yes,]ohn, if 

YOll think you kin open 'em 'thaut makin' a 
ss.'-T' Sjtillgs, A a st IS, IS88 

either got t nks of 
iog the on the d Mr. B 

nalrowly escaped coming mto deadly con
flict with conductor and porter. We reached 
Chicago in a MUSSED up condition.-Ddt'oit 
Free Press 1888. 

Un rted zd 

MUSTAFlNA.-A person in whom the 
rtion lack bl d i3 one-
nth.- ULAT 

MUSTANG.-A horse of Spanish and 
Indian breed. Large herds of 

wild h roam ester 
es, es y tho South 
rn Te, See B 10 an 

CAYUSE. When young and un
trained plainsmen call them cow

s. 
event she, selec 

a NG . • • S5 yo to b 
initiated into the mysteries of bucking. 
The MUSTANG is the only animal in the world 
that can buck, and it ought to be a source of 
tha . ing tb h is tl . The 
bl1 sists 0 MUSTA ringill 
for with q hart, p g leap" 
an 19 dow egged, li.S hea 
between his fore-legs, and as near the 
ground as possiblc.-Chicago Tribune. 

UST RS.: wh 
and in 11 as.--

ANG-G (Vilis i}lora) 
-A grape indigenous to Texas. 

M -See TTO. 

MUSTER OUT. To.-A cur idiom 
for entering the names of troops 
on a roll previous to their dis

e. 

MUTTON-HEAD.- ull-wi e person. 
a CHOWDER-HEAD (q.v.). 

M .-See S. 

My UNCONVERTED FRIEND.-In Texas 
a revolver is thus facetiously des
cribed.-S"c MEAT IN THE POT. 



NACKY (Cant).-Ingenious; evidently 
a corruptlOn of "knack" in the 
sense of dexterity. 

NAIL.

COUN 

R LIE N 

ee LIE. 

NAHOO (Ulillus alata).-A 
species of elm. 

NAKED PossEssoR.-Where 
can to land 
is; te no Iud po 
usag inly con 
Sout n States 

THE 

common 

no title 
p:lnt 
This 

the 

NAMASE, To (Cant). - To decamp; 
" to bolt; to get clear away." 

NAMAY 
well 
lake 

alma ?lam 
trout of 

The 
thern 

NAM ES.-These, in many respects, are 
unique and characteristic, though 
occasionally exhibiting a sad lack 
of t s of thin rhaps 
the minent and 
cert t which "tbe 
strang hin the g most 
forcibly, is the tendency to bestow 
pet sobriquets on local habitations 

an omes. l- ar y a state or 
town of any considerable size (and 
the " unconsidered trifles" in the 
shape of "cities" are by no 

neglecte is respec 
s a nic Most 
ill be fo 'heir ord 

hout this d a speci 
group under CITY (q.v.). They 
are for the most part, fairly accu
rately descriptive. As regards the 
slang names given to the citizens 

various S e followi 
mprises t t popular 
ial. 

The mhabitants of Mame are called foxes I 

those of New Hampshire, granite boys; of 
Vermont, Green Mountain boys; Massachu
setts, Bay S tate Boys; Rhode Island, gun 
flints; Connecticut, wooden nutmegs; New 
Y 1 1 . kcrbod<ers' Nc Jersey, "blues or 

ers; Penn Pcnamitcs 
ds; Delaw n's chickc 
clam hum inia, beagt 
alina, tue th Caroli 
Gcor&ia, ; Alahar I 

lizards; Mississlppi, tadpoles; Plorida, fly
up-the-creeks; Louisiana, Creoles; Texas, 
beef heads; Arkansas, toothpicks; Missouri, 
pukes; Tennessee, whelps; Kentucky, corn~ 
crackers' Ohio, buckeyes' Indiana, hoosiers ; 

uckers; wolverin 
, badgers ta, gopbe 
keyes; Ca old hunte 
age hens; hard cas 
bug eater- jay hawl{(~ 

Colorado, rovers; Dakota, squatters; Utah, 
polygamists; New Mexico, Spanish Indians; 
Idaho, fortune seekers or cut~throats; Nova 
Scotia, blue noses; Canada, canuci{s. 

dinary g cal nome 
, howev ents a 

ble want [ormity 
every r. Wi 

their usual courage, our cousins 
across the water have not hesitated 



Names 

to grapple with the problem thus 
set before them, on lines which 
certainly lack nothing in force, if 
wanting sometimes in originality. 
Contrary to expectation, a slavish 
imitation controls much of the 
naming of new towns in America. 
The names of towns, villages, and 
other "geographical expressions" 
seem to have been formulated by 
considerations which, though some
times novel, occasionally unique, 
are, in the main, commonplace; 
(no offence, Uncle Sam I) The 
sources from which Brother Jona
than has drawn his inspiration are 
innumerable. The Old World has 
been laid under heavy contri
bution to supply cognomens for the 
newer and freer 'Vest. London, 
Glasgow, Paris, Lisbon, Rome, 
Alexandria, and many another 
notable city, find a counter-part 
in the Great Republic of the West, 
sometimes two, three, and four, 
nay a score deep. New Boston 
may be found in eight of the 
States, New London in fourteen, 
Newport in twenty-three, Newtown 
in fifteen, New Hope in fifteen, 
while there are three New 
Philadelphias. Report even speaks 
of a man who wanted once 
to christen a new village in the 
West, New New York. The clas
sics, too, are "all there." Athens, 
Troy, Sparta, Sardis, and Utica 
are still breathing entities. On 
the other hand the Puritan fathers, 
with loyal allegiance to principles, 
which if stern, were genuine 
enough to cover many short
comings, reproduced the world
famed names of the Bible story
hence Emmaus, Bethlehem, 
Salem, Canaan, and Lebanon. 
Nor is a comic element wanting. 
The Wild West stands pre-eminent 
in this respect, and is startling in 
its originality. Among the names 
of towns in Texas, for example, 
may be mentioned. 

Names 

Lick Skillet, Buck Snort, Nip Tuck, Jim
town, Rake Pocket, Hog Eye, Fairplay, 
Seven League, Steal Easy, Possum Trot, 
Flat Heel, Frog Level, Short Pone, Gourd 
N eck, ~hake Rag, Poverty Slant, Black 
Ankle, JIm Ned. 

Turning from names of locality to 
those of individuals, the ingenuity 
of the American mind is scarcely 
less noticeable. The GIVEN NAMES 
(q.v.) go far to exhaust, to use 
Mr. Gladstone's phrase, "the re
sources of civilization." In in
dexing title-deeds in Maine, the 
following curious examples were 
scheduled :-

Ledoe, Generous, Passchal, Lupina, Mi~ 
ghil, Arannah, Squire. Deluva, Barcillai, 
Calvary, Hartson, Zophau, Philander, Maries 
Axiel, Hopestill, Piram, J erathmael, Rancil, 
Hazareman, Sprout, Demcric, llana, Angler, 
Uzza, Lilia, Cad, Luton, Cyprian, Ivory, 
jacon, Kilah, Orrah, Cadwallader, Galon, 
Loven, Diodamia, Grinfil, Mesbach, Liberty, 
Auturncrs, Haddassah, Esek, Sahra, Rispah, 
and Zophan. 

This list, however, is by no means 
exhaustive. In some cases, where 
fecundity rules the roost, it has 
proved a serious matter to find 
suitable appellations wherewith to 
designate Young America. So 
hopeless has the task occasionally 
been, that one Stickney, in one of 
the New Londons to be found in 
fourteen of the American States, 
thinking to perpetuate his honor
able patronym, hit upon the simple, 
though monotonous expedient of 
dubbing his firstborn Stickney No. 
l. This child was not the only 
son of his mother; for in due 
course "another Richmond held 
the field" in Stickney NO.2. 
The process continued until Stick
ney No. 12 scored honors all 
ronnd. This is by no means a 
solitary instance, as may be gleaned 
from the fact, that another citizen 
of the Stars and Stripes, thinking 
his duty to his country fully 
accomplished, labelled his four
teenth girl "Finis." Alas! for 



nes 

human hopes; he was not a 
et in . own y, fo 
nd be whe tim 
s mo g and olation 

was fully accomplished, his quiver 
grew " more full and overflowing" 

. et ano hostag rtune 
, in desp n an 

e[aced he onl 
register as "Addendum." Nor 
must the "fourth estate" be left 
unmentioned P ssing b the mor 

ar ti space onl 
t of w of mor 

remarkable names for newspapers. 
Here is a short but confessedly 
incomplete list '-

ana Ru hester ralyze 
C e Cycl ,imanon HOllS , 
Lake City Prairie Dog, South Center Bazoo, 
Valley Falls Lucifer, Garden City Irrigator, 
Fargo Springs Prairie Owl, Garden City 
B of Stic odge C w Bo 
G Id Cap . In I a tow 
ca oodbi d when per wa 
st here the or natura y called 1 

The Woodbine Twineth. At Oakland, in 
the same State, the only journal in the 
place is called Oakland Acorn. One in 
S Ie is c he Sp Blad 
A he pap 1 allile names i 
K are :-L ight, L Leade 
Levado Ledger, Kmkaid Knuckle, and Sirnp~ 
son Siflings. 

ort th encla fever 
rtmen Ameri ife an 
ght w ell r caref 

study on the part of the philologist, 
curious in the eccentricities of 
Ian"uage.--ALL THAT THE NAME 

IES.- tch-ph whic 
nated chanc ressio 

used during the cause celebre of the 
Rev. Henry Ward Beecher.-
GIVEN NAME.-A Christian name. 

IVEN AME I 
ES!- ng int n ofa 

Intention to depart qUlckly; to be 
off with alacrity. This expression 
is similar in character to "There's 

oor, an rname lker I 
said t e orig in a 
ent in life esiden 

Jefferson. 

nal crats 

NARRAGANSETT PACER.-At one time a 
breed orses estee r 
their and 0 good s. 
As th me im , Narr t 
Bay, in Rhode Island, was the 
princi pal breeding centre for these 
anim 

NARROW GAUGE MULE -An anima of 
no, or little account. The turn-out 
which comprises a nal'YOW gauge mule 
hitch to " an on e 
chais d dri v " a bac! d 
gener ,is on hich f-
respecting American would care to 
own. 

ARY. an e tic n e 
nary may be c1assL as a gen Ulne 
Americanism; e.g., "Were you at 
Delmonico's last night?" "Nary I " 
As a action ne'er " 
nary cours ite as h 
Engl Amer , but al h 
generally colloquial, this usage has 
not yet passed out of the limbo of 
slang the U· State 
ever, forms e exp n 
are i mon u N AR T 
or NARY RED.-The man who has 
nary cent is impecunious indeed; a 
contra tion of " '(not) t" 
orR T(q.v 

NAS~BERRY.-A variety of SAPODILLA 
(q.v.). 

ASK ( -AH of De n. 

NATIONAL DEMOCRATS.-A section of 
the Democratic part ,who ro[ess 
to de h Am affai n 
a na basis not £1 e 
stand-pomt of anyone State or 
group of States. They are, of 
course, naturally antagonistic to the 
doct f STA IGHT ), 
a qu 1 whi erhap re 
than s avery, was e real pomt at 
issue in the Civil War. 



Native A mcriclIns 

NATIVE AMERICANS.-A political party, 
which originated about the year 
1846, being the outcome of an 
attempt on the part of a body of 
citizens of foreign birth, to control 
municipal affairs. To circumvent 
this organization, a native A nzerican 
party was formed, avowedly to 
limit the holding of office, etc., to 
citizens of American birth, and to 
ensure this they advocated the 
extension of the period of residence 
before naturalization papers could 
be issued-from seven to twenty
one years. Also simply called 
AMERICAN PARTY (see AMERICAN), 
and in later years, KNOW-NOTHINGS 
(q.v.). 

NATIVISM. - The principles advo
cated by the American or Native 
American Party, otherwise Know
N olhings.-Ses NATIVE AMERICANS. 

NATURAL. - (r) The passions and 
instincts which connect man with 
the brute creation are characterized 
as natural. Thus a man prone to sav
age anger, or otherwise cruel in dis
position, is stigmatised as a natural 
man-one whose actions and im
pulses are dominated by his lower 
or animal nature.--(2) Natural is 
also used in another sense now pecu
liar to America, meaning" native," 
c.g., a natural born American signi
fies nothing more serious than birth 
within the precincts of the United 
States, and would ha ve no reference 
as in England, to the question of 
legitimacy. -- (Cant). - (1) Not 
given to squeamishness. (2) In 
thieves' parlance a natural is 
anything but the dull, stupid 
fellow usually meant by the term in 
England. On the contrary, he is 
clever, quick-witted, and generously 
inclined. 

NAVAL OFFIcER.-This is the title of a 
chief or superintendent of depart-

Neclo-Tie Sociable 

ment in the Customs service of the 
United States. 

NAVY.SHERRy.-The grog served out 
to seamen in the United States' 
navy. 

NAZY (Cant).-Drunken. 

NEAP.-Used in some parts of New 
England for the tongue or pole of 
a cart or wagon.-Worcester. 

NEB (Cant).-The face. Curiously 
curt are some of the terms used by 
thieves and their associates to 
designate parts of the body. The 
NIB is the mouth, also NUSH, whilst 
NUB signifies the neck, and NUT the 
head. Variants for all these are 
of course numerous; indeed, there 
seems little chance of a thief being 
hard up for a term with which to 
express his meaning. 

N ECK.-Generally applied, in old 
c?lony days, to land lying between 
nvers.--NECK OF THE WOODS.
A plantation or settlement situated 
in woodland districts. This term 
is mostly met with in the South
west. -- SHOT IN THE NECK.
Drunk. Circumlocutions of this 
kind are very numerous.--NECK 
WEED (Cant).-Hemp; doubtless 
so called because of the use to 
which that product is put in fur
nishing " hempen cravats" or 
hangman's ropes. 

NECK-TIE SOCIABLE. -A Vie'i!ance 
Committee's execution carri~d out 
by hanging. ·Western. 

,!,her<? w~s my fri,end, Will Wylie, who 
st~ ucl{ It rIch on lus first venture in the 
nllnes of lvlontana; started with teams and 
wagons to California, and on the way 'was 
robbed of e:ery ounce of his dust by the 
then s.warmlng road agents. . . .. Fmall 
returnmg to Montana, he joined the Vigf
lantes, and had the pleasure of presiding at 
a NECK-TIE SOCIABLE where two of the men 

49 



Neckwear 

who had robbed him were hanged.-J. H. 
Beadle's Western Wilds. 

NECKWEAR. - A necktie: compare 
with UNDER-WEAR. 

Large assortment of fine men's NECKWEAR, 
knot scarfs, with silk or satin lining, at 
2gC., worth 40C.; 49C'} worth 7sc.-Adot, 
ill New York Herald, November 4, r888. 

NED (Cant).-A ten dollar gold piece. 
In English slang, the same term is 
synonymous with a guinea. 

NEEDCESSITY.-A corruption of 
" necessity." 

NEGRo.-Aword which, derived from 
the Spanish, simply means a black 
man. Since the abolition of slavery 
and the subsequent enfranchise
ment of the negro, this appellation 
has, upon occasion, been supplanted 
by terms more non-committal in 
character. Amongst such may be 
mentioned FREEDMEN, COLORED 
MEN, CONTRABAND, UNBLEACHED 
AMERICANS, or FIFTEENTH AMEND
MENT PERSUASION. -- NEGRO 
CLOTH. - A fabric manufactured 
exclusively for negro use. It is 
light in texture, and is a mixture 
of cotton and wool. -- NEGRO 
CORN.-In the West Indies, Indian 
millet or durra is so called.-
NEGRO DRIVER.-The overseer of 
a gang of ncgroes.--NEGRO-FEL
Low.-An opprobrious term for a 
mgro, the addition of the word 
" fellow" being supposed to carry 
unutterable contumely with it.-
NEGRO - HATE. - The abhorrence 
of negroes. -- NEGRO-HEAD.- (I) 
A well - known brand of pre
pared tobacco; known also as 
CAVENDISH. The leaf is soaked 
in molasses, and then pressed into 
a hard cake. (2) A clump of roots 
of trees or ferns in the swamps of 
the South. -- NEGRO-HOUND.-A 
breed of dog, formerly used in 

N egl'O 

tracking escaped slaves. -- NE
GROISM.-(I) A word or phrase 
of negro origin, or peculiar in usage 
to negroes. (2) Opinions favorable to 
mgro1s or slavery.--NEGROLESS. 
-A compound word, formerly used 
to signify a condition of possessing 
no property in the shape of slaves. 
-- NEGROPHILISM. - The anti
slavery movement. -- NEG R 0 
SPEECH and NEGRO PROVERBS.
Quashie delights in nothing more 
than grandiloquent and exuberant 
verbosity of speech. This trait of 
his character is so well known, and 
has been so frequently described, 
that it would be superfluous to dwell 
upon the subject in detail. Suffice 
it to say that he will deliberately 
use high - sounding words and 
phrases without the slightest con
ception of their meaning. For 
example-Sambo, not to be be
hind the times in the craze of so
called }Estheticism, which a short 
time since ran riot as a society fad, 
gravely informed the writer that 
he "much liked <esthetics; " upon 
which, thinking he probably knew 
as much about the subject as the 
"wat'r milyun" he was con
tentedly munching at the time, 
the inquiry was made, "How do 
you like them?" "For breakfast, 
massa," was the prompt reply I 
Quaintly odd, too, is the no
menclature of negro societies
political, religious, and otherwise. 
In Charleston there are more 
societies mainly negro than pro
bably in any other city of its 
size in the world. So much so is 
this the case, that it must be a 
matter of considerable difficulty to 
invent new names for the many 
fresh organizations constantly 
ansmg. One of the latest bears 
the unique title of "The Sons and 
Daughters of I will Arise." As 
regards negro proverbs, the follow
ing are current in Jamaica:-(I) 
SofJiy catch monkey [there are 



Negro 

no monkeys indigenous to Jamaica, 
and therefore this may be of 
African origin]. (2) Half crape 
carrat neber smart. (3) Crab 
nyam creole, creole nyam crab 
[this is purely local]. (4) You 
nebber yerrie pumpkin bring 
water-melon. (5) You no catch 
Harry-you catch him pack. (6) 
Fowl nyam done wipe mout in a 
grass. (7) Pear seed big more 
dan cotten tree [an allusion to the 
AVOCADO PEAR (q.v.)]. (8) Some
ting more dan man, make woman 
laugh. (9) Any cry do for berrin 
[berrin = funeral]. (10) Trouble 
catch man-pic'ninny frock fit 'im. 
(II) No man da house, wife bab 
blin' eye fo' pick'ninny. (12) Me no 
bread nut-make fig take root on 
me [You can't impose upon me]. 
(13) Heartburn no bring good 
pick'ninny. (14) If you cross 
John Crow, guinea hen get vex. 
(IS) Hansom woman no fi one 
man [an allusion to woman·s 
frailty; color makes no difference] . 
(16) If you yerrie buckra too 
much, you go da court-house [i.e., 
be careful how you listen to white 
men]. (17) When rain da fall 
hebby, John Crow say, "Tus' de 
rain done me go make house." 
When de rain done, he say, 
" Cho I wherra me do wid house I " 
[Johnny Crow is the carrion crow, 
and the whole proverb is a mgro 
rendering of-

"When the devil was sick, the devil 
a monk would be ; 

When the devil got well, the devil 
a monk was he."] 

(IS) Alligator no tongue hab, so 
him nyam daag [alligators are 
extremel y partial to dog flesh; 
they will take a dog in preference 
to any other prey]. (19) Long 
pap make okro 'poil 'pon tree 
[pap - stir-about; ochra, a vege
table for making soup]. (20) 
When dog hab too much, massa 

Nervy 

hungry. (21) When dog mangy, 
him head big [the less account a 
man is the more does he put on 
airs.-See BIG HEAD]. (22) Him 
go dead-him see de seben tar 
[negroes believe that when horses 
and dogs are killed at night by 
falling over ravines, which are 
numerous in Jamaica, it is in conse
quence of their looking up at the 
Pleiades ].--N EG RO-WORS HIPPER. 

-A sarcastic term applied by 
Southerners to the people of the 
Northern States; synonymous, in 
the Confederate mind, with ABOLI

TIONIST (q.v.). 

NEIGHBORHOOD. - The meaning of 
"near by," or "in the vicinity of," 
attached to this word, is, properly 
speaking, confined toplaces. Ameri
cans, however, sometimes curiously 
misuse it to signify approximation 
to a given quantity, e.g., "I walked 
in the neighborhood of twenty miles 
this morning." Probably only an 
ignorant vulgarism, its occasional 
use in journalism notwithstanding. 

It is estimated that there are in the 
NEIGHBORHOOD of 12,393 young men-in Buffalo 
with real estate on their hands which they 

ili~~ \~ill ~~ib\See t~lfe~~ ~l~~l?r~rr~I~b~~~~: 
and play pool all the rest of their Iives.
Buffalo Cour;er, May, 1888. 

N EMAN (Cant) .-Stealing. 

NERvv.-Robust; strong; vigorous. 
A new form derived from that sense 
of "nervous," meaning "pithy" 
and "spirited" as regards, e.g., 
style in writing. 

He was assisting her on with her glove. 
It had already taken him five minutes and he 
was trembling in every limb. 'Perh~ps Mr 
Smith,' she suggested, . If I should re~ov~ 
rny engagement ring you would find less 
difficulty.' This proved, indeed, to be the 
case, and. 1'lr. Smith's trembling limbs re
sumed thetr normal NERVY condition.-New 
York SUH, April, 1888. 



Nescio 

NESCIO (Cant).-The employment of 
this word by American thieves is, 
perhaps, one of the most curious 
instances of a purely Latin word 
being incorporJ ted into their jargon. 
A literal translation ne, not, and 
seio, I know, exactly gives its cant 
meaning.-No! I don't know; can't 
say. 

NETOP.-A word little heard now, 
but once colloquial in Massachu
setts. N elop is a Narragansett 
Indian word, meaning literally 
"my friend." 

NET T LED (Cant). - Afflicted with 
disease. 

NEW AMSTERDAM.-The City of New 
York was formerly so-named. 

NEW ENGLAND OF THE wEsT.-The 
State of Minnesota, many New 
Englanders having settled within 
its borders. 

NEW ENGLAND STATEs.-Maine, New 
Hampshire, Vermont, Massachu
setts, Rhode Island, and Connec
ticut. 

NEW JERSEY TEA (Ceanothus a111ericl1-
nus).-When the good people of 
Boston dumped the mad king's tea 
chests into the sea, their supply of 
the article necessarily ran short, 
and as a substitute the leaves of 
this plant were used dnring the 
Revolution. Popular report said 
that it neither cheered nor inebri
ated, and was at best but a sorry 
makeshift. 

NEW LIGHT (Cant).-New coin or new 
money is so designated.--NEW 
LIGHTs.-An offshoot of the Pres
byterian Church in America. The 
cause of secession lay in disputes 
concerning church discipline in 

New South 

connection with revivals, the Synod 
having, in rSor, censured some of 
its ministers for sharing in what 
were deemed disorderly modes of 
Christian propagandism. The New 
Light, thereupon, says the Rev. 
Mr. Cartright in his Autobiography, 
renounced the Westminster Con
fession of Faith and church discip
line, and professed to take the New 
Testament for their church discip
line. They established no stand
ard of doctrine. Everyone was to 
take the New Testament and read 
it, and abide by his own construc
tion. They also adopted the mode 
of immersion, the water-god of all 
errorists. 

NEWSIEST, NEWSY.-Reporter's Eng
lish for "full of news." A newsy 
paper is onE' that is racy, bold and 
spar kling in its reports and com
ments on men and things, full of 
" the thoughts that glow and words 
that burn." 

When Col. Forney says of his Weekly Press 
that it is the NEWSIEST ~aper in thecountry, 
be shows his familianty with reporter's 
English.-The Nation. 

NEW SouTH.-Much used politically 
to describe the present condition 
of the Southern States. For the 
most part, wise and temperate 
counsels have prevailed in the atti
tude of the conquering North to
wards the conquered South, since 
the close of the Civil War, and the 
work of Reconstruction has gone on 
year by year with ever increasing 
momentum. It would perhaps be 
difficult to find any considerable 
following in the South who now 
lament the downfall of slavery; 
and though for political purposes 
the BLOODY SHIRT (q.v.) of past 
hatreds and differences is occasion
ally Haunted in the face of a now 
loyal South, yet for the most part 
the desire of North and South alike 



Ne sp er en 

to 110 th m or of he 
seven years' conflict to sink entirely 

o ivi 

The bill of Mr Mills is framed in hostility 
to eri n ufa rer and h e of 
placation of the South; not the NEW SOUTH, 
the Sout! vhich is building furnaces and 
mil and tie nd eve ing in but 
the Old Soutb, that sits on a fence-raIl, and 
rno 15 1 da wl n it could wallop its 
nig S.- aily ~te1' eal 1ar 2, 8. 

NEWSPAPER NS. T I rve US 

development of the modern news-
per cal fo t d pIa of 

qualities in a journalist, altogether 
iqu of the k d tle 

dreamt of in the past. To be suc-
sfu e st ab in str' us, 

earnest, and mdependent, mterested 
i ev yth' g hat on rns the 
welfar of the J ou al r pre
sents have a keen scent for news, 

'lrg Cd it or nal is, ap
able of appreciating fine distinctions 

W 109 th d r, nd 
power to remember names and 

es. Ad to 1 t . a ee in
terest m persons, gel1lality of man-

, d h sts of cq 'nt ces 
and fnend -al he COl in go 
far to make a successful journalist, 

d eir gg gat is vh is 
intended by newspaper sense. 

N. -A sla 
g /'i .. ,0£ 

abbre htion for" no 
o a il; 0 n ur se. 

H d, s h as th do 1 d to 
rights, and that he WIll make t lL fal mers 
sweat who have been asserting that his 
da wa N. Ci /Ilia lVe y G tie 
February 22, r888. 

NIB (Cant).-The mouth. 

NIBBLER (Ctenolabrlts camtlClts).-This 
i Iso no 1 a BL P CH, 

BURGALL, CONNOR, etc. Its sobri-
et t 1 . bier is vi sly 

derived from its tricky habits, flOm 
Ish .ua 's p . It 'vi 

89 Ni Ina es 

N K. C P e. h co sa 
made of lllckel, and the term Ins 

atu lly een bb viat dt meet 
the mexorable emand r vi 

t ms of po ular nse and also 
d ing sh fr N EL .V 

N KE. A 
must not 

re ng 
one cent. 

th sa 

ve en pi e. Th 
be confounded with the 
a c n th va e 

Both, however, are made 
m al. 

Gentleman (to tramp)-Why do you ask 
fo [11 p ny, YIn? os f y 
people want NICKELS and dImes? 

T 'am Ye ir, but I'm a new hand at 
th usi 5S, I nt t egi igh rna 
it a dime, though, if you like.-ft.[ olttrcal 
H ?d, br y 2 888 

--NICKEL BANK.-A gambler's 
rm N kel or e nt 'ec 

form the unit of operatIOns. 

rs is e\ ght t gre cIa 
world, havin' risen like a meteor in three 
ye s. H \v a \- 'ter 'n a Leadville res-
ta nt to 5, en sta d a CK 
BANK of his own, and 'won both fame and 
fo ne a mbl .-N w y,.k World 
M ,18 

N KEY A ari on 
-the devil. 

Id ck 

NICKNAMES and PSEUDONYMS. - The 
llo ng ar the mo n ab 

nicknall1cs, pscudonyms, and sobn
lets f lif 'an lit ary me 

and others. 

LA -Iv s S an ni ce op 
ALTER EGO - Robt. E. Straborn. A'IY 
LOTHRop-Anna B. Warner. AN AMERICAN 
L \'- nr Vo TE S RO 
Chas. F. Browne. A SOUTHERNER-Sey-
mour R Duke BARNWELL-Robt Barn-
w R ev ET AR ane 
Bret Harle. BULL OF THE WOODs-Sum
ne' one of the best l'nown chan.cters of the 
U on. APT ~ C TT ke ha 
tres. CAPTAIN PERRV- Count of Paris. 
C L B so M .. Clla 1·s A,tor B 'sted 
C s. M~ ... FI - he rc ost 
CHRIS. CROW FIELD-Mrs. H Beecher Stowe. 
C 1ST ~lD }''1is~ Fa y F' ~ch 
C CKe -[; Iy. ICK NT M ra 
B. Goodrich. DIEDRICH KNICKERBOCKER-
W hin 011 in· ED ND {IR -J 
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Roberts Gilmore. FANNY FERN-Mrs. Jas. 
Parton. FANNY FORRESTER- Mrs. Adoni
ram Judson (nee Emily Chudbuck. 1817-
1854). FIGHT!~G JOE - Hooker. FRANK 
FORRESTER - Henry William Herbert. 
FRIAR ANTONIO AGAPIDA-Washington Ir
ving. GAIL HAMILTON - Mary Abigail 
Dodge, of Hamilton, Mass. GI{ACE GREEN

wooD-Mrs. Sarah Jane Lippincott (uee 
Clarke). HANS BREITr .... JANN-Chas. G. Le
land. HARRY OF THE WEST-Henry Clay. 
HIBERNICUS - Dc Witt Clinton. HOSEA 
BIGLOW - J as. Russell Lowell. IANTHE
Mrs. Embury. IKE MARVEL-Mr. Donald 
G. iv1i.tchell. IREN.'Eus-Rev. S. 1. Prime. 
JEB-Stuart. ]EEMES PIPES OF PIPEVILLE
Stephen C. Massett. JONATHAN OLTlSTYLE 
-\\fashington Irving. JOSH BILLINGs-A. 
VV. Shaw. JUNIOR Dow-Eldridge G. Paige. 
KATE PUTNAM-Miss Kate Putnam Osgood. 
K. N. PEPPER (pronounced Cayenne pepper) 
-Mr. James M. Morris. LITTLE MAC
General McClellan. LITTLE Pf.IIL-Sheri
dan. MADAME C--DE LA B.-Madame F. E. 
Calderon de la Barca. MAD TOll-{-Gen. Sher
man. MAJOR JACK DOWNING-Seba Smith. 
MARION HARLAND-Mrs. Virginia Terhune. 
MARK TWAIN - Mr. Samuel Clemens. 
MAS. BOB-General Lee. MAX ADELER

ehas. Heber Clark. MILLER BOY OF THE 
SLA"HES-Henry Clay. M. QUAD-C. B. 
L~wis, MRS. PARTINGTON -l'v1r. B. P. 
Shillaber. NED BUNTLINE-Mr. E. Z. C. 
Judson. NEWSMAN DANI3UW)'-). Iv1. Bailey. 
OT.D ABE or ABE-President Llllcoln. Or~n 
BULLION-COl. Thos. H. Benton of Mis
souri. Sec BULLION STATE. OLD BUR
CHELL-Elihu Burritt. OLD DAD-General 
Price. OLD DRIVER-The Devil. OLD 
HUTCH-Hutchinson of Chicago. By work 
ing a wheat deal he made 2 1000}000 dais. 
OLD JOE-Johnston. OLD ROUGH~AND
READY - Major-General Zacbary Taylor. 
OLD SCRATCH-The Devil. OLD SPLIT
FOOT-The Devil. OLD WHITEy-The 
name of Gen. Taylor's horse during the war 
with Mexico. OLD ZAcR-Major-General 
Zachary Taylor. OLIVER OPTlc-Mr. W. 
T. Adams. ORPHEUS C. KERR (pronounced 
Office Seeker)-Mr. R H. Newalls. 
PATCHED BREECHEs-WilHam L. Marcy of 
New York. PATHFINDER-Gen. John C. 
l'rcmont. PENHOLDER-Edwd. Eggleston. 
PETROLEUM V. NASBy-D. R. Locke. 
PORTE CRAYON-D. H. Strother. PETER 
PARLEy-Mr. Samuel G. Goodrich (1793-
1860). Q. K. PHILANDER DOESTICKS
Mortimer Thompson. SAM SLICK-Hon. T. 
C. Halliburton. SEVEN-MULE BARNUM-Mr. 
Barnum of COllnecticut. Sl'ARROWGRASS
Mr. F. S. COZlens. STONEwALL-Gen. Jack
son. TALV J-Mrs. (Theresa.A Ibertine Louisa 
von Jacob) Robinson, THg BfU:I-WNTER
Col. J. B. Thorpe. TI-IE FLATBOATMAN
President Lincoln. THE LEARNED BLACK
SMITlI-Elihu Burritt. THE RAIL-SPLITTER 
-President Lincoln. THE RANGER-Capt. 
I"lack Tm; WAR - !-IORSE - Longstreet. 

T,MOTHY TITCOMBE-Dr. J. G. Holland. 
U. DONOUGH OUTIS (pronounced You donI 
know who 'tis)-Mr. Richard Grant White. 
UNCLE REMus-Joe Chandler Harris. 
WALTER CLERK BARRETT-J. A. Scoville. 
WM. PENN-Jeremiah Everts. YOUNG 

NAPOLEON-General McClellan. 

--NICKNAMES OF CITIEs.-See 
CITY ct passim. -- NICKNAMES 
OF CITIZENS OF STATES. - See 
NAMES.--NICKNAMES OF STATES. 
-Passim. 

NICOTIANA. - A tobacco -producing 
district. 

NICOTIAN LEAF.-Tobacco. 

NIFTY is an adjective synonymous 
with excellence of style and ap
pearance; up to the mark. 

Obs'quics is good. Yes, that's it: that's our 
little game, We are goingtoget the thing up 
regardless you know. He was always NIFTY 
himselfl and so you bet his funeral ain't 
going to be no slouch-solid silver door-plate 
on his cofflll) six plumes on the hearse, and a 
nigger on the box in a biled shirt and a plug 
haL-How's that for high ?-Mark Twain's 
The IHIlOCClltS at Home l p. 20. 

NIGGER.-By far the most popular 
appellation for a negro.--NIGGER 
BABIES.- An ironically facetious 
name given by General Hardee, of 
the Confederate Army, to the huge 
projectiles hurled into Charleston 
during its siege by General Gil
more. For those who read be
tween the lines there will be found 
a wealth of suggestion in the 
curious application of this term to 
monster cannon balls; and not less 
wanting in sarcastic allusion was 
the SWAMP ANGEL, as was called 
the gun from which these things 
weredriven.--NIGGERHEAD.-(r) 
A tuft of grass or sedge appearing 
above the waters of a swamp. 
From a fancied resemblance to a 
negro's woolly head. -- (2) A 
contemptuous term applied to those 
Northerners who were inclined to 
violent measures in dealing with 
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the slavery question.--NIGGER
HEAD STONE.-A stone abounding 
in the neighborhood of Baltimore 
and much used for metalling roads. 
Like a nigger's head, it is hard, 
report avowing that the stone is 
soonest broken; it is also a moot 
point as to which is heaviest; 
and to do the black man justice, he 
would probably not care to give 
the stone a single point as regards 
color.--NIGGERISM.-A word, 
habit, custom, etc., peculiar to 
negroes. -- NIGGER LucK.-To 
use another slang expression 
which best interprets the meaning 
"awfully good luck." The allu
sion is doubtless to the happy-go
lucky manner in which the negro 
takes life; generally speaking, if 
good fortune comes to him, it is 
without the slightest effort on his 
part. 

Sam Hunker, the notorious gambler and 
claim-jumper, heard the rumor with avari
cious ears. 

11 am cussed, I he howled to a crowd of his 
own stripe, I if any darned rebel can have 

t~~~ ~I~:~:n t~(~'lts~~n esnjt~re ~~la~~ile I 
I The syndicate's expert comes up from 

Denver to·morrow, Sam,' said one of his 
friends.-The Critic, April '4, I888. 

--NIGGER NIGHT.-A New Eng
land term applied by young white 
people to Saturday night courting. 
-- To NIGGER-OUT LAND.- To 
exhaust land by improvident work
ing; to take everything out of it 
that can be got, and to return 
nothing in the shape of manure or 
other fertilising agents. This 
method was often disastrously pur
sued in the South, and negroes 
being the labor employed, the 
term is probably as much an allu
sion to this practice as from its 
being a marked characteristic of 
purely negro tilbge.-- NIGGER 
WORSHIPPER.-An opprobrious term 
applied to the anti-slavery party. 
--NIGGERY.- Like a nigger; 
pertaining to a nigger or negro. 

NIGHT.-See AFTER-NIGHT. 

NIGHT-KEY.-This is the American 
equivalent for a latch-key. 

I I am sitting up,' she explained, I because 
there are still four or five of my young men 
out and as I do not give NIGHT-KEYS to any
on~ but the doctor, I have to sit up or ask 
some of my hard-working girls to do SQ. It 
is dreary waiting sometimes, but on the 
whole they are considerate, and I don't com
plain.'-Pittsburg Dispatch, July 29, r888. 

NIMENOG (Cant).-A heedless soft
pated fellow. 

NIMSHI.-A booby; 
a conceited fellow. 
colloquialism. 

a nincompoop; 
A Connecticut 

NINE BARK (Spir(J!a opulfolia). -This 
dwarf-growing shrub derives its 
popular name from its old bark 
peeling off readily; "nine," how
ever, bearing no actual relation to 
the number of layers. 

NINE KILLER.-The BUTCHER BIRD 
(q.v,). 

NIP AND TucK.-To GO NIP AND TUCK 
is neck and neck; on an equality; 
just able to hold one's own. 

From this time on Old' Prob and the 
g-round-hog will have it NIP AND TUCK, with 
the chances in favor of the hog.-Daily il1tt'Y
OCCtIN-, February 4th, r888. 

I Y cs, sir. During my sojourn here in these 
mountain wilds alone I have had it NIP AND 
TUCK with the , .. 'o\ves and mountain lions.
Cincillnati Enquirer, 1888. 

NIPPENT.-Impudent; impertinent. 

NIPPER.-A dram; a small quantity 
of liquor. -- NIPPERS. - Hand
cuffs.--(Cant).-A burglar's in
strument by which it is possible to 
turn an inside key on the outside 
of a door. These forceps are mainly 
used by hotel thieves, from whom 
they also receive the name of 



AMERICAN TWEEZERS (q.v.).-
NIPPERKIN.-A tumbler. 

(Cant).
ceo 

ptuous 

No ACCOuNT.-See ACCOUNT. 

NOCAKE.-Parched Indian meal. An 
. an word, y never h 
, but on iliar in 
land. 

NOCKY Boy (Cant).-A simpleton. 

NOGGIN.-A small' quantity of drink; 
an Old English survival. 

. -NoIIO CAN FIX 
equently egative c 

qUla!ism, and used, wuhltis mutandis, 
in the same way as ANYHOW YOU 
CAN FIX IT (sec ANYHOW). 

N'S LAND lan's La! 
strip lyi en Colo 

Kansas North, 
s on the It was c 

by Texas to the United States, and 
has been classed geographically 
with Indian Territory for con
venience. It extends from the 

1 to the meridian, 
bout se ve mile 
h. The 

given 
settlement ;-

g accoun 
ondition 

For forty years or more the country has 
bet:n without a Harne and without law. Even 

laws of t . Slates d 
s nearly 4. tile acres 
crcd valle en a vast 
nd. Thos now living 
natter so to the t 

extent. In fixing the boundaries of States 
during special tvrritorial legislation, this 
strip of land, c(;ll1taining 5,761 square miles, 
was left out entIrely, and fron) that day has 
been absolutely without law. It is one of 

fertile sp . United S 
e rcason tl and other 
ation do to it, so 
n chary a on to it. 

opal 

years ago (1886) some adventurous persons 
went in and took up lands. They are simply 
squatters. They have no title whatever to 
he lands a none. Th on 

has grown I who live aw 
or lawyer 1 small \ ve 
grown up. h, 1887, a nal 
governmen blished, a me 
of Cimarron, after its principal river, 
was given to the territory. A bill for the 
organization of this land into a territory 
had been brought up at the second 
session of the forty-ninth congress, but 
ailed. So c opening . eth 

congress, its organi er 
he name 0 n was brou as 
eferred to mittce on es. 

On March bill calle mb 
Bill extendmg the boundaries of the State 
of Kansas so as to include NO MAN'S LAND 
passed the SE:nate. A measure had pre~ 
viously passed that body attaching NO MAN'S 
LAND to Kansas for judicial and land office 
purposes, a . sent bill c he 
vork of th y making ry 
n question of the Sun le . 

Should th Bill be a by 
Congress i hen devol he 
State of Kansas to assent to i s prOVlS ons 
by an act of the State Legislature within two 
years from the date of its passage. 

NOMENCL 
LYN an 

-See CITY -BROOK
MES. 

NOMOLOG anch of p y, 
descriplive of, and pertaining to 
laws. The ordinary word is nomo
graphy. Also NOMOLOGICAL. 

NONE OF RAL.-See L. 

NOODLES, EES. - a-
tion of dough and eggs, very similar 
to vermicelli.-- NOODLE SOUP is 
soup made of this preparation. 

NOONING 

This in 
ment, i 

Noon or 
r rest a 
ply call 

e. 
h
g. 

NOOSED (Cant).-When people get 
married they are said to be noosed. 
Sometimes literally true. 

OPAL.- dy pear. 
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NOPE. - A negative colloquialism, 
formed by pronouncing the word 
"no," and then pursing or closing 
the lips to emphasize the spoken 
word. 

'\Villie' said the good pastor, who was 
taking di'nner with the family, 'I suppose 
you will be a literary man, like your father, 
when you grow up.' 

'NOPE,' said the little boy addressed, as 
he looked at the somewhat meagre array of 
delicacies on the table with lofty scorn, 
'literary nuthin'! I'm gain' to be a 10,000 
dollar cook! '-Chicago Tribtme, 1888. 

-(Cant).-A blow. 

NORTH.-The Northern and formerly 
the anti-slavery States.--NoRTH
ERNER.-A citizen of the Northern 
States.--NoRTHERN MUD SILL.
Sec MUD SILL. 

NORTH AM ERICANS.-A political party, 
otherwise known as THE AMERICAN 
PARTY.-Sce AMERICAN. 

NORTHER.-A strongcold north wind, 
which blows across the prairies of 
the West. Extremely trying to 
both man and beast. 

Until the past year or so a cold snap in 
Texas was called a NORTHER, and to most 
people the term blizzard meant a wind that 
was utterly too cold for anything to live 
in this side of Dakota. But the word 
NORTHER seems now to be obsolescent in its 
former sense. All the cold snaps of the 
present winter have been spol{en of as bliz
zards, and the newspapers have also side
tracked tbe word NORTHER. These winds 
were just as cold when they were called 
NORTHERS as they have been since they have 
come to answer to the name of blizzards. 
They blow where they list, and as hard and 
as cold as they list, regardless of what they 
may be called.-DeHison N ,'ws, r888. 

The Texas NORTHBR is only the frayed 
fringes of the blizzard king's mantle as he 
whirls past.-New York SUII, 1888. 

Since the storm of January 12, the press of 
the East has been ufilted in exaggerating the 
reports of the day's storm here, seemingly 
forgetful that snow ever fell or wind ever 
blew outside the borders of Dakota; if there 

Notion 

is a NORTHER in Texas it is reported as a 
Dakota blizzard, with the, mercury 40 
degrees below zero.-Dm[y IILter-Ocean, 
February 25, 1888. 

NORTHERN NEcK.-That district of 
Virginia which lies between the 
Potomac and Rappahannock rivers. 
-See NECK. 

NORTH-WESTERN STATES.-Ohio, 
Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, \Vis
consin, Minnesota, Iowa, and 
Nebraska. 

NO-SEE-UMS (Simulium nocivum). - A 
midge or sand-fly. 

NOTCH.-A gorge or narrow passage 
through mountains. Also called 
COVE and GAP. 

NOTE.-In New York a note is a bon 
11/ot.--(Cant).-A singer. 

NOTE SHAvER.-See BANK-SHAVING. 

NOTICE. - An announcement of a 
CLAIM (q.v.) being taken up. 

We liked the appearance of the place, and 
so we claimed some three hundred acres of it 
and stuck our NOTICES on a tree, It was 
yellow pine timber land-a dense forest of 
trees a hundred feet high, and from one to 
five fect through at the butt.-Mark Twain's 
R01lghing It. 

NOTION.-I HAVE A NOTION TO, is 
equivalent to "I should like."-
N OTIONs.-Small wares of all kinds. 
By Yankee tlotions in England are 
understood little nicknacks, small 
labor-saving contrivances, etc. 
The word notions is also used in 
the sense of ideas; it is an old one, 
but has been much extended in use. 

Gen.-And what kind of characters are the 
Count and Countess? 

Doolittle.-Why, 1 han't been here such a 

50 
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despud while as to have lamt myself much 
about the matter. But, by hearsay, they are 
a topping sort of people, and pretty much 
like the Boston folks, full of NOTIONS. At 
times he is obstropulous. He may be a 
straight-going critter, farzino, manwards; 
but in his dealings with t'other sex, he is a 
little twistical.-D. H umphteys' Yankee in 
England. 

Thursday, Tanuary 26, regular auction sale of 
dry goods, furnishing goods, NOTIONS, hats 
and caps, etc. Special offering of a large 
line of hosiery, laces, embroideries, pocket
books, and purses. Also roo Cloaks and 
Newmarkets to close an account. Sale at 
9.30 a.m. O. J. Lewis and CO.-Advc11ise
meut in St. Louis Globe Democrat, January 
2r, r888. 

--NOTlONAL.-Fanciful or whim
sical. A New England term, which, 
in the West, takes the form of 
NOTIONATE. 

NOT MUCH I-Not at all. A common 
colloquialism. - See example in 
quotation following TO FLIP. 

NOUSE-Box (Cant).-The head. Evi
dently from the Greek-perception 
or comprehension. 

NOVELETlc.-In a manner peculiar to 
novels. 

Before the hour for parting had come J. 
Angelo had made up his mind that the time 
fOT him to speak had arrived. It is useless 
to go into the details of the proposal. It was 
done in the usual NOVELETIC way.-Detroit 
FreePr.ss, 1888. 

No You DON'T I-An exclamation of 
dissent frequently heard in the 
North. 

NUB.-The 1Zub of a story, i.e., the 
gist of it. 

French newspapers have a strange fashion 
of telling a perfectly straight story till you 
get to the NUB of it, and then a word drops 
in that no man can translate, and that story 
is ruincd.-l\IIark Ttc'ain's Innocent's Abmad. 

--NUB (Cant).-The neck-
To BE NVBBED.-To be hanged. 

NUBBINs.-Imperfectly formed ears 
of Indian corn. Thought to be a 
corruption of "nuffin," a negro 
pronunciation of "nothing." 

Corn will grow as large as a man's finger, 
and many stalks will bear a NUBBIN. It is 
proposed as an improvement on the above 
that a hushel of corn, etc.-JOllmal 0/ A gri
cHIt",-e, r888. 

NUBI Bus.-In the clouds. A literal 
translation of the La tin in nubibus. 

NUG (Cant).-Dear, e.g., "my nug" ; 
my dear. 

'NUITY.-A word, says De Vere, be
lieved by some writers to be 
derived from annuity, and by others 
to be an absurd form of "knew." 
Nordhoff explains it as meaning 
what Americans call go-aheadative
ness - a barbarous word, which 
nobody could coin, who did not 
find it easier to coin money than 
words. 

NULL, To (Cant).-To flog. 

NULLIFICATION.-A term which arose 
in connection with a desire on the 
part of South Carolina to enter 
into Free Trade relations with 
Engla~d and France, especially in 
reference to cotton goods. This 
of course was utterly opposed to 
the high protective policy of the 
rest of the Union, and in spite of 
the South Carolinan Legislature 
passing a measure to that effect, 
President Tackson enforced the 
authority o[ Congress and the Act 
was subsequently repealed. The 
whole question was only another 
phase of the doctrine of STATES' 
RIGHTS (q.v.).--NVLLIFIER.-One 
who favors the theory that the 
rights of a Stale are paramount to 
those of the Union. 



Nums 

NUMS (Cant).-Unreal; sham. 

NURLV.-A corruption of " gnarly," 
signifying cross-grained and ill
tempered. 

NUSH (Cant).-The mouth; probably 
a corruption of ., hush." 

NUT-CAKE. - In New England a 
dough-nut. 

395 Nutmeg State 

NUT-CRACKER.-A severe blow on the 
head. In English pugilistic slang 
" nut" signifies the head. 

NUTMEG STATE.-The State of Con
necticut. A creation of Sam Slick's 
(J udge Halliburton). 

The Empire State is your New York; 
1 grant it hard to mate her; 

Yet still give lue the NUTMEG STATE, 
Where shall we find a greater? 

-.1 !lin Yan""e Hallads. 



1'\ AK (Cant).
tive sig 
strong; r 
good rep 
This is 
drawn from the not
able qualities of 
the tree. -- 0 A K 

BARRENS. - Scrubby oak brush, 
the stunted growth of which 
indicates an extreme poverty of 
soil. Usually, however, BARRENS 
(q.v.) are destitute of even a vestige 

ber.--OAK OF 
wooded forest 
e appearance, 
h in the North-w 
f better quality t 
th oak barrens, b 
attains no great s 

After traversing a broad marsh, however, 
where my horse seemed loath to venture, I 
struc\{ a burr-oAK OPENING, and soon found 
my way by the blazed trees back to the mail 
trail.-Ho.O·man's WiHtcr if< the West. 

--OAK TOWEL (Cant).-a stout 
oaken stick. There is an all usion 
here to " wiping" or " dressing one 

o TAKE AN OAT 
ng alarming a 
n. King Coles 
J d souls are eve 
in short to take an 

, ns in plain Engli 
a drink. 

OATS.-To FEEL ONE'S OATS.-A con
ceited, bumptious man is said to 
feel his oats when putting himself en 

idence. The exp 
plied to any d 
portance, and 

mile derived fr 
orses fed mainly 

far more spirit and mettle than 
would otherwise be the case. 

The Kentuckians have certainly brought 
Little Falls to the front during the past year, 
and Little FalisFEELS HER OATS, and will un
doubtedly expand under her new name of 
Falls City.-St. Patti m,dM inneapoiis Pioneer, 
July 22, 1888. 

AH or OBI.-A s 
itchcraft practise 
the West Indies. 

TUARIST.-A gran 
r a writer of epit 

notices for the press. 

OBLIGED To BE, for" must be." A 
modern vulgarism applied to 
things, e.g., Judge Allen's house is 
obliged to be two or three miles from 
the railway station. 

IGEMENT.-An ar 
obligation," whi 
some localities. 

CUTE, OaSCUTELY 

direct action, rna 
r to obliqueness 

Thus, one whose ways are crooked, 
is said to be obsellte or to act 
obsculely. Both forms are factitious. 

OBSOLEBCENT.-Obsolete. 



Obstrep 

The word norther seems now to be OBSO
LESCENT in its former sense.-DcllisoltNews, 
r888. 

OBSTREP, To.-A corrupt form for 
" to be obstreperous." 

OBSTROPUlous.-This, like the pre
ceding, is a vulgar variant of 
" obstreperous." It is most common 
in New England. 

OBTUSITY.-A New England variant 
of obtuseness. 

OCCASION or 'CASION, To.-A Mary
land term, signifying to go round 
seeking and making application for 
employment. 

OCCUpy (Cant).-To wear. 

OCCUPYING ClAIMANT.-A settler who 
bases his title to land upon the fact 
of occupation. 

OCCURRINGs.-An absurd variant for 
occurrences or incidents. A simi
larly needless equivalent is HAP
PENINGS (q.v.). 

o C E lOT.-The oceloll of Mexico; 
also called the TIGER CAT. This 
animal is of the feline species, 
is carniverous, and beautifully 
marked. Though mainly found in 
South America, its range extends as 
far north as Texas. 

OCHIVES (Cant).-A singular term for 
bone-handled knives. 

OCTORooN.-The offspring of white 
and quadroon parents, the pro
portion being one-eighth black. 
Another name is MESTEE (q.v.). 

Of'f'Al.-This term is far more collo
quial in Western America than in 
England. It is applied to the same 

397 Offset 

parts of the carcases of animals; 
but whereas in England no one 
would think of speaking of calf's 
heart, pig's fry, sheep's kidneys, 
etc., as dishes of offal, in the States 
such phraseology is not at all un
usual. 

OFFEN.-For "off from." An il
literacy. 

oFFlcE-HolDER.-Only so far as this 
is frequently used as a term of 
reproach can it be classed as an 
Americanism. It invariably signi
fies a government official, and 
OFFICE-HOLDING is the holding 
of an office under government. 
The system under which, at every 
change of President, office-holders 
vacate their posts, naturally leads 
to keen competition for the sweets 
of office. Consequently OFFICE
HUNTING is quite a business with 
the thousand-and-one "hangers
on" to the skirts of political 
parties; these are sarcastically 
termed OFFICE-HUNTERS. 

Of'F-ox.-Lowell, in his introduction 
to the second series of the Biglow 
Papers, gives this as an unmanage
able, cross-grained fellow. 

OFFSET.-(I) In comparison of quanti
ties offset is used in America as 
equivalent to the English" set-off." 
For example, an item on the debit 
side of an account may, when equal 
in value, be an offset to another on 
the credit side. Offset in English 
dictionaries is generall y confined to 
the vegetable kingdom in the sense 
of a shoot, sprout, or bulb from 
parent plant.--(2) Formerly col
loquial in New England for a 
terrace, i.e., structures, walks, and 
plantations, laid out on the side of 
a hill or on rising ground.--To 
OFFSET.-To set or compare one 
sum or quantity against or with 
another. 



Oil 

oIL.-To STRIKE OIL, or more usually 
TO STRIKE ILE.-To meet with a 
stroke of good luck; to be success
ful. This simile is derived from 
the immense wealth which accrued 
from the discovery of mineral oil, 
first in Pennsylvania, and sub
sequently in other parts of tbe 
Union.--OILDOM. The oil-pro
ducing districts of Pennsylvania, 
the principal centre of this industry. 
--OIL NUT (Juglalls cillel·ca).-Also 
called BUTTER NUT, both names 
being allusive to its oily nature.-
OIL OF BARLEY (Cant).-A fac
titious term given to strong beer. 

OJO .-A Spanish term for an eye 
(pronounced a-ho) , but which on the 
plains in the States formerly under 
Spanish rule, is idiomatically em
ployed as a designation for a spring 
of water. 

o.K.-All right; all correct. Autho
rities differ as to the precise 
origin of this expression. The 
initials O. K., are supposed to stand 
for" all correct." The most likely 
derivation seems that told by De 
Vere, to the effect that General 
Jackson, better known in American 
history as Old Hickory, was not 
much at home in the art of spelling, 
and that he employed the letters 
O. K. as an endorsement of appli
cations for office and other papers, 
intending them to stand for "all 
(orl) correct (korrect)." 

His express messenger reported himself 
after his night ride, assured Allen that all 
was o. K., and received his dollar for deliver
ing the mcssage.-Sam Slick's A mericans at 
Home. 

The Canadian customs-llOllSC is required 
to stamp an American vessel's paper O. K., 
and there is an end of the mattcr.-Troy 
Daily Times, February 20, 1888. 

A gentleman with a fine face, iron-gray 
hair, pleasant manners, and everything aJ?
parently o. R., walked into Texas Charley s 
shooting gallery on Bleecl{er-street yester
day, and, after practising at a target for awhile, 

Old 

turned his revolver on himself and blew out 
snch gray matter as the Lord had e'1dowed 
him with.-Bostoll WccMy Globe, February 
29, 1888. 

--The initials are also used as 
a verb. To o. K.; to endorse with 
the sign O. K., to signify that all is 
right. 

SYNTAX. - The expression, Please 0. K. 
and burry return of my account, is gran:
mati cally correct, The noun account is 
governed by the pr~position. ~f, and is also 
the object of the actlve transltlv~ verb, 0. K~ 
- Answer to Correspondent U~ M~SSOUy"b 
Repllblican, January 25, 1838. 

OKRA (Hibiscus esc1tlentus).-The pods 
of this plant are largely used in 
gumbo-soup.-See GUMBO. 

OLD.-It seems somewhat of an 
anachronism to apply the epithet 
old to men and things connected 
with the New World, but although 
Americans, to their undoubted ad
vantage, have no such hold upon 
the past as have the peoples of the 
Old 'World, more than three hun
dred years have elapsed since the 
first settlement of a permanent 
character was made within the 
limits of the Union (Florida, I565); 
therefore, those who lay stress on 
such matters may, comparatively 
speaking, lay reasonable claif!! 
to a kind of bastard an tl" 
quity. Hence, such terms as 
--OLD COLONY.- This is per
haps the oldest historical name 
of locality yet surviving in the 
United States. It is the name of 
the first Plymouth settlement 
situated in what, together with 
the colony of Massachusetts Bay, 
afterwards formed the State of 
Massachusetts. -- OLD COON.
A sharp, shrewd man,. often .u~ed 
politically, the expressIOn denvmg 
its significance from the s~vo!Y illlYe, 
which usually comes with years, 
and the reputation of the raccoon, 
or coon, as a wily, cunning animal. 
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--OL TRY.-In st 
place, t was app y 
to England, but since the lllcurswn 
of large numbers of the surplus 
population of other European 
countries into the United States, 
the mea been e to 
include World y. 
It is w mentio e 
phrase e commo y 
of all Enghsh colonists who, havlllg 
found it convenient and expressive, 
usually speak thus of the land of their 
birth.--Hence also OLD COUN-
TRYMEN howeve as 
yet rec such e" of 
meanin g confin ly 
to nativ e British d 
never applied to persons on the 
Continent of Europe. --OLDER
MOST. - A factitious superlative, 
often heard in the West for 
oldest, advance s. 
--OL ION, or es 
ANCIEN ION.-Th of 
Virgini itle bes y 
Charles II, as a reward for the 
loyalty of her citizens to the Stuart 
dynasty during the Commonwealth. 
Distance, no doubt, lent enchant-
ment t ene of t Ie 
for libe e Old Co d 
led the olonists in 
a lenie er, the r-
ing claim of the right divine of 
kings to govern wrong. 

The colonists on the James River refused 
to recogniz 1 and tbe te, 

nd strcnno taincd the ce 
o Charles as then in he 
ontincnt. 11 \\Tolc to .:;b 

heir gover illLun Bel" ~r-
ng hi-m of L. ), ty, .<"I.nd CXpl(:~~lng the 

most earnest :"t3h05 for lJl::5 hcallh, happiness, 
!In(~ restorat!on to the throne They also 
InVIted the lung, who \-vas then at Breda in 
Holland, poor in purSl~ rtnd apparenlly po~rer 
in prospects to emigrate to Virginj'1 C - m-
vellsclltafl gthemintt. )1), 

nd, as BtU os it, I the to 
urrender t t yielded lal 
eed and compact. TI, 
owe vcr, a received 0 l's 

death, Charles II. was Rolcmnly proclaimed 
King of Gr,cat Britain, Ireland, and Yirgiaia, 
and all wnts and processes were issued in 

Old 

his hat he w y King of 
V lrg t, before h n to reign 
at ho c, For 0 uart-king 
,vas not ungrateful; he restored the governor, 
deposed by Cromwell's order, to his place, 
commandl!d the arms of Virginia to be 
quartered with those of Great Britain on the 
royal escutcheon as they appear on coins 
stIU s '773 by a arge III., 
and -at least consent-
the u vords OLD 

-- OLD DRIVER. - The Devil. 
--OLD ROss.-See HORSE.--
OLD HUNKER.-Sce HUNK.--OLD 
LINE STATE. - Maryland. So 
c s De Ve the Old-
L ments w contri-
b the Cont Army in 
th of the on-the 
only State that had reRular troops 
of "the line." -- OLD MAN.
The skipper of American merchant 
ships. Bartlett erroneously writes 
tl as an Am m, when 
u ' father.' oyed in 
tl , old man nch the 
h of You and as 
of Young America. 1'here is, 
however, something distinctively 
American in the usage prevalent 
in the South and "Vest where, in 
s f the eld men of 
t name, wn, one 
"\\ called Brown, 
i "old M wn," as is 
customary in England. Bartlett 
also makes himseif indirectly re
sponsible for the statement that 
Yanl'ees in some of New 
E carry t pect for 
a petticoat uch an 
e to speak Id Mrs. 
Blo" n a~ OLD WOMAN Brown.-
OLD MAN'S BEARD. -A mossy 
parasite of trees in Louisiana 
and Texas. Otherwise called NEW 
o MOSS -- OLD 
j\, TATE. - arulina. 

PLANTE!' e oldest 
a t disting families 
among the early settlers in New 
EnglanLl were so called. -- OLD 
pOD.-An old man.--OLD POGER 
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(Cant).-The Devil.--OLD PRO
BABILITIES.-A sarcastic title for 
the superintendent of the United 
States weather bureau, obviously 
from the problematical forecasts 
issued daily from the office in 
question. 

When you come to think of the sort of 
W!2ather we have had in New York upon 
the occasions of great popular political 
turnouts, the big parades and street pageants 
of recent years, you will find that as a rule 
OLD PROBABILITIES has been rather kindly 
disposed to both parties, and has vouch
safed tolerable marching weather, and that 
when he has turned loose the floods on 
enthusiastic p::traders, Republicans and 
Democrats have had to meet about equal 
consequences in the way of wet feet and 
mustard plasters. - New York Herald, 
November 4, 1888. 

-- OLD RED EYE. - Whiskey. 
.. Red eyes it is, sir," with many 
of its devotees. -- OLD RYE.
This is a whiskey distilled from 
rye.--OLD SCRATcH.-TheDevil. 
--OLD SLEDGE.-In the South 
and West the card game of All 
Fours is so caJled.--OLD SOL
DIERs.-The refuse of tobacco and 
ends of cigars collected off the 
public streets.--OLD SOUTI-I.
The converse of the NEW SOUTH 
(q.v.); the South before the war, 
and previous to the enfranchisement 
of the negro. 

Grenada is a town wh~re the stranger feels 
at home. The people grasp him by the hand 
and give him a hearty welcome. They have 
enough of the hospitality and friendliness of 
the OLD SOUTH to m8.l(e their town a haven 
of rest to the visitor, and enough of the energy 
and goaheaditiveness of the new South to 
make it one of the liveliest and most pro
gressive places in all Mississippi.-MississiPPi 
Valley L1tmberman, May, Itl88. 

--OLD SPLIT-FOoT.-The Devil. 

They go it lil<e an Ericsson's ten-hoss-power 
cole ric ingine, 

An make OLE SPLIT-FOOT winch an' squirm, 
for all he's llsed to singein'; 

Hawkins's whetstone ain't apincho' primin' 
to the innards 

To hearin' on 'em put free grace t' a lot 0' 
tough old sinhards ! 

-Biglow Papers. 

On 

--OLD SQuAw.-A New England 
name for the brown duck known 
to science as H arelda glacialis. Also 
called OLD-WIFE, both of which 
names are also given in South 
Carolina to a species of sea-gull. 
--OLD TOAST (Cant).-The Devil. 
Sometimes OLD TOASTER. The 
derivation is obvious. -- OLD 
WHALE.-A jocose name for a 
Jack Tar. 

OLE 0 MAR GAR IN E.-A substitute for 
butter. Both name and product 
are of American origin. 

OLIVER SKULL (Cant).-The "It .. of 
Max O'Rell. 

OLU COMPOLLI (Cant).-The leader of 
a gang of thieves, or a very smart 
cracksm3.n. 

OLVCOOK or OLVCOEK. - This word, 
from the Dutch, literally signifies 
oil-cake. A comestible which is 
now more generally known as 
DOUGH-NUT (q.v.). 

OMNIBUS BILL.-The name of a popu
lar and comprehensive measure 
presented to Congress in the cur
rent year, which is explained by the 
following quotation :-

Representative Springer, in behalf of the 
majority of the committee on territories, has 
prepared a report which he will present to 
the House, recommending the passage of 
what is known as the OMNIBUS BILL, to en
able the people of Dakota, Montana, 'Nash~ 
ington territory, and New Mexico to form 
State Governments and to be admitted into 
the Union on an equality with the other 
States. The report, after explaining the 
provisions of the Billj among which, it says, 
is a clause allowing t 1e people to decide by 
vote on propositions to change the names of 
their respective territories, gives a statement 
of the population and resources of each of 
the proposed States.-Missoltri Republicall, 
March 5th, 1888. 

ON.-This preposition, in a large 
measure, takes the place of "in." 



On 

Instead of living in such and such 
a street, or being in it, in the sense 
of passing through it, an American 
would speak of living on or being 
on the thoroughfare in question. 

The murder was done at about seven 
o'clock, ON the street, not more than twenty 
feet from the store of Henry Williamson,
Pinke,ton's Mollie MagI/ires. 

Similarly Brother Jonathan comes 
to Europe on a steamer instead of 
" in" it, and travels on the cars 
instead of in the train. He also 
writes 011 the newspapers and one 
divine actually prayed to "Our 
Father which art on Heaven," etc. 
--To BE ON A THING.-Here on 
is used in the sense of "about." 
Sometimes also to be ready for a 
fight or brawl. 

I Pard, he was ON it I He was ON it bigger 
than an Injun I' 

I ON it I ON what? I 

'ON the shoot. ON the shoulder. ON the 
fight, you understand.'-Mark Twa-in's The 
Innocents at Home. 

--ON END.-Or more commonly 
ON EEND. When a person is on 
eend, he is filled with anger and 
astonishment; probably a corrup
tion of the old saying "to have," 
or "to make one's hair stand on 
end."--ON HAND.-This phrase 
applied to objects is of course 
commonly colloquial in England; 
but, in America, the expression 
is extended to persons in a very 
strange fashion. 

A broker from Wall-street was ON HAND, 
and tried to pray, but he broke down half
way in the Lord's Prayer, and there seemed 
to be no one able to assist him.-N cw York 
Express. 

--ON HERD. OFF HERD.-COW
boys' terms for being on or off 
duty. The various reliefs during 
the day and night speak of being 
on herd and off herd, very much as 
if they were performing military 
duty. -- ON THE COAST. -See 
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COAST.--ON TIME.-A train 
arrives on time when punctual. 

'Can you tell me if the 7.30 express. from 
the city is ON TIME?' he asked of a unIform 
official. 

'Five minutes late, sir.' was the prompt 
answer.-The American, August 29. r888. 

As he passed, he called out: 
For God's sake, boys! thar's a-gwine ter 

be a collision three mile south ef thirteen's 
ON TIME.-Scribn-cr's lIIagazint, 1887. 

--To BE ON TO ONE is to be 
equal to dealing with a person so 
that he may gain no unfair 
advantage; to be able to give 
blow for blow; to return "tit for 
tat." 

Where a man is a wife poisoner it is not 
right to have him married to an innocent 
woman who does not suspect any harm. 
He ought to have for his wife a woman who is 
ON TO HIM, and who can meet his poison 
advances with a kerosene bath. It would 
be interesting to watch such a couple. If be 
came around her with taffy or gum drops 
and sweet words, she would know in a minute 
they were loaded, and she would say, I No, 
darling I do not care for candy. Eat them 
yourself.'-New York MCI'ClIry, July 21,1888. 

--ON YESTERDAY.-A turgescent 
form, but one which in spite of its 
absolute illiteracy is frequently 
met with. For example, "I spoke 
concerning the measure on yester
day," "I travelled to hum on 
yesterday," etc. 

ONCET.-AT ONcET.-See ONST. 

ONE BERRV.-A Connecticut term for 
the Indian turnip, which is also 
known in popular parlance as 
"J ack-in-the-Pulpit. "-See JACK. 

ONE-EvED SCRIBE.-A Texan term for 
a revolver. Its argument is always 
persuasive, and sometimes unan
swerable.-See MEAT IN THE POT. 

ONE·GOAT.-A variant of ONE-HORSE 
(q.v.) as applied adjecth·ely. In 
one-goat, however, a spice of sug-

5I 



o Horse 

gestive meaning is apparent quite 
ab<ent from O'lE·HORSE C mpar 

meani "goat 

course, 1'Iorocco IS a small place. We 
could live very comfortably if it were wiped 
off the map of the world. But while we have 
60,000,000 of people, and are amply able to 
ca urselv eems a e to let 
pe E-GOAT kingd sult Oll 

cit If we good ready a 
OUf call, and should anchor a few big ships 
off Tangier, the measure, we think, would 
have a beneficial result.-BostoJ< Weekly 
Globe March 28 1888 

o RSE. ne-hol air 0 
any kind, whether it be a town, 
man, church, or entertainment, is 

. 'ngly or in' . cant i 
cter. phra a tm 
icanis See Ho 

Phelps was one of these little ONE-HORSE 
plantations, and they all look alike. A rail 
fe und a re yar ile mad 
ou gs sawc nd up- in step 
Ii rcis of rent lE. to clim 
ov , fence I nd for c v. Dillen 0 
stand OIl when they are going to jump on to 
a horse; some sickly grass patches in the big 
yard, but mostly it was bare and smooth, 
li Id hat e nap oil; h 
d og-hous he whi -howe 
10 h the c topped h mud 
mortal, and these mud stripes bE-en white
washed some time or another; round-log 
kitchen, with a big, broad, open but roofed 
passage joining it to the house' lo~ smokc-
h dck of ·chen; little I 
ni l.bins in t'other e sruok 
h ne litll II by it ay dow 
agamst the back fence, and some outbuild
ings down a picce the other side; ash-hop
per and big kettle to bile soap in by the little 
hut· bench by the kitchen door with bucket 
of and a hound there 
th more s aslee d aboll 
a ree sha s away a corne 
some currant bushes and gooseberry bushes 
in one place by the fence; outside of the 
fence a garden and a water-melon patch; 
th . 1 cotto fi ·Id begin . after tl 
fi woods Advcn IJllckl 
be 11t, p. 3 

The Bell was a measly-Iooklllg httle ONE
HORSE country paper, patent insides and 
dead ads. outside. The village was so 
small that it was impossible to· .,care up a 
co of loea a wee e edit 
sp ut by g imag sketch 
of nd COlI pening the ne\ 
eventually rcached hi5 little place from the 

Ope 

outside world that he was a genius.-Bllr
U"gtoa Free Press, January 27, 1888. 

NERV. ORNE 

ONE WHILE.-A long-time. 

NHITC .-A 
syno or dra 
a gun; to fire. 

Engl 
the tri 

's 
of 

So he ONHITcHED-}erllsalem! the middle 
of n r 

ry as rig door c ed to \\ 1e 
kick crittur 

J. R. Lowe s Big/ow apers. 

Compare 
dispal'al' 

with the Spanish 

N-PLU A So n cor n 
of "nonplus." 

NST.- NST.- nce; i i-
ately Russe well tl it 
is no orrup ut an ic 
and obsolete superlative" at onst." 
TWYST for "twice" is formed on 
the sam model Ollsl is e-
time tOilet eet, a h 
form co y co al 
throughout the Union. 

ONTO.-A form h' h obsol 'n 
Engl is sti ained e 
Stat t bear same r n 
to on as II Into II does to 1/ in." 

OODLES - A Ten n, 
signi abund 

OPAH {Lampris gulla.lus).-A Southern 
name for the KING-FISH, or what 
is kn in N ersey he 
HAKE 

OPENING.-Explained by quotation. 
-See OAK-OPENINGS. 

The tr th vcr xccptio re 
hat is c he bur small of 
very e e genu the sp e-

tween them, always irregular and often of 



pera 

singular beauty, have obtained the name of 
OPENINGS.-Cooper's The Oak Opmillg,. 

RATE, To rna . to w 
carry to fin tc., et 

v~rb of all work. A broker operates 
his stocks and shares, a lawyer his 
clients' . t rests, d for 0 I 

ampl quat 

abo~~ J:ab~C)~~~~~gn~~~ d~~~~i~~e~h~~d~~~ 
little vehicle illus'trates a principle which 
might be OPERATED on a very much larger 

. The at whi cycle c 
n by is tw ur mile 
. It oc some years a 

Mr. E. Moody Boynton, that If the prinCIple 
could be applied to the railroad system far 
greater speed and safety could be attained.
Savannah Morniu News, 1888 

rk Sil , the nown 
f, was i d yeste Covin 

.. Simont his he ~quarters in t 1at 
CIty. Yesterday the Grand Jury arose and 
among the many indictments found w;s one 
agai~st. him. He is charged with ~uisance, 

lstmg RATIN 001-1'00 
nd.stre Cavingt t the r 
claimed and evi sed pe 

congregate to watch the result of the races.
Cincinnati ENquirer, 1888. 

UATED nceite opin 
ed. imes, g neg 
pecial y, is synonymous Wit 

obstinate and tricky, e.g., "an 
opilluated mule." 

SSUM. 'Poss 

ORATE, To.-Tomake a speech. Com-
are with ONATE ATE 
milar ' 

ORDINARv.:-In Connecticut a synonym 
for plamness and homeliness of 

ature' e We contra 
rm or is fre Iy use 
scrib hing and i 

nificant. 

GINAL 

ve car 
merica 

(in p 
It to a 
Ie. 

-The 
ayer.-

03 Or aphy 

OAIOlE.-See BALTIMORE ORIOLE, 

OAL 

N 
-A t 
rleans 

aphic for 

OR'NERV.-A corruption of "ordi
Dary " to the primary meaning of 
w s adde ice of empt 
fa man 0 ct so ibed. 

It was pretty OR'NERY preaching-all about 
brotherly love and such-like tiresomeness; 
but everybody said it was a good sermon, 
and 11 talke er goi n e, and 
had powel to say faith 
and arks, a grace, efure: 
ordes ma IOn, and on't know W lat all 
that it did seem to me to be one of th~ 
roughest Sundays I had run across yet.
The Adventures oj Hl1cklt:bcrry Filtn, p. 167. 

, H got rel dema oe. 
I H 'ar got ? I ans one of 

the \ .' Th woul v ye 
Joe, an' you know it. Yon's too ONERY all 
through. Yon's too lazy to hold to religun if 
you got it,'-North-westl.'YfI Chronicle, r888. 

OAT PHV.- not e in 
id nd p nciation lat the 
English of the New differs from 
that of the Old World. In 
or plzy are rtant 
va ns, a nly of h, as 
ty f thei ss, it 1 sible 
to giv~ within the limited compass 
of thiS work. In words like 
" tiler" . gle I bsti-
tu or th uble nant, 
th vel er " ds end n tre 
as " theatre" cbange the ter
mination into ter; the syllable 
our in such ords as "f our" 
el he u an word 'lrs as 
fa chan lich i v not 
uncommon in England. This de
flection is even extended to words 
like mould, now written mold while 
pI appea s flit? hese 
ar mples of mo tions 
of art lOgraphy a full list of which 
will be found in Webster's 
UI/abridged. The tendency seems 
to to cas all s uous 
c ants rowel d to 
a p s far, possible, without 
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violent change, a phonetic ortho
gra pical basis. 

ORTOLAN.-The BOBOLINK (q.v.). This 
is a very different bird to the 
European variety. 

OSAGE ORANG E.-Otherwise the BOIS 
D'ARC or BODOK (q.v.). 

The colonel had bought a home on the 
edge of the tov·,tn, with some ten acres of 
beautlful ground surroundlng. A high 
OSAGE-ORANGE hedge shut it in, and forest 
trees, chiefly maples and elms, gave to the 
lawn and house abundant shade.-CclItury 
MagazulcJ I888. 

OSTLER (Cant).-A horse thief. 

OSWEGO TEA (Monarda didyma).-A 
Shaker preparation. 

OTTOMISED (Cant).-Dissected. In 
English slang "ottomy," a skele
ton, is derived through a mispro
nunciation of anatomy. 

OUCH !-A Southern exclamation of 
pain. It appears to be a survival, 
for it is quoted in ancient glos
saries. 

OUGHTNEss.-From onght, to be ne
cessary; to be obliged; a creation of 
the Rev. Joseph Cook, who defines 
the office of conscience to be " the 
determination of rightness and 
oughtness in hnman affairs." 

OUT.-(r) In Connecticut a curious 
usage of out is colloquia!. The 
wind is out, i.e., comes from the 
outward-the sea.--(z) Out is 
sometimes used substantively, to 
signify a member of the political 
party not in power whether local 
or national. These are collectively 
called the outs, the opposite side 
being the INS (q.v.). Thus if the 
Republicans have a majority in the 
Government they represent the ins, 

Out 

in which case the Democrats would 
be the outs.--(3) (Cant). - A 
discarded mistress. Out is occa
sionally used to signify out of 
humor or temper.--To OUT.
Southern for "to put out," e.g., 
out the fire !--OUTCRy.-Until 
recently this old Saxon synonym 
for "public auction" was current 
in some of the remoter districts. 
OUTER.-A negro corruption for 
"out of."--OUTFIT.-A compre
hensive term variously applied. An 
expedition of any sort, large or 
small, is an outfit; so, also, a 
hanging or a lumbering party, 
etc. Likewise a person in a buggy; 
or one pushing a wheelbarrow; 
and the term is indifferently ap
plied to a party as a whole, or to 
its means of travel, its subsistence, 
etc. There is also the verb TO 
OUTFIT, i.e., to fit out for any pur
pose whatsoever. "We outfitted at 
St. Paul." 

When Mac and I looked carelessly into 
that long hole after the smoke had cleared 
away you could have knocked either of us 
over with a feather. The fortune we had 
longed for lay at our feet. The last blast had 
disclosed one of the finest bodies of ore we 
had ever seen. We made no outcry, and the 
miners paying no attention to the hole, we 
covered it up and went back to camp. That 
night we let three of the most reckless devils 
in the OUTFIT into the secret, and the next 
morning I started for San Francisco. No 
man was to leave that camp until I returned. 
-St. Louis Globe Democrat, February 16, 
r888. 

I returned to Las Vegas with a freighter, 
whose OUTFIT consisted of six horses and 
two wagons, one of the latter being a trail 
vehicle.-Missottri Republican, April I, 1888. 

A younR lady who holds a responsible posi
tion in the Detroit post-office wore a dress 
onc summer which was the admiration of all 
her friends. It was suitable for a company 
OUTFIT, and the material cost just sixty~five 
cents.-Godcy's Lady's Book, PMladeiphia, 
1888. 

lE low in purse [the miner], traverses the 
mountains on foot; bnt if able to own an 
animal, he has a broncho (native or Califor
nian) pony, mule, or jack, on which he carries 
his OUTFIT, consistIng of grub, pan, spade, 
blanket, and rcvolver.-McClu,.e's The Rocky 
Mowl/ailts, p. JIg. 
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To get competent guides is the chief diffi
culty. The men who can or will take an 
OUTFIT through a mountainous country, 
where they have never been before l are 
few and far between.-Scribncr's Magazine, 
1887. 

What do you suppose I saw 1 A camp of 
four red-skins not over 200 feet away I They 
had come into the cove through a ravine at 
the upper end, probably arriving the evening 
before, and were now just awakening from 
their night's sleep. They were out for a 
hunt as their OUTFIT showed, and as soon as 
they began to move about they must discover 
the tracks of the mule and suspect my 
presence.-Mobile Register, 1888, 

--Worcester also gives outfit as 
an allowance to a public minister 
of the United States, on going 
to a foreign country, which can
not exceed a year's salary.-
OUT OF FIX. - Disarranged; in 
a state of disorder; the reverse 
of being" fixed. "-See FIX.-
OUT OF WHACK. - In Virginia 
machinery is said to be out of whack 
when out of repair.--To OUT
QUASH.-A superlative form of to 
quash in the sense of to upset. 

Those were quashing times, and they wefe 
the OUTQUASHINGEST set of fellows ever 
known. In one court, forthcoming bonds to 
the amount of some hundred thous::md dol
lars were quashed, because the execution 
was written State of rVIississippi, instead of 
The State of Mississippi-the constitution 
requiring the style of process to be, The 
State of rVIississippi-an OUTQUASHING pro
cess, which vindicated the constitution at 
the expense of foreign creditors.-FI1lsh 
Times oJ Alabama. 

--OUTSIDE.-A vulgarism for 
beside or except; its most frequent 
and worst form is when applied to 
persons, e.g., " Outside of the trades
men there was no one at the meet
ing."--To GET OUTSIDE A THING 
is to understand it, or to use an 
expression very common in the 
West Indies, to get to the wind
ward of it; to have the whip hand 
over it.--OUT \VEST, i.e., simply 
West. 

OVEN (Cant).-A large mouth. 

Over 

OVER.-OVERBIT.-A cattle mark.
See BRAND. -~ OVERCUT WHITE 
OAK. - See BURR-OAK. -- OVER
HACK. - A ranchman's mark for 
cattle.-See BRAND.--OVERHALF
CROSS.-One of the many marks 
used in branding cattle. - See 
BRAND.--OVERLY.-Very. Gene
rally used negatively as not overly 
presentable. 

He is awful conceited, and not OVERLY 
polite.-Lippincott's J.1Iaga;;iue. 

-- OVERSEER. - A manager's 
deputy on a sugar plantation. 

The estates [of the plantersl were managed 
by OVERSEERS, who directed the agricultural 
operations and managed the slaves through 
colored deputies called drivers. - South 
Carolina SocietyAtlantic .Uoltthly, 1877, p. 67I. 

--OVERSLAUGH.-This, says De 
Vere, is from the Dutch term 
overslaan, to skip, to pretermit, 
which still survives in a few local 
names, where sand-bars suddenly 
interrupt the free navigation of 
rivers, as in the overslaugh in the 
Hudson below Albany, the dread 
of all skippers. The same verb, 
it is well known, has given the 
familiar term overslaughing, for the 
act of rewarding an outsider at 
the expense of the person entitled 
to the preferment by seniority in 
office.--OvER-sLoPE.-A techni
cal brand for ca ttIe used on the 
ranches of the West.-See BRAND. 
--To OVERTURE.-To propose. 
A subject is overiured in the Presby
terian Church when presented to 
the ruling body for consideration. 

OWL-CAR. - A tram-car plying late 
into the night. 

OVSTER-F"ISH (Batrachus tau).-A New 
Jersey name for the toad - fish. 
In New England it is called 
the GRUBBLY. This fish is not 
pleasing to look upon.--OYSTER 
SHUCKER. -- In the South an 
oyster-opener. SHUCK (q.v.) is a 
synonym of shell. 



AAs.-This old Dutch 
term for Easter is 
still retained in some 
parts of the State 
of New York.-
}Ience PAAS BLOOM
ACREES, Easter flow
ers, by which the 

common yellow daffodil (Narcissus 
pseudo-narcissus) is generally under
stood. - See BLUMMIE. -- PAAS 
EGGs.-Easter eggs. 

PAClriC sTATEs.-California, Nevada, 
and Oregon. 

PACK, To.-In transporting merchan
dize and stores overland, the goods 
are, for convenience, made up into 
bundles or pa.chs, and hence is 
derived the verb to pack, i.e., to 
convey; or to carry, e.g., will you 
pach this letter for me? 

PADDLE.-A paddle- (or oar-) shaped 
raj used at one time in punishing 
negroes. The blade of the instru
ment, which was of wood, h~d 
holes bored through it. -- To 
PADDLE.-To punish or beat with 
the aforesaid instrument.--To 
PADDLE ONE'S OWN CANOE.-To 
rely upon personal effort for 
advancement; to be self-reliant. 
Like TO BAIL ONE'S OWN BOAT, this 
phrase is of Western origin, and is 
derived from the extensive use of 
water communic<ltion. The French 
have a very similar saying: in il 
conduit bien sa barque, <lnd the 
expression has been familiarized in 

England by a song entitled" Paddle 
your own canoe." 

PAINT.-A spotted horse or other 
animal is, in the South or South
west, thus designated.--To PAINT 
THE TOWN RED.-See TOWN. 

PAINTED Box.-A coffin. 

We give such creatures timely and due 
notice to have a PAINTED BOX prepared, if 
they ever intend to apply such msulting 
epithets to us, for if they do they will go up 
the spout, as surely as there is virtue in 
powder .-Point Pleasant Reg-iste1', Va. 

PAINTER.-The corrupted but popular 
name of the panther or puma.-See 
COUGAR. 

PAIR-OFF, To.- This expression to 
signify an agreement on the part of 
two members of differing parties 
in a legislative or other body, to 
absent themselves from voting, 
the one thus neutralizing the other, 
is generally understood to have 
originated in America. Pairing off 
was first practised there in 1839, 
and though in the beginning looked 
upon with disfavor, is now regarded 
as a thoroughly legitimate arrange
ment; indeed the practice has 
been adopted by all legislative 
bodies throughout the civilized 
world. 

PALACE CAR.- A railway carriage 
fitted up in luxurious style.-See 
CAR. Steamers, too, in the 
Yankee's efforts to " whip creation 
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all round," when of a superior 
class, are termed PALACE STEAMERS, 
and prominent citizens occupy 
PALATIAL residences. Referring to 
this American love of big names, 
De Vere remarks, it is to be hoped 
that the introduction of Stock 
Palace Cars on some of the Nor
thern roads will speedily lead to 
the adoption of more appropriate 
names, for surely all the sensible 
and most praiseworthy improve
ments in cattle-trains would not 
justify the name of palaces for 
their stalls! 

PALE FACES.-It is more than doubt
ful whether this term for white 
men ever originated, as it is alleged, 
with the aborigines; and it is far 
more likely to have been a simply 
natural outcome of poetic license. 
It is, however, very commonly 
colloquia!. 

PALM, To. - To smear; blot; or 
smudge with the hands. A New 
England idiom. Pronounced paum. 

PALMATEER.-Frequently written and 
pronounced PARMATEER (q.v.). 

PALM CABBAGE.-Otherwise cabbage
tree or cabbage-palm.-See CABBAGE. 
The young shoots are used as a 
vegetable. 

PALMETTO (Cham03YOpS paI1l1ctto).-A 
miniature palm -like tree. The 
large fan-shaped leaves are exten
sively employed for thatching pur
poses. PALMETTO HATS are also 
manufactured from its fibrous 
fronds.--PALMETTO C I TY.-
Augusta, the capital of South 
Carolina. The armorial bearings 
of this State consist of a palmetto, 
that useful and valuable tree being 
very abundant wi thin its borders. 
The State itself is hence called 
the PALMETTO STATE. 

Panel-Crib 

PALMI LLA (Chlorogalum pomeridianum). 
-The soap llant or amole of 
California an New Mexico.-See 
AMOLE. 

PANDOWDY. - Also known in New 
England as APPLE SLUMP. - See 
under ApPLE. 

PANEL-CRI B, PAN EL-DEN, PAN EL- HOUSE. 
-A brothel, the interior arrange
ments of which are specially fitted 
up to facilitate robbery. The modus 
operandi, though varied sometimes 
in detail, is generally as follows. A 
woman of the town having picked 
up a stranger, and induced him to 
accompany her home, takes him to 
one of these pallel-houses, known also 
as BADGER-CRIBS, SHAKE-DOWNS, 
and TOUCH-CRIBS. The room to 
which he is conducted has several 
means of ingress, one or more 
being secret. False door frames, 
movable pallels, and even the backs 
of what appear to be ordinary 
wardrobes against a wall - all 
swinging noiselessly on well-oiled 
hinges, and apparently well 
secured by lock and bolt-are 
some of the methods of securing 
secret admission. While the 
woman is engaged with her victim 
-having first, quite unusually, 
made sure that the lights are 
not too high - an accomplice, 
generally a man who lives upon her 
earnings, enters the room, rilles the 
victim's pockets, and then retires. 
The next move is to cause the 
man to leave in haste, so, coming 
to the genuine door of the apart
ment, the accomplice knocks, de
mauds admission, using such 
language as to lead the woman's 
companion to suppose that her 
husband is outside. Naturally 
alarmed, and with visions of out
raged conj ugality, and perhaps, as 
he thinks, public exposure before 
his eyes, he hastily dresses and 
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leaves by another door, thinking 
him.elf fortunate to have escaped 
the clutches of the angry pseudo
husband. Too late he discovers 
that the whole thing is a 
"plant," and that he has been 
duped. The prostitutes who act 
as decoys generally aim at in
veigling passing strangers, so as 
to reduce to a minimum the 
chances, few enough in any case, 
of prosecution.--PANEL THIEF. 

-A thief who commits his depre
dations in the manner described. 

PANHANDlE.-The Panha1ldle is a 
fanciful name for the most north
erly portion of the state of West 
Virginia. It is a long, narrow, 
wedge-shaped projection between 
the Ohio river and the western 
boundary of Pennsylvania, Texas, 
and Nevada.-Texas and Nevada 
also have panhandles. 

The PANHANDLE of Texas offers desirable 
homes to a million of people, at a nominal 
price, 011 terms which place them within the 
reach of the poorest, and that the surplus 
population of the country may be absorbed 
in happy, hospitable, and prosperous com
munities without breaking the plighted faith 
of tho nation, which should be held equally 
sacred with prince and sav;1ge.-MissQ1fl'i 
Republical/, Fobruary 24, r88S. 

PAN MILL - A miner's apparatus 
used in separating gold from the 
alloy of earth, with which it is 
found mingled. 

A San Francisco lady and gentleman 
were walking by the campoodic, on their 
way to inspect the California PAN MILL. 
After they had passed about a rod beyond 
the dusky old muser, he suddcIlly recalled 
himself, and vociferated a hearty, rousing, 
Good morning, madam !-Dnily Illtcr·Qcean, 
March 8, r888. 

--Hence TO PAN OUT, in the 
idiomatic sense of to turn out, from 
the process of panning in mining 
operations to ascertain the out-turn 
of gold or other mining products. 

Papabotte 

They got to hlows, but things didn't PAN 
OUT as I thought they would. That Scroggin 
boy crawled home the worst whipped boy 
you ever saw. His nose was split like a 
peach, his left eye was in mourning, there 
was a lump on his forehead as large as a 
goose egg, and his off-leg limped painfully 
after its mate.-Rocky Mountain News, r888. 

The sober business men of the town 
refused to believe that a penniless young 
man, with nothing to back him but a dream, 
had secured almost unlimited credit and a 
rich heiress in the bargain. I Dreams don't 
PAN OUT that way,' said one of them, and 
this was the general opinion.-Providence 
(R.I.) Journal, r888. 

PAN PI E.-Apple slump.-See under 
APPLE. 

PANSCIOLOGY.-From pan, all, scio, I 
know, and logos, discourse. A new 
but regular formation to describe 
a pretentious smattering of uni
versal knowledge. 

Dr. Jean Roemer's work on the origins of 
the English people and language (D. Apple
ton & Co.) will be found valuable by all 
students of language. It is a scholarly book, 
tracing the growth of modern English under 
the Roman, Saxon, Danish and French 
influences. Naturally, it is most largely 
devoted to AnglowSaxon, and no one inter~ 
ested in English literature who follows the 
author can fail to admire the painstaking 
care with which he walks along the lines 
of hroad ideas. Much of what has been 
published on this subject in America is the 
result of PANSCIOLOGY, but people who hate 
smatterers, will experience nOlbing but 
pleasure in Dr. Roemer's acquaintance.
lrfissolfri Republican, March 2, r888. 

PANTAlOONERY. - A prices current 
term for fabrics of which pants or 
trousers are made. The English 
term is " trouserings." 

PANTS, PANTIES. - Trousers; the 
Americans never speak of this 
article of attire but as pants or 
panties. The term is an abbrevia
tion of " pantaloons." 

PAPABOTTE.-A delicious specimen, 
from the epicure'S point of view, of 
the plover family. It visits the 
VV0stern prairies in large numbers, 
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semi-annually; early in the spring 
and late in the summer. In the 
latter season, it is so fat that it flies 
heavily, and if "killed dead," to 
use a sportsman's phrase, when 
;nore then ten feet from the ground, 
It often bursts by !;;encussion with 
the earth. 

PAPAW (Asimina triloba).-This is no 
relation of the genuine papaw of 
the tropics, but the same name has 
been applied to it on account of a 
fancied resemblance, in the taste 
?f its fruit, to the Simon pure. It 
IS largely used by the Indians as 
food; and its young branches being 
s~pple and tough, they are occa
SIOnally employed as a substitute 
for the willow. 

PAPER cITv.-Literally "a city on 
paper "-only this and nothing 
more, as Poe's Raven would have 
said. Speculation in land has at 
tim~s, rnn to such lengths in the 
Umted States, that unprincipled 
adventurers have been known to 
issue plans of a thriving city in 
~ome little known locality, and to 
mduce greenhorn emigrants to 
repair thither, only to find that 
sometimes not even a log shanty 
was erected on a spot which, 
010 paper, had been represented 
wIth houses, banks, manufactories, 
and other resources of civilization. 
In other cases LOTS (q.v.) have 
been marked out and sold which, 
to the vendors' disgust and chagrin, 
have been found to be situated in 
the Pacific, some hundreds of yards 
from the shore.-See LOT. 

PAPER GARMENTS.-A recent inven
tion. The idea contains the germ 
of untold possibilities! 

When black underclothes were introduced 
I was ready for almost any other innovation 
I kne~ not what and could not conjcctur~ 
what It would be. It has come, and with it, 

Parlor 

to my mind, an awful danger. PAPER GAR~ 
MENTS for ladies is the very latest. A friend 
has just received an outfit-for his wife 
showed them to me. They are built of the same 
paper apparently of which the Chinese nap
kins are made. Their peculiarity is the same, 
too; the more they are wrinkled and crushed 
the softer they become; the more they are used 
the more pliable are they. Only one danger 
that I can see lurks in them, but that is a 
terrific danger. Suppose all the button-holes 
moisten at the same moment, what is to 
spare the nakedness of the charming wearer? 
-New York Merc1I1Y, July 21,1888. 

PAPPOOSE.-The derivation of this 
word has much exercised the minds 
of philologists. Its suggested origin 
in an Indian dialect was manifestly 
fanciful; now, however, it is a 
pntty generally received opinion, 
that pappoose is an imperfect at
tempt at the pronunciation of the 
English word" babies," somewhat 
in the same way that the word 
YANKEE (q.v.) is the outcome of a 
similar attempt to pronounce the 
word " English." -- P APPOOSE 
ROOT (Calilophyllllin thalictYoides).
A variety, otherwise called BLUE 
COHoSH.-See COHOSH. 

PA R B U C K l E. - An arrangement of 
ropes for hoisting purposes. 
Whether this is a genuine Ameri
canism is somewhat doubtful. 

PA R D.-Universally colloquial for 
".partner," of which it is a corrup
tion. 

PARIS o. AMERlcA.-Cincinnati. This 
city is also called QUEEN CITY and 
PORKOPOLIS, the latter because of 
its being a large centre of the 
pork-packing industry. 

PARISH.- In certain parts, notably 
in. Louisiana, parish is synonymous 
With county. 

PARloR.-The drawing-room of Eng
lish houses, until lately, was called 
a parlor. Latterly, however, a wave 
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PARMATEER or PALMATEER.-A politi
cal Americanism now almost, if not 
altogether obsolete. Derived from 
the F h 'lcr, to sp ugh 
"Par ' It was din 
Rhod as an t of 
"toe er,lI 

PAROLED, To BE.-To be released or 
remanded on bail. The American 
form is obviously an extension of 
the term 0 of a 
priso g liber his 
givin ole d'/lOnJ 

The technical charge against Fox is that 
of aiding and- abetting prize fighting, and 
making his office the rendezvous for men 
bent on violating the law. Fox asked for an 
adjournment of the examination until Tues-
day nex . vas grante e[en-
dant wa on his ow allee. 
-Troy D $1 Februar 

Brodie that he ng a 
witness bat he ha 0 pay 
eight dols. per month each for the suppo~t 
of his children l and he was PAROLED untIl 
August 8.-New York Herald, July 29, 1888. 

PARQUE would e in 
this America alent 
fortI of Englis uses. 
The distinct ican, 
and thls particular application of 
the term, which literally means 
"an inlaid floor," was introduced, 
it is said, on the opening of the 
New cademy 0 

PARTIe .-An of f the 
Whi , which c pro-
minence shortly after the Revolu
tion, Known subsequently as 
ANTI-FEDERALS, their distinctive 
PLATForM ( .v,) was the ad"ocacy 
of S RIGHTS op-
pose STRONG 
WI-II t period 
other an, favored 
of the supremacy of 
teresls. 

MENT 
n the 

e octrine 
Federal in-

Passageway 

P R JESSE. SE. 

PARTRIDGE BERRV (Mitchella !'epens 
and Gaultheria proCll111bens). - This 
popular name is given to both 
species, and though the scarlet 

P 

of each a in appea 
he resem nds ther 
Ie the f tasteles 
ry of th is high 

flavored, and pleasant to the palate. 
Also called CHECKERBERRY, CHlCK
BERRY and TWIN BERRY. 

v.-A u 
raphic si 

langua 

also look a RAPHY. T 
telearaph operators who send messages be
twe~n cQunlrics speaking different languages 
are agreeing on signs, each to stand for all 
words of the same sense in all, the languag~s 
with which they have to do Just as ArabIc 
fi vcr so rar f the worl 
a of univers e for the tel 
g Don arow stonishme 
o .-New Y 18SH. 

PASS (in p::>ker).-" I pass," is a 
term used in draw poker, to signify 
that a player throws up his hand, 

tires fro ame.-T 
n l-Ioyle. ASS A DIV 

- In me circles 
gainst th at ion of 

dividend. 

PASSAGE,-This word, in the sense of 
ment," is f icanorigi 

howeve nger be r 
as outs tandard 

tionaries long sin 
taken ItS place In spite of long and 
sustained opposition. To speak 
of the passage of a measure through 
Parliament, etc., is commonly and 

ably col . among 
-speakin e. 

Av.-An gangway. 

We are very clearly of the opinion th~t 
there is but one room that can be used by tillS 
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house, and that is the senate chamber. A 
diagram of that room has been made; the 
settees can still be retained upon the side of 
that chamber, and ample room can be had 
upon the floor for all the seats of this house, 
with a PASSAGEWAY through the centre, one 
upon each side, and a respectable lobby in 
the rear, and in addition to that, we have the 
~alleries, where people who are interested 
In this session can meet with llS.-Troy Da.ily 
Times, February 7, r888. 

PASSENGER.-To WAKE UPTHE WRONG 
PASSENGER.-To be "mistaken in 
one's man "; to commit an error 
of judgment in regard to the 
character, action, or motive of 
persons. The allusion is obviously 
to a very well-known incident of 
transcontinental travel. 

PASSIONESS. - Mrs. Ella Wheeler 
Wilcox has been called the Boston 
passioltess, on account of the tender 
strain of human sympathy running 
through most of her poetical pro
ductions. 

PASTERs.-See both EEL-SKIN and 
SCRATCHING. 

PATENT OUTSIDEs.-l{nown techni
cally among English newspaper 
men as "white sheets," patent out
sides may be described to the 
uninitiated as partly printed news
papers, supplied wholesale by firms 
who make a speciality of their 
production. The blank side or 
space is subsequently filled with 
local matter. The system is a 
boon to many small papers, as.it'con
siderably reduces the cost of 'pro
duction. On the other hand, country 
editors, who use patent outsides, 
run a certain risk as to a strict 
consistency existing between the 
" patent" and "local" columns of 
their journals. 

PATENT-RIGHT.- This form is used 
ins tead of "letters patent," as in 
England. 

PAT HAND (in poker).-An original 
hand not likely to be improved by 
drawing, such as full, straight, flush, 
or pairs.-The American Hoyle. 

PATROLMAN .-A police constable. 

Edward Nolan, formerly a ball tosser 
known as the Only Nolan, but at present a 
PATROLMAN in Paterson, N,J., was accosted 
early yesterday morning by a well-dressed 
man, who asked him to arrest a woman who 
was walking along the opposite side of the 
street.-New York Herald, July 29,1888. 

PATROON.-An old Dutch title for a 
member of a land syndicate. Patroons 
obtained grants of land on con
dition of planting colonies.-
PATROONSHIP.-The office of a 
patroon. 

PAUHAGEN, POWHAGEN.-The MENHA
DEN or BONY FISH (q.v.). 

PAUNCH, To.-To shoot a refractory 
steer through the palillch, pro
ducing a temporary quietude. A 
plainsman's term. 

PAw.-A corruption of "pa" for 
father. Another familiar equivalent 
is pop or PAP. 

This year the Cripps were bent on a lark, 
and may be they nlight get religion. And so 
one morning PAW hitched the steers to the 
old canvas-covered wagon, etc., etc.-Chicago 
luter-Oct.'all" r888. 

--To PAw.-To finger; to 
handle. "To paw the ivories," i.e., 
to play the piano.--PAW-PAW.
A political free lance-a term 
current in Missouri. (See BUSH
WHACKER undey BUSH.) The paw
paw is a wild fruit, popularly 
supposed to form the means of 
subsistence of the individuals in 
question. 

PAWNHOST.-A negro term for the 
LEVERWORSCHT, or liver-sausage 
of the Pennsylvania Dutch. 
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PAY-DIRT.-Aminer's term, signifying 
earth which it pays to work.-See 
DIRT. 

T~ere was no elegance about Dead Sioux, 
tor It vv:as a new mining town nestling in 
Dead SIOUX canyon. Yet money, or its equi
valent, are, was plentiful in Dead Sioux, for 
almost every prospector in the canyon was 
strildng it nch. PAY-DIRT had been found 
ab~llt?- month before, and miners, gamblers, 
claIm-Jumpers, and sharks were crossing 
~he n:ountain trail into Dead Sioux canyon 
~~8~~lghtful numbers.-The Critic, April '4, 

--Variants are PAY-ROCK, PAYING
ROCK, and PAY-STREAK. 

He di,closed the fact that he was penniless 
and must have money, no matter at what 
cost or by what means. He decided to make 
one last blast for PAYING ROcK.-Dctroit Free 
Press, August, 1888. 

P. D. Q.-A contracted and half
veiled oath-pretty d-d quick. 
Very common. 

Sunday evening James Smith, a cowboy 
from Mason Valley, arrived in town on the 
hurricane deck of a sad-eyed mule, and was 
amusing a crowd on C street by causing the 
animal to perform numerous tricks. Chief 
of Police Henderson appeared on the scene 
and ordered Smith to move on with his mule, 
and be P. D. Q. about it, too, or he would 
arrest both him and the animal.-Virgiltia 
City Chronicle, May, 1888. 

PEAC, PEAGE, or PEAK.-A variety of 
Indian shell specie.-Sec also 
COHOG, SEAWAN, and WAMPUM. 

PEACE.-LET US HAVE PEACE.-A 
famous saying of General Grant in 
allusion to the protracted warfare 
between the Northern and Southern 
States. 

PEACEMAKER.-A Texas term for a re
volver; a sarcastic commentary on 
the proverb that ",Short reckonings 
make long friends."-See MEAT IN 
THE POT. 

PEACH, To.-To inform against; to 
betray. Slang in England, but 
colloquial in America. 

Peart 

PEACH BUTTER, - Stewed peaches. 
Compare with APPLE BUTTER.-
PEACH LEATHER.-Peaches treated 
in the same way as apples are in 
the production of APPLE LEATHER 
(q.v.). 

PEA COAL.-Small coal produced by 
sifting. 

PEALER. - An energetic, go-ahead 
individual. Among innumerable 
variants may be mentioned HUM
MER, ROUSER, RUSTLER (q.v.). 

PEA-NUT (Araclmis hypoga:a).-Pea-nut 
is one of the Southern names 
for what, in other parts of the 
Union, is known as the GROUND
NUT and EARTH-NUT, the latter 
from its habit of growth: while 
among the negroes it is called 
PINDER, and in Texas and Louisiana, 
GOOBER and GOOBER-PEA.--PEA
NUT POLITICS.-A peculiar habit 
of the pea.-nul (see foregoing) is 
that of burying its pods under
ground after flowering, a process 
by which the nuts are ripened. 
The term pea-nut politics, therefore, 
is a popular allusion to describe 
underhand and secret tactics. 

Governor Hill to-day said what he thought 
of Quarantine Commissioner T. C. Platt's 
letter, offering to resign his post, if the 
Governor would consent not to play PEA
NUT POLITICS, and would appoint Colonel 
Fred Grant in his stead.-New York Mail 
and Express, May 27, 1887. 

PEARL TAPIOCA.-A substitute for the 
tapioca of commerce. A product 
of the potato. 

PEART, PEERT, PIERT. - This Old 
English corruption of "pert" has 
well-nigh died out in all but the 
most remote parts of the Mother 
Country, but it is still commonly 
colloquial throughout the Union. It 
is usually synonymous with brisk; 
lively; quick; but is occasionally 



Pea- e 

used in the modified sense of 
heal 

'You tcll m you ha ns 
weighing 800 pounds? I 

I Oh! those were the little one's. The big 
ones cum nigher a ton. I hadn't no scales, 
but all ·ghbors igbty MRT on 

uessin lcrican -ist,Sep 88. 

I Miss done Ie w to t id 
Sarah, in the kitchen cabmet, 'and 5 e ook 
as rosy and PEART! her heart ain't broke! I 

'Broke wid what? I asl.:;ed Aunt Hagar. 
I I alwayth telled you t.hat no young mith of 
mine w ven to erthelf ng 
fter an unt fell that d n-
er in R nd.'-T den Fa 

PEA-TIM E.-THE LAST of PEA-TIME or 
PEA- G.- iliar se 
draw m the ne in 1-
ness h cha izes t er 
crops of this staple of food. Meta
phorically, when a man is said to 
be in t1 I st of p t· e, it is meant 
that in the ne of y or 
that portu of us ss 
to himself, or his fellows, are pass
ing away, or that he is "hard-up." 
When dead, or when chances are 
gone nd r " pea is 
over e 1001 the la ea 
picking, t.e., sickly, faded; passee. 

But tbet's what folks wun't never larn ; they 
dun 1 to go, 

rter y t their now a 
bull cd bea 

here's chaps gin' 1'0 at 
can't see PEA-TIME'S past; 

Mis'ble as roosters in a rain, heads down an' 
tails half mast. 

iglow 

PECAN (Cay) ·v,rfon A 
variety of hickory, the fruit of 
which is the most esteemed of the 
nut-k· d f Am . 

PECCA he na meric g. 
Its chief peculiarity is the secretion 
of a noisome liquid, which, when 
enra d ·t exp I 

PECKER .-Th dpec1 A 
meaningless Western transposition, 

aft St 

probably only born of a love of 
. ularit 

IAR UTION Politi 
slang, the full phrase being "the 
peculiar domestic institution of the 

th." . believed have be 
used The S Carol 

cite, w adver that 
strangers from the North should be 
kept under surveillance because of 
"the dan ers which at present 

aten t diar d ic il/stt" 
ofth h"(cI 52).T 

phrase is found in The New Y01'k 
Tribune of October 19, 1854, and 
soon became part of the current 

ch of me. 

bt if an t who ived i 
slave state before the war, can fully realize 
all that was meant by the abolition of slayery 
in the United States. It was called THE 
p' AR INS ON. It not 011 
p r, but Bn avery 
a existed where, me sha 
b er else under me con 
tions that were impressed upon it by our 
civilization. We wonder now that it should 
have existed at all, or even though inherited, 
s have en so long 
p dly C n, and 
1 0115.- 'i RfP~t 

/il{gCO} 
April 

-- PECULIAR KINK was the 
somewhat more facetious term 

equen pplied arcas 
thern 

PECULIARITIES OF PRONUNCIATION.
See PRONUNCIATION. 

D. - EEP EY 
PEELED.-To keep a sharp 1001, out; 
to be careful. A variation of " to 
keep one's eyes skinned.' '-See EYES 

NED. 

G 0 OUT. ined sed up. 
Said of both men and things. 

AN S -Th ate 
isiana he pc a bi 
mon its I , appe 

on the armorial bearings of this 
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State, which is also called the 
CREOLE STATE (q.V.). 

PELTRV.-A skin or hide. Sometimes 
shortened into PELT. 

Most of the trappers are Americans, but 
there are some Frenchmen and half-breeds 
among them .... All of them depend upon 
their rifles only for food and self-defence, and 
make their living by trapping, PELTRIES 
being very valuable, and yet not bull{y. 
They arc good game shots, especially the 
pure Americaus.-Celltury ,M agazil1e, Oct., 
1888. 

H was against such wily foes, not one of 
whom had the least mercy in his heart for a 
white man, that the hunter and trapper of 
years ago had to pit his craft and judgment. 
Scores of them yielded up their scalps in the 
struggle, but others beat the red man at his 
own game. It wasn't so much for the value 
of the PELTS which the hunter would acquire) 
but there were men who loved the feeling of 
danger and the wild, free life. The best of 
the trappers hardly came out even at the 
end, but, unless rubbed out or laid up, they 
never changed the avocation for one less 
dangerous.-Forest and Stream, 1888. 

PEMBINA.-A French-Canadian term 
for the Viburnum edule, thought by 
some to be a variety of the 
CRANBERRY-TREE or CRAMP BARK 
(q.v.). 

PEMMICAN.-A well-known and im
portant article of food, the pre
paration of which has been thus 
described. Next to succotash, the 
most important article of food 
with the Indian was probably 
pemmican, which has remained the 
main reliance of all explorers, 
hunters, and voyagers. The name 
consists of the two Kenisteno words 
pemis, which means fat, and egan, 
the general substantive inflection, 
so that the whole simply signifies 
"fat-substance." It consists mainly 
of buffalo meat-though other meat 
is sometimes used in the same 
manner-dried in flakes and then 
pounded between two stones. The 
powder is next put into bags made 
of the hide of the slain animal, 

Pen 

with the hair outside, into which 
melted fat is poured till it is quite 
full. Then, the whole being pressed 
down, the top of the bag is closely 
sewed up, and thus the valuable 
provender can be easily carried 
and long preserved. Fifty pounds 
of meat and forty pounds of fat 
make a bag of pemmican, and will 
last a careful traveller several 
months. In this stale it may be 
eaten raw, but the voyageurs gene
rally mix it with a little flour and 
water, and then boil it, in which 
form it is known throughout the 
North-western territory under the 
elegant name of ROBBIBOE. Travel
lers have always found pemmican 
good and wholesome food, though 
it would perhaps be more palatable 
without its unprepossessing appear
ance and a goodl y number of buffalo 
hairs, which are apt to be mixed 
up with it through the carelessness 
of the hunters. The pemmican of 
Arctic explorers and hunters in 
other continents is made of any 
meat that is available, after the 
same pattern, and often, for good 
reasons, without the admixture 
of fat. 

PEN.-(r) A journalistic abbreviation 
of pellltentiary. 

In the circuit court this afternoon F. A. 
Bennett pleaded guilty to a charge of 
burglary and grand larceny, and was sen
tenced to five years in the PEN1TENTIARY. 
Some tcn days ago he was caught in the act 
of robbing his employer's store. Three 
years ago he burglarizcd a saloon here, but 
his friends cornpromised the matter, and 
l{ept him from going to the PEN.-lIlissottri 
Republican! February II, 1888. 

--(2) In Jamaica a cattle or 
stud-farm. In Kentucky similar 
estates are called CATTLE-RANGES. 
-See CATTLE.-- PEN-NAME.-A 
pseudonym; a literal translation 
of the more familiar French term 
nom de plume. 

The Russian who writes over the PEN
NAME of 'Stepniak' has in hand a work on 
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the Russian Peasantry, which will deal in 
five sections with' The Agrarian Question.' 
. The Moujiks,' , Paternal Government/ 
. Hard Times», and I Religion.' - Galveston 
News, 1888. 

pENNSYLVANIA DUTCH.-A South Ger
man patois composed of dialects of 
Franconia, the Rhenish Palatinate, 
and Swabian and Allemanian dis
tricts, more or less interspersed 
with Germanised English words, 
according to the locality of setlle
ment; in some places no foreign 
additions are at all observable. 
It took root with the first settlers 
in the State of Pennsylvania. Ger
mans joined the expedition of 
William Penn in 1682, and settled 
in the Colony together with the 
Quakers from England. These 
were reinforced about the same 
time when the Moravian Count 
Tinzendorff, together with a large 
number of his co-religionists, re
moved and settled in and west of 
the Lehig valley, and later on, in 
1708, the Dunkers or German 
Baptists swelled the German ele
ment in Pennsylvania. Traces of 
these settlements can still be 
found in such names of places 
as Lebanon, Bethlehem, Emmaus, 
Nazareth, and Jordan. The modi
fied German of these people 
and their descendants, together 
with numerous admixtures from 
the English, form the dialect 
now known as Pennsylva.nia Dutch 
(from Deutsch, German), and which 
used to be heard a good deal in 
Philadelphia, but the public school 
system bas not been at all favor
able to its retention. Latterly, 
however, an attempt has been made 
to resuscitate it, but differences of 
opinion exist as to the proper 
mode of spelling. This patois is 
still spoken by a population. centred 
round the cities of Philadelphia 
and New York, of more than two 
million inhabitants, who in many 
respects strangely resemble their 

Pennyroyal 

rural ancestors in Germany of 
more than two centuries ago . 

It belongs (says Dr. Bausman, in his edi
tion of the poems of Dr. H. Harbaugh), to 
the South German dialects, and, while 
partakin~ of all, it is most closely allied to 
the Pfalzlsch-that is, to the Rhine German 
of the Palatinate. In the valley of the Sus
quehanna. and beyond the Alleghany, it is 
much min!\led with English. Farther in the 
'Nest we find in it traces of Scottish, Irish, 
Swedish, and French. It is specially remark
able in its having retained great numbers of 
old and curious German words, such as are 
now to be heard only in the remotest places 
of the Fatherland. We find the influence of 
the unchangeable English article I the' in 
dt.'Y. Thus a man 'will say: Hen - sherr 
der blind Gaul uf, mer welle uf der markt 
fahre-i.t.] Henry, harness the blind horse; 
we will go to market! 

These people are strikingly con
servative, as may be gathered from 
the following incident. Some 
years since there were to be seen 
in a shop in Philadelphia several 
large books of Lutheran devotion, 
in the type and spelling of 1540, 
bound in deeply stamped white 
vellum, with heavy brass clasps. 
They did not look like imitations 
of old books, they seemed to be 
"the thing itself"; but the date 
was recent. "They are for the 
Pennsylvania Dutch," said the book
seller. "They would not believe 
that the Lord would hear them if 
they prayed to him out of a modern
looking book. And those books, 
as you see them, have been printed 
and bound in that style for nearly 
200 years for the PCll1Is)'lvanicl Dutch 
market, just as they were printed 
for their ancestors during the 
Reformation. " 

PENNY.-A cent, and thus about half 
the value of an English penny. 

PENNYROYAL.-(I)TheEnglishplant of 
this name is a mint, but in America 
the title is conferred upon Hedeoma 
pulcgioidcs, a common weed which, 
however, has properties akin to 
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those of the true plant.--Hence 
PENNYROY AL TEA. 

C Rev you got a cold, uncle?' sez I, , If you 
hcv there's nothin' better than butter and 
merlasses, simmered tergether. I allers take 
it when I hey a cold. PENNYROYAL TEA is 
also dredfool good.'-Portlalld Transcript, 
March 7, 1888. 

-- (2) A Western term used 
adjectively to describe inferior 
stock. A pcnnp'oyai horse is a poor, 
common beast. 

P~NTWAY.-A semi-public road ; a road 
closed to vehicular traffic but open 
to foot passengers. These have 
now almost disappeared from New 
England, in which locality they were 
once frequently met with. 

P~PPERIOGE (Nyssa multiflo1'a). - The 
BLACK or SOUR GUM. This is the 
popular name in the South and 
West for a tree known to the 
Indians as the TUPELO, an appel
lation also very familiar to New 
Englanders. 

PERIAUGER.-See PIRAGUA. 

PERMANENT BOARDER.-The boarding
out system being a special feature 
of American social life, the terms 
permanent boarder and transient 
boarder are often used to signify 
those who take up their residence 
for any length of time, or only 
temporarily, at a given hotel or 
boarding-house. 

PERM IT.-Tickets of admission are 
commonly called permits. 

PERNICKITy.-A New England collo
quialism signifying fastidious; over
particular; finnicking. 

PERSIMMON (Diospyros virginiana).
A hard wood tree, the name of 
which is of Indian origin, found 

Persimmon 

south of latitude 42°. Its plum
like fruit, when unripe, is very as
tringent, and it is only after expo
sure to frost that its delicate flavor 
is brought out. The negroes are 
extremely partial to this product of 
the persimmon (a word which they 
invariably shorten into 'simmon), 
and from it they brew a favorite 
beverage, called PERSIMMON BEER. 

Here we saw rare sport I Here were Vir
ginia slaves, dancing jigs and clapping luber, 
over,a barrel of PERSIMMON BEER, to the notes 
of the banjo.-Southem Sketches, p. 98. 

Juber up and Juber down, 
Juber all around de town, 
Juber dis and Juber dat, 
And Juber round de 'SIMMON vat. 

Hoe corn and hill tobacco, 
Get over double trouble, Juber, boys, 

Juber! -Ibid, p. IOI. 

Georgia negroes are looking forward with 
interest to a liberal yield of PERSIMMONS, 
the trees of which are now covered with 
blossoms.-St. LOllis Republican, May 10, 
1888. 

--This tree and fruit have given 
rise to several popular colloquial
isms.--To RAKE UP THE PER
SIMMONS.- To pocket the stakes 
or spoils; an English slang equiva
lent would be "to pull in the 
pieces."--TI-IE LONGEST POLE 
GETS THE MOST 'SIMMoNs.-An 
obvious allusion to the dimensions 
of this tree which, though generally 
averaging about thirty feet in height, 
sometimes attains about double 
that size. Metaphorically this 
phrase is equivalent to saying that 
the strongest party gains the day. 
--THE PERSIMMON ABOVE ONE'S 
HUCKLEBERRY is another quaintly 
sarcastic expression in allusion to 
the respective dimensions of the 
persimJllon and huc1deberry; the 
latter has a comparatively dwarfish, 
bush-like growth, whilst the persim
mon occasionally reaches an extreme 
height of sixty feet. The expression, 
therefore, is synonymous with an 
avowal of disbelief in one's ability 
to perform, however apparently 
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easy, a given task or under
taking. 

PERSUASION.-A slang equivalent for 
rank; occupation; class; views
and even sex, women being desig-
nated f h f Ie persuasion,l 
A :n of language, 
whlc also very 
com It is, how-
ever, canism. 

PERT E n who is pert 
end u as recovered 
in spirits and cheerfulness after 
indisposition, etc. 

PERVADE, To. - To pass through. 
Travellers pel'vade a town when 
making a temporary stay. The 
process of transition from the 
legiti hodox mean-
~ng 0 ous, easy, but 
lTIexc 

PESKIL y: plaguily: 
anyt at indicates 
inten oupled with 
anno ericanism by 
reason of its more colloquial 
character; indeed, both pesilily and 
pesky, are rarely heard in England 
nowadays. Thought to be a cor
ruption of "pestilent." 

Scared? says he, serves him right then' 
he might have knowed how to feel for othel~ 
folks, a . - so PESKILY.
SamSli 

PETER. 
exha 
drib 
auct 
PET 

ER oUT.-To 
ed; to rnn or 
pe. Also at 
p prices.-See 

After a long desert jom'ney, the oxen be~ 
come much PETERED; inde'cd, I may say 
they be~ome altogether PETERED. Hence 
on the first good grass which they strike, 
they halt a few days, and allow the teams to 
gra~e nndi~turbed, which makes them all-a
setllllg agall1.-0verland Montlily. 

tifog 

On went the procession, and things were 
getting dull again, when somebody asked if 
they couldn't get up a song. A vocalist 
started a Republican campaign song to the 
tune of C Baby Mine,' and it had a great 
success for about a minute and a half. and then 
the words PETERED oUL-New York Hera.td, 
November 4, 1888. 

Wasbington I took 
lim. I give shows on t 

w njin PETERED out 
m N.Y. The people f 
h fairly busted.-Fra 
L and [-flonor. 

thinks the Hill boo 
i hen the time comes 
rv oom it will not PET 
b s no boom. It is on 
a bladder tied on the end 0-[ a stick, and used 
by the clown of the New York Sun to inflict 
sundry harmless fillips during his circus 
performance. -MisSMtri RCP1Jblican, Feb
ruary IS. r888. 

PETER FUNK.-Decoys at mock auc
tions are called Peter Funks. Hot
ten erroneously applies the term 

auction or "kno 
an open questi 
his name for a b 
ally borne by 

P n the game of Bo 
TON (q.v.), to lose the whole of the 
twelve tricks ;tfter having discarded 
a card which is not to be shown. 
This is sometimes called "little 
misery." \Vhen any of the differ
ent llIisercs are bid there is no 
trump during that lead. 

A corruption 

RS. - \Vide, bag 
called in Mass 

PETTIFOG, To.-A verb derived from 
petti~ogger; to conduct legal busi
ness III a mean, paltry manner: or, 
!O take up petty cases. The usage 
IS not common, and is due entirely 
to newspaper license. 

53 



Pewit 

PEWIT or PEwEE.-This familiar name 
for the lapwing of Europe is, in 
America, applied to the Sayarnis 
JUSCltS, the note in both cases being 
supposed to resemble the sound of 
the word pewit. The American 
variety is also called the PHCEBE
BIRD (q.v.). 

PHEASANT. - The RUFFLED GROUSE 
(q.v.). 

PHEEZE, To.-To vex; to excite.
See FEASE. 

PHILADELPHIA LAWVER.-The real or 
alleged reputation of Quaker 
" limbs of the law" appears to be 
world-wide. - "As smart as "
"that beats "-" he knows as much 
as a Philadelphia lawyer," are all ex
pressions probably as well known in 
England as in America. The simile 
has been traced back to pre
revolutionary days, but why a 
Philadelphia lawyer should bear the 
palm for shrewdness and learning 
is not quite clear. 

PHILLIPENA.-See FrLLIPEEN. 

PHCEBE-BI RD (Sayarllis juscus) .-Other
wise called the PEWIT or PEWEE. It 
has no relation to the lapwing, its 
European namesake. 

The PI-HEBE-BIRD, with its cheery pee-wee, 
is already heard in the rural districts. In 
folklore the arrival of this early bird of 
passage is an omen that hard frosts are 
over, and that the farmer may proceed witll 
confidence to his planting. Now it is known 
that they sail north on a March breeze, 
endure ice~making weather, and have no 
more reltttion to farming than a p0.wter half 
dollar has to trade. As nest-builders they 
exhibit taste in variation of the style of their 
nests and the furnishing materials. The 
[Lbrc of bark answers for some of them to 
line their nests with, others use moss, lJair 
or wool, and one is recorded to have built a 
nest entirely of corn silk. These birds have 
greatly improved their nests within the 
memory of man, which suggests that they 
are guided by reason instead of the stupid 

Picayune 

instinct which is so often attributed to them. 
-Norwich (Colln.) Builetin, r888. 

FHVCE.-See FreE. 

PICACHO.-A peak or summit of a 
mountain standing out 50 di:otinctly 
as to form a landmark. The term 
is an augmentative of the Spanish 
pica, a peak. 

PICANINNV or PlcKANINNv.-Primarily 
a negro baby, but usage varies 
according to locality. Frequently 
used, in the North and throughout 
the West Indies, of any young 
child, it is, in the South, applied to 
colored children alone; a fact 
which speaks volumes as to the 
difference of opinion concerning 
the negro race, which exists in the 
localities named. PicaninllY is also 
familiarly employed in speaking of 
one's self, as "this picaninny," i.e., 
" this child." 

I've just come from Virginny, 
Dat good ole Southern land; 

I'm a simple PICANINN¥, 
Although a contraband. 

-NegI'D Bal/ad. 

o Halla,' says he, I here's the devil to pay, 
and no pitch bot. Are you goin' to kill that 
boy? Here's a pretty hurra's nest; let me 
see one of you dare to lay hands on this 
PICKANINNy,l-Sam Slich's Iiuman Nature, 
P·59· 

PICAVUN E.-The name in the Southern 
States for the Spanish half-real. 
The term, which is of Carib origin, 
having come down through -the 
French peculle, is now used of any
thing small or mean. probably from 
the comparatively insignificant 
value of the coin in question. 

N early all the newspapers and magazines 
are advertising for writers J reporters, and 
cOiltriLutors. The Dail)! .Moonheam offers 
25 dols. per column for inattcr from any of 
its former writers. The latter, however, are 
not likely to leave their present paying em
ployments for any such PICAYUNE offers.
The E i'och, 1888. 
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Small articles are sold in the New 
Orleans market by the PICAYUNE or dime IS 
worth. If you ask for a pound of figs, you 
will not be understood; but for a dime's 
worth, and they are in your hands in a trice. 
-SketchesojNewOrica1l',New York Tribul1e. 

PICK.-A gauge of measurement in 
the cotton trade, a pick being a 
thread. Cotton cloth has so many 
Picks to the inch.-- To PICK.
\Vhen used in reference to the 
banjo or guitar, to pick means to 
play; a signification which may 
be compared with the French 
pillcer.--To PICK oFF.-To kill 
by shooting, i.e., so many men 
singled or picked out, so many men 
killed. 

The act closes by the party PICIUNG OFF 
'200 Indians with unerring aim, and telling 
lies about catching fish.-Texas Sijtings, July 
7, 1888. 

--To PICK oN.-To disturb; to 
nag. 

Joseph White, of New Jersey, slept for 
five days and nights, and then jawed his 
wife for waking him up. He said she was 
always PICKING ON him when she saw him 
taking comfort.-Detroit Free Press, October 
27, 1888. 

-- PICK - ME - UP.- A l"(storative 
usually of a spirituous kind. In
dulged in too frequently they be
come "knock - me - downs." -
PICK UP.-This applied to meals, 
e.g., a pick-up dinner, is used to 
describe repasts of an oll,~ podrida 
description.--To PICK UP A ROOM 
is a New England phrase for 
putting it in order. 

PICKEREL WEED (Pontidcria cordata).
A common wayside and ditch plant 
in the New England States. 

PI E.-Americans follow the Old Eng
lish usage and employ pie where we 
should now say" tart." In England 
it is game or meat pic, and apple 
or fruit tart; in the States pie is 
used in every instance.--PIE-

Pike 

PLANT. - This curious name is 
given to rhubarb. 

PIECE, To.-A curious Pennsylvanian 
term, used of eating between meals. 

PIERT.-Sce PEART. 

PIG.-To GET THE WRONG PIG BY THE 
TAIL.-This is the Yankee equiva
lent of " to get the wrong sow by the 
ear." Variants are "to wake up the 
wrong passenger," and" to bark 
up the wrong tree."--PIG-FISH. 
-This is the name of a fish which, 
from its resemblance to a bird, 
has been called the SEA-ROBIN, 
while its grunting noise when 
caught is the source of its porcine 
appellation. It also goes by the 
name of flying-fish from its peculiar 
mode of motion.--PIG NUT (CmY,l 
glabm or pOl'cina).-A small bitter 
hickory-nut is so called.--PIG
PLUM, otherwise HOG-PLUM (q.v.). 
--PIG-WEED.-A weed so-called 
from its habitat being near pig
styes. -- LESS THAN A PIG'S 
WHISTLE.-A strange metaphor for 
a very short time.-PIG-WICK.-A 
species of duck found in Maryland. 
-- PIG-YOKE. - In sea-slang a 
quadrant. 

PIGEON - BERRY. - A New England 
name for the PARTRIDGE - BERRY 
(q.v.). 

PIGEON WOODPECKER. - The CLAPE 
(q.v.). 

PIKE.-A Californian name for a poor 
white from the Southern States. 

The true PIKE, in the California sense of 
the word, is the wandering, gipsy-like, 
southern poor white. This person often 
lives with his family in a wagon; be rarely 
follows any steady industr;: ; he is frequently 
a squatter on other people s lands; I he owns 
a rifle, a lot of children and dogs, a wife, 
and, if he can read, a law-bool<,' said a law~ 
yer, describing this character to me; he 
moves from place to place, as the humor 
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seizes him, and is generally an injury to his 
neighbors. He will not work regularly i 
but he has a great tenacity of life, and is 
atways ready for a law-suit. ... When it 
was proposed to build a school-house in a 
village \'"here there was none the PIKES ob
jected, on the ground that the ringing of the 
school-house bell would scare tbe deer away. 
'As soon as he hears a piano/ said an old 
resident, 'the PIKE sells out and moves 
away ..... \Vell, the PIKE is the China
man's enemy. He does little \york himself, 
and naturally hates the patient industry of 
the Chinese. Of course, if you ask him, he 
tells you that he is ruined by Chinese cheap 
labor.'-NordhojJ's California, p. 137. 

--To PIKE (Cant).-To play cau
tiously and for small amounts, 
never advancing the value of the 
stake. In Old English cant, to run 
away, and it being the better part 
of valor and caution among thieves 
to decamp, the secondary modern 
meaning is probably, by a process 
of inversion, thus derived, Those 
who gamble in this fashion are 
called PIKERS. 

PILCH, To (Cant).-To steal; rob; or 
filch-generally small and uncon
sidered trifles, such as pocket-hand
kerchiefs. Thought to be a cor
ruption of "filch," a confusion 
having arisen as to the pronuncia
tion of lip" and ,I f.ll 

PILE.-A gambIer's term for a good 
round sum, the meaning of which 
has been enlarged to signify a 
fortune. This is an old friend with 
new surroundings, Dr. Franklin, in 
Poor Richard's Alma1tack, having 
advised-

" Rash mortals, ere you take a wife, 
Contrive your pile to last for life." 

--Hence, TO MAKE ONE'S PILE, is 
to amass a fortune; and TO GO ONE'S 
PILE, to spend the same.--To 
PUT ALL TilE PILE ON, is said of 
anything very much fancied. 
He heard several old miners, who had for 

many years been living a rough frontier life, 
discussing wbat they would do when they 
had MADE THEm PILES, and could relurn 

Pimple 

with riches to the States.-Hotel Gazette, 
18G8. 

In that neighborhood resides a family 
named St. John, the father a retired real 
estate man, who has by luc1<y speculation 
MADE HIS PILE and held it. The mother is a 
woman who prides herself on birth, and is 
connected in that way with all the first 
families of the city.-New YOl'k ~Merctl1'Y, 
July 21,1888. 

PILGARLIC (Cant).-One's self. Thus 
a thief will inform a pal that 
pi/garlic was engaged in any given 
undertaking, the speaker meaning 
tha t he himself was the opera tor. 

PILGRIM.-(r) A new arrival; a green
horn. About equivalent to a TEN
DER FOOT (q.v,),--PILGRIMS.
A cattle breeder's term for cattle 
on the march. 

The extraordinary severity of the weather 
proved too much for the cattle. This was 
especially the case with those herds con
sisting of PILGRIMS, as they are called-that 
is, of animals dri ven up OIl to the range from 
the South, and therefore in poor condition. 
-Ranch Life ill the Far West. 

PILL (Cant).-(I) A bore or conceited 
coxcomb. -- (2) A bullet, e.g., 
BLUE-PILL (q.v.).--PILL-BOTTLE 
(Cant).-A fire-arm, but more par
ticularly applied to a revolver-a 
dispenser of physic, warranted easy 
in action and sure in effect.-
--PILL-BOX is a Texan variant, 
with which may also be compared 
MEAT-IN-THE-POT. 

PILLOW-BIER or PILLOW-SHAM. - A 
pillow case. 

PILLOW SHAMS are going out of fashion; 
but other shams still hold their own.
Abilene (Kallsas) Gazette, 1888. 

PIMPING.-Small; pretty; mean. An 
English provincialism which still 
survives in the rural districts of 
New England. 

PIMPLE (Cant).-The head. A very 
old cant term. 



Pimplo 

PIMPLO.-A Barbadian term for the 
PRICKLY PEAR. Pimplo is a cor
ruption of "pin-pillow," an alter
native name for the same fruit. 

PIN. To (Cant).-To arrest. In Eng
lish slang to pii! means to drink, 
which in the long run is only 
a means by which a man is 
arrested in his career. 

PIN-BASKET (Cant).-A baby; gene
rally speaking, the term has 
reference to the youngest child in 
a family. 

PINCH.-IN A PINCH, i.e., in a "tight 
place"; hard-up. This term is 
of Western origin, as also is ON A 
PINCH-in an emergency .--PINCH
BUG.-An insect pest, also called 
PETZ KEFFER in Pennsylvania. 
--To PINCH (Cant).-To "ring 
the changes," i.e., on pretence of 
changing coins of a high denomina
tion; to substitute bad money for 
good. 

PINCHER.-A term of political onglll 
and usage, and applied to a legis
lative measure calculated to secure 
a pecuniary reward to those who 
are interested in its defeat. 

PINDERS.-A Florida negro term for 
PEA-NUTs.-Sce GOOBERS. 

PI NOLI NG.-Unthrifty. 

PINE.-A West Indian contraction 
for PINE-APPLE - now generally 
adopted in England. -- PINE 
BARRENS. - In the South poor 
tracts of land covered with pine 
trees of a wretchedly stunted 
growth.-Sce BARRENS. 

Although the largest portion of the 
country is covered wiih PIN E BARREN SI and 
much of it extremely foor, yet there is also 
much upland, illterva I and hamllloc-I, land) 
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of the most excellent quality ....• The 
borders of the watercourse) as well as the 
hammocks are covered with thick woods of 
hard timbe'r, tangled with inn~merable vines. 
-Williams's View of E. Flonda (1827), p. 6. 

--PINE KNOTS.-Knotty chips or 
chunks of the Pinus rigida. These, 
when burning, give a brilliant light. 

Then the bride was seated at her place in 
the best room-which was the kitchen-hav
ing a small table neaf, on which stood a 
steamincr pitcher of the blackstrrtp and a 
tin pot. b In the open firp-place bl~zed ~~INE 
KNOTS and light-wood, glvmg a gemal bnght
ness to the place, which was devoid of lamps 
or candles.-Pinkertolt's Mollie llIaguil'cs and 
Detectives. 

--PINE NEEDLEs.-Fir cones. 

Old grizzlies are extraordinarily cunning, 
and, though they cannot have had. ~ny 
extensive experience of traps,.seem t,o dlVl?e 
jnst where th?se dangerous hldden Jaws he, 
beneath the mnocent brown PINE-NEEDLES 
and bunch-grass.-Scl'ibuCI"s 1I1agazinc, 1887. 

--PINE-NUT (Pinlts edulis).-The 
edible nut of a variety of pine. 
--PINE-STRAW or PINE-TAGS.
The annual castings of pine-trees. 
--PINE-ToP.-In Maryland the 
name given to villainous whiskey, 
an allusion probable to its resem
blance to turpentine. -- PINE
TREE MONEY.-Money coined in 
Massachusetts in the seventeenth 
century, and so-called from its 
bearing a figure resembling a pine
tree. 

The wide-awake citizens of Boston have 
been sadly bitten by a bogus issue of the 
old PINE-TREE SHILLING CURRENCY, got up 
by a smart Gothamite.-A mcrican Notes and 
Q·ucrics. 

--PINE-TREE STATE.-The State 
of Maine, from its extensive pine 
forests. It is also called the 
LUMBER STATE [rom the occupation 
which the pine forests furnish to 
its inhabitants. 

The Rood old P,NE-TREE STATE is pretty 
well represented in this locality. The lead
ing paper is edited by a {onner ~Iaine man 
(Mr. Dingle)', formerly of Lcwistone), and 
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there is scarcely a town of any size in the 
St ut con s on rno 1ain 
ill Bas Trail pt, I 

P 

-PI ''lIES The un th 
E-n ENS f t So ar 

select woodlands in the North and 
N rth st, f wh' h co th 

k 0 mbe sed he ntry 
--PINEY-WOODS.-The Southern 
name for pine-lands cf PINE

RRE 

N. e P - N. 

PINKED BETWEEN THE LACINGS (Cant). 
Con ted an nce oug 

itn s p J ry. e denvation 
of this term is to be sought in the 

t t in edi< Its a 
med an s 0 vu rab 

between the lacillgs of his armor. 

PINKERTON AGENCY.-A well-known 
semi-official detective agency 

erie d chan s f1 olh 
points of the road will be employed under 
the protection of PINKERTON MEN and 
s al p erne Phil phi" q"ir 
F 22, I 

P R (S lia arila cal. 
ore popu ar y mown as t e 

CAROLINA PINK (q.v.). 

PI N K SAUCER.-A theatrIcal term for a 
special dye used in coloring 

tigh ' 

I remember when I first went into the 
bess, ed to nd a 5t all sa1aJ 
t\ e do n ti I sho nd " . T 
most expensive kind I have worn cost about 
twenty dals. You can't wear them longer 
tl thr eel, They e m. of fi 
5 ilk. lave n La cred y 0\ 
flesh tights. They are colored with what we 
call PINI{ SAUCER in the profession, a kind 
o ffyo uya cdr ·sts.- oYo 

d,ju 2,r8 

P -ST he DAC BO, 
.v.). 

PI EA, 
ffer 

p 

hi 

fer 

y- d, b and 

The Congressional committee for the in-
ves tion he 1 r tr can oy a 
spl d se 's e men her any 
old-fashioned rounders among the members. 
It isa great question, and the committeemen 
are nfro wi gr opp nity 
Fr he P TEA 1e Sere rant 
such as frequently inspires the able and 
energetic Riddleberger, to the distilleries ot 
old entu the vesti r5 find 
501 ing tere verv . 0 urse 
they will tell us of the relative merits of rye 
~~t bourbon.-,Missollri Rlfpublicalt, Feb. IS, 

PINKY.-A shortened form of PINK-
RN. ee nAc BOA 

PIN MONEY (Cant).-The proceeds of 
stit n he t of mar 

d wan. Lon, mo 
rality of this kind is called" taking 
. anc ork 

PINNIPE (Cant).- A crab. -- PIN-
ED ide s; b-fa n. 

PINOLE.-A preparation of parched 
nom ,su ,an pic Als 

called COLD-FLOUR (q.v.). Pinole 
is the Spanish name. 

a SI part ut g in t 'equ 
site qualifications, and goes unencumbered 
with superfluities: no wheels, two or three 
m 'api and OLE mUll I an 
be odg for pri al sort. 
-SPeech oj Colonel Benton, May 7, 1853. 

P ON, INI (Pi edll 
variety of pine, the nuts of which 

ed'bl . 

. Scrub cedars and PINONS upon the 
m~s·a· s10pes have furnished fuel.-Captailt 
W . l"s lora', R. IIl've .66. 

PINXTER, 
Du 

CHI 
more 

rk 
CKL 

PINKSTER. - Whitsuntide. 
ori . NXT BLU 

itst de wer , 
especially applied in New 

te t he MP NEY 
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PIPE, To.-To intercept; to waylay. 
--PIPE OF PEAcE.-See CALU
MET.--PIPE-LAYER.-A trickster, 
--PIPE-LAYING.-The fraudulent 
employment of fictitious voters, or 
those not legally qualified. 

[Inman says] it arose from an accusation 
brought against the Whig party of this city 
(New York) some years ago, of a gigantic 
scheme to bring on voters from Philadelphia. 
The accusation was made by a notorious 
Democrat, of not very pure political charac
ter, who professed to have derived his infor
mation from the a;:;!;cnt employed by the 
YVhigs for the service. This agent had 
actually been employed by certain leaders 
of the \Vhig party, but on a service deemed 
legitimate and proper in the art of elec
tioneering. He, however, turned traitor, and, 
as was alleged by the \Vhigs, concocted a 
plot with the notorious Democrat to throw 
odium upon the 'VVhigs. A mass of cor
respondence was brolF,:ht forward in proof, 
consisting mainly of letters written by the 
agent to various parties in New York, ap
p<trently describing the progress and suc
cess of his operations. In these letters, as 
if for the purpose of concealment, the form 
of a mere business correspondence was 
adopted,-the number of men hired to visit 
New York and vote being spoken of as so 
many yards of PIPE, - the work of laying 
down pipe for the Croton water being at 
that tirne in full activity. The Whig leaders 
were indicted on the strength of these pseudo 
revelations, and the letters were read in 
court; but the jury believed neither in them 
nor in the writer of them, and the accused 
were acquitted. The term PIPE - LA YlNG, 
however, W:lS at once adopted as a synonym 
for negotiations to procure fraudulent votes. 

Thus far but little has been done in the 
way of advancing the forlunes of aspiring 
candidates, but there are not a few who are 
PIPE-LAYING and rnarshalling forces for the 
fray when the Call vent ions meet.-San Fran
cisco vVeekly Examiller, March 22, 1888. 

PIPSISSEWA (Chimajhila umbcllata).
An Indian simple. Also known as 
PRINCE'S PRIDE and WINTERGREEN. 
This herb, the medicinal qualities 
of which are much esteemed, now 
forms part of the American phar
macopreia. 

PIRAGUA.-Primarilya canoe formed 
out of a single large tree, this word 
is now used indiscriminately for 
small boats of any kind. Of Indian 

Pitch 

derivation, the word is variously 
spelt-PERIA UGER, PERIAUGA, PET
TIAUGER, and a French form 
PIROGUE. 

PIRATE, To.-To appropriate without 
making acknowledgment or pay
ment. Usually applied in con
nection with the question of 
copyright. 

Authors, some of whom work for nothing, 
are in competition with the cheapest as well 
as the best foreign authors, as publishers 
here can PIRATE foreign books and pay no 
copyright. I\.Jr. Lowell said that in his boy
hood there were but two American authors 
who could have supported themselves by 
writing, Cooper and Irving.-A merican 
Humorist, 1888. 

PISTAREEN.-A coin, formerly current, 
of the value of one-fifth of a dollar. 
As they depreciated rapidly, the 
termpistarem like PICAYUNE (q.v.), 
became synonymous with small or 
mean, being used in the same way 
as ONE-HORSE (q.v.). 

PIT.-Applied to fruits pit means the 
stone or kernel, being the literal 
translation of the Dutch word. 

PITA.-The name of an agave, from 
which is obtained a fine fibre, which 
bears the same name as the plant
pita.: it is used for sewing and kindred 
purposes. The coarser fibres of 
this plant have received the name 
of CABUYA. 

PIT A H A V A (Cercus pitajaya). - The 
INDIAN FIG. This luscious fruit is 
borne by a monster cactus, a 
native of New Mexico. 

PITCH.-To PITCH TOO STRONG, orTo 
PITCH IT STRONG, are both of 
"Western origin, and arc indicative 
of strenuous application or effort; 
or, in reference to narrations, to 
talk exaggeratingly or boastingly. 



che 

A variant i TO CH WIL 
en tory sse I Ie rna 

bounds. 

P HER Arne an f ug. Gi 
me the milk-pilcher," would be the 
form d h re En' hma 

ks f he -ju 

P HIN ACK In Fa ort 
st, Ind tra 

P PAN AC ral eri an 
est dian rm a culi 

build of canoe - long, narrow, 
t-b me nd ugh e, t 
ges eing hin, t, pr 

jecting. 

TH A Y is 0 

form for " to take pity." The 
age " it is 'ty 0 im," us 

y Sc in rm in sen 
of •• he is to be pitied," is also 

110 1. 

PIZARRO.-A New England corrup-
'on piaz 

PLACE, To. -When applied to 
erso thi ean cal mi 
e p e 0 irth -T BRE 

OUT IN A FRESH PLACE, or SPOT.-
0 e a ew par e; 
om ce d vo. 

Every once in a while Dr. McGlynn 
KS IN ESH CE star 

t publ itb e i elas -ema 
HIS latest assertIOn is to the effect that he 
is not at all anxious to be buried in Calvary 

eler Texa j1inb clob , 188 

PLACER.-The original signification of 
is nis vord as . ply 
car whe gold s to fou 

in drift-sand. Now, however, it is 
18 C qui yno of ythi 
alua ,w er ine otl 

commercial speculation. Thus, 
the ent rk '11, 'th th 

ade per sio e d nat 

24 

P 

ant 

hil ica acey t al ent 
tie a or's vou esir 

in more senses than one. Opinions 
ya wh her p r is rive 
m za, pIa or lace 

pleasure.--To PLAcER.-In New 
Orleans couples ar aid I lace 

en ng geth as ban 
and WIfe without having gone 
through the ceremony of marriage 

-P ER GIN -L Iitie 
where gold IS found mixed with 
surface earth.--PLACER MINING 

he e g n to e se h fo 
precious metals, when carned on 
in ravines or gulches. Heavy rains 

sh n t rai f g fro 
e mountain Sl es in 0 the va leys, 

and the surface earth simply 
quir was g in rde ob 
n it. 

N P LE. n fo 
w lite 0 ks-a It-for- at in connec
tion with the term COLORED PEOPLE 

ap d whi to se 
gro e. 

PING ACH A rica 
mac me IS, as i s 

a plane worked by 
moti pow 

vent 
name implies, 

am oth 

PLANK.-See PLATFORM.--To PLANK 
WN UP. ter whi whe 
plie 0 m ey, syn ymous 

with to pay, or, in betting, to stake. 
NK AD. A P itiv 

rm oad kin. (Se so i 
this connection CORDUROY-ROAD, 
. whi inst of ks, ghl 

wn s a used At -sid 
resorts, plank or BOARD-WALKS (q.v.) 

nstit e tl "M . e ade." 
-P NK s D.- sha 

fastened to a plank and roasted. 
This mode of cookin is s id to b 

uch eern by ure 

P T, T -A W ster qui I nt f 
ob 
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«Now if we can t you help ANT 
him ' I ach fun dis S8 ? 
Ass at t bseq 5 ? ' bs'qmcs is 
good. Yes. That's it; that's OUf little game.' 
,Mark Twain's The bmoccnts at Ii me, 
p.2 

PLA IN (1II sa p , disi -A ell-
k vn st dian rea uft". 
Peeled, roasted in hot ashes, and 
eaten with butter vhe ite m, 
t pial tim de ous 
substitute for ordinary bread. 
Piantain comes from the 8 anish 
p no. 

PLA TIO In We ndi nd 
S her tate 1e n e gi to 
estates or large farms. The term 
was pri ily cia d wit ra-
pes, n w h sl lab as 
used. In the West Indies, the 
names iven to plantations ere 
s tim very rio esp lly 
in colomes origmally settled by the 
French and Dutch. A few exam les 
m t su 

Beau Voisin, the good or pretty neighbor j 
Bell Plaine I dso vel' ; Be dig-
heid nsta con ency lank urg, 
the 1ite ast e, the name of an estate in 
Holland; Chateau Mar~ot, Chateau Margot 
N.W of Bordeaux; D r" nder he cl' renj 
De lem, W m j dIan Dod 
land, oed agti g, good cApec.tatlOll of 
hope; Groenveldt, green field; Guilderland, 
province of Holland on the Zuyd -.,' ee; 
Haa Bos he p busl the ue i 
Haa 1, an and n nCr mst am ; 
Hague, the metropolis and scat of govern
ment in Holland; Hamburg Il1.me of one of 
the siat es ir rma Her ing, 
rest ion, veri rom 1; H all-
Aurich, the Court of Aurich, the name of a 
city in East Vries land Hanover; Hoff-van-
Hal ,th our Ho d; s-t'-
Die a fa s co y 5e ,ear ter-
dam, 111 Holland; KIten Pouderoyen, a 
baronial castle in Holland; La Belle Alliance, 
the ndl ague \Vat 0 no ety i 
La ne ntio he in on; 
La BOIlne IVIere, the gooa 11lOther; La 
Grangc, the barn-name of a Dutch farm; 
La ureu Avc 0, In ad-
ven ; L ousi alou La ai te 
Harmonie, perfect harmony; La Penitence, 
penitence, penance; La Prudence, prudence; 
La aite, retl' Le D , th~ ire j 
Le SOliV , th colle n; L per-

PIa rm 

ance pc ; 19re ut,· pi te aU ; 
Ma alte, ' ret ; !vI Deli my 
delig It (pleasure), Met·en·Meerzorg, with 
more and more care; Man Repos, my restIng 
plac . Nonp 'I, th nriv 1 ; N' ge-

ach ever ough N au FI ers, 
New anders, elgium, N ismes; manu ac
turing city, Department of Guard, France; 
Gnd emi er und kin ente 'ze i 
Pond on, aron cast n H nd ; 
Pro v ce, vidence; Ruunveld, e). en-
sive field; Sans Souci, without care; Schoon 
Ord, bentiful spot; Stanv t" hied on· 
tallc ansi cy; ez F e, ho st; 

Toev ,re g ; T yen, rkey, us-
schen de Vrienden, between the friends; 
UilvIugt a fljerht to a countr bouse-a 
oun seat Verg gen, nten nt, 

pleas ; Ve lIes, saill, lear is; 
Vilvorden, a village, near Brussels, in Bel
gium' Vive-Ia-Force, glory topower; Vreed-

n-H pea nd h ; Vr -en- nd-
cha, eac nd dsb, Vri nd, 

province in Holland ; Vryheid~s Lust, 
liberty's delight; Vilaterloo the famous 

ilia eJgi Wi I Va heid cis-
itud iable cha ; W nst, ult, 

revenue; Zeeburg, castle on the sea-shore; 
Zeelandia, name of a province in Holland; 
Zeel sea ecze a a ZOI" re, 

nxi 

PLA R.- In 80 ern tes 
an Wes ndie he prie of 
an estate, and, in the case of 
ab tee he nag A 
Noun nd her (3) 
Planters were formerly the first 
settlers in a colony, d th t rm 
w spe lyg nto fo ers 
of the Colony of Massachusetts 
Bay to distinguish them from the 
P im ath w fo ed 
Plymouth Colony. 

PLA 0.- la It cli or 
plots. 

PLA F T ( t). his m, 
which in English rhyming slang 
stands for the feet in A eric oes 
d as na am g th es, 
for a street or highway. The con
nection is obvious 

PLATFORM.-A declaration of princi-
p po aI, 'gio or er-
w T te is goo Old 
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English descent, and has never 
quite gone out of use in the Mother 
Country. Its employment, how
ever, has received fresh impetus 
across the Atlantic, and subse
quently of late years in England 
also, in a political sense. Thus 
one hears of the Republican, De
mocrat, Liberal, Conservative, or 
Home Rule platforms, i.e., the prin
ciples advocated by each and all 
of those parties. The sub-divisions 
of a party programme are spoken 
of as its PLANKS, American love of 
metaphor having led to this some
what literal application. So marked 
is this tendency that the meta
phorical platform is split up, not 
only into planks, but sometimes 
into SPLINTERS. 

The Democratic National Convention will 
be held in New York City. Mr. Cleveland 
will be re-nominated by acclamation. His 
message will be his PLATFoRM.-Louisville 
Cow'icY Journal, February, 1888. 

PLAY.-YOU CAN'T PLAY THAT ON ME, 
i.e., I am not to be thus deceived; 
I am not a tool or cat's-paw. This 
catch-phrase is of Shakspearian 
descent. 

You WOULD PLAY UPON ME; you would 
seem to know my stops; you would pluck 
out the heart of my mystery; you would 
sound me from my lowest note to the top of 
my compass; and there is much music, 
excellent voice in this little organ j yet 
cannot you make it speak. 'Sblood, do YOll 
think I am. easier TO BE PLAYED ON than a 
pipe? Call me what instrument YOll will, 
though you can fret me, YOU CANNOT PLAY 
UPON ME.-HalHlct III., 2. 

--To PLAY ON VELVET (Cant).
To stake the money won from the 
bank--To BE PLAYED oUT.-To 
be exhausted; ruined. A gambler's 
term which has come into general 
use. Compare with French passe. 
--To PLAY oFF.-This also in the 
sense of to make a start, is bor
rowed from the card-table.-
To PLAY 'possuM.-To deceive; 
to mislead. The 'possum when 

Plug 

run close will sim ulate death, its 
imitation being so perfect as some
times to deceive dogS.--PLAY
SPELL.-A time for recreation or 
amusement. 

PLAYA.-This Spanish word, meaning 
the sea-shore or beach, is in the 
South-west applied to vast level 
plains, the surface of which is of a 
saline nature. In the North these 
tracts of country are called SALT 
or WATER PRAIRIES. 

PLAZA.-An open space or public 
square. This term is one of the 
frequently met with, and permanent 
traces of former Spanish occupation 
left in the common speech. 

PLEASURE, To.-In North Carolina, to 
please. 

PLEBESKIN.-A \'Vest Point term for 
the fatigue-jacket of the English 
cadet. 

West Point, N.Y., July 2I.-The fourth 
class entered camp on Monday, but are still 
wearing their PLEBESKINS. They will don 
their dress coats the first week in August, 
when they enter the battalion.-New Yor/~ 
World, July 22, r888. 

PLEURISY ROOT (Asclepias tuberosa).
A gentle tonic. 

PLUG.-(r) A tall silk hat. 
PLUG-HAT. -- (2) A horse. 
PLUG-HORSE.--(3) A man. 

Also 
Also 

Cresar was the implacable foe of the aris~ 
tocracy, and refused to wear a PLUG HAT up 
to the day of his death. Sulla once said, 
before Cresar had made much of a showing, 
that some day this young man would be the 
ruin of the aristocracy.-Eclectic !l1aga-zine, 
1888. 

In the first race a PLUG named Cat~r was 
the favorite, but another PLUG named 
Battlcdore WOll, whereupon some of the 
painted women screamed with delight, and 
others, in shrill tones, anathematized the 
jockey who rode the PLUG they had backed. 
-B"ookly" Daily Engle, April 22, r8S8. 



Plum 

The Gould and Curry claim comprised 
1,200 feet, and it all belonged originally to 
the two men whose names it bears. .Mr. 
Curry owned two-thirds of it, and he said 
that he sold it out for 2,500 dollars in cash 
and an old PLUG HORSE, that ate up his 
market value in hay and barley in seventeen 
days by the watch. - Mark Twain's The 
Innocents at IIonte. 

--PLUGGED.-Coins are plugged 
when counterfeit. 

Ticket Agent-Can't sell you a ticket for 
that quarter; it's PLUGGED. 

Humorous Texan-Then take in your 
sign, if you haven't got Tickets for All 
Quarters.-Te.rasS1ftiltgs, November 3, r888. 

--PLUG-UGLIES.-A gang of Bal
timore rowdies.-See ASHLANDERS. 

If the Dead Rabbit thinks he slays, 
Or the PLUG-UGLY think he's slain, 

They do but pave the subtle ways 
I've trod, and mean to tread again. 

-Parody on Emerson's B,'almw, New York 
Evening Post. 

Blood-tubs and PLUG-UGLIES, and others 
galore, 

Are sick for a thrashin9' in sweet Baltimore i 
Be jabers! that same I d be proud to inform 
Of the terrible force of an Irishman's arm. 

-Song of the Irish Legion. 

PLUM.-All berries are called plltms in 
New England.-Used as an adjec
tive, and sometimes spelt plumb, it 
has the meaning of quite; exactly; 
directly; in which case it is an Old 
English survival. Popularly collo
quial it is met with in a variety of 
connections. 

j An' I 'clare/ avowed Mrs. Brand to 
S'leeny, I I are PLUM' surprised by ruyseff, I 
b'en cryin' fur that ar critter like she war 
my own kin. But she war so sorter bid able 
an' decent an' done the little trick so decent, 
ayfter alII I sw'ar some folkscs don' git no 
fair show in this world! '-Scl'ibner's 1I1aga4 
zitte, 1887. 

I'm awful fond a' po'try-jus' PLUMB crazy 
ovah it. Mistah john P. Irish he makes 
heaps art in his papah. He writ one awful 
pritty pome I 'Twuz 'bout a little child that 
died, an' it wuz this way: 'Dearest Sallie, 
thou hast left us, an' thy loss we deeply fecI.' 
Don't you think you could make some pritty 
music to go 'long '0 that, Miss B.? to sort '0 
sing it like l-Sall Francisco WaMy Exami
IIer, 1888. 

Plunk Into 

-- PLUM-CENTRE or PLUMB
CENTRE. - A Western term in 
shooting at a mark, equivalent to 
making a bull's-eye. -- PLUM
Muss.-Plums which when boiled 
and mashed are rolled out into 
layers and are then allowed to 
dry. 

PLUMED KNIGHTS; - A Republican 
electioneering organization. The 
appellation arose out of an epithet 
applied by Robert Ingersoll to Mr. 
Blaine, the Republican candidate 
in the Presidential election of 1884. 
He was then referred to as the 
Plumed Knight of debate. 

Just as the longshoremen passed, Mr. James 
G. Blaine appeared at the north-west corner 
window of the second floor of the hotel and 
a band came by p1a1ing 'Should auld 
acquaintance be forgot. Right above his 
head on the top story a window had been 
draped in black, and in the window were 
two democratic ladies, who did not know 
that the PLUMED KNIGHT was beneath them. 
-New YOI'k Herald, November 4,1888. 

PLUNDER.-A term in the South and 
,Nest for baggage, personal effects, 
or goods. In this sense of baggage 
the term may be traced to the 
Dutch or Flemish, and is allied to 
the German plu1lder. 

One Sunday afternoon, two long dug-outs, 
loaded with PLUNDER, stopped at the cabin, 
which was than uninhabited, and shortly 
afterwards smoke was seen and several 
persons to be moving around. This was the 
family and property of Hank Harris.-Lynch 
Law in th. Slicker Siale (1873). 

PLUNK INTO, To.-To jump into; to 
decamp hastily from one place to 
another. 

The mule, seein' th't he couldn't ketch 
Gunderman that way, turned an' \\'ent back 
t'other way 'round the schoolhouse to head 
him off, but b' that time the 01' man had 
PLUNKED INTER a bar'l th't stood at onc 
corner 0' the bllildin' to ketch rainwater in 
thinkin' th't the mule 'd slide on by. But 
the nlllic were sober enough not to be fooled 
that way, an'drunk enough to be bound to 
hev all the fun he k'd skeer up that night.
Ed. Mott ill Chicago FI"'<lld, leS8. 



Poach 

POACH. To.-In New England, to 
churn up mud by repeated passing 
to and fro. Cattle poach, when 
treading on soft ground or snow. 

POCASON.-A swamp. This word is 
current in North Carolina and also 
farther South, and is derived from 
the Indian vernacular. Cj. CYPRESS 
BRAKE, to which it is very similar. 

POCCOON or PUC COON (Sanguinaria 
canadensis).-This is the Indian 
name for the BLOOD-ROOT (q.v.). 

POCKET.- (r) In mining for gold, 
when a quantity of the precious 
metal is found accumulated in one 
place, it is termed a pochet.--(2) 
The extreme Southern part of the 
State of Indiana, from its shape, 
which is supposed to bear a resem
blance to a pocket.--PoCKET BOOK 
DROPPER, POCKET BOOK DROPPING. 
-See DROP-GAME under DROP.-
POCKET PISTOL.-A spirit flask. 

Unsuspecting and thirsty New Yorker 
(travelling in Maine): I Excuse me, sir; do 
you carry a POCKET-PISTOL?' Native: I Cert, 
pard (produces the article), j Wan' ter use 
it?' New Yorker: 'I d-didn't mean that 
k-kind, I meant a flask.' Native: j Oh, you 
mean what we call a h1.podermic inspirator. 
I've got ono, but it ain t loaded fer free gifts. 
-Judge, Feb. 2,1888. 

PODGE, To.-See To POACH. 

POGGY (Pagrus argyrops).-The Indian 
name of this fish, Mishescuppaug, 
has been strangely corrupted ac
cording to locality. It appears in 
Rhode Island under the guise of 
SCUP, while in New York it is 
known as poggy , PAUGIE, or PORGIE. 

POHAGEN or PAUHAGEN.-See BONY 
FISH. 

POINT.-A cant term among brokers, 
sigr ifying private information about 

Pointer 

stocks, etc., upon which speculation 
is based. This meaning has been 
enlarged, and point is now generally 
used among all classes of the com
munity to mean any information 
of an accurate description. The 
nearest English equivalent is the 
slang word" tip."-See POINTER. 
--Besides this signification, point 
has another meaning in commercial 
circles which can best be expressed 
as the unit of change in the market 
rate of any given commodity, 
whether gold or cotton; it is not, 
however, as a rule synonymous with 
per cent. ; thus we get such terms as 
a point rise.--BoILED DOWN TO A 
pOlNT.-A simile denoting a reduc
tion to a bare statement of fact; 
the gist of anything. 

BOILED DOWN TO A FINE POINT bondsmen 
are in demand.-Pittsburg Ti'mcs, January 26, 
1888. 

--Yet another meaning attaches 
to the word point, one which is 
pretty familiar to English ears, as 
when the points of a horse aD 
spoken of, i.e., its special charac
teristics. The American all-occa
sion response will doubtless be 
familiar to readers of Bret Harte:
" I don't see no pints about that 
thar frog more nor about any other 
frog in part ickIer ." 

POINTER.-(r) This is more generally 
colloquial than POINT (q.v.), for an 
item of reliable information.-
(2) Among ranchmen, a herdsman 
who rides at the head of a straggling 
herd of cattle when on the march. 

There is a big POINTER for those gentlemen 
who cannot restrain their sporting proclivi~ 
ties in these sentences.-Dcnver Republica.n, 
1888. 

A client of mine placed in my hands 
several accounts for collection, and I sent my 
man Friday out at the end of every wecl{, 
when I supposed the long-winded fellows 
received their salaries, and endeavored to 
collect the sums outstanding. In some 
cases the collector found it very difficult to 



Poison 

meet the men he wanted. They were either 
out, sick, or engaged. At lengtl~1 tiring ~f 
the ill~success attending the busIness, I lllt 
upon the idea of addressi~g the emplorers, 
and I concocted the followmg :-' Dear SI1",
If YOll will kindly send to me Mr. -- (who 
has been mentioned to me as a very discreet 
young man) to my office, No, - Broady, I 
will give him a POINTER that will be of great 
benefit to you in your business.'-New York 
He,.ald, November 4, 1884. 

00 the march the mighty herd sometimes 
strings out miles in length, and then it has 
POINTERS, who ride abreast at the head of 
the columo.-Overla"d Monthly, 1887. 

POlsON.-NoMINATE YOUR POISON !
This is considered a civil way of 
asking a man, when inviting him 
to drink, what he will take - an 
expression which has doubtless 
originated in the fact that much 
of the liquor sold was not mis
named when dubbed poison. 

POKE.-(r) For pocket, po lie is more 
freq uen tl y heard in America than 
in England, but it can hardly be 
called a distinctive Americanism. 
--(2) In New England, a machine 
to prevent unruly beasts from 
leaping fences, consisting of a yoke 
with a pole inserted pointing 
forward.--(3) See POKE-BERRY, 
of which poke is a curtailment.-
(4) A bore, generally in the sense 
of laziness and dawdling.--To 
POKE.--To put a poke on.-See 
POI(E.--(2) POKE-BERRY (Phyto
lacca decandra).-The popular names 
of this plant are very numerous. 
Its Indian name is PO-CAN, while 
in New England it is called the 
PIGEON-BERRY, being also known 
as COCUM and GARGET. The young 
shoots are edible, being eaten like 
asparagus; its root is used medi
cinally for emetic purposes, whilst 
its berries form not only a favorite 
food for caged birds, but also 
afford a rich purple dye. James 
K. Polk, President of the United 
States in r845, was made the 
subject of punning allusion in con-

Political Capital 

sequence of the similarity in soun.d 
between his name and that of thIS 
common berry, banners and other 
emblems being stained with its 
juice in his honor. 

POKELOKEN.-A marsh. This Indian / 
term retains its hold upon popular 
usage in the woods and forests of 
Maine and New Brunswick. 

POKER.-(r) A favorite game of cards, 
and as universally played in 
America as is whist in England. 
--(2) Webster also defines poker 
as a child's word for any frightful 
object, especially in the dark; 
a bugbear. PaMer is an old Danish 
word for the devil.--PoKERISH. 
-Frightful; causing fear; especi
ally to children.--PoKEY.-Dull; 
stupid. 

POLICY, To. - To gamble with the 
numbers of lottery tickets. 

POLINKA or POLINKE. - A beverage 
made by mixing a gallon of cheap 
whiskey and a keg of beer to
gether, with other foreign and 
nauseating ingredients. 
In all about two dozen people lived in the 

house, most of them men. Yesterday they 
all came to Hazleton, and returned home 
drunk about six o'clock in the evening. They 
then indulged freely in POLINKI, a mixture 
of bad beer and worse whiskey.-Ncw York 
World, February 14, 1888. 

POLITICAL CAPITAL.-This term, now 
common to the cant of politics on 
both sides of the Atlantic, is of 
American origin. Political capital 
consists of any event in the career 
of a candidate for election which 
can be used in furthering or op
posing his candidature. Incidents 
which tell in a man's favor con
stitut~ part of the political capital 
of hIS supporters; those to his 
detriment are, on the contrary, the 
stock-in-trade of his opponents. 
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OL CA To T rna a ad 
po Itics - a common form 
rascalit to the d tr' en f 
p re 
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of 
of 
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OL CK IeI' gu PUI'PI reus and I. 
carbonarius).-An im ortant food
fi la ly un n e ter of 
Massachusetts and Connecticut. 
Pack t po lar am n w 
England, 

POLLlWOG.-A tadpole; a factitious 
n e 1m sta in I n sh 
provincial usage it appears as 
" iii g," who is et wn y 
Forby as a corruption of" periWIg." 
Other authorities ho ev in rne 
t he ew hat lii go all ,og 
are merely attempts to express by 
s nd he de of e ig ng 
motion characteristic of tadpoles. 

POLT, POLTER.-A blow. Also TO 
P T; a eat to de bl s. 
Both noun and verb are Old 
r:: gli for s, n q eo ole in 
t e Mother Country, but stlll collo
qU'al' N w Engl d nd he 
S tho E;t,.," t h wI!' z.e., 
"give him a good thrashing." 

POLYGAMATICAL.-An alternative form 
\m IC 0" oly rna S." 

Po E LA H nd Po E ES 

PRAIRIEs.-Names given by early 
enc set rs th BR D aT 

(q.v.). Other appellations are 
!VIA RO a I IA TU IP 

(q.v). 

POMPION.-An old form for" pump
J-" 

Po 10 BE V. T H KB RY 
(q. ). 

POND.- olld, in ng and, IS gene
rally applied to small ieces of 

P I)' 

ter y e ds e, a ld 
or other restricted space, and the 

are ap oa t wh i un 
derstood in America by a pond IS a 
"me "The I ter or 's rely 

ard ac s etlan lC. An 
American pond is in realit a small 

e.· -1 po is 0 a urn at 
water in a pond. 

pONE.-Indian corn or maize-meal 
ead wi w h of n xed 

eggs, milk, and other enrichments. 
lie me fro th nd n d ec 

tlcism pOllap, the deriVatIve having 
b en' us ro the 'me ea 'es 

tlemen. 

T Yf! ag he etc d t th '1 
eeln WUZ Innercent, 

They icist u~iorkerdsall' Ie' me rUll, an' in my 

To see how he lIked pork n PONE flavored 
with wa'nut saplin', 

An ar aei pn edg but on ass 
starn-wheel chaplIn. 

-Biglow Papers. 
5, 0 W ye nq ed WOI 1 a 

she laid aside her snuff-stick to stand up. 
j Y vas ore I s ckl a low wn 
To Wi! TIS, uly few eo s ago. Vel 
hull family was b'arfut, an'the best ye had 
to t w b'a me 'In' NE Ye an 
ill vhi _y tl, al he mE.n put to.f5ether, 
an' }'B never had a second shirt to yer back I' 

roi ree C55 ugu 188 

p v. rib" II B N 
(q.v.) , a translation. -- (2) A 
drau ht of bee -5 Sc ON R. 

'I'm on the inside track,' said a PONY of 
beer as it we t g llopi do a an 
th t.- cw rk rlt Au t, I 

--To P Y. To se cr', 0 

an tio 0 ON uP.-To 
pay' to settle accounts b the ay-

en f ne du P y w a 
old flash term for money, and in 

or g s ng sti se 0 s nif 
£25. -- PONY-PURSE. - An im-

om tu pu e" r lle ion 
--PONY-RIDER.-An agent of the 

NY XP SS Sa xp SS 

In a little while all interest was taken up 
in etc "ng . ne san wat ing . th 
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PONY-RIDER-the fleet messenger who sped 
across the continent from St. Joe to Sacra~ 
mento, carrying letters nineteen hundred 
miles in eight days I Think of that for 
perishable horse and human flesh and blood 
to do I The PONY-RIDER waS usually a little 
bit of a man, brimful of spirit and endurance. 
No matter what time of the day or night his 
watch came OD, and no matter whether it 
was winter or summer, raining, snowing, 
hailing, or sleeting, or whether his beat 
was a level straight road or a crazy trail 
over mountain crags and precipices, or 
whether it led through peaceful regions or 
regions that swarmed wIth hostile Indians, 

~:ddl~s~n~eb~l~ffrik:~~~Yw\~ifaIT~~~~ ~~; 
no idling-time for a PONY-RIDER on duty. He 
rode Jifty miles without stopping, by day
light, moonlight, starli~ht, or through tbe 
blackness of darkness-Just as it happened. 
-Mark Twain's ROllghilfg It. 

POOL ISSUES, To.-To join forces; to 
act in unison. Now common on 
both sides of the Atlantic, but 
while in England its use is gene
rally confined to large undertakings, 
in America it is employed collo
quially by everybody. Even a 
shoeblack is said to have pooled 
issues with a poodle trained to rub 
against and soil the foot gear of 
pedestrians in order to bring custom 
to its owner. 

An undertaker and a grave-digger in Hun
gary POOLED their ISSUES and poisened off 
fourteen people before their plan was disw 
covered. They were doing so much business 
that the jealousy of others was aroused 
and a watch set upon them.-Dclroit Fre; 
Press, 1888. 

Kansas City is to have two base-ball clubs 
this season. They had better POOL their 
ISSUES and get one that can win a game 
~~~~:ionaI1y.-DajlY Illter-Occm., March 7, 

Something novel in the experience of 
Western towns is recorded in Kansas. The 
people of the village of Mertilla have decided 
to poor, their ISSUES \\'ith another place. 
~est Plains, t~n miles away, and Mcrtilla 
wIll cease lOeXIS!. So far the hegira includes 
two general stores, a grocery, a hotel, a 
livery stable, and a newspaper office.
Bas/a" Daily Globe, 1888. 

POOQUAw.-A Nantucket name for 
the round or hard clam. Also 
QUAHAUG. Both forms are thought 

Poor 

to have their origin in one or other 
of the Indian names-poqllawhock, 
pocquell. 

POOR for "lean," occurs in Middle
ton's plays. Modern English 
lIsage, however, rather restricts 
the employment of this word, in 
the case of meat, to an article of 
indifferent quality; in Englandpoor 
meat need not necessarily be lean 
meat, but in America the term poor 
merely implies leanness.--POOR 
CooT.-See COOT.--POOR FOLKSY. 
-In the South when anything is 
described as a poor jol1lSY arrange
ment the idea of poverty is con
veyed. -- POOR WHITES. - Also 
WHITE TRASH, POOR WHITE FOLKS, 
MEAN WHITES, POOR TRASH, etc. 
One of the most painful social 
problems of (he South and the 
West Indies, indeed of all former 
slave holding countries, is the con
dition of the poor whites. An 
indigent white population side by 
side with a preponderatingly large 
black element would appear from 
experience to be a social impo"si
bility. At all events it b an 
anomaly. In tropical climates 
especially, apart from false shame 
concerning manual labor, which is 
generally relegated to colored 
hands, there is the natural disin
clination and incapacity of Euro
peans to undergo hard toil. Class 
distinctions, too, work adversely 
to them; the rich whites will 
have none of them, while they 
th:m.selves are naturally an tag
omstic to the black people "ho, in 
speaking of them, use the more 
approbrious term already quoted, 
and the natural consequence is 
isolation, repression, and the in
evitable concommitaut, sooner or 
later, of decay and extinction.-
A re~ent writer thus specially 
descnbes the POOl' Ic'hiles of the 
Southern States. 
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Having secured this information, Bob 
went on, descending the cliff to the valley 
through which Broad Run rattled its shallow 
waters-a valley so broken and rugged as to 
render it almost unfit for cultivation. This 
glen was settled, as such regions are wont to 
be, by a race of POOR WHITEYS, or rather by 
a mixture of people belonging to two stocks 
originally different. The one race was des
~ended from the lowest of the nomads, 
vagrants, and other poverty-stricken out
casts that had been spirited away from 
England by means legal and illegal, to be 
sold for a long term into bondage in the 
American colonies; the other, from the 
roughest wing of the great Scotch-Irish 
immit;ration of the last century-the hered
itary borderers who easily fought their way 
into the valleys and passes of the Alleg
hanies. Equally thriftless in their habits, 
and equally withont any traditions of their 
origin, members of the~e two tribes mingled 
eaSIly. The people in whom the Scotch
Irish blood preponderates are more given to 
violence, but their humor, their courage, 
and their occasional bursts of energy indi
cate that they have a chance of emerging 
from barbarism; while the POOR WHITEYS 
of English descent are most of them beyond 
the reach of evolution, foreordained to 
extinction by natural selection, whenever 
the pressure of over-po\?ulation shall force 
them into the competition for existence.
Scribner's Magazine, 1887. 

--POOR WHITE FOLKSY.-In the 
manner peculiar to POOR WHITES.
See POOR FOLKSY.--POOR "WILL. 
-A Western variation of "whip
poor-will" from a supposed cur
tailment in the note of the species 
found on the plains. 

At nightfall the POOR-WILLS begin to utter 
their boding c,,1\ from the wooded ravines 
back in the hills; not whip·poor-will, as in 
the East, but with two syllables only.
Ranch Lije in the Far West. 

POORTAAL.-An ante-room; lobby; 
or passage. From the Dutch, and 
in use in settlements of Dutch 
descent. 

POP. - Young America's mode of 
address to fathers. 

, Why, he's the greatest curiosity we have.' 
'Indeedl' 
, Sure pop. He understands all about the 

Interstate Commerce law.-Boston Courier, 
1888. 

Pork and Beans 

POPCORN.-See lmder CORN.--To 
POPCORN.-To roast Indian corn.
See POPCORN !tllder CORN .--PoP
EYED.-A Southern term for a 
person with protruding eyes. 

POPLAR.-A Southern name for the 
TULIP-TREE (q.v.). 

POP·LAR. POPuLAR.-In New England 
a popltla.r man is a conceited bump
tious individual. A Yankee simile 
runs :-" As pop'lar as a hen with 
one chicken." These variations in 
American and English usages are 
sometimes the cause of extremely 
awkward situations on the part of 
Englishmen visiting the States, or, 
conversely, of Americans visiting 
England. Compare with CUNNING, 
CLEVER, etc. 

POPPER.-An enlarged form of "pop" 
-an English slang term for a 
pocket pistol. 

Everybody tuck Christmas, especially the 
niggers, and sich carryin's-on, sich dancil1' 
and singin'-and shootIng POPPERS and sky
rockets you never did see.-AI ajor Jones's 
Courtship. 

POPPy-COCK. - Bombast; tall talk; 
gasconade; e.g., "Oh I that's all 
poppy-cock," i.e., "stuff and non
sense." A term of contemptuous 
incredulity and disgust. 

POP-SQUIRT.-Ajackanapes; an insig
nificant" puppy." 

POPULAR SOVEREIGNTY. - The funda
mental principle of democracy
the right of the people to self
government. 

PORGy.-See POGGY. 

PORK AND BEANS. - The American 
national dish.--PoRK RINGs.-See 
RINGS.--PORK-SCRAPS. - What, 



Porkopolis 433 Posse 
----

in En applied ted 
pork, i as II era 

PORKOPOLls.-Cincinnati. This city 
is, perhaps, the largest centre of 
the pork raising industry in the 
States called Q TY 
and P MERICA. 

Other q almost eq ess 
raged be ialls mem the 
press J but since Cincinnati ceased to be 
PORKOPOLrS and became the Paris of Ame
rica, her editors have become as mutually 
courteous as members of the United States 
senate.-Antericalt H1tntOriSt, Auaust 1888. 

PORTAGE. P of Ian en 
water- er which nd 
impedimenta are carried. 

We came to a promontory, and the Indian 
ran the canoe ashore. I could not see why 
he did this, unless he expected to find seal 
in the wa aid: 'POR cap 
good nood ' To ha v en-
tence as th t a man as the 
woods wi range In not 
soothing. ed the c the 
shoulders 0 10 squaw, strapped the gun to 
her back, and gave her the paddles to carry. 
He bore his share of the heat and burden of 
the day by carrying the harpoon, which 
weighed about a pound and a half. Now I 
knew why he brou ht his wife \ 'tl h' We 
went up a rough woo f a 
mile, push h dense UI 1 in 
some plact- fallen tree s in 
others. W d from th the 
beach. W sscd the la the 
promontory to save paddling around a dis
tance of about six miles.-J. C. Knox's Devil 
of a Trip. 

The word of French derivation, 
has n ured a ent 
place nguage- ed 
inter-c y with c .j, 
its eq . -- To E. 
- To carry or convey boats and 
outfit overland. 

We PORTAGED the boats around the falIs 
the next d g them out ter 

~~~ lilti~ ~s~!~~~~~e N:~ 
popUlation time we led 
twelve mi ling coun lad 
gotten the wagons down the precipitous 
banks of a conle leading to the river and 
launched the boats it was 2 o'clock, and we 

we enty-four m Benton.-
Cm .::ille, 1887' 

PORTRESS. - A female porter or 
janitor. 

The man came rushing upstairs to say that 
a child of the PORTRESS had been senously 
inju streets at ance frOlll 
the merican H ug., 1888. 

Po D. - A garden 
attached to a dwelling house.
See GARDEN. "Posey" is, of 
course, the Old English term for a 
bouquet or bunch of flowers; and 
, s, in real ved from 
t root as g Procter, 

of his n ncerning 
English, e follow-

ing very interesting piece of 
philology. 

It is hardly necessary to telI the philological 
rea he words yard, and 
orcl oselyakin however, 
bei ound-ort wort-yard. 
Th series of \ be worth 
not eludes, h t a few of 
the words akin in divers languages to our 
yard and garden :-Eng.· Garden, garth, 
yard, or-chard. (Greensward must not be 
confouofled with these words, as if greens
ward' it is green-sward, sward being an old 
nan' ". 1 or rind.) Geal'd,olt-
gt'(~ eard. 01 1: Gearth. 
Got is, aurti-ga nan: Gar-
felt. man: gal'd h: Jardin. 
~ ~~~ : GM~ 
HrtJ:,aal,. ce andic: gaJ/ha. Latm: Hort1ls. 
Greek: Cho"tos. The same root is found in 
guard, guardian, gird, girdle, ward, warden. 
and othu.r kindred words. Yard the measure 
of length, yard in yard-arm, goad, gad, hasta 
(Lat d ny other \'d e of which 
hav rent assoc 1 guarding 
or ng or gird ng to the 
sam 

POSSE.-A company; a number of 
individuals forming a party. Far 
more colloquial in America than 
in England. 

W into two ch follow-
ing highway ard would 
tra ch of And at meeting 
hin regated in almost in 
sight of his residence, and lay in ambush 
until he came down the road in plain view.
Missouri Repubhcall, March 4, 1~88. 
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'Possum 

By this time the Hoffman family was fully 
aroused, and two of the brothers, including 
the mayor, went gunning for Hogan, and 
surrounded his house. The citizens tele
graphed for aid, and a slJ.eriff and i'POSSE 
were sent at onee.-The St. Louis Republican, 
February 23, 1888. 

'POSSUM.-A familiarly colloquial ab
breviation of OPOSSUM (q.v.). 

A 'POSSUM on a 'simmon tree 
vVith one eye winked right down at me, 
Fust by his tail the crittnr swung: 
And this old chorus sweetly sung: 
Get along hum, my yeller gals, 
For the moon on the grass am shining. 

-Negro Ballad. 

--To 'possuM.-To make a'pre
tence; to feign; to dissemble. To 
the well-known practice of the 
opossum in feigning death, when 
hard pressed by dogs and hunters, 
may be traced this term. 

We stayed up in the (ree till broad daylight, 
not tbinking it prudent to trust ourselves on 
the ground before, with three dangerously 
wounded grizzies roaming around the im
mediate neighborhood, besides the possibility 
of POSSUMING among those stretched Qut be
low. \Ve had given them such a trouncing 
tbat if one of the survivors had ever got his 
paw on onc of us he would have made it 
mteresting.-Daily !rt!tT-Ocean, February 6, 
1888. 

POSTAL.-An abbreviation of postal 
card, which is the usual American 
term for" post-card." In Canada 
the English usage is followed. 

Old lady (to village postmistress)-' Have 
ye got any thin' fer me, Miss Bullard? ' 

Postmistress-' Here's a POSTAL from your 
daughter Mandy. How she do improve in 
spell in' sence sbe's be'n gain' to that board
in'-school.'-Ddroit Free Press, Oct. I3, r888. 

POSTAL CURRENCV.-Postage stamps 
were readily accepted and recog
nized as currency during the Civil 
·War. 

POST NOTE.-A bill of exchange drawn 
to order. 
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POST OAK (Quercus obtusitoba). - A 
variety of oak found in the Middle 
States. Its wood is mainly used 
in ship-building. See also OAK 
BARREN. 

Our march to-day lay through struggling 
forests of the kind of low, scrubbed trees, 
called POST-OAKS and black-jacks.-The soil 
of these oak barrens is loose and unsound, 
being little better than a mere quicksand; 
in which, in rainy weather, the horse's foot 
slips, and now and then sinks in a rotten, 
spongy turf, to the fetlock.-irving's Tour on 
the Praii'ics, p. 95. 

POTATo.-The variety of this tuber, 
known in England simply as potato, 
is called the IRISH POTATO in 
America to distinguish it from the 
SWEET POTATO (Balala eduiis) which 
is indigenous to Carolina and the 
Southern States generally. Hence 
the latter is also called the CARO
LINA POTATO.--POTATO BUG.
The COLORADO BEETLE (q,v.)-
POTATO GRANT.-In the West Indies 
a patch of land allotted to resident 
laborers on estates; also PLANTAIN 
PATCH. 

POT-HOLEs.-Naturally formed de
pressions in rock, thought at one 
from being circular in shape, time, 
to have been made by the aborigines 
for grinding purposes. It is now 
certain, however, that the action 
of water and loose stones alone is 
the true explanation of the pheno
menon. 

POT-PIE.-A rough and ready method 
of making meat pies. The cooking 
vessel is simply used instead of a 
separate utensil, the fire playing 
under and around it in gipsy 
fashion. 

POT-PH!: is the favorite dish, and woodmen, 
sharp set, arc awful eatcrs.-Cal'lton's The 
New Purcliase, vol. L, p. 182. 

POT-WRESTLER - A Pennsylvanian 
equivalent of the English "pot
wallopper " ; a scullion. 



Poult 

POULTERER (Cant). - A letter-box 
hief. 

OUND. Engl, a per 
weight is estimated by stones and 
poullds; in America potlnds alone are 

sed. , whe shoul 
o st. ,an iean's 
riptio uld be pounds 

POUND PARTY.-Very similar to a 
DONATION PARTY (q.v.). 

UT.-T 

pout is 
name. 

TFISH 
popula 

ERTY- (Hud 
-As i d by t 
weak sort of her 
in New England. 
than a moss. 

, of 
w Eng 

tOYlUeIl 
me, a 

age. Common 
It is little more 

WDER- -Wor en. 
wood of Deacon HIdeaway's frame
house is all powder-post." 

-Wow Indi ificati 
ouncil t the therin 

horrible din was one of the chief 
characteristics, and hence its adop
tion collo uially to 5i nify a no is 

olitica ting, tterly 
ccasio which ssion, 

of the most amicable nature, IS 
likely to occur. 

i1t Kni 
last nig 
issouri 

the W 
ttend t 
·can, F 

left for 
ld pow 
1888. 

--To pow-wow.-lf/lutatis mutall
dis the meaning of the verb is 
. milar at of t un. 

pozo.-A Spanish-MexIcan term for 
a spring or well. 

IRIE. xtensi ct of 
vel 0 ing, few t 

Prairie, which is denved from the 
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French, is an Americanism, which 
h ever been questioned.--

IE BI . - Average 
unde buffal I and 

water, in the proportion of a quarter 
of a gill to a pint. It is a mixture 
the medicinal virtue of which was 
t t to been exact 
r 0 its fi aste. AIRIE 
DOG (CYllomus ludov£cwnus). - A 
marmot. - See DOGTOWNS under 
DOG. 

T IRlE do e are n nted by 
the but si he mo f their 
buno\\s with t 1 sual p riosity. 
They are bothersome little fellows, and 
most prolific, increasing in spite of the 
perpetual war made on them by every 
car 5 bird east.- Life in 
the est. 

ThIs animal IS also, in the \Vest, 
called THE GOPHER (q.v.).-
PRAIRIE HEN (Tetrao pratensis).-
A alled INNAT ROUSE 
~ 'do) in est; a RIDGE 
III e North, an on th e aware 
a PHEASANT; also HEATH HEN in 
other localities. --PRAIRIE ITCH. 

in er caus dust 
weath -PRA OSES. 
ertain ons 0 . rea:_ 

the turf of the Western praIrIes IS 
strewn with flowers of a myriad 
v es, am whic 'nd of 
r very able. 

The early rides In the spnng mornings 
have a charm all their own, for they are 
taken when, for the one and only time during 
the - the same brown landsc1. e of these 
higl s turns vivid as tho 
new SPlouts he tree bushes 
thn 1 the y aves; dawn, 
with the dew glillering everywhere, all 
things show at their best and freshest. The 
flowers are out, and a man may gallop for 
mile strete' 1 his 1 '~hoofs 
sink every in to pe t of 
PRA SES, \\ short s ift the 
bea 10SS011 a few from 
the ground.-CcutHry 1tf agazillc, r887. 

--PRAIRIE RUNNER.-A bird, the 
d tion 0 ch is t iven: 

M s a fri lbe P RUN-
NER, which is the name of a bird whose 



Prairie 

mission in life is to supervise the centipede 
census. This bird has a fondness for centi
pedes a1t na-tural. If it were not for these 
lndustrious birds, centipedes would be as 
plentiful as men who think they understand 
all about the tariff question. When a 
PRAIRIE RUNNER discovers a centipede, he 
takes the ~insect in his bill and runs off with 
him. What the object of the bird is in 

cannot imagine, u 

t~w\~t~e~~n~fe~i~ I~ 
-.> centipede a ride, 
auses and passes th 

chewing gum so 
5 bill, very Il1uch as 
hrough a patent clo 
centipede is pale 
the PRAIRIE HUNNE 

be provided with a digester lined with sheet 
iron, swallows the insect endways.-Pitts
bity" Dispatch, r888. 

--PRAIRIE SCHOONER.-A large 
covered wagon which, before the 
advent of the "iron horse," was 
generally used by caravans travel
ling across the continent. These 

es are by no me 
railroad, even at 

only taps but a 
n of the Great 

pplies of coarsc, n 
rhaps two or three h 
earest town, either 

r else by some regu 
outfit, whose huge canvas-topped PRAIRIE 
SCHOONERS are each drawn by several yoke 
of oxen, or perhaps six or eight mules. 
-Century Ai agazirte. 

Many strange characters and strange cus
toms are introduced, some of which the 
march of civilization has swept away. The 
old PRAIR1E SCHOONER, in constant lIse then. 
is now mainly a thing of the past.-Daily 

II, April r4, IB8~. 

RAIRIE STATE.
IE wOLF.-The 
lled CA YOTE (q. 
e and northern 
half-way in size 
d the buffalo wolf 

wolves are exceedingly cowar y, 
one alone not possessing courage 
enough to attack even a sheep. When 
in packs, and very hungry, they 
have been known to muster up 
resolution enough to attack an ox 

Pre-e 

or cow, if the latter be entirely 
alone. 

PRA1R1LLON.-A small pralne. This 
term is now almost obsolete, 

P AWcHEy.-In New York a gossip' 
he Scotch "cia 

origin. 

AYER-BONEs.-Th 

The neophyte will 
ow get down on y 
ispered Monaghan; 

upon the carpet,-Pinkcrton s MoUte M aguues 
Clud Detectives. 

PREACH.-A 
American 
preaching; 

curtailment-born of 
love of brevity-for 
also used in place of 

ce sermon." 

EACHER'S STANO. 
pulpit; much us 
ings and similar 

REC1NCT.-In ele 
synonym for "wa 

a 

PRE-EMFT, To.-(r) To secure land 
according to a legal form set out 
in the PRE-EMPTION LAW of r841. 
This enactment has since been 
somewhat modified by the Home
stead Act of 1862.-5ee HOMESTEAD. 

The laws of the United States give the 
. ht to any citizen wl d ~ 
res of land in any St 
this he is required t 

I PT [60 acres by f 
quirements of the 
enis are that he slIal 
e land office to ente 
e land, either by cult 
Greon a home, and r 

o 
d 

d 

n 
e 

ng enough to make it h 
me is variously estim ~ r 

~ffi~~a~~ jd~~id~. tlToI~?l~e~:~~ ~fl~~lh!al~! 
so resided and made said improvements, he 
luust produce a witness, who testifies that 
such and such things have been donc, and 
that the pre·cmptor has resided the required 
time in tbe house on the land. UpOll ful-



Prejere11ce 

filling all these requirements and paying one 
dollar and a quarter per acre, either in gold 
or a land-warrant, and the fees, he receives 
a certificate of title. A duplicate of this is 
sent to the Secretary of the Interior at 
Washington. who, after having searched the 
records, and finding that the individual has 
not PRE-EMPTED before, issues a patent 
direct to him, and he becomes the owner of 
his farm by title direct from the Government. 
-NationaIIlltelligellcer. 

--(2) Hence colloquially to pre
empt is to take possession, or to 
qualify for. Thus a man may pre
empt for heaven.--PRE-EMPTION 
RIGIIT.-The right to pre-empt or 
secure a title to Government lands. 
--PRE-EMPTOR. - One who has 
the right to pre-empt. 

PREFERENCE.-In the game of Boston 
first-preference signifies, "Trump 
the same suit as the card turned 
up on the pack. 'Second-preference 
means" The same color, but not 
the same suit as the card turned 
up on the pack."-The American 
Hoyle. 

PEKEL.-In Pennsylvania, a small 
sugar-coated cake. 

PRESIOENcy.-The office of president 
or chief magistrate, who is chosen 
by the ELECTORAL COLLEGE (see 
ELECTORS) to serve for a period of 
four years. The Presidents of the 
United States, since the Revo
lution, with the opposition candi
dates are as follows ;-

1789 George Washington-No opposition. 
1792 George Washington-No opposition. 
1796 John Adams-Thomas Jefferson. 
IHaa Thomas J efiersoIl-J obn Adams. 
1804 Thomas Jefferson-C. C. Pinckney. 
IBoS James Madison-C. C. Pinckney. 
1812 James Madison-Dc Witt Clinton. 
1816 iames Monroe-Rufus King. 
18zo ames Monroe-N 0 opposition, 
1824 obn Q. Adams-Andrew Jackson. 
1828 Andrew Jackson-John Q. Adams. 
1832 Andrew ackson-Henry Clay. 
1836 Martin Van Burell-William H. Harri

son. 
1840 William H. Rurisoll - Martin Van 

Buren. 
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1844 James K. Polk-Henry Clay. 
1848 Zachary Taylor-Lewis Casso 
1852 Franklin Pierce-\'VinfieJd Scott. 
1856 James Buchanan-John C. Fremont. 
1860 Abraham Lincoln-S. A. Dougla-;, 
1864 Abraham Lincoln-C. B. McClellan. 
1868 U. S. Grant-Horatio Seymour. 
1872 U. S. Grant-Horace Greeley. 
1876 R. B. Hayes-S. I. Tilden. 
1880 James A. Garfield-W. S. Hancock. 
1884 Grover Cleveland-James G. Blaine. 
1888 Benj. Harrison-Grover Cleveland. 

--PRESJDENTJAL.-Pertaining to 
the office of president. 

PRESIDIO. - Spanish-Mexican for a 
military post. 

PRETTY WEATHER. - Pleasant, agree
able weather is, in North Carolina 
and some parts of Pennsylvania, 
called pretty weather. 

PRETZEL.-A biscuit-like cake. 
I know what a sick friend means every 

time it is menlioned-it means 4 a.m., with 
a hatful of bar-room crackers scattered 
through I'I'1r. Jerker's hair, and a quantity of 
those horrid PRETZELS adorning every 

fri~!~dt ~~;lih~~dthh~' c\~~~~ {~~;~~~ Ih~~~ii~ 
time for breakfast or he doesn't come home 
at aU, and I get a note from a policeman to 
call at the Four Courts with a clean shirt 
and a couple of seidlitz powders, and 1+ dols. 
to pay his fine for disturbing the peace by 
running up and down under citizens' win
dows shouting that he owns all St. Louis.
St. Louis Globe Democrat, April 29, 1888. 

P RIC K LY PEA R (Oplllltia vulg<l1'is).
A cactus, the fruit of which is 
fancied by some, though the gene
ral verdict pronounces it insipid. 
One variety is also called INDIAN 
FIG (q.v.). 

PRIGSTAR (Cant).-In love matters a 
rival. 

P RIM A R Y.-A preliminary meeting 
held by the voters of a district, 
usuall y for t he purpose of making 
nominations or electing delegates 
to nominating conventions. - Sec 
BOODLE. 



Priminary 

PRIMINARv,-In the South a di
lemma; a "facer"; a difficulty, 
This is also an English provin
cialism. 

PRIMING.-NoT A PRIMING To.-Not 
to be compared with; not a circum
stance to.-See CIRCUMSTANCE.
A backwood's term in allusion to an 
old-fashioned type of gun. 

PRIMP UP, To.-To be fastidious in 
making the toilet; to devote time 
to the various little arts and devices 
by which women seek to enhance 
their personal appearance.-
PRIMPY.-A woman is said to be 
primpy when given to the adornment 
of her person by dress, cosmetics, 
and other means known only (0 

those admitted into the feminine 
sanctum sanctorum. 

PRINCE'S PRIDE.-See PIPSISSEWA. 

PRINTERv.-A printing establishment ; 
of the same class of words as 
bindery, bakery, creamery, etc. 

PROBATE, To.-To prove (with regard 
to wills). 

The willef J. Lucas Turner, deceased, was 
PROBATED late Monday afternoon, before 
Judge Henderson. It is dated April 8, ,884. 
To each of his children he leaves roo doIs., 
and the -residue of his estate to his wife, 
who is appointed executrix without bond.
!l1 issouri l\.,publica1t, February 22, 1888. 

PROCESSION.-To GO ON WITH THE 
PROCESSION is to continue; not to 
allow a break in the continuity of 
any act. Processions form quite a 
feature of American public life
hence the various similes drawn 
from them.--To STAND AT THE 
HEAD OF THE PROCESSION.-To be 
first and foremost; to take the 
initiative.--PRoCESSIONER. - An 
ollicial surveyor of land. 

Project 

PRODUCE.-The name by which crops 
are generically known. 

PRO.ESSOR.-A word which, like gen
tleman and lady, is strangely mis
used in America, being applied 
indiscriminately to anyone who 
makes a profession of anything. A 
similar laxity is creeping into vogue 
in England. A shoeblack in New 
York once set up as a professor! 

PROGRESS, To.-A verb which, having 
fallen into disuse in the Mother 
Country, has been retained in 
America, and is again making its 
way into popular speech in 
England. American citizens, how
ever, always Iror;ress instead of 
ad vance; an Young America 
scorns to "grow up"; he pro
gresses towards citizenship instead. 

PROHIBITloN.-The political doctrine 
which would forbid the drink traffic 
by law, and which would severely 
handicap the sale of intoxicating 
drinks. A PROHIBITIONIST is one 
who favors such a policy. 

PROJECT, PROJICK. - The following 
amusing skit on the American use 
of this word is self-explanatory :-

We must again protest that the Louisville 
Courier-Journal is lowering the standard of 
Kentuckian. It editoriafly advises one 
member of the Legislature not to PROJECT 
with another. As Kentuckian, this is in
describably vile. The verb PROJECT is an 
English word, having no connection, ortho
graphically, with the verb to PRO)ICK (p. 
part, PI~OJICTED, pres. part PROlICKING-prO
nounce PRO}-ICKING or PRODG-ICKING) in 
classic Kentuc1dan. A PROJECTOR, in Eng
lish, is a person who PROJECTS all manner of 
schemes. The word originated in the times 
of John Law and the Mississippi bubble. A 
FRO]ICKER in Kentuckian, is a person who 
pJays practical jokes on others, and ends his 
career by thawing frozen dynamite on the 
kitchen stove, or trying to blow a dirt-dauber's 
nest out of a shot-gun barrel. Kcntucldan 
and English are closely allied languages, de
rived from the same Indo-Aryan source, and 
I'ROjECT and PROjICK have the same primi-
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tive root (Sansk. DJECH, Zend. JEK, Lat. lEe); 
but since the separation of Kentuckian and 
En~lish they have become widely differ
entIated, and no writer I who aims at classic 
Kentuckian should confound them.-Mis
som'i Rep1lblicaH, March 8, 1888. 

PRONGHORN ANTELOPE (Antilocapra 
americana) .-Of a unique species, the 
A Iltilocaprida, has been created to 
designate the pronghoYil antelope. He 
is the only representative of this 
family, nor is it at all likely that 
any species will be discovered 
hereafter to keep him company. 
Abo called CABREE by the French 
Canadian, and a GOAT by the 
Western hunters. Prongbucks 
shun the forest, but occur from 
small bands to thousands on the 
rolling prairies from the tropics 
to the 540 north latitude, west of 
the Missouri River. 

PRONOUNCE, To.-To turn out. This 
curious usage is current in Nan
tucket; thus, a horse, when being 
put through his paces, is said to 
pronounce well or ill, as the case 
may be. 

PRONOUNCEMENT.-A proclamation or 
manifesto. The correct equivalent 
is pronunciamento, a word which has 
been adopted into the English 
language from the Spanish 

PRONUNCIATION, PECULIARITIES Or.
Taking the people as a whole, 
Americans are probably more 
accurate in pronunciation than the 
inhabitants of the Mother Country. 
The most marked divergence 
occurs, as might be supposed, 
in the New England and Southern 
States, those having been the first 
settled. All others are, in the 
main, mere modifications or new 
combinations of these. The rapid 
multiplication of books, and 
vastly extended facilities for 
travel, however, are doing their 

Pronunciation 

work; and in the same manner 
that the provincial dialects of 
England are fast disappearing 
except amongst the agricultnral 
population, so American peculiari
ties of speech are not so marked 
nowadays as formerly. The main 
points of difference in the North 
are thus succinctly stated by J. 
Russell Lowell :-

I. The genuine Yankee never gives the 
rough sound to the r when be can help j t, 
and often displays considerable ingenuity 
in avoiding it even before a vowel. 2. He 
seldom sounds the final f(, a piece of self
denial, if we consider his partiality for 
nas~ls. The same of the final d, as hem' 
and stan for ha1ld and stand. 3. The It in 
such words as 'while, wllel/, 1(.I/tCI'e, he omits 
altogether. 4. In regard to a, he shows 
some inconsistency, sometimes giving a 
close and obscure sound, as hev for have, 
heudy for handy, cz for as, tlld for that, and 
again giving it the broad sound it has in 
fat/ur, as hliuds011lc for handsome. 5. To 
the sound Ott he prefixes an e (hard to 
exemplify otherwise than orally). The 
following passage in Shakespeare he would 
recite thus;-
Neow is the \Vinta uv eour discontent 
Med glorious summa by this sun 0' Yock, 
An' all the c1eouds thet leorowed upon eour 

heouse, 
In the deep buzzum 0' the oshin buried; 
Neow air eour breows bcound 'ith victori~ 

ous wreaths; 
Eour breuscd arms hung up fer moni

IDunce: 
Rour star alarums changed to merry 

meetins, 
Eour dreffle marches to delighfte masures. 
Grim-visaged war heth smeutbed his 

wrinkled front 
An' neow, insted 0 1 mountin' barebid steeds, 
To fright the souls 0' ferfie edverseries, 
He capers nimly in a Jady's chumber, 
To the lascivious pleasin' uv 0 loot. 

6. A tI, in such words as da1fghter and 
slaughtC1', he pronounces alt. 7. To tbe 
dish thus seasoned add a drawl a.d lib-itum. 

Another authority thus describes 
Southern intonations and one or 
two strange idioms which, though 
not quite in their proper place here, 
I give for the sake of consecuti\'e
ness.-" I found the half-forgotten 
SOllthem intonations and elisions as 
pleasing to my ear as they had 
formerly been. A Southerner talks 
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music; at least it is music to me, 
en I rn in South 

educat outher as no 
r an " cept a begin 

ning of a word. He says" honah," 
and "dinnah," and "Gove'nuh" 
and" befo' th waw," d so o~ 

ordsn ckcha theey 
nt, bu have he ear 

When did the" r" disappear from 
Southern speech, and how did it 
come to disappear? The custom 

oppin as n rowe 
the N nor in d from 

England. Many Southerners-
most Southerners-put a "y " into 
occasional words that begin with 

k" so Fori e, the 
Mr. I er (C ), an 

p of p ay1l1g !t'ya s or 0 

riding in the k'yahs. And they 
have the pleasant custom -long 

allen i eca yiN ort 
freque emplo he re 
ful " Inst of th 

curt yes, and the abrupt no, they 
say" Yes suh" "no suh" Bllt 

are's 'infeli~'" Suc 
ke " s " an addi 
of an Il' wh isn' 

needed. I heard an educated 
gentleman say, "Like the flag
officer did" His cook or his 

r wo ave s " Lik 
ag-of done.' u hea 

gentlemen say, "Where have 
you been at?" And here is 
the aggravated form-I heard a 

d sir rab to 
ade: as a Tom 

what you was a-sett'n at.' The 
very elect carelessly say "will" 
when they mean "shall"; and 

of say, didn' 
do eanin didn' 
to d Tl rther 

word "guess" - imported from 
England,- where it used to be com-

and n garded atirica 
shme Yank ginal-
little mong erners 

They say" reckon." They haven't 

acted ting 

any "doesn't" in their language; 
they don't' tead. 
unpol often "wen r 
" goo is ne s bad 
Northern "hadn't ought." This 
reminds me that a remark of a very 
pecu!' ture ade h . 
my n orhoo the N 
a few ago: ' ladn't 
to have wen!." How is that? 
Isn't that a good deal of a triumph? 
One knows the orders combined in 
this heed's ecture 
out in g: on nt No n 
the other Southern. To-day I 
heard a schoolmistress ask, 
"Where is John gone?" This 
form 0 co -so y 
unive in fa that e 
had use "whit ler, instead of 
"where," I think it would have 
sounded like an affectation." 

ROPIOS is ter lands d 
by a municipality, has found lts 
way into American speech through 
the purchase and annexation of 
colon once ish. e 
publi sare, the Sp 
Amer aw, re inali y 
for the benefit of the community at 
large-for the erection of public 
build' marke 

RO-SL .-In of s y. 
This term has managed to find its 
way into the dictionaries, when 
the p . Ie em . d in . s 
beco far a ized s 
are c ed, a of the 

PROSPECT.-In mining phraseology 
a pro, . good 
to the urn 0 

d, acc . g 
rst pa f 

earth ed. 

PROTRACTED MEETING.- A religious 
meet' ntinu a len f 
time. BIG M G. 

I ex pe d religi one of 0 er 
Armstrong's PROTRACTED MEETIN'S. Them 



ro 

ecia erls gt ea ings 'er 
cam ut, I felt e a v cr 

-Widow lJedoll Papers, p. lOS. 

ROV -T old t P cip 
"to prove," still survives amongst 
most Arne' n, ·ters. It is d 
occ nal in otla in e 
pregent day, e.g., in the peculiar 
Scotch verdict, "not Froven." 

PROVIDENTIAL CALL.-Sce CALL. 

ROX PRO .-F mer y use n 
Rhode Island and Connecticut to 
den an ctio t w vo g 
by 'oxy vas low u r 
certain conditions. The ticket, or 
list ca 'date an to e 
vot wa tsel alle a p 
The terms are now obsolete. 

UN .-T AVE RUN _ IN E 
VOICE. - To speak huskily, the 
cau bein mot' 

When I shouted Mr. Speaker, my heart 
came into my throat, but I had the presence 

min sw v it, sta in. -
x w the ir, a he s cd a e 

away. I wondered if he could bear me. 
There seemed to be PRUNES IN MY VOICE, 

d it mde tran 0 m I liv a 
ar it 11 5e ds.- LO/II ~ay 

Democrat, 1888. 

RV. leve RY. 0 P , 
to force open with a tool used as a 
lever. Pry is provincial in some 
par of Eland nd de 
tion which obviously suggests itself 
is that, it is a corruption of the 
Fre 1 pI' taki fro 'Cild 0 

tak . 

T rUSES R IT 
Areo eeo 'Any g el ash a 

andla( y of thl.. new boaldcf, as he pushed 
back from the table. 

'Yes'I'dlik t hay rowb 
'Wh or?' 
'To .. tha ough ecfstea out of my 

teeth,' 
I Indeed; and while ou are 'ING • h 
e cr ar I \ you se t 0 ra a 
tie cy t p y y boar ill? - t. 

44 ue 

IZm IimJ. tis P er P , JuI 
8. 

B. c. n rev on r 
pub fun nar 

BLiS ENT AN Eng d te 
sed con tio ith pu 

cation of banns of marriage. 

ceo e E- RY 
BLOOD-ROOT, both of which see. 
Puce is ene In n 
or nts 'ch nis 010 

pigments. 

CKE p!- ase kin b . A sl b 

exclamation equivalent to," dry up." 

UDJIKy.-Fussy. 

E8L A anis \!Lex n t 
or an IndIan VIllage, formerly 

under the control and guidance of 
n 0 ial the ath H 
rchy.-- UEBLO INDIAN.-A 

Catholic Indian. These red men 
f N M 0 a sem ivili 
nd un the e 0 atho IC 

priests. They are the descendants 
f tl ncie rule f th oun 
nd e salle bec e t y 

dwell in villages and subsist ~y 
gri are' nste of' ing 
odg ane epe ng on 

chase, like the wild Indians of the 
1011 ins d pI . S.- UE 

,EM S. - hes say Cha 
Morris, in his Monuments of Ancient 
-'llIIeri'I, are 'uins' Ne Me." 
nd 'izo pe iar cli 

very numerous in the region be
tween the Rio Grande,Colorado,a d 
Gila ers, 1ich c t or 
to a partly-cIvilized race, differing 
from all others. The PII<'blo Pintado 
s OJ f th ost mar Ie. 

IS bml t of small flat slabs of greYIsh 
sandstone; between the stones are 
aye of 11 ore ebb 
he e J ce at a distance resembhng 

56 
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brilliant mosaic work. It is thirty 
feet high, and embraces three 
stories, the upper portion of each 
story forming a terrace. The 
building is one hundred and thirty 
yards long, and contains fifty-three 
rooms on the ground-floor. The 
Pueblo Una Vida is about three 
hundred and thirty yards long, 
while that called the "Chettro 
Kettle," is four hundred and thirty
three yards long, and each story 
has one hundred and twenty-four 
rooms. 

P U F F - W 0 R K E R s.- Penny-a-liners, 
who make a business of writing 
paragraphs puffing theatrical per
formers. 

Every professional, no matter of what 
grade, is atHicted with an unquenchable 
thirst for newspaper publicity, hence press 
paragraphers, Of, as they are professionally 
termed, PUFF WORKERS, have multiplied in 
all the big cities, and do a thriving trade. 
It is not always the most talented people 
who are best paid, as oftener those whose 
names have figured most in print regardless 
of their stage capabilities command the 
largest wages -New York Mercury, July 21, 
1888. 

P UK E. - (I) A low contemptible 
fellow; a cad; a snob.--(2) A 
Missourian is so nicknamed. 

pULL.-Besides the phrases in which 
pull occurs common to the slang of 
both countries, there are a few dis
tinctively American applications. 
--PULL-BACK-DRESS.-A woman's 
gown tightly draped in front, all the 
fuln ess being taken to the back. In 
a song popular at the time of this 
fashion, a woman is made to com
mend it because "it showed her 
handsome shape! "--PULL DICK, 
PULL DEVIL.-A variation of the 
English proverbial saying, "pull 
devil, pull baker. "--PULL DOO.
A corruption of poule d'eau, a water
hen; a small black duck common on 

the Gulf in Mexico.--PULL DOWN 
YOUR VEST. - See VEST. --To 
PULL FOOT.-See FOOT.--PULL
ING-BONE.-The merry-thought or 
wish-bone of English children.-
To PULL IT. - To run. -- To 
PULL oUT.-To abandon; to with
draw. 

He is rich, but he knows that if be keeps 
his money in the show business any longer 
he will lose it all, and so he has PULLED OUT; 
and we would too, except that we do not 
want to sacrifice all the money we have 
in show property. - AIisso1lri Republican, 
February 24th, 1888. 

--To PULL UP STAKES.-See 
STAKES.·--To PULL WOOL OVER 
THE EYEs.-Sce \VOOL. 

PULLMAN CARS. - These luxurious 
vehicles have become thoroughly 
naturalized in England. As is well 
known, they derived their distinc
tive name from an American who 
first introduced them. 

PULPITEER.-A clergyman. 

The attention of women who think that 
certain social reforms would be promoted if 
their sex possessed the ballot, is respectfully 
called to the Rev. T. De Witt Talmage. 
Although this learned PULPITEER does not 
believe that men have a right to compel a 
woman to pay taxes, and withhold the ballot 
from her at the same time, he doubts if her 
suffrage would advance the cause of progress. 
-New York World, February '4, 1888. 

PULQUE.-A well-known intoxicating 
beverage, prepared from the sap of 
the MAGUEY or CENTURY PLANT. 

PUMA (Fclis cOllco/ar).--This animal is 
known under various names
panther, catamount, American 
lion, and COUGAR (q.v.). 

PUMPKIN.-When made into pies, a 
favorite American dish. 



Puncheons 

Hannah is a smart, willin ' gall, and a rael 
worker, and a prime cook into the bargain; 
but let her alone in the doughnut line and 
for PUMPKIN PIES.-McClilltock's Tales. 

--HE THINKS SOME PUMPKINS OF 
HIMSELF.-This is equivalent to 
the highest self-appreciation. The 
antithesis of some pumpkins is SMALL 
POTATOES, applied to things that 
are mean and petty. The English 
expression, "no small beer," will 
also occur to mind. 

The Miss A--'s cut a tall swalhe, I tell 
you, for they say they are descended from a 
governor of Nova Scotia, and that their 
relations in England arc SOME PUMKINS 

TOG.-Sam Slick's Human Nature. 

PUNCHEONS. - Rough - hewn logs, 
smoothed on one side and laid 
down as flooring. A substitute 
until bright prospects enable the 
settler to build a more substantial 
dwelling than the rude log hut in 
which puncheon floors are generally 
found. 

PUNCTUATED.-A speech is said to be 
well punctnated with applause when 
rapturously received by the lis
teners-the simile being that bursts 
of applause are as frequent as are 
punctuation marks on a printed 
page. 

pUNK.-Rotten wood, used as tinder. 
--To PUNK.-A New York term, 
probably a corruption of "to 
punch," with which it is identical 
in meaning. 

PUNKIN.-Acorruptioll. of" pumpkin." 
-- PUNKIN SEED (Polltotis vul
garis) ; also called BREMI and SUN
FISH. In form, this denizen of 
fresh waters is not unlike a PUIIP
kin-seed, hence its name. 

PUNT.-A canoe-like boat, fashioned 
out of a large tree. This is a 
Maryland :llld Virginia llS:1ge; in 
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England flat-bottomed boats are 
called plInts. 

PUPELO.-A whilom New England 
term for cider-brandy. 

PUppy (Cant). - Blind; doubtless 
from the condition of puppies when 
first born. 

PURE QUILL.-A strange synonym for 
" the real thing"; the very essence 
of an argument. Also applied to 
any object thought worthy of super
lative praise. 

I Ycr see,' he felt to explain,' when religun 
is religun, an' it's the PURE QUILL an' ~o 
water in it, there's never one of us but kUl 
take it in large doses and be thankful to the 
Lord fur sending the messenger; but when 
an onery, wuthless cuss like Joe \Villiams 
sots up to hev got a call to spread the Gospel, 
an' he cums yere among us as know him to 
spread it, why, we feel to make him shet.'
Detroit Free Press, August, 1888. 

PUSH-CART.-A truck or barrow, 
pushed by hand. 

One day lagt week we saw an old dar-key 
up on O'Fallon-street, who had a PUSH-CART. 
He had written on the cart The Andante 
Express, and was delighted with the atten
tion tbat he received.-St. Louis Repu.blican, 
February 12, 1888. 

PUSSy WILLOW (Salix discolar).-From 
the softness of the expanding cat
kins in early spring. 

PUT !-Formerly a New Englandism 
for Begone! Now common through
out the Union. To PUT is also 
used in a similar sense, i.c., to 
start; to be off. Also TO PUT OFF 
and TO PUT oUT.--To PUT A 
HEAD ON oNE.-Sec I-IEAD.--To 
PUT IT IN STRONG.-To speak or 
act with emphasis.--To STAY, 
pUT.-To remain where placed. 
--PUT UP I-A forcible injunction 
to silence, equivalent to "shut 
up!" in English slang. 
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pUTTEN.-The past participle of to 
put; frequently heard, like others 
of similar type-boughten, casten, 
gotten, proven, etc., etc. 

PUTTER, To.-To needlessly engage in 
fussy work of no special benefit to 
anyone. Compare with English 
" to potter." 

Puzzle-Cove 

PUTTo.-A ranchman's term in the 
South-west for a stake to which 
cattle are tethered. 

PUTTY-ROOT.-See ADAM AND EVE. 

PUZZLE-COVE (Cant). - A lawyer. 
Many will be ready to agree with 
Bill Syke's definition. 
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K. - Quite correct 
(korrect). A ca tch
phrase from Ben 
'Woolf's drama of 
"The Mighty 
Dollar." 

QUACKLE, To.-An English provincial
ism, which is commonly colloquial 
in America-to suffocate; to choke. 

QUADROON.-Persons whose descent 
is two degrees removed from pure 
black are called quadroons, or in 
Spanish, cuarteron. The descent 
is; white man and black woman= 
mulatto; white man and mulatto 
woman=quadrooll. Often a very 
high type of beauty is observable 
among quadroons. 

QUAG (Cant).- Untrnstworthy; un
safe. 

QUAHAUG.-A New England name for 
a species of clam ofthe genus VeJlUS 

1/lcrcmaria.-Sce Co HOG. 

QUAIL (Cant). - An old maid.-
QUAIL PIPE.-A woman's tongue. 

QUAKER. QUAKER GUN.-An imitation 
gnn made of wood or other material, 
and placed in the port-hole of a 
vessel, or the embrasure of a fort, 
in order to deceive the enemy; so 
called from its inoffensive charac
ter. - Webster. -- QUAKERs.-Sce 
BLUETS.--QUAKER CITY.-Phila
delphia. 'William Penn, its founder, 

belonged to the Society of Friends 
or Quakers. 

He looked backward upon the receding 
town and considered whether he would 
survi~'e ever again to take his old name and 
place in the world and see the broad, 
teeming streets, handsome structures, and 
beautiful girls of the QUAKER qITY, To 
him it then seemed he was cuttlllg loose 
from all the nether worlu.-Pinkerton's 
1.lo11y Maguircs alld DctativL's. 

QUAMISH.-SOC KAMAS ROOT, of which 
it is a variety. 

QUARTER.-A twenty-five cent piece; 
a quarter of a dollar. 

I Did you ever have a Jady hand you a 
lead QU,u;:TER? I • I have.' 'Nicely dresse(l, 
high~toncd ladies?' 'Just so. There were 
several on this line who used to hand me 
lead QUARTERS.' 'And you didn't feel lil<c 
saying anything to them?' 'TJ:lCre was no 
need. I alw:1Ys had four lead Dlckels ready 
to return for change.' - St. Louis Globe 
Democrat, January 21, 1888. 

QUARTERAGE.-A military term for a 
soldier's allowance. 

QUARTERs.-The negro huts on a 
plantation in slavery times; the 
term still survives to designate the 
houses of black people. 

QUARTER SECTION.-Sec SECTION. 

QUARTz.-PRETTY GOOD QUARTZ ANY
HOW! - Said when a man makes 
the best of a bad bargain. 

I The boys tcllmc it's a brass mine, but if 
it ain't brass 'tis gold, sure; and if It ain't 
that it's GOOD QUARTZ ANYHOW.-A lIurican 
Pater, 



Queen A n1t 

QUEEN ANN.-A vulgar corruption of 
" quinine." 

QUEEN CITY.-Cincinnati. 
PORKOPOLIS (q. v.) and 
AMERICA (q.v.). 

Also called 
PARIS OF 

QUEEN CITY OF THE LAKES. - Buffalo, 
in the State of New York. 

QUEER. - Counterfeit money. 
SHOVING THE QUEER. - Circu
lating spurious money, paper or 
specie. -- QUEER SHOVERS.
Those who put bad money into 
circulation. Slang in England, but 
colloquial in the States. 

A middle~aged man.! wearing a dark suit, 
dark overcoat, and a black stiff hat entered 
Edward Dempsey's saloon, 2856 Cass A ve
nue, Friday evening, when he succeeded in 
passing a counterfeit silver dollar. He had 
a number of coins of the same kind, and 
passed more of them at other places during 
the evening. The counterfeit is said to be 
a very good one, difficult to detect and 
easily passed on store-keepers. The police 
are looking for the QUEER SHOVER, and are 
confident of effecting his capture.-Missouri 
Republican, March 4, 1888. 

TIle evidence is strong against the 
accused, an excellent pair of copper moulds 
for making the QUEER having been found on 
his premises.-.Missollri Republican, January 
Z5, 1888. 

QUES (Cant).-Points. Obviously a 
corruption of " cues." 

QUICK AND THE DEAD.-A new drink 
has been called the "Quick and 
the Dead," after the title of Miss 
Rives' last novel. It is made of 
Apollinaris water and brandy. 
Brandy is the" quick," and Apol
linaris water the" dead." U ndoubt-

Quirt 

edly some will ask for more of the 
quick and less of the dead.-See 
DRINKS. 

QUICK BosoMs.-Explained by quo
tatlon. 

Our modern filibusters are the scum of 
our society, not men whom QUICK BOSOMS 
drive upon desperate adventures; but men 
WbOIll rascality has outlawed, men whom 
society, instead of sending forth with 
blessings, kicks out with contempt. Broken~ 
down gamblers, drunken lawyers, unsuc
cessful publicans, dissipated shoemakers, 
detested swindlers, men under whose feet 
every plank has broken, and those who 
nowadays assume the bearing, and attempt 
to walk in the footsteps of Cortez or of Clive. 
-New York Courier and Enquirer. 

QUICKER 'N GREASED LIGHTNIN' 
Quicker than an express train.
See GREASED LIGHTNING. 

QUIDDLING.-Uncertain; unsteady. 

QUIL.-To GET UP AND QUILL.-To 
depart in haste; to move quickly. 
Texas. 

QUILTING BEE.-See BEE. 

QUIRT.-A riding-whip, about eigh
teen inches long, made of raw 
hide and leather plaited together, 
with a piece of iron in the handle. 

It was at once agreed that he wasn't the 
sure-cmough broncho - buster he thought 
himself, and he was compared very unfavor
ably to various heroes of the QUIRT and 
spurs who lived in Texas Colorado; for the 
best rider, like the best hunter, is invariably 
either dead or else a resident of some other 
district.-Celltury Magazine, October, 1888. 

--To QUIRT.-To break in wild 
horses. 



ml" ";,~t~s,, ~~:'" ~ I ~ RAC£-TRAcK.-A race-
course. 

RACKASONES. - This 
term, which almost 

carries its meaning on its face, 
is applied either to a wreck of a 
horse, or to an emaciated human 
being. " Racks" is the name 
given by English horse-capers to 
the bones of a dead horse. 

R A 0 I CAL. - Also contemptuously 
shortened to RAD. American 
Radicals were a section of the 
Republican party, who so clung to 
the Union that to preserve it, when 
the anti-slavery cri,is arose, they 
were ready to sacrifice all other 
constitutional rights. As a party 
name in England it was used as 
early as 1818. 

RAFT.-(I) A float of wood, boards, 
or logs. Neither the name nor the 
object itself is, of course, dis
tinctively American, except so far 
as size is concerned, The log 
rafts formed in the head waters of 
the great rivers, more especially the 
Mississippi, are of almost incredible 
dimensions. Timber felled in the 
iuterior is by this means floated to 
its destination, and the RAFTSMEN 
employed in the traffic build rough 
cabins and live on them for months 
at a time.~-(2) The immense size 
of some of these "afts has led to the 

use of the word in the sense of a 
large number or quantity, thus a 
man with his" quiver" full would 
be said to have a whole raft of 
children.--To RAFT.-To tran
sport on a raft.~-RAFTING.-The 
business of constructing and float
ing rafts. -- RAFT DUCK. - See 
BROADBILL. 

RAG.-(I) Used colloquially for any 
piece of linen, e.g., a towel; a 
sheet; and, vulgarly, a pocket
handkerchief. A similar diver
gence exists in respect to " rocks" 
for" stones," 10 dirt II for II e3.rth," 
etc.~-(2) From this usage arises 
the practice amongst soldiers of 
calling the regimental flag or colors 
a rag: in this sense, however, the 
term is em played in a half-affec
tionate, half-familiar manner. 

r have a little flag (it belonged to one of 
our cavalry regiments), presented to me by 
one of the wounded; it was taken by the 
Sccesh in a fight, and rescueu by our men in 
a bloody skirmish following. It cost three 
lllGn'S lives to get back that four-by-three 
flag-to lC.:1r it from the breast of fl dead 
rebel-for the name of getting their little 
RAG back again, - JValt JVltitwl11l in Ct'J1fllry 
Afag(l:;illt', October, 1888, 

~-RAG (Cant).-A dolbr.~-To 
TAKE THE RAG OFF THE BUSH.
To outvie; to bear the palm; to 
ontdo.-Sec BUSH.--EAG CAR
PET. - Known in England as a 
" scrap hearthrug " or" carpet," of 
home manufacture from strips of 
cloth knitted or sewn together.-
RAGGED (Cant).-Abllsed; slan
dered. The criminal classes show 



'RaJ It'R 

unwonted wordly wisdom in this 
d f ·tion. R G-WA Cant) 

kind ntoxic drinl 
e thi me. e an 

efiect are here often intimately 
co-related. 

'R H'RA heH cheer 
ocabl v com every 

where. To 'RAH is frequent both 
in writing and speaking. A cor
ru tion of "hurrah." 

IS as M eland ed to b 
an idable ty the I Demo 
cracy denounced him heartily, and RAHED 
for Hill till the brass began to wear off its 
lungs. Now that it is certain that lVir. 
Cl d has p I rival possibl 
th ill not vote 0 vn Stat 
in utian, diana cracy i 
re its thr h IRAH rover I 
Mobile l?egister, 1888. 

R o.-T 
search 
yexcu 

st au 
om j( 

mak 
a pre 

Detectives Condon and McFarland, of the 
Third district, RAIDED a refuge for thieves, 
71 h Fifte treet, a rly hon 
ye y morn d captu atariou 
ch name Boyle. onti R 
PH lca,l1, February 22, r888. 

RAIL.-To RIDE ON A RAIL.-When 
L yn aIds if th 

me p is no ed au 
e unf ate vi of th 

popular resentment, punishment is 
often administrated in the form of 

RIDIN e unw culpri 
upo ii, no broad 

carrie ough street. 
the finale being reached in a 
ducking, or tarring and feather-
. Rail- .. must e can 

ed w ENCE NG (se 
E), th 00 fre an ex 

hibition of the latter often qualifies 
for the former. 

R 0 TER 

ailwa 
are called, 

OOY, E Ameri 
r rallr s the 

besides being marvels 

R ad T nolog 

of engineering skill, are managed 
and \ so d' tl Y t 
lish I hat th once e 
thein andc tyoft 
world stranger within the American 
gates. To begin with, the termi-
nolog e'(hibits ost k d 
di ver T llowi t 
camp the e im 't 
variatIOns. (A fuller explanation 
of many of the terms will be found 
in its proper place.) 

In the States AILRQA e 
nglish y; Rai depot, y 

station; Cow~catcher or pilot, plough; En
gineer, engine-driver; Fireman, stoker; 
Conductor, guard; Ticket office, booking-

[fice; B , lugga aggage g-
ge van enger rriagc: <, 

ne; Tu siding crOSSI 
witches, p s; Chec 0( ral S, guar ral s; 

Trucks (under the cars), bogies; Switching 
off, shunting; Freight train, goods train. 

The pmen he Am n 
railro stem been t 
mark d rapi wenty-seven 
years ago the dream of a line 
uniting the Atlantic and Pacific 
Ocea s the and s f 
ridic nd B u after g 
Utah 56,re d that h 
a railway may possibly be built in 
thj:: next century." As usual, the 
unlik s hap ; and e 
prese me, ( are s 
than ailway ing E d 
West, to saying nothing of the 
Canadian Pacific in the British 
Dominions. 

The U entral was sl 
these lines c cd. T 

pound name arises from the fact that Con
gress authorized the Central Pacific of Cali
fornia to build eastward and the Union 
Pac; fi c of N braska t b 'Id west '11 

road to ileage 
or the e it can 

e road y met montor t, 
a spur of the Idaho mountains, which runs 
down into the Great Salt Lake of Utah ; and 

th~~~d at the .Ik~l~~: M~y, lI~Pt'b the ~ele; 
ammcr, imposi emoni e 

o roa n after d to p r 
) nction < old M town 0 g 1 
east of the lake, and in time they passed 
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under ODe management. Both corporations 
began their great work in the darkest period 
of the Civil War, and completed it during 
the era of highest prices and the flood-tide 
of greenbacks and speculation. The cost 
was enormous, and the Legislative scandals 
fearfu1. The road s tarts at Omaha, and, 
after entering the Platte Valley, enters on a 
long incline of soo miles, averaging a rise of 
ten feet to the mile-so the passenger is 
higher than the tops of the Alleghanies 
before he gets in sight of the Rockies, 
without observing the ascent. From Chey
enne to Sherman the rise is very rapid, and 
thence to the summit of the Wasatch the 
road is on a ridge or plateau, crossing occa
sional ridges. From Wasatch, second bighest 
point all the line, it descends rapidly 3,800 
feet to the shore of Salt Lal{e, and then 
crosses ncar 600 miles of desert and low 
rocky ridge to the Sierra Nevada, where the 
highest station is but little over 7,000 feet. 
The Northern Pacific was next in time. 
Completely crushed by the great panic of 
r873, the projectors waited patiently till the 
revival of business; they then reorganized, 
completed the line, and actually brought the 
old bonds, which were considered worth
less for a while, up to par-a financial 
success without parallel. Duluth, the start
ing point on Lake Superior, is but 600 feet 
above the sea, and the road encounters 
but slight elevations till it reaches the 
heart of thc Rocky Mountains; but ex
perience has shown that winter travel on it 
IS but little more obstructed than on marc 
southern roads. A great advantage is found 
in the fact that the road traverses very 
little alkali land, the dust of the soda 
plains being a great annoyance on the 
sou thern roads. The Canadian Pacific bas 
still less alkali land, but marc desert. 
as it crosses the great Keewattin wilder
ness, that high, rocky plateau stretching 
from Lake Superior to the Arctic Ocean, 
which is supposed to be the remains of a 
lofty mountain of plutonic rock, the rock 

~~din;ca~~:~dwilit th~ut}~\~~d obI ~~~ld·!l~~ 
and drift gravel. West of that it crosses 
tlw vast and very fertile plain of Red River i 
farther on it travl~rscs a good grazing coun
trYj and then the mountains and British 
Co umbia. In American territory the 
Southern or Texas Pacific was the first 
favored, and was the particular pet of 
] efferson Davis when secretary of war. Part 
of the region it crosses was bought under 
the Gadsden treaty of r8S3, only because 
the level of the Gila was tbe natural route 
for a trans-continental railway. The war 
ruined the scheme apparently. Yet it was 
revived in 1875, and the road was completed 
in I88!. It is already the favorite ronte for 
winter and spring. The Atchison, Topeka 
and Santa Fe runs through rather the 
ronghest region of any, traversing about 
1.000 miles of almost unbroken mountain 
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and desert, from the Rio Grande to the 
valleys of California west of the Sie~ra~. 
Yet it probably has more startlmg CUrIOSl
ties on its line than any other route. The 
scenery is of the grand and extremely 
rugged type-the bare mountains, the deep 
ragged canY(:)Hs and .the rocky plateaus h.ave 
the awful ImpreSSiveness of desolatlOn. 
Such are the main lines only. The con
nections include many thousand miles of 
rail, and are stimul<lting trade and develop
ment.-Science (abridged), r888. 

--RAIL, To.-To travel by rail
way. --To RAILROAD. - (I) In 
Pennsylvania a guard is said to rail
road for a living.--(z) Idiomati
cally, to do a thing hastily. 

Senator Edwards (dem), in explaining his 
vote in the negative, said that the only 
proper term for describing the passage of the 
bill was RAILROADING. He for one could not 
vote for a measure hurried throug-h without 
time for deliberation.-Afissouri Republican, 
February 22, rSSS. 

I t is not good legislation to RAILROAD bills 
through the house without having full and 
intelligent discussion. and also a quorulll of 
the members present to decide whether or 
not these measures shall be passed.-Ibid, 

--RAIL-CAR.-A railway coach. 
-Sec PULLMAN CARS.--RAILROAD 
CITY. - Indianapolis, in Indiana. 
This sobriquet is in allusion to the 
fact that there a great many lines 
of railway find a common centre. 
--RAILROADER.-An employe on 
a railway. 

They succeeded in convincing the miners 
that their own troubles could be settled with
out much difficulty, but that it was simple 
foUy for them to attempt to longer bolster up 
the RAILI{QADERS in their fight.-Nc'W York 
l-Vcckly Time-s, February 22, r888. 

RAILS (Cant). - Curtain lectures
railing indeed. 

RAINCLOAK.-A waterproof cloak is so 
called in the West.-See GOSSAMER, 

RAISE.-This word is by no means a 
drone in the community of words. 
-A mise is frequently synonymous 
with a fraudulent action; a gelting 
the better of one. 

57 
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About a year ago Spencer, who draws a 
six-dollar pension, RAISED one of his checks 
to 3,000 dois., and, presenting it to a Kearney 
county bank, drew out 500 daIs., leaving the 
balance on deposit. When the check reached 
the St. Louis sub-trea.sury the RAISE was 
discovered, and reported to the Topeka 
officials; a special agent was sent out, and 
Spencer arrested. -A1issottri Republican, 
February 'S, 1888. 

--To RAISE or TO MAKE A RAISE. 
-To procure or obtain; to make 
a haul or "raise the wind," e.g., 
"Cora, I'm hungry; raise me some 
crackers and cheese."--To BE 
RAISED, or TO RAISE (used both of 
persons and things).-To be reared; 
to propagate. Childrenareraisednot 
" reared," and crops rarely grow, 
they are mised instead. This usage 
is an Old English survival, and was 
used by Lord Herbert of Chert bury 
in his memoirs. 

'How long have you lived here?' 'Oh, 
ever sinced me and Davy was married, or 
nigh about fifteen years, but I was RAISED 
in the sand hills in Rockingham county.'
The A 111cricalt, June 27, 1888. 

MGR. CAPEL AND A KENTUCKY GIRL,
Mgr. Capel was the subject of a talk the 
other evening, the spokeswoman of the party 
being the daughter of our ex-minister to a 
foreign court and a Catholic, I I don't mean 
the man/ she said, I hc is ill-mannered. It 
was this way: I was talking to him and in 
some way refcrrcd to my youth, and said I 
had been RAISED in Kentucky,' 'But, madam/ 
he said, with provoking irrelevancy, and in 
a tOIle of supercilious criticism, I you should 
not say RAISED. Bred is better; we say so 
in England,' I Do you?' I answered with 
considerable warmth; I well, I don't, In 
Kentucky we breed cattle and horses and 
mules [and formerly niggers she might have 
added] and RAISE children. Then I turned 
my back on him quite as politely as he had 
begun the dispute, and I felt better.'
HI ashillgtoll Post. 

I was RAISED there right on the banks at 
the Tennessee, but I was born just over the 
line in Alabama.-J. H. Beadle's Weste,.n 
Wilds. 

This is an uncommon child! Look at his 
great size! His large head! His eyes I I 
never saw his eqnal before I He will be 
worlh aAISING I-Concord Monitor, 18SS. 

As an instance of raise applied to 
crops the following may be quoted: 

RakehelZy 

Major Guerdon G. Moore, who has just 
returned from Florida, says if he ever gets 
into that State again it will be in a box; he 
never will go there of his own accord. He 
says they only RAISE niggers, alligators, 
swamps, and miasma. Confound a State 
that can't RAISE grass,-Daily Inter-Ocean, 
Feb. '4, I~88. 

Variants are TO BE RAISED 
CIVILIZED, or TO BE RAISED 
BEFORE THE WOODS WAS BURNT, 
metaphors which explain them
selves.--To RAISE ONE is to get 
an advantage; to cap a story; etc. ; 
a colloquial use of the term in 
poker. 
One evening a tourist, who had been 

devoting the sumrner to trout fishing in the 
Cimarron, was telling some pretty good-sized 
fish stories to a long-haired frontiersman, 
who, while listening, was evidently studying 
how he might see the tourist anu RAISE him 
on the size at his yarn, The tourist ended, 

~h~~~on~;~~~mci~e~l~if~~~ h~~lf~~~df ~ftilCC~ 
eapper.-N'w York Mereul')', July 21,1888. 

-- RAISING A HOUSE, RAISING 
BEE, or RAISING.-Interchangeable 
terms for a party of neighbors and 
friends assembled to put together 
and build a frame-house- a social 
custom now fast disappearing, and 
only now practised in the back 
country.-See BEE.--To RAISE A 
BET.-The same as going better 
(in poker).-See Go BETTER.-
To RAISE A BEAD.-See BEAD.-
To RAISE CAIN.-See CAIN.--To 
RAISE HAIR. - See HAIR.--To 
RAISE THE HATCHET.-SeeHATCI-IET. 
--To RAISE A RACKET.-To 
make a disturbance or commotion. 
--RAISING.-A New England 
term for yeast. It is an exact 
translation of the French ievai1l, 
leaven. Raising, however, is a sur
vival of Old English usage, having 
been used by Gayton. 

RAKE.-In certain German settle
ments, a comb. 

RAKEHELLV.- Utterly abandoned; a 
compound of " rake" and" hell." 
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M. de Fourgon, behind her, lifted his eye
brows. I Jose,' he said, aside to Knight, 'is 
a good fellow enough up here among the 
women and babies; but wi lh his own crew, 
at St. Charles, there is no more RAKEHELLY 
scamp in New Orleans.'-Scribncr's Alaga~ 
zinc, 1887. 

RALPH (Cant).-A stupid fellow; a 
fool. 

RAMBuNcTlous.-Quarrelsome; ugly 
tempered. 

~Iiners at Butte, Nev., recently, were per
suaded with difficulty to enter a mine, hav
ing a superstitious fear that it was haunted. 
So it was, as a large and RAMBUNCTIOUS goat 
had taken up his abode in the mineral cabin 
and made things lively for the time being.
Daily Inter-Ocean, March 2, r888. 

RAMMER (Cant).-The arm. 

RAMSAMMY.-In the West Indies a 
generic name for a coolie. 

RANCH, RANCHO (Spanish).-(I) 
A rude hut of posts and boughs 
of trees, a collection of which, 
in Northern Mexico, formed a 
village.--(2) A cattle station or 
farm. The word has now become 
very popular, and is thoroughly 
incorporated into American speech 
in the sense of a farm; a small 
estate, etc. In some parts of 
the country every habitation out
side a town is a mltch. There 
are hay, grain, milk, horse, cattle, 
and even chicken ranches! The 
word has in fact travelled from 
Northern Mexico to the Dominion 
of Canada, amplifying its applica
tion as it advanced. Correctly 
speaking, however, a ranch is a 
cattle station, the industry itself, 
together with its "outfit," and its 
terminology, having been copied 
from the Mexicans.-Sec COW-BOY 
AND BRAND. 

At the main RANCH there will be a cluster 
of log buildings, including a separate cabin 
for the foreman or ranchman j ofteu another 
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in which to cook and eat; a long house for 
the men to sleep in; stables, sheds, a blapk
smith's shop, etc.,-the whole erroup formmg 
quite a little settlement, witll the corrals, 
the stacks of natural hay, and the patches 
of fenced land for gardens or horse pas
tures. This little settlement may be situated 
right out in the treeless, nearly level open, 
but much more often is placed in the partly 
wooded bottom of acreek or river, sheltered 
by' the usual background of sombre brown 
hllls.-Rauch Lzfe in the Far West. 

--To RANCH.-To engage in the 
cattle-raising industry. --RAN
CHER or RANCHMAN.-A cattle 
raiser. -- RANCHERIA. - Rarely 
heard now, but formerly and cor
rectly the collection of buildings 
on a ranch.--RANCHERO.-The 
same as RANCH MAN ; rancitC1'o being 
the more lengthy Spanish form. 
Also in the extreme South-west, a 
peasant.--RANCHO, a ranch; the 
original form of the word. 

RANGE.-Acattleman's term, in Texas, 
for the prairie on which his cattle 
feed. -- Hence, colloquially, to 
GO OVER THE RANGE is to die, as 
any reader of Bret Harte's frontier 
stories knows; but once it was 
limited to cattle, and so applied 
because beasts that strayed from 
the main herd, or went over the 
range, were more apt than not to 
meet with fatal mishap. 

RANGLE, To (Cant).-To carryon a 
liasoll with more than one woman 
at a time - a fruitful cause of 
wrangling should they meet. 

RANTANKEROUS. - CANTANKEROUS.
Given to quarrelsomeness. Either 
a variant of CANTANKEROUS or a 
derivativeofRANTAN, which, inOld 
English, signified a drunken row. 

RAPE, TO. - To commit rape; to 
violate a woman by force. 

Henry Tomlin, the man who cOTIlmitted 
RAPE on Mrs. Ogan, near Ennis, some time 
last year, was tried in court this week; 
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Tomlin is a brutal fellow, having, some years 
ago, it is said, RAPED his step-daughter, in 
som e Easte es, aDd Texas 
to jus tic isso'ltri blican, 
Ma 1888. 

RAPPER.-A contemptuous term for a 
S UALIS ). 

RAT.-In England a turncoat; but 
in addition to this signification, 
a Arne' print it de-
n a wor who nts to 
rea wa wer in than 
that demanded by his fellows.-
To RAT.-The same remarks, 

. mula pply 's verb 
he co onding n.--
FFICE rintin blish-

ment in which such practices occnr. 
-RATS !-An ejaculation expres
si e of contem tuons sarcasm or 

renee 

The somewhat notOrIOUS Rev. Abbott Kit
ridge is in a fever of discontent because the 
President of this great Republic, for the 
sake of securing votes insulted t11e religious 
con n5 of th najorit r popu 
lati his gif our and arne, to 
the ous hea e Papa ch. In 
the language of Mrs. Gougar, RATS I RATS I 
-Kansas City Times} r888. 

e •. 

AT-TI
etty p 

G.
ng fro 

-thiev 
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RA -SPECIAL RATING -In com-
al cir 0 0 bt specia 
is to rtain ertai 

agencies a report as to a man's 
credit. The expression is fami
liarl y colloquial in the States. 

S t down day an to to • 
bu friend ather's om sh 
reposed entire confidence, and asked him 
to write to a commercial agency in the town 
where his broker's home was and obtain a 
SP RATING e man identl 
wi 0 obtai land. 'lnted t 
kn t was of CIa lnotte' 
• La e 0 Como not.-T Siltings, 
September 'S, 1888. 

Rawh 

RATOONS. - The growth of sugar 
anes, the II II has 

once e als 
RATOO 

After the canes are laid and cut, they are 
covered with ploughs or with a machine called 

olary d the d is then 11 d 
press t close t proutin 
e first s calle t-cane. 
r the e routs f e stubb 

15 called first RATOONS. The second year it 
sprouts again, and is called second RATOONS, 
The third year the stub ble is ploughed up and 

groun cd wit peas,' 
uperat land, over d 
rthern The car it . 

put in pI ,e. A eld to t e 
IS 25 tons of plant-cane, 20 of 1irst RATOONS, 
and I5 of second HATOONS. On the Upper 
Coast, above New Orleans, it is custornary 

let tb ble RA ut one 
ba it 0 TOON S ccessiv 
t the ca ames co ly more 

and poorer In saccharine rna ter.-Sen 1 
Magazine, 1887. 

ATTLED 

VOllS. 
cation 

nfuse 
m th 
rattle, 

plexed 
nary 

hake. 

, 
y 

No wonder the memhers of the City 
Council get more or less RATTLED by the 

sh and of bu . with th s 
estion, bIe, an road, 
g to tll t for co ation tl 
ening. 1"1,,,-0 March 
I don't deny that I was a bit RATTLED, and 

that my lip would quiver in spite of me, but 
I was at the same time fully determined to 

otect t e if it my lif w 
ork Sun, 

RATTLESNAKE (CrotalUS horridtts) .-A 
venomous snake of a well-known 
chara which ever,' t 
pecul Arne The s 
here ing 0 ion th s 
reptile at one time was adopted as 
the national emblem, the United 
State' fl havin b me arattlesnake 
in th of s g, wi e 
motto on't tr n me.' e 
Stars and Stripes was a later adop
tion (1777). 

AWHID RAW WHI A 
whip , as i 
of raw cowhide. 

e ind s, 
Mainly llsed by 
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cowboys and plainsmen on the 
cattle ranges of the West. 

Wright Smith, a one-legged white man, 
was arraigned before Recorder Dunbar 
yesterday for cruelly whipping his son 
William, 15 years old. The boy was whipped 
on the naked back with a RA WI-IIDE.-St. 
Louis Globe Democrat, March 30, 1888. 

READ oUT.-A man is read Ollt of a 
party when denounced as a deserter 
from its ranks. 

READY, To.-To make ready; to put 
to rights; or in order. A Scotch 
idiom, which transplanted by emi
grants from Scotland in the early 
days of the Union, took root, and 
still survives; mainly, however, 
used in its original form TO REDD. 

READY JOHN. - A slang term for 
money.-See CHARM. 

REAL ESTATE.-This is a compound 
that has no proper place in the 
language of everyday life, where it 
is a mere pretentious intruder from 
the technical province of law. 
Law makes the distinction of real 
and personal estate; but a man 
does not, therefore, talk of drawing 
some personal estate from the bank; 
or going to Tiffany's (a welt-known 
jeweller and goldsmith) to buy 
some personal estate for his wife; 
nor when he has an interest in the 
National Debt does he ask how 
personal estate is selling. He draws 
money, buys jewels, and asks the 
price of bonds. Real estate, as 
ordinarily used, is a mere big 
sounding, vulgar phrase for houses 
and land, and so used is a marked 
and unjustifiable Americanism.
Words and their Uses. 

Peter Myers, the largest REAL ESTATE 
owner in T~nesvillc, Wis., and reported to be 
the wcalLfuest man in Southern Wisconsin, 
dropped dead of heart disease on Tuesday. 
-Daily litter-Ocean, March ,+, 1888. 

Reckon 

--REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.

The land transfer formali ties are 
much less complicated in the States 
than in England, a system of public 
registration being in vogue. 

REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS. 
Fritz Kespoh! and wife to Fred W. 

Hagemeyer-25 ft. on Twentieth 
Street, CIty block 2431-warranty 
deed ... ... ... ... . .. $3,825 00 

William Roth and wife to Conrad 
Roth-45 ft. 6~ inches on Twen
tieth Street, city block 2+3'2-
warranty deed ... 1,200 00 

Jeremiah Murphy and wife to 
Patrick Leahy and wife-50 ft. 
on Easton avenue, city blocl{ 3775 
-warranty deed... ... . .. 1,500 00 

-St. Louis Globe Democrat, 1888. 

REAR-HORSE.-A Southern name for 
the Mantis. 

REATA. - A Spanish term, which is 
frequently used in the West as 
a synonym for LARIAT (q.v.). A 
raw hide or plaited rope with a 
running noose for catching and 
securing horses and cattle. 

REBELLIONIST.-A supporter of re
bellion. This and kindred terms 
were introduced at the time of the 
Civil War. 

REBoso.-The long veil of Spanish 
women, worn over the head and 
shoulders. This term is a legacy 
from the Spanish-American States. 

REBS. - A nickname bestowed on 
Confederate soldiers by those of 
the North; sometimes JOHNNY REBS. 
The word is a contraction of 
/I rebe1." 

RECKON, To. - The Southern equi
valent of the Northern GUESS 
and the New England CALCULATE: 
The remarks under the synonyms 
apply with equal force to recllOll. 
The latter, however, is a survival 
of an older English usage. 
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RECOllEMBER. - A negro corrup
tion and re-com bination of "to 
reco1!ect" and "to remember." 
Black people are very fond of these 
hybrid forms. 

RECOMMEND.-An abbreviated form 
of "recommendation" current in 
New England. A commendatory 
notice. 

RECONSTRUCTION.-This is a distinct 
Americanism, and came to the front 
politically at the close of the Civil 
War, when, both sides having laid 
down their arms, the first object 
sought by Northern statesmen was 
the building up anew of the shattered 
national edifice.-See also OLD and 
NEW SOUTH. 

The catastrophe of Mr. Lincoln's assassi
nation lay chiefly in its effect upon the policy 
of RECONSTRUCTION, Had he lived there 
would have been none of the black codes in 
the Southern States after the war, and the 
apparent necessity of enfranchising those 
who were notoriously and absolutely unfit 
for political responsibility would not have 
existed. The VIew of Mr. Lincoln, of Go
vernor Andrew, of Massachusetts, and of 
other wise and devoted Republicans, was 
that the work of RECONSTRUCTION, to be 
effective must be gradual and the work of 
time.-Harper's ~Vee{;;ly, January 2r, r888. 

RECORD.-A curious perversion of 
meauing has occurred with this 
word. The transition, however, 
is easy from the legitimate mean
ing of an authentic register or " en
rolment" to that in which a man's 
record, good or bad, signifies his 
actions and doings in the past. The 
phrase was first used politically, 
and in electoral contests a candi
date's record is ransacked, all the 
events of his life being bared to 
view in order to supply arguments 
for or against him, as the case may 
be. Now, however, the expression 
has become colloquial. 

It is one of the most curiOllS facts in re
gard to sporting events, that when a man 
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breaks the RECORD he makes the RECORD.
New York World, February '4, 1888. 

RED or RED cENT.-Popular terms for 
the copper cent, the smallest coin 
in U.S. currency. Red is used 
in this association in contrast to 
white, the color of the nickel 
coinage. 

Jim breaks out in a string of oaths, and 
slaps down a ten-dollar gold piece on the 
bar. I look at it as much surprised as the 
bar-tender, for I never knowed Jim to have 
even a RED in the spring before. - Daily 
Inter-Ocean, April 14,1888. 

--RED ADDER.-See COPPERHEAD. 
--RED BUD (Cercis canadensis).-
The JUDAS TREE (q.v.).-In the 
early spring, before the leaves 
appear, this flowering shrub is 
covered with bright pinkish blos
soms-hence its name of l'ed bud. 
Its other appellation, T udas tree, is 
deri ved from a legend to the effect 
that the false apostle hanged him
self on a branch of this species.-
RED CHIP.-A variant of RED CENT. 
Chips in the American game of 
poker are used as a substitute for 
money-hence the interchangeable 
use of RED CENT and RED chip. 
--Similarly NOT A RED CHIP ON 
STYLE is a phrase employed to 
describe something utterly worth
less or beneath notice. - See RED. 
--RED DOG MONEY. - Bartlett 
(who wrote in 1877, and whom 
I here quote entire) thus explains 
the phrase :-

A term applied, in the State of New York, 
to certain bank notes which have on their 
back a large red stamp. The late general 
banldng law of the State of New York, 
which was applied to all new banks, as well 
as to those the charters of which were re
newed, obliged the parties or individuals 
associated to deposit sec uri ties with the 
comptroller, and receive from him blanlc 
notes of various denominations, signed or 
bearing the certificate of the comptroller or 
officer authorised by hilTL These notes 
bore a red stamp on their backs. The free 
admission under this law of securities of a 
very questionable character induced many 
persons, both individually and collectively, 
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to organize banks of is sue; and, as a 
natural consequence, a considerable portion 
of the circulating medium soon consIsted of 
the notes of the free banks, bearillg the red 
stamp. The community, generally, d~d not 
consider these notes as safe as those Issued 
by the old banks, and stigmatized them as 
RED DOGS, and the currency as RED DOG 
MONEY. The character of the securities, 
however, has since been improved by an 
act which demands that only certain stocks 
of well-established reputation shall be ad
mitted; and consequently the odium which 
existed against the first banks created 
under the law is now done away with. In 
Michigan, they apply the term BLUE-PUP 
MONEY to bank notes havi ng a blue stamp 
on their backs. 

--RED EYE.-(r) A well-known 
term for whiskey of a somewhat 
fiery nature. Cause and effect are 
not in this case things that differ. 
Often have I seen a good old father pass 

our house, going on Saturdays to his 
preaching place with a long-necked, empty 
bottle in either pocket of his overcoat; and 
just as often have I seen the same good old 
father returning on Monday with his long
TIf'cked bottles and his rotund person all as 
full as they could hold of corn juice RED
EYE, obtained from the still of the deacon 
at whose house he preached.-M£ssoHri Re
publica", March 8, 1888. 

--(2) The COPPERHEAD (q.v.).-
RED-HEAD (Fuligula lel'il/a). - A 
duck commonly found and esteemed 
as food throughout the Union, and 
which derives its name from the 
color of its head.--RED HORSE. 
-(r) (CatostalnUS dll!;lIesnii). - A 
species of sucker found in the Ohio 
river. -- (2) A nickname for a 
Kentuckian, who is also called a 
CORN CRACKER. -- RED-HOT. -
U sed colloquially as an intensitive; 
e.g., a 1'ed-lzot time, a red-hot tem
per, etc. The exact meaning 
depends largely on the speaker's 
context and tone of voice.--RED 
MAN.-An Indian. The dark red
dish - brown complexion of the 
American aborigines has given rise 
to this distinctive name.--RED
ROOT (Ceanot/Ilis alltcritalllls).-The 
same as NEW JERSEY TEA (q.v.). 
--RED-SKIN.-An American In
dian from the color of his skin.--
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RED SUMAC.-A tree, the leaves of 
which supply a substitute for to
bacco, and which is largely used for 
that purpose by Indians. Also 
called RED WILLOW. 

While I am writing, I am smoking a pipe 
filled with kinnikinick, the dried leaves of 
the RED SUMAc-a very good substitute for 
tobacco.-Carvalho's Adventures in the Far 
West, p. 36. 

--To RED UP, Or TO REDDY.-To 
make ready. A Pennsylvanian form. 
-See To READY.--RED VIPER.
One of the many names by which 
the COPPERHEAD (q.v.) is known.-
RED WILLow.-The RED SUMAC, 
or KINNI-KINNICK, both of which 
see. The leaves of this tree are 
used as a substitute for tobacco. 

There are also certain creeks where the 
Indians resort to lay in a store of kinni
kinik the inner bark of the RED WILLOW, 
whicl~ they use as a substitute for tobacco, 
and which has an aromatic and very pun
gent flavor.-Ruxto/t's Life itt the Far ~Vest,J 
p. rr6. 

REDEMPTIONER.-In the early colony 
days it was common for vessels 
coming from England to Virginia 
to bring rede11ljtiollers, who were 
technically known as "indentured 
servants," because they were 
bound to serve a stipulated time to 
payor " redeem " the cost of their 
transportatiou. Some of these 
redemptioncJ's were convicts banished 
to America for crime; but all of 
them were sold, and, for the time 
being, treated as slaves. 

RED RIBBON (Cant).- Brandy. -
RED-FUSTIAN.- Applied to both 
porter and port wine. 

REED BIAD.-The Delaware name for 
the BOBOLINK (q.v.). Its flesh is a 
great delicacy, being as much 
esteemed among Americans as is 
the lark among English gourmets. 

A gentleman who sat down to his first 
dish of REED BIRDS remarked somebody 
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had dropped a piece of meat on the toast.
Talk of the Day, Nov. 3, r888, 

REEK, To.- A corrupted form of 
"wreak"; to avenge. 

REFORM SCHOOL.-A reformatory. 

REGENT.-A member of the governing 
body of the University of the 
State of New York, answering, as 
far as that State is concerned, to 
the Education Department of Eng
land and Wales. 

REGISTERING PUNCH.- An American 
invention for checking fares, which 
has become familiar to travellers 
by omnibus and tramway in Eng
land. 

REGRET.-A note of apology declin-
ing an invitation. Used in the 
same manner as" P.P.C." 

REGULATORS.-A band of Judge 
Lynch's henchmen. Also called 
VIGILANCE COMMITTEES. 

Some dozen men met in Bill Hughes' 
store and agreed to rid themselves of 
Harris at once; and forming themselves 
into a band of REGULATORS .... they laid 
their plans and put them into executlOn at 
once.-LYllch Law in the Sucker State, r873. 

RELAND, To.-Having embarked on 
board a vessel to return to shore. 

RELIABLE GENTLEMEN.-A reporter's 
term, generally used when" copy" 
needs an extra amount of bolster
ing. About as reliable as the 
" oldest inhabitant," or the source 
of the police-constable's" informa
tion received." 

RELIGION.-To GET RELIGION.-A cant 
term among certain religious bodies, 
signifying to become impressed 
with religious views. It is far 
better for religioll to get hold of a 

Reportorial 

man than for a man to secure a 
mortgage on religion-a distinction 
with an enormous difference. 

RELIGIOUS.-It is amusing to hear a 
Western man ask of another, when 
about to purchase a horse, "Is 
he religious?" "Is it free from 
vice?" (Query: do they have in 
mind the Egyptian Ibis religiosa?) 
A mustang is generally anything 
in the world but religious, for he will 
both "sull" (have the sulks) and 
BUCK (q.v.). 

REMIND, To.-In New York often 
used for .' remember." 

REM 0 NTH A.-A term (from the 
Spanish) in use on the plains to 
signify a group of saddle-horses. 

R END I T ION. - A rendering; an 
announcement. 

Mrs. T. S. Kennedy, of New Orleans, who 
gave a solo from II Galatea," was lovely in a 
costume of crimson velvet and satin. Her 
charming vocal RENDITIONS captivated all 
who wer"e fortunate enough to hear this 
accomplished vocalist. - Times Democrat, 
February 5th, r888. 

RENDITIOUS.-Small; mean; petty. 

RENEWEDLV.-A vulgarism for over 
and over again; repeatedly. 

REPEATER.-A voter who registers his 
vote more than once - an old 
electioneering dodge. 

REP E TIT IOU S . - With repetition; 
reiteratively. 

REPORTORIAL. - Pertaining to the 
duties of a reporter. A newspaper 
term, and an exceedingly ill
formed word. 

There is a callow youth in the interior 
of the State who writes periodically as 
follows :-.' Inclosed are some newspaper 
articles-my poorest work as correspondent 



of The Age. I want a situation on your 
paper as a reporter. Reporting is my 
forte. I have been told a great many 
times that I could do better REPORTORIAL 
work than ever I saw in your paper. 
I can also write politics. I am willing 
to come for thirty dollars per vi'cek as 
a starter, but will expect more as my 
writings he circulation. 
Let me ee, as I have 
several 0 nt.'-M. Q1Iad, 
in Detroi 

R E PR I 
Amer 

Vere "An 
s it denotes 

there in America), 
of a wor, pnn e 10 a foreign 
country. It certainly used to be a 
charming euphemism in olden days, 
when the works of British authors 
were issued here without their 
sanction, and without giving them 
a fair compensation - a regime 
happily unknown in our day." 
Engli rub their 
eyes N ous verrons 
ce qltB 

REPROB 
repro 

e of being 

REPUBLI e two great 
political parties of the United 
States. The name "Democratic 
Republicans" was first suggested 
by Citizen Gluet, in I793, as 
a desirable substitute for ANTI
FEDERALISTS (q.v.). In I805 the 
appellation "Democratic" was 
abandoned and thenceforward a 
mark s observable 
betwe and Demo-
crats. equently fell 
intod permanently 
reviv cognomen in 
I856, Convention 
havin Philadelphia 
in tha year. "le party came into 
power four years later, and subse
quently abolished slavery, subdued 
the rebellion, guaranteed the per
petuity of the Union, and estab
lished a financial credit surpassing 
that of any nation in the world. 
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Its long lease of power was inter
rupted in I884 on the election of 
Grover Cleveland as President, a 
reverse which has since been re
trieved by the return in the current 
year of General Harrison. 

R e who inquire 
ubject. America 
now common i 

both countrie 
chers will occur t 
iliar title of mem 
I-known Londo 

society, engaged in the investiga
tion of experimental psychology. 

RESERVATloN.-Land set apart or 
reserved for public use. Also 
RESERvE.-Sce INDIAN RESERVA
TION. 

R 

R 

make and pas 
ewspaper word. 

ution. The ter 
in connection wit 
of public bodies. 

RESPONSIBILITIEs.-A facetious name 
for children. 

RESTAURANTER.-The keeper of a 
restaurant. The derivation of this 
new form is obvious. 

TER in New Yorkh 
fig me of three thousan 
bu downtown luncheD 
as vidently Gothamhc 
be it in more ways tha 
on 11, March 7, 1888. 

R TS .-The centra 
doctrine of this religious . body 
corresponds to that of Universalists, 
I.e., a belief in the" restitution of 
all things-

That somehow good 
Will be the final goal of ill." 

58 
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RESULT.-Webster defines this as the 
decision or determination of a 
councilor deliberative assembly. 
Peculiar to New England. 

RESURRECT, TO.-(I) To bring to light 
afresh; to renew. 

The man's a crank, and wants to RESUR
RECT issues that were settled by blood and 
war twenty years ago.-Daily Inter-Ocean, 
March, 1888. 

--(2) To engage in body-snatch
ing. Also TO RESURRECTIONIZE. 

RETIRACY.-(I) Retirement.--(2) a 
competency. 

RETIREMENT.-Withdrawal; removal. 

REVAMP. To.-To mend; to patch 
up. Formerly an exclusively shoe
maker's term. Revamp is now in 
colloquial use. Also TO VAMP. 

REVERENT.-Strong; potent. Neat 
whiskey is reverent whiskey. 

REVOCAL.-A revocation. 

REVOLVER, SLANG TERMS FOR A.-These 
are numerous. FIVE-SHOOTER and 
SIX-SHOOTER are, doubtless, quite 
familiar to English ears, but not so 
some of the Texan names for the 
weapon :-MEAT IN THE POT, BLUE 
LIGHTNING, PEACE-MAKER, MR. 
SPEAKER, BLACK-EYED SUSAN, PILL 
BOX, MY UNCONVERTED FRIEND. 

RHODY.-Rhode Island, Sometimes 
LITTLE RHODY. This is the smallest 
of the American States, with 1,306 
square miles. Texas, the largest, 
has 274,356 square miles. 

R. I.-The abbreviation used in writ
ing and printing for Rhode Island. 

It takes eVEry year 1,000,000 horses' tai1s 
to keep a Pawtucket, R. 1., haircloth factory 

Ride 

in running order.-Tfoy Daily Times, Feb
ruary 4, 1888. 

RIATA.-A LARIAT (q.v.) or noosed 
rope used in catching or tethering 
cattle. The Spanish form was la 
reata-hence riata is nearer in deri
vation than the more commonly 
employed LARIAT. 

RIB-BENDER (Cant).-A severe blow 
in the side. 

RICE BIRD.-(I) A nickname for a 
South Carolinian. 

For a very obvious reason the South Caro
linians are called RICE BIRDS. Wherever 
in the South you see a man take boiled rice 
on his plate, and cat it heartily without con
diments, you may lmow be is a South Caro
linian, as infallibly as you may that a man is 
plebian-bred when he picks his teeth in the 
horse car without holding his hand before 
his mouth.-Overla'lld lIloHthly. 

--(2) A Southern name for the 
BOBOLINK (q.v.). 

RICHARDANARY (Cant).-Adictionary. 
In Eng !ish can t this is sim pI y called 
a If Richard II or II Dick." 

RICHWEEo.-See STONE-ROOT. 

RICHWOOD (Pilea pumila).-Alsocalled 
CLEARWEED (q.v.). 

RIDE, To.-To carry; to convey by 
cart. A New York term. 

I heard a witness in a court-room testify 
that he had HODE some hogs from the wharf 
to the store, by which he meanr that he had 
carried a load of dead hogs on his cart.
Bartlett. 

--To RIDE AND TIE.-A term 
descriptive, in Maryland and the 
Sou th, of a "sh are - and - share
alike" arrangement when there is 
only one horse, or one place in a 
vehicle between two travellers. 
One will ride a certain agreed dis
tance, then dismount and walk 
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whilst the other takes his place. 
--To RIDE ON A RAIL; to be 
subjected to Lynch law as des
cribed under RAIL. -- OUT OF 
RIDE.-A river is out of ride when 
unfordable on horseback.--RID
ING ROCK.- A landmark in the 
middle of a stream which, if 
covered by water, is an indication 
to a traveller that the river is un
fordable. -- RIDING WAY. - A 
ford. 

RIDER.-Mr. C. Nordhoff thus ex
plains the American usage regarding 
this word. 

In legislative practice a RIDER is a bill 
added to another bill, though not necessarily 
belonging with it, so that the two may be 
passed together as one bill. This is usually 
done in the case of a measure which is sure 
to be vetoed if presented by itself, but 
which, if attached to some important appro
priation bill, must necessarily be approved. 
In common speech, a RIDER is the top-rail of 
a zig-zag fence. Such a fence is staked and 
RIDERED, when stakes are driven in the 
angles and a RIDER laid on top of them. A 
RIDER is not an essential part of the fence. 
but it adds considerably to its effectiveness. 

--RIDERS.- Cowboys or cow
punchers are so called.-See Cow
BOY. 

RIFFLE.-An obstruction; and, meta
phorically, a misunderstanding or 
quarrel. A corruption of" ripple" ; 
primarily applied to the rocks 
which, in the Susquehanna river, 
impede navigation, but now collo
quial. 

Mr. Hynes and Anna Jones were very 
good friends, but nevertllcless they ran 
across some pretty rapid RIFFLES in the 
river of life. They succeeded in getting 
over all of them safely until about three 
weeks a~o, when an extra rough one cap
sized theIr bark and they drifted apart, and 
their fond friendship sank like a stone.
Daily Inter-Ocean, March 7, 1888. 

RIG H T. - A colloquialism, which, 
though but a slight deflection from 
English usage, may be classed as 
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an Americanism on account of its 
much more frequent use among 
all classes of society. Everything 
that is to an American's satisfac
tion is right. He is right comfort
able when at ease with himself 
and the world; fight here, is "on 
the spot" as regards locality, or 
.. instanter" as regards time; 
and is found in the Chester 
plays; right along, conveys an 
idea of uninterrupted sequence
without a break. Similarly fight 
away, is synonymous with" on the 
spur of the moment," directly, and 
is a variant of" straightway." Right 
off-directly; and to rights, trans
lated by 'Arry as "ter rights" is 
varied by right smart, and right 
straight, all of them indicative of 
the highest praise in whatever con
nection they may found.-See also 
SMART.--To RIGHT UP.-To put 
in order.--To HOLD THE RIGHT 
BOWER OVER ONE.-A term derived 
from poker, meaning to be sure of 
one's ground; to have the whip 
hand. 

There is nothing left for me but to move on 
and try somewhere else. V", victis! I 
fondly thought, when I spent my money for 
a horse and carriage, that I HELD THE RIGHT 
BOWER; but I have found that Benedict has 
the joker. And now, before trying my 
fortune in a new field, I 111USt have, cost what 
it may, a wife. Bitter experience, as well as 
the tenor of your editorial, convinces me of 
it.-Porlland TJ'allscript, March 7, 1888. 

RILE, To.-The Old English roil or 
roy/, to render a liquid turbid, 
and metaphorically to stir up 
anger. This is an undoubted in
stance of a word which had long 
been obsolete in England, but 
retained in America, gradually 
making its way again into public 
favor and use. 

But at the very moment that I was exalt
ing my advantage and joying in it ill secret 
there was a muddy under-current of dis~ 
comfort RILING the deeps of my happiness.
A! ar~ Twain's Screalllfl's. 
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The use as an 
however, confine e 
New W , "that 
a riley way of putting things." 
Compare with Icelandic hrella, to 
distress. 

NG.-A ion of p a 
clique, n who 0 
each oth s for m 
vantage. ppears to h e 
into general use shortly after the 
Civil War. -- RING SNAKE.-A 
species of blacksnake once common 
in New E I d.--RIN D 

ROARER, ER.-A n 
asserti ve ual; at e 
term de a stron e 
man, or a fine" woman. The 
meaning, however, has undergone 
considerable change of late. Also 
RINGCLIPPER. 

o.-A te 
Rio de J 

c abbre f 

RIP.-LET HER RIP i-See under LET. 
--To RIP oUT.-To talk vehe
mently; to swear. 

One man s getting t 
ng days a ights now 
e said this e of lhe sh 
ckoncd-a hey laugh c 
id it over they laug , 

then they waked up another fellow and told 
him and laughed, but he didn't laugh; he 
RIPPED OUT something bris}'!:, and said let him 
alone.-Adventul'es of HHckleberry Finn, 
p. 55· 

PPER or RIPPER.- w 
and inge plement 
lary, us opening r 
vaults with iron surfaces. -- (2) 
An active, brisk, or Evely person. 

R P-RAP, To -In river embankment to 
throw d e for fou 
allowing d its own 

N ear the e lake the a 
rIver pOllrs a sWIft and under current mto 
theMississippi, and here we find ourselves in 
conflict, as It w'ere, with a great and infiucn· 

River 

tial i The gov has RIP-
RAPPE ks of the r e sunken 
dams nd brush current 
into mOl e convenient C lanne s.-Portland 
Transcript, March 14, 1888. 

RIP-ROARING.-Brisk; lively. Acom-
bination f" to " d" to 
ro 

Of r stage co ys, with 
their and rivalry will say 
nothing Ul detail. One lumInous fact sticks 
out in the page of history, however, which is 
worth repeating, and that is at one time, as 
the result ofa RIP-ROARING rate war between 
rival lines, the fare between St. Paul and 
Minn . ent down ntsJ just 
one-t price char ride be-
twee s in these earn and 
grind ad corpo t. Paul 
and 11- s Pioneer P 2, 1888. 

RI P-SNoRTER.-An active dashing indi
vidual or thing. A commonly 
colloquial intensitive. Sometimes 
RI Also TING. 

I h s claime urnaIism 
could t in unive colleges 
just sfully as athletic 
exercise. 0 f course you cannot teach a boy 
how to jerk a giant journal from the clutches 
of decay and make of it a robust and RIP
SNORTING shaper and trimmer of public 

C:;l~ion, in who~eth~~i~i~g room pe~G~~t:~~ 
inser ements. ot teach 
this i any more an teach 
a bo dIscover tl alar sea, 
but y eh him t nts and 
save hIm a good deal of tIme experImenting 
with himself.-Biil Nyc, in New York World, 
August, 1888. 

RISE 
of 
RI 
" T 

AND THE RIS 
than; e 
the sam 

e now co 

pwards 
Also 
Ex. : 

matter or ou! undred houses all the rise" 
or " T onesville now has rising fo~r 
hundred houses." 

RIVE general merica 
is e the n r river 
in before i , if the 
Ir ic custom evalent 
in England, we should say Thames 
rivcr, Mersey rivcr, Trent river, etc. 
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Ther w excep this 
rule, at man VER 
BaTT e BaTT NDS. 
--RIVER - DRIVER. - A lumber
man's term for the man in charge 
of log-rafts, when floating them 
down the waterways to market. 

R/z for 
very 
garism. 

and" r 
New E 

ROACH.-A cockroach.-To 
applied to the cutting of 
mane e equiva 
Engli og." 

s a 
vul-

ROACH, 
horses' 

the 

ROANOKE.- Irginian genenc name 
for Indian shell-money. 

ROAR, To.-To make a mark; to be 
succe 

Anothe of the cu that 
few men re capable their 
own me I comes the 
statements just made by vVard Lamon in 
regard to the comments of Abraham Lincoln 
on his speech at the dedication of the Get
tysburg cemetery. Mr. Lincoln was ex
ceedingly nervous about it, regretting that 
he had I ime for it tion. 
Upon fin elivery he mont 
that spec OAR! It i lure, 
and the disappoin d yet 
Mr. Erne to repeat etton 
that this speech was one of the two greatest 
specimens of eloquence the world had ever 
heard, either in ancient or modern days. 
Nor was Emerson wrong in his high admira
tion. For depth of patriotIc emotion, for just-
ness of tl . unselfish sted 
sentirnen ,C'pigramm lees, 
for expre of diction ality 
of colloca rief oratio qual 
-probabl ongue.-TI all at 
Work, July Ib88. 

--ROARER, or RINGTAIL ROARER. 
-A noisy man.-See under RING. 

ROAST/N - Half - ian 
corn r efore a fi hot 
ashes d in this and 
eaten WIth butter, the ears of 
maize are very toothsome. 

Rock 

st, their d on the Ia 
w s very rno w bushels 
ta roasting i les; a sm 
fi e, for RO RS, homin 
and corn-dodgers; and such pumpkins and 
beans as could be grown intermingled with 
the hills of corn, were about all that one of 
these primitive families required, beyond 
what could be got with a gun or a fishing-
Ii ter's ill aga 

R 1e dress of buft'al 
m was foxclusi"e 

applied to the prepared hide of 
that animal, but of late other large 
skins are also called l'obes. A PACK 
OF ROBES was ten in number. 

air of Ru r RODES, i 
hI led with h eaver clotl 
al of single b ess, built 
or ell for les -third valu 
-Mrs. RYAN, 2S~, West 38th St., Arthur 
Flats.-New York Herald, November 4, 1888. 

ROBERT OF L/NcoLN.-The BOBOLINK 

R rdlls migr -This is 
and bea a slig 

resemblance to the robin redbreast 
of England. 

ROBUST/OUS. - This, 
eryday 

translated into 
of ve 
robust e people 

more, an g less. 

RocK.-Used throughout the Union, 
where in England the word" stone" 
would be employed. It sounds 
strange, however, to English ears 

{ of a do as a cloo 
to talk thwwin 

one anot 

We arc old enough to be cold and callous 
to everything from a cyclone to an eartll
quake, but we never sec a left-handed woman 
shying ROCKS at a hen in the garden with
ou~ wanting to go ~nto a corner and enjoy a 
qu Fall Rive>' 18S8. 

sa 
he 

II give m 
e and bOli 
~ Twaiu's 1 

lore of yo 
K off'n yo 
'r, p. 23. 

--To ROCK.-To throw stones. 
--ROCKAWAY.-A light one-horse 
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vehicle.--RoCK-BED.-A founda
tion; and idiomatically the root of 
a matter; the gist of a question. 
Also ROCK-BOTTOM, which is a va
riant; thus it may be said, that at 
roell-bottom men love kindliness, 
gentleness, and womanliness in the 
fairer half of humanity, more than 
a dashing style.-See BED-ROCK. 

The ballot in the hand of the people has 
accomplished a great change in modes of 
government, and cannot be taken away, 
without a war such as history never re
corded. It is the star of hope for suffering 
mankind. It is the ROCK-130TTOM of all 
reforms.-(BostoJl) Sturdy Oak, May, 1888. 

--ROCK-COD. - A red colored 
variety of cod; Massachusetts. 
--ROCK-FISH (Labrax lineatus).
Also known as the STRIPED BASS 
(q.v.).--ROCKER.-(I) A miner's 
machine for washing gold; (2) A 
rocking-chair. 

ROCKED IN A STONE CRADLE, To BE 
(Cant).-To be born in prison. 

RODEO.-A Spanish term for a ROUND
UP (q.v). 

ROGUE.-A market gardener's term, 
explained by quotation. 

Take the cabbage, for example. At a cer
tain a17c it must be just a certain height and 
size; Its color must be exactly the shade of 
the type, and it must be firm. If it comes 
up to all these requirements it is a proper 
plant for seeding. If it does nOl, if it is too 
high or too broad, or too light in color or 
not firm enough it is a ROGUE-every plant 
that is not up to the type is a ROGUE-and 
is throv·/D out. In a ilCI d of cabbage there 
will be three grades-first, the type which 
the grower saves for his next year's seed
ing; next the first-class ROGUl<:S, which are 
seeded for market growers, and next the 
second-class ROGUES, which are also sold to 
the market.-M issolll"i Republican, March 4, 
1888. 

-- ROGUE (Cant). -A man
Query: on the Psalmist's showing 
that "all men are liars" - or 
1/0guCS. 

R 0 K E AGE. - Parched Indian corn, 
ground to a meal and mixed with 
sugar. Sometimes YOKEAGE. 

ROLLING COUNTRY. - An undulating 
country. Also ROLLING PRAIRIES. 
--ROLLING ROADS. - In Mary
land and Virginia tobacco was 
formerly rolled to market in hogs
heads along the public roads. 

ROLL OUT, To.-To commence an 
undertaking. South-western. 

ROME COVE (Cant). - A president. 
--ROME MORT.-The president's 
wife, or the "lady of the White 
House." -- ROMEVILLE. - New 
York. 

RONCHER.-A general signification of 
size and superlativeness pertains 
to this word. Thus, what in Eng
land in reference to a knotty point 
would be called a "teaser," is in 
the American vernacular a rancher. 
An overwhelming calamity, a 
stunning blow, a grand coup of 
fortune, etc., would be thus desig
nated. Compare with SOCDOLAGER. 

ROOKERY.- A Californian term for 
a school of seals. 

ROOM, To.-To lodge; or occupy a 
room. 

'How do you know that she has eloped 
with Curtis?' Chief Huebler asked. ' Be
calIse Curtis ROOMED next door and he has 
been missing for two days, and I can't find 
him, thaes why/ he replied.-Missouri 
RepubUcan, February II, I88tl. 

I was a newspaper scribbler, and it was 

e:Kii:er~~~~'~~o~:::i~ bb~~!n~;~~~~~he~~ 
first caused her to feel an interest in mo.
Opie P. React, ill A rkallsaw Traveler. 

--So also ROOMER. 

What is the matter, that women who 
have no homo find it so difficult to obtain 
what passes for one even by paying for it? 
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What advantage has a man over a woman 
as ROOMER or boarder ?-Chicago Tribune, 

8. 

--R EEPIN verb f 
on the model of "housekeeping." 
Living in a room. 

ORBAC fals temen 
bogus paper e. In 44 
alleged extracts from the Travels 
of Baron Roorback were pub-
ished olitic rposes 
he ru as so essful 

roorbac arne a al ter 
a political forgery or fiction. 

OSTER 
This w 
mock-

male 
s the p 
ty.- , 

, a 
ct of a 
MB. 

ROPE, To or ROPE IN To -To catch 
and s an a by 
of a or la A W 
term, which has pa£sed into col
loquial use. Idiomatically to rope 
in a man is to secure him in 
a busi or so enture 
somet 0 his antag 

If not breaking horses, mending saddles, 
or doing something else of (he sort, the cow
boys will often ?,~lile ~way their leisure 

ments tlsmg \ 1 ROPE. 
not~ p too m ith thi 
hes to even III e profi. 

d, as a of fact, 1e soon gets to WlS 

to practice the whole tirne. A cowboy is 
always ROPING something and it especially 
delights him to try his skili at game. A friend 

mine, g rane in the 
in, abo e years OPED a 

d, by t relse 0 greates 
ath on us own part and on his steed S, 

actually succeeded, by alternate bullying 
and coaxing, in gcttlllg the huge brute 
almost into camp, I have occasionally 

own me st hors ,-OPE de 
n ante hen cir nces all 

favor tl nd last ler one 
cowboys, 011 a ranch about thirty miles off, 
ran into and ROPED a \youndcd elk. A forty
foot lariat is the one commonly used, for the 
ordinary ranYc 1.t which '1 man can u~ 't' 

y abou ty-ii.ve Fe\"\' 1Il 

ow fort and t is, taki 
aunt tl needs y-foot 

Century Magazine, 1887. 

Gut 

--Hence ROPER or ROPER-IN.
On who ro es in, in either sense 

word 

I wing a alan . ack th 
man keeps steadily swinging the .rope round 
his head, by a dexterous motIOn of the 
wrist only, until he gets a chance to throw 
it ; on fo peciall atchin 
ho a co e loop owed t 
dra ely on undo ROPE 
will hurl out t e coil wit 1 marvel10us 
accuracy and force j it fairly whistles 
through the air, and settles round the 
object with almost infallible certainty. 
Me make best s; bu 
so 'aos a1 little d them 
-r t's Ran > in the est. 

ROSE-ApPLE (Jambosa vulgaris). - A 
India it, who derive 

me fro perfu 

ROSEBUD. - Young 
women. 

unmarried 

Ro EED ilttn I 11111).-
Also COMPASS PLANT (q.v.). 

RO An E I'sh p ialism 
uial i ew E d an 
idJlc for t rasiti 

scaly excrescense found on trees. 

Ro M.-In Eland 
t inva y emp 
ing t spea 

rostrum, however, is the 
word in America. 

rm i 
whe 
desk 

favorite 

sk is rnalist TRUM-
the s his i ent. In kee 
his and c ce de ore Go 
and men j and the power for good that is 
given to him is grealer than that of presi
denls, or cabinets, or kings or czars,
IIfillneapolis Tribulle rStl8. 

Ro The s of Sl 

storm. New England. 

Ro G.-An 011 Engl' I 
small , but 
ca is d of 

whiskey. 

fore 

rm fo
ch i 
, fier 



Roughness 

ROUGHN lover th hey 
feed 'ougl!ness d of 
fodele , nguished in), 
but in Texas they stal{e him out, and 
he gets nothing else but roughllcss. 

ROUGH 
wash 

-The 
mob. 

un-

ROUNDER.-A New York slang term 
for a man given to the company of 
the elemi-monde. 

The N Y k Sun has fitte ctive 
new dres ry old sto New 
York gi hilation 0 ld-be 
masher ced to be. same 
Broadwa her. He pi cal 
New Yor \. genius ROUNDER, and she 
was a self-possessed, neatly dressed, black
eyed, iridescent and generally dazzling 
beauty.-Exchangc, r888. 

It was only then that he became aware of 
the life' aughter w He 
at once St. Paul, t the 
location SC, and we n the 
hope of g his cbi door-
bell was by the ho " and 
although he was a venerable lookmg old 
gentlemen with almost white hair and beard, 
she mistook him for some gay old ROUNDER. 
and welcomed him as warmly as she would 
any of the other numerous callers.-N ashville 
America 

ROUND 
instr 

(Cant).- lar's 

ROUND-Up.-On the plains of the 
Western and South-we<;tern States 
over attle ran arch 
of f e leriod tock-
lakin 1e a rou this 
resp cowboys the 
term coincides with the exact sense 
in which it is used by the hill people 
and mountaineers of Kentucky, 
Tennessee, and North Carolina, 
with bor is d poor 
land and who attle 
are ently b and 
turn in the w actly 
as is done with the great herds on 
the plains. 

R ousta bout 

cattle as divide th 
5t itory into nd appoi 
a or each, w place in th 
spnng and fall. Each ranch sends its repre
sentatives and provision wagon with a cook, 
and they meet at a J?oint previously ap
pointed and a foreman 15 chosen. Each man 
has a string of six or more horses, and on 
hi t the ROUN -> 'd one, pack 
hi anolhcf, the other 
T e called at lock in th 
m ! after aha ast of baco 
a orne are d the forema 
to nd drive a ~ Ie they ca 
find within a certain radius into camp, while 
the others keep them in a herd, when they 
are driven in. As soon as they are all driven 
in, the representatives of each outfit, in turn, 
ride throu"h them and cut out every animal 
w brand up herd the 
a casionall y reaks a w 
fr rd and a ri after her 
fu lld after a chase driv 
h ain. Wh tting out 
completed each outfit begins to brand its 
calves. A rider ropes a calf by the hind leg, 
throws it and drags it towards the fire; oue 
man then holds it by the hind legs, while an
other sits on its shoulder and it is branded on 
it has ils ea This is 
e ne as the bleating, tl 
n ng, rap in estling wi 
t e fires are Some tim 
w rope a vigo g steer th 
have great difficulty in holdIng him and it 
requires five or six men to do so. The night 
is divided into watches of two hours' length 
and the men take turns in keeping the cattle 
in a herd. It is the most exciting part of the 

ess, but it . hard life, 
a lhe saddle nd only ge 
a 'sleep. 

OOD.-A 
MOUNTAIN ASH. 

rm for t 

Rous E R.-Something striking or start-
. om a p' news to 

ted man. reat lalke 

boat was -the bigg 
o k, had tIle ers, and pa 
the best prices.-N'''' Yor/, Spirit of the 
Times. 

ROUSTABOUT.-A laborer on board a 
ippi ste fhese m 
ually ex y "rou 
ds." 

Our boat is a travellIng storehouse of 
curiously mixed merchandize. At one plan
tation we put off a consignment of crackers, 



Routing Clerks 

at another a baby's cradle, atanotheramule. 
Before the bows touch the bank a row of 
ROUSTABOUTS stand on the plank, one with 
a barrel, another with a bag of fertilizer, a 
third with a box or bale-eight or ten of 
them ready to rush ashore. The moment the 
last article is landed, the mate shouts' get 
aboard I and' hoist away/ and up goes the 
great plank into the air while the crew 
come running in.-Scl'ibncr's Magazilie, 1888. 

ROUTING CLERKs.-Clerks in the U.S. 
Telegraph Service who despatch 
messages. 

As the messages drop they are taken out, 
slid through steam rollers that copy them, 
and drop them on a revolving, endless belt, 
that takes them off to the ROUTING CLERKS 
and the messengers.-New York Trib,,"e, 
1888. 

ROVERS (Cant).-The thoughts. 

Row.-HARD or LONG ROW TO HOE.
One of the most familiar similes of 
American speech. Drawn from the 
cultivation of corn or potatoes, the 
metaphor signifies what is difficult 
of execution or hard of attainment. 

I Imow that burglars claim (hey are 
poorly paid because their work keeps them 
up nights so much, but newspaper men have 
to work nights also, and unless they can rob 
a prosperous burglar once in a while, they 
have a HARD ROW TO HOE.-Bill Nyc, in The 
New York WOl·ltl. 

We give the critter's back, John 
'Cos Abram thought 'twas right. 

It warn't your bullying clack, John, 
Provokin I us to figb t. 

Ole Uncle J., sez he, 'I guess 
We've a HARD ROW,' says he, 

ITo HOE jest now, but thet somehow, 
May heppen to J .B., 

Ez wal ez you an' me! ' 
- J. R. Lowell's J01latl"", to Johll. 

Row UP, To.-To rebuke; to "call 
over thecoals." This is an es
sentially Western phrase, and is 
derived from the practice of making 
refractory slaves or servants I'OW up 
the heavy keel-boats of early navi
gation on the Western rivers, 
against the current, without being 
frequently relieved. It was thus 
regarded as a punishment.--To 

Rum 

ROW UP SALT RIVER.-To defeat, 
politically or otherwise.-See SALT 
RIVER. 

ROYAL NIBS.-HIS ROYAL NIBS !-A 
contemptuous term of address. 

I came down along the edge of a hig ledge, 
and I saw a pair of bare feet sticking in a 
cleft of a ledge. I knew it was HIS ROYAL 
NIBS right off, and calling John Rogers, I got 
a rope, and, reaching in, I put it around his 
legs and dragged him out.-N ew York Sunday 
Democrat, 1888. 

RUBBED OUT. - Killed. A term 
adopted from the figurative lan
guage of the Indians. 

There was old Sam Owins-him as got 
RUBBEn OUT hy the Spaniards at Sacre
menty, or Chihuahuy, thIS hos doesn't know 
which, but he went under, anyhow.
Ruxton's Life in the Far West. 

RUBBERs.-India-rubber over-shoes. 
-See GUMS. 

The trio bad RUBDERS on their fect, but 
they came upstairs without trying very hard 
to prevent making a noise.-Ncw York Sun, 
1888. 

There has been a wonderful increase of 
late years in the demand for RUBBERS, and 
they have almost supplanted the heavy over
shoe, so popular a few seasons ago. Lately 
the sales of RunBERS have almost doubled.
Dealer, in Globe Democrat, 1888. 

RUDDER-FISH (PaliltllY1ls pcmjol'mis).
A fish described as "very beauti
ful," and which abounds in the 
waters of the Southern States. 

RUINATIOUs.-Ruinous. 

RULLICHIES.-A kind of sausage once 
thought much of amongst the old 
Dutch settlers. 

RUM.-In some parts of the country 
rum is a general name for all kinds 
of spirit-brandy, whiskey, gin, and 
rum. -- RUM BUD.-A " grog 
blossom"; a pimply eruption on 
the face caused by excessive ti p-

59 



piing. -- EUM HOLE. - A New 
term ow dr· shop 
so is MILL ' RUM 

NISM, REB N ! "_ 
The rallying cry of the Presidential 
Election of 1884, which it is believed 
resulted in th b eakin f the Ion 

d of enjo y th 
blican y. T lowin 

IS the explanation given by the 
author of Political Americanisms ;-

the clo ays of t identia 
ca of J88 nisters ing wa 
he the Pi euue 1- in N c\ 
York, ~n the interest of the Republicans. 
Some five hundred attended, all denomina
tions being nominally represented. The 
principal address was made by a Protestant 
di ho co d the rdinar 
bl of stigI g the erats a 
th of RU MANIS}' REBEL 
LION. 11r, Blaine, who was present, failed to 
make a fitting rejoinder, but the Democratic 
mana~ers were not slow to make the IIlost of 
th t ke. Th try was I ded witl 
tll -ee fat J and, c resul 
pr his bit eration 1e battl 
for cpubH ty. T e was s 
close in New York State, that lhe result was 
for some days in doubt, and as tho national 
result depended on this vote, a dangerous 
ex nt prev . The S as even 
tUe nd to gone atic b 
on 9 votes t is be that fa 
m n that ~ were the Re 
publicans m consequence of the momentous 
remark with which the reverend gentleman 
concluded his address. 

UM R.-A abitua 

RUN.-The New England brook is a 
K, or in th st.--
UN.- erb do oman' 
e in t ltifari nses 0 

to cause to rim; to manage; to have 
charge. A minister runs a church, 

ditor a paper olitical 
a can , and overn 
the n I mac A few 

quotations will well exemplify the 
different usages. 

ung En of Gen eems t 
be spoilin fight. also in 
fia th the that he born T 
RUN the univcrse.-FcxclS Sijtlllgs, Sept. 22, 
,888. 

Run 

A petition was received from H. H. 
Darling, B h r & C others g 

at a 10 d unif te of ta et 
r the u ater TO levato e 
tes ar ten to y cents -

sand ganons, the largest consumers paying 
the lea.st. A uniform rate of fifteen cents 
for I,OOO gallons was decided upon.-Tl'OY 

aily Til bruary . 

The is al ed w n 
appli runs r see n 
appointment. 
The astounding declaration is made that 
eorge 'ngtoD, under e 
hite m ountry racted r-
natic ge wit autiful n 

queen in 1e io Val ey, and left y er a 
s~n who rose to the highest honors among 
hIS dusky people and left a name in history. 
It is made by an Ohio man who had no 

parent l in vi cept th 1, 
nd who at at e RUN r 
fiice. I s he he rom th of 

lLaac Zane, the great Buckeye, after whose 
family Zanesville, 0., was named, and who 
was ill the carly times a captive in the 
camp of the great Chief Cornplanter Corn-

anter \ s allege of Was n. 
he ann ndian " d of th c-
ent of hio Va e full 1-

planter i but he has so far publicly escaped 
the -responsibility of bein~ the son of the 
~~~hcr of his Country.-T Ie World, May 13, 

From se . ap ions e 
verb It IS d the g 
phrase TO RUN ONE'S FACE, signi
fying to obtain credit.--To BE 
RUN HARD -To b I nded· d·ffi-
culti ex pre hande n 
to co al sp by th 
ter and trapper who rtm their prey 
very hard. Of the same derivation 
probably is--To RUN INTO THE 
GROU To m ause, 
or sp by ov ng it. 0 
RUN uPoN.-To make fun of; to 
quiz. 

UNNER 

-( 
See 

engin 
ET-SC 
er. 

SCRIBNER'S NONSENSE.-Well we'll find 
a name for him after a while, and it ought to 
be a good one when we get it. We used to 

11 the 10 rides right h 
a lac e engir engine n 

ut a lilt lish on got lo g 
11m the dnver, and now Scribner's Alagaz~tle 

COIl1(-;!S along and calls him a RUNNER, It's 



Run of StOftes 

all right, we reckon, only we stick to it that a 
locomotive goes on wheels and not on 
RUNNERs.-DefroifFreePrcss, October 6,1888. 

--(3) RUNNER.-A tout. 

Back and forth before the offices of the big 
transatlantic steamship lines/may, on almost 
any day, be observed certain men pacing the 
pavements, eagerly scanning the face of every 
person who approaches. If that I?efson 
bappens to inspire in the minds of these 
watchers any remote hint that he might be 
desirous of purchasing a passage across the 
ocean, he is at once approached with offers 
to assist him in his search. The name of 
the port to which he wants to go being elici
ted, the RUNNERS will at once compete with 
each other for the honor of introducing him 
to the agent from whom he can obtain the 
best and cheapest passage. The man is at 
once dragged off,perplexed, but somewhat 
tempted by the offer of a cheaper fare than 
that which he had been led to expect, to the 
steamship office where the RUNNER who has 
him in charge can obtain the largest com
mission upon the purchase of his ticket.
New York ComlH,ercial Advertiser, 1888. 

RUN Of' SToNEs.-Apairofmill stones. 

RUNT.-A small diminutive man or 
beast is called a runt. There is a 
Yankee proverb also which runs
" Every family has its runl." 

RUSH.-To RUSH THE GROWLER.
Explained by quotation. 

One evil of which the inspectors took 
particular notice was that of the employment 
by hands in a number of factories of boys 
and girls, under ten and thirteen years, to 
fetch beer for them, or in other words TO 
RUSH THE GROWLER. The Society for the 
Prevention of Cruelty to Children will no 
doubt be informed in regard to this matter. 
-New York Herald, July 29,1888. 

RUSH ERS.-A miner's term for persons 
proceeding to the diggings. From 
the" rush" which generally takes 
place when a new and profitable 
" find" is announced. 

RUSTLE, To.-(r) To grapple with 
circumstances: to rise superior 
to all contingencies. Cattle, in 
winter, rustlc for food by " nosing" 
through the snow to the dried 

Rye 

grass beneath.--(2) To be active; 
quick; expeditious. 

The little man started toward the desk. 
He had scarcely opened conversation v.:ith 
the cashier, however, when, unseen by hIm, 
the breakfast arrived. Steak, coffee, rolls 
and four boiled eggs. were duly arranged on 
the table. The large woman stood on no 
ceremony. She glanced at the distant form 
of her husband and began to open eggs. 
When she had broken three into her own 
glass, she said sharply: • \Naiter, my hus
nand is loafing around over there by the 
desk; go and tell him t~at I've eat~n one of 
his eggs already, and If he doesn ~ RU~TLE 
himself I'll eat the other.'-Troy Dad)' TWles, 
February 4, 1888. 

RUSTLER.-An active busy individual. 
Formerly a ranchman's term for a 
cook, and as it required considerable 
activity and energy to provide the 
whole army of cowboys and 
herders on a ranch with their 
three meals per diem. it was by no 
means a violent transition when 
the term got to mean any man 
peculiarly alert and energetic. By 
a still further amplification of its 
meaning it signifies one who never 
succumbs to circumstances. This 
is about the highest compliment 
that can be paid to a mao, who, 
failing in one thing, finds some
thing else available for his support. 
A still further extension has led to 
a deterioration of meaning as when 
it signifies the abuse of the powers 
of activity and craft in which case 
a rustlcr may mean a thIef and 
swindler. 
But, pard, he was a RUSTLER.-AI ark 

Twain's The Innocents at Home, p. 20. 

RUSTY DAB (Plalessa fer1'llgillea.).-A 
Massachusetts fish. Also called 
RUSTY FLAT-FISH. 

RYDER (Cant).-A cloak. 

RVE. - A curtailed form for rye 
whiskey.-- RYE AND INDIAN.
ANew England name for bread 
made of Indian and rye meal. 



Jii'i'iiii:"iii=!!iiiil ABBAoAv.-An old New 
England corruption 
of "Sabbath Day." 
-- SABBADAY 
HOUSES. - Houses 
near a Church or 
Meeting-house used 
by those coming long 

distances to their place of worship. 
A relic of a time when population 
was sparse. 

SABE.-This Spanish word has be
come thoroughly naturalized in the 
States, constant contact with 
Spaniards and Americans of 
Spanish descent having done much 
to familiarize the nation at large 
with many terms drawn from the 
language in question. Sabe in a 
man implies shrewdness; thought
ful care; or, in colloquial English, 
gumption. 

A gang d lazy drunken loafers, and that ar 
Dick Bullen's the ornariest of all. Didn't 
have no more SABE than to come round yar 
with sickness in the hOllse and no provision. 
-Brct Harte's How Sallta Claus callie to 
Simpsoll's Bar. 

SACATRA.-See MULATTO. 

SACHEM.-(I) A ruler or chief of an 
Indian tribe. 

The White Man came; his bayonets 
gleam 

Where SACHEMS held their sway, 
And, like tbe shadow of a dream, 

Our tribe has passed away I 
-Bryant's Last oj l"cRed Men. 

--(2) The Indians thus name the 
FLICKER (FicltS aI/latIlS) on account 

of his bravery.-See FLiCKER.-
SACHEMDOM or SACHEMSHIP.-Per
taining to Sachem government. 

SACK.-A small bag used as a purse. 

On Sunday night, at the California theatre, 
a man in the gallery was thrown down and 
robbed of 8go dols. in gold. The theatre was 
packed when Albert and Louis Mudhenk 
entered the gallery, accompanied by their 
sister. Albert carried in a SACR, tucked in 
his nght hip pocket, 8go dols., mostly in 
douhle eagles.-Troy Daily TilllCS, January 3r, 
r888. 

--SACK COAT.-A tweed cloth 
coat. 

Another thing very often noticed here is 
the wearing of silk hats with SACK COATS, 
which is in exceedingly bad form, and 
stamps the wearer as one not up in social 
mannerisms. - St. Pattl and }'li1t1lcapolis 
Pioncel' Press, JuJy 22, IH88. 

SAFE.-This word is commonly used 
instead of larder. -- SA F E
BLOWERS. - Burglars who give 
their attention to "cracking" 
safes and strong-rooms. 
Early last evening word was received 

that two notorious characters had been 
arrested in Chicago and charged with 
committin~ the murder of Snell. Both 
were said to have lived in this city for 
fourteen Jears, and were described as 
crooks an SAFE-BLOWERS.-St. Louis Daily 
Globe Democrat, r888. 

SAG, To.-To bend; give way; yield. 
This dictionary word can hardly 
be classed as colloquial in Eng
land. In America, however, it is 
common. 

Provisions opened strong from sympathy 
with wheaL Later news came froUl the 



Sagamore 

yards and from other packing points that 
the hog receipts were larger than the earlier 
estimates, then prices SAGGED same.-Afis
souri Republican, 1888. 

SAGAMORE.-A ruler or chief among 
certain Indian tribes; a SACHEM 
(q.v.). 

SAGE BRUSH (Artemisia ludovicialla).
This shrub has been thus de
scribed by Mark Twain. 

An imposing monarch of the forest ill 
exquisite miniature, is the SAGE BRUSH. Its 
foliage is a grayish green, and gives that tint 
to desert and mountain. It smells like our 
domestic sage, and sage-tea made from 
it tastes like the sage-tea ,,,hich all boys are 
so well acquainted with. The SAGE-BRUSH is a 
singularly hardy plant, and grows right 
in the midst of deep sand, and among 
barren rocks, where nothing else in the 
vegetab1e world would try to grow, except 
bunch - grass. The SAGE BUSHES grow 
from three to six or seven feet apart, 
all over the mountains and desert of 
the Far \Vest, clear to the borders 
of California. There is not a tree of any 
kind in lhe deserts, for hundreds of miles
there is no vegetation at all in a regular 
desert, except the SAGE BRUSH and its 
cousin the greasewood, which is so much 
like the SAGE BRUSH that the difference 
amounts to little. Camp-fires and hot 
suppers in the deserts would be impossible 
but for the friendly SAGE BRUSH. Its trunk 
is as large as a boy's wrist (and from that 
up lo a man's arm), and its crooked 
branches are half as large as its trullk
an good, sound, hard wood, very like oak. 
-Roughing It. 

--SAGE-HEN (Ceutrocercus uropha
sialtlts).-Otherwise known as tbe 
COCK OF THE PLAINS (q.v.), and for 
which the name of SAGE-GROUSE 
has been suggested. 

SAGNICHTS.-A derisive political term 
applied by Germans to the KNOW 
NOTHINGS (q.v.). Sagnichis means, 
literally, Say N othings-a bit of 
irony hardly to have been expected 
of staid and sober Hans Breitmann. 
Certainly those who know nothing 
can only be expected to say as 
much. 

Salt-Bottom, 

SAINTS or LATTER-DAY SAINTs.-Aself
imposed title of the Mormon body. 
-See MORMON. 

SALAMANDER. - (I) A movable tire
grate.--(z) A name applied to a 
pouched-rat (Geomys pillelis); and 
in Florida, Georgia, and farther 
South to the Menopoma allegizaniensis, 
an animal allied to the salamander 
proper.--SALAMANDER SAFE.-A 
fire-proof safe. The origin of the 
name in this connection is obvi
ously derived from the salamander 
of fabulous history. 

SALESLADY.-Sce LADY. 

SALOON.-A bar-room, every drinking 
place being thus dignified. 

SALT-BoTTOM.-BoTTOM-LAND (q.v.) of 
a saline nature. -- SALT GRASS 
and SALT HAY. - Grass and hay 
from salt marshes.--SALT HORSE. 
-The nickname given in the 
United States army to the salted 
beef supplied in their rations.-
SALT LlCK.-See LICK.--SALT 
MEADOW.-A kind of boggy grass
land to be met with on some parts 
of the New EngJand coast.-
To ROW UP SALT RIVER is a phrase 
signifying defeat, discomfiture, and 
oblivion. The story goes that, in 
the early colony days, Salt River, 
a tributary of the Ohio, was a 
favorite stronghold of river-pirates, 
besides which navigation in its 
waters was difiicult and tedious. 
Hence the idea of spoliation and 
irrevocable loss connected with it. 
The next stage of transition was 
easy; and the phrase was ulti
mately applied to defeated candi
dates for ofiice, who, if badly 
beaten, were said to be rowed to 
the very head-waters of the stream. 
--SALT WATER TAILOR (Teml/odoll 
saltator). - The blue fish of the 
lower Potomac. -- SALT WATER 



Sam 470 Sand 

VEGETABLES.-A New York term 
for clams; also sometimes applied 
to oysters. 

SAM .-A name at one time applied to 
a member of the KNOW NOTHING 
(q.v.) or AMERICAN (q.v.) PARTY. 
The allusion is to UNCLE SAM, the 
national sobriquet, the Know 
Nothings claiming that in a nation 
mostly made up of immigrants, 
only native-born citizens should 
possess and exercise privileges and 
power. 

SAMBO.-A name now applied to all 
colored persons, but originally 
used to designate the offspring of a 
black person and a mulatto; also 
sometimes the child of an Indian 
and a negro. Spell also zambo, 
which, in Spanish, means bandy
legged. The term is very old for 
it occurs in an advertisement 
in the New York Evening Post 
of December 23, ISrr, wherein a 
runaway slave is described as " a 
black boy, named Joab, aged 14, 
short for his age, small limbed, 
and very short fingers, is well
made, and has likely features, of a 
yellow complexion (being a samba)." 
Variants are CUFFY, QUASHIE, etc. 

SAMPLE-RoOM.-A grog-shop. 

SANCTIMONIOUSLYrlED.-With sancti
mony. 

SAND.-To HAVE SAND, or, more fully, 
TO HAVE SAND IN ONE'S CRAW, also 
TO BE SANDY, to be determined; 
plucky; an equivalent is "to have 
grit." To be described as sandy is 
to have the highest meed of praise 
bestowed on one. 

The two friends agreed entirely as to the 
unutterable loneliness of summer evenings 
in the country, The Westerner spoke of 
Eastern towns as graveyards, and of the 
men in them as fossils, and of the enter-

prising denizens of the West as having 
SAND in them.-Portland Trail-script, 1887. 

The two went at it hot and heavy, but 
presently the new boy came out on top, 
and all the others dropped down into the 
yard and offered him a bite of their apples, 
and declared him a good fellow. He had 
been tested and found SANDY.-Detroit Free 
Press, 1888. 

A phrase expressive of imperturba
bility is, "The sand heap stood the 
shock with the utmost composure." 
--SAND AUGER.-A curious phe
nomenon sometimes observed on 
wide plains- where the atmosphere 
ishotand dry. Saud augers are mini a
ture cyclones, or rotary storms, 
which, when occurring on a grand 
scale, as they do in the Western 
States, are known as tornadoes. 
-See SAND STORMS.--To SAND
BAG. - To commit robbery with 
violence, SANDBAGGERS being the 
name given to men engaged in the 
practice. 

Kansas City is the only town in the world 
where women are SAND-BAGGED. Sam Jones' 
revival work in that city is a good deal like 
trying to put Qut the devil's lake of fire with 
an ear syringe.-MissouriRepJlblictlJl.,jan. 25, 
1888. 

-- To BE SAND BLASTED. - A 
recent addition to the "Oaths Vo
cabulary." 

, Sleigh-bells 1 Well, I'll BE SAND BLASTED I' 
said the business man. I What do you mean 
by trying to sell sleigh-bells in this section of 
the country? Don't you know it never 
snows here I-Texas Siltillgs, Oct. 20, 1888. 

--SAND-BOX.-A rough box filled 
with sand used as a spittoon.-
SAND-CHERRY (Cerasus pumila) .-A 
native of the North and West. The 
fruit of this trailing shrub is, in spite 
of its prolificness, of little account. 
--SAND-HILLERS. - The lowest 
class of whites in the Southern 
States. These people are mainly 
found in the PINE BARRENS (q.v.), 
and live an idle, shiftless, wretched 
existence.-Sce POOR WHITES.-
The SANDLOTS of San Francisco are 
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associated with the name of Denis 
Kear Com . t, wh e 
year had sidera 1-
lowi he h arters e 
faction were situated in some vacant 
land outside the city limits. His 
folio re collo uially known as 
SAND ERS.- EARN S. 

PLUM liS ma ). 
-A wild plum growmg in sandy 
localities. Plum Island on the 
Massachusetts coast derives its 
nam the dance e 
varie on it. ND-ST 
A storm to which the plams are 
subject, in which the wind, not 
necessarily particularly strong, has 
an in ion to groun A 
terri d-stor y swe r 
and p I to t face \ t 
much disturbing the dust; but one 
of these impinging winds picks up 
every . -dust , and 
to th of a drive m 
throu e air, ring i t 
painful, and even dangerous, to 
open the eyes, besides causing 
almo t mplete d l·ness. Th e 
storm of fr t occu e 
all the s, an e 
exceedingly disagreeable, though 
easily avoided by getting into a 
ravine 

ANG ( qninq im).-
ruption of "ginseng,' one of the 
most highly-esteemed herbs in the 
Chinese pharmacopceia. Ginseng 
litera ans " st of " 
The is ab t in V a 
and or Caro ma.--T A 
SANGING.-To gather sang, and-
SANG-HOE, an implement employed 
by ga s of t' r b. 

ANTA F .-A tute, i 
ico, for tea, being an infusion of the 
leaves of the Alstonia th ea/or'ntis , 
Thou shru' If res s 
the t ant 0 mmerc e 
decoc is" ,Ion y 
after" the genuine article in flavor, 
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SAPOTE or SAPOOILLA,-A name given 
veral f 't in the West Indies 
h var ize, co ulp, a 

e, 

SAPPY, also SAPHEAD.-An effeminate 

SAPSAGO.-A variety of Swiss cheese 
called by the Germans Schabzieger. 

S KER ( arills, -A bi 
of the woodpecker tnbe, called a 
sapSllcker from a popular super
stition that it feeds on the sap of 

SAP-SUGAR.-MAPLE SUGAR (q,v.). 

S GA,- com us lrun 
by la hen t ing. 

late years, sara togas have been 
introduced into England, The 
name is derived from a cele-

d Am n wal place 

time t aIl~e ed, Mi 
Jessica had herself and SARATOGA safely 
landed on the verandah, while Mrs. Johnson 
gad ste)re~ fd~~ard t~rme~~l:er, SU~_h~~~ed 
c ,-The an, Jun 888, 

SARCOPHAGUS.-A leaden coffin, Even 
the presence of the Great Leveller 

to ex a m ing iI 
ce up tend f som 
es of cans bh fal 

tin', The most modest receptacle 
for the cast-off shell of humanity is 

d a c , whil e mor 
ntiou d prob ' hau 
enes mer st d toil 

were their remains consigned to 
any humbler resting place than a 

haglls Amid s h andeu 
ism well Wher 
, thy ? W grav 

thy victory? 0 temp ora ! 0 mores! 
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SARDINES n Amer in 
Englan nes are ys 
what t fess to en-
haden, like the English pilchard, 
are largely used as substitutes. 
--(2) A jocular term for sailors. 

SASS TEA fras tea. 

SAUCE.- tables ten 
with meat. This usage is an un
doubted survival of Old English 
usage.-See LONG SAUCE. -- (2) 
Stewed fruits.-Sce ApPLE BUTTER. 
--SA .-This ive 
of sa"e rican bot rth 
and u d is e to 
design eengroce her 
dealer in market produce. 

SAVAGE AS A MEAT AXE.-The meaning 
of this metaphor is unmistakable; 
it form f what M ain 
calls th ous vern and 
signifi ociously (2) 
exceed g y ngry. 

SAVAGEROUS.-An intensive form of 
savage - alike factitous and un
couth. 

SAVE, To aWes ter 
or rna saves his y he 
means that his shot has "told"; 
that the bullet has found its billet 
and is saved, i.e., not wasted. The 
idiom originated in the reat store 
somet upon am n-
life it asionally ing 
upon i sion and use. 
To GE 0 en used III e same 
sense. 

SAW, To.-In Maine, to saw is to scold, 
while t, it signi lay 
a joke X.--SA -A 
sawho d in sawi for 
fuel. ORSE is t ern 
equivalent.--SAW GUMMER.-See 
GUMMER.--SAW LOG.-A log of 

Scale 

to suita sions for 
nto planl AW-WHET 
cadia).- owl, so 

named from the resemblance of its 
cry to a rasping, grinding saw. 

SA n the Mi . and other 
waters, ted tree 

r partiall ed, float 
the CUrr hese con 

stltute a serious danger to naviga
tion, and are often the cause of 
steamers and other craft being 
wrecked. Compare with SNAG. 

SA er).-W the turn 
layer to what he 

whether et or pas 
his hand, it is said to be his say.
The American Hoyle. 

SCAB -A workman 
to a 
rganizat 

ho does not 
nion 0 

women i igh Valle 
are backmg up the strikers, and at a dance 
Saturday ni~ht not a SCAB could find a 
partner to dance with.-Daily Inter-Ocean, 
February 3, r888. 

Indications point to the men going on 
str in a day e com pan 
ha dy broken ent not t 
vi c men. done in 
ge harge of e and other 
wh to hoist 0 oal durin 
the late effort to SCAB the col1ieries.
MOlltrcai Herald, February 21, 1888. 

A strike is in progress at Bern hard N ew
mark's cig:u factory at Second Avenue and 
Scvent -third Street, but the work is still 
go ith non-un men. Las 
ev n these w re ready t 
go hey found <ing cigar 
m in force. <ers yelle 
SC, hrew fin ~ lall stone 
until upwards of a thollsand people were 
assembled about the factory.-Ncw Yor/{ 
Evcllillg Post, February 24, I888. 

Sc generic 
est. 

or mone 

Sc -See SE CALES.-
A common term for money; an 
abbreviation of SHADSCALES. 



Scallawag 

SCALLAWAG.-A loafer; vagabond; or 
rogue. 

Sternly gazed the first new-comer on the 
unindulgent crowd, 

Then in tones which pierced the deep6 he 
solilicussed aloud :-

I hey trevelled o'er this cont'nent from 
Quebec to Bogotaw, 

But seteh a set of SCALLAWAGS as these I 
never saw. 
-Charles G. Leland's Ballad of Charity. 

SCALLYHOOT, To. -To be off; to 
skedaddle. A Texas form. (Cf, 
smt, sea/cran; Welsh, hcot, hoot.) 

SCALP, To.- (I) Round this word 
cling many of the saddest and 
most terrible memories of the 
long conflict, now happily almost 
ended, between the red and white 
races on the American Continent. 
The Indian believing that no 
scalped person would partake of 
the pleasures of the HAPPY HUNT
ING GROUNDS (q.v.), has sought 
to reduce the number of possible 
foes in the future by scalping them 
here. Scalping consists of tearing 
off the skin and hair of the head. 
Idiomatically the term is used in 
the sense of defeating or annihila
ting an opponent, and is varied by 
" raising the hair. "-See HAIR. 

It is good for brethren to dwell together 
in harmony, but the way Editor Merlill is 
SCALPING John Sherman is better-lIlllch 
better.-ll1tSSDUl'i Republica/l., February 22, 
IB8B. 

(2l To drive a hard bargain.-
(3 To speculate in unused rail
way tickets. The mileage system 
(see MILEAGE) adopted on American 
rail ways, and the fact that return 
tickets are available till used, have 
led to the establishment of offices 
where these unused tickets are 
bonght and sold. The snggestive
ness of the name given to the 
operation is no doubt warranted 
at times, the TICKET SCALPER buying 
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at the lowest and selling at the 
dearest rates. 

Pork was weak and a shade lower, and 
trading small, mainly in SCALPING on small 
charges.-N cw York EveniJlg Post, February 
24, 1888. 

SCARE.-From the verb" to scare," 
i.e., to frighten, the Americans have 
coined" scare," which, in its more 
familiar sense has become natural
ized in England. In the West, 
however, it signifies a stampede of 
cattle or horses.--To SCARE UP. 
-To find; look up; or collect. 

Can't you SCARE UP some eggs or some
thing? I'll take over a load of apples. I 
hate to do any business Sundays, but I'll 
ask Miss Rogers if she wants that butter, 
and if she does, I'll go over 'with it 
a-!vlonday.-Portland Transcript, 1888. 

--SCARESOME or SKEERSOME.
Fear - producing; of a frightful 
character. 

SCART.-An old form of " scared." 

I My boy Shake vhas SCART avhay, my 
wife vhas seek abcd, und I haf to lock oop 
my place or be Idlt.' 

I It's sad lines,' mused the sargeant.
Carl DIIHder. 

sCAT.-De off! Begone! A variant 
of GIT! (q.v.), and an abbreviation 
of "scatter." 

I I have something here which should be in 
every Southern home,' he said, ed(jing into 
the business man's office and bowmg obse
quiously. 

, SCAT! you book agent,' exclainled the 
man addressed, and at the same time 
reaching for a paper-weight.-Texas Siftings, 
October 20, 1~B8. 

SCATTER-GuN.-A "two-pipe scatter
gun," i.e., a double-bore rifle. 

SCATTERTATIONIST. - One who is 
swayed by every purr of wind; 
who by following side issues 
we~kens his main chance. For-

60 
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m y p iti 
colloquia!. 

b no co mo y 

SCAVIOR (Cant). - Sharp; cunning. 
Li m y t ms on ne n e 
thIef's vocabulary, this adjective IS 
al em oy as no ; i who h 
case it signifies" know edge. ' 

SCHOONER.-A tall glass, holding a 
pi u i th co 1m ion f 
lager beer. 

SCHUTE.-See CHUTE. 

SCIENTIST.-A man of science. n 
th co mencement of the philo-
10 al ttl con rn t ter i
nation" ist," the thick of the fight 
w m ly ge rou t w , 
it being one of the earliest intro
du io of e c ss. C pa d 
with some recent forms (See 
F IT!) 'en' t a hig y 
respectable, workmg member of 
So 'ety of Unc th Words and 
P se 

SCISSOR AIL. Th KIN BI (q . . ). 

COL EN E. n ai, a wa r-
fowl. 

SCOOP -This, used both as a noun and 
ve , is s n I y po bl q u 
lent to the English slang "rise," 
an dv tag or 00 thi r 
example, death is Said to get a 
seo 0 m 

'No man ever knowed Buck Fanshaw to 
b \: 0 fr d. ut sap, u 

know, It's all up. It am t no use. They ve 
SCOOPED him! 

'Sc PE im 
, Yes; death has. ' 

-\lark Twain's Thehutoceuts at Home, p.20. 

Th 'T s" p opl atl 1;0 hea f 
you on that Swinburne cable didn't they? J 

W yo it sat 0 sc P. t 
\\c're l€..ady or 'em I ne yo po y 
business, neitbcr. Seen that pJay, The 

val tha oe ff(; n's in G d 

Sc tc G1 ve 

tu ·h? We the ext lay 1at an 
brings Qut, we're gomg to ave 1 he on 
six wires, same day it's done in London. I'm 
vri g h no\' k. 

Sc 00 01 SK 
move with alacrity; to 

v ngl d pr io 
noun, verb, and adjective. 

To 
run. A 
use as 

I I en ght to t kit en 0 ed 
the door, and what d'ye think? There sot 
hat urn r, a 1 my 'fe his 1 ,an' was 
1llg 'h ' 

j Well, what did you do? ' 
, ! 'h sh ed. 'Wh t c ld I do? 

Did I hem ha s fu of ops nd 
tomatoes, BeSides the fellow got up and 
co ED Nt or ferc " J 2I 888, 

SC PIO t S th od 
lIzard, generally app led 0 A"ama 
U IIlat 

Sc A flat-bottomed boat of 
v yi g cap city n nt s d, 
some being comparatively quick 
s er wh t 0 ers se s I ht
ers, make no pretensions in that 
r pe M D S W re pI ed 
for dredging purposes. 

T C les [0" ,in 111 ro es-
day night, had two barges and a scow 
oa w' Pi bm Goa Sl ret ed 

dun 1;:> t ni~ w an mp ba 
Missouri Republican, May 10, ISl:I8. 

SCRANNY.-Thin; bony. A woman's 
rd. P yin I n ngl d. 

Compare with SCRAWNY. 

SCRAPE.-A technical term for the 
i ri tu en e the d " m 
the surface of the pine. A .suI?e.nor 
p du is bt' 1ed y CI ns 
in the bark.--To SCRAPE COTTON. 

ole th gr yin plants. 

CR CH Th "ea of 
English veterinary sm geons. 

SCRATCH GRAVEL -Begone. . 1is 
e' res 'on may be comp'lrecl with 



ScratchinK 

"to pad the hoof," and similar 
phrases. 

S C RAT CHI N G . - An electioneering 
dodge. N arrow slips of paper 
gummed on the back, and bearing 
printed names of candidates, are 
distributed by local political leaders 
prior to or during an election, so 
that voters may readily re-arrange 
ballots to suit their own individual 
preferences. Pasters, in short, 
reduce scratching to a system. 

sCRAwL.-Webster gives this as a 
New England term for a ragged, 
broken branch of a tree, or other 
brushwood. 

SCRAWNy.-Thin; bony. Sometimes 
SCRANNY. 

No one could go from this to any European 
country, or return thence without being 
struck by this national \,cculiarity ; and, if the 
men were lank and sa low 1 the women were 
absolutely SCRAWNY during youth, although 
sometimes fat at middle age. Indeed, so 
universal was the sCRAwNn~Ess that, as is 
always the case with widespread peculiari
ties, it came to be the fashion.-St. LOIlt's 
Globe Democrat, 1888. 

SCREAMER.-A fine strapping man or 
woman. A term of vVestern 
origin and equivalent to HORSE 
(q.v.). 

SCREW-BEAN (Slrombocarpus pltbescclIs). 
-This tree, common in Texas and 
the yVest, belongs to the locust 
family. So called because of its 
twisted Fods. 

SCREWSMAN (Cant).-A manufacturer 
of duplicate keys for purposes of 
robbery. 

SCRINGE, To.-To flinch. Texas. 

SCROD.-See ESCROD. 
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SCROOF, To (Cant).-To live with a 
friend at the latter's expense. It 
is considered "a point of honor 
among thieves" only to " sponge" 
in this manner when first released 
from durance vile, i.e., until they 
can support themselves. 

SCROUGER. - A strapping fellow, or 
fine girl.-See SCREAMER. 

SCRUB oAK.-Dwarf varieties are so 
named.-See OAK. 

SCUO-GRASS.-A Florida grass, grow
ing to a height of nearly three 
feet. Otherwise SCOTS' GRASS. 

ScuFf.-In New England a light shoe, 
or slipper. 

SCULOUGGERy.-An opprobrious poli
tical term, signifying proficiency 
in the art of "wire-pulling." A 
yVestern term. 

SCULPTOREss.-See remarks on 
BROKERESS. 

scup.-The Rhode Island name for 
a fish, which in New York and 
New England is known as the 
POGGy.--To scup.-A New York 
boy's term, little heard now, signi
fying to swing. From the Dutch 
schoppen. 

SEA.-SEA-DEvIL.-See under DEVIL. 
--SEA-ISLAND COTTON.-A 
once celebrated variety of cotton. 
Cj. UPLAND COTTON.--SEA-PIKE. 
-The BILL-FISH (q.v). -- SEA
ROBIN.-The FLYING-FISH (q.v.). 
-- SEA-SIDE GRAPE. - A West 
Indian name for the Cocoloba 
1lvifem. 

SEAL, TO.-SEALING.-The ceremony 
of spiritual marriage amongst 



her 

polygamous Mormons, is known as 
scaling or SCALING, Each succeed-
i 'fe is sed t y the 
S right privil and 
r ns to man 0 has 
scaled her to himself as the first 
lawfully married wife, but the 

I res atura ough 
he ad\ e of unger 
ettier en ; th ho are 

passe go to the waIL--SEALER,
In New England an official ap-

ted to te t nd sta eights 
easur so lea 

SEARCHER,-An instrument used in 
testing butter. New England. 

SE -Col ally e ed III 

e outh for weather, a spell 0 

rain, i.e., a season suitable for 
planting, A usage probably attri-

Ie to fact ain in 
oper n bei ispen 
to se pical ultura 

operations. 

SE or T,-A ety 0 

form n use gst th 
Indlans of :t\0l t Amenca, Other 
varieties are COI-lOG, WAMPUM, etc. 

Sr SEC R, S ION 1ST 

SlONE Var form 
used to indlcate those who, in 
the South, favored SECESSION 
from the Union, It is now a matter 

tory t e cou of thi 
were ied to legiti 

rna c conc 1 ,and !ted i 
onc of the dire,t civil conflicts the 
world has ever Imown, -- To 

II, to t; to L --
SHDOM ECESS SECES 

. OM, - famil ppella 
tions for the Confederate States,
See CONFEDERATE. 

SE -CLASS 
ctions 

ER,
wo b 

of th 
U,S 

Sect 

post-office between postal matter of 
differing grades, Newspapers, 
amon her Ii matt 
so cia 

THE WORLD, 

'ditor a prietor "H PUL 

BLISt-IE RY DAY YEAR 
31 AND 32) PAIU< ow, 

MONDAY, MARCH 5, 1888. 

tcred 
51': 

Post-O 
LASS 

New 
ATTER 

TERMS-POSTAGE FREE. 

-The World, March 5, 1888, 
Let SECOND-CLASS MATTER and single 
oks be ted in mendm s 
11 as bo ,lished er of C 

Ibid, 

SECOND-DAY WEDDING.-A reception 
given b newly-married couples on 
their from oneyn 

SECTION.-This is described by the 
scholarly R. G, White, in Words 
and t 'Uses, "a h . e 
Amer m fOl ighbor 
• vicil ' quar regio , 
for example, 'our section,' 'this 
section of country.'" It is Western, 
of course but has cre t Eastwards 
again tide, s the t 
of th sion 0 unoc d 
lands III the West, for purposes of 
sale, into sections (640 acres), based 
upon parallels of latitude and longi-
tude, igrati artics d 
buy settle 1 a q r 
sertioll 0 and, an ey con lI1Ued 
talking about their sec/ion even 
after they had homes, and neigh-
borho town Ibgcs d 
count [ash which 
with ,sho ave h s 
day, and in which they should 
not be imitated. 

I see n 
nnlry \ 
xt ten 

11 why 
(~njoy 

, nd pro 

SECTIO 
hy boo 
-ganize 

8 

S 
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to accomplish this would help the matter on 
greatly. I hope to be able to visit your 
SECTION again another fall or winter, if 
not before, and to extend Qur business 
interests in that locality. - New Orleans 
Times Democrat, 1888. 

The funeral of Albert Fairchild will long 
be remembered in all the SECTION round. 
More than one State official attended, and 
there was a vast concourse. - Scribner's 
~Maga.ziftc, 1887. 

--SECTIONAL. - Pertaining to a 
section or portion of the country; 
and frequently employed as the 
antithesis of national. 

C Sir,' said Mr. Rebelftag, addressing the 
genial proprietor at the fifty-cent table-d-hote, 
, we have been too kind to the South; that is 
the difficulty. I have always been opposed 
to extending the right hand of fellowship to 
our Southern brother until all this SEC
TIONAL feeling should have died out.'
Puck, 1888. 

--SECTIONALISM.-The acts, 
practices, means, and results of 
those who favor the claims of one 
portion of the country in pre
ference to those of the nation at 
large.--To SECTIONIZE.-To sur
vey land and map it out into 
sections. A section comprises 640 
acres, which again is divided into 
quarter sections of 160 acres.-Sce 
HOMESTEAD ACT. 

SEEING A BET (in poker).-The sameas 
MAKING GooD.-Tlte A Illcrican H o)'le. 

SEEM.-It is habitual with the New 
Englander to put this verb to 
strange uses, as "I can't secm to 
be suited," "I couldn't seem to know 
him."-Biglow Introduction. 

SEEP. To.-Used in New England to 
signify the process of straining. 
Coffee is said to be seeped when 
run through muslin to clear it.-
SEEP¥.-Undrained; e.g., "wet" 
land is scepy. 

SEIGNEURS. - A French-Canadian 
llamc for landowners in the pro-

vince of Quebec.--SEIGNIORIES. 
-The townships in the province 
of Quebec. The tenure is feudal 
in character. 

SELECTMAN. - In New England a 
magistrate, whose position, power, 
and duties closely resemble those 
of English J.P.'s. The term is an 
abbreviation of SELECT TOWNSMEN. 

SEMI-OCCASIONALLY.-A pleonasm for 
occasionally; once in a while. 

SENATE.-According to Webster, the 
Senate in the United States denotes 
the higher branch or house of a 
legislature. Such is the Selic/Ie of 
the United States, or upper house 
of t he Congress; and, in most of 
the States, the higher and least 
numerous branch of the legislature 
is called the Smate. In the United 
States, the Smate is an elective 
body.--SENATOR.-A member of 
a State, or United States Senate. 

SEND OFF. - A journalistic Ameri
canismforanotice; anitemofnews. 
Sometimes SEND-OFF NOTICE. 

, An: you the man who compiled a Jist of 
dead bealS? ' I Yes, sir; but if I made any 
mistakcs-' I You run in my name as being 
able to pay, but 'ivouldn't do it. I I Yes, sir, 
but-' I Here's 25 dols. for you. That SEND

OFF got me a job as treasurer of a dramatic 
company.'-Nebraska State Journal, I888. 

SE:NSATIONISM. SENSATION 1ST. SENSA

TIOUS.-All unorthodox forms, the 
meanings of which are sufficiently 
obvious to need no explanation. 

SENSE. To.-A verb, common in New 
England, meaning to comprehend; 
to grasp intuitively. A most valu
able form which, failing a better 
one, lexicographers would do well 
to adopt. 



S ententotious 

SENTENTOTIOUS.-A vulgar corruption 
of "sententious." 

Senator Evarts has at command a SEN
TENTOTIOUS humor that is rarely hinted at 
in such of his oblong periods as are most 
familiar to the public. A correspondent 
says that he remarked of Rhode Island that 
it was settled by the Dutch; the Yankees 
settled the Dutch; and of certain Christians 
who landed in New England. They praised 
God and fell on their knees-then they fell 
upon the aborigines.-Dctroit Free Press, 
November 3,1888. 

SERAPE.-A Mexican blanket worn 
by men. 

If ... the day is mild, as it is most likely 
to be ... far South .. he sits out on his 
piazza, with a light SERAPE ofstriped woollen 
thrown over his shoulders.-Scribner's M aga
::inc, 1887. 

SERVE UP, To.-To expose to ridicule. 
Compare with English slang "to 
dish." 

SET BACK.-A reverse; a discomfi
ture. 

A few years ago Matamoras was so 
horribly afflicted with vomito that hundreds 
of her citizens died in a week, and com
merce received a SET BACK from which it 
has llot yet recovered.-Tl'oy Daily TilHCS, 
February 4, 1~88. 

The old saying that there is luck ill find
ing a horseshoe received a SET DACK this 
morning, when one of our merchants who 
has a mania for this sort of work got out of 
his wagon to pick one up, but just as he was 
getting in agam cramped his buggy too much 
and broke a wh<.;el. - Detroit Frcc Press, 
September 'S, 1888. 

SETTING-POLE.-A punting pole, the 
end of which is shod with iron. 

SETTING RooM.-An old time name 
for the common living room of a 
New England household. 

When they reached the porch, she led 
the way through the open front door to the 
SETTING Roor-.r of the house, as tIle living
room was always called in that day. The 
fire-place looked like an extinct crater; cur
tains of narrow green slats hung at the 

Shack 

windows, and the floor was covered by a 
Hew rag-carpet.-Scribncl"s il1agazine, r88S. 

SETTLEMENT.-Land belonging to a 
church living; a glebe. 

SET UP, To BE.-To be conceited; to 
gi ve oneself airs. 

SEVENING.-A telegraphic contrac
tion for" this evening." SMORNING 

is likewise used for" this morning." 

SEVEN up.-Commonly called ALL 

FOURS. A Western term. 

The king got out an old deck oj ca rds after 
breakfast, and him and the duke played 
SEVEN UP ('L while, five cents a game. Then 
they got tired of it, and allowed they would 
layout a campaign, as they called it.-1I1al'k 
Turaiu's H llcklcbCl'ry FiltH, p. 93. 

SEVERALS.-A vulgarism in Pennsyl
vania for " several." 

SEWAN.-See SEAWAN. 

SEWIN~ BEE.-A working party for 
sewlllg purposes. The American 
people carry out in a very practical 
manner the old adage, " Union is 
strength. "-See BEE. 

SHACK.-(r) A log cabin. The aver
age shack comprises but one room, 
and is usually roofed with earth 
supported by poles. 

Nowhere in the United Slates will De· 
found a people, who, as a class, are more 
deeply interested than Dakotans in the moral 
and social welfare of the communities in 
which they live. In their home, and even in 
the primitive SHACKS, and sod houses, the 
first dwelling r.laces of the settler, arefonnd 
works of art, lIbraries of instructive books, 
instruments of IIlusic, and other evidences 
of taste and culture.-Thc A rgus (Fargo, 
Da.),1888. 

These topics having been exhausted, we 
discussed the rumor that the vigilantes had 
given notice to quit to two men who had just 
built a SHACK at the head of the Little Dry, 
and whose horses included a suspiciously 
large number of different brands, most of 
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'them blurred.-Cclltury l){agaziHc, October, 
1888. 

--(2) A loafer; beggar; or vaga
bond. Colloquial in New England, 
but slang in England.--SHACKLY. 
-An English provincialism for 
ricketty; shaky; which is quite 
colloquial across the Atlantic.--
SHACKNASTY, as nasty or as dis
agreeable as a shack, i.e., vagabond 
or beggar. 

We refuse to chip in for a church, but will 
contribute ten dollars to help get Lampas 
Jake, the revivalist, down here. We want him 
to come down here, and tell the people that 
they are the meanest, wickedest, low-down, 
SHACK-NASTY lot of heathens in America, 
and that not one of them stands any more 
show of getting to Heaven than ajack-rabbit 
does of outrunninl? chain lighllling. If Jake 
can knock anyof tile dirt off, and get down to 
the cuticle, and scare thunder out of enough 
citizens to hold a prayer-meeting, we'll go 
in for a church building with a whoop.
Detroit Free Press, October, 1888. 

SHAD· BELLY COAT.-A name, drawn 
from the contour of the shad, for a 
coat of the pattern now known as 
a morning coat. The old style was 
similar in character to that of the 
dress coat. From the fact that 
Quakers preferred the shad-belly 
coat at a time when the other style 
was the popular one, they received 
the nickname of SHADBELLIES. 

SHADOWED, To BE.-To be subject to 
police supervision or espionage; to 
be followed by detectives; to be 
watched. 

A man callin~ himself Dr. Adams, who has 
been giving prtvate music lessons here for 
the past two months, has been SHADOWED by 
Boston detectives, who say that his real name 
is Brooks, and that he is now living with his 
first wife, having deserted his second wife 
and their children in Boston.-Boston Daily 
Globe, Feb. G, 1888. 

SHAG·BARK (ea/yet alba).-A variety 
of hicl<ory, so-called from the 
roughne~s of its baric The market 
value of its timber and nut·fruit 

Shake 

is superior to other kinds. Also 
called SHELL BARK. 

SHAKE !--A term indicative of agree
ment. It is sometimes customary 
to ratify a bet by shaking hands. 

SHAKE on that! and in the meantime, as 
you cannot have absolute free trade, be COl1-
ten t wi th as large a measure of it as you can 
gct.-LolUton (Oltt.) Advt:lltUl'fS, Feb., 1S88. 

--FAIR SHAKE, i.e., a good or fair 
bargain; good measure-from the 
shaking down, to ensure full weight 
or measure.--MoRE THAN YOU 
CAN SHAKE A STICK AT.-More 
than you can count; an indefinite 
number or quantity.--SHAKE
DOWN.-,\Vhat is more generally 
known as a BREAKDOWN; a riotous 
boisterous dance. A '\Vestern term. 
--To SH,\KE THE ELBOW.-To 
gamble with dice.--To SHAKE 
ONE.-To neglect; to turn one's 
back upon. Mining slang. 

'And you can say, pard, that he never 
SHOOK his mother.' 

'Never SHOOK his mother?' 
I That's it; any of the boys will tell you so.' 

, ••• I In my opinion the man that would 
offer personal violence to his own mother, 
oughtto--' 

I Cheese it, pard; you've bauked your ball 
clean outside the string. What I was a 
drivin' at, was, that he never throwed off on 
his mother; don't you see?' 

He give her a house to live in, and town 
lots, and plenty of money ; and he looked after 
her and took care of her all the time; and 
when she was down with the srnall pox, I'm 
d--d if he didn't set up nights and nuss 
her himself!-Mark T2Vaill's The I1moCfllts 
at ]-I01llf. 

--SHAKING PRAIRIE.-The shak
ing prairie, trembling prairie, or 
pra.irie trelilblante, is low, level, 
treeless delta land, having a top soil 
of vegetable mould overlying im
mense beds of quicksand. 

As the Acadian glanced abroad westward, 
in the open sky far out over the vast marshy 
breadths of the SHAKING PRAIRIE, two still 
clouds, whose under surfaces were yet dusky 
and pink, sparkled on their seaward ed.res 
like a frosted fleece.-Til. Cflltlly)', 1887. 0 
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--SHAKEs.-(r) Fever and ague; 
sometimes called SHAKING AGUE. 
(2) An earthquake. (3) Long un
dressed shingles (roofing tiles) 
cut from the upper branches of a 
tree. A Californian backwood's 
term 

.-An estimable 
nt to the body 

n by the same na 
an offshoot of t 

g seceded from 
n 1770. The dist 

is derived from the importance 
they attach to the sacred or shak
ing dance, which they attribute to 
spiritual influence. One of their 
distinctive religious tenets is, that 
the "way of salvation" was re
published to mankind through 
M her Ann Lee, the f d f 

sect. They pract 
ive in communi 

ood citizens, and 
peculiar doctrin 

med. 

AKERS have a clean 
ssi ty and digni ty of . 

onc of them has some useful work to do, 
according to age, sex and strength. Per
haps no class of people has done more for 
the country than they, when it is remembered 
how few they are in number. They origi
nated the drying of sweet corn for food 
morC than fifty years ago, and suggested the 
modern improved kilns for that purpose. 
They were the first in this country to msti
tute the raising, papering, and vcndin of 

eeds in the present 
d ill this country the 
cdicinc, and first drk 
I herbs and roots for 

1irst to make bra 
nd, in fact, origina 
llsiness. The first 
ured by the SHAKER 
nd used both there 
. The SHAKEI~S firs 

llsed the planing and jointing macluDc5 for 
dressing flooring and ceiling lumber. 
They were the inventors and manufacturcr~ 
of cut nails. The fIrst machine for clltting 
and bending card teeth and punching the 
leather for selting was invented and lis(-·d 
at Mount Lebanon, and for yt:ars llw 
SH.\KERS had a practical monopoly of all the 

Sit 

above-named trades and forms of business. 
-New York World, 1888. 

--SHAKER YARBs.-Weli known 
medicines - prepared by the 
Shakers from herbs. 

HAM LEGGERS (Ca 
work the confide 
tending to sell s 

HAMOCRAT.-One 
be possessed of 
rank, or indeed a 
is only conspicuous 

o 
e-

o 
e, 
h 

y Its absence. 

SHANGHAI.-An old term for a tall, 
lanky dude; swell; or masher. 
Shanghai fowls were a long-legged 
variety introduced from China. 
--To SHANGHAI. - To drug a 
sailor, and convey him on board a 
vessel about to g 
him to proceed 0 IS 

volens. The pra e 
originated and y 
carried out at S 

HANK.-The rema 
Virginia expressIOn. 

A 

5 HAN T Y. - A hut or temporary 
erection. The word is now common 
in England, but originated in 
Canada; from the French chanticl'. 
--To SHANTY. -To live in a 
shanfy.--SI-IANTYING GROUND.-A 
locality where sh 
--SHANTY BO Y 
hut or dwelling 
e.g., on the imm s 
frequently met i-
can waterways. 

He was a member 0 s, 
who pepper the MiSSISSIPPI and lts tnbu
taries WIth their floating homes, locally 
known as SHANTY BOATS. July and August 
invariably find them above C;:uro, and as the 
weather moderates they follow the summer 
south, spending the winkr and sprillg in the 
bayous or Oll one of the southern lalws wlJich 
teem with every species of wild fowl, game, 
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and vegetation, taking their ease in their 
castle. As a rule, they toil not, neither do 

y spin, is an l ted fa 
omon w er arra e one 0 
droit r (55, No 3J 1888 

S HA p.-A 
HAPP 

Explai 

shortened form 
(q.v.) so C 

y quo 

of 

The costume [a cowboy's] 15 an imItatIOn 
of the Mexican, and so has a dash of Spanish 
about it. A pair of SHAPS or leather overalls, 
with tags and fringes down the seams a air 

ig erue ng but very ha 
xican s soft fe rero h 
uckskin -A. 5 Hill's 

Home to Home. 

APE.-T UN 0 SHAPE T 
windl the s h of 
erson earan d pia 

address. -- SHAPING UP. - The 
process of harmonising men, and 
things which, if allO\ved to fall 
of the es int e, WO 

iscor r anta tic. 

The process of SHAPING UP the party of 
people who are to be brought into social 
contact at the President's table, is always 

delicate some, ifficult 
alor I call, 18 

SHARK.-In the West a lean, hungry 
hog; from the voracity with which 
't fee To ".-1' 
for th -mons and id 
tically, lusion s vor 
savageness, to prey upon others. 

ARP.- O'CL SHAR 
precis fou ock ; 
tuaHy. colloqma Ism whlc IS 
now common in England.-
SHARPEN IN' ROCK.-A grind-stone 
bears name the S 
west. RocK. HARP 
Gener pplied he ap 
and signifying very hungry. 

So I was 
ting in 
al to 
!~r his 

everything 

led up to where the po e W'1.~ 
lning-r aitin~ 
vl~d, fo vas SH 
ast, an talked t 

that came up. F1llally he said: 

, Dan, take your foot in your hand and come 
down in the cellar with me, and we will 
hav op of ing to . you an 
app -ill isso P1fblica uary 25 
188 

--SHARPSHIN.-Applied to value 
or quantity, e.g., not a sharpshin; 

. rm is . alent mini 
av~ me~ du~d 

t to hing 
SHARP STICK.-To PURSUE WITH 
A SHARP STICK is to be keen for 

e; or 'd' matic 11 neve 
rve in xecut one' 

se. 

SHAVE, To.-To discount bills, etc., at 
. usrat d,met ically 

ceo 

In floating the notes they were SHAVED 
heavily by the parties who put them in 
bank, and did not bring Richards two-thirds 
of their value. The ulOTIcy was 0:; ent in '1 
vel at and agant n -Glob 
De April 

I led tha ew ves 1 n cars run 
so snloothly that a man can be SHAVED on 
them. So he can on the ordinary palace 
cars; the porter has always done that for all 
the ngers.- l Post, 

HA VE n usur 10ney 
lender or discounter. Penal enact
ments have been passed against 
shaving, but these gentr fre uentl 

ge to the SHAY 
HOP. oney- r's es 

tabhshment. All these terms are 
probably of nautical origin. 

SH Apr cor on a 
. se " nalJ heele 

vehIcle. '-- Hence ONE HORSE 
CHAISE, applied to anything small 
and insignificant.-See ONE HORSE. 

SH G.-A used muc1 
like "diggings" in English slang, 
and applied alike to one's residence; 
a hce of public meetin cr ' n oflic 

usines indee plac 
one mane r eYe 

temporarily located. The term origi-
61 



Shecoonevy 

nated he Civil 
proba uption 0 
CABAN , arne give 
used by Louisianian troops. 

dis 
nch 
ut, 

Schoolhouse in Georgia. Slim boy (ad
dressing teacher) - C Whut time does yo' 
blame SH ' t down? ' 

Teache do you hus 
addressin it down t you 
have lear manners.' 

[Boy si but soon rest-
less.] 

Teacher-' Stop scouring around on that 
seat. \Vhat do you mean? ' 

-A mericcllt HUlJJorist, Oct. 27, 1888. 

SHECOO 
of" C 

fanciful tion 

SHE-CORN. - A variety of maize 
considered the most prolific for 
planting. The name is obviously 
allusive. 

SHEODE 

DING 
SOFT-

-A crab, 
is so n 

ED

Also 

SHHP'S HEAD (Spams ovis).-A highly
esteemed salt-water fish, its distinc-
tive n ng deriv the 
resem fits hea t of 
a she HEEP L See 
CALF ith which nti-
cal.--SHEEP-SKIN.-A term ap
plied alike to a person who has 
received a college education, and 
the diploma he has gained. 

In IvIen , last nigh ouis 
College 0 IlS and Su d its 
ninth a nmcncem iscs. 
Thlrty-se nts were with 
their diplomas or SHEEP-SKINS, as they are 
known in college parlance, and they are 
now licensed to go out into the world, and 
prescribe pills and saw off limbs at their 
CJwn sweet will, metaphorically spealdng,-
AI issouri ~, March 4, 

SHEER. 
e.g., s 

clear; 
in. 

us; 

SHEKELS.-A slang term for money. 

Shin 

e Mountai d is in a 
liv of happi e SHRKF,L 
ha to roll in ig SUI'plu 
revenue IS assured.-New 101 \ Herald, July 
22, 1888. 

SHELL-BARK HICKORY. - See SHAG-

S N. - A factitiou 
bounce; onsense 

generally used to mhmate that 
trickery and unfair dealing are 
associated with the practices so 
designated. 

S LI ES. - 0 formerl 
ver trou protec 
om mu ust whe 

travelling. The word is probably 
a corruption of " chevalier." 

S The old 
still fre 
Union, 
be ad 

of a Bostonian. 
ancient usage for 

e of "t 
heard al 
larly sup 
ing mar 

Lowell quotes 
this word. 

SHIFT (Cant). - When a 
ails to es 

boxer pur
ock-dow 
a shift. is said t 

SHILLAGALEE. - A oa er, what a 
Western man calls a MEAN CROWD. 

A New York term. 

S - This 
ly in cou 
the val 
ents; ei 

tbe dollar. 

applied 
ricts, to 
velve an 
'ugs go t 

SH IN, To. - Primarily to walk 
quickly; to gad about In mer-

phraseo I ever, it i 
specially action 0 

",ho, find self shor 
y to mee gagement5, 

goes round to his friends to borrow 
what he requires. This meaning 



Shin-Dig 

of the word is not now unfamiliar 
in English circles, but in America 
it is employed when speaking of 
any eager search for assistance. 
To SHIN ROUND, TO SHIN UP, and 
SHINNYING, all express more or 
less brisk modes of motion, around 
the town; up a tree; here, there, 
and everywhere. 

I SHINNED UP that tree so quick that I 
made the bark fly. Quick as I was, how
ever, I wasn't a moment too lively, for the 
bear was underneath the tree, looking up 
with that longing expression peculiar to a 
grizzly when he has treed anything, and 
particularly a man.-Daily Illfer-Gecall, Feb. 
6, r838. 

Tlw.t was the last time I ever sauntered 
over to water tbe mules \vithout my vVin
chester i yes, and revolver too, for a man is 
liable to drop his rifle if he has to SHINNY 
up a tree on the double quick, in which case 
a revolver is a mighty comforting thing to 
have on hand.-American Humorist, t'lay 19, 
1888. 

Thar were Sllse Livingoose. Suse's left 
eye had a way 0' shyin' 'round to wind'ard, 
an' she were a leetle sot in her ways; but 
one year I took TO SHINNIN' with her to all 
the doin's th' was. Bimeby the other gals 
fell to pinin', an' I felt sorry for 'em.
American Humorist, 1888. 

SHIN-DICl.-A Western termforaball 
or dance. Bartlett thinks the word 
is only another form of shindy; 
\\'estern balls, presumably, were 
apt to end in a general melee. 

Young Englishmen who have been well 
raised have a knack of 8.ppeaxing- lo be at 
home almost anywhere. Theyacconllllodate 
themselves to Cll'CUulstanccs, and although 
dre:;scd for a royal ball-room, our heroes 
wcre nor the least cmb;lrasscd at a SIIIN-DIG 
in il Minnesota barn. They were the very 
pink of politeness, and saluted the rustic 
maids in as courtly a manner as they 'l,yould 
have done ladies of high degree. - Texas 
Siftillgs, June 30, r888. 

SHINoY.-Besides the English mean
ing of a row or disturbance, shilldy 
answers to (r) a ball game gene
rally called BANDY; and (2) a liking 
or fancy, people taking a great 
shiltdy to others. 

Shingle 

SHINE, To.-(r) A method of hunting 
in the South and \Nest explained 
under FIRE-HUNT (q.v).--(z) To 
distinguish oneself; this usage is 
now thoroughly colloquial in 
England.--RAIN OR SHINE.
Entertainments are announced to 
take place minoy shine, i.e., whether 
it rains or the sun shines. Buffalo 
Bill's announcements (r888) will at 
once occur to mind. 

'T ain't like Tom to lie about anything 
though. He generally faces it out, RAIN, 
HAIL, OR SHINE. I wish to goodness he could 
prove that he didn't kill George.-Cellfury 
1I1agazinc, 1887. 

--To CUT A SHINE, or TO CUT 
SHINES, is to make a show or 
display.--To TAKE A SHINE TO.
To take a liking to, or have a fancy 
for, a person or thing. 

SHINER.-A name given to several 
fish of glittering appearance. The 
dace, however, is usually under
stood by the term. 

SHINGLE.-This name for the small 
wooden tile used for roofing pur
poses has furnished many popular 
idioms. Of any close imitation of 
the real thing it is pl'OverbialI y said 
to be a wooden sh illglc painted so 
like marble as to sink in water.-
To SHINGLE.-To whip; to chas
tise. The derivation may be 
sought in the placing in juxta
position of a shingle and a certain 
portion of a child's anatomy.-
To HANG OUT ONE'S SHINGLE.
To start in business; to commence 
operations; to put up a sign
sign-boards anel door-plates on a 
shop or office being facetiously 
known as shillfilcs. In rough anel 
outlying parts of the country, 
especially where lumbering opera
tions are carried on, shingles have, 
doubtless, often been employed for 
this purpose. Sometimes varied 
by TO SWING ONE'S SIIINGI.E. 



Shi1tner 

A TorO! r opened 
Chicago, a e he stuck 
bearing th irjickal !ll 
been proc s a SWlll 
Transcript, February, 1888. 

in 
GLE 
has 
tOIt 

--TO SHINGLE ONE'S HEAD.-To 
crop the hair close in imitation of a 
shingl 

Young I 
who has 
prefer Yal 

Tew Have 
hair 51-TIN 

Texas Sifti 

low 
[leY 

--To HAVE A SHINGLE SHORT. 
-To be cranky; silly; or, in Eng-
lish slang, "to have a tile loose." 
--S OAl{ (QI bri-
caria). cies fou the 
lVliddl of from f fty 
feet h d derivin me 
from the spec tal use to which its 
timber is PUt.-SHlNGLE-WEAVER. 
-One who prepares and dresses 
shingles. 

SHINNE:R 
who 
borro, 

mmercia 
her and 
in an em 

one 
to 

y. 

SHINNY, SHINy.-Aman is shinny when 
intoxicated. 

SHINPLA Former! ang 
term paper but 
notes value th liar 
are now generally understood by 
the word. Sltillplaster is said to be 
an allusion to the utter worthless
ness of the continental currency 
after t f the Re 

I lope's vi:;ions 
wilh thdr romises b 
cloud of 1 tmen t, ane 
::'I-lINPLASTJ£R bchind.-Dow's Sermons, 
i., p. 309. 

late 
east 
t a 
vol. 

SHIRT.-To WAVE THE BLOODY SHIRT. 
-See SHIRT. ED 
SHIRT. the sa To 
MAKE GHT SHI 
A su y expres ta-
phor for motion of the utmost 
rapidity. Joseph made a straight 

Shoot, Shute 

when 
him u 

ances. 

his rob 
ell-know 

Now cut dirt! screamed I; and, Jehu 
Gineral Jackson! if he didn't MAKE A 
STRAIGHT SHIRT TAIL for the door, may I 
ne k another p . I's TV cstCI" 
Ta 

S HOEMAKE orruptio 
of "sumac" (see KINNIKINNICK). 
--SHOEMAN.-A shoemaker.-
To WALK UPON ONE'S SHOE
STRINGS. -An idiom indicative of 

and des a varian 
wn "do Is." 

e, Ariz., w bad toW} 
half-a-dozen years ago, and It IS not much of 
a paradise on earth just yet. I was around 
there prospecting in the neigbborhood early 
in 1880, and to confess the truth I was hard 
up. I was literally WALKING ON MY SlIOE. 
ST St. LOlli . Democrat 
Fe 1888. 

S Y! DON· R ME!-
An exclamation of impatience; shoo 
and fly are both common ejacula
tions in country districts when 
driving wandering fowls or cattle 

rdens, e egitimat 
Elwy I the firs 

om the scliel/clicil 
wever, i ake, SliD 

being probably the natural sound 
that would find utterance under 
the circumstances. Fly is not the 
insect as some have supposed, but 

pleona tio11-·-sh 
c., fly aw off I Th 
rase is amiliar!y 
I. 

SHOOT, SHUTE.-(I) Variants of CHUTE 
(q.v.).--(z) Eifle practice at fixed 

r a pigeo ng match 
ctively d hed as a 

loot or ta t. 

A GALA DAY /IT TUXEDO.-A ladies' boal 
race, a pigeon SHOOT, and a dancc.-NcfV 
York Hemld, November 4,1888. 
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--To SHOOT ONE or TO TAKE A 
SHOT E, is ttl a likin or a 
fancy person . Sm d 
SHIN To S THE s. 
-Sec CANOE. -- SHOOT THAT 
COAT! SHOOT THAT HAT !-Ex
amples of slang street expressions 
imply nferio of q 
offen nd c ptuou y 
have happily fallen mto compara
tive disuetude. -- SHOOTER or 
SHOOTING-IRON.-Western terms for 
a rev and r --SH 
-A man. RUITI 

SHOPPED.-The inmates of a sleeping 
car at Pittsburg were turned out 
by th ter for eason it 
had t 11 opped sent e 
repair shop. 

HORT. S RTAGI: A deficit 

The co om miss J in che p 
e COll nds, fo SHOR of 

5.700 dois. Dab Childs, treasurer, has held 
the office for three years.-J1fisso'lll'i Rep1fbli
can) March 27, 1888. 

TBOYS no s 
band New rough ec 
DEAD-RABBITS under DEAD. 
SHORT-HAIRS. - See SWALLOW-
TAILS SHORT-METRE.-(r) To 
doa insha reist it 
quic with elay; y 
be surmised, thiS IS a New Eng
land idiom derived from the psalm
singin rr propensities fostered in its 
Puri omm n-
othe aphor vn fr e 
same source is the use of short 
lIIetre to signify a brief spell of 
study, work, etc. 

his goi re glOl S yo, 
agre cature, 

And if it wal n't for wahll1 snakes, I d be 
home again SHORT lIlETRE. 

-J. R. Lowell's Biglow Pap",.s, 

T SA - See G 
SAUC SHOR Breecl a 
variatJon of small-clothes. 

tOW 

SHOT.-SHOT BUSH (Aralia spillosa).
A rickly tree shrub also known 

1e TE AT. S rn.--
T-GUN moot gun 

dlstmguished from a nfle. 

The unfortunate man had killed himself 
W SHOT- 1 e nnlz'l f which he 
p gainst eye, ding it 
p his foo e trigge ath m 
h en mst OllS, a vbole t 
of the head was blown off.-St. Louis Daily 
Globe Democrat, 18:)tL 

SHOT E NE Drunk 

SHOULDER-HITTER.-A by, rufiia 
Bartlett says a recent (r877) addi
tion to blackguard nomenclature, 

Lowel . ts out should, 
r is a old te 

SHOUTIN' MEMBER.-vVhen applied to 
a member of a religious body, one 

takes tive p . chur 
cises. UTING THOD! 
term metim f-give 

is frequently heard. 

It was partly due to her loner residence, and 
p assun and lal the f 
tl owned e, that 'Iary w 
a ority e plac e was 
SI-lOUTIN' MEf>,I13ER of the church, as her 
name indicates, and not only led the hymns, 
but the cotton pickers, and, honest in her 
a -fforts, all ·d no sh·rkers in either 
o ion.-T emocra 5, Itl88 

SHOVE.-(r) The stalk of hemp.-
(2) On the St. Lawrence the ice 
through expansion piles up. This 

cally a ShOl 

SHOVELLER (Alias clY/,fa/a).-A duck 
found in the Rocky Mountains and 
Texas. 

S -To ONE A W is 
gIve one a chance. -- GREAT 
MORAL sHow.-Alias the greatest 
show upon earth, alias Mr. Barnum. 

c BAR SE. 

Parso came t Gulch a 
announced himself as a preacher, the miners 



Shuck 

asked no questions. They did not take 
much stock in preaching, but they were 
disposed TO GIVE THE NEW-COMER A SHOW; 
and when Parson] im proved to their satis
faction that he was made of the right stuff, 
they not only tolerated him, but made 
him heartily welcome.-Portlauri Tral1scrip I, 
"'farch '4, 1888. 

SHucK.-The outer shell, pod, rind, or 
husk of various food stuffs, such as 
Indian corn, etc. The word is 
thoroughly well known in Eng
land; c.g., pea-shucks, although 
shell is more frequently used.-
To SHUCK.-To separate corn from 
the husk or shuck which envelopes 
it.--SHUCK-BOTToM.-The outer 
shell or shuck of the maize ear is 
frequently used for the se:lts of 
chairs, which are then called 
shuc/l-bottom chairs. -- SHUCKING 
or CORN-SHUCKING.-See HUSKING. 
--SHUCKS! NOT WORTH SHUCKS! 
DON'T AMOUNT TO SHUCKS !-Both 
expressions denote worthlessness. 

There is no law which makes sexual 
intercourse illegal or illicit, and until slIch a 
law is passed it is not the province of a jury 
to twist evidence into a llloral charge. Your 
province is to try this case upon the 
charge in the indictment. f\Jerc statcmcnt of 
counsel goes for nothing; it DOE~N'T AMOUNT 
TO SIIl.;CKS.-A merican [JapeI'. 

N ow, !vIr. Arch, I've got YOIl, and if you 
don't keep your eye skinned, I'll lick YOll till 
your hide won't hold SHUCKS.-Mikc lIootel', 
by a ill isso1frian. 

-- An even greater depth of 
worthlessness is represented by 
shuclilcss, i.e., without even a shuck 

I Be not afraid, slrange:r, I am here to do 
the Lord's work. T\""o rTlOnths ago I was the 
most SHUGKLESS critter in all Tennessee, 
and wicked to boot.-Detroit Free Press, Aug. 
1888. 

SHUT-EVE FCAVOR. - Explained by 
quotation. 

I may be allowed to say that I was not 
backward to recognize in them a certain 
wild, puckery, acidulous (sometimes even 
verging toward that point which, in our 
rustic phrase, is termed SHUT-EY1;;) FLAVOR; 
not wholly unpleasing, nor unwholesome lo 

Side 

palates cloyed with the sugariness of tamed 
and cultivated fruit.-Biglow Papers. 

SHVSTERS.-Low-c!ass criminal law
yers, who hang about the courts, 
and tout for custom. They gene.rally 
demand their fees in ad vance, and 
their poor victims, thieves or 
criminals though they may be. are 
often left in the lurch without 
defence. 

If men lil{e O'Connor and Evarts arc at 
command on either side for 250 daIs. each, 
why blame a Tombs SHYSTER for taking part 
of a thiePs plunder for defending the thief 
in court? Why, the counterpart oftllis very 
thing is done by lawyers in the upper rank 
every day. Isn't the best of them ready at 
any moment to defend an embezzler, or a 
forger, or a swindling trustee ?-Dctroit l"'~ree 
Press, May 5, 1888. 

SICK.-(r) Used instead of "ill" 
which is the term usually employed 
in England for general ill-health, 
the word sick being confined to 
vomiting. The American usage is 
sanctioned by the Bible and the 
best Old English writers. -- (2) 
Used, also, contemptuously, "He's 
a sick fellow at best," i.c., very in
different ; contemptible; or as 
English people would say, a sorry 
fellow. 

SI DE.-SIDEIIILL.-A common expres
sion for hillside.--SIDE-LINE.
(I) In Demerara, a canal. Every 
estate has several side-lincs, com
munication being carried on by 
means of these water-ways.-
(2) In Canada, a by-road running 
at right angles to the main or con
cession roads.--(3) In addition 
to the usual methods, plainsmen 
hobble their horses by means of 
sidelines, i.e., they tie a hind to a 
fore-leg. Hence TO SIDELINE. 

The legs of the horses must be secured. 
This is done by hobbles or SIDELINES. Hob
bles fasten the forefeet together, SIDELINE!{ 
the fore and hind foot OIl tIle same side. 
SIDELINES arc most secnre, hobbles detract
ing very little from lho speed of a really 
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stampeded animal.-Richard Irviue Dodge's 
Plains of the Great West. 

--To SIDE-TRACK.-To divert the 
attention; to turn from one's pur
pose; or to precede others in the 
battle of life. 

Mcbbe them thar lieycrs SIDE-TRACKED 
him with their everlastin' queshtuns, an' ef 
so, he warn't so pow'ful much ter blame.
Scriblttr's Maga:;iltt', IS87. 

Perhaps the most numerous class of men 
who get SIDE-TRACKED are those who start 
in life in an occupation for which they have 
no natural aptitude.-(Boston) Sturdy Oak, 
May, r888. 

-- SIDEWALK. - A footpath or 
pavement. 

A man fell dead while cleaning the snow 
off his SIDEWALK, It is supposed he sud
denly discovered that he had got over the 
line and removed the snow from nearly six 
inches of his neighbor's side.-Norl~istowH 
fIrm/d, r888. 

--SIDE-WINDER.-A violent blow 
with the fist. A New York term 
which in the South is replaced by 
SIDE-WIPE.--SIDLING. - A rail
way term, synonymous with the 
English siding. 

SI DE POCKET (Cant).-A curious name 
given to a drinking saloon in an 
out-of-the-way place; a resort for 
thieves. 

SIGN.-A trapper's term for a trail. 
In the backwoods and on the plains 
a man has to be alive at all points 
to detect traces of his prey; or in 
the old days of his enemies in the 
shape of recl-skins. These marks he 
ch:1racterized as buffalo-sign, bear
sign, Indian-sign, fresh-sign, or old
sign, according to the circumstances 
of the case. 

Keep your eye skinned [or SIGN, and listen 
00 my horn.-Traifs of AmericclH lillmol'. 

--TAKE IN YOUR SIGN or SHINGLE 
is a peremptory injunction (0 cease 
talking or to begone! 

Similes 

SIGNALIZE, To.-To signal. Acommon 
corruption. 

SILK GRASS (Yucca filamenlosa).-The 
BEAR GRASS, so caIled from its fine, 
silky fi bre. 

SILVER. - SILVER FOX (Canis argCII
tatus).-A rare black fox mottled 
with white, whose skin is much 
esteemed for muffs and similar smaIl 
articles.--SILVER GAR.-TheBILL 
FISH (q.v.). -- SILVER GRAYS.-A 
nickname given to the Conserva
tive wing of the Whig Party. The 
term silver grays was in allusion to 
the white hair of the majority of 
the men, who at a political conven
tion in the State of New York, 
"bolted the ticket" of their party. 
As they were passing out, a by
stander exclaimed, "there go the 
silver grays." 

SIMILES.-These are in the main fuIl 
of pith and point, sententious to 
a degree, and replete with "live" 
suggestiveness. The following are 
representative :-

Like all fury; As long as a thanksgiving 
sermon; As hot as lhe devil's kitchen; As 
quick as greased lightning; As crooked as a 
Virginia fence; As tight as the bark of a 
tree; As hung;ry as a: graven image; As 
handy as a pocket in a shirt; As small as the 
little end of nothing; Mean enough to steal 
acorns from a blind hog; Stingy enough to 
skim his milk at hoth ends; As proud as a 
mulatto in a negro congregation; As big as 
what hogs dream of when they're too fat to 
snore; So thievish that people have to take 
in their stone walls at night; To look as 
solemn as though a stOlle wall lay on one's 
grandmother; As busy as a negro in a sugar
cask; As interesting a sight as a shimmy 
(chemise) in a wash-tub; and whispers of 
purity, love, harmony, and peace; Great on 
small wheels, i,e., large pretensions on a 
slight basis; Cheaper than bull-beef at a 
penny a pound; As scarce as hen's teeth; 
As melancholy as a quaker meeting-house 
by moonlight; Thrashmg round lil~e a short
tailed bull in fly-time; He's a whole team 
and a dog under the wagon; As sleek and 
slippery as though he had been taking a hip
bath in a tub of soap-grease; As rough as 
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the back of a hedgehog, and as foul as Zebe
dee's hen, that laid three rotten eggs to a 
good one; Of no more usc than it would be 
to stop up a rat-hole with an apple dumpling. 

SIMMON.-A contraction for PERSIM
MON (q.v.). 

The sweetest, the happiest place on earth 
Is Dixie, sweet Dixie, the land of my birth. 

I wish I was in de land of cotton, 
'SIMMON seed and sandy bottom

Chorlls.-Look away-look away. 
-Dixie Land. 

SING.-SINGING.-A singing practice. 

He remembered that there was a SINGIN', 
as it was called in the country, held every 
Sunday afternoon in the Tirnber Creek 
school~house.-CcHt1lI'Y Mngazint, 1887. 

--SINGIST.-A barbarous form 
for singer.-See FRUITIST. 

SINGLEBOB.-A mark used in branding 
cattle.-See BRAND. 

SINK-HoLE.-Hollows abounding in 
the Middle and 'Western States, 
and especially in the limestone 
formation of Kentucky. 

As soon as the observer comes upon this 
caverned district of Kentucky. he remarks 
that he has passed from the region where 
running brooks abound, and is in a country 
where there are neither streams, nor the 
distinct hills and valleys which he is accus
tomed to see in other lands. The surface 
of the co un try is cast into a series of shallow, 
circular pits, varying in diameter from a few 
score feet to half a mile or more. So 
crowded together are these pits, that almost 
the entire surface lies in some one of these 
depressions. In the bottom of each of these 
pits there is normally a vertical shaft, or a 
series of crevices..!. down which, ill time of 
rain, the water tiOWS from the drainage
slope of the pit, or SINK-HOLE, as jt is called 
in local phrase. Generally these conduits 
have been closed by accident or design, in 
which case a little pool of circular outline 
occupies the centre of the depression.
Scribner's A1uga::i1lt', 1887. 

SIR.-This title is used to those who 
serve in shops, a usage which 
sounds strange to the English 
ears.--YEs SIRREE! NO SIRREE! 

Size 

sometimes with the addition of 
"bob" or" horse-fly," are merely 
slang variants of "Yes, sir," "No 
sir." 

SISTERS.-LET OUR ERRING SISTERS 
DEPART IN PEACE !-An expression 
of Horace Greeley's, at the time 
of the Rebellion. The erring 
sisters were of course the seced
ing States. 

SITIO.-A Spanish superficial measure 
equal to 40428 acres, a square 
league of land. This term is still 
used in the States formerly under 
Spanish rule. 

SIT U P WIT H, To .--An expression 
which finds its equivalent in 
the "walking out" of English 
lovers of the lower classes. 
American girls are allowed much 
more freedom than their sisters in 
the Mother Country, and nothing 
is thought of a young couple 
sitting up after everyone else has 
retired, a privilege of which it 
may be assumed they are not slow 
to take advantage. 

SiX-SHOOTER. - A revolver with six 
chambers. 

Three of the party volunteered to go into the 
patch and bring out two melons each, Fred 
agreeing to keep a sharp lookout and give 
the alarm by firing his SIX-SHOOTER.-Forest 
and Stream, March IS, IS88. 

SIZE.-THAT'S MY SIzE.-That suits 
me' I am aareeable' "that's the 
ticl~et."--To SIZE ~p.-To form 
an opinion concerning a person 
or thing, the equivalent of TO TAKE 
ONE'S MEASURE.-See MEASURE. 

To one who has had experience in this 
line of business it is easy TO SIZE UP a 
customer, and one who understands the 
trade rarely loses mllch time in selling a 
pair of rubbcrs.-Dcalcl' in Globe Democrat, 
18~8. 
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SIZZLE, To.-This Old English 
word is still colloquial in the 
Sta tes. It signifies the hissing 
sound produced by heat. Also TO 
SIZZ. 

Hot! Hot!! Hot!!! 
With an ever-increasing heat! 

The mercury leaJ?s o'er the SIZZLING spot 
On the shady sIde of the street. 

And the hens lay eggs, that are fried both 
sides; 

The sheep are roast mutton while yet in 
their hides; 

And the milk from tbe cow is boiled as it 
glides 

Out of the burning teat. 
-Rahway Advocate. 

Here is an inexpensive receipt for an 
omelet, which is very nice: One egg, a 
pinch of salt, I cupful of sweet milk, I 
cupful of flour, I heaping teaspoonful of 
cornstarch dissolved in part of the milk. 
Heat your spider SIZZLING hot, put in a 
generous piece of butter; beat the above 
mixture thoroughly and turn into the 
spider; as soon as it browns turn and roll 
up, serving immediately.-Pol'tlattd Tran
script, 1888. 

SKANES.-These iron plates, for re
ducing friction npon axle-trees are, 
in England, called clouts. 

SKEDADDLE, To.-To depart hurriedly; 
to run away. Cj. ABSQUATULATE. 

I Oh, stay.' a cullered pusson said, 
I An on dis bosom rest your head I I 
The Octoroon I she winked her eye, 
But still he answered with a sigh, SKE

DADDLE. 
-Song, Vanity Fair. 

De Vere succinctly summarizes 
the various conflicting theories 
as to its origin thus: - " The 
word skedaddle even crossed the 
Atlantic, and was once gravely dis
cussed in Parliament. It appeared 
in print, probably for the first time, 
immediately after the battle of Bull 
Run, and was at once caught at 
and repeated all over the country. 
In answer to inquiries about its 
origin, some Irishmen at once 
claimed it as their own, deriving 
it from their sgedad-ol, which means 

Skedaddle 

'scattered all,' and naively sug
gested that one of their valiant 
countrymen might have uttered the 
words while running away from 
Bull Run. It cannot be denied 
that in an old Irish version of the 
New Testament the word is used 
thus: 'I will smite the shepherd 
and the sheep of the flock shall be 
sgedad - 01.' The soldiers, at all 
events, were tickled by the sound 
of the word, which served to give 
a humorous appearance to a some
what ignominious act, and thus it 
spread, appearing in the reports of 
correspondents of London journals. 
The Times noticed it particularly, 
and repeated the phrase, ' A Nor
therner, who retreats, retires upon 
his supports, but a Southerner is 
said to skedaddle.' Thereupon Lord 
Hill wrote a letter to prove that 
the term was excellent Scottish, well 
known in the North of England also. 
It is true that in Ayrshire and Dum
frieshire people use it quite fre
quently to describe the spilling of 
milk or water from a pail. Milk
maids are heard to say, ' Mind, you 
are skedaddling all your milk' and 
farther North the dropping of coal 
from the bucket is also called 
siledaddliltg. The probability of 
this derivation is much strength
tened by the fact that the word 
exists in the kindred Scandinavian 
dialects, as Swedish has a term 
skuddadahl, and Danish itsskyedcdeh/, 
with exactly the same meaning; 
what therefore the Scotch may not 
have done-importing the word 
into the army-may have to be 
credited to the numerous Scandi
navians from Wisconsin. A face
tious writer in the Louisville Jountal 
was probably the first to trace the 
word to a still more ancient form. 
He derived it 'from the Greek 
verb cr,,"\CWI'VfLl, to scatter or 
disperse tumultuously,' and its 
infrequent aorist crdJacra, used 
by Herodotus and Homer, the 
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latter emplo the 
noun in the an 
empha ration." ix. 
I71-xxiii. 162; Odyssey, i. II3, 
as quoted in Crusius Lexicon.) 
The Slang Dictionary endorses this 
view, declaring that Lord Hill and 
the Tl both in ng, 
and a g the 0 to 
some r at Ha ho 
may? it afloat, un-
conscIOus that the bantling would 
meet with such unexpected success. 
For whatever it may mean or 
wherever it may originally come 
from, someth de-
scripti he term, is 
likely ntain it our 
speech of all gr ns, 
and wiII probably be proof against 
all attempts to remove it. 

SKEERED -ruption 0 " d." 
I didn't ularly SKE new 

I had to m ro shot a get 
nervous, e id look ve ut I 
thought l\ q to him. I n any fun 
to kill a bear sitting up in a tree. Anybody 
can do that. But when they come to you 
with their mouths open its just fun.
Misso"ri Republican, 1888. 

SKEET, T move or tly. 

SKEETER uptionof to." 
, Children' said aNew Jersey school 

teacher, I always be cheerful. Whatever 
falls to your lot to do, do it cheerfully.' 

'Yes, indeed, dear teacher,' responded a 
bright Ii ay sehoI' the 
SKEETERS en they a <.'-
New York 

SKEEZIC ICKS. - do-
weel; a good-for-nothing. This 
Western term, with which is always 
associated a measure of contempt, 
is probabl from a D t h ord, 
signif idle, c ible 
fellow 

SKIN.-A sharper; a blackleg.--To 
SKIN.-(r) To impose upon; to 

o extort. coIJege 
ifying to anslation 
See quot er BOHN, 

with which compare this usage of 
to skin).--SKIN GAME.-Fraud; 
chicanery. 

T sional boo have been 
rea 1arvests he xaggerated 
the ns beyon asen, and 
era the draw ar ont of 
sig have been SKIN GAME 
on the pubile in the East.-Florida Times 
Union, February I, 1888. 

--SKINNER.-Synonymous with 
SHYSTER (q.V,).--SKIN YOUR OWN 

·.e., do wn dirty 
f. SKUNK 

I OU, when w ain, not to 
disremember the old saying, but let every 
man SKIN HIS OWN SKUNKs.-David Crockett. 

--KEEP YOUR EYES 
s.--T 
retlyand 
by an en 

SKINNED. -
oUT.-To 
as when 

S 1 (an India s sKINNEn 
OUT from the Yellowstone Valley and sought 
refuge in Canada.-A merican Paper. 

SK Ca t).-A w ·t 

SK is exc1am Begone I 
liarly A erivative 

of" to skip." It is equivalent to Git ! 
absquatulate! skedaddle! Iight
out! etc.--SKIP-JACK.-A popu
lar name in Boston for the bonito· 

e the BL is known 
arne. 

Trowbri rites ftom 
Sarasota, Fla. :-The fiy with red tail, scale
covered orange bOdy, Jight yellow hackles, 
and double white wwgs, has made tho fol
lowing score; February 22, four sea-trout, one 
SKIP-jAcK.-Forest and Stream, March IS, 
188 

PER.-W mown in 
as the opper 0 

cheese-mite. Hence SKIPPERY as 
applied to cheese full of mites. 



Ski 

SKIRMISH, To.-To forage; to lay 
hand n all tomes i 's 
way. 

Hundreds of 1\1"oors come to Tangiers every 
year, and embark for Mecca. They go 
part of the way in English steamers; and 

1e ten 0 e dolla 1 pa y for 0;; e 
about trip c They t h 

1em a y of faa when 1-
issary ment fa Y SKIR as 

Jack terms It in his sinful slangy way. From 
the time they leave till they get home again, 
they never wash, either on land or sea.-

ark Tw . I nnocent ad. 

KITE, 

cally. 
o mo 

KIVE, T Ne 
make rm for 
as to a be 

out en 

gland 
g leat 
ge.--

i-

o 

INGS. - Parings 
leather. 

and scraps of 

KULLD v.-A urian m 
for u and pi 

SKuN.-(r) A f::;.ctitious preterite of 
TO sc 

Watte refully his car n, 
and call or ne pape " art bre a 
sigh of relief, and wanted two cards. It was 
the latter's bet, and he felt his way carefully 
with one seed.-Americatt HUII/orist, Sept. 

, 1888. 

--( e pre of T N 
(q.v.),u., to hurry along. 

Finally the beaver got across the 
d the d h d aIm t c'llght him 

hit! th vcr 51{ a tree 
wain's fcrs. 

river, 
vheo, 

k 

SKUNK (JlI[ephitis mcphitica).-A fetid 
animal of the weasel kind. \Vhen 
hunt drive ay, it s 
a rna gustin ret ion m 
whic it i ed in w 
England the ESSENCE PEDDLER 

(q.v.). Hence the contemptuous 
empl t of name a 
mean icable w. 

I Smiley S il -- fool t In L.rrupted a g oomy 
voice. 

49 I ky 

I A particular -- SKUNK,' added another 
lchral accents 

nee fa these ve sta 
m The man g quic 
a the gr Then e slo\ 
changed. 'That's so/ he said reflectively, 
after a pause, 'certingly a sort of a SKUNK 
and suthing of a fool. In, cour,se. He was 
si ram as In f 1 con te 
p of the ourines folly 
th opular y.-Bre te's H 
S aus em impso/t 

--To SKUNK, TO BE SKUNKED. 

utter! d [eat, 0 be defeated 
SKUNK (Gill ClIS).-

tern t r the erine 
CARCAJOU (q.v.).--SKUNK-BLACK

BIRD.-A popular name in New 
England, and farther North, even 

dnada, he co mar 
,bird, name Hen 

Ward Beecher, the" polyglot, who 
describes the way they talked at the 
winding up of the Tower of Babel." 

SKUNJo. BAGE locarp 
is). - ant w despi 

1 s vile 0 or and tracth 
form, is of medicinal value in 
asthma and other disorders.--

K-HE Alias dora). 
pied d 

SKUNNER.-In Pennsylvania, this cor
fon of" scorner," ex resses the 

mpt islike and 
as m be e" d, em 

ployed for the person who scorns. 

S SKYGO -ObI in 
ked m r.-- ILOT. 

c ergyman , a term ong1l1ating n 
sea phraseology .--SKY-SCRAPING. 

-TaU, literally touching the sky; a 
r's tel r the . t sail 
h Ya salts, to tl 
tions e spe f the 

great country, are fond of crowding 
on in the shape of SKY-SCRAPERS and 

-RAKE he !at rms ar 
larly d to , buil 
or ot bject nd tl 

ordinary height. 
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The SKY-SCRAPING buildings around town 
are expensive to take care of. The larger 
ones require the services of anywhere from 
ten to twenty men. There is a superinten
dent and his assistant, a head janitor, and 
half-a-dozen assistants, from two to six 
elevator men, an engineer, fireman, electri
cian, machinist, carpenter, and sometimes a 
guide to stand at the entrance and direct 
people to the tenants' offices. Saturday 
nights this force is reinforced by scrubwomen 
and men who wash the sidewalks. Some of 
the tenants, too, call in outside janitors.
Chicago H e"ald, r888. 

SKVUGLE or SCVUGLE. - A factitious 
word varying in orthography, which 
means everything, anything, or 
nothing - a term claiming inser
tion hy right whenever one is at a 
loss for a word. It is said to have 
originated with the Union soldiers 
during the Civil War. Considering 
the many words and phrases which 
then first saw the light, time must 
occasionally have hung very 
heavily on hand-possibly during 
the twelve months in which, accord
ing to the New York Herald, they 
were" marching on to Richmond." 

[An officer, writing from headquarters in 
Virginia, says ;]- A corps staff-officer dis
mounted near me a moment ago. I inquired 
where he had been riding. He informed 
me that he had been out on a general 
SCYUGLE; that he had SCYUGLED along the 
front, when the rebels SCYUGLED a bullet 
through his clothes; that he should SCYUGLE 
his servant, who, by the way, had SCYUGLED 
three fat chickens, for a supply of ice; that 
after he had SCYUGLED his dinner, he pro
posed to SCYUGLE a nap.-A I'my and Navy 
Joumal, July II, r86 •. 

sLAB.-The outside of logs of wood 
which is generally cast aside as 
useless. Hence idiomatically a 
shaky or worthless character, who 
sometimes, for the same reason, 
is termed SLAB-BRIDGED. Lowell 
points out that whoever has 
driven over a stream by a bridge 
made of slabs will feel the force of 
the epithet. 

There was a fellow travelling around in 
that country, said IvIr. Nickerson, with a 
moral religious show-a sort of scriptural 

panorama-and he hired a wooden-headed 
old SLAB to play the piano for him.-MMk 
Twain's Screamers. 

--To SLAB.-To make roads 
round the sides of mountains.-
To SLAB oFF.-To cast on one side 
as useless.--SLAB-SIDED.-With 
perpendicular sides like a moun
tain that is slabbed. 

SLACKWATER NAVIGATloN.-Anarrange
ment of dams and locks for keeping 
a sufficient supply of water in a 
river not otherwise navigable at all 
seasons. 

SLANTENOICULAR. - Awry, oblique. 
A factitious word formed from 
" slant" on the model of "perpen
dicular." Although an American
ism originally, it is now perfectly 
acclimatized in English slang.-
So, also, SLANTENDICULARLY or 
SLANTWISE for obliquely. 

sLAPJACKs.-Pancakes, which in Eng
land are called ,. flap-jacks." 

We trotted on very fast, in the assurance 
of rapidly approachIng a snul; breakfast of 
chicken fix ins, eggs, ham dOlns, and corn 
SLAPJAcKs.-CarltoJt's New Purchase. 

SLASHEs.-Low swampy land covered 
with bush is so denominated in 
several parts of the Union. In 
New York ground on which the 
brushwood has been cut and left 
lying is called SLASH GROUND. 

SLATHERS.-A large quantity; a" lot." 
Common everywhere. 

Sagebrush ought to have heen on hand 
with a blazing pine-knot fire and SLATHERS 
of chuck piled up ready for us to sail in 
and fill up.-Daily Intcr-Ocean, February 6, 
r888. 

SLAVE, SLAVERv.-Many of the terms 
connected with the one time" pe
culiar institution" of the United 
States, have happily long since 
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lost their force and meaning. The 
agitation in favor of the abolition 
of slavery began in pre-Revolution
ary days, and ended in the national 
upheaval known as the Civil War. 
Amongst the terms, of which the 
meaning is still obvious, may be 
mentioned SLAVE-BREEDER, SLAVE
DEALER, SLAVE-HUNT, SLAVE
LABOR, SLAVE-LIBERATOR, SLAVE
OWNER, SLAVER, SLAVE-SHIP, SLAVE
STATE. Other terms, however, 
need an explanatory word.-
SLAVE-CoDE.-Laws relating to the 
possession of slaves, and the exist
ence of slavery within the States 
concerned. -- SLAVE-DRIVER. -
An overseer on an estate having 
charge of, and directing the 
work of slaves.--SLAVE-LORD.
A man whose property in slaves 
made him a person of distinction 
in the community. -- SLAVE
OCRACY.-The slave-holding class; 
those who politically and socially 
represented itsinterests.--SLA VE
OCRAT.-A holder of slaves.-
SLAVONIA.-The former slave-hold
ing States.--SLAVE STATES.
These, as they existed prior to the 
Civil War, were Alabama, Arkan
sas, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, 
Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, 
Mississippi, Missouri, North Caro
lina, South Carolina, Tennessee, 
Texas, and Virginia. --SLAVE
PEN.-A place of confinement for 
slaves. -- SLAVIST. - One who 
favored slavery. 

SLED.-Flint says: "The ferry-flat 
is a scow boat, and, when used as 
a boat of descent for families, has 
a roof or covering. These are 
sometimes in the vernacular phrase 
called slcds."-Hist. ami Geog. of 
Miss. Val/ey. 

SLEEP, To. - Many verbs, which in 
England are only used passively, 
are, in America, forced into violent 
active duty. Thus a host" eats" 
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all his guests, and a sleeping-car on 
a railway sleeps so many passengers, 
i.e., finds sleeping accommodation. 
Another curious case in point is 
where a mule is said to be capable 
of riding (as to weight) his man. 
Mules, no doubt, are capable of 
anything, but one unaccustomed 
to the philological perversion 
would be in some doubt as to 
whether the mule rode the man or 
vice versd.--SLEEPER.-A sleep
ing-car.--SLEEPERs.-One of the 
nicknames assumed by, or given 
to the Mollie Maguires. 

, Not one of that number, but of the great 
secret order, here called the SLEEPERS.' 'An' 
phat are the SLAPERS?' 'They are the 
Mollie Maguires t There's a heap of them in 
this district.'-Pwkcrton's ldollie 1.11 agllircs. 

--SLEEPING-CAR.-These cars on 
railways are now fairly well known 
in England. 

SLICE.-A large fire-shovel. 

SLlcK.-Easily; rapidly; effectively; 
cutely. Every transatlantic writer 
on American English has very 
rightly insisted on the ancient 
usage of slick for sleek, or glossy. 
Lowell points out that Chapman 
and Jonson both use it, and De 
Vere further substantiates its posi
tion as an English provincialism. 
Still, in senses other than sleek, 
smooth, or glossy, tlte word is, un
doubtedly, an Americanism, and it 
is not difficult to understand the 
process of transition from the 
orthodox meaning to its vulgar 
significations. Judge Halliburton 
is mainly responsible for its popu
larity as part of the vulgar tongue, 
he having introduced into his writ
ings many phrases, of which it 
formed an important component. 
Americans are very careful to draw 
a distinction between" sleek" and 
slick. For example, a mule may 
have a sleek and glossy coat, and 
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yet be the slickest critter topside 
dirt in converting his hind legs into 
a yard measure, and the meauings 
are distinctly different, as those 
who know will bear witness. The 
New Englander has a proverb 
which aptly illustrates the usage 
concerning slick. He says down 
East an animal's ear can be taken 
off so slick, that he does not know 
he is one ear short till he puts up 
his forefoot to scratch it.--To 
SLICK UP is also peculiarly Ameri
can, and here the original meaning 
is retained. It means to smooth; 
to render glossy and sleek.-
--SLICK AS A WHISTLE, SLICK 
AS GREASE, etc., are idioms and 
similes, which in view of the fore
going need no further explanation. 
--To SLICK OFF.-To turn out 
quickly; to execute with ease. 

Hosea sos taint hardly fair to call 'em hisn 
now, cos the parson kind 0' SLICKED off sum 
0' the last varses, but he told I-lo5ec he didn't 
want to put his ore in to tetch to the Rest on 
em, bein they wuz very well As they wuz.
Biglow Pape"s. 

--SLICKER.-On the plains and 
in the West a water-proof oil coat. 

\Ve had turned the horses loose, and in our 
oilskin SLICKERS cowered, soaked and com
fortless, under the lee of the wagon, to take 
a meal of damp bread and lukewarm tea, 
the sizzling embers of the fire having about 
given up the ghost after a fruitless struggle 
with the steady downpour.-Cenl",.y M aga· 
zinc, 1887. 

SLIDE.-LET IT SLIDE.-A frequent 
expression for "let it go"; don't 
trollble I General Bank's famous 
phrase, "Let the Union slide," is 
now historical.--To SLIDE OUT. 
-To depart stealthily; to shirk 
responsibility, or labor. 

SLI M.-An old friend with a new face. 
From its meaning of thin it has 
come to be used of a person in poor 
health; sickly looking; thin in 
face or figure. Also, idiomatically, 

for one of indifferent standing in 
the community, either as regards 
social position, morals, or politics. 

S LIM S Y. -Slightly made; frail in 
build; flimsy in texture. 

SLlNG,-(I) Formerly a drink, com
posed of rum, soda - water, ice, 
lemon, and sugar. Gin is now, 
however, generally substituted for 
rum.-See DRINKS.--(Z) Ameri
cans have considerably extended 
the slang usage of sling. Besides 
bearing the senses of to pass from 
one person to another, or to move; 
sling is employed to indicate, sub
ject to qualification, ease and 
rapidity of action of all kinds. 
Thus to sling a nasty pen is to write 
a bad hand or "fist"; to sling a 
foot or leg, to dance; to slillg 
a knife and fork, to ply those 
weapons with efficiency. 

SLINK.-A sneak; one who acts in an 
underhand manner; "a snake in 
the grass." -- SLINKY. - Thin; 
lanky. 

SLIPE.-A distance. 

SLIPPER-DoWN. - Hasty pudding is 
thus curiously named in some 
parts. 

SLIPPY-NOOSE.-A running knot. 

SLOONLY. - Badly attired; slovenly 
dressed. "He's s/oollly." 

SLOPE.-THE PACIFIC SLOPE.-The 
Pacific coast. 

Pfeffer is looIdng exceedingly welJ, having 
gained twenty-five pounds on his trip to the 
SLOP E.-Chicago luter-Ocean, 1888. 

--To SLOPE.-To decamp; to 
run away; to elope. This slang 
term was originally American, but 
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may now be classed as cosmopoli
tan (French slang has introduced 
sloper, to slope). Various derivations 
are advanced ,-from "elope "; from 
" the sloping movement of the sun 
when setting"; and from" lope" 
(let's lope). Used also as a noun 
in the sense of flight. Also SLOPER, 
one who decamps. 

S LO P 0 V E R, To. - An expressive 
though vulgar synonym for to miss 
one's mark, or to make a blunder 
through an effusive demonstration 
of feeling. 

SLOSH ABOUT, SLOSH AROUND, To.
Usually applied in the Vilest to 
those who, half-fuddled by drink, 
wander aimlessly from place to 
place, taking" refreshers" en rOIl/e, 
and making themselves generally 
objectionable to all with whom they 
come in contact. 

SLOUCH. - No SLOUCH. - Generally 
used in the negative, when a high 
mead of praise is conveyed by the 
idiom. 

In Volapuk, gal on means to rejoice. 
That is what a young man docs when he has 
a gal on his l{nee. Volapuk is NO SLOUCH of 
a language after al1.-Norristown Herald, 
1888. 

Then wounded Cresar exclaimed, I Et tu 
Brute,' and expired. In the excitement 
naturally incident to an assassination in 
which C~sar had been chosen to act as the 
corpse, his great sang froid in addressing 
Brutus in perfectly correct Latin 5ho\\'5 that 
he well deserved the tribute paid him by an 
eminent historian, whose name at this 
moment has escaped my memory, in \vhich 
he stated that Ca:Jsar was NO SLOUCH.
Bill Nyc, in New York JVortd, 18S8. 

SLOUQH-GRASS.-A marsh grass. 

SLUG, To. - An alternative form of 
" slog," to beat; as also is SLUG
GER of "slogger," a prize-fighter. 

The pupil was on time, and when he 
stripped Mike observed tlIat big knots of 
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muscles were scattered all over his body. 
Mike resolved TO SLUG hi?1 soundly, an~ 
thus discourage further buslness.-MtssOHn 
Republica", February 24, 1888. 

When a local SLUGGER wants to ~et adver
tised in England nowadays he Just chal
lenges Tohn L. Sullivan, and his name is in 
all of the papers at once. Jack Knifton is 
the latest to try the dodge. Of course, be 
never intends to fight.-Bastoll Daily Glav., 
1888. 

SLUICE.-A trough used by miners in 
washing earth for gold. Also with 
a similar meaning TO SLUICE.-
To SLUICE OFF.-To divert; to lay 
aside. 

SLUM GULLION. - A washy, cheap 
beverage. 

SLUMP. - See ApPLE SLUMP.-
SLUMPy.-A New England word 
to describe wet snow. It is 
also used in the same sense in 
Canada.--To SLUMP OFF.-To 
veer; to move away from; and 
idiomatically of stocks and shares, 
to fall in value. 

I How's North-western this morning, Uncle 
Zeke I' asked Dick Spriggs across the 
restanrant table. 'SLUMPED off six points, 
hang it!' scowling viciously over his paper 
at the steak brought by the waiter.-Dftroit 
Free. Press, r888. 

SLUNK. - When the young of an 
animal, c.g., a cow, is prematurely 
brought forth, it is said to be a 
sluilk calf. 

SMALLER.-A small glass of spirits, 
sometimes used derisively. 

Bring us one of the largest kind of 
SMALLERS, a tumbler full of brandy and 
water, with no water in it. - J. C. Neal s 
GIIa)"caa! SkcfcllCs. 

SMALL POTATOES, used as a term of 
c.ontempt, is quite familiar to Eng
hsh ears; not so, however, are some 
of the emphatic terms of the ex
pression current in America. There\ 
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one constantly hears a petty, mean, 
or contemptible thing described as 
" small potatoes" -few in a hill-the 
hills fur apart-and a gra-ate way 
to go and dig 'em,' etc., etc. 

SMA L L SNOW (Cant). - Children's 
linen. 

SMART.- This adjective, like cun
ning, clever, and a few others, bears 
a different interpretation across the 
water to that which obtains in 
England. A smart man in America 
is quick, shrewd, and intelligent, 
whereas in England, apart from its 
application to dress, smart is used 
in the sense of superficial showi
ness of character, or ability, com
bined with more or less wit. In 
the West smartness would enable a 
thief to steal a log with a watch
man asleep on the bark Perhaps 
the most distinctive American 
usage is j'ight smart, used super
latively in various connections. 

SMEAR.-A little dinner, tea-party, 
or similar entertainment is thus 
vulgarly designated; one would 
almost prefer the equally vulgar, 
though infinitely more sensible, 
"feed."-- SMEAR-CASE.- A kind 
of home-made cheese which, in 
New York, is called POT-CHEESE; 
in other parts it is known as 
COTTAGE-CHEESE. From the Dutch 
smeer-kaas. 

SMELL-DOG.-A SPIKE-TAILED SMELL
DOG.-A jocose name for a dog 
used in sport; one that retrieves. 
--SMELL-LEMON (CuclIrl!ita ovi
fera).-The popular name is derived 
from the fragrant and yellow
striped orange-like fruit of this 
plant.--SMELLING COMMITTEE.
An investigating committee where 
the matter to be inquired into is 
unpopular, and unsavoury details 
are expected to be brought to light. 

Smoke 

The phrase was first used in con
nection with the examination under 
Government warrant of a Massa
chusetts convent. 

SMILE.-A nip; dram; or "drink.' 
This is, perhaps, one of the oddest 
conversions of terms imaginable, 
though the process of transition is 
sufficiently obvious. A good story 
appeared in B lac1l1vood some years 
ago, wherein it is related, that Mrs. 
Christie, an American lady, had 
sent some fine old rye whiskey to 
an Englishman who, unconscious 
of the pun, said to a travelling 
companion, an American, "This 
cannot be called Lacryma= Christi, 
suppose we call it Smiles of 
Christi!" "Good, " said the 
American, "I see you are learning 
our language!" 

The moon would be rising about ten 
o'clock, and as nothing would be done till 
then, we took a SMILE of old Bourbon apiece, 
and turned our attention to cooking bear 
steaks.-Daily Inter-Ocean, February 6, 1888. 

--To SMILE.-To take a drink; 
to tipple.--WELL! I SHOULD 
SMILE! is a slang expression used 
to convey (I) a feeling of wonder 
or surprise at any incident or state
ment not altogether creditable; 
and negatively (2) in the sense of 
disbelief. 

WELL I SHOULD SMILE not 1 I started 
right aft~r dinner, and l{cpt on the go until 
ten last night, and I had a perfectly elegant 
time.-Dctroit Free Press, May 5, 1888. 

SMOKE.-To SMOKE ONE.-To make 
game of; or to talk satirically to a 
person with the object of befooling 
him. Figuratively, to becloud and 
render vague by clouds of smoke. 
In English detective slang to smolle 
is to detect or penetrate an artifice. 

The jud~e had no idea that Tom was 
SMOKING hlm,-SUck',s Americans at Home, 
p. ,+. 
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--SMOKE STACK.-A chimney; a 
funnel of a steamer. 

I What's the matter? I was cborussed in 
whispers. 

I I see a SMOKE STACK and afiag-staff. It's 
a tug.' 

I Then COlnes the tug of war,' responded 
one, who could not miss the opportunity for a 
joke. 

( Yes, and as she comes by steam we are 
goners,' remarked another.-Long Bra.nch 
News, April 7, 1888. 

And) sure's you're born, they all got off 
Atore the SMOKE-STACK fell ,-

And Bludsoe's ghost went up alone 
In the smol{e of the P,'airie B elte. 

-Col. John Hay's Jim Bludsoe,or tlte Prairie 
Belie. 

--SMOKY cITY.-Pittsburg; also 
IRON CITY. Pittsburg isthe Ameri
can Birmingham, the centre of 
the iron and hardware industries. 
--To SMOKE THE PIPE OF PEACE 
or WAR.-Sce CALUMET. 

SMOOTH.-A meadow. 

SMORNING.-A telegraphic code word 
in general use for "this morning." 

SMOUCH, TO.-(I) In Pennsylvania to 
take a kiss by stealth. -- (2) To 
smouch is generally colloquial for 
to steal; to crib; to plagiarize, in 
which sense it was used by Milton. 

The Mormon Bible is rather stupid and 
tiresome to read, but there is nothing vicious 
in its teachings. Its code of morals is un
objectionable-it is SMOUCHED from the New 
Testament and no credit given. -l,fark 
Twail1,'s Rough.ing It. 

'I don't mind letting on we was at it a 
hundred and fifty years. It wouldn't strain 
me none after I got my hand in. So I'll 
mosey along now, and SMOUCH a couple of 
case-knives.' 'SMOUCH three,' he says; I we 
want one to mal<e a saw out aL'-The 
Adventures of Iiucklcbcny Filln, p. 366. 

SMOUZE, To.-An Ohio term signi
fying to cause to collapse by a 
blow; to make a clean sweep of. 

SMUDGE.-A smothered fire used by 
backwoodsmen for the purpose of 
keeping off flies and mosquitoes. 
Gray, an old English writer, 
employs smudge in a somewhat 
similar sense. 

S M U T' MIL L. - Among American 
farmers a contrivance for dealing 
with" smutty" wheat.-Also SMUT 
MACHINE. 

SNABBY or sNAB.-An American Alma 
Mater term to designate a good
looking, stylish man or woman, or 
anything "tasty" and of good 
quality. 

SNABLE, To (Cant).-To plunder; 
also to kill. 

SNACKED.-Drunk; intoxicated. A 
Southern equivalent of the more 
common SNAPPED. 

sNAG.-The Western application of 
snag for a sunken tree whose roots 
are fast in a river bed is perhaps 
American, but the word itself has 
never lost currency in England, 
Johnson having defined it as "a 
jag or sharp protuberance." Snags 
and SAWYERS are fruitful sources of 
impediment to navigation on the 
Mississippi and other large rivers, 
and frequently fatal. Hence the 
verb TO SNAG, to come in contact 
with a sunken tree or projecting 
branch. 

'Been boating, Ben, since I met you?' I 
inquired after a short pause. 

'Well, yes, mostly, answered Ben de~ 
liberately. 'Drove a pretty fair business 
last year i only sunk one broad-horn, and 
that war SNAGGED 011 the MississippL'
Bm Wilson's Jug Race. 

--The danger thus attending 
navigation on American water
ways has led to the invention of a 
contrivance for removing these 
obstructions. Steamers so fitted 
are called SNAG BOATS. 
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SNAIL ALONG, To.-To move along in 
a leisurely fashion after the manner 
of snails. 

They kep' pokin' 'long, pekin' 'long, an' 
Charhe 'lowed to get out and walk if the hill 
go~ much s~eeper.. So they leaned for'ards, 
an part 0 the tIme hung on to the dash
board with tbeir hands if they did strike a 
little hill, an' kep' SNAILIN' 'LONG, SNAILIN' 
'LONG,-Texas Siftings, September IS, 1888. 

SNAKE.-This oftentimes venomous 
reptile has furnished the back
woodsman and pioneer with not a 
few similes and terms, most of 
which have found their way into 
the popular speech all over the 
Union.--To SNAKE, or TO SNAKE 
ALONG, is (I) to crawl or creep 
along after the manner of snakes, 
i.e., on the stomach, and idiomati
cally to proceed stealthily, or with 
caution. By a further amplifica
tion of the original idiom, snaking 
in politics or the affairs of every
day life, signifies the employment 
of secret, underhand methods; a 
striving for an advantage by means 
not open and above-board. Also 
to proceed quickly from place to 
place, as when a snake is disturbed, 
and has been put to flight. 

Four buckskin cayuses SNAKED us along 
in great style until the tongue of the stage 
broke and gave us a mile tramp to the next 
station. Damages repaired by a roadside 
blacksmith, the journey was resumed over 
an awfully bad road.-San Francisco Weel<ly 
Examiner, March 22, 1888. 

--(2) In the South to snake means 
to beat; to give a drubbing.-
SNAKE-DOCTOR.-A South-western 
term for a dragon-fly.--SNAKE 
FENCE.-A serpentine circuitous 
fence; one following the rise and 
fal! and windings of the land. 

Yonder are a shed and a corn-crib, and a 
leaning stack of fodder, and a blue-stem 
collard patch and SNAKE FENCES, and vehicles 
that have stood in the weather until sun
struck.-CClltuI'J At agaziJle, 1888. 

--SNAKE-HEAD RAIL.-A flat kind 
of rail used on early railways, part of 
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which, becoming detached and bent 
upward, often caused serious acci
dents. This rail is no longer used; 
the present form entirely obviates 
the slightest possibility of such 
catastrophes. -- SNAKE ROOT.
Various Indian remedies for snake 
bites, many of which, though out 
of favor as antidotes for injuries of 
this character, are still used in 
medicine on account of other valu
able properties.--SNAKE SURE. 
Quite sure; certain; without doubt. 

'Got a headache,' said Davy, as he hung 
back. 'Honest?' . Yes, orful honest. Feels 
like it 'ud split.' I Shucks! You's bashful! 
You's afraid he'll poke fun at we'nns! But 
be won't, Davy. Pop's dun told him we're 
tOJ" inc, and he says it's right. Be'un won't 
Ia ,Davy.' ' Fur shore? I 'For SNAKE SHORE.' 
-Detroit Frce PI'CSS, Sept. 8, 1888. 

-- GREAT SNAKES! A euphe
mistic oath.--To HAVE SNAKES 
IN ONE'S BOOTS.-To be fidgetty; 
uneasy; and more forcibly, to have 
delirium tremens. 

'Charlie, I am afraid that if Guzzlehy 
don't stop drinking soon he'll have SNAKES 
IN HIS BOOTS,' 'rm not.' ' Why not? J 'Why, 
there isn't a SNAKE in the world that hasn't 
more self-respect than to be seen in his 
company.' I Ah, but you know that delirium 
tremens is only an affection of the mind.' 
'Then Jlm sure Guzzleby won't have them.' 
-Texas Siftillgs, 1888. 

-- As SURE AS THERE'S SNAKES 
IN VIRGINNY.-A simile for abso
lute certainty; a very old expres
sion, and doubtless an allusion to 
the frequency with which at one 
time snakes were to be met with in 
this State.--To WAKE SNAKES.
An American equivalent of "to 
rouse sleeping dogs" ; and further, 
in allusion to the hissing and 
wrigging noise consequent upon 
disturbing a nest of these reptiles, a 
walling of 5 JtallCS has also come to be 
synonymous with noisy frolicsome
ness. Yet another meaning is 
attached to this term, derived from 
the speed with which one would 
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put as great a distance as possible 
between himself and these veno
mous reptiles-to run with alacrity; 
to bolt away.--SNAKE STORY.
An incredible narration; from 
the nonsensical yarns told by 
travellers concerning certain sec
tions of the animal creation; e.g., 
MULE STORIES (q.v.), FISH STORIES 
(q.v.), etc. These narratives are 
of the "sea serpent," and "big 
gooseberry" type, and the follow
ing are fair samples of their kind. 

A bi~ SNAKE STORY comes from Mount 
Holly, III Berkley County, S.C. A party of 
negroes were cutting upon a lightwood log 
of large circumference and great length, 
when it suddenly began to move slowly off 
toward a creek about ten feet distant. The 
negroes wcre stricken with terror, and they 
at once dropped their axes and stampeded. 
Dr. Byrd, in charge of the hands, tried to 
recall them l but they continued their flight, 
without even once looking back. In the 
mean time the log was travelling steadily to
ward the creck. As it fell into the water, 
the source of its power of locomotion was 
revealed in a most astounding manner. 
Hundreds of hissing serpents leaped forth 

~~rl~dtlf~~h hf~id1ff~;~~~s dii~e~!i~n!o7n ~l~~ 
water. The SNAKES were of the genuine 
water moccasin species, varying in length 
from that of a buggy spoke to a hoc handle. 
Dr. Byrd and others stood by, watching the 
SNAKES depart! and their going consumed 
fully thirty minutes. Three of the negroes 
who fled when the log began to move have 
not since been heard from.-A tlauta COHsti
tulion, r8SS. 

'Do you want some items about SNAKES? I 

asked an agriculturally-rural-looking gentle
man of the Eagle's city editor lhe other day. 
I If they are fresh and tfue,' responded the 
city editor. 'Exactly,' replied the fanner. 
, These items are both. Nobody knows 'ern 
but me, . , .. rve got a baby six months 
old, He's a boy. "Ve generally sit him out on 
the grass of a morning, and he hollers like 
a bull all day; at least he used to, but he 
don't any more. One morning we noticed 
he wasn't hollowing, and wondered what 
was up. When we looked, there was a 
rattlesnake coiled up in front of him scan
ning his features, The boy was grinning 
and the SNAI(E was grinning. Bimcby tho 
SNAKE turned his tail to the baby and 
backed his rattle right into the baby's fist: 
'What did the baby do /' 'Why, he just 
rattled that tail so you could hear it threo 
quarters of a mile, and the SNAKE layed 
there and grinned, Every morning we 
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found the SNAKE there, until one day a 
bigger SNAKE came and the baby played with 
his rattle just the same till the first SNAKE 
came back. He looked thin, and I reckon he 
had been sick and sent the other to take his 
place. Will that do for anitem?' I Immensely,' 
replied the city editor. , .. , I Any more?' 
'I don't call any to mind just at present. 
My wife knows a lot of SNAKE items, but I 
forget 'em. By the way, though, I've erot a 
regular living curiosity down at my place. 
One day my oldest boy was sitting on the 
hack stoop doing his sums, and he conldn't 
get 'em right. He felt something against 
his face, and there was a little SNAKE coiled 
up on his shoulder and looking at the slate. 
In four minutes he had done an them sums. 
We've tamed him so he keeps all our 
accounts, and he is the lightningest cuss at 
figures you ever seen. He'll run up a column 
eight feet long in three seconds. I wouldn't 
take a reaper for him.' I What kind of a 
SNAKE is he ?' inquired the editor, curiously, 
'The nci?,hbours call him an adder.' lOb 
yes! yes I said the city editor, a little dis· 
concerned. I I've heard of the species. When 
did all these things happen /' 'Along in the 
fore part of the spring, but I didn't say any. 
thing about 'em, 'cause it wasn't the season 
for SNAKE items. This is about the time for 
that sort of thing, isn't it?' I Yes,' chipped 
in the exchange editor, I You couldn't have 
picked out a better time for SNAKE stories.'
RobC11 J. Burrietie. 

SNAP.--A period; a portion; a share. 
This word is very popularly col
loquial in the States, chiefly in 
respect to the weather, as a cold 
snap," but also in each of its other 
significations. 

'I won't agree to no such bender,' 
Sez Isrel; I keep it tell it's tender; 
'Taint wuth a SN AP afore it's ri1?c.' 
Scz Joe, 'I'd jest ez lives eat tnpe; 
You air a buster ter suppose 
I'd eat what mak~ me hot! my nose I' 

-Biglow Papc,"s. 

Our little SNAP of cold weather h:lS come 
and gone. Of course there were some results. 
The callas, just pUlting forth a wealth of 
white blossoms, fen down and became sickly. 
The tender leaves of the lemon trees began 
to droop, and some have fallen down.-San 
Frallcisco Weekly Butletin, l8S8. 

--Hence, idiomatically, SOFT 
SNAP, i.e., a good or easy time; a 
profitable experience. When pro
duce rules high in price, it is said 
to be having a SOFT SNAP. 
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No the lighthou,e-keeper does not have a 
SOF~ SNAP. ~e can sU,bordinate his light to 
~otlllng. It 1S no avaIlable excuse for his 

out that' . as dying 
ot leave ,h ay be sabs 
weT he IS in will to 
ruins wit t hour bu 
its light g g as it lstal 

The a~sen~e of a light for one minute may 
result In dlsast~r to l~fe and proyerty on the 
seas.. One, smgl~ instance 0 neglect in 
~eepmp a lIght gOIn&" according to instruc
t1?llS! IS sure to be tollowed by immediate 

-New Yor 8. 

NAP BEAN ps.-Fre 
from th ness and 

easy manner m w Ich they snap 
asunder when fresh.--SNAP, or 
SNAP AND GO is also used in the 
~e~se o~ energy; smartness; an 

atlc exte' the leg' . 
meaning reak sho 
en crisp. 

nternation it of We 
began its sessions this morning. I t had a 
SNAP AND A GO with it from the outset 
'Yornen!s gatherings here are in ODe re::.pect 
hk,e the .circus and the races-they always 
bnng raIn. The downfall to-day mIght have 

any othc ge, but it 
st of a sh his one.-
aid, Marc! 

. sed adj for rap , 
qUIck; WIthout hesitation; as, for 
example, a snap vote, i.e., a vote 
taken say by show of hands. 

the hour an of the 

~fi~l~ ~r~h .~o~f ~i~e; 
'Yith their are engage 
tIOn. A Sl'. e vote IS ta 

and a division is dem~nded: There is a cry 
of all up, and many anse WIthout a definite 
conception of the question at issue. Most of 
them vote simply to sustain the action of the 
committee; with some it seems to be a point 

r. - St. Db, Delllo 
r6, r~88. 

curious hat this 
can word has een perverte 
application. In England it is con
fined to articles or circumstances 
out of which money may be made 

windfall, dd job. 
-NECK. - ew Jer 

BRANDY er ApPLE 

'de 

so-c all ed.--S N APP ED.-A 
Southern term applied to a drunken 
man. If t It get her broken off 
short, s one is 
unbent. PPER or 
TURTLE. ise, whic s 
its specific name from Its pug
nacious habits. It is common 
throughout the Union. 

NARL.-T for ang 
tation is colloqu' e 
United han in 
It is als to signif 
culty; "a tight place" as regards 
money matters; or the "corner" 
into which one is driven by argu
ments that cannot be withstood. 

At last his arne badl 
is purchas ase of the 
eet Theat gh figure g 0 

SNARL. S hough he I a 
great deal of money, It did not remam wlth 
him.-Detroit Free Press, September 8, r888. 

SNATCH. - To SNATCH ONE BALD-
HEADED. 
To BE 
west to 
counten 
i.e., keep calm. 

ALD-HE 
D.-In t 
ried; p 

Don't be 

SNEAK THIEF'.-A thief who sneaks 
about when intent on business. In 
English ch an on d 
a " snea -a petty y 
thief. 

The residence 0 J. McClosky, o. 40)0 
Chestnut-street, was visited by a SNEAK 
THIEF last night, and three overcoats are 
rnissing.-Philadelphia Evening Bulletill 
February 23, 1888. ' 

NEEZER. 

going m 
and-out, 
n, or thi 

SNELT.-(r) A wild plum.--(z) See 
LEADER. 

NIDE.-A E 
is quite 
whence 

l' h slang t
al across 

have 

h' h 
er 
n 



Snifter 

the first instance. It means bad; 
spurious; contemptible. 

No SNIDE goods in stock; everything 
first-class and guaranteed to please or the 
money cheerfully refuflded.-A dvertiscment 
in Denver Republican, May 6, 1888. 

The capitol of Missouri was erected in 
1836. These were the better days of the 
Republic, and contractors never performed a 
SNlDE job.-Missouri Republican, February 
IS, 1888. 

SNIFTER.-To TAKE A SNIFTER.-To 
take refreshment in the shape of 
"a nip of something neat." 

He leaned back and closed his eyes, and 
murmured: I Thank Heaven he's better. 
He is slowly convalescing. Bring up a bottle 
of brandy I' He poured out a pretty good 
SNIFTER, and told me to take about four such 
drinks every day, while I was convalescing. 
-Texas Siftings, August 8, 1888. 

SNIP.-An overdressed man; a cox
comb; a finical person. 

Miss Clara-I I declare I was never so 
insulted in my life. Oh, how I hate him! ' 

Miss Angle-' Whom? ' 
Miss Clara-' That young SNIP of a Dum

foale.iI-Boston. Post, 1888. 

--Hence SNIPTIOUS, RESNIP
TIOUS, and SNIPPY.-Various de
grees in the West of gaily attired 
and finical. 

Sam-' Oh, jest thought I'd come down ter 
see you step off.' 

, Good boy. Look at her Sam (pointing at 
the rid), ain't she SNIPSHUS? Don't you wush 
you d a~won the fight ]' 

, Don't jolt me too much about it, BiB, fur 
I mout not give her up yiL'-PortlaHd 
Trallscript, February 29, 18B8. 

SNIPE.-A Wall Street term for an 
outside or curbstone broker; a 
bucket-shop man. 

SNITS.-A Pennsylvania Dutch con
traction of the German schnitzel for 
slices of dried fruit. 

SNOB. - A journeyman shoemaker. 
An Old English usage, which has 
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well-nigh disappeared in the 
Mother Country; it is not much 
used in America, save in Massachu
setts and Pennsylvania. 

SNOOP, To.-A New York expression 
for eating by stealth.--To SNOOP 
ALONG.-To put in an appearance, 
generally by stealth. 

She told him that she wasn't afraid ofrcpor
ters, and the detectives mi~ht SNOOP ALONG 
if they wanted to.-St. Louts Globe Democrat, 
April 13,1888. 

SNOOSER.-An hotel thief who lives 
in the place, and thus seeks for 
opportunities to carry out his 
depredations. 

SNORE.-A boy's name for a top string, 
probably confined to New York. 
--I SNORE.-An oath, the sting 
in the sound of which is supposed 
to have been extracted. 

SNORT.-A sl10rt of whiskey is a dram; 
a nip; a small quantity; equivalent 
to a SMILE.--To SNORT. -To 
laugh derisively; to pooh! pooh! 
This meaning is not given in the 
dictionaries. 

'Los' his case? That can't bet' said 
another, who was known to his comrades as 
Long Tim. I I ree-coUee' how old man 
Bamford SNORTED when the jury come in. 
They gin him six thousan' dollars. I war 
thar at the trial an' heern it aI1.'-Sc1'ibllcr's 
M agazi",., 1887. 

--SNORTER.-When applied to a 
man, snorter indicates one in the 
possession of great animal spirits; 
idiomatically, however, the term is 
applied to anything out of the 
common, and indicates no small 
measure of praise. 

SNOW (Cant).-Linen. 

SNOWBALL.-A negro, on"the principle 
of a tort ct it fravel'S. 



Snub Up 

SNUB UP, To.-To tie up; to secure. 
-- SNUBBING-POST.-A post to 
which horses and cattle are secured. 

The stable, sheds, and other outbuildings, 
with the hayricks and the peIlS for such 
cattle as we bring in during winter, are near 
the house; the patch of fCllc-.ed garden land 
is on the edge of the woods; and near the 
middle of the glade stands tbe high, circular 
horse-corral. with a SNUBBING-POST in the 
centre.-Ranch Life in the Far West. 

SNUCKS.-A corruption of "snacks." 
To go snucks, i.e., to go halves. 

SNUFF - DIPPER. SNUFF SWAB. - See 
under DIP. 

SNUG, To.-To conceal; to hide from 
view. 

SNUM.-I SNUM.-I vow; I declare; 
-the nearest approach to absolute 
veracity, short of a sworn legal 
oath that the New Englander 
knows. 

SOAK.-To pawn; to pledge. 

Reading an article the othor day on the 
evil of the pawn-shops in OUf cities reminded 
me oJ a young friend. In an evil, thoughtless 
hour his companions enticed him into the 
lair of the destroyer, and scarcely knowing 
what he did, he SOAKED a bone-handled 
revolver, the gift of his Sunday-scbool 
teacher, for 7 dols.-Denver RepubNcan, May 
6, 1888. 

--SOAK-ABOUT.-A boys' game, 
described in quotation. 

At school, when the young master saw the 
boys playing at the boisterous and promis
cuous SOAK-ADOUT, be would sometimes catch 
the contagion of the wild fUll, and, thrusting 
bis Livy into the desl<, rush out of the door 
to mix in the confusion, throwing the yarn 
ball at one and another with vigor and accu
racy of aim.-Centul'Y 1.Jagazinc,I887. 

sOAP.-In the Presidential campaign 
of 1880 this term was used in tele
grams by the Republicans as a 
cipher for money. In 1884 it was 
employed by the Democrats as a 
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derisive party-cry aimed at their 
opponents.--SOAP-BERRY (Sapin
dus marginatus).-A tree, common 
in the South and South-west. Its 
hard, black berries are strung like 
beads for various kinds of knick
nacks.--SoAP-LocK.-The" bow
catcher" of English costermongers, 
and familiarly known in politer 
circles as a kiss-curl. The femi
nine counterpart is called a SPIT
CURL, and the suggestion as to 
the means by which this short 
voluted curl is kept in place is in 
either case somewhat disgusting. 
A gang of N ew York rowdies were 
once called soap-locks on account 
of this peculiarity in their ap
pearance. -- SOAP - PLANT. - See 
AMOLE. 

SOARY.-A derivation of "soar," 
with which it is closely allied in 
meaning. 

SOBBED, - Soaked; saturated; very 
moist. 

SOCDOLAGER, SOCKDOLAGER. - (I) A 
heavy blow; a conclusive argu
ment; a winding-up- a general 
" finisher." The etymology of this 
strange word has been variously 
worked out. Some think it a cor
ruption of "doxology," and hence 
a signal of dismissal. This may 
be; but others, obviously mis
understanding the matter, derive 
it from slog, to hit out hard, 
and write it slogdolager. Hotten, 
however, seems to have arrived at 
another equally plausible derivation 
when tracing it to the Italian sloc
cado, a fencing term. May it not 
possibly be derived from sock, to 
strike a hard blow, and dolor, pain, 
distress I-See also SOLLAKER. 

But when once he had eXlricated himself 
from the mN(;e, and had rapped on the door
frame with his ruler, crying C Books, bool{s J I 
the boy who a minute before had enjoyed 
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the luxur g the rna was 
known in y lingo as OLA-
GER, deh in the ba n on 
the side of the head, did not find any en
couragement to presume on that experience 
in school hours.-Ce1Itury Magazine, 1887. 

-(2) 
e10ses 
has s\ 

A fishing - hook 
spring a 
it. 

which 
fish 

SOCIABLE.- ew Englan term for 
a party; a gathering of friends. 

SOCK, To.-This English provincial-
ism,' g to st lard 
blow, n several ons, 
all 0 how eve ach 
more nearly t ven 
meaning. Thus in a strike, where 
one section of the strikers gives 
way and returns to work, whilst the 
rest still hold out, those who have 
given said to s the 
other he othe an 
argum y be soc!. iven 
in to , i.e., st elu-
sively; while in yet another sense 
it means to charge a high price for 
any article; or, in a narration, to 
exaggerate, or " pile on the agony" 
-in is gener to 
emph opinion 

A rich 't have an your 
very best [co ns] I and you can Ju~t plle iton 
too, and SOCK it in to him-he won't ever 
halleL-Mark Twai,,'s Life 0" the MissisSl:Ppi. 

SODA PRAIRIE.-A vast arid 
cover a deposit 
soda. desolat 
count frequen 
Mexi s, and Ar 

lain 
nor 

of 
New 

SOFT.-SOFT BACK.-A tortoise, large 
in size and of considerable ferocity; 
know . ence as 'OIlYX 

(erax. T COAL.- ous 
coal. ARD co OFT 
CORN. !ternativ oft-
soap; soft-sawder; i.e., flattery.-
SOFT CRAB.-The crab, otherwise 
known as the SHEDDER, and so 

Soft 

when s its out 
SOFTLI An action 

done with saftliness when quietly 
accomplished; without pretence; 
unassumingl y .--SOFT MONEY.
Paper money was so called during 

est in IS e resum 
pecie pa See HAR 

--SOFT R.-Ove 
ceptible This ter 

was probably introduced by Sam 
Slick. Also TO SOFT SAWDER.-
SOFT SHELLS. - An appellation 
applied politically to the less 

ative of Democra 
o to th sts. T 
ell and Baptis 
a sectio be Bapll 

community, so named accord
ing to the light in which they 
regard certain worldly usages. The 
hard-shell is stern and uncom-

ng in hi ciation 
, even of t innoce 
hile the it is rna 
in his \ \\ men an 

things. Perhaps a more graphic 
description of what a hard-shell is 
not could hardly be given than the 
f II 'g from th A'k sa, Trave 

ch, as Ar uld say, 
sarcastic 

and rain , Ie returni g 
home from a new ITdll that had been started 
about fifteen miles from my house, I stopped 
at an old cabin to get warm. An old rna!} 
and a boy sat by the fire. 

th 

I I would like to get warm' said I. 
rsclf,' sai 
n and he hands ov 

'I' he ask 
I replied. 

'What church do you run with l' he 
asked. 

j \V"ell,' I replied, I my range is rather 
uncertain at present, but I have run with 
most all of them.' 

along wit -she11s.' 

e church/ 
u cou ld pr eplied. 
aid he. ressina h 

SOIl, I retch back thar in that pile of shucks 
an' haul out the jug.' 

Bill rattled the shucks and brought out 
the jug, 
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• Pull.' said tbe bard-sbell banding me 
tbe jug. 

I pulled. 
I Pull agin.' 
I pulled again, and tben said, 'Mr. 

hard-shell I reckon you are right.' 
It beat any licker I ever tasted, and I 

have sense found out that if you want to get 
the best go among the hard-shells. There 
is no fighting among them j no quarreling; 
nothing but brown jean pants, brotherly love, 
hickory shirts and Heker that'll wreathe the 
sourest face with smiles. Yes, after years of 
contest and struggle, I had found the coat 
that fit me and I have been wearing it ever 
since. and that's why I am a hard-shell. 

--The terms, hard-shell and sott
shell are now generally used to 
signify a hard and fast, or literal 
interpretation of any subject or 
question upon which men differ. 
--SOFT-SHELL CRAB.-See SOFT 
CRAB.--SOFT sOAP.-Flattery ; 
ironical praise; the same as SOFT
SAWDER. -- SOFT-THING. - A 
stroke of luck.--SoFT SNAP.-See 
SNAP. -- SOFT WOODLANDs.-In 
British North America, pine forests. 

SOG.-A lethargy. 

SOLEMNCHOLy.-A facetious variant of 
melancholy. 

You have seen the great wiseacre, SOLEMN~ 
CHOLY as a Quaker, who will talk in all 
the seasons, winter, summer I spring or 
fall ; 

He will talk without cessation, 'bout all 
things since the creation, so that you will 
see quite plainly, he's the man who 
knows it all. 

-Detroit Fr<e Press, 1888. 

sOLlo.-This adjective is much used 
to denote thoroughness; complete 
agreement with. Electors get solid 
with a candidate when they plump 
in voting for him. Likewise a man 
would be said to have got solid 
with a woman when he had 
specially ingratiated himself into 
favor. 

The convention would afford him splendid 
opportunity to get SOLID with the politicians 
of the State, and to renew and strengthen 

S ollokadowser 

the entente cord,ale established during the 
visit of President Cleveland. - ftltssottYi 
Republican, February 24, r888. 

During the call, Mr. Tarpie, in a brief 
speech, withdrew San Francisco from the 
contest. The voting then proceeded almost 
SOLIDLY for St. Louis, when a motion was 
made and carried declaring St. Louis to be 
the unanimous choice of the committee.
Ibid. 

, If that fellow has any grit in him,' said 
Nat, t I'll make him SOLID with that girl. 
With this he took me by the arm, and 
hurried along and overtook the couple. In 
passing them Nat gave the young chap a 
push, and, looking squarely at him, said: 
'What are you going to do about it?' 
The young man spurred right up to Nat and 
was going to thrash him, when Nat pulled 
me by the arm, and we both turned and 
ran. There,' said Nat, C won't that make 
him SOLID with his girl? She thinks he 
frightened away a couple of big bullies who 
were just going to eat them both up.'
Chicago Times, 1888. 

--SOLID MEN.-Men of re
sponsibility and standing in the 
community. -- SOLID SOUTH.
The unbroken political bond of 
the Southern States; and latterly 
the united white vote (Democratic) 
as opposed to the solid Republican 
vote of the negroes. The phrase 
has been traced back only to the 
Reconstruction period succeeding 
the Civil War (circa, 1868). It is 
alleged, however, that it was in 
use prior to the war. 

SOLLAKER.-A variant of SOCDOLAGER 
(q.v.), a heavy blow. 

A professor in a California college was 
stricken with lockjaw during a Latin recita~ 
tion some three weeJ{s ago, and has not 
been able to speak since. He was teach~ 
ing the contrnental pronunciation, and 
had just told the class that Youlius Kaiser 
said, C Wany, weedy, weeky,' when the shock 
came, and it is quite generally believe,d that 
the outraged spirit of the libelled old Roman 
landed his traducer a SOL LAKER in his jaw 
with his mailed hand.-B1Irddte, 1888. 

SOLLOKADOWSER.-See preceding. 

j What did you hook, Davey'?' inquired 
Phil, looking as sober as pOSSIble. j What 
wuz it?' replied he somewhat indignantly, 
I none uv yer skippin' funts, sur, as play Wid 
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feathers un floies at the top uv the wathur, 
but a reg'lar SOLLDKADOWSER frum the bot
tom. I knows where t' find 'em,' with a shake 
of the head.-Fore:st and Stream, March 15, 
1888. 

SOLOMONESQUE. - With the appear
ance of wisdom; after the manner 
of Solomon. 

Here are a few appropriate mottoes it will 
be well for you never to overlook, and you 
can quote them in a SOLOMONESQUE manner 
to your friends:-

For opticians-Mind your eye. 
For old maids-Marry come up. 
For hairdressers-Two heads are better 

than one.-A mericcm H 1IU10fist, August I I, 
1888. 

So LONG !-Good-bye! an English 
provincialism, commonly colloquial 
in Louisiana. 

SOM BRERO.-A broad-brimmed hat. 
From the Spanish. 

sOME.-Used in several slang senses, 
the most popular of which is as an 
equivalent to somewhat, something. 
This practice is mutatis }l/u.!uildis, 
similar to that which ohtains in 
the case of ANY (q.v.) . 

Of course the storm hurt us SOME, how 
much I can't say, but I should imagine that 
we had lost fully three days' trade by it.
New York Herald, March 25, 1888. 

--Some is also employed as 
meaning considerable; very much; 
notable; famous. 

I Ain't Theron GlIsher a married man? I 

[inquired Josiah Allen's wife of Miss Bctsy 
Bobbet]. 

I Oh, yes, SOME.' 

, SOME J I I repeated in a cold accent. 'He 
is either married, or he hain't married, one 
or the other; I and again I repeated coldly, 
I Is he a married man, Betsy?' 

I 0 h, yes, he has been a married man a 
few times, or what the cold "vorld calls 
rnarrying,-he has got a wife now; but I do 
not believe he has found his affinity yot, 
though he has ~ot several bills of divorccw 
ment from vanous wimmcll, trying to find 
her.'-Betsy Bobbel, p. '90. 
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-- So M E P U M P KIN S . - See 
PUMPKIN. 

SONsy.-Bright; bonny. 

The girls (American) are, for the most 
part, pale, dull-eyed, and weary-lookmg. 
They are fiat-breasted and round-shouldered. 
Here and there a blooming, rosy, SONSY 
girl makes the prevailing pallor and languor 
only rnore noticeable. In view of ,this 
assem bIage, need we ask whether the VIgor 
of our children is really sacrificed in 
education ?-The Epoch, 1888. 

SOON. -A Southern equivalent of 
early; thus soon in the afternoon, 
soon in the evening. 

SOPH, sOPHoMoRE.-Professor Good
rich thus explains the meaning of 
these terms in Webster's Unabridged. 

This word has generally been considered 
an American barbarism, but it was probably 
introduced into our country at a very early 
period from the University of Cambridge, 
England. Among the cant terms at that 
University, as given in the Gradus ad 
Canta-brigi:un, we find SOPH-MOR as the 
next distinctive appellation to Freshman. It 
is added that a \'-niler ill the GentlemaH's 
MagaziHt' thinks Mor an abbreviation of 
the Greek jJ.we:u, introduced at a time 
when lhe I Encomium Moric:e/ the I Praise 
of Folly,' by Erasmus, was so generally 
used. The ordinary derivation of the word, 
from (1'ocp(5~ and jJ.cvpac would seem, there
fore, to be incorrect. The young SQPHS at 
Cambridge appear formerly to have received 
t~e adjunct mar, I.LCUpO~· to their names, 
eIther as one they courted for the reason 
mentioned above, or as one given them in 
sport for the sUI?posed exhibition of inflated 
feeling in entenng upon their new honors. 
The term th us implied seems to ha vo passed 
at a very early period from Cambridge in 
England to Cambridge in America, as the 
next distinctive appellatioIl to Freshmen, and 
thus to have been attacbed to the second of 
the four classes in Ollr American collqrCS J 

while it has now almost ceased to be kl1o~vn, 
even as a cant word, at the parent institution 
in England from whence it call1.e. 

The tronblc bctw(:>cn the Freshman and 
SOPI-IOMORE classes of Cornell University 
has burst out afresh, and tbe first act of \\'ar
fare was the l{iunupping and abduction of the 
Freshmen's pr(:sidt~nt by a big body of 
SOPHOMORES late last night.-Philadt:lphia 
Prtss, January 29, 1823. 



Sora 506 Sovereign 

SORA. SOREE (Rallus carolinus).-The 
rail of the South, much esteemed 
for its plumpness and flavor. 

SORREL-TREE: (Andromeda arborea).
Otherwise called the SOUR-WOOD 
from the acidity of its sap. 

SOSSLE. SOZzLE.-(r) In Connecticut, 
to splash.--(z) To lounge. This 
latter is from the Old English 
j' SOSS.'I 

sOT.-For set, e.g., "the vittles are 
sot out." This corrupt pronuncia
tion is very common throughout the 
Union, and even where the speaker 
knows better it is used in a half
jocose manner in place of the more 
orthodox form. It also appears, 
when" set" in the sense of "to set 
store by" is meant. "Sat," too, is 
subjected to the same indignity. 

Caller (to old Mrs. Bently)-' The new 
minister is making himself quite popular, is 
he not, Mrs. Bently? I 

Old Mrs. BentlY-'Wel1, I ain't much SOT 
by him. For the last three Sundays he's 
prayed for rain, an' there ain't a drop fell yit.' 
-Puck, 1888, 

The musicianers SOT right down in front 
of the stage, and they was led by a handsome 
young man, whose head went from one side 
to tbe other like bappy people at a camp 
meetin'.-New York SPl1'£t oj the Times. 

-- SOT S. - In Virginia and 
Pennsylvania yeast is so-called.-
SOT-WEED. - A former term for 
tobacco in Maryland. 

SOUND ON THE GOosr.-See GOOSE. 

sOUR.-To BE SOUR oN.-The love of 
sweet things on the part of Ameri
cans is a well-known characteristic, 
and this predeliction is responsible 
for an idiom the antithesis of that 
used when a love-sick swain is said 
to be sweet on some fair Dul
cinea. Also employed idiomatically 
of any unpleasant task or occupa-

tion, which, when tired of, a man 
is said to be soured on. -- SOUR 
GUM.-See GUM.--SOUR sop.-A 
West Indian fruit known to science 
as Anona muricata.--SouR WOOD. 
-See SORREL TREE. 

SOUTH. - One of the two great 
divisions into which, colloquially, 
the States were divided previous 
to the Civil War. At that time 
the South was synonymous with 
the pro-slavery cause, in contra
distinction to the North, which re
presented the Abolitionist party. So 
ingrained was slavery in the insti
tutions of the South that only after 
nearly a quarter of a century has 
it been possible to organize a NEW 
SOUTH (q.v.), whose aspirations are 
in accord with the general body 
politic. Hence all such terms 
as SOUTHERNISM, SOUTHERNWISE, 
SOUTHRON, or SOUTHERNER have 
now lost their once distinctively 
unique meaning. -- SOUTHERN 
STATES. - Virginia, North Caro
lina, South Carolina, Georgia. 

SOVER EI GN.-The Americans modestly 
style themselves the sovereign 
people, at least Bartlett, defining 
the word sovereign, explains it 
as meaning one of the people 
of the United States - a voter. 
-- SOVEREIGNS OF INDUSTRY.
An organization of the laboring 
classes, who by co-operation seek 
to obtain a more equal division 
of the fruits of labor than is 
possible when a middleman stands 
between acapitalist and the real pro
ducers of wealth.--PLAYING THE 
SOVEREIGN .-In Pennsylvania when 
a candidate for office puts on shabby 
clothes a short time before an 
election, drinks whiskey with every
body, and shakes hands with 
everybody, he is said to be playiltt; 
'he sovcr8lgn. 
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SPAN.-This word, derived from the 
Dutch, is used, says Webster, to 
denote two horses of nearly the 
same color, and otherwise nearly 
alike, usually harnessed side by 
side. The word signifies properly 
the same as "yoke" when applied 
to horned cattle, from buckling or 
fastening together. But, in America, 
span always implies resemblance in 
color at least; it being an object 
of ambition with gentlemen and 
teamsters to unite two horses 
abreast that are alike. 

Joseph Stiger. of Jackson township, sold 
recently to J. Dittemore, a SPAN of two
year~old horse colts, weighing 1,260 pounds 
each, sired by Rob Roy.-frfaryville Democrat, 
1888. 

--SO also TO SPAN, in New 
England somewhat similarly used 
for to agree in color, or in color and 
size. 

SPANCEL. To.-To hobble an animal 
by its hind legs to prevent it 
kicking. A crab is also spaltcelled 
by being allowed to feed off its 
own legs, i.e., one of the latter is 
stuck into each of the movable 
claws. 

SPANISH BAYONET.-A popular name 
in Texas, New Mexico, and Ari
zona, for a variety of Yucca, from 
its stiff, sharp pointed leaves. 

SPARK, To.-To court. A New Eng
land term, as also is SPARKING, 
probably in allusion to the spick 
and span appearance of a lover 
under such circumstances. Cj., 
Icelandic sprakki, a coxcomb; 
Danish sprader. 

SPAT.-From the use of this word for 
a slap or blow, has come its collo
quial usage for a petty quarrel, 
e.g., between lovers, etc. 

Spike 

'Did you quarrel with your wife I' asked 

a JOl~r'we had some words now and thc:m, 
but e~ery couple h~ve their SPATS. That 
ought not to make her want to die.' 

• Did you have any trouble recently?' 
I I may have talked a little straight, that's 

al1.'-Daily Infer-Ocean, March 7. 1088. 

There was a pretty lively SPAT in the House 
to-day between Messrs. Bland and Heard of 
Missouri, and the arguments finally got to be 
decidedly personal; but after the whole 
thing was over each gentlema!1 agreed to 
withdraw what had been sald, and tho 
breeze blew over, leaving these too well
known Missourians as good friends as they 
have ever been.-.MissoHri RepHblicall, 1888. 

--So also TO SPAT. 

SPECK AND ApPLEJEEs.-See ApPLE
GEES under ApPLE. 

SPELLING BEE.-A well-known form 
of amusement, which consists of a 
competition in spelling. Originat
ing in the Western States of 
America, it rapidly spread through 
the Union, crossed the Atlantic 
to England, running its course 
like wild-fire from J ohn-o' -Groats 
to Land's End.-See BEE. 

SPICE BERRY.-A variety of HACK
BERRY (q.v.).--SPICE BUSH.-Sce 
FEVER BUSH.--SPICE TEA.-A 
beverage made from the leaves of 
the spice bush, and valuable as a 
febrifuge. 

SPID[R.-A frying pan standing on 
three long legs, whence its name. 

Sometimes the negro owns a SPIDl!R, and 
generally a coffee-pot allU mill, which as be
fore have been broken to use in the buckra's 
house.-A Ilmltic MOllthly. 

SPIKE.-A casual ward.--To SPIKE. 
-To go to or frequent the same. 
--SPIKE TEA~l.-A team of three 
horses so arranged that two are 
preceded by the third. 



Spindle C1'ty 508 Spoils 

SPINDLE cITv.-Lowell in Massachu
setts, a centre of the cotton-spin
ning industry. 

SPIRITUALISM.-A belief and practice, 
the fundamental principle of which 
is, that the existence of man after 
death is palpably demonstrated 
(and that beyond the shadow of a 
doubt) by certain abnormal pheno
mena, which, though observed and 
noted from time to time in the past, 
have never till within the bst few 
years been scientifically examined 
or recognized as affording pheno
menal evidences of a life to come. 
--Hence SPIRITIST or SPIRITU
ALIST.-A believer in the doctrines 
of Spiritualism.-See also in con
nection with this subject, CIRCLE, 
Fox GIRLS, and MEDIUM.-
SPIRITUAL WIFE.-A Mormon term 
for all wives other than the first 
one. These concubines are also 
called SEALED ONES, whilst the 
jocosely inclined call them FIXIN'S. 

SPIT cURL.-5ee under SOAP LOCK. 

5PLICE.- NOT BY A LONG SPLICE.
Something short; deficient. First 
used in Pennsylvania. 

SPLIT-TlcKET.-5ee TICKET. 

SPLORUM.-Much ado about nothing; 
much cry and little wool; or in the 
Yankee dialect, "All talk and no 
cider." 

SPLOSH.-A New England variant of 
splash. 

SPLOTcHED.-Blurred; spotted; prob
ably a corruption of " blotched." 

Within an hOllr we were fairly within 
the Straits of Gibndtar, the tall yellow 
SPLOTCHED hills of Africa on our right, with 
their bases vcited in a blue haze and their 
summils swathed in clouds-the same being 
according to Scripture, which says that 

clouds and darkness are over the land. 
The words were spoken of this particular 
portion of Africa, I believe.-Mark Twain's 
Innocents A broad. 

SPLURGE.-To SPLURGE. To CUT or 
MAKE A SPLURGE.-To indulge in 
noisy demonstration; to swagger 
pompously; "to cut a dash." 

The word SPLURGE is indeed an instance 
of our own cis~atlantic coinage} a provin~ 
cialism probably not yet in any dictlOnary; 
yet meaning as If a great rock of the moun
tain, disintegrated from its summit, should 
rush and bound, portentous and avalanched, 
into a silver lake at its foot, there making an 
uproarious splash, boring its momentous 
way through the parted and the frightened 
waves, and after dashing the spray in all 
directions burying itself, in forgotten repose, 
under congenial mud at the bottom; so gone 
for ever from sight, from thought, from 
upper air, and all the ways of men; thus 
meaning,-the low aim of making a con~ 
siderable sensation at least once in society. 
-T. H. Cox. 

Two years passed and a man came out in 

}~~~e~a:::!~ ~e ~1~~t~~ ~r~L~~~~. I~~l~~l~ 
fied things with a high hand and cut a wide 
swath.-HosfoH Weekly Globe, March 28,1888. 

Secretary Lamar was nothing of an enter
tainer and he had neither the money nor the 
inclination to make a social SPLURGE.
DeJlver Repubticalt, April 15, 1888. 

SPOILS.-" To the victor belong the 
spoils" is apparently the watch
word of most American politicians. 
It was first used by William S. 
Marcy, of New York, in the U. S. 
Senate in 1832. It is customary on 
each change of president, for the 
whole army of office-holders to 
depart, if in peace, probably in 
sorrow. This system is, without 
doubt, the secret of the deteriora
tion in American politics, which 
even Americans themselves regret
fully admit. The changing of 
Government officials every four 
years is in the first place hardly 
calculated to ensure efficiency of 
service, and in the second it opens 
up, not only vistas, but "howling 
avenues" of corruption. "The 
ti<lle is short, let us eat, drink, and 
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be merry, for to-morrow we die." 
-See DECAPITATE. 

SPONDULICS. - Clever in making 
money, Brother Jonathan is equally 
expert in coining strange names to 
designate it. Of these spol/dulies is 
one; for others see under CHARM. 

SpooK.-From the German spuck, sig
nifying a spirit or ghost: spook is 
far more colloquial than the latter 
terms. 

At the first glance of this apparition I 
unconsciously held my hreath in a kind of 
expectant suspense. The next moment a 
gleam of recognition flashed upon me-the 
whole mystery of the haunted SPOOK was 
explained.-Dctroit Fru Press, September 29, 
1868. 

SpOON.-To DO BUSINESS WITH A 
BIG sPOON.-To cut a dash; or, as 
in the billiard slang of England, 
"to put on side." 

SPOOPS, SPOopsy.-New Englandisms 
for a weak-minded fellow; a nin
compoop. 

SPOSH.-What, applied to half-melted 
snow and mud, is called in England 
slush. 

spOT.-To BREAK OUT IN A NEW SPOT. 
-A slang expression for com
mencing anew, or turning one's 
attention to a fresh undertaking. 
--IN sPoTs.-A curious Western 
phrase graphically suggestive of 
incompleteness; by fits and starts. 
When a man says he sleeps ill 

spots, he does not mean that he is 
ubiquitous, and were the listener 
to suggest in even the most Parlia
mentary language that he was lying, 
there certainly would be spots in 
him. It is all a matter of words; 
ill spots here means at intervals 
or by snatches. -- SPOTTERS.
Detectives. 
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The royalty paid for use of gong-punches, 
and the money used in maintaining SPOT
TERS, would be quite adequate to supply the 
means for rewarding the fidelity of the 
servant.-Providence Press. 

SPREAD-EAGLE ISM. - The American 
equivalent of British bunkum, 
and La Claire of the French. 
The national emblem of the 
United States is an eagle with 
wings outstretched, hence the 
application of the epithet spread
eagleis1ll to vain-glorious laudation 
of American institutions, as com
pared with those of other countries. 
The N orthem A IIm'iea·1t Review 
once defined it thus :-

A compound of exaggeration, effrontery, 
bombast, and extravagance, mixed meta
phors, platitudes, defiant threats thrown at 
the world, and irreverent appeals flung at 
the Supreme Being. 

Sometimes in the night the town dogs 
hold ratification meetin~s in I)ur back yard, 
and make long, rambhng remarks to the 
moon. There is a good deal of SPREAD
EAGLEISM and tall, for political effect only at 
a night dog convention. There is too much 
repetition and tautology in their remarks.
Texas S,jt;IIgS, Octoher 27, xStiS. 

SPREAD ONESELF, To.-To make osten
tatious show of oneself; to put 
on airs. 

SPRING-BAG, To.-A New England 
farmer's term used of the filling 
udders of cows when about to 
calve. 

SPROUTS.-A bunch of twigs.--To 
PUT ONE THROUGH A COURSE OF 
SPROUTS.-To thrash; to castigate. 

SPUNG (Cant).-A miser. 

SpuNK.-The Old English usage con
veyed the idea of spirit; fire; mettle; 
and courage-a synonym of all 
that was manly. Latterly, how
ever, the word has, in England, come 
to be regarded as extremely vulgar, 
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probably from an esoteric slang 
meaning, in which it is associated 
with an essential characteristic of 
virility. The original meaning is 
still current in Scotland, and is 
also colloquial in America.-
To SPUNK up.-To show pluck 
and spirit.--SpUNKy.-Spirited; 
vivacious. 

And there has been days together-and 
many a weary week-

vVe were both of us cross and SPUNKY, and 
both too proud to speak; 

Anil I have been thinkin' and thinkin', the 
whole of the winter and fall, 

If I can't live kind with a woman, why, then, 
I won't at all. 

-Will Carleton's Fan" Ballads. 
Well, I glory in her SPUNK, but it's mOll

strollS expensive and unpleasant to-rlo things 
on the big figure that she's on now.-Major 
Jones's Courtship. 

SQUAlL (Cant).-A drink. 

SQUALE.-A New England term, de
noting the throwing of an object, 
so that it skims along the ground. 
Applied to water it is synonymous 
with the "making ducks and 
drakes" of English boys. This is 
a survival of sqlloil, an Old English 
term for a very similar action. 

SQUANTUM.-(I) Among some Indian 
tribes a name for an evil spirit.-
(2) A free and easy jollification, in 
which everyone says and does as 
he pleases without restraint. 

I wish to an-fired smash I was to home, 
doin' chores about honse, or hazin' round 
with Charity Bunker and the rest 0' the gals 
at a SQUANTUJ\.J.-~Vise Tales/or the kJarincs. 

SQUARE.-The use of square in the 
sense of upright, fair, unqualified, 
etc., dates back for several hundred 
years. It was thought, however, 
that a few of its applications might 
rightly be classed as American, 
but research has shown that even 
the most notable of these excep
tions-a sqllare meal-was sailing 

SIO Squat 

under false colors. This, like many 
another so-called Americanism, is 
good Old English; for square, 
meaning to leave nothing, hearty, 
vigorous, occurs in an old play. 

By heavens SQUARE eaters, 
More meat I say. 

-BeaWllol1t and Fletcher's Tragedy 
oj Boudina, II. iii. 

SQUASH.-(r) A vegetable of the 
gourd kind, similar to vegetable 
marrow. It is derived from an 
Indian word, asquash, signifying 
green. -- (2) The skunk.-
SQUASH BUG (Corclts tristis). - A 
small yellow insect pest infesting 
vines, squashes, melons, and cu
cumbers, and which in Connecti
cut is called a stink-bug. 

SQUAT, To.-To settle upon land with
out possessing a title.--SQUAT
TER.-One who so settles on land. 
-- SQUATTER SOVEREIGNTY.
A political term, signifying the 
claim made by settlers within the 
Union, to pass laws for their own 
government without reference to the 
common-weal. This question has 
cropped up again and again in 
various guises. 

Ever since the adoption of the federal con~ 
stitution it had menaced the national life, 
now on this pretext and now on that. The 
embargo of 1807, the tarift of 1832, and 
finally the question of slavery extension in 
r854:5, ca~h in turn gave occasi,on for threats 
of dls·Ut1l0n, and the alleged nght of seces~ 
sion was involved in them all. Again and 
again its fallacies and dangers were exposed 
by the ablest statesmen. .Again ~nd again 
it was evaded by compromlses whIch evcry
body agrce:d were to settle it for ever-in 
1820 by the Missouri compromise, in Il'333 by 
a new tariff, in 1850 by the admission of 
California, a new fugitive slave law, and the 
other measures of that day_ But only a few 
years later the Kansas-Nebraska contro. 
versy, the Dred-Scott dec.ision by the 
supreme court, and the new doctnnc of 
SQUATTER SOVEREIGNTY, showed that it was 
as far from being scttled as ever. The qt~es· 
tion of slavery had assumed a form whlch, 
as we now sec, left no alternative but war. 
That war was fought out-and another of its 
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results was the complete abandonment of 
the pretended right of secession and of the 
doctrine of state sovereignty, so far as it 
implies any denial of the absolute supre
macyof the national government within its 
proper sphere. This also is a matter of 
history and common knowledge, as truly as 
the expulsion of the house of Stuart from 
the British throne.-Missollri RepHblican, 
April 8, 1888. 

-- SQUATTER STATE. - Kansas, 
from its being the battle-ground 
of one of the severest fights in 
connection with the doctrine of 
squatter sovereignty.-Also called 
GARDEN STATE. 

SQuAw.-An Indian woman. Authori
ties differ as to whether this "term 
is of Indian origin. Du Ponceau, 
in Las Langues d'Amerique du Nord, 
gives a list of the languages and 
forms in which the word occurs, 
but it an open question as to 
whether it is a bond fide root word; 
sequa or esqua is the termination of 
words implying the female gender, 
and so has probably become the 
customary English word for the 
Indian woman.--SQuAW MEN.
Men, alien to a tribe, who, by 
marriage with Indian women, 
obtain a certain standing amongst 
the red-skins. 

This is the name given by Indians to those 
men, not of their tribe, who, by purchase of 
SQUAWS (marriage), have been adopted by or 
are tolerated in it. They are of two classes. 
First, men of some means and frequently of 
ability, who come among the Indians as 
traders, and who as a mcansofgaining their 
confidence and obtaining their trade, take to 
their bosoms a wife from each tribe, some
times from almost each band. These men 
frequently become very wealthy and gain 
great influence among the Indians, and their 
J:ed wives (being only property) are no im
pediment to their having wives and families 
in the States. As they grow old they some· 
times retire from business, return to the 
States, and not unfrequcIltly arc respected 
and inHuential mernbcrs of society. Others 
pass the winter of the,ir days. in theIr \Vc'stern 
homes, surrounded 10 patnarchal style by a 
crowd of admiring offspring and dependents. 
Secondly, living with every Indian tribe is a 
numbC'r of outcasts, American, French, 
Mexican, the lowest refuse, who, spewed out 
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by the society in which they were born, fin.d 
congenial refuge among these savages. Tb!s 
life is not always a matter of choice, but 15 
sometimes forced upon them by a too eager 
inquiry after their persons by the myrmidons 
of the law. Not unfrequently they are 
accompanied on their arrival among the 
Indians by a number of horses of various 
brands, sufficient not only to make friends of 
some of the principal men, but to buy one or 
more SQUAWS aud a tepee, and enable them to 
set up housekeeping. These men become 
part of the tribe thus adopting or tolerating 
them, and, when near the agencies, send 
their SQUAWS to draw rations for themselves 
and their children. Having more natural 
shrewdness than the Indian, and aknowledge 
of the mode of life and habits of thought of the 
white man, they soon gain a certain ascen~ 
dancy over their red brethren. Bein& able 
to go among the \vhite settlements wlthout 
suspicion, they are accused of acting as spies 
for the Indians, of informing them where a 
valuflble.-Iot of horses or mules is to be bad 
for the taking, and even of wreaking personal 
vengeance by inciting the Indians to 
some act of atrocity. There is scarcely 
a crime of which they are Hot accused, 
and I donbt if there be a crime of which 
some of them are not capable. These are 
the men who trade clandestinely with the 
Indians. These furnish the arms; these 
supply the whiskey; these are the ready 
tools of corrupt agents, making affidavits 
to cover any loss, and swearing to any 
story that is made up for them. At his 
own best games, in lying, stealing, drinking, 
and debauchery, the SQUAW MAN is so far 
superior to tbe Indian as to gain his un
qualified admiration, and he becomes a 
power among them by the display of qualities 
similar, but superior to those held in highest 
estimation by them. It is from these men 
that the Indians get their ideas of the 
character, capacity, morality, and religion 
of white men. The Mexicans have a pro
verb that a woman is the best dictionary. 
The SQUAW MEN prove its correctness by 
soon becoming adepts in the language of 
the Indians, All the intercourse between 
the Government and the Indian is filtered 
through these men and partakes of their 
characte~, being full of duplicity, treachery, 
and evaSlOIl, In all the length and breadth 
of the plains there is not an ·interpr~ter that 
can be rei ied on; alld no treaty or delicate 
mission should ever be undertaken without 
several interpreters, who, moreover, should 
be required to give each his interpretation 
out of hearing of the others, There are in the 
United States about 100 Indian reservations 
and agencies, at each of which there is an 
average of about ten of th(;!sc: SQUAW MEN. 
The effect on the Indian of a thousand of 
such missionaries as these miserable out. 
casts may be imagined. A thousand ruffians 
with their half-brt:!d children are fcd and 
fostered by the Government. They are an 
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injury to the country, a detriment to the 
Indian, and should be abolished.-Dodge. 

--SQUAW ROOT (CoJtapholis ameri
cana).- Called also CANCER ROOT 

(q.v.). A medicinal plant; as also 
is SQUAW WEED (Senecio aureus). 

SQUAWK, To.-A deep-toned squeak. 
Provincial in England, but collo
quial in the States. 

The perfection of taxation consists in so 
pluc1{ing the goose, i.e.-the people-as to 
procure the greatest amount cffeathers with 
the least possible amount of SQUAWKING,
Popular Science 111 oHthly, January, ISOt!. 

SQUEAL, To.-To inform against; to 
betray; to give information to the 
police. 

The first step of a prosecuting attorney in 
attacking a criminal conspiracy, is to spr~ad 
abroad the rumor that this, that, or the other 
confc:der~te is about TO SQUEAL; he knows 
that It wlll be but a few days before one or 
more of the rogues will hurry to his office 
to anticipate the traitors by turning State's 
evidencc.-Scrib-ncr's J\fagaziHe, 1887. 

Two years ago, John Lightfoot was arrested 
for stealing meat from Mason Murpby. I-Ie 
csco.ped, and was not re-arrested until to
day, when Officer Pegg captured him in 
Westmoreland county. He will SQUEAL 011 
two Confederates.-PittsbuTg Times, Feb. 
25, 1888. 

SQUEEZERS. - Playing cards, more 
generally known in England as 
A merican squeezers. Their pecu
liarities are, rounded corners, a 
smaller and handier size, with 
the suit and value marked in the 
right-hand corner. 

The editor pichd up his hand, slid the 
SQUEEZE~S past 1115 ~ood eye, and began to 
softly wlllsper the Pirate King.-J1:merican 
Humorist, September IS, 1888. 

SQUELCH, To.-To crush. Once quite 
common in England, but now 
nearly obsolete, its place having 
been taken colloquially by squash. 
It still, however, passes universally 
current in America. 
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She felt they were all making fun of her; 
but she gloried in thinking how they would 
be SQUELCHEU when they confronted her 
first-night of howling swells, and knew they 
had the honor of playing with that famous 
woman, Dora Dexter.-Salt Francisco NtUlS 
Lftter, 1888. 

SQUETEAGUE.-Explained by quota
tion. 

The SQUETEAGUE is taken both by lining 
and seining, and because it makes such 
feeble exertion and resistance in being 
drawn in by a hook, it has received the 
appellation of weak fish.-Fishes of AI ass,,
chusetts. 

SQUIGGL~, To.-A New England 
equivalent of to writhe; to squirm; 
and, idiomatically applied to a 
shifty, unreliable man or action, 
the former being said to squiggle 
(like an eel) when attempting to 
evade responsibility. 

SQUINNY, To.-To guffaw; to laugh 
broadly. A New Englandism. 

SQUIRE.-This, in England, is a tille 
customarily given to a man of 
property, living on his own estate. 
The New England usage is to apply 
it to judges and justices of the 
peace; while, in Pennsylvania, it 
is applied to justices of the peace 
only. 

SQUIRM, To.-This expressive verb, 
signifying to writhe or wriggle like 
an eel, which of late years has been 
revived in England, has always 
been in popular use in America. 
It is a good Old English word 
which Grose, in I825, reported 
obsolete. 

As soon as he stepped ont of tbe dock, he 
cried out in a loud voicel '1 am not ready to 
go to trial, and I won't J He: was ordered 
to IH::ep '1uict, but instead of obeying the 
mandate 10 SQUIHMED arouno like a wild 
man and repeated his determination not to 
go to trial.-.Missouri RtpJlblicall, Feb. r6, 
I~8~. 

--So also SQUIRMY. 
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SQ U I RT. - A fop; a dandy.-
SQUIRTISH.- Dandified. 

SQUITT'RS.- A term for diarrhcea, 
which is provincial in some parts 
of England. 

SQUSH, To.-To crush; to squeeze. 
Generall y said of things soft to the 
touch. 

STABBIST.-A new form, with nothing 
to recommend it. Cj. FRUITIST. 

STADDL,.-This, like many other 
Americanisms, is an old friend 
with a new face, the Old English 
term having been applied to the 
bottom of a haystack, and in this 
sense it is given to the stakes upon 
which hayricks are set in the East
ern States. It is also, however, 
the name for a young tree or 
sapling. 

STAG.-(r) Said by Bartlett to be a 
technical name, in the New York 
law courts, for a man who is 
always ready to aid in proving an 
aiibi, of course for a consideration. 
--(2) A bullock. In this, New 
Englanders follow the provincial 
usage of England.--STAG-DANCE. 
-A dance performed by men 
only. -- STAG-PARTY. - A party 
comprised wholly of the male sex. 

STAIT (Cant).-New York City. 

STAK', To.-Variousidiomaticphrases 
centre round this word. One of the 
first operations of a new settler is 
to slilke or mark out the limits of 
his holding. Heuce TO STICK ONE's 
STAKES is to take up a position; TO 
PULL UP ONE'S STAKES is, on the con
trary, to abandon it; while TO MOVE 
ONE'S STAKES signifies, let us hope 
in every case, the enlargement of 
one's borders.·--To STAKE OUT. 

Stand 

-To picket or TO LARIAT (q.v.). 
--STAKY.-A staky horse is one 
that jibs.--STAKE AND RIDER.
A kind of high fence. -- STAKE 
DRIvER.-In the Adirondacks, the 
BITTERN is so called. -- STAKE 
ROPE.-A lasso or lariat. 

STALL, To.-A word which, provin
cial in England, is thoroughly 
colloquial in the Union, in the sense 
of to stick fast in mire or snow. To 
SET is the New England equivalent. 

Many trains are STALLED between 
stations on the Hudson River and Harlem 
Roads. The officials said yesterday that 
forty trains were snowed in.-Daily I/ltaw 

Ocean, March 14, r888. 

STALWARTS.-A certain section of the 
Republican party, who hold the 
doctrine that "the king can do no 
wrong," i.e., their party; and who 
stick to it through thick and thin. 
The term acquired its special signi
ficance among Republicans under 
Roscoe Conkling's leadership in 
1878-9. 

The STALWARTS have made no indictment 
against Judge Gresham. They know it is 
untrue, Tho charge has not even a shadow 
of truth to rest upon. It is a shameful and 
unjust charge. Judge Gresham has voted 
the straight Republican Prc~idential ticket 
every year but 1864. - Daily inter·Occnll, 
March 26, r888. 

STAMPING GROUND.-A curious term 
in use in the South and West to 
signify a favorite place of resort; 
similarly, the scene of one's 
exploits. 

STAMPS. - A slang term for paper 
money. 

STAND.-(I) Among sugar planters, 
growing canes are spoken of as a 
stalld of canes. In this connection 
see RATOONS.--(2) A locality or 
situation; thus, "The Grand" at 
Charing Cross may be said to 
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Star 

be a capita! stand for an hotel. 
-- STANDEE. - Standing room, 
as, e.g., at a theatre, etc.-
To STAND oFF.-To hold at a 
distance. As, e.g., to stand off 
Indians with one's rifle. From this 
belligerent meaning comes to stand 
off one's creditors, duns, etc.-
To STAND UP TO THE RACK.-To 
make due appearance; to be 
ready; "to come up to the 
scratch." 

STAR,-STAR-ROUTEs.-In the United 
States Postal Guide, certain non
remunerative routes are desig
nated by an asterisk. Grave 
scandals arose in connection with 
these Star-routes from I876 to 
I884·--STARs.-Superintendents 
of police in New York city; these 
officers are required by law to 
wear a brass badge on the breast 
in the shape of a star.--STARS 
AND BARs.-A familiar name ap
plied to the flag of the Confederate 
States. 

Up with the stripes and stars, and down 
with STARS AND BARS, 

Let the cry of the Eagle still be Union. 
Hail Columbia, Yankee Doodle, God bless 

the whole caboodle. 
-Christy's Songs/cr. 

--STARS AND STRIPES. - The 
flag of the United States, Con
gress having resolved on the I4th 
of June, I777, that the flag 
of the thirteen United Colonies 
should be thirteen stripes, alter
nately red and white, together with 
thirteen white stars on a blue 
ground. Formerly, a new stripe 
was added for each new State 
admitted to the Union, until the flag 
became too large, when, by act of 
Congress, the stripes were reduced 
to the old thirteen; and now only 
another star is added at the 
accession of each new State. It is 
held by most authorities that 
General Washington's escutcheon, 

Star 

which contained three bars and 
three five-pointed stars like those 
on the American flag, suggested 
the N ationa! Standard. Other 
flags had previously been in use, 
an interesting account of which 
appeared in Notes and Queries in 
1852 . 

In March, 1775 a Union flag with a red 
field was hoisted at New York, bearing the 
inscription, . George Rex and the Liberties 
of America,' and upon the reverse, . No 
Popery.' On the 18th July, '778, General 
Putnam raised at Prospect Hill a flag, bear
ing on o.ne side the Connecticut motto, Qui 
tra1tstu.ltt 5Hstinct, on the olher, j An Appeal 
to Heaven.' In October of the same year, 
the floating batlcrics at Boston had a flag 
with the latter motto, the field white with a 
pine tree upon it. This was the Massachusetts 
emblem. Another flag, used during 1775 in 
some of the Colonies, had upon it a rattle
snake coiled as if about to strike, with the 
motto, 'Don't tread on me.' The grand 
Union !lag of thirteen STRIPES was raised on 
the heights ncar Boston, January 2, 1776. 
The British A wwal Caleltdar of 1776 says:
They burnt the King's speech, and ehan&ed 
their colors from the red ground, wluch 
they had hitherto used, to a flag of thirteen 
STRIPES, as a symbol of the number and 
union of the colonies. This idea of 
making a STRIPE for each State was 
adopted from the nrst; and the fact goes 
far to negative the supposition that the 
private arms of General Washington had 
anything to do with it. The pine-tree, the 
rattle-snake, and the striped flag were used 
indiscriminately until July, 1777, when the 
blue Union with the STARS was added to the 
STRIPES, and the flag established by law. 

--STAR SPANGLED BANNER.-A 
familiar name for the flag of the 
United States, in allusion to its 
stars, white in a blue field, repre
senting, said the Act of Congress 
which adopted it, "a new con
stellation. " 

The majority of Americans, if asked who 
wrote the j STAR .sPANGLED BANNER,' would 
reply, Francis Scott Key, meaning that the 
melody was his composition. As a maHer 
of fact, the melody was an old convivial 
song, familiar in England and America 
before Key was born. Key wrote the 
stirring words under circumstances that 
might have made a man of meaner talents 
a poot.-I'hiladelphia Public Ledger, Mareh 
7, 188:::1, 



arc 

ARC To KE ST C!-! OUT 
F 0 -T urn ,to ub; 

take down a peg. Western Ameri
ans dislike "sty Ie" and stiffness 
f ring s h nat 

abhors a vacuum. Unfortunately, 
however, the means they adopt to 
ake sl ou f 01 usu 

results in excessive limpness. A 
new-comer does well not to put on, 

s it erm " ard m 
style. 

RT , T A este co 
quiahsm for to start; to send off, 
to dispatch. 

od s e len eo in ntel YS W 
by. They were long, bright, busy days to 
hUll, out in the odorous pine forest, swinging 

axe, ing' earn d ST NG 
daft rd 0 od.- Ualt altsc 

18~8. 

TE. la dis t 0 oun 
having a separate government, but 
confederated with other Slates, as 

ne he n ber r 51 of 
Amencan nion. -IV01'COS or.--
STATEHOOD. - The condition of 

ein Slat ert ng t Sia 

DAKOTA'S PLEA FOR STATEHOOD. 
Washington, Feb. I.-Delegate Gifford of 

ata hea lism ugb e Ho 
lmit Oll T torie fay the 

to admit North and South Dakota as sepa
rate States. He said the proposed STATES 

tain 1 ne 75,00 uare s. 
'ord sta Ilts ing ubs 

tiate tho claim that the proposed STATES 
possess, in an eminent de ree, all the con-

ons isite ntit em t miss 
1e si lOod TAT DCI Repl 

calt, 1888. 

TE SE. he 'slat" 
eet pi 0 S 

STATES' RIGHTs.-Each State, by 
he nsti . on, hile f rm' 
art he era nio reta 

a certain individual freedom of 
<l.ction and the point at issue is 
vhet or the tral hor 

can override these individual pow
ers. The secession of the Southern 

tat urn up this lest 

SIS fa 

as much as npon that of slavery, 
r s -A PIVO L S E. 

State, the vote of which III any 
election is of great importance, 

eing ely tur he Ie 0 

way or the other. 

w Y is a OTA ATE, and seems 
j now lave 0 D crat ivot 
Datty lute} -Ocean" J alluar y 3 ,rtlo . 

-STATE TICKET -The list of 
ndi es eed pan y t 

leaders of a party for State offices. 
The committee choosing such 

ndi es a alle TAT !XE 

The State Central Committee of the Union 
L b r part met here to-day and decided to 

a 5t con ion i is ci une 
l omit a fu TAT eKE Rob 
Sch.illing and other ligb ts are he~e, and assert 
tInt this fall the labor part WIll carry the 
I r cit f th ate, ifpr nt pr 
p hal i, s ta goo ane lee t 
their STATE TICKET. Senator Fritz, of I\·Iil
waukee, Schillin a and others are addressing 
a ssen ge 0 orki men 19h 

w'lltt ct:il1t b.2, 8. 
They refuse to take part in any bOOIll, and 

d -, lare tlnt the movement that makes the 
Pre nt \ hay ari te, 

\ ST FIX~, bu ith pea 
themselves. - St. LOllis Globe Democrat, 
March 7, 1888. 

-S TE M.- ec n of 
passenger steamer. 

ER. g ead, usl m 
or thing, equivalent to RUSTLER, 

us etc \VIN -T 
ord in ativ of a 

strength. 

Y. - UT GET R ST 
COME TO STAv.-These idioms are 

ry pul as 'pre 'e 
rm nce d s ility N 

journals, almost as a matter of 
urs nno ce t th 01110 

ly; en, a tte fa 
it turns out that they only come 
" to II if t in one sense, in 

10th 

Betsy Jane were the high steppe:ro' Sugar 
mp. e W - UT ETH 0 ST 
icag 'rald 88 



Steam 

--To STAY pUT.-To remain ill 
sl quo -S w ers 
st itk ano r W co ng. 
This may be compared with TO SIT 
U IT]' nd eq y C . ous 
E ish w out h." 

STE - T STE IT. To Ie. 
ST -EO e r ess 

activity of steam-travel, as com-
p d w' the d, s me ds, 
h giv rise the e his 
word to represent an active, go-a-
h ch cter .," is a am-
b ' ; 0 me r of e pe oat 
brigade will announce herself as a 
51 e tean b t. - To EAM AT. 

w upo ste er. 

STE ER ( t) . tob o pi 

STEEP.-A slang equivalent of almost 
e ya' tive su lati de-
g co ised thin icti ry, 
and used very much as is "tall" 
f rea ag' ent tra ant, 
i ngl . T , if y be avy 
the timorous gambler confesses 
that it is t 0 st for h'm; the 
p es 0 ock d s es be 
too steep for an investor's pocket. 
Concerning an exceedingl steep 
h the nke ave ent ous 
saymg to descnbe It :-" Chain 
Jightnin' couldn't go down it 'thout 
pin' sho n." 

STEEPLE.-Almost universally 
i ead pir -S PL 
(Spl1'U!a tomonlosa) .-Another 
for the HARDHACK. 

used 
USH 

name 

STEERER.-(r) See BUNCO. -- (2) A 
gambler's decoy 

It uld said just to tl real 
man that his liberality does not always take 
so unsubstantial a form. Nearly all of his 
STE RS clo wi the t-off 
clot _ of r m • wI is a s of 
the most expensive material. Hats and 
t~~es ar~b~lso ct,~~~ibut88~.in this way.-St. 

S 

--(3) A tout; an outside sales
m 

Simon Fox, a runner for Nathan and 
Samter a clothing firm doin cr busines at 
~our nd est s, wried he 
olic urt} rda eha of loi ng 

convicted and fined 25 dollars and costs: 
The charge was brought against him b the 

lum ey, t Tim and 8r c ng 
ea1e who mpla d th 18 st in 

front of their stores and STEERED customers 
away.-Ivlissouyi Republican, Feb. ~+, 1888 

STEERs.-vVith the Texan driver all 
oxen are sleers, and he ha his 1 el
sl his ing- 's, his d
steers. He never uses "oxen" in 
the singular and very seldom in the 
pI 1, w hoes is a st 
invariably" oxens." - Overland 
Monthly. 

STEEVE, To.-To pass through the 
hands of a stevedore in loading or 
u din esse 

STEMMERY.-A place where tobacco is 
p red y b g st med .e., 
where the leaves are stnpped from 
the fibrous stems. 

STEM-WINDER.-A keyless watch; an 
American invention now perfectly 
w kno in Ian 

STENT -Commonl collo uial in New 
E and r a k 0 orti in 
whIch sense it was used by Shake
speare. The idea still partially 
s ves En nd the rb 
" to stint. 

STE To EP T.- e 0 ~he 
many graphically descnptive idioms 
for death mainly current in the 
W t. nco ious pe ps, 
tough none the less truly, this 
metaphor enshrines a great truth, 
d h be , ind , bu ste ng, 
as It were, from one room to 
another-from the home here to 
th om eyo 



Stern-Wkeel 

STERN-WHEEL_-This expression is 
used very much in the same man
ner as ONE-HORSE is employed, i.e., 
to designate anything small, mean, 
or contemptible. The simile is 
derived from the small steamers 
called, in the West, STERN-WHEEL
ERS, once used on shallow water
ways, the paddle-wheel of which 
was situated in the stern of the 
vessel. 

STEw.-An abbreviation for" a stew 
of oysters." 

STICK. - IF THAT'S THE WAY YOUR 
STICK FLOATS, i.e., if that's what you 
mean. An allusion to a stick tied 
to a beaver trap by a string, and 
which, floating on the water, points 
out its position, should a beaver 
have attempted to carry it away. 
--CROOKED STIcK.-An ungainly, 
cross-grained person. -- STICK 
CHIMNEY. - A temporary contri
vance for conveying smoke out of a 
log hut, or other roughly-made 
building. These stick chimneys are 
only found in newly settled or 
remote parts of the country, and 
are formed by sticks being laid 
cross-wise and then daubed with 
mud. In Massachusetts, these 
were formerly called catted chim
neys. The fireplaces in such cases 
consist merely of a few rough 
stones.--To STICK IT OUT.-To 
endure unflinchingly; to hold on 
to the end; "to stick like glue." 

STIFF.-A corpse. Probably a cor
ruption of "stiff'un." 

t How much did you get for STIFFS? I 

I Never less than 10 doIs., and sometimes, 
when they was real scarce, I've got as hi&h 
as 30 dols. and 35 daIs. You see it's only In 
cold weather that the things will kcep any
how, and it's not everybody that happens to 
die that makes a good subject for the doctors. 
They never want a fat person, or one that 
dies ofa contagiollsdisease; but consumptive 
patients mal<o good STIFFS, and ,,:hen people 
die of diseases that the doctors am't exactly 

Stock 

sure about.'-5t. Louis Globe Democrat, Jan. 
24, r888. 

I saw that daylight was going to come on, 
when the dai:ymen and market folks would 
be on the road, and I knew it would never do 
for them to catch me with a STIFF in my cart. 
An idea struck rue. I sat the STIFF up 
beside me on the seat and stuck a cigar in 
its moutb, and as I jogged along [he fO,ad, 
whenever I passed anybody I let on as If I 
was talking to my partner.-Ibid. 

STIFFEN, To. - A sporting phrase 
signifying to tamper with. 

In the second race Mute, a horse owned 
by a resident of this city, was the favorite, 
and the Brooklyn delegation backed him 
heavily. He was ridden by the best jockey 
.:m the track} Georgie Taylor, and came 
fourth. The Jockey tried hard to win, but 
report had it that Mute had been STIFFENED. 
-Brooklyn Daily Eagle, April 22, r888. 

STI LL HUNT.- Originally a Western 
sporting term, a still huuter being a 
stalker of game. It was applied 
during the campaign of 1876, to 
political methods conducted in 
secret, or by under-hand methods. 

STILT.-SCC LAWYER, with which it is 
identical in meaning. 

STINKARD.-A former New England 
name for the skunk. It well 
desen'es the name. 

STINK-STONE.- Otherwise called 
SWINE-STONE. A limestone which 
derives its distinctive name from 
the unpleasant smell it emits when 
broken. -- STINK - WEED. - The 
JAMESTOWN WEED (q.!!.). 

STITCH, To.-A New England term 
signifying to form land into ridges. 

STIVER, To.-To decamp; to move on. 

STOCK.-A general name in the West 
for cattle, which, of course, is not 
exclusively American. -- STOCK 
RAISING.-One of the most impor-



Stocky SIS 

tant indu~tries of the New World, 
and especlaJl y of the Far West .-See 
COWBOY, BRAND, RANCH, ROUND
UP, etc. -- STOCK DEALER. - A 
cattle dealer.--STocK RAISER
A cattle farmer. 

Morison Wilcox, Deputy Sheriff of Cat
taraugus County, New York, passed through 
the city this morning elt route to Olea~l 
havin,g in custody James Gregory Lafler, ~ 
prOI1UIlent STOCK RAISER, whose ranch is 
located near Watrous, N.M. The prisoner 
was handcuffed, and huge steel shackles 
were clasped about his ankles.-N cw York 
World, Feb. 14,1888. 

-.-STOCK-TRAIN.-A cattle-train. 

S Toe K V. - Short; thickly-built; 
stLlmpy. Provincial in England, 
but colloquial iu the States. 

Wben Sheridan was commanding a divi
sion in the Army of tlie Cumberland, he was 
not the ::;TUCI{Y person be was afterward. 
He then weighed about 130 pounds; his 
figure was small, his face rathC:!r thin. He 
always had the s.ame splendid black eye.
A IllcricClIt ]-luntonst, 1888. 

STOGIE.-A short, thick cigar. 

Squire Bright smolws nothing but STOGIES 
and drinks beer only. Loud dress is not one 
of his hobbies, but his clothes are of the 
finest. A high white collar and a small black 
bow are the most attractive things about him. 
-Cincinnati Enquirer, 1888. 

STOMP, To.-This pronunciation of 
STAMP is common everywhere. 

STONE BEE, STONING BEE.-A party of 
neighbors and friends who meet to 
clear a new-corner's plot of ground 
of stones. In some cases, as the 
Yankee proverb has it, "stones get 
a pretty heavy mortgage on the 
land."-See BEE. 

STONE ROOT (Collinsollia canadmsis).
A medicinal root, also known as 
RICH WEED. 

Storey 

SToop.-This old Dutch term for 
steps or seats, at the entrance of a 
house, still holds its own, and has 
travelled beyond the boundaries of 
the old Dutch settlements all over 
the Union. The orthography is 
varied by stoup and stowp. 

STO R E.-All shops are stores, to tend 
slore being to keep shOp.--STORE 
CLOTHEs.-The meaning of this 
term varies according to locality. 
In the West store clothes or store 
goods of any kind are those not 
home-made. In the East, however, 
store clothes would represent gar
ments not made to measure. 

Their dragon.prowed dug·outs-mighty 
canoes hewn out of huge logs and decked 
fantastically with carvings and gay colors
were hauled up on the banl{s of the FrO'lser, 
hundreds of men, in clumsy, coarse suits of 
STORE CLOTHES, loitered along the track to 
see the train come in, and beyond the111, on 
a bluff, other men and r ,000 women and 
children-all dressed like the people aile sees 
in the Blue Ridge Mountains, or any other 
section remote from large towI1s.-Satt Fran
cisco J-Vcekly Bul!t:tiH. 

'Yes, you did-'bout six chaws. You 
barrer'd store tobackcr and paid back nigger
head.' Store tobacco is flat black plug, hut 
these fellows mostly chaws the natural leaf 
twistcd.-Thc Adve1ltures of !iucklcbcrry 
Filut, p. 2I1. 

--STORE PAY.-Payment in kind 
instead of cash. Currency in thinly
settled districts being scarce, it is 
often agreed that payment shall be 
made half in cash and half in slol'O
pay, i.e., produce.--SToRE-SUGAR. 
-Cane sugar as distinguished from 
maple-sugar.--SToRE-TEA.-The 
Simon Pure, as distinct from herb 
teas. 

STO R EV .-American usage differs from 
the English in that the ground
floor of a building is called the first 
storey, that above the ground-floor 
being termed the second storey, 
and so on.--STORIETTE.-A short 
story. This diminutive is on the 



Straddle 

same model as novelette, itself a 
latter-day production. 

STRADDLE.-{r) See BLIND.--{Z) A 
stock-braker's term, which has 
found its way into the political 
vocabulary. In r884 "the straddle 
in the platform" designated 
measures taken to meet any con
tingency, whether as regards con
trary voters or opposition tactics. 

5 T R A I G H T. - An adjective ,vhich 
appears to be used in many con
nections, most of which, however, 
may easily be traced to the primary 
meaning of the word-not deviating 
nor crooked. Straight whiskey is 
neat whiskey, al:'d when a victory 
is said to be straight, the meaning 
is that it was gained in fair en
counter. Straigitt alcoholism on 
the contrary is anything but fair in 
its results, although in another 
sense it is straight enough, in the 
light of the direct and speedy ruin 
in which drink involves its victims. 
In poker a straight is a sequence of 
five. 

The evil effects of drinking whiskey 
STRAIGHT were illustrated at the coroner's 
office this morning, and the finding of the 
physician \'\'ho examined the case may serve 
to dispel some of the popularity. of the 
traditional ditty that begins, I LIke every 
l1one5t fellow I drinl< my 'whiskey clear.'
St. LOllis Globe Democrat, March 30, ro08. 

Dr. Form ad stated under oath that tho 
man likewise took his whiskey wiLhout any 
watery weal{ening. He was positive that 
death resulted from STRAIGHT ALCOHOLISM. 
This case was conlinncd to allow a report to 
be heard la-morrow, as it was reported that 
tbe man occasionally added water to his 
liquor.-St. LOllis Globe Democrat, March 30, 
r888. 

D.D., vVest Superior, Wis.-Does the ace, 
deuce, tray, fOllr and five constitute a 
STRAIGHT? Yes.-A ns'LC-'CY to COl'rL'spoh,dcnt 
ilt New York Police Gazette. 

--STRAIGHT AS A LOON'S LEG.
See LOON'S LEG. -- STRAIGHT 
SHOOT.-SCe AIR-LINE ROAD.-
STRAIGHT TICKET. - See TICKET, 

519 Strike 

--STRAIGHT UP AND DOWN.
Honest to the backbone; plain and 
fair in dealing. 

5 T RAN G E R.-A common mode of 
address in the West, where people 
necessarily stand on little ceremony. 

STRAPPED.-A man is strapped when 
tightly pnshed for money; hard 
up. 

Mr. Madison Squecr (meeting Mr. Upson 
Downes in the cafe of the Hotel Sleswick)
Holy Jemina I Upson, \vhat's that beast in 
yom- ulster? 

r\llr. Upson Downes-Sh-h-h-h J don't give 
it away, I\'1addy. He belongs to a friend of 
mine in the menagery line, and I've taught 
him this little act, so that I can borrow him 
when I get temporarily STRAPPED. Keep 
quiet two minutes longer, and I'll be loaded 
up for dinner to-night, and have a pretzel or 
two for brcakfast.-P1fck, 1888. 

STRAw.-Pine needles, i.e., the fo
liage of the pine-tree.--STRA W 
BAIL.-When men of no standing 
offer themselves as bail, the secu
rity is thus named.--STRAW 
BID.-A worthless bid; one not 
intended to be taken up. 

STREAK.-A miner's term for a vein 
of are; and, idiomatically, a mental 
peculiarity.--To STREAK or TO 
STREAK IT.-To decamp or move 
away hastily; "to make tracks" 
with the utmost expedition.-
STREAKY. - Indicative of extreme 
mental perturbation; full of ap
prehension; ala.Tmed; anxious.-
STREAKED BASS.-A New England 
name for the striped bass. 

STRICKEN.-This old form is still 
generally colloquial. 

STRIKE.-{r) In the West Indies a 
strike of sugar is the q nantity dealt 
with at one boiling.--{z) An 
instrument with a straight edge 
for levelling a measure.--(3) A 



rin 

rtun " d , rok luc 
IKE (I) he ut 

bully of a gambling den.--(z) 
n u r-e . eer n a iss' 
ppi am IKI-O 

who strikes; a new and obnoxious 
f rm. ee ITIS MA 

TEl TRIK -T eet h u 
expected success. In the game of 
nine-' ,I take str'h is 

ock wn th ins h 0 

ball. Nine-pins being prohibited by 
law, an extra in has been added 

e e pIty. 
STRIKE OIL. - See OIL. -- To 
STRIKE IT RICH or TO STRIKE LUCK 

To ake suc ful ntu 
one that bnngs much money m 
its wake. 

quir velo 
been discovered. 
the stuff, that is, 
c rer . k h 

)a/{.! Mil 
22, I 88. 

the t th ad h 
There was a good deal of 
enough to make the dis-

ad S CK RICH 
polis Ilcer ss, ] 

'I guess we have STRUCK LUCJ<, Sal,' said 
. 'I g we at ou . urne' nd-

t end our iat.' do pe ~ 
returned hlS wife, fur I do really feel kinder 
home-y already.'-The Critic, April '4, 1808. 

NG. W p. Ie aId t e 
siring on wel! and so ended the 

oub ST NS. 
ren or dne bea .-A 

!lUSI!-BEANS and SNAPS (q.v.). 

'Pc. Us me hori y 
land; sort; e.g., a man of the right 

ripe .. , to ne's 'nd' one 
ore spe RIP BA 

-The ROCK FISH (q.v.).--STRIPED 
GROUND SQUIRREL. The C MU 

.v.) 

STRI PP£R -A Pennsylvanian name for 
co\ lich '\s n ly r dry 

milk. 

PPE (Ca -C ds c at t 
des 0 allow of easy swin mg. 

ONG VER ENT IGS. ne 
e e y d ions the igin 

20 mp 

hig rty ich vor wha 
we now call centrahzation," as 
opposed to State Rights, or the 

RTIC ARIS (q.v Th win 
the party adopte the more 

easily handled name of FEDERA-
TS .) r t ado n 0 

Co itut in 7 9.- itic 
Americanisms. 

STUB, To.-Toknockone stoesagainst 
an obstacle. German, stuMen. 

(a mot 
causes. She does 
have anyone step 
ei slip n ec 
re fly. arid 
II, 1888. 

goe me tw 
not STUB her toe, or 

on her corns but she 
ric 
imes 

coug 
rua 

S FEN -A est va nt 
stuffing, i.e., seasoning.--STUFFY. 
-Ang . sull ; ob 'nate 

STUMP.-To TAKE THE STUMP or TO 
o HE UM A tic 

ctio rinb erm Ca dat 
stump when delivering addresses in 

ppo f th . can' tur Fro 
e pr ice sin e s ps 

trees as a convenient platform. 

once lis ( Bla s) a y, an 
h taun {cpu anis, end ill B ~ 
ON THE STUMP with Conkling, Sherman, 
Edmunds and other Republican giants ncxt 
s or a all.- u Yo Vorl eb. I 

-S 
dre 

P <EC 
TU 

an ctio 
S KE 

STUMP ORATOR, STUMP ORATORY, 
are of obv' s nin whi! 

UMP A Y is ext por 
neous prayer. -- STUMPAGE.-A 
fee paid for the ri ht of fellin 

es; ed Ma UM 
TAIL CURRENCY.-Before the war 
it was customary for banks to issne 

(es, d w e th epu on 
the establishment issumg thIS kind 
of money was indifferent or bad, 

e na of np- curr ' wa 
gIven to It. 



TV E - ~O P T 0 s Y E _'PO g-i e 
o e el' a' s· t "1aJ..e a hoastful or 
s110"'y lJarar1e' slD!,ularity lD one s 
speech, aress, or habH IS also re
ferred to in ,his ph as, a ] a 
"\."c ,e n .n n n hi u h h '}i"
r en s N"l 'el' d n-'if d D W -

ESE , +':tc +' "'earing a silk hat 
and store clothes he is puttinfj on a 
yaM too ?nncil sly/e. 

W e a co n y 0\ n PUTS ON STYLE, 
and gives you to understand that it is some 
g ea s k 5, OU C ut t 0\ n s n t 
o b t and (ver and ague.-PlIck August, 
1888. 

SUBSCRIBE.-~,O\ S T E T M 0 

S B CR B !-·A la g n \ p P r 
e p s'o v r] 0:' e rr t vi+':t V 1 

i tre he t nelucteel iournals It 
is IHUe more than a catch.phrase, 
and means no more than It says. 

T . IT inder of th tl "illina star will 
be found in next Sunday's Tnbune, unless 
c \\ e 0 t up r sc n cut f 
snail y f r Mr Wojjers' family Now IS 
THE TIME TO SUBSCRIBE.-ChtcabO .J.'r lf/ I 

I 8. 

SeT 5 H -"""i t e of g ee 
1i n corn anrl. beans boiler! 

too;ether, with "hxings" to taste. 
A favonte l'-Iew LnlSland dish. 

Sue K E R. -( I) A greenhorn, one easi. j 
decelveJ. Cri,,,in L/ a VI eS.er 
te fL. L-ll el is a or n n n n f 
a 'u e vJ"er v f u d -i ., v r:" 
w' e-

N en a F st rn n n a iv s 'n L 
A geles nd d-posits his wealth inoneofthe 
local banks, the bank president caps on IllS 
pI g )a a d ra ti al un spa e 
est'lte speculator with the information: 
Tlle! c'~ a DE..W SUCK R in t VI. G 

25 00 Is ('0 01 h' 1.' - oc ·to ( (11) 

Mail 1888. 

-: ) \.' a i Y k r. - _(oj "'b 
~u"e \ '1' h T f ghss _ilver or 
_tnw used for imbibinO' "lonO' 
dnnks. --(4) A sponger, one who 
Jives on ano,her.--L,j.. a.h 

"21 

of Tllinois which IS Imown as ,he 
bUCKER STATE, also as ,h 1 ra ri 
0taLe, .1."'L. r b'i ~ .. ~~ {r le 

aLe s]o b [u·. 

There was a onb~h Ire 0 ie or _ 
n a , C Ip e s la t-l 01'" 1t:> s C' 'RS 

fro"" Illinois a keen-eyed, leather-belted 
bad O'er fron~ \ is 0 in, nd \ 0 C 11 
ef ~e to d 'n \ 'tl s eh a com pan ?

l{of{malI, H'iHter ill the lVcst, p. 210. 

- ·S CKERDOM - Inehriates and 
r1runkards ot every stage taKen 
collectl\'ely. 

SUDSDAV (\....ant).-Nus!linlS ua). 

S U G A R.-JUGAR APE. -.. \\ s_ 
~ c. a i u:, ot: e .,.;" e k 0\ n a 
j'le 5' E T S P. - "~ G\R B R Y 

- ·T':t H C'B RRY (n.v ).--SUGAR 
BUSH, SUGAR ORCHARD and SUGAR 
CAMP. '1 hese are nanles !,;iven in 
varIOUS I!al,s of tL a n. y t 
bOP of s Ja .. Ia ._1 t ee T"le 
s pic l' c ec' r r' d'c 'I)" c' 
r i' d -j v, s aJ1y on the spot 
--SUGARING TIME. - Marcl1 or 
AprIl, the dme of tI,e year when 
maple sugar IS IT. G .- - S G. R 
1 A E (1 c r sa ch ri 11 ). - ~r m 
t'is n b'e '0 s· t e i 'Jt in d 
t ' e IT'ar1e sugar of commerce' 
its wood too, IS valuable; the 
common varieTies serve as we" and 
tue orname talon s a s j n 
c b ne_ a C. p' t re fr m 1a"i g. 
I a' 0 a'le t'le su R E 

UI I ,T .. 'To corr '11 it suicirle. 
This new and harbarous form hav
ing obtainea conslderaule currency 
in A.nerica, .JaS u fa t n .e./ la~e 
it ,. aj t r g~a :1, 

\Vm, McClellan , res} ing III C In on 
( u ty n tl v t fIr SIC D D .ct Y 
b shooting himself. He was subject to fits 
ofin':.:>amt),anJ\\h c c f h sp~l\ \ s 
o l'm 01 m'te t e "'e",- t L lisGl II? 
Democrat, lanuary 20, r881:). 

SUIT OF HAIR.-f. l.ea~ 
S 11:1 n C :1 -J.1 al sr 

(') 



Sulky 

SULKV.-A two-wheeled carriage for a 
single person. The inference is 
obvious. 

SULL, To (Texan).-To have the 
sulks. An obvious corruption. 

SUMMER, To.-To spend the summer. 
Used precisely as "to winter" is 
employed in England. 

Mr. John Habberton expects TO SUMMER 
on top of one of the highest hills in West
chester Co., N.Y.-in other words, to remain 
at home in New Rochelle.-Tlze Critic, 1888. 
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SUMMER GAME (Cant).-Playing 
merely for amusement, or for the 
benefit of another person with the 
latter's money. 

SUM-ToTALISE, To,-To quote the 
sum-total. 

SUN.-SUNDOWN.-Sunset. A sur-
vival of an Old English usage; 
SUN-UP, however, for 1/ sunrise" is 
a new form, which, coming from 
the South, has become general 
throughout the Union. 

And Jim said you mustn't count the things 
you are going to cook for dinner, because 
that would bring bad lnck. The same if 
you shook the tablecloth after SUNDOWN. 
And he said if a man owned a bee-hive, and 
that man dic<\ the bees must be told 
about it before SUN-UP next morning or else 
the bees would an wC<1ken down and quit 
work and die.-The Advent1fres of Huckle
berry Finn, p. 69. 

--SUNFISH (Pomotis vulgaris).
Also called PUNPKIN SEED (q.v.). 
--To SUNFISH.-A broncho SUII

fishes, when he brings first one 
shoulder down almost to the 
ground and then the other.-
SUNFLOWER-STATE.-Kansas. (See 
quotation appended to NO MAN'S 
LAND,) -- SUN-SHOWER. - Rain 
which falls while the sun continues 
to shine, Cj. MOON-SHOWER.-
SU:i-squALL,-In New England the 
SEA NJ.o:TTLE. 

Sttspcllders 

SUPAwN.-Indian meal, prepared very 
much as is oatmeal porridge, and 
eaten with various condiments. 
Supawn is a corruption of the 
Indian name for this dish. 

SUPOUCH (Cant).-A landlady. 

SUPPER.-This corresponds among 
the unfashionable, in many parts, 
to the old-fashioned tea. 

SUPPLE-JACK.-A vine-like plant of 
commercial value, for walking 
sticks. Used in the South and the 
Tropics. 

sURE·ENOUGH.-Considerable latitude 
exists in regard to the use of this 
compound word in the sense of 
real; or genuine; especially when 
employed adjectively; e,g., a s1l1'e
fIloligh man, horse, investment, i.e., a 
reliable man, a horse of good points, 
and an investment that is sound. 
" Sure as a gun" is the nearest 
English colloquial equivalent. 

SURFACE. - SURFACE BOAT. - See 
BATTERY.--SURFACE WASHER.
A term of opprobrium among the 
'49 miners of California.-Gold 
was sometimes founel, after a hard 
rain, on the surface, or just below 
it. The man who was seen, there
fore, with his washing-pan only, 
trudging about in search of snch 
finds, was generally considered too 
lazy to use a rocker or delve down 
to bottom rock to find the true 
deposit. Hence, the indolent, the 
superficial, and the artificial man, is 
spoken of as a 51i1jace washer. 

SURPRISE PARTv.-A DONATION PARTY. 
-Sec under DONATE. 

SUSPENOERs.-Braces. In England 
slIspC1lders are used by women and 
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children to secure the stockings, 
being worn instead of garters. 

'I feel awful good in my chemiloon,' she 
said, I and then I wear SUSPENDERs,'-Dr. 
Mary Walker's Leet. on Dress. 

SUSPERCOL (Cant).-To hang. The 
conglomerate pseudo-classic deri
vation of this word is obvious. 

SUSPICION, To.-To suspect. Once 
common in England. 

'I'm derned ef 't ain't the wery man I 
seed,' said Bijy, who never failed to know 
something about everything. I He wuz 
camill' towards the camp-meetin' that wery 
arternoon. Dern! I and he shut his mouth, 
and got to his feet in excitement. I I kind-uh 
5USPICIONED 'im too,' he added.-Ce1Jt1fry 
At agazill(, r887. 

SWAD.-In New England this Old 
English colloquialism for a lump, 
a mass, a bunch, or a crowd, is 
frequently heard. 

There was a SWAD of fille folks at Saratoga, 
and dreadful nice girls.-M ajor Dowlling's 
Letter, p. 35. 

--I SWAD.-A make-shift oath
"I swear! l) 

SWAc.-A depression 
shrinking or settling 
earth, etc. -- To 
shrink, or collapse. 

caused by 
down, as of 
SWAG. -To 

Both freights were going at a good speed 
when they struck. The engines were shat
tered into small fragments. Ten cars were 
derailed and shaltered. Th. wreck occurred 
in a SWAG and the cars were thrown down 
an embanlunent. It is considered one of the 
wO,'st places Oil the road.-St. LOllis Globe 
Delllocrat, March 5. r888. 

SWALE:.-A valley; a tract of bottom 
land. A New England localism, 
which is likewise a Norfolk provin
cialism, to which the idea of shade 
is also attached. 

SWALLOW- F'ORK.-A cattle brand or 
mark.-See BRAND. 

S W ALL 0 W T A I L S . - During the 
campaign of 1876 a considerable 
number of Democrats, who moved 
in fashionable New York circles, 
took an unprecedented interest in 
political affairs, hoping to effect 
much needed reforms. It is said 
that John Morissey, a retired prize
fighter and a prominent local 
politician of the day, becoming 
incensed at this invasion of his 
prerogatives, went down town one 
morning clad in full evening dress, 
and with a French dictionary under 
his arm. He explained his new 
departure by saying that this sort 
of thing was necessary in order to 
retain one's influence. The opposite 
faction was called the "short 
hairs," in deference either to their 
"fighting cut," or their supposed 
recent release from prison.-Poli
tical Americanisms. 

sWAMP.-I S\VAMP, i.e., II I VO\V 1/; If I 
swear." - A Yankee circumlocu
tion.--SwAMP ANGEL.-See NIG
GER BABIES.-- SWAMP-APPLE.
An excrescence of the swamp 
honeysuckle, and so named from a 
similarity of taste between it and 
the well-known fruit. -- SWAM
PliRs.-Men who make roads for 
lumberers to convey logs to the 
water's edge. -- SWAMP HONEY
SUCKLE.-Also MAY APPLE, PINX
TER BLUMMACHY (q.v.), and SWAMP 
PINK. 

SWAN. -1 swan; I swear. A new 
England euphemism. 

I Wbat is the matter? I say you. I SWAN it's 
bard to tell I 

Most oHhe years behind us we've passed by 
very well I 

I have no other woman, she has no other 
man-

Only we've lived together as long as we.ever 
can. 

B!JI~~i~.alld I tl ,'e 0111, Will en"Ie/ol/'s Fa,'", 



an HI ra 

SW GA- KRA Ane ep tfo 
veil sse vhit man Se 

BUCKRA. 

S KEY, A co poun of mo asses, 
vinegar, and water,- a favorite 

era wit the her n i 
wfo Ian 

I Thar, bo S, we'll gin h' alee 
pa s re Ke k, at ake NKE 
of 01. [A sse a man who 
had been lynched by immersion in a tub of 
molasses, and who being cast adr' ft n tl 
o I\.iv had reg crra na b 
S\ lling are, 5 pr ing ixtm 
akin to SWAN KEY.]-LY1J.c/t Law in the Sucker 
State 1873. 

SWARTWOUT, To.-To abscond, or, to 
use an American slang equivalent 

o v 005 A rm ed I 

New York, after a person of that 
name, who absconded with public 

ney 

SWASH or SWOSH -In the Southern 
ales A ica, na give 

to a narrow sound or channel of 
water lying within a sandbank, or 

twe hat d th hor Ma 
such are found on the shores of 
the Carolinas.-Wcbstcy. 

SWAT. - A corruption of "THAT ~ 
WHAT"; a very common collo-

iali wh em tic quie 
cence I~ mten ed. 

Pel 'WI yo a1llL j To 
L liliv '0 Ye clle ory 
f\h. St:lllvan, You re quite a noted character 
down OIl earth.' • 'SWAT I am.' 'A champion 
p . ist, ievc' I l'n WOl eat) 
• ppos our less 1 1Il to g 
a ll11ssion to heaven? I THAT S WHAT. 
j 'Nell, you can'L go in; I don't think you'd be 
s . fied ,J j Why ? I j 1e ga ecei 
a 00 Ii -51 III G 1~8 

--To sWAT.-To deliver a blow, 
str' 

'N' you, yeh skunk, gil aouL! Don'L yeb 
walk on the same side of the street with me, 
o Is\\ hel top crh off I 
S /fer's gazi 887. 

4 

SW ,S 

TH 
abroad. 

5 at 

HE, ART To 
To a ; t 

A Western term. 

T A 

oise 

em t rule them ve-t rs, 
Haint they cut a thundenn' SWARTH 

(Helped by Yankee renegaders), 
hru var 'the th ! 

ow 1'$, 

I Mr. Cheerman, I don't want to go to Con~ 
gress. I never've hed the least hanl{crin' 
aft . T Stat aou goo aug 
for I Idn't I lik ysel ha 
to stan' 'raoun' 'n' see chaps frorn Rbode 
Island or Floridy putlin' on airs, and pre-
tel . to as bi SWA as N Yor 
did 'm t LUch Sta an f lCt.-

Scnbna's Magaz1-ue, I/:!07. 

S R 0 To. 0 oun 
give up; to abandon. 

thir rtiel wa s r by 
fir erge \Vh s a ran, ha 
served in the dragoons before the rebellion. 
He gave such an emphasis to the reading of 
th nalt swe g tll 1e b ega 
to tha ey t SW OF pro 
fanity. Then the sergeant swore a blue 
streak for a minute or two before he gave 
th der t reak ks. t he it un 
co ousl 5 he d wI his ntio 
was called to it by a corporal, and only 
intended to emphasize the interdiction.-
51 'men Tro) Uy T s, IS 

--SWEAR-WORD.-An oath. 

S T. 0 TI UGH NE' 
SWEAT.-Synonymous with to have 
accom lished one's task; to hay 

n t ast rou or -iet 

While the Americans have GONE THIWUG-H 
T SWI and ir na deV ent 
n oin/-., ne e lent k, tl dUs 
are enjoymg one of their regular panics 
about invaSIon, and this time apparently 
w' som reas Am· tit wris 
N nbe 888. 

--SWEAT-HOusE.-An institution 
mm to rly th bor 
al es a ali ia. aU 

religious temple, it is also half asani-
y a urn, us s a ssia 
th sup eat vau, fro 

which the braves, sweltering and 
'flin 11 . ht, sm here 
es, earl awn ung pe 



Swindle 

spiring, in to the ice-cold ri ver. The 
heat and smoke were further util
ized to dry and cure the long 
strips of fish hanging from the 
roof. 

SWINDLE.- WHAT'S THE SWINDLE? 
What's to pay? "What's the 
damage? " 

SWITCHEL.-A New England beverage 
of molasses, water, and vinegar. 

Afore I had mixed a second glass of 
SWITCHEL, up they came, and the general 
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looked as chirk and liv~ly as a sldpper.
Major Downing's Letters. 

SWIZZLE.-A COCKTAIL (q.v.); a 
deliciously seductive drink. 

swow.-I swow.-I swear. Of New 
England origin. 

So as I ain't a crooked stick, just lUte, like 
old (/ S'WO'lt', 

I don't know as I know his name)-I'll go 
back to Illy plough. 

-Biglow Papas. 

SVEBUCK (Cant).-Sixpence. 



Tiiii~,"r;;W:;;'i1AB.-To KEEP TAB.
To keep tally or 
count. 

When the train pulled 
out Maloney was on 
board. The tickets were 
handed the conductor in 
a bunch, and as he did 
not keep TAB on the party 

Maloney travelled free.-AIis50uri Republl. 
can'l February I5th. 1888. 

TABLE, To. - A parliamentary term, 
signifying to Jay upon the table. 
-- TABLE-SPREAD. - A table 
cloth. 

Soms very refined linen TABLE-SPREADS 
are effectively ornamented by borders in 
G:erman cord work.-Portlal1d Transcript, 
1888. 

--TABLE STAKES. - In poker 
a taUie-stake simply means that 
each player places his stake 
where it may be seen, and that 
a player cannot be raised more 
than he has upon the table; but 
at any time between the deals, 
he may increase his stake from his 
pocket, or he may put up any 
article for convenience sake, say a 
knife, and state that that makes 
his stake as large as any other 
player's, and he is then liable to 
be raised to any amount equal to 
the stake of any other player, and 
must make good with cash. When 
playing table-stallcs, if a player 
have no money on the table, 
he must put up or declare his 
stake previous to raising his hand, 
and failing to do this, he must 
stand out of the game for that 

hand.-The American Hoyle.-
TABLE WARE.-The appointments 
of a dinner table, etc.-knives and 
forks, plates and dishes, etc. 

This done the hum of many voices vainly 
strove to vie successfully with the sharp 
clatter of TABLE WARE, bnt humanity was 
vanquished speedily I and retaliated by 
laying siege to the good cheer that the 
attendants ever and anon brought.-Daily 
Intcr~Ocean" February 3, 1888. 

TACAMAHAC. - The BALSAM POPLAR 
(q.v.). 

TACKEv.-In the South, a jade of a 
horse; a sorry beast; and idioma
tically a man neglectful of personal 
appearance. 

TACKLE (Cant).-A gr!mly suggestive 
name for a mistress. 

TAo.-A human being. Little lads 
are small boys; old tads are old 
men. 

TAFFV.-A common corruption of 
" toffy." 

TAGS.-A shortened form of P]NE
TAGS, the foliage of the pine-tree. 

TAIL, To,-To hold a steer down by 
the tail after it is lassoed and 
heeled. A cow-bay's word.--To 
HAVE ONE'S TAIL UP or DOWN.-To 
be doing well, or the reverse. 
Borrowed from the slang of the 
billiard table, this phrase is gene
rally colloquial. Among animals 



Tailor 

the lifting or lowering of the tail is 
regarded as a sign of pleasure or 
the contrary. 

TA I LO R (Pomoolbus mediocris). - The 
popular name of a small-sized shad 
of inferior flavor, peculiar to the 
Mississippi. A species of BLUE
FISH, a creature which, with many 
aliases, is called the SALT-WATER 
TAILOR on the Potomac. 

TAKE.-To TAKE.-A Canadian rarely, 
if ever, speaks of water freezing, 
his idiom for that fact being 
" the ice is tak ing, " or "the 
ice took last night. "--To TAKE 
UP.-(I) On the plains to take up 
animals is to saddle or harness a 
horse, or an ox team.--(z) A 
Southern idiom signifying to put 
up at an inn. 

TALK.-A conference; negotiation; 
or official communication among 
Indians.--TALKING mON.-A gun 
or rifle. A talker that invariably 
says what it means. 

TALL.-English ears are now fairlyac
customed to the American use of 
this word; indeed, tall talk has come 
to be regarded as a characteristic 
of our cousins across the water. 
Fashion in America, however, has 
in a large measure substituted 
STEEl' for tall. Both words are 
intensitives: synonyms of great; 
fine; exceedingly; etc. 

Some limes very TALL stories are told as 
to the sailing qualilies of ships, and quite 
marvellous ratt!s of speed are braggingly 
mentioned.-Te.ms Siftings, Oct. 27, IS~~. 

TAMAL or TAMAULI.-A preparation 
of maize, common in Spanish 
America. The maize-meal is 
worked into a paste, with some
times minced-meat added, the 
whole being then wrapped round 
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with the husks of corn and baked 
on an open fire. 

TAMARACK.-See HACKMATACK. 

TAMMANY SOCIETY.-An active branch 
of the Democratic Party, the head
quarters of which are at Tammany 
Hall, New York, the vote of the 
party in that city being practically 
controlled by this organization. 
Tammany or Tamendy was a distin
guished chief of the Delaware 
tribe, whose name was assumed 
politically as far back as 1789. 

TANGENTY.-Erratic; capricious. Ap
plied to men and women of angular 
mental characteristics. 

TAN G L E F 00 T or TAN G L E LEG.
Villorous Western synonyms for 
whiskey. 

Gunderman were on his way hum fro the 
tavern, an' had a snug an' comftable cargo 
0' TANGLE FOOT aboard his self.-Nc'lo l"OJk 
Herald,I888. 

TAN TOASTER.-This is the singular 
name in some parts of Maine for 
a gale or storm. 

TAPADEROS. - Among Mexicans a 
leather covering for the protection 
of the feet. 

TAPlocA.-The well-known article 
of commerce. 

It is extracted from the manioc (Jatrofiza 
1UtZHihon a shrub indigenous to tropical 
America, and now cultivated from Florida to 
:Magellan. It is said that an acre of manioc 
win nourish more ptrsons than six acres of 
wheat. Us roots attain the size of the thigh. 
Every part of the plant is filled with a milky 
juice, which is a very violent and dan~erous 
poison, producing death in a few nunutes, 
when swallowed; yet human ingenuity has 
converted its roots into an article of food. 
This is done br grinding them in wooden 
mills, after whu.::h the paste is put into 
s<.\cks, and exposed to the action of a power
ful press. The poisonous juice is tbereby 
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extracted, and the residue is the substance 
known as cassava or mandioca, a nutritious 
flour, preferred by the natives to that from 
wheat. When kept from moisture, this flour 
will keep good for fifteen or twenty years. 
The TAPIOCA is made by separating from the 
fibrous part of the roots a small quantity of 
the pulp, after the juice is extracted, and 
working it by hand till a thick white 
cream appears on the surface. This, being 
scraped off and washed in water, gradually 
subsides to the bottom. After the water is 
poured off, the remaining moisture is dissi
pated by a slow fire, and the substance being 
constantly stirred gradually forms into grains 
about as large as those of sago. This is 
the purest and most wholesome part of the 
manioc.-Ellc)'c. A mcricanfl.. 

TAPs.-A West Point cadet's term 
for the evening bugle-call. 

In a small party like ours, all the stated 
military calls are laid aside. Even TAPS is 
omitted; and one by one we dropped asleep, 
till nothing was left to the ear but the dull 
pacing of the sentinels or an occasional 
deep-clra\vn sigh from some horse at the 
picket-line.-Ccllt1ll:J' il-fagazilte, 1888. 

--To BE ON ONE'S TAPS.-To 
be on the alert; ready for action. 

TARHEELs.-North Carolinians.-A 
name given in derision by Missis
sippians to a brigade of North 
Carolinians, who, in one of the 
great battles of the Civil War, 
failed to hold their position on a 
certain hill. The former taunted 
the latter with having forgotten to 
tar their heels that morning, and 
hence the cant name. 

I gave him a little volume of North Caro
lina sketches, written by a talented young 
friend of mine, in the genuine TARI-mEL 
dialect, and he has just brought it bac1< to me, 
saying that he can't understand a word of it. 
-A merican Hu.morist, June 2, 181)8. 

TARRIrY, To.-To exercise undue pres
sure. Applied only in reference to 
coercive measures instituted by the 
au thori ties. A Southern col1o
quialism. 

The word is generally referred back to a 
vuJ.o:ar corruption of torrified, from the Latin 
tor(t'rc, to roast, and thi~ presumption is 
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strengthened by the fact that the word is so 
used and written in an anonymous ~ Tour 
through North and South Carolina,' published 
some years before the Revolution. A recent 
writer humorously alludes to the enormous 
tax on cotton and tobacco, which TARRIFIES 
if it does not roast the unfortunate planters 
of the South, and suggests that if the word 
was not so old, it might very well be the 
result of being tariff~ied, since the tariff has 
become a synonym of misery.-De Vere. 

TARRY, To,-To delay. This verb, 
fallen largely into disuse in the 
Mother Country, has been retained 
in America. 

TARVE.-A turn; bend; or curve. 
In Old English, tOl've signified 
twisted. 

TASSEL.-See CORN TASSELS. 

Ah! dearest wife, my heart is stirred, my 
eyes are dim with tears, 

I think upon the loving faith of all these by
gone years; 

For now we stand upon this spot, as in that 
dewy morn, 

With the bloom upon the alder and the 
TASSEL on the corn. 

-Doaa Plait's The Bloom was oa the Alder 
and the Tassel OJt the Corn, 

TAUNTON TURKEys.-Herrings are so 
nicknamed on account of their 
being caught in large shoals off 
Taunton, Mass. Compare with 
MARBLE-HEAD TURKEY. 

TAUTAUG or TAUTOG. - The BLACK 
FISH (q.v.). 

TAX, To.-In New England, to charge; 
an every-day colloquialism is 
" What will you tax me ? " 

TEA, TEAPoMP.-An institution which 
has long since disappeared from 
American social life. The old 
colonists, besides objecting to have 
their tea taxed, were also very par
ticular as to how it was brewed, and 
fully recognized the superiority of 
some kinds of water for the pur
pose. This led to certain of the 
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pumps being called tea-pomps when 
the water stood the test of making 
good tea. --TEA-SQUALL. - An 
American slang equivalent to the 
English" tea-fight"; a tea-party. 

TEAM.-An array of people or things; 
and idiomatically applied as the 
sincerest and highest form of 
praise. A very frequent expres
sion is, "He's a whole team," or 
.. a whole team, a horse to spare, 
and a big dog under the wagon." 
Of New England origin, these 
phrases are obviously an outcome 
of the in tense love of horses so 
characteristic of the Yankee. 

TEAR, To.-A verb used to signify 
violent or rapid motion; e.g., TO 
TEAR ALONG or TO TEAR ROUND. 
The metaphor is also extended to 
mental distress, but generally 
speaking, to tea·r r01l1ld conveys the 
idea of noisy boisterousness pro
duced by intoxication. Also A 
TEAR ROUND for the thing itself. 

, Yes, Christmas, and to-night'S Christmas 
Eve. Ye see, boys, I kinder thought-that is, 
I sorter had an idee, jest :p,assin' HI(e, you 
know-that maybe ye'd allllke to come over 
to my house to-night, and have a sort of TEAR 
ROUND. But I suppose, now, you wouldn't? 
Don't feel like it maybe?' he added, with 
anxious sympathy, peering into the faces of 
bis companlOns.-Bret Harte's How Sa1Jta 
Claus came to Simpson's Bar. 

Florida produces a peculiar berry called 
Pride of China, of which the mocking-birds 
of that flowery land partake largely when 
ripe, and intoxication ensues. They get on 
a regular TEAR, and behave a good deal as 
men do under such circumstances, hiccou~h
ing, staggering, 1eering at each other, Shoutlllg 
and mixing up all sorts of song-so One gravely 
endeavors to make a speech on the tarift, 
perhaps, or in favor of removing the excise 
tax from Pride of China, and the others jibe 
at him. There is a field for some unemployed 
temperance society to work. If they couldn't 
enforce prohibition, they might compel Pride 
of China to shut up Sundays.-Tcxas Siftings, 
August 18, 1888. 

--TEAR-COAT or TEAR-BLANKET 
{pronounced TAR-COAT).-The SHOT 
BUSH (q.v.). 

Tend 

TEETOTACIOUSLv.-A Western form, 
supposed to be an emphatic variant 
of teetotal. 

TEETSOOK.-A saddle-bag made of 
buffalo hide from which the hair 
has been removed. In use on the 
plains. 

TELEGRAM.-No word, perhaps, has 
had a severer fight for existence 
than telegram, and its derivatives 
telegramic, etc. It was introduced 
by the Albany Evming Journal of 
the 6th of April, r852, and from 
the first caused considerable dis
cussion. It was also claimed as of 
English invention, but assuming 
the point to be of sufficient im
portance for dispute, it seems 
certain that it was used first in 
America. 

TELEPHONE. - This word, with its 
corresponding verb, adjective and 
adverb, is like the instrument, of 
American birth. 

TELESCOPE, To.-In railway collisions 
where one carriage, in colliding 
with another, runs right into it, 
after the manner in which tele
scopes are closed. Colloquial in 
England, but not a dictionary 
word. 

TELL.-Used very much as the French 
employ bOil-mot, i.e., a witty story or 
saying; also a compliment. "Mrs. S. 
gave a good tell of you yesterday." 
--To TELL ONE GOOD BYE.-To 
bid farewell. A Southern usage. 

TEND. - A common corruption of 
" attend." In passing it may be 
mentioned that shops, stores, and 
businesses of every description are 
in America tmded and not kept. It 
is also worthy of remark that twd 
for attend is good Old English.--

67 
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TENDsoME.-A C nn tieut w 
ap ed tr ble m hi en or 
to those requiring much attention 

TENDERFOOT.-A new-comer fresh to 
fro ier va, \ 0 5 t 
been long enough on the tramp to 
be ar ne I s id at n 
Colorado an Eastern man is a 
ten rfo un' he as en bb , 
shot at, engaged m a free fight, 
fall n d wn m' e, een ic d 
by a ule, an case by a 
Vigilance Committee. A corre
po en of he ew Yo Tz s 
(I88I), writing from Montana, says 
no uch ire I i or att hes 0 
the term there, and seemingly 
C ra' ns n a pt t w , 
have enlarged its meaning with 
10 s· ifi nc ec' ar t r 
own ins ItutlOns. 

J ud H ell' on nd lOt y g 
man~ went out prospectmg a few days since 
and about eight miles west of h ~re tl y 

'uc m eo gly eh dge ho g 
free gold all through and over the roel<. The 
boys were of the TENDERFOO kind nd 1 :>y 

d n kno wb ler wa old b s. 
They were warmly congratulatc:d on their 
rich st -ike Sal Frat . co ckt ttl on, 

08. 

EN EN Ho E. b din let t 
in rooms to families. The tenement 
h es f N v rk e er y 
regarded as amongst the worst of 
th 'r k d. w th, e n 
four families in a room is not an 
uncommon experience It· do bt
fu , ho eve ,w th th co d 
not be equalled in some parts of 
L do 

EN- NS A w as las -
hi biting the game of nine-pins, 
w reu n, t t e do , s e 
of our 'cute transatlantic friends 
pr pt a ed at r ,t s 
dnv111g the tradItIOnal coach and 
pair through the tat e.- - T 
ST KE. W re 1 e g< me of 
ten-pins all the men are bowled 

o r 
lucky 
q nt 
u 0 
tunate 
w Id 

Ter lia 

on th v th ba a 
and comparatively infre
suI H nce e' 'om ic 
etI-S rike to SIgnify a for-

occurrence: a th ou hly 
e a c pI w k. 

TEN STRIKERS (Texas).-Men who, in 
th c fl.ic be ee N h nd 
S th, oa d ey were an equal 
match for ten Yankees The 
p as wa fir i rod ed by 
Lieut. J. W. Boothe, of the Seventh 
T 'as at! on nd on Ie ed 
into popular and general use. In 
t C Mi . ssi St s y re 
called BOMB-PROOFS (q.v.).-See also 

-M 

TEP s. An di 10 e a en 

TE we ! T AW Y! Th 'c p-
mouse! creep-mouse!" of English 

the w n ay ,h eir 
chIldren. The derivation of ter
a hy as ee 5 gh in he 
Dutch le-ralge, the httle rat. 

T ERR A PIN. - A salt-water turtle 
a un ng au 0 N rk: 
The flesh is much esteemed as a 

ica 

TE ET. Th gu ing in for he 
reins of the harness of a horse. 

is cur nt N E la 

TE TO - A arg d ric of 
country belonging to the United 

te ho h t mi a rt 
of any individual State, and under 
a m rar ov nrn t( rce r). 
The territoYles at present are Colo
r 0, as "ngt, izo J ew 

exico, U ah, Idaho, Montana, 
Dacotah, Alaska W mi . 

TERTULI -See TORTIL 
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TESQUITE.- The upper incrustation 
found on ALKALI DESERTS (q.v.). 

TEST-PAPER.-In Pennsylvania law 
courts a document when put in as 
evidence is called a test paper. 

TEW, To.-To fume; to fuss; or to 
fret.--To TEW ROUND.-To make 
a pretence of work wi thou t perform
ing anything. Generally applied to 
a busybody in household affairs. 

TEXAN HARE.-The JACKASS RABBIT 
(q.v.). 

TExAs.-The upper deck of the im
mense Mississippi steamers and 
boats of a similar character. 

This is now a most desirable pl:::tce, a light 
structure with glazed sides in the very 
centre of the steamer, and immediately 
around the little glass house, from which the 
boat is steered, so as to afford ample room 
and a fine view. The cabins below this and 
above the grand saloon, where the officers 
of the boat are accommodated, also belong 
to TEXAS. Formerly, however, the space 
was open, without guards at the side or 
awning above~head, and frequented by the 
personal friends of the pilot and their asso
ciates, men of gre;H daring, no doubt, and 
expert in the usc of bowie-knife and pistol, 
but as little desirable company as the first 
settlers in the Republic of TEXAS, which 
attracted all the lawless and desperate 
characters of the Union. It was then the 
name was given to this part of the boats, 
and the application was probably not 
altogether inappropriate.-Dc Vcrc. 

De Vere further explains Texas as 
literally meaning" tiles" ; but in a 
recent article published in the N ortlt 
A mcrican Review, Governor Ireland, 
of Texas, asserts that the word Texas 
means" welcome," and that on the 
landing of the first white men 
on the coast of Texas, the Indians 
greeted them with the exclamation 
of " Texas! " or " welcome I " This 
theory, however, according to a 
correspondent in the Texas VOl'''
waerts, is not correct. In the an
cient Spanish archives, stored 

away in the land office at Austin, 
it appears that certain lands were 
situated" en el pais de los Tejas," 
or in the country of the Texas or 
Tejas Indians, "x " and" j " being 
pronounced alike. It is well known 
that the Texas or Tejas Indians 
were a tribe of Indians living in 
the valley of the Rio Grands, who 
were exterminated or driven off by 
a more savage tribe. The word 
Texas or Tejas is the root of the 
names of all the Indian tribes in 
Texas and Mexico. The prefix in
dicated the locality of the tribe. 
The As-Tejas, or Aztecs, dwelt on 
the high lands of Anahuac.. The 
Tol-Tejas, or Toltecs, lived as far 
south as Yucatan. The Huas-Te
jas lived on the Gulf coast, be
tween Matamoros and Vera Cruz, 
and the Tol-Tejas were located in 
the State of Coahuila.--TExAs 
FEVER. - The Spanish fever.-
TEXAS TENDER.-The waiter on 
the Texas or upper deck of a 
Mississippi steamer. 

THANKSGIVING DAy.-A Puritan cus
tom. A day is set apart each year 
in acknowledgment of fruitful har
vests and other blessings. The 
festival generally occurs in Novem
ber, and is looked upon very much 
as Christmas is in England. 

THANK-YE-MA'AMS.-Ruts or depres
sions in a road.--A facetious 
acknowledgment of a sound 
shaking. 

T HAT'S So! - Something accom
plished; a term of acquiescence. 
This expression according to the old 
short-lived A1IIcl'ican Notes and 
Queries, first came to the front in 
I8S7· Since then it has become 
very common in both hemispheres. 

THERE.-ALL THE:RE.-A phrase used 
to convey consent; an intimation of 
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familiarity with a subject; on the 
spot; at home. 

Tbat man, Deenan, is a miserable hypo
crite I I hev my own opinion of the likes of 
him I They hev little good in them-barrin' 
the big talk-an' that puts no whiskey in the 
can. He's all smooth and straight while 
forninst ye, but when out of sight he's worse 
nor a rattlesnake. More nor that, he has no 
backbone in bim I When the trying time 
comes youdon'tfind him THERE.-Pink,,·to,,·s 
Mollie Maguires. 

THIMBLE (Cant).-A.:·watch. 

THIMBLE-BERRY (Rubus occidClltalis). 
-A wild, black raspberry.-
THIMBLE-WEED (Rudbeckia). - A 
medicinal plant attaining a height 
of from six to eight feet, used by the 
Shakers in their preparations. In 
appearance it is not unlike the 
sunflower. 

THIRD HDUSE.-The LOBBY (q.v.). 

THIRDS.-This in the sense of dower 
is found in Middleton's plays. 
Commonly colloquial. 

THIRSTLAND.-The region of extinct 
lakes and inland seas of Southern 
Nevada and South-eastern Cali
fornia is the great thirstland of the 
continent. Where immense lakes 
once rolled their waves are now 
seen nought but broad and thirsty 
deserts.-See ALKALI DESERT. 

THOROUGHFARE. -A low gap in a 
range of hills. A Southern usage. 

THOROUGHWORT.-The BONESET (q.v.). 

THREE SIXEs.-A fire signal denoting 
urgency. 

A second and third alarm was sent out, 
followed by the famous THREE SIXES, which 
brought engines from all parts of the city 
skurrying to the scene.-New York Mail a",1 
E"press, May 27, IBB7. 

THREE TWENTY-NINE (329).-During 
the presidential campaign of 1880, 
these numbers were chalked by 
Democrats on every wall, door
step, and fence in the land. Mr. 
Garfield, the Republican candi
date, had been charged with having 
received a bribe of 329 daIs. worth 
of Credit Mobilier Stock.-Political 
Americanisms. 

THRESWINS (Cant). - A three cent 
piece. 

THRUMS (Cant).-Three cent pieces. 

TICKER.-In American stock-braking 
circles, a " tape." 

The question is, and it is one that has long 
puzzled the governors of the Stock Ex
change, and it is alleged that the TICKE R 
companies are also in the dark. Where do 
tbe BUCKET-SHOPS (q.v.) get their quotations 
on which they do business? The Stock 
Exchange sells the right to gather their quo
tations to the Gold and Stock Telegraph 
Company and the Commercial Telegram 
Company. The Exchange collects the trades 
as they are made by the brokers, and two 
expert telegraph operators send them over 
the wires which run to the Commercial 
Telegram Company's office at No. aI, Broad
way, and from there to the office of the Gold 
and Stock Company in the Western Union 
Building. At each of the latter offices two 
telegraph operators sit on each side of th~ 
man who manipulates the TICKER, and as 
fast as the telegraphers receive the price", 
the TICKER operator sllnds them out over the 
circuit to brokers' offices and elsewhere. 
Now the bucket-shop men must receive 
these prices as soon as the brokers and 
others who have TICKERS in their offices, or 
they would be placed at a serious disadvan
tage, and could not do business. The TICKER 
companies are not allowed to place TICIU~RS 
in bucket-shops and they have none; bul the 
bucket-shop prices are received over a Morse 
telegraph wire, and are furnished at the rate 
of 65 dols. per week by a firm that is lmown 
as the New York Quotation Company, on 
New Street. This firm is merely a combina
tion of telegraph operators. How it gels the 
quotalions is a mystery, and can only be 
surmised. The TICKER companies have an 
alleged standing ofter of I,OOO dols. for the 
discovery of their scheme. - New York 
World, I~B8. 
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TICKET.-A list of candidates placed 
in nomination for office, as the 
"Democratic ticket," the "Prohi
bition ticket," etc. A "straight 
ticket" comprises all the regular 
party nominations. A "split ticket" 
represents different divisions of a 
party. A" mixed ticket" combines 
the nominees of different parties. 
A "scratch ticket" is one from 
which one or more names have 
been erased. 

In Monro county, at last accounts, not a 
single politician had announced himself ~ 
candidate for any office, all who are ambI
tious of serving their fellow-citizens, appear
ing to be waiting for developments. A 
correspondent of the' Little Rock Gazette' 
thinks a compromise TICKET will finally be 
decided on, with a white man for sheriff, 
judge, treasurer, clerk, senator az:d surveyor, 
and a colored man as represen tatlve, assessor 
and coroner. Such a TICI\:ET, he says, will, 
if put in the field, win without a doubt.
MissOU1'i Republicau, March 7, r888. 

--To TAKE A THROUGH TICKET 
TO A BETTER WORLD.-An expres
sive synonym of to die, an anala
gous phrase with those murderously 
inclined, being TO CHECK A FELLOW 
PASSENGER THROUGH TO THE 
HAPPY LAND.--TICKET SCALPER. 
-A speculator in unused railway 
ticilets.-See RAILROAD and MILE
AGE. 

TICKLER.-(1) A cash-balance book; 
also a memorandum of debts owing 
and payments due.--(z) A pocket 
flask. A throat tieMer in very 
deed. 

TIDY.-An antimacassar. Smith, in 
his Curiolls Derivations, gives this 
as from the Old English word 
I'tide," meaning tinle, as even
tide, and closely connected with 
the German zeit. So tidy is zeitlg, 
timely or seasonable. 

TIGER.-Instead of calling for cheers 
to the tune of " three times 
three," Americans demand three 
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cheers and a tiger. The Boston 
Evening Gazette has given the follow
ing explanation of the term :-

In 1822, the Boston Light Infantry, under 
Captain Mackintosh and Lieutenant Robert 
C. Winthrop, visited Salem, and -encamped 
in Washington Square; and during their stay 
a few of the members indulged in sports 
incidental to camp duty, when some visitor 
exclaimed to one who was a little rOllgh, 10h, 
you TIGER!' It became a catchword, and as 
a term of playful reproach, 'You're a TIGEI~,' 
was adopted as one of the peculiar phrases 
of the corps. On the route to Boston, some 
musical genius sung an impromptu line, 
'Oh, you TIGERS, don't you know,' to the 
air of' Rob Roy McGregor, oh!' Of course, 
the appellation soon induced the TIGERS by 
name to imitate the actions of a tiger; and 
the grO\vl was introduced, and at the con
clusion of three cheers a TIGER was invari
ably called for. In 1826, the Infantry visited 
New York, being the first volunteer corps to 
make a trip from this city to another State; 
and, while there, the TIGERS at a public 
festival awoke the echoes, and astonished 
the Gothamitcs by giving the genuine howl. 
It pleased the fancy of the hosts, and gradu
ally it became adopted on all festive and 
joyous occasions; and now three cheers 
and a TIGER are the inseparable uemonstra
tions of approbation in that city. 

--To BUCK THE TIGER.-To 
gamble, or, when particularly 
employed, to play faro. In Apple
ton's JO/l/'llal occurs the following 
derivation :-

The ordinary faro is rO'cncrall y veiled under 
the euphuistic term a Ye TIGER, a curious 
name, quite adequate to express the oestruc
tive and voraciolls nature of the game, but 
recently attributed to a Chinese deit), I A 
favorite figure of one of the Chinese gods of 
gambling is a TIGER standing on his hind
feet, and grasping a large cash in his mouth 
or his paws. Sometimes the image is made 
of wood or c1ay) or drawn on a piece of paper 
or board. The title of the beast, His Excel
lency the Grasping Cash TIGER, is frequently 
'written on a piece of paper, and placed in the 
gaUl bling rooms between t\Vo bunches of 
mock-money suspended under the table or 
all the '\-vall behind it. This figure is the sign 
for a gambling house: (The FightingTIGER.' 
It is curious that we should have to look to 
China for the origin of this phrase. 

Concerning a recent gambling
house raid in Chicago, the DIIIly 
Inter-Occan, of February I4, 1888, 
thus illustrates the use of this 
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phrase :-" Last night and to-day 
they have succeeded in placing 
under arrest six of the leading 
gambling-house keepers of the 
city and subpcenaed thirty citizens 
as witnesses, among whom are said 
to be prominent city officials and 
business men. This evening some 
of the witnesses are going the 
rounds of the local papers trying 
to have their names suppressed. 
The affair has caused a good deal 
of talk already, and if reports are 
anywhere near true, it will create 
a great sensation when the cases 
are called, and more than one un
suspecting wife will have her eyes 
opened to the fact that the wicked 
tiger, and not legitimate business 
has been detaining her husband 
out so late at night."--TIGER 
CAT.-The OCELOT (q.v.). 

TILPAH.-A plains' term for a parti
colored rug, woven and dyed by 
the Navaga Or Taos Indians, and 
used as a saddle blanket. 

TILT.-The BLACK-NECKED STILT or 
LAWYER (q.v.). 

TIMBER. - ·Woodland. A Western 
and Southern usage. See also 
CROSS-TIMBER.--TIMBER HEELS. 
-A slouching, slovenly walker. 

TIME.-A GOOD TIME, is not quite 
such a genuine Americanism as is 
often thought, it having been used 
by sundry Old English writers. A 
good time may mean anything, from 
simple, innocent enjoyment, to a 
downright drunken spree, a 
speaker's character being the inter
preter of his meaning. Of course, 
about A HIGH OLD TIME there can 
be no possible mistake. -- ALL 
THE TIME. - An American idiom 
for always.--ON TIME.-See under 
ON. -- To MAKE TIME. - To be 

punctual. --To PUT IN TIME.
To pass away the time. 

I sat down in one of the iron-armed com
partm'ents of an old sofa, and PUT IN THE 
TIME for a while, reading the framed adver
tisements of all sorts of quack nostrums.
/If ark Twaitt's Screamers. 

TIMOTHY (Phleum pratense). - The 
herd's grass. Its popular name is 
derived from Timothy Hanson, 
who introduced it into cultivation. 

TI NAJA.-A Spanish-Mexican term for 
holes in rocks forming receptacles 
for water. Primarily tinaja means 
an earthenware vessel. 

TINCLADS. - A half-sarcastic, half
facetious title given by Con
federates to their own native-built 
war cruisers. The Northern men
of-war they called CHEESE-BOXES. 

TINKER.-A New England name for 
a small mackerel. Small, indiffer
ent fish generally receive very 
curious nicknames, e.g., a small 
shad is called a " tailor." It will 
also be borne in mind that a dried 
herring is called a "soldier" in 
England. 

TINNER.-A tinplate-worker. 

He knows that if he wished to become a 
TINNER the master smith would require him 
to prove the possession of a good character, 
and would require him to promise to stay in 
the shop three years - possibly four.
Mark Twain's Screamers. 

TI PPECAN 0 E .-A nickname of William 
Henry Harrison, ninth President 
of the United States, given him 
because of his victory over the 
Indians of the North-west, under 
Tecumish, in 181 r. " Tippecanoe 
and Tyler too," was the refrain of a 
popular song during the LOG CABIN 
AND HARD elDER (q.v.) Campaign 
in 1839. 
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General Harrison touched upon the surplus 
and the tariff issue in his response. After 
shaking hands with the viSItors, among 
whom were a score of veterans of the 
TIPPECANOE campaign, the general boarded 
a street car and spent the remainder of the 
day at hom e.-Denver Republican, 1888. 

TIPPLE, To, is familiar enough in 
England for to drink; not so, how
ever, for the drink itself-e.g., good 
tipple, genuine liquor; a new tipple, 
a new mixed drink. 

TI PPVBOBS.-The "upper classes"; 
a term carrying with it the utmost 
contempt. 

TJPSINAH.-The INDIAN TURNIP (q.v.). 

TIPTEER, To.-To walk in a mincing 
manner. 

When you see a gentleman TIPTEERING 
along Broadway, with a lady wiggle-wagging 
by his side, and both dressed to kill, as the 
vulgar would say, you may say that he looks 
out for himself and takes care of A. No. I.
Dow's Sermons, vol. i, p. 208. 

TISANNE.-A Canadian herbal tea, 
made from spruce tops. It is 
supposed, like sarsaparilla, to be a 
blood-purifier. 

TITHING-MAN.-In New England, a 
parish officer appointed to preserve 
order at public worship, and 
enforce the proper observance of 
the Sabbath.-Wormter. 

To.- (1) For a peculiar usage of this 
preposition, see HOME.--(2) Very 
frequently, both in conversation 
and writing, to is omitted, where 
the verb is in the infinitive; e.g., 
" I am going gather flowers" ; " I 
intend take a walk," etc. 

TOAD-FISH (Batrach1ts variegatus).-An 
ugly fish, which, in New Jersey, is 
known as the OYSTER FISH, and 
in New England as the GRUBBY 

Tombs 

or GRUBBLY. Also called TOAD
GRUNTER. -- TOAD-STICKER. - A 
soldier'S term for a sword. 

TOBACCO Box. - See PUNKIN SEED. 
--TOBACCO ROoT.-The Kooyah 
root.--SUMS OF TOBACCO.-This 
old official term had its rise in the 
payment of taxes in kind, tobacco 
in the South, where the phrase 
was mainly used, being the staple 
product. 

TOBOGGAN, To.-Since the introduc
tion of this amusement into Eng
land on artificial lines, this word 
and its derivatives have become 
thoroughly familiar. The toboggan 
was originally a small sledge or 
sleigh drawn by dogs and used 
mainly in the Canadian North
west. The New England equiva
lent is TO COAST. 

TOLE, To.-To allure. A donkey 
would be toled if excited to more 
rapid progress by a carrot being 
held before it. The term is only 
used in connection with animals. 

TOLOBON (Cant).-The tongue. 

TOMAHAWK.-An Indian hatchet or 
axe. For phrases connected with 
this weapon, see HATCHET.-
TOMAHAWK RIGHTs.-Formerly a 
species of land title; all that the 
claimant had to do was to blaze his 
initials with a tomahawk or hatchet 
on a few of the trees surrounding 
his claim. 

TOMBs.-The common prison in New 
York City. This building is of the 
heavy Egyptian style of archi
tecture. 

Bedell, who robbed a New York law firm 
of a large amount, and Foster, who got away 
with nearly two hundred thousand dolIars 
belonging to the gratuity fund of the Pro
duce Exchange, are much talked about just 
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now. The former's rascality being unearthed 
was what caused the latter s exposure, both 
Ii s deal mort Cons 
qu Foster, 11ed to nnot fe 
ve ndly to Bedell feels th 
he might have kept on with hIS pilfering 
some time longer, had not Bedell been so 
foolish as to ge( caught and locked up in the 
T Foste ldn't c 11 him'f 
h here.- Sifting 27, 1888 

TOMB WYER. SHY 
TER, with which it is synonymous. 

T 00 (M a prlti -Th' 
H (q.v. 
corru 

e same e FRO 
cod is ght to 

tion of the Indian tahcand. 
This, of course, was an uncommon case 

o "dity, ev . native has se 
n but rou 0, TOM nd hor 
m lout in seaj bows ho 
Ii cpr pared lizatio of the 
native denizens are.-New York Mercury, 
July Zl, 1888. 

T G.-A as guishe 
a bit his W n usa 

follows, in regard to dogs, that 
usually connected with cats only 
in England, as far as animals are 

erned. 

TONEy,-Good style; "the thing' ; 
good form. It may be remarked 
tha t the "toniness" of society is 

no m synan s wit 
iness cerity dron 

are generally "1'cal one) ," the 
workers are "vulgar." 

T .-Th e of gon 

T 

bus i alled. 0 GIV 
ONE S TONGUE A VACATION.-To 
remain silent. In England we say 
" to give one's tongue a rest." 

E CAR freig 

TOOIN' ROUND. - Aimless activity. 
New England 

T ON A .-On runke 
spree. 

T 

TOOTH,-ToOTH-CARPEMTER.-A den-
tist. P haps excus 'ists 
for therw 19ar n in 
the that can d ry 
has reached such a high state of 
perfection, that decayed portions of 
a tooth are cut out and replaced 
by s materi TOOT -IE 
BUS anthox fraxh 
The PRICKLY ASH, a specIfic for 
tooth-ache, as also is TOOTH-ACHE 
GRASS (Monocera aroma/iea). 
ARK TOO K.-A ie 
knife metim horte to 
TOOTHPICK. 

Because, ye see, 't's the fashion here, to sign 
an' not to think 
critte so sord to ax' e he 
chink 
didn't t jest an' he ed 
TOOTHPICK on me, 

An' reckoned he warn't goin' to stan' no sech 
doggauned econ'my. 

-Big/ow Papers 

OOTIN .-A orga 

TOOZER or TWOZER.-A boy's term for 
ama 

Top, To.-In Pennsylvania to snuff (a 
candle). 

ORME - A W nd 
eupl m for amned 
TORMENTATION.-Alsoused by New 
Englanders, as synonymous with 
torm pain; ouble. 

TORTI LLA,- A dimmutrve of torto, a 
cake. In Mexico it is a pancake 
made of Indian meal, masbed and 
bake n ear an, 

A wo s knee pon Lhe d, 
under a fig-tree, rubbing the metate, and a 
pretty girl of fifteen was slapping a TORTILLA 
between her bands.-Olmsted's Texas. 

OATLE corru of 1/ , 

which has a vogue m Pennsylvallla. 



ory 

TO - W n th ecla ion nde 
p ndence compe led a efimtlOn 0 

the difference between royalists and 
els, aries atur re ine 

yal t he wn, hile higs 
generally espoused the patriotic 

se. fter e R lut th 
d T dro d 0 of ula 

usage save asa term of opprobrium. 
ee V G. 

TOTE, To.-To carry a load, etc. 
ng m 0 plac 0 a her, 

i also oke of tot b up. 
Colloquial everywhere, especially 
i he tho 

\Vlth OIle hand on her hip and the other 
idly swinging, Dolly could TOTE a pail of 
wa n head the ent the 
spr wit sp g a op.- cago 
Iuter-Oceall, 1888. 

Ver 
d:-

us uss his nge 

This verb, which of all colloquial Ameri-
can s he prob ex d tl most 
gen inte and to i mer dis-
quisitIOns, remains still unexplained as far 
as its first origin is concerned. It is univer-
sail ed iI e So to d e lh rry-
ing leth wei by 'son ffort 
and unaided by any convenience. The 
strangest of all explanations is probably 
iha 'ven vVeb in DiL afy. 
He of word said e of iean 
origin. TIlls suggestIOn has nothing in its 
favor except the simple fact, that the negroes 
nev se ather d fa ryin It is 
aIm as it ba b hat t 'lord auld 
have been derIved from the Old English 
word TO TOTE, which was used to express 
the aces f Sl ing th otal 
am , an hich still usc Lin-
coIns 11fe, W lere people say, Come, TOTE it 
np and tell me what is the whole amount.' 
(' N t and uerie' Ch r al uses 
the d in so It ns fore 
pro C, t 1a the word s 10uld owe its 
present use to the fact, that when Virginia 
was settled a d tl term 'TO was 
bra to COll ,th ngli mi-
gral ere iliar WI 1 it flam two entIrely 
different sources, One was the Anglo-Saxon 
verb totian, to lift 11 to elevat. (T f dun 
1/,1 tl eald min t ca , Pa 6,5, 
Bos lh,' glo-S,. n D lOnary, and 
'English Dictionary/ p. 226.) This old 
Saxon word used in its primilive S 'llse, 
still 'vive n t prov s, a was 
can by p ns, 1St01 to it und 
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and e, to meri whe t ha eve 
cea to bed. the e ti Eng 
lishmen were all more or less familiar with 
the word tolt the name of a writ, by which 
the ceed s on vri t igb t 1'e 
rna carr fro 1e C t Ba into 
the County Court, the precept of the sherif! 
being quia tollit afquc exi11lit cal/sam e 
CUrl aroll (3 C acks , I C men 
tari p. 3 Blo s' L Die ary 
(r6gr) states, that the familiar term tult 
was derived from the Latin verb toile to lift 
or r ve. the nie s wand 
the lo-S TO com d to ress 
the process of removing corporeal things as 
well as incorporeal, and being short and easy 
of p unci n, t neg es 'ally 
read eize on i de the ng a 
thing with a view of carrying it from one 
place to another. That the word is by no 
mea mkn in glan ay een 
fraIl e fa lat ady rs P nan 
says in his Crede: I Then TOTED I into a 
taverne and there I espyede two frere 
Can '(E ,553, III. nd t the 
han of a ent plan to day 
called a TOTE III England, evidently froUl the 
Anglo-Saxon verb mentioned above. 

To E 

dealing; to act 
--TOTE OA 

carr 

lIon 

As 

TOT -A ~ -sk' I II c 
t devi bei pai 
breast. Each tribe 
have different "bear· 

be in 
the square." 

ch ne 

of a S," 
d 0 the 

and family 
" hich 

s as na or sign on. 
To/elliS are generally representa
tions of animals Also TOTEMIC, 
i. ert ng he t I. 

TOT LISH.-Unst dy; cill g; 
n to de ded om 
" totter," to reel; to shake. 

Tou To ant T teal An 
impressive commentary on the line 
of thought adopt 1 by th cr· ·nal 
cl es. 

Tou -E· lained y qatio 

Litt_t. Phil was deCidedly TOUGH-tO both 
the meanings of the word in the \Vest. He 
vas, his her eal am 'ons 
ay, emc OUG 1 fib as thy 

as a plUe knot. It IS not probable that he 
68 
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ever cost his parents 5 dollars in medicine. 
But he was also a trifle TOUGH in the slang 
meaning of the word, a fighter, and prone to 
mischievous pranks,-A mericalt H ll1norist, 
July 2r, rti88. 

--TOUGHS.-A New York term 
for a rowdy; from the second 
signification given in previous quo
tation. 

This was the opportuni ty of some New 
York TOUGHS and pickpockets who had 
accompanied the picnic, and they proceeded 
at once to stir up a fight.-N cw York H e1'ald, 
July 29, r888. 

Tow or TOWBOAT.-A freight boat; a 
barge, or canal boat.--TowHEAD. 
-(1) A small recently formed island. 
In the Mississippi especially, by the 
silting up of mud round sunken 
trees and through other causes, 
towheads are in continual process of 
formation. 

On this up trip I saw a little TOWHEAD 
(infant island) half a mile long, which had 
been formed during the past nineteen years. 
Since there was so much time to spare that 
nineteen years of it could be devoted to the 
construction of a mere TOWHEAD, where was 
the use, originally, in rushing this whole 
globe through in six days? It is likely that 
if more time had been taken, in the first 
place, the world would have been made 
right, and this ceaseless improving and re
pairing would not be necessary now.-Mnrk 
Twain's L1/C Ott the J11ississippi, p. 452. 

--(2) A Western term for a man 
wearing tailor-made clothes and 
otherwise of a more dandified 
appearance than is customary in 
those parts of the country.-
TOWHEE.-The CI-IEWINK (q.v.). 

But many of our birds, especially those 
found in the wooded riv(~r bottoms, answer 
lO those of the East; only almost each one 
has some marked point of difference from its 
Eastern representative. The TOWHEE has lost 
all title to its name, for its only cry is a mew 
like that of a cat-bird.-Ranch Life in the 
Far West. 

TOWN.-Worcester describes a town 
in the New England meaning as 
(I) a small territorial district, 

Tow Row 

whether densely or thinly in
habited.--(2) A body of voters 
within a township, district, or 
parish.--ToWNHOUSE.-(I) This 
has the same relation to townships 
as "town halls" have to boroughs 
in England.--(2) In Connecticut, 
an almshouse.--TowN LOT.-See 
LOT.--To PAINT THE TOWN RED. 
-To go on a drunken spree, and 
generally" to act the fool." 

I He stains the town incarnadine,' 
The Boston maiden said. 

The western maid remarked, j You mean 
HE PAINTS THE WHOLE TOWN RED.' 

-Washington C1'itic, r888. 

The flannel shirt is an excellent thing 
To wear on a summer day, 

And we don't object to the style at all
But what we were going to say 

Is, 
That 

A man who will wear a flannel shirt, 
And hold up his pants with a sash 

As RED as a TOWN that is PAINTED right, 
Is the man that we want to smash. 

- Washington Critic, 1888. 

But as Lumpkin takes in the mon~ he 

b~l~r~:S;t l~~keh:s Pb!~~e'kn~~~r ~o bhlo~~Yi'l~ 
one thousand dollars in a single night 
PAINTING THE TOWN RED. The result is 
that when the office is open for business 
the next morning the cash drawer is empty. 
-New York World, 1888. 

-- TOWNSI-IIP. - The district or 
territory of a town. In the United 
States, many of the States are 
divided into townships of five, six, 
or seven, or perhaps ten miles' 
square, and the inhabitants of such 
to wI/ships are invested with certain 
powers for regulating their own 
affairs, such as repairing roads and 
providing for the poor. The town
ship is subordinate to the county. 
- Webster. In Canada (Province 
of Queb@c), the districts or parts 
that are exempt from feudal laws 
are called tOWltships. 

Tow Row.-A shinc1y; a noise; a 
racket. 
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TRACK. - The "permanent way" of about an Indian camp; yet it may 
take the keenest eye and closest 
scrutiny to detect the trail by 
which they left it.-See SIGN.-
To BLIND A TRAIL; also" To TRASH 
A TRAIL," i.e., to remove the traces 
of one's actions; a phrase, the 
figurative meaning of which is 
evidently traceable to the days of 
Indian warfare, when even the lives 
of those engaged often depended 
upon the success with which they 
" blinded" or obliterated the 
traces of their tI'Llil.--ON THE 
TRAIL.-Cattle, while being driven 
from one range to another, or to a 
shipping point for beef, are said to 
be all tlte trail. 

English railways; the space 
between the rails. 

Lincoln Street Car Passenger (to driver)
. This line must have been improved 
recently II 

I No, sir. No changes have been made,' 
I But this car runs very smoothly," 
I Well, you see it's off the TRAcK.'-Lincoln 

Journal,I888. 

--To CLEAR THE TRACK is the 
American equivalent of the English 
"to clear the deck."--To BE ON 
THE INSIDE TRACK, doubtless an 
allusion to the inside trac11 of a race
course, signifies to bein a command
ing position; to occupy the coign 
of vantage.--IN ONE'S TRACKS, 
for" immediately," says Lowell, 
is an importation from the Latin 
e vestigia, or the Norman-French 
ellcs lcs pas.-Big. Illtro., 169. 

TRADE, To.-(r) To sell or barter; 
and, used as a noun, the operation 
itself. 

A Louisiana man has had three wives in 
four years. He TRADED one for a farm! 
another for a pair of horses, and the third for 
a mule. He is only forty years old, and 
expects to stock his farm entirely if he has 
good luck.-A biinte (l(as.) Gazette, 1888. 

Says he, ' Look at your members now, 
There's J Olles got drunk, and Swem 

Will cheat a friend to make a TRADE; 
Ain't I as good as them?' 

-Detroit Free Press, r-.Iay, 1888. 

--(2) Medicine is also strangely 
named tmde in Rhode Island. 

TRAIL.-Dodge says that a trail is a 
succession of marks left on the 
ground or grass by anything moving 
to a definite end; as, a trail of 
troops, an Indian trail, a deer trail, 
a wagon trail. Sign is more or less 
proof positive that something has 
been present on the ground. A trail 
is made up of " sign"; but" sign" 
is, by no means, a trLlil. Feeding 
deer make" sign," but it may be 
impossible to tyail them. There 
may be abundance of sign in and 

The TRAIL work of a cowboy's life is some
thing by itself. The herds may be ON THE 
TRAIL several months, averaging fifteen 
miles or less a day. The cowboys accom
panying each have to undergo much hard 
toil, of a peculiarly same and wearisoflle kind, 
on account of lhe extreme slowness with 

~a~~f~1 sl~oc~fJh~~~e~b~t h~~r~eOd~e'{\~e Tf~~~~ 
man of a THAlL outfit must be, not only a 
veteran cowhand, but also a miracle of 
patience and resolution.-Ct'lIlury l\!£l&L/.:,il1f, 

1887. 

TAAIN.-In the Dominion of Canada, 
a sleigh used for transport purposes. 
From the French traincall, a sledge 
or sleigh. -- To TRAIN. - New 
England girls use this term to 
denote acts of romping, or, to 
employ an English phrase, which 
seems its exact equivalent, ta train 
is" to carry on."--TRAINERS.
Militia when in training. 

TRAMPOOS, To.-To wander about 
aimlessly. 

TRANSIENT.-In hotel and boarding
house parlance, a temporary visitor, 
as distinguished from a permanent 
boarder. 

1416 WASHINGTON AVE. - With 
uO:lrd, nicely hun. rooms; TRAN

SIENT accommodated. 
-Advcrtisemcut in St. LOHis Globe Dcmo
c mt, I8ti8. 
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Bartlett states that a distinction is 
made between the two classes; but 
if the following story be true, the 
difference is unusually marked. 

A visitor who has just returned from a 
vacation among the Maine watering places 
relates an amusing incident that occurred 
at a small New England hotel where he 
chanced to stop for a day while journeying 
to Bar Harbor. The principal person in 
charge of the office was the daughter of 
the proprietor, a buxom lass of probably 
twenty summers. When the morning of 
departure came this fair Diana presented 
the hotel bill to the traveller, and it so bap
pened that neither of them could change a 
Bole that was tendered in payment. In a 
gallant way the traveller smihngly offered 
to kiss the young lady and let the change go. 
She drew herself up hallghtily. 'I'd like 
you to know, sir, that in this hotel we don't 
ldss TRANSIENTS" she replied in freezing 
tOiles. 'Such a privilege is only given to 
regular boarders. Will you take a prospectus 
for next season? '-Detroit Free Press, Sept. 
29, 1888. 

TRASH.-(r) See POOR WHITES.-
(2) The leaves when stripped from 
the sugar-cane in order to allow it to 
ripen more readily.--To TRASH. 
-To strip the leaves from the 
sngar-cane. The dead leaves are 
allowed either to rot on the ground 
for manure, or, when dried, the 
trash is used as bedding for cattle 
or thatching for houses. 

TR<E, To.-To get out of harm's way 
by taking refuge in a tree. An 
Americanism which is now gene
rally common in England. Not 
so, however, TO TREE ONESELF, 
i.e., to hide behind a tree. To 
tree is also used in the sense of 
to l<il1. Game having taken to 
a refuge of this kind, is practi
caJly at the hunter's mercy, and 
therefore as good as dead.--To 
BARK UP THE WRONG TREE.-See 
BARK. -- TREE CRANBERRY.-See 
CRAMP-BARK. --TRI:E PRIMROSE 
((Enothera jructicos,t).-A member 
of a weJl-known genus which, in 
America, attains a considerable 

size.--TREE MOLASSES and TREE 
SUGAR. - Products of the sugar 
maple. 

TREMBLING PRAIRIE. - See SHAKING 
PRAIRIE. 

TRICK, in Arkansas speech, means a 
number of things - a child, an 
article, a stratagem, a machine; in 
fact, it is as hard-worked a word 
as II thing." 

If he was loo busy to go to school himself, 
he never was too busy to drive the little 
TRICKS over to the school-house, and, every 
evening, Bulah, the least little TRICK of all, 
used to teach him what she had learned. 
Bulah was very fond of] eft', in a filial way; 
but Jeff loved Bulah with all bis heart 
and soul and strength.-ScribfU'r's Magazine, 
1887. 

--TRICKSY. - This old form is 
still retained in the popular speech 
of many parts of the Union. 

TRICUMLEGIS (Cant). - A quirk or 
quibble. 

TRIG. TRIGNESS. -Smart; smart ap
pearance. Obsolete words in Eng
land, but still in common use 
in the Old Dominion. From" to 
trick," i.e., to decorate. 

The descriptions of fifty years ago (of 
Louisiana) do not need to have a word 
changed in order to describe the same region 
as it appeilrs to-day - except as to tllB 
TRfGNESS of the houses.-ilfark Twain's Llje 
011 Ihe Mississippi, p. 373. 

One of lhe bifurcations goes on deeper 
into the swamp, the other deflects toward a 
clearing whcrc111, back of cotton-fields and 
garden, stands a comfortable battened house, 
the widow Brand's house. A certain THIG 
1001< about land and buildings may be due to 
the fnct-always kept well to the fore-that 
the widow came from Georgia.-Scribncy's 
"'IagaziHc, 1887. 

TRIMMINGs.-In culinary phraseology 
a generic term for accessories to 
any dish, such as flavorings, sauces, 
etc. The word, however, has also 



City 

a far more extended application, 
and is used alike of a woman's 
frills and furbelows, the trappings 
of a horse, and the decorations of a 
house. 

TRIMO 

See 
ton, Mass.
ICA. 

TROUT on of country 
the und is almost 
inv hus, in some 
por thern States, 
the ck perch. In 
Texas, and in the Indian territory, 
to as far north as Canada, the 
trout is a magnificent bass, very 
like the striped sea bass in appear
ance. In the Rio Azul of western 
New Mexico, and in many other 
pure streams where the real fish 
doe t . t th t ut is a dace. 

TRUCK 

this 
to 
is 
mar 

ning II stuff," 
ly understood 
oduce, which 
en-tmck and 

In the entne terlltolY [Coloradol prob· 
ably twenty-five or fifty bushels of wheat was 
grown. Beyond this and the garden-TRucK 
nothing worth mentioning was raised.
Fiehl aud Farm, 1888. 

--Hence TRUCK-PATCH.-A plot 
of ground devoted to the raising of 
vegetables.--TRucK, TRUCKMEN, 
and ynonymous in 
Ne art, cart-man, 
and hewhere.--
Poa contemptuous 
exp outh for any 
per eak character 
or i 

TRUM PETER SWAN (Cygnlls buccinrlior). 
-They are as white as snow, and 
measure about seven feet from tip 
to tip of wing. The range of this 
magnificent bird is chiefly from the 
Mississippi valIey, extending 110rth-

54 I T. 

ward as far as the Pacific. It is 
found in Canada at Hudson's Bay, 
and occasionalIy on the Atlantic 
coast. It breeds from Iowa and 
Dakota north. They winter in the 
waters south of the gulf. They fly 
principalIy at night, and take their 

trumpet tones \\ 
I to each other. 

he nose. 

inations made 
f concentral ing 

controlhng the manufacture and 
sale of various articles of necessity. 
This is the latest dodge of mono
polists, and is only another name 
for systematic robbery. So no
torious is it that tntsis place people 
at the mercy of a few unscrupulous 
men that a calI has been made for 

to their method 
s. The iniquity 
ions wilI be read 
en it is remembe 
not organized al 
price of the art 

on to the consum 
crease the price 

the articles which the trust has to 
purchase. They purchase every
thing, transportation included, at 
prices far less than any of the:r 
competitors, and they force alI 
holders of their necessaries, in
cluding the railroad companies, 
to selI at the price fixed by" 

ugar Trust, for 
only raise the p 

le consumer, bu 
e price of the r 
le producer. T 
ot only the selIi 
sing of sugar. 

T. T. - Too thin; an abbreviation 
used bo~h in writing and spelling, 
concermng matters thought to be 
doubtful in character. A palpable 
attempt to deceive would be des-



ribed as 
a impose 

Tuckahoe 

, too tra 
e. 
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TUCKAHOE.-A variety of truffle which 
grows in Virginia, and which is 
also known as INDIAN BREAD and 
INDIAN LOAF 

is a nat nelion, the 
eh has gre exed natu 
commonl veral feet 

face, and, ffie of E rop. as 
apparently no stem or leafy appendage con
necting it with the external atmosphere. 
They are generally found through the instru
mentality ot hogs, whose acute sense of 
smelling enables them to fix upon the S ot 

erc they Ii They are 
lobular 0 d oval s 

her regula , the larg 
lbling som [own loar 
ad. The 5 from an a 

bigness of a man's head.-Fal'mer's Eltcy
clopcrdia. 

TUCK AND NIP.-The same as NIP and 
TUCK (q.v 

CKEAED 0 aried; t 
atigued. colloq, 

though most common in New 
England, mnst yet be regarded as 
part of the popular speech of all 
Americans 

Youlookcl REDOUT! 
ex-guide. 't YOll like 
p c'-tea 5e ur foom ? 

Len too lIllie 1 01 you, I guess. T lat oy 0' 
yourn had oughter tal{e bettcr care 0' you.'
New York flerald. July 2I. 1888. 

CKET.-Th 
Indian c 
and coo 
thongh 
great dehcacy. 

g greer 
thered w 
milk, t 

, is est 

TUG.-A name given to peat. 

CAR.-A covered 
reed-like q.v.); t 
common sand C 
and are sometimes simply 
TULES. 

, 
called 

Tuna 

The was stapp nger's; 
the la ad been a in the 
TULES er swimln is life. 
I An a rked the lanche, 
with pensive local pride, I as large as the 
State of Massachusetts is now under water.' 
-Bret Hart's HOtel Santa Claus came to 
Simpson's Bar. 

TUCE 
gr 
Ove 
Th 

laCllstris 
ulrush, 
South

s Mexica 

ed-like 
spread 
States. 

TUCIP-TREE (Liriodendroll tllZipifcm).
A tree bearing large, tulip-shaped 
flo ence its It is 
als WHITE- nd in 
the OPLAR. 

The ieee wa onpIace 
enough, of poplar wood-that is, TULIP
TREE-painted brown. The paint while 
fresh had been scratched in rhythmical 
waves with a common coarse comb. This 
graining was supposed to resemble the grain 
of so yet undis Century 
Maga 

TUMB Connecti -cock. 
--TUMBLE BUG (Cilnthoiliolvis).
A common insect known also as 
the DUNG BEETLE, and in England 
as the STRADDLE BOB.--TuMBLE 
WE erwise R 
On globula 
th which, 
pu by the 
roIling over the plains 
mercy of the blast. 

WEED. 
ials of 
ead, is 
cl goes 
at the 

TUMP To.-In Maine to drag home 
ga UMPLIN ontriv-
an peculiar tate of 
M, sisting -ap so 
pIa oss the as to 
assist in carrying a pack upon the 
back. This practice is said to have 
been derived from the Indians. 

TUNA opulltia). panish 
na PRICKLY NDIAN 
FI A plea verage 
made from this fruit bears the same 
name. 
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Tu N K. - An English provincialism, 
denoting a blow with the fist; it is 
colloquial in New England. 

TUPELo.-See PEPPERIDGE. 

TURFMAN.-A racing man; a turfite. 
Literally one who is always on the 
turf. 

TURKEY.-TURKEY BUZZARD (Cathal'les 
aura) .-An American vulture, the 
compound popular name of which 
is therefore a misnomer. There is 
a slight resemblance, however, 
between this bird and the turkey. 
--TURKEY-CoRN.-Sec CORN.-
MARBLE-HEAD TURKEY.-A Massa
chusetts' term for the cod-fish.-
NEVER SAID TURKEY.-This phrase 
is applied to persons lacking in 
hospitality, or who make unfair 
division of spoils. It had its rise 
in a story illustrative of the greed 
and rapacity shown by white men 
in their dealings with the Indians. 
--To TALK TURKEY.-To indulge 
in grandiloquent periods; to use 
high-sounding words, when plain 
English would do equally well or 
better. An allusion to the manner 
in which the male bird spreads and 
plumes itself. 

I What the devil does locum tenens mean, 
Tim?' he asked all in a puzzle. 

I Don't you know that, John? I replied the 
New Yorl .. stateman, witti a touch of pity in 
his voice. I Why, that's TURI(EY for pro 
tem., of course,'-lVtlshil1.gton Critic, 1888. 

--To WALK TURKEY.-To strut: 
and, idiomatically, to be unsteady 
in gait. 

Out on the bar the north wind commenced 
to make the Yaquina WALK TUH1\.EY, standing 
her up on either end alternately and rolling 
her both ways at once. There was a girl in 
tears on leavin~ the wharf, whose emotion 
was due to leavlOg her mother. When the 
Yaquina's movements got in its deadly work, 

:11~d frie~d~~~n~adO i~~llr~fi~~r~de~ho~i;it~~~ 
life be spared. She lived, and the guBs 

Twice-Laid 

waxed fat.-San FraJtdsco lVeeklyE,,· ... amin·er, 
March 22, 1888. 

TURNED ROUND.-Few persons with 
any knowledge of geography or of 
the points of the compass, have tra
velled at all without having at some 
time experienced the curious sensa
tion of being tu.rned l'OUlld, i.e., been 
in doubt as to one's whereabouts. 

A man is going up the Hudson River in a 
steam-boat, and walking from the cabin to 
the guards, finds himse1f apparently going 
down the river. A traveller 1001';5 froIll. his 
book or paper out of a car window, and 
finds to hIS disgust that he seems to be going 
back towards his starting point ..... No 
power of mInd or will can change this feel
ing, which, however, generally goes off by 
itself after awhile, as mysteriously and with 
as little cause as it came. It docs not always 
go off, and a wrong impression once made 
may cling through life; as to me, Detroit is 
always in Canada, and New Orleans always 
on the right bank of the Mississippi, because 
I happened to be TURNED ROUND when I 
first arrived in those citIes. Under such 
curious circumstances the features of the 
best lmown localities become strange; 
everything looks different {raUl what it 
ought to look. This is getting lost in the 
plains sense.-Richard Irt'ine Dodge's Pia ills 
0/ the Great West. 

TURNER.-A gymnast. From the 
German. 

TURN OF MEAL.-In Tennessee, the 
quantity of corn sent at one time 
to the mill is termed a 111m of meal. 

TURNSTONE (Strepsilas illtcl'fycs).-A 
bird which is also known under the 
names of CALICO BACK, HORSE FOOT, 
and BRANT BIRD. 

TURPENTINE STATE.-North Carolina, 
the extensive pine-forests of this 
State having given rise to the 
sobriquet.-See also TARHEEL. 

TWICE- LAI D.-Food prepared for table 
a second time. 

TWICF.-LAID dishes I can stand; salt fish 
and corn beef TWICE-LAJ 0 I sometimes COil. 
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sait it as good as when it was first cooked. 
-Sam Slick's Wise Saws, p. 12. 

TWINBERRY.-The PARTRIDGE BERRY 
(q.v.). 

TWINS.-To HAVE TWINS is a com
mon expression in New England 
for taking dinner and tea together. 

TWISTICAL.-One is twistical when 
possessed of oblique moral vision; 
unfair; not straightforward. 

TWITCH, To.-Among Maine lumber
men, to drag timber by means of a 
chain. 

Two-FoRTY.-To go at two forty, or at 
two forty pace, is to proceed at a 
high rate of speed. The allusion 
is to the record pace at trotting 
matches, at one time a mile in two 
minutes forty seconds being con
sidered very good. Now the speed 
attained is much higher. 

Two PIPE SCATTER GUN.-A double
barrelled rifle. 

Typo.-A compositor. A printer's 
abbreviation of "typographer." 
The equivalent in English printing
offices is "camp." 



Jj .. ' . . MBRELLA-TREE (llfagllo-
, ripe tala) . 

I • d from 
.'. ance t 

ella, the 
- .' radiating from the 

c,. end of the branches 
to a distance of three 

feet in diameter. A native of the 
uth. 

A corru (Ione,' 
curiously used in conjunction with 
personal prououns in some parts of 
the Union, especially among the 
natives of the State of Indiana.-

HOOSIER 

o be you'u 
d him. 
, yes,' he I he held 

hand. I So yOU'UN is he'uN. be it? Glad to 
sec YOll. We'uNs hev all heard of yOU'UN.' 
-Detroit Free Press, September 29, r888. 

ACHED 

a full 
11S, see C 

.-A I 

synony 

UNCLE.-A familiar title for a negro, 
as aunt is for a negress. Both 
these terms inly confi d 

Iderly b ople.--
LE.- On C.f;., H Di 
that? e did," I 

I .--UNCLE SA~l.-A nickname 
given to the American people as a 
whole, or to the United States 
Government as representing the 

erican n Its orig' 
s related 

Immediately after the last declaration of 
war with Elbert An New 
Y or k, the ctor, visi t n the 
Hudson, was cone and 
where h sed, alar ty of 
provision ark, etc. ctors 
of these artIcles at that place were Messrs. 
Ebenezer and Samuel Wilson. The latter 
gentleman (invariably known as UNCLE SAM) 
generally superintended in person a large 
number of workmen, who, on this occasion, 
were emp . verhauling 'sions 
purchase contractor rmy. 
The cask rked 'E. A This 
work fell t of a fae w in 
the emplo Messrs. VV 0, on 
being aske y some of his ft. ow-workmen 
the meaning of the mark (for the letters U.S., 
for United States, were then almost entirely 
new to them), said, he did not know, unless 
it meant Elbert Anderson and UNCLE SAM 
-alluding e~cln~' ely, then t tl -" said 
UNCLE S, . The jol 10ng 
the worl{ passed c and 
UNCLE S elf being was 
occasiona by them 0 eas-
ing exten possessio .. < y of 
these workmen, being of a character deno
minated as food for powder, were found, 
shortly after, following tbe recruiting drum, 
and pushing toward -the frontier linGS, for 
the double purpose of meetino lhe enemy 
and of ea ovisions tl ltely 
labored to od order. okes 
accompan and befor am-
paign end ntical one ared 
in print: avor rapid I ene-
trated and was recog:nized in every part of 
the country, and will no doubt continue so 
while the United States remain a nation.
Frost's Naval Histo/'y of the U,litt.-'d StatL's. 

-U 
Treas 

SAM'S 
e United 

The 

UNDER-BIT.-A mark used in branding 
cattle.-Sce BRAND. 

UNDER-C 
pettic 

North 
n1pare \V 

a a 



rgrotmd Railr 

UNDERGROUND RAILROAD.-This term, 
no longer of exclusive meaning, 
was, before the abolition of slavery, 
applied to a very energetic organi
zation for enabling slaves to escape 
to the Free States or Canada. 

K.-A cattle m 

w.-A term w 
o timber in Penn 
ined by Halde 

denote a piece of timber which 
should be square to come up to 
measure, but which has been 
hewn in such a manner that, while 
it looks full size, it really does not 
hold tbe requisite number of cubic 
feet. 

TLED.-See DISG 

LE.-Not to be es 
s form; as also is 

UNFHLOWSHIPPED.-Lacking, or de
barred from Church fellowship or 
social recognition. 

UNHOUSE, To.-To render homeless. 

ne that visited MOll 
erday afternoon, at 
early three hundred 
f business, and UNH 
people. In the fall 
5 were buried under 

ve were killed, whil 
were injured, eight 
t their recovery is 
aid, February 21, 188 

UNICORN (Cant).-A band of two men 
and one woman, or vice versd, who 
work together in a thieving part
nership. 

Up-Tot 

UNloN.-The Confederacy of States 
known as the United States of 
North America.--UNION MEN.
Those who, at the time of the 
Civil War, stood out against 
secession. 

ERSANIMUS.-Thi 
an invention 

well's. It mea 
all, a more comp 

an is expressed 
mple and orth 

nanimous." 

UNLAUNDERED. - Undressed, i.e., as 
applied, for example, to shirts. 

UP AND DUST! - Look 
ick! make the d 
P COUNTRY. - T 
CKWOODS (q.v.) 
TTON. - See 

PPER HOUSE.-
distinct from 

epresentatives. 
ational or Stat 

alive! 
fl I 

be 

officially in Massachusetts III I7I8. 
(See Drake's Hi5tory oj Bosiolt, p. 
558.) "Lower House," as applied 
to the more popular branch of 
legislature, originated at the same 
time. -- UPPER TENDOM. - The 
fashionable world. 

GHT.-In Western 
n idiotic perversio 

oWN.-The fashi 
American citie 

WN. 

An honored guest at one of the UP-TOWN 
hotels recently, was a portly and dignified 
old lady. She was dressed in mslling black 
silk and a stiff white cap, and even the clerk 
was awed by her presence and conversation 
-A 'ntcric(l1z If1f.1n-orist, 1888. 
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USABLE.-Capable of being used. Of 
American birth, this word has 
made its way into colloquial use in 
England. 

U: S. PLATE (Cant).-Fetters or hand
cuffs. 

Uxoricide 

UXORICIDE.-Wife murder. A new 
form on the model of parricide, 
matricide, etc., etc. 

UXORICIDE AND SUICIDE.-Peter Q'Neil 
kills his wife and then sends a bullet into his 
own brain-the murderer still alive.-Pitts
burg Tim~, February 8, 1888. 



m ACHER. - A herdsman 

.' 

' 
..

. . j. C.' •• , or cow-boy, to both I ! of which terms it 
, . has largely given 

way. From the 
'., . i French. 
-/. 

VALEDICTDRIAN.-The student of a 
college who pronounces the vale
dictory oration at the annual 
commencement.-Webster. 

VALLEY.-In New England a valley 
becomes a "gulch"; or in the 
\Vest a "hollow." 

VAMOOSE, VAMOS, VAMOSE, To.-A true 
Americanism signifying "to go," 
and of the same order as SKE
DADDLE and ABSQUATULATE. De
rived in the first instance from the 
Spanish imperative vanlOS, let us go, 
val110se has passed into the general 
speech of the American people. 

A couple of Mexicans had robbed Mike 
Dorsey's cabin and VAMOsED.-Amcricaa 
J!u1Jtorist, Sept. I, 1388 

--To VAMOSE THE RANCH, is" to 
clear out," though, in Spanish, it is 
a familiar, conversational interjec
tion, as "well, come now." 

VAQUERO.-A cow-boy or herdsman. 
An equivalent, from the Spanish, of 
the French vacher. 

VARA.-A Spanish lineal measure, 
eqnal to thirty-nine inches. Occa
sionally heard in California 

VARIETY STORE.-A general store; a 
bazaar. 

VEGETABLE.-VEGETABLE IVORY.-See 
IVORY NUT.--VEGETABLE MAR
Row.-Also called the ALLIGATOR 
PEAR (q.v.).--VEGETABLE OYSTER. 
-The salsify. Also called OYSTER
PLANT. 

VENDIBILlTY.-The quality of being 
saleable. 

VENDUE.-(r) (French vendtt sold).
A shameless assignment of offices 
to the highest bidders. In a non
political sense the word was used 
as early as 1754 in Pennsylvania 
(Mittelverger's Travels, p.22). Polito 
Americanisms.-- (2) Also collo
quial in the West Indies for an 
auction sale. 

VENT.-A cattle brand.--See BRAND. 

VENTILATE, To,-Except in the appli
cation of this verb to persons, there 
is nothing specially American in 
the use of vellfilafe, meaning to 
make known. 

VERTICAL sAw.-An outrageous joke; 
a dangerous piece of horse-play. 

VEST. - PULL DOWN YOUR VEST.
Pull yourself together. A street 
catch-phrase, originating, no one 
knows when; employed indiscrimi
nately, and, in the lips of most 
persons, of doubtful meaning, being 
a phrase and nothing more. 
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VETERAN. - A soldier who, having 
during the Civil War (which lasted 
seven years) served the period for 
which he originally enlisted, en
listed again. The result was that 
there were many thousands of 
youthful veterans, if such a mis
nomer is permissible. -- To 
VETERANIZE. - To make veteran 
soldiers by the process aforesaid. 

VICTUALLING OFFICE (Cant). - The 
stomach. 

VIGILANCE COMMITTEE VIGILANTES.-A 
body of persons who, when judges 
are intimidated, juries partial and 
guilty of the same crimes as those 
they are called upon to condemn, 
band themselves together to detect 
and punish criminals. Closely allied 
to LYNCH LAW (q.v.). 

VIM.-Spirit; energy; activity. 

\Vhile the children were at supper the 
grown foll{s were given a turn at dancing. 
After supper the children resumed the floor 
and danced with renewed VIM for an hour or 
!:)O, when they were borne away happy, con
tented, tired, and drowsy, to go over in their 
dreams the happy hours Just passed.
Missou,.i Republican, March 5, 1888. 

VINEVAROIST.-The cultivator of a 
vineyard. One of the new forms 
based on a now familiar model. 

VIRGIN DIP.-The flow of turpentine 
from pine trees during the first 
year of cutting. 

VIRGINIA pOKE.-Explained by quo
tation. 

Dave cursed his infernalluc1{, as he called 
it, and when the twelfth round left Tom 
about a dollar ahead, he gave the cards a 
VIRGINIA POKE whenever it came his turn to 
cut them; that is to say, he pushed one card 
out of the middle of the pad\:, and put it at 
the back. By this means Dave proposed to 
change the luck, as he said; but George 
Lockwood, who looked over Dave's shoulder, 
was not for a minute deceived by this ma
nceuvre. He lmew that this affectation of 

a superstition about luck and th~ efficiency 
of poking the cards was only a. blInd to co;rer 
from inexpert eyes the real sleIght by WhICh 
Dave, when he chose, could deal hims~lf 
strong hands. Even the VIRGINIA POKE dId 
not immediately bring a change, and when 
Tom had won a dozen games more than 
Dave, and so was a dollar and a half ahead, 
and had got his pulses well warmed up, 
Dave manifested great vexation, and asked 
Grayson to increase the stakes to half a 
dollar, so as to give him a chance.-The 
CClltUI'Y, 1887. 

--VIRGINIA REEL.-The country 
dance as known in England. 

VITAL STATISTICS.-The announce
ments of births, deaths, and 
marriages. 

The regIstrar of VITAL STATISTICS' report 
for January shows four births, eleven mar
riages, and thirty-four deaths.-Troy Daily 
Times, February 8, 1888. 

VLv.-A Dutch survival in New York 
for a marsh or swamp. 

VOOOOUISM. - Superstitious observ
ances, practised by the negroes in 
secret. In Hayti and San Domingo, 
these barbarous rites are said to 
be accompanied by human sacri
fices. 

VOWEL! (Cant). - Give your note! 
i.e., an LO.D. 

VOYAGEUR.-A French-Canadian term 
for a boatman. 

VUM.-I VUM.-I swear. A New 
England euphemistic oath. 

But the deacon swore (as deacons do, 
vVith an 'I DEW VUM,' or an' I tell yean ')
He would build Olle shay to beat the taown 
'N' the keounty 'n' the kcntry raoun' i 
It should be built so that it couldn't break 

daown; 
I Fur,' said the deacon, "tis mighty plain 
Thut the weakest place mus' stan' the 

strain; 
'N' they way' t' fix it, llS I maintain, 

Is only /' est 
To make that pace uz strong uz the rest.' 

-Oliver Went/ell Holllles' Tile IVol/deljlll 
Onc·Hoss Shay. 



:1, ABASH, To.-To cheat. 
~ c" This term, though 
~ ~ u?doubt.e~ly ?f In-

d gin, IS 

~ c in deri 
l',- t 

TIi 

WABBLE, To.-To clatter with the 
tongue; to be given to excessive 
talking. Western. 

slang te 
!. 

money.-

WAGGED OUT.-A Massachusetts term 
for tired out; exhausted, 

AIL,-Th 
A vari 

,o.-To 
by wagon. 

WAIN.-A waggon. 
's still co 

of the m 
IGGLER. 

y r transp 

This Old English 
. in Amer' 

IT TREES etious te 
to a k bush. 

derivation is obvious from the 
following quotation;-

This bush generally puts a prompt quietus 
ost sang . erament. 

cl< as hair 's back, ab 
t high, the tems from 
ipe slern t es in diame 
anches sp m every s 

so tHe yas to makcaJung ealmost impene
trable even of themselves; and when each 
is armed with innumerable thorns, bent like 
fish·hooks, sharp as needles, and strong and 
tough as steel, it will readily be seen that 

hunting in such a thicket is no sport.
Richard Irvine Dodge's Plains of the Great 
West. 

AIT UPON 

attention 
mony, 

o court; 
view t 

WALK.-To TAKE A WALK.-A 
euphemism signifying dismissal. 
Employes take a walk not to return 
to their . hen dism' 

Some time ott worl<cd 
c confecti ensing s 
m one of 1 us fountai 

adison Strc.e . 1C fruit syrups an 1C 
mineral water disappeared with an alarming 
alacrity, but the cash returns were so out of 
proporlion to the sales, that rvIr. Berry con~ 
eluded to make a change and Tascott TOOK A 
WALK.-Chien 0 licrald, r888. 

--VVA PERS or 
TICKET. of dism 
generall eel with a I 
bearing.-Sce BEHEAD and DE
CAPITATE. -- WALKIST. - This 
villainous form denotes a profes
sional pedestrian,--W ALK OUT. 
-A stril 

The W ALI{ ewery em 
cd upon ght's meet e 
ion, was Ie of a fi s 

than thirty men left their work, At Yung 
and Borchert's brewery, where eighty men 
are employed, all but seven agreed to forsake 
the union and remain at worl{,,-Chicago 
Ilttcr-OcfClH, 188~, 

ALL STA thoroug 
name a thiog m e 
financial of the m 
finance of the United States. It 
is the Stock Exchange of New 
York, and dates back to r653, 



W 

w 
deriving its name from the wall 

defence erected b the Dutch as 
rote n ag t th road 

o the a 0 igin . Fro e b 
ginning it was the scene of a lively 

de, a fi st w'th the red man 
mer ts g all y ndin 

the area 0 their operatIOns, unt! 
now it ranks with any of the 

at pean urse Fro 
5 0 ds as th 

centre of speculatIVe finance. 

-L 
st. 

'ded; 'dof 'swit 

WALTZING GIANTS.-A Nevada term 
a cu s spe of sa torm 
at c ers nd, eigl 

to twenty feet m diameter, go 
rearing across the desert with a 

irlin altzi otio hat' 
y gr 1. n th ill b 

one big column, with a lot of little 
columns attending it. The effect 

he gest ng i nabl 
ey a ver exc in th 

summer time, and they are most 
frequent in July. They have their 

inni so ncip whir 
d, w sna s up andf 

of sand while the surrounding air is 
still, and then they keep on growing 

m g on d. y a 
lik cyc s of Eas 

for they move with very little 
noise, and instead of being funnel-

ped, of sam e fro 
to b m. mo is t 

same, being both circular and ad
vancing They draw up into the 

inde abul qua es 
, d, t f sag ush, sam 

times good-sized stones.-Portlalld 
Tra/lsmit March 7 1888 

AMBLE-C PED. cur Ne 
Eugland phrase for sickness at 
the stom'lch. Its me'lning has 

n latic ex ed 
convey e idea 0 abasement at 
humiliation. 

r C,' 

WAME (Cant).-The stomach. 

WAM .-A nferi ndia hell 
currency.- ee COHO 

WAP ,-( '!taria iaba' An 
o n In na r th ulb, 
which is used by these red-skms as 
an article of food, 

WAP (Cerv a/lad ).- ree 
Indian name for the American elk. 

WAR 

W 

A so 
S.- ng e. 

ARB 
ssio 

ANY 

WAR ES. e pr enti am-
p of 1 saw intro tion 
of a species of polillcal way-cry not 
previously in vogue. It was based 
a e w now bit rill-
se nts marl tim r a 
squad of recruits, to enable them 
to march in step. He calls out as 
th spec' eet t the md, 

-Ie left ght 't'" 
the pauses between Nos. 1,2, and 3, 
being twice a. long as those be-
l> 3, nd 5 t is . ved 
th he id f cal out aine 
- B1aine-J ames-G-Blaine," in 
this cadenced measure, originated 
in Rep an ing ew 
Y wh in a use 'een 
speeches, a party of Columbia 
College students began stamping 
in enc er th anne the 

ery g .. du too g an 
intermission at the play. Some 
one started (he Blaine cry, the idea 
to nsta the ole ably 
fo ed , and en tl eet-
ing was over, the crowd formed 
an impromptu procession and 
n hed i ep t OWl sic. 
T wa es pr d a pic-
uous feature of the campaign. 
Both parties invented five-footed 

nces dis es, the 
esp! of br t pro sion every
where was increased tenfold by 



Washer Lady 

these enced g-song s, 
w hic ost c lIed to 
marc step, kept e 
excitement as nothing else could 
have done. They even assumed a 
threat g cha r dur" he 
days ediate lJowi e 
elect! hen t suIt w ill 

552 

in doubt, and might easily have 
become war-cries in earnest had the 
suspense continued a little while 
lange uring ampai 0, 

the ar st chee h 
-Rah-Rah), instead of the old 
time and more formal" Hurrah," 
repeated three times, was for the 
first enera ed in p al 
rank too, " e custo so 
borrowe from the colleges, of 
spelling some catch-word in unison, 
as for instance, "s a A P !" The 
sepa etters pron ed 
in .pe time eral h d 
VOIce nce.- 'cal A , u-
isms. -- VVAR HORSE. - A term 
likely to be applied to any ener-
getic . ical wIt· d 
deris as we in an r-
able e. combi ns 
in which this occurs are too 
numerous for specification, but one 
mayb 'ted as rarlye - 've 
phon ly:" war 1 of 
the wangu (pron ed 
"Shongum," a range of mountains 
in Northern New Jersey).--To 
GO ON THE WAR-PATH -To attack; 
to be ghtin d. A se 
deriv am In varfar 

WASHER LADV.-A washerwoman.-See 
LADY 

Walki wn br y, one a 
ealth 0 S stuiTs olors, b ro 

arc the same monotonous effects of corset 
and bustle on every woman one meets, from 
the elegant dame of wealth and leisure, who 
cheerfully pays two or three hundred daIs for 

or wall -ess, to aughle 10 
ASHER who m or own os 

y the a a cut patter a 
monstrons and unnatural figure of a woman 
in the latest style fashion journal.-Daily 
hlter-Ocean, February '3, 1888. 

Water 

E ZEP The e Zeph 
shoe pet dme f 
ada) i eculia riptur 

wind, in that no man knoweth 
"whence it cometh." That is to 

wher iginat team 
t over mount rom t 
t, bu n on ses t 

ridge he does not find any of it on 
the other side! It probably is 
manufact red n the tain-t 

the 0 n, an ts fro 
e. It pretty Jar wi 

1ll the summer time. Its office 
hours are from two in the after
noon till two the next morning' 

any venlL abro 
ng tho elve h needs 

allow for the w111d or he will bring 
up a mile or two to leeward of the 
point he is aiming at, And yet 

first plaint Wash 
or to Franc akes, 
the nds b w other 

There is a good deal of human 
nature in that.-Marli Twail!. 

UTS.- ds are alJed 
popular parlance. 

Extensive WASHOUTS ncar Kansas City, 
M I ve callS d r '1 vay tra' I be delay d 

rielay. York H March 

WASTAGE.-The drippings of a barrel, 
box, or other package. 

OUT, 
idiom 

look out." 

-In ylvan 
1e equiva ent of" a 

.-W DOGS. 1e We 
AMAND q.v,) name 

--W ATER LOT.-A U1 ding lot 
over which water has taken a 
heavy mortgage. In some cases 

dulen culato ve ev 
to u y vict plots 

situa vera 1 1 ed yar 
out at sea, and on inspection jeer
ing bystanders have offered the 



i1tg t loody rt 

poor consolation that the sea was 
receding from the land at the rate 
of so many feet in a centur !--

R OATS NADA ~q.v.). 
ATER LEGE e ad-

vantage of a water-fall In streams 
sufficient to raise water for driving 
water-wheels or a place affording 
s advan --W pUP-
P The e a OUND 
PUPPIEs.--W ATE R S P 0 U T s.
Dodge thus describes the American 
usage as regards this word :-

Al 11 posit the hi ns are 
oeca y visit most rain-
storms, so severe that they have the general 
name WATERSPOUTS. The qnantity of water 
poured from the clouds, and the effect pro
duced are so apparently incredible that I 
wou tate to e them at the 
fact rfcetly to ever sman. 
The ms gel occur after-
noon of a sultry day, and, in gathenng and 
coming up, have all the appearance of an 
ordinary thunderstorm. The rain, however, 
does f It in d' but in t s as if 
poUl 11 the r of a bath. 
As t iads of s arc c by the 
wine eftecte their d ourse, 
they present an appearance of sheets or 
waves of water, and form in the air 
thousands of mimic cascades of every 
cone c vari now f' in a 
smo nbrol<e clined now 
flyin an inil. jets, r up, 
or si s, as if by op rocks. 
Nothing can be more beauti1ul or more 
disagreeable than these storms; and when 
the deluge of rain is, as is often the case, 
aceo 'cel by ounded sand 
shap hunks they b really 
very s. 

WATER-WI"TcH.-(r) A dowser; a 
diviner of the presence of water 
b ns of ivinin 

WAVING THE BLOODY SHIRT.

See BLOODY SHIRT. 

WAX -To orne !ties, 
01 tain vanta dip-
lomatic measures.--vVAX
MYRTLE.-This is generally called 
the CANDLE-BERRY MYRTLE, candles 
b made th x it 
Sl s. -- ,{-PLAN 101/0-

We 

tropa lmiflora).-ThIS IS more gene
rally known as the INDIAN PIPE 
(q.v.). 

Y. - rrupti f" a 
which is frequently heard, e.g., "He 
comes from way back."--WAY
FARING TREE (Vibu1'num cantanoides). 
-A st ng shr her p 

ames hich NGLE 
and HOBBLE-BUSH. -- WAY-UP 
SPREAD.-A good feast; something 
superlative in the matter of eating 
nddr 

W[AKEN, To, i.e., to grow weak; to 
abandon an undertaking; to give 
way. A hrase much in vogue in 
he ne ers of ay. 

he Chi g iblme 1 weeks gg 
Blaine to recant. I t bas gone so far as to 
outline a little talk that he ought to make. 
But the gentleman from Maine still carries an 

urate h nd a st . If II 
WEAI{E t must he par 
H1le.- News, I 

These men (bullies or bad men) are, of 
course used to brawling, and are not only 
sure silOts, but, what is equally important, 

to dr eir we with n 
quick They I olbing 

r of mu nd arc ad and 
leir as s; yet re very 

of taking the }ife of a man of good standing, 
and will often WEAKEN and bade down at 
once ifconfronted fearlessly. \Vith many of 

n their e arise confid 
r ow n and k ge of t 
hich t e held. h Life 

l'a, TVesl. 

WEAK FISH.-The SQUETEAGUE (q.V.). 

AK SIS An u ble p 

WEAR.-To wear a name; a facetious 
anner f tating 'name." I 
ear th e of d-so." 

len I Sal a oud, ill a 11m voice, I Father 
I cannot, cannot WEAR the name of Samuel.' 
-il1ark l'~~lain's Screamers. 

--To 
lbject 

R THE 
ntrol. 

\R.-



We 

B LES. s; wear 
pp 1. 

W EAT HER - 5 T RIP S . - Sandbags; 
draught-excluders. 

ER-STRIPS 
old and d 
, by the R 

and 16+2 
'lfl eJlV(} RepublicaH, r888. 

od rubber 
ale, whole 
ardware C 
street.-A 

WEDDING ANNIVERSARlEs.-Americans 
have somewhat fancifully amplified 

. ea contai . he celeb 
silver a n weddin 

following ill show 
extremes asing fa 

has been carried. 
At the end of the first year comes the 

cotton wedding. At two years comes the 
paper. At three tbe leather. At the close of 
five comes the wo d· At the clos f 

friends a t the woo 
nes the ti lye the si 
ine linen. en the cr 

At twent cis gather 
a, At t\ Y the marne 

couple, who have been true to their vows for 
a quarter of a century, are rewarded with 
sllver gifts. From this period forward the 
tokens of esteem become rapidly more 
valuable, When the thirtieth anniversar 

d they are d with pc 
tjeth come At the lift 
e rJolden Beyond 
ag~d coup owed to e 
y gifts in P Qwever I by 

possibility they should reach their scventy
fifth anniversary, they are presented with the 
rarest gifts to be obtained at the celebration 
of tbeir diamond wedding. 

-To KN HE WEDG 
under KN N.--M 
WEDGES. /lder MA 

--,>\lEDGE TENT. - A common 
shaped tent, similar to the tCllte 
d' abri of the French. 

G (Cant). g a part 
g the bal such a m 
s not t suspici 

a thief s a port 
from the plunder without the know
ledge of his pals, and then receives 
an equal proportion of the remain-

der, it 
SWAG. 

Men 

d WEED E 

WELL !-(1) The American use of 
this conversational interjection re-
ceives a flight 
Lowell, in his 
tion to t w Papers: 

Put before such a phrase as How de 
do?' it is commonly short, and has the 
sound of lOut, but in reply it is deliberative, 
and the various shades of meaning which 
can be conveyed by difference of intonation, 

d by prolo' bbreviatin d 
inly attem cribe. I d 
a-aM, lOa! wal, and g 
arly appro e sound 0 n 
Ie. Somet re I it dw a 
ere I, as ' A frien 0 IDme 

told me that he once heard five WELLS, like 
pioneers, precede the answer to an inquiry 
about the price of land. The first was the 
ordinary unti, in deference to custom i the 
second, the long perpending ooahl with a 

ling inflec e voice; th e 
me, but wi rising, as s-
ir of a Cal to a plain 1 
1ine; the 'Wltlh, end e 
pirate of ,d then, fi, a 

short, sharp wal, showing that a conclusion 
had been reached. 

--(2) A vulgarism for healthy. 

Many me bly expre e 
on seeing Terry that h 
auld ever made the f 
wspaper C for his ap 
at of a pc .. L man.- Y-

Ocean, February 3, r888. 

--To LIVE WELL.-In New Eng
land to be good humoredly drunk 
-in tha hen eve 
of a ros 

E-MEN.- ce milit y t 
of the South was shown in the 
scorn and contempt which they 
heaped on men who refused to go 
out to battle In Texas the were 
called, lay on t 
women South 0 

nounced , and a 
their former gasconade as 0 w at 
we could do-we-men. Some boasted 
that one Southerner could whale 
ten Yankees. 



We? 

WENC -A word only sed 
negr es. 

WENDIGD -A term denotinct a h b 
obI mo he ther ndia 

WENT.-LET HER WENT !-A slan ct 

xpr ion ica of ren 
and abandonment-Let it go! 

ROW CEo chi of t Ind 
tribes of Vlrgmia and Maryland. 

SAN Can Th hro 

ST. ro -an ad opu 
erri ial d sion br g t 

part of the Union lying beyond the 
States of P nsyl nia, V'rgi . 

nd roli as f as t Pac 
littoral. Variants are Far West, 
Great West Wild West-a count 

f ost und e. t 
enormous capabilItIes. --WEST
ERNER.-A native of or resident in 
he ste Stat f t Uni 

--WESTERN RESERVE.-A name 
formerly given to a tract of country 
ese d b he S e 0 onn 
icu ,a the tIme 0 the cession of 

the North-west Territory '') the 
Uni Sta I 800 ris 
ion r th ract, s re quis e 

to the Federal Government, the 
Stat ser' g th ght he 
nd posi b of i sm lot 

settlers (from which sales were ob-
ain . ts m nific sch -fu 
vhil he an es t he r 

of the soil were bought up by the 
Gen . I G ern t. 1ml' 
Diet ry.· - W P TER 
A cadet at the U.S. Military Aca
dem at West Poi t an tabli I 
nen nsw g t an rst 
the Royal Military Academy at 
Woolwich in England. 

WET.-To VOTE or GO WET (or DRY, 
.v.) -To vote ag . st p hibit' 
n t icen g qu ion. 

55 he 

I lYe uri hty-t co es d 
nty ns va on lice 

question, orty-nlne coun les have vo e 
WET, and thirty-three dry. Thirteen of the 
twe ty to ns w t dry, d se WET -

Ame It, IS 
The repeated contests in Atlanta have had 

the effect of dividing the regular party men, 
of III 19 th ack e aI pori 
f, a 'er I ear Iy to sou 

by both WETS and drys.-Pl,,'nddphla 
Bililetin, February 27, 1888. 

T GIN .-A ine 
term for diggings situated near a 

ver 

WHALE AWAY, To.-To talk without 
t 0 ind ce, th e a 

vIgor to boot. --WHALER.- A 
big strapping fellow, or an event 

r ob of posi pro tion 

WH p-ov R, T -A New England 
"pre on, nify to ertu 

with vIOlence; to knock over. 

PPE AW ce J BER v. 

RF T,- th est rive 
e h ght 0 e wa er is so vari-

able that a fixed wharf would be 
sele In s e i sed 
cta b lar at, par ver , 

for the reception of goods, or for a 
ram op.· is grail rou 
n th hor de, d inter 

by a plank or movable platform. 
his' wi bOl Ba It.-
o \ RF- -In ew 19la 

to embank; to pile up earth. 

AT F A. 
idiom, which 

ENN LVA 
tera ans 

Was fur cilL. 

hat do 
is peculiar 

D H (I 
on the 

EA L, s\ve I to 
obvious relation exists 
his' . m a the eals 

gs ed beat 

T 
to the 
, i 

erm 

t. 
between 

sw 
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WHEAT AND INDIAN.-A mixture of 
wheaten flour and maize meal. 

WHEATON, To.-A West Point cadet's 
colloquialism for "to malinger" 
or "to pretend sickness." Dr. 
Wheaton was once the resident 
physician at the Academy. 

W H EEL. - WHEELBARROW - BOAT.
A STERN-WHEEL BOAT (q.v.).-
WHEEL HORSE.-A crony; an in
timate friend; or a leading man. 
This vVestern term is directly 
traceable to the almost reverential 
esteem in which horses are held. 
The phrase is an everyday col
loquialism, both politically and 
socially.--To GREASE THE 
WHEELS. - To find the where
withal (generally money) for carry
ing out an undertaking. 

WHELK.-A synonym for a wale, a 
sore, a swelling, and a pustule. 

WH I FFET.-A small insignificant man; 
a whipper-snapper. 

Mr. Henpeck (a very small man)-' What 
shall I get up on that chair fOf, Mirandy ? I 

Mrs. Henpeck (very large and masculine) 
-' Get up on that chair, you insi~nifi.callt 
liLtIe WHIFFET, 50 I can box your ears with
out having to stoop over. Get up all that 
chair! Do you hear? '-Texas SijtHtgs, Oct. 
20, 1888. 

WHIFFLE-TRH.-The whipple-tree, or 
bar to which the traces of a leader 
are attached. 

Just ten minutes after Ham Cherry was 
holding up the WHIFFLE-TREE with one hand 
and driving his team down the lane to
ward the field on a sharp trot.-A'1J1.eyicaJt. 
Humorist, 18H8. 

W H I G S. - The colonial period of 
American history knew two parties 
- Whigs and Tories-and these in 
their pre-revolutionary form are 
hardly entitled to recognition in 
strictly national politics. They 

Whip 

were merely importations, and men 
belonged to one party or the other, 
according to the predilections of 
their forefathers in the mother
land. When, however, the disturb
ing questions arose which led to 
the Revolution, party lines became 
marked for local causes, the Whigs, 
as a general thing, declaring for 
independence, while the Tories 
remained loyal to the Crown, or, 
at most, favored passive resistance. 
After independence was achieved, 
" Tory" ceased to be recognized 
as a party name, and was popularly 
used only as a term of opprobrium. 
The Wlzigs survivcd, but shortly 
divided on the then young State
rights question into "Particular
ists" and "Strong Government 
Whigs." The former were, to 
adopt modern phraseology, " State
rights men," while the latter 
favored centralization, and sub
sequently adopted the less awkward 
title of FEDERALIST (q.v.), and 
the Whig name temporarily dis
appeared, to be revived in 1820, 
when it at once commanded a con
siderable following, but was not 
strong enough to achieve success 
until r848, when it elected General 
Zachary Taylor to the presidency, 
defeating the Democrats for the 
first time in nearly half a century. 
Their last appearance on the 
political battle-field was in the 
campaign of 1852, but there are 
still living old Whigs who fondly 
cherish the memory of what was 
once a "grand old party."
Political Americanisms. 

WHIP, To.-To surpass; to outvie, 
e.g., "To whip all creation" is a 
favorite Yankee simile.--WHIP 
POOR WILL (Antrostomus vaci/erus). 
-A common Southern bird with 
many names, amongst which may 
be mentioned CHUCK WILL'S WIDOW 
and BULL BAT (q.v.). Other species 
sometimes receive these names. 



Whzsker 

Wr SAW e a pt-
ance of fees or bribes from two 
0 sin ers or ies. t is 
b ved ha orig ted the 
New York State assembly, and is 
e entl eri fro the hip-

of n hani wh cut oth 
ways. 

WH R ( t). big 
lent to a "whopper." 

e va-

W H KEY LOA. - A con ed 
whiskey tippler. -- WHISKEY 
J (Ga IllS C . atus The UE 
J ISK MI -A og-
shop is thus known in the vI/est. 

"VH EY NT, WI- - -EY 
R the f win olaf 

It is what the Indians call Pic-a-ke. It 
grow So rn 'IS, 0 Ie r of 
sand s bo -ing he I ran and 
in gravelly, sandy soil. The Indians eat it 
for its exhilarating effect on the system, it 
prod g p scly san 5 al olic 
drill It iced au \\ d a m-
ber, and these small pieces chewed, the 
juice swallowed, and in about lhe same time 
as c rtab 'ght tails uld' the 
clivi wit you s il ates elf; 
only lts effects are what I might term a httle 
more l{~a~v-o-r-t-i-n-g, giving rather a wider 
seop the' gina' and iOllS Tel() 

o rIc Pica " rCl 

--WHISKEY RING.-A ring of 
w .{ey lers ho, oug he 
c IVat of Germ t oft Is, 
were enabled to evade the revenue 
la a am la for es. 
T rin as por y b en 
up in r875.-Political AmC1'icanisms. 

WI-I - 'EY .-A onc ted 
d of hisl su ,cr ed 
ice, and mint. 

WHI ER W TLE NG. he 
GOLDEN-EYE (q.v.). 

WHI -A ang age not a 
high meed of praise, 
th mb of" trai 
a n thin of 

while being 
1 'nes " in 

urs he 
ideas of epithet is comparative, 

557 WhIte 

ri an wro be va ble 
quantities. 

Pu lick ugh bul ~ yo all, 
ard, any tha lowe llll \ tell 

you that he was one of the WHITEST lllC'll 
that was ever in the mincs.-J[ ark Tn'aiH's 
The cellf H 011 . 21. 

All nght; tc them 0 scnd a g a er· 
foot who's posted all that sort of thing. vVe 
vant 'rst-c1 disp1 W '11 pay ~ll his 
xpc and him TE, 'll h the 
iggest time e ever lad. co out 

with him and show him the way, and we'll 
se WH too -Detroit Fl'tl! Pn:ss, 
ept er I, 8. 

--WHITE cAPs.-A mysterious 
or lzat in ian vho ke 
it on mse s t dmi er 
justice to oft-enders independent 
of ely g at . ht 
di sed d s ng ir v m, 
gag and bind bim to a tree wbile 
tb ad' iste te 'ble ,I 'p-
pi W the e is t k n, 
or if known no one dares to make 
a pIa' t against them. They 
ar ryin 0 c ect d p fy 
society, a work for "hlch they do 
not consider the machinery of the 
Ja deq e. ey pa lI

larly severe agamst WIfe-beaters, 
but a spell ago an offender of that 
cl esc d b use e I er 
of the willie caps did not show lip 
at the place of rendezvous. He 
at pte 0 1 hi wu fe 
anc got t e WOlst 0 I, so at 
he was laid up for a week or more. 
Al 1er e a mo run d, 
W lad en n lied at h as 
to have temperance whipped into 
hil got - bec e taps re 
on bi . dr ms s. 
There are a good many reformers 
of at tithe orld 
vV E H. - 1e ENH N 
(q.v.). -- "VHITE FROST. - The 
un' sal ·er111 vhe spe k'ng 
of ar fl HIT -IOU 
The President's official residence at 
W hingt --WHITE LEAGUE. 

org zati for d i he 
South in r874 to check the growth 
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political among 
oes. -- LINERS. 

political party localised in Louisi
ana.--WHITE MAN'S FLY.-An 
Indian name for the honey-bee. 
This insect is not indigeno t 

rica, bu ported b 
y settlers AN WHIT 
TE TRAS POOR WH 

-- WHITE - OAK CHEESE. - A 
cheese, hard and tough as can 
well be imagined; a product of 
skim mille -- WHITE - TAILED 

·R.-See AILED 
WHITE or LONG 
({ltglalls -A bea 

with wi ding bran 
The juice of the fruit, rich in OIl, 
serves as a dye, and hence its 
popular name of BUTTERNUT, which 
was also applied to Confederate 

ps dresse' . arms of h 
n cloth \ ed its co 

nut. T e white 1 

erived f color 0 

wood. -- WHITE - WOOD. - The 
TULIP TREE (q,v.). 

PLOTTING A N ntucket t 
friendly 

CLOTH. ressive 
obtains in reference to this word 
in which the idea of thoroughness 
is conveyed. Thus a lie or a 
truth made out of whole cloth is 

out-and- hood, 0 
erse; in there i 
ixture a 

You can say for me that there is no truth 
whatever in the statement, which was 
manufactured out of WHOLE CLOTH. Not 
only is the statement untrue in every 
particular, but there is no foundation for 

fUUlor of t St. Louis 
at, April 2 

charge aga '1i r name 0 
y is one lost Dutra 
lIS and gr lies ever 

factured by that vile journal. That the lie 
is made out of WHOLE CLOTH is evident by 
the fact, that while this alleged banquet was 
being held I was on my journey to Chicago, 

Mrs, Lang 
before I w 
March 5, 1888. 

Awake 

been ill f 
ned.-Ncw 

me 
rid, 

--WHOLE-FOOTED, WHOLE
HEARTED, and WHOLE-SOULED, are 
popula - t terms, u d . h a 
profus want of na-
tion w s utt~rly ed 
their meamng de-
vising man, who invites a crowd to 
"drinks all around," is instantly 
praised as a whole-footed man; and 
the calculating speculator, who 
gives a' f land fo ch 
with a he enhan of 
the ad] ts, which ns, 
appeal newspa " a 
noble, whole-souled gentleman, whose 
liberality will earn him the thanks 
of his countrymen, and the grati· 
tude of coming generations."--
WI-IOL -See TE 

Internat tesy by a led 

~le1l~;1 Kl ~:r~~~e~~. ~s~; 
sure that if this WHOLE~SOULED gentleman 
should ever visit New York City, he will be 

~;~:eA~~I~tfcr~i~\,.~~~,';h~,II~~~IA ~KI~~nil~,1 
Chronicll\ 1888. 

WHY, CE -An Eas 
-one re delica 
catch - ,signify 
acquiescence, or employed 
variant of" Well, really! " 

WHYO.-S D D-RABBIT 

W'COPY. ATHERWO 

ase 
an 
er 

as a 

W'DE·AWAKEs.-During the first Lin
coln campaign (r860), torch-light 
processions were as popular as they 
are now. One of these was 
ordere e Repu of 
Hartfo n. : and s he 
partici erks in y-
goods' shrnent, ed 
themselves with capes and caps of 
glazed cloth to protect their cloth
ing from the torch·drippings. The 
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marshall of the occasion, having an 
eye for uniformity, collected these 
men and placed them at the head 
of the line, where they attracted 
much notice. The idea was at 
once taken up by wide-awake Re
publicans; all the local clubs were 
uniformed, other towns and states 
followed suit, and in a surprisingly 
short time the Northern States 
were mustered in the wide-a walle 
ranks. The organization and drill 
was semi-military, and many a 
soldier, who subsequently fought 
in the Union cause, thus received 
his first training. The Democrats 
caught up the idea, and organized 
clubs called LITTLE GIANTS (q.v.), 
on a similar plan, in honor of 
their candidate, the Han. Stephen 
A. Douglas. These also served as 
training scho01s for Northern 
soldiers. The name 'wide-awake 
was, as early as I853, applied to 
the KNOW-NOTHINGS (q,v,), and the 
light-colored soft felt hats, which 
they were supposed to wear, were 
termed wide-awake hats. -Political 
A mel'ieal/isms. 

WIFE (Cant).-A fetter fixed on one 
leg only. 

WIGGLE, To.-To wriggle. 

Ball is popular with the boys. He is a 
geniaJ fellow in his relations wilh men, but 
as a state senator his record was not such as 
to commend him to public favor. During 
the great railroad fight last winter and last 
spring he WIGGLED in and WIGGLED Qut, was 
here to-day and there to-morrow, and no
body could ever tell what he favored or 
where he stood. It is certain that he was 
not ,an unCOlnprOl~1ising fr~elld ~f the people 
dUrIng that great tight.-MlSSOIIYt Rfplfblical1 , 
February r6, r888. 

--WIGGLE-TAIL,-The larva of 
the mosquito. 

WIGWAM.-Primarily an Indian word, 
meaning a cabin or hut. The 
Tammany Society of Philadelphia 

called its place of meeting a wigwam 
as early as I789, and during the 
Harrison campaign (set LOG CABIN, 
etc.), log cabins were used as 
campaign meeting places under the 
same name. As early as 1859-60, 
huge buildings of rough boards 
were erected for political purposes 
in large towns, and the practice has 
been kept up ever since. These, 
too, are known as Wigwams. 

My native stream-its bosom never 
The Red Man more may see; 

The Pale face rears his WIGWAM 
Where our Indian hunters roved; 

His batcbet fells tbe forest fair 
OUf Indian maidens loved. 

-Bry<wf's Last of the Red M,w. 

-See COUNCIL FIRES. 

WILD CAT.-A bank in Michigan, bore 
a wild cat or a panther on its face 
as a vignette. The bank proved 
utterly insolvent after having 
sent out a large number of notes, 
and for many years afterwards all 
irresponsible banks, which then 
abounded, were designated as wild 
cat banks, and their notes, often 
very curtly and severely, as wild 
cats. 

Every State in the Union should rigidly 
proscribe and prohibit the establishment of 
the WILD CAT and one-horse banking con
cerns which have produced so much- mis
chief, and brought discredit on all banking 
institutions.-New York Sun. 

The term was also applied to all 
bogus and swindling concerns, such 
as WILD CAT MINES, WILD CAT 
WHISKEY. 

There were more mines than miners. 
True, not ten o~ the~e mi,;cs were yielding 
rock worth haulmg to a mIll, but everybody 
!:laid, I Wait till the shaft gets down where 
the ledge comes in solid, and then you will 
see /' So nobody was discouraged. These 
were nearly all WILD CAT mines, and wholly 
worthless, but nobody believed it then.
ROllghing It. 

Those were WILD CAT days, and this was 
a WILD CAT broker. Ten rninutes later Mr 
Tullillgworth-Gordon received a n~tic~ 
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which mformed him of the fact that he was 
expected to put up his margin for fifty 
thousand shares of Snorting Geyser -Puck, 
1888 

-- WILD CATTLE. - A strange 
breed of wild cattle is found in 
t 'gh h' skirt' the qua 
v ,0 1. I e mo ins, 
near Riddles and Rosebud, they 
are probably most plentiful, but 
t do vent dow the 
v mt Th stay the 
hIlls, and get water on the living 
springs which rise there. For the 
m par ey onc d in 
tense vth ak a r in 
these mountains. There is heavy 
underbrush, too, so that it is a 
h matt 0 get m. y go 
i nds six ight ally, 
but at night a herd of forty or fifty 
get together and lie down in the 
s yar hat hey p in 
tame t, w is lIya 
secluded place among the trees. 
The cattle are of all colors and 
w r th deer is hard 
m r to a s at t for 
the reason that their scen t is so 
keen A peculiarit about these 
c is t their s an orns 
a J t bl Th tina, , and 
the whole apple of the eye are 
one mass of black Th 1 ms, 
t whi1 ing k as , are 
I g and s arp. rought 0 bay, 
the Oregon wild cattle are very 
\ . ked fi ht rs.- WILD D.-

ttled d. este erm. 
--WILD RICE. - The FOLLES 

AVOINES (q.v.) of the early French 
rs.- ILD AIN WILD 

C RAI A tra ot s uled 
on the time-table. 

It will be remembered al that time the 
MOl I nigl ress: hrow 1 the 
trac '1f Co rOSSI n the ware 
and Hudson road. by a WILD CAT eng-me that 
had been turned loose at the Mechanicsville 
yards by an evil-disposed pcrson.-lvlissottri 
Rep an, F , 1888 

A collis ecun is m g on 
the Iowa Central, two miles north of 

Winery 

Hampton. The dispatcher at Marshalltown 
was at fault, forgetting a WILD TRAlN that 
was running north from Mar~hallto n-

aily I Ocean reh 71 

WILLIAMS; BLUE WILLIAMS (Texas).-
roo ar a 0 dol bills e 
Con rate tes. 

A Texan once told me, with a fierce g1itter 
of satisfaction in his eye, that he had 100 000 

ollars WILL laid gain at 
ay, w was in to e, W le 

could exchange It, dollar WIth dollar, for 
greenbacks. The poor fellow! I should 
much prefer a draft for ten cents on the Old 

ady 0 ifofni ect.- and 11 

WILMOT PAOVISo.-A measure intro-
due d into ngre by 'd 
\lVi , of nsyl a, in 6, 
absolutely excluding slavery from 
the new territories then about to 
be uire om ico. e 
me e w deba at at 
length, and finally suffered defeat, 
but the agitation led to the first 
for 'on 0 e FR OIL Y 
(q.v Po/it A111CI isms. 

WIND UP To.-To give a quietus to 
an agon to ttle 's 
has. 

Once again Madison Square Garden is the 
cene trflrn matc may w 
st ra at wi leld i old g n; 
is 5 < oune , nd t1 nOUll I1t 

may have as much truth in it as that which 
detailed Lhe fact that John L. Sullivan 

ould s stn for th n ins of, 
s is with WIN UP a 
ew Y Vorld, 7, I 

--To WIND UP ONE'S WORSTED.-

To the tur whi n 
und king apab 

INE Ad' 'llery f 

Juan legos lli)di~ 1"'1 filter r-
rangement for the fnrmshmg of pure water 
for the Gallegos WINERY, One hundred tons 

f gra ill b eded part Ie 
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1ter.- Fran H/uk l'ouic J Iy 
26, 1888. 



Winter 

WINTER.-To WINTER KILL.-To be 
killed by winter frosts.--IVINTER 
BERRY. -The ALDER (q.v.).-
WINTER CHERRY.-The GROUND 
CHERRY. - A recent introduction 
into American market gardens. 

WIPE OUT, To.-To kill; to exter
minate; to annihilate. 

m!~~~~~n Ta~tl~~~!~eso~l: ~~~~~~l~~l b~;sjb~f 
outJaws.-Missouri Republican, Feb. 22, 1888. 

WIRE. WIREs.-The telegraph.--To 
WIRE.-To send a telegram. All 
these forms are now colloquial in 
English commercial circles.-
WIRED-UP. - Vexed or irritated. 
-- WIRE-PULLER. - The unsus
pected political manager who 
causes events to take place, as 
does the operator of a Punch and 
Judy show, himself being invisible, 
and the machinery concealed. 

In view of the WIRE-PULLING done last 
night and early this mornin~1 the result was 
not a surprise to any of the Inside operators. 
-Philadelphia Evening Bulletin, Feb. 23, 
1888. 

WISE, To.-Said of a top when reel
ing. 

WITNESS TREEs.-Trees used as land
marks. 

WOBALL (Cant).-A milkman. 

WOLVERINE STATE. - The State of 
Michigan. 

WOOD.-To WOOD UP.--WOODING 
PLAcE.-Terms connected with the 
Mississippi steamer traffic denoting 
the process of taking on board 
fresh supplies of fuel. To wood up 
also means to take a drink-
WOOD LOT.-See LOT.--WOOD 
MEETING.-A Mormon term for a 

56r Wool 

CAMP MEETING (q.v.). --WOOD 
SKIN.-A canoe; the process of 
manufacture is thus described ;-

To make one of these WOOD SKINS, a large 
purple heart tree is cut down, and the bark 
of the requisite length taken off. A wedge
shaped piece is then cut out of the trough
shaped bark from the top downwards, at a 
distance of three feet or so from both ends 
on each side, the ends are then raised till 
the edges of the cuts meet, when holes are 
pierced on either hand at a distance of si3: 
Inches from the cut, and numbers of turns of 
a strong withe are passed through them 

WOODCHucK.-The GROUND HOG (q.v.). 

WOOL. - DYED-IN-THE-WOOL. - Out
and-out; unflinching partisanship. 

Senator Voorhees accompanied a consti
tuent to the post-omce department a conple 
of days ago and urged his appointment for 
a subordinate position. The postmaster
general received them courteously, and after 
hearing the senator's statement, turned to 
the applicant and asked him: . What arc 
your politics?' I J'm a DYED-li'l-THE-WOOL 
Democrat, sir,' was the prompt reply of t11e 
Hoosier office-seeker.-Crific, 1888. 

--To DRAW THE WOOL OVER THE 
EYES.-To hoodwink; to" use the 
pepper box"; to throw dust in the 
eyes. 

You have no idea of the amount of speak~ 
ing that Congress does every year. 1\11aoy of 
these speeches are, however, never delivered 
at all, and the congressman rises and says, 
. Mr. Speaker,' and then asks leave to pnnt 
bis remarks. He puts in a long harangue, in 
which he denounces the opposite party, and 
tries TO DRAW THE WOOL OVER THE EYES of 
his constituents. He gets several thousand 
extra copies printed at cost price or less, 
and distributes them all over his district, 
and the people think that he has really 
uttered these words on the floor, while the 
members with big eyes and o:pen mouths 
listened to them T-Florida. Tmlt'S UHio1~, 
Febnlary 7, 1888. 

--ALL WOOL AND A YARD WIDE. 
-A Yankee simile for thorough-
going genuineness. -- 'vVOOLLY 
HEADs.-(r) Negroes; and (2) 
Furmerly applied to anti-slavery 
politicians. 
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Worked 

WORKED.-VVORKED FOR ALL IT WAS 
WORTH.-Manipulated to the best 
advantage. 

WORM FENCE.-A VIRGINIA FENCE 
(q .v.). 

W 0 R RIM E NT. - Worry; trouble; 
anxiety. A factitious useless word. 

James MeLeer is one of the notable 
citizens of Brooklyn, and the consideration 
of his name will give the Senate more 
WORRIMENT than anything of recent date.
New York World, February 14, 1888. 

--\VO RR I SO M E.-Worrying; 
bothersome. 

WORRY, To.-To take a drink. 

WRAPPERs.-Leggings. 

Wunst 

WRATH.-LIKE ALL WRATH. - A 
Southern simile for angry, violent, 
or vehement; and also generally 
employed toexpressgreat emphasis. 
--WRATHING.-Very WROTH. 

WRECKERS, - A band of Baltimore 
roughs. 

WUNST,-A vulgarism for" once." So 
also WUNCT. 

In a dental office not one thousand miles 
away the following colloquy occurred: j Has 
your tooth ever ached?' j Oh, it just hurted 
me a EttIe WUNCT or twict.' I Did it ever 
ache?' 'It 'pained me a bit, but shure I 
could stand It.' I Pat, do you know what 
toothache is?' 'Indade, an' I do, sor,' . Has 
your tooth ever ached?) 'Well, thin, it did. 
It kept me awake the night, bad luck to it.' 
I Does it ache now? ' I An' if it didn't would 
I be here I'-Nanttlcket btqlli,.er, 1888. 



ANK.-(r) A jerk.-
To YANK, to jerk. 

Countryman (to den
tist)-' I wouldn't pay no
thin' extra fer gas. 1 est 
YANK her out if it does 
hurt.' Dentist-' You are 
plucky, sir. Let me see 
the tooth,' Countryman 

-' Oh 'taint me that's got the toothache; 
it's my wife. She'll be here in a minute.' 
-New York StI", .888. 

--(2) A contraction of YANKEE. 
--Y ANKEE.-The best authorities 
on the subject now agree upon 
the derivation of this term from the 
imperfect effort made by the N orth
ern Indians to pronounce the word 
"English." The Rev. Mr. Hecke
welder, than whom few men have 
been more thoroughly at home in 
Indian speech and Indian character, 
distinctly states, that they pro
nounced it Yengees, and knew how 
to distinguish them by their dress 
and personal appearance, and that 
they were considered as less cruel 
than the Virginians or Long-knives. 
--YANKEEDoM.-New England. 
-- YANKEE DOODLE. - See the 
following ;-

In the summer of 1775, the BntIsh at my, 
under command of Abclcrombie, lay eu
camped on the east bank of the Hudson 
River, a little south of the City of Albany, 
awaiting reinforcements of mihtia from the 
Eastern States, previous to marching 011 
Ticonderoga. During the month of June, 
these raw levies poured into camp, company 
after company, each man differently armed, 
equipped, and accoutred from his neighbor, 
and the whole presenting snch a spectacle as 
was never equalled, unless by the celebrated 
regiment of merry Jack Falstaff. Their 
oHtrc appearance furmshed great amusement 

to the British officers. One Dr. Shamburg, 
an Eng1ish surgeon, composed the tune of 
I YANKEE DOODLE,' and arranged it to words, 
which were gravely dedicated to the new 
recruits. The joke took, and the tune has 
come down to this day. 

YANKEE NOTIONs.-A class of minor 
conveniences known as Yankee 
no/iolls.-See NOTIONS. 

YARBS.-A New England pronuncia
tion and corruption of HERBS. 

Clerk Rendich, of Judge Walsh's Court, is 
a pretty well informed man, but he knows 
nothing of the properties of YARns and 
simples. He had a cold a few days ago, and 
some one prescribed Iceland moss as a 
remedy.-ill'ooklyn D"i{y Eagk, Itl:;tl. 

YARD.-See GARDEN. 

YAVUM (Cant).-Bread and mill" 

YELLOW.-YELLOW BEHIND THE GILLS. 
-Said of one of whom FEVER'N 
'AGER (q.v.) has laid tight hold.-
YELLOW COVER.-A slang term for 
a note of dismissal from Govern
ment employ. In the public offices 
yellow-tinted envelopes are largely 
used. -- YELLOW JACK. - The 
popular name for yellow fever. 

vVhile the coast line from Tampico to 
Bagdad is seldom scourged by t'omdo, the 
usual calcnturas and malarial fevers prevail 
during the wet months, but are seldom fatal. 
The natives are a]nlOst proof against them, 
and to most foreigners they Illay be con
sidered merely the common and necessary 
process of acclImation. Cuidad Victoria has 
never been visited by either vOll1ito or 
YELLOW JACK, and its citizens, th(jrefore, 
consider it the healthiest, as it is certainly 



Yellow 

one of the prettiest places, on the planet.
Troy Daily Times, February 4, 1888. 

--YELLOW PUCCOON.-See 
PUCCOON. 

rr;;i:ij=Ci:;;Y:;:U AMBo.-See SAMBO. 

ZENITH CITY OF THE 
UNSALTED SEAS.
-Duluth. 

Hon. Proctor Knott, 
late governor of Ken

tucky, is not only an able and humorous 
speaker, but a sound financier and man of 
great experience in public affairs. Born 
August 29, r1)30, at Lebanon, Ky., he became 
a lawyer at the age of twenty-one, and 
located in Missouri, where he was elected a 
member of the legislature, and afterward 
appointed Attorney·General of the State. In 
1862 he returned to Kentucky, and in 1867 
was elected to Congress by a very large 
majority. He soon took high rank as a 
worldng member of the Committees on 
Fjnance and Judiciary, and early in 1871 
blazed upon the country as a great humorist 
in his brilliant speech upon Duluth, which 
he christened the ZENITH CITY OF THE UN
SAL TED SEAs.-A meriCal? Ii umorist, 1888. 

Zucke 

YOUNG HICKoRY.-Martin Van Buren 
was so called because the political 
mantle of "Old Hickory" (Jack
son) was said to have fallen upon 
his shoulders. 

ZIT, To.-An onomatopoetic verb, 
manufactured to describe vocally 
the peculiar hissing of bullets 
when striking water. 

ZNEES {Cant).-Ice; snow; frost. 

ZODIAC (Cant).-The top card in the 
box at faro. More generally cor
rupted into SODA. 

ZOMBI.-A phantom or ghost. 

ZOUCHER (Cant).-A slovenly fellow. 

ZUCKE (Cant).-An old prostitute. 




